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Professor
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as it deserves.
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Besides,

the

is organized in the Series, and
when it comes to action, chiefs and sol

hierarchy

diers are at their posts.
as he is in turning the tincture of
It is easily understood, I suppose, that
sunflower green, and in showing in the the Series is formed in the same manner,
Sorbonne,

Baron

and

of

Peer

France,

quick
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two proof vials : Here is life and there is
But let us come to our Series.

whether it is a question of agriculture, of
of art, of
the household, of instruction,

red

science ; and whatever be also its roll of

death.
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canton

furnishes

excellent

General Formula of Harmonic Relations.
" One law governs the world of
intelligences
i nd the world of matter, and this law exists
from the beginning."— Batanche.
" Of all impieties, the worst is that imperti
nent prejudice, which suspects God of having
created for men passions and the materials of
industry, without having determined on any
plan for their organization."— ( 'h. Fourier.

these
quisite
than

to

products,

You

perfumes.
one great

which

it

gives

girls, many

ex

its groups.

will see more the following paragraphs the distribution
of cherry trees within a series of the accords and din-

orchard

shade its hills, and in the spring
young

strength, the number of
We are about to examine in

its

adapted to characters,

fruits ; its soil is wonderfully

V.

children

many

dispersed

cords, which cannot fail to manifest them
I beg the reader to give
there.

selves

among the strawberry beds and the goose all his attention to the examination of
It is the fundamental
berry borders, and in the great lines of this mechanism.
raspberries wivh which the Phalanx has question.
Before -commencing thd examination of mingled
its cultures
and adorned the
the mechanism of the Series and the play clearings of its forests.
And so, (thanks,
" Nunc ' ad rem accedamus cum Deo.'' —
of it.-, wheels, let us define the idea by ladies, to your talents and the bounty of J. Krpplenu.
an example of the application of the se the soil,) we see each year come forth
" The harmony of the world does not differ
rial method to some branch of labor. from our conservatories
some hundred from that of music." — Pythagoras.

II.

With the permission of out fair readers, thousand cups of preserves, which have
we will enter their domain, we will speak gained our Phalanx a renown in France
of kitchen
and confectionary
matters. and even abroad.
This is a branch of
Kitchen and confectionary hi a treatise industry, of riches and of renown, which
on social science ! ! Yes, kitchen and it is far from despising.
confectionary, 0 ye Political Economists,
This series, in whose groups are 240
ye who contrive to eat the products of members are enrolled, is almost entirely
both, and who write so badly about soap
and coal.
Kitchen and confectionary !

composed of ladies and young girls, some
children,

and at most, 25 of the other

And first let us say, that all the labors sex — of all of whom, it would not be
under the category of safe to swear that they were there from
comprised
kitchen, will afford room for great series pure love of the sweetmeats.
which it will be no shame to enter.
The
Be that as it may, the series is formed,
now

Harmooians

are not people to degrade
and slight the first and the most extensive
of preparations, that which feeds them

the centre, raspberries

and supplies them every day with very
real enjoyments, which they do not, like

winglets,

certain
The

civilizees,

kitchen,

pretend

as a highly

to

despise.

important

de

partment of hygienic science, is only the
most useful and pleasant part of chemis
try ; these two branches are inter-linked,
and the elegant, artistic and enticing
dishes which

charm at once taste, smell
and sight, will be very well worth retorts
of hydroclorate of ammonia and of lime,

or

Wolfs

apparatus for distilling

sulphu

winglets,
in

wings

the wings,

if

is regularly gradu
from the first

shades,

term to the last, the contiguous
differ

no

more

the successive

among

products

themselves

than

tones of the key-board

of

an organ or piano.

In the same manner the twenty-four

if we suppose that number, form
two successive octaves, and we may, for
groups,

our clearer comprehension, give them the
names of the notes to which they corres
pond.

Here is then our series of twenty-

four groups.

Si, DO, do sharp, re, re sharp, Ml, /a, fi sharp,
SOL, sol sharp, la, la sharp, si, IK), do sharp,
re, re sharp, Ml, fa, fa sharp. SOL, sol sharp,
in the
la, la sharp.
will be
Let us consider the group MI of the

and centre ; cherries

in

and gooseberries

and strawberries

you please.

They

competent to class themselves.

To sum all

When the Series
ated by delicate

This group is necessarily
up, here is a branoli nf first octave.
groups, in violent discord with its neighbors, re

industry sustained by twenty-four

sharp and fa; for the less the products
In
are formed on the subject of difler, the more active the rivalry.
the receipts, the methods ; they cabal on I the same manner, DO of the first octave,
As to
the superiority of products, on the zeal is in lively discord with do sharp.
too nearly like
and skill of groups ; they criticise, they re, it gives products
We may rely on these those of the groups MI and DO, to be on
exaggerate.
It must be also said good understanding with them. But Ml
lailies for all this.
distant in the
that they are just, they compliment talent j and DO are sufficiently
forming a well graduated scale.
Intrigues

THE HARBINGER.
scale, not to be jealous of each other. series are in perfect analogy with the
On the contrary, you will rather see them accords and discords of the musical scale,

carry you away in lheir movements ; you
will act in the varied modulations into

The members of the same group are in which they will have drawn you by
of simple ideatity among them- arousing your sympathetic faculties, by
and re sharp.
DO and MI are disposed selves, as the sound DO is in accord of causing the chords of your being to vito praise each other, mutually, to exalt identity with itself.
A Series is, then, an
I brate in unison.
each other, to recognise each other as
They are in accord ofrompiisite identity instrument of Social Harmony, a key
partisans of sound doctrines and good with those of the group at the distance board which has its timlre, its sound and
tastes.
There exists between these ! of an octave, as the sounds DO and DO its accords. Am! the PHALANX, formed
groups, MI and DO, an accord of con- ' (octave above.)
by the combination of all the Scries,
trait ; they form a compact, offensive and ! They form accords of contrast with the modulating under the direction of the
defensive, sustaining towards and against ! groups of the third and fifth, as the I REGENCY, — a directing
power,
freely
all, their reciprocal labors and products ;j sounds DO, MI, SOL.
accepted
by
j chosen and passionately
There is dissonance more or less de- them, — the Phalanx, in measured and
mutually assisting each other, and sparing
mutually

leagued

tival, against

neither

the

against

their common

groups

do sharp,

re,

pleasantry nor criticism on their
MI and SOL are in a posi-

neighbors.

accord

cided

between

tiguous

contiguous

groups,

and sub-con-

as between

cadenced action, is a grand and magnifithe sounds ; cent orchestra of 1800 piece
It is an

tion for perfectly
each ' re, re sharp, MI.
understanding
immense concert, where you hear by
other ; for both have for rivals the groups
Let us bear in mind constantly, that all ! hundreds the grave, sonorous and vi
fa and fa sharp. DO, MI, SOL, then, these groups, belonging to the same se brating voices of men, married with the
form a federative alliance and a perfect ries, assemble round the same banner, sweet or metallic voices of women, with
accord.
In the octave above, DO, MI, like companies, who, on account of rival
the silvery or sharp voices of young girls

SOL, which occupy analogous ranks in ry among themselves, do not the less and children.
the series, naturally enter the same alli
stoutly sustain the honor of the regiment.
And if each Phalanx is an immense
ance.
But the groups against which These rival groups are far from being and magnificent orchestra, what will the
this alliance is directed will not fail in enemies ; and, although the accords of province be, and what the nation?
their turn to co-operate among them reciprocal support be more regularly esWhat will the globe be, when it shall

selves, and you will see another league tablished over groups at a distance of the
of re, fa, la ; for example, in the two oc third, the fifth, and of the octave, DO,
taves, re, fa, fa, re, fa, la.
MI, SOL, DO, re, fa, la, re, etc., the
These new groups, forming an alliance others are not less susceptible of renderamong themselves, the tone of the alli ing each other mutual services, when the
ance will indisputably be different from interest of the wing or of the series rethe tone of the preceding.
quires it : that is to say, in the different
All this, developing itself impulsively modulations executed by the Series, all
in a perfectly

stiff or forced.

with

an interval

and changes

times, circumstances
contests,

it on the scale, that it agrees but dustrial

imperfectly
that

on its long continents, its cities,

three millions
of
will have its voice in
the concert of love and joy which the
earth will then raise to the Heavens !
Oh ! it will then be a glorious, a noble
and religious
concert, worthy of man
[
who shall uttei and of God who shall
its capitals,

j Phalanxes?

and

relative

of in

superiority

the next but one, and changes, success is divided, and as victo
s
ry declares itself for such a federative

its

Each

free sphere, has nothing the possible accords may and should be listen to it !
It is certain only that a brought about ; then, according to the
There also

group naturally makes discord with those
next

j display

will

every man be able to

of Pythago
ras had foreseen, what ancient sages had
repeated, what Kepler believed, and what
understand what the genius

of from three to four

Fourier has firmly established and glori
shades or semi-tones generally suffices to alliance, or as the other party bears off ously demonstrated, namely :
Thus, from DO to the palm, as one accord prevails, the
determine an accord.
That Ao/i/re is one in its lows, analog
MI, we have had an accord of four inter modulation of the day is executed in the ical in iis icorks ; that the entire creation is
vals, four shades, four semi-tones ; from tune of this alliance, in the mode to an immense coneirt, all
of tchose parts Iiave
MI to SOL, the interval was one semi- which this accord belongs. Thus, not j lccn made in determinate number and proonly does tite Serial Passional Scale pre portion and vhtrcin all harmonies resolve
is sent the accords and the' discords of the tltcinsclLcs into one Harmony.
produced in music by a third major and a Serial Musical Scale, but besides, (and it
third minor, forming a true fifth, that is follows as a logical necessity,) the har
" ?o Ion? as we know not how to recognize
monic laws which regulate the distribu
to a perfect major accord.
the Divine Spirit in measured material harmo
Here is the general law of natural con tion of musical sounds, are identical with nies, \vc :m- unworthy to rise to the passional, '
—
those which regulate the harmonies of or to perceive their system." Fourier.
sonance which gives alliances correspond
tone

shorter,

composed

and the total

corresponds

accord thus

to that which

III.

ing to the perfect accords, major and
In contract
minor, in the different keys.
ing these intervals, we fall into disso
nances,

which

increase

as the intervals

Scale.
The serial mechanism constituting in
It is evident that the scries will be itself the whole basis of the social edifice,

the Passional
richer

in accords

stronger

and

in numbers,

discords
better

as it is

and

Just as these dissonances are regularly graduated, just as the modern
employed in music, I harp of 42 chords is very much richer in
so in the same manner do rivalries of dif harmony than the tetrachord or ancient
ferent characters establish themselves in lyre of 4 chords.
We often see the different
And in all this, there is nothing arbi
a series.
accords of a perfect accord suddenly form, trary, nothing fictitious, nothing imagi
and the modulations of the variable play nary.
Organize the Series, and you will
of rivalries combine the industrial disso soon see these consonances and disso
diminish.
however

continually

nances, as in music the dissonant sounds

nances spring

forth spontaneously

under

your eyes ; the federative leagues of re
This suffices to show that the accords ciprocal support and of combined rivalries
a.»d discords of a regularly
graduated : will develop themselves ; they will even
and accords are combined.

we must

more i fully

not close

establishing

this chapter before
its general conditions,

to do this,

I In order

I

shall transcribe

a

passage from t!ie theory of the Four
Movements, in which, as early as the
year

1803, this

fundamental

was already produced.

calculation

Let us listen to

Fourier.

A
qual

series is composed of persons une
in

every respect — ages, fortunes,
and so forth, forming a con

characters,

trast and gradation of inequalities.

The

j more perfectly these differences are con'
trasted and graduated, the more the Se-
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the

against

the centre
two

wings.

rivalry

persons into groups,

which

The same rivalries

If

of one division.
of six groups,

wing

3 is

that the less one

order

is,

concerned about pro

3

the

men

and women

that which should make the greatest pe

of either cuniary sacrifices to satisfy its self-love,
central, and the extreme will be that which will give the greatest

between the group

1

arises an astonishing result, aa

Thence

are all those of the social

there

between

will undertake thu culture of one or two sex, which
and
species of pears.
Thus, we shall see groups

composed

-and the other

in fact, the series
are male fits the more he gains
of which
will be industrial most strongly stimulated by intrigues,

female,

then rivalry

and alli

the different groups

a

cent fruits.

3

producing magnifi

than from emulation

;

these

pears ; we shall subdivide

in

and

hundred

a

stimuli natural to the series.

culti

vating

They then work less for love of

will result series.

vie with each other

ers or fruit.
six

sport as soon as

are formed into progressive

gain

ances arise between

the series

becomes

the laborers

struggling

from this mechanism that the groups will

To give the picture of it, I shall suppose
a mass of about six hundred persons,
half men and half women, all impas
sioned for the same branch of industry,
as the cultivation of some kind of flow
Suppose

in

it

whose

Labor

be leagued with each other and try.
with

leagued

is

groups,

arrangement is similar to that of an army.

lets will

;

different

We

;

Harmony.

It

it into

divide

Social

is

and determines

2

ires attracts to labor, augments its profits,

3

which are leagued against

and value to its products, and

perfection

then alliance

it

a

it

it

if

3
;

1

2,

it
;

of the male and female will consequently gain most whilst for
to the Roufielet, and so forth ; each en groups
against the pretensions of the getting interest to give all to passion.
and
has few emulations, intrigued
finally, But
rolling himself in the groups of his favo male and female groups
rite pears, (perhaps a member of several there will be an alliance of the whole and leagues, little self-love or heroic
works from interest rather
There may be thirty groups, wing against the pretensions of the pretension,
groups.)
which
will distinguish
themselves by groups, of the winglets and centre, so than from special passion, and its pro
their banners and decorations, and will that the series for the culture of pears ducts like its profits will be very inferior
It
alone will have more federal and rival to those of
series full of intrigues.
form into 3 or 5 or 7 divisions, for exam
intrigues than there are in the political will then have gained less, the more
ple:
cabinets of Europe.
was stimulated by the love of gain, (that
Then come the intrigues between se is, the filthy lucre of the civilizees,) in
one group devoted to the Beurre, another

2.

E"

i
E

1

this arrange

other

in the ardor of work and raise to of

results the general peri'ectiun of all indus
for there are means of forming

in

;

indicated
but we approach this
method as nearly as we can, as being the
natural order, and that most efficient

exalting

the

passions,

them, and connecting

distinctions,

officers

costumes, whether in winter

counterpoising

them with indus

corresponds to the 'scale of
We have already had occasion to
remark the natural inclination of children
that which

to organise
leges.

Our

in

ages.

boarding schools and col

society

and our assemblies

in
a

often give hints sufficiently revealing this
free social medium
tendency, which,

let

be noted,

is

This classification,

it

adapted to human nature, would regulate
and distinguish itself as we shall observe.
in

a

We must
no respect forced or arbitrary.
understand that the fact of age will not
fixed day the
command imperiously on
passage from one tribe to another, and
These
the descending wing.

especially

corporations each enjoy advantages adapt
ed to the pleasures, to the tone, and 1o
the manners of the different ages

;

as

I

I

have

as regularly

;

an acknowledged
superiority
over those of the centre.
The two wing-

al

is

I

scending wings will ally themselves against
the centre, and will seek to gain for their

class themselves

six

indi

viduals will place themselves where they
the manners, the spirit
are attracted
by

is
a

it

it

it in

;

a

It

is

a

it

;

is

the best products, are those whose series eccentricities, and knows how to employ
are best graduated and best contrasted.
If all the passions imaginable — God having
the Series
regularly formed, like that created nothing useless.
which
have just cited, we shall see
have said that the series cannot
ways

of which

in

a

of men, women or children, or place its groups in two series between
of all of them mingled the arrangement which
serves as
bond.
This group
of quince
the vanguard of the series
always the same.
The Series will Jake nearly this distri of pear growers, and the rear guard of
bution whether for the number of the the series of apple growers.
mixt
groups or the division of the labors
the group between two genera,
transition
between them, and
nearer
approaches this regularity
incorporates itself in
both series.
We find in the passions, bas
graduation and subdivision, the better
will be harmonized and the more
will tard and whimsical ones, as we find niixt
incline
to labor.
The cantons which products which belong to neither genus.
gain most and give, under equal chances, The social order profits from both these

alliances between the corresponding divi
sions.
Thus the ascending and the de

banners,

its

choir

female, having

teen are male and sixteen
and distinct

choirs

sixteen
Each

ages.

Is there or in summer.
Thus the series we are about to cite,

bastard fruit like the quince
neither pear nor apple
We
?

is

matters whether the Series be which

into

formed into two quadrilles,
each

a

series in every branch of labor.
in question

different

the

who manage the

Phalanx

are divided

is

the the Industrial
each canton,

try,

o

social canton, all the members of

is

canton,

see them vie with

ff

1

and series of

we

shall

a

i
1

.4 Groups..

pro
eecond table, in

SERIES or PARADE.

In

more

high perfection the branch of industry for
which they are impassioned.
Thence

;g
*s
O c
4)
a) w

it

shall give

order the better to engrave

between

f

S

3
<s

8

It

and leagues

composed

products

and descending

ble to the ascending
gression.

ment in the mind.

o5

•4
little

tion the products of each of their groups,
we must co-ordinate them as far as possi

The more we can kindle the fire of the
passions, struggles
the groups

»
o a

a
«

cul

S

S

O
8

ti

can ex

between their respective

have

tivators.

•

a

os

t

°

co

u

no resemblance which

presenting
cite rivalry

s

J

.2

o

s

i
i
Ji

Groups..

0

.2 Grouns-.

s

it

;

1

a

1

We may conceive that'the series of pear
will be in strong rivalry with
will
the series of apple growers
but
ally itself with the series of cherry
growers, these two species of fruit trees

growers

and selfish -meaning.

its narrow

said, that to promote the intrigues of the
series arid to raise to the highest perfec

a

and series, and cantun and canton,

which are organized in the same manner.

I

ries

of their age and their
Let those ladies who ob

and the pleasures
temperament

from the clutches of the Devil.
no more

Fourier has given to

adorned.

as Lavoisier

in

She

Spring.

it
is

8

0,

in

a

attraction of the elements situ
from the extremities dt-,

ated equidistant

niinishes progressively to the middle point,

now

the neutral point of the system.

IV.

and

the great heaven in the morn

pure, like

is

!

It

ip
a

poles are
great affinity for
each other, and that the intensity of the

like the which

smiling

is

nomenclature,

he earth

She

flowers

to the

analogous

"

designate under the name of the ModuU
summer day
Man enjoys, he of Harmony, the four methods employed in the
ing of
distribution of the Series." — Fouritr.
no longer given up to that sad folly
results from what we have seen,
which had persuaded him to present to
a

some years since did in the mineral king
when he introduced
order into

It

is

dom,

!

a

has formed

;

it,

special denominations

composing

wears

She

the two

reciprocal

she has laid aside

of mourning.

her garment

subdivisions

Religion

no more terrors

severity,

and dark mysteries

;

lias

izees prepare themselves ; for in estab
lishing a regular and natural classification,

exactly

of attraction in
magoet or
these,
Pile. We know that

Voltaic
j

And now let the wits, the farce-makers
and all the categories of malicious civil-

series,

distribution

on the stone floor, to save his soul

ing

the

be

been fore God, wfTo macerate* himself, kneel

not

indicated for these tribes.

weakest.

in

have

the ages

Oh

man, isolated, trembling

no longer

until the middle terms,

where

The distribution of this kind of ancords

concert

of joy, of intelligence and love.

being

intensity

and

is

twenty

him

ishing
tribes

its sove

I

free,

entirely

age of

the

to God

is

after

Noth

The classifi

ing is imposed on any one.

queen of the earth, doing

Humanity,

homage for its crown
reign, and uniting with

all pro

ceeds from liberty and attraction.
cation

it
is

ages then be reassured,

that in Harmony

by
a

to tell their

and remember

is

ject

in
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I

j

is

a

7

a

;

thus had Linncus and Jussieu done for the vegetable kingdom, and God as an agreeable offering,
concert of that the series, and especially the series
ordered in scales of
or 19,
more recently Cuvier for the zoology of groans and sighs,
cup filled with tears regularly
and
to
which
Fourier has given the name
the ancient world, which
Thus has man long
all doubtless and with pangs.
— that the series,
And add that Fourier, committed sacrifice, the sacrifice of the of Measured Series,
extremely droll.
chemistry

makes
mon-

;

Come,

:

is

No. 21, Volume II. of the Harbinger.]
Such
the order of parade
children,

boys and young girls, men and
women, the aged, the two natural hierarchies of ages and sexes — sixteen tribes

young

and thirty-two

choirs,

with their

then,

32 choirs

varied

the Phalanx,

displaying-

children,

parade,

boys

girls, men and women, old

on and young
in

and aged, costumed in harmonious colors,

:

of

is

progressive,

analogous

thirds,

fourths,

major
to that of

fifths

and

sixths.
2. The conjugated progressive or iden
tical, which we have just made known.

j

Phalanx

was published

j

a

!

table of

scale, which

grand

the musical

pardoned.
its

[Here fallows

3

!

is

which
entirely

1. The contrasted
and minor, which

The alternate contrasted, according

to which

sympathies alternate from the
scattering flowers over the court of the!
contrasted to the conjugated, from the
temple, and chanting together to God the
sacred hymn of 32 voices!
Oh! let the major to the minor mode, &c.
We shall not enter farther into the
come, with its 16 tribes and
Phalanx
its 32 choirs, fur the hour of redemption study of the mechanism of the series.

will then have sounded for the earth.
But we are not here to occupy our

Thus much

it

droll,

say, lend themselves to the production
sorts of accords

3.

language,
was

the Devil

abolished,

j

before

Hell

demns

is

language

;

ordinary

what

a

the

and nurses, and fur other ages,

from
strous

from

God

no longer pleased with tears and with
of gnashing of teeth; be no longer con
I

mentioned,

mothers

a

are

body and the sacrifice of the soul

his terms from Latin

has caught them when children

is

or Greek,

in

of drawing

instead

will suffice to know of the

arrangements of the social

order, and to
forth, conjugated roond the oriflamme of selves with the poetry which springs like understand that the study of the series
may furnish combinations and calculations
Phalanx,
the
with its thirty-two
es
living fountain from the development of
very
long and very complicated.
cutcheons, and pivoting on the regency, human activity
the
serial
order.
Let us conclude
stating that the dis
as all the planets of
celestial vortex We have
study to perform.
made according
around their sun.
Compare the aspect of
Of the 16 tribes of parade, only 12, tribution of the series
different methods or moduls.
the population of
Phalanx
order of from
the evolutions to
to 13, take part
their

colors,

banners,

and so

by

the

complete

the tribes

First Modul, Simpte.
Second Modul, Mii-r.
Third Modul, Meatured.
Fourth Modul, Potential

manoeuvres, and form the

The tribe

these movements

;

32 too young to figure

humanitary

4

in

the great

Roll of active Harmony.

!

is

it

choirs,

in

1
is

that of the crowds let loose

on Sundays in our fields and villages
When the Phalanx
its
displays

in

parade, with

2

a

in

is

a

a

in

a

costumes,

14 and 15 are counsellors

and

There you not actors the tribe 16
in the position
have Man, and not the isolated and civil
of departure.
ized homuncle,
feeble, ignorant, poor
The series which we have just exam

each other through progressive

is

de

is

a

The mixt method

grees.

1

is

is

The affinity of extreme ages, of the
matter of com
children and the aged,
mon observation.
Thus the acpord of
festing the sign of its royalty on earth.
the Phalanx
full between the tribes
When
and
displays its 33 identity
16, Bambins and Patriarchs.
choirs at the temple
This ac
religious festivity,
aud sings to God the hymn of 32 voices, cord continues, but progressively dimin
in

the transition.
(See for an example of
this method, the series of bankrupts, I'mversal Unity, page 271, Vol. I.)
already more fer
in accords than the simple,
more
distinct in ascending and descending pro
tile

it
is

Z2 with

tribes in the upper

lines are in accord of identity

is

its

10

gression

gives

more salieney,

contrast to the subdivisions
species
tions

besides,

which

it

displays

Humanity showing
choirs in parade,
forth its life which
departs nut, its
strength which dies not, and thus mani

II

it

it
•
.

When the Phalanx

The corresponding
and lower

13 12

it

the angels thus constantly

ascended and descended.

15 14

16

;

Jacob's

7
9 8

heaven,

in

3

with

that of ike ordinary tables of

where there
sim
consecutive passage from classes to
orders, thence to genera, then to species,
and so forth, neglecting to distinguish
ply

:

vision, where

ladder

2

unites earth

wonderful

I

ladder which

like the

456

method

natural classification,

:

is

it

back

is

old generations pass, new ones come, the easy to perceive that
doubles
always
complete.
Humanity
upon itself in this manner
climbs and descends unceasingly on this

roll

it

;

!

a

a

;

immortal.

powerful,

is

These four moduls, analogous in the
harmony of language, the first to prose,
the second to poetical prose, the third to
and ailing creature, who undertakes and ined, may manifest to us
system %of blank verse, the fourth to consecutive
The accords, which we had not specially con verses and stanzas, serve to form the
completes not, who lives and dies.
moulds of all the series.
Phalanx lives and dies not
When the sidered in the previous examples
The simple

unity,

more

of genera and

detaches the transi

separates OB the two ex
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treincfl.
(See tables of the Crimes
Univtrsal
Commerce,
Vol.
Unity,

of the bearing of this extract, and the strrkI. ing parallel which it suggests to the state
of things existing in this country.
A
page 269.)
few years ago, the lands of Greece were
We obtain accords much more nume mainly owned by Turks, as those of Ire
j

in

;

is

it

is

in in

is

it

is

is

a

al

in

a

in

a

; ;
i

'

;

it

' I j
j j

in

if

by

in

RAH.WAY FLYING.
Forty-frve miles an
hour
the contract time for carrying the
mails in England, per railway, and rapid
as
this transit,
has been recently outdone.
A late London paper gives an account of extraordinary
rapidity on the
which seems to make us
railway,
most realize the idea of Puck — " I'll put
girdle round about the earth
forty
The road, was the London
minutes."
—
the
and
North-western
and
Railway
special train, consisting of five carriages,
was taken from London to Birmingham
" The actwo hours and thirty minutes.
tual time of travelling did not exceed two
is

a

j
ly

in

;

a

a

I

?

in

in

! I j

?
I I

in

it

if

I

THE Swiss. Among the immigrants
vast many Swiss and Ba
this year are
These people are chiefly farm
varians.
ers, and are beginning to form settlement*
In the coun
in the State of New York.
ty of Delaware there are several settle
ments of Scotch, Welch and Swiss, all
of whom have done well. Another party
of Swiss have purchased extensively in
The fact
one of the northern counties.
that grazing farms are now paying better
fast bringing the
than grain farms,
lands
the middle counties of this
State into demand.
The Yankees from
Massachusetts and Connecticut now pre
fer lands
New York to the far West,
In
and there are strong reasons for it.
the first place, they may not get as great
West,
but they obtain
crops as in the
In the
ready market.
higher prices and
second place, the settlers insure better
health and are nearer their old friends.
The State of New York has been for
but
some years overlooked
change
taking place, which will Boon very greatof
the
State.
increase the pu-pulation
— True Sun.
a

by

I

!

it

by

a

I

I

it

by

a

I j

;

a

a

j I I

of of

j

;
it
is

a

;

it

it

it,

I I

if

i

a

! ! j

employ the third
by octaves and piv

A

we

in

and varied

land now are by Englishmen or absentees
who are but nominally Irish, and as ours
mainly were by the British and other Eu
order, or distribution
A bloody revolu
ropean Governments.
Fourier has given no details on the tion has driven the Turks out of Greece,
ots.
He operates either on rendered her independent, and made the
potential modul.
the free or the measured combinations of greater portion of her soil National Prop
What ought to be done with land
the series.
The study of the moduls is erty.
" Sell it to the
so acquired and held?
the true basis of the serial mechanics.
highest bidder," is the answer practically
[We refer the student, for farther details, given by our Government ; "let the man
to the fifth section of the third book of who has $ 100,000 buy 80,000 acres of
and hold
useless and uninhabited un
the second volume of the Treatise on
til he can sell
for five, ten, fifty or five
Association ; to the' manuscripts of Fou
hundred dollars per acre
but don't let
rier published in the Phalange ; and to the the destitute man have an acre of it.
man without
article on Property, by M. Laverdant, in What right to land has
money?" "But no," says President
the fourth volume of the Harbinger.]
Woolsey, along with those stigmatized as
To be Continued.
Infidels, Fourierites,
Agrarians and raga
muffins generally
rather " the part
true wisdom to divide out the laml to all
THE LAND UUESTION.
the Nation who- would undertake to cul
It is commonly asserted that the advo
word
truer
Never
was
cates and agitators of some radical change tivate it."
College
in popular ideas and established usages spoken by the President of
vital truth been spoken
with regard to Landholding
are " Fou- very rarely has
so seasonably by any President whatever.
rierites," Socialists, Jacobins, Agrarians,
Shall
not be heeded and pondered
Infidels, and so forth — ambitious dem- }
the class whom the New Englander es
agogues who would turn the world up
side down in order to bring their own un pecially addresses?
Let us suppose the Government of
seemly proportions
a-top, or thriftless
loafers, who are eager to " vote " them Greece were about to act decisively on
the question of disposing properly of the
selves each some industrious man's farm
and one
because they are not likely to get one in Public Lands of that Kingdom,
" propose
It is in vain that the of her Statesmen should say,
any other way.
that we survey the whole into forty acre
precepts of Moses, the denunciations of j
auction to
Isaiah, or even the admissions of Black- allotments, and sell each
stone, are cited by the advocates of Land the highest bidder, allowing one man to
the
whole
he
buy
sees' fit and has mon
Reform ; the champions of the Past re
so as to make himself the
fuse to hear, and of course cannot be ey enough,
landlord
of
two-thirds
of Greece, the
convinced.
Yet not even blind obstina
" " Nay,"
People his perpetual vassals:
cy will long avail them ; since the new
think
wiser to
interposes another, "
light hursts in, even from the most cher
survey as proposed, and first let each
ished and trusted citadels of conserva
tism.
Thua " T|ie New Englander" poor landless man take forty acres with
out price, for an inalienable home, and
one of our ablest and most influential
of the Orthodox then sell what remains in limited quanti
religious
periodicals
ties for actual settlement, none
vast
faith, in its January No. p 11, treating of
Who can seri
the condition of Modern Greece, thus tracts for speculation."
would be
touches the great fundamental question : i ously doubt which of these two
Greece
" The land in Greece, available for j thend juster and better plan for — Tri
why not also for America
cultivation, amounts to somewhat mure bune.
than five millions of acres, of which nearly
two-thirds were uncultivated, according to
ROMANCE OF REAL LIFE.
In the town
the official accounts published in 1842.
of Kilkenny there lately lived
fine, tall,
Of the cultivated lands, about two-thirds,
lively girl, whose handsome face, fine
and of the uncultivated, about ten-thir
flowing ringlets, beautiful eyes, and en
teenths belong to the Government.
It
manners attracted the attention of
will be manifest from th;s account, that gaging
all the beaux
her neighborhood.
Many
the government is the great landed pro
were the assaults made upon the citadel of
prietor ; a state of things occasioned
her heart without avail, but at last the fair
chiefly, we believe, by the expulsion of
one surrendered at the solicitations of
Turkish proprietors from the country.
It would seem to have teen the part of true knight of the needle, and before the par
ish priest she plighted her troth to her de
wisdom to divide out the land to all of the
voted and admiring husband.
As we
nation who would undertake to cultivate it ;
have before said, the fair damsel was tall
and it might be regarded as equitable,
and handsome.
Her chosen one, on the
also, that the poor people who had been
other hand, was diminutive
stature,
groaning under the Turks, and had con
no way preposse'ssing in appear
and
quered back their own soil, should be
This was indeed one of those un
ance.
compensated for their sufferings and ser
accountable unions which are brought
vices."
about
for the purpose of
Cupid, as
This extract is from an article by ' T. reminding the world that lovers, as of old,
D. W.' which of course means T. D. j are afflicted with the infirmity of this
WOOLSEY, President of Yale College, — blind and capricious boy.
The honey
so that we poor shirtless Agrarians are in moon passed over without anything oc
a fair way to get into good company if curring to mar the bliss of the newly
Just consider! wedded couple but Time's ebbing tide'
we only have patience.

if

is

rous and a more methodical

classification

was doomed to play sad havoc with the
affections and the prospects of the unfor
tunate fair one. On the opposite side of
the street dwelt a young and handsome
stone-mason, who eyed with guilty emotions the bride of the once happy tailor.
Passion took the place of reason, and he
urged his suit so successfully that the
fair one forgot her allegiance
to her
" lord and master," and taking steam,
" be"
soon left the
land of her fathers
hind, and arrived in Liverpool
under the
short
For
protection of her paramour.
not
time they lived,
happiness, at
but the injured hus
least
seclusion
band, having heard of their retreat, fol
lowed them hither.
He soon found them
out, and having upbraided the frail one
with her perfidy, he consigned her to the
care of two of the police officers of the
borough, who took her to Bridewell on
the charge of running
away from her
Criminal as
husband with another man.
the sight of God,
such an act may be
and heinous as
the eyes of man,
yet the law of England has provided no
punishment for such an offence; and the
more learned in the
Bridewell-keeper,
law than the officers who took the charge,
refused to book the woman, and she was
But mark her fate. Her
discharged.
husband, naturally
enough, refused to
take her back again to his home, and her
paramour also cast her off, so that she
now left in this large town penniless and
subsistence,
ts
friendless, to earn
feared, only
The
infamy and crime.
—
be
how seldom can
first false step
retraced — Liverpool Mercury.
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" The ends being different, the knowl
edge gathered by, and for, the one end,
not so serviceable as might be thought
for the purposes of the other.
Hence ten."
the choicest viands of the savans prove
Then follows almost the first truly phi
rather insipid and indigestible to the com
of that
and thus, like all servants, losophical and practical handling
mon world
we are less content than our masters with standing puzzle, the difficulty of remem
We stand upon our infi
ordinary fare.
First he describes the
bering things.
nite rights and wants, while they are glad
difficulty.
to put np with the best food that can be
"
had.
all ages
evident that scholars
" The truth
the accu
that the passion of have had the greatest delight
which has presided over the mulation of learning; and this delight, so
learning,
accumulation, and, to
great extent, over little attended to, yet so keenly pursued,
the formation of the sciences, aims rather
the secret spring and power of their
at increasing intellectual
What we love, that we can
property in
memory.
few hands, and transmitting
On the other hand,
unimpaired remember.
from generation to generation, than
equally clear from the facts of the case,
out with
farming
simple regard to the that the new class whom this age calls to
the love of private participate
the sciences, has no mere
public service.
no
love of learning, and consequently
possession in its compound form.
the tenements, plantations, fences, anc memory for its details.
But as memory
other arrangements of such intellectua
lies at the basis of education, the ques
estates, are especially adapted for the tion becomes important, whether ninetyant nine hundreths of the human family are
system of individual proprietorship,
would be useful under
different mode o:" therefore to be excluded from the bene
tenure.
On the other hand, the awak
fits and blessings of the knowledge of
ened desire for knowledge in the un natural truths
whether they are con
—
learned world
few generalities
on
at least, all that
pe demned to take
of
culiar in that desire,
the evidence of
trust from others, to the exclusion
state which condemns the largest fruits those multifarious particulars which give
of the system' hitherto, as poor and un weight and consistency to the understand
which
twits the learnec ing of the sciences.
satisfactory
" This
with unsolved problems, with public anc
question which the diffus
and, in
word, which ers of knowledge have not pioposed to
private calamities
measures human wants and attractions
themselves, much less attempted to ans
The scientific world has pleasure
against that small measure of satisfaction wer.
in
and fulfilment which the present condition in its science, and therefore retains
can afford them.
attracted to
in vain that the mind
the general public
learned demand to be judged by thei
other objects, and scientific facts are
own peers, and
their own intentions
faintly apprehended with whatever effort,
in vain that they point to the deel are no sooner heard than they fade from
ruts of learning, or plead that its posses the recollection.
The promoters of edu
sions are not impaired in their keeping
serious obstacle
cation appear to have
that simple enlargement and accumola
here, which requires their primary re
tion have been their object from the be gard.
"
These pleas are but
new ag
must not, however, be thought
ginning.
re
gravation of the difference
already so that even the scientific memory
great between them and their new judge
markable for strength and retentiveness.
and familiars.
In a word, the very
out of sight the mathematical
Putting
tentions of the two classes are toto ach and mechanical sciences, and their de
contrarious.
may fairly be asserted that
pendencies,
" This
be an ex
the greater part of the other sciences is
might undoubtedly

reared a no insignificant

portion

of the

But in thei
superstructure.
Taken to
they are both one.

everlasting
ground

gether they are the highest expression o
the tendency of human thought to uqiver
sal unity ; of the demand for unitary sci
ence, in which the soul of man shall fee
all sciences co-ordinated
springs

of action, coeval

to its own Uving
with

itself in

in

in
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to pierce through any hint that
over
concerns his mistress, or the miser to
,earn any art by which gold can be multi

is

Tn twenty
EDUCATION
AND CRIME.
counties of England and Wales, with a
of 8,734,328 persons, there
population
were convicted fifty-nine instructed per
sons, one to every 147.870 inhabitants;
while the remaining thirty-two counties,
with a population of 7,182,491, did not
furnish
one convict who had received
more than the rudest elements of instruc
Ft is even more worthy of remark
tion.
that Middlesex, the metropolitan county
with its l,57fi,fll<) inhabitants, among
whom the proportion of instructed per
sons is at least equal to that in- any other
county, did not furnish one educated con
vict — a fact which, considering the di
versity of conditions and occupations, and
the amount of temptations that assail its
inhabitants, it would be most difficult to
believe upon any testimony less certain
than that of official returns. — G. R.
Porter's " Progress of tlte jVa/ion."

for the variety of ends,
ellent occurrence
ompatibly with their harmony and true
the very enrichment of
ubordination,
may, however, be
he human race.
oubted whether the benignant diffusers
have taken sufficient acknowledge
in their praiseworthy endeav•ount of
irs. They seem to imagine that the diference between the
passion of the
earned for knowledge, and the passion
simply the difference
the unlearned,
that the one
ictu-i r'n great and small
lesser
large passion, and the other
that the broken
}ne for the same object
food made
meat of the rich man's table
that hard and
asy for the poor man's
dry sciences will be soft and succulent
small pieces; that
when presented
thousand
learned memory can hold
disconnected facts, an unlearned memory
must be tenacious enough to retain
hundreth part of them.
tenth or
" Never, however, were they more mis
The general reader or inquirer
taken.
cannot retain with ease and comfort more
han
bare exception of the facts which
unconstitute the peculinm of learning;
ess indeed he find occasion to employ them
the business of life, in which case they
pass from the sciences into the sphere of
arts.
Otherwise
they are foreign
Bodies in his mind, somewhat irritating
Tor
time, but soon ejected or forgot
;

hours, being an average of fifty-six miles origin and coextensive with itself in aim,
per hour, the train being stopped four
n the practicality
of every result. —
to allow other
times on the journey,
True Science is that which explains man
trains to be clear of the line, besides stop
o himself, and all things in their corresto change engines.
ping at Wolverton
mndence with man ; and it is that also
The latter part of the journey, Iwentyone miles, was performed in twenty-one
which is so practical, so one with all
The maximum speed for up man's business and aims, that every hu
minutes.
ward of a mile was seventy-five miles per
man being must be interested in it and
boor. — N. Y. Tribune.
as the
jrepared as eagerly to embrace

n
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bo
and not by living memo- 'space, has he not slunk away from the the sciences are laboring under this triple
held by books,
It is true that there are, in Europe distasteful duty, with his mind emptied of disfranchisement, and this is the reason
and America, a tew dozens of professors, j all motives to renew the enterprise?
For, of that secret consciousness which we all
wjto, by dint'of perpetual repetition, have like a tired horse which has been
feel of an inability to receive them, even
imprinted on their recollections immense overdriven, or, as the vulgar saying is, at a time when the necessity for knowl
stores of facts, which they can reproduce dead-beatfn on a particular road, the mind edge is greatest, and the thirst intense ;
at pleasure, almost without an effort of' no sooner finds itself on a irack which and when duty, not less than interest,
But in these cases the memory suggests a parallel experience, than it prompts us to seek instruction wherever
thought.
is too often developed at the expense of becomes obstinate, restive, and immova
it may be found.
" l! this be the fault, or a principal
the active faculties ; and besides they are bly stationary, or only active in retracing
so rare, and, though wo take in the its steps, and quitting the compulsion of fault, what then is the remedy for it?
whole planet, so easily enumerated, that the journey.
Are a catholic science and a catholic the
" I know indeed of no task at all com ology both impossible, putting all dog
they only prove, by their single tall
heads, how" many memories of smaller parable in difficulty and hopelessness to matism and infallibility
out of the ques
stature are sleeping an unknowing sleep that of really publishing or popularizing
tion ? I think it will be answered in this
under the oblivious waters.
Indeed, I the present sciences of observation so as room that a catholic theology at all events
am obliged to conclude, from my own ex to make then) apprehensible and retaina- may exist, nay does exist ; that there is
perience, as well as from the observations ble by the world at large, uuless it be one creed now in the world, which is ca
of others, that in the noblest of the phys that other task of propagating the current pable of being taught to all colors and
ical sciences, I mean physiology, the sci
races of men ; that there is one religion
notions and doctrines of Christendom
entific memory is lethargic and oppressed ; among heathen nations.
there are no which may take up serpents, and they
while the public memory refuses to hold, degrees in mere impossibility,
then the shall not harm it ; which may absorb
even for a brief hour, any considerable one achievement is as impossible as the false doctrines grounded
in ignorance,
number of the details of that important other.
Those who are in immediate con- j and lead the heathen world, by even its
an easy
wildest
subject.
tact with the missionaries, and who are
through
superstitions,
" The literary chss is especially to be the favored
recipients of coins, tools, or and continuous path, to the temple of its
pitied for the awkward position which it blankets, may learn by rote a few formu- own worship, and the shrine of its own
in relation to the sciences. laries, and repeat them when bidden and invisible but human God.
occupies
And are we
j
With every motive to refresh the mind rewarded, just as those who live in the j to despair of a catholic science answering
from the deeper fountains of nature, and central glow and focus of Mechanics' In
to the catholic theology ' Let us answer,
to cultivate a sincere amity with the vota stitutes may retain for a louger or shorter No ! with all our might.
Let us take
ries of all knowledge, the literary man, time a few of the details of the sciences ; that exceptional
portion of it which is
by his very education, by the refinement but to expect the English, or any other now in the world, as a sure promise that
of liia tastes, by his appreciation of beau European people, to be converted to Bot the whole is coming.
Let us accept our
ty, by his practical grasp of the value of any, or Zoology, or Physiology, as those own faith in the issue, and our own deep
order, by the habitude of appealing to the branches of knowledge are at present want of natural truth, as the prophecies
human heart, is incapacitated for enter
of human nature, that the everlasting
taught, is as wild as to expect the con
taining dry, dull, and juiceless subjects, version of the Hindoos,
or Australians,
doors of the world are about to be opened,
and consequently is for the most part sin
or Hottentots, as nations, to the received and to be thronged by no partial piocesgularly ignorant, and not seldom hostile doctrines of Protestantism or Catholicism.
sion, but by all God's children of either
to the prosecution, of the sciences.
If The fact is, that the African, Asiatic, and sex, and of every age and rank and grade
there be a series in the art of forgetting,
American Indian, cannot learn the Chris and clime."
if oblivion can attain different velocities, tianity of the churches ; and not only are
then we should say, that the man of let the same great divisions unable to learn
Want of natural method in the sciences
ters, generally remarkable for studious or remember the science of the schools,
then, is the writer's explanation of that
habits and retentiveness of mind, has the but this incapacity extends to by far the ;
of tlie rac6> a bad
shortest- memory of all for scientific par larger part of our own male population, I besetting infirmity
,
,
ticulars ; that he forgets them with a and to the better half of Europe besides ; I memory for all but the most special and
; *
; f— \i r"L- A :. . i
_
f
_
_
i
_
..i
•_.!•_»•
:
_/•
i
What
the
power and rapidity far surpassing that of of course I mean the ladies.
personal details of life.
other men.
to be found only
natural method
" It appears then that the experience
In explaining the defects of memory,
in the doctrine of SCRIES and DEGREES.
which supplies the materials of all our
Dr^ Wilkinson takes the bold ground of
His explanation of the general idea of
is, from some cause, ill
knowledge,
fault,
not to the memory
ascribing the
so clear and beautiful, and hiu
Series.
adapted to that first faculty which is des
itself, but to the materials presented to
tined to receive it; that the memory re
illustrations so happy that we quote at
to
the
so-called
and
science of
learning
fuses to r(M:-m the greater part of those
length.
facts which ought to nourish the intellect;
the world, which
not science, inasmuch
" Let us, then, consume
and furthermore it is found that in propor- as
few mo
not according to the order of na
tion as the facts are related to the living .
regarding the main parts of
and thereft're nOt In harmony Wtth ments,
ture'
or organic kingdoms,
the same proporthe
through
that scientific instrument,
tion they are indigestible, and tlieir stay the human mind and not acceptable to it.
curious and manifold glass of which we
" But the question recurs, where
the mind is short and unsatisfactory.
the expect to discern unthought of beauties,
What
the resolution of this knotty dif fault?
the old do
the shortness of our memory wonders, and advantages
Is the common memory ill con to be laid to our own stupidity
ficulty
mains of nature.
or to
" These are, the doctrine
structed, or'has
been wrenched, or be wrong conception of our tights in relation
ifries and
come diseased?
Or, on the other hand, to the sciences?
If either of these sup- degrees, for the understanding the docnay we resort to so dating an explana positions be accepted, there
ends, representing the affections
an end to trine
tion, as to affirm that the particulars of further
at the diffusion
of the presence of nature by its inherent
attempts
the sciences are not worthy or proper
believe that the main ex- beauty and attractiveness, to the mind,
knowledge.
food for the unsophisticated
human planation
to be sought elsewhere.
/- that to say, to the imagination working
powers?
and for the senses, the
our memories
al- in the memory
justify the badness
" As to the fact itself,
the materials which uninjured faces, and play and activity of
believe the leging the badness
largest portion of every miscellaneous are offered to them. Facts are indeed things, conciliated and disarmed of fear
audience "Will fully bear me out.
certain by our penile intentions, and brought to
\Vbo-facts, but in nature they occur in
has not tried, with a painstaking almost order, and out
light
the
that order, are fantastic
troops and new myriads
amounting to martyrdom,
to read, and and artificial: that order invests them loving eye which knows where to look
carry away, the information contained in with
the highest object for them, or by the tender hand which
beauty that
works on Botany, Organic Chemistry,
of sense, shorn of which their native face can softly extract them from their warm
and Human
Comparative
obliterated, and we cannot attend to hiding pbces, and return them to the Inp
Physiology?
Who has not tried to persuade himself, or them. Facts also take for granted prin- of the mighty mother, without a ruffled
With these
herself, of their interest and value? Andlciples homogeneous with the principles feather or
beating heart.
use
who has not miserably failed in the at- of the human mind
and
these are ig- means added to those which are
nored or disregarded, the soul and motive already, the time has come, when we
tempt; and though he commenced with
will strong as Hercules, yet, after
Now the data of may look upon things as they are
brief of the sciences die.
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" This
in
remarkably
exemplified
the laborious computations of the age of
the earth, with which geology furnishes
us. According
to this science (and
have no wish to speak with disrespect of
a branch of practical knowledge so use
ful, and so rich
difficult to
facts,)
duration in the existence
assign too long
of the planet. Once emancipated from
the literality
of Genesis,
delighta to
heap millions upon millions of years, as
mere abstraction, and
though time were
cost science nothing
and by
number of
water-marks
and deposits,
fixes the
epoch of the world with as knowing an
air as
were judging of a horse's age
There is, however, an old
by his teeth.
there are
great many
saying, that
things go to all things,' which indeed
Are
precisely the assertion of series.
not these millions of ages, to say the
founded upon the assumption
least of
of the simplicity of the terrestrial move
ment, without
any consideration of
number of facts and analogies which go
to
A
complete view of the subject
hundred strata would take so long for de
position now, therefore they would re
the earliest ages
quire the same time
of the world.
Such
the postulatura of
How would this logic look,
geology.
we were to try
upon any of those se
ries of which we know both the begin
and where,
we
ning and the end
commit an error, we have the advantage
of detecting
I*t us make an experiment of the kind with
human being,
it
'

it

in

in it,

if

a

" But simple law which comprehends
the universe,
law, may
new to us as
well alter our minds in many essential
particulars, and such
undeniably the
case with the doctrine of series.
For
what does
assert?
Nothing short of
this, that our very minds themselves, so
long regarded as rigidly simple substances
by those too numerous philosophers who
have sought to make simpletons of us,
" But perhaps
series; nay,
may be thought that involve
series, and are in
something abstruse and difficult
itself
se
im that the very law of series
the conception of series
plied
or
and as ries, and admits of
triple analysis
this would be the first step to misunder
should rather say, of an analysis as long
standing the doctrine,
as we please.
This
may be well be and multiple
fore proceeding to give one or two home something very like
demolition of the

at
snug hiding places of philosophers
an intellectual fire which
all events
melts away some of the hardest nodules
of metaphysical difficulties,' and foresula
much future logic upon similar indura
tions of thought.
" The first task which
enjoins upon
us
considering any subject, after we
have made a full enumeration of its facts,
to remember, and expect to find, that
the subject falls into a natural series,
with the parts so different from each oth
er that the variety in each shall justify
the place which
occupies in the row.
A well developed law of series might be
cabinet of boxes, on which
likened to
the probable general divisions of things
and as each object
should be marked;
presented itself, its phenomena would he
distributed into their proper cells, the
whole group of which would contain an
approximation to an integral disposition
of the subject. Furthermore, as in many
cases
might be impossible to fill all the
required compartments, so the details of
the aeries would serve to anticipate future
advances of science,
demonstrating
In this
the empty spaces in knowledge.
staff
way the doctrine would be as
the hand of genius, and would lead to
guesses of undoubted significance,
and
sharpen the intellectual eye for coming
events and growing natures, at the same
time that
stimulated the heart with
vernal breath of new wants, and of new
gifts to satisfy them from the hand of the
Creator.
" At all events the absence of this doc
desolat
trine has made itself known
manner
the modern sciences.
ing
They are for the most part examples of
and
as opposed to series
simplicity
hence they are no sooner touched by se
ries, than their heads separate from their
bodies, or in other words, .their facts gasp,
and give up their unfortunate hypothe
ses.
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in order to prove
illustrations of
that wegare all at thia moment
posses
sion of 'the truth as an ordinary fact,
scientific
however little we may have
hold of the abstract law and its innumer
able consequences.
For this
the one
real science, not to teach us
aim of
novel, but to
anything heterogeneously
deepen common into universal sense, and
make us know precisely, and in principle,
what we already feel and know perforce,
as
needful condition of our inhabiting
word, to develop
is, in
the earth.
and expand our given faculties
all
rections, and to multiply accordingly their
similar and successive parts.
" Now let onr first instance be
straight line, conceived to be generated
by
point, for example, by the point of
Here
at once manifest that
pencil.
such
line consists of
succession or
series of points
and the same remark
clearly
applicable to every outline in
holds as certainly in
space.
Nay,
higher degree of every surface and every
solid,
euch of which new series come
to be considered.
Thus,
the line
series of points, the surface
series of
lines, and the solid
series of surfaces,
one upon another, and,
its turn, has
series of angles.
Thus space itself
nothing but series, and hence the declara
tion that geometry
constituted of mere
series.
So much then for that science
which
the fulcrum and skeleton of all
the other sciences.
We find that
the omnipresent principle of
pervaded
series.
" But the law
more richly attested
than this in the living spheres of knowl
Let us look at any organ in the
edge.
animal body, and we shall find in the first
has parts, and that these
place that
parts are again subdivisible into lesser or
word, there
series
in
least parts
of components, from the least to the
whole.
The entire organs again form a
series amongst themselves, and so make
The faculties of the mind
up the body.
are another row or series, extending from
Human beings,
the body to the soul.
thus growing from 'their parts, are still
All parts,
more distinctly a series.
word, are the parts of
series
and
therefore the finite being, or the finite
universe, falls of necessity under the se
rial law, from one end to the other.
The
every individual,
perception of this
so strong and intuitive, that to attempt to
illustrate
seems almost as difficult as to
or
prove that one and one make two
This
any other self-evident proposition.
the basis of the scientific
perception
truth of series
and the whole matter
lies, not in gaining
but
holding
Cast with the mind
the present per
plexed state of our knowledge of meth
od.
;

in

;

a

is
a

'

is

in

it,

themselves,'
without
the
confounding
harsd results of our own waywardness
with the fair and rounded works of the
divine creation.
" The path of instruction is ever from
the known to the unknown, and this is
well exemplified in the /rue method of
All hu
studying; the works of nature.
man experience proves that things occur
in a certain distinctive mode, and that
they are present one after another, or
present together with a difference of po
sition, so as to occupy time and space.
In other words, the general fact of order
in nature is the largest vessel or concep
tion into which all our experiences flow.
Now this fact, which we know so well,
must be the starting point from which we
advance to acquire those deeper views of
the same subject, of which hitherto we
are ignorant.
In the first place, then,
let us so make up our minds that there is
an order in creation, as that no scepticism
shall afterwards insinuate itself during the
further stages of our progress; and hav
ing gained this affirmation, and taken it
as a principle, let us steadily pursue it
through all its deductions, as well as
continually fill and enrich it afresh from
experience ; by which means we shall
emulate nature in carrying on both syn
thesis anil analysis at once, and finally
weave the science of method into a solid
form.
" In this manner the common notion of
order will, by cultivation,
put forth the
bright doctrine of series and degrees, at
once the key of nature, and the genuine
constitution of the human understanding ;
for order is heaven's first law, and the
analysis of order is the universal doctrine
of series.
" As therefore series is coextensive,
and, I might almost say, synonymous
with both nature and intelligence,
so is
it the one means and avenue of the sci
ences, and may be illustrated by whatever
is known, or thought, or believed, by the
mind of man.
From the first line of ab
stract mathematics, to the most complex
substance of our living organism,
we
meet with nothing but successive and pro
gressive and simultaneous series; with
nothing but subordination and co-ordinatitui ; with nothing but rank and due pre
cedence, and that natural justice by which
all things have their proper places, and
stand in mutual relations to their fellow
So true is
creatures.
as Swedenborg
•ays, that there
the visible
nothing
world, but
series, and in
series
for whithersoever we turn our attention,
we observe mere series, beginning in
the first, and ending
the lir.t.
Mere
series, and aeries of -series, constitute
arithmetic,
geometry,
physics, physiol
ogy, nay, all philosophy.
The public
administration
of government, not less
than the conduct of private affairs, has
its own form and successive order, and
therefore consists of series.
By series
we speak, we reason, and we act
nay,
our very sensations are series of varieties,
more or less harmonious, which result
a common atFectiun, and successively
images, ideas, and reasons.
In equality,
on the other hand, where there
no se
ries, nature perishes.'

a
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Now precedence which some existences take come trebly more interesting than they
with a youth of twenty years old.
The charm will
the problem shall be, to find his age from of others, but it demonstrates that the would have been alone.
his height, given the height of his last lower have sprung from the higher, and increase in the same ratio if three more
We will are indeed their produce. Thus the uni- brothers of the family, of the ages of 13,
year's growth at half an inch.
suppose, for the sake of a round number, verse is seen to be connected from end to 14 and 15 join the band, and form a new
that he is six feet high.
Proceeding then end, and from above to below, and all series, or another wing to the centre con
law,
that the
last things in illustrating
on the simplistic
one principle also sisting of the six first.
" ' If with these twelve brothers we
each other.
What is com
year's growth furnishes the whole rule of illustrate
his development, and not merely that part pressed and involved and a unit in the compare twelve other children who are
of the same which applies between the higher sphere, becomes expanded and de deprived of the graduated relation of
years of 19 and 20, we have only to say, veloped and distinctly various in a region brotherhood, we shall find that the sight
by the rule of three, that if he grows below ; and thus the lower is intended to of the latter twelve will excite compara
Thus graduation
half an inch in one year, he will grow j enrich our knowledge of the higher with tively no interest.
72 inches, or six feet, in 144 years-; variety, and the higher to give life, one gives a special charm to the most indif
I
whence it tarns out that the youth of 20 ness and combination to our conceptions ferent things; and indeed the learned
All things are to be en- must have been well convinced of this,
ought, in science, to be more than seven of the lower.
that he riched, according to their own measure of for they all abide by Horace's maxim:
again
times 20.
Supposing
series juncturaque
pollet,"*
with the predicates of all !" Tantum
grows a quarter of an inch between 20 appropriation,
ind 21, the same method will prove, that things, in order that a certain universal
&c. ; and endeavor in every way to clas
instead of having merely reached his ity may endow the whole body of the sify the details of nature and art in demajority, he has attained the patriarchal sciences, and every nature proffer its j grees and series.'
"This is a happy and an easy illustraIf we take him be torch to light up with a first light some
age of 288 years.
tween 21 and -JJ, the probability is that ohscure chamber in the faculties of man. I tion of the novel pleasure which series
we shall find no increase at all ; and in The means to this consists in the percep- j confers upon all objects, in which pleasure
strict keeping with our geological logic, tion of analogies,
which enable us to ! we cannot fail to see a new hope for the
we may now infer, (what many a philos
move with rapid feet over great tracts of! common memory, of retaining, if not the
'
opher has not hesitated to infer of the knowledge, from the least parts of things, present facts, at all events those more nuworld,) that our youth is not only older to the least parts of society, or to human ! merous facts which series itself brings to
than the wandering Jew, but in [mint of beings, and to the whole collective man, light."
fact has existed, as the glib saying is, and to the great atoms of nature, I mean,
.
.
After considering what science has
from all eternity.
But this is absurd ; the universes.
For all these are in a seand similarly absurd are the consequences ries, and shed light upon each other, and I lost by neglect of the Law of the Series,
of the denial of series of series in any of their laws are only different, because the j and how its domain must necessarily bethe other laws or parts of nature.
modes are various in which they subserve ; come
enlarged and catholic by the due
" And here it may be observed that the one end of the divine love,
,
,
out as ,
..
.
„
'
human life furnishes us with the best the end is the same, so they are all anal- application thereof, the writer leaves the
order and distribution of nature, or the
type of the law of series.
ogone, because they are all working
Infancy,
^
childhood,
manhood, old age, out.
Therefore, whatever we find in one form of things," and asks " what is the
youth,
va thing in one manner, exists we know in :
these, in their wonderful continuity,
genuine matter and substance of the sci,.
, ,,
, .
riety and combination, are the flower and all thines after the manner of each ;
ences?
A sentence or two from hts an'
fruit of the mundane system.
In each j whence we revert once more to the great ;
individual we see the unbroken line of a ; law, that every thing is in a series, and is swer « a11that we have roont for '•

it"

life-aeries, we see a different form, func- : a series.
Thus series conducts us to
"The complex of human purposes,
tion, and velocity at different points of the ! analogy, and analogies lead us deeper in
ends, affections or loves, is the origin of
line, and finally by the presence in the j to series.
of creation ; the one prin" The intuition of both these laws has • ,^owledge
•
mind of all that has preceded, and the'
•,
,
'
ofr
the
ofc u
outward sympathy of old age with child- doubtless been in the world, for if they , P1?1?
hu.man
• the end.im^ulse
scienc^
.t.'. intellicrnn™
of
every
subject
hood, we see the series become com- ! were lost entirely, the human mind would
which, the mind can entertain.
To
Thus an old writer, one
pound or circular, and return into itself j be paralyzed.
put the matter in a light which
ia
by death, but only to commence anew, j of those called a mystic, has the follow
familiar to all of us, the human af
and to fulfil the law of progress and mir- : ing thought:
'When,' says he,
take
fections as the vessels of divine goodror the image of God, by an immortal up a stone or clod of earth and look upon
it; then I see that which is above, and
perpetuity of the principles of order.
" One of the great benefits accruing j that which is below, .yea, the whole verse."
thing j
" Ends
from the recognition of scries is this, that world therein , ; onelyf that, in ,each •
j-jiiuo not
iiutuaii mean nothing
for
lui
nub human
lluiiuiiH
i c
it brings in its train an unfailing belief in one property hapneth to be the chiefest j]f after thj
ticism insilfuates
the doctrine of universal analogy.
For and manifest; according to which, it
^ itseif without being immediately repelled, '
r joyntthe finite creation, which includes in one, named ; all the other properties are
the sciences expire in vacua, and the giv
and
degrees
man and nature, can only be a series, by ly therein ; ,onely in- distinct
. en subject
,
be commenced anew, or
i
,
, J , must
,
are but one onely centre: there is
,,
a mutual relation between all its parts, j centres
T look
i
,
upon it
. .
abandoned altogether.
1
i
11 i_by virtue of which every thing has its own j but one onely root whence all things pro- I therefore thal
doctrine
the frivine
In which dictum honest Jacob
place, and cannot at a given time occupy ceed.'
H°,Banityi of the rea, and independent
And as the belief in a unity Behmen gives no contemptible statement Manhood of God,
any other.
the very beginning
nC principle in nature, lies at the root of of the ground of series and degrees.
" The lively interest which series ex and root of all knowledge of nature, and
a possibility of attaining general and uni
that whatever exceeds this doctrine, and
versal laws, so the distribution of har tends to every object that comes within whatever falls short of
an error and
monies by series, is all with reference to its reach, has been illustrated in
simple perturbation in scientific first principles,
one end, or what is the same thing, manner by
modern writer.
Various whjcIi must vitiate the mind, and carry
to a series of ends, which in the bosom authors,' says he,
have proclaimed the ^wry 'lnla
wide iimbo of foolishness and
of their unanimity and hearty co-opera
powers of progressive arrangement and corrupt imaginations."
tion are veritably one.
The varieties of connection
charm even to
gives
The lecture closes in
nature, therefore, are but different illus things which would otherwise be destitute
strain of noble
trations of one manifold principle.
Some of it. For example, we see with indiffer- aud religious confidence.
things present the principle more openly ence
collection of half dozen children
" Let us then try what the effect will
than others, constituting as it were the but
we learn that they are six brothers,
face of nature ; in some it is hidden un of the respective ages of
10, 11 be, if we suppose for ibis inquiry's sake,
der various garments, which also have and 12 years, and proportionably related that the revealed or Human God
tha
that every thing in natheir offices, and are woven and assumed, j
figure and height, the progressive con- author of nature
Him, and that these
every one, according to the same gradual nectio'n thus made known, lends them an uire has an end
rule which regulates all the unbounded I unexpected
If three other various ends are human, and may be
interest.
known analogously from our affections
munificence of the Creator.
Morever, I brother's join them, of the ages of
—
series not only includes co-ordination of and
and form -a series connected to the
'
of things, but their subordination also ; first, the interest increases, and
reflect*"So great the power of series and con
attd their subordination is not simply a, I ed on the three new comer?
they be- nectiou."
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" In the early periods of modern Europe,
slavery was general custom, which has only
gradually yielded to the humane influences of
Christianity. It was fair-haired Sason slaves
from England that arrested the attention of
Pope Gregory in the markets of Rome. As
late as the thirteenthcentury, was the custom
on the continent of Europe to treat all captives
taken in war as slaves. Of this Othello
sufficient witness, when he speaks
" Of being taken
the insolent foe

It

:

And iold to tlavery; of my redemption thence.'
was also held lawful to enslave all infidels, or

a

;

is

is

It

;

It

a

a

'

a

it

if

surprise to the audience

is

a

in

it
is

ly
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;

I

is

a

is

It

a
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in

is

a

a

illustration
and defence.
He
We thus perceive from Mr. Sumner's
the whole field of history with
rapid historical analysis, that the institu
calm and penetrating eye, and with ap tion of slavery has been inseparable from
instinctive sense of the dignity of human the forms which society has assumed in
es to its

universal

by cautery

sease, arising

appeals would fail to reaelu

human frame,

which

a

in the body politic, like

serve as an intellectual

a

or knife, but as
from

cancer in the

may be extirpated
chronic

di

vitiated state of the

system, and to be cured

by

effort, and are adapted to win conviction
in many minds, which more impassioned

We are not to

as an isolated, •independent evil

are the offerings of eloquence and learn
ing to the cause of philanthropy.
They
basis for practical

the necessary growth of

antagonism.

a

regard

is

past ages.

It

has

it

it

j

a

views

I

;

;

a

in

existing

universally

of antiquity

hardness among the Lacedemonians,

;

;

was

by the nations

must have been did the same and the laws of Oleron, the mar
itime code of the Middle Ages, treated them
aa dogs,' to be attacked and despoiled by all
as
bad come from
decorous and
true believers. It appears that Philip Ic Bel of
Not only is the France, in 1296,presented bis brother Charles,
unexpressive
pulpit.
subject foreign from those that are usual
Count of Valois, with Jew, and that he paid
selected for the evening's entertain
Pierre de Chambly three hundred livrea for
another Joe. And the statutes of Florence,
ment of our lecture-going
community,
boastful of freedom, as late as 1415,expressly
but the manner
which
treated
allowed republican citizens to hold slaves who
uncommon in any address before
pro
were not of the Christian faith. And still furmiscuous assembly.
In fact, we seldom
ther, the comediesof Moliere, depicting Italian
meet with
Discourse, which bears the usagesnot remote from his own day, show that
marks of more elaborate preparation, or at Naples and Messina even Christian women
continued to be sold as slaves.
which brings such profound
learning,
" It not astonishing,then, that the barbarous
such mature thought, and such masculine
states of Barbary —
part of Africa, the great
eloquence to the discussion of its subject.
womb of slavery,— professing Mahometanism,
reminds us of those finished treatises
which not only recognizesslavery, but expressly
in
special department of inquiry, which ordains 'chains and collars' to infidels— should
"
"
under the title of
form continue and perpetuate the traffic in slaves,
monographs
such
valuable element of modern Ger
those who did not receive the
particularly
faith of their Prophet. In the duty of constant
man literature.
war upon unbelievers,and in asserting right to
The cause of social progress
greatly
the services or ransom of their captives, they
indebted to writers,
like Mr. Sumner,
fotlowed the lessons of Christians themselves."
who devote such rich and varied resourc
useful knowledge."

nearly as great

in

in

though

Lecture

been subjected, and at the same time, de
rives lessons of hope and encouragement.
His various performances, in this kind,

a

pointed out

clearly

recognized

of this persons who did not receive the Christian faith.
character
delivered before any of our The early common law of England doomed
popular associations for the " diffusion of heretics to the stake the Catholic Inquisition
not often that

nature, detects the abuses to which

a

gin,

White Slavery in the Barbary States.
Lecture before the Boston Mercantile
Library Association, February
17th.
By CHARLES SUMNER. Boston
Wil
liam D. Ticknor & Co.
1847.

it,

I

The present Lecture treats of the ori
the history, and the character of
White Slavery in the Barbary Slates.
some form,
The prevalence of slavery,
throughout
every period of society,

a
of observation
and
stewardships
income of delights,
from the
larger
growing needs and affections of the soul.
Such, to say very little, and that little
on the least fruitful or the intellectual
side,
what must be expected in
Prov
idential
of
world, from the principles
knowledge
correctly
apprehended, and
well applied to nature.
Such, in hope
the proximate end of
overcoming fear,
which
look for the beginning from the
members of this Association.
Your work
before you, grand yet definite.
To
food
give the human race intellectual
when the old means of sustenance
fail
to make the basis of mental •life
ing
alike for all, sufficient for all, and better
for all; -to be the missionaries, not of
words or dogmas, but of methods and
benignant arts
neither of cajoleries nor
to
anathemas, but of desired Prosperity
marry the universe to the understanding,
and connect all things, by human uses,
with the Divine Humanity — this, at the
the meaning of 'the study,
very least,
development, and dissemination of sci
ence, upon the philosophical principles of
Swedenborg.'

a

that order is the path whereby the Divine
Being distributes the creation of 'ends,
and that this order consists of series and
degrees, the recognition of which in their
manifold
functions constitutes the one
method of the human understanding ; al
so that the senses are the basement of the
whole mind as well as of each of its fac
ulties, absolutely necessary to the fulness
of existence, and capable of representing
the inner man with all his wants, nay,
intended to give matter and body and ul
timate delight and motive to the degrees
and series of the higher elements of our
constitution.
Let us, I say, take for
granted these intelligible
data, and rea
soning down from them at the same time
that we are reasoning upwards somewhat
after the present fashion from particulars,
let us see whether any light will visit the
darkness of the sciences, or whether the
failure of this last resource will prove
that the creation is indeed irreconcilable
with the mind of man.
Of the fi
nal success, however, of such a trial,
about to be commenced, as
fondly hope,
by this scientific Association, it is' impos
sible for us to entertain the slightest
doubt.
Already, in the vista of a clear
futurity, we contemplate its fruits.
Al
ready we see intellectual atheism without
a foot of earth to support
ceasing its
weedy presence from the fair estates of
and the knowledge of God,
philosophy
vainly declared impossible, constituting
the summer and blessing of the sciences.
We see the chains of inveterate contro
versies unriv.etted, and the multitude of
words which foments anger and perplexes
dies into silence before
understanding,
the measured sounds of the day of works.
We see the human heart released from
the tightness of cruel suspicions, and
filled with sunshine by the possibility of
regeneration, confidingly proclaiming its
real wants as prophecies and promises of
a future life, both here and hereafter
and finding in nature an instrument di
vinely accommodated for giving the full
natural development to the soul
conse
science an object and an office
quently
as noble as the co-operation
noble to so
We see the intellect tak
great an end.
ing its stand in its new centre, to trace
the laws by which the universe revolves
to calculate the poweraround humanity
and immensity of principles, bright even
to the senses, though hitherto known but
as points
our sky
to follow their out
goings without timidity, swiftly and safe
ly, through myriads of series'; but always
leaning on use as the reason of things,
and offering its gains without reservation
for the service of our actual and moral
life. We see the imagination, livelier and
bolder than of yore, animated by the
spirit of truth, and pouring its life-blood
and the memory
through the memory
no longer surfeited or starved, but accur
ately ministering to our edification out of
the choicest produce of experience, and
nourishing philosophy with the entire vaWe see the growth
riety of the world.
of
natural pleasure in the sciences,
which shall render the universal memory
tenacious for valid general knowledge,
just as the pleasures of learning hereto
fore have given strength and retentivefew memories for particular
ness to
Finally we behold the
facts and details.
senses, filled with perceptions luxuriant
as tropical
vegetation,
yet without
in the romantic
of
tangle
multiplicity
their objects, comi.mally
receiving fresh

a
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remedies which

will impart new health and vigor to the
sources, of vitality.
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Modest, un- ; etherialism in any of the existing Associperity with sincere delight.
pretending, without huge means, laboring j a"ons or Communities, but speak of them
•• 81Kns of th«
in
pat™s»ng
we still
indignant rebuke of every manifestation under various embarrassments,
good time coming — as well-meant enter
that
it
is.
destined
to
an
of injustice and oppression.
We hope, believe
^perform
prises, which, though they must all fail,
on some future occasion, he will trace important service in the regeneration of I are cheering presages of the glorious soIt is not founded, it is true, on chil order to be ultimately developed.—
the origin of slavery to the incoherence Humanity.
are usually of a sublimated
of social interests; and the absence of any principles of science. It does not These gentry
genius, and are full of grand words and
to
the
illustration
of
attractive
false
any
Our present
profess
attempt
industry.
sounding prophecies in behalf of human
relations of labor must be corrected before social system ; least of all, that to which progress ; but you never catch them soil
the integral freedom of man can be estab we are ourselves attached, the system of ing their lily hands, or renouncing their
fare, high salaries, fine estates, lux
Hence, we cannot be good
lished on a broad and permanent basis. Charles Fourier.
They are fattened,
uries or refinements.
We must attack the whole system of hu lieve that it will exhibit the form of soci
pampered and waited on by the lower
man slavery, whether in the servitude- of ety, which is the true destiny of man on class of their fellow creatures, on whom
earth ; but with its liberal, eclectic char- they affect to look with compassion, but
the Southern plantation, or the workshops
as
of Northern labor. The true science of 'acter, seeking truth wherever it is to be whose burdens they will not so much
'
These
lighten with one of their fingers.
society applied to the practical relations found, we cannot doubt that it will are the characters wKo will enter into a
of life will speedily and peacefully re demonstrate many social principles, that new social state, just when they can do
so without losing a single gratification af
move every form of bondage ; will make are now scarce dreamed of in the slum
As to their senbers of Civilization, and thus prepare the forded them in the old.
man the owner of himself every where;
timentalisms and cant about the progress
will place him on the soil which nature way for the establishment of true, uni of
J-'orty
humanity, it is hollow enough.
For the purposes of generations of them would leave the
gave him for a birthright ; will surround versal harmony.
him with the facilities for industry and the founders of this Community, and the world where they found it.
" From these we turn to the actualists.
the resources for education ; and, by the integrity, wisdom and disinterestedness,
There are the Shakers, the Rappites, the
full and harmonious development of the with* which they have pursued their en
&c., who took their texts,
Zoarites,
primitive attractions of his nature, will terprise, we have the^most unqualified preached their sermons, and have made a
respect ; and hence, we trust the com substantial application of their doctrine
inspire him with the blessed conscious
We might say much for,
ments we shall make on this article, will to real life.
ness of freedom.
But this
and something against them.
be regarded as the expression of friendly,
we will say : IQ3 They have done some
fraternal criticism, and not of pugnacious thing, they have achieved a triumph over
numberless obstacles, they have given us
controversy.
the actual results of their theories.
We
IS, 1847.
" It is amusing and not uninstructive to can now look npon their establishments,
the different views, opinions and make up our minds whether or not
Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are, contemplate
we will copy their example.
They tell
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,ft and theories respecting the re-organiza
us, particularly the Shakers, that it is of
gamblingspirit in trade,reckless adventure,and tion of society.
It seems to be the uni
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish versal conviction that what is called civil
the
establishment
of
no use to attempt
the laborerand to rendereveryconditionInsecure.
Communities
except on their principles
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new ized society abounds with great and cry
applicationof Christian principles, of Universal ing evils which demand a remedy.
The
But and polity ; for we cannot succeed.
justice and Universal love, to social institutions,
sexes must keep apart, little families
what
that remedy is, few are entire
to commerce,to business,to active life.
must
into
ones,
he
large
compounded
Da. CrtiNffitfti.
ly agreed.
Many regard the present
general structure as good enough, and property must be held in common, &c.
convinced
We
remain
to
be
that
&c.
look for a gradual improvement of the in
SOCIAL RE-ORGANIZATION.
tellectual and moral nature of the people either of these positions is necessary to
The last number of the Practical Chris
the establishment of a well ordered Com
by means of religion, education, philan
tian contains an article with this title, thropy, &c.
It is maintained by this munity.
"Antipodes to these are they who would
which presents so many important topics class that we should take society as it is,
have individuals
live adjacent to each
for consideration, that we shall make no make the most of present instrumentali
ties, labor to bring up individuals to ac other, and associate helpfully from day to
it
apology to our readers for copying
knowledged
principles and duties, and day without any settled principles, writ
it with some thus ultimately secure a condition of uni ten compact, laws, organization, or com
entire, and accompanying
We hardly need versal righteousness, peace and plenty. — munity of interests, other than what
remarks of our own.
This is claimed to be the only rational, might spontaneously spring up, continue
say that it bears intrinsic marks of com
practical and unobjectionable method of during the pleasure of all parties, and be
of
the
respected founder
ing from the pen
It cer discarded at any moment. Most of those
promoting human improvement.
of the Hopedale Community, Am-, BAL- tainly has the merit of being a very com who cherish these notions have been ul
LOU, — a man whose best thoughts have fortable method to its adherents, inasmuch tra Communitists, who, while holding all
for a long time been given to the subject as it leaves them to enjoy the favored j things in common, denouncing all tests,
constitutions,
laws, and official distincof social reform, and whose highest ener places of the existing order of society, tions, have been well
nigh governed to
and imposes on them a moderate amount
;
gies have, for at least five years, been of risk, anxiety and self-sacrifice.
If death. Probably some of them loved to
devoted to the practical realization of a they are in favorable circumstances, they govern full well enough, but were gov
Most
order of society.
After his can indulge their own notion, taste and erned down by successful rivals.
Christian
of the under cru$t of them are constitutionally odd sticks,
varied experience of the trials and obsta fancy at the expense
without compunction.
But whether their whose crotchets are such that they cannot
cles, as well as of the satisfactions, which
process of improvement can ever do more long agree with any body but themselves,
and who meet with such frequent meta
are inseparable from an enterprise like than to repeat itself with substantially
morphoses of feeling and opinion, that
the same results, we may very rationally
that in which he is engaged, it is gratify
they cannot even agree with themselves
doubt.
ing to find him speaking iu such a tone
" Others, who perhaps believe in the three years together. It is best for all
of encouragement and hope, and with
Neverthe
possibility of a new -social state, and who such to stay induudualized.
such unabated faith in the magnitude and would be thought in favor of some new less, if they can give us any light, let us
beneficent tendency of the work to which movement, have no settled plan in view. profit by it.
" Next we have the Communists of
he is devoted.
We have always looked They chmish certain vague, undemiable
" Fraternal Communion " at notions of a terrestrial paradise in the Robert Owen's school, whose leading
on the
form of a community, but what it is, they doctrine is that man is wholly a creature
the deepest interest. are waiting to learn of the future.
with
Hopedale,
to
emitled
neither
They of circumstances,
We have watched its growth and pros- see nothing 'artistic enough for their 'praise nor blame. They demand that

We admire Mr. Sumner's

clear deline

ation of the blessings of freedom, and his
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It would require a warp and fillThey will certainly : failure.
large amounts of capital be invested in Will they succeed?
lands, buildings, machinery, and all man succeed in bringing the public mind to ing of population not easily found, to
ner of good and beautiful things for the j the consideration of our social evils, and give us a grand Phalanx of eighteen hunuse of body and mind, in order to create j to inquire diligently for a remedy.
Butjdred souls, capable and well disposed
complete circles of the most favorable i will they succeed in reorganizing society j enough for the right use of such a capiformulas of;tal.
We distrust these magnificent Decircumstances, into which large commun
according to the scientific
We doubt it. Will they sue- j ginnings.
Before honor is humility. —
ities of people may be installed under! Courier?
The true
By such means it is j ceecl in establishing a permanent model The oak comes of the acorn.
proper regulations.
We doubt it. — method of reorganizing society will be
contended that the whole human family Phalanx of full size?
1. Because it seems to us that found, we are confident, to accord with
might be speedily brought into a state of Why?
Fourier's great central doctrine of Pas- the general analogy of nature ; viz : the
intelligence, virtue and happiness exceed
is carried as much be- seed, the germ, the trunk, the branches,
ing the most beatific dreams of the poets. sional Attraction
A million of dollars at least ought to be! yond the truth as Robert Owen's doctrine leaves, flowers, fruits, by a steady growth
It seems ta
expended, they tell us, in getting up the of circumstances.
I through successive stages.
which
the
"2. Because we cannot believe that •us that the general principles upon which
model
Community : after
there is any such absolute natural science eighteen hundred, or ten thousand, or ten
whole human race would hasten to real
There is of society as he pretends to have discov- millions of people can be harmonized into
ize their glorious
destiny.
His mathematical exactness and social unity are the very same on which
doubtless a great deal in Mr. Owen's sys ered.
order of arrangement are too physical, j two, ten, twenty, or one hundred individtem worthy of profound consideration.
But we. think it has fatal" defects, and too mechanical, too fanciful, too romantic, j uals can be ; and therefore that if a few
that it will probably never exhibit its pro to be actualized by a race of beings, in j persons with small means cannot form
He carries the doctrine whom matter and spirit are so mysterious- j and sustain an Association or Community,
posed model.
The given terms will not hundreds even with larger resources canof circumstances beyond reason and the ly conjoined.
of human nature.
He produce the supposed results.
Moral na not.
consciousness
We express these views frankly,
tures cannot be weighed, measured and but not unkindly, contentiously or dogdoes not recognize the necessity of indi
vidual self-discipline as he ought.
And guaged with any such scientific nicety, j matically.
We are willing to be correcthe demands a beginning which can come Something more simple and elastic is re- Jed, and desire the whole truth.
In our
I next we will explain our own peculiar
only at the end of a patient, self-sacrific- ! quisite for human nature.
"3. Because the Associative school views of Community."
ing struggle of many well disciplined
He looks too much to govern- j are too much mixed with and dependent
pioneers.
1. We think it right to state that the
meats and the high (alias low) places of upon politicians
and governmentalists.
earth for help.
number of Fourier's disciples, both in
They will only answer j They look too low for help.
' 4. Because
It is'
him with civil non-committalism.
they put the crown be the United States and Europe, is proba
not in thrones, parliaments and congress
fore the cross, and are continually pictur
bly much less than is here estimated.
es to reorganize society.
ing the glories of their ideal Phalanstery,
" Next the disciples' of Fourier, the its wealth and splendor, its show and pa We have no means of making an exact

Associationists
so called, rade, its feasts and balls — its worldly
distinctively
computation, but we have no idea that
atand forth and challenge a respectful magnificence, its plenitude of all that can the adherents to the doctrines of social
It is their firm faith that afford physical, intellectual and artistic
hearing.
unity, as set forth by Fourier, amount to
Charles Fourier discovered the true sci- ; delight to mankind.
In this way many
like the number here given,
ence of society — a science which , though are enamored with fanciful expectations anything
complex and profound, is nevertheless as of results, the cost of which they wholly Including all who go for social re-organdefinite, certain and reducible to human overlook.
The hard toil and oozing ization, in any form,- we doubt if the
comprehension as the science of music j sweat-the willing, patient, persevering
figure stated be nol an over estimate.
with its seven sounds, its tones and half struggles of superior minds in company
tones, its major and minor keys, its melo- j with inferior ones, lifting them up almost Men, it is true, are beginning to awake
Passional
Attrac- against their will — the days and nights, j to a perception of the horrible evils of
dies and harmonies.
tinii is the great central doctrine of this . months and years of self-sacrifice under a the present social order ; multitudes are
' Attractions
are proportionate thousand discouragements, the relinquishschool.
;
I
for a reform which shall reach
tn Destinies,'
,
is their leading text or ment of private advantage for the general
,
to
the
root
of existing abominations ; but
motto.
Whoever
treats the system of good, the renunciation of luxuries and en- !
'
the
number
of
those
who
have
!
attained
a
Fourier with contempt, betrays himself a dearments which selfishness craves and
smaller man than he would be taken for. might have in the old state, the uncom- fixed social faith and are laboring to realTin-re is a world of masterly thought in , promisin« moral principles to be adhered ize it we
appreheud is comparatively
„,
rL
his writings — a vast deal of truth, mid to at all hazards — these are not faithfully :
. . _, . .
„
howsma11' lhe ^cttcal Christian,
nut
forth
and
insisted
on
ai
the
orereouimind
an
abundance
of
error, put
as
yet, to our
prerequi
sites to success.
Hence thousands, who ever, does not make the statement on its
fancy-work and extravagance.
" Many excellent minds have embraced fall in with Association in theory and own authority ; it only copies an asser
will be among the missing tion, which we have noticed elsewhere ;
the social doctrines of Fourier, and are rhetoric,
They cannot1,
,
,,
putting forth vigorous efforts to propagate in the hour of trial.
but we should be «nw'll'og to aid in givIt be good soldiers of the cross ; for
those doctrines throughout the world.
without
it
currency
pointing out its
i»g
nor
drilled
are
neither
indoctrinated
lias been stated thut one hundred thou they
'
sand persons in the United States have ; for such duty,
tie1/ wants wealth, ease, incorrectness.
It is ready to em- j 2. " Fourier's great central doctrine of
In indulgence, novelty.
of that school.
become disciples
,
.
.
. ,
But to j
France and other parts of Europe, they brace whatever promises these.
pass1on3l attractton ts carned as much
a*- still more numerous.
at I part with its own for the sake of others, ]
Several
beyond the truth as Robert Owen's doc
i
tempts at Association on this general plan ' to assume their burdens, to perform hard
have been made in different sections of labor, to make sacrifices for .humanity, it trine of circumstances."
iiur country and failed. Several others I will not. It cannot dig, and to beg
what
We would venture to inquire,
are in successful operation in the Middle
-pects the doctrine of passional attracBut the
States and Western Country.
it
can induce to do its uon ts carried beyond the truth
most thorough and well read advocates of of whomsoever
fact, demonstrated from the nature and
the system have deplored these crude and drudgery.
" Finally, we have little faith
Liko Mr. Owen they
feeble attempts.
this history of man, from the laws of the
want a million of dollars to set up a mod
Model
all com- animaI creation, and from the analogies
picturesque notion of
Indeed, it would require half a mil
el.
The capital cannot
pleted to start with
that „ Attrac.
^ mi
lion at least to set up a decent Associa
be commanded.
Those who control it;
.
to
Destinies
ttons
are
proportional
tion according to Fourier's ideal.
To will fool
away in almost any scheme
delusion,
get. the funds is the principal desideratum. sooner than give
purpose. not, then the whole doctrine
up to such
to slavery, or to war, and should be classed with other figConsequently they look wishfully and im They will lend
ploringly to the wealthy and the great of or to anything sooner than to such an ex- mljnts
and repudi.
of lhe imagination
° .
the world for resources ; as well as to the penment for humanity.
But
it could
.
it
it covers
be,
If
then
a*d
accordingly.
intelligent and philanthropic of the com- be collected, there are ten chances to one
of
man's
intellectual
people* fur sympathy and numbers. that the managers would make
splendid the whole ground

a
li

in

Is

'

is
a

I ! !

I

a

if

a

it it

it

I

.

fa

f

Ij

a

'

in

it
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tiTexp^
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ment of his whole

and moral nature, and explains his desti
We believe that the Crea
ny on earth.

nature.

Men

then perceive the indissoluble

13

would

we

relation be

a'law on every beings tween wholeness and holiness.
of its creation
3. " We cannot believe that there
from
This law is to be any such absolute natural science of soci
may be discovered.
tor has imprinted

found in the original,

4.

is

the design

This scepticism

mixed

and

with

and

politicians

are too

School

dependent

upon

They

governmentalists.

look too low for help."

ety as he pretends to have discovered."

essential attractions

" The Associative

much

astonish

unfeigned

by

which

our

confess,

ment.

_ We do not understand the ground! of
The development and satisfaction of the philosophers and moralists
Our candid opponent,
every age. this statement.
now infects the vital energies of society opponent we must call him, was under
normal attractions of any being, consti
Its absurdity
tute the good of that being, compose his with its subtle venom.
the influence' of some misapprehension
has been shared

is

It

if

in

which form its primary springs of action.

to

For
the Creator,
the rankest Atheism.
of who has given the most exact and rigid
these, accordingly, is the essential condi
laws to every particle of matter, who has
tion of his progress ; and all the arrange
caused the most sublime movements of
ments of a true social state will be made the heavenly bodies, as well as the min
eye, his

touch,

smell;

his

his

ear,

the

taste, his

if

senses, his

development

is

to contribute to their gratification, in the utest chemical changes in every combina
most complete order, harmony and beauty tion of atoms, to take place according to
the ob
of which they are susceptible.
In like invariable principles, which -it
manner,

there

are

attractions

in

man ject of science

to discover,

has left the

Associative

by

It

it

of the

either in this country

School,

itself with politics,
of its plans,
Fourier always
measures.

or in France,
to attempt

neither

to mix

the

political

realization

hoped to produce

conviction

the mind

of some large capitalist, perhaps one of
the princes of Europe, who should volun
teer the means for

of Association
dare say,

practical experiment

but he speaks

hundred

of

it,

equivalent

has

the practise

forth.

nor

in

In our view,

he put

a

of the lence.

exercise

when

been the policy

preva

;

the

to

but be as

universal

a

attraction

almost

is

nal

that we cannot

at its

tounded

it

so apparent,

happiness, his excellence, the fulfilment
of his destiny.
Thus, man has an origi

we

times in the course

him to friendship,

the
be

it

love,

is
a

;

Kepler, and Newton.
ry, Pythagoras,
We should not have been surprised,
healthy development, become the sources previous to the profound . study of Fou
of moral disease and death.
In
true rier's writings, our intelligent friend had
order of society, the harmony of the pas expressed
doubt whether Fourier had
sions would be secured
every attraction made the discoveries in the science of
natural

attractions

of

de

if,

the

of the conditions

true and

a

i

a

prived

a

and hence,

believe

has ordained

a

;

;

a

a

is

I

!

;

a

it

it

it
is

it

is,

a

a

is

It

I

;

in

?

a

!

a

a

is

lead

paternal sentiment, disinterestedness,

a

most important movement of all, — that of his writings, as
signal advantage of
his system, that
was independent of all
of human society, — without law, with
cloud
nevolence, reverence, devotion, obedience out " absolute science," what
and might
be fully
political
parties,
small scale, without disturb
How. does tested, on
to God, the desire of universal harmony. thrown over his attributes!
The highest excellence, the true destiny such neglect compromise either his wis
ing any institution of Church or State.
of his nature, consists in the development dom or his goodness
Might we not as We hope nothing from Parliaments, Con
of these attractions.
Failing of these, well call in question the existence of the gresses, or Chambers of Deputies, as such.
he is a wretched, crippled, dwarfed abor Deity, as to believe that he has omitted We aim at no political action for the pro
Of course, we
tion of a being, from which the stamp of to ordain
divine social code, for the motion of Association.
We say, establishment of social harmony on earth should be glad to convince every politi
Divinity is altogether effaced.
then, that the essential good of man is to When we behold every thing
the uni cian in the country, from Clay to Calbe found in the development of his funda
verse distributed by weight and measure, houn, of the truth of our principles of
but we should address
mental attractions ; this principle is the when we detect the sublime presence of social science
corner stone of a true philosophy of Law in every operation of our minds, them in their capacity of individuals, not
human nature ; it was seen by Fourier in when all the varied and beautiful phe of public men. The Associationists
of
the full blaze of intellectual light ; and it nomena that have ever been presented to the United States, so far as they act
certainly is recognized, more or less dis the admiring gaze of the human eye, are politically at all, unite with the Whigs,
found to be subjected to the immutable Democrats,
tinctly, by the best recent writers on psy
Liberty-Party or National
we Reformers, according to their private con
we doubt not, the principles of " absolute
science,"
chology, including,
very author of the article we are com cannot hesitate for one moment, to be victions, not from any collective political
We are not to confound lieve that the harmonies of society in tendencies or preferences.
curious
menting on.
so fact, that at one time, of two conspicuous
the diseased and perverted development which the weal or wo of man
of these attractions, with the attractions essentially involved, are dependent on Associationists in New York, one was
themselves, in their pure, original charac
leading Whig paper, and
scientific laws, as rigid, as immutable, as the Editor of
ter. The crying sin of modern society absolute, to say the least, as those which the other, of
leading Democratic paper,
Our eyes are not turned in
that
makes no adequate provision determine the harmonies of mathematics in that city.
for the instinctive attractions of human or of music.
Now this science of soci any political direction for the triumph of
nature, that
thwarts and crushes them, ety,
our conviction, Charles Fourier, our principles, as our friend supposes
" pretend to " we look not so low for help " we look
that
aims to gratify
part at the ex did something more than
He was enabled to penetrate to " the everlasting hills, from whence
pense of the others, and thus introduces discover."
disorder, discord, want of equilibrium,
its hidden laws, as no previous philoso- coineth our help," — to the eternal at
vice and wretchedness
into the social pher had done, to announce its leading tractions of human nature, which long
state.
formulas, and to point out the methods of for harmony, unity, brotherhood, — to the
Every passion
capable of
two-fold development, the true and the its practical application.
Herein consists eternal principles of social science, which
level with the demonstrate the means of their attain
false
every faculty may. be made the his claim to be placed on
minister of good or the agent of evil
ment, — and to the Eternal God, who we
great master-spirits of the world's histo

which

glorious

destiny

for man on earth.
5.

" Because

they put the crown before

the cross,

and are continually
picturing
the glories of their ideal Phalanstery, it»

the universal and magnificent develop

;

existence

of such

a

by

,

;

wealth and splendor, its show and parade,
would find its legitimate indulgence, from society, which his disciples ascribe to its feasts and balls, — its worldly magnifi
•
the moment of its manifestation
and the him
but that he should avow such blauk cence, its plenitude of all that can aflbrdi
and artistic delight
destiny of man on earth would be fulfilled and hopeless scepticism as to the very physical, intellectual
science,

awakens,

to mankind."
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Associationista
known,

thai

as it

believe,

is well

of man is com

the destiny

pound, — that the Creator

intended him

degree of material

for the highest

com

ORVIS, ALLEN, DANA,

men as CRASHING,

AMRIMGE, GREILEY,

VAN

with

mocking

the public with " fanciful expectations
results,

the cost of which

fort, elegance and refinement, as well as overlook," with

"not

or

reproach,

of ence.

they wholly

faithfully

such expressions,

putting

If

either of commendation

with

comparative

indiffer

the Combined Otder be the Di

vine Law, it will prevail on earth aa soon
as men are prepared for it ; a few words
of kindly approval will not expedite its

for the rich and harmonious development forth the uncompromising moral principles
of his spiritual nature. This, in their to be adhered to at all hazards, as the pre realization, any more than the cock-crow
No ! We hold ing will hasten the rising sun ; nor will
opinion, is demanded by the human con requisites to success."
stitution.
The inward and outward ele up the delights and glories of the beauti any censure, however bitter, retard its
ments of our nature are inseparably
ful land which the Creator has promised approach.
The trees blossom in their
combined.
Material
among to his children, but we do not forget the season in spite of fogs and east wind.
harmony,
collective masses of men, is an essential thorny wilderness, nor the fearful waters
,: i ' Men are now divided every where
condition of spiritual harmony.
If there of Jordan, which must be passed through
are apparent exceptions to this rule in before we attain the fulfilment of our des by the interests of Industry, of Class, of
individual cases, it proceeds from a pecu- tiny.
We believe in the coming of the Sect, of Party, of Nation, which intro
Har temperament, but the law will be kingdom of God among men, when his duce among them, to the great injury of
found to hold universally of men in the will shall be done on EARTH as it is in each and of all, the most violent hostility
Heaven ; but we do not lose sight of the and hatred, instead of the sacred harmo
It is true also, reciprocally,
aggregate.
that if the principles of justice and love agony in the garden, the baptism of ny, which should unite them for the gen
were applied to the social relations of blood, and the bitterness of the cross, eral happiness and the accomplishment of
So that, in spite of the
man, universal abundance, ease; and de which, in the person of the Redeemer, human destiny.
light would be the result.
We believe show forth the conditions of human re wonderful progress realized during the
this

outward

man

condition

the

by

is demanded for

strictest

of

laws

right.

last three centuries in every civilized

generation.
6.

" We

have little faith

Hence, we proclaim its necessity.

in this pic
all complete

We turesque notion of a Model
to start with."
It is not the plan of Associationists to
that when the lawe of Heaven are made
the Earth will be trans
attempt the establishment of a Phalanx
predominant,
" All things " on a large scale at once. They believe
formed into a Paradise.
will be given to those who attempt to that " the acorn comes before the oak, —
dwell

much

on the

Christian

"

doctrine,

na

tion, especially in the physical and math
ematical sciences, and the mechanical

of industry, — Humanity

processes
remains

universally

subjected

still

to the do

minion of evil.
UNION

OF WOMEN

FOR

ASSOCIATION.

of that the true method of reorganizing so
A meeting of those interested in the
God." The most magnificent material ciety will be found to accord with the collective action of woman, in the Asso
glory will follow from the realization of general analogy of nature : namely, the ciative movement, was held on
Tuesday,
the divine social code.
God, who feeds seed, the germ, the trunk, the branches, May 25th, at the close of the afternoon
the birds with the daintiest food, who leaves, flowers, fruits, by a steady growth session of the Convention of the
Boston
leaves none of their material wants unsat through successive stages."
They wish Union of Associationists.
The meeting
—
who clothes the flowers with to make the trial of practical Association
isfied,
was duly organized,
and a statement
more than imperial splendor, — will crown with the smallest number with which made of the wishes of the
women who
obedience to his laws with a degree and the groups and series of Attractive In
had called the meeting, from which we
kind of social
But they main give an extract.
which
for dustry can be organized.
prosperity,
" We desire earnestly, to exert our
abundance, sweetness,
beauty,
purity, tain the necessity of ample resources for
of the members, in selves more
harmony and perennial joy, will exceed the accotnodaiion
efficiently in this cause, to
every conception of felicity which has en their domestic and industrial
relations,
which we would devote our lives, and we
tered into the imagination of man.
We before anything like firm social harmony are in all sincerity
the
It
into practice the

carry

to announce

rejoice

righteousness

our convictions

that

of the race. Our
of this glo
rious, blessed state.
We would arouse
the slumbering soul to a perception of its
But, in so doing, are we
birthright.
is

this

the

destiny

books abound in descriptions

blind to the sacrifices

which

are required

can be established

On this point, how

ever, we do not apprehend that there is
essential difference of opinion be
tween us and our critic.
should be ; therefore we would ask of
We shall look with interest for his our sisters their
counsel, sympathy and
promised exposition of his own views of co-operation, as we
freely give them ours ;
any

and

Community,

if

we find anything

in

of the true order of them which demands discussion, we shall
We have never found Associa- express ourselves in regard to them with

for the introduction
society ?
tionists

shrinking

from

while seeking for the
contrary,

both

in

"

the

" crown."

theory

and

cross

"

On the

fering,

unshrinking frankness, but we trust also
with candor and the love of truth.

practice,

have defended the necessity of suf

they

of toil, of sacrifice, for the accom
of social regeneration.
Many

plishment

JE?

We understand

guished
have

Unitarian

recently

clergymen

delivered

he

would

in the
never

Associative

movement,

have reproached

such

These

are

pleasant

philosophy,

however,

wisdom of all,
the best modes of action may be selected,
and a fair opportunity given to judge for
that from the collective

what unitary effort we are ready.
" We would not draw a
strong line of
separation between our brothers

that two distin

of Boston,

Discourses,

in

of them have devoted their all to the which the most favorable mention was
cause, from an imperative sense of duty, made of the Associative movement in this
and are ready to renounce every thing country.
The New York Tribune, we
that the world holds dear for the estab perceive, gives a short abstract of a ser
lishment of social harmony.
If our hon mon by a Universalist clergyman in
ored friend had been in the habit of Brooklyn, in which the idea of Associa
hearing the Discourses of the principal tion is advocated in the. strongest terms.
lecturers

seeking
way.
may be we are not yet prepared for any
organization,
nor would we rashly as
sume to define what such an organization

signs.

Our

social

leads us to regard

and our

We feel we need their aid, and
we believe we might not prove wholly

selves.

useless to them ; but oftentimes we see
that whilst they are laboring in one por
tion of the vast field, we should be as
at work in another,
otherwise might go untilled.
assiduously

which

" The following Circular

has been pre
pared, for the end of stating clearly our
wishes, and we would have something of
this nature sent to each of the Affiliated
Unions and Associations

in the country

."
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After some discussion upon the subject,

those little offices which strangers are j in which mankind have ever been called
to take the constantly called upon to perform fur us;! to engage, or it is nothing.
May not
whole matter into consideration, and au and should we not thus at lhe same time this very act of communing with you, be
a committee

was appointed

thorized to send a letter as above desired,

be testing each others' talents and ca- a preliminary step to such a result?
" Sisters, will you not let us hear from
j pacitics, preparing the way tor industrial
that it might speak to those, who living ! groups, when in the fulness of time the you?
Will you not tell us of the meawithout sympathy in their immediate cir- j grand experiment shall be made? And i surcs for promulgating
our views, the
and also to publish

it in the Harbinger,

cle. Mill cherish a faith in Association as i might not this be one opening, small j prospects of our cause in your respective
the best means ever revealed for fulfilling
though it seem, to a system of guarantees homes ? Will you not tell us what you
which should not be confined to the mem think of these propositions?
Will you
man's destiny on earth.
To such they would now address this bers of one Union,
but embrace the not aid us by your suggestions, and unite
whole body of Associationists

letter.
" TO

THE WOMEN INTERESTED IN
ASSOCIATION.

throughout

the country or the world?

"Again,

we need to be united in one

strong, living body, and as a preparatory

! with us, to devise and adopt some method
of collective action, (each doing, mean
while, as much as possible in her individ

by which we can most effecdo? is a question asked ; step, a free and friendly correspondence ; tively
with
our brothers,
co-operate
with none the less trembling eagerness, i is proposed among the various Unions,
whose privilege
it is to devote 'themby earnest souls at the present day, when Surely, we are not strangers to each selves to such a cause?
" And remember, friends, though at
the practical embodiment of Christianity j other.
to a cause like this
Devotion

" What

shall

I

ual sphere,)

seems dawning

upon ,us, than at the first is a bond of union such as the trivial in present we seem a small and feeble band,
of Christ.
Fully convinced of I tercourse of society can never give. We we are not alone. God and all good
the doctrines of Association, our souls in- : wish to know each and all, to know your spirits work with us for the redemption
spired by its great truths, our hearts plans, and hopes, and wishes, and fears ; of the race.
Hosts of noble men and
warmed by the visions of beauty and we would gladly be known by you, and women are pressing forward to the same
harmony which it unfolds to us, are we by a friendly interchange of thoughts and goal, though they may know it not.
Let
doing, (we at least who are not privileged feelings, of words and deeds, become ' a : us stretch out to them in all charity and
coming

to devote our whole lives to this cause,)
all that we might
erate

with

and should

to co-op-

our brothers, in awakening
beings to a knowledge of the

and com- j Christian
the friendly hand ;
fitly joined together,
fellowship
'
pacted ; strong and active to hasten the speak the cheering vrord of sympathy ;
I coming of the kingdom of Heaven.
and aid whenever we can by worthy
body

" Another friend writes, and do we not
destiny which we believe a loving all heartily respond to the sentiment?
Father has designed for the human race ? feel as if we wanted some sacred, holy
We cannot be satisfied with a fruitless ex- union. I long for something which shall

our fellow

'I

high

deeds.

Believing

as we do in the soli

darity of the race, we are doubly

urged

We know that the
good, both on earth and in the world of
pression of sympathy, or the trifling acts wholly rouse up my own soul and that of spirits, are aiding us.
We feel the evils,
which opportunity offers to us; we must , other men and women devoted to the suffering, sin, of humanity as our own,
be up and doing, (and the utmost limit of cause, and wind them up to the highest for are we not one? and thank Heaven,
our capacity will alone suffice us,) both pitch of devotion and self-sacrifice.
I there can be no well being for us, until
for our own sakes, that we may come into

would concentrate all energies upon some

possession of all our powers ; and for the

higher,

nobler, more solemn organization.

on in our holy work.

our
; alas,

brothers
all

are

also

But,

redeemed.

do not know

this ; all

cannot

of the cause, which demands all Some Association we must have, which : recognize how truly we are devoted to
that is holiest and best, the untiring zeal, shall be a kind and watchful Providence,
them, and we must not be embittered or
the ever growing energy, of all who have over all its members.
We should unite impatient if they do not understand us.
of;lf none more keenly, deeply, feel the
been baptized into this new revelation.
j ourselves most solemnly as a band
sake

"Certainly,

there

which we can do.

are

many

things : brothers and sisters, doing for each other
'
in c#ses of sickness or misfortune, all
papers that brothers and sisters should do, and

Funds must be raised,

to send out lecturers,

to publish

and tracts, and so forth.
aid in this important

How shall we feeling for each other that interest and af- as to leave no room for indignation

work ?

One friend j fection which belong to members of one
suggests, that though alone we can do family.
The religious element must be
but little, some unitary effort might re- at the foundation of such an organization.
suit

in

good,

should offer her

and

proposes

services

evils of society, none more clearly see
the cause and the remedy ; and pity and
sorrow and hope should so fill our hearts

that

to the

each
Union

There must be a moral and religious

con

secration of ourselves and of each other,

I despair.

Baptised

anew

in

a spirit

and

of

love, let us go forth on our mission, pre
'
' to die
if need be ; con
pared
daily
tent to be poor, outcast and despised,
cheerfully

meet contumely

to

and teproach ;

to the work, by fitting ceremonies and and to pour back on those who condemn
in the department ' symbols, as well as in our own hearts. us floods of all-subduing love, of gene
generally,
which nature, or acquired skill points out Next, an appropriate
of ac rous, hearty forgiveness ; to tenderly
sphere
to her ; promising if she cannot afford to tion must be sought for every member. shelter and cherish them ; for indeed
'
give all her time, a certain per centage of , There should be ascending ranks, accord
they know not what they do,' and
the proceeds to the Union, for all work ing to knowledge,
God in His own good time and way will
virtue and devotion;
which they shall procure ; and as a begin
and there should be a fund given gene- I give the victory.
with which she is connected, or to Associationists

ning, offering to the Boston Union the rously, according to the ability of each,
[Signed by the Committee.]
" Boston, May 28th, 1847."
first ten dollars accruing from any orders for the dissemination of our views, or help
they may send her for painting lamp
ing the suffering of our own members.'
" It seemed to us that some short acshades, fans, screens, books of flowers,
'Joyfully should we welcome such an
birds, and so forth ; and fifteen per cent, organization ; for this work of Universal : count of the meeting, at which this letof all future profits.
Unity, based on a recognition of God's ter was unanimously adopted, might add

" Might not something grow from this? laws of order, by which we come into uni- to its interest, as showing the commenceWould it not be useful as well as pleasing , ty with Him, with man and with nature, ' ment we have made in our own body,
to employ each other's skill and taste, in is the most truly and deeply religious one, I A general Corresponding
Secretary was
j
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chosen,

whose duty it is to receive all

letters, keep a record of them, and be re
sponsible for prompt replies.

A

Corres

ponding Committee of five was elected to
assist and confer with the Secretary.
We
would

suggest

tion ;

for

this plan for your

adop

will be
strong with you each, to confer with all
the Unions, especially those of your im
we

hope

the desire

mediate neighborhoods ; that we may all
be closely interwoven into one body.

"

We have, also, to a certain extent,
adopted the first plan proposed in this
letter.
Offers have already been made
(which we would now extend, as far as
practicable,

to the other Unions)
for
painting ; teaching music ; fancy work
of various kinds; knitting; clear starch
ing ; copying and translating French and

of integral social reform. — but surprised assuredly you would not be,
he and all other philanthropists
be if you knew how carefully that child has
been educated in depravity.
Half the
brought to perceive that Slavery, War,
same pains, honestly bestowed, would
Poverty, and Oppression, are inseparable have made him a useful and
perhaps an
from the system of Civilization — the ornamental member of society.
Educa
system of antagonistic interests ; — that tional antecedents were brought on that
child's existence, by which his course of
the only effectual remedy is the introduc
wickedness was irresistibly
predestined
tion of a higher system, — the system of and
predetermined.
Mr. Sergeant Ad
union of interests and union of industry.
ams at the Middlesex Sessions of Janu
ary 27, 1847, stated " that last year 530
persons were convicted in his Court, and
IUr1 Be patient, O enthusiastic reform
the property stolen hy them was worth
er, in view of the evils under which about .L' '.in, and the maintenance of the
Humanity
Do not lose your prisoners .i".l:l.. the total of which was
groans.
£1,200, which sum would have
presence of mind, at any symptom of the abou^
provided them with a good education."
devil's reign.
A better time is coming. —
Duftun's Natural Education.
The inextinguishable
hope of, it in the
human heart is the divine pledge of ASSOCIATIVE
WORKS
principles

May

its

realization.

The

evils

OF

which

you

FRENCH SCHOOL.

THE

now combat, are no exceptions to the THE following publications, from the French
German ; and one kind friend proposes as
universal divine order.
They are but the School, may be had at W. H. Graham's book
to seek employment for
store. Tribune Buildings, New York.
sighs and tears of nature, during the The Work$ of Charles Fourier, 6 volt.... gl SO
us.
The Secretary was also empowered
period of wickedness
and subversion Muiron's Apercut sur tet I'rocedet Indtutriels, 37
Consideraiu's Theory of Natural and At
to act as Treasurer ; to receive orders for
which it must pass through.
The uni
tractive Education,
75
employment for the members ; and to
verse will give signs of wo so long as Consider.mt's Exposition of the Phalantterian Theory,...
make quarterly payment to the Union of
12
the reign of harmony is not established.
Considerant's Immorality of Fourier's Doc
any sums received.
For we wish not to
trine,
12
Considerant's Theory of Property
withdraw
25
ourselves from our brothers ;
Pagct's Introduction to Social Science,....
60
We
are
ID*
to
learn
happy
from a
we feel that this movement naturally
Cantagrel's Fool of the Palais Royal,
60
" Trumpet," that a "
Pellenns's Life and Theory of Fourier,... 1 00
Universalist
tends to union rather than separation, and recent
Rcyiniud's Solidarity
60
we trust that our activity in all general General Reform Association " has been Tamisier's
Theory of Functions,
12
organized .in Boston, having for its ob Dain's Abolition of Slavery,
efforts will be greatly increased.
25
" Many
12
jects, the collection of facts bearing upon Hennequin's Love in the Phalanstery,
interesting subjects were dis
Besides these,a large numberof Phalansteriaa
cussed, in regard to which we hope that the prevalence of the principles of Uni- pamphletsand almanacs,can be had at the same
place.
Also, a beautiful engraved portrait of
there will ere long be some united action ; versalism in the various Reforms of the Fourier :
price, $2 50. Any of the volumes of
anil
age,
the
awakening of the Universalfor instance, the formation of a fund, by
Fourier's works may be had separately.
ists to more efficient action in behalf of
a small yearly contribution,
put at inter
BROOK FARM SCHOOL.
Among the Resolutions
est, for the sick of our number, — and the those Reforms.
TUB course of study in this School comprises
passed at the meeting, were the follow
employment of Associationists
the various branches usually taught in the High
by each
—
Schools and Academies of New England, with
other, not from any exclusive spirit, but ing:
attention to the modern European
" Resolved, That
we have abundant reason particular and literature.
to aid them, and because it is necessary,
languages
for
gratitude
to
in
of
view
different ages and of both sexes are
God,
Pupils
of
the
develop
in our present condition, to husband our
ment of the principles of our faith in all the .received. Young men are fitted for College, or
resources.
for commercial pursuits, or are instructed in
great Reform movementsof the age.
" Will you not send us a
the higher branchesusually taught in the Uni
" Resolved, That in
speedy reply
laboring in behalf of the versity.
and direct to the Secretary, Anna Q. T. Christian cause of
The School is under the immediate direction
criminal reform, we unite a
of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, assistedby experienced
Parsons, Boston, Mass."
profound reverencefor virtue, a deepabhorrence
teachers in the different departments.
of crime, with an affectionate interest in the
For young children who are deprived of pa
rental care, and for older pupils who wish to
C7 The most elevated and the most criminal.
"
Resolved, That in the various reform move pursue a thorough and exact course of study,
rational social end which the mind of
without the usual confinement of a large semi
ments of the age, we recognize the application , nary, it is believed that this School
affords ad
man can at this day pursue on the earth,
of great principles to their legitimate issues,and vantages that are rarely to be met with.
is the realization of Universal Association
TERMS— FOUR DOLLARS a week for board,
discover the promise of a better time coming,
washing, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc
between individuals and nations, for the and of the
kingdom of God upon earth."
tion in Instrumental Music anduse of the I'umo.
of the Destiny of Hu
accomplishment
TWELVE DOLLARS a quarter.
Application may be made by mail to
manity.
LAMENTABLE
DISPROPORTIONS.
Our
GEORGE RIPLEY.
prisons have the extent of palaces, be Brook Farm, Wesl Roxbttry Moat.
EJ° One of the best speeches we heard cause our schools have been limited to
March 1, 18V7.
in Boston, during the Anniversary Week, sheds. The sums spent on cruel punish
was made by WENDELL PHILLIPS, before ments would have paid thrice over for a
of salutary
prevention.
We Is published simultaneously at New York and
the Anti-Slavery Society, against a pro system
lift up our hands and exclaim with won
Boston, by the AMERICAN UNION or ASSOCIAposition to abstain from the products of dering horror
at the rapid progress of ju TIONISTS, every Saturday morning. Office in
slave labor.
He declared, that in his venile delinquency in our days; but delin New York, BURGESS, STRINGER & Co., No.
222 Broadway ; in Boston, REDDING & Co.,
opinion, the great question of Labor, quency is a result of education as well as No. 8 State St.
;
and,
so
long as there are no
TERMS. — Two Dollars a year, or One Dollar
when it shall fully come up, will be found honesty
schools for honesty to compete with the for six months, payable invariably in advance.
to
all others, and that the
paramount
schools of delinquency, the manufactory Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
COMMUNICATIONS and REMITTANCES should
rights of the operatives of New England,
of larger production will throw the more
be addressed to the " Editors of the Harbin
the peasants of Ireland, and the laborers abundant supplies into the market.
Take ger," Brook Farm, West Roxbury, Mass.
Ujp Single conies for sale at the Harbinger
of South America, will not be lost sight a juvenile delinquent just convicted of
I crime.
You are doubtless surprised and Offices, No. 222Broadway, New York, and No.
of in sympathy for the Southern slave.
shocked at the amount of depravity ex 8 State Street, Boston. Price. 6 1-4 cents.
Mr, Phillips is on the high road to the
hibited by a child ; shocked you may be,
PRINTED AT THE BROOK KAKM PRfcSS.
her contribution
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INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION.
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ORGANIC CONDITIONS OF THE SERIAL LAW.

CHAPTER

us that

and collectively,

is sus

ceptible of being moved by two principal
springs :

the

ously,

the

of the

intensity

springs.

Nature

mass of functions,

two

has again

impulses,
down

taught

one blind,
resistance

us that these

will

charm

be the

2.

moving

spring of the activity displayed, and the
force of the charm will be proportional to

The enthusiasm proceeding from accord ;
The emulative desperation resulting from
discord.

bearing

VI.

NUMBER

1847.

19,

Now nature has taught

that.

MISCELLANY.

REDDINO AND COMPANY,
No. 8 STATE STREET, BOSTON.

PER ANNUM.

If

you would

now obtain

attraction in
through a

sustained

the gene'ral system,

of the

resultant

you must

necessarily

uncalculating,
speculate on the changes, the relays, the
by storm ; the variations, the contrasts ; in a word, on

other reflective, calculating,
and tena the alternations of notes, of accords, of
" The new law shall be revealed to you. It
AC
cious, cannot sustain themselves indefi
discords, of modes, and of tones.
ii like the olive, which yields food and light ;
suil like the olive, it bears peace for the world." nitely upon the same object ; that it is CORD, DISCORD, ALTERNATION: — such
— Clarim Vigomnuc.
not within the conditions of passional at are the three great levers of the active
These three
traction, as it is beyond those of mu mechanism of Attraction.

I.

Conditions of Attraction.
" The world or universe, communicatingwith
God only by the intervention of Attraction,
every creature from the stars to the insects at
taining to Harmony only by following the im
pulsesof attraction, there would be duplicity of
lystem if man were to follow any other path
than attraction to attain the ends of God, Har
mony and Unity." — Fourier,

If

we now lake account in a few words

sical attraction, for an accord or a discord
to

sustain

itself

beyond

a

certain

elements correspond
necessities

Fourier

which

has designated under the common term of
Passions;
or Distributive
Mechanizing

period ; that the organ-point must come
to an end ; that the continuity
of the
same action constitutes a punishment for

this term

the soul, as that of the same sound for

tions

the ear.

to three passions or

of the soul,

and

perfectly
nature.

expresses their func
He has happily

Thus we have understood the characterized each in particular, thus :
and recognized
The Composite, need of accords, of

necessity for alternations,

of the positions we have established, we that for attraction
(hall find that we have constructed in all
its parts,

a mechanism

which

enjoys

in

the first place the property of rendering
fascinating the object to which it is ap
plied.

This mechanism

structed by simply

we

have con

introducing,

time, the conditions

in all time,

The Caiafts/,'need

sounds, of accords and discords.

of discords, of com

If

you succeed in developing in a mass plicated excitements, of emulative actions,
a collective accord on a certain point, the of cabalistic struggle, giving birth to the

one at a action will be executed

of attraction, which

human nature has displayed

are needed not only impassioned sentiments and actions syn
but ul.-o modulation ; ergic and compounded, giving birth to
that is to say, the combined succession of the blind, enthusiastic, poetical impulse;
accord and dUcord,

and passion ;
into

attraction

with enthusiasm

the mass will be thrown
on

the

subject

of this

reflective, intelligent,

vigilant,

and calcu

lating enthusiasm ;

The

Papillon,

(butterfly,)

romantic

of the pas
a mass to sions, of the need of alternation and of
name of the most romantic

and still unceasingly displays, to the eyes
of the learned and the ignorant, over all

action.

the face of the earth ; so that our science

action by the spur of rivalry and struggle,
the action will be executed with despera

variety, destined to sustain life, move
ment and charm ; to sow varied pleasures

tion and passion ; the mass will be placed
in attraction towards this action.
In every

as the

is not an English,

French,

Russian,

or

Iroquois science ; for we have speculated,
not on English,

French, Russians,

and

If

you succeed in exciting

but on MEN.
case where these two classes of springs
We have deduced all from this single shall intervene separately* or simnltaneprinciple, that instead of brutally attempt
* Both these springs for the most part com.
ing to suppress the native impulses of bine their action. You may cite as a special
man, we most welcome them, — must let example of Accord the magnificent and enthu
Iroquois,

them speak

out,

and seek whether

we siastic execution of the terrace work of the
chii.mii de Man, by the Parisian citizens, for
what they ask.
The impulses of nature the republican festival of the federal union.
emulation was in play between the
have revealed all to us, we have imagined But surely
different brigades of laborers. You may cite
nothing, we have only listened to nature
the barricadesof July, some struggle or contest
with a docile intelligence; and you may as
an example of Discord ; but in such, an act
pledge your word as an enlightened man, there is accord in each field against the other,
that there ii no better philosophy than except in the case of constraint which we shall
may not easily

and happily

grant them

spring

scatters

flowers,

and to

measure harmony in the universe.

It is then entirely from the observation
of the general circumstances which bring
not examine, because we wish to study only
free nature or nature simply ;free naturt is a
pleonasm in speech. Thus we scarcely find
any pure and simple instances of Arcord or of
Discord in groups and misses. As to the de
velopmentsof the two springs in isolated indi
viduals, they are but notes, separate sounds;
they arc neither Accords nor Discords, but only
the germs of Accords and of Discords, clements
of social harmony or cacophony; of harmony, if
they are well combinedamongstthemselves; of
cacophony, if they are ill combined.
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these three

into

springs

that we

play,

'

plied to use, to order,

to general

I consummate and resolve themselves in an
accord.

happi

woik, to the regular
and complete development of humanity.

have deduced the formula of the attrac

ness, to universal

tions! mechanism.

The accord of the sub-groups in the
of the group, of the groups in the
unity of the series ; the accord of the
Conditions of Harmony.
series in the unity of a Phalanx, of Pha
" Moiic it a concert formed by many dis lanxes in the unity of a nation, of nations
cords." — Pytkagormt.
in the unity of a globe ; — such are the

Firtt

Condition

The

of Attraction.

of the rays at the same
focus : the simultaneous play of all the

convergence

parts of a mass directed towards the same
end ; the divided ptrls summed up in the
whole of a collective action : such is truly

of Accord, of the Accord

i he condition

II.

unity

1 have just shown that the application successive requisitions of the law of Har
of the serial mechanism to industry, ren- mony.

of wills, of impawnoned Accord, -whence idere industry attractive ; -4et as now show
enthusiasm

spring

and

blind

This passional fact, principle

impulse.
and conse

we have elementarily embodied
the division of the group •.into sub

quence,
in

groups.
Second Condition

of

concurrence '6( two

Attraction.

The

forces,

which

rival

can only be rivals on condition of apply
ing themselves to objects. similar or very
Such is truly the con
slightly differing.
dition of Discord,

that this application ' to industry,

to the

of the globe, to the grand
task of man, U the su
preme condition of the harmonic -move
ment of the series.
'Let us first recollecu that although we
management

and elevated

have

in

our

analysts •carefully

These successive and powerful

connec

tions are so completely in nature's plans,
that we are predisposed and drawn to
them by

the developments

of Unityism,

ascending in a magnificent fogne ; by the
pivotal passion, the divine need of order,
order, of the higher and final
of the union of the parts in •
whole, of the hierarchical conjunction of

universal
accord,

distin

accord and discord, these two
kinds of passional effects are not the less the finite being entering into the Infinite.
In truth, the connection of the groups
susceptible of combination in action, of
guished

of Discord of wills, of multiplying

themselves into each other, in the series, is passionally represented
and stimulated by the esprit
w4iioh •engenders •of raising themselves to successive pow
corpt; tha
the desperation of struggle and party ers.
In almost all the examples we have connection of the series in the Phalanx
'This, pas cited, and in many -others which we can by citizenship;* of the Phalanxes in a na
spirit, the reflective impulse.
sional fact, principle and •consequence, only observe in the midst of social life, tion by patriotism ; of nations in the har
we have embodied
the groups

in the distribution

in a graduated

Third Condition of Attraction.
der that Accord

or Discord

of when we know how to observe, we may mony of the globe by colkctive Unityian.
see the elements first in rivalry . then \ only sketch this thesis of the potential
organizing themselves in masses «f a pri developments of Unityism ; it would re

scale, which

we have called Series.

come

In or

quire to be treated in detail and regularly
in what relates to its social action, to

mary-order ;• next these masses in rivalry

wjih each other and uniting in larger mass
may es of higher degree ; and the discords com

may not be

monotonous, and
spirit, •or degenerate, the one

fatiguing,

not lose

it

Discord,

impassioned

pound themselves

and thus' rise succes

into idle effervescence, the tuber

into bit sively, from smaller to greater agglomera
let us still listen to tions, till finally they become absorbed in
nature, who invokes -alternations.; let n- an ultimate accord or in an ultimate-dis

terness and haired,
leave the individual,

whom- tite minute di

terrestrial destiny ; then we must pursue
it in its application to the general order,
to universal life, to the world and to God,
to ulterior destinies, to integral unity.
The whole religion of the future
in these developments.
time, we may show how

is

contained

Some

A passional action is harmonic only in
permit to involve himself in a number of proportion as all the partial and inferior
dei.-nlii of different functions; let us leave accords and discords final ly resolve themthe individual . free to combine in a thou I selves into a -total superior accord.

other

these

sand

pel

cord.

vision and graduated distribution of action

•Thus the accords and discords of- com-

compose the mass;, let us permit the mi panies, battalions, regiment: and -brigades
I
gration of the groups, the interlocking of in an army, form, in relation •to their
Thus -we have. the Series maiKEHvres, a harmonic whole ;-for they
the series.

formed in each of them by the combined
movement

Interlocked

by the Papillon

and its

Al

ternations.

of -its companies, regiments,

Such is the formula of the mechanism

of Attraction.

Apply this mechanism,

powerfully

and Discords,

develops

Accords

impassioned Activity, — ap

ply it to every object good in itself, pro
ductive, useful, fruitful, genial to human
•
ity ; to all things necessary in the great

accord ; these two ac

cords resolve themselves into a great dis
cord : the action is subversive.
Two
orchestras

playing

different

pieces, each

perfectly harmonic in its own consonances
and dissonances, will produce a frightful

cacophony if they come to play together,
one against the other.

that

.by

with -which

brigades, -no longer compound themselves
in a total superior

siunes

the

indefinable

world presses upon
man has deeply
felt that he was not in his destiny, that
he dwelt in
valley of tears
happy
his

strength

burden

not

of evil days,

beneath his task
and guilty

broken

beneath the

he has nut sunk

with a despairing, fatal
.if:-he--has under

resignation,

stood that God, tbe father, has not spite-

* Tins word, as wall u the following, patri
otism, express our meaning verr poorly, and
they are only used as anggeativeof the idea
or -of -millions ; of individual, elementary which they cannot give, because belongs en
tirely to the harmonic world, and' they belong
sounds, or of collective,- compound-sounds
\Ve
grouped in partitions ; of one duo or of to the dictionary of subversive sooioties.
muat take jn. theae worda whatever ihey have
the -specific law of Harjan orchestra:
generous and humanitary, and teave all that
j mony is always, that the dissonances they BOWhave that hostile, hateful or absurd,
I shall vindicate themselves by a superior
and we shall thus approach their harmonic
I consonance, that -all actions shall finally
sense

all

his

physical

and spiritual

force ap-

i

:

tivity, and you will have the' law of At
tractive Iridustry ; you will have the
passional force of man, and consequently

is

in the largest .and most beauti

acceptation of this -word, ••which de
signates the harmonic use ef human ac

i

Industry,

it-

management of the globe, to the develop
The .principle -ie. true in -all . fewer i,
ment of humanitary powers, in a word to whether it is a question of units, of tens,
ful

weight

of the subversive

life

if

and its'Dis-

:

by the Cabalist

Rivalized
cords ;

so

a total accord : these mysterious yearnings for joy which
trouble the human heart, by that thirst
for unfuund living waters which con-

but when t.wo inimical armies.are iri pres
ence of each other, the two -great accords

cords ;

which

into

and its Ac

it,

resolve themselves

by the Composite

if

Exalted

heaven of life, of intoxicating joys, and
of active and transporting happiness man
shall be bathed on his earth ! By all

a

rivahzed, interlocked.

exalted,

and synergic action they im
the Harnunian masses ; in what a

impassioned

is

who

it,

individuals

.

with -other

ways

higher accords enrapture the human soul ;
in what an ocean-tide of inspiration, of
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fully

banished

to-Other

happiness

lives,

and that it is for him, man, by his manly

There are millions

19

sounds

of -individual

and in fact;

discordant with each other and compos

If there
will and power, to change his -valley of ing an abominable charivari.
tears into a Talley of Paiadise !
are some exceptions
in the disorder,
Man is so thoroughly

accords,

will

free laborers generally ; and tend to con

predisposed -and something regulated, incorporated, an or
that we ganized mass ; it is for the -most part only

to great

predestined

the influence of which

be to quiet the conscience of the slave
holders, by making them think that their
slaves are not in a worse condition than

firm their prejudices against the Abolition
to attain conflicts -of- a higher degree, to ists.
The claim of right of property, by
pass froov the duel into the array of bat- one class of men, in the bodies and souls

have seen in 1830, an accord of this na
ture, — although considerably

mixed with
subversive elements, — transport with' joy ale. 'Almost all the services organized on of another class of their fellow beings, is
a large scale in civilization have an aim so monstiously unjust and unnatural, that
and frankness, a miserable . population,
and

starved,

habitually

10,000 galley

needed
untold

which

of gens d'arlnes,

number

offensive, defensive or repressive ; their
and an cause of existence is some species of con
flict external or internal.
jailers,

usually

sergeants

And still all human characters u-rc ani
judges and prisons, to manage them at
all ; afterwards, the fraternal fusion sud mated and intelligent instruments twhich
denly realized between the high and low ask nothing more than to play in lime, to
classes ; then the electrical

liberal

com

of the movement to France

munication

and all the people of Europe beginning
to vibrate in unison ; snd I know not how

themselves

group
and

in 'Combined

to .modulate

discords,

in

One sound vibrating,

as we well

causes its -harmonics

to vibrate

accords
concert.
know,
simulta

and thrones upset ! neously ; it is obviously thus with char
the effects be subversive or not, acters ; they call earnestly on their har

revolutions,

many

Whether

that man never enjoys the

it is certain

of his life but in this high pas

fullness

It is there that he feels
sional sphere.
at ease ! We assert then that the happi
est life of the happiest civilized
but a miserable

monotony,

citizen is

an

insipid,

mere existence, when compared with

the

with the coldest, with

least impassioned,

monics.
hinders

Break

then the fatality

which

happy and -free alliances,
and realize at last the conditions- of liber

if

you. wish them! both!
turn and tam in the

sphere of ignorance

and folly, and never

Must

we

always

understand that.-with- sounds as wrtli pas
sions we may-aee consonances or..disso-

of the Harmo-

nances resolve themselves into, harmony
or into cacophony aecording.as individual
I explained that the movement of the sounds shall be well or ill combined?
Series which is attractive, ought more One must have his brains well concreted
over to be harmonic; I showed thai the by philosophical andi moral, folly, ancient
the most poorly organized
nians.

But we proceed.

condition of harmony is found in the re
solution of all lower accords and discords

ty,! to

u-ui- this claim any acknowledg
ment- or 'respect is most absurdly incon- •
sistent,.and must in the event prove suicidal-to (heir cause.

The Temperance,- Peace and Anti-Sla
very reforms, especially the latter, have
prepared 'the way for a radical social re
form, and it is in vain to hope for any
thing which will be beneficial to all class
es of the people, on a less elevated moral
position than is taken by these move

I

ments.

hppe the lecturer in this case

acted hastily, and without mature reflec
tion,' in his-earnestness to enlist the peo

these

ty and harmony;

for persons who propose to reform socie

ple of the'Somh in favor of Association ;
and that : the . Associationists
of this
country- w,ill. .maintain a high moral testi
mony

against

all the prevailing

society ; and especially
iniquities,

among

most conspicuous,

evils of

our great national

which

Slavery

is the

being the cause of the

.!.!,. CLARKK.
present- war.
'
PROVIDEKCE, 6tli Mo. 7th, 1847.

and modern, not to feel B troth- so simple
and so natural.

[Correspondence' of the Tribune.]

LABOR

IN LYONS.

This train of thought will .be resumed
Parting by diligence, we pursued nnr
( reach my conclusion;
Tfiat in the third part of our work.
Our ob •way from twelve o'clock on Thursday till
namely:
tlte application nf the Serial mechanism to ject at present is; to find the law of the twelve at night on'.Fritlay, .thus having a
moonlight
tint great regency of the Globe it tlte only organization .-of labor, to study its me large share of magnificent
accord,

in a total unitary and higher

and

upen the unknown fields 'we were travers
ing. .At Chalons -we took boat and
reached .Lyons betimes that afternoon.
So-soon as refreshed, we sallied out to
visit some of <he parreto of the weavers.
wards.
As we .were ; making inquiries about
To be Continued.
these, a sweet 4mle girl who heard us of
She led us by a
fered to be our guide.
. For the Harbinger.
way, whose pavement
weary, winding
was much easier for her feet in their
MR. MACDANIEL'S' LECTURE.
wooden sahotf than for ours in Paris
The last number of the Harbinger con
shoes, to the top of a hill from which we
tains a lecture on Association, taken from saw for the first time "the blue and ar
"
Entering the high build
the
Planters' Banner" of Franklin, La., rowy Rhone."
and delivered at that place by Osborne ings on tin;- high hill, I found earh cham
ber tenanted by a family of weavers, all
Macdaniel, in which be claims to give
.weavers,, wile, husband, sons, daughters
the position ; of Associatiouists . on the — from nine
years old upward — each
On ocie side were the
The remarks of the was helping.
subject of Slavery.
lecturer <on this subject, whatever, may looms, nearer rtie door the cooking appa
ratus, 4he .beds were shelves near the
.have 'been .Jiis .intention, will .be under-:
.ceiling . they climbed up to them on ladstood, both North and -South, to
My sweet little girl turned out to
meanjdera.
thaf the Abolitionists take a •one-sided, be-a wife of six or seven years' standing,
instead of .a philosophical
view of |h» *Uh two rather sickly looking children;
the greyest comfort
"eemed
system of, slavery, that, their .measures I
ip-hnre
that is possible amid the perplexities of
.
are rash- and- violent, and' that they pro-(hard
and anxio;1s ioti l„ Judge by the
pose ihe robbery of the. master for .the proud and affectionate mannrr in which
" mon mari,'' and by
.liberation, -Uif ibe slave.
i-exceedingly she always said
the courteous gentleness of his manner
regret, that the position of -the Associa
toward her. — She seemed, indeed, to be
,. l,,„
ironists should be thus stated, because it
onfl of tno8e perso°. on tthom
" and
appears to me to be untrue, both
spirit Graces have smiled in their cradle

in the Phalanx,

of associating all
the series in the regency of the Phalanx :

the whole assembly can never concentrate
on some labor useful

Jo

the

We make the same deduction rfor (he
in a nation, for 'the nations in
then ibe Series,
which

a

determines

and social harmony when it in
applied to all objects good and useful to

attraction

Humanity,
word

being

larga as the

that is

to

understood
human

Industry : — this
in .a -sense as

soul,

human

power

j

and human genius-admit.

la civilization, all interests are.genejally in disorder and confusion, all positions
all passions hostile;
falsified,
every
thing

injures,

shocks,

breaks

itself.

I

instrument

j

wondrous

i

Behold

a continent.

in

Phalanxes

I

but

whole Phalanx.

,

itself

,

unitary accord sustained
save on the condition

a

scale of hu

man association ; thus, there can be no

,

degrees of the hierarchical

*

upon an object useful to entire humanity.
What I say for humanity, is true for all

fuhe

meant of obtaining unitary accord ; for chanisiu and to- demonstrate its property
the unitary accord of entire humanity can of impressing attraction.
'The' harmonic
'
be obtained and permanently fixed only consequences of the law . come . after
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to whom a natural loveliness of character
makes the world as easy as it can be
made while the evil spirit is still so busy
I admired
choking the wheat with tares.
her graceful manner of introducing us in
to those dark little rooms, and she was
affectionately received by all her acquaint
ance.
But alas ! that voice, by nature of
such bird-like
vivacity, repeated again
and again, "Ah ! we are all very unhap
"
Do you sing together or go
py now."
" We have not
to evening schools? "
the heart. — When we have a piece of
work we do not stir till it is finished, and
then we run to try and get another; but
often we have to wait idle for weeks. —
It grows worse and worse, and they say
it is not likely to he any better.
We
can think of nothing but whether we
•hall be able to pay our rent.
Ah ! the
are very unhappy now."
work-people
This poor, lovely little girl, at an age
when the merchants' daughters of Bos
ton and New York are just making their
first experiences of " society," knew the
price of every article of food and cloth
ing that is wanted by such a household to
a farthing;
her thought by day and her
dream by night was, whether she should
long be able to procure a scanty supply of
these, and Nature had gifted her with
precisely those qualities, which, unembar
rassed by care, would have made her and
all she loved really happy, and she was
fortunate now, compared with many of
her sex in Lyons — of whom a gentleman
who knows the class well said to me,
" When their work fails they have no re
source except in the sale of their persons.
There are but these two ways open to
them, of weaving or prostitution to gain
their bread."
And there are those who
dare to cay that such a state of things is
well enough, and what Providence intend
ed for man — who call those who have
hearts to suffer at the sight, energy and
zeal to seek its remedy, visionaries and
fanatics!'
To themselves be wo, who
have eyes and see not, ears and hear not,
the convulsions and sobs of injured Hu
manity 1
My little friend told me she had nursed
both her children — though almost all of
her class are obliged to put their chil
dren out to nurse ; " but," said she,
" they are brought back so little, so mis
erable, that I resolved, if possible, to
keep mine with me." — Next day in the
steamboat
read a pamphlet by a physi
cian of Lyons in which he recommends
the establishment of Creches, not merely,
like those of Paris, to keep the children
by day, but to provide wet nurses for
them.
Thus by the infants receiving
nourishment from more healthy persons,
and who under the supervision of direc
tors, would treat them well, he hopes to
counteract the tendency to degenerate in
this race of sedentary workers, and to save
the mothers from too heavy a burden of
care and labor, without breaking the bond
between them and their children, whom,
under such circumstances,
they could
visit often and see them taken care of —
as they, brought up to know nothing ex
cept how to weave, cannot take care of
Here,
them.
again, how is one re
minded of Fourier's observations
and

I

plans, still

more enforced

developments

by the
at Manchester
as

habit of feeding children on opium,
has grown out of the position of
there !

ALEXANDER

DUMAS.

ber of the Blackwood
anecdote of Alexander
in a note to
another

The May num
has the following
Dumas, • inserted

an interesting

distinguished

French

article

on

novelist,

Charles de Bernard.

It is pretty generally known, even to
those to whom it has not been granted to
stand in the imposing presence of our
pnst friend and ancient ally, Monsieur
Alexander Dumas, that there is a slight
tinge of black in the blood of that great
est of French Romancers, past, present,
or to come.
In connection with this fact
we will cite an anecdote : — A person
Tnore remarkable for inquisitiveness than
for correct breeding, — one of those who
devoid of delicacy and reckless of rebuffs
pry into every thing, — took the liberty
to question M. Dumas rather closely con
" You
cerning his genealogical
tree.
" he
are a Quadroon, M. Dumas?
began.
" I am, sir," quietly replied Dumas, who
has sense enough not to be ashamed of a
' "
And your
descent he cannot conceal.
father?" " Was a mulatto."
"And your
"
"
A negro," hastily an
grandfather?
swered the dramatist, whose patience was
"
And
waning fast.
may I inquire what
was?" "An
your great-grandfather
Ape, sir," thundered Dumas, with a
fierceness that made his impertinent inter
rogator shrink into the smallest possible
compass ; " An Ape, sir, — my pedigree
commences where
yours terminates."
The father of Alexander Dumas, the re
publican general of the same name, was
a mulatto, born in St. Domingo, the son
of a negress and of the white Marquis de
la Pailleterie.
By what legitimatizing
process the bend sinister was erased, and
the Marquisate preserved, we have hither
to been unable to ascertain.
THE KILLING PROPENSITIES or GREAT
MEN.
When Mr. Clay was entertained
at a public dinner in New Orleans,
warmed by the social influences around
him, he expressed an amiable desire to
be permitted to live long enough to slay
a Mexican ; Mr. Webster it appears,
since he has been in Charleston, has been
wrought up to that pitch of enthusiasm by
the hospitable reception given him by the
chivalric citizens of the Palmetto State,
that he signified to his friends his ambition
to kill an alligator, which laudable ambi
tion they afforded him an opportunity to
It appears from a statement
gratify.
published by one of our eotemporaries,
that Mr. Webster fired at an alligator hut
did not succeed in killing one.
Mr.
Clay has not yet, we believe, had the op
portunity of firing at a Mexican. — N.
Y. Mirror.

A NEW TEXT FOR THE ADVOCATES or
THE GALLOWS.
The execution of Potter,
at New Haven, a short time since, form
ed the theme for eloquent discourses from
the pulpit.
Since that edifying illustra
tion of the divine doctrine of the gallows,
one Vinson H. Gunn, of New Haven,
has taken it into his- head to beat the brains
out of the head of one Lewis Avis. —
recent This is but an ordinary feat for a man to
to the commit, whose life has been passed far
away from the benign influences of the
which
Christian scaffold, and whose benighted
things mind may have never been enlightened
by the humane and philanthropic preach

ing of Dr. Cheever and Professor Lewis,
and the infallible logic of the Courier and
The peculiarity of this cir
Enquirer.
cumstance which makes it worthy of at
tention, is, that Gunn assisted in the con
struction of Potter's gallows, and then
committed his dreadful deed within two
hundred yards of the very spot chosen by
Potter for the enactment of the same
Murder, in ordinary
murderous tragedy.
cases, may be easily accounted for by
reason of the perverse wickedness of the
human heart; but can any one, can even
doctors Cheever and Lewis account for
He was one of
th« case of this Gunn?
the builders of Potter's gibbet, must have
witnessed the execution, and must — by
means of the ministrations of the ghostly
confessors who expounded the divinity of
the gallows on the occasion — have been
prepared to receive the most benign influ
of the
ences of that august illustration
Yea, more — his
benefits of hanging.
mind must have been so impressed by the
scene as to lead him to study Cheever on
capital punishment, or at least to read as
much of that work as any other ma'n has
yet read ; and thus he may be said to
have been wholly sanctified under the pro
tecting influence of the gallows. — True
Sun.
NEW

SPECIES

OF

ELECTIONEERING.

An eminent engraver of Paris, (author of
the celebrated " Confessions of St. Je
rome,"
after Dominichino,
and of the
" Count of Arundel," after Vandyck) had
long been a candidate for the honor of
Academician.
He had in the meantime
grown old, but by tho reaching backward
to a young wife, he had bridged the
widening chasm of the past, and still dat
ed fiom the age of hope and promise.
His wife was pretty, she had talent, too,
— but it lay in diplomacy.
It entered
her head to see whether
she could
bring about her husband's election to a
chair in the academy which had become
She took a list of the
suddenly vacant.
members and called on the first.
'
" was her
My husband is an old man !
remark
as he rose from her modest
courtesy.
' You resemble him
very little, madam !'
was the reply of the booked immor
tal.
' He has labored much and waited
long
for academic membership.
There is a
'
seat vacant ;
' Ah,
my dear madam, but I have al
'
ready promised —
' 1 neither wish to interfere with
your
engagements, nor to dispossess a more
—
but, my husband is
worthy candidate
old •— spare him the dishonor of having
not one vote, since present himself he
must.
Let him have one voice, and let
'
that be yours !
Never were words sped with a better
artillery of tones, eyes and supplicating
smiles!
The immortal member had
somewhere about him a softness still hu
—
man
he yielded — the lovely applicant
cou.rtsi.ed out with grateful murmurs.
The next academician on the list wai
assailed with precisely the same irresisti
ble artillery, and with precisely the same
result.
And the next — and the next.
At her husband's late dinner of that
day, she sat down with a secret in her
heart that made her serve the soup with
mystic amiability — every member having
given the promise that this one ineffectu
al vote should shield young beauty's old
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husband from life's closing climax of mor conscientiously
believe, we could call the fields of slaughter,
For the benighttification.
spirits from the vasty deep.
So, when ed heathen
The day of election arrived.
" to sacrifice a bullock,
The translated in due time to the great grammembers were a little mysterious as to j mar school of the world, where Can't sits
Or, now and then, a child. to Moloch,
the name upon their ballot.
It counts a vile abominationj "
The almost as principal and Hypocrisy is the usher,
certain candidate was Mons. F
; but we were not greatly surprised to hear of
but it is only a very little thing for the
each academician knew this, and thought j a far more imposing and influential spegreat Christian Republic to dip its hands
" '
"" ™"
that his own vole for another would not cies of' incantation.
The religious in a nations' blood ! O blessed Gospel of
affect the result, and at the same time, newspaper press ! " Read il backwards or
the Prince of Peace, and yet these men
would gratify a lovely woman and do a forwards, regard it in what light you
profess to take thy holy name on their
charity to an old man. The ballot box may, and does it not still look like a powpolluted lips !
was turned and the vote recorded.
Tlie ; erful spell?
The old " sator, arepo, tenI apply but one test to the character
old engraver was pronounced chosen mfAJet, opera, rotas," was nothing to this!
of this most religions ' Observer.'
How
It has not " The religious newspaper press !" Why, does it
unprecedented unanimity.
sympathize with the great leading
T
transpired that any two of the old mem- I dare say, some may be terribly shocked idea of this
—
the importance of man
age
bars came subsequently to any explana
by my profanity in venturing to take up as man ? Every where you see evidence
tion which accounted for the new mem such an awfuly sacred affair ! Pray hear of
the firm grasp with which this great
ber's unexpected advent to their fellow
me before you condemn ; and be thon not idea has taken hold of the minds of men.
ship of immortality. — Home Journal.
like unto Rhadamanthus, who first casti
Society seems to'be awakened, at last, to
gated, and then heard what the sufferer at least a glimmering sense of the excel
had got to say for himself!
lence of that sublime precept of the
THE RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPERS OF NEW
The " New York Observer " is a fair Founder of the Christian faith — Love
specimen of its class.
I
will
it
take
as
Privilege and
thy brother as thyself!
YORK.
the model religious
It is caste are fast breaking down before the
newspaper.
We are indebted for the following pun most extensively patronized.
It has, it march of Christianity.
In the words of
is said, a circulation of thirty or forty a
gent description of the " religious news
great man, who, being dead, yet speak" to the New York correspondent thousand copies. It is a " paying con eth,
" The privileged, petted individual is
papers
; ''
'" strictest
cern," "'
in the
sense of the term. becoming less, and the human race are
of the " National Era," the wittiest of ?""•
"st.aer
l,he
It is the acknowledged organ of
I
a great becoming more.
,
.
The multitude is rising
_„ k._
.i..
ltf_
T^u
all
his ffamily,
Mr. John
bmitn
the i division of the evangelical church in the
from the dust.
Once we heard of the
Surely, there is no more United States.
Younger.
It receives the contribu
few, now we hear of the many ; once of
amusing spectacle in this very ludricous tions of the ablest divines in the service the prerogatives of a part, now of the
of Presbytery.
It admonishes us to re rights of all.
We are looking, as never
age, than to see such prints as he pourmember that it is especially set for the before,
through the disguises, envelop
trays, assuming the white robes of Chris defence of the Gospel in the midst of a
ments of ranks and classes, to the com
tianity, and claiming to be its chosen rep crooked and perverse generation.
mon nature which lies before them, and
"
Now, how does this sleepless
Ob are beginning to learn that every being
resentative's in a world of wickedness.
server," this evangelical Argus, this well- who
partakes of it has noble powers to
Public attention has recently begun fed laborer in the vineyard, this unwea cultivate, solemn duties to perform, in
ried messenger of peace on earth and alienable
to direct itself to that very interesting
rights to assert, a vast destiny
and remarkable department of the press good will to men, discharge its solemn to accomplish."
Yes. Such is a fa.it
which is called the religious nawspaper duty?
representation of the spirit of this age.
Here pause, reader, and let us for a Look at your .educational societies, your
The "New York Evangelist,"
press.
like a strong man awakening from a long moment reflect on the awful responsibility
prison disoipline societies, your social re
of
such a newspaper press.
I can hardly form societies of all kinds, and how
night of profound repose, has been man
imagine
any greater aggregation of re strikingly
ifesting symptoms of a robust and vigor
significant are they all of the
ous nature, and, stretching
forth
its sponsibility than that which the conduc
increased value placed on man ! Mil
tors
of
such
a
have
press
voluntarily as lions, for whom no man cared, now en
brawny arms, has attracted the notice of
It has the inestimable privilege, gross the anxious attention of all. It is
its secular brethren, who hearken, as if sumed.
week
after
week,
of
addressing itself to as if a new world of humanity had come
quite astonished, to the full, hearty voice
of one whom all had numbered with the tens of thousands of our thoughtless
into being.
The ministers of the English
'
'
race.
It
ex
cathedra to the Queen take counsel together how best to
speaks
dead Observers,' and
Recorders,' and
' Watchmen,' and '
church.
In
the
dread
name
of
the
Gos
Churchmen,' who see
the dwellings
of the poor !
improve
not, neither do they hear, in Nassau pel of Christ, it speaks to the world.
That was indeed a strangely novel item
Now,
take
a
file
of
this
up
newspaper,
all
the
street, and
region round about that
in a speech from the throne ! A better
Row of the great city of and what meets the eye? Long letters schoolmaster than the hangman is abroad !
Paternoster
from
the
continent
of
filled
with
Europe,
An
article
New York.
pointedly con
In the current literature of the day, in
demning the churches for apathy in the railing accusation against false systems of the writings of our poets, in the schemes
;
of
religion
sec
vain-glorious
boastings
work
of
grand
practical Christianity, and
of legislators, in the projects of philoso
fag-ends of scolding phers, in the plans of enlightened phi
indifference to the great reforms of the tarian triumphs;
' sermons ; daringly
'
to
profane
attempts
which
in
the
age,
appeared
Evangelist
lanthropy, every where, you behold the
a few weeks since, has been going the interpret the providential government of recognition of the great axiom, that no
the all-wise God ; snarling polemical dis
rounds of the daily press, and is produc
human being shall be allowed to perish
cussions ; and canting Jeremiads
about but through his own fault !
Other circumstan
ing quite a sensation.
wickedness
of the
ces, to which it is not necessary to refer the unparalleled
Now, in all this, how beats the pulse
particularly, have also conspired to bring age !
of our most religious ' Observer? ' Blind
the religious newspaper press before the
This "New York Observer" is so ' Observer,' it travels from Dan to Beer" All is barren ! "
public eye , and 1 am inclined to believe exceedingly conscientious, that it ceases sheba, and exclaims,
that the result will be profitable.
I know not to declaim against what it calls the Turning up the whites of their eyes and
that the conductors of these newspapers awfully unprincipled secular press, but it the browns of their hands, these saintly
are modest men. They shrink from the has no trumpet-tongued denunciation of men shriek out — "O! how wicked is
profane gaze and defiling contact of the the accursed war with Mexico ! It glares this age ! Dickens is read, and young
world.
But I must lend my humble aid with blood-shot eye on the abominations people dance every night!
Seventh-Day
in bringing them still more fully before of the mass, but winks complacently on Baptists exist in the land, and ladies wear
"
the public.
They will,
hope, excuse the iniquities of human
It dresses cut very -low in tl:e neck !
bondage.
me, if I also, albeit lowliest of the howls over the progress of Jesuitism in
Alas! the large and liberal, the
Smiths! assist in "wringing their shy, the West, but snores over the spread of glowing and affectionate spirit of Christi
"
retiring virtues oat !
It thrills with holy anity is, it would appear, a stranger to
Slavery in the South.
"The religions newspaper press 1 " horroi at the sound of cymbals in the these men. Where are we to find in
These be potent words.
In days when dance, but starts not at the roar of can their columns right-hearted appeals in be
we bore satchel, we do remember well non in the blood-stained mountain pass. half of the poor and ignorant of our land?
with what absorbing interest we listened It leers with but one eye upon the naked Where their exhortaiions
to professing
to the cabalistic syllables by which, as bosoms of our fashionable dames, but is Christians to carry the Gospel of charity
"
"
we were solemnly assured and did most wholly blind to the festering carcasses on to the
Five Points
and the " CM Brew

"

I
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ery," and the crowded wharves ? Where states that he had visited' almost the en ferent from th« rigid English standard.
is their sympathy with the great work of tire southern coast of Ireland — that from The remarks, scattered throughout
the
volumes, in regard to America, betray a
affection • for the land of her

lurking

adoption,

if

and

she finds fault with

tone of sentiment

and character

tite-

among

the people, it is because it is below the
of which she
spirit of their institutions,
professes a high admiration.

Her journey

from

Paris

a mountainous

through

Lyons,

to

in the

country,

of cumic
horrors.
She was
danger of dying
from starvation, from want of sleep, from

month

of December,

was

full

it\

reforming the penal code, and making the Cork to Dublin may* almost be called a
well cultivated garden, with castles -andprevention of crime, rather than its pun
ishment, the chief aim of legislation ? gentlemen's seats scattered in every di
What are these men doing to exorcise rection — but in the midst of them is to
that foul spirit of Judaism which, in the be seen the most squalid poverty, the
most helpless
in
wretchedness — that
family, in the school, in the halls of leg
islation, in the pulpit, every where, has Cork the poor crowd round the traveller at
been holding up the punishment, and not j every step, exhibiting
themselves and
the vice or crime, as the object of i man's j little ones like walking skeletons — and
fear and hatred?
What are they doing j that on his way from Cork to Dublin he
to destroy sectarianism, asceticism, bigot- j had seen more coffins borne to the houses
ry, moroseness — these must potent ene- i of the- dead than might be seen in New
mies of the religion of the blessed Je York in a "year. The fever is carrying
sus ?
the people off more rapidly than the fam
I brand these so called " religious ine [aided by spendthrift and absen
" The clergy
with bigotry,
tee •landlords] had done,
illiberality
newspapers"1
and faithlessness.
In an age of remark
of the Catholic Church are indeed nurs
able mental activity, when the friends of ing fathers in this-hourof deep affliction,
truth and liberty are called upon to make and many have fallen victims to the fever
flesh, (as in
Horse
extraordinary exertions in order to com now prevailing."
municate to the onward movements of Germany,) had been allied down for food
mankind the purifying and strengthening
to the poor.
the
influences of genuine Christianity,
Is not Ireland, its present ' social and
conductors of these presses are pandering political condition, a most unanswerable
to old sectarian prejudices, and nourish
alignment in favor of land-* limitation —
ing ancient sectarian feuds, which Char
no man to bold more than five hundred
would let acres?
ity would forget if Bigotry
Iteland ba» only ten thousand
her ! At a time when great social evils landowners orpatroons.'
The castle and
should be assailed more vigorously than palace are by the side -of the hovel con
ever, these men are dumb as the false taining
unutterable.
Read the
misery
They take as Commercial and Courier and 'Enquirer —
prophets of, Isaiah's. day.
"
\ll things whatsoever ye they exhibit the consequences of a vicious
their motto,
would that men should do unto you, do system, yet deprecate change ! — .V. Y.
ye even so to themy" and yet close their Tribune.
upon the monstrous
eyes complacently
wrong which deprives millions of their
" neighbors" nf tha rights of men and
Christians! They, are continually whin
ing about the depravity of the age, and. A. 'Year
By Mrs. BUT
of Consolation.
yet they have poured .forth no withering
Two Vol
LER, late Fanny Ktmble.
-have
involved this
rebuke on those who
New York : Wiley and
umes in One.
—
war,
the
awful
of:
war
guilt
nation in
1847.
Putnam, 161- Broadway.
which converts man into a beast of prey,;
TM« tone of this book is a great improve
war, which is the concentration of all
human crimes !
Journal in
ment on Fanny Kemble's
I put it home to the heart and con America. It has all its vivacity, without
science of every man who reads this leu
its - flippancy < A vein of ill-concealed
these so called religious news
ter.

taverns; from one-eyed land
lords, from robbers and 'murderers on the
atrocious
road,

from

and

precipices

from

snow

We wish we had room for the
whole of her life-like description of these
adventures. - We can- only let her tell
banks.
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her experience on the road to Chalons.
" As the snort winter day died out, the wind
became piercing cold, and when we arrived at
the wretched inn, where we were let out to eat
Buoir,
wat as
something, at Chatillon
dark as pitch, and perfect hurricane howled
over the diamal hill-tops. At this filthy inn,
crowded with men in blue blouses and with
black muzzlea,we received the moat discour
aging accounts of the road further on, which
we were assured was blocked up with snow
still, having received assurancethat the carriage
was in would take me on to Chalons, deter
mined to proceed with
accordingly we sal
soon perceived by the
lied forth again, and
muffled sound of the horses' feet, and the in
creasedslowness with which we toiled up onr
still ascendingway, that the report of the snow
was true. By the rapid glare thrown by the
single lamp of our wretched vehicle upon the
fields as we passedthem, saw that they were
sheetedwith white and at Moulina en Gilbert,
a forlorn congregation of rickety old houses,
Are
papers what they affect to be,' •faithful sadness -pervades its -pages, especially the where the conductmr took out his horses,and
Do they bear the poetical portions,- showing
servants of. the cross?
that many left us -for half an hour in the middle of the
of liberty and
street, the peasants congregated round the car
impress of the religion
drops of bitterness have been infused into
love ? Or, are they the mercenary retail
nage, talked.togetherof the impossibility of our
and spar
ers of a sectarian, morose, and spurious the life cup which effervesced
getting on, and how the diligences had none of
Christianity, selling the master whom j kled with such brilliancy, in early youth. them been able to come up into that district for
they pretend 1o serve, at the rate of from : Mrs. Butler's powers of description are several daya-onuaccount of the snow. Still,
five thousand to twenty five thousand dol- almost
She makes you a remembered the- emphatica) reply of tho Chef
unequalled.
lare a year, according to their circula
companion, in all the hardships of travel, de Bureau to my emphatical queation —
tion ?
•••.\K
cette voiture me conduit juiqu'a
You cannot
It is full time that respectable hypoo- i as wall as its enjoyments.
It is time that-cant refuse to sympathize with her in the little Chalona-?'risv were unmasked.
••' tni. Madame, cette voiture vous conduit
were driven from the household of faith. discomfitures and terrors she experienced,'
jusqu'a Chalons,' — and sat resigned to my
Let not the reverential awe with .which
or in the pleasures she. received from fate.
we should ever regard the truth, and the
" Nothing could exceed the discomfort of the
divinely appointed means of propagating striking scenes of nature and the "glories
ili-- truth, prevent us from -exposing the of Italian •art.
She -speaks rather too carriage itself in which we were poor
faithless and diss3tnbling, even - though plainly sometimes for pradish American
worn out with fatigue, had atretched herself at
they may be found on the very steps of
did the
ears, and they who are not accustomed" to the bottom of the coupe,in the straw
Let us hold to a strict
the altar itself.
asme upon the seat, upon which besides was
nature,
frankness
of
a
sincere
or
it
the
account all who profess to speak author
not possibleto sit without -sliding off every fire
Let us, may be the bluflfness nf English manners,
itatively for the Christian faith.
minutes. By and by, through the dreary street,
above all, see to it that we be not-partak- I may now and then take offence.
We do we heard the jingle of our horses,and presently,
ers with those wicked servants,- who, I
not find Mii-h crude, rash criticisms in with sundry foreboding warnings bawled after
seeking in vain to avert their doom, by
" Lord ! Lord ! have we not these volumes, as marred her former us
the population of Moulins, we set off
pleading
" will be cast work', there is lass abandonment and more again,weaned out with cold snd long journey
prophesied in thy name ?
out into outer darkness, where there shall dignity^ more respect for others and more ing. We were both at length fast asleep,when
and
suddenlythe carriage stopped,and the conductbe continual weeping and wailing,
Indeed, she frequently
trire self-respect.
leaned,
ntr opening the door againstwhich
gnashing of teeth !
takes occasion to make an apology for
ahe very nearly fell out; we now received
her voluble strictutes-on this country, be summonsto get out, and the agreeable intelli
LIMITATION.
LAND
An American
citizen,
writing from Liverpool,
May fore she had enjoyed the benefit of much gence,that here we were to change coach, and
11th,
to
the
Commrrcial
Advertiser,, foreign travel, or had seen manners dif that t)m coach not having mired, we must
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viasged ho. of oura withdrew.
found that eyed hideoua man returned, reseated hunaalf^
,• few yards further, and
even the very steady nerves of
were not Inn
auddanlf com
proof against the forbidding appearanceof this pany of at least a dozen countrymen, their
man, and she advised me by no means to trust ruddy coarse facesahining with labor* wre re
myself with him, especially aa he had said that, vealed,: lustily shovelling the anow. fr»m the
on account of the depth of the drifts,
might road— where passing at the foot of the bleak
be necesasryto turn off the road into the woods mountain-watt have mentioned, 'suddenly
and acrosathe fields.
turned the broad shoulder-of'a Jowereminence,
" now determined to aend for
the chaaaenr and went winding down into most picturesque
of the night before.
had ascertained from and beautiful glen, upon, whose side, and the
the people of the inn that he was
man of little brown hovels dotting nil over, the ruddy
some property in the district, and
December.afternoonsun v.as glowing. Cheruthought
had better inquire of him what my best course bina herself can never have been more exqui
would be he came into my room with his coat sitely terrified or relieved than waa by these
all tucked up to his waist, ready for his expedi very simple'erenti and having traversed safely
tion. He asid the price the man asked was the few rods where the wind had awept the
exorbitant, but that be thought
could truat anow to 'depth of three or four feet by the
myself with him in perfect safety,and that he space cat by the cantonniera,we now wound
would guarantee our arriving in all security at rapidly down
ateep, broad, beautiful road,
Autuo. He described the country we were overhanging
moat picturesque glen, at tno
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herself to admiration. The room we were going through aaextremelvpicturesqueand well
shown into waa fearful looking the wind blew worth seeingin summer,but highly undesirable
down the huge black gaping chimney, and sent for travelling in in winter aaid the roads were
the poor fire we were endeavoring in vain to often impassable for weeka together, and that
kindle,
eye-smarting clouda into our faces. during the winter the vrllages scattered among
The fenderand fire-irons were rusty and broken, the mountains were snowed up so as to be utthe ceiling cracked all over, the floor sunken, terly inaccessible. He still expressed his deand an inch thick with filth and dirt.
threw termination to walk, which he said the soldier
open the shutters of the window, and saw op- and the peaasnt boy were prepared to do also.
entreatedhim to give me the protection of hia
posite against the black sky, the yet thicker
outline of the wretched hovels opposite, and, company in the carriage we were going in be
astiafiedthat at any rate we were in the vicinity laughed,and ssid th.it the sort of carriage we
of human beings of some description, we piled were going in would barely hold two persons,.
our trunks up against door that opened into but that he and the aoldier would fasten theirsome ether room, locked the one that gave en amall luggageon with oura and keep our con- trance from the passage,and with one lighted veyancein view the whole time. Much com
tallow candle, and one relay, and
box of forted by this, we proceeded to dress, and sent
threw myself all word to the Polyphcmc, our host, that we
matches by my bed-side,
dressedupon the bed.
did the same agreedto his terms."
upon sofa, and thua we resigned ourselvesto
They proceeded without any incident'
pasathe night
did not close my eyea,however the ner- worth relating, until we find them, that
vouaanxiety was suffering,the howling of the is, Mrs. Butler and her female attendant,
storm, beating the heavy wooden ahuttera on the point of being murdered
against the windows, the pattering uf the rain
griely charioteer.
which fell through, the roof of the house and
"Rising from..thia varlley-of fdunUms, war
the broken ceiling uf the room, on the floor by
the bed-side all was so wretched and forlorn, gradually.approached more dismal mountain
that lay awake and exceedinglyuncomfortable wall than any we had yet traversed; and here,
till daylight, when fell asleep.
waa an ex where narrow wood path struck off from the •
treme comfor^to me to have found that, besides- road into the forest, our driver descended from .
the above-mentionedNimrod, decent, peaoesx his •ieat, and walking forward, said) .that: her.
ble looking soldier and
young peasant lad should turn into this by-path, because most
were among the detenus,as well as ourselves, likely the road beyond waa impasaable.
conat this miserablehostelry.
had somethoughts few to an unspeakably distressing pang of uni
of hiring the soldier at double hia daily pay, to versal dismay at this proposition. There we
act as my body-guard to Chalons.
whether with
wonder were to be murdered. How
how
that am considered brave woman, the stout wood-knife our guide carried in hia
which very generally am
certainly am one pocket, or the whip-cord of which he drew in
of the most cowardly ones ever knew. The terminable supplies from beneath hia blouse, .
daylight having a little quieted my nerves, fell andof which beganto think he had an interior
asleep, from which state of beatitude -— ^— manufactory; whether he would fiuinh' u* out- •
awoke me, by informing me that some one waa right, or leave ua*dis«bledJ and* wounded, ta»
at the door.
badeher open
and most ill- starve in the woods (-what senw-drift he would.
looking man, with only one eye, extremely bury us in, or what rushing stream, commit ui
markedwith the small-pox, and'with his white- to; whether he had..gone on to ascertain that
brown litre M-t
thick frame of bushy black help for him or none for ua was at Jiand -what •
hair, and rj1i.l in the everlasting coarse blue my father would think .of it; -and how
blouse,made his appetrance. He said he was aeemto my children, were all agreeable.bypotk*
the masterof the house,.and post-master like esesthat rushed simultaneously into my bewil
wise, and that hearing that wanted to go on to dered brain. My faithful. and imperturbable
Autun, he wai come to tell me that he would
here turned ipon mo countenance stu
take me on in some conveyanceof his own, but pider than- ever with dismay, and
waa very
that he would not engage to do
under aixty evident that our panic was simultaneous.
" What
he going to do now
francs, because he must have four horses,and
gaspedshe.
"'Hold your tongue and don't utter word,'.
perhaps a yoke of oxen to get us over the moun
tain. This appearedto me perfectly outrageous, waa my encouragingreply, being always remark*.
and declined the offer, whereupon this ill- ably cross when
am frightened. The out -
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alight ud wait for it at the inn of Chateau Chinon where we had armed,
"My dismay and indignation were intense;
the rain «rai pouring, the wind roaring, and it
wu twelre o'clock at night The inn into
which we were ahown was*the moat horrible
cut-throat looking hole I ever beheld; all the
membersof the household were gone to bed,
except a dirty, sleepy, atupid serving girl, who
inhered ua into a kitchen aa black aa darknesa
iUelf and a single tatlow-candle could make
and then informed ui that here we must paas
the night, for tbat the coachea which generally
cameup to meet our conveyance,had not been
able to come over the mountainson account of
was exces
the heavy snow for several days.
sively frightened the look of the place was
horrible, that of the people not at all encouraging when the rumlucttur demanded the price
of the places, which then recollected the Chef
de Bureau had most cautiously refused to re
ceive, becauae then ahould have found out
that was not going to Chalons in his coach,
but to be shot out on the highest peak of the
Morvan, midway between Chalons and Nevers.
refusedto pay until, according to agreement,
wu taken to Chalons he then refused to de
liver up my baggage,and saw that all resist
ance waa vain, whereupon paid the moneyAnd
retreated again to the black filthy kitchen,
where had left poor
bidding her not stir
from the side of the dressing-caseand writingbox had left in her charge, with my precious
letters of credit and money-bag.
" The fire of the kitchen was now invadedby
tall brawny-looking man, in a sort of rough
•porting costume; his gun and game-bags lay
on the dresser; two abominable dogs he had
with him went running in and out betweenour
feet, pursuing each other, and all but knocking
was so terrified, disgusted, and
us down.
literally shook from head to
annoyed, that
in my heart to
foot, and could have found
asked this
have cried for very cowardice.
person what was to be done he answered me
that he was in the same predicament with my
self, and that could do,
liked, as he should,
— walk over the mountain to Autun the next
day.
" What was the distance
" Ten leagues.' (Thirty
miles.)
"I smiled sort of verjuice smile, and re
we two women could walk
plied,— 'Even
thirty miles through anow, what waa to become
of my baggage
" Oh, he did not know perhaps the snow
waanot higher than the horses' bellies, or if the
laborers of the district had been out cldaring
the roads at all, the master of the house might
contrive some means of sending us on.'
" In the midst of the agony of perplexity and
anxiety, which all these perhap.ita occasioned
heard that the devilish conductor and
me,
conveyancethat had brought me to this horrid
hole, would return to Nevera the next day at
five o'clock, and making up my mind, -the
worst came to the worst, to return by thither,
tod having blown the perfidiousChef du Bureau
of the country diligence higher than he had
lent me in his coach, take the Paris diligence
on its way through Nevera for Lyons straight,—
this of course at the coat of so muoh money
and time wasted.
" With this alternative, had my luggagecar
ried up into my room, and followed .with my
faithful and moat invaluable
who was
nsi(her discouraged,nor frightened,nor foolish,
— oar anything that
was, — but comported
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hazarde, upon defeating the election of a
member, the Cardinal
most unpopular
Lambruschini, to achieve whose election
no effort of intrigue and intimidation had
been spared ; and Cardinal Mastai, pro
ceeding in his office, proclaimed himself
The following description of an Eng
the object of the preponderating votes.
lish manufacturing establishment at Mar
On his first interview with one of his de
a
suc
as
showing
seilles is interesting,
voted friends, and now one of his most
efficient officers, Monsignor Pentini, his
cessful attempt in some degree, to im
first exclamation was : ' Vedete, die cosa
prove the condition of the laborer.
'
hanno fatto ; and it was some little time
" I had a delightful visit from the
before he became reconciled to the ex
change of his habitual cardinal's costume
, who, in the absence
younger Mr.
for the Papal habiliments, or his more
of his father, gave me many details nf
private apartments for those usually in
extreme interest with regard to his early
In one respect,
habited by the Pope.
establishment of their factory at Mar
Pius IX. and the people he is called to
seilles, coming here a foreigner, having
govern, enjoy' a great good fortune in the
to contend with all the national prejudices,
circumstance of his not belonging to any
and interests nf the people
jealousies,
monkish fraternity, like the last Pope,
among whom he established himself, as
and most indeed of his predecessors, or
sailed on all hands by predictions of the
having even been bred to the priesthood.
of bringing with him
equal impossibility
i
i
„•
. 1:1
*
{is training and education was liberal
a colony of English workmen, or employ
choice
of
a
cahis
first
and
nd
general,
ing the violent and untractahle native ma
eer was in favor of a military one, havHe made no attempt
terial around him.
for admission into the Guarapplied
ng
to import English workmen, but taking
Cardinal
ia Nobile, which, however,
immediately such as he found at hand,
Jarberini, on whose acceptance it is alone
began with twenty men in his workshop ;
On the late occasion
ibtained, refused.
the number of his hands is now five hun
•I" the homage of the Cardinals to their
humane to
dred : peaceable,
orderly,
new sovereign, the Pope reminded his
wards each other, respectful and attached
Eminence of this circumstance, when the
to their superiors, they are noted in the
Cardinal, with a happiness that caused
whole community as a body apart for
some surprise,
(as he is* not generally
their good conduct and irreproachable desuspected of much ready wit,) replied,
The enterprise has^ gone on
meanor.
.hat he had refused the admission to the
thriving, the works increasing, the build
juardia Nobile, persuaded that the appli
The account of the carnival at Rome
every
ings and establishment growing,
cant for it was reserved for infinitely
year adding to the number of workmen,
is fresh and picturesque, although every
tigher things.
and the importance of the undertaking ;
body, travelled or (mtravelled, feels that
One of the earliest proceedings of the
the French merchants and masters remain
ing amazed at this success, where they he has often taken part in the fun and new Pope, which obtained currency by
We public report, was his reformation of his
had predicted the most signal failures ; frolic of that sublime occasion.
uvn household, and his unsparing c«rthe civil authorities inquiring of Mr.
pass over her glowing description of pal
:ailment of its most useless expenses.
the average amount of crime, and receiv
aces and galleries of Rome, on which
Fie immediately suppressed the confec
ing for answer that they had no instance
of crime whatever among them, — petty she always speaks simply, sincerely, and tioner's department — an enormous item
We make room for a long of expenditure in the former Pope's es
misdemeanors which were visited by the powerfully.
universal indignation and reprobation of extract,
illustrating
the character
and tablishment; and having observed in the
accounts which he demanded, and of
the workmen themselves, but no crime :
position of Pope Pins IX., and with this,
which he examined himself the details, a
Government enterprises of the same de
to
Mrs.
Butler
for
the amusement most exorbitant daily charge for lemon
scription sending to request to see the grateful
rules by which the establishment was she has afforded us, *Uke leave of her ade, remarked that when he was a private
individual, he used to refresh himself at
governed, receiving for answer that there spirited and graceful volumes.
a cafi£ with lemonade at so much a glass,
were no written or printed rules or spe
" The extreme interest, which we, in and requested that he might be furnished
cific code of government ; that a feeling
of mutual confidence and respect, justice common with all the inhabitants of Rome, with it thenceforward
upon the same
on both hands, honorable dealings from whether native or foreign, have felt in the terms ; indeed, he added, that the inin the value of his sustenance as
master to man, ample compensation in character and measures of the new Pope,
the shape of high wages, and that which has induced me to gather together all the Pope, compared to what it was as in
is a thousand times more efficient, a con
information, and every anecdote which 1 Abbate, appeared to him entirely dispro
sciousness on the part of the men of being have been able to obtain relating to him. portionate ; and that, allowing
that a
treated with humanity and with sympa
Of the latter, it may be, that some have Monsignore required a more costly dinner
thy ; these were the only laws, rules, or no other foundation
than the genera than an Abbate, a Cardinal than a Mon
contracts existing between them and their character and known disposition of the signore, and a Pope than a Cardinal, he
still could not bring the gradually ascend
Oh! my dear, dear country
dependants.
individual to whom they are attributed
men, how truly I believe that you, and but, even in this point of view, they are ing scale to anything like the estimate
made for him, and which he therefore
you alone, could have achieved such a valuable, as indicating clearly the opin
My heart melted and my ions entertained of him, the esteem in requested might be lowered to a more
noble triumph.
He has once or twice in
eyes filled with tears while listening to which he is held, that which is generally rational one.
these most interesting details, and I could believed, and that which is expected o vited some of his Cardinals to dine with
him, a thing unknown during the late
not repress a feeling of patriotic pride in him.
" The youngest of the Cardinals in th Pope's reign ; who, according indeed to
the belief that none but Englishmen
could thus have undertaken and thus ac Conclave, it became his duty to collect the the osual pontifical etiquette, invariably
Some persons have suggested
votes and proclaim who had obtained the ate alone.
complished.
'> Mr.
went on to tell me some suffrages of the majority ; ha'ing reachcx that this innovation
may be merely a
details of the yearly celebration of his the number at which his own election measure of security against poison; bat
father's birth-day by his workmen,
to i became the evident result, he paused, and it is better accounted for by the liberal
(
whom on that day they give a dinner, to j reminding the Conclave that it was yet j and rational character of the Pope, and
all
the
civil
authorities and princi
which
time to alter their proceedings, solemnly the corresponding changes both of a less
pal people of the town", their ladies and adjured them to take heed to what they er, as well as a greater nature, which
friends, are invited, when these five hun were about to do.
He has
This conscientious may be expected from him.
dred men march in two by two, the ap- appeal probably only affected more favor
given, too, a splendid dinner to his GuarNobile,
grentices carrying large baskets of nose- ably an assembly, bent principally, at all dia
during which he presented

bottom of which, orer a itrip of fairy green
•ward, rushed a crystal clear trout stream, full
of limpid shallows and foaming sparkling
reaches."

gays, which they distribute to the lady
guests — a tribute from the workmen
An
themselves to their master's friends.
abundant repast is furnished them — wine
a discretion; and in the midst of the most
unbounded gaiety and enjoyment, not a
single instance of intoxication is seen, nor
does the destruction of any sort amount
to more than the accidental breakage of a
Mr.
opens
few plates and glasses.
on this occasion his own garden to his
and not a single flower is
workmen,
touched, not a box-border trodden on ;
•told me that on one of these
•
and Mr.
occasions, hastening himself to the place
where he was going to superintend some
fire-works which were to be let off, ho
was jumping over one of the beds in his
father's garden, when one of the work
men, not recognizing him, seized him by
the collar, exclaiming, ' Ah, malhenreux,
nous
tu abuses de la confiance qu'on
montre, en detruisant le Jiardin de M.
.
The mistake was soon discovered,
and the young master thanked his work
man for the zeal with which he defended
He said that few
his father's property.
of the spectators of this truly patriarchal
fete remained unmoved at the greeting
between the father and the men ; and I
can well believe it, for tlin mere descrip
God
tion of it affected me profoundly.
prosper the work! — these men are missionaries in the strictest sense of the term,
Dismissal and his father's censure are the
only punishments among them."

I»T..**
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The graceful and high-minded
of

"

Scenes

and Thoughts

writer
in Europe,"

the friend of scholars, lover of Germany
and Goethe and of all beauty, has not
merely talked of poets, as it appears by

to say the least.
pretending,

few

Give strength,give thought,give deeds, give
pelf,
Give love, give tears, and give thyself.
Give, give, be always giving;
Who gives not is not living.
The more we give,
The more we live."

These little poems, un
number,
are neat,

in

brief, delicate expressions,
and at the
same time terse and strong ones, each of
an emotion or a thought worth putting
"INVOCATION.
into form.
Of some of them our readers O Thou, who smilest in the Spring's glad bloom !
may have had the first taste, as they ap Whose love is dimly seen in good men's deeds!
Source of all life ! Mysterious, awful Presence!
peared first in this paper over the signa
Power beneficent! Pour of thy grace
ture of " E. Y. T."
Better than those
Upon my spirit, that would purely mount.
even may be found in this small volume.
O. multiply in me the blessedmoods,
In all of them there is a hopeful spirit of When Beauty swathesme in
her fiery wings,
humanity, a chaste enthusiasm for liberty And from all selfish thoughts upwafts me swift,
and truth which nourishes itself in secret Through realms of growing light, towards ths
high centre,
far more than it indulges in expression,
Where, in eternal fulgence mild, Truth dwells."
and a high heroic philosophy which coun
sels generous

action

The original

as the most poetic

poems are

followed

by

" The Martyr's Mother," " gleanings,"
as the translator
styles
" Freiligrath," " Burns," are noble
po them, from Goethe's shorter poems, es
of all.

TO MAN.

quires, and show
productive

"A CONFESSION.
What is hard to conceal 7 — Fire.
By day, smoke shows it far and wide ;
By night, its flame, the monster dire.
Further, Love, too, is hard to hide.
However closely it be hidden,
Forth from the eyes it leaps unbidden.
A Poem is yet harder still ;
Put it 'neath a bushel no one will.
If that the poet has just done singing,
His whole soul will be with it ringing.
If neatly he has writ it down,
He 'd have it liked by all the town.
To each he reads loud and joyoui
Whether
pleaseus or annoy us."

God's love hath in us wealth upheaped;
Only by giving is it reaped.
The body withers, and the mind,
If pent in by a selfish rind.

it

MUSICAL REVIEW.
ITALIAN OPERA IN BOSTON.
Since

our

last

notice,

"

Moses

Egypt " was brought upon the stage,
taste of
having been already given
an

" undress "

performance

in

on a Satur

So urgent was the public
for this opera, that
was pro

day evening.
demand

;

duced without the possibility of sufficient
^reparation the first night
and to crown
the general
disappointment,
Tedesco,
whose part
interwoven with all the
is

music of the first act, and witli moat of
the remainder, was taken ill and did not
To the apology of the manager,
sing.
which preluded the honest attempt of the
company to do the best they could with
under the circumstances, an unmannerly

it

"GIVE! GIVE!

it,

With light she comes, and light she brings;
Without her what were Morn ?
Dull are the beamsDay 'fore him flings,
To those with her are born.
The Sun his heavenly task might close,
And Earth in darkness grope ;
For life would sink in torture's throes,
Were man bereft of Hope.

The sun gives ever; so the earth,
What it can give, so much 't is worth.
The ocean gives in many ways,—
Gives paths,gives fishes, rivers, bays.
So, too, the air, it gives us breath;
When it stops giving, conies in death.
Give, give, be always giving ;
Who gives not is not living.
The more you give,
The more you live.

of that re

alone can trans

late poems out of their first form into
another which shall still be poetry.
Very
pretty and very true is the first of these :

Hope has her throne upon the light,
That breaksfrom ont the east ;
Behind her lowers still the night,
Before her night has ceased.
Thus riding on the ushering rays,
That greet the expectant earth,
She shares the glory that displays
Each morn at its great birth.

And she has voices deeper still
Than for the single ear,—
Voices that tell, with heavenly will,
Humanity's career.
Who's blest to hear them, sees arise
Such splendors in the van,
That, rapt in ecstacy, he cries,
HOPE PROPHESIES TO MAS."

not a little

power which

;

" HOPE PROPHESIES

See hope her glittering pinions plume,
Joy gushingfrom her eyes;
As though she knew not of man's gloom,
Nor ever heard his cries.
Not fresher looks the dewy dawn,
Awakening perfumedMay,
And calm, as though could ne'er be drawn
Storm's curtain o'er his day.

pecially from his Epigrams, which are so
full of pointed truths.
These are grace
fully or smartly rendered, as the case re

by a

ems ; and so among other shorter pieces,
:

the following

it

thing

of the audience returned mean
hisses and were only pacified by
post
the announcement touch
script clause
ing the almighty dollar, and signifying
majority

a

By GEORGE H. CALVERT.
Bos
ton : William D. Ticknor and Co
1847.
16mo. pp. 125.

these tokens, but has from time to time
hived a few drops of poetic honey him
self.
We think it of a very pnre quality,

in

Poms.

25

it

himself in the room where they were as
sembled, to greet and bid them welcome.
" The measures of public improvement
most urgently needed, both for the city
and the country, and which were in vain
petitioned from the late Pope's timid and
tyrannical policy, have obtained the ready
sanction of his successor ; and gas in the
streets of Rome, and rail-roads in the
Roman States, will soon bear witness to
a more enlightened spirit ; and while the
one will tend to the increase of order,
comfort, and security in the city, the
other will awaken the dormant energies
of the inhabitants of the country —af
fording them means of easy transport for
their agricultural produce, bringing markets within reach of supplies, and quick
ening all the commercial energies of the
various cities, hitherto so deplorably stag
nant, by opening lines of rapid communi
cation between the inland territory and
the coast, from Civita Vecchia to Aneona. On the occasion of the Pope's act
of amnesty, his council consisted of six
cardinals, of whom one only was in favor
of it. Fortunately the Pope's preroga
tive could, and did, dispense with their
concurrence.
His mode of receiving thi
popular enthusiasm on the occasion o
that great act of wisdom and mercy was
eminently characteristic ; he said that the
political offenders had in no way sinnec
against him ; that their attempts were
directed against the government of Greg
ory XVI., who might indeed have de
served praise and thanks for pardoning
them, whereas he could claim none foi
forgiving people who had done nothing
This modest and magnan
against him.
imous disclaimer on his part, did not, as
may well be imagined, check the enthu
siasm of the' people.
On the occasion ol
his first driving out, they took the horses
from his carriage, and drew him home to
the Quirinal — a demonstration, against
the repetition of which he however, en
tered his most solemn and positive .proteat. Anagrams of his name are ingen
iously made to discover in it the titles of
liberator and father, and the very colors
on his coat of arms — the tricolor — are
held significant of his political tendencies.
A curious anecdote was told me the other
day, exhibiting the impatient temper of
the times and people, and indeed every
thing else abundantly does, the enormous
difficulty of the present Pope's position,
between the excited and exaggerated ex
pectation of impossible changes enter
tained by his people, and the narrow and
shallow scope of his power and possibili
ties. His arms contain two lions, and an
anonymous letter was forwarded to him
lately, in which his shield was painted
with two tortoises substituted in their
stead, a suggestion that he did not pro
ceed rapidly enough with the expected
reforms of government.
The Pope, it is
•aid, smiling
at this illustration,
and
showing it to somebody, observed, that
the tortoise, though very slow, was very
sure in its progress."

that the discontented might

receive

their
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money back if they should choose to re-lqointett and chorus following, and then written for Pasta and
treat.
None went, however, that we the duet between Pharaoh and Amenofi themselves triumphantly

This conduct certainly

learned.

reflects

Qrisi, acquitted
in

the

duetts.

sung by Vita and Perelli), is Tedesco as Norma did not sing the Caita
the best part of the opera, not excepting Diva so well, and did not seem to con
(admirably

public;
ceive its character and sense so well, aa
and of ! the famous prayer before the Red Sea.
After various fragmentary and distorted several who have sung it here before.
good manners; and secondly because it
showed so little true appreciation of good impressions of the music of this opera, Towards the close of the opera, however,
music, as if they only went to hear the we had at last succeeded in getting it be she steadily rose in power and earnest*

discredit

upon

our

first for its want

and recognized
nothing fore our mind as a whole, and we cannot
money or their time in the say that as a whole, it seems by any

primrt

donna,

worth

their

orchestra,

and other

chorusses

and especially
opera

opera-going

of generosity

itself,

singers,

the

means

loftiest

There are some grand and sol
of the Rossini.
of which was emn passages, and an abundance of pleas

in the composition
the

music

her

with

children

the dagger,

and still

of more in the scene with her lover before

even

production

ness, and in the scene where she visits

she rote to a true

the sacrifice,
power.

Adalgisa's prayer

in

the

tragic
first

nearly all given, with the exception to be ing and fanciful strains in it : and there is act brought out the exquisite and tender
sure of some important duetts, which put much that is absolutely trivial and super
beauty of the voice and style of Rainieri.
the tenor of Perelli hors du combat.

On the second night

"

"

however,

received full justice.
co and Rainieri, the two prima
in Egypt

It certainly is entirely below the Severi, the primo tmore of the troupe,
subject ; it has no uniform growth and who had been kept back so sparingly,
His graceful acting
upward progress as a great work should appeared as Pollio.

Te- ficial.

desco is very good ; hut is not Rossini
also something?
Moses
Tedes-

have ; it continually
it disappoints,

raises promises which
weak just where

proving

and posturing did much ; his warmth and
earnestness were well ; his voice was full

donnas, you look for the sublime ; and it surely and strong as in that brief appearance as
applause of the does not justify the pains of our Handel Oronte, but still so veiled and husky as
the latter seemed to and Haydn Society to mould it into an to seem a permanent defect, while a cer

shared the enthusiastic

assembly ; although
bear away the first prize,
partly from : Oratorio, and plare it there in contrast
the sudden discovery of the injustice with great Handel, whose power, called

tain affected, gasping manner, and a habit

of purchasing cheap effects by concentrat

which

had been done her in the exclusive out by a great theme, always rises and ing and exploding all his voice upon cer
fanatical furore for Tedesco ; and rises and pours in, filling every bay and tain salient notes, instead of filling all
partly from the irresistible charm of her creek and cranny of all shores, like the the intervals with an unfaltering melody

and

clear, liquid, flexible voice, and the deep,
chaste

passion

which

inspired

Her

it.

organ has not at all the strength

and vol

great tide of the ocean.

as Perelli does, took much from the
An amusing paragraph might be added charm with which he electrified us on

about the stage effects with

which

the that first occasion.

Indeed his art seems

whole was set off; the. Red Sea and the stereotyped and such as it is wise not to
full tutu passages, where the other floats cleaving of the waters there before your produce too often. Suggesting compari
ao audibly upon the top of all ; and she eyes ; the burning bush and tables of son, as we have said before, with Beneume of Tedesco's;

it is drowned

in the

has not that overflowing, ready power, the law and horns of Moses, and the detti, he is by no means equal, in depth,
that all-pervading influence and presence ; choking fumes of rockets with the show- truthfulness or inspiration.
'
in an opera which Tedesco has, to say ers of fire, out of which and under which
Bataglini as Oroveso did not display
which he did in the high
difference
of
and
the power
of
the
age
pre by turns a msagre army of Egyptians
nothing
Yet was her execu would keep running, to appear like multi priest in " Saffo."
possessing personel.
tion equally, if not more admirable, as a tudes and make the grand spectacle last.
work of art ; and she convinced you of Whether all this was in the original inten
a greater earnestness and depth of pas tion of the opera of " Moses," we know
sion, of power

far more interior,

select,

and sacred, although not so easily availa
ble for general effect.
more efficient,
Singing
the two.

Tedesco,

always

never rises quite so high.

"Norma"

is by far the best of Bel-

lint's music yet made known

to our pub

lic.

Full of sweets, (for it is one steady
succession of beautiful pathetic melodies,)

it seemed much like the old Myste
ries, out of which the modern drama grew. it lacks strength and vigor, and general
On Saturday the intervals between the body of design ; is common-place and
acts of Moses were filled with the super
weak in harmony, and leaves you in a
not;

which
process with natural and fanciful performances of Bot- fatigued state of sentimentality
With Rainieri it is one liquid I tesini and Arditi on the double-bass and you are ashamed to stay in, and yet

seems a different

mass of sound, drawn finely out into all , violin ; but their performance and their which clings about you by the unwelcome
" o'er sweet " mu
sorts of beautiful figures ; with Tedesco appearance would require the wild and fascination of this

it is a succession of jets and flashes and murky atmosphere of the German
sparkles ; each note has a separate im
The one is a soft light on smooth
pulse.
wautr;

the other more like the countless

flashing diamonds of Niagara, just as the
great sheet breaks in its fall beneath
a noon-day sun.

Tedesco

things ; Rainieri can
when her heur comes.

can do more

man's genius to describe them.

Two
closed

representations
their

twelve nights.

second

This

of

"

Hoff

Norma

"

A corrective
in the return

was

in

store,

however,

of Verdi's healthier

and

and "last season of more bracing music on the next night,
was rather forced which' .was Tedesco's benefit, and which

(not being in their list of closed this visit of the Italians as it be
pieces which had been rehearsed by them gan, with " Ernani." A fitter finale could
from

them

by the popular notion
do a finer' thing-,- as a company)
about " Norma," as tlte opera of operas.
was the soul and Accordingly the first night it went ill, ex

Novelli, as Moses,
stay of the whole opera ; dignified

sic.

and cept in parts, because it was not learned.

not. have been asked.

It is the opera

which' 'they, know best, perform
which

best, in

they have made the best cast of

characters,

and

in

which

they

really

of the audience, unprece bring forth the best thing on their list, if
" Saffo," and possibly
great organ bearing up the whole, .and dented in number and in. the zeal with I we except only
;
filling all interstices in the concerted pas- which they had bid up for tickets, the " Foscari," which we did not hear.
His delivery of the recitative seemed to be entirely satisfied, however, I The " Lombard! " has as much that if
•ages
— I The second attempt was much better. good in
without yet being as good an
prayer, before ho restores the light:
'
Dio .' i The same two prima donnas, in the full opera just as the richest of two archi
incomprensibil
£terno ! immense
'
This, with the sphere offered them by parts originally! tectural structures, . thati abounding in
indeed sublime.
majority

it,

and with a voice like a The

;

great throughout,
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moat beautiful

details,

is not necessarily

the more perfect of the two.

Tedesco,

musical and human character at the same
time in one of the most effectual ways.

Perelli, Vita and Novelli, composed the It
central quartette, and each and all outdid

27

was

could

a time

when

a little

justify

moderate

means

extravagance

and

possess himself of so cheap and manage
able a copy of the notes.
It is encourag
ing to see the same law manifest itself at
last in the multiplication

and distribution

of works of Fine Art, which has always
now new laurels in held in works of mere utility ; here is an
youthful tenor came on amid the last pany are winning
strains of that smart opening chorus, un- New York, and promise a return to instance of great music, like cotton fab
containable applause as well as wreaths Boston
We could not rics, becoming cheap (and with no loss of
in September.
themselves

this

time.

As

and bouquets greeted him,

the

pronouncing

him the favorite.

More

we chaimed

his pure, clear,

with

fresh

than ever were
dewy

see in it the best economy.

The com

imagine a better thing to look forward to,
unless

it should

be a

German

opera,

which should be as well selected and ap

elegance)

in

proportion

to its

utility.

Thank Heaven ! great things at length
do get appreciated.

Our friend George P. Reed, 17 Tre
But the Italian music must come mont Row, Boston, will he happy to fur
manner.
Tedesco was in earnest too this first, to- prepare us, as it came first in the nish any number of these, as well as of
time, and her impersonation of her part history of the world.
other sterling publications of Novello, at
the lowest rates at which they could be
was worthy of her rich, reedy voice.
Vita's baritone has grown upon us from
procured on this side of the water.
"

voice, which seemed more in volume than

pointed for Germans

before, and with

ians:

his natural and fervent

the beginning, so metallic, so pronounced,
and firm in every note, and revelling with
such sense of power, without

excess,

in

Handel' $

Sacred

as this -is for Ital

Oratorio,

The

Mes

siah," in Vocal Score, with a separate

POETRY.

for Organ or' Pianoaccompaniment
Forts, arranged- by VINCENT NOVELLO.

" The Creation," ar
the fine solos of the part of Carlos. Haydn's Oratorio,
ranged in like manner by the same.
Novelli,
as the old Silva, never for a
(Both published by J. Alfred Novello,
moment stepped outside his part, even toLondon, and forsaleby Firth, Hall &
Pond,' New Yxirk, and by O. P. Reed,
accept applause, and constantly-achieved
17 Tremont Row, Boston.
those finest triumphs of art which do not

For the Harbinger.

THE SPRING-TIME OF THE WORLD.
A SONNET.

Think not the world has seen its Summer-time,
And now comes on the harvest. It is now
Here is the rarest opportunity offered But in its Spring ; and densethe thorns of crime
stand out like triumphs or appear like art,
but contribute incalculably to the effect of to the students and lovers of this great
That grow within it. Truth's unsparing
plough,
the whole, and pass unrewarded by other music, to possess themselves of elegant
tokens than the universal mention of sin and servicaMe copies at the cheapest rate With furrows wide and deep, upturns the soil ;
The And stalwart laborers, with unwearied toil,
cere approbation.
Tedesco
sang two at which music was ever published.
Mow down the thorns to speed her way sub
songs in the inter-acts : una voce pocO'ja, name of the Novellos, father and son, ar
lime,
and a humorous sort of Spanish song, ranger and publisher, is sufficient warrant And o'er the mellow
globe, from her rich store
which she did in a style most spirited for the authenticity and purity of the text, Sow the seed broad-cast. The Scholar with
and piquant;
and this was made -the and for its beiug.put into a worthy, form
his lore
Digged from the Past; the Poet with his
for literally
the of print.
opportunity
covering
rhyme ;
The " Messiah " will be completed in
showers of wreaths
and
stage with
but trustful evermore,
The chorus A Carlo Magno twelve monthly numbers, commencing The Prophet, sad,
bouquets.
Whose words electric fly from shore to shore,—
the
rate
of
an
English
tia gloria ed onor must again be signal
August, 1346, at
All farm the world, in this its time of youth,
The " Creation "
ized as one of the most brilliant and sixpence per number.
And patient wait the harvest-timeof Truth.
concerted pieces which we will be completed in nine numbers, uni
electrifying
R. 11 B.
ever heard in any opera; and the unisun form with the above, commencing No
CAMBRIDGE, June 1, 1847.

of Tedesco and Perelli seemed as new vember, 1846.
fer a specimen

a miracle as ever.

We wish we could trans

beautifully

printed.

(we must call them, though we know
them not in their own persons) joyfully
and without regret, because this last im

convenient

octavo

was

pression
taught

so

Bostonians

pages,

it is so

The work

is in a

to our

We could take leave of these friends,

form ;

the notes and

words, though small, are very clear and
distinct, and correctness is not sacrificed

" The present edition has
They have- to cheapness.
for the Piano
a new delight; they had the Accompaniment

worthy.

by
have given them a meaning to . the fa forte or Organ wholly re-arranged
miliar word opera ; and they have been Mr. VINCENT NOVELLO ; the pages have
met with an enthusiasm which ensures been most carefully revised and corrected
another meeting, and to good 'opera ever by that diligent Editor; and to ensure
more hereafter a true welcome and sup
There has been of' course more
port.

further correctness, the proofehave passed
through other careful revisors' handsi-"

or less of mere fashion, imitation and af

And Vincent Novello is not a man to lay

fected, ignorant excitement HI all this;
but there has- been far more of 'real ap

unholy

preciation

and

discriminating
judgment
than ever had been predicated of a •Bos

hands upon the works which we
like too many modern ar

hold sacred,
rangers.

This then is precisely the edition which
The every solo singer and every chorus sing
weak sentimentality
of Donizetti and er, who takes part in a performance of
Bellini, for a wonder, did not carry the the " Messiah " or " Creation," ought to
" and " Ernani " and " Me hold in his or in her hands. It is always
day ; " Saffo
ton or of

"

an American

audience.

made the deepest impression , and best that there should be a copy to each
who cultivated
tins opportunity
person ; and this brings it within the
Nay, every intelligent
diligently of hearing a real Italian opera,- means of each.
found they were cultivating
their own hearer of. this music, would do well to,
tes

those

A DREAM OF SUMMER.
BY JOHN G. WHITTIER.
Bland as the morning breath of June
The South-west breezes play ;
And, through its haze, the Winter's noon
Seeina warm as Summer's' day.
The snow-plumed angel of the North,
He's dropped his icy spear ;
Again the mossy earth looks forth,
Again the streams gush clear.
The few.his hill-iide cett forsakes —
The muskrat leaves his nook,
The blue-bird in the meadow brakes
la singing with the brook.

" Bear up, O 'Mother Nature ! "'cry
Bird, breeze and streamlet free,

" Our Winter voices prophesy
Of Summer days to thee."

So, in those winters of the soul,
By bitter blasts and drear
O'erswept from Memory's frozen pole.
Will sunny days appear.
Reviving Hope and Faith, they show
The soul it* living powers,
how beneath the Winter*l SDOWH
Lie germs of Summer flowers !

,\ii
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labor,

The greenest mosses cling.
Behind the cloud the starlight lurks.
Through showers the sunbeams tall,
For God who loveth all his works,

H. CHANNING, who has been the princi
pal speaker and conductor of their ser
vices, comes in for a large share of the
Now he
reviewer's sneering comments.
is

J.

with

to inspire

hypocrisy,

self-love

overflowing

1 saw the twinkle of white feet,
I saw the flash of robes descending;
Before her ran an influence fleet,

ed for

That bowed my heart like bariey bending.

Those Graces were that seemed grim Fates;
With nearer love the sky leaned o'er me ;
The long-sought Secret's golden gates
On musical hinges swung before me.
saw the brimmed bowl in her grasp.

Thrilling with godhood: — like a lover

"

"

in their worship,

to sneer and laugh

hallucinations

gall

of first, that the persons composing this la

sermon,

over

change on man's part, nor by any excep

tional mode or miracle on God's part, but
by the very natural and permanent laws
not of its own growth, wherein the Divine

a

forth

called

bad

spirit

infirmity

in

fellow men; who has thousand converging tendencies to this
which
preached, but practiced the consummation — a consummation
great law of love, as witnessed by the alnne can explain, complete and show the
love which so many true hearts bear him. unity of human history, fulfil the promise

not

merely

of Christ's coming upon earth, and vindi
cate the seemingly mysterious course of
It happens that Fourier has
and Providence.

a critic

thus

that the tone in which he says the thing

ACCOUNT
OF ASSO

for May, con
attack

is

quite

as readily

Indeed

Association,

as the

his solemn

to be religious Associationists

the slightest

would

discourses which

permit,

aspect of the manifold
age towards

and listening

and we mean to use them, though

association

Rejecting,

therefore,

as

tendencies of this

tionists,

hence all who have faith in the

it cost as he can tcach them,

an unclean

which,

is simply

the part of candor towards

any mind, be

that mind great or small.

They are not

pledged together to any certain amount of
reverence for Foutier ; he is to each of

we will proceed to take up its several them what each one finds him to be ;
And from the outset what have and necessarily there exist among them
First a all shades and degrees of reliance on the
we there but a series of sneers?

topics.

to sneer at Boston, and its intellectual

set forth the religious

ation,

But we are glad to have so many coming of a Divine Order, in the Unity
good texts furnished to our hand in the of the Race, are ready to profit by his
discussion of the great social problem, light, and to be taught by him just so far

thing, (wherever it is separable,) the per
sonal abuse which interlards the article,

out

certained the law of this state of Associ

harm.

This Society has been holding meetings
for the last six months in Boston, every
simple

great light upon the social problem ; that
he has in a great measure defined and as

or organic Unity of Interests and
Works, to which the world is now so con
And hence Associaor those who humbly seek sciously
tending.

us several articles.

acts of social worship as accorded
with its views and feelings and as circum

studied human history and human nature

and the side lights reflected npon it in
cen- ; the analogies of natural science, more
the article a face, I profoundly than any other man, and shed

appreciated

upon the doctrines, services and motives
of the Religious Union of Associationists.

ward

sympthis age is teeming of a

that he loves his

of another, he also shows himself;

1847.

gether and embody the remarkable

is i toms with which

Of modern civuization, the natural fruits are,
contempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression,a sure wears throughout
(ambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure,and to which it would be wise perhaps in us
commercialconvulsionsalt tending to impoverish,
the laborerand to renderevery condition insecure, to leave the whole task of refuting it.
- . .,
Relief ia to come,and can only comefrom the new , ,.
application of Christian principles, of Universal VVe care not to refute the piece ; we canjustice and Universal love, to social institutions, not even feel that it deserves an answer ;
to commerce,to business,to active life.
DH. CHANNINU. and we know it cannot do religion or

stances

period of universal

unity, wherein the Divine

be personal, and we will not waste words those whose hearts and minds are the
in defending the motives and the spirit of most forward to perceive and to accept
a man who never, probably, but in this : and use all practicable efforts to bring to-

thing he says?

such

! order, into its normal

will reveals itself progressively from the
And Associationists
But we will not beginning.
are

cloven foot to hide it.

How was it possible so shrewd

Magazine.

THE HAEBINGEK.

in

to pass out from its long, suffering infan
cy of isolation, egotism, conflict and dis-

zeal

had

should forget, that when he speaks

engaging

that is, per-

tie union are Associationists,

been too vain of his own

another ; a man whose chief

To pour for thee the cup of honor.

Sunday,

and that their prayers

of the best minds,"

Mephistopheles'

the preacher

instance

Coy Hebe flies frOThthose that woo,
An-' shuns the hands would seize upon her;
Follow thy life, and she will sue

Review

gather the idea

and thus he ends what might seem a right

<), spendthrift haste ! await the Gods ;
Their nectar crowns the lips of Patience ;
Haste scatters on unthankful sods
The immortal gift in vain libations.

tains a most elaborate and cynical

From which an un

reader might

Law of Order
He tries to mourn, I shall pervade society as well as nature.
but finds it much more easy and more na This they feel is coming, not by wilful

good

CIATIONISTS.
The American

name,." forsooth !
suspecting

to pluck him down.

The earth has drimk the vintage up;
What boots it patch the goblet's splinters ?
Can Summer fill the icy cup,
Whose treacherous crystal is but Winter's ?

OF THE RELIGIOUS UNION

Mr. Channing as the apostle
All this "is " indicated in the

and

with

the more' maddened with a righteous

these

REVIEWS

pel,

thereof."

whatever

" fine talents," and the " excellent taste"
of the preacher, and the " great force
and beauty " of his eloquence, he is all

sprang the proffered life to clasp :
The beaker fell : the luck was over.

AMERICAN

explanation

that Fourier's books were made the Bible

At least five columns

him.

tive to himself

I

THE

gratuitous

taken up with this mere personal abuse, j suaded that Humanity is destined to acbefore many years, another
a trade in which the writer seems to be j complish,
no novice.
Forced to acknowledge the stage in its collective development, and

Joy's Dimple honey-cells unbinding.

19,

the

ambition,

the twenty which compose the article are

Aft in bare fields, the searching bees
Pilot to blooms beyond our finding,
It led me on by sweet degrees

SATURDAY, JUNE

with

men have ! were offered, if at all, in his name ! — an
" and now j insinuation which refutes itself in sneer
learned to revere and respect;
in a still more bitter tone of affected j the fifth or sixth, as we shall see. But
It means
charity, the excuse of insanity is suggest- , what does the name mean?
and venom against

R. LOWELL.

Young American's

were calculated

charged

wounded

HEBE.
BY

and

deeper religious spirit in the advocates and that these people "have adopted the
servants of this great reform.
WILLIAM ! writings of Charles Fourier as their Gos-

Has left his Hope with all !

I

a ists,"

The Night is Mother or the Day,
The Winter of the Spring;
And ever upon old Decay

rest

authority

of his wisdom,

some

having

verified for themselves, as they conceive,
Next a sneer at the the absolute science of his main state

lessness and ready audience to new theo
ries and notions.

of interests and name "Religious

Union

of Association-

ments;

others

not deeming

themselves

THE HARBINGER.

much of

" music,"

would not trust in matter and in mechan
ism alone, but recognize in thpse things

ing

also only ultimate expressions of spiritual
As Christians
they would
influences.

ing order of society.

avoid the vicious

circle

of impracticable

of

worship ; the former making much of a
" huge basket of flowers," the latter mak
eulogizing

and instead of

nature, denouncing

the exist

As this last pecu

liarity pertains rather to the preaching
than to the forms of worship, we leave

ami seek to it for the present, and ask if music, then,
spiritualism,
dogmatizing
Twice,
make religion practical, to lend the sup is an anomaly in public worship?
port of facts to that sublime gospel of when this writer came to church to criti
Love,

and

kingdom

prayer :

the

realize

come,

thy

will

be

earth as it is in Heaven.

And

done

on

is it faith

that sneers

or io it infidelity

thy

at these

a

;
in

cise, (did he go home to pray?) it seems
And again he speaks of
other
among
that he heard singing,
stolen from
things ; and yet no more of it than he sacrilegiously
would hear in any assembly on the Sab

bath.
Why. then say that they " use
The critic next proceeds to sneer at the music instead of flowers? " Or does he
simple services of this newly formed so mean that they think so highly of the
ciety worshipping in a hall, for the want meaning and the moral efficacy of music,
To this
The obvious remark as to try to have good music?
of a cathedral.
plead guilty.
about this is, that such things are not a charge they undoubtedly
music as part of the natural
legitimate theme for criticism in a public Regarding
It is an interference totally gra language of devotion, as the medium
review.
tuitous, and proves the editor of the Re
through which aspiration, sentiment, and
view also to have luuae notions of his all thoughts of the Infinite express them
Were we of the sect called selves, and finding (to say the least) a
province.
finding
Whig, or of those who support the certain inward satisfaction in

Roman

Masses."

Catholic
Here

things?

as " music

the

another

The

inference.

rash

and

critic,

gratuitous
the

simple

music which he chanced to hear on those
two

snuffed

Sundays,

and at once set down
few

from

passages

words, as

"establishment,"
the singing of
Mass with Latin

a

; they

between
mode

it

would not be infidel, but Christian

their

in

As Association ists, they

is in

sects

a

its very source.

seems,

it

two

is in fact

movement, which

to him ?

obnoxious
it

is

these

the Christian

so

;

distinction,

Associationists

;

The

Revolution.

like the Associationists, believed in the existence of
to judge.
Such are the persons who compose this God, the immortality of the soul, and the
We
Religious Union, and such is their relation doctrine of universal benevolence."
It is a union of Associationhope the Reviewer believes in these things,
to Fourier.
And it is a union also : if he does not, we need no better
ists : so much is true.
for religious ends, for worship, for the explanation of the spirit of his article.
of their faith Is it these heresies, or is it the opposite
deepening and purifying
" charged upon us in a
and purposes, and for the connecting of one of " atheism
this outward social movement to which latter part of the article, which makes

;

they are pledged, with that other provi
dential spiritual movement in the world,

French

Theophilanthropists,

is

in the

"The

!

up

tiiey feel that the time has not yet come

" What
not
little remarkable, in
their singing, these pious Associationists
use some of the Latin words and cathe
dral music which so enrich the service of
the oldest and richest of Christian church
es. Doubtless both the words and the
music are as fine as ever saluted lhe ear
of man but, unfortunately, they are in
such evident disharmony with every thing
else in the service
so stripped of all
their natural accompaniments
so cut out
of their appropriate setting
so naked of
any concurrent appeals to the other senses
that the effect
rather ludicrous than
otherwise.
hard to say whether the
whole thing evinces less sense of religion
or of art.
equally incongruous
both respects
like using the architectural
symbols of Egyptian superstition to adorn
the entrance of Christian burial-ground.
Strange that people who have grown so
very wise as to discard all approved exhi
bitions of Christianity,
should fall into
such
ludicrous violation of the most
obvious proprieties of art.
And
possible that they are competent to invent
new religion, and yet ignorant that pre
most sublime in its piace
cisely what
becomes most ridiculous when taken out
of its place? Truly, they must be in ad
vance of the age "
is

of strange establishment," reminds the wri
a sect that
ter of the Theophilanthropists,

But

involved.

hear the critic:

is

enacted at this

It

farce of services

most frightfully en

hopelessly

is

" The

sprang

and

larged,

; It

liberty

whereof
about many things
judgment
Fourier affirms dogmatically, but whereof

its sphere of politics

a

own

cause attaching

to it?

is

he says ;

what

odium of an unpopular

;

facie reasonableness of
and all reserving their

prima

peculiar and formally adopted
rite, and even an essential article of faith
a

the

a

by the

but charmed
humanity,

is

the

practicality,

a

competent to this,

of this new church.
Whereas
in fact,
the only aim of the singers was to have

it,

good and practicable music, whether they

for its own social satis

faction and improvement,

in

it

for

from

these

as their poor means and talents can com

seemed to them so warm, so reverent, so

the

Doubtless in this they are much

beautifully

they only do the best they can.
And doubtless, their taste in this matter,

aspirations

mand.

are its own, and all its acts of limited

worship instituted

it

it
is

them

it has a right to or the taste of those few individuals

which

is

culiarities

termined to have their music genuine and
good, of as expressive and as high an order,

;

its pages, as this meddling with other
observances.
Inas
people's religious
Union imposes
much as the Religious
nothing on the public, inasmuch as its pe

in

in Catholic Masses,
found
Protestant
that
Review as their political or lit
and Lutheran
good for their souls and that
Oratorios,
Gregorian
erary organ, we should feel disposed to brings them nearer to each other and to Chants, or even in Yankee Psalmody.
complain of -such a strange perversion of God, these strange worshippers seem de The taste and experience of the choir led
American

to they did

time

to selections

being

because the

Masses,

expressive of the heart's best

of the true religion,
The Latin words

and

love and joy.

not consider

an' objection,

would be due to the sacred privacy of any

peachable.

Christian

Would not the editor have
family circle.
thought twice, and more than twice, be

the readers of the American

is

this

question which
Review

can

by

long

usage
world,

great

part

and because,

simple and few, and always

such

cal

and

with

which

a soci

olic, Episcopalian,

has the dist, we apprehend

Calvinistic
that

%nd Metho

connection

they ex
with

dactic poem to
and

will soon find view.

music

of singing

the

psalm-tune,

while the
is a

practice

;

sense through

their

ordinary

long

di

unmusi

every point of
incongruous
But they have aever bound them
in

liberties

it

is new.

so

music, and grow dear to those who drink

a

it

nngenerous

ety which

in

the sa'me theme or sentiment,
plain themselves

of the

being

the same tor

Has the
Whig party no great rocks to split upon,
view & criticism on the music and the that
must trouble itself about this peb
reading of the Bible in Trinity or Old ble? 'If the Whig Review has under
South Church? And is he prepared to taken to restore unity of tastes in the
answer before high heaven for taking world-wide Babel of church choirs, Cath
be much interested in settling?

fore he would have admitted into his Re

be

and true in

themselves, because they are consecrated
in
a

is

cause they are so beautiful

a by

expect of guests to whom it freely opens whom they are obliged to. consign the re
its doors, the same civility and the same sponsibility of ministering to them in this
that part of the service,
no means unim
abstinence from
public criticism
But

music

THE HARBINGER.
to any other

notion of Avsociationists

resoiting

" Weary,

services.

to re

Here

seems, of This

we must

for

stop

the introduction

the

present.

to the article

;

more than

It has reigned with them thus ligious

is is

selves to this
music.

it

so

in

;

this
the vestibule to the temple
far because it proved convenient, and be getting up Phalanxes, they have conclud
cause the singers and the majority of the ed to busy themselves with getting up through its irregular and winding passag
hearers felt a growing love for it.
But Churches." Failure
practice does not es, where at every corner statues of em

But Associa- bodied sneers look down upon us, we
often lead to preaching.
heard a common Congrega
tional psalm sung in the same place as a tionists have not failed
they have told have thus far wandered, and what may
we opine of what shall be found within
part of the same service, on each day the world again and again that their ex
that he was present, which he does not periment has not yet even begun to be its penetralia?
And we have not yet
;

the reviewer

the central,
mention ; and let him not be surprized if tried
that the very theory and science of reached
pivotal
occasion he should hear the Combined Order forbid the attempt to sneers, which constitutes the
;

except with

certain means and

under certain preparatory conditions
that the little

which

manyof the human heart ; and

sided servant
whatsoever

the faithful

is good music, is a harmony

families

associated

and

have sprung
up all over the country
within
few years are not and never
a

than all the churches,

it

realize

;

instead of Cath
For music is more catholic

there Protestant Handel
olic Mozart.

of

sneer

on some other

pith

and

substance of the article; — the sneer at

human progress, namely, the sneer at
every human effort for improvement, the
sneer at human nature and at every hope
of realizing its harmonic destiny on earth.

'

a

and help to what is most religious, loving! aimed to be the Phalanxes of Fourier, This comes in the criticism of
sermon
and profound in human souls, whether it j but are to be regarded as so many symp-i which the writer heard from Mr. Chanwas born on Catholic, or heretic, or even toms of the impatient yearning of this ning, and into which we mean to follow
on a heathen soil.
age to fling off'its falseness, to get rid of him in our next number,

its solemn

shall

be the essential feature

but these the original.

" The Courier and Enquirer
fixed,
firm, and consistent.
sworn, in" Christianity, according to old ideas, veterate and avowed foe to human improvement.
opposes every thina that
proceeds upon the principle, that society
'has not been long established. It acwrong because men are bad." But knowledges no standard of value but
dol
" men are bad be
Fourierists
think that
lars.
judges of all measures by their
immediate effect upon trade.
cause society
Not
worships
wrong.
D. D. at the end
They are not so one-sided they are too titles, and looks upon
.
of man's name, as the highest of hu, TT .
true to the great doctnne of Unity, and
raan diKnities.
believe8
lhe dlvinily
of the solidarity and mutual reaction of Of kings, the infallibility of priests, the
all influences.
They believe both propo perfection of law, the wisdom of Con
gress, the necessity of poverty, the bene
sitions.
Society
wrong because men
fits of Slavery, the necessity of whips
are bad but since Christ came, has not
and chains, the lawfulness of war, the
humanity progressed somewhat
good right of conquest, the Christianity of the
ness and now does not the advancing duello, the blessings of banks, and the
spirit of goodness and of Christ demand restrictions on commerce."

common psalmody cannot, if it lifts the
thoughts more nearly to the state which
we call worship, if it weaves a spell of
holy communion round us, why reject it
and put up with duller things because we
cannot have it in the full glory of all its

As to its being " sac
stolen," we say this music

is

It

It

It

It

i

a

is

a

]t

,
!

';

If it inspires the singer and hear
it imparts a warmth such as cold

j

if

in

er,

,

itself?

is

But because we cannot have all, may we
not have a part*
Is there no intrinsic
meaning and beauty in the music by

111

,

beauty and expressiveness.

;

intrinsic

is

own

;

could feel more clearly than the persons
who are drawn towards this music by its

is
a

with

lights and aisles would be the fitting com are not Association in the technical sense
plement of such high strains.
This none of the Associative School.

in*

a cathedral

;

forte ; and

a

a

ty

And this is all our answer to the isolation and of competition, and to put
charge of cutting a sublime thing out of itself in an accepting posture towards the
DAGUERHEOTYPINO.
The Anti-Sfaeery
its appropriate
a coming of the heavenly kingdom of Uni
Doubtless
Standard gives the following
setting.
neat Da
and Order.
These only show that the guerreotype sketch of one of its neigh
whole Mass would be better than a piece
of one ; a full choir and an organ would whole social system needs
change,
bors.
Its fidelity will be recognized at
be better than a quartette and a piano change whereof Association of some sort once by' those who are acquainted with

accompaniments?

that outward arrangements,

rilegiously

shall

shape themselves

that society,

into

is

in

is

'

is

is

:

;

is

by

in

by
a

;

in

a

is

it

a

;

a

a

a

is

it

by

:

it

is

is

it

;

a

it

;

is
a

it,

it

it

a

it,

it

it,

conformity
ASSOCIATION.
came from Mozart and from Haydn, and with the same spirit, so that they shall no
" Association, not carried out to the
not from the Roman Catholic
Church ; longer obstruct
but altogether cooperate destruction of the isolated household,
and it belongs to every soul which can with
and help it? Aitd can there ever says the Saturday Evening Post, and of
the glorious principle
of individuality,
which can appreciate it, be
respond to
proof of human goodness gaining
which, — like the oak, that cannot come
which has states answering to its solemn, ground upon the old human badness, un
to.full perfection in the crowded forest,
cheerful tones;
til
shows itself remoulding and' trans 'but only
belongs to Humanity,
the open field, —
dependent
to the one Church Universal which
for its full development,
a
not forming into beauty arid true order the upon
most beneficial means for the advance
yet, but which waits until humanity be institutions which now stand the monu
ment of society, and to enable men of
on«.
For music
universal language
ments of thai same badness?
limited property
to compete with the
knows nothing of opinions, creeds and
From this he darts off suddenly to
A lower use of this
great capitalist.
"
doctrines, that divide
knows only the sneer at what he
the securing of comforts to
the principle,
pleased to term
the poorer classes, that they could not
heart of the whole matter, which
one; proud humility with which Mr. Channing
otherwise afford.
Thus public libraries,
speaks to hearts, to that which all men defers to the Scriptures," prefixing to his
concerts, and so forth, are the natural
"
have in common,
and in cherishing
sentence
the way," although
of
the principles of Association.
products
which resides our only hope of unity, our entirely out of the way.
And he charges Public' baths and wash houses, are
more
recent instance
and now we learn from
only hope of ever seeing
[Tnion altogether with
truly catholic the Religious
an
that
English paper,
company
and universal church.
In Christ we hear hypocritical attempt to make
appear
shortly to be formed in London, for the
kindred language
and
natnral and that -they respect the Bible, -while they -erection of public ovena, on the same
worthy correspondence do Associationists
have no faith
it.
This^ of course, we principle, at which the laboring poor may
commune together
the thoughtof Christ, cannot answer
their professions and .make their own bread of any quality
An establishment
suited to their means.
and in the atmosphere of music, which
their spirit and the fruits they bear, they
of the kind has been for .-some time in
both; -human and divine, HS he
•
was.
will be judged
ami not by any man's operation in Paris, and .is Mid to have
Our critic •next sneers at the very ungenerous suspicion.
No doubt, in
.worked most successfully.
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which

gaining

principles are
on the public mind.
Reflecting

energy or liberality

and intelligent

seems

to have

no words of fiery re

heart,

vulses your

buke fall from your lips, no hope of the

is

a

victory of the true God over the demons
of hell kindles your eye. Your love of
i country and your love of religion are
The burning
both equally
pretence.
upon your brow,
; brand of hypocrisy
covered with the blush of
your cheek

none of itsi conscious duplicity, your lips quiver be
fore the glance of
sincere man, and
nothing but speedy repentance can save

lust

a

the hold which Associative

and the halls of out
merchants, — no thrill of indignation con
our money-changers

is

the progress of time, other and more j work, who perhaps has had recourse to
intricate applications of the principle or the bottle to drown' his wretchedness,
Association will be made, not infringing
Things
which finds no relief at home.
in the least upon the sacred privacy of
if it be will be better managed in Association.
the domestic fireside ; which,
more expensive than the public herding
together of a hotel, is, by its promotion
The merits
GREELEY AND RAYMOND.
of all the sweet humanities of life, ten
of these antagonistic parties, in their late
fold worth its coat."
are pretty
on Association,
controversy
The above paragraph, which we find ; well hit off in a recent number sf the
in an exchange paper, is another proof of Lowf.ll Journal, — a paper, by the by,
by the late change in

men cannot long remain

its editorial management.
and pe
" The discussion which has been for you fiom the abyss of shame.
cuniary advantages which must be the several months carried on between Mr.
result of a judicious system of social Greeley of the New York Tribune and
cannot have
NEWSPAPERS.
Readers
If one fire can be made to Mr. Raymond of the Courier and En
combination.
failed to remark, to what an extent this
quirer, upon the subject of Association,
do the work of seven, it is a miserable
is published by the Harpers in a pamphlet journal, and others of the secular Press,
waste to insist on maintaining the other form.
the circulation of
We looked a little into this dis interest themselves
six.
If three cooks can provide meals cussion as it went along in the columns religious intelligence. No true patriot,
for as many persons as it now takes ten of these papers, but did not read much of whatever his personal indifference to vital
it.
Greeley seemed to write from a deep piety, can regret this modern feature in
to serve, our present arrangements arc
When
conviction of the truth of his doctrine, the conduct of secular journals.
justly condemned for their extravagance.
and his opponent seemed to have studied j the seeds of anarchy and dicorganization
If the union of families can give every and examined the subject, more for the arc thrown broadcast over the country by
well that others follow
sake of the discussion than from any par some papers,
member the advantage of a well-selected
ticular interest in it or deep feeling of in the same field, planting trees of right
the
library, an elegant picture-gallery,
Greeley con eousness, the leaves of which shall be for
opposition to the system.
use of spacious public saloons, admission fined himself to a general complaint of the healing of the nations — while one
;
to concerts, museums and spectacles, the the evils which the world is laboring un- portion of the press
poisoning the
the duty
der, and the benefits of Association in an stream of public sentiment,
convenience of good bathe, gymnasiums,
that it of those who desire the people's happi
view — contending
and all the means of preserving health, economical
gives every man an opportunity to labor ness and the permanency of our institu
at a comparatively tritling expense, peo
and a chance to enjoy the fruits of labor ; tions, to stand upon the banks of the
ple Mill not be content with our present while Raymond ransacked the writings current and throw into the bitter waters
of Fourier, Urisbane and Godwin, lor the sweet and purifying principles which
wasteful, unequal, and unsatisfactory sys
inculcates. — New York Com
tem.
As " to the sacred privacy of the j evidence of the licentiousness and infidel Christianity
Greeley went for mercial Advertiser.
of
the
ity
system.
domestic fireside," — that can be enjoyed
Fourierism as he understood
rejecting
under far more favorable circumstances in or caring nothing about the speculations
This
all very pretty and rhetorical,
the architectural
of the of Fourier while Raymond opposed at, but unfortunately
contains more meta
arrangements
drawing his reasons and arguments from phors than facts.
than in the most liberally
Phalanstery,
precious speci
he went into the dethese speculations
appointed mansions of civilization.
Every
As to the men of the false logic, with which certain
tails more than Greeley did.
family will have as spacious a suite of results — Mr. Greeley will no .doubt have Editors, like those of the Express, Cou
for mine rier and Enquirer, and Observer, endeavor
apartments as its circumstances require, the best reason to be satisfied
can take its meals at the public refectory, of the friends of Association will pruba- to convince themselves that the cause of
while
be convinced by Raymond,
at private tables, or in its own room, as it hly
Social .Reform and irreligion are identi
eloquent and feeling exposition
Greeley
" The seeds of disorganization "
may wish, can have as much or as little of exis'tiug evils will set many
man to cal.
with
intercourse
other families
as its thinking whether his remedy may not be are no doubt sown broadcast over the
Greeley has the advantage country
tastes may prompt, without the arbitrary the true one.
many papers which have no
are on the opposite side
restraints of fashionable society, and may j because the mass
faith thai the present condition of oppres
to him, and he cannot lose many, while
be made as secure and retired in its pri
The new sion, injustice, antagonism, vice and
he may gain large numbers.
God, and
as
the
in
his
who
ordained
vacy
prince
palace,
idea
pretty sure to fare the best in wretchedness
right which cherish the hope of
social state,
certainly is not invaded by the throng of these encounters, whichever side
retainers and attendants who lodge, under and has the best of the argument."
in which prosperity shall be universal,
is
a

a

is

is

is

by

j

;

by

:

a

j

's

j

I

;

I

;

;

It

j

;

is

;

it,

it
is

is

;

it
is

in

blind to the immense economical

in the Combined

Order,

defenceless

and

innocent

are

in

than is possible, even with the wealthiest,
with the warm blood of those who have
in the Isolated Order.
And to talk of bared their breasts to the sword of the

side.

The

scene is not much

improved

when the iired .husband .comes. in. from

labor

of Christian benevo
lence, from the cotton fields of Carolina
and the cotton mills of New England,
enshrined as the
when the golden calf
the seals of
supreme object of worship
ringing

the -ear

of many pre
the im

vailing customs, and to maintain

of soci
principles of the

portance of .a .better organization
ety,

on

resting

divine order.
hear

our

Christianity
.Do

into

and

by

essential
their

talking

to

about

these. -bitter waters the

purifying

which

principles

inculcates."
believe

they

tacked

the

is perfectly ludicrous

popular -Editors

"throwing
sweet

!

half a- dozen chil
dren, with DO " help," is not a very
attractive illustration of the isolated fire
fretted 4o death with

free, when the cry of unrequited

to

institutions,

the false foundation

t

civilization,

in

of

is

kitchens

in

in the miserable

is

in

independence, of •domestic privacy, among vader, when the gaunt and haggard emi
the poorer classes, in the present state of grant, fleeing from the intolerable agonies
The poor woman of famine in an oppressed land,, finds no
society, is a mockery.
chained to her wash tub or cooking stove, cheerful .welcome
this abode of the

of existing

the defects
show

dripping

the

growth

opinion

that --the abuses at

reform

(hat

papers

«f Christianity
the present

are --the

Is

it

guarded

?

j

;

strictly

and truth, justice, love, harmony and the
spirit of brotherhood shall be triumphant.
They of course are obliged to point out

It

The " de
of the isolated household," is
1EP You talk about the connection of
not the dissolution of the family.
The religion and patriotism, vain-glorious
independence of families can be more Pharisee
yet, when the homes of the
the same roof with himself.

struction

order of
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society is founded on the inherent princi
ples of the Gospel ' In what school did
Who told
they learn their catechism?

by the blind guides of the political press, origin of this exquisite absurdity, but find
who daily strain at 'a gnat and swallow a it among the selections of our petite fa
vorite, the Boston Transcript.
camel ?

that the defence of the

them, we pray,

of modern
C7 The last ANTI-SLAVERY STANDARD
trees of comes out strong in favor of "exclusive
righteousness, the leaves of which shall devotion to single aims," " fragmentary
" fanatic Abolitionists, and
be for the healing of the nations? "
We reformers,"
should like to witness their perturbation,
fanatic Temperance men," but is quite
if Jesus Christ, whose name they take so sacagerous on " the disciples ofFourior "
flippantly on their lips, should appear in on account of their " bigoted devotion to
the midst of them, and demand of them the doctrines of one man." It has the
corrupt and rotten institutions
is

civilization,

"

like

planting

ASSOCIATIVE WORKS OF THE
FRENCH SCHOOL.

THE following publicatione, from the French
•School,may be had at W. H. Graham's book
store, Tribune Buildings, New York.
The Works of Charles Fourier, 6 voli.. . . 57 50
Muiron's Apereut tur let Procedei Induitritlt, 37
Considerant's Theory of Natural and At
tractive Education,
76
Consider.int's Exposition of the Phalansterian Theory,
12
the proof that the society which they grace to admit, however, that " they cer Considerant's Immorality of Fourier's Doc
trine
It
eulogize was an embodiment of his spirit. tainly have a great work, in common with Considerant's Theory of Property
26
It is not in Wall Street, not in State all who seek the good of humanity, in Paget's Introduction to Social Science,.* •• 60
I'antagrel's Fool of the Palais Royal,
60
Street, not in Congress, not in the marts the reorganization of our false social sys
Pellerins's Life and Theory of Fourier,... 1-00
60
of business nor the halls of legislation, tem," and "that they are in possession Rcynaud's Solidarity,
Tamisier's Theory of Functions,
12
that he would
look for his faithful.
of great truths on the subject of social Dain's Abolition of Slavery,
26
Love
in
the
Hcnnequin's
12
Phalanstery,
There is no Christianity
in the social organization, which are not yet so much
Besidesthese,a large numberof Phalansterian
usages which condemn a large portion of as recognized by the world."
It inti pamphletsand almanacs,can be had at the same
place. Also, a beautiful engraved portrait «f
immortal beings to ignorance, poverty, mates that Fourier's speculations touch
Fourier : price, $2 S0. Any of the volumes_of
wretchedness and crime, and make no ing " boreal crowns," " seas of pleasant Fourier's works may be had separately.
to
elevate
them
to
a
des
attempt
higher
"toads from Mars," and
lemonade,"
BROOK FARM SCHOOL.
tiny.
"cabbages from Mercury," are no orna
The Christianity
of this age is not ments to his system. Well then, if our THE course of study in this School comprises
the various branches usually taught in the High
the Christianity
of Jesus.
The religion friends of the Standard are so able to Schools and Academies of New England, with
particular attention to the modern European
preached in our metropolitan churches is discriminate
between the "nonsense"
languagesand literature.
pot that which warmed the hearts of and the "great truths" in the views of
Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are
received. Young men are fitted for College, or
those heroic men who once met for com the Associationists,
let them have it in for confmercial pursuits, or are instructed
in
munion in an upper room at Jerusalem.
their own way.
We dare say they un the higher branchesusually taught in the Uni
The social creed of our Apostolic editors derstand the Associative philosophy thor versity.
The School is under the immediate direction
is not that proclaimed by him who de oughly, or they would not speak of it so of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEV, assistedby experienced
in the different departments.
teachers
clared that it was impossible for a rich glibly.
Only go for the tr'je organization
For young children who are deprived of pa
man to enter the kingdom of Heaven, of labor, on the principles of co-operative,
rental care, and for older pupils who wish to
and that whoever aspired to that boon attractive industry, adequate guarantees, pursue a thorough and exact course of study,
without the usual confinement of a large semi
must sell all that he had and give to the and distributive justice in the division of nary, it is believed that this School affords ad
vantagesthat are rarclv to be met with.
poor.
products, and we will not quarrel with
TERMS — FOUR DOLLARS a week for board,
It is not because we wish to introduce you about the "lemonade" and other washing, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc
tion in Instrumental Music anduse of the Piano,
anarchy, that we assert the necessity of a trimmings.
Defend whatever you find TWELVE DOLLARS a
quarter.
social regeneration.
The present state is " true " in our ideas, and the less of
Application may be made by mail to
"
"
"
more
or
less skilfully dis
only anarchy
GEORGE RIPLEY.
exclusiveness,"
and
fan
bigotry,"
It is stamped with disorder, tasticality " you employ, the better. No Brook Farm, Welt Roxbvry Ateut.
guised.
March I,18i7.
lawlessness,
confusion.
It gives the one will rejoice more than ourselves to
RAIL-ROAD
strong complete dominion over the weak. see the cause of social regeneration ad

The unfortunate, the wretched, can find vocated with
DO adequate

refuge

under

of the law.

protection

the

The

vaunted
essential

broader and

greater
more

and in a

wisdom,

universal

spirit

than

we have ever been able to attain.

conditions of harmony are not found, and
hence, contention revels in Courts and

"The Fourierists, who preach better
than they practice the sublime doctrines
the customs of trade, hypocrisy nestles of human equality, and the blending of
securely in the Church, and hatred and sects, classes, and all that, are very well
inimitable
jealousy invade the sanctity of the do hit off by Carlyle, in one of his
' The Fop,'
strokes of covert sarcasm.
mestic hearth.
The advocates for a bet
said he, ' is our brother, too , and within
ter organization of society, would intro
the most starched cravat there passejth a
duce beauty, symmetry, artistic order, in windpipe and weasand, and under the
thickest embroidered waistcoat bloweth a
the place of these unutterable abomina
fraud

Congresses,

and oppression

mark

They would so elevate and purify
that the law of vio
lence would give way to the law of love,
that integrity of heart would banish de

tions.

the social condition,

ception

and

fraud,

would

perfection

and that

individual

be manifested

of visible institutions.
be the introduction of anarchy,

perfection
contrary

to the

Christianity,

letter

or

If this

of brass, for aught

we know, but a small

portion of head or heart would

have pre

if

be the

as set forth

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
LEAVES Brook Farm at 7 and 9 A. M , and
1 3-4 and 5 P. M. Leaves the " Toll Gate Sta
tion" on the arrival of the 8 and 111-2, A. M.,
3 1-2 and 6 1-2, P. M., Cara from Boston.
N. R. GERRISH,
April 5, 1847.
Agtnt.
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it be vented him from perpetrating such stupid
the spirit of blunders, either about Carlyle or the
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various

topics

First, in a series of discourses,
we contemplated the signs of promise,
the encouragements of our time.
Se

in order.

in

wish,

a

to you

some

of the

LAW

third
more

to

series,
positive

OF HEAVENLY

obedience to which

Man

present

statements
OKDER,

by

may come into

apart from
near

see her in the country

on one side are gardens,

a river, where

in its fundamental principle, its methods
and aims, from much which is taught in
pulpits, that it does demand in the hearer

and pleasant fields on the other, and in
the midst are groves and places of re
treat.

see her there

her little garden,

wish
yet the thought of
denied has entered, where no eound of
where

never

outward discord has destroyed the peace

kindness of her spirit, and DO rough
hands of disappointment have plucked the
She has bad
we cannot by this comparison be led to a blossoms of her hope.
correct estimate of the view which should for playmates, elder brothers, who have
the SEER ; to compare together these dif
ferent moods of mind, and to see whether

condly, in another series, we took a rapid be taken of man's life on earth.
though wide survey of the evils and
I. And first of the Optimist.
dangers by which we are surrounded.
A vigorous, fortunately-placed

I

by

loving

to be taught here, is a doctrine so diverse

[Reported by H. M. PARKHBRST,and published a certain preparatory process.
by request.]
I will ask you then to-day to consider
We have met together for several Sun with me, the OPTIMIST, the CYNIC, and
days, and have considered

guarded

a

A DISCOURSE BEFORE THE

3.

ful

but for one thing, to meet her
every want and to save her' from sorrow.
watchful
her mother
She has had

cared
child

is

an Optimist.
He believes in joy,
he believes in nothing else. His being

a

SEER.

I

claim to any peculiar elevation ; but I do
CYNIC — THE
mean to iay, that the doctrine which is the world.

THE

girl, who,

young

parents and encircled
familv, grows up and unfolds

in

-

of

make no wise

I

OPTIMIST

conscience

I

never

who,

never

always

Mentor,

is in

of cir

delaying, has given her lessons of wis
dom as her mind opened to drink them

out a harmony of bodily

and her father has stood before her,

tune ;

the

cumstance calls

lightest

touch

in
;

THE

no slight upon the public
and intelligence ; certainly,

in

MISCELLANY,

NUMBER

26, 1847.

by
a
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THE LIGHT.

anticipating,

and by the passing bieath of calm in energy, successful, munificent,
But before we proceed to happy life, his heart-strings are stirted to bountiful, exhaustless
with God.
indulgent affec
this discussion, let me ask you, for one or music, as the Jvilan harp sings in the tion.
She has known the full wealth of
with

Man,

with

Nature,

and

delight,

in

harmony

Travellers

doctrine, that is to say, of giving lessons
in proportion as the hearer was in a con

barriers, within

its

prodigal

overflow,

and feel

There that every outward form of good is but a
hid down symbol of inward good, we do not believe
by Coleridge, that we should never de at all in evil.
We think of death, be
clare a truth to another mind, when that reavement, failure, sin, no longer.
We
genial

mood

to receive

them.

voyager

home.

happy
in

tell us, that

the far Pacific

comes

to coral

the placid

seas, the

serene lagoon, where

mirror the sun.

waters

where

islands,

dash against the

without and the billows
is
a

time, amidst its verdure, its blossoms, its
promise,

youth

a

the rock walls rise precipitously from the
ocean, and though the storm may beat

in

two occasions of meeting, to occupy an breeze.
Dut it is not merely in child
hour in some transitional considerations.
hood that this faith in pleasure is domi
There was profound wisdom in the nant. We are all Optimists on bright
ancient principle of using
an esoteric days, when health beats strongly in our
and an exoteric mode in communicating
veins.
When we go out in the spring

the heart

Like
of this

that

mind is in a state

the world with
Around
young eirl.
happy
its noisy commotions, but within
home her heart beats tranquilly and re

God

designs ;

we

see

the

of outward and inward

beauty ; we recognize

their

everlasting

cance there is in the parable related by relationship ; and nil clouds of fear, all
Swedenborg, that once when he asked of fogs of doubt melt away.
The sky of
the angels, grapes, they gave him figs ; Providence is blue above us, and through
and on his saying, " I asked you for it all, is radiantly shed abroad the sun

a

is

flects forever

God's
She

an Optimist.

constant love.

enced, never anticipated
She has merely
taneous

harmony

She

has never experi
the evils of life.

consciousness of spon

within, of unchanging
the joy of perfect

kindness around, and

in

what

blessed ministry

a

see

is

which would pervert
it into error ; for in so doing, we make
truth a liar.
And what beautiful signifi

lake,

unruffled

is

•was deep meaning in the rule

" We gave shine of the Divine presence. Optimism confidence and unreserved intimacy, life
they answered,
sunny
you grapes, but you took them as figs." is thus formed in the mind by the mere has led her upward, upward, on
We must not, that is to say, attempt to harmony of our nature, acting in concert path.
these few touches,
force our conviction
have painted
upon unprepared with the nature around us, which God
too rare
minds.
And in proportion to the sacred- forever recreates.
rare scenes of real life, alas

of receiving

them

purely.

is

them and that

I

I

would now ask you whether, as
We pass to another form of Optimism, and
so beautiful,
which springs out of happy social have been describing what
intend relations.
And let us take as the type tones of feeling in the minor strain have

to be taught,

is

doctrines

of communicating

I

ness of the
the difficulty

;

!

1

in

a

grapes,"
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not sounded in your hearts, as of a fune hope.
Over the away.
far horizon, beyond the verdant landscape,
have you not seen towering up the thun
der-cloud,

not the less intrinsically true.
becoming richer in thought and feeling, state
in capacity and desire ; each vicissitude The Universalist, seeing men as they are,
leaves a legacy ; each yesterday opens a still asserts, in spite of actual degrada
prairie land to to-morrow.
Compensation tion and brutal defilements, that the na

with tempest, hail and light
breast*
Yes! a prophetic
fundamentally good.
dims the brighte.it joy of the extends, too, through the far vista of the ture of man
that sees the vast moral and intellectual
You future ; and this consciousness
child, of the happy girl.
its

HP

is

ning in

New blessings bud as old ones fade a mission not yet fulfilled and a lesson to
And so life on earth is forever utter, which, though they but partially
it,
is

ral bell tolling in the distance?

shadow
healthy

dis

between men, but
existing
know that there is to come a time, when though one opportunity is closed, another proportion
still asserts the equality of their spiritual
harmony with nature is to be is opened, as in room after room of a pic
He sees the fallen heaps of
broken by sickness, by morbid feeling, ture gallery, that though one friend pass birthright.
lers laden with

enter the door,

wonders,

slumbering, some form soothes the pang of bereavement, and
of evil to whisper in her ear temptation, makes each day seem young and fresh
to instil the bitter poison-drop of sin. from everlasting to everlasting.
This leads us to another mode of intel
We cannot long bear with the simplest,
We lectual Optimism,
where it takes the
most natural forms of Optimism.
feel that such confidence is but a partial, form of enthusiasm, poetic enthusiasm,
which sees the inherent beauty of all
delusive prospect of life.
Let us raise our thoughts, then, to a things, the sublime latent powei in all
where
it forces, the fair glories of the future for
form of Optimism,
higher
as to Eve while

not from

springs,

health

and

peaceful

ever

brightening

and

brightening,

and

his fellows,

mowed

upon the

battle-field

still utters

of the world, but
univer
clear prophecy of

sal

restoration.

nounces

down

by temptation
a

from us, another and another, like travel

of perfect bliss

harmony,

an

he

Unfalteringly

period yet to come of perfect
and looking

;

wants-, by disappointments ; and that
heart there is to enter,

into the innocent

a

by

a

this rich

round upon the existing

conflicts and dis

cords of life, upon unjust social relations,
defective

upon

education,

still

governments,

upon

cheerfully

partial

preaches

the omnipotence of good and of
good only to overcome evil, and demands

forever

monious

for each and all men perfect freedom.
and not from happy social floods all places and times with the glow
do not mean to say that this denomi
To Optimism
calling out affection and har ing splendor of prophecy.
of under this form of enthusiasm all ills of nation has fully discharged the mission
love ; but from a habit

thought.

And we will take as our type,

surroundings,

I

influences

change, and he sees in this alternation rich
benefits ; he sees that evils are necessarily

involved in such a scheme of things — evils

in outward

circumstances

and evils in so

may

seem dark and the path may be flinty,

hill swells

above hill into

and its work will be done.

of disappointment the enthusiast still dis
through the storm,

heard,

of conditions

quickens

mo

pleasure, modifies misfor

welcome

Varieties

rieties

haven.

and religiously,

and

now

ask you whether you have not
as in the former cases, when

You have attempted to describe the Optimism which

seen men of this energetic, hopeful,
termined temperament, who in all
misfortunes of life still

before

We have thus considered the Optimist
intellectually

up, swims with strong and steady arm to
the

But the future

force.

for them in the

wards

in

has never yet stated perhaps the great
of God's Omnipotent Love,
all

its

cerns the light-house

out

its princi

truth

tles a home;

and thus amidst all wrecks

carried

For at first, entangled
ples to this end.
texts, and limited in range of thought
the superficial philosophy of the age,

the light where one cau look down upon
the green meadow in whose bosom nes

de

originates

the

pleasing

keep a firm foot

Go to them when you will, find
them as you will, always there is bright
ness in the eye, and a smile upon the lip,
always the cheering tone, always the pre
hold.

of estate produce va
In the long run,
of disposition.
every one gains his portion of good, and diction of better days.

tune.

The valley

again

of qualities and relations thus
AH balances itself before
called out.
The good of one is the coun
his mind.
The
terpoise of what is evil for another.
tive, heightens

unfolding.

here described, has logically
all the conclusions involved

and though his bark of fate is swallowed

variety

very contrast

from

that

cial relations ; but then he perceives
there is a compensation

in

eternity, whose bliss is ever more

and more

to but overhead

learn that the law of earth is variety and

up in the

streams

in

enough

which

I

largely

of glory

it,

aspect, because he God's

every where recognizes a wonderful sys
He has observed
tem of compensation.
the world and history

burst

is

in its bright

life are merged and swallowed

I

man life

looks upon hu

it by in

man who

the intellectual

Amidst all pres

appreciates it the more that it is neither sures, individual or social, they have the
The tree is assurance of the "good time coming;"
permanent.
perfect nor
by the cast wind, and hear above all tumult the angel song
sometimes swayed
sometimes by the west wind, but still its of advent.

from health, happy conditions,
social

minor

strain

Have

you

the same sad,

relations,

echoing from the distance?
not heard,

stern

and

harsh

above the calm tones of the philosopher,
above the jubilant song of the enthusiast,
the voice of Nemesis,

declaring

the

all the promises

wicked.

Amongst

wo to

of good, have not the thoughts of just
retribution, of clear distinctions between
right and wrong, of discipline, of denial,
presented

themselves?

Have

you

not

This leads us up to the highest form of felt, as the doctrine of the UniversalistB
its root drinks moisture from the soil, and Optimism.
The religious Optimist takes has been stated, that the chief manifesta
in due season it blossoms and bears fruit. as his fundamental principle the reality tion of Divine Goodness
in Law
that
And so with all the varieties of moral ex of God's omnipotence, of God's infinite out of God's mercy grows an inflexible
The soul is fed by all. He goodness. He will not receive into the order
to Universal
that disobedience
perience.
sees every where oscillation, but he also temple of his spirit the image of any Right, necessarily,
produces
inevitably
And in other deity than sovereign love, and what misery
Has there not been whisper
recognizes every where growth.
this fact of growth he beholds a higher ever may eeem to be the present limita
coming from all past experience, assur
profession and
compensation still, than in the mere va tions of life he finds in the instincts of ing you that Optimism
From his heart a pledge that God is inexhaust
riety which replenishes existence.
practice too often does no justice to the
youth to manhood, from manhood to age, ible in mercy, everlastingly active in his rich variety of God's providence, to the
kind designs, and always present.
The inexhaustible wealth of human experi
from birth to death, from death to resur
man
rection, are alternations of which each purest form of Religious
Optimism is in ence, to the power of will
but
a sect
partial view of life
brings not only the luxury of change but the modern sect of Universalists,
Optimism
the consciousness of progression.
carried out
ono of its
Hap never yet justly appreciated by their fel You may see
tend upwards to the light ; still

py

memory

clasps

hands

with

happy

low Christians,

a sect which

plainly

has extreme

forms,

?

in

a

it

is

in

in

?

a

;

;

is

branclies

in

that

tame,

good
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a

by

by

natured toleran&e, which merges all dis tend to unkind results, but because the and plundered on the high-way.
The
tinctions, and makes from all events and heart was enlarged
sympathy shown ups and downs of destiny he passes by,
characters a monotonous, dead flat of towards them, and
sneer at the fool hardiness of the
their own sense of with

should

use the

which

cism

expression

natural Cynicism.

Let us pass next to the form of Cyni*
social

produced

by

relations,

Of this

discordant
can find

you

cell of one's own misfortune,

is

good in spite of all the bitterness of his
lot, and do you feel that this

peculiar

is

keen perception of wrong and folly
inhuman and unsound, ungrateful to Uod,
unjust to man, unworthy?
Consider now the Cynic

He

ual form.

an intellect

man of wide experi

large range of observation,
has thought more than ho has felt,
and speculated more than he has acted,
ence and of

specimen,

which

is

in

a

is

I

a

credit

is

is

he

to tho.se whom
and they

frieuds,

already

exposed.

his

to him of

it

In literature,

is

his

in

where

byways,

slippery and their frailties
it

the road

on his

thought

whispered

of heroic action, but

or

He went, with

was endangered.

the secret of his failure

may not be misunderstood, let me brow,

say, that one of the most beautiful per
have ever seen, was
sons morally

season when

men

are

the satirist

of popular vices and foibles that pleases
him.
In any mode of public address,
the sting of the reproving lash and the
writhing of the victim beneath the blow,
which gives him pleasure.
The wbrst
type of this hard, shrewd, intellectual

it

in

judgment, quick
percep
and fully.
And now,

tion of weakness

the carelessness

Great

somewhere.

are interesting to him, not in their hours
is

falseness of another,

tim harsh

to little, the fault

is

and wherewithal

enjoy and give enjoyment, and was boun
tiful and susceptible
But
sympathies.

to make its vic

character,

in

the
the bad proportions,
His name was misdrawing,
He had city house want of keeping, the ton much or too

there came, through

odd and ugly

picture or the statue, or the house, or the
may be, he sees the

garden, or whatever

and Banks.

Companies

good upon 'Change.
and country house,

a

is

is1

It was not from a merely accidental ca
price of the times that this peculiarity of
The tendency of man's
manners sprang.
distorted,
physical nature, wherever it
robbed of its just proportions, deprived of
to breed furm of
its rightful pleasures,

ing and prosperous, wealthy and honored.
Insurance
He was appointed to office
in

and fools

about the courts in the middle ages.

I

nothing perfect.

;

And first of the Cynic by nature.
have all heard of the dwarfs

that

vision, there

searching

in

speak then of the Cynic.

kept

merchant.

in

I

broken-down

the

critic.

To his

He started on his career, as tender and In all orchestras he hears the instrument
that
out of tune, in all choruses the
affection, as high-hearted, mag
fluent
too sharp or too flat, in all
nanimous, generous
spirit as any young voice that
We man of his time. Onwards he went, ris instruments the jajigling string
the

a

levity,

who

in

that

against indulgence,

frivolity,
1 wish to portray,
1 would
prefer to take that name.

moral

yon

the

sky and earth are filled with light? Do
you answer to the grumbler, that there

indignation

wherever

is

the dark
while

The world
full
may chance to look.
of those made acrid by the bleak, cold and who takes the attitude of
He sees
every thing its flaw.
selfish society.
will take as
soil of

illustrations

it

him, that

with

Critic, it might perhaps indicate my true
meaning more clearly than Cynic ; and
yet the Cynic of ancient times so em
bodied and typified the spirit of stern

innumerable

is

it

a

a

well

thus to hide oneself

in

not go

childish

in

II. If I

mean

mean to become thus soured because all
does

a

leads as to con

sider, in the second place, the Cynic.

an ex

treme form of that repellant sphere which

is

This transition

outward
in

is

to throw

by

are inclined

I

the worldly-wise

beings, when vexed by unhappy
a influences,
the manifestation

handful of earthly dust, in order to bring
down their vision to common, actual inte

pee

in all human

Cynic shows
you say that such
miserable want of manliness, that

in

opposition,

that stirs

vishness, wrath,

too long upon the sunshine,

by gazing

rests.

of angry

This feeling

of

the /selfishness

Do

is
a

demand of the dreamer more distinct per
Into eyes which are dazzled

ceptions.

selfish

his fellows.

a

in

in

faction with this stupid good humor, you probably
ourselves felt that fierce irri
cannot but be struck with the want of tation of the blood and nerves which
refinement, of clear judgment, of deci
nature has so perfectly typified
the
And when Optimism takes the hyena, restless, unsettled, pacing up and
sion.
vague form of enthusiasm, how we all down its cage with every hair on end.

contracted

stern, unfeeling,
by

man, made

with perfect equanimity, and
We all know, by painful experience,
endures good and evil with like patience. what are the angry suggestions of morbid
Though you may feel a certain satis states of body. We have observed, have

a

by
a

has become

pen to him

He

weak and the artifice of the strong.

a

a

You may see dependence, and that against the lower
well-wishing moderation.
it carried out in another extreme form in nature
miracle was wrought
higher
the man who bears all things which hap nature, which out of evil evoked
good.

of power.
are every
bereaved

are

it

it,

is

is

Excluded

from

world to which

in their

of his fortune,

;

moved to

fragments

ruts.

the kindest

and gathering

The intellectual critic too often forgets,
only from the perception of
what
good in works of art, books,

that

he movements, manners, men, that we are
that only by
country town and has become enabled to estimate defects
true and right
them
social Cynic.
The road of life now
justice to what
not smooth to him, but rough and foil of are we authorized to condemn what
up some

indeed, and those thus

often

in

a

relations,

make

it

circumstances

author quiver.

he should

by

the

law

of fashion

pride forbids that
return, he walls himself

false and wrong, that only by the spirit
can we detect the spirit of the

of God

evil one.

they

confessed their

would

tell

you

castle of suspicion, and from his watchtower looks abroad with cold curiosity,

a

struggles^

they

I

inward

if

Let us ascend then to the highest form
of Cynicism, and consider the religious
And if take, as type and ex
that this was not because nature did not to note those who are waylaid, entrapped Cynic.
affections.

But

changed
social

changed

him from his

Slowly he learned the se

influences

Counterbalancing
where

lovo

that

course,

to disentangle

in

tyrannical

but

is

a

sardonic mirth

a

a

in

a

keen cunning,

draw
into his den, fasten his
upon
so fangs into its flesh, and as he lays bare the
that none vital nerves, feel the living heart of the

feet again,

is

And this natural tendency continu

its rail-road

perplexities.
cret,

his

in
a

in bodily

upon

is

in
stop

the dwarfed, the halt,
ally shows itself
the blind, the deaf, by producing
spite
ful wit,

in

swiftly
could

bitterness of tem

at falls and failures, and

him

the world was rushing onwards

alas

a

per.

to raise

Still,

the tendency of disappointment
existence, to engender

book to appear, as
his
spider watches
the quicksand of bank
He struggled
He looked for generous hands web for flies, in order that he may pounce
ruptcy.

symmetri
is

body and

we have all seen.

it

tween a deformed

out her life in

Such contrasts be

prodigal sympathies.
cal spirit

to

a

self and to pour

forget

her utterly

a

prompted

a

trials

'.

of spirit, which amidst

ness and serenity
exceeding

a

a

a

is

by

I

a

caution and prudence.
They were so
circumstances
now that
crippled woman, who was so distorted as oppressed
blemish upon they could give him no aid.
to feel herself to be
the professed literary hack, —
At last, the Cynicism
new
God's earth, and who still had
large
fatal hour could be postponed no longer. the man who stands waiting for
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ponent the Calvinist, lei me not be misun
say
Honor to John Calvin,
derstood.

I

for one.

to him, that in an age,

Honor

which

charms

the old

the conscience.

Puritans,

Look at are children who come into life ao rich in

the Covenanters,

our

organization,

Pilgrim Fathers; and does not every one nized,

that

so attempered
we

miglu

and harmo
earth

believe

and broken up as that feel that he could not have afforded to welcomes them to her bosom with a thrill
they took of joy ; children whose conception angels
in which his lot was cast, he formed to lose the high view which
whose nativity
they
himself so distinct, clear, and complete a of human life, the grand example they might announce,

BO dispropnrtioned

Judge him by the left of human conduct? Would any one might greet with anthems. But alas !
of us, for one instant consent to blot out among the myriads of these visitants of
from the experience and memory of the our planet, how few there are whose
rightness of conscience, and you will be world that discipline which has come birth is in unison with Nature's laws,
•' Has it with God's design ! Is it out of place
prepared to admit that in days to come down from our severe ancestry
for preachers, the professed expounders
men will recognize more distinctly than not imparted a strength of will, a direct
most of us now do, that he was one of ness of judgment, a vigor of action, of human destiny and duty, to speak the
He which is the life of the nation '
truth in relation to this matter, and to
the truly great spirits of our race.
who does not warn their fellow beings as to the sol
And yet meanwhile
had an awful and vivid conception of Di
of becoming parents?
vine Justice, of the exactness of the Di grant, that even in their most beautiful emn responsibility
of the agency of and heroic manifestations, our Puritan Monsters now are brought into existence,
vine Retributions,
Providence.
He dared to follow his sires do not stand before ns with that free perverted, puny, morbid, filled with ex
to their legitimate end. He confiding faith, that large and generous travagant tendencies, moral and physical,
principles
knew what he meant, and he said what he hope, that buoyant, joyful energy, which their blood turbid, their spirits clogged,
His char God's children should have. We revere their brain small, soft and feeble, from
meant, and acted accordingly.
view of human life.

temper of his time, see the urgent neces
sity which there then was. for a stern up

acter is to be measured by the influence it their
has exerted, and he impressed
upon peoples and ages.
Genevan.

13ut

if

his image

rectitude ;

Honor to the stern cision,

we take some of the

but

their stiff

speech,

dresses, their pre
watchfulness, the seri

manners, movements,

the first

in

discord

dition of all other amendment?
anything

more needed than

to callousness of heart and general slug

sanctity

gishness of affection, than to any reverent

ness, cheerful spirits,

reform in marriage

much

recognition

of God's all-pervading

law.

You may have seen a man who calls him
self religious, simply because he actually

fear

and

society,

coming

hearty joy in nature

sanguine
must

good,

into genuine

his

of birth as to produce a radical
relations?

fellow-creature's

Hundreds
are ushered

into this hard mortal career, cursed from
the outset with

piety.

And now if I- have succeeded at all in
enjoyments,
and Cynicism,
and who, finding that others draw some depicting Optimism
you
degree of pleasure from what has no at will have seen that each is an extreme,
hates

truth

of and thousands of children

anticipations

enter

earnest, upright
the undeniable

Is there
for simple,

persons so to epeak out
in regard to the

and gloom are not the true ex
pression of reverence for Divine justice.
Such conscientiousness is morbid.
Glad

them is to be referred

external

cles for God's pure spirit to enter and
Who does not know that there
upon their aspect and dwell in.
seem to us but a solemn farce, should be repentance here as the con

restraint,

of Calvinism
which
have pre gesture,
vailed in modern times, I believe it is not a dull mummery, an unworthy mockery
harsh to say, that the bitterness which of life as God intended it to be. Such
more to a diseased state of the liver and

the

ousness stamped

forms

characterizes

with

world, from the first unfit to be taberna

the burden of their

pa

rents' passions, apathy, and want of peace.
Yet there are children, thank God, even

And I cannot but
now, beautifully born.
read to you a few verses, whose pathetic
ity, worldliness, levity, and proud in liis your own experience and observation, to melody has sounded softly through the
own purity, anathematizes
others less consider the form of character which inner chambers of many a heart.
Thus
traction for him, denounces their

strict with
ity.

Have

the charge

saintliness,

severity
and

known

instructive

have been prepared

from

unites the good elements of both, the
the man character in which are in due proportions

of judgments

who

thinks

for

himself

godly, when his ruling motive is partly
fear and partly unkindness?
How strik
ingly

and thus will

of human deprav

never

you

who mistakes

carnal

are the modes in which

nature revenges itself upon such a self-de
ceiver ! Amidst his sanctimoniousness,
conies sooner or later perhaps

some out

break of the evil spirit

of cunning, an
ger, or lust, some explosion of dishonesty
or low indulgence,
which teaches him

Within all
mingled the acid and alkali.
our minds is the ideal of a well-balanced,
ordered, liberal mind;

in which

opposing

qualities are wedded, not by a mechanical
in
eclecticism, but by a vital synthesis;
which
gether

rich and various
in

harmonious

forces

in which

this

in the

character

to

Let us

rivalry.

pass then to the Seer.
III. The Seer, even
forms

work

partial

appears,

We
always commands our admiration.
that he was far more depraved than he recognize him as a true prophet of God,
believed, and that the law of life is a whether he speaks in the sphere of the
much larger and yet stricter one than he practical experience of life with saga
was aware of, and that

any designs

to cious judgment ; whether he utters his
wise maxims as a poet ; or pours forth his
warnings and encouragement as a min

crush the primitive impulses of man's na
ture are as abortive as they are impious.

If in any way, he
of religion.
proves to us that he really has seen a
Over-strictness distorts and caricatures the vision of God's method of order, of the
Yet in the more sub living laws of nature, of substantial facts
true law of right.
Such

which

persons

religious

illustrate

the dangers

Cynicism

to ister

is exposed.

lime forms in which a stern and solemn and actual tendencies, we recognize him
devutedness to duty has appeared through as a revealer of the Infinite in the Finite,
the history of the past, every fair man of God in the Universe and Man.
must recognize
a style of character
The Seer muit be well born. There

" Threnody "
has a parent chaunted his
over an exquisite creature, who truly
seemed born to be a Seer, but whose

deep eyes closed early upon these misty
scenes to open upon the glories of the
world above the clouds.
" And he, the wondrous child,
Whose silver warble wild
Outvalued every pulsing sound
Within the airs cerulean bound,—
The hyacinthine boy, for whom
Morn well might break, and April bloom.—
The gracious boy, who did adorn
The world whereinto he was born,
And by his countenancerepay
The favor of the loving Day —
For flattering planets seemedto say
This child should ills of agesstay,
By wondrous tongue, and guided pen,
Bring the flown Muses back to men.
Perchance not he, but Nature ailed,
The world and not the infant failed.
It was not ripe yet to sustain
A genius of so fine a strain,
Who gazedupon the nn and moon,
As if he came unto his own,
And, pregnant with his grander thought,
Brought the old order into doubt."
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And in the next place, the Seer must his

I

be well bred.

would

born child brought up in relations of true
with a wise father,

friendship
liberal
hend

—

a father

enough in sympathies to compre

of man's nature,

the complexity

discipline, — his

higher

habits of balanced conduct

a well

imagine
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self-formed
and ordered

thought, his resolute search for truth
and right, — his blended humility and as
piration, — his self-trust, loyalty and rev
erence, — his sincere simplicity, — his so

and of judgment capacious enough to use lidity of attainments, — his longing for
But in another discourse
rightly varied means for exercising his completeness.
in due proportion, — adjusting to

powers
gether

and practice,

speculation

and example, thought

theory

and correlative ac

tion, — so patient as to permit

nature to

unfold by her own secret processes, with
out seeking

to produce a hasty growth,
suitable stimulants rousing
will and intellect to habitually strenuous
and yet by

few brief hints upon the last and crown
ing period of the Seer's

development.

By deep research in nature and tradi
tion, by contemplation of cherished ideals
of greatness, by profound meditation up
on the course of nations and individuals,
by acquaintance

plexing
turely

temptations,

and while

conscience

by problems

not per
prema

nor discouraging

presented,

tion by ideals of unattainable

exer

with

the conditions and

sciousness

and the

tendencies

primitive

tion, becomes habitually

present to his in

He sees all existence, all events,
in Eden, till lie becomes (rod's vicegerent as illuminated
by the light of Infinite
The Universe and Humanity
They watch the contest for Wisdom.
upon earth.
ever and every where going on, not yet alike illustrate to him the Laws of Order,
decided, between the powers of good and by which the Eternal Will governs his
evil.
With generous loyalty they devote own acts, and fulfills the destiny of his
He beholds with awe and de
themselves to the cause of Humanity, to creatures.
the designs of Providence,
calmly as light the wonderful complexity yet per
sured that Justice, Peace and Love shall, fect method of this immense scheme of
existence, in which systems of worlds,
in the fullness of time, universally tri
What visions can we form to and hosts upon hosts of spirits are sweep
umph.
ourselves of a true education amidst a ing endlessly on, and from everlasting to
highly toned Society, where a richly en everlasting showing forth the glory of
dowed boy should be entrusted, not to the All Good.
He comprehends all that
of

the guardianship
trained

a parent

by solitary discipline,

only

and

but where,

amidst a circle of hia friendly peers, each

of honorable

emulous
usefulness,

intelligence,

advancement
and

virtue,

in
he

tellect.

the Optimist
Love

of God,

means by

by his Inexorable
Love

the Omnipotent

all that the Cynic means
Justice.

phere
around,

of thought

and

goodness

doubts, hindrances

spread

removed,

centives offered, and opportunities

in

spread

wide to gratify all manly tastes, to bring
into play all heroic and magnanimous de
sires !

Will

there

when genius shall

never

come

a time

be treasured,

not by
parents only, but by communities and na
tions,

from

its

first

germ

to its

ripest

fruit- bearing, as God's holiest, most
heavenly gift 1
But time does not permit me to speak
u fully as I should wish, of the training
of the Seer ; and I must pass wholly by

displays

fering and sin, in monstrous

measure, re

sult from the liberty which

is the condi

in the joyful obedience of loving
wills. Already he catches faint glimpses
of the Divine disinterestedness, patience,

sin

forbearance,

sympathy,

gentle

firmness,

unchanging faithfulness, overflowing boun
ty, inexhaustible
perceives,

But he intuitively

joy.

that only

an experi

through

hend

the depth and height,

and length

and breadth of the wisdom and goodness

of God.

One truth shines out with undi-

splendor upon him, — that in
the mere fact of creation, God has given a
pledge that every existence shall in its
minished

career, before its destiny is completed, to

of good, of joy,
of beauty, in itself, and to have been a
minister of these to all related existences.
Infinite Power, Infinite Wisdom, Infinite

seen to have a fullness

Love

are consecrated

of evil

coming

with

then to the over

The helta

good.

may be forever in the process of produc
tion by the lawlessness
wills,

of selfish, finite

as yet inexperienced

plined ; but each

hell

and undisci

is forever

being

changed again into the image of Heaven
the glad acceptance of the law
of liberty by spirits the most depraved.
From the very ultimates of existence is
there a reascension of all creatures up to
flow
the Father of all.
Everlastingly
forth, to return again, the waves of life,
by which the Being of beings communi
cates and multiplies his bliss.
But what
through

words are there, pure, bright

enough to

He sees that express the sublime consciousness of the

and Justice are one ; that the first

is the Life, the second the Form, where

might enjoy the counsel and example of by the Creator forever recreates the natu
ral and spiritual worlds.
He recognizes
sage instructors of various character, cul

ture and experience, — where corrupting
influences might be shut out, an atmos

end of Providence

of men of various lands and ence of ages upon ages of progressive
times, by study of his own inmost con culture, can he begin even to compre

of his nature, by experience of the power
watchful to guard his judgment from of well planned, perseveringly
directed
moral sophistries, and earnest to keep labor, by fidelity to convictions of truth,
alive a dignified sense of character by intimations of duty, suggestions of hope
the consciousness of success.
Together
given in hours of highest thought, — the
they unroll the mystic pages of natural Seer is led up at length to a living com
hiero
munion with God.
The thought of the
inscribed
with
divine
science,
They guide each other's fin Divine Being, in the Unity of his Es.
glyphics.
gers down the chart of history, which sence, in the Variety of his Manifesta

his regular progress from his cradle home

The
itself
ever more clearly as the evolving of har
He sees that suf
mony out of discords.

great

characters

virtue, yet

marks man's expanding career, and trace

in all forms, and domains of life.

the True Reformer,
these topics tion of all conscious concert in action ;
may come up in a different shape : and 1 he sees too that the inevitable tendency
will now ask your attention at once to a of law \a to swallow up all suffering and

ing his son amidst social influences
worldly

ex

upon

effort, — neither timid nor rash in introduc

and

he sees, that evil is but the negative

ception, that good is the positive purpose

Seer, that he LIVES AND MOVES IN GOD?

His freedom is to obey. His success is
His highest
personal

self-surrender.

gain is to receive from the Infinite Centre,

that the plan of the Heavenly

Father is to diffuse to all surrounding spheres, to
first to unfold every possible variety of blend his existence with Universal Good.
finite individuals out of original unities,
Friends ! we have by this comparison
and then by innumerable
processes of
combination to reunite these separate in of the Optimist, the Cynic and the Seer,
endeavored to attain to some view of
dividuals, and so through endlessly diver
sified series of mutually related, and co human life, at once accurate and ample.
operative creatures, to manifest in happy Have we faith in the Living God ? Do
In this we practically believe in the promise of
life the fullness of his benignity.
formation and reunion of finite centres, good, which he proffered to us, by mak
emanating from God, and concentrating
around God again, in this everlasting flux
and reflux of the tides of existence,

he mine is thine, and thine is mine, if thou

sees the absolute necessity for that dual
movement, that alternate repulsion and
attraction, in which originates

evil.

ing us men ? Do we hear sounding out
from the Heavens, his benediction, " All
wilt work with me, in overcoming evil by
Are we ready to accept this

good?"

But condition, which is the condition of love
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spirit of willingness, which is lot shall be vocal and radiant with the
of adoption, let us be assured company of the saints, and once again
God shall come down to walk

were

born,

was

mortal,

who may complete what 1 com
If this is superstition, it is a

menced."

I counsel you
is well for us to feel that

superstition

wh'ich for one

to cherish.

It

we are interlinked,
•visible around
communion
who
the

of

once
fulfilment

not only

us, but
the

with

family

with

men

the

vast

of

Adam,

still wait for
of the destiny of Man.

embodied,

Think, Oh brother, Oh sister, that when
you are false to your highest conviction
and purest hopei you not only inscribe on
the tablets of memory the record of your
shame, but thereby grieve some guardian

a

a

in

a

is

It

it

a

if

;

if

is

!

?

a

in

in

a

we

there not even one spirit who looked on
us with hope, and uttered, " here is a

is

out the redemption of man

When

kind ?

it

whether he is worthy to be their minister
in working

a

ceive of sages, poets, legislators, lovers,
round
hie cradlei
to learn

gathering

!

is

to con

a

it seem extravagant

;

born, does

in Human

And when a child

large.

is

at

;

ity

;

rise to be freed men forever

;

With the clog of the body, they
fetters of time and place, and

sion.

drop their

THE INHERENT RIGHT OF MAN TO
LAND for his own improvement and culti
vation we do most earnestly maintain,
but not any man's right to the improve
ments made upon any particular land by
some one else, either directly or by
Nature does not provide
land
proxy.
cleared, and built upon
consequently
an
confers upon no man
indefeasible right
to such land.
But unoccupied, unim
the
direct
land
proved
bounty of Provi
dence to the whole human family, as
clearly as the rain and the sunshine, and
ought ever to have been preserved from
and speculation for the free
monopoly
use,
limited quantities, of those who
should from time to time see fit to im
The errors of the
prove and cultivate it.
but they surely
past cannot be recalled
All that
may be avoided for the future.
we desire with regard to improved lands
the adoption of the principle of limita
tion, so that one may not Itercofter ac
quire an inordinate proportion of the soil
from which all must be subsisted, with
that of Homestead Exemption,
to pre
vent those who have little from being
These measures will
stript of their all.
take nothing from any man — they are
eminently in the good sense conservative
and we look with confidence for their
early and enduring triumph. — Junction
Beacon, ///.
is

emancipated
expanded vi

in

desires,

purified

!

is

gain by death

is

energies,

death

By We should like to have the opin
ion of some of the advocates of hanging,
whether
proper that that operation
should take place under the influence of
ether. — Chronotype.
is

unto

of usefulness,

it

The faithful

a

it,

;

a

A

a

it,

in it,

It may be that the stone which thou art heaving
From off thy people's neck ihall fall and
devoted!
Do you not feel a certainty,
crush theej
that when a brave and earnest man dies,
It may be that the suddenflood shall push thee
without fulfilling the work which he be
From off the rock, whence, prophet-like, be
gan, — a work at once holy, humane,
lieving
and in harmony with nature, a work In God's
great future, thon dost set it free;
—
which he longs to see accomplished,
Yet heave heave Heaven high, nor fear
that he is privileged still in continue his
To be o'erwhelmed the first wild career
it on?
Have the Of those long-prisoned tides of liberty.
agency in carrying
racks of the tyrant, and the fires of the That stonewhich thou hast lifted from the heart
Of whole nation, shall become to thee
Inquisition, and the dagger of the assas
glorious monument,such as no art
sin been strong enough to expel from
E'er piled above mortal memory
earth the spiritual power of the heroic Falling beneath thou shall have tomb
friends of man, whose bodies they could That shall make low the loftiest dome in Rome.
torment and maim and kill ' God forbid '
A Year of Consolation, by Mrs. Butter.
added power

t

is

a

TO PIUS IX.

hopeful,

a

we are faithful,

is

us, when

with

with us in

a

that we are no more alone, but that the

Paradise.
Father is with us.
And spirits, — the spirits of the good
and great departed, — are they not also

Rights may be invaded inju
inflicted;
hearts may be bruised.
What claims the namd and prerogatives
of Government may be no better than
The
and cruel
Conspiracy.
cunning
absurdity may be openly maintained, and
on what
generally honored as high au
thority, that what the Law pronounces as
to b'e treated as property!
propeity
On this ground Human Beings may be
reduced to
level with brute beasts, as
an arrangement
which lies at the very
The
No matter.
foundation of Society.
word to
Gospel, we are told, has not
say against any such abomination, pro
vided
may have entered into the organi
sav
too busy
zation of Society.
ing the souls of men to have an eye to
see, or
heart to loathe, or
hand to
abolish the wrongs which Society may
inflict upon them
They may be crip
pled and crushed — robbed and polluted —
may be exposed to manifold temptations
and driven to desperation — the Gospel
in
has no word to otter on their behalf
these things they are the victims of So
And smooth-faced, well-fed Ec
ciety!
clesiastics who sanctimoniously refuse to
lift finger to lighten their burden, pomp
ously threaten these poor creatures with
" not believe" in
damnation,
they do
such
A Gospel which they
Gospel
have every reason to execrate as a
piece of priestly mummery — an absurd,
cruel
thing — the deepest source of
Wrong and Wo, upon which the pride
and selfishness of wicked men have ever
this the Gospel
forced them
And
which Jesus Christ proclaimed — Never.
He
The thought
full of blasphemy.
demands, with
kingly voice demands,
Human Society as
radical revolution
Its designs
generally maintained.
and arrangement and spirit — all are
the harshest collision with the objects and
Justice,
methods
which
He enjoins.
Mercy, Fidelity these with Him are the
great End of our existence, as truly in
in
Whatever
Society as elsewhere.
consistent with these, the Gospel peremp
In every
torily and strongly condemns.
Society which, directly or indirectly, sets
Justice, Mercy and Fidelity at nought,
the Gospel demands
radical revolution.
will certainly
And radical revolution
"
Work and Wages,"
effect. — [From
recent Sermon of Rev. BERIAH GREEN.]

it

have this
the spirit

Weak.

ries

is

and love only, and to give ourselves up, | living stone in the white temple of the
Let us seek the spirit
to be no longer our own but God's free j New Jerusalem.
servants and ministering angels ' If we of the Seer, and then the most solitary

a
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is

A

is

a

is
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:

a

in a

is

?

a

it,

it

per

is

"one more bud blighted, another

is

who sighsi as he returns to heaven

A

WAGES AND CHATTEL SLAVERY.
The
SMALL TEXT.
New Orleans pa
" morals of poli former in point of fact stands unrivalled
discoursing on the
and
destitution.
Garrison
suffering
ticians." We suspect he writes on the
golden cup defiled and broken, a new smallest amount
of fact which ever con has declared the suffering of the people
to
of
to
be
idols."
given
Ireland
temple
up
the
unparalleled
stituted the staple of
discourse.
world's history, and yet chattel slavery
Bui when we are firm, constant, loving,
not there.
But
the glory, the crown
cheerful, in the midst of evil days and
THE GOSPEL DEMANDS
RADICAL AND ing climax of wages slavery
there
evil men, then how does our God rejoice, UNIVERSAL REVOLUTION IN HUMAN SO seen.
Every man
there free to work
That they are
favor of some for whom he pleases, and for what he de
crowning us with his halo of light ; then CIETY.
such thing,
urged as
grave accusa
sires.
Would they not all naturally reap
how do elder spirits
rejoice,
opening
tion against some Philanthropists
among happiness from such freedom
But such
a place for us in their glittering circle. us. The
accusers allege that the Gospel freedom
peculiar kind
of
leaves
Never despair for an instant.
A good takes Society as finds
whatever may man to perish
the midst of surrounding
life can never be passed in vain ; every be its character, and adapts itself to its wealth.
For whom can
poor man
These may work when none are ready to give wage*,
truth spoken, shall become in the ages usages and arrangements.
be in the highest degree absurd and mis when none are ready to give employment?
the key note of a heavenly symphony ;
chievous.
The Rich may devour the The tendency of wealth in the hands of
each good deed done, shall stand as a Poor; the Strong may
trample on the the few
to reduce the many to the
spirit,

saying,
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point of starvation : this is its legitimate sion.
The Bishops are enjoined to in bodies of the age, could be
made to en
tendency.
Chattel slavery reduces man form the minister of
public worship, in list their
to a state of animal subjection.
vast resources in the cause of
Every good season, of taking the veil, or any
intellectual
man will take care of his other religious
the people, the cause of social reorgani
professions that may occur
cattle, hogs, and horses, for the mere
in any convent in their diocese.
This
re zation on sound principles.
If the at
gratification of acquisitiveness
and the quirement has also been made of all the
tempt were once commenced in earnest,
selfish feelings.
But he who hires labor, lady-superiors
of the monasteries, and it would be
found, that the system of Se
whether men or animals, gives the small
warning them that any case of negligence
est amount of pay for the greatest amount
to conform with them, will annul the va rial labor, as pointed out by Fourier, pos
of work — each hireling being driven by
lidity of the vows taken, in the eyes of sessed such immense advantages over ev
necessity into the labor market to bid on the
civil authorities. — Boston Atlas.
ery other method, that a short experience
his own head for less wages.
Who that
would compel Its adoption.
has the intellect of a Yankee cannot see
The experi
that the hireling system tends to weaken
ment of unitary labor in groups and se
the power of intellect, stultify the growth MR. J. M. MORGAN AND THE CHRIS
ries, would thus be tested, partially and
of Hope, and change the pleasures of
TIAN COMMONWEALTH.
we admit, but with sufficient
imperfectly,
success to the miseries of despair f In
The following correspondence is taken accuracy, we are persuaded, to recom
this condition man becomes a miserable,
ignorant, degraded animal, subject to the from the People's Journal.
We give it a mend it to the world, or at least, to
reversed action of the mental laws, and )lace in our columns
as a striking illus- arouse public attention to its claims.
as much inferior to a chattel as the
power
of acquisitiveness and selfishness exceeds ration of the spirit of reform, which is
The following extracts from a letter !•
that of benevolence and justice in those iecoming more and more prevalent, in a friend in England, by Mr. J. M. Mor
who are their rulers.
A poor working the various walks of society. It will be gan, will be, on various grounds, interest
man has the cares and the responsibilities
read with interest by all who watch the ing to the readers of the People's Jour
of a freeman, without the possible means
nal.
They will be happy to see that this
movements of the day, with a liberal de
to execute them.
true friend of mankind is again blessed
Chattelism, from the
sire
to
comprehend
and
appreciate justly with health to aid him in hie indefaticradays of Abram, has shown its most bane
ful form in the United States.
ble fabors :
The com every sign of progress.
plex form of work and whip has never
ROME, Jan. 46th, 1847.
Mr. Morgan has been well known in
been combined to such a degree as in
If you wish to cherish your own ideal
England, and to a certain extent, in this
this Government is manifested.
Rome, remain in England,
and come not
Acquisi
as a prominent
advocate of here to dispel the fond Elusion.
tiveness has led this age into crimes country,
Con
which, although the wise and good now Robert Owen's system of social reorgani
tinue to believe the Tarpeian
Rock a
Approbate, will require mighty efforts to zation.
His works entitled " Hampden grand projecting promontory ; the Tiber
remove.
a wide and rapid flood; the Forum sur
Wages slavery is very pleasant in the
Nineteenth
Century," and tfie rounded
when the competition is between employ
by an immense area; and tlte
" Revolt of Bees,"
are written in the Coliseum far removed from the
ers, or in a new country where the popu
more dig
lation is thin, and all are heroic for a spirit of Mr. Owen's
nified
pursuits of ancient Rome.
and
philosophy,
It
It
is
is an old country, with dus contain forcible statements of the
time to realize something far bet
freehold.
existing
ky towns and deep dens called cities, evils of
ter than all the best institutions both of
society, and eloquent and stirring
that exhibits the ''sublime beauties" of
ancient and modern Rome combined, in
the hireling system, which can be found appeals in favor of the introduction of a stead of exhibiting the degraded specta
better order.
in no other condition on earth.
Though they cannot be cle of a great and powerful nation exu
Theft,
murder, crimes in every form, with deep called works of any remarkable depth
or berant in wealth with a starving popula
tion.
degradation of sensuality, too base for power, considered- in
a scientific point
of
human language
It is now more than six months since I
to describe, is there
view,
are
they
productions of a singular
seen — all of which is the result of slav
saw a number of the People's Journal;
ery in one of its most tangible .forms. ly pleasing character, on account of the but I am glad to hear that it goes on
Give to every man his right in the soil, spirit of earnest philanthropy with which prosperously,
for it was calculated
at
and those systems of degeneracy
are they are pervaded, and the picturesque once to amuse and edify the people;
scattered to the four winds of heaven in
and its tendency to general and social im
descriptions with which they abound, of
an hour.
Ireland with its skeletons and
provement, without the bitterness of par
corpses — with its moans of hunger and the material, social, and moral harmonies ty feeling, was deserving of encourage
cries for bread, could never have been as which will be realized in the coming age ment.
It will be made still more the in
it is if each person had possessed his of unitary interests,
strument of good, as it continues to re
and attractive indus
cord the proceedings of the Ministers of
natural right to the soil.
I charge the try. Of late years, it is
understood that
in their arduous endeavors to
suffering of Europe, with all its starva
Religion,
Mr.
Morgan
has renounced his attach
tion and death, to the hireling institutions
the condition of the People.
improve
— to that system of
aristocracy and land ment to the philosophical views of Robert Few have enjoyed such opportunities of
lordism which robs human beings of their Owen, and wishes to combine
witnessing so widely the zeal and benevo
the relig
rights to gratify an unbounded appetite
lence of the Clergy as myself, in solicit
ious element with his plans for the eleva
for popular applause and selfish aggrand
ing their attention in all the principal
izement.
And those who support those tion of labor and the improvement of so towns
of England
to
the
of
plau
He has been laboring to secure the self-supporting village: and what
systems by voting, or by supporting the ciety.
aristocratic candidates for office, are guil the co-operation of the English
Church, ever differences of opinion may exist as
to form and discipline among themselves,
ty of endorsing the evils of the whole in
his benevolent designs, and it appears
—
system.
there is no indifference as to Uieir sacred
Young America.
that he is now presenting the subject to
duties.
Nor have
found, on the occa
the Catholic dignitaries at Rome.
sions I had to appeal to the Dissenting
IO" The king of Bavaria has recently
With regard to the Industrial Colonies, Ministers, a less desire to elevate ilio
done a very sensible thing, and one calcu
condition of the People; Iwt the specific
lated to weaken essentially the power of which he proposes, we cannot but look
plan I had to explain being connected
the Jesuits, by the boldness with which it with deep interest on the
prospect of their with the Church of England,
was ex
defies their power and influence.
He has establishment.
We wish well to every clusively confined to members of our own
issued a proclamation, prohibiting females
communion, though similar undertakings
from taking any religious vows before experiment which aims at social meliora
tion, although it may fall far short of the were recommended for every religious de
they have reached the age of twen
nomination.
My visits last ypar to the
ty-three, and then it requires that the standard that we should propose, or be
Continent, and now, ns well as in 1R45,
novice shall be subjected alone, without pursued
by methods different from that convince
me that the Catholic Clersy
the presence of any ecclesiastic whatever,
which we think is best adapted to secure have shared in thc general improvement
to a careful examination by a commission
of
the
age ; and that it is most unjust to
of laymen, whose duty it shall be to sat permanent success, and a thorough, inte
attribute to them the ignorance nnrl vires
isfy themselves that she is not influenced gral,
beneficent
reform.
It certainly of a less enlightened
period.
They are
by fear, constraint, or any over persua- would be desirable, if
the great religious taking the most active part in measures of

J
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practical reform, in the management of
the work-houses, in prison discipline, and
the proposed Christian
notwithstanding
colonies are illustrated by a Protestant
model, they devote great attention to it :
the Jesuits, especially, evince the greatest
and are more alive to the
intelligence,
evils of competition.
To repel insinua
tions against them, they never visit fam
I have had op
ilies or persons singly.
portunities of witnessing the observance
of this, one of the regulations of their or
To return to the People's Journal.
der.
I should like to see it become a medium
of communication with the People, as to
the principles and progress of the selfsupporting villages, as the Clergy are de
sirous that they should be better informed
on the subject.
One of the most popular
of their orators, and who has been a can
didate for a seat in Parliament,
and is
friendly to the cause, expressed an appre
hension that the People would not under
stand it ; nor can any one fully compre
hend a plan which professes to offer the
means of gradually renovating the whole
of Society while proposing a practicable
commencement, without adequate investi
gation ; and this should be urged upon
all.
Great exertions are making here by the
Protestant Clergy in raising subscriptions
for the poor Irish.
The subject has been
twice dwelt upon in the sermons at the
What lamentable and
English Church.
frightful accounts appear in your papers
daily! Had the adoption of Christian
communities been determined some few
years since, all this misery might have
been prevented : even now, were they gen
erally commenced, it would call into ex
istence a vast amount of remunerated la
bor, and put money into circulation, in
stead of supporting the people in idleness,
if they are not too much debilitated for
It is a sad reflection that this
work.
waste of human life should be necessary
to compel investigation into the true prin
ciples of Society — a course which can
no longer be delayed.
Free Trade,
to be really beneficial, must be preceded
by a better organization of Labor, and a
more equitable distribution
of its pro
ducts.
Pius IX. is almost adored at Rome.
He is seen in prints and busts of all sizes,
and his likeness meets one at every turn.
am at present too weak to seek an intro
Yours, very faithfully.
duction.
M. MORGAN.

••«i«•

I

J.

the above was written, the fol
lowing has appeared in a contemporary
publication :
Since

We learn by letters from Rome that
Mr. J. M. Morgan, the benevolent and in
defatigable projector of the Christian Com
monwealth, or self-supporting village of
three hundred families, has been honored
with His Holiness the
by an interview
Pope, at which he was permitted to ex
plain his plan for ameliorating the condi
tion of the Working Classes.
His Holi
ness was pleased to express the great in
terest which he felt in the design, his ap
He
probation of its charitable purpose.
nccepted copies of Mr. Morgan's work,
the Christian. Commonwealth, in French
and English, and a lithographic
print il
lustrative of the proposed village : having
allowed
a
previously
transparent painting
of the same to be placed in his apartment,
and having devoted to it considerable at
tention.
The most patient consideration

has been given to the design by the dif
ferent religious bodies of Rome, especial
ly by the Scotch and Irish Colleges ; by
the latter it was recognized as the most
of
likely means, under Providence,
averting the evils which afflict the sister
island.
We learn, moreover, that the
Pope has referred Mr. Morgan's propo
sals to the examination of the Agricul
tural Commission, of which the Cardinal
Massimo is President ; and that it is ex
pected their Report will bu followed up
by the establishment of a model village in
Such a move
the Campagna di Roma.
ment on the part of the Head of the
Church
demands the utmost
Catholic
from Christians
of all de
gratitude
nominations ; whom we trust it wilV ex
cite to emulation in a work so noble and
excellent, and so highly calculated to re
lieve the present, and prevent the future,
The
sufferings of the industrious Poor.
following extract from the Roman Adver
tiser, of a date previous to that of Mr.
Morgan's interview with His Holiness,
will show the estimation in which our
worthy countryman is held in the Eternal
City ;

understood it could be
was generally
speedily adopted, and prove the means of
of
the destitute population
furnishing
Ireland and Scotland, and indeed of all
countries, with immediate remunerating
employment in preparing the establish
ments. — London Sun.

Laboring Classes has sunk to its lowest
The wealth of nations is some
degree.
times found to advance in an inverse
ratio with every exalted and spiritual in
terest of national life.
In our intense
conviction that the only Catholicon for
these withering tendencies of overgrow
ing wealth and luxury is the Church, the
grand social regenerator, we are yet hap
py to see any effort of philanthropy to
stem this current of evil, this gross prin
whose blighting
ciple of materialism,
sway, like the Upas tree, spreads death
around to all that is noble, generous and
holy ; even if this may appear impossible
to reduce to practice.
Such we are dis
posed to think is the project above named
which Mr. J. M. Morgan, who is now in
Rome, has benevolently devoted himself
to the furtherance of, and is anxious to
submit to the consideration of His Holi
ness, who, as the common father of the
Faithful, is the proper person to be con
sulted on any project aiming at the pro
motion of the principles of the Gospel.
The prospectus of the undertaking re
ceives sanction from the names of several
of the English Nobility, and highly re
spected Ministers of the Protestant Com
munion.
It states that the object is to be
found in any, or all countries, Catholic or
Protestant, where funds may be raised, a
model colony for the establishment of
three hundred families, under the manage
ment of Directors,
renting about one
thousand acres of land, with a church
and public offices attached, schools, farms
and a factory, so that all the essentials to
social welfare may be combined with the
action of religious and moral influences,
and, as much as by any outward agency
can, a life of virtue, peace and comfort
be secured to all.
The theory of this
little Colony very much resembles that
of the Republic of Paraguay, which, un
der the guidance of the Jesuit Fathers,
long presented the aspect of a moral
oasis in history, a contradiction to the sel
fish economy of anti-Christian
institu

our property ; and there must be hundreds
Now, why
in a similar waiting state.

FLATTERING
TO LAWYERS.
A west
ern paper contains an advertisement of a
farm for sale, and as an inducement to
purchase it says, — "there is not an attornf.y within fifteen miles of the neigh
borhood."

CORRESPONDENCE.
ALTOIT, m., April, 26, 1847.
do not know if you are aware of the
fact, that the friends here who are inte

I

rested in Association
(and they are in
creasing daily) fancy that you give too
distant a day as the probable time when
a Model

Phalanx

might

be established.

They say, " We know as much about
" PROJECT FOR A CHRISTIAN COLONY. Association now, as we are likely to know
In countries where commercial prosperity
We are wil
previous to living the life.
has risen to its highest, it is often found
ling to risk (so to speak) a fair share of
that the moral and social condition of the

not call the roll

through

the Harbinger,

of those willing to pull up stakes and go
any where deemed most desirable by the
Or why do not the
locating .Committee?
Lecturers in going the rounds take statis
tics of this sort?
interfere

publishing,

"

&c.

This need not

the business of lecturing,

with

&c.

Can you give us a word

on this head.

Very truly yours.
P. S.

Would it be quite out of your
the forwarding of white

line to propose

beans to Ireland to plant as one substitute

You are aware how high
ly nutritious this vegetable is, and strange
to say, it is unknown in the three king
for the potato.

doms ; at least I know

it is not used in

England and Ireland by any class.
you would allude to the subject, the

If

Tri

bune would perhaps take it up and good
might come of it.

[We trust that our correspondent's inquiry
with regard to the expediency of an immediate
attempt at realisation, or a Model Phalanx, will
find itseifsatisfactorily answeredfor the present
by the action of the late New York Convention
on thii aubject. The reference of the whole
matter to a Committee of Thirteen, composed
of persons both scientific and practical, from
various parts of the country, who can collect
and represent the opinions, and ascertain the
state of readinessof the AssociationisU gener
ally ; who will have a year beforethem in which
to make this their prominent subject of inquiry,
and study both the scientific and the practical
conditions of the thing, and report next May,—
appearsto us the wisest and the shortest way
by which we can get at the object, or ever
come to any understanding with each other.
tions."
Meanwhile, suggestions from all quarters will
Mr. Morgan observes that, if this plan materially aid such a Committee. Let them be
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poured in abundantly,whether as contributions
to the Harbinger, or in more private forms. It
will be teen by the advertisement in this paper,
that this Committee holds its first session in
Ne* York on the 13thof July. Whoever has
ideas, let him communicate, either to W. II.
Channing, of Boston, Chairman of the Com
mittee, or to the EDITORS.]
NKWARK, N. J., June 4, 1843.
T trust you find abundant reason to re
joice and go forward
Certainly
aim at.
alone

in the great work.

movements

41

are effected by the operation

of the very princjp]es which Associationists advocate, by the union of human

the blame attaches, in a great measure, to
who uphold the present organiza

those

tion.
\Vho that has a sprinkling
of
Can one man build a rail-road ? common sense, and will devote a few
'
can he dig a canal
can he hire a teacher moments of thought to the subject, can
to educate his children, without uniting doubt that the town of
can make
with his neighbors? can he employ an great savings by employing a qualified
efforts.

Editor to collect and send him the news and responsible agent to dispose of that
of the day, at an expense of $ 10,000 or part of its surplus produce, which goes
$20,000
a year?
No. These objects to a distant market, and obtain and re
can only

be effected by the united efforts

turn to us in large quantities

all articles

of the members of society ; and no one of commerce which are needed for the
And use of the town ; and instead of employ
objects to such unions as these.
of a how can he object to the extension of ing, feeding, and clothing forty of our

society needs the reform you
The antagonism of interests

demonstrates

the

necessity

It cannot be our Heaven
ly Father intended that the conflicts of
interest should absorb the lives of his
children.
It must be he has provided the
way and the means of escape from so
wretched a state.
Without pretending to
accurate knowledge of the science of As
radical change.

these principles to other relations,

which

number to deal out these articles

to us,

involve -as much or more of the weal or employ five of the fifty of our honest and
wo of human life ?

Let me state a few facts.

worthy women of the far-famed "demo
The town cratic," " equal rights " town of
,

I live, supports five who have no constant employment to
two lawyers, and three doc which they may look for a respectable
And who cannot see that tho
tors, with their families, amounting to at support?
least fifty persons, all of whom are non- union of a hundred families on a domain
of

, in which

merchants,

sociation, I have yet faith to believe that
it is founded in truth and will become the producers ; they do not raise a kernel of would place them in a situation to effect
means of ameliorating changes that shall grain, or manufacture a yard of cloth, to great savings of labor, to use economy in
raise and bless mankind.

My heart tells

me it shall be so — it is a glorious thing
to hope for — but I take shame to myself
that

I

have hitherto

done so little to ad

of the members of society.

Our

merchants are fed and clothed by handing
the products of our soil to the consumer,
and

vance the cause.

or warm the backs of laying

feed the mouths
any

to

returning

cloth

us

such

and

There are five or six of us here who other manufactured articles as we need.
As these things pass to and from us
tive movement.
We intend soon to or through their hands, they retain a suffi
We cannot cient quantity to supply all the neces
ganize an Auxiliary Union.
of life, — not only
do much, — society in Newark is much saries and luxuries
under the influence of the professions, and this, but they save their tens of thousands
of course is strongly conservative and in beside. The oldest merchant has traded
tolerant.
We are all poor, and of course in this town from his youth, perhaps
He is now President of a
forty years.
have not the means of wealth and influ

take more or less interest in the Associa

out

their

fields,

saving

land by

rejecting unnecessary fences, and fuel by
keeping five instead of one hundred fires?
a greater population could
on the same territory, and
is desirable, a greater amount of

Consequently,
be supported

if

life

happiness secured.

If

producer and con
were side by side, who could fail
to discover that a great part of the vast
amount of labor now employed in trans

sumer

portation

be dispensed with, and

would

path of life rendered
smoother by the removal of a part of its
consequently

the

rubbish — useless labor.

1 presume yon place a sufficient value
What we do we bank, and has perhaps $25,000 in circu
must accomplish by main force.
Yet we lation. He is in possession of, and has on the effect which the establishment of
would have on the
can and will do something.
mortgages on over one thousand acres of a Model Phalanx
land in this town, and has at one place in cause of Association.
If successful, it
I am yours truly.
Illinois, over 15,000 acres ; how much would be more effectual in its eloquent
ence to

work

with.

, June 7, 1847.

more land
others

of the Harbinger :

To the Editors

I

he owns

know

not ;

in

I

this

State

and

presume not less

preaching

than

are now

engaged in the cause.

all

the minds

It seems to me,

All this he has ac the efforts of all should be at this time
with his neighbors ; directed and sacredly consecrated to the
Phalanx. I
never for a moment regretted that I be and yet he is called a^benevolent man : establishment of a Model
It is really what its name he gives liberally towards the support of believe, with the friends in Ohio, there
came one.
indicates ; it is the harbinger of better his church, the Temperance cause, and are many who are ready to subscribe to a
days, the advocate of human progression ; liberal donations for many other objects. fund for such a purpose, who are not able
and to all who have faith in the progress He gives perhaps one hundred dollars for to aid in the propagation of the doctrine,
The
of the human race, who believe there is the relief of the present distress of the — that this should be our aim.
" a better time coming," and who do not Irish. But where he has given one hun Tribune has an extensive circulation, and
he has taken back one must win a great many converts.
The
believe it is decreed by the Creator of the dred dollars,
Universe, that the inhabitants of this fair thousand, by buying and selling produce, doctrine of Association lies at the bottom
earth are always to live in discord with which is going directly to feed those of the Tribune's philosophy, and thank

I

have been a subscriber for the Har

binger

the past

during

year, and have

than 2,000

quired

each other, with nature, and consequently

starving

with himself, it must be a welcome visit

one

the field of labor with floating

out]

acres.

by trading

ones

hundred

whom
dollars

he has given
to relieve.

his

God, Horace Greeley

has the manhood to

Is this preach truth to the world, come weal or

or.
There are some who sneer at some not like putting with one hand one hun come wo. I am almost alone here in the
of the features of Association, who con- dred dollars into the contribution box, and adoption of the doctrine of Association.
with the other, one thousand I know of but five or six others ; but I
Rider it a childish amusement to march to taking
banners

think a good lecturer

would

win a great

But the evils arising from these things many to the cause. As one of your cor
But who can
lies
object to the main features of the sys- are mostly referable to the wrong organi- respondents has said, the ground
I wish a
Society, as it is or- fallow, but the soil is good.
tem? Who can doubt that there would be zation of society.
and musical

instruments.

vast economies

effected ?

He that does, ganized,

most be referred to the fact that all great

changers

must

have

exchangers

;

ex

will be speculators ; therefore,

If you ever
wish to distribute any of your publications
lecturer could be sent here.
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in this quarter,

send them to me, and

I

will aid their circulation as much as pos
Odd Fellowship is very popular
sible.
in this part of the country, and, with the
exception of one thing, I think the ten
Does
dency of the institution is good.

I

" Church

iness, and at the opening of the war re
will in future lay sumed the epaulettes as Colonel of •
Regiment.
Brave
" The Kentucky Volunteer
aside ten cents a week towards
fellow ! — none braver fell on that bloody
Rent," all I can afford at present. If field.
ever I am free to earn and spend in my
We were sorrowfully enough engaged
enclose Two Dollars for the

of Humanity,"

and

I

own way, every thing
possess sltallbe de by these thoughts when a young woman
entered the office.
When we say young,
a tendency to voted to this great work, the importance of
we mean under thirty.
She had a small
which
stares
me
in
the
face
at
with
the
make its members satisfied
every step girl by the hand, a beautiful little crea
pre
Do tliey not in in life !
ture, about three years old.
Both moth
sent otder of things*
er and child, for such no one could doubt
I am yours in hope and belief.
their enthusiasm forget that they are not
to be their relationship,
who observed
preventing the occurrence of evil, but
their features, were dressed with extreme
FROM
BRAIN.
BREAD
after
a
remedy
simply providing
partial
neatness, though all the little elegancies
of decoration wete bestowed upon the
the evil has occurred.
Odd Fellowship
Where the iron of our lives
child.
It wrought out in fire and unoke,
proposes a
proposes a cure, Association
We just looked over the top cf Ac pa
There the mighty Vulcan itrivet,
prevention ; but an ounce of prevention is
per, to note these particulars, when hav
Hot the furnace, hard the stroke.
worth a pound of cure.
ing been directed to us by the Clerk, she
There the windy bellows blow,
Yours, respectfully.
came forward to our desk.
There the sparks in millions glow;
We handed her a chair, and while we
There on anvil of the world,
endeavored as well as we could to soothe
Ii the clanging hammerhurled.
CHICAGO, June 7th, 1847.
her very apparent agitation, we were
Hard the tabor! small the gain
Dear and Honored Friendi :
at loss to account for its existence.
Is
in
brain.
bread
from
making
After a few minutes coversation, we
I have great pleasure in renewing my
discovered the reason in the fact that she
to your fifth volume, and
Where that namelessstone is raised,
subscription
was a relative of a soldier in Captain
Where the patriot's bones were placed,
wishing you all manner of success and
's company of artillery.
This
Lived be — little loved and praised,
prosperity in the great and good cause for
corps had been engaged, and, we remem
Died he — little mournedand graced.
She
bered, had suffered very severely.
which you labor.
There he sleeps who knew no rest.
had been informed that the list of killed
have tried very faithfully to procure
There unblest by those he blest ;
and wounded had arrived, and ehe had
new subscribers, but as yet without any
Here he starved while sowing seed,
called to hear some intelligence of his
effect.
There is little interest felt here
Where he starvedthe worms now feed.
fate.
a
She wished us to read over the names.
the
of
Association
on
beyond
Hard the labor ! small the gain
subject
We again took up the paper, and pro
Is in making bread from brain.
very small circle, though I am quite con
ceeded to comply with her request.
We
were
rightly
if
this
that,
fident
subject
In that chamber,lone and drear,
shall never forget the expression of that
Sits the poet writing flowers.
presented to the thinking people of this
woman's features as we read.
Her ago
Bringing Heaven to Earth more near,
town, there is candor and intelligence
She was not unhand
ny was terrible.
some ; but her face became ghastly pale,
Raining thoughts in dewy showers,
enough to give it a fair hearing.
and her eyes looked unutterable despair
While the signs of nectar rare,
A paper to be called " The Chicago
as she fixed them upon the child, who
Only is the ink-bowl there ;
"
Tribune
is to be commenced this week,
was playing with a newspaper and laugh
Of feasts of gods he chants— high trust,
"
conducted by two
Swedenborgians,"
ing joyously in its heedless innocence.
As he eats the mouldy crust
Her lips were colorless ; the perspiration
one of whom is a thorough Associationist,
Hard the labor! small the gain
started on her forehead, and as she lifted
Is in making breadfrom brain.
and the other much inclined in the same
her hand to wipe the large drops away,
direction, though he has not read Fou
we could see it trembling as though pal
When the prophet'swarning voice
The Editors are very in
rier's writings.
sied.
Shouts the burthen of the world,
The presentiment of evil had already
and right progressive sort of
Sackcloth robes must be his choice,
telligent
almost broken her heart, and we knew
Ashes on his head be hurled.
men, though neither is highly educated.
that the relative must be a very near one.
Where tyrants live at ease,
I expect a good deal from this paper.
She had avoided giving us her name,
Where false priests do as they please,
The account of the Convention, re
and so soon as we found the list, appall
He is scorned and pierced inside,
ing long, which comprised the casualties of
was full of in
ported in the Harbinger,
He is stoned and crucified.
the designated corps, we began to read.
am happy that they
For one,
terest.
Hard the labor ! small the gain
We did not know when we would reach
the
gave up the idea of establishing
Is in making breadfrom brain.
the fatal name, if at all, and at each indi
The discus
Model Phalanx at present.
vidual we, looked inquiringly
in the wo
Patriot! Poet! Prophet! feed
man's face.
She said nothing, however,
sion as to the propriety of receiving the
Only on the mouldy crust;
for some time, and we began to hope that
product of slave labor, and of the sale
Tyrant, fool and false priest, need
the name was not down, when we read
All the crumb, and scorn the just.
But
of liquor, interested me greatly.
, sergeant, KILLED."
"John
Lord ! bow long ! how long, oh Lord !
above all, I am delighted with the plan
Such a scream ! It was the wail of a
7
Shall
the
world
withhold
reward
proposed by some one, of printing inter
broken heart.
Only one — and then still
Let the pen becomea sabre,
as death.
That cry was ringing in our
or
from the Harbinger
esting articles
who
labor,
Let thy children eat
ears for a month.
We immediately ran
I think a world of
elsewhere as tracts.
Bless the labor ! bless the gain,
towards her, but she arose from her
It
be
done
iu
this
way.
good might
In the making bread from brain.
chair, motioned us her thanks, and with
ser
seems to me as if Mr. Channing's
Douglas Jerrold't Shilting Magazine.
out a word left the office.
We had read the announcement of her
mons might reach and interest persons
THE WAGES OF WAR.
It was a few husband's death.
who could be touched by nothing else.
We did not do much service in the
" was most beauti days after the news of Buena Vista — the
His " Easter sermon
very day that the mail brought the official office that day.
On the whole this
ful and affecting.
list of the killed and wounded — we
The next morning, happening down on
" Church of Humanity " must be doing a were
seated in the office, reading over the the wharf, we saw the woman and her
If one can judge of it so names with a sad curiosity, seeking out little girl, going on board the Cincinnati
great work.
She recognized
us, and we
packet.
far off, the true spirit of Christ rests those with which we were of old familiar.
McKee we remembered well ; a dashing, spoke to her. She was crushed com
its
members
in
an
unusual
among
degree.
She had grown twenty yean
daring Artillery officer; he was in the pletely.
There is a union and fellow-feeling there, Third when we knew him. But he older in as many hours. She informed
not common in churches.
married, left the service, engaged in bus us that she had resided with her husband
not

that institution

I

I

have
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in New York.
That she was originally
from the West, and on his corps
being
ordered to Mexico, she determined to re
pair to her friends, and await the conclu
sion of the war.
She had heard of the
battle, and knew that Captain
'a
battery was engaged, and on her arrival
in Pittsburgh,
had been directed to the
Journal office for further information.
She arrived the very morning after the
receipt of the list of killed and wounded.
We bade her good bye. She continued
her route to her girl-hood's
home, now
desolate, as was all the world, to her;
and we to our daily business, a sadder
man, indeed.
The little incident recorded above, was
recalled to our mind on Saturday,
by
reading in a Western paper, the notice of
the death of " Mrs. Sarah
, widow
of John
, a soldier, killed in the
battle of Buena Vista."
It was our acquaintance — there could
be no mistake.
She had grieved herself to death for
her husband. — Pitts. Journal.

000.
The community, embracing the
And lifted up our hearts in prayer
500 already located on the domain, the
To God the only good.
four hundred that are on the way between
Our temples then were earth and sky ;
this city and their new home, and two
None others did we know,
hundred more now in New York or on
In the days when we were Pioneers,
their way here, have purchased almost the
Fifty years ago.
whole of Henry County, which embraces
some of the finest tracts of land in the
Our forest life was rough and rude,
west.
They are manufacturers of an
And dangersclosed us round ;
excellent quality of linen, said to be equal
But here amid the green old trees,
to the best Irish, and they have brought
We freedom sought and found.
with them from Sweden a large quantity
Oft through our dwellings wintry blasts
of flax seed, with which to experiment on
Would rush with shriek and moan;
Illinois soil.
We heartily bid these
We cared not though they were but frail,
North men welcome, and a "God speed in
We felt they were our own !
all their endeavors to realize the success
Oh, free and manly lives we led,
and happiness they have anticipated. —
Mid verdure or mid snow,
Beautiful, to us, is the strong faith which
In the days when we were Pioneers,
these people so evidently have in each
other.
We may not see clearly the prac
Fifty years ago.
tical superiority of the Community sys
But now our course of life is short ;
tem, and we may be attached to other
And as from day to day
forms of religion than theirs, and yet we
We're walking on with halting step,
can but admire that devotion to their
And fainting by the way,
principles which has urged them from the
Another land more bright than this
loved home of their fathers, to a new and
To our dim sight appears;
strange land where they can better enjoy
their peculiar belief, and that generous
And on our way to it we'll soon
DISTRESS
IN CAPE BRETON.
Appre
hended Famine.
Again be Pioneers;
Summer is at hand ; and confidence in each others integrity, which
leads them to hold property in common,
what are the husbandman's
Yet, while we linger, we may all
prospects?
The cattle every where dying in hun and each to share in the common weal or
A backward glance still throw
dreds — the farm horses too feeble from misfortune. — Chicago Democrat.
To the days when we were Pioneera,
starvation to perform the labor of plough
Fifty years ago.
ing — and lastly, more than three-fourths
FIFTY
YEARS
AGO.
of the farmers in the country wholly des
titute of potatoes or grain for seed.
BY WILLIAM D. GALLAGHER.
The condition of the country is fright
A song of the early times out West,
ful ; nor is the above picture over-colored
And our green old forest home,
26, 1847.
or exaggerated.
The Island is menaced,
Whose pleasantmemoriesfreshly yet
if not immediately, at least prospectively,
Of
modern
civilization,
the natural fruits are
Across the bosom come !
with all the horrors of actual Famine.
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,«
A song for the free and gladsomelife
gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure,find
Upwards of two hundred cattle, we are
commercialconvulsions all tending to impoverish
In those early days we led,
informed, have died from the want of
the laborerand to renderevery conditioninsecure.
With a teemingsoil beneath our feet,
Relief ia to come,end can only comefrom the new
food, in the settlement of Middle River
application of Christian principles, of Universal
And a smiling heaveno'erhead!
alone.
Many farmers, in other parts of
justice and Universal love, to social institutions
the country, have lost their live stock. —
Oh, the waves of life danced merrily,
to commerce,to business,to active life.
Ds. CHANNIIVU.
Cape Breton Spectator.
And had a joyous flow,
In the days when we were Pioneers,
THE AMERICAN REVIEWS ACCOUNT
Fifty years ago!
EMIGRANTS FROM SWEDEN.
For sever
OF THE RELIGIOUS UNION OF ASSOal days past, Dearborn Street, between
The hunt, the shot, the glorious chase,
Lake and Randolph, has been the scene
CIATIONISTS.-NO.
II.
The capturedelk or deer;
of unusual activity and bustle.
The
In the two " lectures " which the re
The
camp,
the
big
bright
and
fire,
then
Swedish
emigrants,
four hundred in
The rich and wholesome cheer;
viewer heard, " Mr. Channing was main
number, whose arrival on the steamer
The sweet, sound sleep at dead of night,
Sultana we noticed a few days since,
ly occupied," as he says, " in discovering,
have been loading
By our camp fire blazing high —
up their goods of
describing and denouncing the evils that
which they brought a large quantity, and
Unbroken by the wolf's long howl,
adhere to the present order and constitu
preparing to leave for their new homes.
And the panther springing by.
tion of society."
We were much interested in their appear
by denouncing evils
Oh, merrily passedthe time, despite
ance from the time they first landed in
he means pointing out said evils, proving
Oar wily Indian foe,
our city, and have observed their move
and declaring them to be evils, undoubt
In the days when we were Pioneers,
ments with attention and endeavored to
Fifty years ago.
edly there was plenty of denunciation in
make ourselves acquainted with their cir
the sermon, as there must needs be in
cumstances and destination.
We find
We shunn'd not labor when 'twas due,
that they are from the northern
any candid and unshrinking examination
part of
We wrought with right good will ;
Sweden, and are emigrating to Henry
of the present state of society.
And for the homes we won for them,
We pre
county, in this State, to which place five
sume the existence of these evils would
Our children bless us still.
hundred of their countrymen have pre
We lived not hermit lives, but oft
not be denied, even by the reviewer, un
ceded them by a year.
In religion they
In social converse met ;
more nearly approach the Lutheran de"less for purposes of argument.
To show
And
fires of love were kindled then,
nomination than any other, although, in re
a thing to be an evil, is to show that it is
That burn on warmly yet.
gard to that church even, they may be
wrong, that it has no right to be, that it
Oh, pleasantly the stream of life
called non-conformists.
They reject all
becomes every man whose aim is good, to
prescribed forms and ceremony in their
Pursued its constant flow,
discountenance it and rest not until it be
In the days when we were Pioneers,
worship, and claim no guide but the Bi
ble—no spiritual authority other than
Fifty years ago.
removed.
All this is implied in the defi
s.
The prominent and distinctive
nition of evil.
Jjrod
But finding evils in soci
feature of their faith seems to be, the
We felt that we were fellow men ;
ety, how did Mr.
Channing denounce
close union of the Temporal with
We
felt
we
were
a
band.
the
them * Did he charge them upon any
Spiritual.
Their property is all held in
Sustained here in the wilderness
common, although some are wealthy and
individuals
or any class*
Did he call
By Heaven's upholding hand.
others destitute, some having little or no
down human infamy and divine ven
And when the solemn Sabbath came,
money and others from $ 8,000 to $ 10 We gathered in tin- wood,
geance upon the heads of those supposed
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and authors, or of and malicious misconstruction of the whole gradually crystallizing the whole willing
" fearing that he mass of human society into the beautiful
he statement, and, as
them ' Did

"

might

all who are engaged in trade, or politics,
because trade and government are false,

hideous thing, either

the

freedom

from all this which

distin

the utterances of Mr. dunning

go crazy without some

Unchainers

:

in any meeting of the Religious

Union

or

of any body of Assoeiationists.

est

?

earnest and

his calm and loving, although

of
of human passion

of the kingdom

and harmony

ation to sneer at," reports deliberately as No
they do not prescribe lawless liberty
the whole drift of that discourse such first, hoping that the elements of order
sentiments as never yet found utterance thus set free will work themselves into

Let any
from those of violent, fanatical and soured candid person listen only once to Mr.
It took the Channing, and then read this specimen of
denunciators and reformers.
spectacles of our reviewer to discover the article in the American Review, and
" gall " and " wrath and vengeance " in will he not pronounce the whole dishon

guishes

order

heaven.

fact or in imagin

process, and

the

but they reverse

their true places

order first and

say

then

But now there
Now the passions are the

there will be freedom.
no

order.

is

based on the principle of general conflict
of interests and force? It is precisely

himself

!

"

call upon us to exile from our sympathies

;

by

:

profit

who

if

furtherers

those

in

to be their

winds shut up in ^Eolus's bag, and when
they do get vent, they scour the earth
We, on the other
with hellish
fury.

fury
" Like others of his class, however,
we would estab
Mr. Channing
mild and this false imprisonment
exceedingly
gentle towards the breakers of law, and lish the equilibrium of their free play
ety under his faithful and unflinching Pur
Not to hate a system reserves all his violence and virulence we would discover and apply God's law
vey are hateful.
for the makers and upholders of law.
of order by which these elements may
which, in spite of the best aspirations of
One would really think that, with these
seek and
the human heart, in spite of all the men, the first and great commandment is, move in harmony and safety
wholesome,
teachings of God's providence, in spite to speak evil of dignities, to rail at the promote the conditions of
For after all, the
of all the influences of Christianity and powers that be, and to revile the laws, peaceful circulation.

"

hand, would no more nurse their

not call his spirit

hate," because the facts of soci

by

a

;

;

one of

Do

;

statements.

is

true

the

hell of

humanity

and

And yet, to shun it as these sneerand progress shun it, to
evade the sight of it, to escape into

God.
ers

at reform

the

comfortablest

each

one for

tions

hate, than

the indignant

him to stand

by his race and render faithful

testimony,

;

;

it

a

is

we provide

of their free and peaceful

But to return to the discourse of Mr.
After
series of discourses
a

Channing.

if

idlest curiosity, into one of our conven
tions, knows that the Associationists nev

of the one er counsel violence or license,

of the true reformer,

whose loving heart compels

denuncia

free

?

the conditions
circulation

or shall

storms,

devastating

deprecate the rude overthrow
ment and

institutions

that

that they

of govern
the

great

imprisoned,
four sciences,

the vicious
as Fourier

terms them,

which

offer themselves

contradictory

guides

in

and

its

Is there not also for the pas
sions, which are the very breath of hu
And shall we nurse them into
man life

;

lows, seems to as more like misanthropy

in

harmony

motion.

instead of boldly pointing out the less this be adopted)
every one who has which society
for half an hour,
but from circle of the
features of the picture to his fel stepped

;

horrid

corner,

of the air, as

circulation
and

Now every one at all familiar with the upon the several evils inherent in our pre
of Associative doctrines
sent form of society, such as Poverty,
this country and
Fraud, Oppression, War, &c., or what
France (the birth
place not only of the Revolution, but also Fourier calls the " Seven
permanent
of this peaceful antidote to other bloodier Scourges of Civilization," he was in this
revolutions ripening the world over, un instance showing the Circle of Error in

promulgation

in

himself,

as harmonious
equilibrium

ing.

These

from

religion,

are

as

our dark wander

Theology, as distinct

which

is

into

be to hate

phere of violence and discord when they
There
such
burst their prison.
thing

is

would

and

in

of fable changed

fact,

rage so, are but air

or
to imprison them stops our breathing
dooms us to breath the atmos
at best,

in

hell

which

winds,

?

'
! it
is is '

is

a

by

!

is

in

the religion, and the institutions
which
still continues reproducing
education,
most of us have had the misfortune to be
slavery and war and famine ; still draws educated.
Out this
the course uni
a nation who profess the love of liberty formly pursued by the architects of ruin
and peace, into a war of aggression on a By constantly denouncing and vilifying
whatever men have learnt to respect and
sister state, iu the behalf of slavery ;
revere,
the sentiments
they
destroy
with which make
still mocks our fancied charities
them susceptible of being
Irish famine, when there is abundance in governed
the gentle influence of au
thority and law, and thus prepare them
the world, and Christ the acknowledged
for
merciless despotism of force.
Such
law and pattern of that world ; still
the terrible farce of hell which men
crowds inhospitably from our shores, this
have from time to time been taught to
boasted home of plenty and of freedom, enact, by these reckless tinchainers of
But the
passion.
Religious
ship-loads of oar famishing brethren, for human
altogether
fear lest they contaminate us or compete Union of Associationists
an
amiable
establishment,
only sedi
with us in the labor market : — not to
"
tion and anarchy organized
hate such a system, not to shun it as the

impracticable,

postponing life into the future and letting
the present run to weeds
Philosophy, or

great ground

;

;

a

a

it

is

a

a

;

is

a

a

is

it,

;

is

that adhere their

is

is

watchword

the evils

by

"

;

of their faith
Order
that
of complaint against Metaphysics, which only criticizes our
" which society its great want of order and tliat
to the present order of society
knowing powers, the abstract forms of
but explains
the preacher described ; it was the evils the present chaos and fierce riot of the pas thought,
nothing of the
which are inseparable sions, (allowing only here and there some springs and causes of human action, and
which inhere in
from such an order, or rather want of little momentary lull of most illusive so feeds us with phantasms instead of
peace amid general, and for the most really lighting our footsteps through this
order, which result regularly and perma
system calculated to pro part, open conflict,)
Morality, which preaches
nently from
precisely what they path of life
This very view was his own seek to regulate and to inform with the disinterestedness, truth and every virtue,
duce them.
guarantee against
denunciatory tone; wholesome harmonizing influences of the but upholds the social order whose whole
Divine Law of Order.
he could not rail against them indiscrim
In no case do tendency
to make all men selfish
and
inately, or against the persons concerned they advocate
pulling down of anything Politics, which strives by artificial rules
show of peace
in them, because he saw too clearly that established, but only the inaugurating of and institutions to create
true order in the smallest practicable cen and harmony where there
none.
For
they are necessitated by the very frame
work of society which has to tolerate tre, in the quietest and peacefullest way, the want of one true central Science, in
them.
Forced to own this, the reviewer,
from which
may emanate in wider and the place of these uncertain, tantalizing
with habitual distrust of motives, has wider circles, supplanting and absorbing lights, for the want of
science of man
tens to qualify the admission
a pettish what
false and never made to live, and and of Society,
knowledge of the uni
however painful.
But it was not
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the word agraThe reviewer charges him with lack of dence from past failures
or of honesty,
claiming the rianism stinks so abominably in history,

we

described

in

distinction between religion

and theology
;

But he made no such claim
above ; Religion is but impracticable The as new.
ology ; Morality, but an attempt to lift for that wouli but invalidate the distinc
one's self up by his own ears; and Phi
but an endless maze, ox shifting

that he cannot bring his mind to pro
his duty
nounce
though he deems
to get up
religious association with
view to promulgate the thing."

a

which

learning

it

bag

but

it
;

^Kolus'

is

Government

a

the

as nature,

;

versa! law of order, applicable to society
as well
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He only said that this distinction

tion.

And then follows some more nonsense
of systems which amuse the
about " originality," which seems to be
fancy and give way to new ones till the still had gone on substituting, theologic the everlasting bugbear in the mind of
earnest mind despairs of anything be creeds and formulas for true religion,
this pious defender of " the sweet, aus
" against all rash
The study of the social which
the law of love embodied in all tere composures of life
coming settled.
is

cloud-work

been practically
that,
disregarded
well the difference, the world
knowing
had

;

losophy,

into direct contradiction

impurities

material

the universe,

world

moral, disease

and since the
reflects

continually

and pestilence

" earthquakes

the

and short

is

in

and hurricanes,

it

it

part of a unitary cultivation of his globe.
War desolates vast portions of it ; the cul

is

hardly worth while to raise the ques
tion whether there may not be some nat

It

naturally result from the neglect on man's

not the same thing with

that

Communism

in point of
that " equality," whether
more justly represent his thought,
set down
them
to
the
property or of anything else,
were said that he ascribed
in its social science as
chimera of the
tortuous and confused shape of the chan

torrid nel itself, whereby
constantly holds
heats and winter snows, the miasmata of back the stream and makes
stagnate,
deserts of sand and all the and thus accumulates impurities which
swamps,"
frightful plague-spots on earth's surface, obstruct the way still more effectually.

life,

ciation, who has not even learned

it

whiqh

The figure would

that man fit to criticize

;

not attribute them to the impurities
lie along the channel.

But as to this agrarian
Asso

to set us right.

He does remedy,

is

throughout

Not so.

dy," and so forth.

a

under a permanent law of Harmony. —
since there is unity of system

Moreover,

cares less about the cause than the reme

and

brain,
ture

not

where,

any

Association

in life and na

fact

mere

does propose

"

nonentity.

a

Order

of all interests

originally

a

real

only

not an egotist, send one pure
deposite which the stream who
ear
brought from the fountain, he enough to criticise, and, as we are
did not stay to inform us. He evidently nest, he shall either find us right or help
er they be

a

the

ginality," when he professes to discuss
Send
critic
grave themes like this

new division

of labor: "

of land and

a

whereas,

would be the reconciliation

the channel.

is

terests ;

lie along

to know how to be in

enough in anything

earnest, and leave this silly talk about "ori

but did

not become our critic

it

temporary, and illusory repose as accident
ally results amid the universal strife of in

which

How those impurities came there, wheth

if

with our moral

ity and our philosophy ; and all the Order
thus far known to man is but such partial,

turbid and offensive only by the

seems to be in earnest, who has not faith

a

rendered

life

but

!

This great neglect brings all our business

The stream of our

is

of Society. — vironment.

Science

is

the

a

and useful,

Science of our moral and physical diseases to infec
practical tions generated in our vicious social en

spare us from the
necessity of answering all the little ego
tistic innendoes of a writer who never
severest censor

it

sought to discover the Central
all, which makes all the others

heaven, the

us, kind

Grant

reformers.

;

life's relations.
problem finds no place amid these fruit
less speculations ; with all our industry
But now for his main criticism on the
" Mr. Channing attributes all
in prosecuting sciences, we have not sermon.

new regulation

quire wliat division,

to in

and what regulation?

his selfish gain taxing

his own little acre

the best of human impulses into antago

der, less regard for distinctions,

domain to make it yield
can, instead of uniting with

nistic forces, eager only for self-defence,

tion contemplates

all

it

which

careless

and

how

they

others.

injure

Does the reviewer believe that one organ
ization of society

out the whole territory

better, that is, for human virtue, for the

deranging climates and making the greater
portion uninhabitable ; while our civiliza
tion answers so poorly to the instincts

better than another?

of man?

Does

he

believe

marriage, for instance,

savages, who cover more than half the

patriarchal

improved

condition.

all

from

the orderly

and musical

and growth

nourishment

the race, that it quite fails to attract the
globe, into its

for

of souls, arrangement of elements, essentially va
and perfect
and better suited to the proper destiny of rious, in one harmonious
true

To And

?

harem

is

through
or the globe, thus

is

shall preserve a just equilibrium

we have seen
it's ideal
graduated
in his place, and
hierarchy, where each
unity and happiness and freedom mult
is
a

him

others in a system of cultivation

Associa

far more of this than
is

of the glorious

;

unity

that

civilized

whole.

"

better than the

Certainly

he

yet in justice to his argument,

The eminently

Christian

idea which

does.

lies at the bottom of his system is, that

in or

there

is

without

is

or regard for the general good, each for

ural root of evil in the human soul, so And had he not the shrewdness to per
long as the very form and organization of ceive that the very word "regulation"
Instead of less or
such as necessarily to pervert precludes equality?
society

tivated parts are cultivated

really no such thing as sin in the

all springs from "the evil
of der to ensure to virtue an abundance of world;"
social harmony, must the continuance of temptation and of difficulty to contend occasions growing out of our present so
these evils, even into the midst of these with, he should prefer that lower order cial
and so forth.
misarrangement,"
" Arrange the social relations so as to
times of Christianity
enlightened
and to our civilization.
To say the least,
civilization, be set down.
We want the that were the established rule instead of make
right for men to take or do what
Social Science.
Christ gave its key-note, marriage, rather than attribute any evil ever they wish, and they will go right as
in the Law of Love ; the method of its influence to social organization, he should
matter of course," and so forth.
Not
reverse the statement, before you
application, the social form which corres
But hear him so
feel bound to defend it.
attribute
to us
and instead of sup
was left for human genius to farther
ponds to
the law

it

to discover

posing us so childish
right

whatever

credit

as to think to make

we may desire, give us

for believing
possible so to ar
range the social relations, that men shall
have

no motive

to desire

what

is

in

is

it

a

is
a

course the remedy which he pro
new division of land, and a
poses,
Like his pre
new regulation of labor.
condemn ourselves by selfishness in all decessor, Babceuf, sometime leader of
relations.
This general outline, not the Jacobin conspiracy, he seems persuaded
useless to talk nf equality
that
sneering one in the Review, will serve to
any respect, so long as men are unequal
show the drift of Mr Channing's
argu
Unlike his pre
in respect of property.
ment in the discourse referred to.
decessor, however, he has learnt pru

;

it

" Of

not

We have not room here to dis
cuss the whole doctrine of sin and at
" origin of evil " bm
tempt to solve the

right.

;

is

and until that
discovered, re
cognized and applied, the more we preach
the law of love, the more we practically

it

discover;

:

it,

;

a

it

if

Man's neglecting
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riable,

and hence, capable of being me

•will simply call attention for the present
to our critic's own strange definition of sin,

liorated, perfected, or totally

who supposes

Human Intelligence

it to consist in dissatisfac

Verily, we have seen nothing like the ef
frontery of tii

-

passage :

"

The truth is, the best men, and even
those whom Mr. Charming himself would
consider the best, are precisely those who
are most in harmony with the existing so
cial order ; nay, it is the very correspond
ence between this order and the princi
ples of our moral nature, that has held,
and holds this order in existence.
The
present arrangement of society, though
requiring, like the individuals it embraces,
perpetual reformation, galls and cltafes men
exactly in proportion as they go wrong (!!);
it is a constant terror to evil doers, and a
constant praise to those tltat do well ; H AR-

MONY WITH IT IS OUR SUREST
TEST OF EXCELLENCE; DISCORD
WITH IT OUR SUREST TEST OF
THE REVERSE ; as men becomebetter,

they grow more and more in harmony with
it, until it comes to sit easily and naturally
upon them," &c. &c.

That is to say, prosperity

Will.

ment of a high order of character

advocate, may be considered as an Orderk
in which all the individuals, families, and

called

classes,

to tlie forms

Savageism

now as

sumed by'the most advanced Civilization,
and which

it would be absurd to regard
as the ultimate, possible form, — the So

shall

THE

GOOD OF EACH

es, entrenched

to

their own

active

powers,

FREE

FORCES, that is to say, living or moving
Forces,
and more or less intelligent.
Now, these free, living, moving forces,
produce very different effects
for Good or Evil, according to the Social
in which they exercise

their

liberty or their Activity.

INFLUENCE

and worldly

OF

SOCIAL

injure

gles, to the great detriment

of All, of the Individual

CIRCUMSTAN

of

citadel

of Each and

and of Society.

n order to arrive at this UNIVERSAL
UNION, it is not enough to wish for
recommend
courses

CES.

families, and class

in the narrow

private interests, oppress and
each other by their mutual strug

evidently

Mechanism

AND THE GOOD OF

individuals,

in which

ISM, of which men, considered in relation
are the

ASSOCIATED

ALL, — in opposition to the present state,

cial State may be compared to a MECHAN
their

have FREELY

their activity for the production of Good,

in writings,

as experience

especially,

demonstrated,

that

to

books, and dis

the

has
and

preaching

prescription of THEORETIC MORALITY have
always been unable to realize EFFECTUAL

If we suppose that the great mass of MORALITY
Society.
to human beings, who live and act in a giv
excel
I)j° In order to realize the GREAT PRO
en Social Mechanism, — the society of

and his apostles, seeking
were far less

"

lent" than those complacent, decent Phar New York or New England for exam
isees, on whom the world's honors "sat so ple, — had been transported at their birth
easily," who troubled themselves so little into some other social condition, that of
about its sins, who " harmonized " with Central Africa, for instance, or that of
the existing state of things, and embodied the Gauls, in the time of the Druids, it
whole spirit

in themselves

so faith

is easy to conceive that all these individ

BLEM of MORALITY
Good,

in SOCIETY,

and universal

the regular

that is,

production

of

we must not trust to any verbal

to the power of exhorting
and recommending, but we must seek the
definitive Union
practical conditions of
instruments,

a

reform the world,

its

THE PERFECT SOCIAL STATE, which we

THE SOCIAL STATE, — which already
presents so many aspects essentially dif
ferent in their character, from the form

are the sure signs of virtue ;

respectability
and Christ

and

state of society.

it,

present

it

the

men, in the present order of society, are
no means favorable to the develop

by

in

with

by

;

tion

changed

Go to now, all ye preachers of uals, in their different states of Society, among men for the production of Good,
high integrity, of truth to principle, and would have lived, thought, and acted, in or in other words, we must discover,

fully !
moral

courage ;

henceforth

for your
time-server
is your real man ! and all the

an entirely different manner from what
they now do in the existing social mech

among

ilnty which man owes to God, to humani

anism.
It is also easy to conceive that the monize
ty, to his own soul, shall be summed up most abandoned criminal, who has fully lective
in the simple maxim : Keep peace vith perpetrated all sorts of atrocious deeds, realize
the times and thrive! — And with this might have been, quite as freely, a very straint,
precious proclamation we are again under virtuous man, a blessing to Humanity, if tion of
the necessity
present,

of

making

promising

an end for the

our readers and our

of completing
prolonged discussion in our next.

this

social

possible

that

forms,

the individual

interest and the col

interest, or the most suitable,
without

discord and without

the free and voluntary

to

con

Associa

of the Human

all the members

Family.

if

in short,

if

he had been surrounded with

IE? The

Associative

School

claims to

ac
possession of the principles,
Divine Order of So
monic development of his nature, that is cording to which
The Sci
to say, circumstances which should have ciety should be constructed.

social circumstances

favorable to the har

be in

a

selves the satisfaction

lie had only been born in another family,
he had received a different education,

all

Form or Mechanism best adapted to har

ter, are fixed and immutable ; on the con
trary, we believe that the Cause of Evil
resides in the imperfection of SOCIAL IN
STITUTIONS,

which

are

essentially

va

was discovered
the object

is

Harmony

Fourier, and

it

Charles

of the School to present these principles
to the public

mind, until

that depth and

of conviction shall be pro
the establish
duced which will result
ment of social institutions, according to
the true social Law.
in

universality

is

by

The Fourier philoso
AGRARIANISM.
phy of living and moving on the earth,
appears to be gaining ground, although
the principles are not clearly or generally
the masses of the people, —
understood
worse, they do not appear
and what
The
into them.
ered as a physical being, conditions fa disposed to inquire
vorable or unfavorable to the development ground work of this philosopher's course
of reasoning was but the great principles
of life, of force, of health ; and it is cer
of economy, which the poorer classes of
tain, moreover, that the circumstances society have never learned, either from
which surround the immense majority of want of knowledge of the world, or fear of

a

and tendencies, in their essential charac

ence of Social
by

of the ASSOCIATIVE
of man, placed his interests and directed his ac
and that it is an essential part of his Des
tivity and passions in the paths of Good,
tiny to substitute on the Earth, — which instead of developing them in a false and
Thus, the simple change
the Deity has given him to cultivate and perverted path.
govern, — the reign of Truth, of Justice, of the position of an individual, in the
social mechanism in which he is born, is
of Peace, of Industry, and of Abun
dance, in one word, the reign of Good, sufficient to change entirely his ideas, his
for the reign of Misery, of Fraud, of beliefs, his manners and habits, or in a
word, his morality and his life.
This no
Oppression, of War, and of Devastation,
man will call in question.
intelligent
in a word, the reign of Evil.
There are, accordingly, for man, consid
WE BELIEVE that Evil has no absolute ered as a social being, conditions favora
cause in the Nature of Man, who is the ble or unfavorable to the development of
Son of God, and whose native faculties morality ; as there are for man, consid
is the faith

SCHOOL, that it is in the power
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the appearance of meanness, or endeavor
ing to ape the rich, in their outward style
of living, we know not which, but in re
ality, we know there is more economy
among the really wealthy, according to
their means, than among what may be
that class
called tlie "poor aristocrats,"
which live for show without the sub
stance.
Were the Fourier principles
better understood, there is no doubt but
that there would be more happiness in
the world.

"Essex

The
Mass.,

Banner,"

has the above sound

It is right in the supposition
sociative

"

"

are as harmless

This

are un

as they

is couched

resolution

entirely in the language of the
New Testament, but contains as radical
a condemnation of the existing customs
of society, as if it had been drawn up by
the most zealous social reformer of mod
ern times.
In fact, no book contains
more explicit denunciations of the social
almost

we have been involved

chaos, in which

Haverhill,

for centuries, than the Bible ; and hence,

statement.

the

that the As

of living and mov

philosophy

which

meaning.
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conservatives

shrewdest

generally

take good care to allude to this book with
reverence,

distant

rather

than

to bring

appeals to the correction

home its fiery

is gaining ground, and
The practical applica
to a far greater extent than is indicated of social abuses.
tion of this Resolution
would make a
by the number of professed advocates of
tremendous
in
the
change
present order
or
We
care
little
whether
the system.
of society.
And a social state, in which
not a man calls himself an Associationist.
As long as the essential principles, on its realization would be universally proba
ble or possible, would be as unlike the
which the Associative movement is found
one as can well be imagined.
ed, are received by men of reflection and existing
ing on the earth

The We

we are well satisfied.

intelligence,

result is seen, and will not disappoint

the

hope

intelligent

body

which

It is not many years since the applica
tion of steam power to navigation and
machinery was solemnly derided in the
name of common sense ; and its advocates
Still more recently it
put under ban.
was contended in the name and on behalf
of science, that the navigation of the At
It
lantic by steam was an impossibility.
is too soon, even now, wise as we of this
generation are, to say that no ameliora
tion of the condition of the crushed mil
lions shall ever take place ; and as little
At
do we know of the time or manner.
all events, every earnest and orderly ef
fort in that direction is entitled to our
good wishes.
We take the above from the " Apalachian," a spirited Democratic paper pub
lished in Blairsville, Pa.
It is certain
that

may well

Associationists

afford

to

wait for the progress of events to test the
truth of their
no factitious

no delusive

terests,

They appeal to

doctrine.

in

sentiment, no temporary
hopes,

ad

for the

of their cause.
They can
wish for no success that is not founded on

vancement

It is the truth, of
the adopted the Resolution will not be con intelligent conviction.
tent with recording it among their pro which they are in possession, that gives
ceedings, but will study the best means them the pledge of triumph.
Every

At the same time,
most sanguine hopes.
we bespeak the attention of every man

it into effect, in all social fresh examination of the nature of man,
who has faith in social progress, to the of carrying
Undoubtedly,
peace is in ac every new consciousness of the excellence
We are relations.
principles which we advocate.
the
of
the Creator ; of the human soul, every disclosure of
cordance
with
laws
should
be
that
not
unwilling
they
even
caricatured and belied, as they often have
been, provided
tice of a fair

they can receive the jus
from those
examination,

have been aroused to their claims,

who

by the grossness
been libelled.

with

We own that

much from the hopeful,
unprejudiced,

which

from

they have
we expect

the candid,

those

who

man is made to live in friendly

harmony

with all his kind ; but war, in some form
or other,
present

is the inevitable
state of conflicting

result

If

the market-place, the domes
the political arena.
There is

the tic circle,
no peace but in obedience to the divine

believe

that a brighter

law.

It cannot be smuggled into a social

manity.

order

whose

acter,

day will dawn upon Hu
From men of an opposite char

it would

be great folly

to expect

anything.

nism ;

very

whose

foundation

highest

is antago

prosperity

is the

result of a keen selfishness, and all whose
interests are involved in inextricable

con

We must look for
We find in the fusion and hostility.
" Sandwich Observer " an account of the a new Heaven and a new Earth, — a
" Massachusetts Uni- Divine Order of Society, — if we would
proceedings of the
the reign of Peace and Right.
at which the look for
versalist State Convention,"
Still we welcome and honor the earnest
following Resolution, which gave rise to
bands of protesters, who from time to
an animated discussion, was adopted.
to lift up their voices
" Whereas, it is always safe and pro time are impelled
against the abominations of ages.

A

GOOD RESOLUTION.

per for u's to do right ; and whereas, we
cannot be guided in that duty better than
by obeying the commands of Jesus, and
imitating his examples ; therefore
" Resolved, That in our individual, so
cial and civil relations, we will so love
our enemies, as not to strive to kill them ;
and so bless them, that we will not aid
others in killing them ; and so do good
to them, that we will not encourage in
word, others in injuring them : but, if
they hunger, we will feed them ; if they
thirst, we will give them drink ; if naked,
we will clothe them ; if sick and in
prison, we will visit them for good ; and
thus heap coals of fire on their heads."
It is truly encouraging
to see such
a thorough-going
Resolution introduced
into the transactions
organized,
usually

religious

confined

of any of our great,
bodies.
They are

to barren generalities,

UNION

condition

of society,

is

an

of the Moreover, they believe that the Combined

interests.

banished from the battle-field, it will enter
the church,

the present

argument for the support of their system.

OF ASSOCIATIONISTS.

Our readers will, we trust, excuse us
for publishing the report of the Corres
ponding Secretary of the American Union
of Associationists.
It is quite the fashion
to misrepresent and sneer at the doctrines
and proceedings of that school, but " wis
dom " in due season, "will be justified
of her children."
It may possibly be
several years before the pressure of the
times, the cruelty and inhumanity of the
money power, uncontrolled by personal
or social charity, shall constrain the mass
es of mankind to a searching scrutiny of
social evils, and an earnest inquiry for a
Meanwhile, another,
competent remedy.
but primary problem will be receiving in
that of mutual insurance.
vestigation,
The experiment is now being made in
Pittsburg with encouraging success.

Order

which

they advocate is the order

of the Eternal

As they in
of the Creator, he
intended the race for the enjoyment of
social harmony.
This destiny is to Infulfilled on earth.
The present state of
terpret

Providence.

the designs

confusion, belligerency

and wretchedness,

It comes

is an anomaly in the universe.

from the perverted development of human
passion, not from the appointment of a

The prophetic hope of

beneficent Deity.
a millenium,

which

has glowed in the
noblest souls in all ages, is a true instinct.
Man

is to be blessed on a regenerated

Earth ; the tempests of false passions are
to be quelled ; peace is to reign

among
the nations ; harmony to descend into the
human heart ; and the will of the Lord
be done, as in Heaven, so on Earth.

The

material

have

conditions

for

this

state

The law of social har
It remains only
There is no need
of haste about this. As believers in a
Divine Order of Society, we may bide
our time, and wait the workings of the
been discovered.

mony is made known.
to apply it to practice.

progressive
affairs.

law

which

No indifference

the world at large

should

governs

human

on the part of
betray us into

No sneer of the sceptic
should dim the brightness of our hope.
No want of sympathy or co-operatim
from the party of the Past, should cause
us to relax the energy of our exertions.
Our eyes are in onr foreheads.
We look

impatience.

not at the things

which

are behind, but
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at those which are before.

Our aims are

of Humanity ;
onr weapons are the powers of truth ; our
hope, the universal victory of good over
evil. With undoubted confidence of final
at

the

triumph,

highest

we

elevation

meantime

welcome

symptom of interest in our cause.

INDUSTRIAL

CONGRESS.

The meeting

of this body of industrial reformers was
announce
held, according to previous
ment, in New York, and after a session

classes and pursuits, of all creeds and
opinions, thus united for the pvrppK of
rendering assistance to each other in the
afflictions which are incidental to human

life."
of seven days adjourned on Wednesday,
This is encouraging ; having thus
learned A, it will probably not be impos
every June 9. The object of this organization
sible for the Courier, in due course of
we find stated in " Young America" as
time, to master B, and some of the other
follows :
letters of the alphabet.
For this, — to

" What is that object? In two words, burrow words applied by the Courier
— it is only necessaThis, of course, on another occasion,
! Universal Brotherhood.
We are happy to learn that this can never be without Equal Rights.
MENT.
The
Institution, which was opened on the 1st most important of these, ' Life, Liberty, these indolent intelligences to ascend back
from effects to causes."
At present we
of May, is now in successful operation. and the Pursuit of Happiness,' depend
fear that our cotemporary must be set
almost
on
the
to
mainly,
Right
entirely,
Of all forms of the healing art, Hydro-:
down
as " simply
another
Monsieur
the Soil, a Sacred Homestead guaranteed
pathy is certainly the most natural as to each
Without Jourdain —who spoke prose without know
family by the whole.
Tribune.
well as the most attractive.
We rejoice ! this, there can be no peace on earth, nor ing it."
in the interest which has been awakened ought there to be, for those who once see
NOTICE.
in the subject, and can testify from per that the establishment of the Equal Right
to the Soil is absolutely necessary to the THI EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of the " Ameri
sonal observation, though not from ex- ,
can Union of Association!^ " are hereby noti
' interests of Humanity ; a truth so many
perience, to the admirable effects of the now see, though none saw it till recently, fied that their next stated meetingwill be held
in the City of New York, on Tvesday, Ua 13M
Water-Cure practice, even in cases of' and which needs only to be seen to be
.of Jttly. A full attendance is of the highest
Our friends who may soon indelibly impressed on the mind ; importance. It will be understood that Presiconfirmed disease.
those who once receive this truth can dents of Affiliated Unions are ex effido memfind a visit to Maine in pursuit of health.
only cease to contend for the Free Soil "ers of this Board.
By order of the President.
more convenient,
than to the excellent Right by stifling all convictions of duty,
EDWARD GILES, Ree. 8tc"y.
Water-Cure establishments in other parts a thing impossible with the mass ; there
NEW YORK, June 19, 1847.
of the country, we are sure, will suffer fore society must henceforth be a ferment,
approaching to a state of war, and there
NOTICE.
no disappointment under the skilful care
can be no good will towards those who THE COMMITTEE OF THIRTEEN, to whom
of Dr. Kittredge. To say nothing of his oppose the right, until the Free Soil was referred, at the last annual Convention,
medical skill and experience, which all question be settled, until the equal right ''the whole subject of the expediency of a
experimentof Association, or a Model
his patients know are of a high order, his he established as the basis of the Bond of poetical
Brotherhood longed for by the great and !
and
hearty good humor
racy discourse are
good.
ing, and conducting it," will hold its first session
sufficient to exorcise a legion of diseases.
" The following is a summary of the ;j at
the time of the meeting of the Executive
'
His patients will never suffer from the prominent business completed by the Committee, as above,in the City of New York,
on Tuesday, the \3th of July.
" blue devils " at any rate, and cold water Congress :
W. H. CHANNING, Chairman.
" 1. A Preamble and Resolutions re
BOSTON,June 22, 1847.
and pure air will do the rest.
We copy
commending the formation of Protective
the following from the Prospectus :"
Unions, the Education of the Working
BROOK FARM SCHOOL.
Classes, and the adoption of a general j THE course of 8tudv in tni8 School Compri8e.
" It is believed no place in New Eng law
,
for the Incorporation of Protective
the various branches usually taught in the High
land affords superior natural advantages Unions without legislative privileges.
Schools and Academies of New England, with
particular
attention to the modern European
for such an institution than Waterfurd,
"2. An address to the People of the
It is significantly and rightly United States, taking strong grounds languagesand literature.
Maine.
of
different ages and of both sexes are
Pupils
It abounds in the most beautiful against Aggressive War.
named.
received. Young men are fitted for College, or
and varied mountain and lake scenery.
'•3. An Act proposing to the Industrial
for commercial pursuits, or are instructed in
the higher branches usually taught in the Uni
springs are numerous, and in coldness and Reform Associations a policy respect
and purity all that can be desired. It is ing the nomination of condidates for pub versity.
The School is under the immediate direction
between Portland
equi-distant
situated
lic office.
" 4. An Act recommending to the va of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, assistedby experienced
and the White Mountains ; being about
teachers in the different departments.
It is rious Associations the levy of a small
forty-five miles from each place.
For young children who are deprived of pa
readily accessible by rail-road or steam monthly tax for the use of the Executive
rental care, and for older pupils who wish to
pursue a thorough and exact course of study,
boat from Boston as far as Portland, and Committee of the Congress in further
thence by stage. — Arrangements are be ance of the legitimate purposes of the or without the usual confinement of a large semi
nary, it is believed that this School affords ad
ing made by which twenty-five miles of ganization.
vantagesthat are rarely to be met with.
the route from Portland to Waterford will
"5. A communication was forwarded
TERMS — FOUR DOLLARS a week for board,
be made by the moat attractive inland hy two of the Delegates to the Liberty washins, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc
Passengers from Party Convention, just assembled in this tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,
steamboat navigation.
TWELVE DOLLARS a quarter.
Boston by the Eastern Rail-road will then State to nominate a candidate for Presi
Application may be made by mail to
the distance in dent, informing that body that a candidate
be able to accomplish
GEORGE RIPLEY.
At present nominated by them in favor of Land Re
from eight to ten hours time.
Brook Farm, West Roxbury, Matt.
the fare by steamboat to Portland and form, would probably be nominated also
March 1,1817.
thence by stage to Waterford is two dol
by the Industrial
Congress at its next
In order to render the benefits of session.
lars.
" Resolutions were also adopted in
available to all, the
the Establishment
Is published simultaneously at New York and
charges will be as low as they can be, favor of Free Trade and direct Taxation
Boston, by the AMERICAN UNION OF ASSOCIAconsistently with the success of the un for war expenses."
TIONISTS,
every Saturday morning. Office in
The price for board, room,
dertaking.
New York, BURGESS, STRINGER At Co., No.
medical and other attendance, per week,
222 Broadway j in Boston, REDDING & Co.,
will be six dollars and upwards — accord
SOCIALISM IN HIGH PLACES.
Bitterly No. 8 State St.
TERMS. — Two Dollars a year, or One Dollar
ing to the accommodations and attentions as the Courier and Enquirer
opposes
should be made Association when seen through a certain for six months, payable invariably in advance.
received.
Applications
Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
immediately by all who desire to become medium, only change the point of view a
COMMUNICATIONS and REMITTANCES should
patients, as at present not more than fifty little and the same journal can even ad be addressed to the " Editors of the Harbincan be conveniently accommodated.
Ap mire this usually
-^
In ger," Brook Farm, West Roxbnry, Mass.
-.j so alarming„ object.
its notice of the recent procession of the I O° Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
plicants may address Dr. E. A. KIT
No- 222 Broadway, New York, and No.
TREDGE, or C. FARRAK, at Waterford,
Odd Fellows it savs •
! officesi
" Altogether it was an interesting and 8 State Street, Boston. Price, 6 1-4 cents.
Me.
All communications should be
PRINTED AT THE BROOK FARM FRM8.
post paid."
gratifying spectacle ; to see men of all
WATERFORD

WATER-CURE

ESTABLISH

?^J^^^7P^™ti£
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DEVOTED TO SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PROGRESS,
At I. THIN*;s, AT THE PHVSfNT DAY, STAND FROVIDGO AND ruv.r Mil !•, ARD AWAIT THE LIGHT.

BUROESS, STRINGER, AND COMPANY,
No. 222 BROADWAY, N«w YORK.
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TWO DOLLARS
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For the Harbinger

LETTER

PER ANNUM.

ITALY.

FROM

NAPLES, April 17, 1847.

MY DEAR FRIEND: —
If it would be hopeless and dispiriting;

round

is

whose

promontory

Castellamare

and

sailed

Sorrento,

Capri

seems

away into the sea.

and Ischia and Procida, so krge and high,
day, it is no less and springing so proudly from the water,
and then a letter from — that it satisfies the expectation.
Some

of a Summer

so to write

now

Italy, to one who would so warmly enjoy times this broad water dashes and rolls
all that I see and hear. Every omitted like the ocean, then subsides into sunny
day makes the case worse, a month ripples
and gleams like glass in the
makes it hopeless, and so I lived in Rome moonlight.
Two or three old castles
for five months and wrote you only one stand out upon the bay from the city —
Yet is the mag

letter at the beginning.
netism of friendship

not yet fine enough

beauty

of

the

Apollo

thrill am never weary of wandering

along the
through Bte, and the Laocoou and tin- shore, on which lie the fishermen among
and tlie pic- their boats, with mournful looking women
proud heads of Antinous,
which

lures

are

what our imaginations

demand for Rtphael
Michael

Angcto,

and Leonardo

— how

flood of the Miserere,

and

1 stood in the

which was and was

NUMHER

4.

vines — or entering with quiet enthusiasm
tha
festivals of Saints, sprinkling

into

and streets

churches

with

fra

glossy,

bay leaves, hanging garlands

grant

upon

fire upon the wild gloom of a March night,
and in vast procession of twoortliree thous
ands marching

down

a national

singing

the narrow couris
song to the Pope, —

if you can unravel it, paints for
the eye what can never be seen at home,

•all this,

" I pack my in/ok and uake up in
Naples," and find myself — fur which C
picturesque objects for artists and lackers am grateful — but I also find Italiaa
is like American,
as
on, and in the hazy moonlight, black and beauty, which

for you to know how constantly you were sharp masses reflected in the water.
in the Sails and steameis and boats of all sorts
remembered, — how I lingered
moonlit Coliseum-, — bow I fete die com
are constantly dotting this space, and I
manding

CROSBY AND
WASHINGTON STH*:»:T, BOSTON.

And the bay of Naples is so spacious the altars, while a troop of virgins, clal
and stately, so broad and deep — its lines in white and crowned, pass with lighted
those of mountains and the sea, its gem tapers to the Bishop's feet for a blessing,
the sunny city and the islands of Capri, or more grandly drawing St. Peter's ia

to paint the constantly shifting lights
beauties

Ill

1847.

beyond is one corner

of the bay, and of which
like a portion

3,

No.

and black, matted-haired,

gipsy-like

chil

dren.

of cities and life

The pkturesqucness
in Italy, is more striking

to me than any
people are so poetic,

Such deep, pas
oranges are like apples.
sionate eyes, such proud, queenly mo

of peasants and girls
to music, and lying
asleep i« the shade of tires — all this
material of poetry is also material of life
This is the true Lotos Eaters'
here.
island, this the grateful laud of leisure.
tions, such

groups

in gardens listening

Here people walk slowly a«d eat slowly
und ride slowly, and I must say, think
Unt that also is oorn to wy mill,
slowly,

what 1 knew it must he, — how I thing else. The
plucked roses from the graves of Shelley
that although laty and dirty and mean, (I find stxue sympathy uith the happy
and Keats, a«d led a Roman life for a what they do and wear is like an ani Guy of Emerson's book) for there is na
winter, not for myself only , tut for you?
The gay costumes of the public opinion in Italy. A man foels
mated picture.
that he stands alone and enjoys all the
But front Rome, I broke suddenly off women — ribbons and buJdices and trink
«ot

Is it not fine, when ets, with their deep olive skins and bare
and came to Naples,
things are beautifully different, when you heads, with hair that is most luxuriantly
part from ««e as if you were leaving black and beautiful, twisted and folded in
i« heavy, graceful braids ; the broad-browed
and find satisfaction
thing,
«very
another, ant through superiority, but equal and outlined Roman women, majestic and
difference 1 So is Naples after Rome, handsome, not lovely or interesting, but

joys and torrows of that consciousness
and that position.
Your room is your
castle.
If a man knows wltere it is, he

There is nothing solemn and grand in it. showing tfae remains of an imperial beau
it rises in solid banks of cheerful houses, ty — and in Naples, the liUie figures and
from the spacious streets upon the water, arch eyes and oriental mien of the girls —
to the grim castle «f St. Elmo, which these persons, living in quaint old cities,

of infernal

dovers

almost

perpendicularly

over

it.

where

These houses are white and bright, and hanging

the brightest
green,

far

flowers bloom amid
and

far

above the

comes to eoe you ; but whatever you ds
or say, (of course, excepting what is Ixilitical,) is your ow« Ixisines-s, and not that
grand

wliich

Society,

Arbiter

at Itoine

of nren « oesfimes.

is

Kx-

cept you care to do so, yo*i davp no state
The card ,ir a royal ball
to keep up.
finds you as readily in your fourtli story,
pal.ice it finds My

as in the neighboring

And so you are released from
Lord.
and street, and walki«g in high-walled, nar
the bay, row lanes, over which hang the sun- that Urraklom which one cannot explain,
blending with the neighboring towns, ao sucking leaves of the indolent aloe, and but which one feels at home, uhether
that the base of Vesuvius is marked with in which gleam the rich orange and he consents to it or not.

turn

themselves

el retch in

iato

iatrf lines

the

sunlight

around

a line ot' white

houses, which

distinguiflhably

from

Naples.

go on mi
Farther

lemon trees, or, as HOW, the keen, lus
trous green of just-budding

fig trees and

And it is a broad and catholic leacher,
this

travelling.

I

have

been quite uu
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is, and how wide

business

There is a shabby Ameri

his horizon.

canism which prowls

proselyting

through

Europe, defying its spirit or its beauty or
ha difference to swerve it from what it
calls its patriotism.
contented
Republic,

Because America

and tolerably

as

peaceful

it prophecies that Europe

is
a

shall

moon song from Der Freyschiilz, eimply
; also in a trio of Mo

and exquisitely
zart's,

— all of which

and a Barcarolle,

I

These Monarchies,

which are so decried,

and the Otter Creeks.*

Champlain

We first descended into the valley of
that she lacks anything ; for, although Great Otter Creek at Clarendon.
The
her face is flexible and land of thia valley is as fertile as that of
not beautiful,
would produce three
P. the Nile, and like
really grand when she is excited.
year, did the climate admit of
thought her voice not quite sweet in some crops
The Miserere was inexpressibly it. Though the climate of Vermont
parts.
showed

the same genius.

do not see

beautiful,

but

not entirely

what

I

ex

In Naples, I have heard
" The Barber of Seville " and an opera
The last is refined,
quence which prevails in small Debating of Mercadanti's.
Clubs, in retired villages at home.
This sweet music, and reminds me of the mien
is like taunting the bay of Naples with and manners of a gentleman.
The bands
the bay of New York, or apples with play every day, which is better than at
But it is unhappy for me, that
oranges, or the dark, lustrous beauty of Rome.
Italian women with the blond fairness of Verdi is the musical god of Italy at
Americans.
Why should all men be present ; because the bands play entirely
governed alike rather than all look alike; from his operas, which remind me of a
the North is cold and the South warm. diluted Donizetti.
He has brought out a
see no happy day until all kings are pros
trated ; and belches that peculiar elo

marked every step of our way to the lux
uriant and unrivalled
rallies of Lake

is

good

pected to hear.

new opera, ' Macbeth,'

within the month,

far more rigorous, as
general thing,
than that of Massachusetts, yet in this
a

man's

how

discovered

it,

every

have been here, in various

have

valley

but little

more so than in the

vicinity of Boston.

We were three days

from Boston to Clarendon,

but we fonnd

the farm cultures here as far advanced as
were

garden cultures
when we left home.

growth of grass upon

the most luxuriant
the

of Jamaica
There was

the

Plain

meadows,

and

upon the hill-side

the

freshest

pastures which

green
border

this magnificent valley
whilst the woods
seemed in their mid-summer foliage, and
;

and

in
a

I

sphered since
ways,

it
is

50

countries

here,

lie

the

achieve

grand

ments of all Time, which

draw

blest

and best from America

plate

them and suck

the no

to contem

the heart of their

young men escorted him home in triumph,
and the next night various princes and no
bles presented him with a golden crown !
We go into the beautiful country about

beauty for the refining and adorning of us for a fortnight — to Salerno, Sorrento,
their own land.
And why fear imita Pestum and Capri ; afterwards Rome
tion ? Men imitate when they stay at again.
The journey to Florence, Flo
home, more preposterously
Milan,
than when rence, the Apennines,
Venice,

backwardness

of the season.

There

is

a

have been the fostering arms of genius at Florence.
On the third evening, he corn, beans, potatoes, and so forth, were
and art, and in Italy and the rest of the was called out thirty-eight
times ; the in
very advanced stage, considering the
no describing the picturesque harmony of
the landscapes, — their freshness, their
variety of outline, their rich and magnifi
cent beauty, throughout this whole region.
There are no denuded hills to ofFend the
sight, but all are wooded

to their very
tops, and as they retreat into the distance
from the view, they seem to stagger
under their load of umbrageous orna

they

Como, the Tyrol,

are educated

What a Spring
The countenance of these lull*
which promises such a Summer ! You ments.
of an inimitable softness, whilst the
will still go with me as silently as before.
At this moment, I raise my eyes to Ve numberless flocks and herds that animat*

Switzerland

line of Mediterranean

how

sky, and remember

with

we

relations

are

born into the

to men as men, be

fore we are citizens of a country with
limited duties.
A noble cosmopolitanism
is the brightest jewel in a man's crown.

I

have heard very little

use

wisely

married

to stand in

sublime,

blending with the the mighty bowliug alley which these
that you are all the mountains form, and listen while their
genii play at nine-pins with the thunder
storm.
during
For the Harbinger.
The occupation of the inhabitants w

TO VERMONT.

FERRISBURG, Vt, June 14, 1847.

mostly
scientific

that of farming.

There are few

agriculturists

this State,
given
this di
been though more attention
An application of
expecting a word from us ere now, and rection than formerly.
this, though late, shall be something in science to their pursuits, would render
answer to that expectation.
We must the people of Vermont among the richest,
Messrs.

EDITORS: — You

in

world

TRIP

of the fact which we so

early lose — that

prove how
beauty.

in

be a good fruit of long travel, to recover
the knowledge

with

a

other side.

them,

is

which is opposite my window,
and the blue bay beneath.
1 can see the
suvius,

fine at home, because we do not know
much finer the same may be, per
haps because we do not know that they
are copies.
Indeed, I feel as if it would

and Ger

us !

is

We fancy a thousands things

before

It

attainment.

by art and mingling with
what is noble and best in

lie

is

men, to know

many

is

see what is really beautiful
and
grand in other places ; and a fine work of
art repels imitation, as the virgin beauty
of a girl repels licentiousness.
And we

have

music in Italy,

in

ed flight,

in

is

In Rome,

in

happiest, and most independent
the
pass over the description of our enchant
Great pains have been already
up the beautiful vale of the world.
tho opera was nothing, and there were Merrimack ; the excitement of " election taken, in rearing
sheep, cattle, and
no State
only two or three concerts.
That of a day " in the little capital of the Granite horses, and there
the Union
young Polish Pianist, whom I knew, was State ; the bluster of politics ; the auc which can equal Vermont
the perfec
Strakosch, (perhaps he tioneering, trafficking, bantering and ped tion of these animals.
good — Maurice
Let science be

— never so little in a winter.

will come to America.)

of sharpers in trade ; the exhibi connected with agriculture, fruit culture,
tions of fine horses, monster calves, " with and so forth, and Vermont must become
two heads, seven legs, eight feet, and as distinguished for these productions, as
"
now for its beef, wool, dairy pro
two tails ;
the parade of military ; the
cert for the Irish.
Her singing of Costa circus ; the Governor's escort ; and the ducts, horses, honey, and maple sugar.
Diva was by far the finest I ever heard. meeting of the New Hampshire Anti- Manufactures and the mechanic arts, are
Such richness and volume, such posses Slavery Society, which all contributed to pursued only to
very limited extent.
dling,

a

it
is

But the great
was the singing of Ade
laide Kemble.
You know she has left
the stage ; but this was an amateur con
gem of music

word

in

regard

of the occupation of
is

it

Having
spoken
the inhabitants,
a

sion and depth and passion, such puritv make up a raree-show of unwonted
excite
and firmness and ease, I did not believe ment for the citizens of Concord and vi
possible.
Although a single song in -a cinity.
We must also pass over unatconcert, it seemed to embrace the whole tempted any description of the
picturesque
spirit of the opera.
She sang also the beauty of the landscapes, which have

to

but

just

their

to

add

character.

* The valley of the
Champlajn, includes
thoie of the Otter Creek.
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The Vermonters

51

tent, that the distance renders it impracti

vice, watched over, and cared for, as chil

people in the Union ; and there

cable for children to attend the common

dren and friends, DOW see them quitting

is less popular ignorance here than ia any
other State except Connecticut.
The

school. Parents prefer to hire private teach
ers or send their children to academies.

home, friends, and paternal guardianship,

kindness and hospitality of the people are This is not the general practice, but the
unbounded ; their households neat, and tendency is swift to it, and the complaint
their tables bounteous with fat things. of bad schools is very general.
There

The tables of hotels in this State, surpass
those of any other portion of the country
in which I ever travelled.
A remarkable
instance of the influence of locality and
neighborhood

associations

the character

and customs

in

moulding

of society, is

are a few National

Refoim-'ra

in various

parts of the State, who, it is hoped,
be instrumental

in arresting

the

will

spirit

o:

land monopoly and in securing the home
stead inalienable to every family who may
be so fortunate as to possess one.

to throng

Lowell
shut

the

and

of Manchester,

factories

where

Andover,

up for thirteen

hours

a

most

are

they

where

day,

but ten minutes to eat

they are allowed

their dinners, and forced to sleep in brick
pens rather than comfortable rooms, ex
posed to the tyranny of Corporation's odi
ous Black List; to the thousand tempta
tions

of

crowded

ous population

city

;

the

a

are among

a

intelligent

and ill-chosen

promiscu
associates,

No one of the social tendencies of this and without home, friends or counsel
of Eastern and
The Greeu Moun Stato is more striking than that relating lors, wearing life to decay, and weaving'
tain range, not only divides the State into to labor.
There has been within fifteen themselves shrouds whilst earning
seen in

the

Western

inhabitants

a

Vermont.

The inhabitants of the Eastern portion of daughters

This

only

single paragraph

in

gown.

Time was, when the sons anc

regard.

a

years, almost a complete revolution in this

is

two great sections, differing in soil and
climate, but also in character and customs.

the

of calamity, which results from a
Vermont are distinguished
by the same grace to labor for wages on a neighbor's
system of repugnant hired labor, but
farm or in his domestic employment.
traits of character and usages which char
The clearly indicates the great work of this
acterize other New Englanders.
They employer considered himself in no way age to be, the Association of men, in at
deemed

it no dis

record

it

of farmers

the rarest things to find the son of a farm
er, or even a native of the State, working

they have an by the mouth or by the day upon a farm,
and it is equally rare to find a farmer's

for the last ha'penny in making

change, they are honest

in dealing

and

The roads through

punctual to a fault.

here, than elsewhere, and can speak from
domestic service in a personal observation.
But amidst all
family, and if any are founc these feudal tendencies, we are glad to
because they can commanc find others towards co-operation and mu

daughter performing
neighbor's
doing

this portion of the State are fine ; unusual wages, and at the same time feel
fences are in good repair and the houses that they do not compromise their social
was little thought when
are snug and neat in appearance.
standing.

it

It

all

The inhabitants of the western portion
They
have more the easy, careless air of the
people of the Middle States ; are more

commenced, that the employment of Irish

luxurious

per week, for the help of their neighbors'

houses
fences

neglected, and their roads are miserable,
though,

it

must be admitted, the soil is

clay and therefore
roads.

unfavorable

to good

This is much the wealthiest por

tion of the State, both in mineral and ag
Here, too, the spirit
ricultural products.

of caste and aristocracy is the strongest,
and the tendency to land monopoly
most fearful.
There

is the

are not more than two-thirds

Addison

and Chittenden,

as there were

$
1

$

Wool Depot,

General

which,

wool

growers,

will be enabled
far more compliant and servile ones for to sell their wool at equal prices, and all
half the money, and with
little instruc
will be protected from the toils of specu
And would those lators.
tion, equally skilful?
general thing that tho
who had formerly performed this labor, want of money compels farmers to sell
continue to do
when attended with their annual clips of wool as early as
such
reduction of wages, and when possible.
They are not able to withhold
their social standing was affected by it?
from sale until
will command the full
The Irish girl and Canadian were not market value.
This
particularly the
treated as equals.
They were not allow case with small wool growers, but the
when they could

get

whether

or great,

small

It

a

sons and daughters,

ed to eat

with their employers,
never allowed to entertain company
parlor,

and

go to

were

parties with the sons

and daughters of the farmer
and here
was
distinction odious, and till then un

the employer
was

the employed.
This
whose significance could

and

language,

large

wool

the careful

heard of, broadly and clearly drawn be
as tween the farmer and his helps — between

many farmers in the counties of Rutland,

of establishing
by means of

is

than their

spirited

and

have

a meeting for the purpose

held

it

public

Their
neighbors.
trans-alpine
are comparatively
shabby, their

12 per month,

in

they are less

employers give

;

civilized
throughout
society.
They are generous, careless of expense,
are more intelligent and refined, whilst
prevails

The farmers in Addison County,
recently

it,

which

complish

a

and the general spirit of monopoly

ate observation.

a

and more given to speculation

helps would so soon ac
such a revolution.
But would

And we shall mention

tual guaranties.

one movement going forward here, which
has not hitherto fallen under our immedi

and Canadian

a

of the State are less enterprising.

quainted with the history of its decadence

growers,

to grow

and those who are

the finer

qualities,

are

also, greatly sufferers by it.

Now the principle upon which the
wool depot
established,
something as
follows
Each farmer takes his wool to
is

to stick

which leads them

a

and industry ; and while
apparent niggardliness,

are every where
principles that govern
the same, but we are better ac

one and

a

the humblest

it,
it
is

in

it

and most un

promising pursuits ; are full of enterprize

business

it

enables them to drive a lucrative

superior to the employed ; they stood on a tractive, united Industry.
basis of equality, and regarded each other
We might perhaps have omitted our
with mutual respect.
Now it is among remarks on the topic of labor, since the

the depot, where
qualities,

each

it
is

which

pedlar's air,

is

gravity ; that

puritanic

is

the same

:

have

shrewdness and Connecticut

assorted into several

distinct

quality being
weighed and marked, for wliich the own

common,

and the

number

of them is but to be

a

a

a

not fail to be understood, by those who er receives, if he wishes, an advance of
twenty years ago, when few men own
ed more than a single farm of from one to had formerly officiated in the capacity of two-thirds the current price of wool of that
" hired quality. He will thus be enabled to wait
To he
two hundred acres.
Now farms of from hired men and girls.
"
" hired girl " was no disgrace, until the wool can be dispueed of at its
five hundred to a thousand acres are man or
mere

"

help

"

was odious and

7ull value.

There will be one or two

a

agenta connected with the depot, who will
Common schools, as abominable.
yearly increasing.
a general thing in this region, are inferi
Moderate farmers instead of seeing, as attend to the assorting, weighing and sellor to what they were twenty years since. formerly, their daughters securely and ng, and whose expenses are to be defray
The [effect of
The districts have become of so great ex honorably employed in
neighbor's ser ed by those interested.
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this arrangement

of wool

profits

will be to equalize the

EARTH-SHARING.

and to protect
speculators, whilst

BT AGUSTIRI DUGANNE.

growing,

small farmers against

it will guarantee that reward to the grow
ers of superior qualities of wool, to which
their
wool

entitles

enterprise

establish

a

them,

of system

unity

trade throughout

the county.

the wool growers
formed a similar union.
Railroads

form the

great

There
of construction,

are two in rapid process
and a third is projected

and

promises to
When the Rutland

become very popular.
have

topic of ex

Vermont.

throughout

road shall

the

We

of Ohio have

believe

citement

and

in

there

beeu completed,

will be opened to Boston, by far the rich
est portion of New England — rich in all
agricultural

products, fruits, minerals and
of the finest mar

exhaustless quantities
ble.

Bostonians

will then be able to get
July and August.

good butter even in
Vermont
factories
lain

in superior sites for
kinds, but which have

abounds

of all

useless because

there

was no easy

They
will doubtless soon come into requisition,
and the wild picturesque waterfalls of this
beautiful State, will be deformed by the
ngly presence of mills, and their voices,
to them.

means of'transportation

that

now

sing to their mountain dance,

will then groan at the slavish wheel. —
The beautiful pastoral life of the inhabi
tants will give place to oppressive factory
village life — quiet, rural pursuits will
be absorbed in the din, conflict and degra

Listen, workers ! listen !
Ye who al! your lives sre toiling,
In the field and workshop moiling —
Lo ! your serpent wrongs are coiling
Closer round you.

Listen !

Ponder, workers ! ponder!
While ye poise your iron sledges,
While ye fix your rending wedges—
Lo ! your strength and skill are pledges
Of your manhood. Ponder !
Listen, workers ! listen!
Sledges may crush else than matter—
Wedges may your curses scatter —
Toilers once again may batter
Moral Bastiles. Listen !
Ponder, workers! ponder!
God gave equal earth to mortals,
Ere they left fair Eden's portals —
Where's the ancient law that foretells
Mortal slavery ? Ponder!
Answer, workers! answer!
Have the woes which you are sharing,
Have the chains your limbs are wearing,
Palsied all the hope and daring
Of your spirits 1 Answer !
Listen, workers! listen!
Earth is yours — the broad, wide guerdon
Given to man with life's first burden—
God hath set his seal and word on
Alan's true title. Listen !
Ponder, workers! ponder!
Hold this truth within your keeping,
Till the harvest you are reaping—
God is landlord, and unsleeping
Watches o'er you. Ponder !
National Era.

obedience, strengthen his command and
fix upon a Holid basis the social order
which on all sides is threatened with ruin.
Remove him far away from treachery ;
let him not be assailed by intrigue — let
no prejudices stop him ; may no menace,
no terror, be capable of affrighting him.
Sustain him in his struggles, console him
in his trials, guide him in the choice of
his ministers, that he may find in them an
arm to aid him and not a stumbling block
to cause him to fall.
Already has he
won the approbation of all ; his praises
have been promulgated from lips usually
hostile to the true faith, surprised them
selves at being thus impressed by the in
describable ascendency of that serene and
pacific majesty that commands respect
while it inspires love.
Prolong his days,
preserve his strength, illuminite more
and more his spirit ; improve his heart,
that he may better comprehend all he
should ilo and may have the courage to
do it — that surpassing all the calcula
tions of human policy, he may remain
firm in the persuasion that the power of
Inus and principles is greater than the
might of arms.
May thy word and thy
holy spirit be his only ministers — in or
der that the cause of religion may be
blessed, that the church may be inde
pendent, and that his people may be
happy."

We have already occupied a greater
space in the Harbinger with a reply to the
and superficial
comments
of
ignorant
Joseph Mazztni, on the system of Fourier,
than their character entitles them to ; but
we will not withhold from our readers the
following

comprehensive

HUGH DOHEHTY,

which

statement
we

find

by

in the

June number of the " People's Jour
and mechanical
—
nal."
business
the golden equality which now
PRAYER OF AN ITALIAN PRIEST.
We
exists, will precipitate into rigorous forms copy from a letter dated Rome, April
FOURIER AND HIS PHILOSOPHY.
of caste, of capitalist and laborer, corpo- 13th, an extract from a prayer made in
PARIS, April, 1847.
the
of
St.
Peter's
Father
basilique
by
tations and operative dependants — labor
Ventura,
a Catholic
minister,
To the Editor of the People's Journal:
during
will become more and more disgraceful, Lent. It formed the
SIR — My attention has been called to
closing portion, and
" Thoughts upon
and the conflict of duplicity
and fraud created quite a sensation at the time in an article
entitled,
Democracy in Europe," by Joseph Mazwill deepen and widen into general strife. Rome :
" Bless, O Lord, that lofty spirit, that zini, which appeared in No. 58 of your
will be no more the Evergreen
Vermont
noble heart, that gifted intellect, the well- Journal, bearing the date of Feb. 6,
State, for a false society will have blasted
beloved person of our sovereign Pontiff,
1847. The greater part of that article is
its beauty and dried up the blood of its Pius IX., whom, in your mercy, yon have devoted to an appreciation of the social
Ten years will not granted unto us. Already have his first system of Charles Fourier; and, as I
vigor and prosperity.
dation of manufacturing

have

passed ere the citizens of Vermont

will be susprised at the social revolution
which their railroad system will have
It would be an inquiry worth
wrought.
pushing, to know the effect of railroads
upon the general interests of society.
One thing is pretty clear, which
so long

as railroads

is,

that

are held as private

property, they will be powerful agents in
the production of national wealth, whilst
they

will degrade

and impoverish

the

masses.

But the mail closes soon, which re

I must end here.
In my
speak of the prospects of our
cause in this region, and offer some sug
minds me that

next

I will

gestions as to the course

which

I

think

should be pursued in regard to it.

Yours truly,
WENDELL.

steps in his career announced the pleni
tude of that light which thou ever causest
to descend upon men destined for great
Already, under the protection of
things.
your divine wisdom, and the enthusiastic
support of the people, has he entered
with boldness upon just and lawful re
forms, having religion
for their base,
moderation for their companion, and fur
their end the happiness of thy people : of
those reforms which are the characteris
tics of the present day, as well as the
Grant, O Lord,
urgent want of nations.
that he may ever be more and more pene
trated with a sense of his duties, as a
Pontiff and a Prince: that he may be
faithful to that mission that proceeds from
thee ; that he may be able to solve the
great problems of doctrines and principles,
whose legitimate solution belongs not to
the sword but to thy Word. Grant that
by his example he may inspire others to
aid in those reforms which alone can save
princes from anarchy and the people from
that he may persuade to
oppression;

think every part of that appreciation is
either partially or entirely erroneous,
deem it my duty to claim the right of a
very brief reply, and, with your permis
sion, to neutralize, as far as possible the
bad effects of what may be deemed an in
voluntary error, widely circulated with
the influence and well-merited authority
of the People's Journal.
Mr. Mazzini is, as far as I can learn, a
man universally respected, and his opin
ions may have considerable influence on
the minds of many persons who have not
the means of thoroughly
investigating
principles and doctrines, for themselves.
An error of judgment in such a man, is
therefore dangerous, wheo published to
the world with all the weight of his au
thority.
This is my excuse for answering his
article on Fourier's views of social re
I will be aa brief as possible,
formation.
and I hope you will allow me the neces
sary space in your columns.
There are not less than twenty allega

I
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tions against Fourier's system, in the ar
ticle alluded to ; and not a single one of
them correct, or even proximately so. If
Fourier's doctrines were really what Mr.
Mazzini believes them to be, his criticisms
would be justified ; but such is not the
case.
Let us discuss a few of them.

of progress.
In fact, such is the charac
ter of the whole article.
" He knows no religion.
Fourier professed himself a Christian
and most of his disciples do the same

53
"Destitute of the religious sentiment,
and not believing in the progression of
our being, except here below, Fourier
has only this earth in which to accom
plish human destiny, and attain to happi
ness."

In his Nouveau Monde Industriel,
he
This constrains me to believe that Mr.
quotes largely from the gospel to confirm
his principles.
It is not a new religion Mazzini has not read Fourier's works at
all, but extracts only in mere criticisms
that is wanted, but a new practical phil
and reviews.
osophy of Christianity ; a better under
Fourier is so far fiom denying " the
standing and a better practice of the
principles of revealed religion ; and that progression of our being, except here be
Here, the word interest, is entirely is all Fourier has pretended to. Is it low," that he has written much to prove
misunderstood.
It is true that Fourier right, or is it fair then, to infer that " he the immortality, and the continuous pro
gression of refinement in this world "and
has taken great pains to prove that man's knew no religion? "
" From step to step, from
the next.
material interests, as well as his moral
He has even put forth a
consequence
and religious welfare, may be greatly ad to
Fourier, fascinated, theory of metempsychosis or periodical
consequence,
vanced by the system of Association,
blinded by his thirst for happiness, the migration of souls from this world to the
It is also true that he only end which he recognizes in our next, and vice versa.
properly applied.
I conclude by affirming that Mr. Maz
had a mean opinion of man's moral na earthly career — and by the
worship of
ture in the present state of civilized du
pis idol, liberty, the only instrument that zini has totally misunderstood Fourier's
His opinions therefore on
plicity, and that he deemed it necessary
IB knows by which man may attain it — ihilosophy.
his system of Association, are devoid of
to demonstrate thoroughly the possibility
arrives at discoveries, at rules of social
all
rational authority.
of worldly profit in Association.
He must study
The management which his disciples,
less
he subject more maturely before he can
undue stress he lays on worldly interests bold, endeavor to make us
forget ; which
is, however, but a sort of precaution I have not read without a blush
easonably claim the right of giving an
upon my
oratoire, addressed to seeming Christians
A man may be very learned
brow, and which I could not transcribe opinion.
and
who are real heathens.
very good without being qualified to
Riches are un here without pollution."
venture an opinion on a subject which he
doubtedly the necessary basis of society ;
This is a very strong appeal to preju does
not understand sufficiently.
but moral and religious beauty are the
dice.
Are there not many parts of Rev
It would be folly to suppose that any
highest aims of life and happiness.
Still elation which Mr. Mazzini could not re
the question remains of what is really
human-system can be free from imperfec
peat without a blush upon his brow, and
tion ; and Fourier's science of Associa
moral and religious in society.
which he could not transcribe without
tion may be very incomplete, and more or
On this head, Fourier may differ from
pollution * Are there not many things in
less defective, but unsound appreciations
the common notions of theology, without
works of medicine, which will not bear
are as dangerous to truth as true criti
being open to the accusation of irreligion
the light of popular publicity ? There
cisms are favorable to it.
I should not
or of immorality.
are many sorts of wholesale depravity in
" The idea of a social mission, of the the present state of civilized society, otherwise have noticed Mr. Mazzini's ar
ticle, for I am more in love with God's
duty of moral progression, and conse- which moralists and statesmen leave un truth,
than with the systems of my fel
qently of an authority, is entirely foreign touched for want of courage to investi
low man.
I have the honor to be, Mr.
gate their causes and apply a remedy.
to Fourier."
Editor, your obedient humble servant,
Fourier
has
of
such
and
spoken
things,
This is absolutely
incorrect.
His
HUGH UOHERTY.
ideas of a moral authority to supercede of the duty of society to neutralize such
evils
a
by
of
free
system
truthfulness
and
that of a mere brutal force, in future
It is not for men who FROM THE FRENCH OF VICTOR CONSIDERANT.
ages, may be different from those of moral dignity.
blush
at
remedies
in
Translatedfor the Harbinger.
they
other men, but every species of authority i:__ •• , i .
; j_, _/. theory,
• _iwhile
.
. it .•
is not only acknowledged by Fourier, but live in the midst of practical pollution,
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION.
without
to investigate
courage
their
strengthened by the power of truth and
causes and effects ; it is not for such
(Continued from p. ID.)
teason.
and political author
Religious,
faint-hearted
mortals
to complain
of ORGANIC CONDITIONS OF THE SERIAL
ity are thoroughly
respected, even in
LAW.
their present forms, though moral power, those who wish to do away with such
" Whom God has joined,
corruption.
to
his
views, will be almost ex
according
CHAPTER VII.
let no man put asunder."
God is love,
clusively
predominant in future ages.
He speaks, however, of banishment and and whom love joins no man has a right Analysis and Synthesis of Passional At
other punishments for crime, in his asso to sever in the name of arbitrary law and
traction.
'•It is an
ciative system.
The individual is only to custom. That is the principle of ,the
enterpriseMSvain as is ridiculous
of Fourier's pnttosopny. to seek to destroy the passions.it That
be free to do to others as he would that gospel, and
were to
He admits, nevertheless, the present control nature ; that were to reform the work
they should do unto him.
laws of marriage, subject to divorce, in of God. If Gad commandedman to annihilate
" He has no ideal of virtue to
the passions which he gives him, God would
pursue : cases of necessity.
he tells you that ' for politicians and mor
" He will reduce by artificial means, will" and not will, he would contradict himself.
Never has he given this insensateorder; no
alists (disciples of the uncertain sciences,
such thing is written in the human heart ; and
two-thirds of women to sterility."
as he nails them,) the last hour has
what God wills that man should do, he docs not
In discussing the fearful consequences
sounded."
make another man tell him, he tells it to him
" What remains, then, for the basis of of an unlimited population, Fourier himself,
he writes itat the bottom of his heart."
— J. J. Rtnuieau.
maintains
that Providence
has pre-or
his society ? "
" Know thyself." — Ancient Oraelt.
dained the laws of equilibrium in nature,
When the last hour of the Ptolemaic and that no such fear as that of universal
system of astronomy had been sounded over-population
I.
can be rationally enter
by Copernicus,
Kepler, and Newton, tained. He affirms that the earth will
" There is no effect
without a cause."
would it have been manly in the partizans easily support by proper cultivation, five
If I have been intelligible from the
of that system to exclaim, " What then times its present number of inhabitants,
remains for the basis of astronomy? " It and that, when by ages of refined de beginning of this work, and if I have
is a poor argument in logic, though a velopment it is completely populated, na spoken to
intelligent
minds, it will be
plausible appeal to prejudice, to confound ture will step in to regulate the order of
understood that the social problem con
the principle of religion itself with the child-bearing.
He proves from known
abuses of the church, as Voltaire did ; statistics, that the richer and the healthier sists :
and Mr. Mazzini's error of mixing up the classes of society are less prolific than
First, in the determination of a Social
principles of politics and morals with the I the poor; and he argues from this fact, SPHERE favorable to Harmony.
erroneous views of politicians
and of that when all the human race has attained
Second, in the determination of the
is not less really sophistic, to a higher degree of health and affluence,
moralists,
Passional MECHANISM destined to play in
though, perhaps, without intention.
It sterility will be naturally and not artifiis, at least, a crude and hasty judgment : dally more common than it is at pres- this sphere.
and a fault against the interests of truth, ent.
The examination of the tirst of these

" With

him also (Fourier,) happiness
was the end of human life — pain, a
sign of error — pleasure, satisfaction,
a
of truth — interest,
sign
the
great
lever of re-organization."

What

whether

know

the whole question
Phalansterian

condi

tions are the same as civilized conditions.

Well, they are in all points opposite to

the laborer

left

dead calm,

if

of aversion.

If

But, holy logic

!

to

is
a

beings, and from the love for which his
second cause
heart
yearning, this

to be
is

arrangement

done with such Boeotians?

is

Harmonic

!

is

if

de

necessarily

in
a

pled with the question of the Passional
Mechanism,
of the natural law of indus
try, and we have recognised that the first,

the laborer

is

ship or Commune, the Phalanx.
In the second volume, we have grap

labor,

tained, by the very order of his labor,
away from the sphere of sympathetic
is

questions, in OUT first volume, has given
us as its solution, the Associated Town

in
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them.
it

is

if

a

;

and

develop

the affiliation

of the Groups

Series,

and Civilized,

become fascinating

the Phalansterian

conditions.

under

So much

lias always been repugnant.
Year after
year, the Civilizee answers the magnifi
cent deductions of Fourier, with this

!

cend

the labor

senses are outraged
is

If the

not sufficiently

in

labor, and

compensated

causes,

instead

of idi

if

otically butting against effects, as
effects
had not causes.
. . Yes, certainly, labor
organized after your civilized and barbaric
methods, has been and will be through
— who de
all time, generally repulsive
;

As for us, we proclaim
we
aloud on the housetops, we have
made our criticism of Barbarism
and
Civilization
And yet
pivot upon this.
nies

cry

it
;

The second con
dition, Groups, to the requisitions of the
LIFE. The third condition,
AFFECTIVE
Series, to the requisitions of social move
ment — of SOCIAL LIFE.

to

.

Luxury, corres
to the exigencies

then

it it
?

condition,

The first

to supply our needs and sensitive pleas
ures, this will be the first cause of aver

they bring up this as an objection to us
the civilized effect produced
the civil

sion.

ized arrangement,

If

the affections

is

is

is

is

!

witted

How many thinkers, grave au

thors, academicians,

and men

must yield you ten points
The causes of Attraction

progress,

twenty-four'!
are the satis

in

Corporative

bond,) and the Family Sen
timent, which we term the Affective Pas
sions.
This order of passions relates to

for the virtue of that standing argument,
the external life of the being, and pre
that labor will never be attractive BECAUSE sides over the combination nf individuals,

and natural ordering of stupid " Because,''1 cast into the balance,
regulation
like the sword of the Barbarian
business, the production of accords, dis
As

ponds more particularly
of the SENSITIVE LIFE.

the river to keep from be
behold yourself out
ing wet by the rain

;

but

the

cords and varied modulations.

who threw

into

1.

cannot

it

of Attraction,

i.i

condition

in

The third

Jocrisse,

yourself

determining the classification, regulation
and ordering of things
the hierarchical
affiliation of the elementary groups
the

of sympathies and antipa
the play of alternate accords and
discords; — these are the Distributive
Passions
they preside over the formation
of the Series, and are the main springs

combination
thies

of social order and of Harmony.
To be Continued.

;

ANOTHER GOOD DEED OF THE Pors.
On Wednesday, the 5th, being the feast
of St. Pius, whose best achievement (his
they bravely produce
bringing about the battle of Lepanto)
of an anti-civilized or
rescued the South of Europe, great
by

of the soul are stifled as a consequence

over the formation of bonds and sympa
thetic assemblies — GROUPS.
3. The adaptations of the arbitral
tellect and of social life
the passions
in

form

Jocrissc, ingenious

;

Family,

themselves.

traverse Europe,
before
think yourselves fools
Ah

conditions

in

pathizing assemblies, in which the affec
tions, the impulses of the heart, corporate
Love,
bonds of Friendship,
passions,
Ambition,

subversive

of charm, is the
of Groups, free and sym present societies, Barbaric
it

free formation

you

;

(See Proofs

not at

;

whose basis is the Phalanx.
in First Volume.)
The second condition

names

whom

it

as daylight.
Luxury, however, the first
condition of Attraction, can only be real
ized through Association, — in a society

whose

;

We cannot dream of bringing

pleasure, charm, amongst a miserable,
famished, ailing populace.
This is clear

to Attraction,

And this
the
absolutely
reasoning of your thinkers, your renowned,

it

such are evidently the first, the basic con
ditions.

the

:

General
ticipates in the general wealth.
comfort, general wealth, general health :

their

contrary

tractive.

of factions of passional adaptations, natural
civilized
labor, Poverty,
Isolation
and and without
defect.
There are three
orders of passional adaptation, constitu
Monotony.
These last conditions are entirely neg ting three general foci of Attraction.
ative
The adaptations of the five senses,
they even imply the absence of
the essentials of life and enjoyment — as Taste, Sight, Hearing, Smell, Touch,
the absence of heat, and darkness determine five species of wants
cold
and
the absence of light.
Aversions proceed pleasures which we call Sensitive Pas
from the negative conditions of separated sions.
This order of passions specially
interests, as attractions from the positive relates to the natural or animal life of the
of the serial order. Labor being
conditions
places man
direct attraction
being attractive in the conditions of the to LUXURY.
Phalanx,
cannot be otherwise
than
2. The adaptations of the soul, or
hateful
the opposite conditions
or be wants and pleasures of the four affec
ing disgusting in the conditions of our tions, Friendship,
Love, Ambition,
(the

and oppositea,

elegance of the sphere in which the indi
vidual is called to act, and where he par

you substitute

ditions

is

or the salubrity

attain

you

strength

— internal luxury, or the ually
and strength of the individual ; the above conditions

and external luxury,

flame,

you will grad
find to increase in proportion as for

tion is LUXURY,
health

the

extinguish

aversions, whose

under the condi

labor, performed

tions of attraction, will not be fascinating
because civilized labor, executed in con

of

you

of Attrac

Serial

;

mined by passional science.
The first general condition

do .they not use the same argument to us?

in

if

if

by

a

a

it

is the SERIES.

;

The ment, and of impassioned excitements,
charm pro
will exert
potent charm,
Sphere is the Associative Township.
It is easy to see that the influence of portioned to the sum of the combined
their energies.
the sphere combines with the power of springs multiplied
Luxury, Groups, Series, — such are
the mechanism, in regard to Attraction ;
for we have seen that the creation of the three great conditions of charm, the
If you
great riches depends in the first place on three general foci of attraction.
on the combinations of the weaken any one of these foci,
Association,
you
abstract their fuel and lessen their inten
social sphere ; and this creation of Luxu
ry is one of the three great conditions of sity of combustion, the attractive power
If you still abstract fuel,
Attraction — one of the three foci deter declines.
This Mechanism

will not be day when the sun has risen,
dark after he
set. Yet

because

;

sought.

source
he finds in the action
of sensitive, enjoyment, of affective enjoy

it

But

!

aversion.

it

of Attraction,
the mechanism

a

of certain conditions

that we have determined

if

tion

a

it

a

if

is

in

is

It

seems to ua, to take
legitimate,
not excited by the active play of
most prominent, the indispensable he
the sun into account
he
we speak of day
steeped
character of this mechanism, of this law, accords and discords,
and you would not accept the
dull work ever the and night
should be, the property of calling forth monotony, nailed to
man who should tell you
third cause for mortal reasoning of
will be
Thus it is by the considera same,
Attraction.
the
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doings were planned to honor the name
in the person of its present possessor,
who bids fair to effect a similar Euro
pean rescue.
Hearing of these -projects
(for strict orders are issued to inform him
of every matter) our monarch at once in
timated his wish that the waste of blue
hghts and Roman candles should Ije super
seded by a general distribution of bread.
To wish is to be obeyed. Sixty gentle
men met immediately at the Duria palace,
organized themselves for a combined ef
fort among the affluent, and each member
cheerfully climbed the stairs of the pal
aces allotted him in quest of donations ;
7,000 dollars were quickly forthcoming,
and 60.000 bread tickets put in circula
The remnant is kept to establish
tion.
an infant school.
GRACE GREENWOOD has written a letter
to the editor of the Home Journal, con
tradicting the report of her marriage.
She says no such disaster has happened.
Hon. Mr. Wheaton shook hands with
President Polk on Thursday.
At Euro
pean courts executive hands are kissed ;
in this country, " when taken, they are
well shaken."— Phil. Bulletin.
[From the New York Despatch.]

THE BELLE OF NASSAU

STREET.

We give her this title, because it is
only in Nassau Street that we have seen
her, and because she is the prettiest, by
far the prettiest girl we have seen in the
street.
She is very young, in appearance not
past sixteen ; yet appearances are deceit
ful ; and being the prettiest girl in a
street through which such numbers pass,
She is, indeed.
she must be beautiful.
Nassau street is the greatest thorough
We do not
fare of girls in New York.
say young ladies, because it is a piece of
affectation to call those such who get
Ladies they may
their living by labor.
be, and no doubt many of them are, in
the noblest sense of the term ; but for all
that, as a class, it is of no particular use
to call them so.
You meet these girls, all young — that
is, between twelve and twenty-five — by
thousands, every morning and evening ;
to their work and hurrying
hurrying
meantime, many
home again ; working,
long hours, to earn from two to four dol
lars a week.
Among the rest, this girl, whom we
have called, in no mocking spirit, " the
belle of Nassau Street," we have seen of
late.
She is a little under the medium
height, a petite form, with a full outline.
Her step is elastic, her carriage erect,
You will
and her movements graceful.
see at once 'that her hands and feet are
small, that her instep is high and her
You will ob
ankle delicately turned.
serve also the beautiful fall of her shoul
ders, and the noble way in which her
head is placed upon her neck and in
Her chin is round,
which she carries it.
and breaks into dimples on each side of
her mouth, the curves of which are deli
cately turned, and her nose is one a sculp
It does not seem
tor might swear by.
that her forehead is so high as it is wide
and regular, but her eyebrows are re
markably fine, her lashes long and silken,
her ears small and well-shaped, and her
eyes large, blue, and swimming in a li

R.

quid brilliancy, which must give a pecu
Her hair is ot
liar effect to her glances.
light brown, approaching to flaxen, very
fine and very glossy.
" You must have looked at her well ! "
says somebody.
Rather ! but a moment's
glance is
enough for all this, when a really striking
person is in the case, like our little Nas
sau street belle.
The mind, perhaps the
heart, is more sensitive than the daguer
reotype.
" But how was she dressed t " asks a
Yes, indeed, that is the most im
lady.
portant thing in a lady's description ; and
to confess the truth, it is a matter of
some importance.
Last Monday we saw, in West Broad
way, a colored lady, and very dark color
ed she was, with satin boots, bine black
satin dress, an eighty dollar cashmere,
worn a •la mode, a white satin hat, and
white kid gloves, turned over with swan's
down.
Our Nassau street belle was
dressed just as differently from this as
We would engage to pay for
possible.
every article, from her boots to her bon
net, for seven dollars and a half, or three
Yet it was very
quarters at the utmost.
neat, perfectly clean and proper.
The very best of all this was, that she
was full of buoyant, bounding, vigorous
health; strong,
agile, rosy, sweet — a
This is the point we come
very Hebe.
to.
Sad is the revealment, but in one
short year all the elasticity, the freshness,
the buoyancy, the glow of health, which
now belong to this sweet girl, will be
Like the thousands of her sister
gone.
work-women,
she will grow pale and
drooping ; sallowness will take the place
of bloom. Her eyes will grow dim —
she will fade and droop and wither like a
flower, and for the same reason.
All day
in a hot room ; she
long she works
air;
breathes an impure
she drudges at
monotonous labor; she is confined in the
same positions ; she works, and bleaches,
and saddens, like a prisoner — this is
At night she walks hastily
by day.
home, and sleeps,
perhaps, and most
probably, in an ill-ventilated room in a
crowded quarter; possibly crowded still
more in a stifling boarding house.
In the
winter, there is steam and gas, and the
effluvia of anthracite with closed windows.
In the summer, there are the sultry heats
of the dog days. She is doomed. They
are all doomed.
Ladies, who work or
play, walk orride, have pleasant company
and amusements, and summer resorts at
the sea-side — they may keep their health
and live to a good old age.
So do the
wives and daughters of our farmers, work
as hard as ever they may.
But our fac
tory girls, our sewing girls, all females
who follow such employments as are pur
sued by the good but unfortunate girls in
Nassau street, do not live out half their
days ; and unless some clever fellow falls
in love with the Nassau street belle and
marries her, to make her the happy mis
tress of his home, in one year she will
lose her beauty, in two her health, and
her life is not at even chances worth a five
years' purchase.
She is selling out her priceless beauty,
and her health, with all its capabilities for
happiness, at not more than three dollars
a week; working against steam engines,
machinery, stout men, and iron-framed
boys.
Such things as these are enough to
Socialist,
make a man turn Fourierite,
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Reformer,

almost

a

Shaking

Quaker.

While waiting for a remedy in social
improvements, a palliation may be found
in every young man, who feels that he
can support a family, getting married.
If he has any doubt about getting a living
here, let him seek a farm on the broad
prairies of Wisconsin or Iowa.
The simple
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION.
question is, shall every member of the
have a right to be some
community
where? or shall his existence be forfeited
for want of right to occupy some locality
on earth 'I A homestead exemption law,
generally adopted throughout the Union,
with such reasonable restrictions as would
prevent dishonest men from defrauding
others, by investing a large property so
as to put it out of the Teach of honest
creditors, would we think, be a great
step towards the perfection of our social
No man under our present sys
system.
or the
tem, who has the misfortune,
imprudence, to involve himself in debt,
has a right to be any where, except in the
public highway ; and even there, he must
keep traveling under pretence of busi
ness, or he is liable to -be arrested and
If he owns a
punished for vagrancy.
house in which he can shelter his family,
and a few acres of ground, from which,
the labor of that family can procure a
sustenance, his creditor can take it away
from him, and turn his family out ; and
the first step they take, out of the public
makes them trespassers, and
highway,
they are again liable to forcible expulsion ;
on,
and so
till they get happily beyond
the bounds of civilization.
man
in every community — es
Every
pecially in a trafficking and speculating
community like ours, in this country —
is liable to become involved beyond his
When this is the case,
ability to pay.
our laws tell his creditors to go and turn
him and his innocent and helpless family
out of the house they live in, and off of
the piece of land which they cultivate,
and take it for themselves, although they
have houses and lands and every thing
When
else necessary for their comfort.
a man and his family are thus dispossess
ed and turned out naked, it is impossible
that they should respect the institutions
of their country, or they should feel a
Home is no longer
patriotic emotion.
home to them ; they are stripped and
banished by their country's law, and the
love of country which once glowed in
And
their bosoms, is turned to hatred.
it is perfectly natural that it should be so ;
for men are not so divine in their nature,
that they will return good for evil, love for
when
hatred, patriotism for alienation,
they feel that their conduct as citizens
has not been such as to deserve that evil,
that hatred, that virtual alienation, which
the laws of their country have inflicted
upon them.
The homestead exemption law proposes
to make the house and ground where a
family live, sacred to their use forever, by
grasp,
placing it beyond the creditor's
Ai'lio can calcu
and the sheriff's power.
want
which
the
of
misery
late the amount
of such a humane provision has inflicted
upon innocent people since we became an
Who can compute
independent nation?
the additional happiness that would have
been enjoyed by the people of this coun
try if such an amendment had been intro
duced into the social system which we
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borrowed nn.l adopted in the infancy of
•ur existence as a nation ? It is oor bonest opinion, that the single circumstance
*f hocnesteaiis and necessary furniture
and implements
nf husbandry,
being
liable to confiscation for debt, has been
cent,
more than fifty per
drawback upon
all the advantage* of civilization.
And
k is, therefore, our hnnest opinion that
the abolishment of the abominable law,
which pampers the avarice of the fortu•ate, by allowing him to strip the aofortunate of his whole means of living,
will rlmti.li- i(u- happiness of this people
as a wbnle.
Let the little farm with its buildings
and stock, together with all necessary
furniture,
kousehold
he exempt from
aeizure for debt, and who would be the
Those who are in the
•worse for it?
business of money loaning would be none
the worse, nor would those who self the
necessaries of Tife, for, knowing that they
could have no resource to that species of
legal robbery, they would not give credit
And we con
with that reliance in view.
fidently believe that such exemption, by
making the debtor's honor the creditor's
sole surety, would do more than any
If
other me.isure that could be devised.
a man who htts any pretensions to honor,
h iji;.(-ii to jjet involved beyond his depth,
and his creditors do not fall upon him and
sacrifice what he has, by way of court
charges, lawyer's and sheriff's fees and
forced sales, he will have both the means
and the disposition to pay them ; and will
•take haste to do so as soon as possible.
But if the law allows them to take the
one creditor
course,
will
destructive
strive to get ahead of another, and the
family wilt he stripped, the property sac
rificed, the debts not paid, the debtor di
spirited and soured, and there will be
aeithei means rior disposition left to pay
the balance.
We are svrare that we have taken np
this subject hastily, without regard to or
der or pint ; and that, therefore, what we
•ave said will very imperfectly convey
But when we
our ideas on the subject.
,ave time for deliberate thought,
we
return
to it. — Buffalo
•hall probably
Repvtlicm.

THE TEX HOURS BILL. We may now
safe.
consider
this measure
perfectly
The second reading has been carried in
the House <if I^ords by a decisive otajorn v, and its principle has been affirmed
It was strongly op
•without mutilation.
posed by the Earl of Clarendon, whose
combated
wore successfully
arguments
The objections
by the Bishop of Oxford.
to the selmine are reducible under two
beads ; first, it is said to be disadvan
tageous to the working classes, whose
wages will he reduced one-sixth, if the
hours of lahiMrare reduced from twelve to
ten ; secondly, it in contended that our
export trade wiH fall off through deficient
quantity, by which we shall lose our
in foreign
manufacturing
pre-eminence
markets.
In reply to the first objection, the Bish
op of Oxford stated that the factory
operatives had calculated the pecuniary
results to themselves as involving a re
duction of nne-twelth of their wages, in
stead of a sixth, and that they were pre
pared to sustain the loss, for which they
would be compensated in leisure
and
bealth . In regard to the second objection ,
the case is rather assumed than proved.

The argument in- its support proceeds on
the calculation that we BOW export to the
value of £37,000,000 annually of goods
wrought in factories to which the Ten
Hours Bill will apply, and the inference
is, that if the time of labor i> reduced
one-sixth, the produce will tndergo an
diminution.
This appears
equivalent
plausible on the surface, but a deeper in
does
not
vestigation
justify the conclusion
sought tn be established.
The Earl of Ellesmere, who moved the
second reading of the bill, in a very able
speech, justly remarked that if our hours
of labor wero reduced, the example would
be followed on the Continent, for the op
eratives there would assuredly claim the
same relief from excessive toil as accorded
to the people of these realms.
This is
another reason why the dread of com
petition should not deter us from doing an
act of justice and humanity.
We are not insensible to the truths of
political economy, but we cannot sub
scribe to the grave error, thrust forward
as a truth, which looks upon the accumu
lation of wealth as the lie-All and EndAll of enlightened legislation, and in the
pursuit of its object thinks less of man
than of his productions.
Even could we
shake off all moral and religious obliga
tion, the narrowest expediency should
teach us that if we destroy the physical
health and strength of the productive
classes, we destroy the very instruments
by which property is accumulated ; and
here sanatory and economic considerations
tmich each other.
If on no higher
grounds than these, we rejoice at the en
actment of the Ten Hours Bill ; but it
has received oor steady advocacy from
purer and more enlarged principles, and
we are fully convinced that the experi
ment will be crowned with complete suc
cess, when fairly tried, to the mutual and
reciprocal advantage of employers and
employed. — JerroU'i Newspaper.

Some of these piles I've seen:
The one at Lexington, upon the green
Where the first blood was shed
That to my country's independence led ;
And others on our shore,
Tie " Battle Monmnrnt " at Baltimore,
Ami that on Sinker's Hill.
Ay, and abroad,a few more famous stif?:
Thy - Tomb," Themistocles,
That looks out yet upon the Grecian seas,
And which the waters kiss
That issue from the gnlph of Salami's.
And thine, too, have I seen,
Thy mound of earth, Patroclus, robed in greea,
That, like a natasralknoll,
Sheep climb and nibble over, as they stroll,
Watched by some turban'd boy,
Upon the margin of the plain of Troy.
Such honors grace the bed,
know, whereon the waniot bys his head,
And hears, as rife eons out,
The conqueredflying, and the conqueror'sshuut.
But as his eyes grow dim,
What is a column or a mound to nhv7
What, to the parting soul,
The mellow note of bogle* T What tne refl
OfdmnsT No : let soelfie
Where the blue heavenbends o'er me lovingty.
And the soft summer air,
As it goes by me, stirs my thin white hair.
And from my fore head dries.
The death-dampas it gathers,and the slie»
Seem waiting to receive
My soul to their clear depth1 Or let me leav»
The wortd, when round my bed
Wife, children, weeping friends are gathered,
And the catm voice of prayer
And holy hymning shall my soul prepare
To go and be at rest
With kindred spirits — spirits that have Messed
The human,brotherhood,
By tabors, earn, and connsels for their goaf.

I

And in my dying hour,
When riches, fame and honor have ao Bower
To bear the spirit up,
NOT ON THE BATTLE HELD.
Or from my lips to turn aside the cup
BY .1'iiiv PURPORT.
That all must drink at last -,
"To fall on the battle-field, fighting for my O, let me draw refreshmentfrom the pact!
Then let my sort ran ,sek,
dear country — that would not be nurd." —
The Neightmn.
With peace andjoy, along my earthly traek
And see that atl the seeds,
0 no, no — let me lie
That I have scatteredthere, in virtuous deeds,
Not on a ti. ;,; of battle, when I die!
Have sprung up, and have given,
Let not the iron tread
Of the mad war-horaecrush my helmed head: Already, fruits of which taste in heaven'
And though no grassymound
Nor let the reeking knife,
Or granite pile say 'tis heroic ground
That 1 hare drawn against a brother's life,
Where my remains repose,
Be fn my hand when Death
Stin wi» I hepe— nin hope, perhaps! — that
Thunders along, and tramptesne beneath
II;. heavysquadron's beefs.
those
Whom I have striven to bless,
Or gory felloes of his cannon's wheels.
The wanderer reclaimed, the fathertess,
From such a dying bed,
May stand around my grave,
Though o'er it float the stripes of white and red, With the
poor prisoner, and the poorer slave,
And the bald eagle brings
And breathe an humble prayer,
The clustered stareupon his wide-spiead wings, That
they may die like him whose bones are.
To sparkle in my sight,
moulding there.
O, neverlet my spirit take her ftight !
1 know that Beauty's eye
Is all the brighter where gay pennantsfly,
And brazen helmets dance,
And sanihine Hasheson the lifted lance ;
I know that bardahave sung;
And people shouted till the welkin rung,
In honor of the brave
Who on the battle-field have found a grave;
I know that o'er their bones
Have grateful handspiled monumental stones.

COBN.
Few people are aware of the
increased quantity of Corn planted thi»
The prospect that Indian mea)
year.
will be introduced as a common article of
food in Europe has induced farmers to
plant all the land they could spare for
that purpose.
One farmer in Ferington
who never, in former years, planted over
twelve acres, has this year planted forty.
Another, in the same neighborhood, ha»
put in seventy acres, or about five Una*.
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should say rather, O'Connell is in heaven.
His death was happy ; he received in the
most fervid sentiments the last rites, and
up to the last sigh was surrounded by
every consolation provided by our holy
Oh ! would to heaven that I
religion.
could pour the balm of consolation in the
wound which I open by this heart-break
ing intelligence ; but alas! how could I?
— my own beart is bursting, and poor
Daniel is crushed with grief.
Nothing
that strangers could do to comfort us has
been wanting, but the stroke is so tremen
dous. On the side of religion every thing
cheers us, and it is there we have sought
You are already aware from
for refuge.
my last letter, and that which was writ
ten by Daniel at a late hour how matters
stood up to 6 o'clock on last Saturday
From that hour
evening.
to
up
8 o'clock he continued to sink gradually,
but without suffering.
1 knew long be
fore this hour that he was dying,
and
we had recited the prayers from 7 to 8
o'clock, in which he joined most fervently,
and with all the distinctness his fast fail
I think his agony
ing powers permitted.
began at 8 o'clock, or a little after, but in
using this word you are not to understand
me to say that there was any painful
At no stage, especially for the
struggle.
last two days, was there anything like
At this time the Vicar-General,
pain.
who is a prelate, with the clergy, were
round his bed ; his breathing became
more weak ; as the prayers
gradually
were recited, his hands were fervently
clasped upon his noble breast, his counte
nance perfectly serene, and, as I suggest
ed to him all that my sacred office re
quired and my grief permitted, he re
sponded by word and sign so as to ex
press perfectly and fervently the glowing
sentiments of his heart — Daniel, and me,
and his faithful Duggan,
he recognized
to the last.
Our supplications,
in the
and
sublime
consoling language of the
church, were mingled with onr tears as
we knelt around his bed. When at last
his mighty voice was hushed, his counte

is

GEITOA, Sunday, May 16th.

MY DEAR, DBAR SIR, — May the God
of Mercy sustain and comfort you ! The
worst has befallen us — the Liberator,
your illustrious father — the father of his
country — the glory and the wonder of
is dead ! Dead !
Christendom,
No, I

a

MOMENTS.

a

LAST

The Dublin Evening Freeman contains
the following letter from Rev. Dr. Miley,
descriptive of the last moments of Mr.
O'Coonell's earthly career :

It

O'CONNELL'S

cessantly vituperated by another class,
even his
own countrymen.
including
The former called him " The Liberator,"
"
the latter called him
The Big BeggarMan." He was the idol of Catholic
" to the rest of
"
Ireland", and
bugaboo
the empire.
The English journals
most unanimously,
in summing up his
The
character, award him little praise.
foremost,
also the
the
Times, among
of
all.
The
how
Economist,
severest
ever, says — "For nearly forty years,
whatever party was
power, O'Connell
was the chosen monarch of the Irish.
His word roused them to action, or lulled
Millions gathered at his
them to peace.
He
bidding, or disappeared at his nod.
had no armies at his beck — be had!
What, then, was
gained no victories.
He spoke out,
the source of his power?
for the greater part of his life, the griefe
of an oppressed people. He made the
Catholic Irish, by his organization, pow
erful and respectable.
England ban be
fore treated them with cruelty and con
convic
gave them
O'Connell
tempt.
tion of their strength, and made them an
With
object of dread to politicians.
much discretion he exercised his vast
He fought only with
moral'
power.
no other
In all history there
weapons.
and1
demagogue, very few conquerers,
few monarchs, who reigned so
only
numerous.
long over the affections of
The continuance of his power
people.
warrants the assertion, that he was one of'
the most extraordinary men of the cent
ury which has witnessed the rise and
fall
of Napoleon
TheBonaparte."
John Bull weekly journal of the 28th nit.
its remarks
anything hut flattering
"In fact, he was already dead and bur
ied
the grave of his own Repeal hum
and no one can doubt that thebug
break-down of the enormously profitableimposture had considerable influence in
He lived too long.
hastening his end.
He should have died while the Repeat
that state which made
question was
possible for weak and sanguine minds to>
in
his
periodical
believe
promises.
These promises had latterly become &
and then
was discov
scorn and
jest
ered that they were never intended to ba
than
rent-decoys."
anything more
This journal admits that O'Connellr
an
played
important part during his life,
that he acquired and retained great influ
ence over
large portion of his country
men, but he was "
demagogue
the
mask of
patriot, and used the influence
means for promoting his
he obtained as
Moreover, the John Bullown interest."
" there was not an atom of true
says,
He was
greatness in his character.
mean, tricky, vindictive, and insincere.
Neither
has he any real expansion of
shrewd, clever, quick-sighted
mind.
would prove
far
lawyer, he saw that
better investment of these qualities to
transfer them to the political arena, from
that of clients, juries and judges.
Volu
ble, astute, reckless, utterly regardless of
truth, ins'ensible to the dishonor of de
tected falsehood, repeating to-day and to
morrow, and for weeks, and months and
years, the constantly refuted fabricationwhich served his purpose — coarse and
virulent
his calumnies upon every man,
high or low, whom he could not make his
—
tool
gifted with great powers of low
humor and vulgar jocularity, always seek
whatever means were
ing his ends
most likely to attain them, provided- they
is

to the
prayers.
minutes
At 37
past 8, the hand of the
" bind and
priest of God, privileged to
even
on
earth
as it is done in hea
loose
ven," was extended over him. There
was no struggle — no change visible
upon the features, except that as we
gazed it was plain that a dread mystery
had cast its shadow over him.
The
spirit which had moved the world took
its flight so peacefully that all who were
there, except the angels who were in the
were
duubt
had de
waiting for
He died as an infant sinks upon
parted.
was by
its mother's breast to sleep.
soft
transition
of
the
and beautiful
that we were reminded
the prayers
that wo had before us only the no
listen
ble body of O'Connell, as
attention, for the summons
ing, hushed
to glorious immortality.
We are thrown upon our own coun
sels, with nothing to guide us but what
we inherit from his conversations and
Acting on
casually expressed wishes.
this, we have determined to have the
a silver urn
heart embalmed — placed
and transported to Rome, as of old the
heart of Robert Bruce was carried to
when
was not permitted
Jerusalem,
his own
him by Providence to perform,
person, that pilgrimage to the holy sepul
chre which he had vowed, as O'Connell
had vowed, his pilgrimage
to the tombs
of the Apostles.
His body, also,
to be
embalmed, and deposited in
chapel of
the Church of our Blessed Lady Delle
to repose until, on our
Vigne, where
return from leaving the heart in Rome,
to Ireland.
we convey
We have thought
right that his ob
sequies, though to be renewed no doubt
the Irish nation, should be princely
here.
likely we shall proceed with
our sacred charge to Rome on Thursday
or Friday next, by way of Civiti Vecchia,
where the carriage and nearly all our lug
gage have been for some days.
We shall hold
sacred duty to
guard every object, no matter how other
wise insignificant,
that belonged to his
pilgrimage, as well as all the documents
and memorials appertaining to
which
we have collected.
should add that we are satisfied with
We are certain there was
the physicians.
no mistake about the disease, and, but
for the science and skill of the continental
must have had much sooner
physicians,
fatal termination or one still more afflic
will write to Mr. Fitzpatrick
ting.
few lines, but you will oblige me by let
ting him see this letter, as am not able
to write to him a.t length.
We have had
cast taken of his head, which has filled
with wonder the physicians who have
seen it.
Farewell. May Heaven com
fort you all.
My beloved and revered
friend.
John — could not write to him.
In writing to you
write to him and all
the family.
Oh! ever Blessed Mother!
of the afflicted, pray for
comfortress
as.
Ever yours,
J. MILEY.

; in

nance — liia hands — responded

it,

We are told that tbe
his usual quantity.
same proportion will hold good in various
With a good de
parts of the country.
mand Corn is a very profitable crop.
Heretofore, but little land, comparatively
speaking, has been devoted to its cultiva
tion in Western
New York — the de
mand not being sufficient to induce agri
to
Beside,
culturists
plant
largely.
there are a great many farmers who will
not raise Corn for distilling. — Conse
quently, they have either neglected it al
together, or have only raised sufficient to
At any price
supply their own wants.
between sixty and seventy cents per bush
el, Corn is a more profitable crop than
Wheat at one dollar. — Rocliester Demo
crat.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruit* arc,
rxintemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulaionsall tending to impoverish
tbe borerand to renderevery conditioninsecure.
Relief 1sto come,and can only comefrom tbe new
application of Christian principles, of Universal
justice and Universal love, to social institutions,
to commerce,to business,to active life.
Da. CHABBINU.

The Reviewer
a

those whom they ought to

and engage manfully

that lie nearest at hand."

in the duties

To the poor

of England,

factory operatives
the children,

especially

who have to mind their busi

must be very comfortable

starved Irish emigrants,

till the soil

!

ness, and whose homes are what we read
of,

To the
to

ready enough

there were no absentee pro
it

prietors to tell them they have no business
with the soil,
would be comfortable if

!

eyes red

To the lean

business

?

your

"

in

And how
in

this

" minding

hot turmoil

always to be reconciled

It

be

of

with

loving those whom you ought to love
would

a

Is this

is !

it
is

sacred

"

?

!

'

you mean

"

own

doubtless a most comforta

what

competition,

!

comfortable world to that

poor outcast daughter of shame, driven to
such business as just hinted, had she but
the privilege of loving those she ought
love.

only

a

a

mean (and yet the whole spirit of the con
text forces such interpretation on us), by
love, only
slightly expanded selfishness,
little exclusive familism; that is, love

those whom you ought to love, those whom
it

conventional

to love as

matter of

duty, those whom interest or family con
nects with you
stay at home and mind
;

-

to

God forbid that our reviewer should

a

:

!

to die or make

ble world to stay at home

!

7

and

and suppressed

watching

employment,

treasures,

is

!

with

hollow-cheeked,

" business " of the heart's

!

I

Is the hourly cry.
Is there then no remedy
For this utmost misery

if

;

your business in the matter of loving too
for
would be very shiftless,
not wick

ed, in this economical and work-day world,
to love any more beyond that circle, to love
your
this

enemies, to love mankind
writer

appears positively

the idea of universal

!

Money — No — Money
Will not cure this wo.
What will then
The one true God
Of this world below.
Labor — divinest labor —
our Father,)
(Sent as
Working for his neighbor
!

For days and years that Time can scarcely
number,
While men above thy seeming death have
wept,
Hast thou one motionless and changetessslum
ber
Through all their wildcat uproar, peaceful
kept;

business, love
love,

lucrative

1

Arise, thou Mighty One
See what done
Under the sun
Daily — daily
Oh, agony
Let
not be •
Oh, free — oh, free
The human race
Ita last disgrace
Is hovering o'er the earth
Famiahed men
Plead in vain,
Curse their birth,
And die of hunger'spain
The remedy— the remedy
" die
die "

t

II.

" For the eager expeetation qf the creature
waitith for the manifestation of the Sora qf
God." — St. PAOL.

at

at six-pence
making shirts
weeping,
apiece, and possibly by competition crowd
ed off from even that last narrow ledge of

Of human life

I

is

!

;
a

soft low sigh
So sleeps the sweet earth now
ing
Breathes o'er her fragrant heart from night's
first breeze,
The birds' last notes in echo faint replying
From the deepsilence of thosemovelesstrees •
Sleep on, thou fairest, sleep there no waking
Can loose the spell that binda thee to repose,
Till (as of old the Grecian's slumber breaking
Came the soft touch of Dian's lips of rose)
Shall summon thee the presence of thy Queen,
And thou shalt wake to hotiest blisa serene.

thinks

OF ASSO-

very comfortable place to those who
are willing to stay at home and mind their
is,

semstress, feverish,

This mystery of mysteries
Life's eventful histories
Unchronicled in story,
Living in memory,
How wonderful they be
Who can unfold
The tale so old —
So new — so rife —

by

Still as Endymion, in calm clumber lying
Beneath green shade on Latmos' summit fair,
The rosy innaet o'er the far hills dying,
The moon'syoung light just tremblingthrough
the air, —

HI.
" the world,

they could stay at home!

FAMINE.

it

i.

FOR HER QUEEN."

CIATIONISTS.-NO.

is

THE

!

For the Harbinger.

"EARTH WAITS

ACCOUNT

UNION

it

!

!

:

;

!

is

POETRY.

REVIEWS

it

a

Soul of song thou hast no tomb
God's own bosom wore her
Song of song, and Bloom of bloom —
Weep not in the blessed Doom
God's love watcheth-o'er her.
People's Journal.
!

a

in

is

it

it

Let our lives sing o'er her tomb,
True thoughts blossom o'er her
Song to song, and bloom to bloom •
God smiles through the narrow room,
White winga float before her.

AMERICAN

OF THE RELIGIOUS

it

THE

:

in
a

Land Laws, says — " Another excellent
feature of this republican system was the
equal distribution of the Land, by which
land-holder, the
every adult male was
veritable owner of the soil on which be
lived.
There were no entailed estates,
no hereditary
nobility — every
family
This simple
possessed its own land.
fee simple of
of ownership
principle
one of vast importance to
the soil,
form
of
government — in
Republican
seems to be one of its essential
deed,
features —
encourages industry, incul
cates patriotism, and
one of the main
of civil liberty." — Working
springs
Man'* Advocate.

1847.

3,

SATURDAY, JULY

:

!

A

a

is

it

is

it,

;
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if

AN ALARM. The " Native American
writers appeal to the history of the mid
rious.
dle ages to show what awful things the
Shall come to take her primal throne again
Pope of Rome will do if he should ever
into grace more glorious,
in this Then wilt thou waken
get " foothold," as they call
With charms, now hid and dim, then bright
On the same principle
we
country.
and plain,
prove from the ancient history of Salem
that the first Dentist who successfully ad And all be tuned to harmony serene,
ministers ether in that city will be hung. When LOVE shall come, thy long-expected
•••w. H.
the present
Talking of history, there
Queen.
would
history of Pope Pius IX., which
1844.
be well for these wide-awake " natives "
to take, into their calculations of the fu
But perhaps that
ture.
ruse to
only
DIRGE.
lull us asleep, as the benevolence of Fa
ther Matthew and the piety of Pascal,
BT W. J. LINTOIT.
were doubtless only put on for effect. —
" Smeett to the Sweet."
Cltronotype.
Nightingale! sing o'er her tomb;
Forest-flowers bend o'er her
MORE TESTIMONY.
Wm. D. Smith,
Song to song, and bloom to bloom
the former editor of the Presbyterian
of
God's wide universe the dome
the West,
work on the Presbyterian
Wherein we adore her.
Confession of Faith .speaking of the Mosaic
"

Without grudge,
very drudge,
If need be,
Until he free
Humanity.

When thy children's
When wilt thou waken
voices
No longer rudely jar upon thine ear
When Strife and Hatred's harshdiscordantnoiies
The lovely teachings of thy stillness hear
When long, long exiled Peace, o'er War victo

a

to himself

;

danger

1

were unattended with

— he was just the man to run the career
he did." — N. Y. Tribune.

Indeed

irritable at

philanthropy;

he

THE HARBINGER.
"

ancient, O Lord, how love I thy law !

the

"—

the law of combination

which

we seek ;

it is to combine all so, that to deviate from

The reviewer
of things where

man finds sphere and satisfaction, there
the actual, ever-present order, is to devi
the absolute standard ; it is to would be no temptation, and consequent
is

Does

gained by whatsoever meth

manifest itself at once, by
Does
multiplying temptations for others
show forth its spirit of good and its
?

so reasonable, so congenial
contrary,
to common sense, that our reviewer him

lem of evil.

self,

moral exposures

nature

to

destiny, the will of God

ascertain

his

respecting him ;

and only ask what state of things, what
order is the one that will ensure to each
the full development of his whole nature,
and make his life productive of pure good.

Without denying
individual

the importance

of all

effort to establish the true order

it

just the other

to shelter those whom

can influence, and remove

from

their

This

path?

heart's practical,

temptations

unstudied

the

worth volumes of discourses

of self-denial

benefits

true

ethics, and

it

way, and causes

heavenly

a

rather

leads

about the

and

temptation.

Of course we mean here by temptations,
which

do say, without

or conceal

qualification
or

individually

should exist

in

fluences
rate

"

as

evil

of evil

the kingdom

essential to

moral being, that in

essentially

— indeed,

that

collectively,

that sense,
temptations
for him
we do not believe
his education

good for

it

ment, that we do not believe
man,

and we

attract to evil

;

influences

should

coope
since

impossible,

divided against

itself," since evil in its very nature
And further
stranger to cooperation.

is
a

his

a

of all those relations ; they

fulfilment
consult

his own life in the just

;

finding

is

and

; of

to all other beings and to all the facts of

out or fall at strife among themselves.
Hence
that those who cut loose from
facts and persons — objects addressed to
their hearts and senses as well as their
brains — and surrender themselves up to
abstract ideas, often exhibit such
mor
bid, restless intellectuality.
Full, per
haps, of logic, but empty of love, they
become incapable of peace themselves
and fatal to the peace of all about them.
What they need
some object or pursuit
which will exercise and occupy all their
and
feelings at once upon which
faculties
all the elements
their nature may meet
and work together
&c., &c."
it
is

wants and powers, related in all directions

not

which

;

of

in

in

comparatively

;

a

in

of it is both safe and take
man's one-sided statements
ar
easy."
what gument, for his full confession of faith.
Precisely
the very next breath, after thus
Associationists have always preached! Had For
this critic only half the faith in it that they counselling good folks to " stay at home
have! They have no theories about the and mind their own business," does not
origin of evil ; they do not philosophize our critic himself criticise society
just
it into innate principles of evil in the soul, our own vein when he makes this fine
putting any practical solution out of the associate statement?
" For unless all the elements
question by the hypothesis of total deprav
our na
They simply take man as they find ture have a common object to converge and
ity.
him, a being of manifold impulses and harmonize upon, they generally either die
solution

practical

Has

dear?

Let us not instinct,

good by contriving
for those
holds most

is

thou

to increase
it

its truth

his own way.

it

must have acknowledged
sand times

desire

is

can only be solved in practice ; it
" A
the powers of reason.

transcends

we dare say without other evidence,
a

that is a problem

in

Whereas

it
is

world all wrong, because he tries to work
out a theoretical solution of the great prob

it

on the

od?

it

no unreasonable statement;

supposing

is

Surely

it

in tune.

a

i*

;

h

it

individual

it

He thinks that Mr. Channing finds the this

the

is

it
in

our very social constitution,

the that the harmony of the whole shall help
to hold

ly, as he thinks, no room for virtue, tha
essence of which
resistance to
But what does virtue do,
temptation.

to realize so very

it

"

much of

fact

it

Lord whom thou hast not seen?

and make

it

them hast seen, how canst thou love

ding

it,

shah love the bring that standard down, without degra

thnu

Lord, &c., and thy neighbor as thyself."
And " unless thou love thy brother whom

is

"

and the prophets,

life,

state

want of

natural

every

that on this hang both the law ate from

forgetting

which

afraid that

in
a

O Lord, how love

modern,

a poor improvement on

is

thinks, "the

I mankind ! "

more, we do believe that society may be
so constituted, as that evil influences, or
positive attractions to evil, shall no longer
We trust the literal sense of

exist.

this, society
Precisely

continuing

what

now is.

because the whole frame-work

is

An attraction

could be done on earth.
an influence

and

has

power,

is

with the higher ; still
good co-operating
we must assert, that this is not a simple,

it

in

i<

:

is
a

in oneself, and keep the reins within the
Here
great need declared for every Christ's own words, who bade us pray
done
hands of the higher sentiments, so that man, — no less than " occupation of all Thy will be done on earth as
With positive attractions to
Show in Heaven.
the lower impulses (as we call them) may his faculties and feelings at once."
our very nature, God's will never
become beautiful and pure and springs of us the man who even dares to hope for evil
however

God such
of society makes this impossible, do all well resisted. And
poor
of morality and virtue economist as to create things only to be
causes and consequences, both, extend be the preachings
of the oracles of the shunned, to inspire life only to be denied,
yond himself; to be good, is to be in true and self-culture,
to implant springs never to be tried?
Is
relations with others, and therefore re day, degenerate to mere abstractions
fact of life, within man or without
quires a combined effort with others ; it re our critic not excepted, they all talk like there
himself;

a

by

is

for each

those cut loose from facts and persons,"

"

exhibit

without
morbid,

restless

intellectual

of this common purpose, the ity." Precisely this was the whole sub
production of good, both individually and stance of our Fourier's and of Mr.
Evil is discord ; good is harmo Channing's criticism of the " four sci
socially.
ny. How is the individual to go to work ences," above, which this critic takes so
expressive

some collective

which let each
the harmony

til.

attune himself,

will be

perfect

still

freer and fuller

access to

God, the Life of all things
We believe,
as the only statement which will bear
the test of reason, conscience
heart,

and of inward

and

experience

the

faith
is

tionists, and we only, by the reviewer's
distinct prac
own confession, do oppose
tical remedy, hoping to solve in real life

according to the Combined Order indi
and then cated in all God's works, this old problem
between of evil, which religionists and moralists

But perfect notes, if thrown togeth

er confusedly,

and

and mediating

have only sought
make discord ; it is speculative creeds.

to

put

to sleep

in

varieties, which

does not presuppose and
seek some good, — nay, universal good.
The radical attractions of the son) are
pure, — those which
through

nature,

that

seek unity or God,
matter, not less

than those which seek direct communion

of soul with
those which

soul in kindred
beings
prompt to pleasure and to

;

understanding,
general
effort to get mutually ad
You may say there is an abso
justed?
lute ideal standard of right, according to
some

his own being,

for him ever

harmoni

enriching

is

is any harmony promoted

good produced,
without

him,

not
far be
from us to fully and fully noted, that there
enough
to this one impulse or spring of activity native
multiply more words of this sort
to human character, in all its created
intellectual and moral fever, we, Associa

clear and aphysics

may be, is any

completing

to

;

However

We have had moralism and met

relation

it

orchestra of discord ?

true his note of character

sorely.

a

with a whole world

;

to harmonize himself

him, not intended to stand in

power to practice, and ous

?

"

speculate

a

quires that all which concerns us collec
tively, all our social and civil institutions
shall be favorably ordered for this effort,

a

a

;

isolated problem
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use, not less than those which look aloft

ledintoit."

We cannot see the differ

to wonder and adore ; those which rush
immediately

ence between surrounding us with evil in
to their specific objects, and fluence, and leading us into evil influence.

those which

better love chaste converse

with

the

intermediate
over

presiding

the

If,

however,

he will

give

object, or Law,
of all
distribution

and regulating the free
attractions, but to keep them free.

If it cease to regard our natural impulses with
not so, heie would be essential and their corresponding objects ./.< temptations
permanent elements in man's life, while in the sense defined, as necessarily tend
yet the Law of Life forbids them to be of ing to evil ; then for the rest we will take
were

be one class of facts

Iurn ; here would

with which man, in his true state, having
attained his triumph, would have simply
nothing to do ; facts isolated and unre

temptation
with

in his sense, as synonymous
natural

man's

together

impulses,

with their corresponding

and

if

were

our Reviewer

sheriff" or

his

np this poor confessor, he would speed his parting soul
" the
and cease to probably with this comfort : that

superstition of depravity,
insult God with the imputation of endow
play of ing man with attractions radically evil,

things

rage, perhaps, will kill his wife ; the strong
arm of the law will take and hang him ;

objects,

and we

disorder sprang from him, (the individual,)
[we quote from the Review,] not from
the social system in which he moves, and
that this system operates unceasingly to
readjust and restore our discordant nature
into

itself and with the

with

harmony

principles of universal order."
How well this writer comprehends
the

scheme

Associative

for

delivering

will make good sense of his distinction. man from temptations, is betrayed in this :
•' True, if there were no individual pos
lated to him, and facts too of his very Then it will read : we pray not that any
nature ! Surely a little logic, such as a attraction, impulse, passion of our souls, sessions, there would be no temptations
good heart could not lack, would convince may be suppressed, not that any object or to theft ; but then what would become of
my one that essential elements most still
preserve their essential character, in spite

any pleasure congenial to our nature may
be "taken away from us," but that all

of any modifying influences ; and that these springs and opportunities of life,
whatsoever could be supposed essentially good in themselves, may be developed ac
evil would continue evil even after a cording to the law of harmony, so that
thousand conversions ; that conversion each in being true to itself, may still be

the occasions for charity and generosity,"
Now Association duel con

and so forth.

template individual

and its

possessions,

to property, as to
every thing else, is heaven-wide from the
illusion of equality ; harmony comes not
doctrine

with regard

And in a true from monotony ; it would seek it in the
harmonic combination of whole graduated
In a truer
luxury, the freedom, the keen zest of life, scales or gamuts of varieties.
conditions, so that they shall exist to some the intense and ever-shifting energy of at and more practicable and hopeful sense,
therefore

must

mean

something

else,

placing of all natural
impulses and elements of character in true

must

mean

the

good purpose, so that they shall co-ope
his good will who made them.

rate with

and confidently,

Safely

therefore,

while

we neither question free will, nor the ob
ligations

true

to universal

good.

order, in a state of harmony, with all the

traction,

implied

in

man's

realization

say we

than he does, therefore, we may

of his whole nature and of all his natural seek not to remove temptations, but to
relations, no part of it will tempt to evil ; make men superior to them ; not to de
what tie so eagerly seeks, he will seek prive man of aught pertaining to his na

of duty, while we recognize the safely, finding true life in it ; and his en
conscience and individ
ergy will be more in giving than receiving,

facts of individual

ture or his destiny on earth, but to teach
him the harmonic use of every thing .

Wo have done our best to despatch the
ual responsibility, while we cease not to for all man's sensibilities and senses, in a
hold individual
sin, self-love and indo free sphere, well developed, have an active topics raised in this Review, but several
lence measurably accountable for all so mission ; the smell of a rose, the flavor of fruitful ones remain, while space for tlie in
cial ills, we at the same time say that in a peach, the transport of deep music, in this, our present number, does not re
a true order what now drives men to acts each will be a guide to one of our creative
of bate, of wastefulness, or folly, would instincts, if our whole nature can but

main.

Bear

with

us,

reader,

yet once

more, while we shall briefly talk of

"

"

gov

industry," the
" sacredness of the passions," and of that
•nd love ; that the true order between man
heretical " theology," whose central prin
and man being established — unity with where the law is twofold, contradictory,
is Love.
We are moved to
not
ciple
nature,
well
through
industry
organ
antagonism and restraint ; where the fac
ized ; unity with his fellows, through the ulties and impulses find no outlet, and turn by desire of controversy, but by the in
free play of affinities and co-operation in morbid egotists, each escaping now and trinsic importance of the themes.
the place of competition ; unity with the then unbalanced by the general harmony,
MORALITY IN MADRID.
law of order in the universe, the key and so rushing to excess, — in such a
daily

into

deeds

of usefulness

But in a social chaos like
get out.
this, where man's nature is suppressed,

once

ernment,"

attractive

it,

ripen

consequently

unity

to that law ; and
with

then the true order would
within

each man between

God ; — that
at once reign
his own facul

state of things almost every

wilful from our want of the experience

ties and impulses ; that they too would be of harmony, we sit as it were at a con
divinely subordinated to each other, in dne fused banquet, at a table spread with seem
place and degree, so perfectly that even ing
our sensuous appetites would be religious
ministers of good, and see and taste and

We are sure our readers will thank us

attraction is

more or less a moral exposure ; with de for giving them the following specimen of
" civilized morality"
ranged and lawless appetites taught us
high places, which
recent letter of the
by the false law of restraint, weak and we translate from
in

according

a

ing society

Injuries combined

principles,

Schnellpost,"

" Would

by no harmonic

and straightway

most poisonous excess.

able correspondent

Here

plunge into
it

is cer

touch God, in as high a sense as abstract

of

the

"

Deutsche

dated Paris, June 1st.
know

yon

goes at Madrid?
I

commanding every science, by first order

blush to relate it.

how

the

world

So scan ialously, that

You remember that

thanksgiving

If

and praise.

of temptation be the
right one, then is our reviewer guilty of a
play of words, of raising an imaginary
distinction
when he says " onr
our definition

temptation : "Those who are most obnox
ious to its influence are the very men who

months, separated
tents

him, to all

and

purposes, got up when he
to bed, and went to bed when

of went
That is, the true way to he got up, and meantime consoled her

most need it as a trial and discipline
their virtue."

from

in

a

I

told you how Queen Isabel (formerly
tainly wisest to pray that temptations may
Then labor be removed, to seek safety in denial of called the Innocent) became tired of her
prays to him.
spiritualism
Yet the Reviewer says of husband, Don Francisco,
in
few
would be worship, and pleasure would be ourselves.

prayer reform a drunkard, is to set the bottle be
should be, not that temptation may be ta- fore him and leave him ! Then he will
A- 'i away from tu, but that we may not be drink to madness, in a fit of helpless

self with the black eyed General Serrano.

All

this might

have known

still have gone on, — we

like

things

and

worse

of
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to all sorts of dissipation, — orgies are fared

and respect

Ventura

lessly

Romea, take part.

for public opinion are reck
trampled on by a Queen sixteen

years old, and there is a ministry

which

of harlotry, all

looks on all these tricks

this outrageous management, and governs

in their name. — And this ministry itself,

and

Ros

de Hana,

de la

the Secretary

and the

Vega,

player,

;

with her, — at the same time, he read
to the astounded

letter

ministers,

which

morning

to his

After nights spent in he had sent that very

revelry, the Queen and her companions
throw themselves on horseback, and run
expected in Madrid,

kinsman,

Count Montemolin,

court

Europe,

—

that the

and to every

letter, dated

fences : day of my unchangeable

races over fields, graves, walls,
it is daily

to him, that he would have no more to do

The

and eternal sep

from the Queen, my wife

aration

a

rano

but that her

behavior had made her so hateful

present

'

this is changed — here morals, propriety,

not stand las wife

could

heard them

and then told them, he

through,

'

it was sought to keep up some or the Regency, — orgies in which, be
some of her
decency before the people, whatever the sides her cousin Josefa,
In Madrid, all young maids of honor, the Generals Ser
extravagances in private.
and

the King

no better

quietly

;

of the Directory

here celebrated, worthy

;

were still observed,

appearances

a

outside

in

crowned heads, — but etiquette, decorum,

61

and

will be thrown, and break her in this he informed them, that he had left
plaisance, does not know whether it will neck, or will bring death upon herself by his wife, bed and board, since the 15th
case she was found
last eight days longer, whether it will not some other extravagance.
Nay, there of April, and that,
of all

its

caution

and

com

Queen

in

in spite

sees that

his

he cannot continue

to set

move her from the stage, in the quickest
Meantime,
the army, the pro
way.

child

as his

he added,

the

not acknowledge

own.

Should

ever blame me

any

one

'

her enceinte, he would

any way,

I

that

in

say,

'

which

'

of finance, Salamanca, al

new minister
ready

tongues

The attendants have been bribed, to thus re

and courteous, progressive ministry.

I

are evil

be supplanted by a still more complaisant

will go at once to my uncle at Paris, —

control of the
Cortes, by a prorogation ; but a proroga

vinces, the clergy, are sounded and acted from there announce to the Spaniards
the reasons which
on, and the public mind prepared for a and to all Europe,
The Pachecho have led me to this separation from my
change of government.

tion cannot last forever ; and the Cortes

ministry,

No issue re
must again come together.
mains, but a stroke of policy from above,

monarchy

modest, timid child, who trembled before

adjured the Queen to return to Madrid,
able to form a correct estimate of the
and to moderate her behavior before the posture of affairs and the schemes of
Two members of the Cabinet, French politics.
public.
The Queen, embroiled
at the same time, visited the King at El with her husband, nay, soon perhaps for

reforms : it has been attempted
aside

the

inconvenient

terrified at the rapid decline of wife.'
and of reverence for
the

"

We add to the above sketch of royal
throne, in a land like Spain, where the
domestic life, the political speculations of
monarch hitherto has been honored and
or a revolution
the letter writer.
months cannot elapse, without one or the adored like a God, have resolved to inter
" After all these details, you will be
The minister went to Aranjuez,
other.
Maria Isabel is no longer the pose.
from below, — and three

from

yoke

which

in

should

call

a child

her shoulders,

a boldness

displays
any

woman

but

a queen,

If

shamelessness.
a confectioner's

into

I

you take
shop, and

allow him to do what he pleases,
taste of every thing

and

freedom,

and

he will

he sees, and when

tie can eat the sweets

no longer, he will

»i least bite and destroy them, and finally

Pardo, and implored him, at least for the ever separated from him, can give no
sake of decorum, to live again under the direct, legitimate heir to the throne, —
same roof with the Queen.
Both depu
the marriage will not be set aside as
tations came off finely.
The Queen de invalid,
order to admit of second nup
clared to the brow-beaten ministers, that tials, for the Pope, being under French
she could not endure the company of her
husband, that she had fled to Aranjuez for
it,

his stomach and become sick. the sake of escaping
that she wished
It is thus with the " innocent " Isabella, to be divorced, that she had already writ
who, after long years of severe restraint, ten to ilic Pope for this purpose, and that
has at once got rid of her mother, of her
case the ministry hesitated to agree to
protection, and of her innocence, sees this, she would take another more oblig
rounded

Queen,

with

powerful,

hypocrites

sur

rich,

with all her wishes, all her whims, grati
fied. Is it a wonder, if she rushes madly
into life,

if

gance into another,
would

from one extrava

she falls

throw

if

ing ministry

"

and flatterers,

she acts as

herself as quickly

if

she

as possi

ble into the abyss, which already opens
before her?

In regard

their place.
to their remark upon her

conduct, she replied

by

a

herself

in

in

over-load

to the ministers,

will never give his consent to
The Queen of the most Catholic

influence,
this.

of all countries,

cannot

take

the Pope, like Henry

against

the powerful

a

nnw

stand

VIII.,

and

party of the moderados will

take care to regulate the succession in
their own interests.
The Queen, then,
has the alternative,
after the furious
effervescence of youth has ceased, either
to sink into
mere automaton of the
a

this

off

in

the will of her mother, — she has thrown

sending for the doorkeepers of the palace
and ordering them to keep the doors open

Throne,

till

ence may impose on her as penance, — or
she will remain consistent with herself,
throw herself entirely into the arms of

two o'clock in the morning, — they
were usually closed about eleven — since

she had company,
would be welcome.

and the late comers

and

do

mother, Marvaez,

which
her
anything
and the French influ

She asked the min the progressive party, and place herself
her to the bull fight, at the head of extreme Liberalism.
la
noz she can never hear a word spoken, and as she ascended the stairs to her box, .this case, she will have the army and the
without falling into the hottest rage, and she met her favorite, the actor Romea, moderadot against her, pronunciamentoi
forth iato a torrent of re
accosted him, spoke with him quite low will rapidly follow, and soon
breaking
military
few moments, and then on leaving revolution,
proaches ; but she becomes almost crazy for
of which we have already

Of her mother or the family of Mu- ister to accompany

a

a

"

with anger

if

"

any one mentions the name

I

;

or

young woman with enjoyments, to push
her to every excess, she gives herself up

in

that she meant to do what she pleased
private life.

"

The two ministers,

regency

of

of

Montpeneier,

numerous

the organization

and

a

French
powerful
party in the country and in the army, —
word, the possession defacto of the

Salamanca

and Throne

Pachecho who were deputed to the King,

possible

of

Spain

— these

and efficient

are the only

means,

by

the weak,

studied insult for the king,
to show the ministers

:

to bewilder

but

demonstration,

in
a

seem determined

publicly,
a

her husband, she has totally abandoned
him, and betaken herself to Aranjuez, —
here, in a small circle of persons, who

a

a

of the French

in

him, said aloud,
shall expect you, seen several
Spain, will declare the
of her then, Julian, at eleven o'clock
do not Queen incompetent to reign, will depose
brother-in-law,
After the forget." This was not rendezvous, for her, and put in her place as regentess,
Montpensier.
most violent and scandalous scenes with rendezvous of this kind are not given the Infanta Louisa de Montpensier.*
The

of the King

which

labor

often,

and

respectability,

'

in

in

civil list of

obtain.

new kind, and

no other

journal

would

The creation of

Rent,

in be

certainly

half of the
more than

Democratic

Pacifique

wa«

measure of administration,

it

is

it

which

'

a

among

to its appeals with the
amounts to secure its

about

the dignity

of man.

equal rights
these

men

very

of labor, and

At

the same

are devoting

all

their energies to the support of a system,
which must necessarily depress the labor

a

a

recent accounts

France,

from

which

in

relation to the movements of the Associ

ev

is

THE CAUSE IN FRANCE.
Our

over

has triumphed

received
France
ery new idea
has not only numerous and enlightened
an
has also, — what
partizans, but
is

!

Doctrine

Associative

the scorn and contempt with

honor to

we wonder

— zealous opponents.
that

it

par

:

in the political

May the words prove prophecy

in

revolution

Civilization

Shall

which

is

and often wind up with some high-flown

ties."

it

about the education

complete

it,

of
the working-classes,
the melioration of
their physical circumstances, and the like,

the

fast

progress —

it

on this sabject, which ought
for more than it U worth.

Men talk fluently

time,

nevertheless

very

in answer

are of the most gratifying
about to pass away, should like Pagan
Every thing indicates that
ism, in its decline, meet with blind de
the doctrines of social unity are making
"
fenders?
deep impression on the minds of the

ative

School

character.

in a

pass

phrases

some,

importance
it

philanthropy
to

among

ward

offer of sufficient

THE CONDITION or THE
political act of profound signifi
would not be at all was
thinking men, and
There is a great deal of mock strange, were
In fine, at the present day, the
to cause
thorough and cance.

IMPROVING
LABORER.
not

Demo

professed

of Fourier, has

a

is
in

is

notion
gaining

gained

a

intelli

gent man knows before hand that neither

from the Spanish succession."

the

the period
distinguished rank
ical Press, and thousands have come for

THE LAND QUESTION. The " Essex
Banner," which
all respects the op
" Essex Junto," speaking
England, nor any other power, will com
posite of the
mence a war, in order to exclude the of the land question says: "Although
children of the Duke
of Montpensier this question
thought to be
visionary
account, — and every

into

The

it.

finally,

Pacifique,'

of organ of the disciples

test

the

morality.

to overcome ; external onea are not to be
taken

eager to take share

the badge of cratic

a

The in

in Spain.

from

a

influence

ternal obstacles are here the most difficult

order of society, with whom

privileged

exemption

'

the French

establish

a

to lu.<family, and firmly

is

Louis Phillippe can secure the Spanish
crown

a
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telligent and inquiring, and that the sys
tematic efforts of the School for theoret

IEP Let the friends of social progress
They are perfectly willing to pocket the
every where combine their efforts, on the
propagation are crowned with abun
which they agree, for the pr. avails of the poor man's labor in the form
points
dant success.
The Democratie Padfique motion of the common cause. The
of a fat dividend on their investments :
age
has a wide and increasing circulation, and
The
ripe for a peaceful revolution.
they would shudder at the thought of
quoted with marked respect by leading
epochs of barbarism, of fraud, of licen
beiug obliged themselves to take part in
The birth tiousness, of
journals of different parties.
his toil ; they would as lief go to the fun
hypocricy, of superstition,
of Fourier was celebrated
over of
eral of a daughter or a sister as to see day
blood, and of crime are about to dis
2000 persons,
between thirty and forty
Their funeral knell has already
her a household drudge or a factory girl ;
appear.
different places, with great spirit and en
The kingdom of Heaven
at
sounded.
but they are eloquent apostles of progres
thusiasm.
In our next paper, we shall
The coming of an age of peace,
hand.
sive democracy, and no doubt, gain many
some extracts from the speeches and
of material abundance, of truth and jus
votes, by their loud talk in favor of the give
toasts on that occasion.
of labor.
But the truth is, no
tice, of social harmony, and personal ex
rights
The " Tribune Lyonnaise " speaks
The sky
cellence draws nigh.
red
permanent improvement in the condition
the following terms of the progress of
with the light of its dawn.
of the working-man
can take place,
Courage,
the Associative School.
then, brothers! ttnion and friendly greet
during the continuance of the present
" Every day beholds an increase of the ing. Success and honor to the true and
artificial distinctions of society.
So long

it,

a

is

;

a

is

But the number of those, who
without formally giving in their adhesion
to
unconsciously experience the influ
mented.

Earth

!

it

tractive to all, that all will engage in
and that all will reap the fruits of their

;

it,

by

the industry of another.
Labor
ported
will be at
must be so organized that

lofty
which the Associative doctrine brave souls, that are inspired with
has given to society
not be zeal against every form of social evil, and
Lyons
hind this movement
and the number of who daily watch and toil for the advent
of Freedom and Justice to
new-created
persons who are interested,
daily aug

impulse,

O'CONNELL.

it,

is toilsome and repulsive as it
now is, every body who can do so, will
and of course, must be sup
get rid of
as labor

is

in

is

in

by

is

is

in

ic

er, and defraud him of his inherent rights.

is

It

a

is

a

is

'

by

in

is

It

?

is

' is

a

A

a

a

it,

a

is

a

in

The very existence of sep ence of the great Prophet of Social Sci
We have given
another part of the
a ence,
arate caste or order of working men
incalculable.
Fourierism
the most interesting account
may Harbinger,
Nature has made phys
social absurdity.
be said to have taken possession of socie
that we have seen in the papers, of the
ical existence
necessity, and under con ty.
Even the Lyons Chamber of Com
last moments of this distinguished man.
— We add from foreign papers one or two
She merce, — who would have believed
pleasure.
genial circumstances
has always made
pair of hands, where has just appropriated 3,000 francs in aid brief notices:
she has made a human stomach and of the investigations concerning
canal
letter of May 16, in the " Union
" states, " There can be no
brain.
A man might as well be all through the isthmus of Suez.
Monarchique
stomach, all brain, as to think of living known, that the
Democratic Pacifique
doubt, that this great soul yielded less to
without the use of his hands.
And what was the first to put forth the idea of physical sufferings, than to the might of
better use of the hands, than productive this gigantic project.
The Agricultural sorrow for the miseries of his country.
industry, — industry that will feed the Union of Ligne, whose object
the forma
In certain sense, he departed voluntarily
mouth, clothe the back, and provide the tion of an Associative Township,
life, which, since he had lost the
the from
eye and ear with all the delights which first step towards entering the phase of hope of securing freedom and happiness to
the idlest of all follies Guarantyism,
they crave
which
to the his beloved Ireland, had become an intol
according
to prate about improving the condition of views of Fourier, must precede that of erable burden.
For the last two days be
the working man, while to all practical Association.
This admirable institution fore his death, his physicans and friends at
doomed to split the wood, has such prospects of success, that capi
intents he
vain
their earnest and affec
tempted
Uuuh the grain, and weave the cloth, for talists, without difference of opinion are tionate encouragements,
to inspire him
endeavors.

THE HARBINGER.
with confidence, and tempt him at least settled, scientific plan for the arrange
But every thing de
to co-operate with the means prescribed ment of industry.
To all their entreaties, he pends on this. It would not do to trust
for hia cure.
replied only with gloomy silence."
The "Journal des Debats" has

the

" Genoa, May 16. The
following letter :
only words which the dying O'Connell

.yism to society even as it now is.
might carry this principle

We

out in such

a

manner as to change the face of things
to any vague sentiment of benevolence, in every community without infringing
freedom, or equality.
This will prove no upon any institution that is valued.
As
less fallacious
artificial,

than the impositions
and false

of an to us, while our admirable school system

shows what judicious combination can do,
were a request Nothing but the introduction of the Seri we have not a single sod of open com
uttered to his physician,
that his body might not soon be closed up al Law, which governs the harmony of mon for promenade or play ground, or for

He feared premature inter
It had been his most earnest wish

arbitrary,

morality.

in the coffin.

the universe, into the organization

ment.

bor, can

furnish

any

secure,

of la

legitimate

to expire at Rome, under the benediction foundation for permanent social harmony.
of Pius IX. He said on his journey to Still we watch the movements of the Eu
Genoa, ' that if he died on his way, his ropean Communists with no small interest,
at least must be carried to the me

heart

tropolis
idea,

was

suggested

to him

of Robert

Bruce,

who

said,

desired

heart should

his death bed, that his

on

be buried

in holy ground.

O'Connell's wish will be fulfilled ; his
heart will be carried to Rome, but his
body, also according to his wish, will be
taken to Ireland."

COMMUNIST MOVEMENT.

We learn from a notice in the " Berlin

"

Deutsche
Gazette," which we find in the
that the celebrated Com
Schnellpost,"
munist leader, CABET, is preparing to or
ganize a plan for emigration to America
He proposes to unite a
on a large scale.
million of adherents to the Communist
doctrines, to accompany them to America,
and in the most remote regions of the

of the reach of the civiliza
of the times, to found
He is already certain of
his colony.
100,000 persons who will join him, and
is confident of being able to commence
" It is
operations by another spring.
doubted,"
says the Berlin Gazette,
country, out

tion and corruption

"

whether there are so many as a million
and if so, wheth

Communists in Europe,

erthey are all eager for emigration."
We greatly doubt the correctness
the above statement, but

if

of

it be true, we

predict that the enterprize will
No man who
turn out a splendid failure.
has any conception of the principles of

can only

would think of en
organization,
gaging in a practical experiment on such
It is altogether out
a magnificent scale.
social

of proportion with the resources of human
Universal
harmony will never
nature.
spring out of any brain, full grown and
completely equipped, but must grow from
a small seed like all the great productions

of nature.

How much more judicious
as well as modest, is the
method of Fourier, which contemplates
only the organization of a small town
and practicable,

ship,

in

instance,

the first

successful working

and from the

of this miniature mod

el, to proceed gradually to the organiza
tion of the district, the state, the nation,
tlio globe.

Besides,

the Continental

we do not find that

Communists

and shall take care to keep our readers ap

This prized of any thing important,

world.'

remembrance

it is

the

by

of the Catholic

have

any

which we

In every
point of view, their existence is a signifi
may discover in their operations.

When will republi
breathing fresh air.
cans learn that a rational people ought to
surpass the ambition of kings, and sur
round

ourselves

with

groves,

walks,

fountains, baths, and all the refinements

of life that have been so much monopo
lized by the great?"
As to Guarantyism,

we subjoin one or
items from exchange papers which
cant fact in judging of the character of show which way " the wind is blowing."
the times.
They are one form of the
DWELLINGS FOR THE POOR, in Vii/universal protest, which the age is utter LAGES. A company has been formed in
We London, this spring, with a capital of
ing against the abuses of centuries.
for the purpose of building
do not wonder that they are looked on £200,000,
villages in healthy situations, within a
with suspicion and aversion by timid con
short distance of the metropolis, and ac
servatism ; timid in proportion to its con cessible by
They will consist
railways.
sciousness of resting upon a lie.
The of tasteful cottages and gardens, at from
four to eight miles from London, built on
believer in progress, in the essential good
an average of eight or ten to the acre,
ness of human nature, in the vital efficacy
giving to each resident a good garden.
of truth, in the unwearied order of Prov
The plan will afford charming residences
of at reduced rents, including railway fare
idence, pledged to the production
harmony on earth, will look on all these daily to and from home, to persons of
moderate income, who now pay compara
movements with great equanimity, confi
tively high rents in crowded and un
dent that they will only serve to prepare healthy districts of the
city.
for the establishment of true society.
Each village will he laid out in attrac
tive style, with a church, school, lecture
and reading rooms, play grounds, bath
THE LAW OF PROGRESS. Science tells
and wash houses, and such other estab
us that it took ages to make the earth a lishments as are
requisite to furnish the
fit abode for human beings.
It was the necessaries of life at a cheap rate and of
order of Providence to postpone the crea the best quality ; the rents are not greater
than will be sufficient to pay a clear in
tion of man until the monstrous primeval
terest of 7 1-2 per cent, on the capital, of
reptiles, the huge lizards, and strange which 2 1-8 will be reserved for repairs,
We know from &c., and the balance paid to stockhold
fish, had had their day.
history that it took a long time for the ers.
The stock is divided into shares of XY>
present enlightened civilization to emerge
each ; this will afford a good opportunity
from the darkness of barbarous periods. for the tenants to
invest their savings,
The most common luxuries and refresh with the solid security of receiving 5 per
ments of life, date from no very distant cent, interest and a preference in the al
The world waited long for the in lotment of houses; while they will get
day.
their rent at one-third or one-half the
vention of carriage
springs,
stirrups
amount generally paid by them, for mis
cotton mills, steam en erable dwellings in cities.
wheel-barrows,
The cottages
will be of different styles and prices, em
gines, gas lights, and magnetic telegraphs.
Is it strange that it should not at first bracing all the improvements and conven
iences of modern architecture.
Provi
have found out the true organization oi
sion is made for the purchase of houses
'
society
by the tenants, at a small advance on
cost, when desirable.
Several railway companies have ac
GUARANTYISM.
ceded to the terms offered by the Asso
The following remarks by a friend, ciation, and land is freely offered on
The plan seems to be
eligible terms.
whom to call other than a Conservative
and
would be placing him where he would well digested and unexceptionable,
has tho patronage of several of the No
not wish to be claimed, are characterized
bility and members of Parliament.
Far
by a good spirit and good sense.
ther details can be seen in the London
—
Journal
a periodical devoted,
" Some great and essential ideas are People's
with a most praiseworthy
and consistent
urged in the Harbinger, and this as well zeal, to the amelioration in physical
as interest in the writers leads me to look well as moral respects of the condition of
the poor. — Cincinnati
Gazette.
No topic
for its coming with pleasure.
than
seems at present more interesting
SOCIETY OF BROTHERLY
LOVE.
The
two

u

the application

of what yon call guaran-

Reverend

Thomas

H.

Stockton,

of tho
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social code, as well
established
NOTICE.
of the " Ameri
system of Laws for the regulation of THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
" are hereby noti
can
Union
of
Asaociationists
If so — and fied that their next stated meeting
animal and vegetable life?
will be'held
—
that in the City of New York, on Tuesday, Ou 13th
what religious man can deny
of the highest
full attendance
July.
of
law to be found in
union of interests, importance. It will be understood that Presi
We dents of Affiliated Unions are ex offieio mem
or the present state of antagonism?
bers of this Board.
believe that Fourier has shown the Com
By order of the President.
EDWARD GILES, Rte. Sec'y.
bined Order to be the order of Providence.
NEW YORK, June 19, 1847.
His demonstration of the necessity of
j

a

Deity

a

a

A

is

I

is

it,

i

as

a

Divine Social

Code

is
a

Methodist Protestant C,nrch of Philadel
phia, has recently set on foot, and is now
actively engaged in establishing a new
benevolent order, to be k«own as the So
ciety of Brotherly Love, and the design
of which is to untie the ordinances of
the Gospel with the objects sought by
our benevolent and beneficial associations.
These associations are to be formed of
Church
members, and are intended to
make provision for any exigency that may
happen to their members in life, and to
which all are exposed.
The regulations
of the society embrace many new fea
tures cakubicil to promote its useful
ness.

master-peice

of

NOTICE.

pervaded with

such

I.

is

It

if

it

it

a

is

It

a THE COMMITTEE OF THIRTEEN, to whnsi
was referred, at the last annual Convention,
deep sense of the universality of the Di '•the whole subject of the
espediency of
for the practical experimentof Association, or a Modet
vine Providence, that on reading
Phalanx, under the direction of the American
first time, an eminent religious writer of Union, and the best mode of preparing, institut
ing, and conducting it," will hold its first session
THE WASHINGTON BUILDING ASSOCIA the present day was led to remark that
at the time of the meeting of the Executive
TION.
In Washington,
an Association
almost all others
made him feel as
Committee, as above, in the City of New York,
has been formed fur the furnishing
of were Atheists.
the very essence of on Tuesday, the ill* of July.
very man with a hmise of his own.
W. H. CHANJUSG, Chairman.
BOSTON,June 22, 1847.
This is to be accomplished as follows : our faith that the doctrines of Associa
of
tion
from
the
Eternal
Laws
proceed
Each man pays a certain amount, say six
dollars per month, and lives in a house the Deity, and hence we believe in their ASSOCIATIVE WOKKS OF
FRENCH SCHOOL.
which in a certain time- will become his
practicability and their triumph.
own when his rents thus paid, shall have
THE following publications, from the French
School, may be had at W. H. Graham's book
accumulated to a sufficiency to pay for
store. Tribune Buildings, New York.
the house.
Six dollars per month run
KT The Publishing Office of the The Works of Charles Fourier, vols....,g7 50
ties the member to a loan of six hundred
Muiron's Apercus sur let Frocedet Indiutritlt, 37
in
Boston
will
hereafter
be
Harbinger
dollars, with which .the building is to be
Considerant's Theory of Natural and At
at
CROSBV
AND
111
Wash
NICHOLS',
75
tractive Education
constructed.
A deed to secure payment
Considerant's Exposition of the PhalansteStreet.
ington
There are two
is given on the house.
rian
12
Theory,.
or three hundred share-holders of '$200
taken and single copies Considerant's Immorality of Fourier's Doc
Subscriptions
at present in the company.
trine
It
sold at that Office.
Conaiderant's Theory of Property,
25
Distant subscribers will please remit, as Pagct's Introduction to Social
G0
Science,....
AN OLD MAN'S WORDS.
60
usual to " THE HARBINGER"
HJ" BROOK Cantagrel's Fool of the Palais Royal,
Pcllerina'8 Life and Theory of Fourier,...
09
".June 20th, 1847.
FAHM, WSST ROXBURV, Massachusetts.
li*", *.ni'!"( Solidarity
60
13
" GENTLEMEN : — I was over persuaded Associative Works may be found for sale Tamisier's Theory of Functions,.
Him'.. Abolition of Slavery,
25
at the Boston Office, as above.
12
Hennequin's Love in the Phalanstery,
by a near and dear friend of mine to subBesidesthese, large numberof Phalansterian
«cribe for the Harbinger; accordingly 1
pamphletsand almanacs,can be had at the same
Also,
did and sent OR at dollar for half a year,
beautiful engraved portrait of
place.
MR. DYER'S PHONOGRAPHIC LECTURE.
Fourier price, §2 50. Any of the volumes of
thinking I should not like to patronize it The Niagara (Lockport) Courier gives
Fourier's works may be had separately.
But as I flatter myself I begin flattering account of the reception of Mr.
longer.
BROOK FARM SCHOOL.
to eee as through a glass darkly and men DYER as Phonographic Lecturer in that
THE course of study in this School comprises
as trees walking, I will enclose another
the
cause
Success to him and to
place.
the various branches usually taught in the High
dollar for the other half year ; and then which he so ably advocates.
Schools and Academies of New England, with
particular attention to the modern European
ehiiijld I be alive and its publication con
literature.
"The attention of our readers was languagesand
tinue, I will determine whether to renew
Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are
last week invited to
presentation of the received. Young men are fitted lor College, or
The subject -of Associ
my subscription.
elements of Phonography,
Mr. Dyer, for commercial pursuits, or are instructed in
ation on the Fourier plan is a deep one, at Safford Hall.
The attendance on the the higher branches usually taught in the Uni
by far too deep for me to fathom, being delivery of the lecture could have been versity.
under the immediate direction
The School
an old man, almost eighty years. of age; no larger without increasing the capacity of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, assistedby experienced
of the room, and we were gratified to teachers in the different departments.
far
as
I
do
but so
understand
nothing notice
the audience most of the promi
For young children who are deprived of pa
ever looked so good on paper to me as nent educationists of our place, all of rental care, and for older pupils who wish to
pursue a thorough and exact course of study,
whom, we believe, were convinced
does the plan of Association
but can
usual confinement of large semi
and demonstrations
of without the
«ver be brought about?
If
the work the illustrations
believed tout this School affords ad
nary,
Mr. Dyer, that Phonography
based vantagesthat are rarely to be met with.
of God
the work of
can, but if
upon principles purely
philosophical —
TERMS— FOUR DOLLARS week for board,
men without the special agency of the that
practical knowledge of
easily washing, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc
will come to naught.
But
obtained — that
destined to become a tion in Instrumental Music andu*e of the Piano,
Supreme,
TWELVE DOLLARS quarter.
have
little faith in its success, for peo potent auxiliary in the advancement of
Application may be made by nail to
education — that ibs practical utility
of
sense of
GEORGE RIPLEY.
ple appear to be waking up to
the highest importance to the profession
Brook Farm, West Roxbury, Mat*.
the very great existing evils of our times.
and business man, and that an applica-'
1,1847.
March
may be said with some degree of pro tion of its principles to the orthography
fail
to
of
our
cannot
language
produce
that
as
now
constituted
society
priety,
of pronuaciation, and
little better thaa * social hell but the re positive uniformity
Is published simultaneously at New York and
render the spelling of every person cor
Boston, by the AMERICAN Union OF ASSOCIA
form movements are various and highly rect.
Satisfactory
evidence was given TION ISTS, every Saturday morning. Office in
commendable, and appear to be verging tn the audience, that the art enables any New York, BURGESS, STRIHGER &. Co., No.
to the sane point, the amendment of the one of ordinary capacity to report verba 222 Broadway; in Boston, CROSBY &. NICHOLS,
111Washington Street
tim speeches, sermons, debates, &c.
order of society."
TERMS. — Two Dollars year, or One Dollar
" Mr. D. bas organized
large class, for six months,
payable invariably in advance.
We
sub and we hope his efforts to place the re Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
assure
oar
venerable
form
and REMITTANCES should
in
this
a
and
COMMUNICATIONS
place
upon
permanent
scriber that he has taken the correct
"
basis, may receive that liberal be addressed to the Editors of the Harbin
pound in the above statement. Is there prosperous
Farm,
Brook
West
Roxbury, Mass.
ger,"
aid and comfort
which are so justly
a Divine Order of Society?
Has the merited."
FEINTED AT TUt BROOK ARM FEES*.
reasoning.
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I

EXPERIENCE.

as
Entertaining
do, the belief tha
Ihe movement in which we are engagei
is eminently a religious one, and fraugh
the

most important

and

beneficia.

consequences to Humanity — that it is de
signed

to raise

up man from his presen

comparatively degraded position, to tha
which it is the intention of his Creato
that he should occupy ;
did I possess the ability,

I

would

10,

gladly

if I

would have been much more pleasant
could have made use of some other

who, seeking for truth, have been almost

NUMBER

5.

exception of some history and personal
narratives, my attention was given to nov

they

should

whereas

I

have been the exception.

than the first person, singular
but this the nature of the case rendered

a year engaged in business on my own ac

impossible.

count.

In order to prevent misconstruction,
would

here remark

that, in the practice

of Association, there is nothing exclusiv
— all are entitled to their peculiar religi
ous belief, and while all are free to express
their own views, none need feel their pre

/

present whose mental experience
has been somewhat analogous to my own ;

CROSBY AND NICHOLS,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

was married some months before arriving
number ; at the age of twenty-one, and in less than

enkindle in the
judices attacked.
minds of those who assent to the truth
The second article of the Constitution
but do not feel called upon to be especially
of the American Union declares its objec
active in its propagation, a degree of the
to be, the establishment of an order o
enthusiasm which
feel ; and awaken
society, based on a system of —
desire of investigation on the part of those
Joint-Stock Property;
who are unacquainted with the subject
Co-operstire Labor ;
This, I am aware, I am not qualified to
Association of Families ;
do; but, supposing that there may be
Equitable Distribution of Profits ;
some

IIl

els — the latter formed the rule,

remedies.

It

No.

1847.

in a measure, the existing evils of society.
We must feel sick before we seek for

MISCELLANY.

with

PER ANNUM.

SATURDAY, JULY

V.

A PERSONAL

TWO DOLLARS

Mutual Guarantees;
Honors according to Usefulness ;
Integral Education;
Unity of Interests.

Previous

mind and
Bible.

to my

marriage,

feelings revolted
do not know that

I

against

I

my
the

ever made

this known to any one, with the exception
of- my elder brother, who had recently be
come an Episcopal
His ar
clergyman.

guments failed (o convince.
I had never
read an infidel work, with the exception
of the casual perusal of Volney's Ruins.

You will of course notice that my infidel
ity was entirely of a passive nature. My
wife had become a member of
Church, Providence,
riage, and
naturally

when

just before her mar

that

event took place,
wished that her husband should

We immediately moved
To oblige her, I read
Mcllvaine's Evidences
of Christianity,
and was convinced of its truth.
I en
be a Christian.

to New York.

into believing error to be
countered a severe struggle in my mind,
have been taught that their
It will be seen that if these principles jeing unwilling to
give up all to Christ.
reason should be kept in subjection, and are fully carried out, the result must be,
My attention soon became so much absorb
'
its voice not allowed to be heard — that it
Glory to God in the highest, and on ed in business, that my
religious feelings
is in vain for man to attempt to improve :arth peace, good will toward men ;" and
soon wore away.
For some years I paid
himself, at the same time that he is to be t would be difficult to conceive that any
no attention to the subject, and occasion
held strictly accountable for not so doing ; one could live long in a sincere attempt to
ally only went to Church.
Sunday was
and who, seeing the inconsistencies of llustrate them, without discarding all nar.o me literally a day of rest, a newspaper
those who profess to be governed by the •ow views.
or a novel in my hand.
I visited hut lithighest motives, and to be in the enjoy
I will also take this opportunity to say le and never attended
I could
parties.
ment of close communion with God, have,
hat we emphatically deprecate the idea
eel no sympathy with the hollow com
almost
like myself,
despaired of being which some may entertain, that the prac- pliments
and unmeaning civilities of gen
able to find anything on which to rest ical perfection of the science is to be reach
eral society.
One day in the latter part
their hopes, or which they could embrace ed at once ; but we do assert that its most
•f the winter in the year 1840, my wife
as universal Truth — supposing that such
mperfect state, (and one that has been
equested me to accompany her in the
might sympathise with, and that all might already arrived at in several fragmentary
vening to hear the celebrated Mr.
be more or less interested in the relation,! Associations,)
is infinitely preferable to
Teach at the Baptist Church in
have written in the compass of a few
he common order of society.
Street.
I went out ivith her so seldom,
pages, the prominent points of my mate
With these introductory remarks, I will nd her
request was so earnest, that i felt
rial and spiritual experience.
roceed to my relation .
t to be a duty to gratify her.
I had nevI have likewise supposed that such a
I left school at the early age of twelve,
r heard a revival preacher, with the exrelation might be useful as a warning to my parents having acceded to
my wish
eption of Mr. Maffilt (at a very early
others, and possibly, by exposing the dan
o enter a store.
It will thus be seen that ge) and my
prejudices were soon lost in
ger, prevent the shipwreck of some one my education must have been very imperstonishment and admiration.
1 mentally
and
at
the
same
time
traveller,
illustrate,
ect.
I was fond of reading, but with the j allowed that if the so
called orthodox
humbugged

such ; who
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On the immediately

in

purchased

farm in the

vicinity
it

a

I

I

I

1843,

four
of this city, and remained upon
could not derive
sup
Finding
to pray in their anxious meetings ; be years.
in the the spring of 1846
1 felt port from
came a tract distributer, &c., Sic.
tees ; had a Bible class ; was called upon

it,

views, devote themselves day and night,
alarm •'
said to myself

tor sound the

made a member of commit

the spring of 1846,
(He failed
after four years' struggling.) During the
In the spring of
year we lost money.
was up.

I

Is it reasonable?

the week!

contrary, should not men entertaining such

to commence when our year

partnership,

a

that she would wish to join their Church
were true, this man was pursu
What ! before long. 4- was voted in on the same
ing the only consistent course.
men going down to Hell in such numbers evening, and immersed in a day or two.
1 was
daily, and only preached to one day in (I had been sprinkled in infancy.)
doctrines

I

was pursuing a very foolish course, called upon to give up business at once, entered the grocery business with two
and
One was that I could young men who were engaged in
my mind being wholly engrossed with the or two reasons.
and who thought that they were doiug well,
continue in
things of this world, without bestowing not conscientiously
but that they could do better with an
a thought upou the future, and determined another, (of itself sufficiently powerful,)
it,

it,

that

felt

disposed,

I

to go down into the

but
found that they
capital
been deceived — they had lost in
few months
stead of gained, and after
enlarged

1

did not stand upon firm

;

I

felt that

had

a

who

.hat

proground in respect to the faith which
essed, and could not afford to devote the

I

en at the closo

I

An invitation was giv
of the meeting to those

to act differently.

up as fruitless endeavor.
time to business that was requisite for its we all gave
successful prosecution, or that my duty to forgot to say that previous to my leaving
had gradually become less
New York,
suppose that the next evening I did not my partners required.
the Church, and before
u ait to be asked to go to meeting — 1
This course was opposed to the advice of and less active
conversation with
had
•-'.''•nivoluntarily.
At the close I went he principal brethren, and well remem- my departure
me.

You may easily

into the Lecture-room,

and was soon ask

restrained

a

stand — to look forward and not backward
•— to take up the cross, and to cut down

the cause of religion,
my capital.

about

wish

had

one-tenth

it

directed to take a decided

I

was

(I

I

I

I

I

I

now, to de

I

I

He asked me

if I

loved

the

creed that the largest

portion of the hu

I

Fur

in

others?

deceiving

have had much

time to read and reflect — much
reading

been of

has

uf my

nature calculated

to improve the mind, and
have glanced
at the natural sciences of which
was be

As my un

fore almost entirely ignorant.

enlarged, the less satisfied
was with the idea of Faith, as
gener

derstanding
ally

understood.

have often felt that

my life was without an object,

of frequently

vote to Association.)
But as earnest as
the bridge behind me, so that I could not were my endeavors (and
could certainly
He prayed for me, and then put have had no worldly object to gain,)
return.
into my hand an article on the mode oi could not learn to love God who had de
Baptism.

"

I

I

it

— that any doubts were the tempta
plies, bat I was invited to call upon the for
pastor of the Church on the next morning. tions of the devil, and that as did my duty,
was my feelings would grow brighter.
wish
) was punctual to the appointment.
told that my feelings were not natural, but ed to " live religion."
In the course of
must have been produced by the Spirit of that year,
considered
gave to what
God.

a

it

I

I

I

I

did not/ee/ that had, but which
was told that possessed because wished

pearances

the last seven years,

I

of a dose of which

recall my exact re

I

cannot

the Chnrches

it
is

I

I

I

Allow me to ask

thousands

many

men's thoughts be engrossed in trade, and around us have aroused from their self" keeping u'p ap
merely go through with certain forms on deception, and are now

Sundays, and they may be kept in the
sold my interest to my partners,
serving the striking analogy between the traces.
questions asked on such occasions, and and-devoted my time to prayer, study and
those addressed by a physician to a pa action.
wanted an assurance of that faith
medicine.

one day confess that

had been regenerated.

But let how

lightly, but 1 cannot help ob

tient after the administration

would

stated his be

I

to treat such

lief that

I

I do not wish

felt?

ity for reflecting upon the unreasonableness
of such doctrines, and would find that they

and to

regularly,

lie

a

I

Church

keep up appearances.

did not meet the wants of men.

told him the state

merely

expressed

myself

vegetating.

Church

but

1

ed how

a subject

but to attend

I

pride, as it is called, and as I then con
After the prayer, I was ask
sidered it.

Be

cause sa«h an one would have an opportun

by

but of outraged

church-member.

sensible remark, and why

a

was affected, even to tears, —

not tears of repentance,

was

I

I

ed fur.

and was pray

so, that made an useful

and

have

as

being

have

attended

few times fur svveml years,

and have felt more and more repelled by
the doctrines inculcaied, and their devel
the lives of Christians,

opment

in

tnok an "anxious seat,"

evening

my pastor, and frankly

of my mind.
He entreated me, for the
cause of religion, not to let
be known,

ed.

seemed to

It

so call

me to be impossible

I truly man beings whom he had created should that men could sincerely believe, (as they
For such be eternally damned.
found that
was preached and professed,) that the heathen
Christians as were devoting their time and necessary that
millions for want of
should be doing some were perUhing
nreans to warn their fellow beings of their thing for the support of myself and family the means of salvation, while they them
state of luxury.
this world, and
dangerous situation, Ifelt that 1 could not
accordingly made ar selves were living in
to which

affirmative.

a

I
I

They

willing to do business on Christian princi profess.
We had not been together long, as saying that there are no good men in
ples.
before discovered the impracticability
of the Churches — undoubtedly there are

Rule of doing unto others as you would
be done by.

I

mimee of the Church to converse with me which

had some means left with

proposed to purchase

farm, and

a

ol

&c., and they accompanied me home to by retiring into the country get rid
On being introduced to my wife, one some of the many evils of civilization.
tea.
of them congratulated her upon the change My partner feeling obliged to continue in
1 had met with, and iuid thai he supposec business, made arrangements for siiecial

such

among all sects

are the exceptions,

but

I

pursuing that branch (dry goods jobbing)
in which we were engaged, successfully,
and act in accordance with the Golden

believe they
the rule,

rather than

and should quite as soon look for honesty
and benevolence without as within.
Read

"Omoo"

by

Herman

Melville,

how much Christianity,
Missionaries,

has really

the South Sea Islanders.

as taught

and see
by

the Deacons were appointed as the Com

with such.

deny the principles which they
do not mean to be understood

the

done to benefit

have suppos
ed that my mind was, perhaps, peculiarly
constituted
but as was, so was
born,

I

before the Church, either on that or the fol
lowing afternoon, I cannot say positively
I did as I was requested. Two o
which.

could not sympathise

practically

I

sive evidence that I had been born again
and 1 was invited to relate my experience

young man whom
believed to be conscientious, and who was

;

gaged in adding to the numbers of "our
Chnrch.") This, of course, was conclu

rangements with

1

en

I

were

I

did not perceive at that
a proportion

a

(I

large

a

how

I

time

I

do too much.

in

I

by

the

it

of Christians,

answered in

I

society

;

I

felt desirous of doing

The following

who did
!

I

anxious seat."

«n, but declined.

ier the remark of one of them, which was

to take an that he never knew an individual

Deacons

a

"

the

It

ed by one of

I

1

in

I

pride

I

wished to go, but my

it

and

Lecture-room,
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I

rli

for?

I

sion.

perused some of the earliest

ar

published in the Tribune by Mr
Brisbane, on Association,
at the time o
ticles

their publication,

and at once

said tha

men were too selfish to reduce the theory

what would

then be its state

Look at those countries which are now
called Christian.
Look at Great Britain
and at our own country — the lights
Are there no wars

the world.
erty?

no slavery?

licentiousness?

no pov

no intemperance?
no
Look at the churches

I had never had a con themselves in our own country
Are no
nected statement of the Doctrine nnti all these
things found within them
Then, when I saw not
within a few weeks.
selfishness,
odious forms, the con
the provisions made for the develupmen
And what hope
trolling principle?
of the different passions of men — when
there of
better state
answer — in
—
I caught the idea of Universal Unity
the practical development of the science
when I reflected upon its justice — anc
of Association — science which
calcu
?

but

according

to the

my reason, and that the subject addresses

itself to the highest feeling of my nature.
That was pain — this was pleasure. That
There
was constraint — this is liberty.
may be those who have not distinctly un
derstood me, not having noticed the dis
tinction

that has been made between real

and the common practice of
The latter I condemn — the former I
It appears to me plain that
advocate.
is the embodiment of the
Association
and that a sin
principles of Christianity,
cere attempt on the part of a community
to live according to the precepts of Christ,
Christianity

it.

would necessarily lead them to adopt the
Individuals may

science of Association.

\

endeavor so to live, but they wiTl find that

is

I

a

is

a

a

a

a

is

a

a

in

is

is

a

;

A

:

am now

best dictates of

;

acting

told that

I

I

to every natural feeling, (being
such a course was necessary,)

PICTURE.
A correspondent of the
PARISIAN
MANNERS.
The editor .oi
North American, after des
he New York Herald,
from Philadelphia
writing
cribing the battle of Cerro Gordo, thus
Jaris, says
writes of the horrors of the battle field
Every lady or gentleman of genius, no
matter what be the blood or birth, with
never desire to visit another such
out fortune and position to warrant
ield after battle.
While the fight
ra
create
little circle around themselves,
ring men can look upon death and shrink
meet at each others' salons on stated eve- not from his bloody features: but to walk
ings, talk, sing, dance, have music, coldly over hundreds of human bodies,
and give
dramatic interest to the winilackened and bloated by the sun, scatter
er season, by bringing
out in every ed round among broken muskets and dis
hape, the variety of character they may mounted cannon — the steed and the rider
jossess among themselves.
This con- iffering inviting banquets to the fsu! birds
tant social circle, organized almost on hat here fatten upon them on every side,
ramatic principles, meet each other at ickens the senses and the soul
strips
ifferent salons almost every night, unless even victory of its gaudy plumage, and
here should be something new at the
tamps tiie whole with an unspeakable
iirrnr.
leatres — or
Passing down the ravine where
great soiree given by the
of the foreign diplomat.-lie National Guard had three times atministers
"'hese assemblages are got up at very
empted to dislodge the mounted Riflemen,
tile expense — about eight
or nine who supported by the howitzer battery,
'clock they meet — about ten or eleven
terally rained death among their ranks,
cake, or any trifle,
was obliged to turn back and retrace my
cup of tea, or
assed around, and before twelve, all steps.
ave gone home.
Sometimes
The gorge was choked up with the
great
oet will recite
new poem, or
drama- bodies of the flower of the Mexican army.

I

I at

j. J. c.

it,

whereas

ity of God.

is

have this assurance, that

that time did violence to my reason, and

the Christian
perfection of which
Millennium — the New Jerusalem — the

the

a

I

as you did about joining the
I answer, I do not know, bat

of harmony
God —

a

months, you will not feel the same about
this matter,
"
Church '

state

with man, with nature, and with
is

or eighteen

and to bring us into

the ten-

science,

to eradicate all evil

a

in a year

of which

all the good feelings

-

a

that

dency

a

know

out

:

you

lated to bring

and repress the bad-

a

of practical Aasociationists — then I said that this was the Truth
worth living for; and I will also add
You may ask, as an
worth dying for.
individual did the other day, " How do

a

last, though not least, when 1 had tastec
of the Society

?

a

is

in

?

1;

to practice ;

is

in

it

i

called,

a

am

reasonings,

vision was an illu

a

own

his supernatural

o

of his

the results
that

do not pretend to begin or expect to do
If the entire world was evangelized, as

'

it was proved to the satisfaction

of my own mind, that his doctrines were

is

However,

it

And is this all that Christianitj
We must answer, A'o. Re
and that I did not see them to be so on member the widow's
mite.
In answe
account of my own obtuaenese.
In fact
to those, clergymen and others, who hav
I understood that some of his well known said that they were aware that men
disciples consider the science of Associa
not live up to the requirements of Christ
tion to be the perfection of his doctrines
have said and will say again, that the;
olence ?

calls

a

did no

accord with my reason were likewise true

a

was almost pre

is

I

that

pared to believe that those which

$ 100 to

is
a

the understanding,

and gives any where from
$ 1000 a year to religious and
charitable uses, called a pattern of benev
$ 100,000,

a

denborg's ideas are so evidently true, an
address themselves with so mneh force t

cannot

by

in its tru

Many of 8 we

I

not of the necessaries of life,

a

the fundamental one is charity,
and most enlarged sense.

if

But
approve of, neither does Christianity.
I ask if this is not its present develop
ment ' Is not a man who is worth

a

to say tha

il

those who are acquainte

if

To

with them, it is unnecessary

of thousands, while my fel

low beings were in want of the comforts,

;

Church.

of the new Jerusalem

;

doctrines

religion that would allow me to. hoard

I

or the

A

up hundreds

a

strongly attracted to Swedenborgianism

a

I at one time fe

say that they enjoy.

list read an act of
new play, or
prima donna dansi-use dance some grace
ful thing, as
private lady, with the rest
of the company.
They vary these
amusements, and on such occasions
In such
piven.
little better supper
coteries there
much enjoyment and men
tal delight, for the French have much
and kindness for each
real sympathy
other,
does not cost much in ready
Their economy
great among
money.
all classes
fash
and in friendship or
ionable life, cheapness of expenditure
much studied.
This economy in private
arises from their few large fortunes, as
fortune,
well as the difficulty of making
or of rising in life in France.
In New
York, where great fortunes are easily
made, a thousand dollars will be flung
away upon an evening party, with
pro
fusion and waste which
would furnish
dozen elegant soirea
the materials of
Paris but yet New York has some
economy in its fashionable system —
wastes little wit, or eloquence, or philos
In this respect, the refined and
ophy.
intel
elegant society of Paris surpasses
both the
lectual and social profusion
who have
English and Americans,
greater taste for expensive and gorgeous
display of the physical
enjoyments of
In Germany, there
life.
good deal
of the French style.
Of late years
great many Americans
of some fortune, and others with broken
ones, have come to Paris to reside, to
study society, to perfect their manners,
and to add
to their social
enjoy
ments.
could enumerate over twenty
families of this description., of whom
there are many drull and amusing anec
dotes and histories told
the French in
their salons.
Some of these associate
little with the
among themselves, mix
few stray
English, and pick up
German
counts or an English lord, or
Baron, or
Russian Prince, with whom
they can show oil as Huns and wonders.
Others take the other, but expensive
method, of hiring or engaging some dis
tinguished princess or countess, at so
winter, to fill their salons and
much
arrange their company, they paying all
the expenses, including those who sing
and she contributing
nnd dance
the
wit, grace, and eclat.
in

I knew that I

had sincerely tried to be if they persevere they will be martyrs.
but had failed to participate They must combine and help one another,
in the comforts which Christiana about u and what would this be but Association '
and

a Christian,
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a

State, were those which we gave during
harried

very

tour -last winter,

are happy to say,

that

our

and we:

expectations

of their success have been more than real
ized.
They need only to be followed up
wisely and persistently, for the Unions in
this vicinity to become powerful auxilia
ries
our movement.
We did not expect
in

VERMONT— NO.

TO

IL

to do more than awaken

inquiry,

Clarendon

much more has

and Pittsford,

been accomplished,

June 19, 1847.

but in

and something has

al

For the Harbinger.

TRIP

Brandon,
way of
been
DEAR SIRS : — In my previous letter,
Rents.
Meetings for discussing the prin
we took leave of you while prosing upon
were held during
ciples of Association,
the subject of railroads, with a promise
the last winter
every school district in
to tell you in our next, the prospects of
Pittsford, amounting
all to about sixty,
our cause in this region ; but I can hardly
and
general meeting of the three Union*
pass over, without a more thorough de
aforesaid was held in Clarendon.
But
so

in the

in

in

in

done

a

turesque landscapes, and the air of quiet
which

security,

characterize

Vermont.

—

the want which has been every where ex
for more lectures, and

pressed to us,

is

scenery, the pic

the beautiful

scription,

fur publications to distribute, and we trust

shall leave

pencil

time

for

sketch

in the hope that
than mine will some

a

I

artist,

more fitting

it,

Yet, since this is properly the work of an
the Executive Committee will at once take
you the outline of this

beauty, in which

scenic

we are recrea

ting.

measures to supply them.
Doubtless, the
Unions throughout the country, could do
far more than they are now doing to ex
circulation of the Harbinger.
This they ought to do, constantly and as
tend the

a

is
a

a

is
a

in
a

it

a

As to our lectures, we will only say,
permanent work, and there was never
that they have been uniformly before small more need of
than at present; and you
audiences.
This may,
good part, be will pardon us for
taking the liberty of
attributed to the busy season of the year.
urging upon all the Unions, the impor
In each of the Unions there
nucleus tance and
duty of maintaining regular
of strong hearts, which beat time with
working Committees for this purpose. But
firm and constant pulse, to the progress of while the Unions are
doing this, the Ex
our movement, and which may be count
ecutive Committee ought to see that they
ed on in any emergency.
But there
are well furnished with the means for it.
great want of vigorous, concerted action Nothing
can be
better introduction to
and co-action among these Unions.
This the business of getting subscribers to the
lack of in
not so much the result of
than to put into
man's
Harbinger,
terest in Association,
as of difficulty in hands,
concise, well written tract on
a

a

a

is

meeting together for the purpose of coun
borne in mind that this

cultural

It

must

district, and the members of any

considerable Union must be scattered over
an extent of several miles.
and Pittsford,

a

Association, or
critique upon some fea
be ture of civilization.
Thousands of copentirely an agri
iesof " A Plain Lecture on Association,"

instruction.
is

sel and mutual

In Clarendon

published in the Harbinger,)
be scattered with great advantage

(recently
might

the country.

through

great deal has been done

We would

a

recommend to the Execu
the way of meetings, as much perhaps tive Committee, the consideration of call
in proportion to the talent, wealth, and ing
Convention
of Associationiste,
number of the members, as by any Un somewhere in Rutland
in the
County,
ions in the country.
Nearly all these latter part of September or the first of
Unions, as well ad others, are almost October.
In our opinion, there could

They want papers,

all, tracts and books

and above

for distribution. —

cinities.
bigotry,
thorough,

but throughout

their whole

The shackles of conservatism,
and fear, can only be broken by
vigorous

a

localities,

vi

They need more extended and thorough
courses of lectures, not only in their own

and bold method o:

a

a

cepting what their own zeal and powers
supply.

hardly be
Such

Convention

wiser

expenditure
is

a

ex

of effort.

needed, to bring

those who are on the circumference

of the

movement into contact with those who oc
cupy

a

of means for effectual

the spread of our principles,

is

labor

It

destitute

entirely
in

COMMITTEE ON POLICIES.
We under
stand that it is the intention of several
members of the Common Council to insti
tute an investigation
into the condition
and extent of the policy business in this
eity, and to make an inquiry into the
character of the evils which its perni
eious influences inflict upon the moral in
tegrity of our young clerks and the poor
er classes of our population.
This is a
movement which is imperatively called
for, and it will be assumed with peculiar
grace and propriety by those who are the
natural guardians of the welfare of the
poor and ignorant of the community,
whose simplicity renders them the victims
of every soulless rascal who can print
" exchange " on a bow-window.
Till this detestable species of play grew
up, gambling was confined principally to
the rich — or at least to those who, when
they lost their money, suffered only an
abridgment of their luxuries, but now the
policy vender has introduced the devilish
fascination among the most laborious poor,
and filches the hard earnings from the
mechanic, the washerwoman, the drudg
ing servant girl, and the day-laborer.
There never was a social curse so heinous
and so blighting to the poor as this same
policy business is to a large portion of the
infatuated but deserving population of our
city, and we rejoice to see that the woes
and wrongs which it has inflicted, have at
length a prospect of being made known
to an indignant community in all their
hideous deformity.
The conduct of the police, in relation
to this policy business, has been shameless and inexcusable.
According to the
regulations of the department, they are
bound to report the shop of every vender,
but instead of being faithful to their instuctions and their duty, they have ac
tually become the guardians and fosterers
of the system. Let the Common Council,
however, go into the matter with a spirit
and a sincerity which is commensurate
with the importance of the object, and
which shall rebuke the remissness or cor
ruption of these salaried servants ; and

ers among business men, whose ruinous
osses are supplying the pocket* of these
social hyenas.
Reform has been urged in relation to
this unbearable abuse, in every manner
which could appeal to the common sense
of the community, and it now becomes
necessary to appeal to stringencies more
active. — Not. Police Gazette.

in

I could not but notice the difference be
tween them. — The wounded Mexicans
groaned pitifully, while not a moan was
The Mexicans
heard from our people.
cannot endure fire and pain like the
Americans.
Quick and impetuous, they
will for a moment face danger or death
;
but
the long tedious hours of
like heroes
sickness or pain, or a lasting battle, in
which men are required to overcome ex
traordinary artificial and natural obstacles,
They have all
are too much for them.
the blaze of burning shavings, not the
lasting fire of charred coal.
For many miles we passed along a
ditch, dug from Encero to the pass of
Cerro Gordo, which furnished us excellent
water.
All along the road where the
bodies of Mexican lancers, and their
horses, cut down by Harney's Dragoons,
when those fire eaters chased Santa Anna
and his retreating troops beyond Jalapa.
Almost every man's skull was literally
split open with the sabres of our horse
men, and they lay stretched upon the
ground in ghastly groups."

in

;

ie
a

The wolf Jog and the buzzard howled we invite the committee which may be propagation
and there
lamentable
and screamed at I rode by, and the stench appointed on the motion, to apply to us want of lecturers, and
cheap, pungent and
was too rickening to endure.
not only for the names of the dealers in
convincing publications, as instrumentali
Passing on, we came to the hospital the detestable {raffic, but for the extent of
—
where the badly wounded still lay
the their bus-ness, "the number of their books, ties.
Mexicans first, and next the Americans.
The first lectures on Association
and even the names of the principal play
this

more central and active

difficult

position.
for you to appreciate fully

the desire which

those who are distant

from the immediate centre of action, have
to see the men who stand prominently
ia
the Associative movement, and to learn
from

them

personally.

Nothing can
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awaken

enthusiasm

and give

assurance

of the sacredness of our cause and of its
ultimate triumph,
intercourse with
women

who

like frequent personal
the many noble men and

are devoted

to it, through

It is our

evil and through good report.
well-considered
ries

opinion that to hold a se

of Conventions
where

States,

several

of the

any considerable

number

in

of our friends reside, would

be

the most important plans which
in

adopted

one of

could be

of the general

furtherance

work of propagation.

Lectures

Anniversary

in New York and

Meetings
not

are

Boston,
have too

and the

The

enough.

much an individual

former

omething of this vividness and freshness
We have repeatedly felt the necessity
"or a medium of more active co-opera- and rounded completeness in this little
with one ecord of a stay in Rome; — wanting
ion of the Affiliated Unions
much of course, but filling out its circle of
mother, and with the Central Movement.
The plan is thus modestly
in
nought.
can do very much
Svery Union
he way of distributing
pamphlets and stated in the authors's
" INTRODUCTION.
iapers, and augmenting the Rent Fund ;
and will be greatly stimulated in these
"There is an Artistic, a Catholic, and a vnU
In ?ir point of view, from which modern Rome
efforts by systematic correspondence.
our great lack of lecturers and publica- may be contemplated; and neither can well be
confidence,
ions, ought we not to make the most of spared. I do not present them with
nd they will often slide into each other; nor
known
method
of
available
becoming
this
to each other?
There are many other suggestions which
we should be glad to make ; but as our

character,

etter has already attained to nearly the
and the latter can be attended by only a imits of our paper, we must defer them
very small portion of the Associationists
to another time.
of the country, whilst every body feels
If there is aught in these hints, worthe want of a more collective and con
;hy of your consideration and attention,
federated action — of meetings which shall

and which

combine the largest variety of talents with

of our cause, my purpose will be attain

the greatest wisdom and the widest prac
We suggest, then, for the

ed.

Meanwhile

at

its

next

the

meeting,

remain,

Committee

WENDELL.

of

propriety

a series of Conventions in
places, namely :— Pittsford,

holding such
the following

I

Yours truly,

tical results.

consideration of the Executive

may lead to an advancement

REVIEW.

s everything the fruit of my observation.
I have thought, that to some persons a pieure of the feelings of different observeif
might not be without its valne, to remind them
if what they have observedthemselves, or how
hey may have seenthese things with others.
"I aim at no theory of Art, Religion, or
'haracter; it is a means of showing some
points that we are not all familiar with at home,
nd is a plain account of a limited number of
hings. Those who consider how difficult it is,
n a personal narative, to introduce several
des without opposition, will permit the simple
machinery by which I help myself to what I
wish to iay.
" Let me ask pardon for trespassingin these
rich domains. I enter these cultivated grounds,
to devote something to the beautiful Monu
ments around, if it is merely the dry leaf of an
uncultivated plant, possessing a color and not

Vt., Albany or Rochester, N. Y., Cin
Conversations in Rome : between an Art
a fragrance of its own."
cinnati, Ohio, Wheeling, Va., and PittsBy WIL
ist, a Catholic, and a Critic.
burg, Pa. We doubt not that the friends
The Artist is the principal spokesman
CBANNING.
Boston :
ELLERV
LIAM
in each of these places, would gladly
William Crosby and H. P. Nichols, of the three persons into whom the
Street.
16mo. pp.
111 Washington
defray the expenses of two delegates or
divides himself, and from him
a Convention,

more, to such

Rent,

the weekly

aside from

that intact,

leaving

be used according to the appropriation

al

Committee.

ready made by the Executive

Could this series of Conventions
in addition to the work

to

already

be held,
contem

plated, the next Anniversary, in our opin
ion, would witness large accessions to
our numbers and means.

What do the

friends in the several

aforenamed places
' We are confi
say to such a movement
dent that no one measure would so ef
prepare the way for lecturers,
and the circulation of the Harbinger, and

fectually

other publications
lecturers ;
mostly

like this.

Something

and will be effected by

can

important

but

their

influence

will be

confined to a few, and generally

to a town ;

whereas

a Convention

will

There is al

reach a whole community.

ways something august and imposing in
any assembly of sincere and earnest men,
devoted to universal ends, which has pow
er to wake

the apathy, thrill the leaden

ears, and rouse the thought

of a com

munity, where the strongest effort of an
We hope
individual would not be felt.
that our friends

will lot you hear

from

them on this subject.

Another means of curtaining the ink-r
est of distant Unions,
lar

system

the different
pecially

with

would be a regu

of correspondence
Unions

themselves,

the Central

between
and es

Office in New

York and the Branch Office in Boston.

author

141.

This is an attractive little book, and
does not disappoint when you draw nigh.
That is, there are
There is meat in it.
fresh and sincere impressions

of the mod

proceed

most

of the thoughts

of any

probably the book
The Critic is described as
was written.
the " son of an Englishman," a man
" acquainted scarcely at all with litera

value,

and for which

ern fact of Rome, under several aspects ;
ture" and in the " habit of snarling at
there is something like a life-like picture
The part of the
what he observed."
of things there as they presented them Catholic the author takes himself, and
selves to one who drank them in eagerly,
says but little, sitting between the two
in a brief visit of a few weeks, made and listening to their opposite, yet com
his
with the express end of realizing
plementary views of the same things,
City."
young dream of the "Eternal
hinting the churchman's positive setise in
The author, we understand, was only which pictures, buildings,
ceremonies,
three months absent from his American
institutions, may, nay even must be taken
This was fantastical, but it was in order to appreciate them fairly.
home.
By
In certain circumstances we can this we do not understand the author to
brave.
conceive of such swift satisfactions of
espouse Catholicism, but only to signify
the sight-seeing passion being very justi his wish to do it justice, as well as to
fiable, and perhaps more profitable than
Here are
present Rome in all senses.
the ordinary indolent and dallying way, some
samples of the conversation.
in which travellers spend so much time
"THE VATICAN.
in Europe without their souls being there,
.' Artist. In considering this unique collec
or finding its facts really present to them
tion, I sometimes wish the number of Statues
When
a hundredth part of the time.
had been as limited as tlie Pictures. Then a
the soul knows what it wants, when i few visits would have enabled us to select our
moves just in the fulness of time, (like favorites,and speedily acquire a certain knowl
the buds which have been dreaming of edge of all that in best in this heaped-up trea.
It ii a love-feast to th«
their summer life all through a long sure-house of Art.
sensesto walk through the beautiful chambers,
spring, but kept back by lingering cold
so bright, so excellently stuccoed, eo fine in
till, thus prepared,on some warm day they
their proportions. It is essential to fine things
burst out and accomplish the growth o to have them beautifully arranged. It in an at.
weeks as it were in a day,) it may at one mosphcrc of the fine"arts, and the air is loaded
short, deep draught almost take in all that with the thoughts of the Grecian artisU. It ii
it would be prepared to receive from anj like bathing at a watering-place, in some deh
There is cious water, which we fancy is impregnated
leisure.
scenes in a year's
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the morel sentiment, in this holy artist
appear in a new form, not less significant
and inspired. It is not a cold repetition of a
universal prophecy, that I see in the ' Lsst
Judgement;' it is the rightful continuation of
the same foresight into later times. This
grand ides of an immortal life and a future al
lotment of absolute compensation to the de
parted soul, — this sympathy with our fallen
condition, and this belief in a regeneration
which shall wisely explain the mystery of our
present imperfection,— appears in some form
in every universal mind. Some in life, some in
song, some in picture, record this permanent
impression of a Promethean idea. Whether
this be done with more or less completeness
depends upon the special organization of the
recorder, and the comparative value of their
several revelations may furnish a theme for
wise criticism ; but the source from which the
the main idea flows is immortal, and the
same.
" Myn-tf. You will, in justice, connect the
production of these celebrated works with the
object for which they were produced. The
" ST. PETER'S.
effect should be attributedto its cause.
"
" Critic. If I was
MICHEL ANGELO.
" Artut. I cannot agree to permit Catholi
really asked, what was the
" Critic. So, you have been to the Sistine cism to have the smallest influence in assisting
most astonishing curiosity in St. Peter's, I
should reply, the ugly figures in the tribune, by Chapel. It is a place to which you should have Michel Angelo to carry out bis designs. He
gone long ago.
Bernini.
was the Catholic Church in his day. When
" Artiit.
" Artist. I am inclined to believe this kind
I agreewith you.
the recollection of the Catholic sect is reduced
'• My3i(/: It affords me satisfaction to have to
of criticism springs from an incomplete view of
the form
' of a withered scroll,
the church, and alto of those rules of Alt by the sympathyof my friends.
" Artiit. Yes ! you were wise. Life shall
Drawn on a parchment,' —
which it should be strictly judged. In a
structure so diversified, the combined pro never afford to you again such an august enter when not so much of its ashesare left ss will
duct of many minds, and the labor of tainment. It is beyond the bounds of credibil cover the leaf of a violet, — the steadyfame of
many hands, 1 am surprised that so great a ! ity, that the sun can shine upon an artist who Michel Angelo shsll shine tranquilly from the
uniformity of effect has been obtained. I shall accomplish more than Michel Angelo. It beautiful past, and light the earnest student's
should have espected glaring inconsistencies, is beyondour belief, in that ratio in which na path, after that little pinch of dust baa been
distastefulincongruities, and dissimilar styles of ture permits extraordinaryformations to appear scattered in the idle wind.
" Mysfff. He was in the
execution, if we consider the jealousies of all, in this experimental planet, that, before many
special employ of
and particularly of Italian artists, and the tem ages have elapsed, such a successful man the Church.
" Artiit.
per of different Popes who have had a hand in shall be born again. Armed at all poinU, he
Michel Angelo twirled the Popes
this work. How does this incomparablewhole does not present himself so much as the artist, about his fingers, like so many teetotums.
satisfy the desire of the soul after beauty. So as a cycle of art in himself. He is again the
Mytelf. And without the Popes, which one
spacious, so airy, so light, and yet so shaded; impersonation of the artist, as workman. By of his pictures should yon or I haveseen to-dsy I
astonishing is the effect of the sun in the after nature resolute and chaste; by practice firm
•Artiit. He used his times skilfully, as
noon, lighting up the Dome, and striking far andconscientious ; terrified by nothing; noth plastic dough. He twirled the age into what
too
for
too
small
for
great
him; nothing
across upon some pillars or larger surfaces. ing
ever fanciful shape he pleased, and baked the
How impressive is the effect of those Side- him; wasting no time; having his art for his loaf to suit himself. A man of infinite consid
—
be dies, eration for all, he did not forget what was due
chapels, that glimmer through a certain reli mistress,his works for his children;
gious light, admirable as a medium for confes leaving behind him a memory which is a light to his own place, and though free from arro
sions and prayers ! If we stand at the end of house to succeeding artists. Contemplate him gance,he was not to be lightly handled,even by
the nave nearest the great door, and look far who may, and in whatever manner, there he the most powerful. Do you indeed contem
Dcross the wide-extendedpavement, and catch heroically stand*. Blame cannot reach him. plate it as a fact, that the Catholic Church was
a dream-like view of the great screen, the praise cannot better him. His works can the cause of Michel Angelo 7 As much as the
numerous lamps that twinkle faintly about the neither be described, copied, nor engraved. astronomer's telescope is the cause of the
Altar, and some kneeling groups of silent wor Who would see them must come and sit within shining stars which he sees through it.
" Myielf. In its spirit he lived, by its spirit he
shippers, and then extend our prospect still fur their influences, as one sits on the startling
ther in the direction of the tribune, how spa vergeof mighty precipices, where the torrent lived, by its spirit he worked, and through iit
cious is the effect; or look upward at the leaps headlong from inaccessible heights, shat spirit he is now what he is to you, to me, and
bright, golden ceiling, and the marble devices tering itself in spray upon the black rocks at to all others.
" Critic. A mob of giants, trying to twist
upon the groat columns , or examine the high dizzy depths beneath where the wild eagle
ly-wrought roofs, and effects of different chap screams,and a cold, pure air radiates in bril off their arms, legs, and heads,would be charm
els or altars, in your magic circuit around the liant rainbows above the arch of the cataract ing in comparison with the ' Last Judgment.'
church. The dome, so lofty, floats serenely in the most perfec prisms. Can a man describe The wall on which the giants are pasted
(for
the air, above the circle of brilliant colors, with the thrill with which majestic natural scenes in thereis no background)is a spoiled indigo-color.
ts i •'it and the apostlespainted in the corners ; spire him f Then may he venture to put into They are shirtless, hairless, colorless, starred,
the diminished windows, the very top hardly words the meaningof that unspeakableproduc sallow, sick.
visible, as if the eye could not fairly penetrate tion, the ' Last Judgment.'
" Arti.it. You spesk like a connoisseur.
" -l/v-i .';" I am more than glad to hear you
" Critic. I have no fault to find with the Ti
through the grent massof light containedwith
in this larger Pantheon in the sir. I believe express yourself thus enthusiasticallyupon the tanic Michel. To his health I empty this
that this is the first sentence I wrote in a little works .if this celebrated Master, and I am at glass of perfect Montefiascone; and warm flan
note-book shout this church, at my first en the same time surprisedthat you make no allu nels for the .Custodeof the Sistine Chapel, and
trance: — ' O God ! as I enter that temple, I ad sion whatever to their religious purpose.
no dreams! "
" ; 1In». They are a religion in themselves.
mire the Csthnlics. It wss a noble religion
conversation about
At the close of
which planned that noble edifice. Noble ex The truths which arose in living light in the
with the softest cosmetics. During the firat
visit I made the Vatican, 1 scarcely looked at
anything; it was happiness to b« surrounded
with beautiful objects, beautifully placed, and
looking f."in the balconies upou those beautiful
landscapesis true enjoyment.
" Critic. It is delicious to see an English
party filing through this gallery, under the guid
ance of Murray. The English nation should
build a lofty monumentto Murray, of red brick,
and by way of inscription garnish it with the
capita] titles of hia various peremptory hand
books. I have seen some picturesque Italian
groupsin this gallery. 1remembera bandit-like
young fellow, dressed a la Salvator, with long,
glistening curls, and black eyes, waiting upon
his girl, who was loaded like an Arab's camel,
with her household stuff, and dowry in gold. I
relish these lower Italians. They seemwrought
all over with the sunshine, the blue sky, the
trickery of the wind, and the blossom of the
gardens, and present a sharp animal life. I en
joy the Swiss guards, imprisoned like finely
painted squirrels in this cage of gilt wire."

not until you have become too critical, that you
discover the bad taste of Bernini.
••Critic. The singing of the masculine
choir attached to the church resembles the
braying of asses. I cannot make up my mind
that the peculiar atmosphere should be tolera
ble to a living man. We know it ii so damp,
that oil-pictures cannot be hung upon the walls,
without great danger of being spoiled. 1 re
memberto have seen massone Sunday morning
in St. Peter's, done in good style. There was
plenty of the bad, violent singing; a Cardinal,
and a great fumigation. How the deacons
grinned when it came their turn to be smoked.
After the Cardinal had kissed the holy toe of
Jupiter, wiped cleanly with a kerchief, I saw
one of his servants commit a cold joke upon
his fellow, by flattening his nose upon the toe.
'Ah!' says a boy who came along, 'here's
mass! ' ' Yes,' said his companion, •that's a
good one.' It amused me to see a flunky
lugging about the Cardinal's red cushion for him
to kneel upon. There was also, that morning,
a pack of dugs hunting over this seven acres of
msrble."

I

ternally, and within so immensely rich.'

It is mild heart of another Holy Person, shaped by Sculpture

we find the following

:
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is

a

of

Goethe.
Truth
The Auto-Biography
and Poetry; From my Life.
Edited
and IV.
Parts
by PARKE GODWIN.
12 mo. pp. 208 and 116. New York
Wiley and Putnam, 161 Broadway.
State St.
Redding and Co.
(Sold
8

by

:

III

Boston.)
is

com

pleted this first entire and faithfully

per

is

been translated, respectively,
by
CHARLES A. DANA and JOHN S. DWIOHT.

" The Editor

It

a

gone

him, in order to give uniformity

to the

style as far as

it

before

might be found necessa

ry, and to correct
have

been

There

any errors

that

may

"—

overlooked.

accidentally

good ground then to rely upon
the fidelity of the translation,
no more.

if

in the original

though

considerable extent

illustrations,

al

notes and

Explanatory

and to a

design,

already accomplished

by the Editor, were found incompatible
with the proposed size of the book. —

This

the

only

of Goethe's

history

youth, and brings
ar,

when

he

only to

the life down

was

about

in

the time of his going to reside

Weim

twenty-five.

this succeed,

it

will be followed
of other works of his, in
which the thread of his own history
Should

is

translations

somewhat

traced.

regularly

"

Such

are

Annalt, or Day and Year Bouk,"
the "Italian Journey," and his Corres
pondences with Sehiller and with the
the

wise, sound-hearted

liealthy,

ter and composer,

Zelter,

music-mas

to

whom

ho

seems to have opened more of his heart
than to any one.

We might extend somewhat the list of

of

the volume,

if

Errata, at the end

this

the Fourth Part, we find
nstead
ieluvi

of

herself
animation

the middle,

&c. &e.

with

We hope

edition will furnish

young

lady

admiration,"

on page 32, just

"as"

superfluous
«all for
second
a

expressing

a

were the proper place to speak of typo
Thus on page 23 of
graphical blunders.
'

opportunity

to make

these little corrections.

We can assure the reader that t,ese
last two parts of the biography are not
whit inferior in poiut of interest to the

a

a

a

is

of

is
a

has, besides, carefully

over every word with the original

first

two.

Indeed

deepens and widens

the stream
as

it

?

have

t

?

3

of the great German Poet, in the calm
mirror of whose works the whole spirit
of the Nineteenth century
reflected as
no other.
The two parts of this issue

a ;

it
is

:

in

is
a

if
a

impression npnn me, not from their exquisite The
Herald
Truth.
Edited by L. A.
fashionso much as their novelty, are the scar
HIKE. Cincinnati.
let carriages of the Cardinals. On great days,
The July number of this excellent
when three flunkeys bold on behind, and three
in front, dressed in faded violet, orange, or periodical commences
new volume.
French-grav liveries, cocked hats and tight
welcome visitant from the free West.

of the Auto-biography

formed translation

is

a

if

is

is

;

a

a

a It
is
a

it

:

"The vehicles that have cut the deepest

of the

Thus in one double volume
"Library of Choice Reading"

a

a

if

a

"The cultivation is symmetrical; the piants,
such as tomatoes,artichokes, lettuces, or vines,
in good order, clean aijd thriving; and how did
they come here 1 O, they belong to Torlonia,
or some shadow who represents this tract on
paper,and we who cultivate it are hired by him
at a few boiocchi a day, and live in that egg
shell called a cottage. Our children are bare
foot, dirty, half-clothed, their headsfull of ver
min ; we are in this same condition. Our
We think the reader of these extracts
dinner is half an onion, a roll, and a swallow of
lean wine. We have no household furniture. — may promise himself refreshment from
Do we own land 1 Ah ! Signor ! you should the whole book, which
not too much for
not Inughat Us. Thus we live, weed this garden,
feast.
There
an appreciating, rever
and when we die shall be thrown into a miscel
ent feeling of Art and of the purposes of
laneous pit with other wretches.— But the
Art in it, without much pretension to ex
—
Vines; they hang so full of juicy grapes7 It
A poem opens and closes
is true ; we do not meddle with them.— The act criticism.
Oranges, they glow like circles of golden fire the book, the burden of both being:
beneaththe deep green of their polished leaves,
good thing to go to Rome, but
— you taste those? — Again, Signor, why
better thing to come home again to thy
should you laugh at poor folks like us? — we self.
And there
longer poem
the
sometimescarry great baskets upon our arms to
middle, called " The Campagna, " from
—
Blue us the sky are luscious Figs.
the Palace
— It is true. — And that nodding field of Ar which we extract these lines
" We rapidly rush
tichokes, with broad, sea-green,waving leaves f
downward to our graves,
— Signor! a swallow of lean wine, a roll of Time and the storms, and wintersare
upon at,
bread, and half an onion, is our dinner, — on Yet let us meet them with an equal heart,
Secure in the old laws which bind the race,
greatdays topped by a scrag of mutton.
" Grilte. They are well off, — and Torlonia Secure in Heaven, that never
was yet false.
must envy. They own no land; right! If In Nature's hand, why should not we delight,
they did, they must fenee, till, pay taxes, keep E'en
she paints the plain and silent fields,
people out, and when they die leave it behind. Or like a mother softly parts the locks
" Artut. You observein these gardens, that Of whisperingverdure
on the column's crowa
the proprietor, who works first through his man Is not her hand still perfect as of. old
of affairs,then through his man of affairs' man, Has she yet lost one string from all her lyre
then through the hired man of the agent,— for The nationscrumble,down sinks tower and own,
hereall things drip, — concentrates his Peas The Greeks are fancies in dreamer's eye,
ants upon different points, and carries these by The Romans live in song that few may read,—
storm. If he wants to weed a vineyard,he does 'Tis all man leaves behind him, his decay.
not set one man at work, who, by mumbling to And Nature, with song of eren sweetness,
keep awake, may end it in a drowzy week, but And Love's caresses,twines the landscaperound,
who complete in And ere the Greek
putstwenty fellows upon
buried in his grave,
in afternoon."
Or ere the Roman's cuirass rusts away,
With light, soft, and graceful depth of shade,
Let the Critic tell of the Cardinals'
She veils the downfall of these human walls,
equipages, and of the manner in which So
soothingly she touches them with rain,
the Pope rides round by proxy to salute So tenderly aer frost
strikes through their
the multitudes
joints."
it,

it

1

;

in the subversive mode.

and

powerful exposition of the most important
truths.

is

even

sphere, with its earnest, independent

in

illustrates the effect of combination,

We rejoice to be assured of its prosper
wide
and trust that
may fill

ity,

by

Agriculture about Rome, from which it
appears that it is carried on upon a some
what unitary plan in a small way, and

a

chapter on the

is

is an interesting

stockings, the tails of their coats nearly
touching the ground, they look, in fact, like dry
patches of sea-weed sticking to the front anc
hind claws of an overgrown lobster. These
carriages, when not on the road, must be pre
served with immense pains, there
so much
gilding, varnish, and color.
wonder the Car
dinals dare to get in, for fear of spoiling the
pannels, as highly finished as delicate Papermachetrays. As for the flunkeys, with their
figuresthey must take care not to get a broad
side view. There
dressed figure, stuffed
with horse-hair, and
wax face, that rides in
them, to sparethe owner the trouble of trying
to outstare the populace, with
bald head,
large nose, and powdery complexion. The
Pope certainly representedby stuffedfigure.
have watched when he went to ride from the
Vatican. There stood his gilded carriage with
its six fiery black horses; there was the Noble
Guard on capital chestnut cobs there was the
Major-domo, getting horridly entangled, but no
sign or appearanceof
Pope, any more than
that extraordinary gentleman had forgotten
the part in which he was to perform. After
while, off would crawl the Pontifical lobster,
off would go the perverse Major-domo, off
would go liberal advanceof cobs
you met
the train in the street, there was the Pope's
automaton, grinding Holy bows at both win
dows."

I

Wo can only say, let him read FOURIER.
There

71

a is
a

' The Moderns do not se«m able, or indeed
willing, to expend themselves in decorations.
They have agrejxl to substitute a moral for an
irtittic cultivation; they should have agreeably
combined the two. On the other hand, we
think the Greeks were deficient in moral de
velopment.- I htirr not lien thai tehemeof tocial imprornnent which dr.iirrs to marry the
two. They occupy themselveschiefly with the
material comforts mitl conveniences of life, or
proceedupon a perfectly spiritual basis. The
middleground, where alt thing* embrace,Menu
to be overlooked."

flows

washes more and more strange

not only
on, but
and curi

ous shores, and takes you into the heart

THE MARS INGE ft.

72
The origin
of very famous countries.
and growth of some of his most remark
" Charlotte and
able works is given : of
\Verther," made infinitely popular by the
sentimental and Byrunic malady of the
age which it exposed so well as quite to
cure whatever of the same thing lurked

if

in his own veins,

it did not even dap

the ultimatum upon all that sort of litera
ture ; of the tragedy of the old knight, the

"

•

opera of
PACINI.

especially, he is altogether an impractica
But he was a genial and ac
ble heretic.

Sappho."

Music

by

G.

! Fate unhappy, and Sieeet Tears,
cepting man, by no means a denier and a 2. Ah
(Ahi
fera Sorte e Di quai .ware Launbeliever : he only never would be hur
and Duett, lung
Recitative
grime,)
"
He was a principality and a pow
ried.
with rapturous applause by SigBorioa
From
Tedesco and Signers Marine.
er " in his day, and that, by BO means in
the Same.
Boston : Published by Geo.
the low, subversive sense of your Napo
P. Reed, 17 Tremont Row.
leons. Understood as yet he is not, but
Those who have eejoyed the perform
We will not
only idolized 01 blamed.
ance
of the opera of " Safib " by the
;
to
him
be
gleamed
past
presume
judge
Italian
troupe from Havanna, and who
us for a moment, and as our eyes follow
his shining track till it is swallowed up, have in vain sought thus far for a printed

in
Gotz von BerKcltmgen,"
the stormy period of the Peasants' Wars ;
of " Faust," the master drama, or dramatic what better can we say of him, than quote

iron-fisted

page of its music, will welcome these
They are both
gems.
also are two beautiful
taken from the beginning of the Second
:
the last words in this Auto-biography
"Child ! child! no more! lashed as by Act, from the scene which precedes the
cies are sharply portrayed, or mystically
the;
"
of
hinted, as the case may be ; and
Eg- invisible spirits, the sun-steeds of time marriage of Climene. The first is
mont," well known by late translations. rush onward with the light car of our des song of Climene, as she receives the coi»Sketches of the political and social state tiny, and nothing remains to us but brave gratulations of her maidens, and contrasts
of Germany and of Europe, during most ly and composedly to hold fast the reins, her misery at the turning away of her
eventful periods, are presented now and and now to the right, now to the left, here lover Pbaon, with her joy at his return to.
Its range is rather great for a con
then in clearest perspective.
Portraits of from a rock, there from a precipice, to her.
Whither he is going, tralto voice, rising several times to G and
his friends, especially the literary men avert the wheels.
A above the staff. But the phrases are
and artists of his country, bring them be who can tell '. Scarcely can he remem
natural and easy, the melody exceedingly
fore you in the most living manner : ber whence he came ! "
beautiful and richly accompanied.
Klopstock, Herder, Wieland, the Counts
poem of the age, in which all its scepticism,
its aspiration, and its universal tenden

Stolberg,

Zimmermann,

Lavater,

in the

and

especially

preparation

of whose

work on Physiognomy,

the ever-

the words from Egmont,

which

Howitts' Journal.
Edited by WILLIAM
and MABY HOWITT.
London.

The attempt of the Howitts to demol
John Saunders and the People's Jour
ish
lent
active, sympathizing
young poet
much willing labor, — and many other nal, has proved a failure of the worst
Modest John's simple statements
decided characters and originals, although kind.
great

less

known

to

fame.

The whole rise

and progress of the modern German lite
rature, the deepest, richest, heartiest lite

and

Sappho

Howitts well, — we acknowledge a debt
of gratitude for their charming writings,
— and deeply do we honor them for their
what he owed to Voltaire and the French,
devotion to the cause of human improve
by the resistance they called out ; and what
But for reformers, especially for
he owed to Shakspeare, whom the Germans ment.
seized upon and understood as he had friends of peace, they are altogether too

deserted
claim

by

her

her

with
and

the pastor's
the

family

which is in quite
a different vein from the soft sentimental

too

living connection with the ter, and though never profound, is often
from which they sprang, the instructive, and always suited for popular
We hope it will have an exten
well known songs and minor poems, thus reading.
sive circulation, and that it will find space
made doubly interesting, of the inimita
to live

ble Lyrist !
the

Man,

Goethe !

ly he here brings himself

how

and bodi

before us! like

the young Bacchus, in his eager and har
monious joy in life ;.like an Apollo in Art
and the power of winning
beauty from every dilemma. You trust his
story perfectly ; he cannot but paint you
Many faults had Goethe, judged
himself.
and wisdom

by any ordinary

of Donizetti.

And!

the

far

fair

how almost breathingly

and

opera charmed more by its
unity as a whole, and by its chaste,
although by no means bare, simplicity,

details are indeed beautiful ; but beautiful
in

standard ; to a reformer,

jostling

and

do

good,

without

rudely

its rival.

their

places

in connection

with

the

whole.
FROM A YOUNG
1.

COMPOSER.

for the Piano Forte on tHe
air " Ten o'clock," composed

Variations

favorite
and dedicated to Leopold de Meyer.
By H. AUGUSTS POND. pp. 13. Cin
cinnati : T. B. Mason.

all along in

And then

the-

ideas in its composition,

experiences

warmly,

proffers

and its good keeping, than by much of that
off from the scene of action to winning quality in single aiis which suffers
of have our own blood much stirred, we them to be detached and taken out. The

"

Fiederica, and cannot but sympathize with the unpre
that deepest love-passage of his life, re tending Editor of the People's Journal,
lated in the posthumous volume, (in a in the tyrannical attack of which he has
Howitts' Journal shows
style as soft and genial as old ages's been the object.
It is
moonlight memories of youth,) the story a better spirit than the Howitts.
of his intercourse with Lili ; and strewed filled with a variety of entertaining mat
Seaenheim

and

There are some beautiful

is encored.

yet

experience

wanderings,
come to

has

contrasted ; and the duett always

finely

one of Bellini

before. hot and hasty, too eager to show fight.
and the natural pantheism, or Their fierce onslaught on Saunders is a
It has called
rather unityism of poets, he records most blot on their good name.
And how en forth a wide feeling of indignation from
interesting
experiences.
chanting, how profoundly touching those the English press, and although we are
Wakefield

her

It was in this that the rich
bridegroom.
voices of Tedesco and Marini were so

never been seized and understood

" Vicar of

in

Phaon,

hospitality,

Of Spinoza,

two episodes, his

after, between Climene

who,

exercise of her divine gift of song to en
are more than a match for Quaker Wil rich the nuptial feast, little suspectingliam's
fence.
We love the whom she was to meet there as the
cunning

is set before you, —

rature of the world

The second piece is that sweet, sisterly

duett immediately

2.

La Legerete; Valse Characteristigne
pour It Piano Forte.
By H. Aueusre
POND.
pp. 3.

and Nichols, 111 3. Speak no HI. Favorite Song.
Words
by CHARLES SWAIN, Esq.
Music by
St., Boston, are the agents
H. AUGUSTS POND. pp. 7.
for the sale of it in this country.
Messrs.

Crosby

Washington

MUSICAL REVIEW.
SONGS

FROM

"SAPPHO."

4. T|te Rivulet.
A Song, composed by
H. AUGUSTS POND. All by the same
publisher.
Persons
get to composing
music,
prompted in various ways.
Some by the
feeling and sentiment of music which is

1. He forsook me.'(Ah! con lui mi fn rapita), sung by Signora Marini, in the deep within them, and which, not content

THE HARBfNGER.
with

would

passive enjoyment,

and originate

better right, who in addition
have ideas, musical thoughts,
up from

their

fain try conquered, with how good grace we can
by a not tell, the Uiloa castles of Thai berg

Some,

something.

to feeling,
which

well

and demand out

feeling

ward form and expression.

Some are led

and of Liszt.

And he has eagerly com
of such castles for

menced the building

himself, hastens to put Mis own thoughts
into their forms, before he has made sure

sakes, like examples in exercises.

Con

sequently there is not unity in the whole,
which is essential to a pleasing effect.

No. 2 commences as a very pleasing'
wait*, light and graceful, 'and with
rather

modulations

singular

some

which

are

We have hesitated not yet in keeping with the subject, for some
a knowledge of laws and means.
Some a little before we could persuade ourselves way ; 'but the theme is pursued till it
start with a clever gift of executing and to confess thus frankly our impressions of grows monotonous,and the labored change*
performing music ; this presupposes more such seemingly well-meant efforts sent us of harmony rob it of all waltz-like elasti
It seems almost like city. This however shows what might
or less of energy and power of over for our judgment.

to it through science, through first acquiring

difficulties;

coming

ambition,

and this

is very, apt to think
all spheres its own and to expend much
used to triumphs,

of the thoughts.

a confidence ; and yet we have

betraying

concluded that it is the manlier and kinder
the lesson which this

way not to withhold

effort ami much skill in trying to create

and every aspirant in this way after com

formidable

position

works,

without

the

material

within.

These

latter

from

days

Those

'

a over sweetly modulated ; an air,

have witnessed

No. 3.

Of this song we have the same
The melody in itself
is very well, but it is highly wrought

remark to make.

while the words are dull di

and fanciful,

has surely got to learn at last.

No. 1 is in the most ambitious style,
succeed, who best blend all these qualifi
and bristling full of difficulties.
It is ap
cations, duly subordinated one to the other, propriately dedicated to De Meyer.
An
in the order above stated :_thus, Feeling, introduction a la mode, full of sudden
starts, subsiding into a flow of chords not
Ideas, Science, Execution.

or the inspiration

be done.

accom

dactic

verse,

Then

the

an odd contrast.

making

far-fetched,

ingen

ious as they are, utterly defeat all

of expression,

and seem like

of

bits

difficult

in the accompaniment,

symphony

unity

so many

virtuosos eager to rush in with each his

in own solo before the singer can sit down.

great many composers, whose whole cap

panied

ital and outfit belongs exclusively

No. 4 is simpler and more truly con
triplets, the air itself not one that seems
Let this writer keep within a
invite much expansion ; a variation ceived.

under

with bioken

passably

chords,

the last of these four categories; indeed the to
growth of a whole new School of music,

more

strangely

than significant ; humbler range of treatment, and seek to
invent beautiful melodies anil bring out

skilful

of which the heaping up of difficulties of another even more so, with a chromatic
excite

astonishment

oneself

in the triumphant

and excite

consciousness

bass running
all through in sextiolcs ; their expression
then an Andante, written in three staves, means first; —
the air

in the middle,

a figured

accom

pression

lead

by the simplest

always

if

then the want

to more,

of ex
it,

execution in order to overcome them, and
thereby

follow

ant)

skill and ingenuity will not seem out of
" of place. We shall be happy to see any
sure, were the true classics of music better ner of the "Songs .without Words
truer direction from the same
understood and cultivated; while, on the oth Liszt, the resemblance however being thing in
Far be from us to discourage
er hand, genius like Chopin's is enough to more to the eye, in the printed shape of source.
Never, to be paniment above and below, after the man

it

a

thereof, is the main feature.

analogy or any aspiration which has really an inward
We did not intend
person
meaning, — a very foundation.
criticism, so much as to indicate
false
ency we speak of is uppermost and most minor, mournful rflood it is in too, cost
ambition,
to young
which ing much perplexing labor to unravel it tendency in music which
likely to be
inflaming
come very common.
the fingers, and then
would strike at once, would do the im with
not giv
School

from

But the tend

condemnation.

the thing, than in any intrinsic
consanguinity

of

is

a

al

sweeping

a

redeem the modern Virtuoso

possible in the form that the many can
appreciate as readily as they can a gym

ing you a thought

or an emotion

worth

such pains ; a sudden bit of Presto tremolo,

THE HARBINGER.

nastic performance ,or some sleight of hand ; succeeded
for the slow

To last pages of Thalberg's fantasie on the
deep and solid excellence in Art.
tliis danger our American
youth, now "Prayer in Moses," the same form, the
that young men devote themselves to the same swift-flickering
gauze of arpeggios
of dark
In a nation above, the same undulation
piano, are peculiarly liable.
less ardor of outward activity, and in
which there is not yet the old deep soil
of sentiment and still enthusiasm and fine
culture out of which

10,1847.

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gambling spirit in trade,reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the laborerand to renderevery conditioninsecure.
Relief to come,and can only comefrom the new
waves below, the air taking slow, safe, application of Christian principles, of Universal
in icr and Universal love, to social institutions,
—
and thus it to commerce,to business,to active life.
firm steps in the middle;
Da. CHANNIRU.
ends, and what is gained except to have
•
i

whose leading trait is enterprise and rest

SATURDAY, JULY

is

instead of waiting

by a page of Adagio, with
fame of cadenzas ; and a finale that looks like the

got through it?

A

tithe of the labor and

THE AMERICAN

REVIEW'S

ACCOUNT

true music springs,
it is natural that the virtuosos of the day

the skill

would have sufficed for the elaboration of

OF THE RELIGIOUS

should

many a real inspiration

CIATIONISTS.-NO.
IV
The Review charges us with nery wild

many pupils,

de Meyer

should win

where Beethoven,

Mendels

sohn and Spohr have none.

in a simpler form.

There is a certain kind of talent, there
is enterprise and skill displayed in it ; and (to speak
and rather a remarkable

familiarity

with

UNION

OF ASSO-

la Fourier) simplistic no
tions about the education of children
with
;

Herz and Leopold

on these variations

a

be taken up as models, and that

expended

;

The author now before us, a stranger the forms and modulations and modes of trusting to the principle of unlimited in
to us in every thing except in the compo arrangement of the most difficult kind of dulgence to save their natural inclinations
sitions above named, — and a stranger to us music.
But it is overstrained and in a from being checked and soured to selfish
in them also, for we cannot get to fee] at false direction — we are sorry to see so ness with impatience to remove all the
good music

al

it transports

him

most from earth — is,

we fear, one who has come to music

capacity fret itself away in this restraints which enter into the idea of Law;
manner.
The modulations are hard and with eschewing the mere thought of gov
short, with advo
far-fetched, and do not flow forth as the ernment of any kind
much

in

whereas

ways makes one feel at home, even when

;

home in them,

of

development

The

inward

a.

natural

thought.

a

in

We fancy him pos

in

a pervading cating unbridled license
lieu of every
of the wholesome institution.
He mistakes.. ns
feeling
He has not
sessed of considerable execution as a piece does not appear to prompt them ; wholly.
glimmering of
pianist, one who has bravely attacked and but they are rather forced in for their own true conception of the Associative.doctrine
the last-named way.

THE HARBINGER.

T4

may

be called the civilized

re

the healthy

taste

of harmony

and

free

dom, and restraint is necessary, whether

a

;

sions point beyond us, relating
ers, so the first thing

of Social

is

to the beginning

and end of every series.
Consequently
the attractions and passions are now cor
rupt and dangerous ; they do not know

In

Order.

ns tn oth

to discover the law
words,

other

the

central problem of the bumnn mind is. the

For the want of it,

true Social Science.
we grope

darkness thus far

interests

;

on to in its want of any real order. There
are two ways to keep a child from falling
out of the window ; one is to tie him up,

incident to all transitions,

in

mad as to undo its bungling bandages oi
which instinct teaches it to hold

restraint,

and this

in

He charges the Combined order does not yet exist ; society is in its that
us and as
very little
implied
Order with adopting the only alternative infancyand teething-time^ passing through observation shows us that our natures
left to Civilization, in case it should be so the confused subversive stages which are are social, that all our faculties and pas
is

OB this point.

;

gime as applied to the child Humanity ; it be the truest rule or not.
notes of
We labor to conflict, which should cooperate
the other is to teach him the use of his establish first true order, of which the character make discord, which should fill
;

key, as we believe, has been discovered ; out grand harmony

restraint, which only miseducates the pas
writ down in the fact that it evades the sions and destroys man's fitness for the
problem of true Order, substituting the freedom which is his soul's right.
Our

edge that it cannot last, is what causes
the devils in hell to tremble.
Associationists

consider

that there are

two kinds of Order, two ways for preserv
ing peace.

There is the false, subversive

a

in

!

sal order, by the Law which
dom of infinite Love.
attraction

God

the Wis

Love

and

of God's love

the indwelling

vegetable

and

animal

and

and of character in human hearts at ran
dom, with

But Love manifests itself by Wisdom
other words, the divine

tributes

itself by

goodness

;

as

process of arbitrary experiment
pulling down and building up.
God did not sow the seeds of passion
not

;

it

organism;

in

it,

of Godvthe new developing
the old, and quietly supplanting

dis

law of perfect order,

so that the infinite

of all things
the glory of
the form of

variety

may still work together for
God as one.
Law then

is

The knowl

cle of life, no smallest tendency of force
not governed by the very soul of univer

and every being stirs
every creature
by an attraction, the meaning of which is,
must seek unity and God again.
itself out of that

in

eous chaos and contradiction.

has been

anew ; but by trate itself thereby. — No government
We look for the very perfection of gov
ernment, wherein there shall be no parti

a

us not to disturb by any
is at best but hid

of innovation,

humanity

;

Order !

he warns

by which

is

not by pulling
room for things to crystallize

sun breeds pestilence from old township, to occupy the earth with beauty
marshes) may be supposed to know some and with order, just as fast as the old
thing ; but of the latter we humbly sug
false system of antagonism and restraint
gest he can know nothing; his highest idea crumbles and melts away.
In short, it is
of Order, which with trembling fear or a process of growth by force of destiny,
rage

into perfect consonance with the progres
sive series

positive,

mer's

thought

then shall they, with all their
and duplicity, be construed

Order will jus
pacific ; unfolding from the first.
down old fixtures to make tify the disorder that has been, and illus

is constructive,

Of the first of these the quiet institution of small germs of or
an infatuated champion
of Civilization
der, at practicable points, which will be
(with its Irish famines and Mexican wars come centres of influence, beginning mere
coming round as naturally as each sum
ly with the organization of industry in the
License !

precede

contradiction

is

labor

the Law of Order
discovered, then too
will be discovered the meaning of these
seeminely long ages of discord which

a

machinery of arbitrary Restrnint,
which it costs the best blood of mankind
to keep from always getting out of order.

love,

;

Christ,

dear

of God's

the cooperative
distributing itself thus
efforts iit' his creatures, each
creator of

is is

the only law?
Precisely the opposite of
Prometheus and thereby writ the doom of that is what we advocate.
Not to abol
their blind monarch Jupiter.
And just so ish, but to establish order, is our aim, —
is the doom of Modern Civilization, still real order, and not the substitution for itof
unto Jove than unto

and guide man in

manifestation

its way, become fierce tigers, rav
good
restraint
things by first removing all restraints, and enous to devour each other
not,
making these blind, morbid impulses, must reign, because Ordei reigns
made so and kept so in a false state, at once not because itself
Order.
But when

on

more loyal

prompt

should

active

is

divine and orderly, on sheer brute force,
the Kratos and Bie who chained

which
the

it
;

calling, in its despair of aught essentially

of energy and character,

in

Ihe former is sheer atheism and distrust,

the passions, or the

innate springs

in

And there is rather a deeper recognition and only in that do we hope to realize
of rule and order involved in this latter the freedom of the passions. Does this
method, one would think, than in that view justify the accusations of the Re
former bungling, make-shift way. Indeed viewer?
Is it fair to charge Association
the latter shows some reverence of the ists with crying out for unbridled license,
Creator's wisdom in his works ; whereas with seeking to get at a true state of

in

limbs, and this is the way of Association.

is

;

rests on force,

in

if

by

which

;

cross purposes
and there
and let those Love
no necessary conflict
who dare, imagine seeds of evil falling from between the idea of government or Order,
producing a repose which is the repose of his hand.
In every instinct which he im and the idea of Attraction as asserted
apathy and death ; and there is true Or planted in the human breast, he also Associationists.
They only say, the prop
der, recognizing all attractions and secur
wrote its law of order, and the collective er field for observation and research,
ing their free play, which rests upon har scheme of order
them all.
Each pre you would find the true law, and not make
order of restraint,

Such order is supposes by its very direction and tenden

is

So much, at
Order are correlative terms ; there is most least, are we taught by the instinct of
of one where there is most of the other; not unity, the last thought which the human
out of apathy, but out of the fulness of pas- mind can part with and preserve its sanity,
nun, of living impulse prompting to every the very pith and centre of all that we call
manner of action and relation, must the Common Sense, the first thing given

the whole labyrinth
pound destiny
magnets

which

of man's

everlasting stars of order
And

this

most com

consult them as so many
God made to point to
what we

in

develop

;

and harmonious

And so with society; Attraction and ble of mutual adjustment.

is

ment.

;

the special attractions in the universe- in
their collective

bungling guesses forever, calling in brute
certain state of harmony
each pre force to quell inevitable riot,
the study
supposes all the rest, and they were not of the passions or attractions of the hu
made unfitted to each other, and incapa
man soul
in them must lie the key to
cy,

;

indeed the natural and normal result of all

a

monic laws of distribution.

the heavens.

mean by that

in

phrase which the Reviewer sneers at as
and symmetry
of Order all reasoning, the sentiment which proves such an absurdity, " the sacredness of the
spring. Now we assume that attraction is man
child of God, his soul
This
what, we doubt not,
ray of the passions."
the main-spring of the universe, and that divine intelligence, and not an accident. Mr. Channing
meant by "
discipline,
attractions do exist, indestructible in man, The grand task of the human intellect is, the law whereof
taken from passion."
Jo point him to bis destiny.
But the true therefore, to discover the law of order We believe
the passions, or radical im
in

is

a

a

is

harmony

a

rich
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pulses of man, — those which relate ua to normal conditions of industry are entirely
in
a is

;

it

is

!

a

in

is

it

law of order,

implied in the very nature of man's facul
ties and passions, as the true condition of

This

unfold

law

established,

according

to the true

intent of the Creator, expressed

them

;

unfolding.
must

they

in

their

they must manifest the love which

gave
Out of that order, they are

they

selfish

grow

reversed,

all

turned inward

their
each

acts simply

for itself,

and rushes

therefore

to excess where

have liberty,
it

perverted,
action

;

them being.

And how can selfish
ness be cured, except self have its objects
How
and its chance of healthy action
finds any outlet.

can self exist except for evil,

be not

sphere for good

Instead of bettering

society, instead of

speculating

upon the true order, the

vine order,

the Reviewer

di

allowed

counsels that

we let society alone, and each proceed to
" work out his own salvation." This,
the height of selfishness,
with no view at the same time

if

we answer,
attempted

to the redemption

of man

and salvation

What simply

kind.

salvation?

not the attaining to one's true estate, in
with all other beings, and

in

is

is

;

;

believe there

contrary,

harmony

Is
not the realizing
unity with God
of our whole being, in its relations with
others

Can

one soul

all
then
Can

Can

one be

one be

saved

make

afont,

heaven

'

in

is

is

is

in

is

We, on the

sible not suffered to exist.

Is
it

it

:

:

in

presupposes evil tendencies in man which
exist for the sole and absurd purpose that
they may be checked and as far as pos

;

it

it,

it
is

sent order must be best, even though

it is
is

;

in

ly

;

necessarily all
to him, the pre

'

it

it

is
is

It

is

which

According

it

a

;

it
is

is

It

;

is

not good.

if

discourse

order of society,

the

of the existing

change

a

In

as the pivotal and central

a

it

it
:

it

simply the tru

Love."

is

is

;

in

if

in

it

!

on Selfishness,

every

a

;

it

a

It it
U

is

it
a

" God

which

and every think

ing reason must respond,
ism that

in

is

it

it

is

:

is

is

la

to

the

is

It

it

it
is

;

is

is

;

of the bible,

heart that has life in

simply

Not, however,
exempt from constraint."
evil of society, which
generates the
not the necessity of
without order.
whole vicious circle, Mr. Channing went
labor which constitutes its repugnance
somewhat abstract and metaphysi
into
the conditions under which
per
cal discussion of the nature and origin
The very fact of its necessity
formed.
of selfishness.
The reviewer prints so
was designed to be good
proves that
in his own
much as he can recollect of
Man's attractions are as
itself.
thing
as the very essence
way, and points to
whatever
wide as his whole destiny
of extravagance.
Let
stand printed
necessary to him, whatever enters into
again, we say, until some one, instead of
the very scheme of his being, to that he
shall be able to point out
sneering at
the
not.
has attraction, doubt
absurd or false
is,
Here
wherein
want of order, of unity, of organization,
with only the sneers left out
of any true and natural distribution of
" All the forms of evil, he says, may
offices and functions, which makes indus
This, the
be expressed in selfishness.
curse instead of
blessing.
try
prolific germ of all evil, springs from the
the want of series, groups and whole- perversion of precisely what
most
ward, central and essential
our nature.
tome luxury of means and circumstances,
Love
the proper constituent of our heso against the grain for men
that makes
in this principle that our true
ing
because labor
isolated
to work.
essential
personality consists. But love
because
no
man
instead of social
lovely, so that, as our proper self
of
because made of love, to know ourselves
his own sphere freely chosen
This proper
monotonous round, course to love ourselves.
doomed to
each
self, this lovely love, however,
most
alternation,
whereas the natural law
short,
perfect, most lovely, most itself
which both wills more and effects more
when most forgetting itself in its object
least perfect, least lovely, least itand above all because functions are not and
sejf, when forgetting the object in
distributed in graduated teries of varieties,
self.
Here then we have the proper an
so that nothing shall be done at random, tithesis and
antagonism of self-love and
or from mere regard to individual pur
the one the highest perfec
selfishnesss
pose, but that every individual attraction tion, the other the lowest degradation, of
our
nature
and the present misarrange•hall be brought to bear at just the point
causing
ment ot society
perpetually
shall lend strength to the general
where
self-love to pass over into selfishness.
If
satisfies this self-love, this love smitten with its
proportion as
harmony, just
—
true
and
own
loveliness,
because
all
these
were
allowed
the
free
itself;
a

it

in
a a

is

it

doctrine

inclination,"

own

good, be

involves

this

is
a

industry must perforce become at
tractive the moment men find themselves

that

his

of

necessity

that

it

and

reason,

authority but his own sovereign
or

any

from God

if

to

or of consulting

but himself,

thing

came

he knows

cause

and declare that

step farther,

which

?

them

trouble and the danger of referring to any

all

is

urge

the

it

which

save himself

is

necessities

from the

purely

to

'

aversion to labor springs

it,

which

"

mind,

own

?

continues:
"Hence
Reviewer
' attractive
industry,'
by
they probably mean that men's

phrase

his

of the simple
He fears to

the consequences
God
Love.

in

The

accept

doctrine
The " Theology " which the reviewer
carry
charges Mr. Channing with ideating from

a

a description here of the true order of so
ciety ; that were a long scientific treatise.

idleness are to be entirely removed."

is

to show the spirit of our movement, in
respect to liberty and law, and to con
trast it with the spirit imputed to us by the
Of course we cannot go into
Reviewer.

it,

tem which can hold itself in order with
out perpetual violence to itself by armies,
We have only aimed
chains and gibbets.

by
a

seeking

is

conservatives,

the very root of the conservative princi
ple in all things, and to establish a sys

their

It

a
we are not destructive radi

Therefore

cals ; but radical

:

war of any kind, so long is

is

ly

as there

there slavery.

is

law ; so long as interests conflict, so long

a

in its nature blind, but walks by sight, by

is

to make them free ; since freedom is not

1

re

of all known restraints would fail

moval

a

are not and cannot be free ; that the

a

We believe that now they

established.

*****

:

We believe in

now so irk

it
is

der or of distribution.

their perfect freedom, which they can on
ly have when their perfect order shall be

industry

in

relate us more directly to the laws of or

that

;

us to mankind ; and those which

relate

possession and enjoyment of the object
craves, there would be nothing to gene
Thus this
rate selfishness out of it.
some.
has no charm
false order,
mother corruption springs from the vinous
made to charm in
precisely because
order, or rather disorder of society which
true order.
The rose must wither
self-love degen
withholds those objects
its nature to be beauti erates into selfishness from the self-denial
frost, because
(>od,
it.
ful
summer air.
For the rest, the Re imposed upon
At his essence love,
like man,
love.
viewer simply states the idea of attractive He
and
therefore
of course lovely,
Here
love himself.
general, and does not answer must necessarily
industry
and this
then
we
have love loves love
it.
We are perfectly willing to accept
formula expresses the unity of the Divine
we have not yet met sen
his statement
infinite love, and,
But God
Being.
tence in his article which common sense so, then He
infinitely lovely, and must
could call so reasonable
As all
therefore love himself infinitely.
" Every man, they argue, has genius, his creatures are included in himself,
the love he bears
they are also included
and
special aptitude, for something
himself.
Here
then we have Infinite
this genius will instinctively
seek out
uf
loves infinitely an Infinitude
and joyfully exercise its appropriate cal- Love
Love; and this formula expresses the
lin;., provided all pursuits be made equal
of the Divine Being."
honorable, and men be relieved from univeisality
the pressure of present or impending
The Reviewer,
appears, could com
want.
Thus
new regulation of
prehend this well enough to state
bor, so as to give free play to the pre-es
as unintelligible
then complain of
tablished harmony between the faculties why
he feared to
Alas
and vocations of men, all temptations to and extravagant
overlooked,

in

nature or the outward world ; those which

harmony with others, on
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less they be in harmony with him ? Is j sentiments expressed on this occasion, a not make their appearance there at all ;
not our own life bound up with the life reproduction of the grand, vital truths and already, as is testified by this numer

of

life
good with the good j which form the inspiring
movement here and every where.

our race, our own

of all ?

of our ous

And can we isolate ourselves

and creep by any private path to God,
forsaking our race and regardless of its
relation
desuny ' Is it an exceptional
which each one sustains to God ! or is

its

assembly,

wide

ideas

and deep root ;

have

taken
us

many among

whom a happy accident first led to these
AT CAHORS.

FESTIVAL

"

A friend

writes

from

Cahors

studies, are now
Associationists

to the

Pacifique," " For the first
it not rather the very unity and summing time, the Assnciationists of Cahors have
and true just celebrated the anniversary
natural,
normal
up of all
of the
relations*
And are we nut to find God birth of Fourier. It was not in our
in the very sphere for which he made us, power to meet on the 7th, as we wished,
Democratic

confirmed

; a still

and avowed

greater

number,

I yet pursuing their inquiries, already ex
and respect ; and
j press their sympathy
j

the whole mass of our citizens have been
reached

by

Socialist

vague

instincts,

it is true, but
The centre of
for which he endowed us with attractions and we were obliged to postpone our which time will develop.
and with faculties, rather than in denial celebration to the 18th, as many of our the School, which is devotion, — an admira
of all that part of our being, and in friends were under
for the ble zeal and self-denial, — to the work of
ourselves

magnifying

before

him as is

objects for his miraculous inter
position ? — That soul, we apprehend,

olated
which

is most

"

most saved,

salvable,"

will manifest that fact at ooce by its un

were enrolled

Sixty-seven

subscribers

on our list, and we were

lucky enough to obtain a hall suitable for
our purpose.

All

classes of society, sci

creating of this great demand, which now classes " formed the predominant
ele
goes forth from all true hearts, for the ment.
Some of our friends had provided
construction of an order upon earth, of for the allegorical decoration of the ball ;
which Love and Justice and Peace shall banners of the symbolic colors were dis
be the corner-stone, and not isolated, in played on the walls, bearing on their
interests ; and the cement of front with golden stars the names of the
dividual
whose

walls

shall

be, like an arch,

laws of harmony,

taining

each

the

stone sus

the other in its just

proportion,
substitute for law,

and not that coarser
restraint.

And here we dismiss the subject, feel
ing

sensibly

that

enough

we

have but

grazed each general truth on which we
rest, without unfoldiog all its fair propor
tions ; and yet sufficiently, it seems to us,

white

banner

the inscription,

Review.
can give

If

to seek the spirit

a right, to form relig

ious unions, then is the Associative move
ment eminently the religious movement

of the day, and may without

hypocrisy

•invoke God's blessing.

has called for the

propagation,

necessary

aid, and

we

A

appeal at Cahors.
persons, which

have

heard the

certain number of

is daily

have

increasing,

pledged a monthly contribution, according
to their ability, which already amounts
to more than 1200 francs for the annu
al

Rent.

Associative

We have organized

a small

depot for publications,

where

every one can find the materials for study,
and which we offer freely to all who
wish.

"

It remains for us, in order to give
new life to this already powerful impulse,
to organize regular conferences on the

pivotal

of Unityism, which bore cations.
" In fine, we have to demonstrate by
in large letters, of the two

principles

concerning

Attraction

and the Series.

" As

usual,

a liberal

collection

was

taken for the benefit of the poor, and we

separated with the hope of often meeting,
the character and objects of both to engage in the periodical confer
Associationists, from such misrepresenta
ences and lectures which we are about to
tions, as those sneeringly set forth in the organize, and to draw closer the bonds of
American

vigorous

different passions in characters of gold science, to increase the circulation of the
or silver ; in the centre, appeared the books and journals of the School, and to
portrait of Fourier, surmounted by the obtain from the centre all the new publi

to vindicate

of Christ

are still feeble,

engagements

Easter holidays.

ence, the fine arts, property, the magis
tiring efforts to redeem Humanity, and to tracy, . the army,
the bar, industry,
establish the kingdom of Heaven upon commerce, labor, — all were
worthily
The leaven of Christ has thus far represented, though we must confess,
earth.
worked in the vitals of society, to the that what civilization calls the " higher

very

which

which

sympathy

have

been established

of the speeches.

" The

of the Associative

and practical utility
principle.

But

for

this purpose, we must have the aid of all
well-disposed men, and we urge them to
examine our doctrines

without prejudice,

being

sure

their studies

will lead

them

to the same conviction,

the same

enthusiasm

that
with

ourselves, to co-operate
in the grand social regeneration to which

I

we are devoted.
close then, gentle
men, with an appeal to all good men, for
are
from
one
passages
their efficient, active and devoted union

between ns by the Associative

The following

facts, the immediate

Associative

School,

idea."

Gentlemen,

in its infancy.
The wise and
moderate course which it has pursued, in

for leading Humanity
high destinies."

to the path of its

is still

THE ASSOCIATIVE MOVEMENT

IN

FESTIVAL

AT BRENETS (SWITZERLAND.)

" The
itself only to the reason, to
Associationists of the Neuchatel
FRANCE.
the .spirit of examination, without exci
Jura celebrated the anniversary of the
We can in no way give our readers a ting the passions and interests which it 7th of April, by a festival given at
better idea of the impulse under which aims only to conciliate and calm, is not Brenets ; deputations from Morteau and
is advancing in merely the way of rapid progress ; it is St. Inner were present at this friendly
the cause of Association
France, than by laying before them some the way of rapid and certain progress. reunion.
As is every where the case,
extracts from the accounts which we The great ideas which are to transform our ranks are increasing ; the genius
the world and to have an eternal duration, which watches over Berne has shown
have received of the celebration of Fou
It will be seen that the must be a long time in taking possession us that the regenerating work is incar
rier's birth-day.
of it. We are aware of this, and shall nated in its valleys.
movement with our friends in that coun
This canton is not
try, is one of no superficial, temporary not be wanting in courage and perse wanting in noble and generous hearts ; it
interest, but that it calls forth the deep, verance.
The results of our propagand- will soon go forward, for it is the country
inward enthusiasm, which is the legiti
ism are besides of the most encouraging
of progress.
We have been happy to
The nature.
mate result of earnest conviction.
clasp the hand of our confederates, and
are one the
advocates of Association
"Only two years since, the Associative to exchange, in the social sphere, where
world over : a common tie unites their School did not number at Cahors a single all systems and all beliefs meet in sympa
heart* ; and it is gratifying

addressing

to see in the adherent ; its journals

and its books did

thy,

the relations

of affection, auimated
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by tive pleasure of seeing united under
the- banner of Association, Catholics and
Calvinism

Protestants,

Lutherans,

and

and ^njotaed by
predicted
and made, practicable by the sys
tem of Association,
calculated by Fou

Christ,

Swiss, — all united by the rier !

snd

French

formation

same religious

sentiment

which

makes

after this1 toast, which

received

by the' assembly with an
emotion of profound reverence, M. Forest

of the addressed the meeting in a speech of great
accomplishment
He traced back the history
of the Goepel : ' Thou eloquence.
' of the Associative School, which in 1830
as thyself!
thy neighbor

To

grand

•*"Immediately
was

the

precept

the eons of men the children

of the same shalt love
of Christ has given this precept to •the was repre«ented by three disciples, —
that Christian faith, which is the pledge world, Fourier alone, to this day, has a woman, a deaf man, and a student*
of the coming of the kingdom of God, discovered the means of putting it in After having spoken of its progress, its
and of universal harmony."
practice, by reconciling all antagonistic influence, its power, which were proved
The first toast was introduced as interests, by arranging them in harmony, by the passionate attacks of which it was
and making them all converge to a com the object, M. Forest closed by an earn
follows :
" This is the second time, ladies and mon end, — an end as fruitful in riches, est exhortation in favor of the propaga
as in the accords of sympathy, as in fra tion of Associative ideas.
gentlemen, that we have met under the
."After different toasts, M. Jlazin attract
ternal love.
To the Religious
Senti
of
the
same
idea, to celebrate
inspiration
all, so ed the deepest attention* by a rapid
To Charity
towards
ment !
the birth of the sublime genius, who has
recommended
by Paul, and exposition of the evils which desolate
strongly
discovered the laws of human destiny.
He stigmatized the weakness
which the doctrine of Fourier calls forth, humanity.
It is seventy-five years since the. birth of
who refuse
with such life, and warmth, and depth, in of the Political Economists,
Charles Fourier, and it is from 1799 that
all true Associative Hearts ! To Peace ! to the great majority of men, not only
his most important
dates,
discovery
to Joy ! to Union ! to Fraternity
among moral enjoyment, but even physical life.
the morning
star of that humanitary
the Men, the Families, and the Nations His piercing words cut the prevailing
work which has dawned upon the world,
of our Globe ! To the Religious Sen social evils to the quick, and demon
and which will fill it with light, and
"
God, and partaking

all the aspirations

and life.

warmth,

Impelled

movement and

tellectual

by the in

ideas of the age, to seek

a remedy

for

the evils of society, which he saw a prey
the
to frightful
in which
convulsions,

strated that misery and want were incur
able without a radical reform.
After

timent !

the renovating

FESTIVAL

" The

AT CHALON-SUR-SAONE.

of one of our

hall

Masonic

having

spoken of the objections and ob

stacles

to the establishment

of a new

social order, he pointed out with warmth
Lodges, presented, on the evening of the
and earnestness the duties of ibe School.
struggle of interests had converted evil 7th April, an unusual and truly impres
" The following toasts were then of
into a chronic and permanent state, our sive spectacle.
Sixty persons, belonging
fered :
Master felt that the Deity, the author of to all classes, and representing all pro
"To Children, to Women, to the
the laws of harmony which govern the fessions of society, — some, and the
universe, had not created humanity,

thai

image of his essence, for nothing

great

but misery in every sphere of its develop
It was the desire of arresting the
ment.
social crisis,
clerk

which

"

inspired

the

"

mer

greater part, devoted disciples of Fourier,
others,
with

at least,

sons, — among whom we remarked one
venerable old man with white hair, who
had walked

justice, and revealed
truths of his system.

to him the organic

present at
bled to celebrate

Beautiful

and glorious

is the doc

" The

labor,

and gives

to it

organization

and

attraction ; from the application of this
doctrine, will flow abundance and the le

of human

satisfaction

gitimate

Man will no longer
convulsive

wants.

pangs of fam
of the magnificent

ine ; he will partake

banquet which is set forth by nature, that
is no less rich than generous.

"

To C|iarles Fourier, — to the coming
of the blessed era which was his dearest

hope."

greatest

and frank

cordiality

ness, the most lively

with

enthusiasm,

the greatest decorum, pervaded the meet

"

M.

Towards

the

Constantine

of the

close

the following

proposed

toast:

"

To

laws

Charles
who

genius

Fourier. ' to the great

has

of universal

discovered,

with

the

the means of

unity,

realizing happiness and fraternity
earth !

on this

" Like the life of all the
great bene
fourth toas.t to the religious sen
factors of Humanity, his life was one
timent, derived a peculiar interest from
But now his spirit be
long martyrdom.
the presence at the festival of representa
to penetrate the- world, which it will
tives of the different communions into gins

"

hereafter

is divided.

proaching,

To

religious

tlte Religiotu Sentiment!
sentiment

which

unites

"

the Cities of France

furnished

the

most

which

subscribers

and Germany ! "

"To

the Leaders

" To

the establishment,

School ! "

of the first

Phalanx

have

to

the

School!"
England,

of the Associative

!

"

near

at hand,

FESTITAL AT ST. ETIENNE.

repast,

" The

which Switzerland

" To

of the Sciences

the Development

and the Arts!

ing, which was presided over by M. Constantine, Mayor of Verdun-sur-Doubs.

be tormented by the

and agonizing

" To

six miles

the anniversary of the
birth of the great Social Reformer.

trine which establishes the sacredness of

Working Classes ! "

in the rain to be Annual Rent of the Associative
" To our Friends in America,
the festival, — were assem

faith in the divine

"

sympathizing

idea, — sixty per

the Associative

with

chant's

sincerely

regenerate ;

the

day

when the truths which

is

ap

be has

" This

year, like the last, the disciples

of Fourier, and those who sympathize
with the great work of Humanity, assem
bled to celebrate the anniversary of the
birth of this great and sublime genius.
" The confidence in an approaching
pacific, social transformation, which will
give to all men perfect
happiness,

inspired

security and true
this festival with a

calmness, a dignity,

an order, a gaiety,
which can be found only in a communion

of thought and feelings.

"

Among

the toasts, were the follow

ing :

" To Fourier !
to the announced, will be received by all noble
man hearts, by all elevated minds ; the day is Order!"

To

Humanity

!

To

" To the Organization of Industry !
man, and man with God, to Unity- at hand when his name, once the object of
One and Universal ! raillery and contempt, will be the object To Poland ! To the Agricultural Union
To the transformation of all the nations of universal blessing and praise.
of Africa! To Italy! To the Oppressed !
of the earth, into one and the same fami
"To the genius of Fourier! to the To Industrial Armies ! To Agricul
with

ism, to the Church

ly, united by mutual interests, — a trans

happiness of Humanity

!

"

ture!"
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In one uf the speeches, we find the and of our dignity.
But we have also pu- 1most of the cities of France, in many
appeal to Working Men.
rified our hearts from every feeling of foreign kingdoms, and even in the distant
" It U we, especially, Working Men, hatred and vengeance, towards our fellow- regions of America.
" The societies of the
sons of industry, who represent here the men, especially towards the monopolizers
future will give
most vita] element, the active element of uf fortune, in spite of the oppression with a high place in their gratitude, to those
production, namely, LABOR, — we, who which we have been loaded . we know that who with so much vigor and persever
but of ance have continued the work commenced
fertilise
the soil with our sweat, who it is not the fault of individuals,
following

the earth, and wood, and metals,
who weave the threads of ailk and gold,
who produce real wealth, on whom soci

the incoherent

and an insufficient share.

the great

and subversive social sys

The Associative School
by the Master.
has reason to be proud of the progress
" We have
comprehended the great and that has been made : but still it ought
ety imposes the heaviest tasks and bur sublime law of solidarity, — the law of not. for one moment, to relax its zeal ; —
dens, and to whom it allots the smallest justice, which unites all the members of the depositary of a soeial doctrine, which
human family

in one and the is to save the world, a high

is precarious ; we are same body, and which does not allow any
the slaves of wages and of poverty ; for portion of the body to enjoy a complete
the system of wages, like serfdom, is a happiness, while any other portion is suf
Our condition

In fact, we know that

fering.

if

the rich

if

they do not fear, like as, the horrors of first Phalanstery ; but the School has no
right to compromise its idea by precipi
tate haste ; it should not engage in any

has

hunger, they are constantly wounded in
their dearest affections, and that in this

endowed us, who have no prospect in the
future when want of employment, infirm

ety, there are evils and torments, thai are

inherent

in our

or old age, shall have deprived
as of the ability to labor, but the hospital

industry,
or

alms

chised,

house,

—

men,

poor

in

victims

fine,

disfran

of a

false

and of the ignorance

" What are these conditions
" In the first
place the possession of a

inherent in the possession of fortune. We
also that at the preseni day. the

know

general

production is very limited, and
by an equal distribution, we should

that
all

receive

our

production,

intrinsic

plan,

still be very small.
But we know also, that
Association the
it

in

for it is we, who have

interest in the grand

work

we are aiming at, with

all the

experiments

friends of the Associative
cause,
of social transformation.
the
" We respect and accept every position peaceful regeneration of society
science
intelligence."
of rank, of honor, of fortune ; but we have and
learned the means of elevating productive

which

is

by

We

take

the

following

a

also revived in

our hearts,

the Christian

" The

discovery

of Fourier,

or

bring

the

on expenses

estimates

in

" Finally,

passages

from
speech on the Associative School
to political and revolutionary
projects ; for social science, while it has and the teachers of the Associative doc
opened our eyes to our true interests, has trines.
struments

always

surpass

cial mechanism.

NANTES.

School,

i

We can no longer lend ourselves as in

AT

possession

and
would be absurd not to take this fact into
account
the experiment of
grand so

by

FESTIVAL

labor so as to give an abundance to all.

for
are

hand

in

pacity.

" What

the second place, the

plan

of financial resources greater
than the results of the estimates and cal
culations.
The most simple industrial

in

reformer,

are demanded

so complicated
nearly terminated.

" In

The im

financial.

which

maintaining

gigantic proportions, and then
would
phers ; — it is we, who ought to take a
prominent rank among all in this glorious be possible to reward all and each abundproportion to their merit and ca
anniversary, by our gratitude towards the antly
the greatest

and

portant labors,

of our fathers, of their blind faith in
general wealth would be made to increase
the erroneous doctrines of false philoso

gifted

completely studied and elaborated
all its parts, architectural, agricultural,

of this administrative,

share

would

by

social organization,

we,

disorganized, anaichical and deceitful soci- 1practical attempt, until it is certain of all
the conditions of success.

it

Creator

that the
necessary,
its compact mass, should be

a

accidents

the

?

or the

which

a

ities,

with

;

mind

it

and

if,

alyzed

a

whose oppressive labor has par
the -noble faculties both of body

living source of encouragement,
shield
against the external enemies who might
place obstacles in the way of the first
a

" We,

All iu

efforts should tend to the establishment of
the first Associative
of the
township,

are beyond the reach of material wauts,

cient slavery ; it is the last form of it.

is

ment of the work of realization.

is

of an

and a transmission

a

obligation,

imposed upon it:
the successful accomplish

duty is now

this duty

in

reproduction

supreme

it

"

tem in which we live.

in

work

at founders.

" Let us, then, be powerful in our
In 1816, financial resources, in the compactness of
" We have moreover, to distinguish our Juat Muiron adopted the ideas of the our body, in our faith, before we strike
he was his first the first blow
the corner of the earth,
selves by the study of social science, and great social reformer:
of unwearied

charity

and fra

least,

the

nounced

which

publication

an

dates from 1808.

in

ternity.

first

it,

sentiment

From

1834 to 1832, Madame

where we shall engage in the peaceful
battle, which will be the signal of social
transformation.

our devoiion to the Associative cause, the
cause of humanity, — and then to hasten

rant, together

the hour of our deliverance, of our eman

of the Fourier School.
In 1837, the lect the necessary funds for the work of
year of Fourier's death, the number of realization, on condition, however, that

organ.

increased,

Journal

as

a

and the

the School suspends the sacrifices

its

has imposed, in behalf of propagation.
We should then be occupied wholly with

sole

still

in

a

!

a

We should

a

of the reality.

which

the great

decisive experiment

success would

accomplish

and

more in

a

we have fallen

sad, but yet

slowly

founded

we might now col-

its
day

tlinn all the efforts of the tongue and the
pen for years.'

" This

course,
the opinion of the
immense majority of the School, woold
be suicidal.
To renounce the work of
propagation,

or even to take from

of its means of action, would give

it

School

has been said,

;

his disciples

of our position, — the colors

" Thus in the
space of 30 years, the
fear, however, if our words came to any ideas of organization and emancipation,
person of the wealthy class, who have not of order and of liberty had with difficulty
Bui
been initiated into our ideas, that they opened path in the midst of society.
A School
would misunderstand the nature of our what progress since that time
sentiments if we did not explain them established,
daily Journal and monthly
Review at the Centre, publications either
more fully.
" By the study of soeial science, we decidedly Associative or at least sympa
have acquired the knowledge of our rights thizing with the Associative doctrines,
short

"

it

are indeed

and

in

have sketched, in rapid touches,

picture

Just Muiron

it

" We

the

with

and Victor Conside-

very few other persons formed the whole

a

cipation.

Vigoureux

'

Clarisse

II

by its large and active organization among
laboring classes, — by our zeal and

disciple.

our

any

such
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all its resources ; has so much of the war spirit and of the j and harmonize what at present in the so
con
heartless trade spirit ; under a civil and i cial system is in harsh collision and
the results of rivalry,
If, social organization, based upon futce, up stantly producing
the enterprise to a successful issue.
How, when, by
suspicion and hatred.
on the contrary, the work of propagation on competition, upon the very foundations j what agencies, and to what extent such
'a
which Christ came to melt away with the
in continued, during the labor for realiza
principle
glorious triumph of Christian
tion, new convictions will be created, warm breath of love, upon the very food may be secured, is the question.
We do not propose at this time in any
new devotion will he called furth, and the ! and sustenance of all war and of all slave
way to pass judgment npon the methods
School will have a certainty of remaining {ry, — is more than we can see through. : employed by the Associationists, or upon
above the power of circumstances, what-; A revolution far more deep and radical, the objects at which their aims are defi
These may be well or
in its first steps and its immediate views, ! nitely directed.
ever temporary difficulties it may suffer.
In
ill-conceived, for aught we shall say.
" Patience, then, and at the same time is
plainly needed ; a social and not so j
their main scope they may be practicable
It appears from conscientiousj much a political reform , a remedy which j and
courage!
just, and in their details applicable
calculations, that 125,000 francs ($25,-' shall regenerate our social life from its only to a limited extent, or otherwise.
It
This
is not for us to decide thu point.
;
000) a year are required for the success- very centre, remould its outward foims
I'il, and regular organization of all the I until they shall express a universal unity one thing we do think quite apparent.
The investigations which engage their at
of! of interest.
In short, precisely such a tention are of immense consequence to
branches
of the general
system
There is
propagation established by the School ; movement is demanded- by this age, (and the general objects of reform.
library, — journal — review — ornl ex- ; is already stirring in the most vital parts . scarcely an enterprise for the benefit of
The Rent, at ot' humanity at this time, however much humanity, which can he named, that does
positions on a larce scale.
not appropriately come within the range of
present, amounts to about 107,000 francs! the sluggish and conservative old body their discussions.
If their theory is ever
($21,400). The day is not far distant, ac us a whole yet may resist it) — precisely realized, it will be through the prevalence
cordingly, when the propagation will he such a movement as the Patriot in the of numerous other minor and less com
The slave sys
reformations.
placed on a firm basis, when all the re same number alludes to in the liberal terms prehensive
tem — land monoply — war — commercial re
sources of the School, will be called into which follow :
strictions — all are arrayed against their
action, if we truly resolve upon it.
As ;
These they are obliged to at
ASSOCIATION. — Mr. John Allen, of: progress.
1 ..i II.. Massachusetts,
has been I tack and as they advance show up their
soon as this is done, the appeal will be : Brook
week, and given some half deformities, and expose their utter irremade for rfolizntian,
and nil resources' here the last
lie is an conciiahleness with a true siate of socie
dozen lectures on tins subject,
which exceed the 125,000 francs n year,
becomes
intelligent, sincere and earnest reformer ty. Thus it is. the Associationst
will he accumulated until they shall form in the department of exertion to which he a helper in the great work of reform. But
a fund amounting 1o a sum which cannot has nttnclied himself.
Our engagements enough fur this time.
he definitively suited until the first found-- were such as to preclude attendance upon
more than two or three of his addresses.
ation shall he decided on.
OF CONSERVATISM.
A SPECIMEN
" We may then say with confidence, It in not necessary to admit all the theoties, or to cherish all the ardent hopes of
HOW Am'SKS HATE THEIR ORIGIN.
A
our ideas will soon enter the sphere of llie Associationistp. tn be interested in the late Paris
journal relates the following
facts, if we all of us, in nvery place, are vaiinus topics which they present and in amusing anecdote aa an example of the
structed by the discussion of them.
One manner in which abuses grow up in gov
faithful to the claims made upon us by
who carries a heart of flesh in his bosom ernments.
our ^acred cause.
must yearn over the miseries of his iaee
Some twenty years since a staff officer
" Meantime, let us recall the example : as
they are successively depicted by the in the French army was appointed to the
It is altogether easy command of a fortress in Alsace.
of our M.-trr, his devotion and his suf- : truthful reformer.
He
to sneer at the doctrines of Associationbegan by making himself acquainted with
fcringa; his whole life was a martyrdom ;
ists — to excite prejudices against them on all the details of the servive to which he
let us not shrink from the task which is
the score of their impracticability or sup
In one of his inspections he
was called.
imposed upon us. The most impatient ' posed evil tendency.
Still it remains a found a soldier standing as sentinel by a.
"
whole creation worm-eaten stockade lying about in frag
may find patience in their activity, in the stern reality, that the
results which they will obtain : the timid groans in bondage and travails in pain to ments, which, for no purpose that could
be delivered."
Still the great fact press be assigned, crossed a court, and divided
will not hesitate to believe that the great)
it in two parts.
The commandant in
' es itsulf upon the attention of thoughtful
trial
at
hand
is nearer
duy of victorious
persons, that the injustice, wretchedness, quired of the major concerning the neces
than they have supposed: all will expe- ; ohnos and ruin. which every where abound, sity of a sentinel in this place, and was
answered that he was standing there in
rience :he deep and holy joy which never nrethe natural fruit of modern civilization
in the best form which it has yet any conformity with long usage, that the pre
fails those v*ho are conscious of perform- '
What genuine believer vious commanders of the place had al
where assumed.
ing a religions duty."
in Christ's trospel. can allow himself for ways found a sentinel at that post, and
one moment to be persuaded that there is had kept one there.
The reason was not
not in its provisions the amplest and surest received as satisfactory, and an investi
LECTURES IN ALBANY.
antidote to these abuses and outrages gation was ordered ; old records were
which ages have rolled up to crush onr searched, old files of papers and day
The Albany Patriot, a paper devoted to
Who, with the New Tes books examined ; and at length it was
unhappy race?
tho views of the' Liberty Party of Aboli tament in his hand, its genial sympathies
discovered that thirty-five years before,
'
tionists, sontains in its number of June glowing
in his heart, can endure the the stockade, which at that time had its
The sen
23:1, a long and able Address, nominating! thought, that the pauperism, misery and use, was repaired and painted.
crimes, the false government, the corrupt tinel was stationed by it to prevent any
Gerrit Smith for President and Elihn Bur- j
and cruel legislation of the present time, person from touching the fresh paint.
ritt for Vice President of the United i shall be perpetuated — shall wax worse and
Since that time, it is estimated by the
States.
The aim is certainly a noble one, worse, till the frame- work of society is riv French print, that in thirty-five yean,
en asunder and its elements are scattered sixty-five thousand men had taken their
whatever may he thought of its practica
in uproar and wild confusion ! None will turns in keeping watch over the fresh
It would be a thorough revolution
bility.
be so presnmptoons as to deny that the paint. — JV. Y. Pott.
izing of Politics, a baptizing of the most present fierce repellencies in commercial,
unchristian thing that now prevails, if social and political life are wholly at war
This is by no means a rare case. We
Peace men and men pledged to Freedom •with the divine precepts of the Saviour.
see similar instances daily in every parUnder his teaching, if once made availa
Indeed, what is
suit and profession.
and Humanity, could be elected to the
ble, they would disappear in a flash ! To
highest posts of office.
But how this is . embody his words in living deeds, would modern aociety but an organized soldiery,
to be accomplished in a country which . be to re-construct society — to reconcile mounting guard over the remains of
a disastrous check, tint

combined, would not be suffieient tu lead
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mouldering
the

We deem it an
true Associative spirit.
NOTICE.
The j honor to be allied* by unity of sentiment THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE" of the " Ameri
can Union of Associationists are hereby noti
is, our guards are pacing upland purpose, with such a body of men, fied that their next stated meeting will be held
stockades

in

order

to keep

" fresh
" from damage?
paint

difference

with watchful eyes before the , as constitute the Associative School in in the City of New York, on Tuesday, the 13th
July. A full attendance is of the highest
Their deep convictions, — their of
ruins of " thirty-five "! France.
importance. It will be Understoodthat Presi—
their denta of Affiliated Unions are ex offitio mem
determination,
centuries or more, which were painted so calm, inflexible
bers of this Board.
long ago, that not the slightest vestige of devotedness to truth and humanity, —
By order of the President.
EDWARD GII.KS. Jiec. Stc'y.
color remains, to remind one of the rea- their intellectual
recognition of the exNEW YORK, June 19, 1847.
eons for the vigilance.
It would he a ceeding value of the laws of social bar-

and down

"worm eaten"

curious

calculation,

to know

how

many - mony discovered

had not only taken their turns, but spent
their whole lives in thus "keeping watch
over fresh paint

"

within that time.

AGRICULTURAL FEUDALISM.

Fourier, —

by Charles

hopes of the speedy
of a better social order, —

their

glowing

A snbscripAN IMMENSK SHLEPFOLD.
tion has bee« opened in New York to
of
120,000
establish a Slieepfold
sheep
upon an estate of 100,000 acres, in \Vesti
who
ern Virginia.
wish
The"geuiieraen
to form an association for the purpose,
say, that it will require a capital of a glorious future for Humanity.
- J -1—' -L'
~:"
and that the members
$150,000,
will

receive six per cent, upon the capital
MEETING IN NEW YORK.
We hope
from the time of advancing the same ;
that
whole capital will be reimbursed every member of the Executive
Commitj • the
_ ,L _
_._ _ **»t ff.L - :.. . L
I
during the course of the fifth, sixth, and tee of the American
Union, which in,
.,
seventh years ; that they will receive in , , ,
u
the Presideh* of all Affiliated
and after the eighth an annual revenue of j^udes
$50,000; and that they will then be I Unions, will as far as practicable, be
possessed of an establishment of the value
$400,000.
Such are the calculations
the projectors. — Scientific American.

of
of

Here is another practical

illustration

NOTICE.

THE COMMITTEE OF THIRTEEN, to whom
was referred, at the last annual Convention,
introduction
'•the whole subject of the
expediency of a
radical experiment of Association, or a Model
may well be emulated by the men in this
? 'halani, under the direction of the American
country who have derived enlightenment
Union, and the best mode of preparing, institut
and inspiration from the same source.
ing, and conducting it," will hold its first session
.it the time of the meeting of the Executive
Committee, as above, in the City of New York,
ICr" Every created being will fulfil his on Tvtiday, the \3th of July.
\V. H. CHANNING, Chairman.
Man is destined to a progressive
destiny.
BOSTON,June 22, 1847.
evils of
The prevailing
jdevelopment.
ASSOCIATIVE WORKS OF
society, therefore, furnish no proof against
and

present at the meeting in New York on

the 13th inst.
Committee

of . Phalanx,

the truth of Fourier's views in regard to Brothers !

A

full attendance of the

on the subject
is also
come

of a Model

desirable.
exceedingly
on ! No one can be

Full and faithful counsel is esAccording to spared.
progress of society.
was,sential to wise, efficient action. Do not;
him, the present state of Civilization
to wind up in large stock-companies, em- stay away, unless it is a matter of life
and mechanical in- and death that keeps you.
And at all
bracing agricultural
the

as commercial

FRENCH SCHOOL.

THE

THE following publications, from the French
School, may be had at W. H. Graham'i book
store. Tribune Buildings, New York.
The Works of Charles Fourier, G vols.. . .#7 50
Muiron's Aperau nor tesPrecedes Induttrieli, 37
Considerant's Theory of Natural and At
tractive Education,
75
Considerant's Exposition of the Phalansterian Theory,
11
Considerant's Immorality of Fourier's Doc
trine
12
Considerant's Theory of Property.........
25
Pagct's Introduction to Social Science,....
60
Cantagrel's Fool of the Palais Royal,
60
Pellenns's Life and Theory of Fourier,... 1 00
Rcynaud's Solidarity,
60
Tamisier's Theory of Functions,
14
Dain's Abolition of Slavery,
25
Hcnnequin's Love in the Phalanstery,
13
Besides these,a large numberof Phalansterian
pamphletsand almanacs,can be had at the same
place. Also, a beautiful engraved portrait of
Fourier : price, J2 50. Any of the volumes of
Fourier's works may be had separately.

pursuits, events, let every man that may be debe established . tained from the meeting, give his views
BROOK FARM SCHOOL.
It needs no spirit of prophe- J in writing.
These
times demand the THE course of study in this School comprises
previously.
united counsels of all who have at heart the various branches usually taught in the High
cy to describe the oppression and wretch
Schools and Academies of New England, with
the elevation of man, and who believe particular attention to the modern European
edness of the masses, when industrial
literature.
languagesand
have
invaded
that the elevation of labor is the first con
generally
feudalism shall
Pupils of different ages and of both sexesare
the sphere of labor, and the gigantic dition of this.
received. Young men are fitted for College, or
for commercial pursuits, or are instructed in
monopolies of the capitalist shall have
the higher branches usually taught in the Uni>
W. H. CHANNING'S DISCOURSES. The versity.
taken possession of the strength and skill
The School is under the immediate direction
public services of the " Religious Union
of the operative.
of Mr. and Mrs. RIP LEY, assistedby experienced
of Associationists,"
are suspended, so teachers in the different departments.
For young children who are deprived of pa
DJ" Our subscriptions for the Fifth far as stated preaching is concerned, dur
rental care, and for older pupils who wish to
Volume have been coming in, as well as ing the hot season.
They will probably pursue a thorough and exact course of study,
we expected, during the month of June. be resumed in the month of September. without the usual confinement of a large semi
nary, it is believed that this School affords ad
The friends of the cause, however, must Meanwhile we are happy to be able to prom vantagesthat are rarely to be met with.
TERMS— FOUR DOLLARS a week for board,
not relax their efforts to enlarge the cir ise our readers the occasional publication
washing, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc
Like all ad in the Harbinger of several more of the tion in Instrumental Music anduse of the Piano,
culation of the Harbinger.
vocates of truths, that are in advance of discourses already delivered by Mr. Chan- TWELVE DOLLARS a quarter.
Application may be made by mail to
After his return to Boston, in the
the public sentiment, it must depend for ning.
GEORGE RIPLEY.
its existence on the exertions and sacri
Autumn,
we hope to report them reg
Brook Farm, West Roxbury, Man.
March 1, 1847.
fices of its friends, rather than on popular ularly.
dustry,
unless

support.
virtually

as well

Association

should

Every subscriber now becomes
Persons who wish to procure the num
to the funds of the bers containing these Discourses,
may

a contributor
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columns to-day with an account of the per in Massachusetts, — is out in favor of be addressed to the " Editors of the Harbin
"
"
"
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We
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land limitation
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are glad to
and the
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The sorrows of those farther
community.
advanced in years have lost their keen

wealthy classes from sending their child
ren.
I have often thought that as my

edge by long suffering ; they do not hope
for much in this life , they have experi

children

their

are blunted. —

feelings

Alas, that it should be so !

become, one after another,

old

enough to provide for their own wants, I
so would send others in their place, provided

enced the bitterness of disappointment
often that

BALTIMORE, June 20, 1847.

I

PER ANNUM.

AND AWAIT TUB LIGHT.

Besides,

in

our opportunities

con

for earning money

1 will be

tinue the same as at present.

your letter, and most cases, ignorant prejudices, and bad content to spend the rest of my days in
education, have so distorted their better laboring in civilization,
appeal to the Wom
deeming it joy
en interested in Association, 1 have been natures, that it would require a long train
enough for my portion, to be the recipient
" What could ing to prepare them for a happier state. of that blessed, gladdening faith, which
almost constantly thinking

Ever since

received

read that soul-stirring

I do or suggest in order to contribute my
" We take every
nine to the good cause?
of expressing our opinions
opportunity
but they meet with no response
slaveholding
among these conservative,
people, at least so far as our limited influ

freely,

ence

extends.

Even

those who

have

But

children,

innocent,

yet uncorrupted

whom our Saviour

children,

likened

unto

looks forward to the high

I

future.

the Kingdom of Heaven, they should be think and feel as
every case where it is possible.
we not do something in this way

destiny

of the

know there are many who will

saved in

ing to work

Could

civilization,

I

do, who will be will

amidst the disadvantages
in order to contribute

of

some

of our race? thing towards the education of the future
Let us put
the corrupt regenerators of humanity.
influence of vice and ignorance, instead of our trust in the children, whom we will
to hasten

the

regeneration

Those innocents, saved from

been induced by us to take the Harbinger,
do not read those portions relating to the becoming, as in most cases they certainly educate for this holy cause.
would, the propagators of evil to those
Could not such a school be organized
Associative Science ; they find them tedi
From this you may coming under their influence, might be so as to yield an ever-increasing fund
ous and visionary.
infer how impossible it would be for us to come apostles of love and truth to the for further operations in the Associative
Union in this place. world.
Brought up in a pure, healthful cause ' Could not the labor of the child
form an Affiliated
ren, if properly organized, be made pro
Those who believe in a remedy for all the and joyous state of existence, how differ
evils of society, feel more keenly the in
justice, ignorance and heartlessness, which
oppose the spirit of truth and love that
would restore humanity to its rightful in

ductive ?

it would have been under

teachers would all be inspired by the en

In

stances.

most

other circum

cases the children of thusiasm of faith and love, and that they
from the impure would give their services for fixed saiaries,

the world

is filled.

If

all

hearts could be inspired to believe in the
of the race, how soon might

solidarity

the reign of harmony be established!
War and Slavery, and all those prejudi
ces of caste which make men heartless

allowing all the profits over and above
the expenditure to go toward the lectur
ing fund, or publishing fund, or improving
the

domain,

or

whatever

they

might

with the children of the poor.

Now if

judge best for the promotion of the cause.
a school could be organized on If such a school could be located where

and earnest, not to despair in view of the a large scale, something like a Phalanx,
countless forms of suffering and injustice with industrial groups, where the best in
with which

that the

the rich suffer equally

We must, however, bear in influence of society ; idleness, prejudice
heritance.
and selfishness, often destroy their better
mind those truly Christian maxims, utter
" Pity, natures, and they are often equally to be
ed in the address above alluded to.
sorrow, and hope, should so fill our hearts pitied on account of their wrong training,
as to leave no room for indignation and
It needs indeed a faith deep
despair."

1 take it for granted

ent would be their future career from what

would

struction

be given in all branches,

the agricultural

labors of

the children

could be made most available,

might

not

these labors become, after some time, so

and where the advantages would be so productive as to bring the condition of ad
equal and apparent, that the rich would be mission within the means of persons of
glad to avail themselves of them, and those limited income, who would be glad to se
who have means, and wish to do good, cure to their children superior advantages
might

pay for the education of the poor
might not a fund be raised by

and unjust, would cease at once, and in
dustry become organized according to sci

children,

so strongly to my sympathies, as the neg
lected, joy less state of the children of the
poor, and often depraved portions of our

school

of education ?
many

different

On a large
branches

domain how

of agriculture

which one or more poor children might be might be organized, adapted to the strength
admitted every year ' And as these would , and capacity of children; and by economy
ence and justice.
Of all the forms of suffering which meet (through the contributions of others,) pay and industry a fund might be realized
our daily gwse, there is none which appeals their just share for their education, the which could become the means of much
would

" Charity

escape

School,"

the imputation

which

term

of good.

would

shock worldly prejudices, and prevent the

If

we had a definite practical object.in
all could understand, and

view, which

THE HARB1NGEH.
which'

could

not fail to command the re

spect of the most prejudiced, might we
not do- more immediate good, and enlist
Women
more sympathy in our cause?

OUR

FOLICY-SLAVERY-LETTER
MR.

FROM

MACDANIEL.

We copy the following from the Cin
It presents a
cinnati National Prest.
;
of
childhood
are the natural guardians
very just and succinct view of our present
Iet us then, my sisters, try to adopt some
The allu, ,
position and plans of action.
,. ,,
,
some of those ! r.
plan
by which we may
1
J save
... sion in the last paragraph- to Mr. Mac.
7rf
.
Rule unfortunates from the miseries which
vice and ignorance will entail on their fu
ture

life ; let us encourage

make every needful sacrifice
Perhaps this blessed work,
menced,

will prosper more

daniel's

Lecture,

we offset with

a letter

just received from that gentleman, in re
each other to
ply to a communication which we pub
for this end.
lished some weeks since, from our friend,
com
once
if
L. Clarke, of Providence.
J.
than we now

of Association will be,
to Emancipate his slaves, and compensate
them for the past injustice he has inflicted
upon tliem."

nf the

CINCINRATI, O., June 2, 1847.

The Harbinger
tains

of the I9th

a communication

Clarke, of Providence,

ult. con

J. L.
R. I., in which

from

Mr.

exception is taken to remarks on Slavery
recently made by me in a lecture on Associatiun,
some

time

at Franklin,
may

elapse

As
Louisiana.
before I reach

" The recent conventions and anniver- home, I desire, from this city, to make a
in the East, brief reply.
saries of the Associaiimiisis
who acknowledge tlie truth of Fourier's
Ad
in
the
Mr. Clatke supposes that my language,
and
idea
suggestion
Kvery
have tended to more "
main principles,
whatever may have been my intentions,
dress to Women, interests me deeply. How practical results than anything from the
At a will be understood, both North and South,
inspiring and strengthening to our high- 1same source, we have yet seen.
rat impulses, will such a Union become! j Convention of the Boston Union, general to mean that the Abolitionists take a one
which if
to adopt ! measures -were recommended, w
sided, instead of a philosophical
view of
Iwish it might be practicable
'
in practice,
wul soon test the practi
,.. *f»**_nwl oirmi-u-*inr rtoramr*nI£>Q,r»Uj nut
'
__
..
the system of Slavery ; that their meas
some dutward symbol or ceremonies by cability of the theory.
Among the plans
which we might consecrate ourselves en of Action and Organization proposed, are ures are rash and violent, and that they
tirely and religiously to this work; this the establishment of a Weekly Rent, propose the robbery of the master for the
to the Repeal Rent,) a General liberation of the slave
and he "regrets
would invest our Union with a solemnity (similar
Agency, the issuing of a series of Tracts,
us
elevate
would
which
saeredness
and
a Group of Lecturers kept constantly in that the position of the Associationists
should be thus stated, because it appears
then and. forever, above all selfish consid
the Field, the formation of Affiliated
which to him untrue, both in spirit and in fact."
Unions throughout the country,
erations, and bind us irrevocably to dedi
for purposes
This is Mr. Clarke's statement, not
cate our lives to this holy cause in every shall hold frequent meetings
of intellectual and social improvement,
mine ; and I must dissent from this defi
way which our circumstances will per
adopt, as far as possible, a system of
mit.
Mutual Guaranties, and form some plan nition of the position of Associationists,
If a school could be established on a for the payment of the Weekly Rent and as well as himself. Nor does it present
Fund, and a
domain with good soil, where the neces the formation of a permanent
justifiable construction of my remarks.
which are to be linked together by mutu
In my lecture I did not take the ground of
saries- of life would be cheap and abund
al correspondence and the adoption of
nor bring
ant, it would not require so much capital appropriate emblems and signs.
They opposition to the Abolitionists,
to make a beginning ; perhaps the care of declare their policy to be, by regenerating any charges against them, nor in any
silk worm* and bees, the drying and pre the whole social life, to absorb the vicious manner whatever refer to their measures
Fraud,
Slavery,
symptoms of Chattel
or sentiments, either in praise or condem
serving of fruits, and many other branch
War, Intemperance and Poverty; recog
I stood as an Associationist,
es which cost but little outlay, might be nizing, however, all the popular move nation.
rendered productive by employing the la ments for the extinction of those special ready to declare my own doctrines, inde
After the farm is all in evils, as branches of the great radical pendently of all parties and all other
bor of children.
in which
they are engaged,
and Reform
kinds of reformers, and simply affirmed
successful operation, manufactures
which are to be accepted every where,
works of art, might also form a source of although they must find a fatal obstacle what I understood to be the position of
with regard to Slavery.
Many Association ists in differ
to the success of their specific ends, in Associationists
revenue.
the unsolved problem of the Organization
whose circum
I believe my remarks were in accordance
ent parts of the country,
of Labor.
stances do not permit them to contribute
" We take this occasion to say, that with the doctrines of our School, although
individuals may differ in their views, as is
much towards the cause, might he very the Harbinger, the organ of the American
their right.
My .remarks were addressed
glad to assist in an indirect manner, which Associationists, is just commencing anoth
Aside from its advocacy of to an audience of planters and slavehold
would benefit their children at the same er volume.
those peculiar tenets which are too impor
ers, and while I endeavored to show them
time, by sending them to the school, and
tant, and urged in a spirit too sincere and
thus secure to them an education and in earnest to be entirely disregarded, it is an that Slavery was Ireld by me and my as
dustrial habits, fitted to prepare them for interesting and able literary journal, filled sociates to be an evil of the first magni
with criticisms in every branch of art, tude, which, like al) other evils in the
the future harmonic life.
for taste and refinement.
In the Address to Woman, a free inter distinguished
" We are sorry to see, in the last num world, must be abolished, 1 also sought
is
proposed
to make them understand that the Asso
change of thought and feeling
ber, a Report of a Lecture on Associa
May tion, by Mr. Osborne Macdaniel, reported ciative reform would " be just in all
among the members of the Unions.
all hearts respond to that loving appeal in the Planters' Banner, Franklin, La., things," and in no wise violate the rights
Mr. Macdaniel, or injure the condition of any individual
which would unite us as brothers and sis without any comment.
in this lecture, seeks to recommend this
and
we
;
inspire
may
or class of individuals : — not even slave
ters of one family
scheme to Slaveholders, by pandering to
strengthen each other to make all necessa their prejudices, admitting their claim of holders, by a confiscation of their proper
" tes
ry sacrifices for the holy cause to which property, which is not to be disturbed, ty. As an Associatinnist I bore my
" against
we dedicate ourselves ; may each one give without compensation, and apologizing
timony
Slavery ; but I assure
for Slavery in true Calhoun style, by
Mr. Clarke, I did not " act hastily and
her or his opinion freely and unreserved
Why did he nut
deprecating liberty.
ly, and if our views are found premature tell them at once, that the principles of without mature reflection, in my earnest
dare to hope, and from these little begin
nings may grow future Phalanxes.

;"

or impracticable, let us be willing to co
operate with all, in any manner which

^ £*«•

Association would strike the fetters from
the slave at once, educate and elevate

ness to enlist the people of the South in
favor of Association."
If my language
appear8 ^ „._ Qr Others to charge npon

may be considered and adopted as the best
"Undard^f
and most likely to lead to the desired | masteri
/rne first step the Slaveholder the Abolitionists what he says it does,
Yours, most truly.
end.
will take towards a practical recognition j can only regret the existence of circuiu

s^a

I
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stances which
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and favor such a the condition of the black slave than of I ported, and the very Christian
queen, her
;„ ,h. hia-v .!„„ ;„ . !
ihfl «,hi,»t
the
white ? ,*A
and is the black
construction.
slave in a household and the nobility are feeding
more
condition
than
pitiable
the
white
their
hounds and stags about as liberally
I do not wish to argue the question of
one ?
and allowing as large a share of the ferSlavery and its remedies, in this place,
The black slave is compelled to toil for tile soil for their use as ever.
but I may be permitted to say, in general the benefit of others.
The white slave
We say the British government
terms, what are my views.
I heartily is also compelled to toil for the benefit of starving their slaves.
the result of
others, and according to the Abolitionists
their laws.
No being can live without
unite with Abolitionists
in condemning
themselves, the labor of the white slave food, and food can only come from the
Slavery as a gross violation of human is
twenty-five per cent, more profitable soil.
Hence, any government, our own
rights, and regard it as a form of evil to to the employer than that of the black, not excepted, which
denies ite citizens
be got rid of as speedily as possible.
In which is saying that the white slave works their right to the soil, denies their right
or
receives
to
—
life.
one-fourth
twenty-five
Hence
cheaper,
'leaptthe
sentiment we do not differ,
poor can only live
in remedial
cent, less
of what he produces, than the the 'consent and on terms dictated
the
means we may.
I think that Slavery, as per
black slam!
The family of the black rich.
And the masses of this country
a practical fact, requires a practical solu slave is sometimes separated by force. are
being gradually reduced to the same
tion.
Mr. Clarke, and all those who look The family of the white slave ia as often condition that the masses of Europe are
not time a radical remedy
upon Slavery in the South as a matter Of !comlielled to separate, and the children now in.
" conscience," are, in my opinion, sadly are frequently sent into the factories and was put in operation
Workingmcn
cities where their health and morals are ye who receive only one-half
or onemistaken.
It ie very true that the con too generally seriously injured or totally
fourth part of what you produce, remem
sciences of many slaveholders are terribly ruined.
The black slave cannot choose ber that " They who would be free,
Very frequently is it so themselves must strike the blow."
seared and blunted, and it is desirable to his own master.
They
with the white slave — he is often thank
who riot on the fruit of your industry
soften them into sensibility ; but if this
ful that he can have any master at all. will be slow to strike for or to
encourage
were done, it would not abolish Slavery.
The black female slave is sometimes you to strike for yourselves.
Yet union
There is a stern necessity weighing upon compelled to submit to the licentious de and energy would soon give you
equal
sires of her master.
So it is in regard rights — among others, the right to labor
the case heavier than conscience, consid
to our own white sisters and daughters.
for yourselves, and for your own benefit.
erations for the welfare of both master
In large cities many of them are unable
and slave, which are as important as con to earn a bare subsistance
except by
victions of Right and Wrong.
criminal means.
Among the thousands
THE UTOPIAS,
DIALOGUE.
of
abandoned females in New York, we
What is wanted is a just and practical
[Transtated from the "Democratic Pacihave reason to believe there are great
remedy which shall benefit both parties.
the Editor of the Cbronotvpe.]
fique "
numbers who would gladly live a virtu
Slaveholders will not and cannot devise ous, honorable and
HIERO AND ARCHIMEDES.
respected life, if they
such a remedy ; it must come from could find employment at good wages, and
HIERO.
You have come in good time,
others.
Our duty is to furnish it.
Now, few indeed would ever have been irreco dreamer.
was beginning to get tired of
ruined
verably
and
have
given themselves myself, you come
I put the question, and seriously, for it
along with your Uto
up to an abandoned life, had they always
pias and that will restore my gayety.
has never been answered — What is the been enabled to
reside at a comfortable
ARCHIMEDES.
have no Utopias, Sire,
O. M.tCDANIEL.
home with their parents.
remedy ?
The black
predict the future, not after the manner
slave cannot vote.
Neither can a white of divines,
inspiration which often de
woman : a white man can, indeed ; but if
ceives, but by calculation
which never
[From the Northampton Democrat.]
he has this favor allowed him — which,
lies.
—
however,
he
ban
not
in
Rhode Island
WHITE SLAVERY.
H.
do not deny your science as to
and
as in most cases
the case, the
things present, my Prometheus, and
"'The white slave
Slavery — Black and White.
allowed
common school know how to
but
appreciate your worth
poor negro must work for others or be education, the
black slave
free from your scientific dreams
and distractions
flogged : the poor white man must work the care,
and perplexity
responsibility
are very amusing nevertheless.
The poor which
for others, or be starved.
the lot of the poor white.
The
A.
When you were inquiring
the
negro is subjected to a single master : j
s,ave
».
•t•»•««
quantity of gold which
jeweller had ab
the poor white man
subjected to many vide
food, clothing, education, employ
stracted from your crown,
you hardly
masters — to a master class.
The poor ment, etc. for
himself and family, nor
suspected that the solution of the probfarm horse
the does he
negro leads the life of
fear that either he or they will
em was
bath.
poor white man, like a horse kept at
be compelled to go to the almshouse from
H. (laughing.) By Apollo and Merworked
livery stable,
every body want of
employment or
consequence of cury
you call to my mind one of your
no body.
and cared for
The poor old
age, sickness or misfortune.
jnost amusing absences.
seem to see
master both in sickness and
negro has
Thus far, there
great similarity
you still running stark naked through the
health: the poor white man
slave lhe* 'iwV
two ^Mem'."
systems of wages and chattel
palace, crying Eureka! Eureka!
was
but look at another fact.
very
The ao droll,
nude philosopher, that
had
pauper when he can toil no more." — penalty for
disobedience, laziness or ina not
strength to forbid the merriment of
Exchange Paper.
bility, in the ojie case
the whip, in the my slaves, though
they are the worst
seems to us that there
lack of clothing,
great other, hunger,
etc. race that lives beneath the son.
deal of truth in the above paragraph. The black slave
seldom whipped to
A. They are bud because they are
death or murdered, while at this very
We cannot see why
poor white man
slaves.
They are lazy because they
not as properly
slave as the enslaved time, white slams are being starved to have no motive to
labor.
This too
one
W hat
millions!'1''
African.
slave
We under death
What
tremendous of those thinjjs which will
disappear.
slave to be one who
stand
compelled hue and cry would be raised
only
H.
Not so fust.
without
Society
lew thousand negro slaves should be
to be obedient to another.
And what
slaves
•'••>-t10 just
ao impossible
juot as
.. .
miuuaaiuie us
as uraiors
orators
To oblige one murdered, not by the slow, horrible tor- without VOJJC carts 4l'0ul
the object of slavery
VM.
man to labor for the benefit of another.
even
instantaneously?
<,r
seIs withtnit oars
sails, and lamps withk.tlt
!'*er'
" rac/ic«/
Any person who has no property or w'6 u
remedy fin-slavery be out Ojj or grease.
Before we can set
And yet the British gov- aiOIig witImut sIaveSj man wm
capital, must sell himself, or at least his
comcfrto
services, for whatever he can get, or ernment
starving its white slaves to fly
the air, without getting drowned as
millions, while at the same time
He
starve.
entirely dependent on his death
Ivarus did.
neighbors for permission to procure sub beef and other provisions are being ex.4.
You are quite riglit, Sire, tliat nil
He
not allowed to cultivate
sistence.
tliose impossitliliiies
are of the same
*
any share of thai soil which Nature has
stated that one million have already order.
If, twenty centuries hence, your
freely given for the use of all, and con died, and that another million must die before conversation could be recalled, one would
" We state
fact known in
sequently can only live on such terms as the year closes.
others see fit to consent to.
the black
so elementary.
things
You
million deaths in Ireland, this year' from hun sibilities
slave
more helpless and dependent ger,
the present reckoning of persons con speak of orators without voice.
am
greater advantage taken of nected with her Majcsty'e Government."
being?
sure the day will come when with the
in
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How speaks the present hour
Act
Walk, upward glancing
So shall thy footsteps in glory be tracked,
Slow, but advancing.
Scorn not the smallness of daily endeavor
Let the great meaningennoble ever
Droop not o'er efforts expended vain
Work, ai believing that labor
gain.

!

!

7

What doth the Future say
Hope
Turn thy face sunward
Look wherethelight fringesthefar rising slope—
I>aycometh onward.
Watch
Though so long be twilight delaying.
Let the first sunbeamarise on the praying;
Fear not, for greater God by thy side,
Than armies of Satan againstthe allied
!

is

a

a

a

Look now upon the other picture.
In
the midst of the cry of famine and the
most utter realization of distress,
famed

For the Harbinger.

CANNIBALISM.
PERVERSION

OF HUMAN LIFE, AND INCO
HERENCE OF MAN WITH THE ANIMAL
CREATION THROUGH HIS SELFISH APPRO

PRIATION OF THEIR

BODIES.

(Continued from No. 23, Vol. IV.)
What are the methods
which man
will discover the relations
which each
individual or class of character, and its
by

;

is

if

THE THREE VOICES.
What saith the Part to thee
Weep
Truth
departed
Beauty hath died like the dream of deep,
Love a faint-hearted
Trifles of senie, the profoundly unreal.
Scare from our spirits God's holy ideal—
So, as funeral bell, alow and deep,
So tolls the 1'iiKtto thee
Weep

by

is

;

in

;

is

a

by

a

a a

is

a

a

it

a

it

if

;

Ireland
are rapidly extended to England
hordes
of paupers, bringing
want and disease
with them, are cast on the English shore
as
the plague was raging on the other
side of the channel,
has become*neces
sary to establish
quarantine, and
steamer with deck passengers arriving in
the Mersey hoists the "yellow flag," as
if brought
tainted cargo from Egypt
or Constantinople.
And still the flood
of human beings, stricken with
double
"
curse, pours in, and
knows no retiring
"
ebb;
the need that drives them forth
stronger even than the fear that places
an obstacle in their way, but cannot
erect
barrier against them.
They fly
from
land where they may 'die unheed
ed, with no claim on society even for the
cost of
grave, to one where, at the
worst, existence may be demanded
law.
As long as
difference between
the systems of the two countries remains
so great, the same influx will take place
in every period of distress
there
natural tendency
society to equalize its
conditions
labor flies to where employ
ment
to be found, and want drives its
perishing thousands, as
instinct, to
where that want will be relieved.
The
better state of the more favored land
lowered and brought more near the level
of the less happily circumstanced
carry
the process on for any length of time and
both will become alike miserable and
helpless."

!

out of the famine in Ireland

The effects of the famine

; in

"

:

a

growing

by

a

it

a

:

!

;

in

in

singer arrives
London from Northern
Europe, and now commences the strug
gle between wealth and fashion — not for
animal hieroglyphic
or contrasted type,
potatoes and bread stuff's — but for places
stand to each other
and
what influ
at the theatre
The same paper aays
" For up wards of week previous to the ences will he enabln the animal also to
to ser
eventful night, boxes and stalls were at perceive this relation, and win
an alarming premium.
The demands of vice or familiarity?
bill discounters at
monetary crisis were
ANSWER.
First, By the science of
nothing
comparison to the prices ex
universal analogy, and the systems of
pected by Mr. Lumley's box-keeper at
true natural classification which will flow
the Jenny juncture.
Five-and-twenty
from it.
guineas for
box, and five guineas for
stall were offered and refused.
For
Second, By the processes of Harmonic
hours before the doors opened, hundreds
Education.
had stationed themselves at the pit and
X. By the instinctive attractions and
At length the clocks
gallery entrances.
chimed half-past-seven, and
moment the natural social relations which arise
flood inwards, in comparison to which from them.
in
a

a

a

;

the bursting of
dyke or dam were
trifle, filled every corner and avenue of
the parterre and paradu of the magnifi
cent theatre which the Swedish Nightin
gale had selected for her debut. A few
" LOOK UPON THIS PICTURE AND ON minutes afterward, heads lovely and lofty,
aristocratic and artificial, began to appear
THIS."
forcible contrast between the in the boxes,
rad ten minutes before the
two great phases of humanity — Poverty
performances
the Queen
commenced,
and Wealth,
vividly presented
Dowager and suite came in, and then our
late number of the London Illustrated
gracious Queen and her excellent mother,
News.
Such manifestations strike upon and then the
Duchess of Cambridge, with
the heart
their opposing characters her
accomplished suite, each occupying
most keenly, and we begin to calculate
their respective boxes."
the vast numbers of our race who are
To hear and see Jenny Lind, and to
glad to gather " the crumba which fall
from the rich man's table." Nay, more; see the Queen also, doubtless made
treble
attraction — but to think of paying
we are tempted to extend the calculation
and to estimate the amount of positive twenty-five guineas for box at the opera,
good, that might be realized with the and thousands of. humanity perishing
Only
sums devoted to the selfish squanderings from famine at no great distance
think of it!
We have exhibited at
of the rich.
glance
two
awful
and mortifying con
Ami,' tirn look upon this picture upon
— Transcript.
presentation of poverty and disease trasts.

'
a

I

1

in

who will teach men the laws of social
He, also, will be treated as
harmony.
Utopiaat;
but, like me, the future will
avenge him.

in

1

;

g

it
;

;

it

a

it,

simple language of the fingers and ges
tures a deaf mute will excite as much en
thusiasm as Demosthenes did among the
Athenians.
H. That deaf mutes may come to
understand one another I admit ; but to
believe that they will ever arrive at elo
quence is a foolish Utopia.
Yon might
as well say that cloth will some day be
woven out of stones, or that a limb will
be amputated without giving its owner
any pain.
A. You may laugh, but the day will
eome when, thanks to fire, paving stones
will be transformed into silken fabrics;
when, thanks to some unknown fluid,
surgical operations will be performed to
the laughter of the subjects.
//. (laughing.)
Ha! ha! you abuse
the permission of serving me with sto
ries.
You soon will be telling me that
from my palace in Syracuse I can hear
all that is said in that of the tyrant of
and converse with him.
Agrigentum,
A. \ should only speak the truth if I
did.
Not only will people be able to
converse from Syracuse to Agrigentum,
but to Rome, to Athens, to Babylon, to
the ends of the world.
It will take less
time to converse at such distances than to'
write the same words upon our tablets.
//. By Pollux! (laughing immoder
Do you reckon then upon the
atety.)
lightning for your messenger ?
A. Precisely so. The lightning will
one day become the carrier of letters.
You have heard of Salmoneus, who once
imitated the thunder, in contempt of Ju
Well, men will do more; they
piter?
will disarm Jupiter simply by bristling
their houses with points.
They will con
fine the thunder in a tube and launch it
at pleasure; tlie length of this tube will
not exceed half that ef your sword.
To
produce this thunder, which will bellow
Ktnu.
with the voice of
it will only be
necessary for the filaments of a plant or
an old linen rag to imbibe a certain liquid,
or it may be done by combining charcoal,
sulphur and saltpetre.
H. You are crazy, my poor philoso
for you have
pher, and I am sorry for
more in your single head than all the
sages who speak our Greek language.
A. The day will come, your majesty,
when these copyists who take several
days to copy sixty-four pages of writing,
will give place to machine that will do
in less than one second
the day when
one will only have to sit down before one
of our metallic mirrors to leave his porrait impressed upon
what do
say,
nay, the whole panorama
portrait?
which the eye can embrace at once will
remain
impressed
mirrors.
upon the
Carriages will pass through space with
out horses, with the speed of the north
vessels, irf iron or wood at plea
wind
sure, will brave the most tempestuous
waves without either sails or rowers
and people will p;tss through the air with
more ease than they now cross the
Straus of Sicily.
must stop you, my dear Archi
H.
medes, for fear some indiscreet person
should overhear you and write down
your conversation for the great amuse
ment of the rabble.
All these Utopias
will he realized when neighbor shall not
be jealous of neighbor, nor potter of
potter, as Hesiod says.
A. And timidly,
beg your pardon,
will come. A philosopher "ill be born
Gaul, in the district of the Sequani,
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labors of the animal

kingdom,

confided to the series of children,
very numerous,

shall

are mado for

being

not pause to de

to

point
such

to discover this

for man, when

destiny

it,

" The

After the failure

ance.

ANIMALS.

or affection, as did the Indians

curiosity

of America just discovered by Columbus.
The fear and aversion of other crea
tures to man is merely an effect of their
experience of his tyranny and hostility,
and will as naturally vanish before an
experience of his wise and benevolent
providence. Taking this instinctive friend

that our domestic animals

measured harmony, and cannot be advan
its assist
tageously managed without

"ON THE HARMONIC EDUCATION OF

lively marks of

them, with

page 84, has the follow

to

regard

we

can

mistake

a

gions for the first time, that the animals
have clus

instead of flying and avoiding,
tered round

IV.

Unity, Vol.
ing

I

It appears to be the universal experi
ence of those who have visited new re

85

so many things

be astonished that
m

has been committed
offer

which

beasts,

few

so

of six

clear that the proofs

?

It

is

of their aptitude for harmony
We see few besides the horse susceptible
with birds and pigeons, than with horses of measured accord.
This accord charms
We limit ourselves to the him in the manoeuvre of squadrons. The
and oxen.
examination of some branch, such as the worst horse becomes a Bucephalus
to
measured or musical education of ani follow the mass in squadron.
He will
ship as the natural foundation, Humanity
which the Harmonian childhood march to his death and will drop sooner
will proceed to develop the two branches mals,
will effect prodigies, which we could not than quit the squadron.
which God has consigned to the sponta
" How comes
that we see so few
neous operations of intelligence and af expect from their civilized fathers.
"
lahor which
Association
fection, in the distribution of movement.
quadrupeds favored with this perception
conducted by children of material harmony
Nature
having
In the Harmonic education of animals, will be chiefly
the first care will be to provide for the from five to nine years of age, who now been excessively cramped and restrained
scribe them in detail.

will rather occupy himself

in

!

a

It

is

it

in

child

?

of the

of the country,

freedom

surrounded by fields, gardens and forests,
and by all the wild or domesticated ani
has succeeded io

mals which the Phalanx

exceptions

would lie

and that their education

It

It

or

imagination
nature, by anecdotes and illustrated books

a

it,

of natural history, Sic.
Of the great numbers of children who
will thus be led to give a few hours to
the care of some animal in the group de
voted to
there will be some with
will recognize
whom the creatures
strong affinity, whom they will easily
to whose

management

serve these differences every day
the

of animals

care

and

these offices —

mercenary
our

stables,

&c.

by

of

can only

by people raised

be conducted

themselves

to that measured

unity,

must be inoculated

taste for which

First, the man who

the
into

what

required

a

of him, like the shep
In this

herds who call with their horns.
sort of

service

the dogs can

intervene

of harmony are
them, must have this talent developed. trained to conduct masses of cattla,
Now
bell.
The
only at the Opera that the assembled by the sound of
them.

to direct

very

Those

usefully.

who should
people and the children,
communicate this taste to quadrupeds and

animals are accustomed

birds, can be formed to it.

to them, as the signal

" If

follow

from

infancy to

certain bell, whose sound
for

their

known
meale.

they were left to be managed after Certain species, the ox, siieep, horse,
the confused manner of the oivilizees, carry from infancy, and at the time of
their their education, the bell which they are
there would be no able direction

very numbers would prove the cause of to follow all their lives, and which wiM
of their destruction, and man, after being suffice to distribute them into columns
In obliged to give four times more time, and platoons,
"For example — To classify, and ts
care and attention than the measured

family and friendship
bers of the domestic

to animals as mem
circle,

the unitary

in

Lome.
his

treatise

on Universal

requires,

order
very

keeping

would

be ruined

of these

by the travel

numerous

ser

ty-four

order

thousand

with,

sheep,

herd

of twen

three

or

four

vants, \vhicb ought to constitute his chief shepherds on horseback are ranged at the
extremities and at the centre, with some
riches.

" If

there

pardonable error,

have been ignorant

during

to dogs

3,000 years

acting

and
gamut of
given signal, shake

as police,

eight dogs, who, at

a

of permanent

and the extension of the ties of

Fourier,

Harmony

the oxen

attachments will be strength

ened by the consideration
interest

character

like

musically,

a

Association,

are

Every domestic animal

reared

to be proved, that animals, mu
educated, will yield us twice the the excess of musical
influence.
should not be so used as to fatigue men.
profit that they now do, numbers remain
and that this education
will suffice to indicate to the animal
ing the same

it
is

which

transient

and docility

con-

the system of brutal disci
now prevails, and the very
in

pline

by

but attachment
obstructed

those

"

sically

is
a

to whom

We ob
is in

and

understand,

they will be extremely docile.

"

horses, or for being sheep.

It

child's

them

them for being

before the lash, cursing

is

the

We have now no

than that of driving

a

assist

of cattle, fowls, &c.
other method

It

and

in entering into the animal's

the direction of large herds

Poitou, who walk or stop by the song of
their conductor,
the abuse,
But this

gold.

is

itself,

may

chief application

certain methods, whose

;

display

which

;

a favorite penchant

though he
tUan the horse t«

not less susceptible

is

courage

It
is

by them ; en

uses performed

well worthy to fix the attention of an age
its weight
which values every thing

it

and the

by the various creatures,

in

cares required

of harmonic industry

domestic animals are susceptible to meas

is
is a

mentors

elsewhere,

as

stables,

and dances,, but no

teach the dog tricks

show us the greatness of our loss.)
"
truth yet little known, is, that

can only become profitable to man under
superintendents who perform the office of the employment of this method.
with wealth.
who initiate him into the problem pregnant
instructors,
the

but only in
state of things impractica
ble, except in the management of Asso
ciation.
We know very well how ts

to branch

numerous and striking

He finds in ured harmony,

to it.

or attracting

are

and the zebra are also susceptible of

a

rearing

and there,

here

viduals

only sufficiently

very

mals now employed by man, falls chiefly
The ox

is

the

only

This, among the ani-

on the horse and the elephant.

in

with

harmony

exception.

is

the luxury and conveniences

A

ing
city

small

it,

it

it

of useful activity, his chief
(The few examples of well edu
energy finds vent in mischief, will find cated dogs, the shepherd dogs of Scot
land, those of St. Bernard, and of indi
himself always in a large home, combin
avenues

possible

of measured

in

that civilization

cannot even educate the dog, who ought
Thus the Harmonian child, instead of to be the conductor of the quadrupeds
How could
educate
being shut up in cities, moralized and and large birds.
fails in educating their
punished, when, in the absence of all them, when

creations, has been
in her postdiluvian
able to admit quadrupeds to the properties

;

of industry,

this branch

prevails

in

unskilfulness

a

to worry and vitiate ani

Such

mals.

in

cial affinities for dogs, horses, doves, &c.,
to find them out and to cultivate them.

only know how

is

spe

a

God has distributed

in

of affinities ; to allow

development

those to whom

is

free
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whole

we

repast,

into

taking

run

the

along

from

and

skirts

prevent

natural,

Thence

method,
is, that

limited

to make room for a vehicle ; fifty

whom civilization

immense

herds, hardly the fourth of the individuals

thou

fy

sand slieep can be made to pass in two
minutes.
For this purpose, the shep

and

would employ to stupe
and

imbrute

mals, to fail
us only

deteriorate

their

he neither

nor what

belongs

not to be below the ani

the deference that we owe

to their instincts?

They are profitable to

proportion

their welfare.
blows,

its

Is

to them.

not yet the

since

being who

knows their language,

where

and perfect

govern

Harmonians

equal of the animals,

and

education,

will employ, to edu

Harmony

costly.

that

themselves to the

attractive

cate,

Hence

as we can
that

secure

Fiance,

every one breaks down horses

fatigue, and by stealing their
food, we can mount no local cavalry, aiid
we draw from this quadruped

service

than

in

Germany

much less

where

he

The battle-steed of Frederick
the Great was still living at the age of
spared.

36 years

this same animal

the hands

of the French would not have passed his
" The chiefs of the series of educa 13th. The grooms would have stolen
tion of the Dogs and Herds, will have the half his oats, and his masters would have
teacher killed him with blows, cursing him for
rank of Sybils and Sybilles
of dogs or geese
horse.
Harmony
person being
" Animals are happy in
of high importance, for he must form to
Harmony,
this talent groups of Seraphins and Ser- from the mildness and the unity of the
races.

herds placed at the head, behind, and in
the centre, sign to the dogs with collars to

They go and range
in line in the meadow, fifty

;

ranks.

in

the

used to this

violent method, infinitely longer and more

straying ; the sound of their bells

themselves

counteract

farmers have not even imagined

besides keeps them together.
" Must
they enter a field or a meadow,

leave

would

of the Cherubins.
jury would answer him
cannot admit into the ranks of the
the choir

in an The Cherubic

is

engage

their company those har

have generally

any

a

practical notions, would be refused admis
sion into

by

this

collars

in

impossible

is

Do they

without

Dogs

civilized

of

of animal

of the neighborhood

educated.

monically

vocabulary

in

In Harmony
of perfectibilized civilization.
fifty thousand sheep are more easily con
occupy the road?

being

would spoil

most worthy

ducted than five hundred now.

not

who,

with

fatigue,

their

steps from the road, and shake their bells

a

enormous

place
with animals,

to counteract the system adopted for their

is
a
a

with

Har

first

in

it

should

creatures
by

masses,

blows, bites and brutalities,

then

he shall know

child

the

it
is

we

disposed persons, who

we can now only move in confused

that

a

government

prodigies

it

herds,

in

know how to live unitarily

in it

these
;

attempt

it
;

which

of large

in the conduct

shall exact from
that he shall

mony,

methods

is

different

all the herds in the globe, and an animal expense four times as great as the profit;
knows every where the bell he ought to in attempting the Harmonian method, we
follow. This method spares an infinite should every where find coarse and ill
trouble

" We

in

to

the same all over the globe, a dog raised
in any canton whatever, may serve for

col

of government.
The child who at four and
Out of the social state and a half years of age should lack these
the

of the Passional Series,

being

never attain to

would

intelligence

see zebras and even calls and the chief commands so as not

shall

leavers as gentle as horses,
consideration

stupefied

lective and unitary discipline.

it

masters,

treatment.

diapason of the orchestra

method,

j the adaptations of country, and the gene
ral mildness in the behavior of their

about three thousand sheep.

" The

means of this musical

By

combined with the charm of the

one

every

;

a
a

"

Thus the dog, whose
collar of bells sounds in UT, first passes
with his troop of sheep, several of which
bear like him bells in UT.
Then come
the band Mi, the band SOL, and others,
in the order, UT, Mi, Sot, Si, RE, FA,
LA,
UT. — Every platoon
containing
which follows it.

If

earth.

animals as they do now, by cries, differ
their weak
ent, and arbitrarily chosen

a

and the education of the creatures of Harmo

of bells

collars

them the sheep, accus ny.
Horses are exercised to march four
tomed to follow that note. The bells are abreast, without any other guide than
distributed by thirds, so that each ac small number of cavaliers sounding
cords with that which precedes and that different call for each platoon.
assemble round

by

their

alternately

;

86

The sheep in eight pla
successively.
toons * run to group themselves around aphines working under his direction.
" These immense herds can only
the dogs, and the road is evacuated in a
moment.

The civilizces

for this opera

disciplined

tion would employ half an hour, a thou
sand blows, and ten thousand dog. bites.

when

every

one shall

their conventional language,

which

methods employed to direct them, the
be choice and variety of their food, the en
know thusiastic care of their groups of protect
being ors, who observe all precautions adapted

of to ennoble the race none of these cares
brutal civilization, which
Unity, will be the same for the will be found
cannot even conveniently dispose of its
amongst a thousand others to be cited on
have exquisite discernment for whatever con stables.
We may promise safely that
" " A flock, if only of geese, marches in this cerns the crop; they are never decieved about
the asses will be better lodged and better
order by columns UT, Mi, Soi., Si, guided by the dinner hour; you would think that they told cared for
than

I

.

;

the peasants

a

a

tactics.
20,000 Europeans easily con
quer 100,000 barbarians.
The Russians

then

sixfold advantage in discipline.

It

is

were but 7,000 against the great Chinese
army of more than 100,000.
There
a

in

will be the same to an unlimited extent
in the conduct of animals
Harmony,
improved

by

the composite method which

requires

" Attractive, measured discipline
" The refining process of the Series
" Enthusiastic care for the improve
;

;

;

is

al

if

a a

Harmony,

of la belle France.
" The fruit of their
and
discipline
their good keeping will be equal to the
difference between
troop of trained sol
diers and
mass of barbarians without

:

it
is

by the clock. Has horeebeen stationed once
in stable on such route .
he passestwo or
three years afterwards, he will recognize the
stablesand stop at the door. The Harmonians
will put to profit this instinct of animals,
ways intelligent when their appetite interest
ed. We are very skilful in Civilization to give
them an unproductive education we teach
learned dogs a thousandgrimaces and gambols,
which are of no use, and which waste the time
of the teacher. Fleas are taught to draw little
chariots. We even see learned asses and
learned pigs.
have seen an obedient seal
well taught to play monkey tricks. These use
less efforts of skill show what profit man may
draw from animals, when he shall know how to
make their education unitary and productive
system a work in which children chiefly will
be employed, as they are much inclined to
functions of this sort, though they now only
know how to ill-treat and stupefyanimals."
a

it,
it
is
it,

it

It

a

in

ly

in

Spherical

the dogs with bells. If the geese and other
animals become accustomed to
because
they are habituatedto from their birth. Sev
eral varieties of geese, objects of emulation
between several groups, arc raised according to
different methods, and in distinct categories.
These birds easily contract the habit of not
mixing, and of following the bell of their legion.
they are
To exercise them
recognizing
an art which
tempted by false notes, and
children arc taught to practise. For example,
three groups go at the same hour to feed their
three legions of geese. The group of geese
feint to the geese oi
UT, will go and make
will rattle the din
the categories Mt, SOL.
ner bell in UT, and will give them nothing.
After some momenta of impatience, they will
SOL, which will real
hear the call in Mi, or
bring them something to eat. When they
have beendeceived ten or twelve times, they
will learn to distinguish their note animals
in

the Congress

in

speciality,

in

I

this

to

myself

;

limit

upon

a

"I

once agreed

ment of race?.
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" X.

" But

Unitary system of operations.
who shall be the new Orpheus,

who shall render children

and animals so

docile to all the impulses of unitary

ed it be exercised and distributed by Pas
"
sional Series !
To be Continued.

dis

What talisman shall we bring
into play * — None other than that Opera,

cipline?

[From the Liberator.]

THE QUESTION

OF

LABOR.

treated as a frivolity by our moralists and
One of the best speeches we heard in
farmers, who all say: " Qui bienchante Boston,during the Anniversary week, was
ft hitii danse, pea avance (good singer and made by WENDELL PHILLIPS before the
Anti-Slavery Society, against a proposi
good dancer, good for nothing).
" The adage may be true in Civiliza tion to abstain from the products of slave
labor.
He declared that, in his opinion,
tion, but- it will be very false in Harmony,
the great question of Labor, when it shall
where
this
of fully come up, will be found para
impassioned
discipline
mount to all others, and that the rights of
children and of animals, this source of
the peasants of Ireland, the operatives of
enormous riches, will chiefly flow from
New England, and the laborers of South
the habits contracted from infancy at the America, will not be lost sight of in sym
Mr. Phil
Opera, the school of all the measured pathy for the Southern slave.
lips is on the higb road to the principles
material unities.
of integral sucial reform.
May he and aP
" Our pretended sages, in
despising the 01her philanthropists
be brought to per
school of measured harmonies, do ttiey ceive that Slavery,
War, Poverty and
not remind us of the Arab botanists who Oppression, are inseparable from the sys
— the system of antag
for 3,000 years disdained coffee ; or of tem of Civilization
onistic interests; — that the only effectual
those children who, only judging from
of a higher
remedy is the introduction
appearances, prefer a heavy piece of cop- j system,— the system of union oi interests
per to a louia d'or of whose value they and union of industry. — Harbinger.
are ignorant?
The notice which has been taken of the

"

Such

is

the

error

into which

system of taxation, disuse of war and of
costly military preparation, and more than
all, the recognition of the rights of wom
an, about which we hear next to nothing
friends of labor,
from these self-styled
will help all classes much. But to econ
omy, self-denial, temperance, education,
character, the
and moral and religious
laboring class, and every other class in
must owe its elevation and
this country,
Without these, political
improvement.
and social changes are vain and futiie. —
With them, all, except the equality of
woman, sink into comparative insignifi
cance.
Many of the errors on this point
seem to me to proceed from looking at
European
American
questions through
spectacles, and transplanting the eloquent
complaints againet capital and monopoly,
which are well-grounded and well-applied
there, to a state of -society here, whew
they have little meaning or -application,
and serve only for party watch- words.
w. ?.

A PHILANTHROPIST IN PRISON: Dr.
Howe, in his speech before trie Prise*
Society, in Boston, alludes to
Discipline
his own confinement in a Prussian prison,
for his exertions

in behalf of the Poles,

as follows -.

above paragraph
from the Harbinger,
have
I have been a prisoner, sir ;
leads me to correct the erroneous impres
sion it conveys.
I do not recollect making known what a weary length of time is a
through which infancy aught to be form
any such assertion as that above stated. day passed in a gloomy cell, without
ed to the practice of material unities and The resolution under discussion, at the occupation, without books, without hope ;
consequently to social unities.
time referred to, spoke of the ' uare'/uited what an age is a week, endured in close
" Let us remark on the subject of the products ' of the coerced toil of the slave. confinement; what an eternity is a moiuk
cell, where,
In commenting upon this expression, I dragged
out in a lonely
Opera, as of other diversions, that in the
said, that if it was our duty to abstain though it was not dark, I could see no
social state, they are intimately
linked from all the products of unrequited labor, moon, nor sun, nor stars.
with productive labor, and co-operate in the principle would apply to many cases
During the first portion of my impris
its progress, — an effect which is wanting besides that of the slave, and shut us out onment in the Prussian prison at Berlin,
from the use of many articles in the mar for the offence of aiding the Poles in their
in Civilization,
where industry draws no
ket, indeed most of the- manufactured struggle for liberty, 1 was kept au secret*
assistance either from our card playings or ones.
I instanced the coal minesof Eng as it is called — that is, no one was
nine pins.
Far from it ; the civilized land — the mines of other countries — and allowed to see me except the turnkey
who brought my food ; 1 could not know
games and diversions provoke in every the manufactures of cotton, woollen, lin
manner to idleness, to contempt of labor, en and silk. From the remarks of the my offence, I could not tell when I was
Harbinger, some may suppose that I plac
to be tried, I could not tell what was to
and even to crime, to theft, and to sui
ed the laborer of the North and the slave be my fate, I could not receive a letter or
cide, common results of our games of on the same level, and talked perhaps of newspaper, or know what was going on
I bore up under this dechance.
It will be curious to see how ' white slavery,' of ' wages slavery,' &c. in the world.
— I dissent entirely preoeing and purposely agonizing treat
diversions, amongst others, Love, which I did no such thing
from these doctrines.
Except in a few ment, as well as one who had youth, and
has now no relation to productive indus
crowded cities and a few manufacturing j strength, and an ordinary share of cour1J
l ' :*
—
.i...
try, become the supports of it in the So
towns, I believe the terms ' wages slavery'
age could ; but it was evident that my
'
and ' white slavery
cial State.
would be utterly un health could not endure long in my nar
" A remark yet more
to an audience of laboring row cell, and my entreaty to be allowed
important, and intelligible
I was led
people, as applied to themselves.
There exercise was complied with.
which arises from this chapter, is that
are two prominent points which distinguish
out into a court yard of the prison, and I
the animal, which gives a double profit the laborers in this
country from the can assure you sir, that, though the fre«ii
slaves.
by the perfecting it attains in Harmonic
Firsl, the laborers, as a class. air was most delicious, and the bright
education, gives a profit ten and twelve are neither wronged nor oppressed : and sun was most welcome, I never cared to
if they were, they possess am go there again. On either side were
fold, by the faculty of multiplying five or secondly,
ple power to defend themselves, by the convicts in their cells, and they came to
six times the number which could be exercise of their own
acknowledged rights. the gratings, and the men began to talk
reared on such a soil by civilizees, who Does legislation bear hard upon them? — ribaldry, the women to beckon to me, and
Does capital because 1 shrunk away, they blasphemed
know neither the art of disciplining mass their votes can alter it.
wrong them? — economy will make them and cursed me, until I was glad to find
es of animals abroad, nor the art of har
Does the crowded Competition refuge in my cell ; and I thanked God
capitalists.
monizing and distributing
them in im of cities reduce their wages? — they have for its silence and its solitude.
It seemed
mense stables, like those of 10,000 lay
only to stay at home, devoted to other to me a paradise in which I could live
pursuits, and soon diminished supply will contented when contrasted with the hell
ing hens for each Phalanx (111,209).
This work will be in great part confided bring the remedy. In the old world, ab it would have been, if such wretches as I
surd and unjust institutions
injure all had seen, had been its inmates with me.
to the care of children, assisted by a few
Sir, I trust that when I escaped from
classes, and, of course, oppress first and
Venerables.
What a mine of profit, most cruelly that class, the weakest,whose that prison, I was at least no worse a
Here, from the man than when I entered it ; but I shud
what a source of reflection for our age, only wealth is its labor.
which dreams only of the means of get same cause, the imperfections which still der to think what might have become of
me if I had been forced to work, to eat,
cling to our social and political arrange
ting money, and which may find in every
ments bear hardest on the laborer.
A to march, and to associate for five, ten,
branch of work, a mine of gold, provid- wiser use of the public lauds, a better or fifteen years, with the other prisoner*.
j
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treats the phenomena of mag
netic impressibility
and clairvoyance as

evidences of the possibility

it

of such states
of illumination as that claimed by Swe
Like that,
does not look
denborg.
upon

these phenomena

as proving

the

under

Bush's work has more of the

form,

them according to cer

The present volume fol

tain principles.
lows

the chance order of narra

merely

a

animal

translated

German

a

of

the journal
who was at first

it

The substance of

tive.
from

of

and classifying

analyzing

facts, and ranging

is

Professor
scientific

but

magnetism,

pastor,

on the subject

skeptic
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was
a

now said to be

aud

the clairvoyant

state,

that state declaring that she should

The sur

receive aid from his presence.

she evinced of

which

prising knowledge

all the circumstances of his journey, com
After that
pletely disarmed his doubts.
he rested not until he was placed in daily
communication

with

and could write
what

he observed.

Mesmeric
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sleep always

separated from
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presence of
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subject,

did she always
guardian

other
allude

spirit

worlds.
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whom she

is

un

bear

which

special

form

resem

remarkable

the general spirit and the
and he very
of thought
;

both

in

blance,

a

the narrative with passages from Sweden
borg,

on him, as

a

such coincidences make
lover

it

justly suggests to the candid reader that
imperative

of truth,

at least

up
to

fair and

thorough examination.
We have read of no prolonged account
of any clairvoyant disclosures, which we
have found
and

so

so interesting,

so. plausible,

pure and elevated. —
such a case, we would by

uniformly
in

Judgment,

no means yet presume to give.

POETEY.
MAHOMET'S

SONG.

FROM OOITHl.
See the rocky springy
Clear u joy,
Like iweet star gleaning
O'er the clouds, he
In his youth wu cradled

;

constitution

in

beyond bis depth in mystery,
dering
darted away, and held a private interview
with the head waiter, who, on learn
for
ing that the stranger was calling
fruit, and for boiled fruit, told Paddy
there must be some mistake in the matter,
and he must go back and ask the gentle
man respectfully what it was that he de
sired.
Paddy soiewed his courage to the
and returned
sticking
to the
point,
charge.
" Was it the fruit you desired me to
bring, sir?" said he, standing a little
back, and on hist guard, for fear he might
be knocked down.

very

For
while he dallies
Round the summit,
Through its little channels chasing
Motley pebblesround and round
Quick, then, like determinedleader,
Hurries all hii brother streamlets
OH' with him.
;

human

a

boiled

character

a

is

natural to the

certain conditions.

as

The translator accompanies

satisfactory.

Fresh with youth,
From the cloud he dances
Down upon the rocky pavement
Thence, exalting,
Leapt to heaven.

Swedenborg describes the
facts of the spiritual world,
one quite

a

me the

their fragmentary

apparently,

to be, although

mind in which

in

you to bring

one could expect truth

By good Spiriti,
'Neath the bushesin the cliffs.

a

tell

and rational,

as spiritual

New Church doctrines, but only as proof
providentially furnished that the state of

in

"I

her rev

a

Swedenborg

;

and

respecting

Certainly

elations are most beautiful and wonderful,

is

on Mesmerism

startled into
recognition of its wonder
Paddy.
The stranger would not be trifled with. ful claims, by being sent for to visit
In a tone that almost took the waiter off
his youth,
lady whom he had known
of his feet, he thundered out —

fruit."
The waiter, who was now fairly floun

her disease and cure.

The object of this book
the same
that of the late work of Professor

Bush

in these states of vis

guide and instructor

ion, and gave her information

with

that is,

glorified being, onee an

inhabitant of this earth, who acted as her

a

REVIEW.

:

DINNER SCEME.
Seated at a long ta
ble, well filled with hungry guests from
the four quarters of the Republic — the
shrewd guesting Yankee from the East,
the chivalrous reckoning planter from the
South, the hoosier and buckeye from the
West — my friend observed sitting oppo
site him a robust, resolute, go-ahead sort
of a man, who looked as though he might
belong to that unique class of backwoods
men who are said to " live on wild bear
and buffalo, drink out of the Mississippi,
and sleep on the government purchase."
From the air and manner of the stranger
it was obvious that he felt himself to be
a man of some importance, and that he
was naturally desirous to impress the fact
When he had got well un
upon others.
der way upon his first dish, he looked
round to the waiter behind him, and
called out, with strong emphasis and au
thority :
" Boy, bring me the fruit."
The waiter was at his elbow in a mo
ment.
" Bring what, sir? " said he, thinking
he had not heard aright.
" Bring me the fruit," said the
stranger, in a firmer and louder tone.
The waiter colored ; his eyes looked
wild ; he started a step or two, and re
turned again to the stranger.
" Is it the fruit you mane, sir? " said

Albeit,

called

give the claims of Swedeaborg

it

I

The stranger turned upon him with a
look that showed Paddy's cautious dis
tance to be a proof of instinctive wisdom.
At that moment a gentleman in the next
chair, who had watched the progress of
the
the difficulty,
told the gentleman
waiter did not understand what he was
calling for. .At this the gentleman's in
dignation seemed slightly modified into a
look of compassion, and in a tone some
what softened, but not the less dignified,
he gave his orders lowly and distinctly :
" Boy, bring me the boiled po-ta-ters :
do TOO understand that?"
This translation of the backwoods
mm into Paddy's
own dialect made
every thing as clear as daylight to him,
and the eater of bear and buffalo was of
course promptly supplied with the fruit.
— ff. Y. Cor. Nat. JnteUigencer.
iii

Sir, the hunger and thirsting of the hu
man soul for sympathy and communion,
is almost as dreadful as that of the body
for food.
One has a feeling as of moral
starvation,
which, in common natures,
will overcome the natural repugnance to
associating with the depraved ; and per
haps not all my own conscious innocence,
nor the virtuous precepts of my home
education, nor my own self-respect, would
have saved me from sinking into despond
ency, from forming intimacies with my
comrades, and from suffering moral evil;
which almost affect even innocent men,
from being congregated with' criminals.
And, if I should have been injured, if I
shrunk from congregating with criminals,
•hall I not plead for my brother who has
the same feelings and the same nature as
have i. May there not be a man com
mitted to our prison who is as innocent
of any crime as I was :' May there not
be others, who, (when we consider the
sodden and dreadful temptation that came
over them in a moment) are hardly to be
counted as responsible*
And shall we
herd these men in with hardened offend
ers ?

a
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There, all ronnd htm in the vale,
Flowers spring op beneathhis footstep,
And the meadow
Wakes to feel hit breath.
But him hold) no shady vale,
No cool blossoms,
Which around his knees are clinging,
And with loving eyes entreating
Passing notice; — on he speeds
Winding snake-like.
Social brooklets
Add their waters. Now he rolfo
O'er the plain in silvery splendor,
And the ptain his splendor borrows;
And the rivulets from,the plain,
And the brooUeto from the hill-side*
All are shouting to him: Brother,
Brother, take thy brothers too,
Take us to thy ancient Father.
To the everlasting ocean,
Who e'en now with outstretchedanas,
Waits for us,—

THE HARBINGER.
Arms outstretched,alas ! in vain
To embrace hie longing ones;
For the greedy sand devours in ;
Or the burning mmabove ui
Sucks oar life-blood ; or lome hillock
Hems us into ponds. Ah ! brother,
Tike thy brothers Iron, the plain,
Take thy brothersfrom the hill-sides
With thee, to our Sire with thee!
Come ye all, then ! —
Now, more proudly,
On he >wells; a countless race, they
Bear their glorious prince aloft !
On he rolls triumphantly,
Giving names t(l countries. Cities
Spring to being 'neath hii foot.
Onward, with inceuant roaring,
See ! he panes proudly by
Flaming turrets, marble mansions,
Creatures of his fulness all.
<Yil;\r housesbears this Atlas
On his giant shoulders. Rustling,
Flapping in the playful breezes,
Thousand flags about his head are
Telling of his majesty.
And so bears he all his brothers,
And his treasures,and his children
To their Sire, all joyous roaring,
Pressing to his mighty heart

SATURDAY, JULY

FROM GOETHE.
What pulls at my heart so i
What pulls me without 7
From chamberto chamber
What hunts me about ?
The clouds o'er the rocks there
Sail solemn and slow !
Were I over there too,
How gladly I'd go !
The ravens hang yonder
In social array ;
I'd mingle among them,
And follow away !
O'er hill and o'er house-top
We'd wheel on light wing ?
She lives just below there;
I spy the dear thing.
She's coming to walk now;
I fly in her way ;
A bird of the forest,
I warble so gay.
She pausesand listens ;
Her smile 1 can see:
" His song it is lovely,
He sings it to me."
The sun now is setting,
And gilding each height;
But the thoughtful lone maiden,
She minds not the night.
She loves through the meadows
By streamletto stray;
Dark and darker the shadows
Close over her way.
Then, sudden, before her
I gleam, a bright star !
" What glitters up yonder 7
So near and so far ? "
And art themsurprised, Love,
My brightnessto see7
I'll fall at thy feet, Love.
Twere heavento me !

A

17, 1847.

Neces

i.

sity is

fact the only thing they know.
We need not
glimpse it enough.

The only remark
complete the picture.
Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are, we make is, that Society, as to-day or
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,,a
rambling spirit in trade,reckless adventure,and ganized, creates a steadily increasing de
•uiiiniim;il convulsions all tending to impoverish
:helaborerand to renderevery condition insecure. mand for just such childhood as this; that
Reliefis to come,and can only comefrom the new these extreme pictures are fast becoming
application of Christian principles, of Universal
justice and Universal love, to social institutions, the rule,
and gentle,
hopeful
happy,
to commerce,to business,to active life?
childhood the exception.
Our next picture shall be one of these
NO. L
INTEGRAL EDUCATION.
The foremost question with serious
minds about Association is, of course, the
moral question.
Admitting its econo

mies, its physical and social benefits, and

exceptions,

01 what seems such : a pet

ted,

well-dressed,

child

and heir of fortune,

delicate,

expectant

with plenty

of

plenty of presents and amuse
ments, plenty of aunts and cousins, plen
playthings,

even its foundation in the nature of man ; ty of teachers, and plenty of every thing
seems that wealth in the nineteenth century can
indeed that all this
admitting

His position is a very favored
still we anxiously inquire : But provide.
will the Combined Order operate one, no doubt, in many respects. But
see how pale be looks, with how con
How will the Phalan
upon cliaracter?
stery build up individual man? develop strained an air he moves about, as if it
proved,
how

what

is in

him?

make

him

what

his

In one sense, and that the truest sense
indeed, our whole

is an education;

life

business,

society,

the

circumstances,

or

To
propriety.
satisfy the ambition of the parent and fit
except

him for an artificial
been tasked with

high position, he has
he does

studies which

He knows

us, educate us not love.

around

to be himself,

thing

of aught

a few other child

not speak of ren, brought up like himself, with whom
were it not that we his social appetite may find some shadow

And we should

always.
education

as such,

of a certain tender and formative
period in the history of every being, dur

think
ing

were a naughty
think

Creator intended him to be ?

whole atmosphere

LONGINGS.

their toil ; and yet toil they must.

THE HAEBINGER.

which

his

faculties

and tendencies

have the best chance of being drawn out,
which the habits of a life are
The problem then may safely,
as well as conveniently,
limit itself to
this : What will ChUdhold be in Harmo
How will Association
treat the
ny?

of satisfaction : but the pride of family,
the fear of contamination denies him all
free range of sympathies ; he may while
away whole listless hours, in solitary ef

and during

forts

formed.

bordered

greensward

dwelling,

before he may pass the fence to

children ?

for amusement in the trim flowerthat surrounds

his

troop of common children

join the merry

going by, whose

happy shouts find pain
ful echo in his heart ; he must not be ex

! Let us have a just idea of posed to the influence of promiscuous ex
Here are three pictures, drawn not ample.
His heart naturally overflows

Childhood
it.

from the imagination, but from what al towards other children, and he has his.
most all have seen, or read of till it is as special social attractions which his ex
familiar as sight.

clusive

1. The first ia in the cold,

grey day

social state

No matter;

isfy.

break, before the great gate of some vast mise the family.
factory,

or hell of Toil,

laboratory,

from

the

in whose dark

sweat

and agony,

from the very muscles and fibres of hun
dreds
fellows,

of their

overtasked

and

doomed

gold is extracted for the few, and

comfortable

robes

are

woven

backs but theirs

who

troop of ragged,

shivering,

weave

for
them.

any

A

half-starved,

pale and stunted children huddle together,
waiting for entrance, scared from a mis

cannot

perhaps

He is full of active in

stincts and energies ; would
thousand

things ; would

be doing a

be very clever

at this or that bit of handiwork,
only

sat

he must not compro

had he

a chance : but no ; to labor is de

grading ; and his destiny is to be respect
able ; to be a lawyer, a doctor, a minis
ter, a banker, or a wholesale merchant;
and he must not sacrifice
order to be himself.

such chances in

There are beautiful

exceptions, no doubt, to this decent death

in life of what we call cherished child
was but a mockery of the name, by the hood ; as there may be "Olivers" and
factory bell that daily summons them to "little Nells" in the larger class above

erable

broken

sleep, in

a home

which

They are prematurely old;
they have lost all buoyancy ; they have
forgotten the meaning of youthful sports,
execution.

of friendship, or of hope.

All

night the

cold, and the fevered dreams of yesterday
troubled their slumbers;
and yet sleep
they must.
exhausted

All

day

the

necessities

nature make them drowsy

who have "no young times."
yes, there are many exceptions; —

named
Oh,

enough

at least to prove

prosperity,

that wealth

elegance, in themselves, are favorable to
true

culture ;

of being equal,
in

that outward

and. luxury and

society,

and
in

that,

a true

the germs

other

things

organization

of nobleness,

of

disin
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what is truest is least safe.

These

is

we mastered

a

is

what

truant way; stolen lessons,

beau

in

teach us

the very thing of all
they did not undertake to

it

that
which

it

it,

In Civilization

to doubt its perfect truth.

certain
others

is

site, that false distinctions prevail to the
thwarting of true affinities, that the facul
ties uf children find no sphere for useful

ture to be realized, but only gives us this
in the way of an exhibition, that we begin

;

It is only that interests are oppo

tages.

will not adequate to any duty, find that we can
—
act upon the world with
pretty

are living in, and that Civilization

allow the complement of the blessed pic

it

will expand
most beautifully in the child who shares
these now so often questionable advan

terestedness, and greatness,

learned with

it can passion, while we simply saved appear
exercise, vhere industry is poorly organ- not give us without the setting apart of ances
the class routine.
The amount
of
iced, and only honored in a few, and children
is, our special aptitudes for learning
for these offices exclusively,
those not always the most useful, of its without the moral dangers incident to a were not consulted, and had to forage for
and one themselves, with such poor chances as
life of professional exhibition,
departments.
Now for the third picture.
A vision sided culture. Grace and poetry of mo were left them.
2. The next remark concerns the earli
hardly of this world, and yet made actual tion, surpassing even this, will be tb« nat
of late to many eyes ! On waves of mu ural relaxation of children in the socie est and most important period of educa
In civilized arrangements early in
sic, amid flowers and perfumes, with ties of Harmony ; every child will join in tion.
"
doomed to unnatural
isola
bright faces and gay dresses, the youthful it ; and the " Sheaf-Dance
and the fancy
" will be but the festive tion. Childhood
choirs in perfect unity and concert, like " Flower-Dance
expan
naturally
got at
social
one soul, in wreathed dances float before celebration of the real labors they have sive,
naturally
us, falling into beautiful figures and fall
multitude of fellows,
rendered to society, attractive industry home except in
Much of
ing out again in seeming confusion, like converting all their love of pleasure and in an atmosphere of childhood.
the
the colored atoms in the kaleidoscope,
material beauty into a religious round of its restlessness and troublesomeness
affinities,
of its instinctive
only to result in new shapes still more pleasant duties, by which the earth is struggling
is

it

is

'

a

;

is

is

it

in

tiful symbolic sports of childhood

; now scudding in flakes before

adorned and the commonwealth

which

support

need to be absorbed

in

little

a

wonderful

There will be an earnest sense in all world where there are all varieties of
soms borne up by the spring breeze ; now these things ; the unity of spirit, the natural character, of the same age, just
piling themselves up in flowery pyramids; harmonies of hearts and of kind inter germinating and seeking room for de
now revolving in wheels and stars ; and course, the beauty of order in all life's velopment.
But the child
doomed to
now, with the true imitative mania and actions, and a pervading reverence and know its first wants and try its first mo
tions among strangers, who do not under
inventive fancy of children, representing
love of God in all his works and mani
for nurse and parents little
stand
in quaint pantomime the manners of na festations, will not only express them
tions and of classes; — the whole thing selves, but also rekindle and nourish know the meaning of iis instincts, shut
a scene of innocence, and purity, and themselves in these choregraphic evolu
up in that narrow sphere where nothing
freedom, flowing always into the beauti
calls them out by correspondence.
The
tions.
ful and wise forms of perfect law ; a
The problem of childhood in harmony child grows up impatient, fretful, under
a reflec with itself, with nature and with God's an inverse regimen which suppresses Ms
type of the world's harmony;
tion of the divine order in its ceaseless law of order ; of its free life and joys instincts, and gradually conforms itself
evolution of variety from unity, present
not only reconciled with, but rendered to the narrow standard of its parents'
like

wreaths

of falling blos

ed.

in

children, whose active sports to Civilization, will be solved in the Com
gether are a most expressive fine art. Of bined Order.
course we mean the little dancers from
The proofs of this assertion cannot be
Vienna.
We cannot describe the scene fully entered into in an article, nor will it

happy

than

in less space

would be so fragmentary,
proportionate

was surprised

in

that

dense audience

the

into unwonted acts

towards

those on whom

in

not insight

a volume

bald and dis

as to prejudice

the whole

the world his instincts are all
stronger powers
grown- morbid

timid

and false

and poor exaggeration,

he

narrow

of any who have sided, and for the rest of his life

the eyes

or constructive

imagination

his

long suppression have

ger in the world with which

weak

and one
stran

he contrives

Such simply to sustain
sort of outward fam
enough to look it into wholeness.
proofs as we shall offer will be both nega iliarity. Justice cannot be done to any
the isolated family
the
tive and positive.
A few criticisms on child's nature
food his special nature craves may not be
for children
three cases out of

there

in

These are the pictures.
Which of the existing methods, and a few hints in con
Which, in short, is trast of the methods practicable in Asso
is truest?

three

;

in

of courtesy.

familiarity

a

and

its original

feel
grows up with
monotonous constraint and cold

;

ments of Association ; the little that could

mulation

itself,

of

ing

or

any thing

place !

rudest

endowments

is
a

description

scheme

different character intended

a

of selfish habit and common
It seemed so new, and yet so
true ! In the presence of such a harmo
ny, every feeling but of harmony forgot

repetition

of a detailed dependent and to whose exclusive social
doomed.
When he meets
of the educational arrange influence

do to undertake

be given

weaker

;

tion did the first glimpse of it unlock ev
ery beholder's soul under its dead accu

becoming

of them, instead of attaining to the far

it
is

as it is remembered by thousands.
With
what a shock of exquisite and fresh emo

character,

a

and all

it
is

industry

life's earnest duties, cannot be solved

in

conducive to productive

it

and

intelligent

by

and faery

groupings

of loving,

;

movements

;

ed in the harmonic

a

i

it
;

is

the music,

Neither, it may be said : yet ciation, will be the utmost justice we can fuur have native tendencies and talents
no one fails to recognize some features of do the subject.
just the opposite of those of their
it in the last, —a foretaste of one phase
We appeal to every one's experience, parents.

childhood ?

of childhood, to say the least, which,

life in which there is innocence,
and freedom,

perfectly

subjected

and joy

formal process, at school or college, in
to the the set lessons at home, or from the pul

of order, and expressive of the di
vine harmony of the passions.
It is only
when we come back to reality, and re

and with a realizing

flect

made it thoroughly

law

that this

;

a

in

in

truth of culture

3. As the world now goes, the best
so whether these things may not be said with
education stands
man's way
a corresponding
bis
truth of civilized education :
in all other respects, a
1. What lias been taught us in the chances of success in life are inversely

implies

is Civilization

which

we

pit, is the least part of what

If

we know

anything

well,

power,
our own,

we know.
practically,
if we have
and find it

proportion to the high and generous cul
ture he may have received.
The youth
goes furth from the university, where he
has been conversing with the sublimest

of sages
whete he has cher
ished in his soul a high ideal of human

wisdom

;

far as it goes,
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ity, and made many a vow of loyalty to an impossibility with the many, makes it versing the true order of march, placing
— a true world
an exceptional and a false thing with the theory before practice,
principle and truth and disinterested vir
down, like the whole system of
For education, to be upside
tue ; where examples of greatness and few who have it.
which it forms a part.
of goodness in history have fired his worth much, ought to bring man into
"2. Simplism of action. The child is
youthful ardor ; where he has communed sympathy with all men, and not isolate limited to one single occupation, which is
to study, — to grow pale, morning and
in warmest confidence with friends and him from them.
night, for ten and eleven months in the
5. And this leads to another thought ;
equals, filled with aspiration, long ago
Can
year, over rudiments and grammar.
that,
with
all
that
is
in
the
when
he
for
this
hour
accomplished
may
impatient
he help acquiring an aversion for study •'
It is enough to repel even those who have
begin to live a noble and a true life in the way of intellectual and spiritual educa
In the pleasant
world, and prove the majesty of truth tion, with all the efforts that are made to a studious inclination.
season of the year, the child needs to go
and her triumphant power to win all to enlighten and Christianize the people, the
and labor in the gardens, in the woods, in
her; and he finds that as a first condition result is nothing but an exceptional good. the meadows ; he ought not to study ex*
is cept on the rainy days and in the season
to his holding any position there at all, The utmost which it accomplishes,
he has got to unlearn all these fine simply by great care and pains to hold a when cultivation is suspended, and even
then he ought to vary his studies.
There
things as fast as possible, to hide his best small portion of the human family up
is no unity of action where there is sim
"
and deepest convictions, to forswear his from sinking into the great gulf of deplicity of function.
soul's faith and all his fond ideals, and be gradation ; — a few are artificially held
"3. .Error in principle: in the use of
The civilized child cannot be
a time-server, and a tame conformist, and up in this way, and not suffered to sink constraint.
formed to study without the aid of priva
into .the mire ; but the tendency is alto
a hypocrite, a competitor in spite of him
tions, extra tasks, whips, and leatherself in a most mean and selfish scramble gether to sink ; the tendencies of society, medals. It is
only half a century since
The system science, confounded by this odious system,
for the prize which is needed by all, but en masse, are downwards.
The business, the labor has sought to gloss it over by contrivances
destined only to the few ; which one drags all down.
; it studies how to disguise the
must win by others losing ; and in which by which human beings live, under the less bitter
ennui of the children at schools, to create
absorbs all their
and coarseness, and petty spur of competition,
cunningness
a show of emulation among the pupils,
worldly wisdom avail more than his best time, their strength, their self-respect and and of affection for the masters ; that is
A
grovelling end de to say, it has perceived what ought to be,
It is a sad nobler aspiration.
purposes or truest genius.
It seems but it has found no means of establishing
tragedy, one of the saddest that life mands the whole of them.
it.
worth
the
while
to
expend so
offers.
The generous views which pre hardly
" Affection between masters and pupils
much in educational and moral agencies, can only spring up where instruction is
sided over his youthful training, imper
which, after all, only partially uphold a solicited as a favor : this ran never take
fect as they were in any sense and par
tial, yet were fitting him for an ideal few from that collective lapsus, which is place in civilization, where all instruction
is rendered false by reversing the trne
state compared with that in which he is the inherent necessity of a false society,
order, placing theory before practice, and
to live.
Society demands another thing based upon competition and antagonism by simple action or perpetual study.
" We find some children, at the most
of him, and has no market for his choicest in material interests.
one-eighth of the whole number, who
In these criticisms of prevailing meth
The law is : starve, or cheat
wares.
accept instruction in a docile manner, but
and grovel like the rest of us ; and then ods of Education, we have not aimed at
wno have not solicited it.
Hence the pro,
we have only fessora concede that
'tis but a lottery chance of being saved. system or completeness;
j
seven-eighths are
All arts he must unlearn for one art, that noted certain obviously objectionable fea- ; vicious. This is taking the exceptions
of making money. He finds his educa tures, as they presented themselves. for the rule — the habitual illusion of the
chanters of perfectibility.
In all classes
tion, 'instead of a blessing, a curse, a Fourier, who is the soul of method in all
there is an exception of one-eighth, who
who
and
every
subject
by
mill-stone
guages
about his neck, that things,
very
differ from the general habits, and who
threatens evermore to sink him.
The ; an exhaustive scale, points out five faults are easily pliable to new manners ; but
best plans of education, therefore, (and j inherent in all systems of Civilized edu- the change, to be real, should apply to the
We extract a portion of his re- great majority, to seven-eighths, and that
we have many improved ideas upon the ; cation.
is what our systems do not do ; I have
marks
from
the "New Industrial World,"
and
the
of
the
best
thought
subject,
observed that they lead the child to accept,
23.
minds is given to it,) travel in this Section III, Chapter
(The whole but not to solicit instruction.
As to the
vicious circle : because society itself, the may be found in the Third Volume of the seven-eighths of the children who form
The five are the majority, they are, aa they have been
page SU0.)
very system in which we live, is the j Harbinger,
in all times, weary of the school, and im
great educator, and betrays the noblest these :
patient to be delivered from it.
I have
aspirations and theories of life into the " 1. Inverse
seen and questioned children as they came
order of proceeding.
out from celebrated schools, like that of
strangest practical inconsistencies at every
2. Simplism of action.
Pestalozzi and others, and I have found
3. Error in principle.
step. The exceptional cases, the best
among them only a very moderate amount
4. Error in form.
educated, more or leas, sooner or later
of instruction, and a great indifference to
5. Absence nf material attraction.
have to yield to this, and live by maxims
"1. Inverse order of proceeding: it places their studies and their masters.
" 4. Error inform: an exclusive meth
which their heart rejects, unless they pre theory before practice.
All the civilized
od, operating upon children as if their
Not know
fer unpopularity,
and poverty, and neg systems fall into this error.
ing how to incite the child to labor, they characters were all uniform.
lect, with Truth alone for a companion.
" I have elsewhere described a series
are obliged to leave him in idleness and
4. But the toiling masses cannot have
vacancy until the age of six or seven of nine methods, to which many others
an education, under any system.
They years, a period which he should have em might be added. They are all good, pro
vided that they sympathize with the char
have no time tor it.
Schools and teach
ployed in becoming a skilful practitioner:
acter of the pupil ; and a series of nine or
ers may be provided ; but if the stern then at seven years they wish to initiate
would not be too much
studies, into abstract' ' twelve methods
him into theory,
•f. into
.
.
. f
.1 _ L :i j *_ L
L.I^
necessity of toiling all day long, from
sciences for which nothing has awakened for the child to have his option among.
childhood up, to earn the right to live at any desire in him.
This desire cannot
I have also observed, (Treatise on
all, grows out of the very constitution of fail to spring up in the child in Harmony,
Universal Unity,) that d'Alembert
was
ridiculed when he ventured to propose, in
society, as every one must see that it j who' at tlie ?Be 1f seven, already {
some thirty
r
different
and
<:e83oe
>e«»««•*
isi«•* '!stl»*",
s^y. 'ie
I tices
«8.uy oof hist^y.
,n trades,
"".68' \n
: ! th«xt.udy
now does, these are only
Tantalus apples,
'
'
' I penences the need of perfecting
,
himself which reverses the chronological'!(»»*">
order,
. .. .
fruitless privileges for them. And the j jn them by the study of the exact sciences, ascending from the present to the past, in
same law which makes a refined culturej Thus we see the civilized education re- opposition to the direct synthesis, which

ii;

":
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proceeds

from

the

past

to the present.

D'AIembert was reproached with wanting
to destroy the charm of history, and to in

troduce mathematical
dryness into the
methods of teaching.
Strange sophism !
No method is dry in itself, they are all
fruitful, only they must be applied with
discrimination to characters congenial with
them.
If you do not present to children
a series of methods, among which they
may take their choice, many characters
will never acquire a taste for study."
" In the Treatise on Universal Unity, I
have given three chapters on the system
These may
of instruction in Harmony.
be consulted for the course to follow in
the Model Phalanx, in which it will be
necessary to try an approximation of rival
the impossi
methods,
notwithstanding
bility of employing them fully at the
outset.

"5.

Absence of material attraction. We
have seen above that our methods want
the spiritual and affective springs ; they
are equally wanting in the springs of ma
terial attraction, the opera and graduated
gastronomy (la gourmandise appliquee.)

"

The opera forms the child to measur

ed unity, which becomes for him a source
of profit and a pledge of health ; it leads,
internal
therefore, to the two luxuries,
and external, which are the first end of
attraction ; it draws children, from the
earliest age, to all the gymnastic and choAttraction
exercises.
urges
regraphic
them to this strongly ; it is here that they
acquire the necessary dexterity for the
labors of the passional series, where ev
ery thing must be executed with precision,
with that measure and unity which reign
This then holds the first
at the opera.
rank among the springs of practical edu
cation in early childhood."

" The Associative education regards
the body in the child as the accessory and
co-adjutor of the soul : it considers the
aoul as a great lord who does not arrive
at his castle until his steward has pre
pared all things ; it begins by fashioning
the body, in its youthful age, to all the
services required by a harmonic soul, that
is to say, to accuracy, to truth, to combi
To habituate
nations, to measured unity.
the body to all perfections, before fahsioning the soul to them, two springs are put
in play entirely foreign to our moral
methods ; these are the opera and tii.
kitchen, or graduated gastronomy.
" The child should exercise, —
"Two active senses, taste and smell,
by the kitchen ;
" Two passive senses, sight and hear
ing, by the opera ;
" And the sense of touch in the labors
in which the individual excels.
" The kitchen and the opera are the
two points to which attraction leads him,
in the regime of the passional series ; the
magic of the opera and of fairy illusions
In
has a great charm for early youth.
the kitchens of the Phalanx, which are
distributed in a progressive mode, the
child acquires dexterity and intelligence
in the trifling labors upon the products of
the two kingdoms in which he is interest
ed, by the gastronomic discussions at the
table, and the agronomic discussions in
the gardens and stables : the kitchen is
the bond of union between these func
tions.
" The opera is the combination of the
material accords ; we find there a com
plete gamut of them.

Choregraphie Intervention of all Aget and
Stxei.
1. Singing, or the measuredhuman voice.
2. Instruments, or measured artificial sounds.
3. Poetry, or measuredthoughts and words.
4. Pantomime, or harmony of gesture.
5. Dancing, or measuredmovement.
G. Gymnastics, or harmonic exercises.
7. Painting and harmonic costumes.
Regular mechanism,geometrical execution.

"The

opera, then, is the assemblage
of all the material harmonies, and the
active emblem of the spirit of God or the
Now, if the
spirit of measured unity.
education of the child is to commence
with the culture of the material, it is by
enrolling him in good season in the opera
that we ran best familiarize him with all
the branchesof material unity, from which
he will easily rise to spiritual unities.
" I am aware how much expense and
inconvenience the opera would cause in
the civilized education ; it would be a
It would be of
very dangerous lever.
little use to polish the people under a
system of repugnant industry ; but differ
In Har
ent manners suit different times.
mony it will answer, that the people
should rival in politeness the opulent
class with whom it will find itself mingled
A gross people
in all sorts of labors.
would take away all charm from these
;
or
twelfth,
labors
the
composite passion
would then find no exercise.
" Since with us the opera is nothing but
an arena of gallantry, an enticement to
that it
expense, it is not astonishing
should be reproved by the moral and re
ligious classes.
But in Harmony it is a
friendly re-union, it cannot give room for
any dangerous intrigue, between persons
who are meeting every instant in the vari
ous labors of the industrial series.
" The opera, so expensive now, will
cost almost nothing to the Harmonians ;
each will aid in the construction, the ma
chinery, the painting, the choirs, the or
chestra, the dances ; they are all, frnm
the earliest age, masons, carpenters, black
Each Phalanx,
smiths, by attraction.
without recourse to the neighboring co
horts and to travelling legions, will be
able to furnish from twelve to thirteen
hundred actors, either for the stage, or
for the orchestra and the mechanical ar
The poorest townships will
rangements.
be better provided for in the opera, than
our great capitals.
It is to their general
familiarity with the stage that thje Har
monians will owe, in a great measure,
unity of language and of pronunciation,
regulated by a universal congress."

By the opera, it will be seen that Fou
rier means, the combination of all material
harmonies, musical,
mimic,
children,

scenic,

rhoregraphic,

and

engaging

BO forth.

panto

All

in such exercises,

grossness ; but seeing that it is so power
ful, he takes the hint of nature, and
would
to refine, it, teach the
seek

ucate each other to the sense of harmony,
and grace, to rhythm and measure in all

of

discernment

and critical

flavors, a taste for true harmonic combina
tions in his loud (as well as in the colors

of a picture, or the tones of a symphony,)
and thus interest him in the agricultural
labors,

and culinary

these enjoyments.
pleasures of the
influences,

conduce

which

to

By

this process the

table

become refining
to

ministering

the well ordered

through

soul,

the

of the

action

senses.
Civilized
these

education

overlooks

both

and

seeks

stimuli,

important

Yet there they

rather to suppress them.

are, inevitably in the child ; and influence
him they will ; if they cannot find a sphere,

if they

can not

exercise,

then

have their
lead

they

appropriate
to rebel

him

In Har
every other exercise.
mony they would co-operate with educa
tion ; in our present methods they raise
permanent resistance, and get themselves
against

"

nick-named

the

Adam,"

old

formal tasks and benches,

rods

which
and lec

tures strive so vainly to root out.

All

these evils vanish in the Associa

tive or Combined
and series which

in the groups

Order,

attrac

render industry

of man with
There the idea of a
man harmonious.
may be
Unitary or Integral Education
We will endeavor to define the
realized.
idea, and sketch an outline of its mech
and all

tive,

the relations

anism in our next.

THE LIBERATOR

ON THE

QUESTION

OF LABOR.

We copy to-day an article
Liberator, by Mr. Wendell
from which
recollect

from

the

Phillips,

it appears that he does not

" that the great ques

stating,

tion of labor, when it shall fully come up,

will be found paramount to all others,
and that the rights of the peasants of
Ireland, the operatives of New England,
and the laborers of South America will
not be lost sight of in sympathy for the
Southern slave."
Our ears, certainly,

the us,
ed

a nice

child

strangely

if Mr. Phillips

above

and

sentiment,

deceived

did not express
also,

that

"

the
he

would as willingly appear at the day of
judgment

in robes of Carolina

cotton as

If,

the elo

their motions and actions, so that the phy
sical life becomes expressive altogether

of Irish linen."

of all that is most beautiful in thought

and universal views of liberty as we have
ascribed to him, we wiil confess an emo

and feeling, and the outward

and the in

quent gentleman

ward become reconciled.

tion

Fourier would avail himself, in educa
tion, of two of the strongest and most
universal springs of activity in childhood,
the love of rhythmic exercises, and the
The latter he would
appetite for food.

which

not condemn

as gross and leave it to its

of regret
we

however,

does not take so broad

equal

listened

to the

joy with

at the time to what

we deemed very admirable statements, as

We trust that he
will forgive us our involuntary error, and

we understood them.

allow us to express the hope, that he may
be soon " on tlit. high-road to the princi
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pies of 'integral social reform," although j much to reach the top that he wants, as comprehended and admitted the passional
to do away the infernal system by which system of Fourier, nor the properties
we were mistaken in supposing him al
a lower order of society is doomed to toil which he has discovered in the Series.
ready there.

" There is a difference of opinion be
Mr. Phillips is wrong in hie impression and slave their lives out for a compar
of
the Phalansterian School on the one
favorites
tween
of
tlte
that the "remarks of the Harbinger" would atively small portion
side, and all the Communist Schools on
lead to the supposition " that he placed fortune.
We are constrained to say that the re the other, as to the sense attached to the
the laborer of the North and tlie slave of
No such marks of Mr. Phillips on this point, ap three formulas above ; but it is on the
the South on the same level."
inference can lustly be drawn from what pear to us superficial in the extreme, and question of the distribution of profits that
we said.
Nor in speaking of the " slav inconsistent with tite principles of justice they most diverge.
ery of wages," do Associationists
1o underrate

the evils of " chattel

intend
slav

and humanity,

They

remind

" philosophical
democrat,"
They maintain that all slavery is us of the
the result of a perverted order of society, M. Victor Cousin, who on being exhorted
and is accordingly one of the evils which to lend his popular eloquence, his brilliant
a true social organization would abolish ; logic, and his wealth of illustration, to
" Do
but thry also believe that there are va the cause of social reform, replied,

ery."

rious

kinds

and

degrees

of

slavery,

against all of which the integral reformer
should

direct

his

efforts.

point out the abominations

"The

which we doubt not, have

inspired his public career.

not try to make the poor any better off.
you give them money, they will only
Give

of the present them good moral precepts,

good moral
these are what they

Schools

hands of the

concentrate

created

values

or
It is the State which distributes
it amongst the consumers ; but is it for

in the

Commonwealth

Siate.
their

use alone, and by what principle,
according to what rule?
Here the Com
munists divide.

" The

If

When they spend it in vice and dissipation.

Communist

the whole property of all

principle

distribution,

of absolute equality in

sustained

by Baboeuf,

with such energy

is generally

abandoned as

not just.
Still there aie a few who go
slavish systems of labor, it is not with a precepts, Monsieur,
view to palliate the evils of any other want, and these at any rate can never do for equality ; but many more who de
mand a distribution proportioned to men's
form of slavery, but to direct the atten them any harm, if nothing more."
wants.
tion of the public to the origin of a so
cial disease, which is apt to be overlook
ed by reason of the very magnitude of its
effects.

In an article from the " North

"

PROPERTY—

BETWEEN

DISTINCTION

ASSOCIATION

AND

COMMUNISM.

so fre
Our notions about Property,
the dark,
we quently assailed by mistake in
by valiant Quixotes out against the harm
find under the head of " Refuge of Op
are very
less shadow of Agrarianism,
in the Liberator, WB can per
pression"
which we
ceive no vindication of Southern slavery, well stated in the following,
ampton Democrat
in

type

for

some

which

we have had

time, and which

but on the contrary a strong and stirring
appeal

similar

against

evils,

under

translate freely from the Democratic

Pa-

the ctfique.

" The Socialists, the men who do not
No form of slavery,
" or "wages,"
however, whether " chattel
stop with superficial,
political modifica
is to tions, but who wish a better organization,
in the opinion of Associationists,
be overcome by denunciation ; the ques and a juster retribution of labor, are divi
tion is of practical evils, which demand a ded into two principal bodies : Associa

guise of freedom.

practical remedy ; and this remedy they tionists and Communists.
" The Communists, like
believe is to be found in the system of
Association.

In laboring

for this,

they

Association;

that

though

abolish at once and forever, every form of the individual
oppression,

tyranny,
and violence among men.

injustice,

the fruits

see that distribution

to men's wants,

of inequalities

account

but

propor

taking

no

of labor and of

would
paralyze production
and
would deprive society of a precious spring
of action, by taking from men the cer
merit,

tainty of being recompensed in proportion
to their efforts.
These Communists, not
so far removed from our point of view as
the others, demand that distribution, aAer
securing to all the satisfaction of their
first necessities, shall, for the surplus,
take account of labor and of talent ; but
all consideration to capital,

they refuse

and deny that society owes any interest
whatever to the man whose

us, demand only title
can scarce be value.

of his labor, ar

bitrarily accumulating

values, to distribute

them

regard

again without

Others

or dividend

are laboring for a sublime, universal, and called Association,
but rather spoliation
which shall and constraint,Where the State takes from
peaceful social revolution,
slavery,

"

tioned

to the part

is the investment

of an inert

" There

is yet one more group of Com
still nearer to us ; these, with
'
the exception of the serious difference
munists

which we shall point out, accept the main
part of the phalansterian
ideas.
They
esteem it necessary to recognize the rights

We are sorry that Mr. Phillips has no which each one has performed in the cre
of capital, as things are, so as to effect
ation of the same.
" The Communists, like us, invoke the the transition, to avoid
laborer in this country, than the preaching
war
declaring
of " economy, self-denial,
against those who possess
temperance, organization of labor ; but the organiza
and to bring
acter."

char

tion which we want, is the result of liber

It is a poor consolation to tell ty ; theirs

would

take

from

legitimate

about

a

education, and moral and religious

a

it,

better method to propose of elevating the

peaceful transformation

instead of

bloody revolution.

" But, while making this concession
ambition almost all its motives, would
to
discourage talent, and would be unable to the necessities of the time, they think
that he can escape the wrongs of capital maintain itself, any more than our actual that capital
destined to extinction, and
rich,
This society, without compressive legislation that in
by becoming a capitalist himself.
perfect,
happy state of
will have no rights, because
society,
may give relief to individuals who have and armed force.

it

a

a

it a

is

the haggard operative in our factories, or
the watch-worn
sailor in the forecastle,

in

" Like us, and after us, the Commu will be of no use.
craft and skill sufficient to apply the rule ;
" Although professed
but the class remains with just as many nists appear to accept, however, the form
by persons who
unite themselves to us
victims to bear the intolerable
burdens ula which so long excited their laughter,
many respects,
which a false organization of society im of attractive labor.
But with them it is and who second us in our practical views,
only an aspiration, a desire ; and the pro
cesses by which labor is to be made at

ladder, about getting to the top of it by tractive, instead of painful and repugnant
of morality.
If he has a as it is now, are necessarily ignored
human heart in his bosom, it is not so by all the Communists,
who have not
the observance

as the establishment of

combined town
ship, based upon association of capital,
labor and talent, yet not the less
the
is

is idle to talk of the

a

It

opinion

a

pose upon them.

laborer, on the lowest round of the social

heresy in social science.

" What
ought to be the constitution

of
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tions,

in harmony, or in the perfect or
der of society '
property,

ought to satisfy al'. that there is le
gitimate in the aspirations of Communism,

him

bor,

his capital.
This share
will be regulated by the need which the
Association 'experiences of capital, and by
the degree of attraction which it has to

which he has not crea

ted, but of which

Providence

has

the Association

only

its

him

the usufruct.

ual right and liberty, we declare

with justice only to the fruits, the added
value given to the ground by cultivation.

transformation

of individual

every human being brings the soil into collective use or exploitation,
We do not ask for a
with him the right to live ; and must be voluntary.
the sentiment of philanthropy or brother i law of expropriation, but for the means of
Let
hood impels us to organize for our neigh 'making a local, partial experiment.

interest ; but

every
what

What are its

Do yon think a
objects of exchange ?
Phalanx is a.proprietor as an abstract be
ing ; as our hospitals are now ; as the

Not at all.

Such a sys-

tem would at once reduce the Associates

in

to serfdom

Moreover,
life

directs

agents,

values bas it in its hands?

that the convents were?

property

in the persons of

which,

most capable

function of collective

No individual
can properly abstract a portion of the exert to draw this capital from the hands
glube from its collective use or exploita of the proprietor.
" To satisfy these demands of individ
tion; individual appropriation can extend

"

to

and to keep the buildings in repair.
yon say that in a well organized

Will

has contributed

Man therefore should nut be proprie

tor of the earth,

into

materials

instruments of la-

of it to which he has resigned society, it is not the individual, it is the
himself, it should secure to him a share in I Association which ought to provide stores,
Assuredly it is
the products, to the creation of which he instruments, buildings?

basis of the right
philosophical
property is found in the creative pow

given

It will have to lay in

countries.

supply the workshops,

when he demands it,

an equivalent

other

stores of every description,

non-use

" The

er.

'

the proprietor,

determine

and moreover, to compensate him for the

prop

erty.

of

may

not by violence, but by attraction, to lend
them to itself.
Society should render

" It

as well as in the claims of individual

it

Every rlistri-

and mortmain.

j bution which takes place in a Phalanx, is
made to all the Associates individually,

of the minimum,

first in virtue

then

in

bor the exercise of this right.
The fact this be realized with capital advanced by proportiuo to what each one has contribuof a single individual, no matter who he devotion to the idea, and it must demon- ted in capital, in labor, and in skill. If
may be, perishing with hunger, denounces strate to the proprietors of the soil, that I the general agency employs funds in the
our social incoherencetand improvidence ; their first interest is to ex.change their lots collective service, it has the means of doinstead of
a society such as we are looking for, would of land for stock, hypothecated upon the ing so, because individuals,
They themselves I consuming their part or investing it elseguarantee to all the members of humani I collective cultivation.
ty, during infancy, an education fitted for must effect the transformation, and thej where, have consented not to dispose of
is

is

a

of this minimum

in

persist in believing that the realization of
attractive labor will extinguish the rights
attributed to capital, because the laborers,
working with enthusiasm, will produce so
will be of no value so that

much that

;

labor and
production of which capital,
and would fol
low an ascending progression in the same talent have concurred, these three ele
ments will be remunerated, supposing the
ratio with the social prosperity.
" Those two principles, the collective minimum to have been first levied. Each
culture of the earth, and the minimum to one will be free to consume his portion, to
would increase with time,

it

The importance

it

it,

a

imum, that is to say, whatever is necessary
for food, lodging, clothing, transportation,

&c.

It

man now who disposes of an immnveable i
but to lend
to their Phalanx.
safe and lu- by way of remuneration for this service
possession to place funds in
crative enterprise, certainly does not com and of compensation for the non-use, that
•
plain of being robbed.
dividend
allotted to them.
" In the distribution of values,
" Admitting these grounds, many still
the

the integral development of their capaci
ties; and during their whole life, a min

'

lar, opulent and happy society.
"How can you conceive, then, that
society

at any

epoch,

can

functions without capital,

perform

that

its

to say

of values des
ulation and should be attributed to those tined to provide for the wants of man
who have created the most or finest pro You reply
If labor
attractive, man
ducts.
will not have to be paid to accomplish it.
" Justice and liberty require, besides, Yet man will require to be fed and cloth
without

the accumulation

:

is

?

among the human race, should excite em

if

society needs the use of these reserva

and the township which he cultivates

with his hands will not furnish him with
all necessary objects
will have to save
and accumulate articles of exchange with
which
may acquire the products of
it

represent his part in the productive labors;
thut if he holds something in reserve ; that

ed

;

man does not immediately consume
the values which belong to him and which

it

if

;

that

it

a

is

it

refine-

part of the pubfor the most part

common, but bread and warm clothing are
rare.
In
society such as we conceive
desire, nothing will be
more common than bread and woollen gar

of, such as we

but more dainty articles of food,
cashmere and silk, are not yet accessible
to all
humanity, at ease as to the first
ments

necessities of life, becomes more exacting,
more desirous of perfection in agriculture,
in industry,

and the arts.

" There will

relative scarcity

be, therefore, a

always
society

many efforts to ameliorate
now makes to create

will make as

product as
in the rude state.

it

regu-

lie domain, the water

to indefinite

a

but they deny

fact exist

now

of luxury, which industrial pro
gress will render common and which will

Objects

finally be comprehended in the minimum,

will appear at first in small number, like
shirts in the time of St. Louis, like car
riages under Henry

IV.

and

io

if

need the capital

that this want can

is

" The sentiment and
right of individual

property require, moreover, that values
which exceed the minimum, that objects
of too rare a quality to be generalized

ciation

in
a

euch wise as its institutions would permit,
and which should not be overlooked.

The air

it

that,

and carry

ment.

;

'

admit

;

which

Communists

right, the loan of capita] to the Associa
the Asso
society has remunerated in tion should be remunerated,
la

in

bors,

Some

in
;
I

This mode of property, guaranteed by the
existing laws, represents accumulated

quality,

is

ambition

in

an equivalent should

is

that

it

and

will not only augment
will act also upon the

a

paternity as well as legitimate

conformed to nature, which gives lifp
be granted to those who now hold lots of to all beings, but life
different degrees
land in an exclusive, individual manner. of energy and fulness.
violence,

but

enormously,

of man, the sentiment of their quality,

it

conception satisfies at once all

;

or by

Such

the tendencies

;

oot be brought about by spoliation

should

I

culture,

;

of the soil into a

;

it

culture

or associative

a

"

j

fragmentary
combined

is

it

if

a

it

it

it

it

or bequeath
to beloved persons, the Phalanx would obtain funds.by offering
every member of the human family, sat give
and invest
in his own or in to the holders thereof remuneration small
isfy all that there is just and valid in the or reserve
any other Association,
he does not pre- er and smaller till
become imperceptible.
scheme of Communism.
to works of devotion This supposition again
"Justice to individual property requires fer to consecrate
erroneous.
" Attractive labor will
that the transformation
of our present or of collective luxury.
multiply products

order to
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society will have to hold out

of funds,

maux,

Moors, or the of varied pleasure and real joy, but we
of the Pacific Isles : demand for him an expansion of ca
the Irishmen who feed on pacity for wanting more, and hence of
the

Arabs,

beautiful fruit-eaters
or contrast

fathoming the mechanism of prop

third rate potatoes, and live

in mud cab

operatives

of facilitating

and will it require any logic to prove that

ins, and the half-starved,

English suit of life.

filthy

ale — with

guzzle

the

middle classes of Ireland and England —

as its instru

We shall return to the former are degraded by inferior con

ment as it now does.

this subject again ; our end at present has ditions,
been simply

who

to show upon what rational

and that the latter

are improved

foundations property in shares, the mini
These wretched victims of a false soci
mum, and the proportional retribution to ety, who are at once the objects of our

his

that man should limit

teaches

crust of bread,

wants to
a tub

the sunshine.

cism

which

the

cavern, or to

This

the

against

They have always

the ostra

have

moralists

material

always

passions.

taught men to despise

in

— NO. X.

RE-ORGANIZATION.

which

the senses, to look upon them as enemjes
They have not perceived
pity and disgust, have made their tables to the soul.
through generations the communion of that
proportion as our senses are called
devils.
They have eaten and drunk ini out fully, are we put in possession of the

labor, capital and talent, rest."
SOCIAL

We know this
presumptu
with the venerable moralism

ous trifling

declared

conditions?

by superior

more in every sphere and pur

realizing

you will see that capi
tal will there play an eminently democratic
part, and will prevent oppression, instead

erty in Harmony,

it and serving

Again, we ask not

only that the laborer shall have the means

is

" In

with

absolutely nothing

Esqui

and

a

possessors

Calmucks

is

the

just as it now does to procure its simpler
satisfactions.

Contrast

to the last degree.

Hottentots,

a

to

advantages

the

in

exchange,

!

articles of powerless

procure select and exceptional
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Our articles under this head follow quity, until every tissue and fibre of their highest conditions for intellectual
and
each other at quite a respectful distance, beings have become a living organism of moral progress.
They fear to give man
we are aware ; but then we give to them I depravity ; and their blood runs to base- up to his attractions, not knowing that

stated that a man's right to eat, (meaning

vated
you

a

population cannot
moralisms and sermons, though
stair-case
should build with them
a

we

hope

by

from the earth to the sun.
Their degra
by this, his right to material comfort,) in
volved the idea and fact of liberty, in a dation began at their tables, or rather
with their want of them

that the guaranty of mate

upon him more real freedom than he can ing advancement
and cation of morality.
from all the Constitutions

has

been

always

above what
shall

thus

condition

Our

(shall we say
material circumstances

a

of Humanity

is

it

the history

necessary and
which Jesus con

making

all charm, and based its pursuits on mere
animal

Exalted

necessity.

conceptions,

our

spiritual

their

worthy

Do
origin
but an lieve that

moralists

you prick'

illustrious

bereally
man -he will

hut regarded an illustration of it.
not bleed? They talk like men who have
of health, high
or as
But leaving these speculations to the no blood in their veins
the
and purity of character;
of learned
little they have were very bad blood.
we think
physiology,
small thing

if

attrac

is

cannot be warm blood

apparent that our boasted Constitutional

;

acting according to our individual

It

:

condition

it

intelligence

must be and

in

an essential

is,

they

they shall

;

confessed,

a

of vegetating,

existing,

eat or what

Thus they have stripped life of

demned.

if

a

in

accordingly as we view them and as we become
great measure, our very
Wealth or abun selves.
are affected by them.
The law of vegetable and animal
dance, viewed merely as
means of life confirms the doctrine here asserted,

es-

and sub-

blessing,

and wherewithal

perpetual

significance

the

have

They

they shall

drink,

be clothed,

slave to the sublime

affect

the majority of mankind to its
dominion, so that their thoughts never rise

The profound insight

anticipated all philoso
has taught us in the Sacrament,

they
namely

jected

He of Christ, which

Things are great or small to us, of eating.

want.

of materialism.

reign

lib

phizing,

what

deplore,

for would

it

and

Constitutional

enjoyed

a

has always
erty,

Political Christendom.

in

Charters

to

most gravely

the science and appli

obtain

of the soul, they have

precisely

I

have excellence, variety, enjoyment
there, before they will make any astonish

first

to the laborer, would confer

established

They must teemed poverty as

it)

rial comfort

and there must

commence their reformation.

in

it,

We repeat

;

much profounder sense than State Con
stitutions are wont to attach to the word.

In their contempt of the senses,

of man.

HS the enemies

a

of the series,

number

:

mind, such

In our last

without

:

Harbinger.

law unto themselves
that
they are
or they are the permanent revelation of des
be ele tiny, and tend to the integral well-being

as water to its level.

aspiration,

a

Without

a

ness and sensuality,

must be our apology to the readers of the

a

such time as we can command, and this

not

to our

?

if in

purest

and

function

God has assigned

which

ness to blossom as the rose," and inhos

as

unity,

a

whole

and

that

it

the wilder

;

"

a

is

to be made glad,

to

as revealed by attraction, in the general

one of the appointed
We have put our subject into this economy of destiny.
of human effort, whereby the form, that human rights may be viewed
Without abundance,

sphnres
desert

according

highest attractions

it,

creation of wealth

condition

?

no place in human
shall be seen that the

it

hope cnuld find
abodes, — when

is

it

!

is

it

;

it

in

the freedom avails us little, since
of fulfilling man's destiny
does not be stupid for men who have flesh and
shall be seen that with ensure us comfort, not to say pleasure,
Since we have
blood, to despise them
universe — when
sensation, as well as affection and intel
out wealth there would be neither com- their lowest spheres.
What
liberty,
fort, beauty nor art, and that joy and
be not freedom to mould our external lect, let us employ each of these in the
tions

material

satisfaction,

or
our

the means of
parade

about

violation

material

condition

than
to

to degrade their
that

of

brutes.

for the laborer more than

mere compe
tency, — we ask for him pleasure, de
light, joy, as well in the material as

ing with

the

fine teachings

which

our

moralists give them, about the blessings
of poverty,
they should do so. A

if

freedom

in

more fatal blow cannot be struck at

a

A

people's

a

'

it

a

it
is

:

a

it

is
a

a

farce.
Would
not be an
of the least liberty
nation of
pitable climates to become subservient to one of them involves the violation of impressive lesson, to hear
then
man —
question of supreme all.
starving Irishmen boasting of their free
And yet
would be all in- keep
We wish to be understood as asking dom
importance.
may be seen that

can have no sense of
There can be no fermentation
There can be neither intelli
his blood. His poster
slaves.
are no guaranty against the sorest mate of noblo ambition
nation rial privation.
What then can the labor ity will spring ftom his loins degenerate
gence, patriotism, nor bravery in
of imbruted men. The citadel of his er hope from them in tho way of satisfac race, whose organizations will be active
taken, man
comfort
Nothing, types of the vicious habits and condition!
hopeless and tion fur his higher wants
When

the spiritual and social spheres of life.
But as we have seen, existing societies

meanly

fed man

freedom.

?

is

a

a

in

a

you can make yourself
people's
can make them your
you
purveyor,
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of their father.
is,

at

European

And

hour,

this

such
tlm

It is evident that children must play a Massachusetts.
Its object is to promote
of great part in the initiation of the new the interest of the American Mechanic

a population

substratum
and institutions

governments

; I Order ; perhaps they are to take the first

and Workingman, to assist and encourage
each other in business, and provide means

Less perverted and deadened by for
States are laying
the | step.
relieving the sick and disabled memsame basis for their national glory and false education, than their elders, they j here of the fraternity.
The progress of
In the name of Heaven, are will accept more readily the divine law of ; tne Order so far, has been permanent
prosperity.
and rapid. — Cincinnati Times.
there no means of convincing this nation, attraction ; they
have not wandered
that its safe-guards lie not in armies of quite so far from the behest of nature ;
ASSOCIATIVE WORKS OF THE
soldiers and herds of degraded serfs, but their lives have not got twisted into con
and

the United

in a wise and science-taught

population,

devoted to the arts of greatly ennobling
work? Can we not see that the bul
warks

of Heaven,

about

our

nation,

formity with reigning sophistries, and en
crusted with the selfish shell which alone
can stand

the rubs

and

shocks

of the

whole business of life as now conducted.

No description of persons will be so
the much in demand, in the very first organivulture-swoops of a false commerce, the ! tation of an associated township, as a band
wages system and fraudulent monopolies? i of children of all ages, already trained up
Let it but be established that peerages, in an Associative spirit, accustomed to laare to be built only by

rendering

honorable,

by protecting

dukedums,

presidencies

must

be won through

labor, — that

it

and

labor

against

knightships

bor -and to groups,

deeds of creative I tinn

use

to Fourier

has

and in whose ednca-

always

preceded

theory

in his last years, pro
love, family distinctions and posed to make his first practical illustra
successful
tion of his Social Science, with children
noble ambition, must be planted thic'
•with deeds of usefulness, and let tha
FT? The works of Fourier, and othe
•rn:ul lie open free and high before al
mc.n, and ere long, liberty will become a Associative publications, will hereafter be
the

fact, signifying

road

harmony

to

wealth,

between man's

Our chief complaint against the exist
ing social order, is not that it makes the
laborer poor in the ordinary sense of the
word only, but that it tends to make him
" — poor in condition anc
•"
poorjindeed
nature,
it is often true thai
wi
poor
tie .is not only robbed of the corn

which he lias grown, the house which
lie has built, and the book which he has
l>rinted and bound , but that all the manhood
has been filtered out of his blood — every
tflower of sentiment lies frost-bitten upon
Siis seul — all thought is expunged from
tiis mind, and reason i« subjected to the
of the .-cnses. He acts never

domination

xnonizes him.

impulse.

Necessity

de-

Thus brutalized lust sways

him, whilst he multiplies aggravated types

of

his own
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unnaturalness in a perverted

This claea in all countries con
progeny.
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ulation, and their increase is in proportion

II?

Goethe.
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the Owenites,

the Fourieriste,
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To the Editors of the Harbinger
Gentlemen,
would rather

—

but
the

with

of the

and demerits

merits

of Association,

doctrines

:

Enclosed is my subscription for another
volume of the Harbinger.

the

could

of discussing

proposition

Fxlitor,

which

correspondent,

answered in the best manner

RANGOR, June 23, 18(7.
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declined,

was

and the only notice of our movement that
have seen
that paper,
the enclosed

call

you
find en

do not say,
without a vision

kingdom come,"

though

and

is

in

I

send

a

do you please with it.

not know how much, yon will settle that,
hope attribute our delay to anything

did

Although, however,

not succeed

this case,

it

I

I

"Thy

believe that we are

arrears with our subscription,

will pethaps

copy of my communica
tion to the editor, and you will do -what

you some day,

1

hope and trust ; and

is my

Friends,

cenary scribblers.

through ourcopy,

in

Dear

— that all labor shall be equally rewarded,

I

for competition,

ation may be substituted

it

pretty regularly,
for one year or more.

in

read

That cooper

I

yet my interest in the great cause of As

sociation, is undiminished.

a

a

a

if

I

in

I say it with diffidence, but still I think Dear Brothers,) herein you will
will say it, (and as the expression of only closed three dollars, two of which are my caricature of
your doings in New York,
one individual, it may pass for what it is family's subscription
for one year to the at the late Anniversary.
Such shameless
worth,) that the Science of Fourierism, — Harbinger,
and the other the donation of and ridiculous
misrepresentation,
might
the description of Life in the Model Pha
You will be pleased to perhaps,
young friend.
you think proper, serve you aa
lanx, does not attract me, as I study its send him the fifth volume of the Harbin
the
theme for
severe castigation,
further developments in the Harbinger,
He and his family have already Harbinger, of all those uncandid and mer
ger.

I

would

not be correct for me to give you to un
derstand that our effort; are all lost and

I

is ;

in
a

I

It

it,

of the Associationists,
of this and other
will never be carried out. countries, are poor und believe besides
will not attract all, fear. Cannot one that their poverty
not the result of dis
imagine this great change, brought about honesty and vice, but rather of the oppo
in society,
gradual way*
May not site qualities.
My family, as well as my
the leaven of truth, which Associationists
self, are more and more penetrated with
they now see

there

few days
a

and deliver

a

if

convenient to stop

few

in

good

lectures,
right spirit may be awakened
and that we might succeed
forming an
We are already more
Affiliated Union.
or less acquainted with nine or ten fami

;

their design in the external form in which

make

Marietta,

majority

in

the

it

j

not complain.

a

shall

believe that, like ourselves,

I

we

therefore

of,

I

is

;

seem to me the noblest, grandest,
most called for; and yet I often feel that

theirs

I

if

it,

That the rather than to indifference for the cause
of this glorious result fulfilled.
disciples of Fourier and Association are which you advocate.
Attribute
know that they are not so, and
you futile.
laboring in sincerity for this, 1 rejoice like, to poverty
not the sort of
ours
some of the lec
believe besides that,
to believe, and of all the reforms of the age, poverty that any body need be ashamed turers, on their
way down the Ohio, can

lies of good Associationists,
scattered over this and

but they are

two or three ad

in

the great mass the conviction of the truth and
now promulgate, work
We cannot combine,
practica
joining counties.
The Asso~ bility of the principles of Association, as
somewhat after this fashion*
although we never miss an opportunity of
sociate principle shall take from the isola
adopted by the American Union, and we visiting, consulting and encouraging each
ted household, perhaps first, the disagree
neglect no fair chance of bringing the other, of cultivating each other's acquain
able washing day. Next, perhaps, ironing doctrine to the notice of our neighbors. tance and
forming bonds of sympathy and
tables may soon fol

no less

in

in

of the Convention
pioccedinps
York, and also of that
Hoston.

New
We

by

a

is

took the opportunity

' I
a

the modern

movements in the East.
in

Intelligencer, the only pa
in Marietta, and indeed, in

I

aim

We watch with the most lively

approve the system of finance, and we
Mr. Rusof an know that the idea suggested
attack on Mr. Hine's (of Cincinnati) writ
sel, of Cincinnati,
grounded on facts.
Central
ings, (tlte Quarterly Journal and Review, We regard the establisment of
the intended Tracts for the Million, the Office, with branches wherever needed, an
Truth, &c.,) and
Herald
very important measure. In our opinion
wholesale
condemnation of all those pretended mod the formation of institutions for mutual

of

bless

Their

,

speed and

is

rate, God

Associationists.

is

of discussion on the subject

a

jn

]

is

is

now BO closely beginning to
be applied, that one cannot but think the
tendency that way
inevitable. At any

union.

interest, all your

my native country, perhaps ap We have been highly gratified with the
plicable to our case. Last winter
tried to accounts given
the Harbinger of the

saying

bring up sort
the place, with the majority, of the presthe Marietta
ent House and Home.
In all matters of per published
commerce and manufacture, the Associate
the county.
principle

an old

!

perhaps, at last, the roof of the Phalans
the public garden might take

tery, and

bishop at home,)

I

adopted next; and

not

a

ren would be partially

man

a

But "on n'est pas eveque chfz aoi,"

public nurseries for child

in is

Possibly

(»

Public

and baking.

low.

ti
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cannot be too I knew of the great and good measures
recommended. — which honest men were considering for

themselves.

By this means,

sistance

and guarantyism

also among

strongly

and earnestly

we can know each others views

Ladies.

Oh ! let woman be not admitted,

and cir

admit
As to the investigations of the committee their liberation.
Many
your cumstances ; indeed I think that all har
of thirteen, some of us, I believe, will ground, but the next moment it is all for monious spirits, should live in the spirit of
I often feel disheartened, to see correspondence.
keep ourselves prepared to meet them. gotten.
I noticed in the Harbinger, No. 1, Vol
But there is one circumstance, connected men that feel the iron enter their soul,
I have rep ume fifth, the doings of the ladies in Bosmore particularly with the Boston Union, take it cool and indifferent.
tun.
1 think their action claims our
at which we rejoice perhaps more than at resented the views of many of the reform
any other, and that is the action of the ers, and yet I cannot get them to read highest admiration and gratitude.

tracted, she must

out;

be brought

must be made sensible how deeply inter
obtain her gentle but
influence ; with her zealous co

win her sympathies,

operation we are sure of success, without
it I should doubt the expediency of even

The Associationists

trying.

should never
their women,

or business nature, without
not

being present, but participating

only

in

actively

of a social

whether

hold any meetings,

business

the

However,

and

be

their

as they may,

thoughts

to a reform paper 1 should fuel that all I

We must had said was not lost.

ested she is in our movement.
irresistible

ABC.

their

I have hope for
HOMESTEAD
them, and the " good time coming."
she
Could I get some of them to subscribe

but pressingly invited, encouraged; she
is timid, and no wonder; she must be at

delibera

an

effort

to

obtain

" Young America,"

When the proper time comes for select

am going to use
subscribers

for

that will make an en-

wedge for further reform, perhaps

tering

1could get some subscribers for the "Voice

of Industry," if it is still published.
I
have sent for a specimen copy.
I an
anxious to have some seed besides Whig
or Democrat, sowed in the minds of work
ing men.

I have expected

tions.

I

something in a popu

lar form to distribute.

EXEMPTION

IN CONNEC

TICUT.

To the Editor of Young America.
WINCHESTER, Conn., June 40, 1817.
SIR : — At last our " Assembled Wis
dom " has divided.
Though not so con
! tinuous in its strength, as that of New
York, its session has been unusually long.
j
As a bright oasis in Legislation, which, in
[ the
struggle of competition and the con
tending, isolated interests of civilization,
must necessarily be a desert to Humanity,
Bill '' has passed.
an " Homestead
Limited as this Bill is in its provisions,
still we believe it to be the widest which
the Legislation of this State can at pres
ent allow, and establishes a good prece
dent for future action.
It also redeems
Connecticut in a measure from her con
servative, dilatory course of law-making,
which has long signalized her in dis
The Bill passed by a struggle
grace.
unprecedented on the part of the Senate,
and we think might have been deferred
for along time, except for certain issues,
which hung as by a hair on the neck of

location for the Model Pha
Hoping that the deliberations of the
lanx, it will perhaps not be amiss that the thirteen on the 13th, may be of the most
attention of the Committee should be di- ; consolidating character for the future welrected to this valley of the Muskingum in fere of that experiment.
which I reside ; it is a healthy and beau
In the good cause of humanity.
tiful country ; it contains abundance of
I remain, yours truly,. A. A.
N. B. You may say to your brothers " log-rolling."
good land and water power to any amount
already prepared by the State, and much of that committee that I shall not be
I annex the Bill as passed. You per
of which is still unoccupied, besides all lacking in the hour of need, if I am spared ceive its caption is " Proposed Amend
ment."
The Bill is as this amendment
which, unless government land is prefer
in health.
You perceive in the
reads, a Law.
red, I doubt if there is in the United
third Section, " Existing Exemption "
ing a suitable

States, a spot

equally

in

advantageous,

laws are referred to. Those laws exempt
household furnitune,
mechanic's
tools,
If desired, I
same amount of capital.
There are living on the east bank of &c., to the amount of six or seven hun
I will enclose a printed
dred dollars.
shall be happy to give what information 1 Cayuga Lake, (us beautiful and fertile
form of the Bill.
can.
country, perhaps, as the sun ever shone
Yours, in the Cause.
With a fervent prayer that God may upon,) some twelve or fifteen male and
L. W. CASE.
watch over and speed a cause which we female Associationists,
who believe, so
Senate Documtnt.
more can be accomplished

which

KINGS FERRY, Cayuga Co. N. Y. )
June 21, 1847. \

with the

believe to be that of human
far as they understand them, in the princi
PROPOSED AMENDMENT.
ity, and that his kingdom may come and ples of Charles Fourier, and are ardently
Section 1. So much of an homestead,
his will be done on earth as it is in heaven, hoping to see them ultimately
prevail ; or domicil, being the property of any one

all religously

I

Associa-

am, dear friends, your brother

G. M.

tionist,

June 4, 1347.
Conn. July 4, 1847.

WATIRBUHY,
FRIENDS : —
to

Dollars

I

the

herewith

enclose

Lecturing

Fund.

other five promised

shall

be forthcoming

if I

before the end of the year

Of late,

I

thought

I

Five
The

am well.

give more of my thoughts to the
After anxious
evils existing in society.

" How long
How many long

often ask myself,

shall these things be?

"

ings, wishes and prayers shall be spent
before social justice shall prevail ? Since

I

came

•go,

to these parts,
has

capital

about

one-third.

ployed

and

fourteen

tightened

Talk

tell them

to

the

years
screws

the

they could

erabetter

if they understood all the
various reforms of the day ; — if they only
their condition

person having a family, as does not ex
ceed in value the sum of three hundred
dollars, and as will reasonably and con
circumstances
which
curse the world veniently accommodate only such person
elsewhere, and we are very willing to and family and such live stock as is now
help along this great enterprise as far as exempt by law, from warrant and execu
tion, shall be, and the same hereby is,
we consistently can.
We are in hopes to
exempt from being taken by any warrant
send you some more subscribers soon, or execution for any debt whatever.
and when our number gets up to about
Section 2. That whatever structure,
but notwithstanding

our beautiful country,

we find ourselves cursed by the same false

I

think we will form an Affiliated

apartment, tenement, addition or repair,
made from time to time in reference to
said homestead or domicil, as shall only
Friends, I regard the great idea of har
be reasonably necessary to accommodate
monizing the interests of men, and their as aforesaid (though said homestead or
feelings, as the greatest idea ever con domicil may thereby, in some slight menceived by mortal man ; and to Charles sure, become enhanced in value,) shall in
like manner be exempt from any warrant
Fourier, I am willing to award the honor
or execution for debt : Provided, That
of having discovered the science by which all structures, apartments,
tenements,
'
With these sentiments I additions or repairs not reasonably neces
it can be done.
, am with you, in spirit and action.
like sary for the accommodations aforesaid,
may be liable to be taken and disposed of
Unions.
j very much the idea of Affiliated
for debt, duty or tax, in the same manner
should
corI
think
they
keep up frequent
j
as if this act had not passed : Provided,
! respondence with the. Parent Union, and That the provisions of this shall extend
twenty,
Union.

I
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only to the exemption as aforesaid of
said homestead or dumicil and to such
structures, apartments, tenements, addi
tions or repairs, as are acquired or made
from and after the passage of this act ;
and provided, also, that all existing laws
exempting
property from execution or
warrant for dent or taxes shall Dot be af
fected by the provisions of this act.
Section 3. That all acts, or parts of
acts, inconsistent with the provisions of
this act, be, and the same are, hereby re
pealed.
What a triumph is tliis for the Nation
al Reformers ! How greatly superior to
any mere party triumph, which would be

of rum and the
While
that
fusion
gunpowder!
would merely put one set of men out of
office and another in, this will keep wid
ows and orphans under the shelter of
by the flow

celebrated

of

be

their own roofs, who would otherwise
to

subject

the insults

and outrages of
does this

How immeasurably

capital.

transcend

victory

While that turns

of arms !

a triumph
men into

demons,

and

deprives many of existence, this hastens
the era of Peace and Happiness by pre
induces
the destitutioD which
venting
men to become the tools of military
cenaries.
There
dence

All

honor

to

must the celebration
have

as

A SONG

OF THE STARVING.

There's honor for the waster
While money's in his span;
There's plenty for the master—
But there's nothing for the man.
There's wealth for building churches,
There's food for hound and steed,
But the country is a desert
For the pauper in bis need.
Now, hark ye in the cottage—
Now, hark ye in the mill —
The people have the power,
If they only had the will!
Let him still hug a fetter,
Who brooks to be a slave,
And calls the man a better
He knows to be a /enact.
As long as you will truckle,
So long will ami oppress;
Hope not to win from othert,
But from yourtelvu — redress.
Now, hark ye in the palace—
Now, hark ye in the hall —
Ye men of silent malice !
And ye men of bloody thrall !

plummet

universe,

deep

and

Lucre

down

the

said,

No

God!"
Not La Place,
the

with eye that gauged
heavens ; nor Shelley in his star-lit
nor Alphonso

verse;

that "

if

God

of Castile, who said

had consulted

him about

given him
" nor the tax-ridden
some good advice ;
peasant, who wore upon his ankle that
the creation,

And he is not my brother
By whom a wrong is done;
Or visits on another
What he would wish to shun.

chain

he could

of human

woe,

have

whose

other end
neck,

"was riveted round king Alphonso's

could pierce this mystery before their age.
The clearest heads and the truest hearts,

Then, hark ye on the highland,
And hark ye in the glen,
Throughout our blessedisland
The song of stricken men.

in the epochs of darkness and suffering
and evils, have in denying the existence
of such a God as their times indicated,

The shipwrecked sailor wending
To a haven of sure rest ;
The woundeoVbirddescending
On its lonely forest nest—

most firmly expressed their faith in the
God of order and justice, whose charac
ter is now dawning
upon us with the

light of our true social destiny.
The word God, expresses the general
ization in our minds of the ordered and
adapted forces of which w^ take cog

They feel no exultation,
On earth, or air, or sea,
Like the gladnessof a nation
That has striven — xind is free !
Northern Star.

nizance.

In

proportion

as our

compre

of the movements of nature is
definite and extended, will be our intel
lectual appreciation of God ; in propor
tion as they make our happiness, will be
hension

For the Harbinger.

CANNIBALISM.
PERVERSION

OF HUMAN LIFE,

AMD INCO

our hearts' love for him.

ANIMAL

Ages and spheres of discord and misery

CREATION THROUGH HIS SELFISH APPRO

are necessarily ages and spheres of Athe

PRIATION OF THEIR

ism.

HERENCE OF MAN -WITH

BY ERNEST JONES.
Now, hark ye on the highland,
Now, hark ye in the glen,
Throughout our fertile istand—
The song of starving men :

his

dropped

broad,

- Ye need not crush the mighty,
But take away his might:
We ask no retribution,
We ask but for our right.

!

well

as sound ! — Young America.

tius

Now, hark ye on the highland,
Now, hark ye on the glen :
Remember, that ye struggle
With meantrti not with mm '

of Indepen

had signification

"

In the Titan days of Rome,

The million paupersdying
Cry shame upon you ! — Shame

mer

Connecticut

99

THE

BODIES.

Approximative Hints towards the Principles

of a Natural Classification.

To

of God is not come

puffed up in the self-

sufficient pride of their reason and philo
sophy, they refuse to seek for the order
predetermined by him, and in relation to

give a true and definite idea of an which,

object, animal, or character,

The kingdom

in them, because,

(Continued from p. 87.)

all

we must ex

characters

plain the natural genus, order and spe
cies to which it belongs.
The naturalist,
familiar with their uniform characteristics,

happiness

their

instincts,

passions

were framed ; in which

and
unity

of interests, and the harmony, justice and
plant

thence resulting,

the present

evils of

sup

might
a false

and

catches with this aid, in the lightning of compulsory order.
Me Cleay and others
a thought, what we should fail so well to have lifted one corner of this shroud of
convey by pages of labored technicalities.

Artificial

classifications,

like

the

na;an, based upon coincidences
tively

trifling,

Lin-

compara

as in botany, the number

ignorance and atheism, and in the depart
ment of natural history have distinguished
among living creatures, five natural char
acteristics, applicable to the whole ani

of stamens, and recognizing no analogies mal kingdom or series, and to every
of general character in its orders and sub-series and group,* which examined
genera, have hitherto debarred us from in reference to these five characters will
this method of description.
It is only arrange itself in a circle.
in this century, when the unity of the
A series of close affinities so connect
creation is brought home upon us from a each portion with the rest, that having
thousand points in the periphery of na proceeded from one to another by minute
ture, that some approximation
has been gradations, we return to tin' point whence
made to the discovery of a natural classi
fication — a clue capable of guiding our
curious steps through the apparent chaos

of life in which we move.
this classification,

We accept

not as complete,

Can ye face the judging nation,
Ye that feastedon their pain,
And madetheir desolation
The foundation of your gain 7

as containing

Then down — each tarnished 'scutcheon!
And down — each blotted fame!

the unhappy children
in its mazes.

a valuable

germ

but

of truth

which time will expand.

Age after age has Atheism, like the
Minotaur of the Cretan labyrinth , devoured
of men, bewildered

we set out.

The test of a natural group, is its ca
into a
pacity of being thrown
wherein this condition is fulfilled.

circle

The five characters are, first, the Typi* The term natural, here applies to groups
and series classed from the resemblances of
the individuals composing them. The natural
groups nnd series classed according to mutual
adaptations or uses, will be entirely different,
and will manifestdifferent lawn of arrangi.-im.-ni.
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cal, combining

of the the column.

the characteristics

adding to them

in each of the five col-

So

monly

some special

habits, as among
the Acrita or
sub-kingdoms,

is

is

perhaps

probably

their

childish

the

analogous

and

fabulous

great
whilst

;

I
1

creed

strikingly

traditions

stand hardly more remote fiom this grand
conception, than does some of the Rab

s

binical noneencc

In their

the Talmud.

have been admitted

CO

•

V

s

the Indian

spirit

1

i

•*

e

u

-

.Q

the gastro-branches

The general character of

among fishes.

Mongolian,

an admixture

religion

have

observed

Jewish.
with

to their

have

other

the

to

the

cheek

high

characters

the Mongolian,

who

penetralia,

correspondences

They

bones, and

1

among insects;

bug louse,

the

of Caucasian blood
from the ten tribes of Israel, to whose
with

i I

tic.,

ttJ

among

from

distinction

religious rites and festivals, the few

i

kangaroo

quadrupeds ; the coleoptera,

pig

*

and

jerboa,

ant-eater,

scaly

i

mouse,

and

«

: i.

armadillo

an offset

..

Polypes ; among the Amulosa, the Imestina ; — The tortoise, among the reptilia ;
the

3

«
>

•

great

nnulosa

the

•

development and lowest

artificial, not specific
from all the other races.

T3
'c
o

25

Fourth, the Suctorial ; comprising
those of most imperfect and rudimenta!

4

;

of elemental rela

and by predominance
tions.

S S1

of endurance

by great power

and

•

*e

• ; ..Acrita..

habits in common with the last, are char

'
r'

1|

some

with

o

c

:

It in

j

si

3
2V

1D
c

P

which,

j

type.

This apparent dilemma
easily solved.
The peculiarities of the American "type
of character and organization are local

in

Ia

I

is

i

i

combative or destructive propensities.

Third, the Aquatic,

j

J

or

i

Sub-Typical

the

£ 1 cai

Feral,
which possess a less perfect balance of
with a predominance of the
qualities,

acterized

American

But the character of the Indian

differs toto cceh from the Suctorial

developments.
Second,

the

race,

recognized

Indian.

in

rest, and

in common

modified by the in

of living.
Fifth, the Rasorial ; characterized

is

It

these, is unsuitableness to domestication ;
cidents of climate
and other changes
feebleness, srnallness, especially of head ;
The order circle of the CJteirotheria, to which will naturally influence an offset
want of offensive protection ; defect of which belongs the human species, we when out of immediate intercourse with
" In their languages,
organs of mastication ; considerable pow
adopt from the classification of the "Ves its parent stock.
er of swift movement ; a parasitic mode tiges of Creation."
strange that one hundred and seventy words have
one of so much penetration as.the author
of the " Vestiges," should have failed

by

been recognized
by the few
learned sojonrners among them, as iden
tical with those of the old continent
and
already

and

;

a peculiar approach to to extend this principle of classification
; comprising most ani to the human species.
three-fifths
of these are Mongolian
mals domesticable and useful to man, as
In proceeding to indicate its tribe cir words."
and
Finally, their warlike
the fowls,
which
name to the cles, we find commonly recognized five predatory habits, and almost exclusive
give
type ; — the hoofed animals, and especi great races — the Caucasian, Mongolian,
subsistence
fishing and hunting, com

gentleness

by

human intelligence

quadrupeds ; Malay,
Negro, and American Indian.
the bee
The Caucasian race obviously possesses
among winged insects.
the Typical character.
These organic characters, habits, and
The Mongolian
has the wandering,

plete the similitude,

moral properties, are traceable in the cor

and

'!

ferae, and

predatory life and almost exclusively fleshresponding portions of every group or eating habits which distinguish the Ferae.
circle.
Thus in comparing the orders
The Malay, inhabiting
long penin

Mongolian
Ferae.

The Suctorial

character, the lowest
most rudimental,
still unfilled.

the

civilized

societies,

in

is

our

masses grovel

where

the

all the squalor and the

Rasorial

position, as the servant

the upper

circle.

Thus

Vertebrata, the

the savage, and the
upon our passions, necessary whilst
we live out of the order calculated to har

curb

ius highly objectionable
j
u
features> has upon the whnle developed monize them, and converge their ter.denand elevated his character, like that of cics to the ends of justice and general wel-

Lord Bacon

Negro,
incontestibly
the human circle, which joins

!

;

has so fare
suppressing man's free develop
the god, — the ment, degrades him from his typical char
acter, which
the fifth link
would
otherwise be the
the Typi-

dominant

and

which,

before

equality

entering

that

sphere

Suctorial

a

subdistinction.

is

;

the suctorial.

of surface, this, like the other

type, he tors, should be generic.

was greatly inferior.
There now remains but one type unthe

generates

in

This, howWe should
with races, to expect that on some portion of the earth's

servitude adapted to his Rasorial

and BO on to the bottom of claimed,

artificially

the feral or subtypical

j

ii,.

'

and habits of the the stronger,
hjs snperiori the the weaker,
»,
but
white man, and enables him, as in Mex- ever,

cali .^5 tne character
assimi,ate to
N

in

that man

;

said,

;

aptly

in

the dog, of whom

by

.

i

•

notwithstaniiing

and one com-

four

There

characis

I

five concentric

possessed even

by

globe

of the Caucasian, his relation with whom,

actual-

continent on which every thing bears
the suctorial type; " whose rocks are of
the Oolite formation,

the earliest

in

include

to the

a

Typical

Mammalia,

in

so well

race,

'

the

the outermost

more common

ly

being

diver

as

!

line

alas,

Nothing,

meannesses which
type of the human species.
poverty brings like
The Negro, so eminently domesticable, blight upon body and soul.
and actually occupying
The privation of our natural rights,
over half the

the five ico, to attain full

follows,

the other,

essen- species?

j

one within

and

;

j

circles,

sailor

corresponds,

,

;

a

5.

N. B. The characteristics noted in thesefive
divisions, are equally true of the tribe circles of
Incessores, the typical order of birds, and of the
order circles of the whole sub-kingdom of
birds.

lines represent

boatman,

known,

is

:

1.

-

In the table which

sphere

Aqnatic

Incessorcs — Most perfect of their circle
notch of bill small — Conirostres.
2. Raptorcs — Notch of bill like
tooth, ra
pacious — Dentirontres.
3.
slightly developed, far
Natatory-Feet
and strong flight — Fetiiroitret.
4. Gn!latores
Small mouths, soft, long
bills — Tcnuirostres.
Razores — Short wings, strong feet, docile
and domestic— Scansores.

horizontal

constitute

of tially maritime, and whose expertness as than the sporadic type of this character

have five constituent circles,
grasping,
whose five characters describe also the
five orders of birds, as follows

which

a

:

faculty

,

the

radiating

lands,

a

hand,

sula,

,

man's

or

feet pos-

is

like

order, whose

a

sess,

typical

,

peichers,

a

a

is

Shall we suppose that the unitary order
of creation
waveo1 as
compliment to
off into thousands of is- the arch-Typical
position of the human

a

with the tribes of birds, the Incessors

and fix them in the
and in the type of the

family,

is

among

the dog among the

is

ally the ruminating,

which
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organic remains abound, and whose pres the Typical species of the Typical order
ent races iif plants and animals have among birds, is eight grades removed
a general

with

analogy

of this from .the

those

series,

epoch."
Its vegetation

first

whilst

removed, so that

has neither the majesty
of the virgin forest of America, the varied
elegance of the Asiatic, nor the delicate

place

freshness of the woods in the temperate

subdivision

he holds

leaves

to

corresponding

Coridae,

which

unfold

before

and North American

animal

among

five grades

of

that

three

the

grades

of the ferocious

individuals

of where,

the ultimate

reaching

countries of Europe ; but is gloomy and species Pica.
2d. Character.
sad, and has the aspect of the ever-green

quished

type every

and

most

difficult

to be relin

by

them

without

substituting

some other stimulant.

The

Sub-typical

that

large

The habit of flesh eating does not be
of long to man as the Typical grade in the
small, coriaceous and spi- fierce, rapacious spirits, whose character
circle of the Clieirothtria, none of whose

The plants are woody, theit

or heath.

only

prevails among the
tribes

exclusively

Mongolian

the grand divisions of mankind ;
and close observation will probably show
as a species a that the tendencies to it are strongest in

of the

division
man is

yet more

linear,

Feral,

comprising

nescent.

istic trait is an intense

The grasses, elsewhere soft and flexible,
partake of the stiffness of other vegeta
bles. The animal kingdom of Australia
No family is indi
is not less peculiar.

vidualism,

or

class

;J other

indi

selfishness;

among

them,

Tiger,

to

of

habits

excitement,

our Opossums.
These unknown

easily

except

under

they have great

capacity for action,
routed

him

more

possess

It

it.

comes

to

Type

as the

remotely,

as in the

habitual indolence,

genous above the marsupial, which carry
their half developed young in pouches like

species

of
Lion and the types of the whole animal series, in
isolation.
With which the characteristic habits of the

carried in the imenser natures

and

into

Ferae, as well as others, must be repre

special
and

power

passional

sented by him.
Representation is a principle of reci
in nature from the
procal application
whole to the parts, and from the parts to

force

of blind

paroxysms

rage, in which all sense of justice is lost.
They are capable of strong and generous the whole.
Inferior species, both animal and vege
in America, are here in great variety. — attachments towards those of other types
The monotremata are entirely peculiar to of character, whose interests do not con table, type both actually, or sentieruly,
Both species flict with their own, when kindness has and
those instincts,
this portion of the earth.
hieroglyphic-ally,
in the elder continent,

in a few

found

and only

mean species

are the lowest in the mainmiferous

class.

A

species of the last, the ornythorhynctis,
is indeed a transitional type between mam
mals and birds, presenting the bill and

won

them

from

their

isolated

habits.

passions

The Lion, the grand type of the Ferae,
among the Ferae,

has illustrated

the story of Androcles,

characters

which are com

of his societies in dif
In the order of
the highest manifestations of

this in

and gentle

and

bined in man their arch-type ; and in the
varied constitution

ferent ages of the world.

crea

feet of a duck, producing its young in tures thrown as food into his cage, have Creation,
eggs, and having like birds a clavicle be repeatedly been spared by him and treated life to which the rest were to b« adapted
The birds of with affection. PJven in his loves how and subordinated, must have been first
tween the shoulders.
Australia vary in structure and plumage, ever, the fierce individualism of the sub- conceived.

The swan
but have all some singularity.
Reptiles abuund
is black.

fur instance
and

there,
laginous

the fishes

have

the

carti

of the earlier epochs.

structure

The natives of this continent are des
cribed as the lowest and most purely ani
mal of the human race. Their peculiar
development of the senses of smell and
has induced the English police

taste,

officers of the colonies to employ the min
New
of blood hounds.
the capacity
Holland

then,

and its races correspond,

throughout

the

to

suctorial

type,

and

complete the circle of the human species.
In continuing this analysis, in reference

An architect about to build, nuist first
an idea of the whole, as if k
with the typical class.
It would be in stood before him. It shall be a palace, a
teresting to note whether any general temple or a cottage.
It shall present the
sympathy connects this type of the hu
Doric, the Ionic, or the Corimliian style.
man character with the Aquatic, ae in the It shall be round or square, or crucial.
lower classes, where the lords of the He decides upon the method of the
Desert come to drink at the nest of the whole, forming thus a distinct ideal for
He next comes to calculate
pelican ; or on the coast of Florida attainment.
where the Gulf stream washes its refuse, the width, height and thickness of each
i the shark and the sea fowl feed peaceful
chamber, column, &c., in reference la
The human ferae, like the this whole to which they must be adapted
ly together.
cai tribe in their mode of seizing their and subordinated.
This rude figure may
typical
loves

character

for

is manifested,

He

himself.

prey or in attaining
are

characterized

and

usually

he

mates conceive

their objects in life,
by action

with

assist us in conceiving,

as it is

and mani

festation of life from its centre in Go<L

for instance to the Caucasian family, we predetermined purposes, and with a wise
secretiveness,
which
never startles by
find no true and permanent national distinc
tions which correspond to the five Types,
and are therefore compelled to seek them

so far

possible to us, of the outflow

fixed

In whatever ideas we can have of the
of presence or pur creation of life, we must suppose that its
This author first conceived the plan of a sym
pose before the decisive spring.
noisy manifestations

diversity of indi- i not only makes them the best hunters, metrical whole, upon which he would cal
We shall now consider but often also the most successful candi culate the special type of each character,
these five types as they present them dates for civil or political eminence. The entering into it as a component, and give
in the

indiscriminately

vidual character.

highest among them possess psychically
it a definite expression, as in the animal
the strong, far- and vegetable kingdoms.
Commencing
1st. The Typical, or rather that which j as well as physically,
j
Typical, in this rudi- j sighted eye of the Eagle, while the low I from the lowest and simplest forms,
is comparatively
er have sometimes that of the cat.
They j which would thus be the first in the order
mental epoch of human development.
It has been observed by the author of possess, in their sound health, the physi of actual creation ; he would gradually

selves in society.

the

"

Vestiges

successive
race from

of

Creation,"

developments of
the Sub-Kingdom

are apparently

incomplete.

the cal power of enduring long fasts, and the ascend to the more composite in approach
The ing his ideal, and terminate in man as
human : psychical one of biding their time.

that
the

• rtebrata,

habit of eating
generally

other

animals,

although

prevalent in this, which

I

the arch-type or epitome,

is the symmetrical

The Type of types would be naturally subtypical epoch of humanitary develop
supposed to unfold a greater number of ment, and only to be regarded as a char
specific varieties than any of the lower j acteristic symptom of the universal in
types ; but the Crow which is considered coherence and' antagonism of interests;

types.

whole

Assuming

the earth's

visible

combining

in a

parts or special
for man this place in
all

creation,

the inferior

creatures must have been calculated as ta
their characters, in relation

to the luiinaa
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ideal, some special character of which
ples of adaptation,

from con

resulting

trast or difference, and adaptation,
meet.

here
as the

creature, fashioned

Each

of the ing.

which changes in the organization
Ferae,

adapting

them to this

new

life

will be effected.

result

or similitude,

ing from resemblance

is

The two princi

typed by each of them.

Other

incoherent

characteristics

of the

complement — having

which

they have not.

parts,

ratio of the number of population which
in the scientific combinations for which

— The dog whose

Example.

as cerebral organs converge towards the axis

something
various

dogs ; to his

game

a source
or

suppression

of torment

from

Mean,

perversion.

its
con

fined rooms, or dingy masses of building
out nature around and almost

heaven

from his typical position, and to generate

harmonies.

and every sense and every

great struggle,
passion,

be

to com

of interest renders life one

Incoherence

tendency, being farthest from the vertical
HP axis of justice,
and nearest to the

horizontal
or axis of alimentiveness.
Though found in all conditions, in socie
sorts of friendship, is adapted differen
ties where the accident of birth or other
tially or in relation of use, to bis enmi chances exclusive of merit suffice, indi
ties, as the blood-hound ; to his fears and viduals of this class are essentially subor
his negligence, as the mastiff and other dinate and feeble in their natures.
It is
as the tendency of Poverty to degrade man
guard-dogs ; to his destructiveness,

should

and multiplied

posite luxury

shutting

species are adapted to man hieroglyphias the emblems of the different

was calculated,

his character

the guarantee of his attainment

of the most developed organ or dominant

cally

the setter and other

these condi

may occur to the mind, either
from actual observation or from sugges

Ferae

whilst its difference like the mane of the Lion.
from other portipns of his nature, estab
The Fourth Class ; — Suctorial, will
lishes towards him adaptations of utility, be discerned by its small facial angle ;
corresponding to those which each part of the line at which the axis of the different
same whole bears to other

reversed

tions for his poor masses, in the precise

natural hieroglyphic,

the

action

human

special development of some portion of tions furnished by their inferior analogues.
In the highest among them we should
man's nature, has to this part the adapta
tion of similitude,
which renders it a expect a glorious head of waving hair

their

Every where as systematically has
man in the perversion of his

Civilized

above,

offend

noises without,
voices within,

and

eye ;

the

The stench

offend the ear.

of dirt piles

street

or scolding

crying

abominations

and domestic

The coarse and often

offends the nose.

unwholesome food deliphts not the palate,
and mean beds with the necessity to
work in the hot snn, or in close rooms
without privilege of the bath, or frequent
changes of linen, offend the skin or touch.

characters. All these sensuous miseries and defile
society the subordinate
muff Debarred from the simple guaranties of ments, arising from discord with nature,
Most of the present animal and a joyous existence, with which the sav must next be multiplied into those arising
lap-dog.
•vegetable creation, are like the Tiger, or age is born, where is for the poor man from discord with his fellow man, by the
the poison oak, types of vicious develop
the adaptation of our mother Earth in obstructions of want of fortune, low birth,
as the sheep-dog;

aquisitiveness,

or to in

vacancy of heart, as the ladies'

his

ments of character,
are

and their adaptations the privilege of her spontaneous yield or
instead of to free culture?
Where for him the fresh

inverted, to the injury

anil

ignorance,

others both rational

conventional,

merely

which

and

prevent his

the uses of man.
This coincides with wild charm of her visual glories, in the assuming those social positions, and form
the present position among mankind of streams' flashing bound down the forest- ing those social connections, to which God
the characters they picture, which are at robed mountain, or beneath green gigan
has given him the only legitimate pass
war with the general welfare of the in tic patriarchs, that hang their long moss port, in his characteristic attractions and
So long as beards to kiss the fairy little flowers, sympathies.
and the society.
dividual
His Friendship, Love, Am
conflict

of interests

and

man

nature

and

so

man,

abound

in

and
mnst

long

maleficent

discover,

the love of God's blue arch ?

external

savage

creations.

harmonizing

within

himself

maiden there awaits

in

each

her lover's

skiff, stringing flower-garlands,

her civil

passions

and towards his neighbor,

No

music

rustle

of the

sounding

shore,

as are the five senses.

"

From

taken

then we may expect the substitution of a tree tops softens the crashing dissonance
beneficent creation, as productive of good of the street noises
which
express
as the passions they represent, which the conflict of human life below.
Mute

him

that

hath

not shill

be

he hath."

even that which

away

This is about the only principle of Chris

no tianity

of the breeze in the blossoming

of Poverty,

their aims by the conditions

When

ized sister, the seamstress, toils and
an stitches all day in some damp, reeking
converging cellar, or miserable garret, for bare bread.

man's

bition, and Family sentiment, are as sys
and
starved
frustrated
of

While the tematically

and realize

appreciate

order of social combination,
and

marging the lake that sleeps boweted

between

God has done nothing by halves.
we

ob

passions

man's bosom,

tains within

which

the world

has yet learned

Finally, the poor man of civ

by heart.
ilization

is excluded
from unity with
God — intellectually, from his ignorance

of God's manifestations in Nature, — affectionally, by privation of those bless
tice and general well-being, as now in ganic Rhythm of our Earth's poetry in ings of life which call forth our love and
the incoherence of individual and social the graceful life of all wild creatures ! gratitude.
interests, they tend to rapacity and gene Dead for her the memories of
Unity with God can only be attained
will tend as strongly to the ends of jus

ral ill-being.

It is said that Van Amburgh has actual
ly succeeded in rendering

his lions

and

tigers mild and tractable, by feeding them
on vegetable diet.

This

was

probably

but

a temporary

Yet our grand-children
expedient.
find in these modified savages their

may
most

and blotted for her is the metrical

or or

" Rock and tree and flowing water
Long time ago,
Bee nor bird, nor blossom has taught her
Love's spell to know."
Sabbath

voices

of prayer

and praise

grate like mockery upon her, for

"

God's

possible is taught by bis world's loving,"
and she has learned to doubt of both.

valuable servants.

Every where in free love, has Earth
in spread for man a feast of the five senses.
Physiology of which even the Bee is Every habitable region of the globe has
ami which
enable
her to its beauty and its music, elemental and
cognizant,
change at pleasure the sex of her young, organic ; its fragrant
odors, grateful
Ignorant

as we are

of resources

we can scarcely from our present point of fruits, and its firs or grasses, fibrous or
view, form a definite idea of the mode by downy plants, meet for his bed or cloth

through unity with Nature,

and with our

It is the " conciliation of
the free will of man whose pleasure con
fellow

man.

sists in obeying

his attractions,

free will of God commanding

impulse." It
of these three unities

by attractioual
enjoyment

with

the

happiness
is the full
which

constitute man the arch-type of Creation.

Their denial or restriction, by repressing
his free development, artificially generates
the stronger the sub-typical or feral

in

and

character,

in

the

weaker

the suc

torial.

Fifth

type. — Rasorial — is

embracing

those

of gentle,

common,
kindly

na
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sphere

It is

fill.

This action, in its constancy,

nent.

a strongly

frum

distinguished

the

isj

seeking to be use
they

fitful

which Cuvier

The strange char from
character at present greatly perverted by energy of the Ferae.
the compulsory servitude of the masses, acteristic of the pelican, who at her nest her

or Agassiz

and the

anntomy

determined

single characteristic

it a
is

the

of an animal,

habits

but in

bone

;

in

more vivid, as being

process

a

ful

j

tures, who are always
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whether under the knout of Russia or the entertains the lion of the desert, and the
league

it

instinctual

;

which

a

in
a

in

,

in countries

in
a

not so mncb of consecutive reasoning, as
of amity between the of instinctive feeling
and
works
It must greatly rise in sea bird and the shark, which causes this different sphere, — enabling her, for in
are called free.
death all stance, to adapt her treatment
case of
its sphere of action when wood and iron ravenous fish to respect even
fowl disease, to nice shades of constitutional
shall be substituted for human machinery creatures of similar appearance, as
necessities of bread

times

passionate

natures, which in their savage individual
ism

resemble

the

' j

dence of instinct, she casts her spell over

j

things, are converted

into anti-linns

is

It

and causes her

a

range,

otherwise

re

In matters of opinion or sentiment, on
subjects
her

which

such

have not come home to

way as to elicit the sponta
action of her mind,
almost

neous

useless for
for

friend to ask her advice

the time their view has been fairly
and siated, she sees only with their eyes.

anti-tigers, and casting away their brandy
and tobacco, let her yoke them to the car

I

in water, with pleasure and

advantage, a length of time which would
to most persons be painful and injurious.

its

do not

cognize as important.

who, taught by her
in frequent bathing, even in Winter ; and these characters,
that she even swims, which with women lessons of the brotherhood of the race,
is a very rare accomplishment ; and that and the power of love to conquer all
she remains

some

intuition,

to facts which

to neglect what she would

lower creation, that her strongest predi
her position in this class.
With the
This attraction is composite — Material lections have been formed.
Under the first head, we calculation of experience and the confi
and Spiritual.
shall observe that she takes great delight

her

'•driii- within

tribes of prey in the

this

upon

blinds

;

fierce,

true, on the other hand, that her habit

of relying

is

those

illus

it

with

especially

scientific

merely

physician would fail to recognize.

Miss

Bremer

has

in

strikingly
the character of Gulena.

which

temperament,

shark

a

cognized in the habits of Galena, whose
attraction for water indicates

dominant

trated

" The

a

of the subject flies from the feather,"

exacted, we proceed to discuss the fourth
which will be re
character — Aquatic,

and has given

adage,

in

ship board,

by

over

rise to the sailors's

is

the novelty

thrown

is

naries, which

these prelimi

It

and domestic labors.

now concluded

Having

in

in our agricultural

her beautiful

novel

in

a

is

It

is
a

of Nina, painted one of these magnetic
characters.
Nina's life
Of all the occupations of material indus of human progress.
succession of
notable that not one of the aquatic refractions, first of her little twin sister's,
try, washing possesses for her the highest
then of Edla's, then for
Many of them, however,
attraction ; and she goes into it with a birds can sing.
little while of
in its lift up their voices like prophets
the Juan's, and finally of Edward Hervey's.
characteristic
spirit so entirely
aquativcness, that on seeing her over the cane brake, and some, as the trumpeter
Galena, though
wash tub, no one ever would dream that swan, not nnpleasing.

Galena,

while she lacks that grace and
loveliness of Being so eminently Nina's,
and has more active power
her own char

no respect an embodiment

acter, which renders her sympathetic life
more
psychological
peculiarity.

of har

still

a

in

Aquativenees.
Resembling in some of her own char

Spiritual

is

by

in

highly appreciative of the beautiful
she ever was any where else.
most beneficent impulses,
We now come to the second head — of animated,

It
is

;

in

but both
voice and
mony or grace
indeed to some extent entered at the
properties of water, she gait, shares the deficiency of the water pleasure of her will, as with those pos
fowl.
However
tender the feeling she sessed of spontaneous clairvoyance.
feels for it an instinctive attraction, rever
never soft or nevertheless sometimes occasions incon
encing it as the emblem of truth, as expresses, her voice
She neither sings nor performs sistencies in her conduct, and to those
cleansing, penetrating and of transparent musical.
the

is

It

acteristics

a drinking

animal ; that whilst hampered by institu
prevent instead of enabling
him to live out his nature, he craves and
tions

which

on any instrument,

not understanding this phase of her char
acter, might cause distrust at an apparent

and she loves best the

load martial tones of

brass band.

The sea birds before any change in the untruthfulness,
heavens

feel, by elective sym
storm, and warn the

visible,

pathy, the coming

Thus do the mag
emblem of sailor by their cries.
netic currents of
spiritual atmosphere,
the truth for which he thirsts, as the sub
stitute for the fresh fruit, correspondence waken to tremulous vibration, the harpa

needs water as the material

theology,

which was
refraction

fact merely

of some foreign

influence upon her being.
Such are the prominent features, abso
lute and analogical,
of this interesting

character.
Were we sufficiently con
She catches by an
versant with the lower types of aquatic
often like the wonder of life, and their natural habits, we should

strings of her life.

in

of affection in the Swedenborg

temporary

in

not essentially

a

is

a

It is one of her favorite fancies,

that man

is

putity.

is

of which he is deprived ; that in a true tuition, which
he will live upon fruit magic, the sphere of thought, feeling and probably be enabled to fix on the specific
In being,
which move those within her mammal, bird and fish, which are her
and that water will be his panacea.
of sympathies.
This develop analogues in their several circles.
her medical studies, she fastened upon all range
The application of Natural History to
observations on the effects of water in ment of the elemental sympathies of the
Currie was a great favorite aquatic tribes, into the psychical organism Psychology
soil, where, at
virgin
disease.
have
with her, and she has for many years of her higher type, enables her to comn tracted by the beautiful flowers,
few steps,
co-operated with Priesnitz in that grand into the secret councils of other souls, .-lowly pressed my way
a

I

is

in

state of society,

is

It

'

a

in

which who wear for her spontaneous clairvoy
regeneration,
through the tangled luxuriance
of the
work of physical
window
their breasts, where the undergrowth.
evident, that no de
seems to have been signified by Jesus in ance
his choice of water as the emblem of visible present stands between shadows scription of any person, animal or vege
table, can be complete or true to nature,
spiritual regeneration by the rite of bap of the past and future.

Thus entering

of the mutual analogies
to the types of oiber

spheres, and seeing the without
view
its essence, at the eame time as which relate
the parts or details
which that essence kingdoms.

expresses itself,
system of natural
unbounded ; and the fish seems to rest in classification has grown in her mind —
clue to the whole.
his gambols of thousands of miles round each part serves as

We are all eager to obtain the photo
graphs of our absent friends.
This

a ship in full sail from continent to conti

The process is analogous

tho lifeless

that

by

is
a

simplism

for the photograph
imago

of

a

to

;

a

'

!

a

in

it

in

whole

a

She possesses in common with
tism.
the aquatic tribes, great power of exer
tion and endurance, already alluded to.
Sea birds possess a power of flight almost

gives only

single phase of
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When

expression.

animals

and plauts
witliin circle, with

shall be ranged, circle

all their component species, the order of
proximity

indicating

velopment,
relative

and

in de

their affinity

their

correspondence

of

in the different circles,

position

their mutual analogues, our tables of nat
ural history,
and

far from involving

abstruse

most

technicalities,

delicious

of intellectual

and will enable us to discover
lower

pastimes,
among the

types of the same generic charac

ter, the living

analogue

some creature which
ticate

us in dry

will be thu

of our friend, in

we can then domes

as a favorite,

and in the hourly

expression of whose artless life, the pen
cil of God will trace for us those charac
ters,
whilst

which

we

its

warbling,

have

learned

to love,

its movement or its

pleading glance, entwine with

the golden

of friendship, — mystic
of the Unity of Creation.

revealings

cord

To be Concluded in our nest.

ID" One of the editors of the New
York Tribune has visited the Chinese
Junk.
He says: —
" After taking a view of the whole, we
accepted Captain Kellett's invitation to
take a little chow, chow, (chaw, chaw,
The dinner, though
dinner) with him.
served on board the junk, was not com
posed of Chinese dishes, not a single rat,
or joint of a young puppy being on the ta
ble.
Having completed this important
ceremony, we enjoyed a few moments
conversation with Hesing, a Mandarin of
Red Button, who came out as passenger
with Captain Kellett, and exercises a sort
of paternal authority over the forty of his
Mr. Hesing is a
countrymen on board.
man of some intelligence, and communica
ted to us a variety of information relating
to Chinese manners and customs.
He
told us he was the husband of three
"
wives, and said
no can catchee more,
costee too muchee dollar."
On inquiring
what course he pursued on occasion of
too lively domestic difficulties among these
partners of his affections, he replied with
perfect gravity, " hor^e whippee."
A
Chinese artist, squatted on his haunches
painting a dragon, Hesing informed us
was the happy proprietor of two wives,
and when in answer to his queries we as
sured him that in this country " no can
catchee " more than one wife, he politely
expressed a feeling which was not ad
miration for our institutions."
GALWAV INDUSTP.IAL SOCIETY.
A So
ciety under this name exists in Galway,
Ireland.
It was formed about six months
since, and commenced by lending wool to
poor women and girls. After this wool
had been dyed, carded, spun, and finally
knit into stockings, they were purchased
by the Society, deducting the price of the
wool.
Although the best knitters, under
these circumstances, could scarcely earn
a penny (two cents) a day, yet the ap
plications for work were numerous, and
in many cases guch was the destitution,
that the knitters required payment for a
The Society then deter
tingle stocking.
mined to raise funds, if possible, to ena
ble them to employ as many as were will-

They
ing to work at 3d. or 4d. a day.
issued a circular, soliciting
accordingly
shilling contributions, and on the 22d of
May they had obtained the means of em
ploying daily 319 females, and great
numbers of starving women came to beg
for work which the Society were not able
to afford them.
Assistance is also given
by the Society, to men, women and child
ren, in finding a market for turf, which
they brine in baskets on their backs, from
a distance of many miles, getting 4d. or
To
5d. for as'much as they can carry.
aid in the pursuit of the coast fisheries, is
another object of the Society.
By such
means the lives of many are saved who
would otherwise starve, and they are en
couraged in industrious habits. — Button
Traveller.
DIVORCE.
Divorce business is brisk in
Cincinnati.
Twenty couples were loosed
from the matrimonial halter the week be
fore last. — Exchange Paper.

This is generally the way in which the
subject is treated ; and the reason is, it is
one of the forbidden subjects, upon which
the truth cannot be told without you run
the risk of being considered a " mon
" and
ster:
rather than run such a risk,
the subject is disposed of as above.
What a " torrent and tempest" of dou
ble-distilled wrath was poured out upon
the head of poor Frances
Wright for
suggesting some alterations in the present
system of marriage which she thought
would have a tendency to lessen the dis
graceful custom of divorce ! There was
Yet of
nothing too bad to say of her.
all the subjects connected with human
happiness and morality, the relation of
the sexes towards each other is perhaps
the most important.
It involves many
to
separate considerations,
all-essential
the well-being
of this and succeeding
But it is a forbidden sub
generations.
ject, and wo to the. adventurer who dis
cusses it in any other than the popular
mode — that is, with the law and gospel
before his eyes. — Boston Investigator.

ID" We understand that the Rev.
James C. Richmond,
of the class of
1828, has sent an amicable challenge, in
the manner of the old universities, to the'
President, Professors and Students of the
University at Cambridge, more especially
at Divinity Hall, to discuss with him,
the three Christian
doctrines of
orally,
the Episcopacy, the Holy Trinity, and the
Atonement.
A NAVAL EXAMINATION.
Reading in
a late number of the " Spirit," a good
joke concerning a medical student who
was steamed through his examination, I
am reminded of an incident related to me
by the- late Commodore Stevens, of the
Navy, that came "II during the examin
ation of a brave officer that is now in
command of the U. S. Steamer Spitfire,
on the coast of Mexico.
Capt. Tatnall (then Midshipman Tat
nall, and a very modest, retiring young
was called up to be over
gentleman,)
hauled: when the following dialogue be
tween a rough, jolly old Commodore, the
senior officer present, and himself occurr
ed — viz :
Com.
Mr. Tatnall, what would be
your course, supposing you were off a lee
shore, the wind blowing a gale, both an-

chors and your rudder gone, all your can
vass carried away, and your ship scud
ding rapidly towards the breakers.
Tatnall.
I cannot conceive, sir, that
such a combination of disasters could
possibly befall a ship in one voyage.
Tut, tut, young
Com.
gentleman
(said the old sea-dog severely) we must
have your opinion, supposing such a case
to have actually occurred.
Well, sir: sails all carried
Tatnall.
away, did you say, sir?
Aye, all, every rag !
Com.
Anchors gone, sir!
Tatnall.
Com.
Aye — not an uncommon case !
Tut null.
No rudder either, sir '
Com.
Aye, rudder unshipped !
Here the young officer dropped bis
head despondingly
upon his breast, and
the " old salt" continued sharply —
Come, sir, what would you do with
your ship !
Tutnatt.
(Raising his head)— TA let
her go to the d — /, sir, where site ovght to
goMr. Clerk,
Right, sir, right!
Com.
enrol Mr. Tatnall as a Passed Midship
man.— N. Y. Spirit of the Tunes.

in ' Jones was on the steamboat above
St. Louis not long since, when a raw
At night the
Hoosier came on board.
Hoosier turned into his berth with his
The steward, seeing this, said,
boots on.
Sir, you have lain down in your boots."
The raw one raised his head, and look
ing down at the boots, innocently replied,
Well, it wont hurt 'em ; they aint the
best I've got."

A union of
THE TRUE DOCTRINE.
producers, that they may reap the benefit
of what they produce.
SONG

OF THE QUILL.

In attitude most grotesque,
With eyea too weary to wink,
The Parson sat at his old green deak,
A-plying hia pen and ink.
Write ! write ! write !
Like a horse that goes round in a mill —
And itill with a voice of dreadful delight
He sang the Song of the Quill !
Write! write! write'.
When the eve of morn looks red,
And write ! write ! write !
When honest folks are abed!
It's Oh ! to be wrecked and thrown
On the shore of the barbarousTurk, —
When: a man can say his soul'n hia own •II" thia is Christian work !
Write! write! write!

Till the brain begina to swim ;
Write ! write ! write !

Till the eyes are heavy and dim.

Text and context and theme—
And theme and context and text:
Till [ almost seem in a waking dream,
And don't know what comes next.
O my pariahioneradear !
That have human blood in your veins!
It is not paperyou're wasting here,
But human creature's brains!
Write ! write ! write !
(The parson cried aloud ;)—
Sewing, at once, with a double thread,
A sermon and a shroud,
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Write ! write ! write !
Like a mandoing penance for crime —
Write ! write ! write !
Like a man that gets bread by rhyme.
Test and context and theme—
And theme and contest and text —
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tied.
During the lifetime of the late it has become physically impossible to
Patroon, who came in possession of the raise wheat to pay currents — and the
Manor soon after the Revolution, the evil wheat rating at from $ 1 50 to $ 2 25 per
workings of this vicious system were per bushel — day's service at $2 per day,
and 4 fowls at 75 cents, making our rents
ceptible only in the retarded prosperity
and undeveloped
resources of the two at from $ 36 to about $ 50 a year, mak
counties.
Lands could not be purchased, ing it now extremely difficult for many of
Till I'w splashedwith ink hall' a ream,
nor could water-power be advantageously
the tenants to support their families and
And still with doubt am vexed.
used. The Patroon, an eminently good pay their rents, without involving them
Write ! write ! write !
and indulgent man, allowed his tenants selves and posterity in extreme peril and
to pay as fast or as tardily as suited their hardship.
Also, the many reservations
Till the brain is hot and numb—
This for and restrictions contained in our leases,
convenience or inclinations.
And write ! write ! write !
bearance threw a large portion of the to wit: — quarter sales, all streams of
Till every finger's a thumb.
tenants a long way in arrears with their water, mines and minerals, right of way
And oh ! there's one thought so drear,
rents.
And when that good man died, or roads, timber, &c., &c., all of which,
That makes my flesh to creep—
leaving numerous heirs with expensive we, as a committee of said tenants, do
It is that calves' head should be so dear,
habits, a large portion of the Manor was feel to be most grievious and burdensome,
And human brains so cheap !
deeply encumbered, and some of the hill and ask the same to be redressed in such
towns were scarcely worth enough to pay a way as will be conducive to the hap
Oh, but for one moment's space
their back rents.
piness and prosperity of ourselves and
Of leisure from book and pen!
The new proprietors looked over their posterity.
No hour to fish for the finny race,
rent rolls, discovered the value of their
NO. 2
But only to fish for men!
REDRESS.
estate, and determined to collect their
A little crying would ease my heart,
To remedy the evils complained of by
dues.
Letters
were
dispatched
through
And eke my head,I think,—
out the Manor requiring
the tenants to the tenants of Stephen Van Rensselaer,
But my tears must stop, for every drop
The Esq. , in our opinion, as their immediate
come in and pay their back rents.
Makes a blur on the fresh-laid ink.
tenants came in to learn that " new lords representatives, and that to which we be
"
make new laws;
that instead of taking lieve they will comply, are the following,
With brains all weary and worn,
— To have the old leases abolished .
things easy, they must now pay up. — to wit :
In attitude most grotesque,
and new leases given in which the rents
this,
for
it
had
no
to
to
They
j
object
right
And a study-gown faded and torn,
was " so nominated in the bond."
And to be stipulated shall be in money , the
The parson sat at his desk.
finally, after being sternly informed that same number of bushels allowed as in the
Write! write! write!
old leases, and rated in the following or
they must extinguish the balances stand
— $ 1 per bushel for the first
Like a horse that goes round in a mill —
ing against them, they were each required der, to wit :
And still with a sort of a demon screech,
to pay to the Patroon's attorneys three quality of land, 87 1-2 cts. per bushel for
(Would that it might all parishioners reach!) j dollars for the letter containing this agree- ! the second quality, 75 cts. per bushel for
the third quality of land, 62 1-2 cts. for
He sang the Song of the Quill !
I able intelligence.
The dormant mischiefs of the feudal the fourth quality of land ; $ 1 per day
Religious Jltagazinf.
I
Ten for the day's services, and 50 cts. for the
system now began to germinate.
— excluding the reservation of
and four fowls
farms
ants
talked
of
their
selling
[From the Albany Evening Journal.]
" moving to the West." But this pur- quarter sales, water privilege, the soil
1
THE ANTI-RENT QUESTION.
pose led them to a realizing sense of the under the water, the privilege of roads,
mines, minerals, timber, &c. ; together
The public mind, by a long, persevering fact that they had no farms to sell !—
with the privilege of buying the soil, to
and systematic course of misrepresenta I They could sell their leaseholds, but in
these who wish to purchase the same, at
tion, has been drawn away from, and has ' virtu*', of a covenant executed by their I
any future time, for such sum as the in
lost sight of, the origin, history and mer ancestors, a quarter of the purchase mon- j
And as terest thereof will amount to the amount
its of the Anti-Rent controversy.
We ey belonged to the Patroon!
that lien upon the soil is an irrevocable of rent on each lot now to be fixed.
therefore ask attention to a brief and hur
one, and keeps giving the Patroon his
ried review of the question.
NO. 3
REDRESS.
At the close of the struggle which sev quarter as often as lands are conveyed,
It is also the opinion of the under'
hia signed that the arrearages of rent due to
ered the American
Colonies
from the j without extinguishing or diminishing
claim upon those lands, there were, of j the proprietor of the manor of Rensselaer^
British Crown, a Republican form of Gov
course, no purchasers.
ernment was constructed.
Emerging
wyck from certain tenants living in the
The tenants called meetings, discussed i western towns of said manor, to wit :— from monarchy to freedom, the fathers
of this country did not at ouce adapt the I their grievances, and appointed a commit- Those tenants whose property is encumber
The ed to the amount of their personal effects,
new form of Government, in all respects, I tee to confer with the proprietors.
to the spirit of the new order of things. terms then offered by the tenants and re over and above their arrearages of renta
Titles of nobility, and emails, were pro jected by Mr. Van Rensselaer, were such due to said proprietor, should be remitted
fur the most part, as wholly vindicate the tenants from the in whole, or at all events, in equal propor
Feudalism,
hibited.
But, in this State, imputation of dishonesty or repudiation. j' tion to the stipulations to be entered into,
was also abolished.
Perhaps it would dispel some delusions to for the future rents.
several distinguished families were enjoy
—
ing, by the favor of the Crown, large and recall that proposition :
Albany, May 22, 1839.
valuable tracts of land upon the Hudson
EGBERT SCHOONMAKER,
GRIEVANCES.
NO.
1
River.
These families, having rendered
HUOH SCOTT,
good service in the Revolution, were suf To Stephen Van Rensselaer, Esq. :
LAWRENCE VANDEUSEN,
JOSEPH CONNER,
not only to obtain a
We, the undersigned, a committee of
ficiently influential
JOHN F. SHAFER,
recognition of their patents, but to per the tenants of the western towns of the
Here was the basis upon which an equi
petuate, in the Constitution, so much of manor of said Stephen Van Rensselaer,
table compromise might have been effect
the feudal system as then existed in their Esq., do, in conformity to the instructions
The Counties of Alba of our respective constituents, set forth ed. But it was not met in a corresponding
manorial leases.
Mr. Van Rensselaer, in bis reply,
ny and Rensselaer, were owned by the the following as the many grievances with spirit.
" saw no reason why he should fritter
Van Rensselaer family.
Those who set which said tenants feel themselves grieved
—
his
estates in the manner proposed."
The enormous away
tled upon these lands bound themselves to and burdened, to wit:
He demanded, in changing the wheat to
bring wheat, poultry, eggs, &c., to the price put upon wheat above what it for
a
money rent, that the wheat should be
Manor-house ; to work with their teams merly was when the leases were originally
for the Patroon ; to yield up all mines, given, it being then but 75 cts. per bushel valued at $ 1 44 a bushel, though wheat
minerals and water courses to the Patroon; at the extreme, and one day's service with since the completion of the Erie Canal
and finally, when, and as often, as these carriage and team, at $ 1 per day, and 4 had not sustained the average price of $ 1
And in cases of the sale
tenants should sell their leaseholds, one- fowls at 50 cents, making in all for one per bushel.
quarter of the purchase money was re year's rent on a lot of IC0 acres, (at of farms he insisted upon ascertaining
quired, by covenant, to be paid to the 22 1-2 bushels per lot,) at $ 18 37 per lot, their value by computing the interest on
at which time wheat could be raised in the rents at a rate of five percent, though
Manor Lord.
Such were the tenures under which the abundance ; but now.owing to the sterility in taking a bond and mortgage the pur
In a word,
lands in Albany and Rensselaer were set' and roughness of the soil and country, chaser paid seven per cent.
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IS HOPE FOR ALL.

Hewer in the nillcn mine,
Far from day's joy-teeming shine,—
Though uncouthest toil he thine,
That, with as and saw and plane,
Ships constructs to sail the main —
is

Building church or shaping wain,
There
hope for thee.

There

hope for thee.

There

is

?

a

a

j

Thou who dost the needle ply
Days and nights all hopelessly,
Sewing ever wearily
Thou who tend'st the cotton reels
Whirling like thing that feels —
Scc'st thou not soul in wheels —
hope for thee.

There

is

a

Thou who guidst the steam urged car
On its level path afar —
Heading mind's aggressivewar;
Thou who dost the furnace tend,
Make the stubborn iron bend
to potent friend —
Mould
hope for thee.

;

Thou of colder heart than head,
Finding whatsoe'erbe said —
Nothing better worth than bread
Maik wh.it independentthought —
Oft despised and set at nought —

—
Toiling through all time, hath wrought:
hope for thee.
There
is

in

is

a a

;

in

Thou who,
the season'strick,
Furrows driv'st on Earth's broad back,
Reaping sheaf or piling stack
Who vibrat'st the weary loom,
In damp and dingy room.
By lamp's unhealthy fume —
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in
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MORAL PICTURE OF LONDON. There
are 30,000 common thieves in London
10,000 children learning crime; 3,000
houses of stolen goods, and about 10,000
common gamblers.
The " Weekly Despatch," an infidel paper, has circulation
of 150,000 copies — week
the city.
nni
.i_.? of
_*
The population
London now,
ahout
2,250,000 souls.
There are 100,000 peo
the metropolis alone, unprovided
ple
with religions worship.
There are about
108,000 female servants
London.
Of
this number, from 14,000 to 16,000 are
daily changing places.
Upwards of 50000 persons are now inmates of the London workhouses;
60,000 are receiving
out-door relief, and from 1,000 to 2,000,
the refuges
nightly shelter themselves
for the houseless.
In addition to this
number, there are thousands who live by
begging, and thousands more who live hy
criminal practices.
a

j
i

if

.i

(
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!

a

a
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person who advertizes
clerk, holds out this
morning paper for
— "
inducement
small salary will be
given, but he will have enough over-work
to make up this deficiency."
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For our part we never give ourIcream.
selves any trouble ahout the tin the
cream is made in, but only that with
j which its makers are to be paid in.
The
j latter sort of tin we have noticed is a
'
gu0d deal corroded by
and we should
not wonder
the chemical result were
poison called poverty, especially when
one does not use the Uanca tin. — Chronotype.

I ;

and recommended a change,
by compromise, he was vehemently and
denounced by men of wealth,
''clamorously
When he called out a military force to
vindicate the supremacy of the laws, he
was vehemently assailed by political opThe Legislature then refused
ponents.
to act upon recommendations the justice
and wisdom of which are, all too late,
now universally conceded.
The Van Rensselaer proprietors, amid
excitement, resistance, violence and outto repose upon their
rage, continued
" bond," stolidly demanding from the
State the enforcement of quarter sales,
wheat, pouhry,
egg, and labor rents,
All this, we say again, was their right
"
for it,
was so nominated in the bond."
The authorities endeavored to discharge
their duties, at an expense to the people
and the State, of
million of
quarter of
dollars.
In the meantime, the evil, instead of diminishing,
was all the while
extending.
VVden the manor proprietors refused to
use the proper means to effect an arrange;4*ii... Ui..**'
..
i. .. ..
ment of these difficulties,
the State
had asEuined its right of eminent domain
over those lands, paying to the proprietors their fair value, and then re-conveyed
them to the tenants at fair prices, none of
the outrages committed in the other counties would have occurred;
the peace of
society would not have been broken up
the character of the State would not have
been tarnished
and the Treasury
would
have been spared from an expenditure of
money that has been worse than wasted.
But every appeal of this nature was
" con
met with
popular truism, that
" that the " Con
tracts are inviolable
stitution forbids the passage of any law
" and that men were
violating contracts
forever bound to the fulfilment of engage
ments entered into for them
their
forefathers.
Anti-Rent,
Mr. Van
For the origin of
flesh."
In reply,
was urged that he asked Rensselaer and his counsel are responsi
—
ble.
For its extended evils and mischiefs
for more than his share of protection
that the laws were not strong enough to we are indebted to the grossest misrepre
—
enforce such covenants
and that even sentations of its objects and character.
Hercules, though he applied his shoulder These evils are to be traced to the re
to the wheels, could not extricate
feu mains of the feudal system which were
unwisely suffered to exist in our new
dal car.
When these evils
form of Government.
Intelligent,
upright, disinterested citi
zens were besought, instead of making began to show themselves, the part of
true wisdom suggested their correction.
common cause with Mr. Van Rensslaer,
his attempts to enforce covenants which But instead of this, the power of the
are utterly indefensible, to unite
an Government, civil and military, and the
elTort to persuade him of the wisdom and whole force of public sentiment, were
ele brought to bear upon those who com
propriety of allaying the disturbing
ment.
We repeat that these covenants plained of and remonstrated against the
If Antiare otterly indefensible.
We ask the lurking remains of feudalism.
first man among us to stand up and say Rent, taking other forms, has extended
because the public
that
either just, or honest, or to be to other counties,
endured, that
land-owner shall be per sentiment justified Mr. Van Rensselaer
" quarter sales," by turning
deaf ear to the appeals of his
mitted to receive
The people and the Legisla
four conveyances of farm, the full value tenants.
loud denuncia
of that farm, without alienating in the ture, instead of joining
slightest degree, or to the value of a tions of these tenants, should have set
about correcting
what was vicious and
farthing, his right, title and interest
and to that farm.
And yet such are the oppressive in their system of leasing
conditions hy which the Van Rensselaer land.
There were real, positive, undeniable
tenants hold their farms.
And
for
remonstrating
against such wrong, and grounds for complaint on the part of the
resisting such exactions, that the Anti- tenants of the Manor of Rensselaerwyck.
Rent controversy,
by the obstinacy of Had they been met by the proprietors,
proper spirit — or had the proprietors
the proprietors and misjudgment of the
— the whole diffiwealthier
portions of our citizens, has 'been even selfishly wise
culty would have been arranged.
grown to be what
is.
When Governor Seward, called upon
to investigate these disturbances, found
|rj. The Ice Cream people are contrathat they originated in the incongruous
dieting, as well they may, the paragraph
and
mischievous
character
these
of
about the poisonous effects of tin on ice

it,

' tenures,

instead of evincing a willingness
to arrange tlie difficulty, Mr. Van Kensselaer
chose to rest upon his legal rights.
Prosecutions followed on the one side,
and resistance on the other.
The Sheriff, aided by the civil arm of the Law,
found himself unable to execute his process.
The military power of the Goveminent was then called forth.
This effected
But the State
temporary object.
could not well keep up
standing army,
even to collect Mr. Van Rensselaer's
rents, however imperative
was upon the
Government to enforce obedience to covenants inconsistent with other laws and
conflict with the spirit of our institutions.
At this crisis of the controversy, there
were those among us who, foreseeing the
danger, in all its present magnitude, earn
estly implored those who were interested
in the security of property, and the peace
of society, to aid
averting
portentous
storm.
There would have been at that
time, no difficulty in settling the whole'
question, by
sacrifice of only some
manorial dignity, with
portion of the
large fees — present and prospective — of
counsel and agents.
Mr. Van Rensselaer,
confiding his interests to one or
two enlightened men, with practical, com
mon sense habits of business, would have
settled with his tenants upon terms advan
tageous to himself, without entangling
and embarrassing the property of other
land proprietors, disturbing the peace of
the State in a civil
society, or involving
war. But Mr. Van Rensselaer, instead of
then offering terms which, long since,
and now, he would accept with alacrity,
pointed to his bond, where his wheat, his
poultry, his eggs, his menial service and
his quarter sales, were all registered upon
parchment, and demanded of the public
authorities, first
their civil, and then in
their military capacity, his "pound of

if
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Bard who scannest Nature's looka,
Forests, hills* and running brooks,
Writing them in glorious books;
And who fiud'ut in accents wrung
From the universal tongue
Noble (trains as e'er were sung—
There ii hope for thee.
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has not been offered — the deliverance has I travelling mesmerizer — a regular " pronot come ; but even hope deferred has not fesor " of the " science."
He was dilatdaunted expectation ; and, at this moment ing upon its rapid development — the
a conviction thai there is a future for our I wonderful phenomena it exhibited — its
race, of at least comparative freedom from astonishing curative power for disease —
the necessity of wasting work — of Icis- the extraordinary
discoveries developed
for intellectual cultivation and more through its agency.
Finally lie got upun

refined enjoyments, widely pervades the i his own superiority as a " professor," —
class of the hard toilers of i a congenial theme — and here he was at
thoughtful
home.
society.
After narrating a variety of experiments — some of them astounding of
—
an
With
immense majority of mankind, ! course
bespoke of the following with
the primary necessities of the body — of I a gusto that was irresistible.
Said he :
"
—
the least m.blepartuf
absorb j
Last week I was going through the
humanity
time,
energies,
all their
life it- j the streets of this very city, (Rochester,)
thought,
There is hope for thee.
self; nay, in many instances, it is to be and saw a man just ahead to whom I was
Ruled or Ruler — free or thrall,
feared, imperiously
He walked too fast
prescribe the more anxious to speak.
Wise or simple — great or small,
solemn destinies of the life that is to come. for me to overtake him without running,
—
;
is
the
of
so
the
earth
1
Hunger
all men
Who dost rise and who dost fall
king
just straightened out my right arm,
bow down to him ; he rules them with a concentrated my will, made a pass at him
Hope is thought'sfree majesty,
—
— and he stopped quicker than
of
iron.
rod
He
is
the
true
thus
incarnation
Freedom's noblest entity,
of despotic will. His smile blisters what lightning."
Efforts highest energy—
" Wh-wh-wh-why mister, y-you don't
it lights on.
Virtue melts away, and
Hope is Destiny !
trutli grows into falsehood, at liis frown. call that m-m m-'uch of a tri-i-ick, do
AthfntKum,
The very fear of him, even when far you ?"
" Yes sir, I rather flatter myself sir,
away, will drive men mad.
POVERTY, THE DEMORALIZER.
Lofty and pure morality, the graces that it was a pretty strong demonstra
" Man is the greatest enemy of man," of intellect, the rapture of love, the exal tion."
" W-w-w-well, it don't be-g-in with
tation of faith, are lost upon the being
is a proverb which passes current in vari
1 once did."
ous stereotyped forms, but like a good whose animal appetites are unappeased, or wh-wh-wh-what
" Then you are familiar with the
deal of proverbial philosophy is only to be whose spirit is overcome by wasting work.
To him no redemption is possible. An science sir, I presume? "
received with great caution, and after log
" S-s-some.'
— a vast revo
ical inspection.
Man is not the enemy of anterior form is necessary
" Might I inquire what was the case
man, and no noble-hearted human being lution, the most momentous and signifi
"
ever entertained the degrading dictum. — cant of all revolutions, must be effected j you spokn of?
" Oh c-c-certainly.
he
is
a
a
before
in
condition
to
be
elevatnd
Y-y-you see I hHuman hostilities have, doubtless, been
He I h-ha-'pencd to be up here in Batavia once,
numerous, but at the bottom of all these, in the nobler capacities of his being.
enfranchised.
He in the winter.
down to the
G-g-going
one uniform originating cause has lain — must be physically
'
the contention has ever been essentially must be set free from the thraldom of the c-'ars 1 saw a m-a-'an on t-t-t-top of a
wants;
building,
;
and
from
the
off
snow
bodily
harassing
sh-'oveling
pr-'etty
for property.
has always been
Poverty
the demoralizer.
The battle of existence -dread of those wants. This is the great soon bis f-f-foot slipped and d-d-down he
This is the enigma came: wh-wh-wh
when he had got
is less man against man, than man against problem of society.
nature.
Amidst all the minor conflicts of of our past life; and this mystery is now about h-h-'alf way down, 1 just m-made
The world is at a p-p-pass at him and it st-'opped him
life, there has been this giant warfare ever beins; practically solved.
The progress of society quicker than powder.
I c-c-c-'ame off
To this belligerency peace has work upon it.
raging.
a-a-'ny thing more
brought no respite, victory no truce. Day revolves it more and mure completely ! with o-ut thinking
A positive foundation once a-bout it.
If you are go-o-ing to Batavia
by day the contest of man against mailer every hmir.
has been renewed.
Whatsoever
aspect obtained, a certain social science may be I wish y-you would just let him down,
Wealth, or accumulated for I pr-pr-pre-'sume he is h-h-h-'anging
rapidly built up.
the accidents of time and place have forc
there yet!"
ed the retarding element in human society material power; strength, mentally orig
in assume, the original source of that inated, but physically realised ; aided by
hindrance has been the same in all ages — which the puny arm may overcome the
[From the True Democrat.]
the
of nature puissant wave — the delicate limb strike
preponderating
power
HOMESTEAD.
The earth is not the boun through the solid rock — the slow-paced
against man.
teous mother which
There are many well-meaning persons
the fictions of the foot outstrip the locomotion of the wind :
poets have feigned her to be. Only by. a in fine, all those forces which reverse the at present, who are so blinded by selfish
constant struggle can her children wring primitive order of nature, and confer on ness, as to kill the goose that lays the
from her their daily bread — relax that ef man preponderating power against his golden eggs.
They cannot look beyond
fort, and they die.
It is the knowledge of great antagonists, the resisting elements, the present moment and the present good.
this doom that has kept mind and morals must be developed and disciplined ere the Such is precisely the feeling of many in
in subjection to the bodily wants.
They work of elevation, social or political, can reference to the exemption of a home
War may he stead for every family, from the effects of
have demanded to be satisfied first. — be effectually commenced.
Intel
fraud, accident, or imprudent contracts. —
Every thing higher must be subordinated waged, but no results will follow.
to their gratification.
This is the primary lect may be wasted, and hearts exhausted, They are so eager to secure a small pres
The great reform ent at|vantage, that they lose sight of a
helotism to which all are subjected ; all yet nothing gained.
Physical
other thraldom has been slight compared must begin at the foundation.
future good.
Selfishness always has, and
with this.
A powerful instinct in the emancipation must be the starting point of always will, feed upon its own vitals. A
—
People Journal. selfish man is ever biting and eating his
human heart has constantly
protested a perfect social system.
own nose.
against this vassalage. Through the clear
In some of the Southern States selfish
souls of seers and sages, a bright tradition
THE MESMEHIZER AND THE EXPRESS
or prophecy of a golden age of physical MAN.
A few years ago, before the rail ness appears to be more enlightened than
A slaveholder will
emancipation has flowed downwards from road companies between Albany and Buf it is in this State.
from pure, hut enlightened selfishness,
the earliest times. Though never witness
falo had provided the long and comforta
ed, this happy era has never been denied ; ble cars now used by the Mail Agents furnish his slave who has a family, with
and Livingston and Wells' Express, the a humestead, with its garden, pigs, and
although unseen, faith in its possibility
has ever been unshaken.
Century after Messenger of the latter rode in the pas poultry, and many of them are fitted up
and of not only with an appearance of comfort,
century has passed away, but custom has senger car "just like anybody,"
not, and never will, reconcile man to a course encountered all sorts of characters. but also with much taste. Can any one
conviction that the end of life is toil. The One of the firm, whose love of waggery doubt but that this is the true policy ?
race has never entirely submitted to its is well known, happened to be going to j But here the non-producing classes — the
In every age intellect Buffalo, and was seated quietly in the car, hankers, merchants, and professional men,
apparent destinies.
has been taxed to solve the problem of when his attention was directed to the would turn every laboring man into the
deliverance.
Men have toiled, but never conversation of two individuals opposite. streets, without a house, or a bed, or a
The solution of the enigma One of these two was, it appeared, a ].tool with which to work, and then with an
willingly.
Who dost preach and who dost pray —
Mindful of a coming day,
Catching of an upward ray —
Though much still may seemof doom,
Vexed, groping in the gloom—
Buds of time are yet to bloom : —

*******
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avarice truly appalling, cry out, pay me tellectual and moral; so as to ensure
that thou owest !
harmony of practice and of theory, of acLet every farmer be made secure in a
tion and of thought throughout his whole
small farm, with his farming utensils and
provisions for the year, and the mechanic career.
and the laboring man with his house, gar
2. The unfolding
of the individual
den and implements of trade, and they character in constant
unity and solidarity
can then pay their debts.
They have the with
otliers ; thc education of him as a
time as well as the means of earnin.; !
member
of the collective social Man deand
if
;
have
the disposition ,
money
they
to do so, they can pay their debts.
If tached from which, and independent of
they have no such disposition it is useless I which he cannot be himself.
to force them, for the cost of obtaining
This supposes that characters are disredress from an
debtor often

I great law was : Attractions proportional to
! Ikslinies. Now there can be no doubt that
'
the only aim of education is to guide man
to his destiny.
Accordingly its first work
is to ascertain and to develop in every one
his natural al 1factions ; for these indicate
his destiny, and through these only can
j he feel his way to it.— To develop
each one's nature; or to place each in
, true relations : these are but two names

for the same thing ; and either of them
costs more than the debt is worth, particu- trihuted by the Creator in series of va- j states the entire business of education,
larly when he feels thai his family are to i rieties or shades which go to make up one I What are the relations which a human
be turned into the streets.
i living and complete whole; and conse- being sustains?
They are: 1. To the
j
qucntly that 'n Carly education
'l-ere material world, or M,,IO".S through his five
and 0hSJly?Uu"leJ*ev«yr
Coring'6™n ;
(
with his family, who is disposed to be in- snould be series in every thing, series of; senses; 2. To the social world, or pasdustrious and economical, whatever may ages, series of characters, series of places, .nous, through his four affective passion?,
be his calling, has a home, supplied with occupations,
teachers and attendants, in j Friendship, Love, Familism and the CorcUCn way tttat tlie natural vocations of porate Sentiment ; and 3. To the intellecteve[y
ne of'th" f eC*?Saro' t? "^bi6
in6^'"
should be placed beyond the use of con- j each child shall he drawn out by tlte pure ual worW. to tout and principles of order,
And it is for the charm of congenial circumstances.
whereby unity reigns in variety.
tingency or accident.
Bring
interest of every merchant and creditor
The two things stated in the above de- any human being into unity with nature,
that it should be so.
For if a man has a finition, the education of
with his fellow beings, and with that Sethe individual
home under our present laws, and is unfortunateTn hi7comrac\Vo7ImVro^ideUnt,
j inte8ra"y in himself, or the unfolding of rial Law according to which the universe
'
and his creditors undertake to strip him nil his powers, and the education of the '.of God, both in its material and passional
of what he has, it rarely happens that more ! individual integrally with others, or in the spheres, is distributed, and he will be in
than one out of every four obtain any
coilective education of the social system I unity with himself;
his education, his
The other three-fourths are then ;
i . , ...
thing.
.
.
... .
,
left without hope. The debtor is prostra- of wluch he IS an essen«al member, im- whole life will there be integral.
Let us entertain,
Following
every thing the laws of
ted, and has no ambition to iry to pay ;' ply one another.
and
even he has,
takes all he can simplistic idea of forming each child iso- graduated Series, Fourier's first thought
earn to pay the rent of
place to shelter latedly to the ful) statlire of the
series of ages frolt1
fect was to construct
him and his family,
.
and supply them
.,
.....
TTb
of reallzlng the whole man in the fancy to second childhood. He
divides the
with those things necessary for their com- man'
individual
for this would be educating whole population of Phalanx, consisting
fort.
On the ground, then, of enlightened all alike, and to the monotonous result, of about 1600 persons, into sixteen male
selfishness, let every man be protected
and sixteen female choirs, according to
which
contrary to .the plan of nature
his homestead', and leave humanity and
since no characters are born alike, no two age, thus forming thirty-two,
a
which
Iove to neighbor, which ought to regulate
precisely measured series of the third degree.
such things, out of the question until we human beings are organized
are prepared to act from these high and alike, and to converge thus to one stan- These choirs are organized orders, and
holy motives.
darlj they mitst cease to be themselves and with privileges and honors and
corpo-

unwilling

•

in

' noj

I,

'

a

,

,

,

a

!

•

j

is

;
-

is

in

:

a

;

,
,

i

.....

:

a it

if

,....,.

;

and the affinity or
put off their nature.
Integral education rate- spirit of its own
does not mean the education of the whole accords between different ages follow here
and vague the same law which
but in the only clear and accords
contiguous

any such impossible
;

sense as that

;

man in

24, 1847.
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prevails

in musical

'
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notes

or ages are

j

in

ifl

in

is

!

in

which one can be whole, discordant, while those more remote from
his true part with others who are each other harmonize.
Here
an imporcommercialconvulsions ull tending to inip,.vmi.n naturally dependent, each the complement tant hint
the matter of selection of
(he laborerand to renderevery condition insecure.I .
teachers and guardians
Relief to come,and can only comefrom ihc new of all the rest, and they all of him.
the education of
Application of Chrintian principles, of Universal
Recall now the articles we published different ages.
justice and Universal love, to social institutions,
to commerce,to business,to active life.
Out of this arrangement also grows annear the close of the last volume on the
DR. G'HANNI.ftI.
" Grounds of Association in the Nature of other important principle and stimulus in
INTEGRAL EDUCATION.
NO. II.
Man," and the analysis there given of the education.
While the child finds his
Of modern civitt/.ntion, the natural fruits arc, definite sense

,

friend and adviser among those
good
deal older than himself, he feels his emua

motive springs or impulses of the human
soul, the determining principles of char-

We have pointed out certain defects
and vices in the present systems of educa-

The soul we then considered as lation roused by those who are but just
system can hope acter.
the ascending scale.
They will all vanish in the one undivided attraction towards univer- above him
A
or Combined Order, in the sal unity, parting into three great primi- natural property of this graduated series
Associative
to
groups and series which render industry tive branches of more special attraction, of corporations according to age,
what he calls the ascending
attractive, and all the relations of man towards material nature, towards human 'develop
There the idea of society, and towards the law of order, or charm, the sort of capillary attraction by
with man harmonious.
These unfolded farther into which each layer of particles acts upon
unitary, or Integral Education may be re of series.
in

,

tion, which no Civilized

is

to escape.

it

below
and those immediately
and draws
them up.
a mistaken prejudice

Pas-

gamut or scale of which makes the parent the natural teacher of the child
the parent humors, (la

Twelve.

tions, furnish certain elements, whose com-

tan, spoils;

binations and relative degrees of strength

ism, and

character,

or ascendency

;

law

the

j

human

constitute

characters

the privilege of familthe course of nature.
But
is

1

;

their minuter ramifica-

in

' :

;

a

!

1.

according to its own

education of the whole man, physical, in-

in

sions, forming the full

The complete, harmonious development of all the powers and passions of
the unfolding of his whole
human being

:

stood

These

is

or Regulating

It

the three distributive

it

to be under

'

the four affective,

the five sensitive,

By Integral Education

is

alized.

the varieties of his natural teachers are the children

and vocations.

who

The area little more educated than himself.
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more of children

pride, and possesses, that of developing the first
will not admit him also stincts of new-born infant, to any igno
until he has given proof of his capacity rant domestic charge, or idle and weak-

in

happen to be the mother of
fearful responsibility

who may

What

rashly, ignorantly
to keep up this

undertaken

Education

The child can find no justice any where
combined life, where characters
out of

is the COLLECTIVE

NURSERY.

narrow

every day,

of exclusive

prejudice

familism

!

est period, that of Early Infancy, the first
item on the programme .of Associative

is

in such contact with one an

are placed

other that natural affinities spontaneously
declare themselves
they form accords of
sympathy
other's

individuality
librium has

dictate an arrangement by which the chil
dren should become the care of society,
which is the common parent, represented

attractions

and

each other'a

soften

certain passional equi

chance to form among such

numbers.

The great end of all this is, to discover
and call out and class the natural instincts,

of every child
or at least to save those instincts from any

characters and vocations
artificial

To develop innate

repression.
:

a

a

a

This has been a subject of some ridicule
and of some bitter criticism.
But a can and interests are united and make common
In an Association of sufficient
did examination will show it to be the dic cause.
tate of nature, and just the initiation into numbers, bound together in this way,
life which the child in any natural order there will be class of characters with
of society would find.
natural vocation for the care of children,
1. In the first place, economy would who in themselves impersonate in the
highest and purest degree the collective
maternal sentiment
who represent socie
evident
But
ty in its maternal phase.

they soothe and mitigate each

restlessness

— this

;

To commence now with the low

in its

thus

;

or

a ;

choir

Infancy

is

their

is

to

;

(such as civilized society
less to make of all women,)

do honor

bigot,

it
!

that shall

group ; for each group piques itself upon
its industrial reputation.

nurses.

patient

the earliest sympathies of each
sphere
They
tends more or can overflow towards its fellows.

narrow

minded

;

or

to partake in the same functions in a way

I.

under the care of the gentlest and most

a

fashionable,

&c.; the latter

the noisy with the noisy,

a

they

of

series

alone- halls or nurseries, the quiet with the quiet,

individual

they cherish with a corporate

to which

are distributed

in

that requires

a

the duty

wisdom than the wisest

;

bor of life,

He sees them in the exercise of functions,
in the possession of privileges,
which
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the work of the first

ed

tiful

and summer-like
place where the
best maternal sentiment and genius of the
Phalanx awaits them.
must be made
most attractive

green

shades,

must visit

spot;

and

through

it,

a

in

;

;

;

curious playthings, pictures, flowers, and
that for no visible reason, except there be music must abound
and beautiful child
their ren of somewhat older age must frequent
an innate attraction or repulsion
and lend their graceful aid, as one of
natures. — Such an arrangement need not

all here; — attraction

which properly

harmonic series.

lation of life

•

is

operating

through

'

3.

' 1

;

By this arrangement every child
iliiin for the parental sentiment to assert alike enjoys the tenderestand wisest care,
itself in its true beauty, without being the fullest opportunities of development,
a

pect
singer to pour forth her inspired
voice at the threatening command of some

influences,

couraging
alford.

which

and en

I

harmonizing

society can

I

all the most refining,

The child of the poorest

sub

' I

As well ex

is

hound down into falseness.

;

it

in

' -

in
a

a

Frederic the Great, with
sword suspend
ject from the first to the gentle influence
ed over her neck, as to suppose that the of the best and wisest and most refined
genuine bliss and beauty of the maternal females
Society itself sur
society.
relation can be known
system which rounds him with its parental shield

early

period

beautiful

in

this

environment.

The child should open its eyes, and catch
its first impressions, and feel the first thrill
of pleasant sensations in
beautiful
a

mothers should not be the siaves of that

regulates

when tasks are

An indispensable influence
is
a

' j

It

it
is

;

the law which

;

for attraction

is

should not be wasted

;

their sweetest privileges,
done.

is

preclude any amount of intimacy or desir
able connection between parent and child

the most interesting rethat there should be free-

river,

pleasant windows

and yet
an independent one.
certainly
important that human time and faculty

important that

the sun and the

the gleaming

;

it

a

is it is
!

pleasant hall
provided, to
which the infants are all brought during
the engagements of the mothers
beauspacious,

; j I is
a

it
;

! I

;

j

j

in
a

only the lowest consideration

and imbibe

harmonies,

:
a

!

a

it,

a

soever industrial, social or artistic pursuits
they might have attraction for. — This

all natural

beautiful influences through every sense.
" Picture out the beautiful scene. A
is

re

It

indicated by the invincible

at all.

;

ly

or for society

it

and this

In pugnancy of such for the petty details of
Association, infancy would be the common domestic drudgery.
To every one her
And
and several series of nurses and place! to every faculty its sphere
charge
native genius in this series of nurses by natural voca
attendants, persons with
and
passion for
alternating with each tion, there will also be characters with
other in groups, so that the labor need special affinity for special classes of chil
not be monotonous with any, would per dren
so that each child will enjoy the
form what now requires the time and care of that person who exerts the truest
for
strength and thought of all the mothers' magnetism of character over
of society,
more efficient way and known to every one, that
child who
with greater benefit to the child, and leave smiles and opens itself to one person will
the great majority of women free to what
and
cry and shrink away from another
for herself,

by

which she lives for him alone, and scarce

is

;

;

it,

a

in

it
is

;

of education.
This can only be
series of large numbers, where
in this relation by a special corporation of that the majority of women were never attractions can find sphere.
And as
and thus made for this
that the high spheres of condition to this, also,
functionaries best adapted for
5. The education of the Senses most
save all the mothers from this absorbing, industry and poetry and art have natural
The child must be eurrnundisolated slavery of each to her child, by and divine charms upon many of the sex
begin here.
phase

done

world.

Beauty should surround him from

the first.

The fragrance of flowers,

harmony of forms and colors,
music, should visit his mind
senses, silently

the

the soul of
through

his

planting there the seeds uf

lasting influence though he seem to heed
them not, and securing the testimony of
the senses in favor of the first dim spirit
ual presentiments of the heart."

The ear, and the eye, and every sense
grows up in an atmosphere of love and
are recognition
acknowledged, loved and are disciplined and made sharp and true
at all competent to understand or manage cared for in more than one little corner of by these unconscious influences
and thus
their own child.
In most cases there
home.
Every influence with health of body and health of mind,
obscure
an
makes all mothers slaves.

successive generations.
And as grows up.
there were, what reckless folly to
Association
brought
4. Infancy
entrust the most delicate and difficult
Series
together, and has its own place.
la

is

in

if

even

it

through

of development,
perverted

by

it

with itself and all around

enters
higher stage
not already spoiled and
false position from the
a

harmony

thus far, the child
a

;

;

it

not natural -affinity of character between around conspires with
and with its pa
parent and child
nature alternates in the rents for its good
and society will be re
transmission of tastes and propensities fined by the beautiful devotion of its life

in

is

;

;
it
is

2. Next consider hnw few parents

Physical education, the develop
ment of the body and the senses, and the

first.
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no

anticipation of many lessons to the mind number; he is not taught to read and the UNION OF INTERESTS, which will an
and heart through harmonious impressions write and remember words which he does nihilate Slavery, Fraud, Pauperism, Op
But first he is taught pression, War, and all the endless pro
of the senses from the first, should be the not understand.
sole end of education, not only in infancy, active uses ; the actual use of a thing cession of curses, which are inevitable
but through several stages of childhood.
IT.
In the next stage the industrial

draws him of his own accord to seek for

The necessity of knowledge
information.
He leains •is first discovered to him in his own prac
education of the child begins.
to be a member ; for such , tice, to which he is drawn by free attrac
immediately
his nature prompts him to be, if you will j tions, and he will then devour and treas
Practice before ure up the lesson that you give him.
only give him opportunity.
tlieory is the first maxim of this system. Thus if he joins a group of children,
The child is full of active instincts ; he who raise strawberries, or pears, or vio

in the system of modern Civilization.
The clear-headed Editor of the Exam
iner evidentlyshoe

understands

pinches,"

though

he

"

where

Take the

learned the means of relief.
following

characteristic

the

has not yet

passage as an ex

ample :

"The canker is seen in the social
to surpass body — eating, eating, eating evermore!
The gallows
other groups in the excellence of -the And where is the cure?
His product, he betakes himself to his teach does not give it. Penitentiaries do not.
success in action he learns things.
No vindictive law finds it. All these do
imitative propensities lead him to attempt er, who gives him some ideas of botany
their work ; they take life ; they punish
whatever he sees others do, especially if and of the chemical constitution of soils ; criminals to protect property ; but these
be have any natural attraction to the or shows him plates of elegant varieties criminals increase, in every form, and feed
of his favorite fruits and flowers ; and the social canker which eats deeper and
same thing.
deeper into the social body.
Before the age of two years, as soon as this stimulates him to want to learn to
" What's to be done? Where is the
the babe can walk, a new class of attend
read.
cure?
Here men have puzzled — are
2. During this period and all through puzzling — their brains, as they tug at
ants or mentors stand ready to conduct
this question, and seek out an answer.
him round among the scenes of industry, childhood, another agency is made availa
As yet, the answer comes not. 'As yet,
where he meets groups of children at ble in quickening the powers, industrial,
society rests on the old modes, and, with
the
older
in
all
those
of
to
persons
social and intellectual, of the child.
tracted
It is the gallows ever in sight, says to the
various mechanical, agicultural and domes thfi influence at material attraction. Child
winked and bad ' there's your down.'
His curiosity and emulation hood, say what we will, is mainly gov As yet, law-makers and law-expounders
tic labors.
with this.
But here and
It is a significant are content
are excited ; he sees children but a little erned by the senses.
there — scattered, indeed, all about — in
older than himself already handling min hint of nature, which civilized education church and out of church — are little un
iature tools and permitted to take part in has unscrupulously
defied.
We want der currents,
strong enough in some
places to bubble up to the surface, but
some trivial details of labor, and the sight space to unfold this here, and -therefore
generally wanting force and strength to
becomes to him what the trophies of we shall make it our next topic.
wash a deep and safe channel outwardly
Miltiades were to Thetnistocles ; he can
They exist.
through our social fabric.
wins
the
same
until
he
privilege.
not rest
The Examiner.
J. C. VAUGHAN, Editor. Let us take comfort here. Silently, but
F. COSBV, Assistant Editor. Louis surely they are making their way ; by and
He perhaps makes an awkward experi
ville, Ky.
by their gurgling will tell where they are;
ment upon some small corner of a func
burst
The manly, earnest, and candid tone of and then, when united, they will
tion which is offered him to do ; criticized
out, and clean up the canker, if they do
he
be
mortified,
and
this
new
the
which
adepts
is
in
young
Anti-Slavery
paper,
by
not cure it.
" 'Tis easy enough, for
takes himself to his natural friend and tended to take the place of Cassius M.
any of us, to
advisor, the Mentor, who instructs him ; Clay's "True American," will justly point out the ills, and crying injustice of
the criminal law.
Take an example.
Its principal
and thus he prepares himself for the trial give it a weighty influence.
There's a boy educated to vice ; he has
by which to gain admission to the choir Editor is well qualified to speak on the never been at school or church ; his pa
This is the operation of the subject of slavery, from personal experi
above him.
rents are drunken brutes ; they have ta
ascending charm, above alluded to, and ence of its effects ; and the powerful ap ken no care of him ; and nobody has done
He
a thing to instruct or help him on.
which is the main spring to. exertion and peals which he puts forth against this
steals — it may he to save himself from
study through the different grades of great scourge of Civilization, sustained as starving — it may be to gratify a vice-en
they are by fact and argument, cannot gendered habit ; no matter, he steals, is
childhood afterwards.
Who is at
Conducted round in this way by their fail to make a deep impression on the caught, tried, and punished.
Mentors, the children may soon begin to public mind.
The course which he has fault here? He has done only what each
one of us would have done under like
declare their own specific industrial at thus far adopted, in the conducting of his circumstances.
He is what he is, be
about the paper, appears to us to be the true mode cause he could be nothing else.
tractions ; they will linger
Suppose
and
of dealing with great social evils. Men society through its laws, or agents, had
groups they like ; and merely gaze
-MI',
that boy to school, had taught him to
pass by those for which they have no need to be aroused to the actual character
read and write; had made him to know
affinity : and in this way the true vocations of institutions and customs, to the hideous
right and wrong ; would he have fallen?
of the children will all bo brought to enormity of which constant familiarity No such thing.
He, and all like him,
least,
of
at
number
to
the
has
made
them
thirty,
blind, and when they (or the great majority of them)
thus
light;
says Fourier, in almost every child. once perceive that the order of society in instructed, would become useful citizens
— good men, whose lives would give
Constant alternation also saves him from this boasted nineteenth century of light
and put
vigor to the commonwealth,
an ill-balanced and one-sided devlopment. and improvement, is but a tissue of contra
wealth in its coffers.
As it is, they are a
By the time that he reaches the third dictions and antagonisms, they will look curse and expense.
" Well then : Society undertakes to
age, that of four or four and a half, he is with interest on the system which pro
for crime, butdoes not undertake to
already a productive member of several poses an efficient remedy.
Until AT punish
or to cure the criminal.
prevent
is
at
passionately
TRACTIVE INDUSTRY shall be organized in this
groups, to which he
Is
Look at the
just?
generous?
tached : and he even earns his support by society, the element of slavery, in a more question.
For stealing
yard of ribbon,
:
much
or
girl
which
are
so
to
pure or less prominent and offensive form, will
boy goes
the little labors
that step
jail
Thus he is ! remain ; and hence we would never makes them criminals for life for vice
attraction on his own part.
'
they are taught by rule,
jail all their
He cease to urge on the friends of human
made practical from the beginning.
days, consequently,
they are either in
ia not taught abstractions of grammar and i freedom, the importance of laboring for prison plotting against society, putting
group

Ts

if

a

;

;

it

;

his

in

with

it

eager

it,

lets;

a

acts himself out before he thinks ; his first
impulse is to do things, and by failure or

Ill
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VAN

of

President
the

in

Union,

AMIUNGE.

the

Philadelphia

a

j

a

is

7,

I

furnace
in

A

:

in

in

a

3.

Retained, That Messrs.Orvis, Urncr, Laz
The Executive Committee were prin
Com
arus, Van Amringe and Allen, be
making arrangements mittee to ascertain the names of those persons
cipally occupied
for carrying into effect the votes of the who may be ready to enter into or aid some
May last,
Union at their anniversary
Practical Associative Movement, together with
Central all useful information in relation to them.
regard to the establishment of
li..,..li;,l. That Messrs. Brisbane, ChanNew York, and a Branch Office
Office

The heat
Not a breath of air

is is

!

progress.

Chair.

in

is

in
in

now

full

almost insufferable.

The earth

astir.

feels like an air-heated brick kiln, and the

Memmack looks like

winding
silver

mighty

in the sunlight.

gleaming

serpent

a

2.

RIPLEY,
Mr.

KAY, ORVIS,

and

look of
The only objects which have
coolness and comfort, are the clumps of
a

TWEEDY,

The July

kindled,

1847.

since,

week

and the shady hill-sides,

woodland,

bound the river's
birds

hushed,

and the only creatures

mammon-hunted

beside

that

The song of

banks.

man

that

stir

abroad, are the slimy monsters of the riv
by

GODWIN,

SEARS,

—

place.

blast.

Resolved, That Mesars. Cooke. Van Amringe and Sears, be a Committee to inquire into
and report uponthe condition of the North Am
erican, Trutnbull, and Wisconsin Phalanxes and
other experimentalefforts at Association now in

FISHER,

came to this

is

GILES,

MASS.

AMESBURY, July

was then just

i

a

a

1.

Resolved, That Messrs. Van Amringc,
Sears and Kay. be Committee to inquire into
the history of the Practical attemptsat Associa'
tion which have failed, and to report upon the
causesof their failure.

CHAN-

ALLEN,

DWIGHT,

coming."

MESSRS. EDITORS

to them.

assigned

in

Messrs.
DANA,

good time

As
sit
and look
my window,
out upon the Memmack, during this syn

er.

I

the

I

NING, COOKE,

but

each

large, whose counsels were thought to be
the
value
departments

of special

Union

Present,

tice.

consist

of three members of the general Commit[Correspondence of the Harbinger.]
tee, with the addition to some of them
LECTURES IN AMESBUKY.
ASSOCIATIVE
of those persons from the movement at

to
of Associationists
gether with the Committee of Thirteen
on
Practical Experiment of Association,
met
the city of New York on the 13th
and lil] insl., according to previous no
American

"

j

of

Committee

final decis-

I

is

Executive

stray Associationist.
to sibly, now and then,
This
the best we can do for you now,

below,

stated
a

j

It

The

as

Sub-Committees,

the

have prepared the way for
The Sub-Committees
ion.

YORK.

NEW

the discussion

the subject entrusted to them,
several important
topics
referring

in

IN

MEETING

Ill

Office, No.
Washington
have! Harbinger
of •St., when you come to Boston, and you
will find some of our publications and pos
and

of Thirteen,

Committee

a is

it,

The

made some progress

by
j

to heavy costs, (apart from the loss of
their labor) or out of
plundering and
destroying, or worse still, spreading their
abominable notions and bad habits whereever they are.
Society does nothing to
does nothing to
prevent the first step.
cure or reform after that step has been
there then
What alternative
taken.
fur youth, educated badly and wrongly,
hut to steal, and after that to become
more and more hardened
villainy, 'till
"
they die? or are hung according to lawl

I

is
a

by
a

:

a

;

it

;

it

if

a

thorough and earnest

I

I-

a

in

in

see every now and then
cope of nature,
Com huge sturgeons leap lazily out of the wa
ning, Ripley, Fisher and Godwin, be
and prospects of
examination and discussion of the whole mittee to inquire into the plans
ter, as
plunging into the vasty upper
the Associationists of Europe in relation to
and anon
was unanimously resolved,
hear the splash
deep for air
subject,
practical operations.
of the water as lubberly and log-like they
that the Central Office in New York
5. Resolved, That Messrs. Channing, Kay,
shall be under the direction of GEORGE
fall back into
The Merrimack
again.
Fisher, Lnzarus, and Miss Anna Q. T. Parsons,
of
the
Union
General
RIPLEY, as
beautiful river, and its charms have
Agent
be Committee to consider and reportupon the

After

Boston.

bard born upon
of organizationamong
of
_ _some plan
expediency
= been admirably sung
=
r
__^
JOHN G. WHITTIER,
the membersof Affiliated Unions and Associa- its quiet bosom.
tionists at large, preparatory to practical at- known as one of America's sweetest poets
tempts.
and purest philanthropists, lives here.
Retained, That Messrs. Dwight, Ripley, was my happiness to have an interview
Committee to
Brisbane. Dana and Sears, be
with him upon the various reforms of the
inquire and report upon the best mode of applyand their tendency towards
.
day
Unitary
ing the Serial Law to the transitional states of
.
. *.
.
which each and every partial
Reform,
Branch Office
Boston shall be under Association.
the direction of the Union in that city.
movement will find its complement and
Retained, That Messrs. Channing, Kay,
fulfilment.
Mr. Whittier looks with deep
expected and hoped that the former Palmer, Mrs. Schetter and Mrs. Ripley, be
to whose Committee to consider and report upon the pro interest upon the Associative movement
contributors to the Harbinger
School on of this country and age
and expressed
pens its columns have been so deeply in priety and best plan for organizing
debted, will continue their valuable ser Associativeprinciples for the education of the to us his full convictions that whether
shall

be

published

a

in

,

.

'

,

' I

..

a

;

8.

ResolvedfThzt Messrs. Ripley, Van Am
ringc, Brisbane, Godwin, Neidhard and Shaw,
while, by its greater attention to the pas
Committee to classify the various at
be
more tempts at Guarantyism now in progress in our
sing topics and events of the day,
various and popular character will be im country and in Europe, and to show their rela
We think this tion to the true order of society.
parted to its contents.

"

Respectfully,

j

in

confidently

quate justice, to the noble and ennobling
principles, to which our lives are devoted,

"

yours,

" j. s."

one of those

"

of

you speak of, both

and New York.

in

Meantime drop

Boston

mighty

revolutions

which

the History of Humanity,
and which the Providence of God super
form epochs

and directs.

intends

We are confident

that the doctrine, or rather the science of
Association,

needs

Whittier's thorough
cure his zealous

Not yet, friend S., but be patient, and through
a few weeks we will have just the muse.
shop

" signs

On

the

engage

examination,

Mr.
to se

devoted advocacy,
of his fiery

inspirations

Thursday

at the •mall audience

and

but to

evening,

spoke

the UniversalUt

to

a

rely on the advocates of our
cause throughout the country, to co-operate with us in this attempt to do more ade-j

He perceives from the

the times" and from the inner revealings
of his own spirit, that this movement
in

'
in

'

'

anything of the kind, where one devoted
brother believer
to the cause can find

in

is

proposed to carry this arrangement
into effect early
October next, and we

form vastly superior to the one which now
exists.

I

and the sustaining of the weekly Rent.

It

ism

no pot, or some place of resort for the faith
Boston.
Have the Associationists
ful,

of the Harbinger

were ever realized or not, ac

in

to spare

or

!

earnestness,

ist

house, shop, store, de

in

increased

effort for the circulation

believe every

a

with

Meantime we must call on them

in

where.

"

'

ID3

these days, has

a

to the

friends of the Associative movement every

I

arrangement will give satisfaction

Association

cording to the ideas of its advocates,
could not fail to mould society into some

is

a

a

gard to the discussion

it

young.

re
will lose nothing
of Social Science,
in

vices, and that

it

a

It

is

7.

in

'

,

....

,

in

a

6.

It

in

New York and Boston,
with PARKE GODWIN as Editor, assisted
by CHARLES A. DANA and GEORGE RIPLEY in New York, and WILLIAM H.
CHANNING and JOHN S. DWIGHT
T,
Bosion, — it being understood that the

'!

Harbinger

^

that .the

simultaneously

Chapel.
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I would

The weather is so oppressive and the peo

ment.

ple are so fatigued by the severe labors
of the season, that it is almost impossible

ly avoided.

to get them within the walls of a lectureroom at the close of their day's work.

then have it most studious

Our lectures have had a very

salutary effect upon many minds not hither
The Union
to informed of our principles.

14. Providence Union Associi1200
tionists
" J. T. Dean, Lexington. Ky.
1 00
on ac't. lecturing fund...
"
"
1 00
N. Veeder,Genesee, N. Y.
« A. Anderson.Waterbury.Ct
'i
5 00
S.
All by thc handsof J.
Dwight.
EDMUND TWEEDY, Treasurer.
New York, July 17, 1847.

July

"

here is quite efficient, numbering from
<>»Friday evening, at the suggestion of thirty-five
to forty members, some of
our friends, I gave a lecture out of doora whom, are men and women of sterling
to a numerous audience, which listened for devotion to our cause in their several j
more than an hour and a half with the most spheres of action.
We trust that a thor ASSOCIATIVE
respectful

On Sat

and earnest attention.

ough

course of lectures

here in the au

WORKS OF

FRENCH SCHOOL.

THE

urday evening I spbke again in the lTni- tumn, will be attended with large acces- THE following publications, from the French
.School, may be had at VV. H. Graham's bookversalist Chapel, and on Sunday afternoon sions to the Union, and we are determined I store, Tribune Buildings, New York.
;
j The Works of Charles Fourier, 6 volf.. ..$~ M
Rev. Mr. Hewett gave me the use of his on making the effort.
Muiron's Apercut ntr tet Procedti Indtatrult, SI
•desk.
The next day the Amesbury Associa- Considerant's Theory of Natural and At
73
Education,
tractive
On Monday I was invited to participate tionists got up an excursion to the Black !
..
,
,„ ,
; Considerant's
. i
„ . ,.
,
Exposition of the Phalaustein a pic-nic got up by the Rechabites in Hocks, at the mouth of the Mernmack. ]
rian Theory,.
12
The spot chosen j The morning was exceedingly sultry — Considerant's Immorality of Fourier*i Doc
honor of their order.
trine,
for the occasion, was a beautiful grove at ; tne 8un rose red and brazen-faced into the Considerant's Theory of Property,.
25
60
At heavens — the sky' was loaded with a hot ; **&?' i Int™*tc1tit?.{o s™*1 Science,.... C0
a short distance from the village.
Cantagrcl s If ool of the Palais Royal ...... 60
P. M., I repaired to the white smoke— not a ripple stirred in the Pellerins's Life and Theory of Fourier,... 1 00
two o'clock,
grove in company with several members great ocean of air — and the freshness of "cv^ud',8 Sol'^"^
.
12
,..........
nctions,.
I Tamisier's Theory of
of the Amesbnry Union of Associationists,
meadow, copse and lull, seemed turned to Dain's Abolition o'f Slavery, ..............
26
Love
in
the
......
\1
Hennequin's
Vhalanstery
been
invited
to
had
which body
partici
a dirtyJ B
Never was there a day
grey.
'
Besidnsthese,a large number of I'halanstenan
pate in the festivities and performances of when a breath of sea-breeze could be a1; pamphletsand almanacs,can be had at the same
place. Also, a beautiful engraved portrait of
When we arrived, the grove greater luxury.
tho day.
Fourier : price, £2 50. Any of the volumes of
was thronged with groups of happy peo
On our arrival at the break water, upon j Fourier's works may be had separately.

„...

PlumB Island, I repaired with a friend to
BROOK FARM SCHOOL.
The arrangements for the day completed I refresh my exhausted powers by a seaTHE course of study in this School comprises
Mr. Hewett opened the performances by a bath. The sport we had in wrestling with the various branches usually taught in the High

ple.

few introductory remarks. Being invited to the crested breakers, leaping over them,
the stand, I spoke about an hour on the or diving through their
white manes,
subject of Guaranties and their relation to would have been worth your while to have
There was a fixed attention witnessed and participated in. There is
Association.

during the speaking, which being ended,
the company were invited to surround the
well supplied table and to help themselves

nothing that I more delight in than to
float upon the rocking
sea- waves, and
listen

whilst

the ocean sings

the deep

The repast was quiet of its mighty bass into my soul. —
followed by songs, glees, and music by a I have ever felt that man's greatest
baud ; and a series of sentiments were thoughts and noblest purposes come to

according

to their liking.

One by a young lady was him by the sea-side.
What an audience.as follows : — " Rechabism — May it fade chamber does man stand in, when by
away only in the light of Association." night he watches upon the shore of the

also offered.

The authoress
•"Daughter

«f

of this sentiment
Rechab

"

is

a voiceful sea, whilst above him, the Upper

and had never

anything on Association,
beyond
the little which was mingled with our re
heard

marks

of

all

The decorum
upon that occasion.
was admirable throughout
the

day.

Deep, crowded with shoals of stars, utters
with tongue of awful silence, the mystery

of life within his ear. But I am wandering.
Our bathing sports ended, we rejoined
the company juet in time to do full measI ure of hearty praise to a clam-chowder.

Schools and Academics nf New England, with
pai
languages and literature.
Pupils of different ages and of both seses are
received. Young men arc fitted for College, or
for commercial pursuits, or are instructed in
the higher branches usually taught in the Uni
versity.
The School is under the immediate direction
of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEV, assistedby experienced
teachers in the different departments.
For young children who are deprived of pa
rental care, and for older pupils who wish to
pursue a thorough and exact course of study,
without the usual confinement of a large semi
nary, it is believed that this School affords ad
vantagesthat are rarely to be met with.
TERMS — FOUR DOLLARS a we«k for board,
vashme,iu
fuel, lights, and instruction. Instrncwashing,
ion in Inst rumental Music and use of the Piano,
TWELVE DOLLARS a quarter.
Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE R1PLEY.

Brook Farm, West Roxbury, Must.
March 1,1847.

WEST ROXBURY RAIL-ROAD
AND OMNIBUS LINE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
LEAVES Brook Farm at 7 and 9 A. M., and
1 3-4 and 5 P. M. Leaves the " Toll Gate Sta
was given that I would speak on Asso
tion" on the arrival of the 8 and 111-2, A. M.,
ciation by request, at eight o'clock that and moral profit.
I stopped in Newbury- 3 1-2 and 6 1-2, P. M., Cars from Boston.
N. R. GERR1SH,
evening, on Quaker Square.
port where I lectured in the evening to a
April 5, 1847.
A'frnl.
Accordingly at the hour appointed, 1 j srnall audience.
The weather being so
went to the place of meeting, and found hot, that it was impossible to get an audiBefore the company

broke

up, notice

We aoon set out on our return expedition,
after having had a day of real pleasure

THE HARBINGER

a dozen persons gathered round at ence into a house.
But I must end here, Is published simultaneonslv at New York and
I began speaking, and soon , perhaps to resume my narrative at some j Boston, by the AWERICAR UNIOS or ASSOCIAa distance.
IJIONISTS, every Saturday morning. Office in
my audience augmented to about one ; fature time.
Yours, ever,
New York, BBROESS, STRINGEB & Co., No.
';-':2Broadway; in Boston, CROSBT ft NICHOLS,
I spoke for an hour and a half I
hundred.
WENDELL.
111 Washington Street.
to as orderly and attentive an auditory as
TERMS. — Two Dollars a year, or One Dollar
I ever addressed. la all country towns
for
six months, payable invariably in advance.
The Treasurer of the American Union ac
where the dictum of a false etiquette knowledges the receipt of the following remit Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
think this would be tances : —
does not forbid
GENERAL AOENTS.

I

it,

about

would never resort to any
from

eccentricity,

such

or in places

the hot

But

I

during

of July and August.

method
where

it

the best way of lecturing,
evenings

would excite prejudice against our move-

May 17. Cash from New York Un
ion
#107 00
June 3. R. Albery, Buffalo, by the
4 00
hands of C. A. Dana...
- 18. O. P. Stevens. Monroe,
Mich., on ac't. lecturing
2 00
fond, by Geo. Ripley...

GEORGE

DEXTER,

30 ANN ST., NEW YORK.

JOHN B. RUSSELL,
GAZETTE

CINCINNATI,

OFFICE.

PRINTED AT THE BROOK FARM PRESS.
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they

and from

AS ILLUSTRATED BY FOURIER'S SYSTEM.

There seems a grand tendency to

their

and hence unjust ; same change would be effected univer
position results a sally which has been effected partially in
between the two par France, where provinces once hostile now

false

and union amongst

This char

they are the two
cial

life.

great elements

Revolutions

eternally

and must occur in states;

and

progress

of various

theories of socialism at home and abroad.
these

Amongst

none can

theories

lay

claim to such a scientific basis and form,
and at the same time none approximate
so nearly to existing
school of socialism

institutions,

as the

by Fourier.

founded

We wish clearly to be understood when
we state, that it is nut our intention

to

enter the lists ae a champion of Fourier's
social

system,

but simply

to offer to a

large number uf persons, who are at pres
ent studying the problem of social legis

No existing

existing.

occur,

the parish is the basis, the primary ele
ment of society.
If therefore we would

but order and

parties can meet

an

is taken

from

the

lectures

of

covered.

once organized

organization

We must have a distinct
is meant by organization,
ceed

any

further.

idea of what

before

we pro

The term

contains

must have centralization

nn all sides.

parishes on the

ism.

organized.

Having

and subdivision.

to be realized

in order

and

ought to be adapted for one
square league of land as a commence
practicable,
ment,

without

placing

or the established

public

system

tranquility

in jeopardy ;

secondly, that every plan of social reform
to be just and good, must nut attempt to
prevail by violence, but be freely wel
comed on account of the solid advanta

Were
granted this, let us imagine for a ges which it yields to all classes.
of society were these principles recognized either by

moment that the whole

We must then suppose, ac
cording to our definition, that there exists

TIIE SOCIAL PROBLEM.

Having

or

M. Victor Considerant, a powerful ex
positor of Fourier's system of social

I.

it will diffuse itself gradually

reconcile reform with new plan, it will be easy to proceed from
We must therefore seek them to provinces, empires, continents.
for a new organization, capable of har Thus we find that to determine experi
and of mentally the best social organization for
monizing progress and stability,
the earth, we must first find the best for a
effecting the fusion of parties, by establish
ing an agreement uf interests of the parish.
It follows from the last result which we
whole of society.
Such an organization
Fourier and his party assume to have dis arrived at, first that every plan of social

this difficulty,

opportunity

chiefly

attempt to establish a new order of soci
ety, we must begin with and realize it in.
a parish.
If the system is good and true,

conservatism.

of obtaining a two fundamental ideas : an organized
compendious and concise sketch of this system implies, 1st, A directing .centre;
interesting theory.
2d, A separation and distinction of the
The following outline of the system elements of the system.
In a word, it
lation,

mentally the earth, as France, consists of
of parishes, and hence that

a collection

of the times has become so security are also indispensable, and such
distinct and prominent, that it deserves to cannot be the case unless the new inter
A ests and institutions are founded and in
be examined and carefully analyzed.
very natural result of this tendency has troduced without ruining those already
rise

It ap
constitute a single national unity.
pears from this investigation that funda

of so

acteristic

been the

8.

exclusive,

perpetual conflict
One of the most remarkable features of ties.
There is no real hostility between
modern society is the prevalence of the the principles of Reform and Conserva
principle of association amongst its mem- tism, between the Future and Present;

communities.

NUMBER

1847.

the preser
the united parishes of the earth in uni
of peace and order in the state. form system.
Each party fundamentally
Were the globe thus organized, tha
is right, bat

SOCIALISM,

wards amalgamation

CRo9BY ADD NtCHOLS,
\VAsH1NGTOR STREET, BoSTON.

vation

[From the London Topic.]

large civilized

IIl

classes, and is occupied with

MISCELLANY.

bers.

AND AWAIT THE LIGHT.

somewhere on the globe a central govern

government or public opinion, the worbt
systems would be rendered imio-xiouf.
For instance, in that case, the Communist

a

if,

Let us for a moment glance at the na ment, extending its authority over the party need not bo feared, though their
It may be whole earth. Now this central adminis opinions are now somewhat dangerous,
ture and divisions of society.
reduced to two great sections: one con tration would require intermediate chan
because the theory of community
of
stituting a reform or progressive party, nels of communication, to the different property, taken in an indefinite sense,
the other a conservative or stationary subordinate
societies.
Thus we must disposes poor men to declare war upon
Each of these parties represents conceive the earth divided into continents, the rich.
Now
on the principle we
party.
The each having a central government, and we have above developed, these reformers
specific and legitimate elements.
reform party is the advocate of the lower must subdivide these continents into em were obliged to give in
plan of their
and

rights

debarred.

The

those comforts

from

which

pires, provinces,

All

districts,

these divisions

and parishes.

system, this plan could be locally tried us
on the contrary

tive governments,

party protects the interests of the higher

tually subordinate,

thus binding

they

are

;

together;

ground.

if

conservative

their respec- j an experiment
and form centres mu- ; failed, Communism
require

it

classes, and endeavors to secure for them

would

fall

to

tho
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Fourier's party, acting on this princi
ple, propose a new plan of social organi
sation for the parish in the first instance.

agricultural

But they do not attempt to- meddle with
ihiisr social element! in the parish which
,ave already obtained some sort of organ

territory

as fur example,

ization,

divine

worship,

and similarly

labors,

all oth

stock, and would entitle the original

ers, should be distributed into distinct and er to his share.
accurately

classified

groups,

as

if

of the community formed
well superintended estate.

tingle

j II. SOLUTION PF THE SOCIAL ProoLCH
FOURIER'*

civil, or
Their chief aim

vli« political element, (be moral,

the
one

own

These shares would

ex

tend to the whole possession of the com
munity, which is indestructible.

On this

plan the method of enjoying
ON I

PRINCIPLE.

your proper
a transformation ; but the

ty undergoes

rights and advantages of persona) proper
ty remain, and are: better secured than at

Die great difficulty that presents itself present.
The income of a proprietor
municipal regulations.
is at first to organize that which has nn to this new school of political economy which now only amounts to two or three
organization, namely, labor; for all that would seem to be bow to cultivate the per cent, would soon attain a much high
has relation to industry is 'left, in the territory of the community
unitedly, yet er rate of interest, owing to the increase
with individual and of production,
as we shall presently
present system of things, to the caprice of without interfering
As matters exist at show.
individuals, who wage a perpetual war of private property.
Thus it appears, that in order to culti
•ypusititm against one another, ending in present, the community is parcelled into
the same number of allotments as fami
vate the land of a community unitedly,
BUI versa-?anarchy.
TW ten* industry has a very extended lies, each administering its own affairs like the estate of one man, we must aban
Infinite divisibil
don the system of partition, and enter
sense, is employed by ibe French social- generally very badly.
istn.

Industry

with them standa for the

of all the channel*

collection

of man's

ity eeems almost to prevail in the partit
ion of property ; the land is absolutely
cut up into shreds.
Hedges, enclosures,

productive energy : comprehending agri
culture, manufactures, commerce, tUmies- and
education, the srieuccs,

tic industry,

and

i-lin fine arts.

This then is the social problem which
sulstio*.,

requires

a»d wh»:li

these men

profess to strive: thc organization of la
The
bor and industry in communities.
most important conditions which are con
sidered requisite1 by Fourier's party to
solve this problem, are now to be pointed
The first requisite is that the cumoat.
immity must be large enough
all the elements of social life.
containing

to furnish

A parish

only 200 persons (as frequent
in France,) would not afford

ly occurs
material for the development of the differ
ent branches of industry thai employ hu

to

the

community

the

idea

a regency
rection

charged with

of the work

the superior di
in the

performed

A system of distinc
Secondly,
parish.
tion and classification of the different
manufac
of agriculture,
employments
tures, domestic affairs, education, aru and
Each of these branches of la
sciences.

sep

with the cultivation'
Existing associations are, however, in
of land, and render it complete in Fourier's estimation, as they
He proposes to
unprofitable and ueelesa. Neighbors quar
only comprise capital.
rel about land, and water, and bring on a associate all the elements' of production,
long train of law-suits, loss of time and which may" be reduced to three.
We see
To all in fact that to obtain produce it is not suf
money, and all uncharitableness.
this we may add that the land of most pa ficient to have land, the material and the
rishes is very badly cultivated and yields instruments of labor — in a word, capi
much less than its capacity.
Now the tal ; but this capital must be employed
Fourierist
maintains that it is clear that and improved by man's energy.
Hence,
in order 10 .adapt cultivation to particular labor is the second necessary element of
soils, to adopt the best methods of agri
Further, the operatives are
production.
culture,

portion

and introduce the most improved

and approved inventions in machinery,
dispose

to

of the water to the greatest ad

different in strength, and vary in capacity,
which leads us to place talent or ability
as the third element of production.

From the above results it becomes evi
vantage either for irrigation, or as a mo
tive power — in a word, to make the most dent that the members of such an asso

of the land and its resources, it woald be
requisite to pull down all enclosures, ef
face all partitions, and establish out of the
would occupy and cultivate one square union of all private estates, one vast pro
The second requisite is that the perty of fifteen or sixteen hundred hec
league.
must be capable of being tometers, in which one grand and generous
community
system of cultivation would be substituted
managed like the estate of one individual
This is evident when we come for the petty and meagre dissection now
man.
of social organization, which we develop
First, It would require
ed farther back.

an individual

associated property for an individual
arated property.

fences interfere

of a large

It is necessary that there
man activity.
should be a population of 1800 or 2000
persons, or 400 families at least, who

to apply

into association ; substitute

prevailing.

ciation ought to be remunerated
proportion to their contribution
labor,

and talent.

in just
of capital,

It remains to deter

mine how it would be possible to estimate
exactly the amount

of labor

and the degree of talent

performed,

manifested, for

the proportion of capital contributed can
be easily ascertained.
Fourier's theory
professes to solve this problem, perhaps

Now, can this desirable object be effect

the most important in the whole social
with the rights uf question.
It is cer
Let us suppose that a company wishes
property at present existing?
tain that it can : and the example is placed to found a social community on- Fourier's

ed without

interfering

every day before our
ty

eyes

on a smaller

We see constantly men of proper

scale.

— capitalists,

great and small, associa

plan.

Having

first organized the different

branches of agricultural
form

similar

industry, it would

dispositions

in

all

other

for the purpose of branches, conformably to the principle of
association and unity.
opening a canal, or railroad, or a coal
Thus, 400 separ
In these cases the capital is ate kitchens would be replaced by one
bor would require to be governed by a mine, &c.
in which
central directory subordinate in authority collective, and yet the portion contributed vast and handsome kitchen,
ting

into companies

those individuals whose tastes lead to culi
directory or regency. by each individual connected is represent
principal
we come to consider any branch of ed by a title-deed called scrip or share, nary operations would prepare, as in the
which entitles him to a portion of the royal household in France, the meals of
labor in particular, as agriculture fur in
The aliments would
stance, we find that it can be subdivided profit proportional to his contribution. — the whole society.
be furnished at cost price, and vary accord
into different varieties and branches, and Let this system be applied to agriculture,

to

the

When

tacli of these subdivisions
other

directories,

central

administration,
inburdinate

would

require

and we should have agricultural

and boards of nies, in

united to each other

to those central

which we have above specified.

the same

and commercial companies.

directories

all

property

in kind

compa

ing to the

fancy or fortune of each indi

motto of this school
Land, cattle, and socialism is this, " Unity and Variety

manner

as there exist

valued by compact,

'
Thus all would be received by the society

as the

vidual.

The

Production,

and Liberty

of
in

in Consumption,"

which may be performed daily either alone,
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with your family, Qr a party of friends. — commodation of 400 families of different same way, in the present day, when the
Again, instead of 400 cellars and 400 tastes, character, rank, and fortune, and French Government wishes to lodge three
suitable for the various branches of indus

or four hundred

large and cool cellars, and some vast, well
dried barns where would be stored and

To this
by the society.
building Fourier applies the name of Pha

regiments, it

carefully preserved, the corn, wine, and
Small separate factoall other produce.
riea would be superseded by a large man
'
Commerce
also
would be
ufactory.

build a separate house fur each pupil and
lanstery ; designating the whole industri
If, therefore, our object is to
ous community by the term Phalanx, from soldier.
a comparison of the pacific activity of his house four hundred associated families, it

remain

only

a few

try

required

system to the warlike activity of the
of unity, and Macedonian Alexander.
Phalanstery im
The number plies mansion of the phalanx, in the same
simplified in its machinery.
of agents would be reduced to what was way that monastery signifies mansion of
At present, merchants the monks.
strictly necessary.
who are solely engaged in circulating
We will endeavor to convey to our
wealth and produce, and who advance the readers some notion of the form of a pha
price of many articles without adding to lanstery, though all such descriptions are
their value, are twenty times more numer
imperfect without the assistance of dia
There is a great open court in
ous than such an association as we are grams.
The commu front withtwo wings on the right and left.
speaking of would require.
In the centre of the facade is erected what
nity would buy and sell without the inter
vention of any party, and thus the producer is called the Tour d'Ordre, where would
organized

on a principle

being placed in immediate

and consumer

would dispense with

communication,

be placed
the clock, &c.

the

econo

will be much more economical and desira
ble to unite them in one edifice adapted to
than to build

wants,

their

houses, that is, supposing

four hundred
that

all

other

things are equal, and the materials of the
same nature in both cases.
at Paris, of all civil

The Palais Royal
ized establishments,

resembles most Fou

The unity
plan of a phalanstery.
the galleries communicating

rier's

of design,
with

different

parts

of the building, the

gardens separating the various sections of
&c.
the edifice, the plan of lighting,
all these circumstances con
adopted in
cur there to give an idea of
phalanstery.

such as meet

Add to this, that without leaving the Pal

observatory,

ruinous mercantile medium which sweeps

priated to public

away at present the best part of the in

ings,

come of society.

wings and hinder parts of the edifice

objects,

&c. occupy

better

my to erect a college and barrack than to

the rooms appro

telegraph,

Internally

cadets, or one or more

is considered

the centre.

a

would

it,

barns, there

In the ais Royal
are

its precincts

find within

you

two theatres, several baths, cafes, reading
in

One most important result would ensue distributed chambers differing in size and rooms, and shops, and that eight or nine
hundred families varying
from such an organization of society as elegance, but all clean and comfortable,
rank and op
the new school proposes ; a great number and of such a nature, in short, that rich ulence, dwell under the same roof, but as
under different roofs. —
Large, separately as
the phalanstery, every one has
As

intermediate, and small apartments would

a

and

in

in household economy, in commerce,

if

of men and women employed at present and poor ran both suit themselves.

it

in complicated occupations occasioned by be distributed over the whole phalanstery home in the Palais Royal, each family
the present separation of interests, would in such a manner as to avoid all sharp occupies the apartments most suitable to
be at liberty to turn their attention and contrast between the different members of
from convenience and price.
Only the
activity to other more important and pro
Thus all tlie institutions
ductive labors.

the society,
and

and

splendor

prevent

coming

squalid

in contact,

misery
as at

of the lodgers in the latter, the

crowding

draining

imperfect

and close atmosphere

it
a

The most striking feature of Paris, render
of this social system concur to increase Dublin, &c.
much less salubrious
is the covered passage, and agreeable residence than the mutt un
the wealth and economize the resources of of the building

ETY ON THE NEW SYSTEM.

is

churches,
fices;

palaces,

and sumptuous

here the architecture

edi

again is the

expression of the civilization of the place.
Hence it appears that a new social system

in

Before we proceed any further
our
desirable to point out the

remarks,
broad
plan.

that

distinction,
Communism,

derstood,

exists

as
generally un
bused on the absolute equality

of its members

thus,

such

system
is

the largest contributor of capital, and the
no
most industrious or talented man
or stu

better rewarded than the slothful
Fourierism

pid.

admits

scale of grada

tion founded on the inequality of capacity
and faculty

and in his system every man
to his con

remunerated proportionally

is fundamentally very simple and natural,
that it is far from new, and that similar

tribution to the common stock.

institutions

and stifles all emulation.

exist in the present day in all

between

on Fourier's

and socialism

communism

;

positions

is

in other higher

a

many who established between all parts of the habi
of society now tation without your being exposed to the
suffer, would then cease from being trou
inclemency of the weather.
bled and be at. rest.
By a united and economical system,
One of the most material points of the heat, light, and water are distributed, in to
new system is its architecture; such a re all the chambers and workshops of the
The architecture of a society's mansion.
sult is natural.
The idea of a phalanstery appears at
people represents its social character and
The savage lives in a wig first so strange and unnatural that every
condition.
In many body revolts at it.
wam, nomadic tribes in tents.
The ablest advocates
M. Considerant in partic
parts of Ireland, Bretagne, &c. hamlets of Fourierism,
exist which have all the appearance of ular, have shown much intelligence and
barbarianl.
Lastly, pace thespacious and good sense in their endeavors to explain
regular streets of a capital, adorned with to their readers and auditors that the idea
on the wants of the individual,

it
is

means of this gallery a communication

ORGANIZATION or LABOR AND SOCI

in

tain extent comparative states, dependent

III.

a

in

pretending phalanstery.

is

edifice on the

it

the whole

and capable of being warmed
winter and aired in summer.
By

first fluor,

is

running round

dicity and pauperism would be unknown,
and destitution and misery being to a cer

;

Under such a system men

the society.

Commu

nism seeks to crush all super-eminence,

The free devel

When Louis XIV.

a

is

countries.

by

opment of individual character and pow
fostered, on the contrary,
was desirous of creating an asylum for ers
Fourequires a new style of architecture.
The reader probably infers from ourj 5000 invalids, he was not guilty of the ab rierism, and distinctions and privileges are
description of a community on Fourier's surdity of erecting a separate house for increased instead of being discarded. —
monotonous con
plan, that the edifices which the society each soldier ; he caused a vast hotel to be Communism resembles
civilized

not consist of 400 built,

furnished,

but of one single building suf

ficiently large and diversified

Fourierdescriptions of cert admitting of no variations
which
be prepared, adapted to ism
beautiful piece of music,
the governor, the officers and their fami
all the most diversified notes combine to

for the ac- : lies,

different

should

and the invalid

in

in which

lodgings

;

would

soldiers.

In the produce

a

inhabit

a

would

separate houses variously constructed and

rich, full harmony.
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The first question many people ask On to his employment by the necessity of manufacturing of certain articles givea
to health,
injurious
being informed of the new social plan, is, making
family, and birth to exhalations
living, supporting
how the individuals computing the pha
Some occu
paying his debts; constraint still prevails and even destructive to life.
Now, since pations are so fatal, that those who em
will be able to agree. There are though slavery
abolished.
unavoidable,
two necessary conditions for the existence labor
clear that men brace them are sure not to reach the age
of agreement between men. First, phy can only enjoy liberty by organizing indus of 30. Under these circumstances, can

which,
notwithstanding
synonymous
many..kinds of work are performed volun

At present,
blending of interests.
interests are hostile ; no one is interested

physical
ducing a certain result.

you
preserved the health of the workmen, this
obstacle to labor would be removed.
Solitude.
itude — he

Man

becomes weary

social being.

er who works alone in the fields becomes

number work together in

fore, repugnant to man
care for the losses or gains of the manu
only becomes
facturer ' These matters do not affect the so, owing to the form and conditions un

making labor agreeable

it

:

is

in

;

a

where
as

body,

proved by the order and gaiety ani
mating groups of laborers at the harvest
is

his neighbor's

and vintage.

another means of

Hence

is

evident that

prosperity ; people all men feel the want of employing their
r.ither rejoice in his ruin, as profitable to faculties
inactivity engenders insupport
Labor
themselves.
What does the operative able ennui.
itself
not, there

about

sol

The labor

But our labors are
An expenditure of mental and sluggish and sleepy.
and charms
activity for the purpose of pro invested with attractions

labor!

is

Ihe

if

lay the must essential foundation for uni
versal concord.
The second condition is

is

tarily, by persons who are at liberty not
What
to undertake them
they please.

It

point

;

this

On

and pain are

if

flow

labor

in

OUT received notions,

is
a

of disposition, and cause the heart to over
benevolence.

is
in

possible to make labor attractive?
answers no.
For according to air might freely circulate, and thus

Prejudice

with

not attractive?

If, however, you built clear and com
which light and
fortable workshops,

affluence often suffice to create kindliness

Fourier's party are sanguine in their con
viction, that their system of socialism will

we wonder that labor

a

Is

that ease and

it

man, it is well ascertained

way as to make its exercise

»

in

sical well-being.
such
Independently of the try
influence of education on the affections of attractive.

is

it

is

is

lanx

to unite labor

ers into friendly and cheerful groups.
3. The principal obstacle
the monot

hand,

all

the

it

on the

is

In the phalanx,
individuals

parties,

you

injure

yourself.

partments of labor which

moral

The antagonism of capital with labor and allowed to be attractive, provided that
ceases ; these three elements of you adopt them from preference, and ob

talent

I

;

descriptions of labor which

now divide men, become a bond of union

industry

which

in their system.

physical

energy of man.

are found especially

in

Thus, Fourier's school main
community.
tains that interest and selfishness, which

Nature

requites him to

and

either of these

;

faculties

are generally

production blend together and combine to tain an equitable remuneration
forward
the general prosperity of the the sciences and the fine arts.

faculties.

develope them all

mean
Those

or inordinately
exclusively
employed, disgust and prostration ensue.
Pleasutes weary when too long prolong

ed

the most enchanting opera would be

come insupportable

it

other

There are two de

if

any

them.

ac

the fatigue

notwithstanding

is

companying

injure

;

pursuits,

ing that of the society, and if you

I

can only increase your income by increas

if

;

is

in

other

is

Those, for
der which
performed.
of the instance, who live by hunting and fishing, ony and long duration of labor. Indeed,
their the greatest cause of men's dislike to
society being associated together, you are seldom find any great enchantment
the long continuity of the labor.
injured by your neighbor's misfortunes,
yet many opulent persons are work
profession
and you profit by his success.
There you passionately addicted to the labor of these Man possesses physical, intellectual,
and
rate of his pay.

lasted ten hours.

only brings into

I

What then must we think of the present
that department of organization of labor, which condemns a
are disliked,

play the

man to the same work for fifteen hours

a

We must now day, for six days in the week, during the

One of the most knotty problems in the analyse the causes of this repugnance, to whole year, and who has not a moment to
to make labor at discover the conditions necessary for ren devote to the exercise of his other facul

social science is how
portance

this

question.

Men

dering all labor attractive.

have

Insufficient

salaries,

ties?

unhealthy

locali

sought for three or four thousand years to ties, solitude, too protracted occupation,
obtain liberty by means of political revo and absence of emulation — such appear
lutions.

They have gone the wrong way to be the principal

to work ; they can only find it and secure

causes

of dislike

to

penal

not this amount to as great
labor for life
the

as hard

settlements?

This nature impera
of occupation for

tively demands variety

the purpose of relief and relaxation.
4.

labor.

Docs

punishment

a

It is easy to perceive the im
of

in

tractive.

Another

condition necessary to at

salaries.

!

a

Insufficient

is

is in fact the great

1.

Labor

is

Work
at tract men to work
emulation.
Men
How many are capable of astonishing efforts when
sovereign law of humanity; by labor man present generally badly paid.
the wants of his nature, and men and women are overlooked without stimulated by sentiment of noble, gener
supplies
ous emulation.
Under the new organi
without labor society could not exist. — being able to get enough to live upon
it by labor.

did as they pleased, and played with phi
All work fell
losophy, arts and sciences.

labor

is

a

But many kinds of labor are severe and The constraint that weighs upon them zation of industry, Fourier's school hold
They have to that emulation and opposition, which now
disgusting ; hence the division of men depresses their spirits.
punishment comparable to that distract, would advance the interests, and
amongst the ancients into two categories, endure
On the other hand, when improve the produce of industry.
the laboring and the idle, or those who of Sisyphus.
Many
well

remunerated

men are fond

examples drawn

from

experience

show,

if

laborers are frequently
This desirable object
effected that
listless
when mixed up together without order,
the phalansterian
to the lot of slaves ; slavery flowed from according to Fourier
The Greek repub organization, which has the property of you have only to separate them into dis
the hatred to work.
to tinct groups and immediately
lics and Roman empire, for which we producing great wealth and diffusing
spirit of
such rivalry possesses these bodies, which has
have such a profound admiration, were the different branches of industry
manner as to attract laborers to each of the effect of doubling the activity of each
in reality nothing but aristocracies of pa
a them in proportion to the wants of the so individual, and creating
tricians and free citizens employing
passionate at
tachment fur the work in which they are
There are now ciety.
countless host of slaves.
2.
Most peace engaged.
no more slaves, at least
Europe; but
Unhealthy localities.
The French socialists maintain that all
the great mass of woiking men are far ful occupations are performed under un
from free.
Most men woik because they healthy conditions.
The workshops are these conditions, which are necessary to
The render labor attractive, are fulfilled
are oMfge'd to do so every one us riveter| damp, ditiy, or badly ventilated.
their
in

;

in,

a

a

in

a

it

in

is

of it.
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and children,

and their body would

some other

after poring sounds, whilst
delightful harmony re
problem, felt the want of sults from an infinite combination of va
There are, we admit,
pursuit, and complained of rious tones.

not having

any

to

object

The series would be from his calculations.
divided into several groups
each of these
The plan of establishing

distract

a

head of that

general
is

to which

For instance, all

devoted.

in

those who are occupied

a slight

These

groups and series.

differ

only

will counteract

shade from those which sur

and even these

natural

circumstances
and

antipathies,

This resemblance would prevent their degenerating into hatred.
would compose one of the series of the occasion
warm rivalry between these Prevailing prosperity and enjoyment, ed
branch of agriculture
and those members groups, stimulating their members to ex
ucation, and courtesy, will incline aR
of the series who devote their attention to ceed and surpass their neighbors
skill, hearts from childhood to general benevo
to particular kind of corn such as w heat and rapidity of execution.
lence and mutual toleration on the part of
would form
An objection raised
special group of this series.
There
no reason to fear that this em repulsive characters.
Now every individual would belong to ulation would create personal animosity to this system
the insatiable nature of
several series, and become
member of and destroy the peace of the parish.
ambition, and that this passion will still
rounded them.

his taste and

in

capacities.

would rather do good, for though at one exist under a new social system, and ootime you would be rivalling the members casion then, as now, those sentiments of
a certain series, by hatred and envy which inflame the lieait
of another eronp
!

he was inclined,

to which

being guided in his choice

by

those groups

It

a

is

is

a

,

,

a

in

;

a

cultivating corn

men

identity

of emula
Every series would be so organ

as constantly

collision,

will have
bond of union in the
of interests and co-operation in

favorable to the development
ized that all the groups would

avoid

happens in large crowds

very

tion.
by

der the

the series

is

;

groups would be employed upon different
varieties and shades of work, classed un

can

they
series

characters, but

amongst men antagonistic

him

;

it,

of men, women,

number

who are partial to
be called
series.

The great La Place,

"in'.

for hours over

a

Every description)

be confided to a certain

a

of work would

a

system of association.
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to
I

having joined
them
Thus
group of another series.
the rivalry would be confined to the group,

to give

not at all sur-

in

man with numerous

and various faculties,

should only employ

proposed and re-

commended by the Fourierists.

Only

;

ambition

j

channels are

I

has
him.

tractive,

they

pursuits

exhaust

are very at

!

a

and

j

seek for the same things,

nities

the various labors indispensable

which

a
j
; j
!

in

has wisely endowed men with

!

Providence

characters

and

capacities.

If

not produce

any

agreeable

concert

of

is

a
on

in

a

career
as

next

In Fouall

army.
sides

every man

spread
an

before

apprentice
are admitted

you
third,

the

second,

or

then you advance to the rank

of

of superintnndent

great diversity in character in order that
men may be found who are inclined to all

we had only one note in musie we could

prosecuted too

fifth class,

for

opened
begin

the mar-

Napoleon's

encouraged

boundless

laborer

series.

different

ss

in some group,
as

host of useful pursuits would be abandoncd.
requisite that there should be

society.

Phalanx,

You

You giadualiy

group

and

rise to th« highest di(fand in the stain,

the community

Whatever

may be the special
dcvote

you

your

labors

energy,

to

every

where you may entertain the hope of becoming

j

intellectual

to

the law of his system.
'

Though

is

Liberty

is

j

rier's

the first man in the phalanx, in
the empire, and possibly on

the province,

of earth.
j

be at perfect liberty

do so.

if

six hours, would

is

I

shal's baton, perhaps

j

a

it

clear that an artist, for instance, who

wished to prosecute his labors for four or

them by the

perspective decorations,
throne.

in

is

it

to one pursuit,

would

he excited

brilliant

is

Fourier considers two hours the
for application

and

It

this change

circumstances,

extinguish

On the contrary

the

outgrows

a

but

though

maximum

on

men, did not strive to
all ambhion
his soldiers,

of rewards, and showed them in

is

by

and groups;

depend

no novice

the art of ruling

display

By so doing man violates the laws limit of countries, and embraces the
of his nature, and he
justly punished whole human race.
mental and physical degradation.
Va
We hear
often objected that all men
riety of work thus appears necessary to must be exactly alike for them to live
make labor engaging and to do justice to harmoniously together.
This the Fouthe nature of man.
Now the French rierists pronounce to be mistake.
Were
Socialists maintain that this could be ef all men similar to each other, tastes and
fected by
perpetual change of pursuit professions would all assimilate, monotoon the part of the members composing ny would prevail
All
every thing.
would

pension and re-

Napoleon,

that the circle

one!

the series

ment and are sure of
treat in old age.

its country's

The same remark holds good

his system they maintain
becomes extended, that

a

i
[
|

j

in
I j

cause those in place expect some advance-

form

a
; j

sensitive

they

a

endowed

glory.

the social organization

like

being,

demand, though no great emolument
this?
Be
attached to tliem.
Why

are

way

Govern-

in

military

same

rank.

are now in great

it
;

for

not right or natural that

pnrt,

the

the army of which
and the army about

of

fair chance

a

debility,

unfit,

ments in
about

no-

The regi-

ent companies, they all feel interested
the honor of their regiment.

ment placea in France

in

It

is

from constitutional
service.

and

differ-

the highest

attaining

Andjof

between

;

decrepitude,

exists

a

premature

overcome

emulation

is

with

individuals,

looking

though

into

esubli*h an aristocracy

of talent, and give every man

distinction

a

livid

prefer

in

with

bent in

towns ewarm

manufacturing

a

Our

the

they

in

by

the eternal repetition of the same action.
The gardener and rostic,
having per
petually to stoop, IMVIHUC lin.illv

but still

you wish to dire« ambition

hle channel,

ardor and valor,

ny emulate each other

in

become deformed

If

In battle the soldiers of the same compa-

I

Umbs

which are serviceable to it.

it

workman's

his

able rivalries

The their own company above others.

powers and prostrates his intellect.

form.

it

|

a

down

naturally come to regard tlieir superiors
and equals as enemies and impediments.

organized army there are always innumer-

in

wears

by

;

a

machine

it

a

profession.
Industry as at present conducted re
duces man to the condition of an automa
or

constituted

And

it is

is

single pursuit, or even some petty branch

ton

in

j

is

at present
society as
men are very envious.
Most
one in the phalanx would be able to de- the triumph and success, moreover, of professions are very limited.
Those men
velopeand employ all his faculties, whilst any particular group
profitable to those who occupy an inferior position, seeinff
in the present system of separation one other groups which
surpasses, by in- themselves condemned to remain there all
man
tied every day all his life to one creasing the common stock.
In
well their lives without any chance of r- in,.-.
with variety

of

prising that

and broader

grander

h'eW on every side.

j

of labor, moreover,
combined
of pursuits, BO that every and not extend to the individual.

do

is

individuals

to this says

reply

It

same

in
a

be applied to all branches of industry. —

those

with

whom you were opposed,

Fourier

absurd to attempt to check am
what we must
bition, as many maintain;
a

along

that

at another time he working

it

labor may be portioned into as many sec
tions as you please, and this system can

would

it
is

you

Division

of man.

the system of change we have spoken of,

is

The reader will perceive that by divis
ion into series and subdivision into groups,

Of

one thing at least you m«jr ba

certain, that is of rising proportionally
your merit in every occupation.
The question then presents

to

itself,

valuable result of this system,

Another
according

to its advocates, would

prevalence

of universal

be the

which they maintain would result from
we shall now consider in what

so profess to distribute

moderation,

it,
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way they

profits proportionally

" How can you be sure of attaining that highly extolled by philosophy.
We see to the capital, labor and talent supplied.
The common stock would be divided
Who men continually immoderately addicted to
dignity to which you are entitled!
This is not on into three portions, each corresponding to
would appoint the superintendents and j indulgence in pleaaure.
Who would judge of the merit account of the superfluity of delights, those three sources of wealth.
officers?
Fourier

not be

rule — only

four-

to labor,

Bnt this

and stringent
estimate used as an

universal

rough

of bis plan, and showing the
of the three contributing
proportion

example

lighted to be able, on Sundays and holi
days, to atone for the privations of the sources.
First, as to capital
be week.
The consequence is, that be in

and every candidate would be judged by
As, for instance, the superin

his peers.

attribute

to talent.

three-twelfths

would

a

and

to

proposes

to capital, five-twelfths

twelfths

a

IB but on account of their paucity and novel
of the members of the community*
there not great danger of an eqoitable de ty.
Wealthy men are commonly moder
ate in their enjoyment of the table, be
cision being overruled by favoritism or cor
" The French Socialists say, cause it IB always well supplied. But
ruption?
The ap the poor man, condemned for six days to
no : and we will tell you why.
pointment of officers would be elective, a hateful labor and short allowance, is de

s

in

it
is

;

it

will procure
tendents of groups and series would
la
Histo return proportional to its utility.
appointed by their respective groups and dulges in excesses on those days.
evident that capital
series.
Now it is evident that the elect ry relates that thirty-two officers of Alex large associations
ors would know on the one hand the na ander the Great died in consequence of will be
great request to advance their

their competency or incompetency

cers would not have made such a length

who

are canvassing

for their votes;

these same electors,

and

their

be

before

activity,

a

intend

they

a

cause these parties will long have shown

The value of money will
Fourier well remarks prosperity.
protracted orgies.
in this instance, that if the enjoyment of I therefore rise in proportion to its demand/
the table had been succeeded by that of The system of union will equalize the
rate of interest every where. • If
pha
another description — such as a magnifi
less interest
cent dramatic representation — these offi lanx endeavored to return

ture of the work over which

to place a superintendent : and on the
other hand the character of the parties

ened banquet ; they

would

have

drunk

than that which was current, the capital
ists would invest their fortune elsewhere.

talent, and capacity will have been accu

and eaten with greater moderation ; they

rately ascertained.

of according to its social value. Every one,
appropriat
pleasure instead of one, and would have moreover, will be interested
as, owing to the
fair return to
continued to live instead of dying of re ing
of wealth, the Fourierist
accumulation
pletion.
In society constituted on Fourier's plan, anticipates that^everybody would soon be

to repair

batten

been committed,
talent

them
Hence,

the injustice

thus injured

every

which

be his position

amongst

and neglected.

man would

attaining the dignity
Whatever

which had

by welcoming

be certain

of

he deserves.
in the society

it,

a

excited

by a come

capitalist.

will provide

savings

a

be incessantly

The phalanx
host of pleasant and attractive pursuits:
their only difficulty would be which to bank for small

will not

which

capitals,

only obtain interest,- but

to another, and would enjoy in succession
and moral
all the physical, intellectual,

The profits accruing to that portion of
the stock allotted to capital would be di

This
pleasures reserved by Providence.
would leave no room for excess in any

out of all the sums, both large and small,

one pursuit

or

pleasure, and universal
from the multipli

moderation would flow

as soon as he commences to city of pleasures.
It is easy to perceive
labor he enters on a course that may lead that man has been endowed with a wellhim by successive elections to the most proportioned system of faculties ; all he
eminent posts in his country, or on earth. has to do is to bring them all into play
Another difficulty presents itself in this harmoniously.
Where can you find a
on Marting,

large share

in

As variety is pleasing, they
would turn their attention from one object

choose.

the profits.

to the shareholders

vided and distributed

entrusted to the phalanx,
mulation

and their accu

Nothing can be

by interest.

more simple than this method,
adopted

all .societies when

which

is

neighbors and all the society.
Neighboring groups or phalanxes would

men would

a

group

eyen of its

in the

be disgraced

would

the

partiality,

be remunerated

a

or

intrigues

therefore, would

of two kinds

in

by

partaken

a

The electors, therefore, are perfectly
of deciding respecting
their
It follows that the most worthy
choice.
and fittest person will almost unavoidably
Were this to be prevented
be chosen.
capable

have

in

wonld

Capital,

division of

profits takes place.
In order to determine the portion ac
cruing to labor, all kinds of work would

There are some men devoid of more beautiful evidence of the supreme be divided into three categories, those of
place.
The lat
ability, and these will be mortified on intelligence which has presided over the necessity, utility and pleasure.
the most inferior

to occupy

creation of human nature than this mag

ter would

be less remunerated

The Fourier- nificent result — a perfect harmony of the two former.
by observing that reason, passions and affections of man, ally belong

position.

ists meet this difficulty

than the

The laborers would gener
to

the

three

categories

;

finding themselves condemned

in the phalanx labor is greatly subdivid
effected by the full and free development
ed ; consequently there are all sorts of of them all.
It is
employments open for every body.
We shall not proceed farther on this

unjust precedence of one category over
another;
they would only consult the

not probable, therefore, that any individu
in twenty or thirty differ

Each
general interests of the society.
series would receive
share of the profits,

pursuits

should

remain

inferior

He is certain

colleagues

in some, and equal

others;

to surpass

them in

so that a man who is first in one

group will be last in another, and thus a
system of compensation would

prevail

the whole organization of industry.

in

This

is one of the most beautiful consequences
from the marshalling
into series and groupl.

resulting

to develop the metaphysics of which would be distributed amongst the
Fourier and his doctrine of universal har groups composing it, and each group

in occasion
his

of society

mony.

IV.

HARMONIOUS RESULTS or THE NEW

SOCIAL SYSTEM, ACCORDING TO ITS AD
VOCATES.

would apportion its share to the members

of which

it

ent

them all.

part of the subject, as it is not our inten
tion (as before observed) on the present

not strive to give an

a

al participating

hence, they would

work

they had performed, as as
from extracts and minutes of

consisted,

certained

to the

the terms and sessions.

given a sketch of the organiza
tion of industry as proposed by Fourier's

talent,

party, and shown some of the advantages

greatest merit would

Having

according

which

With regard to the remuneration
we have

Been that

the

infallibly

of

men of

attain the
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of
highest dignities by a competent election. of the improved physical well-being
It fellows that the rank occupied by each the community.
The Fourierists maintain farther that
individual in all the series would be the
exact measure and proof of his capacity theft could not exist in their system. In the
in the particular work of that series.
It first place, misery would cease from stim
to crime;

in the next place, mor

would, therefore, be very easy to reward
men proportionally to their talent on this

ulating

system, which is at present impracticable.
There is no danger of the superintend

education.

ents of series leaguing together to appro

almost insurmountable

be fostered by industry and

would

ality
moral

But over and above these

causes, theft would be impeded by
physical obstacles.

deserts,

attacking

streams of

conducting

water into barren

and

wastes,

covering

them with a layer of soil in order to ren
der them fruitful and productive ; in drain
ing

marshes,

ming rivers,

bridges, dam

constructing
and

embankments

forming

in dipfor the prevention of inundations;
ging canals and directing the course of

of irrigation,

the waters for the purposes
and in establishing

aU

between

railroads

Theft, in a community organized on this the most important stations of the country
These armie*
injury of the common workmen, nor need plan, could only be effected on objects of to which they belonged.
priate to themselves undue shares, to the

first case, the robber would be greatly in

would be occupied farther in
through isthmuses, such as llioee

would be a superintendent in some series,
and a common laborer in another, without

commoded

and Panama,

mentioning the intermediate

consume it?

defraud

their

he would

Every

superiors.

in others.

occupy

man

position
Hence

see that the superintendents

In the

attempt to consumption or moveahle articles.

we fear that the latter would

that
we

could not in

Where

with his plunder.
could he prepare it? and how

could

In the second case he would

not know where to conceal the purloined
nor could he find a purchaser,

articles,

by unjust divisions of because private individuals would not carry
doing on trade in the social system, and the

jure the workmen

and

he were by magic,

cutting

of Suez

aceompltthing,

as it

operations

surprising

general public utility, which

would

ploy legions cif laborers, and wmiM

of
em

have

the effect of embellishing
the whole

and improving'
of the earth, and of

surface

shares, and the converse, without

rendering it a more healthy residence for

Consequently, if united phalanx alone would have the pow
injury to themselves.
we grant that on the d.iy when the shares er and right of buying and sell ing.
Every
are allotted, each member is actuated man who appeared before the authorities

glow with

(though

and cupid

of the phalanx with the view of effecting

Fourier denies their exist

the sale of some article, would be required
to produce the proof of hU title to his pos

cred writ, say they, agrees in proclaiming
man the king of created beings.
Such

ence in his system,)

yet all

his desires

would be gratified by a partition founded
on strictly just principles.
It follows
become
that individual interests would

session.

Thi«

new

school

theft to be with them physically

pronounce
and mor

Fourier's partisans say,
ally impossible.
of that it would result from the distribution
of labor into groups and series that work
the society, in the new social organiza
would become attractive, and that all the
tion.
This is Fourier's solution of the prob members of the community would «eek
with the common

identified

of the new school

on comparing this
the happiness of hu
All sa
manity with its present misery.

only by feelings of selfishness
ity,

The advocates

man.

interests

lem : how to divide the profits proportion
ally to the contributions

for a variety of pursuits with the greatest

of capital, labor, ardor and satisfaction.
therefore

and talent.

be unknown,

enthusiasm

magnificent view

of

But, we would

he is destined to feeeome.
to ask,

venture

does man deserve this
glorious title now * Is this wretched ob
ject,

covered

with

rags, -perishing

famine, devoured by disease,
king

of creation ?

with

is this the.

What infatuation*

is not yet

f/et
aeeompfaheo:.
all the nations associate ; let them form
Prophecy

Idleness

would

the unity of the great human family ; let

and

-cooUl

man employ

you

hw energy and intelligence

We have now finished this brief sketch safely advance a minimum to poor com in c u'ltiv:ii;np instead of devastating the
of Fourier's socialism, and shall only add munities with the certainty of their hav- earth-; let him tike full possession of hit
few words

on some new and striking ! ing paid their expenses, and accumulated

results which these men assure us would

profits by the end of the

flow from the adoption of their plan.
The first striking change which would

famine and mendicity,

be affected by the adoption

of Fourier's

system (according to its advocates) would
be, the different position in which the sci
ence of medicine and its professors would
It is now the interest of med

be placed.

ical men that

sickness

should be preva

In the phalanstery it would be their
interest to eradicate all disease, because
lent.

would

physicians

not receive

their fees

directly from their patients, but would ob
tain a share from a particular fund at the

year.

the scourges

would

it

existing to work.

M. Considerant

of the dislike

This is the reason why

has drawn

to the general

creation.

sink immediately

our poor laws have aggravated
chief and increased pauperism.

whole

of all, and then, indeed, he
will deserve to be called the monarch of

that is acquired

:ij] happiness

from

ent 4o advance a minimum to a communi
because

the

of

It w«uld be unsafe and absurd at pres

into indolence, on account

appropriate

wealth

populous societies, would disappear
the earth.

ty,

let him

domain,

Ttua,

the mis
in his lec

tures an enchanting picture of the incal

At present he is often the very refuse
and offal of creation, for the condition of
the brutes is often better than his.

We have now given the substance of
majority of ideas developed by M.
Considerant, in his course of lectures.
We have been necessarily confined to
giving a dry analysis of that which adf
the

mits and

demands

a

more minute and

culable amount of happiness to which man lengthened description, and a more attrac
tive style.
end of the year ; and this share would be can attain after the lapse of a few gener
We trust that the brief sketch which
increased in proportion to the salubrity of ations by the adoption of Fourier's social
Another advantage flows ism.
He did not venture, however, to we have given of this new kind of >ociaU
the phalanx.
which is, that all display the whole of the prospect to his ism will remove some of the prejudices
from this regulation,
patients,
ety,

whatever

would

be

be their rank in soci

equally

well

attended

auditors, for fear of exciting

their incred

ulity.
establishment

of this

would be the

substitution

and that their object would not be confined
to cure existing disorders, but they would

and pacific armies of different descriptions,
for the hostile and descriptive armies now

seek to anticipate the eruption of epidem

on foot.

ics, &c. by the prescription

be employed

of sanatory measures, and the promotion

exist against Fourier's
It will be seen that it is fimple

probably

One of the most mighty results of the and natural,

to ; that the physicians would be -con
stantly and anxiously engaged in preserv
ing the health of their fellow citizens,

and adoption

which
theory.

new

social

order

of industrious

These industrious armies would

ped of timber

in planting mountains strip
by our

improvidence;

in

and analogous

to whatever

No doubt the majority of our
readers will remain incredulous with re
of the sys
spect to the practicability
tem, and they will say on reading vhe
exists.

sketch, it is all very fine in theory but you
Nevertheless we can

cannot realize it !
not help thinking

thaj the serious and at
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tentive reader will regard
less extravagant

as

Fourierism

than he might have been

led to suppose on a superficial view of
the subject, and that there are ideas and
truths contained in the system which de
serve the notice

and investigation

A

men of sense and reflection.
number of intelligent

of all
great

men have embraced

the theory abroad, and entertain the hope

of seeing it soon carried into practice.
Fourier tried in vain for thirty years to
have an experiment made of his plan. His
followers still demand it.
Whether they
will be successful in France remains to be
Men.

it appears they have

In America
founded

already

phalansteries on a small

scale : the future

must determine

their

Owing to the limited

success or failure.

compass of this article, we have abstained
from giving a description of Fourier's
metaphysical
which
have

theory,

respecting universal

between God, Man, and Nature,

unity

on

Nor
of the mechanism of

he founds his social system.
we

spoken

government, education, and commerce in
the system ; neither have we had the
space for inserting Fourier's strictures on

Let not
past history and present society.
our readers therefore condemn the system
because

they find the short sketch which

we have given unsatisfactory ; but let them
examine it

more

profoundly

before they

reject it.

If

there were one other country
Where an honest man might go,
Winning corn-fields from the forest—
All his own, too — blow by blow ?
Farewell, England — I regret thee,
But my tears refuse to flow.
Haply o'er the southern ocean
I shall do my part, to rear
A new nation, Saxon-blooded,
Which with plenty crowned and studded,
To its happy children dear.
Shall cclipie thy fame,O England !
Taught and warned alike by thee ;
Mightier with unshackled commerce,
Mightier in her men more free,
Mightier in her virgin vigor,
And her just equality.
But, farewell ! — my blessing on thee !
Never till my Intest day,
Shall my memory cease to ponder
On thy fate, where'er I wander; —
Never shall I cease to pray
That thy poor may yet be happy;
That thy rich their pride may quell ;
That thou may'st in peaceful progress
All thy misery dispel ;
Queen of nations— once their model —
God be with thee ! Fare-thee-well ! "

ID" " Boy, run up stairs to No. — ,
and bring down my baggage — hurry, I'm
about moving," said a tall, meat-axe
looking person to a waiter, at one of our
crack hojels.
" What is your baggage, massa — what
is he*"
" Why, three pistols, a pack of cards,
a bowie-knife and a night shirt.
You'll
find them all under my pillow."

THE HAKBINGER.
SATURDAY, JULY

31, 1847.

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' riphtu, fraud, oppression,a
rambHnff -pint in trade,reckless adventure,and
conimcrrinl convulnionaall tending to impoverish
the lahorrr nnd to renderevery conditioninsecure.
Relief i- to come,nod run only comefrom the new
npplirnttdnof Christian principles, of Universal
jnxttce and Universal love, to social institutions,
to commerce,to business,to active life.
DR. CHANinifa.

CARE FOR THE FAITH.
The ecclesias
ical tribunal of Santiago has issued a
THE DIGNITY OF LABOR.
warrant for the arrest of Cubi, a teacher
of phrenology and animal magnetism —
The sentimental prattle which
we
he object being to prevent the growth of
often hear put forth on this, subject can
materialism and heresy !
never deceive any intelligent
working-

A LEOAL JOKE. "Well, George,"
asked a friend of a young lawyer, who
to do justice to so vast a system in a space lad been "admitted" about a year, "how
" The
BO limited as that to which
we have do you like your new profession ?
reply was accompanied hy a brief sigh to
We shall therefore defer
been confined.
suit the occasion — "my profession is
the verdict we pronounce till we know much better than my practice."
more of the subject, and we counsel the
We are convinced that it is impossible

The little old woman paused,
palpable.
She
mused, and at last the fire burned.
bethought of the indignity to the pulpit,
the subject, the doctor, and herself, by so
of the " moral
gross a materialization
lever," and, bursting with indignation,
she asked, " Do you mean to tell me that
Dr. Chalmers would preach a hale hour
about a poker." — Manchetter Examiner.

They who have had the most
of labor, under the present
arrangements of society, are the beet able
to form a correct 'estimate of its charac
man.

experience

ter ; and we shall

find them

unanimous

in the opinion, that manual industry as
now organized, imposes the severest bur-

HOUSE.
SHAKSPEAHE'S
The present j dens, and that nothing but the spur of
proprietors of the place of our great 1necessity could induce them to submit to
poet's birth, are, it appears, compelled to ! j,S infliction,
AN EMIGRANT'S BLESSING.
sell it by the terms of the will of a for- I
We do not deny that labor is the
BY MACKAT.
mer owner.
The house is a freehold, j
We know
appointed destiny of man.
" Farewell, England ! — blessings on thee, and is valued at something like two thous
This valuation has been that it is the condition of every thing
and pounds.
Stem and niggard as thou art ;
formed on the number of visitors.
In valuable in our earthly life.
In iliis point
Harshly, mother, thou haat uaedme,
1846, it was calculated that something
of view, — considered abstractly, — con
And my bread thou haat refusedme ;
like three thousand people had visited the
But 'til agony to part.
sidered in relation to the essential nature
house, though not more than two thous
Twill pass over ; for I would not
and five hundred had entered their names of man, — without reference to any ac
—
Bear again what I could tell
in the book kept for the purpose.
The tual arrangements for its performance,
Half the ills that I have suffered,
house will be sold by auction in the labor is
certainly the worthy function of
Though I loved thee twice as well.
course of the summer, and one or two
— a function no less character
So — my blessingson thee, England,
enthusiastic Jonathans
have already ar Humanity,
rived from America
determined to see ized by its dignity than its usefulness.
And a long and last farewell.
what dollars can do in taking it away. — Nor do we doubt, in the slightest degree,
Other regions will provide me
Daily News.
that under the existing miserable organ
for
Independence
my age;
ization of civilized
—
there are
industry,
Recompense for hard exertion
ANECDOTE OF DR. CHALMERS.
There
many individuals
For my children the reversion
toiling in our fields,
was a little old woman in the city of
Of a goodly heritage.
and workshops, and factories, who can
who much admired Dr. Chal
Glasgow,
England — this thou couldst not give me;
mers, and diligently attended all his ser claim the possession of those traits of
England, pampcrer of squires —
mons, on Sundays
and week
days, character which alone give dignity
or
Landlord-ridden, pride-encumbered,
whether they were doctrinal or practical, worth to
any human being.
We
expect,
—
man's
fires :
Quencher of the poor
or astronomical.
One day
theological
But, farewell ! — my blessing on thee,
she came home in great perplexity.
Dr. in general, to find more robust sense, as
Thou art country of my sires.
Chalmers had dwelt much on a " moral well as more robust muscles, in the sun
lever," with which he wished to uplift burnt tiller of the soil, than in the effem
Though I love, I'm glad to fly thee;
human nature.
What a " moral lever " inate vender of ribbands and laces
behind
Who would live in hopelesstoil —
was, the liitle old woman could not di
a city counter, or the pale-faced copier of
Evil-steeped, and ill-cxampled,
vine.
A friend took the poker, and
Pressed andjostled, crushed and trampled placed it on the bars of the grate,
trying legal instruments in an attorney's office ;
Interloper on the soil —
to realize the ideal, and make the imagery but, it surely does not follow bom this,

impartial

reader to do the same.
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can be removed until the desponding one
has learned to realize the truth that labor
is not a curse — that this beautiful eaith
for the benefit of another, as a part of the
of ours, teeming as it is with blessings,
money-making machinery of Civilization.
is not a vast prison-house into which the
It only proves the elastic force of human largest proportion of its inhabitants are
felons, doomed to
nature, which often assumes forms of sent as convicted
hard labor for life ' ; but rather as an
beauty and excellence, under the most '
inalienable homestead,' where all may
depressing and deadening circumstances.
repose upon the bosom of a common
There cannot he any dignity, every one parent, and be equal partakers in the
will admit, in the condition of a negro, good things which the labor of all cre
ates."
sweltering in the heat of a Southern
that there is any more intrinsic

than there

is pecuniary

dignity,

profit, in toiling

cornfield, in obedience to the whip of the
driver.
Nor is a gang of Irishmen delv
ing in the mud and clay of a new road, a
But the
particularly sublime spectacle.
slave and the Irishman
persons

who

illustrate

are not the only
the dignity

bor, in a subversive sense.

the true idea of human industry,
dition
Creator

in which

of la

Compared

to

the con

beings who imitate the

in calling

forth objects of value

ought to be found, it may be said,' that
every man, who is obliged to part

with a

portion of the products of his labor, with

out a just equivalent, — who is working at
the will of another on soil which he does
not own, — who is forced to compete with
machinery which he cannot control, — and
who is cramped in any of his natural
faculties and aspirations, by the hardships

of his daily toil, is in a degraded state.
has been defrauded of an important
A false
portion of his natural rights.
order of society has taken from him his
He

ture would this planet present to ua but
for work.
What a desert would this
earth be, and what miserable wretches
ould be its inhabitants,
but for this.
Every furrow that has been turned, every
seed that has been planted, every habita
tion that has been built, every mine that
has been opened, every marsh that has
been drained, every garment
that has
been woven, every sheepskin that has
been tanned, has added somewhat to the
happiness and the comfort and conveni
ence, not of one man alone, but of ALL
meo.
Not a blow that has been struck
But the writer cannot intend to say since Noah spiked together the gopher"
earth of onrs is wood timbers of the ark, has been in
this beautiful
that
NOW an inalienable homestead, where ALL vain ; but all have had an effect in making
the desert places glad with beauty ; the
may repose upon the bosom of a common
wilderness to blossom as the rose ; to ele
and
be
PARTAKERS
in
the vate, refine, and bless the whole family
parent,
EQUAL
The servant who held the
good things which the labor of all cre of man.
The very reverse of this is the plough when Cincinnatus was called to
ates."
over the affairs of a nation, was
case.
The sun scarce shines upon a field preside
no less honorably engaged than his mas
of toil, in which the laborer may claim ter ; the men who built the dykes where
a permanent home, as his inalienable Venitian argosies might land their pre
In most countries, he is unable cious freights, were no less worthily en
right.
gaged, than the merchants whose enter
to own a foot of landed property, and
prise prompted them to the exploring of
there is no one, in which from disease or distant climes.
The humblest shipwright
accident or misfortune, he is not liable to who drove oakum into the seams of the
"
Pinta," was rendering as effective ser
little Para
out from any
be driven
vice to the world, as the liberal sove
dise which he may have created for him
who
reigns of Castile,
gave her to
self, and to be kept from entering
Columbus for the prosecution of his dari
again, not indeed by the flaming sword of ing schemes of discovery in unknown
the angels, but by the grim messengers of seas.

the law.

Nor does any one suppose that

all are equal partakers of the good things

But what is the just inference?

Not

that the condition of the laborer is one of

A dignity, but that he deserves far more
the labor of all produces.
Ability to! than he gets, both of emolument and relarge fortune is a good thing.
and no honeyed words can endow colleges, found hospitals, patron
birthright,
nown.
Every word in the above wellcompensate him for the injury.
ize science, collect libraries and picture turned paragraph, applies to the labor of
We notice an article on this subject in galleries, is a very good thing.
The : the slave and the famished Irishman, no
the Christian

Citizen,

was written

with

which we dare say

the best intentions,

for

it is a paper distinguished for its humane
and benevolent character, but which dis
plays

as great

blindness

to the actual

which

Lowell and Manchester factory girls have less than to the operatives of Old or New
would England.
Give the laborer,
then, his

earned fortunes in their day which
give

them

life,

under

a splendid

independence

an equitable

organization

for

due.

If

of Venitian

be is equal to Cincinnatus,
merchants,

and

the

the

Castilian

have gone to a sovereigns, as we assuredly believe he is,
have more then place him in a social position corres
the pen of some idle dreamer within the already than they know what to do with, ponding to his services and deserts.
But
The writer says : while they who have produced the wealth it is cold comfort, when he asks for the
walls of a University.
industry ; but the avails

of labor, as if it came from few lucky individuals,

wretched , substantial goods of life, to present him
of com with the 6owers of rhetoric ; when he is
" one clamorous for the means of
plaint at such a state of things, is
physical inde
of the most prolific sources of human pendence, of educating his children, and
are

the

to be put

off

with

that

the

indulgence

sophistry,

misery."
doing justice to his own nature, to tell
The following passage, no doubt, tells him that in reality, he is an eminent phi-

it

a

a

is

?

A

it

is

a

;

a

a

like

persuading

that he

to the glorious

poor

Christopher

Sly

great lord.

The writer

winds up with an exhorta

tion to this effect.

"To

no laborer would we say,
be
for contentment may lead to
content,'
but we would say to all, be
inaction
cheerful, be proud of what you are, and
Limit nut your ideas
what you can do.
of life to the narrow boundaries of your
but
field,
only by the vast inte
shop or
Feel that every blow
rests of humanity.
not for the biead you
that you strike
eat and the clothes that cover you alone,
but for the good of all men, now and
Feel that the mark you may
hereafter.
were only
make upon your age, though
'

;

a

a

it

it,

" All labor is true philanthropy ; pity
and
it is that all who labor do not see
that all who are labored for do not appre
ciate it.
We call
philanthropy when
when
man endows
single church
wealth gives of its abundance the funds
school or
we call
for
hospital
man, in imitation of
philanthropy when
goes about doing
his Divine Master,
is; but yet
.there no
good, — and
Most certainly.
other philanthropy
philanthropy that endows all churches, all
con
schools, all hospitals, and which
tinually engaged in doing good; —
philanthropy which coined metal does not
and cannot pay for; —
philanthropy
ever active, ever omnipresent —
which
What
the philanthropy of work.
pic-

and belongs

of human benefactors.

is

company

It

and elo- . lanthropist,

it

tells it forcibly

is

and

is
a

truth,

qnently.

;

the

a

" To us there is no more pitiable object
than a man bemoaning over his work
bench, that he is doomed to a life of toil ;
looking with feelings of envy at those
who have nothing to do, or rather at those
who do nothing, and making
himself
miserable by repining at his lot. And yet
Nudi pitiable objects are to be met with
We can nowhere turn our
every day.
eyes without beholding scores of discon
tented workers, tugging at the oars ol
existence and filling the air with mur
murs against the allotment of Providence
which has consigned them to a position
in the great life ocean, in which they
must 'pull or drown,'
while they behold
upon its margin the children of idleness
and ease, sporting their lives away like
summer insects, apparently in the enjoy
ment of the highest pleasures of exist
ence, free from its sorrows, its trials, and
its cares.
" Such a state of mind, which the ex
perience of every one tells him is but too
common, is one of the most prolific
sources of human misery ; and although
easy to be accounted for, is nevertheless
mott difficult to remove ; and it never

who

is

•condition

I

to

hard-working
is

intemperance
which

anxiety

and dissipation by the very
he suffers, who has no

when

prospect

misfortune,

overtaken

by disease or

for he does not hope to live
is

to old age, but the alms-house or private
shut out by the inex
charity, and who

a

it

I

a

a

in

;

a

It

a

is

ly

a

orable laws of fashion from what are
The arrangements for the physical and
regarded — falsely we know, but that
of the attendants
intellectual well-being
alters not the case — as the highest
of the Institution, are on the most liberal
—
talk
to
we
him,
to
social privileges,
scale.
They are certainly far superior
say, about his sublime, heroic position, as
to the advantages which civilization usual
the
than
moneyhigher reward
giving
affords to the servants of capital. Like
wages of the week, seems to be nothing
many other admirable plans, which are
short of absurd.
Give him an abundant
now growing into public favor, they are
supply of his material wants, place him
an anticipation of the social form called
in the same social position with the rich
Guarantyism, and may serve to illustrate
maa with whom he co-operates, and you
the magnificent order and harmony which
may then expatiate to him on the satis
will abound when society
wholly organ
"
mark on his age."
making
faction of
ized on the principle of united interests.
Until then, such advice reminds us of the
will not be many years before arrange
sapient question of the French princess,
ments of an equally liberal character, to
who on being told of the discontent of
say the least, will be universally demand
the poor that were starving for the want
ed
part of the debt which
they are
of bread, inquired why they did not eat
Capital owes to Labor; and men, with
cake.
sense of justice
their hearts, will take
care that the demand

HOUSE.

that dis

though

requiring

tinguish the present age have been intro

energy,

and method,

with

met.

al

of Crompton House
magnificent mercantile estab presents the germ of Attractive Industry.
situation there,
Liverpool, into which many of We presume that

gratifying

success.

The lege.

material beauty and order of this commer

With such

bow can
'•>•*•*,

deemed

a

uncommon promptness,
is

the ideas of social improvement
duced

be promptly

The organization

a

This
lishment

is
in a
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privi

instances before their

men be so stone-blind

to

it

a

I

;

is

talk

a

To

laborer, who depends on his daily wages
enticed to
for his daily bread, who

;

his eyes open

it

with

of the laboring man

on the condition
Civilization.

But we

it

ever looked

severely.

any man could use

a

who

it

how

It

it,

on

imagine

in

comment

a

not

cannot

is
a

meant, we doubt not, and hence we would

is
a

moral sub

a

"

I

the

a

with

in

up

is

to take

lime," instead of a corporate and a cor
The language is well
pulent dividend.

ly

tion

over
wings
building
assigned to the domestic use of the large
and assistants
corps of superintendents
(both male and female) engaged in the
been my
establishment
and never has
lot to see anything designed with greater
regard to health, cleanliness and comfort,
than the ar
physical and intellectual,
rangements of whom
may truly call,
the humane, considerate, and enlightened
The entire strength of the
proprietors.
establishment consists of about one hund
red and fifty individual: of both sexes, all
of whom are lodged upon the premises
with the most liberal regard to supplying
the wants and comforts of home, to fur
nishing the means of menial improve
ment, the promoting of social intercourse,
and the cultivation of all those impulses
to honorable action which mould and dig
Early and
nify the moral character.
strenuous
advocates of the claims of
yonng persons employed behind counters
for necessary and rational intermission
from toil, and contending, maugre the ob
stinacy of the selfish, and the apprehen
was the sol
sions of the fearful, that
to limit the
emn duty of employers
amount of labor exacted from their assist
ants, and not only to allot time for, but
to contribute to their personal comfort
and mental culture, the proprietors of
Compton House were foremost in promot
ing the early closing scheme, and have
with honor
since continued to act upon
to themselves, and the happiest effects
upon the health and enjoyments of the
recipients of their liberality.
" Scrutinizing the various rooms allot
ted for the use of the large and numerous
was much struck with the
household,
admirable plan upon which the sanatory
are
of the establishment
regulations
founded, and the scrupulous care with
The various
which they are observed.
sleeping apartments are large and light
— kept in
state of the most perfect
ventilated.
cleanliness, and thoroughly
The dining room
lung and spacious
which the assistants dine
apartment,
time.
The
in parties of one-third at
fine, commodious
general silting-roum
use
of
all
the
apartment, for the general
but
male assistants after business hours
good manners, and an abstinence from
turbulence, declamation and disturbance,
are indispeneible passports.
Adjoining
the chief superintendent's room, elegant
furnished.
" The Library, however, to the intelli
the most attractive feature
gent visiter,
in the social arrangements of the place.
light and handsome apartment, up
ward of thirty feet lone, and fitted up in
a style of the most perfect comfort, ap
to luxury.
possesses
proaching
choice collection of upwards of twelve
hundred volumes, which are daily being
number of daily and
added to, besides
other journals, and come of the best pe

It

whose money sets the laborer
at work, would receive a similar exhorta

spectator perceives spread before him all
that
beautiful and superb in the gor
geous productions of the silk and satin
looms of England
and France — the
showy fabrics of India and China — the
well-known
Poplin manufactures of the
isle, with their ever-varying
Emerald
tinis and enduring texture — the admirable
laces of Nottingham
and Limerick, of
Brussels and Valenciennes — the carpets
of Kidderminster,
so justly celebrated
for mellowness
of hue, and stubborn
strength — the rich floor coverings of
Turkey — the splendid shawls of Paisley,
and,
fact, every product of the needle
and the loom, which, in the artistic pro
gress of the day, either taste can invent,
or ingenuity execute.
Passing through
this glittering
everywhere
apartment,
crowded with elegantly dressed purchas
ers, the spectator finds that he has but
entered upon ihe vestibule of the structure,
and turning off at the end upon the left,
he
led to the four departments fronting
Church-street, which exhibit to his view
fresh scenes of splendor and variety. —
Crowded likewise to excess, the business
of these departments proceeds with aston
and the observer sees
ishing rapidity;
sparkling everywhere around him the un
folded fabrics of Great Britain
and the
Continent, of India and China
while the
order, silence and celerity of the attend
ants, impart to the scene an air more of
mechanical order than volition."

is
a

We should like to know how the pious
capitalist,

ments? — We are glad to receive from
"Entering from Basnett street, the spa
the Courier and Enquirer such
valuable
the
and
effect
of
ciousness, harmony,
chief department becomes at once appar illustration of the power of combined in
ent to the visiter, presenting
that one such des
display of dustry, and assure
brilliancy, variety and order, which at first cription of facts will have more weight
sight appears rather ideal than actual. —
than all its interminable
wranglings
Disposed in every position of light and
against the doctrine of Association.
shade best calculated to reveal the profu
sion and richness of the wares, and to
" had now the pleasure of being con
aid the exercise of choice, the bewildered
of the
ducted
those

;

loom."

:—

the glaring defects
oar present arrange
and ments, or so obstinately incredulous as to
the practicability of vast social improve

is

that you are a true man, engaged in a
true man's work.
Your coarse cap,
though it be of paper, will be more wel
come than a victor's laurels or an empe
ror's crown, and the apron, though of
sackcloth or leather, you will prize as a
badge of a higher nobility than robes of
ermine or the costliest fabrics of the

Enquirer

cor

in

no truer heroism than in bringing from
the crude material of nature, forms and
fabrics for the comfort and convenience of'
Then
your fellows.
every hour will
bring to you a far higher reward than the
of the week.
You can
money-wages
stand then unabashed in the presence of
those you have deemed the greatest.
You will feel
" That though on hsmely fare ye dine,
Wear hoddia gray and a' that.

palace are thus described by

respondent of the New York Courier

in

cial

is

a scratch, will widen and deepen through
all the cycles of eternity ; that your labor
is of the highest,
inasmuch as it was
ordained by the Almighty ; that there is

a
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of distri- j produces in the hands of another

Association,

in

adopted

more

it,

be guarantied by the principles
bution"

has not
two- j than could be created without
instead its just possessor an indefeasible right to

of its yearly production,
of two-elevenths.
share in the productions of industry, renAgain, the usury of the civilized money dered successful or bountiful, through its
nu criterion by which to judge of instrumentality?
The individual or the
lender,
distribution to capital in the Combined Or- State permitted to use the inheritance of
der.
The man of small amount of capi- fraternity, the premium awarded to skill,
a

' '

la

'

a

thirds

interest,

^

always paid the minimum

large fortune will re-

j

the gift of friendship or love, as the
means of making labor attractive or profitable,
certainly indebted, in strict jus-

I

the possessor owns

his

years.

wealth

within

or

two

that

benefit

may

labor

i

three

of Capital

Large aggregations

in

it

for every dollar
his usury

as much

has been appropriated,

as was expended in the
production of the investment,
strict acThis principle of usury
return,

is

double

:

seven-dollar

can command,

he really

of creation.

least, Capital may justly claim of the
notes of State or of the individual,
for whose
in

his

past industry

At

i

done,

promise to pay,"

that

to the work

has contributed

j

"

or the stock-hold-

ders, for the amount

not uncom-

is

ed, or where he issues, as
! inonly

bank,

but nominally invest-

is

where his capital

a

if

thousand,

is

The hundred dollarsis paid its six per cent., — the hundred tice, to the Capitalist

ceive the maximum.

in

while the man of

a

ta)

is

cordance with the law of absolute justice,

a

present society always have correspond
ing advantage over the small fortune.

a

a

is is

It

;

is

is

and
the fulfilment of the maxim of
" What
No regard
uamely
paid to the claims of the John C. Calhoun,
" weak upon the strong," nor to the law man creates
his own against the uni
but
of distributive justice.
".Get money," verse."
recognition of the
you can, but at all events get rights of past labor, allowing the produc
honestly
it," the practical maxim of our cormor- er to draw from the storehouse of indusis

if

tiodicals of the day.
Upon the termination of the day's labor, all the young men
have free and uninterrupted access, and
through from that period until eleven o'
clock, (the hour at which the doors are
finally closed) their time may be applied
as they like.
It is creditable to them to
be able to say that the library and readirtg room are freely resorted to in the
Fur the accommodation of such
evening.
of them as have a taste for an indulgence
in the weed, a comfortable
smoking
morn is provided, though the proprietors
do not encourage the practice.
The ap
prentices, who are numerous, are located
in another ramification of the building,
and not allowed the smallest social con
tact with their associates ; but suitable
aiiiiispini'iitH during the hours of relaxa11.HI are amply provided, and that restric
tion upon youths is one which unques
tionably will be found to operate benefi
The ladies' apartments under the
cially.
superintendence of a matron, are situated
a
in
healthy wing of the building, and
the most delicate attention is paid to their
wants and wishes.
A medical gentleman
who is entrusted with the general health
of the establishment, paid by the inspec
tors, makes a daily call, and reports upon
the convalescence of the assistants."
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ITS RIGHTS.

Social Reform,

that, try, an equivalent

for

the contributions

from his toil in previous

is

a

him

given, and to him that hath
taken away, "even what from merit,

hath much
not

" To

times.

ant commercial

professed friends of
who object to the Theory

are some

is

CAPITAL.
There

The catastrophe

years.

which

suffer?

labor

of the pay justice or dependence, should be awarded under the existing modes of distribution,
ment of
third of the nett profits of
arises not so much from the recognition
to him.
They see the unjust
But because the present system of, of the right to receive certain per-centum,
dustry to Capital.
of Association,

the

the

converts the poor

banker, or the landlord

: !
:

'

it
'

a

in

j

If

it

man sows that

or

and implements which

the dried labor which

tice demands that usury or interest shall
cease, after the improvements which
signified

the Capital

of education for every child, and of sup

of his stock

only.

port for the aged, the infirm,

power and machinery which
will enable him to apply, has

dollars, as its share
is

It

dred millions, which

hundred

millions

of the eleven

industry

than

the

him

If

the advan-

then

Capital

If

ble, worn

All

are

are super

fictitious

Capi

dividend
fictitious
nature awards to the old, fee
receive

out laborer

in

harvest
why

the

not also

a

?

of exact compensation
apply the law
to the machine, and cease to pay usury
for
thing that has gone out of ute
When

employed,

of would supply himself with the comforts
hun
and the luxuries of life.
Capital,

annually produces. or past labor, that gives
no small gain to labor, therefore, to Uge over the pioneer.
it

a

former

should

the Rights of Capital,

more nor less,

shall

and no

be secured,

there

graduated scale of interest, not
by giving six per cent, to the five bundred dollars, and fifty to the hundred

will be

a

but two

grateful and unprofitable industrial career.
man of the next generation, with
But
his improvements, and with less severe

:

to labor

tal

stock,

exact ratio of his industry,

hard, un

' j

States,

motive

past labor

is

the United

according to government statistics, allows

the

and

It

all hazards, — and

in

is

tunate are paid for, and then, only onethird of the profits.
In existing society,
capital
paid its "pound of flesh," at

of tools,

a

and unfor

Jus

consumed, usury becomes robbery.

seded or destroyed.

of the means

be also

and paying for its use after
all
stands for

immortality,

Capital represents.
The pioneer settler, even with the aid

capital, till the guaranties

shall

mingled

impossible without the aid of Capital,
no the improvements

labor or

what

a

is

or

nature,

necessities into his opportunities. world's fathers, the inheritance from past
the farmer can realize but one per generations be exchanged for the cave
cent, from the culture of his farm, he and arrow of Nimrod.
must pay six per cent, at least, for the
Productive Industry would be next to

dividends are declared to either

"

Under this sysviolation of the law,

reap" — the certificates of Stock are no
work performed the longer the sign of invested labor, and
with the soil.
Without it, the dividend to Capital
no longer an
last year, or a century ago.
society would immediately sink down to equivalent for the industry of another.
and the contributions of the By endowing Capital with the attribute of
Savagism,
ductive

man's

use of capital to carry
on.
In Association,
on the contrary,

tem usury becomes

is

this

broker,

;

that

they represent, may have been

worn out and destroyed.

is

only,

and the
with

improvements,
forces of

machinery,
try which

it

difference,

are demanded

clas

value of Ins

the improvements, the
the instrumentalities of indusand

investment,

a

ses live or not, the same rents,
same interest

makes

as of equal

may have drawn

the full

a

where

the working

worth, after the owner

by

every

Whether

industry embodied
the proincarnated

been consumed.

are

and so forth,

or recognized

from present labor

a

Usury

labor poor.

the new So

Capital

in

cial order.

of

is

were adopted

Civilization

companies

production.
dried labor that has not all

It

the joint-stock
in

in

tribution

has contributed

of stock,

certificates

is

existing

immortalized,

full equivalent,
pays to present effort
shall at the same time, give to Capital all

It

anything akin to our

system of usury, or to the modes of dis

just system of distriburights, nor that
linn may not be devised, which, while

in

founded

if

be perpetuated in Association.
These suppositions would be but too well

a

and they suppose that the same evils will

is

subjected to the power of money,

is

hood

as from the fact, that deeds, mortgages,

false, or because
Monopoly
usury
makes itself rich at the expense of labor,
does not follow, that Capital has not

it

taken by Capital
present
labor, man
society, — that legislation,
advantage

it

in

a

a

in

on account
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a large

other words the law of the Series,

the

future article.

CHRISTIAN

Whatever

EXAMINER

SOCIATION-REV.

DR.

ON

AS

GANNETT'S

it

and

guarded

measured

language

and

peaceful,

that

has often subjected them to the imputa
and
or indifference

with tending to injurious effects. Even
they should not realize the anticipations of

tion of lukewarmness

VIEWS.

constructive,

are discreet,

which they use concerning existing evils,

it
is

THE

demonstration.

irresistible

views may be entertained of the theoreti

that the

certain,

dis

philosophical

which they believe

crimination

no case,

can they

be charged

if

resume

their statements

we think
to the modes of with regard to the evils which flow from cal doctrines of Associationists,
what
admitted to be " an IMPERFECT and
must be conceded on all sides, that the
Ou the contrary, practical
methods which they propose
this subject in a CORRUPT Civilization."

to Capital and Labor.

may

"exaggera

with

tion" or" harshness,"

in

We

can justly be charged

;

Distribution

which

forms of move

all

ment, must be applied

last

is

pervades all nature,

divi

the

by

labor of

is

invested

in

to the

in
a

manner which shall endan
A better era is dawning upon township,)
stowed.
All hail ger no present interest, which shall not
the civilization of Christendom.
Honor and sympathy be
toits advent!
appeal to the revolutionary spirit of mod
year, but an ever decreasing dividend, or
theirs who are the heralds of its ap
"
ern times, and which shall demand no
interest, upon the principle of Arithmeti
proach !
extension of the movement, until its truth
cal Retrogression, in proportion to the age
We do not think that Associatinnists
and excellence
shall be made evident
and amount of the Capital Stock.
In
but by allowing

thousand,
dend

their advocates, they would be only innox

demand

ious experiments.

with the same true

which
the Associative
position,
movement holds among the reforms of the

of progress, which, as far as we
the destiny of all created beings.
an evolution of the innate
ful criticism,
which his strictures are Society
forces of man, and must pass through
put forth, — so different from the flippant
its career from infan
which the ef successive stages
and superficial manner,
Each of these stages has
forts of Associationists
are often spoken cy to virility.
of — we are compelled to believe that its peculiar evils. The divine law cannot
or applied- at once;

and

ined more thoroughly the aims and char
acter of the. movement, on which he com

harmonic

ments.

evils, incident to any epoch, are the dis

After alluding

"

to those

persons

or hints

cipline

The

man on earth.

was only

been saying

have
years.

for

the

last

social

we have seen such views
pressed in the Christian

of Providence,

Urownson's

but we hope

ex

distinctly

since

Examiner,
and

eloquent humanitary

in that work

urging

several

the first time tliat

certainly

of the the days of Dr. Channing'a

no fulfilment

society,

destiny of

who

done, there can be no true

is

if

until this

we

reverberation of what the Associationsts

is

be ascertained

would

ourselves, we should say that
a

in

article

he had exam

and

it

his

out,

passage,

were disposed to claim as " our own thun
"
der
every coincidence of thought with

is

in

in

expressions

have been stricken

of our efforts

the life-spring

is

in

some

the following

assertion of ideas, which furm

if

know,

law

powerful

;

While we appreciate, at its full
value, the tone of earnestness, of respect

ity.

We find

day.

it

tions, or of vegetable and animal growth.
The human race
subject to the same
is

spirit of kindness, of justice, and of con
scientious zeal for the interests of human

in

Providence,

is

ordained

precision as the law of the planetary mo

It

from

;

guaranty,
a

sufficient

a

have proceeded

by

that his remarks

is

the author alone

is
a

it

it,
is

a

a

in

all attempts at reform,
But we have no intention of discuss
The July number of the Christian Ex ed by justice
has retarded the immediate progress of ing these points at length with the Ex
aminer, — the time-honored organ of the
that " all who are
Believing
Unitarians in Boston,— contains an article their cause, and deprived them of the aminer.
which
success,
violent,
"
more
temporary
us," we are thank
us
are
for
not
against
of the
on
The Religious
Aspect
Times," which we infer, from the initials more vindictive, or more reckless and ex ful to see such strong exposition of the
from the pen of the travagant course would have ensured. evils of society, in its pages, although we
appended to
has failed to perceive the
The name of We believe that the true order of society think that
Rev. E. S. GANNETT.

Mr.

appeals
not the

last.

"
of the man to the discovery and appreciation of
not
Society needs to he reformed,
We are now going to be remodeled.
exist,
Institutions
and the true social law.
" who essay the through the fifth form of human society, which lift their heads above the obscurity
corrupt civilization," and
— an order marked by of past times and affront the light of the
of some impracticable called civilization
exemplification
as
in defiance of that law nf
universal antagonism of interests and all present,
their
still
harsh
or
age
theory,
heap upon
led

into

an exaggeration

flow from an imperfect

Nor can their method of reform be
" fallacious or mis
justly considered
chievous."
They believe from scientific
examination, that the true laws of society
,

have been discovered, and they wish to
.
—
. .
.
make
p™"cal experiment of these
laws, by the organization
lection of men

parish,

of

small col-

village,

or

by

in

by the

present age.

is

is

a

it

is
a

dence has given to be discovered

is

Provi

It

in

they would

to apply the remedy which

!

a

diseased

ignorance

of the ways of God, and,

with pity and tenderness,
duce

from

a

and violation

suffering

a

!

,

is

cruelly

It

a

repre

a

body,

progress which would doom them to de
Practices abound which are as
cay.
jurious as they are discreditable to hu
Such institutions and practices,
manity.
are
at direct variance with Christianity,
nations which,
nevertheless cherished
ostentation, write its
Pharisaic
with
name upon the garments of their public
was time
thousand
time,
state.
years ago, — how much more clearly
—
that attention be called to
time now
these things, and the eyes and the con
sciences of men be fastened on these flagrant violations of God's law, these ex
For what
amples of social iniquity.
man of an enjoyment of
ever deprives
the rights which are pointed out as his
by the circumstance of birth, or lays on
heavier burden of trouble or of
him
disadvantage than was intended by the
sinful departure
Author of his being,
from that constitution of things which,
according to the will of God, should have
impossible, in
prevailed on earth.
comparing the results of modern civiliza
tion with the legitimate fruits of Chris
tianity, not to observe the glaring con
trasts which present themselves on every

it

in

and

They view humanity as

als.

it

it

its own order,

ac

class

senting the actual abominations of society,
to abstain from denunciation of individu

a

a

of evils

upon

facts, to present each

knowledged

ciationists,' on whom has been lavished so
much weak ridicule, while we believe their
methods of social reform fallacious and
mischievous.
Nay, in every attempt to
vindicate for the laboring and suffering
classes
right to share in the bounties
of that Providence which offers health,
knowledge, and joy to every one of our
race, we recognize an element of human.ity and
regard to justice that may atone
for many of the sad mistakes committed by
our modern philanthropists.
We esteem
an occasion of rejoicing, when we see
of
and worth en
intelligence
persons
gaged in advocating the claims and in
the
of
burdens
those who con
lightening
stitute the foundation on which the struc
raised, and who have
ture of society
u^ijii regarded
been
it^Kuiu^v*in
in past
uaok times
LIIIICO aa
as a mere
iiiciu.
foundation, on which, provided
was
strong enough to bear the superincumbent weight, no thought need be be-

to rely

a

we cannot

Asso

these evils,

are careful

a

men and Christians,

In describing

from.

ciationists

(a

" As

in

Gannett continues

the evils and falsities, that emanate there

Mr.

deserves,"

it

than

a

reproaches

:

er

it

if

evils which

if

are
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Much there is to approve, much to
side.
admire; but much also to condemn, de
There is an im
plore, and eradicate.
mense pressure of evil, by which thou
are crushed to the
sands, ttay millions,
distinctions
which
earth ; — factitious
have no foundation in justice, and conven
tional arrangements against which multi
tudes in vain attempt to rise to their
proper enjoyment of the means and pur
Whole classes are
poses of existence.
trained in sin from their hinh, and the
fair earth, which was built for man's
is converted into a
pleasant habitation,
Were it not for
moral
pest-house.
another life, in which the Divine Right
eousness will see that they who have
been compelled by the circumstances of
their condition to live in the vilest degra
dation here are placed under more favora
bly influences, how often should we ex
claim, — ' It had been good for that man
if he had not been born.' "

WASTE!

WASTE! WASTE!

laziness and famished industry,
longer be presented.
which

spair

now

where

hovels,

starvation

go

labor

and

united population,
tions of character

The

to the

mother,

anguish,

of a Jivine

Universal

Harmo

no ny shall prevail among men.

would

up from the mud
is wrestling

with

would

TRUTH FROM A GOVERNOR.
The

recent

Convention

at

Chicago

give

appears to have called forth an abundance
hymns of a of eloquence, as well as of good feeling.
in which the distinc
The electricity of such large masses of
were no longer deemed men, assembled for
purposes not purely
gradations of wealth. selfish, is usually not only of the most
that hour of mortal brilliant character, but of a healthy and

when she is compelled to look

for the last
nance

in

establishment

order of society, until

The howls of de

pestilence,
place to the religious choral

secondary

the

are devoted to its cultiva- I enforcing

who

The hideous contrasts of pampered

tion.

time on the changed counte

of her first-born,

would

be sus

tained by the gentle sympathies of friend-

influence.

refreshing

We

how

doubt,

if

any better things were uttered by
the collective wisdom of the Convention,

ever,

than the following

sentiments of Governor

of being doomed to BEBB of Ohio, addressed to the Commit
bear her dead babe on her head, in a tee of the Whole on the state of the
coarse pine coffin, to the charnel-house,
Union.
He virtually goes for the princi
as is now done, beneath the sun of these
ples, for which the Associative School
ly

hearts,

brilliant

in his St.

allusion,

Colonel Doniphan's

to those
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week,

instead

summer

months,

almost

every

in the humane and religious

city

are endeavoring
countrymen.

In

to gain the ear of their
the desperate struggle

The child, now the between MONEY and MAN, which forms
Louis speech, to the fact " that $ 1,000,- of New York."
000 a week have been paid to sustain the playmate of swine, and the predestined the basis of modern civilization, the Gov
war," reminds us of the charge of ex victim of vice, in the filthy streets of our ernor of Ohio takes a noble stand in
travagance which has sometimes been opulent cities, would be trained in spa
favor of Humanity, and announces those
for re
against Associationists,
one half that sum for the estab

brought
quiring

of an experimental

lishment

Phalanx,

the practical opera
scale, of a social order

which shall illustrate

tion, on a small
in accordance with universal laws.

When

his
pregnant ideas, which followed to their
and results, must
necessarily lead to a new So
gardens and fields teeming with green and cial Order.
The perception of the wrong
golden vegetation, and submitted to every done to the laborer, of the futility of
beautiful and efficient influence than can all physical improvements which do not

cious

nurseries,

allowed

senses amidst flowers

to expand

and perfumes

refine his affections and purify and elevate

will men begin to open their eyes upon his heart. — But hopes like these, it
their true position in civilization ? The seems, are only the day-dreams of foolish
thrown young men and women, who indulge in
sum of money thus wantonly
" a senseless Socialism,"
away in a single week, would be more the visions of

the prosperity of the masses, of
the need of guarantying to " EVERY in

insure

dustrious

man or family,

a FULL SUPPLY

of the necessaries and COMFORTS of life,

so that EACH may have AMPLE LEISURE to
and contempt for devote to the cultivation and perfection of
tant ideas now before the public mind, their want of loyalty to the present order his Moral, Social, and Intellectual pow
experiment. of society, which is represented as the ers," is the first step towards the organi
to the test of practical
Tt wisdom of ages.
We are zation of Attractive Industry, on the prin
Very well.
Money thrown away ! Nay, worse.
No doubt more glory could be ciple of onited interests.
goes to bring destruction by loathsome content.
The great

banks of Mexican
shells

rivers, to throw

and red-hot

bomb

shot into the peaceful

of women with

circles

on the sickly

their

babes, to

consume by fire the products of human
toil and skill, and to call forth in the
bosoms of

brother

the same crimson

passions of demons.

the vindictive
which
to

week,

in one

of the

foulest

one

support

means

ample

The

is thus prostituted

of Civilization,

scourges

with

men, swelling

tide of human feeling,

for

would

commencing

afford

a social

which universally adopted,
In this
regenerate Humanity.
The
order, there would be no Poverty.

organization,
would

of industry

avails
tenfold,

and

would

be multiplied

so distributed,

that

each

would possess sufficient for the supply of
There would be no Op
all his wants.
pression,

no Slavery,

no

War, for the

motives to such abominations
taken away.
order

of privileged

monopolize
is given,

would

be

An idle, bloated, hereditary
the soil,

nobles

would

not

the use of which

hy the decrees of Providence,

gained by "slaying a Mexican," and help
ing to spend a portion of the $ 1,000,000

object

of Associationists

could

not

better stated than in the following

be

brief

shajl
not statements of Governor Bebb.
We are
purpose of surprised that the religious and political
conservators of public morality in New
" Yesterday, aboutnoon, three women, poorly
York have not been down upon it before
dressed,one of them shoeless, and two or three
this.
Let the Governor of Ohio take
little children with them, pissed up Fiftieth
the
Third
to
the
burial
avenue,
a
bit of white cotton is thrown over the
from
street,
times
ground. One of them held with her hand a remains of the dead. Now and then, at mid
plain pine coffin on the crown of her head,and night, one or even two vans with corpses will
the unhappycreature wept as though her heart pass up with ss little ceremony as if the driven
would break. It was the coffin of her own were carrying a load of loose earth to levet the
infant boy or girl, perhaps six or eight years new streets. The number that pass upward on
old, and neither man nor boy, cart nor wagon this highway of the King of Terrors, is truly
was near to aid her. O how bitterly that poor astonishing,and the miserable condition of the
woman did sob ! One afternoon last week, a deposited is too often attested by the neglect
two-wheeled store cart passed up toward the with which their remains are treated. Some
Deaf and Dumb Asylum, with a grown personrt times (tast night, for instance) there witl be •
coffin in it — no pall, no attendant, only the mourning coach or two in attendance on a
corpse, shell and carter. He drove hard, but funeral : but not often. One day last, a plain
itopped near the Asylum to ask where the dressed man, wearing a much worn blue cott,
grave-yard was. Three weeks since, a mother was seen carrying on his back, all atone, the
and daughter,as it seemedto us, passed"upwith coffined body of his dead son, nine years old.
a coffined corse of the infant of the latter — no He asked the loan of a spade,and got
to dig
attendantswere there but the grand-mother,the hia child's grave. The boy who want to get
weeping mother, and their dead babe. Fre the spadefor him asked why he was to dig the
quently, an old man passes up with a four grave himself, to which the reply was, Hn .
wheeled cart, loaded with coffined corpsescause haveno money to pay another.' "— Tri
a

week.

Meantime,

we

be enticed or driven from our

it,

bones are now mouldering

reproach

'

men, whose

diseases to our brave young

and deserve

I

the most impor

than sufficient to submit

sometimesno pull, no decent covering ; ut other , bunt qf Jwu 17th.
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warning,
out

for he will inevitably

as a man dangerous

be pointed

to the public

peace and order, against whom all good
But
should be on their guard.

citizens

here are the words :

" The Convention was now adjourned
•proforma, but instantly reorganized as a
Committee of the Wliule on the state of
the Union, when Gov. William Bebb of
Ohio, was constrained to come forward.
In a brief speech, he forcibly set forth the
just subordination of all physical and ma
terial to menul and moral improvement —
to the diffusion of Intelligence, the purifi
cation of Morals, and the melioration of
Vain, said
the Social Condition of Man.
he, will be all your Canals and Kail
Roads, your River and Harbor Improve
ments, if the condition of the Toiling
Millions be not thereby or therewith senmbty meliorated — if they shall still be
constrained to delve twelve to fourteen
hours per day for the bare necessaries of
I hold, said he, that this
physical life.
need not and ought not to continue — that
Society may be so revised thai ten or
eveu eight hours' faithful labor daily will
secure to every industrious man or family
a full supply of the necessaries and com
forts of life, so that each may have ample
leisure to devote to the cultivation and
perfection of his Moral, Social and Intel
'Let us never forget thai
lectual powers.
this is the great end of all physical im
provement, and that such works as we
art! met to urge upon the attention of our
rulers and fellow citizens are essential
only as conducive thereto."
HUMAN

PROGRESS.

port, blasts of martial music swelled ever
and anon upon the air, and the deep nntea
uf artillery boomed over the prairie and
the lake.
Joyous faces were every
where, and Heaven itself smiled upon the
scene.
At nine o'clock, the roar of can
non and the roll of drums announced the
hour for the furination of the procession.
The Fort, Water street, Lake and Wash
ington, were alive with the military, the
fire companies and the civic procession.
Column after column, and line after line,
they moved to the rendezvous ; banner
after banner, band after band, host after
host.
It was a glorious, almost a sub
lime spectacle ; worthy the times ere Ba
bel left the world.
Five thousand men, —
in solid column,
five thousand /rumen
moving on, not to carnage, but to the
expression of a great truth, the pleading
which we find in of a great necessity, the arguing of a
of the Essex Ban great cause.''

That there are sparkling

of
glimpses
disinterestedness in progless of develop
ment by minor reforms, to prevent war,
slavery, intemperance, &c., is apparent.
scientific
But the most comprehensive,
and Christian reform is that of Associa
"
This is the Church One and Uni
tion.
versal."
It will regenerate individuals
by first regenerating our social condition.
To regenerate religious
partizanshsp,
which tends to war, — not that bold, open
warfare of the sword, where the courage
is needed, but that prompted by deceit
and cowardice, the progenitor of ill the
discord in society, and the author of all
the vilest slanders, — in short, to regene
rate our social condition, our trade and
business, tends only to friendship
and
happiness."

The above extract,
the editorial

columns

ner, is another symptom of the spread of
In his description of the display of the
Associative ioVas among thinking people. Chicago Fire Department, which consti
Every attempt at special reforms, must tuted quite a conspicuous object in the
procession, he says : —
lead, by inevitable logical sequence, to
" A band of music, and the " Fire
reform which
the universal
embraces
King " wheels into view.
A broad and
The true democratic princi carpeted platform, elegantly ornamented,
all others.
Wreaths
of flowers
ple, which consists in the recognition of bore the engine.
" the supremacy of MAN over his acci decked the polished shafts, and a bower
dents," which aims at the elevation and of evergreen in front, a sort of miniature
Eden, was graced by the presence of
happiness of MAN as the only legitimate three young
ladies arrayed in white.
object of political action, must sooner or The occupants uf this beautiful struc
later, lead to an organization of society, ture, though not the yumu of fire, iniyht
well have been mistresses of a gentler
which is constructed fur the express pur
flame.
Six horses, gorgeously capari
of
pose
doing justice to the whole of soned, were attached to this elegant vehi
human nature, of guarantying
to every cle, and the company, fifty-six in nninindividual, without one single exception, ber, filed ou in its wake."

the means and opportunity of complete
Man has ever
HUMAN PROGRESS.
development, of natural, rich, harmoni
and
indirect
of
stages
been making direct
ous life.
Let the friends of progress
progress from barbarism to refinement.
Let noth
that
it is unite on this central principle.
This law of progress proves
possible to introduce a better social order, ing short of the free unfolding of the
t1i:m ever existed nnder chattel
and human faculties, the
complete fulfilment
land monopoly or com
wages-slavery,
human destiny, place a limit to their
of
Lot
the
of
precepts
mercial injustice.
Then, in whatever sphere
our Savior be embodied in a practical aspirations.
and
then
our
miseries
would of action they may be laboring, their
society,
But His precepts are nut, and efforts will conspire to a common end.
cease.
cannot be obeyed in such societies as
They will co-operate with the Spirit of
exist in large cities and manufacturing j
— that unseen, sublime Pre
Much the same may be said iii the Age,
towns.
the church, which has undergone a com- i sence, — which is moulding events for
plete revolution — not for the better, but the benefit of man, and silently preparing
The true object is lost
for the worse.
the way for the Universal Unity which is
sight of, and petty ambitious men have
his appointed destiny on earth.
connected themselves therewith for sinis

"

The mighty in church and
ter motives.
state are now enjoying a Belshazzer feast,
but the hand upon the wall is writing
their doom.
" Liberty, true, Christian liberty, must
The few must not forever
be contented.
All must be edu
oppress the many.
cated, elevated and abundantly provided
Odd Fellows have begun the char
for.
But the gospel re
itable brotherhood.
quires even more than this — to love our
This might be well termed
enemies.
But where do
universal philanthropy.
we see it practised T We must bid defi
ance to our selfishness ; find labor for the
unemployed ; we must love our neigh
bors, of all sects and parties, as we love
ourselves.
Idolatry of men, or of wealth,
or of honor, must yield to humanity, to
the greatest good of the human family.
" This is the germ of the seed of life.
i!ut where does \\fulhj develop itself?

Some men curl up their noses in digni
scorn at all external
show and

fied

pageantry, as unworthy
scendental

notions

According

to their

man is

a purely

of

their

high, tran

human

nature.

profound philosophy,
intellectual,

creature, who should

spiritual
be above the influ

ence of such

trifling, vulgar considera
tions, as appeals to his external senses,
the form of parade or spectacle.
Man, in their view, is made to converse
with abstractions, to live in the society of

in

the Invisibles,

though he may chop logic
with a cleaver, and sharpen his eye teeth
as with a whetstone.
But every thing in
the shape of badgfe, banner, rhythmical
motion, emblematic costumes, is too pue
rile for the attention of such a siltolime

THE PARADE AT CHICAGO. The edi
tor of the Chicago Journal, in giving a being, and should
be rejected as an
description of the doings on the 5th in emanation from the bottomless
A
pit.
stant, indulges in the following glowing
good many of these doughty
philoso
terms : —
" A demonstration like that which we phers, on hearing of the importance at
tached to processions, uniform dresses,
have witnessed to-day, causes us to think
better of our race than we were wont, — and picturesque spectacles in Fourier's
to. rejoice that there are questions upon system of Attractive
Industry,
begin to
which inen of every political bias and of moralize about French
and
superficiality
every sectional interest can meet as one
love of parade, and intimate that the
great brotherhood, speak with one har
monious voice, and act as one man.
But sturdy Anglo Saxon race, and especially,
to the pageant.
At an early hour, the the calculating Yankee nation, are not to
streets were thronged
with strangers, be taken in by such follies.
But it will
the gray-haired and the young, the ma
be hard to find any people, that have a
tron and the maid, the hope and promise I
of a coming day and the veteran of his greater love of shows and pageants than
three score and ten ; flags were flying ; the Yankees,
whether at the East or
from every steamer and sail vessel in j West.
This grows out of their ideality
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gentlemen of this city — one a Unitarian,
A score of men, inarching in measured the other a Baptist — agreed to lay aside
tread, will always produce a sensation, doctrinal differences, and united together
no matter whether the spectacle consists to deliver a course of lectures, alternate
in the waving plumes of a military band, ly, to the working classes.
The objects
or the red baize shirts and elongated of the lectures were to improve the mor
boots of a city fire-company.
Now why al, and elevate the social condition of the
The subjects were truly excel
should not this universal sentiment be people.
We lent, and we have no doubt were the
applied to Attractive
Industry?
have no doubt that it will, and that the means of imparting new and sound ideas to
and their love of change and excitement.

and unite together for jho
*. I.
purpose.—

rian feelings,
above glorious

CO-OPERATIVE
LIMEHOUSE.

On

TRADIKS

SOCIETY

JLT

Tuesday

evening,

the

Hih June, an adjourned meeting of this
society took place, Mr. William Heydoo

The parties present were
W. H. White, Mr.
Barnard, Charles Richardson, W. Thomnumbers that attended them; and certain
poetical costumes and emblematic evolu
aston, and others.
As the conclusion,
tions of the harmonic groups and series we are, that if the clergy through the length
we doubled oar number of members.
in an organized Phalanx, will present a and breadth of the land would follow their
M. Browning, from FarriDgdon-street
spectacle of order and beauty, which was example, it would do more towards estab
On
League, made some observatioas.
but faintly typified in the display at Chi
lishing the universal brotherhood of the
Thursday, the 10th, the committee met
human race than ever has been done.

cago, described in the above article.

At
JUVENILE INDUSTRY.
Arriving at Troy,
immediately crossed over the river to
West Troy, for the purpose of viewing
the Arsenal which Uncle Sam has estab
lished at this place.
The visit well and
I was
richly repaid me for my pains.
not aware, till the beauty of the spot
prompted me to inquire as we passed it
on our way up, that an institution of the
kind was established here.
We found a
ready admittance, — a gentleman with a
sword dangling at his side conducting us
to the sights to be seen in the inclosure.
We entered first a long, one-story build
ing where were employed fifty boys pre
The activity displayed
paring cartridges.
by these little fellows exceeded anything
I had before seen. They were sitting at
benches, with their cartridge paper before
them and boxes containing ball and shot,
and the rapidity with which they rolled
up the cartridge was truly astonishing.
They inserted the ball and three buck
shot in one end, tying with a thread the
ball end of the cartridge, and the spaces
between ball, shot and powder, leaving
the whole to be finished by being taken
to another building and filled with pow
The little fellows are
der and closed.
paid by the hundred, and we were told
some of them made a dollar a day. —

I

Belfast Journal.

We would

rather

see these children

peas in a Phalanstery,
in an Arsenal.

shelling

than roll

The ex

ing cartridges

ample shows, however, that children

can

be made to play a more important part in
organized industry than is generally

sup

posed.
[From the People's Journal].
IN

NORWICH.

"

be taken

to carry out the principles as
laid down by the lecturers.
The meet

ing

feelings

the progress making

in the peo

ple's cause ; and as we have found our
much
selves very
and
strengthened
stimulated to exertion, from reading the
various

reports in your excellent Journal,

we think

that others

may

feel

similar

pleasure from a report of one formed in

Norwich.
During

the last winter,

two

reverend

by Mr.

addressed

to make arrangements for paying the de
their
posits, and commencing
trading

By diligence

operations.

and integrity,

there is little fear of being successful.

WILLIAM THOMASON.

took place upon the 30th of March,

1847, and after mature consultation,
resolution

following

was

to: — "That

agreed

the

this

meeting

COTTAGES,
CIETY.

unanimously
is

— SIR

LAND, AND CONGENIAL SO
: An acquaintance of mine,

living near London,

possesses sixty-eight

of land, situate in the county of
and associative principles
I have frequently heard him
as the only Lincoln.
means worthy the consideration of the say he should like to build on his estate
fifteen or twenty
allowing
cottages,
working classes, for a thorough ameliora
At the three or four acres of land to each, and
tion of their present condition.
next meeting the society was organized go with his wife and family and live in
unanimous in considering

acres

the co-operative

upon the above principles,

"

and agreed to one himself,

provided he could get intel

Norwich Co-operative and ligent and suitable tenants for the other
Redemption
Society." Its objects, as proposed tenements and pieces of land.
I believe there are many comfortable peo
stated in the rules, are —
First : The accumulation of capital by ple who would like to become tenants
means of pecuniary contributions, . and (or, if it suited them better, freeholders)
the profit mi articles sold at the common of a cottage and a little land, if they
be called the

could secure congenial society, which is
: the gradual employment of sometimes a difficulty in remote parts of
its members, for the benefit of themselves the country.
It struck me I would, by
and the association.
your kind permission, make my friend's
Thirdly : The hire or purchase of land idea known to the public through your

store.

Secondly

Journal, and

to enable the society to supply itself with
the necessaries of life,
self-supporting

and to become a ants will

institution.

I

feel assured suitable

gladly

themselves

Knowing that union is not power,

come forward

ten

to offer

as tenants, or occupiers

and

less directed by wisdom, we meet weekly

My friend's estate is com
posed of some of the richest land in Eng

for reading and mutual information,

land ; is healthy,

intend, as soon as means will

un

purchasers.

and

subjects.

Our motto is "

dry,

and well drained.

allow, to It abuts upon the sea, is eight miles from

of popular lectures, to diffuse sound and
1 practical views on the all-important
topic
to you of mutual co-operation, and other useful

of deep satisfaction
read in your "Annals
of Pro

it is with

I

of five persons agreed to hold a

meeting to decide upon what steps could

SIR:

feel great pleasure in announcing
the formation of a society recently estab
lished on the co-operative principle, and
that

a

establish a library and reading-room ; and
we hope, by it and the occasional delivery

CO-OPERATION

gress

party

of the lectures,

the termination

in the chair.

"

town in the county, and one
and twenty miles from London.
The owner of this land is not a specula
tor, nor a mere adventurer : he wishes to

the largest
hundred

retire from the bustle of the world, and
collect around him in the country a few

opinion

By means of this no
congenial spirits.
tice in your Journal, my friend's embryo
idea will probably become ere long a

to come forward and aid us in the great
and glorious work of elevating the social,

This notice may be the means, too, of

All

men are brethren ;

we invite

consequently
shade of religious

moral,

men

of every

and political

and intellectual

condition

pleasing

reality

to himself

of the causing some landholders

and others.
to divide

and

their estates, BO as to furnish
" homes for intelligent and in
are threepence per
homely
week, and we hope to augment our funds dustrious small capitalists who can hantitt
transactions.
We already a spade, and have learned to live comforta
by business
people.
Our subscriptions

subdivide

Communications
number thirty-two members of all shades bly on limited meant.
of opinion, willing to Iay aside all secta addressed to X. Y. /. , Literary Insiitu

TH
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uon,

near London,

Greenwich,

will re
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E

so often formed a barrier

to the union of

man with man, in the attainment of those

ceive attention.

great and general objects,
ANOTHBR

CO-OPKHATIVK

EFFORT.

A of

Friend, writing from Manctieater, with
of opening a communica
tion with the writer of the letter sug
the intention

the possession

the services of the Harbinger,

although

we are aware that our kind correspondent
ascribes to ability of management,

what

cally, to raise him in the scale of being.

only to earnestness of intention.
The doctrines, of which we are the hum

We hail the increasing

ble,

which cannot fail,

number of these

as showing

institutions

is due

and physi

morally

a desire

for

though

"

devoted advocates,

are

in

prophetic of a glorious future,
adapted to give faith in man to hearts

a deed

with the higher kind of gratification than that found
of America, in in the only place of public resort in agri well nigh closed to all belief in the brotliNo. 73 of the Journal, says — "The cultural districts, the alehouse. — s. e.
herhood of the race, — hope to souls that
to some
were
persons by whom I am instructed to make
desponding — strength
fraternal

gesting

intercourse

Societies

Co-operative

this application are at present engaged in
carrying out the principle of co-operation
on a limited scale ; and though they are
all working

men, they can command from

one thousand

to two thousand

five hun

I

l! r" "Enclosed,

forward

the annual

subscription of the Harbinger.
tremely

difficult

to get small

quite exhausted

by their

life-long

strug

It is ex- ! gling against, and suffering from the
notes of falsity of our present social, moral, and
; " and we

eastern money here, which is the reason
ii lias not been remitted sooner.
This is

rejoice
religions organization
that our friend has experienced their ele

He adds — "They are the reason, no doubt, why no numbers of vating influence.
of doing the Harbinger (Fifth Volume) have been

dred pounds?"
eober industrious

men, desirous

A London correspondent of the New
York Tribune, speaks as follows of the
to the !
" The Ten Hours Bill : "
passage of
STOCKTON CO-OPERATIVE CORN MILL. Phalanx
and Harbinger
their
during
"
One bill, however, deserves a pass
Pursuant, to resolutions adopted at a pub whole existence, and
having matin out to
Lord Ashley and his friends,
ing remark.
at
the
held
lic meeting
Temperance Lodge pay so far, it would not have astonished
and all the friends, of the oppressed, have
Room, in March last, a Co-operative Corn me much if a number or two of the pre reason to rejoice that an important bill U
Mill Company has been formed at Stock- sent volume had come without the pay now the law of tho land. 1 refer to that
bill which gives to the Factory Operative
The Rev. J. C. Meek is a ' down on the nail.' "
ton-on-Tees.
an hour to his family and an hour to his
zealous promoter of this work of brother
" No pay, no paper," good friend. God. The task-master can no longer
hood.
Experiments of this nature cannot
This is our invariable rule. Surely, you compel the poor of both sexes to serve
fail to do much good : they teach the
The
him from early dawn till night.
would not have us spend our time in hunt
" Ten Hours Factory Bill " has passed
people to rely upon their own exertions;
ing over the list of our subscribers, to both houses, has received the royal as
to cultivate feelings of mutual affection;
Tho
ascertain in whose favor the rule might sent, and is now in full operation.
to regard their strengthens proportionate
be suspended.
Our clerk is directed to friends of humanity will rejoice at even
to their union ; they instruct the working
this one step towards alleviating the mis
check off all names from the mail-book,
ery of the poverty-stricken and oppressed
classes in the elements of social organiza
when the subscription
is not renewed, Operative.
If no other measure had oc
tion ; and are, in fact, so many nurseries,
and if this bears hard on our oldest sub cupied the attention of Parliament during
where the young trees are nurtured, until
scribers o1 our best friends, it is certainly the session, this one would alone redeem
they assume a sturdy growth and stately
all its sins of omission and commission."
no fault of ours.
aspect, when putting forth their mighty
good."

sent to me.

"

Having

a

been

subscriber

arms, they defy the wrath of the tempest,

ID* We trust the length of the article
on " Socialism, as illustrated by Fourier's
System," will not prevent our readers
A few of the working ftum giving it an attentive perusal. It is
BENENDEN.
" London Topic," a work
men of this parish some time ago formed taken from the
" the Topic of the
so
called,
because
themselves into a mutual improvement

and adorn the land from which they draw
their sustenance. — p.

aided by some in

being readily

society,

time is analyzed,

expounded

and exam

The society ined by the most competent writers, at
has for its object the establishment of a the period of its greatest interest tti the

more affluent circumstances.
useful

and weekly

library,

discussion

and lectures.

J.

land and the Rev.

meetings for

Hooper have already

lectures —

delivered two very interesting
one on the

Earth,"

other

subjects successively come
limits, — the progress of the

statesman, the works of first
class authors, — in fact, all that is eminent

greatest

Science, Art, or
History of the either in Philosophy,
" Elocution." Literature, or interesting in political and
We are glad to find
have been received, social events."

donations

on

among which was an excellent

collection

from so intelligent

of bucks from Mr. Wells, resident sur

and

geon, to whom the institution is much in
debted for his warm and earnest support.

great

The society at present possesaes upwards

leading

st" three

All

its

"Natural

the

Several

public.

Mr. G. Buck- within

hundred

volume*,

and the in

creasing number of its members amounts
to nearly seventy.

a source, such an able

of the
exposition
Topic," which at present is com

comprehensive

"

manding

more and more the attention of
minds

both

in

England

and in

this country, and the importance of which
can scarcely be overrated.

This society owes its I

would
origin principally to the efforts of the Rev. ! Hj3 We
tender
our cordial
We i acknowledgements to our friend F. H. P.
Hooper, a dissenting minister.
have observed with great pleasure, the) of Cleveland, Ohio, for many cheering

J.

entire

absence

baneful sectarian

of those miserable
prejudices,

which

and expressions of interest in a recent letter.
have: We arc grateful for such a recognition of

ASSOCIATIVE WORKS OF THE
FRENCH SCHOOL.

THE following publications, from the French
School, may be had at W. H. Graham's bookstore, Tribune Buildings, New York, and at
! Croiby ami Nichols', No.
Washington St.,
I Boston.
The Works of Charles Fourier, 6 vols
5750
Muiron's Apercusntr let Proetdet Indiutritli, 37
Considerant's Theory of Natural and At
tractive Education,
75
Considerint's Exposition of the Phalansterian Theory
12
Considerant's Immorality of Fourier's Doc
trine,.
12
Considerant's Theory of Property,
25
60
Paget's Introduction to Social Science,....
r.,i,< is.ii I's Fool of the Palais Royal...... 60
Pellfrins's Life and Theory of Fourier,. .. 1 00
60
Reynaitd's Solidarity,
Ta mister's Theory of Functions,.
12
Dain's Abolition of Slavery
25
II' minium's Love in the Phalanstery,
12
Besides these,a large numberof Phalausterian
pamphletsand almanacs,can be had at the snmc
place. Also, a beautiful engraved portrait of
Fourier: price, $2 50. Any of the volumes of
Fourier's works may be had separately.
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interested

people really
who
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"
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our spiritual
a phase

Fourierism

9.

Those I loved well have
my life-long.
been killed, murdered by the ignorance

of Infidelity."

of physicians and their own ignorance.
wish we could hear a few of the great After all, this is the aspect in which I think
Why are oftenest of a true Phalanx — a collection
[The following extracts from lettera address- social truths from our pulpits.
ed to the Women of the Boston Union of Asso- not more of Channing's
sermons report
of healthy people !
ciitionisU, in .reply to their Circular of May ed
for the Harbinger <
Affectionately your friend.
last, have been placed at our disposal by the
E. and I observe with pleasure the
Secretary.]
LOWELL, June, 1847.
strong points of resemblance in the views
CHICAGO, 111.June 27, 1817.
of New Church men and Associationists.
SISTERS : — We received your Circular
The mode proposed to raise fund? for The writings of
Garth Wilkinson give and explanatory note, which was present
the great object seems to us admirable, us great pleasure.
ed to our Society at the earliest meeting

CORRESPONDENCE.

I

J.

especially

as it

is beginning in a small
and one which tends

way, comparatively,

to bring more closely
minds,

without

doing

together

congenial

violence

to

that

branch of our present social organization
so strongly guarded by our " Observers,"

" Evangelists," &c. I mean the " Family
Union." Indeed, it is with deep sorrow
that I hear now of any attempt at Associa
tion, which breaks in upon the family. —
Indoctrinating,

by various means, those in

a state to receive the great
new

social

science,

troths

appears

I do long to feel that I am laboring directly after the reception ; and I am instructed
for the poor and down-trodden members to say that with your plans and sugges
T|nir wants are tions we most heartily agree, but that will
of the human family.
now my constant theme of thought, and be nearly all we shall be able to do at
my prayer is that

may be useful to them.

Your friend and sister.

letter will be a sufficient

My sister's

excuse for my not having answered yours

I wasdelighted

labor

money,

CHICAGO, III. June, 1847.

with it and

am as anxious as you can wish to do some

We are all dependent upon our

present.
own

of the before this time.

to us the

I

Adieu.

for

support,

and a still

with

greater

but little

lack of that

which our kind Father bestowed alike on
all, — Time, — which is here monopolized

by the few, — time to cultivate those tastes

and talents which we humbly believe were
bestowed upon us,as upon our more favored
sisters.
Our Society was organized July,

It will be a blessed 1846, and I find sixty-one names, thirtything in answer to it.
1 one males and thirty females, affixed to
bond of union, the plan you propose.
can think of nothing calculated to unite the Constitution.
for this purpose we would gladly contrib
Perhaps one-third of
In some of the reforms of us more firmly, usefully and pleasantly.
ute our mite.
them have left the city, and another third
I have been an Associationist from my are mere nominal members, so that not
the day (perhaps I should say .reformers)
cradle — the "Love of Use," the " Love more than one-third of that number can be
there is too much Iconoclasm. Associationgreat object which should be held in view
iwie by Associatinnists ; and to the fund

ists, above all others, should not tear away
any object of the reverence of put ages,
especially the Lares and Penates, until
they have enshrined more worthy divini
To many earnest souls this may ap
ties.
pear unsound reasoning, when the avowed
object is ultimately to bring about a state

of the Perfect," have been the motives depended upon.
for every deliberate action in my life.
No ent are :—
other

motive

with me.
greater
a larger

ever

One

had

would

much
think

weight

Our officers for the pres

JOHN McCoT, President.
ALBERT C. HILL, Vice President.
Miss MART EMERSON, Steretary.
Miss O. J. CLARKJC, Treasurer.

something

have resulted from this —
and fuller life — but no matter.

might

" What feature strikes me most forcibly
We have just commenced the " week
Two things have struck ly rent " plan. It is uncertain how much
of things opposed in many respects to the in Association?''
I do not know which we shall be able to raise,something less than
very institution which is the object of so. me from the first.
There will be a chance one dollar per week being subscribed as yet;
most powerfully.
licitude — but we are so utterly unprepar
ed for a life of harmony, and there have for JUSTICE TO CHILDREN , what they have
They
been so many failures, that it seems tu never had since the world began.
me dangerous to attempt

associative

life

will be harmoniously

developed,

if

the

circumstances

are rather against

Our society is somewhat
the

"

People's

us now.

encumbered

Lectures," which

by

did not

is really what it claims to be.
Then the improvement in health, conse
acterizes the Boston movement, must do quent on the general knowledge of physi
away with many of the prejudices of the cal laws, on diversity of labor and a

pay for themselves by some thirty dollars,
which we are raising by private subscrip

"Philistines" against it.
I shall take much pleasure

Union,"

system

except gradually.

The deeply religious spirit which char

healthy
in showing

the Circular to eome of our good friends,

atmosphere

for

all

at all times.

tion, and some of our best members are
so

much

engaged
and other

in

the

primary

"

Protective

branches of

I have seen direful miseries resulting from Reform, as to prevent their doing as much
Sickness has haunted me all ae their noble hearts dictate.

ill-health.
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We look to you for guidance and pro
tection ; will you not aid us by your cor
and sympathy?
And we
respondeoce
who are now the

" mustard teed,"

may

yet become a "great and mighty tree,"
whose branches shall overshadow the wall

of our great City of Oppression, thousands

of

whose inhabitants

are

prohibited

powers of the Mothers of mon ; but imperfect beings like ourselves
our Race are as necessary to create social are apt to imagine that they alone are
Yet, perhaps,
harmony, as their physical powers for the called opnn to endure.
creation and suckling of their offspring.
we enjoy no less than the moat of our
and intellectual

Whatever power I have, pecuniary or sex ; nay, we are in truth, sisters the
mental, whatever exertion I am capable of, world round — if one suffers, all suffer,
I will cheerfully lend it to assist you in your no matter whether she tends her hus

the movements ; only let me know them and band's dogs amidst the Polar snows, or
what I can do.
We should command a mounts her consort's funeral pile upon
Press.
No doubt there are some among the banks of the Ganges.
we
Together

of basking in God's sunshine,
or listening to the warblings of his unpaid

privilege
choir.

you,

We long for a closer communion,

and

who

ment of it.

conld

I

undertake

would

wish

the manage
to see some

more

intimate acquaintance
with those females among your lecturers.
Does the
who with us are waiting for the " bright sincerity of moral persuasion lose all its
Future," — those who have drnnk deeply power in coming from a woman's lips,
of those waters, of which we have but that I see so very few of them undertake
tasted.
Shall we not have it?
the task ' By all means establish a re

In behalf

of the

Lowell

of ciprocal guarantee among you.
Ask
Associationists,
some of onr kind brothers who sympa
MARY EMERSON, Secretary.
thize with us to put you in the way of it.
But act for yourselves.
It is high time
that the Mother of Mankind should cease
TurrmroKD, near Marietta, O., )
Jane 23, 1847. $
to play the child!
1 hive read, in " The Harbinger " of
May the Almighty bless your efforts in
Ihe 12th of July, Ihe: Circular letter of die most
holy cause that woman ever
onr sister Associationists.
Allow me to undertook !
Union

answer them through your means.
DEAR SISTERS : — Your letter through
the Haibinger has conferred on me a
deep, an intense

blessing ! How long
have I not prayed with the most earnest
fervor of the heart, to the Almighty

We rise, we

weep, together we rejoice.
fall together.

It would afford us much pleasure could
we be associated together.

Could all the

women fitted to engage in Social
on one domain,

be located

Reform

one cannot

imagine the immense changes that would
there
day

We pray that we, or at

ensue.

least

our

may live to see the

children,

when

kindred

souls

mitted

to co-operate

ciently

extensive

in

shall

be per
suffi

a sphere

to call

forth

OUT

all

powers.

We number about three hundred —
families.
Let us hear
forty-five

with

from you soon, and often.

Your devoted sister.
Domain of the Wisconsin Phalanx, )
CIFESCO, June 27, 1847. )

TKI. urn i.i. PHALANX, Braceville, /
Ohio, July 15, 1847. J

Yoor communication to the women of
It was with great pleasure that we re the Ceresco Union, addressed to my care,
ceived your letter.
It was read in a came to hand last mail, and is passed to
Power who rules us all, to inspire my
meeting called upon the occasion.
To the secretary of the Ceresco Union, and
sisters who were so situated, to unite
the reflections and sentiments therein we will in due time receive attention.
Yon
iogetlier in their own behalf and that of
It is joyful to feel and will pardon me for taking this opportunity
heartily respond.
the human family ! At last, my ardent
to know that the -women of the Capital to express my gratification and the cheer
wish is accomplished.
Dear sisters, you Region of the
ing hope which it affords me to learn the
enlightened state of Mas

come out with broad and noble views, in
search of undisguised truth ! in search
of the means to redeem onr unfortunate

sachusetts are engaged in the same work
that we are.
Immediately do we sympa
thize with you.
Immediately do we re

Race from the chaotic discordance and
cognize you as Sisters.
Then, sisters
misery into which it has fallen for so long ! dear,
may God give us feeling, and
Then, Dear Sisters, behold a new era
strength to support that feeling, so that
opening before us, as never was one we shall be
urged forward in the work.
before ! Women, (made by the laws of
It is plain that our efforts must be dif
Nature the ministering angels for their
ferent from yours.
Yours is the part to
Race,) no longer shy or cringing, confined
arouse the idle and indifferent by your
in obscurity, where they do
isolatedly,
conversation, and by contributing funds to
Ihe little good they can, in impotence, ig
sustain and aid publications.
Ours is the
norance and feebleness ; but coming for
part to organize onrselves in all the affairs
ward with the noble determination
to of life, in the best manner that our
imper
unite their energies with those of their
fect institution will permit ; and, not least,
brothers in the work of restoring human to
have faith in our own efforts.
In this
society to harmony and happiness ! Oh last
particular we are sometimes deficient,
Sisters, persevere and it will be done, for
for it is impossible for us with our imper
you will possess among you all the neces
fect and limited capacities, clearly and
sary materials to accomplish it.
From fully to foresee what faith and confidence in
the moment that hideous, brutal War
God's providence can accomplish.
We
grasped unfortunate females, and made have been
brought hither through doubts
them slaves and victims wherever
it and dangers, and through the shadows of
reigned, the responsibility of social order
the Future we have no guide save when
devolved entirely on men.
What have duty points the way.
we had since?
War! war! war! dis
Our trials lie in the commonest walks.
cord, confusion, wranglings, all sorts of
To forego conveniences, to live poorly,
miseries lud sufferings.
Not because dress homely, to listen calmly,
reply
men are naturally bad ; but because
they mildly, and wait patiently,
are what we
are only one half of the social
body, and must become familiar with.
True, these
they can act but that half.
The moral are requirements by no means uncom

high and noble part and the active zeal
which you are manifesting in this great
and glorious cause, to which we are all
devoted.

Your

communication

came

bearing

date May 27th.

Is it possible that yon

were

preparing

collectively

and sending
good

this address

up your aspirations for the

of the cause,

on

when we of the Wisconsin

that

very

Phalanx

day
were

seated on a green, under a bower,

re

freshing both body and mind, celebrating
the anniversary of our commencement of
practical Associative

life on our beautiful

This ia a sacred day with us,
and long will it be remembered.
The Ceresco Union is composed en
tirely of the members of the Phalanx,
domain?

being about forty families.
We have one of the pleasantest and
most convenient locations for a Phalanx
the western country affords.
We
tiave about seventeen hundred acres of

that

.and — seven hundred under cultivation,
are just commencing
our gardens and
fruit orchards, our flocks and herds, and
so forth.
We are entirely free from debt,
and our homes are ours and secure ; rude
as they are, they are dear to as as the
cause we have engaged in.
Seven-

ighths ofour members are contented and

THE HARBINGER.
It melted till the twilight crept

not

even a lingering
; and about one out

change ; not being spiritually devoted to
our cause, they will continue to change
their positions through life, thus evincing

passed the

and are approaching
the sun.
Cease not your prayers for our success,
for we feel sensibly the strong current of

aphelion

from our brethren

and sisters abroad.

We have about thirty thousand dollars

I

p.

in

It

A

A

it

is

I

s

a

I

!

it

I

I

in

;

The laborer ceased his tale was o'er,
His heart unburthenedof its care;
And, passingin his humble door,
He bent his weary form prayer.
The anguish that his features wore
Was passed,tod hope sat smiling there.
God bless the laboring man " thy bread
Is on the far oS waters cut "
;

;

in

a

!

I

A

'Tw-an sunset, and its parting light,
With golden lustre bathed the west,
its flight,
But seemed to linger
To cheer the summer's day to rest.
To gladdenlabor's weary sight,
Like hope within darkened breast.

It

THE LABORING MAN.
walked beyond the city's bounds,
Along an unfrequentedway —
The small, uncultivated grounds
Of poverty before me lay.
fence of turf the spot surrounds,
The poor, lone cabin was of clay.

To-day these dreadfultidings met mine car,
And quick turned my weekly earning o'er;
'Tis gone, 'midst choking prayers and burning
tears;
would to God hsd been more
And Oh
'Tis gone— and in the thought find relief;
checks the swelling torrent of my grief."

a

in

pre-existent,

diseases, though
some cases alleviated

of diet, have been indis
to their disuse of

by the change
criminately

a

whose

and

charged

animal food.

The change

to

vegetable diet

not, we freely confess, operated
the benefits

of particular

facts

That

from it.

expected

has done this in others

has
many

it

!

7

is

I

I

;

I

[From the N. Y. Evening Post]

and

resource,

demonstrable

experience,

from

which our limits preclude us.

The causes of failure

we proceed to

analyze.

First, the devouring of other creaturea
which

by man,
and

only

tingle

of the universal

expression

rence characterizing

this

epoch

branch
incohe

of hu-

development, has not been re

manitary

in

cognized

its

relation

to

the other

of incoherence, and to its basis

features

the industrial relations which
or pivot
organize conflict of interest, not withstand
certain amount of Chrisiiatt senti
ing
ment and aspiration, among the individu
als and classes of our society.
nevertheless
vicious

circle,

occupies

lhis
prominent position
as alternately cause and

effect of its phenomena.

The periods of incoherence require for
development of character, for
the attainment of wealth of social pobit ion
and of influence, tho readineM, and skill

successful

,

other

in

befallen

in

have

A

may

it
;

ly

"On that far isle, where our young days were
passed,
attempts at Associative life, you can rest
bolt has fallen from God's mighty hand
assured that so long as such noble spirits
Upon the forms of men disease cast,
as we have laboring with us through the
And blight and desolation scar the land;
are
the
Harbinger
operating upon
public On every side the wailings of despair
mind, we shall continne nn our course, Rise from the lips of thosewho loved us there.
steadily persevering and patiently wait
" Dost thou rememberwhere the silver stream
ing for that change in the public mind
Leaps in its wild career the vale along,
which will afford us such " aid and com
Where oft we've lingered in our summerdream,
And filled the air with hope'sexpectantsong
fort " as to render success no longer
In every cottage on the old hill's side,
doubtful.
Some of our well beloved friends have died.
commenced this only to acknowledge
•' Oh! can seethe pile and haggardface
the receipt of your communication
but
ne'er forgot,
Of her whose last farewell
have stated
few facts connected with
the cause, which may be useful to some Who, when she held me in her last embrace,
Invoked blessing on the laborer's lot.
of our eastern friends.
How little dreamedshe, when those tear drops
With sincere respect and esteem.
fell,
Th,it she would starve,and midst plenty dwell.
Yours, truly.
Whatever

class of

as a medicinal

It

fore we run.

— the second,

invalids, who resorted to

it

be

is

walk

a

and

a

walk,

one else, became attached to

novelty

,

we

as

in

before

from every

;

vulgarity)

is

the

the necessity they were under of differing

a

(pardon

minds, great talkers and

who from the sense of poverty
and discomfort
their own being, and
wranglers,

a

this

BODIES.

in

in

one thing,
that we must

am broken-hearted,and my tongue
Refuses utterance of what know
My brain maddened,and my spirit wrung,
While sinks my form beneath this dreadful
blow.
Bear with me, faithful one, while impart
The heavy sorrows of my troubled heart.
I

is

be in Asso
any

We have learned

vicinity.
creep

should

ahead of

set of unsettled

"Oh

I

but far

also yet

is

much behind what

it

Our educational department

PRIATION OF TUEIR

should be embraced by two classes equal
calculated to discredit
the first,

And now was anchored in the bay.
The eye was moist, the cheek was pale,
That listened to the laborer's lay.
!
1

expect and intend to be governed
as soon as possible.

ciation,

it,

We all

avocations.

it

in

to adopt

necessary

daily

by

means

ANIMAL

CREATION THROUGH HIS SELFISH APPRO

?

We are by no means ignorant of the
importance of the Serial Law;
but we
lack science, skill, mental ability and the
our

AND INCO

THE

a

in our enterprise, which is a
small sum, but is well applied ; and we
are all practical working men and women.

yet,

OF HUMAN LIFE,

HERENCE OF MAN WITH

He came, the man of toil and care,
(Concluded from
101.)
With brow o'erehadowedby distress —
The advocates of vegetable diet, gen
And met, with sad, dejected air,
erally known as Grahamites among us,
The wife's affectionatecaress!
the character either
have not, perhaps,
His heartseemedfull! What stormwasthere
of their physical or moral life, vindicated
To cause him so much wretchedness
was an
the superiority of their diet.
word sufficed to tell the tale;
evil incidental
to the novelty of the
ship, from foreign lands away,
doctrine and its sanatory bearings, that
Had yielded to the swelling soil,

invested

pecuniary

CANNIBALISM.
PERVERSION

it

aid received

spiritual

For the Harbinger.

moment more, that face o'ercast
Grew radiant with joy's brighter ray.
The cloud had gathered,burst, and passed,
For he, her only hope and stay,
Came hurrying to his home at last,
Far down the solitary way.

by

have

A

we

a

A

encounter in a new country and in a 'new
mode of life, with very limited means for
purpose ; but

full of flowers
The future,
To Christian hearts, lo pure u thine —
And may the knowledge of these hours
Shed such blessing upon mine,
That may seek thosejoyous bowers,
Where spirits like to thee recline.

form within that cabin door,
In poor and simple garb arrayed,
With face of care, deepfurrowed o'er,
Look'd out upon the gath'ring shade.
" He never lingered thus before,"
She sighed, and bitter grief displayed.

and a false education

and a want of patience to endure to the
end.
We have had many hardships to

our

The rich ahall find no softer bed,
Or happiermemories in the put
it
is

of eight will in due time make another

the false relation

And He who came to save has said,
- It shalt return to thee at last."

With gentle step to kiss the scene,
And the soft breath of evening swept
Its incense thro' the foliage green.
The bird had ceasedits note, and slept,
And all was silent and serene.

a

have

;

and

happy,

look for civilization
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to sacrifice, every day and every hour, the
interests

and even the lives of others to
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our own, just as we feed physically upon Grahamite, on the contrary, too often dis
animals — -and it is plays a mass most absurdly incongruous.
The same principles of discord, accord
proved by the experience of those who

the bodies of other

have used both diets alternately,

that ani

mal food develop* in us the disposition to
overrule the lives of others with our
own, and to resist their influence over us,

Let those who would
diet, which

effect a change

is to bring

true and harmonic life, be fully conscious

and variety, correspondhig to the Cabalist,

that they are undertaking

the Composite, and the Papillon

and

passions,
which govern in all other spheres of na
ture, creating the series which distribute

and thus fits us for the sphere of antago
It enables
nisms in which we now move.

the harmonies, govern

we lose by entering a more etherial ele
If we are ready to enter a higher

nies and discords.

also in the sphere

of

them nearer to a

life,

and

one

and disappointment
Causes of in
for the ignorant and rash.
fraught

with

a most serious

in

step

important

trouble

noticed,

they had not before

jury which

of taste.

We should live musically in become manifest in the mure delicate and
No scale or gamut of savors susceptible state of the body nourished ••
as to enter on equal terms into the arena all things.
of conflict, and there at least hold our or aliments has yet been determined with vegetable food. It requires the purest
own ; it brings ns into sympathy with the same accuracy as those of sounds or water, the best of bread, the most harmon
the animal natures round us, and gives us colors ; but every good cook and every ic combinations of the albumens, oils and
sugars of the vegetable kingdom, with its
a power of acting on our fellows which epicure recognizes by instinct the harmo
ment.

life, to organize

relations

We might

pivot, the farinaceous

distribute

the various

of love and ments in a series of octaves.

ali

In many,

grains.)

As the not compensate

for

(found in
cares wilt

glntens,
all

these

an a-brnpt breaking
habits ; it will

unity of interests, then
we may, nay, we must, cease from our
cannibalism, our bloody incoherence with

contiguous

the animal world ; because the sentiments
corresponding to Harmony are obstructed

Corn bread and wheat
ed by the savors.
bread are like Do, Re ; they make to

rows at pasture, or to admit eges or oys

by an organic life maintained by conflict.
But if we ate to remain in the relations

gether a very inharmonic breakfast, digest

Nature
hates sudden
liquors.
Whoever would keep on good
changes.

of incoherent

diarrhoea.

through

harmony

society, and to adapt our

selves to them, to the conditions
health,

specific

we should

of their

eat animals,

notes make discords in music,

so do the contiguous aliments in the'scale
ofsavors, or of organic adaptations indicat

with
other
with

and

difficulty

cause

substances

farinaceous
as honey,

grape,

form

class of men among us than the butchers,
who live amid the steams of blood.

wholesome group.

combined

syrup,

a harmonic,
species

make

delicious

Apples

contiguous

together,

similar

or the

the fig

discords,

and

while

In our

they accord with bread and nuts.

pies and puddings we have empirically
discovered many harmonic groups.

not merely a craving appetite

It is sufficiently
change
plate

does not contem

nor connect itself with an integral

change
only

evident that a simple

in diet, which

of society, will

in the relations

in placing the individual

result

out

which

the

with

organically

the stimulation

ments in organic and spiritual health is,
that they have violated other health con
ditions even more than persons who live

quent morbid

hi the ordinary

on after the first weeks,

They are very
eaters — not gourmands

•r epicures, but gluttons.

The stomach, upon disuse of flesh, ac
quires a more delicate and discriminating
appreeutioB

uf find.

in this

matter of diet, but the heroism of a gradu
Life
ated, scientific and permanent effort.

They are —

simultaneously.

Nature,

1st.

Communion

with

the

Earth sou).
Comm onion with Human

3d. Society,

ity through the affections.
3d. God,
ual world

Communion
the

through

the Spirit

with

senti

Religious

ment.

The wretches that now crawl upon the
face of this earth,

hardly daring
are in

themselves men,

to call

the great

mass

habitually and permanently cut off from all
the higher forms of these three commun
ions, and vegetate

The

atrophy.

in a state of spiritual
human natures

highest

can only attain, in the present condition of
to snatch soroe exceptional mo

society,

this

universal

poverty, a universal

propensity to steal and selfishly appropri
stitutions which are, in the present state ate the lives of other creatures.
Evident
of society, and amid such influences ly this vice is not to be removed by
prepared

of ani

and intensity

manner.

impulse

from

of his mal sustenance.
With a great number, the premature at
existence.
Another cause why vegetable eaters tempt will bring upon them or aggravate
have failed to obtain the desired improve
any form of organic debility and conse

large

hasty

There are but a limited number of con

moral and physical,

generally

not

ments of a higher life ; and there follows

to dispense

the reality

is

habit of a few days will bring into order

der him more or less uncomfortable,
diminish

It

transitions.

again.

of relation with his present sphere, ren
and

and other fer

or wine

and pears, or flows to us in three great channels, which
of fruits eaten in a true society will be open and full

It is to be regretted that in the povertyperfectly recognized as the noblest, since stricken incoherence of our life, these har
h was the purest expression of the law of monic adaptations can become practically
available only to a very limited number.
force — the spirit of our antecedent soci
It is now going into disrepute, There are many whom a powerful moral
eties.
because the law of force has in the fourth sentiment will compel to the disuse of
given place to the flesh in spite of difficulties, privations and
phase of Civilization
It is important that these
Jaw of fraud.
sufferings.
The mercantile and legal professions, should appreciate clearly what lies before
which give to this law its purest expres
It is not simply a restriction upon
them.
with the existence of the pleasures of the palate, to which they
sion compatible
the most will have to submit themselves.
It is
society, are now accordingly
honorable.

ters on the table,
mented

an oil, as butter or cream, and a which will realize for us success

sweet,

other

to

apt

be necessary to make frequent use of the
preparations of pure milk from healthy

Either of these, however, or terms with her, mast study the science of

nay, we should, like the other carnivora,
There is no healthier
kill fur ourselves.

Their life is most integrally adapted to
Morally speak
the state of incoherence.
ing, the same may be affirmed of the life
of the soldier in active service, or man
Butcher.
His profession has indeed been

are

off from long established

may

have

phenomena

been subject.

to which

This

they

organic

debility is often little felt at first, it comes

moralizing the individual.

To preach ser

mons to a starving man is not
fill his belly.

Before we can

change with

benefit

need individually

and

going

to

make this

not injury, we

and socially

to provide

the conditions

of vital in

flux from the three sources

above men

for ourselves
tioned.

The vegetable

first a poet

(in the
a writer,)

eater

higher

must

sense,

be
not

and it may last necessarily
secondly, a lover,
may even prove fatal thirdly, a religious enthusiast.
If he can
under the improper treatment to which not attain those natural, social and psy

many months.

will be subjected, in the chical conditions which develop in him
of practical physiology one of these three sides of an integral
therapeutic* which uow prevails. character, he must perforce
remain *

most patients

gross ignorance

The plate of the I sad

It
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OF

THE

NEW-ENOOANDSRS.—

The boots and shoes worn by the earli
er settlers of New-England, were coarse.,

a

;

a a

;

clumped, square-toed, and adorned with
If any boots made
enormous buckles.
was the
their appearance,
prodigious
thumping as they passed up the isles of
for
the church
pair of boots was the«
man's life.
The tops
expected to last
were short, but very wide at the top
special
formed, one might suppose, with
adaptation to rainy weather, collecting the
fell, and hold an ampl« bath
water as
for the feet and ankles
The women, old and young, wore flan
The young
nel gowns in the Winter.
!

it

a

;

a

it

j
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I

in

!

!
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is
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It

a

is
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in

is

by

in in

a
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is

a

a

is a

by

it
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he himself attended to the trees, he
could collect the same quantity for several
months.
But his girls could only collect
The Seringa trees
from seventy trees.
do not usually grow thickly, and such
circuit of sever
number may require
miles.
In making the shoes, two
little thatched
girls were the artists,
hut, which had no opening but the door.
From an inverted water jar, the bottom of
which had been broken out for the pur
column of dense, white
pose, issued
smoke, from the burning of
species of
palm nut, and which so filled the liut that
The
we could scarcely see the inmates.
lasts used were of wood, exported from
the United States, and were smeared with
In the leg of
clay to prevent adhesion.
han
each was
long stick, serving as
dle.
The last was dipped into the milk,
and immediately
held over the smoke,
which,
without much discoloring, dried
was then rethe surface at once.
dipped, and the process was repeated a
dozen times, until the shoe was of suffi
cient thickness, care being taken to give
greater number of coatings to the bot
tom.
The whole operation, from the
smearing of the last to placing the fin
ished shoe in the pun, required less than
The shoe was now of
five minutes.
slightly more yellowish hue than the
fewquid milk, but in the course of
hours,
reddish brown.
became of
After an exposure of twenty four hours,
figured, as we see upon the imported
This
done by the girls, with
shoes.
small sticks of hard wood, or the needlelike spines of some of the palms.
has been tried, but without
Stamping
now cut from the
The shoe
success.
last, and
ready for sale, bringing
price of from ten to twelve vintens, or
cents, per pair.
long time before
Brought to
they assume the black hue.
the city, they are assorted, the best laid
aside for exportation as shoes, the others
The proper designation
as waste rubber.
which are included bot
for this latter,
tles, sheets, and any other form excepting
borachu, and this
selected shoes,
There are
number of
bulk.
shipped
business
the city, who make
persons
of filling shoes with rice chaff and hay,
boxes.
previous to their being packed
They are generally fashioned into better
being stretched upon lasts after
shape
By
they arrive at their final destination.
far the greater part of the rubber export
ed from Para, goes to the United States,
the European consumption being compar
Voyage
very small. — Edward's
atively
•upthe Amazon.
by

is

it

i*

it

is

by

morning.

a

in

of

a

a

by

it

j

a

j

a

in

it,

been tapped upon the previous

— This quantity of milk, he said, would
suffice for ten pairs of shoes, and when

it
is

or in the attempt to resign the
Commerce affirms
1C? The Journal
life of the brute, without gaining that of that one-fifth of the population of that
city are paupers, supported
part or
the true man, will sink into comparative
This estimate includes
wholly
charity.
impotence.
the in-door and out-door poor of the city,
Aims-House and the beneficiaries of the
MARX EDGEWORTH LAZARUS.
Society for Meliorating the Condition of
the Poor.
At this rate every four fami
WASHING. — General D. was more dis lies supply
fifth
with
gratuitously
tinguished for gallantry in the field, than food, clothes and fuel, at least through the
for the care he lavished upon personal winter.
cleanliness : complaining
upon a certain
The same paper anticipates, not with
occasion to the late Chief Justice Bushe, out justice,
continued increase of this
of the sufferings he endured from rheu burden. If the present system pursued,
matism, that learned and humorous judge
says, half the population will in due
undertook tu prescribe a remedy.
be paupers.
But as to the improve
" You must desire your servant," he time
ment through which in its view such
said to the general," to place every morn
result may be avoided,
says nothing. —
ing by your bedside a tub three parts fill
Tribune.
You will then get
ed with warm water.
into the tub, and having previously pro
[From the Literary World.]
vided yourself with a pound of ycllow
STANZAS.
snap, you must rub your whole body with
••Tin- light
the
immersing yourself occasionally
cometh, when no man can work."
water, and at the end of
quarter of an
Ye, who in the field of human life
hour the process concludes by wiping
Quickeoiig seeds of wisdom fain would low,
yourself dry with towels and scrubbing
Pause not for the angry tempest'sstrife,
flesh brush."
your person with
" Why," said the general, after a few
Shrink not from the noontide'sfervid glow,—
minutes' reflection upon what he had just Labor on, while yet the light of day
heard, " this seems to me to be neither Sheds abroadits pure and blessedray,
more nor less than washing yourself! "
For the Night cometh
" Well," rejoined the judge, "
at
man's
Yr.
who
mightiestengine
stand,
open to that objection."
Moulding noble thought into opinion,
Oh. stay not, for weariness,your hand,
PROTECTION FROM LIGHTUNIVERSAL
Till ye fii the bounds of troth's dominion
MING.— Professor Olnastead, of Yale Col-i Labor on, while
yet the light of day
confident ia the generally express
lege,
Sheds upon our toil its blessed ray,
ed opinion that telegraphic wires have
For the Night cometh
an important effect on electricity.
He
says —
Ye, to whom prophet voice given.
" As the storm comes up, and espec
Stirring men as by trumpet's call,
Utter forth the oracles of Heaven,—
ially when over the wires, say fifty or
hundred miles distant, the lightning
Earth gives back the echoes as they fall
the wires, which
can be Rouse the world's great heart,while yet the day
attracted
one
the
tele
remaining
proved
any
Breaks life's slumber with its blessedray,
About the
graph office for half an hour.
For the Night cometh
coming up, the wires
time the storm
Ye, who in home's narrow circle dwell,
are continually filled with electricity.
is my opinion we shall never have very
Where Love's flame lights up the household
heavy thunder showers or hear of light
hearth,
as long as we have tele Weave th« silVen bond, and frame the spell,
ning striking,
graphic wires spread over the earth."
Binding heart to heart throughout the earth
youra the light of day
Would
not he advisable to increase Pleasant toil
the facilities for disposing of the electric, On naught holier (beds its blessed ray,
fluid in surcharged clouds, by making the
For the Night cometh
wires rough, or arming them with innu-j
Diverse
our
though
paths in life may be,
the increased danger to
merable points
sent some mission to fulfil
Each
batteries being obviated
the recent inthe world are we.
vention of Mr. Reid, noticed
few days Fellow-workers
While we seek to do our Master's will
The general security afforded to
since?
might then warrant the ex- Rut our doom labor, while the day
communities
tension of telegraphs to places to which Points as to our task, with blessedray,
the mere transmission of news would not
For the Night cometh!
indemnify the constructors.
If the danger to operators, and the de- Fellow-workers are we hour by hour.
Human tools are shaping Heaven's great
•tructionof batteries should not be obvia
schemes,
ted by the newly invented rod, then
would seem expedient to have an extra Till we see no limit to man's power,
line, along the news line, armed with con
And reality outstrips old dreams.
ducting points, for the express purpose of Toil and struggle, therefore, work aid weep,
conducting off the atmospheric electricity.
In God's Acre ye shall calmly sleep
This line might be connected with
sub
When the Night cometh!
terranean line, for facilitating agricultural
EHHA C. EHBUBY.
In a short time we may ex
operations.
pect to see the whole country woven to
OF
MANUFACTURE
INDIA
RUBBER.
gether in one vast network of lightning
one transmitting
news with the Here we saw the manufacture of rubber.
lines
velocity of thought, another equalizing The man of the house returned from the
the electrical state of the atmosphere,
forest about noon, bringing in nearly two
third facilitating the labors of the farmer, gallons of milk, which he had been en
forth,
remains for science to de gaged, since daylight,
and
collecting from
one hundred and twenty trees, that had
velop. — N. Y. Evening Post.
cannibal
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wrappers fore his end, gave some to understand. habit of leaving his parents' residence for
women wore, in the Summer,
or shepherdress ; and about their ordinary For this relisions and worthy gentleman, a number of days at a time, until com
pelled, for want of fond, to return home ;
business, did not wear stockings and shoes.
who died about two years ago, and is
and on the death of his parents he took
They were usually contented with one
celebrated for his publication of up his abode in the forest
calico gown ; but they generally had a otherwise
altogether, until
Hymns,
being the time of his capture.
calimanco gown, another of camlet, and a collection of spiritual
The
some had them made of poplin.
then together with several other gentle
sleeves were short, and did not come be men of eminence and literature at an
For the Harbinger.
wore
On holidays, they
low the elbow.
entertainment in Lignitz, had it in his THE DESPERADOES
OF
THE SOUTH
—
arm
on
each
one, two, or three ruffles
WEST.
the deepest of which were some nine to power to relate several remarkable things
ten inches.
They wore long gloves, com- ; about J. B., whom he had at one time
This book is of small dimensions, hut
Round gowns had sent for and entertained at his own vil
ing up to the elbow.
the tide of our strong backwoods'
life
;
wore
in
fashion
so
not then come
they
or estate; which things were after
rushes through it like the dark Missouri
The shoes were either of thick lage,
aprons.
or thin leather, broadcloth, or worsted wards told me again by a person of spanned with rainbows after a thunderstuff, all with heels an inch and a half) veracity, who was there at the same time, storm, while flowers of passion and of
high, with peaked toes turned up in a I A
sl other stories relatei) b Mr. De warmest" fancyJ charm into rapture the
i
They had generally small, very ,„
point.
in reference to the Ian- : interest which the stern drama of blood
Schweinich,
small muffs, and some wore masks. —
guages, he dropped these words, that he, , would otherwise render agony.
Halt's Book of the Feet.
namely, J. B., knew every thing we
We heartily sympathize with the broad,

A

talked about, although we spoke in Lat catholic spirit of the author's reflections
in or French : assured us also, that we on the social character of the early West
might talk in what languages we pleased, ern settlements, where Lynch law holds

friend sends us the following

EXTRACT

From a letter, written by E. H., a member he should understand us nevertheless ; her courts, and of which such incidents
of the Council of G&r|ilz, dated G&rtitz, which he could do, by the mediation or as he describes are organic phenomena
Febuary 21, 1669. In. the memoirs of help of the Language of Nature, which foreboding the approach of civilization —
Translated by Francis he understood.
JACOB BEHMEN.
convulsions of the social body which,
Okeley. 1780.

the former

friends

of

J.

like

B.

LIKE
WORK.
The ill
mentioned by me, there was one in par paid man has usually become an inferior
Of this the following homely
ticular whose intimacy I have frequently workman.
illustration, mentioned at a late farmer's
enjoyed ; who was able to acquaint me, club, is an instance.
" Whilst inspecting
how that one TOBIAS KCEBER, a Doctor of a farm in one of the pauperised districts,
Physic here, and whom I still remember, an able agriculturist could not help notic
has often put J. B. to the test with his ing the slow drawling motions ' of one of
the laborers there, and said,
My man,
For as they would
Language of Nature.
' Why,
you do not sweat at that work.'
be taking a walk together as intimate no, master,' was the reply, ' seven shil"
friends, snd showing the flowers, herbs, lings a week is n't sweating wages.'
and other productions of the earth, one to
Amongst

J.

LIKE WAGES

those preceding the worst forms of
fever, usher in 'that terrible crisis for our
sick Humanity.

The tale before ns of the " Cane Hill
" is one of the
most powerful
criticisms on Lynching which has ever
Yet the author, whilst cutting
appeared.
Murders

as with a bowie knife upon the conscience

of the judges, the verdict of an outrage
done npon Christ and Humanity,
under
whose blighting remembrance their souls
must be seared, stands as impersonal as

B. would, from their outward
A WILD MAN. The Halifax (N. S.) the lightning which amid storm and dark
and formation, immediately in
ness reveals the face of the murderer.
Herald of the 7th ult. contains the follow
timate their inward virtues, effects, and
Free from the narrow and vulgar habit
ing singular narrative :—
qualities, together with the letters, sylla
of blaming persons and whining over
Considerable interest has been created
bles, and words of the name inspoken within
the last few days by the ar past wrong, and with the full and manly
It was, however, rival in this city, on Thursday last, of a recognition of the bearings and
and ascribed to them.
results of
his custom first of all, to desire to know wild man, who had been discovered in the the institutions which he
analyzes, he ex
woods
at
in
a
state
Breton,
of
nu
Cape
their names in the Hebrew tongue, as
hibits the facts of his story as features of
For a short time this strange indi
dity.
being one that had the greatest affinity to vidual has been in the Poor's
certain phase of social growth, while
Asylum, he
that of Nature : and if its name was un has received numerous visits, and, al- ; the elements of character remain
always
known in that language, he inquired what though in a conditon of complete barbar
essentially the same, and the actors, in
ism, begins to afford encouragement that
if
the
then,
Now,
was
in
Greek.
it
whom the panther and rattlesnake devel
attempts to civilize him, may not be
had told him a wrong
Physician
opment are by circumstance so conspicu
altogether hopeless.
the other, upon comparing its property
He is both deaf and dumb, and his ap ous, are really neither better nor worse
is extremely
pearance
with that of the plant, and its signature,
He than some of their more quiet and
haggard.
civil— whether
• , ,-,
awake or • j
,
namely : its form, color, &c., soon dis remains generally
sitting
I lzed countO"i<ien in the East, where crime
asleeoin a sitting DOBiti«n.
asleepHis
skin
position.
covered the deception ; averring that it
is considerably shrivelled, from constant bein£ more thoroughly organized and havcould not possibly be the right name, for exposure to the weather, and his whole I ing laid aside the methods of
open violence
which he was able to alledge a sufficient deportment resembles more that of an in excites no such shock or
sensation.
And from hence, I dare venture ferior animal than of a human being.
proof.
One feature of the Lynch courts we
; " food is
' °™rea
When
(
seizes,
offered him>
"
mm- he
""".'
! ,'
to say, it has come, that the report was
and pressing it into his mouth with( both would especially commend to Dr. Cheever
,
him, that he hands, devours it ravenously.
spread about concerning
He is re- and others of our respectable clergywas able to speak foreign languages,
markably fond of salt, which he eats in I men. who make the gallows an
ahar'on
The first steps towards ! whjch thejr f „
which was not, however, the case, nor large quantities
creatures sn
b
civilization have been partially successful ; j;.
,
boast
of
such
ever
any
ability, ' ho
did he
" The
j hllng, to the glory of God.
having learned the use of a spoon,
Indeed, he was able to understand such to a limited extent allowed
his body to mittee men or judges, are generally the
languages in others, if he heard them be covered with light wearing apparel.
most distinguished in the community for
It is said that the parents of this singu their age, wisdom and
speak in them, according to the testimony
virtues, often minL;
1
.."i
yt.'ii av
lar \riiui
<.1n i 'i ii_M -~n
character
c»i.ivi emigrated
uiu years
i" j •
some
agou to
I
of Mr. David De Schweinich, Lord In *oi
"»e» off the
gospel; they have regularly
„
and having per- 1
Sydney, from Scotland:
,
,
tenda.it, Intendant General of the pnnci- miUelj
him in nis juvenile days to range elected officers, whose duty is not only
j
pality of Lignilz; which he, a little be-jtue woods at pleasure, he acquired a to catch, but to hang."
another,

signature

„

,,
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After enumerating some of the inci
dents connected with a Lynching, — the
popular frenzy excited by the commission

of a series of crimes, — the panic of uniwhich
men are
in
suspicion,
dragged out of their beds at the hour of
midnight, from the arms of their wives

veraal

of their children, and
of the
by whom all not of their com

and the embraces
hurried

the stern tribunal

before

Lynchers,

pany are considered as enemies, and who,
reversing

the old maxim, that every one

be regarded as innocent until
proved,

require

his guilt is

all suspected to establish

their innocence by clear evidence of an
o/iAi — the revival of torture as a test of
guilt, — whipping

men till their gashed

backs dye the grass around with purple,
— the burning of those for whom hang
ing is considered
and so forth,

too good a death ,—

our author remarks :

" Now all this, we admit, is dreadful
enough to think nf, and may seem to war
rant some of the harsh epithets lavished by
on
travellers, especially by Europeans,
of such deeds.
But we
perpetrators
think a calm and careful inquiry into the
causes, will satisfy every honest mind
that fn'-k things are not the mere manifes
tations of a brute propensity to shed blood,
but the necessary result of a new and al
together different social condition from any
ever before witnessed in the world.
For
if lynching be a phenomenon peculiar to
the new settlements in the South and
West, we may rest assured that it springs
out of some peculiarity
in the state of
society in those new settlements.
Nay,
we might go farther, and since human na
ture is everywhere essentially the same,
in all the faculties and passions of the soul,
we might assert, confidently, that under
the same circumstances we. would do what
they have done — he lynchers too, if
brought within the circle of influences
where the same causes are at work.
" To make this plain we have only to
glance at the tocial condition of the
Southwestern pioneers.

" A few families, mostly poor laborers,
select a rich valley in the forest, far from
the old settlements, as the site of their
future residence.
Thither they drive
their flocks, which are all their wealth,
and html their children in rude wagons.
There they erect their little huts, out of
rough, round logs ; and then commences
a battle with the toils of the wilderness.
It requires the most arduous labors to
clear away the forests, and turn them into
fields for future harvests.
And these la
bors have to be borne, under a total want,
not alone of the luxuries of civilized life,
but nearly always of the bare necessaries
of subsistence also, save what the river
and forest themselves supply — fish for
the hook of the backwoods-boy,
and
game for the hunter's rifle.
Often, in
these wild, new settlements,
have I
stayed all night, in my travels, with fam
ilies who had been for weeks together
without bread.
Often, after the toils of
the day are over, the father must spend
half the night in fire-hunting, to procure
venison for the mouths of his children ;
the ensuing day again to be passed in se
vere labor."
" Let us not despise these rough pioneers.

Such were all our fathers.
They brave
the arrow of the savage Indian, and the
toil of the yet more savage woods, and
cruel hunger, savager yet than all.
Hid
den from the eye of the world, the hero
ism of many Napoleons beats in their
wild, free hearts.
Their keen axes hack
away the tangled branches of the wilder
ness, that we may afterwards rear there our
They fejl the oak
palaces of marble.
and the giant-armed ash, that our churchsteeples may soar up there, with dazzling
Our cities rise
glitter, in the sunbeam.
above their graves : our banks are built
upon their bones !

" When a new settlement has been once
begun, it gradually, and often rapidly in
creases, by fresh families of emigrants.
At last the wealthy begin to move in.
The first valley broken up becomes a kind
of nucleus around which other settlements
are formed, farther and farther out in oth
er vallies ; while more remote still some
hardy hunter pitches his camp in yet deep
er solitudes.
" At this stage of progress no society
can be more interesting.
There are com
paratively few people, and therefore they
are all friends.
As yet there is no law,
and no need of law, for the fierce war of
competition has not yet commenced — that
competition which has reduced the world
to one great battle-field of opposing inter
ests, where friendship bleeds, and human
under foot, and
sympathy is trampled
the love of man to man dies out ; and
even holy virtue, with the many, be
comes a hollow sound, as of an echo from
forgotten sepulchres ! Then labor gives
health.
Luxury has not yet imported into
effeminate towns her cohort of old dis
eases, and there is therefore no dear doc
tor, with sleepy syrups, and pills that
There are then
poison while they cure.
few debts, and they are all debts of honor,
and therefore need no coercion to secure
a payment, that is prompted as much by
an honest pride as by a sense of imperious
There are then no quarrels ; be
duty.
cause there are no lawyers, whose very
life depends on the discord that breeds litiThere are no splendid churches,
gatjon.
with mellow-toned
organ, and choir of
dulcet voices, and golden- mouthed priest,
with his manuscript of melodious words !
But many a log cabin is a temple of
humble prayer, where the simple itiner
ant preacher drains, with cords of the
heart, the rustic worshippers around him,
and utters mild sentences of mystic fer
vor, that melt, like music of heaven, on
Then, if you be a traveller, a
the soul.
stranger, every man you meet is a broth
er, and every house you enter seems your
own.
The hunter receives you with
pure,
unpolished
though
hospitality ;
presses you to stay all night; and should
you stay a week, or month, the tender of
a remuneration would be the greatest in
sult you could offer him.
His children
crowd around your knees with timid glad
ness ; the face of his good wife beams
with smiles, as if you were an angel vis
itant dropped out of the skies.
One who
has so often experienced their kindness
may be pardoned for thus alluding, in
terms of so much enthusiasm, to the vir
tues of a simple-hearted people — virtues
I have the sense to admire, if not the
moral power to imitate."
" Soon refugees from justice, of other
States, fly to those peaceful woods for an
They were once poor and hap
asylum.
They have dug up wealth for them
py.

13*
selves and their children, out of the earth,
God Almighty's free bank, that asks no
security on her issues but labor, and
knows no panic, and never stops payment.
Now the pioneeri are comparatively rich,
and State sovereignty is extended over
them ; a judge is provided, and lawyers,
and a sheriff goes round to assist and col
lect the taxes.
But as yet they have no
jail and court-house, and the county-seat
is perhaps a hundred miles distant.
A
different class of people now begin to set
tle among them — the aforesaid refugees :
whiskered
gamblers;
land-speculators;
and thieves in general.
Small groceries
spring up thick as mushrooms in April.
And now their camp-me'etings, that once
came round one every year, so peacefully,
and bringing so many happy greetings of
the hand and heart, are disturbed and
broken up by the fierce revelry of drunk
en riot, and the mad warfare of bowieknives.
Scarcely a night passes without
a horse being stolen.
It is useless to
At the ris
pursue him in the morning.
ing of the sun the rogue is off forty
miles in the wilderness.
"Next follows the perpetration of all
the most loathsome crimes in the crimi
nal code — rape, robbery, and murder —
in swift succession.
The offenders who
do not escape are taken.
They must be
The guard
guarded ; for there ie no jail.
must be strong, as well as vigilant ; for
these villains
their
are
not without
friends.
To stand guard for six month*
is a great sacrifice, for men whose living
depends solely on the labor of their ow>
hands.
And six months it must be, for
But
the court sits only twice a year.
when court week comes, perhaps, as it
generally
happens, the judge does nut
Then the culprit most be guard
conic.
ed six months longer.
At last, after one
The pris
or two years, the court opens.
oner employs counsel ; and if it be a bad
case, the counsel puts it off for lack of a
witness, who never yet has been born.
Six months more elapse ; the case is
called, and the lawyer finds a fatal flaw
in the indictment, which is accordingly
thrown out.
Six months more the crim
inal must be guarded; a new indictment
Then the case is again post
is found.
poned for want of a material witness —
one yet to be born."

" At length, after three or four years,
a trial is had, a verdict of guilty render
ed, and now yon might suppose the mur
No such thing.
IB
derer would hang.
the West an attorney never goes to trial
on a good indictment.
He quashet a]\ the
good ones, and risks the fate of his
client on one that he knows to be bad be
Accordingly, the judg
yond question.
ment is arrettcd.
Acid now jndpe, juries,
and prosecutors, heartily sick of liie case,
agree mutually that the prisoner be dis
It is, one would think, high
charged.
He tvae as poor
time to discharge him.
He ia now a
a* a heggar when arrested.
gentleman of some considerable property.
He has made it playing poker with his
Then, after all other means of
guard.
redress have been exhausted, the honest,
hard-working
portion of the community
organize themselves into a community of
lynchers, elect a captain, appoint a com
mittee, and as they say, " take justice uito
'
their own hands !
" Wo to the luckless lawyer who would
He may count on a coat of
hinder them.
feathers without wings, and a jacket of tar,
if not trowse» ! For tbe backwontU
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;

a

a

desert;

and

can

say to the

"my sister," and to the spurs
of the Rocky mountains — "my broth
ers,"— men whose cheeks the breeze of
Colorado

Praries

waving

has kissed by the month,

who have basked them

of boundless horizons
night

the

whilst

earth,

breast

the

upon

the unclouded blue

and cradled

each

of their mother

Pleiades

pinned the folds of Heaven's

and

Orion

curtain over

their heads and the low music of spheres
lulled them to sleep.
In the social movement of Europe

the

age of action has distinctly

preceded the

age of history and poetry.
from the vast expansion

In America,
of territory
of
unitary

where

under the influence

language,

customs and laws, and facilities

for rapid

and

unobstructed

intercourse,

half the nations of the earth are gather
ed together
all the prominent features of
phases of social progression
are represented on the area of space
the same moment uf time.
Hence action
successive

in

a in

a

;

in

is
a

in

is

is

in

in

a

a

splendid physi

one's life

religion,

is

writing, as in other

practical

it

for

in

in

man whose

in

a

soul sustains itself upon

a

Barnes,

which causes the author to forget himself
the action he relates.
No one can do
his best until he loses self-consciousness;

in

is

judges,

into that of death, we find
a

is

leaving upon the memory

;

a

to make selections,

THE ITALIAN

OPERA
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The following article, for which we are

among the

a

in

friend, contains opinions
the cave of the indebted to
groves
We shall greet with interest the varying somewhat from those hitherto
this journal. We commend
numbers, only hoping that expressed
forthcoming
however to our readers: the writer has
through scenes of stormy passion, and
amid the rush of memories which in good right to speak of this art.

jewel-bearing

it

in

Genii.

past-haunted

will issue from the

caves of the soul,

like an

army of ghosts who have broke open the
gates of Tartarus, and after long Styg
press to the upper day,
will continue to preserve his

ian wanderings

The longest term of the performance
of Italian Opera, ever enjoyed without
interruption,

in

brought to

close.

a

the solitary chamber

this

city has just been
The interest of the

equilibrium,

not to lose the man

in

public has been somewhat enhanced from
the the fact that two distinct companies have
desperado, but hold like Prospero his realm been competitors foi the meed of superi
fit subjection to his magic wand . ority, although they have not suffered
of spirits
appears that he might have attached the unpleasant rivalry and opposition of
our author

to his titlepage

et being both before the public at the same
time.
Indeed,
seems to have
nothing
transpired between the two to interfere
America

the motto" quae vidi

quorum pars magnafui."
The historical romance

of

waits indeed fur men whose blood

still

red in their veins and its fire nnquenched
by disease, disappointment

and the star

with the reciprocation of the most friendly
the individual members of

courtesy
both.

by

a

j

try

the embarrassment of Aladdin

is

in

when we would

MUSICAL REVIEW.

in

in

a

I
;

in
a

ship's wake on the
gulf, cause us,

waters of the Mexican

It

a

is
a

It

;
a

shining trail like

of

EDGEWORTH.

The rich thoughts with which this little
volume glows,

branches

necessary to lose

order to gain it.

cal organization.

a

it

is

is

thrown

the sketch of James

a

is

moment when life and

malice of accusers,self-constituted

a

a

is
a

a

It

It

a

;

in

it

it
is

in

is

is

a

eagle as he sails over valley and

country's
river, city

force

death poise in the scale, and the fear or

a

in

have

and passion may at once call forth poetry

of the

illustration

outrage, and in

a

a

who

lived what they write about, who catching
from mid heaven the plumes shed by our

of and fiction as their echoes, or as the thun
different character, of der
the voice of the lightning.
circumstanaes of
the immense energy and dignity, of the
The aptitude for his task reveals itself
the not more
sudden unfolding
of the angel
the glowing imagination than
and an in the big heart, the power of sympathy
man, in
trial itself an insult
Another

is
a

in

in

ly

by it,

;

a

in
a

crime."

is

It

is

the influence of such things
very different on another and more nu
merous class, the men who are natural
the most destructive
their organiza
tion and habits of life.
most per
taste ot
ilous thing for such men to get
homicide.
unchains all the tiger
their nature.
They have stain from
sense of duty.
They will soon seek to
slay from
passion for blood. They have
grown quarrelsome, vindictive, and over
an almost inconceivably short
bearing
space of time
nay, often worse than the
knaves whom they have aided to expel.
And so, when society has rid itself of
set of mur
the thieves,
has gotten
or rather, its own
derers in their stead
members have partly turned murderers,
their remedial strife with the rogues.
This has taught me, as all things ever
teach, that
better to endure evil than
and
to seek its cure in other wrongs
that no end proposed, even as
matter of
means
naked policy, can ever justify
Ne
which are, in their essence, sinful.
the high courts
void plea
cessity
of both providence and virtue, when one
for
called on to answer
positive

heart — men

of the

vation

a

is

" But

"

The company of lynchers once form
ed, they proceed to the execution
of
It is easy to conceive
summary justice.
what sad work they must make of
Tendered furious, as they have been,
multitudinous wrongs.
And accordingly,
they whip, bang, toriure, burn, flay alive
and however they may begin, end at last
by acting like
band of savages.
What
else could be expected of such men, how
ever honest, hoivever merciful, stung to
ungovernable rage by so many injuries,
and now placed as judges in their own
case,
position beyond responsibility.
By and by, the more cunning rogues
take shelter under their prptection, and
bawl out the Inudest for justice.
Then
the fruit of ruin
ripe. Men accuse their
enemies of the most appalling crimes,
order to glut feelings of private revenge.
A hypocritical zeal for honesty becomes
the cloak for rapine and murder.
Ven
geance supplants law, and brute force and
fury trample down all show of order. —
Government ceases, and every infernal
passion stalks about at will, to prey up
on the bosom of society.
No lion of the
Lyhian desert was ever half so pitiless as
the mob, in a period of excitement.
The
rage of one man
fearfully revolting to
the eyes of
calm spectator; but
no more to be compared to the fury of
several thousands, than
dim spark
to
be likened to the glare of
burning
But the force
city.
never wholly on
one side only.
The lynchers, or " regu
lators," as they are often called, soon
find that their foes organize also
arm
themselves, and prepare for systematic
resistance,
under the denomination of
" moderators." Then commences
guer
illa warfare,as dark and deadly in its hate,
as the old English contest between the
Tfcrfand White Hoses.
war of utter
extermination."
" After the foregoing narration,
every
one must perceive,
at
glance, that
lynching, as a fact, however anomalous
its character,
necessary result of
a new and singular
train of causes,
the social condition of pioneer settlements.
not a product of any peculiar sav
age or cruel propensity, but
merely
dernier resort, when all other expedients
have failed to clear the community of
villains and vagabonds.
" Still, as an
eye witness,
must be
permitted, as an honest recorder of events,
to express
doubt as to any lasting or
substantial
benefit, that might be sup
posed to flow from its practice
while its
evil effect on those who participate
its
scenes of bloodshed, are beyond all dis
pute.
" After one hanging, or
burning, or
even
case of extreme whipping
and
torture, there always occurs,
short
time,
revulsion
the public feeling,
mournful,
half- suppressed
sentiment of;
sorrow for the victims
sad, sickening

a

if

the memory of
murder
regret, as
were haunting the conscience of the peo
This emotion
ple.
peculiar to the hu
mane and better portion of the citizens,
who can never be excited to do such
deeds again.

in

men view the disciples of Blackstone as
their worst foes, who rescue every cul
It is
prit from the clutches uf justice.
the lawyers who pick holes in every in
dictment.
It is they who wheedle and
mystify the judge. The arrival of lawyers
therefore in a new settlement, is regard
ed as the most serious calamity, an evil
omen of coming misfortunes.
And it
must be confessed, they usually take great
pains to justify their worst apprehensions,
by raising the devil of litigation among
them at the earliest moment opportunity
offers.

;
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And

the

only strife

or jealousy
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tween the members of the same corps,
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grace, and light her

and shade are mure important than power.

For our part, Let us then approach what are acknowlby the love of the art, edged to be the essential characteristics of
not being personally acquainted with a an operatic corps, namely, the three or
For, false as
single individual of either company, we four principal characters.
that

Havana.

from

prompted

solely

propose to express our candid judgment
for the benefit of those who may esteem
it of any value.

master,

by

perseverance

in

study.

Her course in solfeggio has been thor
ough, making her reliable
ulation of key.
: been

through

vocalization,

in every mod-

She shows that she has
a

systematic

course

in

by the justness of her phras-

of light and
the principle is, it is nevertheless a fact ing, and her application
that the star system prevails in this, as shade.
She is one of whom you may
well as in all the other departments of say to a pupil, go and hear her and imi-

First, as to the relative merits of the theatricals ; modern operas are composed ! tate her. She has no peculiarities that
The Palmo company for the mere purpose of showing off the you may not imitate ; for, although she
companies.
To such a degra is not sufficiently passionate, she is a
having been brought together in the very principal performers.
worst place in which opera was ever per dation of the art did not Beethoven de better model than if she were exagge
The completeness of his opera rated. We will mention one defect in
formed, so bad indeed as to convert beau scend.
which
ties into deformities, held forth till their as a work of Art, was to him more than her education,
belongs to the
and Bene- the unmeaning roulades and cadenzas of a mechanical part, and which is almost
two main supports, Jianli
universal with female singers.
It is the
Then cantatrice to catch the ears of the ground
detti, had broken down in health.
to cultivate
But now the Prima Donna, the neglecting
the powers of
the performances flagged, and even if lings.
they had noi, they would by this time Primo Tenon, the Primo Baritone, with j respiration, which in singing consist in
the
freshness of novelty. j perhaps the Primo Basso, are all that the ; the ability to maintain firmly the elevahave lost
Just at that moment, came the Havana composer bestows any serious thought j tion of the ribs or sides of the chest, and
" seventy-three in number," mak upon. The success of the opera depends to contract the abdomen, the muscles of
troupe
ing to transient stay of only two nights in upon the different qualifications by which which should alone give impetus to the
" draw." The voice. In forming a vocalist, if we may
opera, and giving one concert, and then these singers are able to
is l be allowed a rather homely expression,
shooting like a comet off to Boston to precise nature of these qualifications
with the true much more depends upon the cultivation
Some draw
have the light of their fictitious splendor variable.
reflected back upon us by the enthusiasm power of artistic merit, and this is a of the bellows than of the pipe or organ —
of a community, where an Italian opera great benefit to the community, whose we do not now speak of the mouth or
was never before heard.
Well, on the standard of taste is thereby rectified and management of the breath after it leaves.
Others draw by the exercise the glottis, a thing equally important, in
coming of these strangers our people be elevated.
Barili excels.
and which
She only fails
natural powers,
haved like a child with a new toy ; the of extraordinary
Besides, the marked peculiarities which excite aston through a lack of power to hold the sides.
old one was thrown aside.
ishment : such corrupt the public taste. firmly elevated, and the abdomen con
effect of a performance in the. Park, com
Failing to do this, she has only
Some also draw by the fascination of tracted.
pared with Palmo's cup-board, is wonder
Let us now consider one means of sustaining the voice to call
This combined with many other cir personal charms.
ful.
and relatively of in, namely : the contraction of the upper
the merits intrinsically
cumstances, caused an immense prepon
This
part of the thorax, near the throat.
derance of the scale of public opinion in the principal singers of the two compa
favor of the company from Havana.
The nies which have exerted their influence causes her upper notes to become thin
superiority of this company over that of upon the taste of New York for the past and feeble, or else screeching, which is
still worse.
A greater evil is however
Palmo's in regard to numbers, and com season.
two

pleteness in all the subordinate parts, we
The chorus, too, was the most
admit.
powerful ; and yet, something more than
mere lungs of leather and throats of brass
or steel is required
even in a chorus.

to delight

In expressing our opinion, we refer to inevitable; the singer must in this way
In the true exercise
the qualities of the singer as an artist, as a soon break down.
model by which pupils may be benefited of the vocal art, the full powers of the

For
or injured in forming their style.
the only interest we have in the subject
of relates to the improvement of the popular

our ears

In the performance

entire
Hence

body are brought into requisition.
it is the perfection of gymnastic-

Barili has only to set about a
course of practice to develop
none the power over the muscles of the abdoexercise.

systematic

those old operas, Norma, La Somnamtntla,

taste.

and Mote in Egitto, although the choruses
were done in just time and with sufficient

Of the prime o'onne, intrinsically,
are equal to what we have had here be- : men and the sides, to become mechani'
fore.
Relatively to each other, we place cally a delightful and satisfying vocalist.

power, yet they were not characterized by
to the effects of light and

at the head.

a due regard

BARILI

shade, of the fortando, or to the proper

is too cold ; this

We admit that she

might

naturally

be ex

But her execu
manner of attacking and relieving synco
pected of one so young.
pated notes, and so forth, all of which is tion is so correct, her style so chaste, her
most important in such choruses as that intonation so true and firm, her coloring
of the Druids

in Norma,

the

phantom

chorus in Somnambula, and the Prayer
Most.

Our community

is familiar

a better style of performing

in

with

these pieces,

for there are several amateur clubs which
excel

the

chorus

of this

troupe,

and

Rapetti, with his great love for these pe
them
beauties, always
culiar
brought

so just, and her outlines so distinct and
true, that, after hearing others, who,

We will now speak of TEDESCO ; not
because we think that she stands the next
in point of artistic

merit, but because she

is, perhaps, the most attractive

all, in the popular estimation.

singer of
. We will

not pass over, unacknowledged,
ities

that please

the qual
the multitude ; nor be

though possessing greater natural powers crusty because they have not so studied
and enjoying the advantages of extensive the art as to distinguish the true and the
experience, yet are destitute of these false ; we rather take delight in their en
artistic

beauties,

we

long

to

hear

in good health and spirits.
does not produce all the dramatic
again

If

and envy them
her joyment,
But as to Tedesco's
she !ance.

their

ignor-

merits as an

effects artist, the first thing to be said is, that
|
that were possible, yet she never offends j her voice is not well placed in the mouth ;
But we are not desirous to in a single instance by an impropriety or !she cannot have experienced a thorough
at Palmo's.
Nay more, she shows that she course in vocalization, directed by a good
discuss the relative merits of the choruses. trick.
The different registers are not
So long as composers write nothing but a has been carefully instructed in a good master.
few Airs in tasto solo, or in two parts at , method, and that she has done justice to well blended, so as to produce equality of
out in

some

degree,

with

his

chorus
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a

is

in
I

in

We do not
the other, cannot redeem it.* win her way to public favor.
She has great physical strength, drapery
his consider her style as being so fresh, or so
Tedesco to be judged
and yet has not cultivated the power of Now how
We report her as deficient. finished, possessing so many of the latest
Be
particular?
sustaining and swelling the sounds.
more total improvements of the modern school, and
sides, in this part of the mechanism of We never have witnessed
the art, she has a prominent fault, a disregard of the true rendering of the especially what might be called crispnesa
tone.

opposite

to the

is

if

yet

true method, and sings

with

she has

a

;

of of intonation, as the style of Barili

movement

a

a

per
of which depends greatly upon thiseffect- the inspiration which springs from
The very first phrase was murdered, by ception of the beautiful.
Pico, as
cantatrice, belongs to the
taking breath at the worst possible place.
In point of ar
So of the introduction to her first cava- same class as Tedesco.
F.rnani.
tina
Either we know nothing tistic merit, we are really unable to
the superior.
about musical punctuation, or else she
decide which of the two
this respect.
In the In compass of voice, ascending, Tedesco
sadly deficient
truth of intonation, Pico ex
giving of light and shade, too, we think excels
she does not display
quality of voice they are equal,
high degree of art. cels
In method,
Moreover, neither her manner of attack
execution.
and likewise
is

in

total blur — the very

firmness.
of tone, which
perfection
to prove the justice of our stric
As
connected with this fault
tures, there

performance

is

Tedesco's
sheer deformity —

her

;
in ;
in

a

was
that

in

to describe in

trying

sounds, we consider

a

we aie

and

This quality

in

Casta Diva,'" the cantatrile

a

beauty.

it,

had method
a

madness,
sometimes

than

phrases,

"

in

of a candle or the rippling of
water as heard in the little falls of some
It is not like the tremolo
quiet brooklet.
of BORGHESE, for that, like Hamlet's
flickering

in

that may be compared to the

something

is

;

is

is

in

the mod both are alike deficient, having nearly the
ing or seizing her notes
As for personal charms,
a varying of the pitch after taking the ern, Paganini style, nor her manner of same faults.
kind. sustaining the same.
Tedesco will bear away the palm or
In short, there
a sharping of the worst
note
That this very ripple of the voice may be hardly anything that she does, with which rather the bouquets.

in

a

severe master would

the truth

:

;

a

by

if

is

is

it

;

a

CARANTI VITA we introduce last, be
be satisfied.
For
of this statement we appeal to cause she was the last introduced to the
We heard her only in the part
And masters or artists who are competent to public.
characteristic of Tcdesco's voice.
We appreciate all the qualities of Amina: In this, she was brought
the judge.
those who have heard that she
" first artist" of the day, on hearing her, which render Tedesco popular, an! we comparison with Mrs. Wood and Caradori
were
which to be
manager or proprietor, we should Allan, — high standards
select this peculiarity for especial admira
With her singing, we were
tion.* Besides, some others of the Ha not hesitate to engage her and yet we judged.
think that her claims to the title of artist much pleased
she had not perfect selfvana company, and especially Caranti,
for

have no doubt

beauty, we
the must striking

as

by some,

considered,

attainments

but for this we could make

allowance.

Her style
good, with the
of the vexatious ripple of her
is

a

it

in this department.
and common, such as

ness of method, and artistic
in

if

a

and especially
They are natural,

has many good qualities,

possession

;

or not, copy this fault.
If are small, nor could we say to pupil,
" go listen to her, and imitate her."
they would hear Benedetti, whose notes
We will next consider the claims of
vice, and copy him,
in
are held as
In regard to culture, correct
Yet Tedesco RAINICRI.
were worth their while.
intentionally

exception
in

voice,

which

we

think

she imitates

We wish she had been brought

Tedesco.

the

true

to be criti

is

;

good judge

physical

might

predict

organization.

from

her

Besides her defi

in

ciency
strength and quality of voice,
In this regard, there are two things to she lacks those prepossessing personal
be considered, namely, the correctness of attractions which fascinate the eye, and
offences against
the ear
the phrasing, and the giving light and atone for

;

cized.

a

community.

BENEDKTTI

is

should

be

in

a

is

is

C

it
is

a

a

;

is

is

is

if

it

if

a

is

"Tin' writer of this has a talented pupil,
who, after hearing Tcdesco once or twice, be
gan to imitate her in this peculiarity. It was
when Tedcsco was in the heighth of her popu
larity, and the pupil took this Dathe characteris
mentioned
tic feature in her singing. This
not only for illustration, but to show what influ
ence popular singer has upon the taste of the

;

and

a

;

— any beauty of voice or

in the one, or of coloring

is

the

a

it

if

;
for

in the estimation of the crit

in either art

ornament

indispensable

no salvation

the

even

quality,

* As there may be those who
cannot compre
hend our meaning, we will give
definition. who have ever appeared
this country.
And, that may have the more weight, we will
His voice
of rich quality, and of com
quote from the METHOD or LABLACHK:
pass fully equal to all the requirements of
formed of periods.
"Melody, like speech,
The period
formed of phrases, and the the part, which should never extend up
phrase divided into melodic members. Each ward beyond *t
fiat. (He does not sing
period has conclusion, or long repose, which
in nit, as we have seen
is called a perfect cadence:
stated.)
like the full up to
stop or penod
speech. Each phrase has
His development of the full powers of
less complete repose, which
called half-ca
dence
like the semicolon of speech and the thorax and of the abdominal muscles,
each melodic member has
small repose,
perfect
were,
placing his voice, as
which
called
quarter cadence, and
like
the comma of speech. If any one should read in the control of his entire garrison of
without taking account of pauses, his reading physical
and rendering
his
strength,
would be quite unintelligible; jnst so
any
perfectly subject to
one should sing without making the cadences whole organization
perceived, he would alter the meaning of the his will.
And then the boldness of his
phrases and render them tedious. The art of
He seizes
truly sublime.
phrasing then, consists in setting forth all the conceptions
melodic membersof phrase, or of period in upon and holds his note as
were with
such manner asnot to be confoundedone with
lion's paw, having con
another. To effect this
necessary.1st to the grasp of
distinguish the beginning and the end of each stantly at command the power over the
melodic member 2H, to regulate the breathing
in such a manner as to complete each mem crescindo and diminuendo, and producing
ber."
the most delicate effects of light and
it
is

performance
ic

a

there

is

a painting,

be faulty,

is

in

ing

its vibrating

not only of all who
have appeared the past season, but of all

in

and in the performance of
melody, like the correctness of the draw

composition

josing

placed at the head,

a

a

moment.
The
upon an exhibition in
of the phrasing, both in the

correctness

Her

ocale was perfectly even, her voice never

compelled to rely solely lowest notes.
upon her mental and artistic abilities to
Of the tenori,

a

and

are able to pass judgment

BORDOGNI was the only contralto

of pure method that we ever heard.

therefore

:

are tests by which artists themselves
connoisseurs

of

in the

is

and

They

management
bellowing

a

to drawing

of painting.

the art

from

it

in

throat.

and

is

may be compared

coloring

she

;
it
is

are fundamental,

things

is

and

These

by an improper

the breath,

a

shade.

caused

in

to

it

come

it

then

;

us

is

Let

art.

criterion by which an artist

a

a

it

a

a

a

is

it

is

general, she
for, as
decidedly superior to forward in other characters,
In her performance she may seems to us, she
second only to Barili.
good organ, and Tedesco.
which be compared to
fine violinist, perform
The contralto, MARINI, has, through
capacious chest, and so forth,
ing upon
deserve mention when consid
weak and thin-toned instru
at
maltreatment, spoiled her voice
hardly
Her defects are, mainly, such as present
total wreck.
This injury was
ering the higher departments of the ment.
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Thus far, we allude to his me He does not do justice to his natural
abilities.
In point of method, abilities.
as an artist, he is one of the few whose
The other two tenors, SEVERI and
SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1847.
genius transcends the limits of established PATTI, are about on a par with each other ;
Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
methods.
He is a creator ; he sings un neither of them are any acquisition to
Contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,s
der the influence of inspiration, develop
their several companies.
gamblingspirit in trade,reckless adventure,and
shade.

THE HARBINGER.

chanical

ing beauties perhaps

before unknown

to

His style is remarkable for
manliness.
It does away with the idea
of effeminacy, connected with this art.
Here is no expression of a sickly senti
himself.

mentality ;
and bold.

all
Even

Eicken and faint.

of the tenderest
He

sympathy.

now

concerning

the

baritones.

superior to the other
as to natural

two in

gifts, we

all respects

mean BENEVEN-

commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
lhi I iborerand to renderevery condition insecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
applicationof Christian principles, of Universal
justice and Universal love, to social institutions,
to commerce,to business,to active life.
Da. CHANKINU.

Yet as an artist, VITA at least
We do not however THE FRENCH SCHOOL OF ASSOCIATION.
grief with him is hero place Vita so far above Beneventano as
We have already given some notices
heart swells, it does not ; we did on first hearing him, for in many
of the condition and progress of the As
Yet he is susceptible respects the latter is the better. The
sociative School in France, and at the re
emotions, and is full of truth is, that while Beneventano is too
quest of several of our readers who have
musical violent and exaggerated, Vita is too quiet
delivers
his

is chivalric,

ic, and while the

And

Our impression is that one of the three is

phrases with their

courageous

appropriate light

TANO.

stands

above him.

and and cold.

Beneventano

forces his

voice

been interested in our former articles,

The distinctness of his too much, and yet both in voice and exe
There is a cution he is equal to Vita. In refinement
country,
crispness in his manner of leaving sounds Vita is preeminent, but he has arrived at
shade inimitably.

outline,

is beautiful.

too,

we

will now resume the subject, and present
a connected view of the movement in that
from

what

may

be considered

its origin in 1832, to the present time.

which is peculiar to himself, and which
he employs with great effect, rendering

the commencement of his musical career.

PROGRESS OF THE SCHOOL.

The excellence

After all, we believe that a medium be

Although the publication of the first
work of Fourier, the Theory of the Four

his recitative unequaled.

his zenith, while

Beneventano

is but at

of his lone, especially in the upper notes, tween the extremes is about the truth,
is produced

and protruding
in,

by rounding

the mouth, drawing

the sides a little

and by conducting the air so as to glance
under the nasal cavities, striking the roof

and that is to place

these two

baritones

about on a par, in point of merit.

action on the part of his disci
a ples took place until the 1st of June,
good musician, and yet in voice and man
1832, when was commenced the publica
ner not pleasing.
tion of " The Phalanstery, or Industrial
other baritone, Bataglini, is evidently

of the mouth just above the gums, or in
in front.
the extremity of its hollow
Of the bassi, only one, we believe
This is different from the directions ordi makes much pretention, and he we fear
overrates his abilities, as have some of
narily given, and from the ordinary prac
He has
tice, which are to place the mouth in a the critics.
We mean NOVELLI.
flat or smiling

Benedetti

opens

Movements, dates as far back as 1808, no

The collective

a tolerable though

common voice, and in

Reform." This was continued, princi
pally by individual effort and sacrifice un
til the 13th of June, 1840, at which date
the

"

Society

for the

and

Propagation

of the Theory of Fourier,"
Ins mouth promptly and fully, but not style would only pass as a fair bass for was constituted.
On the 10th of June,
and I a church choir.
His acting however is 1843, a new society was established for
in the form of smiling,
exactly
sustains
his voice by the power of I good, and if he is the best basso to be ob the publication of the " Democratic Pacithe chest.
In the management of his tained, we have no more to say. He is fique," which since that time has been is
He is in not superior to Martini except in strength sued as a daily paper in Paris. In 1845,
voice, he excels other tenors.
all respects the best model we know, of voice.
the first public appeal was made for a
for either a male or female student to
SANQUIRICO, the only buffo of both stated Rent to the friends of Association,
companies, is fortunate in not having to which was so far successful that in Feb.
study.
Next comes PERELLI, who is a fine be brought into comparison with any one. 1847, the Rent amounted to 105,823
We have now completed our task. It francs annually, or about $21,000.
He is but little in
musician and artist.
His will be seen that according to our esti
ferior to Benedetti, except in voice.
OBJECT OF THE SCHOOL.
style is so different that it is hardly just mate, the Palmo company does not, in its
ultimate
The
object of the Associative
to attempt to draw a comparison between most prominent characters, stand inferior
We think also that the School is the establishment of Harmony
them.
It is sufficient of Perelli to say to the Havana.
that his method is perfect and that he same may be said of the respective or on earth by the introduction of the Se
What then rial Law into human relations, that is, by
makes the most that could be made of chestras, and their leaders.
position.

his natural gifts.
PEROZZI

stands

next ;

to

whom

the

may we not expect, with the accessions
which are about to be made to the former

Realization

the free, natural, and attractive
tion of labor,

organiza

and of human industry,

—

the advantage of a new an organization, founded on the voluntary
closing remark concerning Perelli can corps,
peoples, and
He has first no house ; for, to those who may demur to association of individuals,
not be justly applied.
of
distribution
the
races,
and
proportional
wish
to
we
of
our
results
of
the
voice.
the
comparison
genius in the management
He throws his voice too abruptly against say that we have made great allowance social advantages, according to the share
to force for the disparity between the two places of each in their creation.
the head, so as seemingly
and with

We think of performance.
his eyes out of their sockets.
his natural quantity of voice may be as
but the way he
good as Benedetti's,
The Massachusetts Quarterly Review
forms his mouth and conducts his breath Will be published on the first of December,
1847,and continued on the first of March, June,
Why does he not and September.
makes the difference.
It will open a fair field for the notice nnd
study Perelli.who in this respect as well
diecusaionof matters pertaining to Philosophy,
as in others is a good model for him? Literature, Politics, Religion, and Humanity.
The Review will be conducted by R. W.
Perozzi has not improved since he was here
Rev. THEODORE PARKER, and J.
His style and manner are stiflfand EMERSON.
before.
K.i I.UIT CABOT, assisted by several other gencold, wanting in both freedom and energy. tlenen.

The immediate object of the

consists in enforcing
social transformation,

the

School

necessity

of a

and in demonstrat

ing the scientific value of the theory of
Fourier, to a sufficient number of devoted
and efficient men, in order that it may be
their co-operation, to real

possible, with

ize the first model of an Harmonic SocieThis first model, in which the prop-

ry.

erties of the Serial

Law can be the most

Realization

it

the

and to

Realization

to be ac

thing

is

in

discovery

These books are addressed to the exter

MORAL STATE OF THE SCHOOL.

because

contemplates

a

transformation

that

is

chimera,
the

the

law of this

discovered,

that

is

established by friends of the cause.

being

of man

destiny

this opinion,
some have spoken of giving up the Rent,

is

ny, so far from

and

cherish

thfl

it

who

a

so called,

properly

those

among

that

of Subversion into Harmo

transformation

is ;

Phalanx,

a

of

to convert the

comprehend

it

world, to make

aban

don the idea of the speedy establishment

and other publications.
and local libraries,

Their object

nal world.

at

accordingly,

at no easy to be comprehended,

Realization

plied

j

;

The School evidently takes the form of distant period.

of

that

it

classes,

two

their two different points of view,

7. Correspondents,

easy to be ap
depends only on the success

as must

be expected, is inevitably

led

local experiment,

a

the re

sult

a by

more timid ; and each category,

two views are generally

These

a

of comparatively
of two entirely opposite habits of small operation, — an operation very sim
The advocates of the first fall ple, very easily carried into effect, — for
and on the other, the thought.
it is easy to remark

the categories of transition, — on one side,

reasonably

immediate

as a very easy

phases

These

stores.

the bolder spirits,

for

regard

mony.

with the provincial book

a Series, in which

must be admitted that this disposition

to go

it

2. Lectures and Conferences.
3. General Correspondence.
4. Tours for Propagation.

6. Periodical

that soci

to pass through (far more
no doubt, than
could have done

successive

Associative

Works.

5. Connection

on the con

of Fourier) the complished, springs from natural causes.
to be found
The principal cause
the
of Industrial Feudal
character of Fourier's writings,
and all
ism, Guarantyism,
and Simple Associa
tion, before
will be possible to realize the works devoted to the propagation of
the conditions of the first phase of Har the Associative doctrines.

without

MEANS or ACTION.

of

but who have not reflected

called

rapidly,

Advertisements

they think

those

to

arc of longer standing,

ditions of practical realization.

It

lished at one blow

studied out, in all its ety

details.

1.

the same category, do not be

;

of this miniature Phalanx are completed,
and its mechanism

Others

The plans lieve that the Serial Order can be estab

persons.

also

belongs

whose convictions

it

and

in

four hundred children
adult

is

with

one hundred

it

Phalanx

;

its

striking manner, will consist of a small

it

in the most at least gained the general mind
vor.

in

studied, and exhibited

easily

fa
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into error,
speculation,

an excessive

tendency

this great transformation to be accomplish

to

love of vague abstractions

ed in Humanity.

All the efforts of Propagation, written
and pure generalizations
their
minds
of have no taste for the definite results, the or oral, have always naturally pivoted on
all the manithe Centre of the Series, is to produce an precise and practical conditions of sci- the idea here pointed out
They who cherish the other view festations of the School have been thoras far as is possible in the ence.
equilibrium,
and justly too,
contrary disposition
they oughly tinctured with
present condition of things, between the often err by
point of view.

:

the importance of its own

to exaggerate

The function

terrible revolutions

first

follow

conditions

As soon as all these condi-

into effect all the transitional

,
' I

tending character of the means by

institutions

The partisans

tablishment of the first Phalanx

!

they were produced,

of this vague

opposition

demand that the work

their dis

is

belongs naturally

INTEGRAL

the institution

until

the idea,

proceeds,

has

Page 108, Col.

which

has been suddenly

108.

to their imagination,

3,

new

world

aspect

j

with

of the

at the

EDUCATION

revealed

desire an immediate

-

NO.

III.

the principal errata

to men

ed to the doctrine, who, transported
enthusiasm

our next paper.

(Continued from p. 110.)
[Our second article upon this subject (in the
number before the last) passedthrough the press
our absence,and so full of mistakes u to
quite spoil its sense. The following are among

in

is

can be established

society, of an opposite

and principles,

from which

siderations.

It

in
a

it,

a

in the bosom of

local experiment,

does not

of the most

:

to balance

legiti

2,

mate function

Their

They do nnt believe of ardent temperament, recently convert

social institution

character

School on this point

Line 46, for natnrdUy read
mutually.
" 16, " patsiont
pertmu.
" 38, " and
each.
" 44, " indeperuTt
important.
"
charge
drudge.
"

shall not

cretion the imprudence of impatient char
acters.

it

even

be possible.
a

that

success,

itself, difficulties

i,

to success.

by

are essential

is

it

deems success im

follow from this that the es-

in

that Realization

thing, namely,

must have penetrated the public con
But there
an opinion, precisely the
science, that the world must have become opposite of that, which has been just ex
fully impregnated by
before its practi
amined.
This
founded on various con

can

present,

a

in

;

at least,

Some persons in this category
possible.
suppose that the idea must have produced
a general transformation of opinion, that

cal

But does

which

of Realization should be indefinitely post- serious nature?
We will give the views of the French
poned
they can only justly demand one

The first of these extremes does not be attempted before the School can com
the possibility of
believe
speedy real
mand the determinate conditions, which
ization

grandeur and magnificence of their results
contrast with the simplicity and unpre-

5,

CONDITIONS OF REALIZATION.

of all facts, where the

most wonderful

which can be imagined between the present system and the Associative
Order
cannot reasonably

On this subject, we may notice two ex
treme and opposite views.

has carried

of exof — the

is

corns of the present moment.

cepted the doctrine, or until

we

has ac-

it

the con

should

why

of society

a,

with

the whole

*,

occupied

can be combined,
until

?

and

less

wait

of the contact

can be conceived

treraes which

;

the faster as he thinks
is

about

it,

thus grows

tions

! j

It would act, with the good sense of the
child, who, in spite of his ardent desire to
grow large, is obliged to accept the ele
ment of time as a necessary condition, and

it

versions, the total strength of the School.

?

immediately

conquests and con

the

single Centre of Harmony,
of only one Phalanx,
the most remark-

creation of

Why cannot success
the union of these able phenomenon

minate conditions.

to increase,

by new

formation of the subversive world

Associative

no doubt, depends on deter-

to act as a mass, on the exterior; that is,

by

of

success

is

The

Realization,

in

it is agreed, on all sides,

It

have effected so little for the happiness of
human race, the paradisiacal trans-

the

in

ness continues,

a

and as long as the age of weak

infancy,

and

of na-

tions, and with their consequences, which

]

the Centre,

the history

in

senti-

a

general

legitimate.

perfectly

is

it,

Both classes have rather

is

certain, that compared with the great

and this it has done, as ment of the truth of Fourier's historical
far as its resources would admit.
But, it statements, than a full, clear, firm, and
his social methods.
must be repeated, its powers are in their enlightened faith

of

for the idea

have no confidence except in the practical
and consecutive
of facts,
succession

j

extreme tendencies, by stimulating
the one, and temporarily restraining the
other.
This is the special, interior work

a

two

;

a

I

;

special
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Page 109, Col. 2, Line 27, for charms read society, and consequently it must grow
claims.
up looking out for self alone, with small
" 64, "
«
«
refined
Civilization,
for society.
rewarded.
consideration
"
" s,
•• i,
« no,
member
only a few fortunate exceptions,
ating
worker.
" gaze
urnishes but two kinds of education :
graze.
ne, that of the worker, whose life is to
"
pearl
12,
2,
e all work, monoibnous, and atupid, and
pea..]
nenlightened ; the other, that of the man
We have very rapidly glanced at the f leisure or some liberal profession, in

"2,

progress of childhood in the Combined
Order, through the two first stages of its
education, — first through the Collective
and

Nursery,

into

initiation

its

through

then

attractive

early

By
respective kinds of labor.
the age of three and a half or four years
at the most, it is supposed by Fourier

that every child will have given practical
evidence of attraction and of talent fur a
very considerable variety of productive
There will be nothing
occupations.
there to blunt the charm, for he will
know these labors only in the natural
circumstances of corporate group enthusi
asm, and of timely alternations from
one toil be

whereby

child's sphere of life grows wide and ca
tholic and many-sided, instead of sinking

ne two halves of man set up apart,

to

og each other without ever meeting.
this.
Association
will reverse all
•'irst it will

reat social

symphony

vouchsafes

mother

to her sons BO »u«b

Where on the face of
iberal exposure.
.his earth can a child come into the world

help

every

child

to

him, which

at once

recog

Where

is the

his own nature

and of bitter
How long mutt it be,
n most cases, before genius of the most

•old restraints?

stamp shall meet that fortunate
accident that shall determine its true sphere?
Not till the truant passsion has been sup

decided

pressed

and scolded and deprived

encouragement

through

long

of all

and profit

less years of forced subjection to other
be a toils and other studies, and a fair moiety

to

worker,

healthy and robust, and realizing
tep by step as it goes on each aspiration
This common basis
and each thought.

of life's fresher half is already spent and!
The poet is kept at the plough ;
lost.
the industrial king, the mighty man who

•eing laid for all, then it will give every
ipportunity for such more speculative or
artistic lessons as may naturally grow out

who was born to triumph over rocks

demands

of

of each one's

useful

iron and barren

soils

and reduce

and

nature

to man's service,
over

books

is kept pale and pining
for which he has no taste,

industry.

that he may be a lawyer or u priest ; the
the artist is bound apprentice to a pictoreight order, following the hint of nature, framer ; the anointed priest and prophet,
who has living fire from God in him, is
md not attempting to ride over her stub
stuck behind a counter, measuring tape, or
born facts with our own thought-spun

various
This

into the monotonous and narrow treadmill
round of every one whose destiny is labor

They are

oe second casts no shadow.

f the practical

the

and

mother,

to

comes recreation

his own hearty,

been made and find spheres opened
superstructure
tis active instincts shall
ithout first laying any solid basis of nize to be his own?
radical strength in Ins young years to child not bent away from
One is the dull clud of all iy the force of precepts
ustain it.

to their

to group,

joyful note to the
of never-ceasing
Jse. But hold there ! it will be long
That stern step
first in civilization.

ing

hom the forced attempt has

developing and testing of the natural vo work ; the other is the sickly, unsubstancations of each child by the exposing of
al ghost of his own dreams and theories.
':»-•first is all bone, and the second is
each from the first to the attractive exam
11nerve ; the first reflects no light, and
ple of the groups so passionately devoted

group

his destiny and contribut*

accomplishing

o rear a lofty intellectual

or the

industry,

ling, and letarn to them again and again,

spheres

is placing

the

two

things

in

set for a dull scare-crow disciplinarian
heories.
in
For securing this solid practical foun a school where nothing can be taught.
The basis of this scheme of education
The child must dation in the child's first schooling, But in Association, where the home or
is entirely practical.
Fourier draws all his hints and all his phalanx, amounting to a complete social
have his active powers developed first

in civilization.

the foundation

he must be laying
healthful,

useful,
and

genial

strong,

heroic,

for
broad

He must become

life.

:

strong, effective person, in whom knowl
edge and sentiment and refinement when
they

come,

shall

be worth

something

shall come not to torture a sickly, ner
•vous, inefficient and self-conscious crea
ture with impracticable

dreams, but to di

and

inspire

a generou

already

well

inured

to the ful

play

of active and creative

habits.

Bj

such a course society does justice to th
individual nature of every child born un

of its influence, whil
it secures justice to itse!

der the shadow
reciprocally
from every

child

ends of general

by

educating

usefulness,

him

t

and openin

to him every natural opportunity

to serv

the whole from pure attraction, which

i

all that the restless nature of every chil
is seeking, could we only understand it
and provide for it a fittin
language
sphere.

But now,

homes are isolated,

while
while

interests

an

children

ar

on which

he relies

for the

de

Man, combines within itself all the essential
shades of industry
ments, as well

in all its main depart

as all the natural

centres
velopment of all this varied usefulness and of society and pleasure; where series of
al- groups of willing and impassioned labor
in children,
healthy strength
real
he has enumerated them am ers represent respectively the whole cir
though
classed them with minute fidelity in a cle of life's useful functions : where the.

springs

long catalogue (the reader may find it by
to our translations from the
referring

is led forth daily by wise, sympa
thizing mentors, blinded by no prejudice,
in full sight of the whole busy and har

child

World " in the Third
of the Harbinger,) may be re monious variety, the case is changed ;
duced here, for the sake of brevity, to each faculty of head or hand will quickly
three.
recognize its own ; nature has not fur
The first, is the well-known propen nished him with fewer or Iess certain in
sity of children to forage about in all di stincts than she has the birds and bees ;

"New

reet, enlighten
nature

means from a true observation and analy
Tin
sis of the nature of childhood.

Industrial

Volume

rections, handle and examine

everything,

ape every operation of their elders, try
their hands at every thing, and explore
every nook and corner where anything
curious and strange

is

going

on.

the human child wants

only

natural

cir

cumstances and the freedom of true social order to prove this.
The second spring, on which he relies,

And is the principle, alluded to in our last ar
It is mat
ticle, .of the ascending charm.
ter of universal observation that children

as the flower pollen, borne before the rest
less idle winds, soon finds its destined

goal and fit receptacle in other flowers are most attracted, influenced, stimulated
and fructifies according to the intent of by children but a little older than them
It is a fact, in the moral world,
nature, so"too it is not long before this selves.

all things with an analogous to the material fact called caThis influence acts,
have stumbled into just pillary attraction.
ing for the narrow spheres they have to the active spheres where he will cling by wherever it can get a chance, even in the
enter, no child's nature is considered by force of native passion and peculiar cal
present confused state of things which

kept separate, from the cradle, by th
barriers of social caste and partial train

curious child, exploring
idle fancy, shall
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the soul converses with God
does not recognize it or seek to turn it tu which
account.
through nature, or God sensibly mani
Seeing that it is tta powerful,
fested. Their end is, therefore, as pure,
would not much be gained by regularly

For these two purposes Fourier avails
at once of

himself

may be called

what

the two strongest attractions of childhood,
the appetite for food, and the taste for

the whole course of childhood as high, as spiritual as that of any part
means, too, more es parade, for measured, rhythmic exercise
with some reference to it ? Ought not of our nature.
The natural foci of these
that the position and post of of all sorts.
the fine shades of the gradation of ages pecially,

is
I

is

emulation

Each age, or tribe, or choir,

so strong.
as he calls
in

them, has its special functions, privileges
Ma
and badges, and, like the degrees

and impulses

the first

of childhood

material

tivity,

in

indicated

strongly

and even

instincts

after

and moral,

the life

ac

material

appetite prevail,

of precepts intellectual

and most indispensable

now constitutes

labor, which

of all the labor of

half

Harmony.

the greater

each

isolated

household, and makes dull drudges of so

from

away

of respectable

the sunshine

and indolent

and confined

existence,

the dark kitchen;

until

with all the charm and dignity of

and sparkle

to

but will be carried on

spite

of Art, in unitary halls,

where

Fine
of

persons

cation of children,

in

ment, as well

is
a

is

be which

material attraction,

and this

objects

with

proper

counterpoises,

and corrections, and

mediates between

and

the charm leaves

this field, for industrial

with the inward,

harmony
a

nature

revelation,

is

a

;

who

;

is

it

it

;

in

those

rivalries

and in

trigues, quite as exquisite and intellectual
make's as in any fine art or exercise of wit in

by

;

for
his

is

material

food?

a

that

what converts the outward into

Not that he not affectionate, and capable
of being moved by love or conscience
Now,
paramount.
but the material part
complete account of all
full view of
the elements of human nature, and of

is

each

science

to produce that combination,

conversation.

is

with

gustatory

and every active rela
the impressions
of the tion we sustain to nature pure and edify
governed
senses, than by all other influences put ing worship.
In
false social order,
The child
materialist
together.
dan
physical appetite of every kind
some ma gerous
the springs of his action lie
rushes to unseemly excess,
terial appetite or charm, and you must and defeats its own end blindly, when
touch these springs to make him move. ever
not checked
and consequently
is

pleasure

and

poem (so to speak)
has especial attraction,

little

;

what

perfect
is

helping

gross

enthusiasm

The true result and aim of every off which lifts that function above drudg
food for emulation in
sense
and beauty ery.
And there
beauty of some sort

topic of this article.
Early childhood,

more

one with

life.

spiritual,

know,

alternations,

their very freedom

or of

of hunger

and senti

as to the mere satisfaction

and intensity preserve their own just bal which he
ance, and subserve the highest ends of function ceasing where

we had proposed to make the prominent
we

meet all

due season and degree,
in

is

in

is

alluded to,

passions will

all. these

their

in

that there should

full numbers of children of every age living
only possible, of course,
together, which
in the Phalanx.
(For illustrations of the
working of this principle also we refer the
" New Industrial World,"
reader to the
our Third Volume.)
translated
The third spring, which also has been

conceivable,

is

essential

form of society

harmonic

is

it
is

ciple

therefore, on this prin

with strict ref

combinations,

gastronomic

;

it

it

of each degree,

;

tions

is

erence to affinities of character

in

Now
not as
youth are quenched.
before he can be serted that the life of the senses must be
still less must
accepted among his peers of the age into lawless
be extin
To the true edu guished.
which he
advancing.
There
law of order,

the highest refinement will take part in
the ministry of flavors, in the invention of

a

sonry or in University life, each child must
the industrial func
perfect himself

This, therefore,

of all things.

changed

That all-important

the pure soul many of our sisters, namely, the prepara
most tion of our food, will no longer be hid

with

enter into communion

lor will be greatly

is

ascending

minute

years, where

in

this

especially

in the earlier

;

the gradation

careful

is

makes
and

in

The relation between kitchen and par

by the cultivation

a

marked

his sense, and

not (the reader must be careful to remem
our vulgar sense.
ber)

a

his fellows,

stages of and perfection

of the earth, by acquaint
progress, into the works and privileges of ance with all the properties of nature and
Fourier therefore classifies the recognition of all her harmonies and
manhood?
series beauties through all of the five senses,
the whole life-term of man into
of corporations according to age, and that he
to work out his destiny and
well

and

legitimate

using both words

in

it

active relations to this earth, together

with

are the kitchen and the op

two attractions
era,

in

it,

emulous of rising into the one above
the other upward through

each charming

and

here, on this material earth

;

each

organized,

distinctly

sent, that he may

the great soul of Love,

with

co-operate

is

above choir,

man

to which

duty

or choir

it

steps enu

merated, and class above class,

by is

the successive

to be marked,

is

It

organizing

are

not gluttons

and sheer

sensualists altogether,

are tame and neg
pure more by abstinence

The various flavors which
are elements of

our taste discriminates,
harmonies
significant,

as inexhaustibly
various and
as those resulting from the

various sounds in music.

Who has not

learned to associate certain spiritual states
combinations of
Who has not suffered mentally

and moods with certain

as well as physically,

and morally,

from

A

than by right use.

true, integral edu

an absurd,

incongruous

combination

dishes?

This were
up before that seed can grow
ascribing double purposes to God, and

important

it

that the palate should be ed

ucated, for precisely the same reason that
important that the ear and eye should

be — to make

it

it
is

if

they were not to co-operate with all man's terrible destroyeis, are the capital powers
they without which man could never cairy on
highest powers to one result, as
were alien to his real better nature and his peaceful works.
So without the ma
only sprung up like tares around each terial passions, he could not build himself
seed at germinating, and must be plucked up morally and socially.

is

;

if

in

if

it

?

a

it

a

is

a

in

of
And who has not found himself
cation of the whole man will first of all groping nearer to the borders of gluttony,
man's true destiny, through time and avail itself of these stray material attrac
when the viands set before him failed to
the meaning of this tions of childhood.
what
eternity,
Instead of shutting eke out
harmony, than ever when the
has
For certainly
meaning. off all the steam from these dangerous feast was really artistic
fact?
Do not charge
Is the hint of nature to be disregarded? locomotives,
will only set them upon Fourier with gross materialism, therefore,
they right tracks, where they will surely lead
Shall her impulses be stifled, as
that he lays great stress upon culinary
Fire and wind and water, those labors and the education of the palate
pointed to no divine ulterior ends, as
to good.
ative existences,

minister

and even more important,

to the soul

—

since the de

by

a

:

it

in

in

?

The two ends of the material passions mands of the palate are so much stronger
are industry and beauty, industry being and have so much of passion
them.
waste of the divine creative energy.
the last result always the crea
in fact
Now mark the bearing of all this upon
we believe to be tion of beauty, or the fitting of means to
The meaning of
industry, which must be, of course, the
just this that the senses, in their true, ends and the stamping of
human sig
basis of the social system.
In the appe
are the media
harmonic exercise,
nificance upon each mass of inert matter. tite for food we have one of the grand
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Here is sphere for man some part of these manoeuvres, and W
The kitchen, (if: every occasion.
levers of all industry.
we must still use the vulgar word) brings ifold development of heart and mind and taught the love of measure and of har
to a focus all the labors which pertain to a creative imagination, as well as of a de mony in all things, by the delight experi
the vegetable and the animal kingdom. spised sense.
in harmonious
Here is a dangerous pro enced in thus moving

The taste which enjoys,

A

and

pensity turned into a guarantee of a more

concert

chooses, prompts the energy which pro
The more dainty and refined the
duces.

generous and refined culture of the whole

tragic interest would attach to the natural

the

taste,
science,

appreciates

ambition,

more

enthusiasm,

skill will go into the culinary

labor which

prepares

its food ; and thjs

will also extend back to the agricultural
labors, which in their turn will be equally
inspired with the ambition
culiar

to impart pe

and excellence

delicacy

criminating

and

to each

The more dis

fruit, grain or vegetable.
refined

these

tastes,

therefore, the greater the variety of labor
required in ministering to them ; hence a
greater
whose

variety

of industrial
differ

occupations

shades, in regular

groups,

only

gradation,

by

fine

and which

thus form series, which, as Fourier every
where asserts, are the supreme condition

of attractive industry.
Apply this principle to childhood,

and

man, that civilized
ceived

of.

mnralism has yet con
to its wise

intent, instead of being treated like a vul
gar thorn in the
got out.

flesh,

which

and

dignity

every

branch

true

than

higher

in Harmony.

significance

of industry,

its

of

beautiful

relation to the whole great epic of God'*
love, of which

cannot be creative

And here is the great gulf,

the mass.

subjects of these exhibitions

Here is the inevitable bias of The

nature humored and unfolded

with

the

divinity

of the

it is one nerve ;

passiuns

and their

of ages, na
and the spiritual, and which has been the tions, races ; in short the whole theory of
real origin of evil, bridged over, from the life and of the universe, and the divine
very outset of the child's education. — law of order would be shadowed forth
Each feast becomes a "feast of reason and and tanght in these symbolic harmonies.
" each piece of culinary
To make brief work of it, and bring
a flow of soul ;
drudgery a branch of a fine art, in which this protracted branch of the discussion to
a close, we will translate from Victor
intelligence and taste must reign.
" Theory
So much for this oft ridiculed notion of Considerant's
of Natural and
Attractive Education," where be sums up
gastronomic refinement, of making epi
cures of children.
Had they not better the advantages of the Opera in the follow
be epicures than gluttons ' We come to ing admirable manner:
" The opera is the School of harmo
the other material attraction above men
which

has hitherto separated the material

we shall see that a highly refined sense of tioned.
taste will lead, in a true state of things,
The love of parade, of measured mo
to at least two most desirable ends.
tion, of rhythmic combinations with large
It will
save
1.
from
numbers, as in processions, dances, milita
gluttony.

sacred

spheres , the

unity

nies in the measured mode, that is to say
in the mode whose employment is the
most fruitful, the meet powerful, and the
most magnificent in the broad and varied

are gluttons naturally,
and so forth, is a ruling domain of Associative industry.
under ry evolutions,
" The
opera is the School for the de
the present mode of education, under the passion of the young. It is shown by their
"
hold your tongues ready imitation of such spectacles.
Af velopment of artistic vocations, and the
Spartan discipline of

Children

It ter a military parade, every child appears unceasing cause of the perfecting of the
in an extempore uniform, armed with tin fine arts, all whose rays converge in it.
" The
Opera is the School of active
leads to gluttony.
But where the appe sword or stick, and every evolution is most
manners
in Harmony, through the influ
tite is cultivated and fastidious,
The
where faithfully got by heart and copied.
the perceptions of taste are delicate and little Viennese dancers touched a chord in ence exerted over masses of spectators or
crave fine harmonies, there is an end to the universal breast of childhood that made of actors by the magic of these grand
and eat whatever is set before you."
is the

undiscriminating

appetite

which

such blind gormandizing.

Quantity falls
as quality rises in the scale of importance.

The elements of any combination

of fla

all the children feel it would

be fit work

which

spectacles,

these

represent

man

And what child has not borne ners in their highest and most poetic es
his part in the cheap exhibitions of a rest sence, and which glorify great men and

for them.

verts a gross excess into the pure plea
sure of a fine art, which refines the char

his imitative mania corporations in their most useful services
the world into a stage ' — to humanity.
" The opera is the School of pastional
Now this, under all these varied manifes
subordination
for in fancy and youth, in the
tations, is nothing but the innate passion

acter, at the

of the soul for order, for rhythm, for series,

vors, to form

a harmony,

to some law of propoition,

same time

must

submit

and this con

that it gratifies

less theatrical fever,

converting all

chants,

tho

evolutions,

the

manoeuvres,

Fourier would use for grace and beauty, for overcoming the and in all the measured movements of the
for good, what the ascetic tnoralism of dull prose of life with the poetic spirit that industrial social life, through the chirm
possessed by the action of combined ac
and correspond
civilization neglects or tries to suppress, brings out relationship
and thus converts to evil ; inasmuch as ence between all the parts and moments cords in the ensemble of a mass, — a
the sensual appetite.

the ceaseless morbid resistance of an ap
petite which cannot be suppressed, is ne

of the great Whole of being. And all
such exercises are the spontaneous initia

cessarily an evil.

tion of the race into the deep sentiment

It will

attract the child to industry.
of UNITY. Hence the great consequence
A taste so various in various persons, so which Fourier attaches to the Opera, by
nice and delicate in its perception of differ
which he means the place where all ex
2.

ences, so partial in its fancies, readily un
folds whole series of graduated occupa

ercises of grace

and beauty, all material

manceuvres which are symbolical of unity,
tions, agricultural or culinary, and leads to all the fine arts meet to heighten each
groups who passionately pledge themselves other's charm, and illustrate the great

charm all

over the individual
powerful
who takes a part in it.
In the opera, the
child and the youth fashion themselves to
intervene

harmoniously

in all the grand

accords.

" Finally,

the opera is the Diapason

of
of
the globe, gives over all the earth, in all
which, from

different

the Phalanxes

degrees,

up

and towns

to the capital

the fine arts, and consequently

in all the

of Unity through all their dia branches of human activity, the Tone of
ite product ; and here we have attractive lects.
He calls it frequently the "temple Unity, the Tone of Harmony.
" By all these titles, we see that the
Out of such labors grows at of material harmonies."
Music, painting,
industry.
the Open in
and especially
Theatre,
once a necessity for science, for study of architecture,
speech,
gesture,
dancing,
the laws of harmony, of chemistry,
of all reach their highest point in this high Harmony, is not merely an institution for
soils, and more than that, of subtile affini
From pure attraction, amusement, for the liberal distribution to
home of beauty.
ties between material tastes and the true every member of the Phalanx, from the every body of the delights of the fine
tone of sentiment for every company and earliest childhood,
learns to figure in arts, of which the wretched and uncul
for the superiority

each of its own

favor

thought
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tivated

masses are now totally deprived ; who from time

but it is also suited

to time

have expressed

of ilie

LECTURES

IN CENTRAL

AND WESTERN

Allen and Orvis,
these masses, to create artists, to impreg
their readiness for an Experimental Asso
agents of the American Union of Associnate the germs of the most beautiful and ciation, and all such as are desiruus of I ationists, will start upon a tour through
noble faculties of man, to direct these joining some one of the existing Associathe State of New York, and will lecture
]
to refine and polish

through

the columns

faculties to the grandest objects, and to tions, or who are ready to aid in any
combine their powers by raising them to way, repeat their statements to the Com
their most high, most brilliant energy. mittee, who will register and classify such

The

NEW

Harbinger,

'

YORK.

Messrs.

at the times and places indicated
following

by the

The friends of As

schedule.

sociation in the several places where they

will be the facts and statements as may be made to may visit, are earnestly requested to
PIVOTAL SCHOOL or UNITY in the material them.
Let so many of the following make all necessary arrangements to se
Opera

in

Harmony

mode."

specifications be clearly made by each in
In the same manner that religious wor- dividual, as pertain to the sphere of ac«hip is the pivotal school of unity, ia the Ition which he is willing to engage in, in
spiritual mode.
the work of establishing a Practical Asso
ciation,

THE COMMITTEE

OF THIRTEEN

At

1.

namely :—

What kind

of Practical

Associa

tion are you ready to enter into, or to aid
in establishing — whether an Experiment-

its late session in New York, pass
ed among sundry others, the following ' al Association,
resolution : —
or some one

as heretofore

of the

cure large audiences, and to give the full
est efficiency to the labors of the lectur

They will be at —
Mass., -

ers.

Aug. 10.

Springfield,

Albany, N. Y., "
Troy,

-

14.

-

17.

-

-

"

Utica,
Syracuse,

mentioned, i Rochester
Associa
Batavia,

1s.

M.

"

31.

existing

"That Messrs. Onvu, URNER, LAZARUS, tions ?

Sept.

Buffalo,

7.
13.

2.
VAN AMRIVGX and ALLEN, be a Committee to
Have you a family?
ascertainthe namesof those personswho may be
3.
What are the names, ages, oc
We have received W. G. P's. in
read; to enter into or aid some Practical Asio- cupation and residence of
and
yourself
teresting letter from Lick Creek, III., and
ciative Movement, together with all uaefulin
''
family
thank him for the information.
"The
formation in relation to them."
4.
What are, their interest and devo
little item of business," he alludes to, is
It will be seen that the Committee can tion respectively as regards Association?
all right.
We acknowledge " value re
only discharge their duty through the co
5.
What amount of capital are you
ceived " and have no further demands.
operation of the friends interested in the ready to invest within what time, and
object of their inquiry,
throughout the on what conditions?
country ; and they take this method of
6.
If unable to enter personally into ASSOCIATIVE WORKS OF

ny

requesting

all Affiliated

Unions,

Associa-

any practical

Associative

movement,

FRENCH SCHOOL.

but

THE

THE following publications, from the French
School may be had at W. H. Graham's book
store, Tribune Buildings, New York, and at
Crosby and Nichols', No. IIl Washington St..
Boston.
The Works of Charles Fourier, 6 vols.
Muiron's Aperma rur let Procedti Industriell.
Considerant's Theory of Natural and Attrac
tive Education.
There are several classes of persons JOHN ORVIS, Brook Farm, West Roxbury,
Considerant's Exposition of the Phalansterian
interested in the work of Practical Asso
Mass., or to BENJAMIN UKNER, Cincinnati,
Theory.
Considerant's Immorality of Fourier's Doc
ciation, and it is desirable that such class Ohio; MARX E. LAZARUS,
Boston; H. H.
trine.
es should be fully represented in the de VAN AMRINGK, Now York ; JOHN ALLEN,
Considerant's Theory of Property.
Paget's Introduction to Social Science.
liberations
of the Committee, in order Boston, or the Editors of the Harbinger,
Cantagrel's Fool of the Palais Royal.
that it may have data for an intelligent
Brook Farm.
Pellenns's Life and Theory of Fourier.
Reynaud's Solidarity.
report, and one upon which the original
Tamisier's Theory of Functions.
Committee of Thirteen will be enabled to
CIRCULATE THE TRACT
The " Plain Dain's Abolition of Slavery.
Hennequin's Love in the Phalanstery.
make some specific recommendations to Lecture on Association,"
which appeared
Besides these,a large numberof Phalansterian
the next Anniversary
of the American in our columns some time since, and pamphletsand almanacs,can be had
at the same
Also, a bountiful engraved portrait of
place.
Union.
which has proved itself so suited to the
Fourier : price, $2 50. Any of the volumes of
Many of the best friends of our cause wants of the times, has just been
pub Fourier's works may be had separately.
are anxious for a movement towards es lished,
by the Boston Union of Associatablishing an Experimental
Association,
tionists, as a Tract.
It makes a very
and they have reserved all their means neat little duodecimo
pamphlet of twenty Is published simultaneously at New York snd
Boston, by the AMERICAN UNION or
and strength for such an effort.
They pages, and is stereotyped.
It is for sale TIONISTS, every Saturday morning. ASSOCIAOffice in
are ready for the attempt whenever it at the
New
York, BURGESS, STRINGER
Co., No.
Harbinger Office in Boston, at the
222 Broadway; in Boston, CHOSBV & NICHOLS,
can be made with adequate capital and retail
price of three cents per copy.
Af 111 Washington Street.
and scientific and practical resources. — filiated
TERMS. — Two Dollars a year, or One Dollar
Unions, Associations, and so forth,
for six months, payable invariably in advance.
Some are of opinion that all our atten can receive it
at the rate of two dollars Ten
copies for Fifteen Dollars.
tion should be turned toward existing
COMMUNICATIONS and REMITTANCES should
per hundred.
be addressed to the " Editors of the Harbin
movements ; and others still, there are,
The author is a distinguished advocate
ger," Brook Farm, Weat Roxbury. Mass.
whose circumstances will not allow of of
public education in the state of Ver
\i_J~Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
Offices, No. 22* Broadway, New York, and No.
their engaging personally in any practi
mont, and is eminently skilful in the
Washington St., Boston. Price. 61-4 cents.
cal Association, who would, nevertheless,
adaptation of .our great social doctrine
and from a sense of duty, make invest
GENERAL AGENTS.
to the actual condition of men's minds.
ments in the same, or in some of the ex
We trust that this beginning, on the
30 ANN ST., NEW YORK.
isting Associations.
part of the Union, is an earnest of a
Let all then, who are interested inter
JOHN B. RUSSELL, CINCINNATI,
whole series of Tracts to be speedily
ested in the work of this Committee, re
GAZETTE OFFICE.
There is no instrument
forthcoming.
spond at once to this call.
Let all those so much ne«ded by our Cause.
PRINTED AT THE BROOK FARM PKK88.
tionists, and persons every where, interest- having capital which you are ready to deed in the inquiries of the Committee, to vote to such a work, please specify as in
send them all the information which they the preceding query.
may be able to collect, bearing upon the
10= Letters may be addressed, post
points hereinafter specified.
paid, to the Chairman of the Committee,

J
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V.

FROM THE FRENCH OF VICTOR CONS1DERANT. which
man ?
Translatedfor the Harbinger.

which

sphere,

CHAPTER VIII.
At

Passional

traction.
'' It is an enterprise a* vain as it is ridiculous
to seek to destroy the passions. That were to
control nature -. that were to reform the work
of God. If God commandedman to annihilate
the passions which he gives him, God would
will and not will, he would contradict himself.
" Never has he given this insensateorderj no
mch thing is written in the human heart ; and
what God wills that man should do, he docs not
make another man tell him, he tells it to him
himself, he writes it at the bottom of his heart."
— J. J. I i mi, -mil
" Know thyself." — Ancient Oradt.

II.

of nature :

of the in

should

preside
over the

be asked,

do you call these twelve passions the radi
Are
passions; are there no others?

cal

gate the passions in their relations

We

attraction.

to in

resume

our

analysis and synthesis.

There

are

three

of passions

orders

to the three spheres of hu

you any other elements, than consonance,

corresponding

dissonance and modulation ; accord,

man nature, or to the three forces of the

dis

cord and alternation ; [or synthesis, an universe, to the three principles
alysis and observation ?] And do you find compose it, namely :
Matter, passive and moved ;
in the sphere of the distributive passions,

accords ;

combines

and

determines

which

the papillonne,

And

changes?

these generic passions which can only
satisfied

together,

by general

are they not ruled

But

well.

what

are

which
haired,

neuter, arbitral

and dis

Each of these three orders

be its

by the need of that

superior harmony, by UNITYISM,
is their common centre?

Mathematics,
tributive.

all

harmony,

which

Spirit, active and moving ;

any others than the cabalist, which dis
criminates discords ; the composite, which

Very

it will

10.

I reserve this subject for a sub
We have here to investi

dustrial

of passional sounds ; know

combination

" We should not confoundthe passion with its vengeance, anger, fear, &c., if they
developments,the cause with the effect."— Ch. are not passions? — All these movements,
Fowiir.
and many others which ignorant philoso
But by what right,

NUMBER

1847.
life

of things,

over the distribution

ORGANIC CONDITIONS OF THE SERIAL LAW.

of

the

sway

CROSBT AMi NICHOLS,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

IIl

No.

sequent work.

tellectual

(Continued from p. 54.)

and Synthesis

successively

14,

Finally, in the requirements

INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION.

Analytic

PER ANNUM.

particular

furnishes

which

passions,

resolve

themselves

into three principal centres of

Attraction,

uniting at a higher

point in a

superior common centre ; thus :
1. The 'Passive
gives five
principle
Sensitive passions, namely : Sight, Hear
ing, Smell, Taste,

Touch.

Their sphere

is material and their end Luxury.

2. The active principle gives four af
phers have called passions, and given as fective Passions, namely : Friendship, or
the constituent forces of human nature, the unisexual, which prevails in child
hood ; Love, or the bisexual, which pre
are only effects of false developments,

of the primitive passions. vails in youth ; Ainlmion, or the corpor
You hate, you avenge yourself, you get ate sentiment, which prevails in maturity ;
Does the nature of man in the angry, when you are resisted, shocked, Familism, or the sentiment of consanguin
yourself.
Their
past, in the present, around you, within wounded in the desires of your senses, ity, which prevails in old ajie.
you, present any other aspect than the in your affections of friendship, ambition, sphere is spiritual, social, and their end is
three classes — sensual, affective and in love, the family sentiment ; in the de
Groups.
these the primordial

springs of all human

actions 1 — Answer

Do

tellectual?

this

you

know

sphere than these three?
from this
Proceeding
or

material
know

Sight,

sensitive

other

any

repercussions

for

question

velopment of some
passions.

point :
sphere,

In
do

the
you

for

3. The Neuter principle gives three
one of your radical
In the same manner you fear Distributive Passions, namely : the Cab

yourself,

your

for

affections,

any other sense than the five, of Fear is
Taste
and passion.
Smell, Hearing,

your

enjoyments,

which

often an effect

The feeblest

In the affective sphere do you know

of them.

See

(discords,)

the Papillonne

of absence of sphere

is intellectual,

beings

in all nature,

alist

the Composite

threatened.

brave when passion is strongly

Touch ?

for

tions,)

ate

for

become
excited

in

example,

(modula

Their
(accords.)
and their end is

Series.

X. They

all blend in
which

UNITY-ISM,

is

the

the

passion of
demand for

any passion besides the four, Friendship,
Unisexual affection, ruling especially in

the development of courage in females at UNIVERSAL
HARMONY, the ulterior aim
the epochs of the maternal function and and common centre of all the Pas

the infancy

its passion.

fection,

of life — Love, Bisexual af
in youth; — Ambition,

ruling

Corporative

in maturity . dent that all the subversive movements
of consanguinity,
which have been hitherto ranked among

affection, ruling

— Familism, affection

The slightest reflection renders it evi

sions.

To complete the analysis of human na
ture,

we

summary

should

of the

need

to add,

to thie

or

motive

passional

affective regions of the Soul an affection
which is not a product or a combination

the passions, are only developments, more powers of the three spheres, that of the
or less falsified, of the twelve passions of faculties which these passions set in mo
Man
is endowed with
the scale. And this refutes nil imputations j tion.
physical

of one or several of these four affections,

of essential depravity made against human j faculties

tuling

in old age?

Do you know

in the

or

muscular

forces,

spiritual
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His ! ment be good or bad. the action
and intellectual faculties.
faculties are the means of human activity j useless or hurtful.
It is always
which develops itself under tlitee phases, ; tion, an expense of force.

facitities,

useful,

which we undergo

an ac-

present difficulties

much

which

fatigue,

and obstacles whetting

our zeal.
They answer that these are
Art, and Industry, in the mateThe condition of harmonic order is, amusements. But tr/iy are these exertions
This is the point before
rial sense of the-word, as it has been un- ; that the action be useful, good in its re- amusements?
Science,

derstood in our times.
clearly
which

recognized

I

But

are only our

indicate,

be suits ; in other words that the faculties be us, and when you shall have answered
faculties ; applied to the collective
and this why, you will be inclined to see
industry
we cannot also change into
means of well-being, and that the action be in it- whether

it should

these

that

Now action, the exer amusements all the exertions of science,
self a pleasure.
Muscular power, Artistic talent, Intellectucise of faculties, can be determined only of agriculture, of manufacture, of art, &c.
al faculties, sleep until passion wakes them. ' in nne of two methods, by attraction, or which constitute industry — This is the
Passion is the anterior spring, the cause by constraint.
But attraction is the re- whole question.
of motion ; the faculties stand at the or- ' sult of direct and fiee excitement of the
It is truly no wonder, as things go,
der of passion and execute its commands, sensitive, affective and distributive pas- that men should run after pleasure and
action, and not the causes of our actions.

A handworker, a la
as j sions.
Constraint is the lash of the task- flee from labor.
developments j master, of hunger, of want, of moral borer, an artizan, a clerk in an office, in a
of the passion ; they are, compar- ; obligation, of the joyless necessities of word a civilized laborer, finds his work
atively speaking, an element entirely pas the morrow, of the sharp cares of life cast in a certain form which is inflexible.
This form does not permit enjoyments
sive, enfeoffed to passion, the active ele
which torment and crucify the soul.
These
well

faculties

as the

serve the subversive

harmonious

ment, which arouses them.

The

three

of faculties

orders

Action, determined by the excitement
are of passion, is essentially free and attrac
sol
tive.

the agents of passion, its tools, its
its employed workmen, its torch-

diers,

Action, which

has

no moving

spring

It is besides entirely false to but constraint, is evidently repugnant
of the three With these data of passional science, you
these faculties
spheres with the passions of the three may now judge —
spheres ; for the three orders of pas
Ill.
bearers.

es, health,

The

sensitive, affective and distributive,

indiscriminately

call into action, physical,

of attraction, can it be settled as an ab

solute law, that man loves rest and hates

or the effectives

excites a de

the

isolated

tener outrages
organs,

of the senses.

pleasures

of

civilization

of-

the senses, depraves

the

labor

health,

destroys

and

hardly

the condition of labor for the masses.
— This condition improves as you ascend
Thus la
Man is born the steps of the social scale.

faculties : a desire

tributives

the

Since the demands of the twelve passions j suffices for the existence of the laborer
and of unityism, determine the conditions j and of his miserable family — Such is

of the senses excites the play of the fac
ulties of the spirit, as a want of the dis

spiritual or intellectual

on

aim of the passions.
Nature asks for elegance, luxury, rich

confound

sion,

excitements ;

and impassioned

contrary it is directly in opposition to the

labor?

No, it is not true.
He bears within him the ap

for action.

less

bor,

and less

as you

ungrateful

it,

of the muscular forces. The titudes which predispose to
the forces HM'iMid, becomes less and less repugnant.
his workshop
or
essentially active character of passion which urge to it.
When he neither acts Does the citizen
in

velopment

have

almost

the

creates the

A character of high passional

faculties.

nor occupies himself, eunui seizes and de

office experience the saine aversion as the

vours him.

unfortunate who passes his winter's

But

true, that to

labor, whose

in

we

a

that

is

far,

right to say that the passion

it

goes so

the

frozen Seine,

title cannot be poor in faculties ; it is this

waist,

which has been nearly expressed

floating wood ashore?

passionate

excitement

of excitement

and of satisfaction

to the

who

love

three

francs

each other,

sympathizing

Persons who cannot or will not reason or

riors and superiors

remount to causes, have here

ation of Groups corresponding

argument — they

singular

all

actions

gives

us ; how far what is done

from taste, from love, is superior

to what

is done with indifference or aversion !

distinguish

into two classes, those which have
ful result, and those which have

a

passion

a

intellectual force, artistic inspira
tion, skill, address and muscular strength,

use

negative

fective

friends,

;

passions.

it

lovers,

re

children,

twelve passions/ and man will love labor.

much

pulling

seek each other,

men, women,

than in a state of calm and atony ; how

latives,

in

asks for assemblies of persona

a

we can do under

to gain

Nature

is

conditions oppose themselves to his pas
in the sional impulses, man will prefer rest.
Who has Man loves pleasure, that
saying : Will makes power.
all.
Let
not recognized, himself, how much more work become pleasure, that is, the means

day

the water up to his

infe

colleagues,

asks the free form
to the af
and

Civilized

separ

ated (morcele) labor isolates the laborer in
his function, or sets him face to face with

of or futile result. To the execution of the beings whom he loves not stifles and
the Faculties, as we have already done of first they give the name of labor, to that kills the affective passions,
and thus
the Passions :
of the second the name of amusements or brings vacancy, ennui, despair, or hatred,
1. To the Passive
principle
belong of pleasures
place of the active enjoyments of the
and as we now see men run
Physical faculties, or aptitudes for ma after pleasures (unproductive result,) and heart, the warm expansions of the soul,
terial Industry.
generally give themselves only through the exaltation of lively sympathies.
2. To the
Active principle
Does there exist
man so narrow as to
belong necessity to labor, (productive result,)
Spiritual faculties, or aptitudes for the they rashly conclude that we must lack deny, that in proportion as we approach
Arts.
common sense, when we admit the possi conditions genial to the development of
3. To the Neuter principle belong In
the affections, work becomes less ami
bility of attractive labor.
tellectual faculties, or aptitudes for the
You cite certain very common exam less repugnant, and converges nearer
Sciences.
ples from their own experience, to prove to pleasure? — Surely you, reader, will
a

;

in

;

We will now present a summary

together tend to general Indus

not be thai man

globe.

labors in art, -science,

To labor, to act, is to employ these
faculties ; it is to make use of the mus

certain exercises

and contrasted positions, motions, changes
of scene, incidents, alternations
the

making;

fishing,

cular forces, the intellectual

exertions which

whether

power,
the

the

employ-

and which have

productive

result,

for

law of life.
Civilized

it

&c.,

we are free to let alone,

succession of varied

is

cabinet

hunting,

gardening,

Nature demands

;

for

in

for

construction;

a

tions, that

a

artiitio aptitudes,

management of the

!

that we often create for ourselves occupa
we become impassioned for
in

X. All

try and the collective

She dreads monotony.
nails the man to his

labor

work, and to the same work, all day long,
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and for his life.
cords,

Nature

would

have ac
fasci

movements,

great synergic

same

motives

hearts cords which the enthusiams of
masses cause

sympathetic
She

struggles,
trigues,

and

strong

all

relaxes

them flaccid

the atony,

Civilized
not

the

labor plunges
the springs

keep

the curds

and hanging

and leaves

cases

and political

hunts, dinners, festivals.

discussions,

Analyze all this,

go. back to causes, and you will always
find at the bottom some of the twelve

which

diminish

you

attraction,

the

proportionally

and in order

that

the action

should

continue, you most gradually re
place the motive of pleasure by the mo

tive of constraint,

whose force

on increasing in proportion

must go

as you depart

I well know that in farther from the three conditions of attrac
passional springs.
all these pleasures are poor, tion, as you ouirage more and more deeply
wretched, tiresome; they are starved and the passional system.
At one of the ex

civilization,
spavined,

false and frivolous;

their aim

is futile, and the cramped sphere in which
they are developed by those who can pay

Who for them, is unadapted to high accords,

loose.

that in accidental

can say

discords.

powerful

She hates the dull calm,
void, the torpor.
into ennui, does
tense,

to vibrate in

will have also discords,
cabals of parties, exciting in

unison.

The cafe, tions,

more refined.

the social assemblies, balls, theatres, race

nating and impassioned ; she has placed in courses, literary
all
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composite

tremities, you have liberty, order and hap
piness; it is Phalansterian

frequent alternations ; barbarous

rivalry,

: at

Association

the other, you have slavery, anarchy and
misery ; it is the most complete separation,
or

Choose. — Tho

civilized.

choice is made, and if the intelligence of
pleasures are to Phalanthese springs act more or less in labor, we sterian life, what wax figures are to the age has not yet found the sued which
do not find industrial champions excited joyous and animated Groups ; they are must produce good fruits, at least its ten
in their work, — attracted towards
The dullest dencies are towards labor, towards Asso
its pale copies, faded pictures.
depart

from the civilized

method, where

object ?

these factitious

Phalansterian

Finally, nature urges the individual

to

feels

more active pleasure

in a day, than a civilizee in a month ; yet

ciation,

towards

liberty ;

tendencies henceforth

and to

these

the future belongs.

you will always find the essential causes Courage, then, for all of us who dig the
of free and attractive action in the study furrow and spur on the lazy ox ! Heart
of what men have agreed to call pleasures, and courage, that the harvest may be
monic whole.
With fuller satisfaction of la gaming anything else than a factitious full and fine, and that we, the laborers,
this high necessity, are connected grand intrigue, created in the want of a real may yet assist at the feast ! I may de
and religious enjoyments, superior inspi
one ? Would you propose cards to mer ceive myself, but it does seem that "you,
industrial
rations,
accords. — chants who discuss their affiiirs, to lite
reader, who have thus far followed us,
glorious

connect his action with a collective effort,
in the great concert of general
order, to fill an appreciated part in a har
to play

miserable circle

convinced by the force of
facts, and the power of rigorous logic, that
the analytic and synthetic calculation nf

Humanitary

action is broken up, or rather prise ; in a word, to any man involved in
exist — there is no whole, no a real intrigue ? Are theatres also any
order, no unity; all clashes and breaks. thing more than artificial intrigues,
in

passional attraction, the only real basis of

does not

the science of man, has discovered

labor encloses the laborer in the rary men arguing over their works and
of his individual selfish their theories, to conspirators who com
ness, at best of his family selfishness. bine the chances of success in an enter

Civilized

The civilized

laboier

can only thus bear

his sad witness of constraint

and selfish

which you are no longer an actor as when
gambling, but a spectator ; intrigues sus

of being transported by at tained by the luxury of decorations, the
traction in the high accords of Unityism.
orchestra, the passional effects of the
Would you now understand the cause of scene, the piquancy and variety of situa
the fact you express, when you say man tions?
The reading of a romance, of a
loves pleasures and flees labor ' It i3 be tale, of a poem, is it anything else than
cause in the present social form we are a means of artificially creating passional
not free to arrange our industrial action excitements, solitary enjoyments, of open

ness, in lieu

ing to passion an imaginary world, where,
passions ; the industrial sphere does not in default of satisfactions which the real
allow it : whilst we approach this conso
world refuses, it tries to feed upon shades
in

harmony

with

our

nature,

with our

nance in the acts which we call pleasures.

and

For

cloud.

images,

like

Ixion

embracing

the

must remain

the true and pre-determined
anism,
and

consonant

that

the

mechanism

with

first

applied

human

characteristic
to

to us

social mech

industry,

nature ;

of this
is

to

place Humanity in attraction towards its
general work, towards the management
of the globe, in other words, the inaugu
ration

on the earth

of Attractive Indus

try.

I

conclude by a remark,

whose bearing

We have es
the reader will appreciate.
tablished first by considerations of econo
my, of order, of Unity, the excellence of
Association,

and

afterwards,

addressing

ourselves to the human organism and ask
Thus all that obstructs the play of the ing it an account of its exigences and its
work, paid very little, exposed to the
inclemencies of the weather, (lesion of passions, becomes a source of aversion, desires, we have obtained as its answer,
— isolated, (lesion of affection) and all that favors their free development, the serial order. Now this serial mechan
sensation)
— tied to a monotonous task, (lesion of their alternated and equilibrated play, all ism, willed by the passional essence of
a

workman

not interested

in

his

passions) — labor is re
pugnant ; but the tavern is attractive for
this workman, because he is there shel

that answers their requisitions,

tered from the bad weather, because wine

acts evolved beneath the sun, it is demon

the distributive

tion.

becomes a our nature, can evidently enjoy its liberty,
its large assemblies, its discords, its ac

cause of pleasure and attrac
This is taught us by all human

productive

ex strated by the analysis of the motive
of the senses) ; springs of our nature.
because he meets there his friends and
Thus the three orders of passions con
of the affec verge to three centres which we have in
acquaintance, (gratification
tions) ; because he finds there subjects of dicated under the names of Luxury,
discussion, of intrigue and oabalism in Groups, Series : and which are thus the
If you
cards, billiards, the papers, the different general conditions of Attraction.
and tobacco

citement,

give

him

a pleasurable

(gratification

he feels free, and can completely realize these three conditions,
pass from one action to another, and vary you dispose of all the force of attraction,
games ;

because

according to his passional moods, (gratifi
cation of the distributives.)

you

put

in play,

by the

pleasure, all the energy

the

world,

you

recognize

the

If

you depart

its

modulations

man is

from these three condi

and interconnec

for the application of this mechanism, a
sphere three or four hundred times larger
than the family household, the narrow

It needs the
basis of Separate Societies.
Phalanx of fifteen to eighteen hundred
Thus considerations purely in
persons.
dustrial have led us to Association as the
final aim of social economy; and now con

of quite another character —
the study of the
innate passions — lead us also to this same
What is required by reason,
point.

sole virtue of siderations

of which

In the life of the citizen and of the capable.
man of

cords,

tions, only in a large sphere, in a unitary
There is needed
and associative sphere.

the psycho-physiological,
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by mathematical laws applied to deter
mine the maximum of production, of con
of prosperity,
the general
sumption,

condition of order, — is also precisely the
aspiration of the passions constituting
man, those passions so much decried, so
often and BO vainly attacked, those pas
sions

to

whose

accorded

claims

we

an examination,

have

never

those passions

which morality, religion and law have
vied with each other in the effort to crush,
without

even looking

without

naming

them in the face,

them, without

counting
is the passions which are right
in their desperate revolt against the form

It

them.

of society ; and intellect, better informed,
now

understands

that

it cannot have a

and nobler employment than that
their
which
following
revelations,

higher

of

teach

the

alone
the

true

initiate
eternal

laws

of order,

and can

us into the knowledge of
of the world !

harmonies

This magnificent correspondence between
mathematical exigences, the general laws
of order and of reason, and the passional

of man, — adaptations to pros
perity, pleasure, happiness — is it not the

exigences

proof of the .glorious
destiny
reserved to man, of the perfect ordering
of all things in the universe under the
highest

action of the Providential

With her wan and trembling fingers,
And she sadly sighing sung: —

might have one or more Associations
its own."

" Woe is Erin ! woe is Erin !

This is so admirable a plan that we
hardly know how or where to end our
quotation.

Sorrow, sorrow is her name!
Crownleas, sceptreless,and broken,
Is her harp's once glorious fame !
" Woe is Erin ! woe is Erin !
Barren mother of her young !
Milkless! foodless! for her children —
Dry her breasts,and parched her tongue.
" Woe is Erin ! woe is Erin !
Parched her tongue and bosom dry,
Her own babesshe cannot suckle,
And her children milklcss die.
" Woe is Erin ! woe is Erin !
Is God deaf that God is dumb '
Is no one sent to succor her ?
Then death, O Savior! come."
Thus she sung, until with sobbing,
Only this plaint faintly came : —
" Woe is Erin ! woe
is Erin !
Sorrow, sorrow is her name! "
But there rushed across the water,
The full echo of a voice;
And 'twas thus Brittannia shouted
To the sister of her choice : —
" I will give thy babes
my breasts,Erin !
For I feel a mother's sigh —
I will give thy babesmy milk, Erin !
And thy children shall not die ! "

law ?

Who dare deny in these wonderful cor
MERCANTILE ASSOCIATIONS.
relations,
the intervention of a higher
We notice an article in Hunt's Mer
Who can deny a pre- chant's Magazine,
intelligence?
a more
encouraging
established harmony*
Who can fail to general application of the system of Mu
confess Destiny ?

THE WOE OF ERIN.
BY GOODWYtfBAHMBT.
Throned upon the gloomy summit
Of a bogland's turfy pile,
Erin sat; while Wicklow's mountains
Gave no sunny summersmile.
Sad she sat ; she swayed no sceptre;
On her head no crown she wore ;
Near her lay a broken sapling,
And three withered leavesshe bjre.
Wild her locks flowed o'er her shoulders,
Streaming o'er her white breasts bare,
Dry and foodless for her children —
Milk was not, but tears were there.
Flowed her tears, like waves of Shannon
When the winter winds are bleak :
Coursed her tears,as waves of Shannon
Chase each other, down her cheek.
Vet, though all was dark and dreary,
Was her harp besideher slung,
Though alas! one harp-string only
Could to music's tones be rung.
Oilier wires they all were broken,
Dimmed with tearsand red with rust ;
But the lorn, lone string gleamed brightly,
Like the soul abovethe dust.
Fell one large tear of the number
On the one unbroken wire j
And there wept a note of music,
Like a wailing cry in ire.
Then shn kissed her only harp-string,
And its lune, lorn wire she rung

tual Assurance,
or associative guarantyism to all branches of business and risks
whatever.
After enumerating the vari
ous evils of society, he continues —
" The great and
growing inclination to
associated action which pervades
society
in this age has been often remarked.
Springing from a clearer recognition than
has ever before prevailed, of the true use
of Society, as a union for mutual good, it
may perhaps be looked upon more than
any other one thing as the characteristic
of the age ; by partnerships, incorpora
tions,
joint stock companies,
lodges,
united fraternities, and by clubs, the be
nevolent purpose, and the great and dar
ing purposes of the age are affected or
assuaged.
By thess, canals have been
and
dug
railroads
laid,
steamboats
launched and factories built; by these,
food has been supplied for the
hungry
and care for the sick; by these,
great
commercial enterprises have been carried
on, colonies have been planted, and
em
pires founded ; by these, missionaries and
teachers have been sent ' out into all the
earth.'
These facts force upon us the
question— may not this plan of associat
ed action, which has done so much for
the world, do still more?
Let us suppose
such a system carried out.
It shall em
brace all the ordinary risks of social life
shipwreck, fire, life, loss to the merchant
and mechanic by failures, the frauds of
employers, agents, buyers and sellers.
Loss in carriage by land, and loss of
health and employment to the mechanic
and laborer.
The associations might em
brace only those of the same
calling, or
they might take in all pursuits and all
risks.
Each city, township or
county,

of

We agree with the writer, that ulti
mately, the system of mutual guarantees
may be applied to all pursuits and risks ;
perhaps to embrace all the financial, me
and other indus
chanical, agricultural,
trial, and even charitable objects of indi
viduals, or society at large, within
a
county, city or town, in one great Asso
it
seems
to
us
a
ciation.
But
much more
feasible undertaking, and one much easier
a
to
make
trial
of the
thorough
managed,
system upon one branch of business at a
time, and as members become better ac
quainted with the workings, if they find
themselves capable of doing so to advan
tage, let them include other branches.
It
seems to us, also, that the amount of re
to be assumed by an Associ
sponsibility
ation to include all the mercantile inter
ests of this county, will be sufficiently
large for any one Association.
Even
were the practicability
of its
adaptation to every kind of business sep
arately, or to all branches united, settled
beyond question, the mass of the people
are not at present prepared for such an
extension of the principle.
An Association can be formed by mer
chants with less actual outlay of means,
beyond the amount ordinarily required in
carrying on their individual business, and
with less liability to loss, if nut absolute
certainty of making a fair dividend, con
sidering the large amount of business to
be done, than in any other pursuit or oc
Such an Association could be
cupation.
formed with a corporate name and pow
ers similar to free banks, except issuing
money, under laws contemplated by the
new constitution, without any special act.
To do business correctly and safely, of
course the organization must be perfect.
The Association would have a commit
tee of members to meet periodically as a
Board of Direction.
It would have also
a Secretary
and Treasurer,
an experi
enced book-keeper, with assistants if ne
cessary, and a sufficient number of sales
men and clerks, to manage the business
upon the most approved principles.
It
would also have one or more persons of
approved taste and judgment, in the se
lection and purchase of goods, who would
be in all the markets for, and at all times
thoroughly acquainted with the prices of,
such goods as the Association
should
deal in.
They would purchase by the package,
and as far as practicable, of the manufac
turers, as by this meaus they would save
a number of small profits, commissions
and expenses, incurred in the transmis
sion of goods through the hands of sev
eral persons, commission houses, auction
houses, and jobbing houses, between the
manufacturer and retailer.
At any rate,
they would be enabled by the quantity
to
required,
buy such amounts, and at
such times as to obtain the most favorable
terms.
Those members who engage personal
ly in the business of the Association
would be classed as Active members,
and those who furnished the capital, as
Stock members.
All those enumerated
above, would of course be classed as Ac
tive members, of whom there would be no
more than would be necessary to transact
the business of the Association.
They
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would receive no fixed wages, but would
be classed according to experience and
skill in the management of their business,
and would receive a certain per cent, of
that portion of the profits assigned
labor, according to the time they had beei
engaged, anlj ihe guild or class of Active
members to which they belonged.
The capital would be furnished by sub
scription in such amounts, as the mem
bers might feel disposed to invest, or as
should vote to receive
the Association
and would be represented by certificates
of stock, transferable at the option of the
holder, by entry on the books of the As
sociation.
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course persons not members, buying o
the Association, would not be entitled t
the benefit of these low rates, and from
this class of customers the dividend woult
be increased.
But the facilities possess^
by the Association would enable them i<
sell to persons not members, at lowe
ratBS than could be obtained in the usua
manner of making their purchases.
W
shall revert to this subject again. — Syra
case Daily Journal.

THK DISCOVERIES OF 1846 ! We ap
prehend that there can be no doubt that
the year 1848 will be memorable to the
After paying expenses, and setting end of time, for the remarkable exten
of human
applications,
apart a certain per cent, to pay losses anc sions, or new
which will come before fu
depreciation of goods, the profits would knowledge,
be divided between capital and labor in ture historians as rendering illustrious its
Most evident is it that
in narrow limits.
such proportions as the Association,
full meeting of all the members, should we are now living in the days predicted
"
from time to time direct.
The portion by the Hebrew prophet — when many
allotted to Capital would be divided among shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall
members owning the Stock, in proportion be increased/'
1. Foremost
to the amount each member owned.
among these may be
The
proportion allotted to Labor would be dis- placed the use of ether, inhaled for the
tiibuted among the classes of the Active
facilitating of surgical operations.
Like
members, in such proportions as should all other appliances of this kind, it meets
be directed by the Association, and among with failures, and even with evil results
the members of each class in proportion in a few cases.
But for one fatal result
to tin: time they had been employed. and five failures, we have five hundred
There would be once a year a general instances of vast benefit, in many of
meeting of all the members, for the elec which, beyond all doubt, lives have been
saved which would otherwise have been
tion of officers, and to regulate and equal
Without describing it as infallible,
ize, as far as possible, the respective pro lost.
portions to be allotted to Capital and La- or in all cases safe to be relied on, there
bor, to which each class of active mem can be no doubt that this discovery has
conferred vast benefits on mankind.
bers should be entitled.
2. The substitution of a new explosive
These rates when fixed, should remain
permanent until the next general meet material, the gun-cotton, in place of gun
It would be for the in powder, is another remarkable event.
ing of members.
The extent of its utility is not yet ascer
terest of each member, and of the Asso
Whether it will be largely
ciation, to employ in each branch of ser tained.
vice only such persons as were best quali
adopted in warfare is still a point on
no decided opinion
has been
fied for that particular branch, and to as which
But of its greatest utility in all
sign to each branch such a per cent, of formed.
the total profits as would command the blasting and mining operations, not the
services of the most capable.
Dividends slightest doubt can exist.
It is both
would be made at such times as the As
than gun
cheaper and more powerful
sociation should direct.
powder ; and the absence of smoke gives
The Capital would of course be paid it a decided advantage. There can re
in Cash, and if the Association should main no question, that in all works of
sell upon any other terms than cash this description the new agent will rapidly
of supersede the old one,
down, members holding certificates
J. The third discovery of 1846, is per
stock might be entitled to such credit as
the Association should decide to give, for haps even of greater importance than
We allude to the
an amount nearly equal to the amount of either of the former.
stock owned by them, or depositing with
ately patented process of smelting by
The effect of this change
electricity.
the Treasurer their certificates, as securi
The Association would will he quite prodigious.
It produces in
ty for payment.
sell goods to any customer, for Cash, at ess than three days what the old process
as
three
the Board of Di
weeks to effect.
such rate of profits
required
And the
rection should adopt.
saving of fuel is so vast, that in Swansea
at
the
alone,
or
least
smelters
estimate their annual
It would be necessary,
very
desirable that the stock should always saving in coals at no less than five hun
and
to
secure
dred
value,
this
thousand
Hence it is clear
be equal to par
pounds.
it would be necessary that the dividends that the price of copper must be so
to
dividends
of
reduced
about
as
equal
to bring it into
enormously
should be
Banks or Railroads, the stock of which is use for a variety of purposes, from which
that
ts
cost
at
also
be
would
present
It
excludes it.
necessary
at par.
The facility and cheapness of the pro
the dividend should be made from profits
actually realized, over and above all ex cess, too, will enable the ore to be largely
The Cornish mine
penses, and contributions to the fund for smelted on the spot.
paying losses and depreciations of goods. proprietors are anxiously expecting the
These results can be effected by fixing a moment when they can bring the ore
rate per cent, advance upon cost — suf which lay in the mine yesterday, into a
ficient to cover expenses and produce such state to be sent to market to-morrow ;
a dividend — which will be charged on all and this at the very mouth of the mine.
goods sold to members, and this rate ~n Australia also, the operation of this
shonld be fixed as low as will effect those discovery will be of the utmost impor
Ten thousand tons of copper ore
tance.
objects, as an inducement for the invest
were sent from Australia to England last
ment of capital, and for members to pur
Of vear to be smelted at Swansea, and the
chase their goods of the Association.

result was only sixteen hundred tons of
But Australia in future will
copper.
smelt her own copper, by a " thirty-six
hour's process."
In a lew years Aus
tralia will send to market more copper
than is now produced by all the rest of
the world.
But if our future pennypieces are to bear any proportion to the
reduced cost and value of the metal, they
must be made of the size of dinner
plates. — English Paper.

MODERN FASHIONABLE CHUKCHES IN
LONDON. There are five such chapels, —
St. Philip's, Regent Street ; Archbishop
Tenison's
Chapel,
Regent Street; St.
Luke's, Berwick Street ; St. James's,
York Street ; and St. James's, HampI find, however, that as re
stead-road.
there
generally,
spects their character
is little that materially differs from the
system pursued at the parish church.
Ex uno discc unines. It is very much so,
at least.
St. Philip's is celebrated for
But it is not church
its fine singing.
'
—
:nusic,
it is not that " one use which
he whole realm is ordered to have ; but
a fine, florid, operatic sort of " use," in
which some very sweet female voices
It is very beautiful
take leading parts.
singing, much of it — though certainly
The chapel it
anything but orthodox.
self is a fashionable place; and doubtless
he singing contributes Ui make it so !
Tenison's Chapel is a soArchbishop
ierer place ; and it has this high recom
mendation, that the daily service is per
formed
in it.
St. Luke's, Berwickstreet, has not much ecclesiastical char
A considerable portion of
acter about it.
ts sittings are free, being in the midst of
dense masses of the poor; but, owing
ither to the invidious distinction made
ietween the accommodation for the poor
and that for the rich, or to defects and
out
in
the
carrying
short-comings
for all
Church's system — or probably
hese reasons — it is very badly attended.
The experiment should be tried of makng all alike — of ceasing to have it ar
' with respect to persons ' — of
ranged
egarding the poor man in vile raiment,'
and the ' man with a gold ring, in goodly
jparel,' as both equal in the sight of
od, and the former quite as much enti
led to respect as the latter within the
It would answer
walls of God's house.
Let the
well, there is no doubt of it.
ioor, in their public worship, have their
hristian privileges ; and let the Church,
have its
n its appointed ministrations,
perfect work ; and there need be no fpur
f any want of success. St. James's,
designed
Jampstead-road, was originally
s a cemetery chapel, the parish having
There it
. burial ground adjoining it.
iOthing about it worthy of particular re
mark.

" But to St. James's Chapel, Yorktreet, we must, in conclusion, pay our
It is — or, at any rate,
pecial devoirs.
ts minister, would have us think it is —
o ordinary place, but quite a model of
cclesiastical excellence, in all that conerns Church arrangement, ritual observnce, and so forth ! Its history presents
'
poor
curious instance of what this
' of ours
may become —
man's church
nder private speculation ! Its minister
1the rector of Goddington, Oxfordshire,
'here are his flock — their lie his reas a Christian
pastor —
ponsibilities
tere is the charge committed to bin ut
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my

that

duty to

it

is

our

is

the remedy

if

this

every Slaveholder

believed

obedience

I

and

irritate

his slaves,

rather than suffer its contin

I

compunctions.

know

well

very

all

making

or injure the Slaveholder,

to

believ

speak the unsophisticated
the matter, to be in reality his
truest friends.
truth

A

be wrong,
dictates

disclaim

ing those who

great deal

said about the necessity

of preparing the Slaves for Freedom,

of his conscience, he would at once free fore
ual

in

purpose

conscientious
to the

I

In

these remarks

Cer

object.
to

slaveholding
in

and acted

"

to

the slave, he can have nune to the pro
ceeds of his unrequited toil.

use every proper

means to accomplish
tainly

in

"

;

Slaveholders,

such

the master has no right

the

namely,

an awakened and true conscience

If

would be safe or wise

pate them.

at

Being

a

it,

abolish

would

it

should have fully united

protest.

I

I believe
opinion.
Slavery ; and that

this

present

is

from

entirely

in

Now I am forced to differ

receiving any monies derived from the
If had been
trade in, or use of Slaves.

it

terribly

into sensibility ; but if this were done, it
would not abolish Slavery."

loss to know,

has the right

what human being

be

to emanci
to de

of prive of his liberty, another human being,
his doing so, but they are not insurmount
innocent of any crime, even for the pur
able, and
believe there
comparison with much that pose of improving him,
in

are difficulties

the way

I

in

has heretofore been encountered

for con

A

Louisiana

fore that the first step to be taken for the
improvement of the slave

science's sake, are light.
even

planter,

supposing

he were obliged to leave the State, to ac

Free

would not have
emancipation,
before him so perilous an undertaking,
as had the Plymouth Fathers when they

instead of driving him.

of England,

that

they

;

in

the same Number of
under the head of " White

to quiet the
Slavery," the tendency
of the Slaveholder.
The
writer draws
parallel between Negro
Slaves, and what he terms White Slaves

conscience

;

shore

might enjoy the blessings of an untrammeled conscience.
And how easily could
the Slaveholders do away with all legal

In an article
the Harbinger,

rights.

and then lead him,

is

left the

at once

a

complish

him

to cease to

of his inalienable

him

deprive

is
:

that there

saying, that

is
a

by

if

obstacles to Emancipation,
their con and by showing the former as found in this
sciences were right.
country of overflowing
plenty, and the
no means wish to be understood as lattei as found in crowded cities, and in

do say, that

to abandon them.

it
is

But

light and easy thing
of their

to see the evil

and determine

ways,

I

The

are

blunted, and it is desirable to soften them

a

Slaveholders

for Slaveholders

CINCINNATI, July 24, 1847.
Sixth Number of the Harbinger

It is
And here let me remark that
rejoice
of many that William H. Channing
protested
seared and against the " Union of Associationists"

mistaken.

sadly

very true, that the consciences

it

For the Harbinger.

SLAVERY.

opinion,

I

in

I

bridge Magazine.

take a change.
He says " Mr. Clarke, claim, only tends to confirm him in his
and all those who look upon Slavery in fatal error, instead of helping him out of
the South as a matter of conscience, are it.

ly

those solemn words of his ordination,
' Take thott authority to preach the word
of God, and to minister the holy sacra
where thou
ments in the congregation,
shalt be lawfully
appointed thereunto.'
But he delegates his pastoral duties there
to a poor curate ; and so, in addition to
being a well-endowed Oxfordshire rector,
he contrives to make himself a fnshionWhat a defective
ahle London parson.
state of discipline our church must be in,
when one of her pastors can thus be per
mitted to desert his flock ! But so it is.
"We have it here illustrated, alas ! but
The Rector of Goddington,
too forcibly.
is the minister of St.
in Oxfordshire,
Westmin
James's Chapel, York-street,
The thing speaks for itself. His
ster.
however, is not
charge in Westminster,
an incumbency, but — a private specula
tion ! The chapel is proprietary, — the
rector of Goddington rents it, and lets the
And this, we
pews for his own benefit.
are to be told, is part and parcel of the
—
the Apostolic
system of the Church
Church
of England ! No wonder that
an Oxfordshire rector, getting rich in a
London proprietary chapel, should decry
feeling,
that revival of sound church
which is antagonist, not only to all such
mercenary trafficking in private pews, hut
all such unwarrantable transfer of public
No wonder that they who insist
duties.
upon the earnest devotion of every beneto his own
pastoral
fieed clergyman
charge — to the performance of his own
solemn commission — should be stigma
or
or Puseyites,
tised as Tractarians,
called by any other nickname, by your
of Goddington ! That which
rectors
snch men so miscall and malign, strikes
at the very root of the vicious system
upon which they thrive, — exclaiming in
earnestness, which
tones of indignant
' O reform
may well make them tremble,
'
"
— Oxford and Cam
it altogether !

what

must take

makes out the

Ireland,

famishing
slave

as badly

off

helps to lull

thereby

as the

white

black,

the opposition

and
to

Slavery.
:

a

it
is

a

is

several articles in relation to ..place among
But there
large portion of them, be
great mistake made
Slavery. This I am glad to see, because fore Slavery can be peacefully abolished. his cases are not at all parallel.
Let him
not only the conscience of the compare Kentucky or any other Slave
it seems to me to be indispensable, that And

contains

a

strange for instance that Mr.

And should admit

the right

Macdaniel

of property

Ohio, that would change places with the
most favored slave
No
all Kentucky.
in

of social law.

that needs light and life
state, with Ohio or any other free state,
but the conscience of the Nation, and of and he will find
very different case.
Reformers
and Religionists.
seems He cannot find a single white man in
in

that most flagrant

in regard to Slavery,

of all the violations

Slaveholder

;

that is to

It

those who undertake a reform

do away with all social evil, should have
a clear understanding, and a true feeling

these

rights

and so forth.

are

If

not to be man
he would

Ohio

is

that

in

Man

confiscated,

starvation.

is

at, by a candid

I hope
subject.
in their search after scien
the

shall himself
remedy which
how does any
paramount,
Slaveholders
both parties.
will other person become entitled to him?
not and cannot devise such a remedy ; The slave does not sell himself to his
is

just and practical
benefit

hind Ohio, as she now does,

of improvement,

prosperity,

in

a

a

of

in

investigation

;

goaded by the fear of
In Kentucky the slave man
be " just
all things," he must admit
Associationists,
driven by the fear of bodily punish
means of reform, the superiority
of the slave's right to ment, and of the still greater terror of
tific and philosophical
will not lose sight of plain common sense himself, over that of the master's right being sold to the South.
Their condi
to him.
Can any person have as good
and strict justice.
tions cannot be compared.
If Kentucky
man, body and soul, as he has allowed equal political rights to all her
Mr. Macdaniel closes his letter from right to
If then the Man's title to people, she would not be dragging be
Cincinnati thus : " What is wanted is a to himself!
this is only to be arrived

the march

and popula

tion.

Master, he does not even give himself to
My conclusion from this is, that Politi
him.
How does the Master get his cal rights are an inestimable blessing

tion, and seriously, for it has never been
"
answered — What is the remedy .*

right

his views

sense,

worthless.

I

can see plainly that these may be
enjoyed, and at the same time social in
self equality and injustice exist.
And to help

His title
And to admit his to bring about Social

found he has none.

evidently

the light of though

and justice,

it

Judging

by

title?
common

is

think our friend has shut himself out

or

Reason,
is

I

from finding the remedy, until

:

Our duty
it must come from others.
Now, I put the ques
is to furnish it.

unity,

as well

as
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The Magnificence of British
high life
must be seen to be realized.
To read
the prolix descriptions, it would be hardly
thought that, within a few hours ride, a
nation was in a state of destitution and
starvation quite as difficult to be realized.
From columns of description of one of
Victoria's balls, we copy two paragraphs
— one relating to dress, the other to the
table : —

"

The ladies'

costumes, new for the
occasion, were composed of the richest
and most costly fabrics in silk and satin,
of the most elegant design, many of
them remarkable for the exceeding beauty
of the material in texture and color.
Some wore dresses of lace of the great
est beauty and most enormous value.
The dresses were most splendidly or
namented with
diamonds, pearls, and
stones, and the head-dresses
precious
almost universally displayed magnificent
ornaments of the same valuable and bril
liant description.
The queen wore a very
The dress was of
magnificent costume.
blue gauze over blue silk and tulle, and
was trimmed with roses panachees, white
and pink.
Diamonds were inserted in
the roses, and the dress was also orna
mented with brilliants.
Her majesty's
head dress was formed of a wreath of
roses similar to those on the dress, and
also ornamented with diamonds."

After refreshments came the hour of
supper, about 12 o'clock.

" The range of tables displayed a gor
geous assemblage of gold plate, and in
the centre of the end of the apartment
was a buffet, also filled with articles of
gold plate, but of a rarer and choicer
kind — more of the class that would be
properly denominated objects of taste and
vertu than applicable to the purposes of
the banquet.
Along the tables, were
massive centre pieces, vases, wine cool
ers, and epergnes, some of them from the
forms
designs of Flaxman,
displaying
the most classical and beautiful, all of
them of great elegance and the most
To relieve, as
admirable workmanship.
it were, the mass of magnificence, at
certain distances alone the tables, were
placed the most beautiful flowering plants,
in golden vases.
The appearance of
these bright flowers among the mass of
gold plate had a most charming effect.

We italicize

the last clause, and sym

pathize most fully with this new manifes

of the peace spirit
our patriotic
of the Post. That
indeed
" worse than all," almost as bad, Post,
Mex
as fighting the battles of slavery

tation

neighbor

ico,

not

as fighting

science,

but

for

for liberty

rum

and

or con

glory,

to

bull-dog repu
give our young republic
tation among nations, and to place one of
two biggest bull-dogs
(how fierce
the shop windows!
their portraits look
they -do not do justice to the heroes,
they at least do justice to the popular
her

sentiment
popular

which
ideal

idolizes

idolized

them,

to

the

them)

in

the

presidential chair.

We
ANECDOTE OF THE GREAT HERO.
must confess, that we like well to see the
character of our Washington, in the fol
lowing method of its development, even
as well as when saving the army of free
dom from defeat, or guiding the council

:

CHASE.

"
British officer had been brought in
from the river,
prisoner, and wounded.
had at
Some accidental circumstance
spe
tracted to him General Washington's
cial notice, who had him placed under the
care
the
best medical and surgical
army
could afford, and ordered him to be lodged
There,
according
at his own quarters.
to custom,
large party of officers had
to
evening,
sup with the
assembled in the
When the meats
commander-in-chief.
and cloth were removed, the unfailing
nuts appeared, and the wine, a luxury
seldom seen by American subalterns, ex
" excellency's " table, began
cept at his
to iiirculate.
The general rose much be
fore his usual hour, but, putting one of
his aids-de-camp in his place, requested
his friends to remain, adding in a gentle
have only to ask you to remem
tone,
that there
ber, in your sociality,
the next room." This
wounded officer
short time
injunction had its effect for
but, as the wine and punch passed around,
the soldiers' jest and mirth gradually broke
warmed into argu
forth, conversation
In
song.
ment, and, by-and-hy, came
side door opened.
the midst of all this,

"I

is
a

W.

;

Yours, Sic.,

It is melancholy to reflect that this
splendor is wrung out of the proceeds of
the laboring man.
It is he that toils for
dies for it, and worse than a?l, out of a
loyal feeling, would rally to fight for it. —
Boston Post.

it

since the Telegraph has given its readers
any information of the doings and move
ments of the Wisconsin Phalanx, most of
the pioneers of which were known to the
citzens of Southport, it may not be amiss
to inform you of our condition and pros
We have now been a litile more
pects.
than three years in operation and tny most
have been more
sanguine expectations
We own over 1,700 acres
than realized.
of excellent land, with a valuable water
power: over 700 acres under cultivation.
Uur whole property is not far from * 30,We are entirely free from debt, hav
000.
ing recently paid the last demand and
some even before it was due, and we
have now about 700 bushels of old wheat
yet on hand to sell, which we are now
grinding in our own mill, where flour sells
readily at from 3 to 3 1-9 dollars per hun
We have 260 acres of winter
dred.
wheat and 100 acres of spring wheat, all
of which looks well, 80 acres of oats, 35
of peas, about 50 of corn, and a variety
We are preparing to
of other crops.
commence the garden seed raising and
also a nursery of fruits ami shrubbery.'
Our agricultural
department is now on a
firm basis — with a moderate share of in
dustry it will more than support us. We
are doing something in the mechanical
department as we acquire means to carry
We have about 170 persons, who
it on.
with the exception of three or four fami
lies, are contented and happy and more
attached to this home than to any they
ever had before ; those three or four be
long to the restless discontented spirits who
are not satisfied with any condition of life
but are always seeking something new.
The Phalanx will soon be in a condition
and will adopt the policy to purchase
the amount of stock which any member
may have invested, whenever he shall
As soon as this can be
wish to leave.
done without embarrassing our business,
we shall have surmounted the last obsta
We have
cle to our onward progress.
applications for admission constantly be
We re
fore us, but seldom admit one.
quire larger amounts to be invested now
there is no risk, than at first, when the
We have borne the heat
risk was great.
and bnrden of the day, and now begin to
We also
reap the fruits of our labor.
must know that an applicant is devoted to
the cause, and ready and willing to endure
hardships, privations and persecution, if
necessary, for the cause, and that he is
not induced to apply because he sees our
We
physical or pecuniary prosperity.
•hall admit such as are in all respects pre
in our view, and
pared for Association
can be useful to themselves and us ; but
none but practical workingmen need apply,
for idlers cannot live here.
They seem
to be out of their element, and look sick,
or lean.
If no accident befalls us, we shall de
clare a cash dividend next December, at

in O

CERESCU, June 28, 1847.

Friend Cheever: — It being a long time

in

Telegraph.)

PHALANX.

a

WISCONSIN

in

[From the Wiiconiin

a

Association.

a

one monstrous obstacle out of the way of

in

there

It would be

a

is execrable,

On the buffet surrounding
the centre
shield, were ranged vases, cups, chalicer,
tankards, and salvers, in profusion, some
of them glittering with precious stones,
others enriched with exquisite carvings ;
all of them objects of great interest, inde
pendently of the costly material of which
Wax lights were
they were formed.
skilfully interspersed on the buffet, and
contributed much to the brilliancy of the
Amidst this most superb collec
display.
tion, in which the genius of the artist and
the utmost skill of the workman were
concentrated in a material the most beau
tiful and valuable, were placed two sim
ple water lilies, in reduced copies of the
Warwick vase in gold, with an effect
which it is very difficult, if not impossi
ble, to describe."

a

We know Slavery

fore let us seek its removal.

our annual settlement.
How much or
what proportion of our dividend will be
made in cash, depends on our crops and
other receipts.
We keep one school con
tinually, and all families send when they
j choose, without any perceptible cost to
any — in fact, under our system, the cost
is merely nominal.
Joint stock property, co-operative labor,
equitable distribution of products, is doubt
less the destiny of mankind, and will
eventually be adopted, and produce that
longed for state of universal unity and
brotherhood.
But the age seems, as
Fourier predicted, to be first preparing to
pass through a state of guarantyism, as is
evinced by the Odd Fellows, and the
thousand and one other guaranty societies.
Let it come — for, with or without guar
antyism, come it must, if not in our day,
in some day, for all signs show plainly
that there is a "good time coming." —
" Wait a little longer."

in

being

a

for

and also an Abolitionist.

it,

is my reason

A

unity,

if

Political

an Associationist,
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and some ona entered in silence and on
It was the General.
tiptoe.
Without a
word to any nf the company, he passed
table,
silently along the
with almost noise
less tread, to the opposite door, which he
and
closed after him as gently and
opened
cautiously as a nurse in the sick room of
a tender and beloved patient.
The song,
the story, the merriment, died away at
once.
All were hu3hed. All felt the
rebuke, and dropped off quietly, one by
one, to their chambers or tents. — Gulian
C. Verplanck.

THE HARBINGER.
was commenced in the capital of the
Moderate and
popedom in March last.
guarded as its tone necessarily ie, it is
still one Of the great signs of the times,
one of the miracles of the present papal
reign, that such a Journal exists at all.
Who, twelve months ago, could have
dreamed of such things as railroads, a
Journal of Progress — as it boldly styles
itself — and a Pope of Progress, existing
in Rome and its territory, or having their
existence decreed ? What next?

not so much to

organization,

as to the

of organization, were

previous conditions

encumbered with difficultes which had not
been foreseen, which there had even been

"

no wish to foresee.

"

Fourier is here," it

and he will provide for every
This was a great mistake.
emergency."
was said,

It was soon ascertained, to their cost,
that, besides the questions that related
to the .Social Theory, there was an infi

nite number of details concerning the
CHEAPENING BY MONOPOLY.
A sub architecture, the
distribution, the industry,
scription list for a company, or limited
[From Howitts' Journal.]
partnership, is now opened in New Or the technical methods to which the Associ
GRAND DEMONSTRATION OF THE NA leans for the establishment of an exten
ative mechanism was to be applied, that re
TIONAL LAND COMPANY AT O'CONNOR- sive bakery, for the term of five years, in
quired to be previously studied out, but
TILLE.
By far the most prominent and conformity with the act of the Legislature
which had by no means received the nec
successful movement which the people are of Louisiana of 1837.
The capital is
In fine, the conviction
making at present, is amongst the Chart
limited at $ 100,000, to be divided into essary attention.
ists.
They have set themselves earnestly 2,000 shares of $ 50 each. The object of was produced by severe experience that
since 1845 to accumulate savings and the company is to reduce the present ex
it was a happy thing for the cause that the
and settle themselves travagant price of bread, and at the same
purchase lands,
public did not respond to the appeal which
them,
upon
under the guidance of Mr. time for each partner to realize a reasona
had been made, since, even if there had
Feargus O'Connor.
Many entertain se ble profit un his investment.
rious fears lest the plan should issue in
been sufficient capital, it would not have
difficulties and disappointment
from the
the failure
prevented
of the experi
scheme which it embraces of borrowing
ment.
on
one
estate to purchase others
money
Is
then, to be inferred, that the
with, so as to have a complete concatena
SATURDAY, AUGUST 14, 1847.
tion of mortgages, which in times of dif
movement at Cond£ has been an injury to
ficulty, or failure of crops from bad sea
Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are, the cause
No doubt,
certain sense,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
sons, may operate to endanger and disor
gamblingspirit in trade,reckless adventure,and this has been the case. The cause has
ganize the whole affair.
At present, commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
since
however, everything proceeds most pros the laborerand to renderevery conditioninaecure. more or less suffered from
Relief ia to come,and can only comefrom the new brought
Within two years, they have application
perously.
up as an objection to the theory.
of Christian principles, of Universal
collected a capital of upwards of 30,0001., justice and Universal love, to social
inanitions,
repeatedly asserted that the theory
and purchased two estates, one of which, to commerce,to business,to active life.
has been tried at Cond^ and even at
DR. CKANNIlftf
many families are
this of O'Connorville,
Citeaux, and that experience has shown
located in the cottages.
O'Connor is most
the fallacy of the views, which the Assoindefatigable in his exertions, and the ut THE FRENCH ASSOCIATIVE MOVEMENT.
most confidence of ultimate success pre
We come now tn the history and pres ciationists still have the presumption to
vails amongst the Chartist body.
May it ent views of the French School with defend.
But the reply
obvious, and
be realized ; for it certainly is a great ex
regard to the practical realization of As
every man of good sense will perceive its
periment on the co-operative principle,
and every attempt to incite the working
sociative principles.
force, that the attempt at Conde', under
classes to accumulate and secure property,
On this point, our friends frankly ac taken at the very commencement of the
is deserving of the warmest commenda
knowledge, that in the early stages of the movement, can prove nothing against the
tion.
We cannot help thinking, however,
movement, they were subject to certain theory, which has not been submitted to
that a union of trade with agriculture,
must give a more certain element of sta illusions.
They cherished hopes of the the test of experiment.
The affair at
bility to such a plan. When the seasons immediate and triumphant establishment of Cond^ was brought to
close, at
are unfavorable to crops or cattle, on such
their principles, which the event has shown the very
of the preparatory
outset
small allotments as four acres, if the poor
so far from anything
The steps
roan's cow dies, or his corn or hay is were by no means well founded.
having
spoiled by wet weather, what is to bear first attempt at practical realization, at been attempted, not even a single stone of
him up through it?
Nothing could be
nd^ sur Vesgre, was undertaken with the Phalanstery
was laid
nothing was
so secure a safeguard against this, as the the consent
of Fourier himself, although done, but to break ground, and to erect,
union of trade.
How many domestic
from the beginning, he had a strong re at the utmost, about
tenth part of the
trades, as shoemaking, tailoring, straw
platting, and the like, may be carried on? luctance to the measure, with the insuf rural buildings which were to stand be
As of hats, paper, cloth, etc? By such ficient resources at command.
It was fore the Phalanstery.
There was no
arrangements as would enable part of the thought by the leading advocates
of the en attempt whatever to carry into effect the
family, to unite in the trade of the place,
terprise, that it would be sufficient to take Serial Law.
and the other to pursue the agriculture,
As to the movement at Citeaux, under
to
and occasionally all to unite in getting possession of the field of action,
into the ground the seed, or into the barn announce the object of the undertaking to taken by Arthur Young, the School and
the crop, as is done by the peasantry of the world, and to
commence the practical its organs maintained the most inflexible
Silesia, we cannot imagine a more happy
arrangements, in order to secure the aids reserve, and accordingly are not responsible
or healthy state of society.
On this occasion, great numbers of vis of every description which were essential for the effect produced on public opinion
itors crowded into the new settlement to the success of the plan.
by its ill success.
few facts on this
both from London and the neighboring
But this proved to be an error. They subject will show the views of the
country ; and amongst the most prom?
reckoned without their host.
The exter School with regard to the comparative
nent, both in inspecting the buildings and
of immediate practical at
improvements, and also on the platform, nal world made no response to the appeal, importance
and at the dinner, was Mr. Cochrane, the and the resources, which had been gain
tempts and the general interests of pro
candidate for Westminster.
ed by the earlier propagandist
efforts, pagation.

is

it

A

a
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;

a
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?
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a
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were altogether inadequate to the occasion.
THE NEW JOURNAL of PROGRESS IN
Besides, it was found that the practical
ROME.
We have been favored by our
friend Margaret
Fuller with some pro questions, which were at the foundation
spectuses of this popular Journal, which of the whole enterprise, which related

The founder of the establishment
Citeaax

had rendered

and was still

at
ren

the most
dering
important
financial
services to the work of propagation.
H»
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Mr. Young decided that the publication ry produced by this failure, the enterprise
The of such an article would not meet his on the whole, has been of great service,
and at the same in the way of instruction, and
leaders of the School informed him of the views,
any respect
adapted to
shed light on the path of future opera
conditions, which in their opinion were time he withdrew his monthly subscrip
tions.
In fact, without the knowledge
to justify the tion to the Society
for Propagation,
absolutely
necessary
obtained from experiences of this kind,
School in undertaking the great respon founded in 1840.
Here was
The cannot be doubted that many illusions
sibility before the world, of an experi
perplexing dilemma.
meat in behalf of the sublime idea that whole movement for propagation, at that would continue to exist in regard to the
had been entrusted to their wisdom and time, depended on Mr. Young's munifi
as indeed
facility of Realization,
still
for
was just then, the case, in spite of the lessons afforded
devotedness.
Although it might be con cent subscriptions
sidered that one of these conditions (that that the property
of Madame Vigou- by several abortive attempts both
Eu
of capital) was fulfilled by the position of reux, and of her daughter, Madame Con- rope and America.
These illusions,
would probably have led to
the founder, it was stated, that in the siderant, which had been devoted to the confessed,
state of things at that time, and with the cause, was destroyed by
later period, when
sudden re some experiment at
character of the project, the School could verse.
This suspension struck at the the School was more prominently before
take no part in the enterprise, and he was foundation of the whole financial system, the public, and thus
still greater dam

was extremely earnest to attempt a prac
system.

is

a

a

a

it

in

;

it

is

a

it

;

is

of the

realization

in

tical

sideraut
So gravp
sented to

General

together.

it

question had never been pre
before.

On the one hand,
in

every

would
have been at least ten years behind hand,
if indeed, had maintained its existence
as an organized School, which
must be
owned,

We

continue

this

subject

in

another paper.

THE GOOD TIME COMING.
The Emancipator,

in
series of arti
cles under this head, after contrasting the
splendid opportunities for
high social
a

favor of the project,
off from all resources to continue
in

the propagation,

which

had been happily

commenced.

Phalange," to take some notice of the
But although the majority of the Coun
They sketched cil did not believe
possible to establish
the outline of an article, in which the ex any satisfactory financial arrangements,
periment was spoken of in as favorable and expected only the total destruction of
the movement for propagation,

not

a

it

establishment at Citeaux.

be done conscientiously,

matter of great doubt.

shall

man

in this country,
with the
and poverty and vice we see
us, states positively Hs faith that

development
inequality
around

nevertheless there
while

good time coming,
has its own ideas as to the ques

tion how
Not,
coming.
says, by
the abolition of private property
not by
the abolition of civil government
not by/
the abrogation of the law of marriage.
So far we have no quarrel with it.
Then
;

cut

provided

of success,

condition

;

the first operations had been effected, Mr.
Young proposed to the editors of " The

On the other hand, the refusal to com
mit the School

it

was

purchased, and the affair put in the way
A few months after
of accomplishment.

terms as could

with

was supposed, that

gation.

the estate at Citeaux

its appeal for realization,

a

its formal protest.
Meantime,

a

so long

position,

School,

row on the verge of sending

forth

the Citeaux

affair, in
as however slight
degree, would call forth
there was the slightest hope of success in abundant aid, and for an indefinite length
an enterprise against which it had uttered of time, in behalf of the work of propa
this non-committal

participation

which

With

the

it

the

M. Conlaid . open the state of affairs.

was called

of Condi.

disappointment,

it

regard to his experiment ; it
that it should not leave

understood

of Citeaux.

take part in the experiment
In this embarassmeat,
Council

to

this

it

with

trality
was

out of the refusal

grew

out

is
a

in vain.

In consideration of the distinguished
services which Mr. Young had rendered
to the cause, the School felt itself bound
to maintain a position of absolute neu

suspension

this respect) that the

have been done to the cause,

than by the ill-success

it

purpose, — but unhappily

the School .was subsequently

(although

fully undeceived

age would

is

from long reflection on the subject, every
thing was done to divert him from his

could not be doubted

in

proceeded

of the School

plans

it

that

a

made

and

it

were

suggestions

the other

a

depended,

the movement for propagation

all

is

alleged as an argument against the plan.
were pointed out,
Numerous difficulties

and

it

on which

is
a

earnestly dissuaded from embarking in it
himself.
The experience at Condi was

proceeds to add
of all of them hesitated. The high, unitary
for
on the part of the sentiment of the interest of the Cause
" Nor this period to be
responsibility
introduced
School.
This article instituted
com and of the duties
required, led to the by the organization
labor in the town
disclaimer

:

it

counsels to the contrary, —

was shown

in

a

It

(this was the emigration to Brazil, the
Phalanx
at Palmitar.)
project of
the article alluded to, that

did not involve

Citeaux

the dangers

than any disastrous

influ

ence on the system of propagation.

Ev

consideration

ery personal

viduals) that could not but attend emigra
tion into foreign countries, with entirely
inadequate resources, and hopes founded

the Cause.

cepted, without

only on illusions

significant

;

of an

character

su

in

compromise

more seriously

(at
least, for the lives and fortunes of indi

the comparatively

a

success, would

to the superior

ness,

the idea, far

was sacrificed
interests of

and ultimate

All

the difficulties

were ac

single thought of weak

or compromise

with

fact established

duty.

This

the character

earnestly disclaimed.

admitted,

and even

was pointed

out, but

it

comfortable,

it

a

healthy,

mansion,

a

in

and in

splendid

establishment

France, with cultivated grounds,

formed

it
is

all responsibility for the enterprise on the
part of the School was distinctly and

of the School, for an absolute devotion to
the Idea of Right, to the supreme inter
ests of the cause, which
believed,
will never lose.
To return, for
momeut, to the effect
of the experiment at Condi, —
must be

perior

that, notwithstanding

the inju

in

was placed, that any connexion
with an experiment which did
not combine the conditions essential to

which

whatever

ship,' or by any other scheme of Associa
tion.
This remedy for the evils of socie
the favorite one of the present day,
ty,
the only one which
advocated with
much ability.
maintained by its ad
vocates that there are radical faults
our
social organization, such as must effectu
ally counteract the efforts of philanthropy
and the remedial influence of the Gospel,
and perpetuate the wrongs and sufferings
of the race, without any essential mitiga
tion.
They have, therefore, no time, no
money, no talent, to devote to any of the
ordinary measures of benevolent action.
They contribute nothing for the evangel
ization of the heathen, nothing for Bible
and Tract distribution
destitute settle
ments, nothing for home missions. They
have, they think,
sovereign panacea
for the evils which we deplore — sover
—
and
and they despair
eign
indispensable
of achieving much for the race, until this
remedy shall be applied.
They propose
to prevent the collisions
of interest,
the corroding cares, the forebodings of
poverty, the actual destitution, the naked
in

was

the most earnest

position,

is

against, but which

spite of

ex

thorough

critical

is

of

the

of

is

decision, after

a

and friendly

'

unanimous
amination

School

a

in

attempted

another
also

the

it

advised

strongly

and

had

which

is

Citeanx

it

a

between

parison

operation,

It

an express
it,

but with
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signs

position

of social

moral

evil,

in

order

that there may be

'

:

a

a

a

it

if

prop
it

will also be managed, culti
vated, put to use, and distributed under a
torship.

according to the collec
tive wants and wisdom of the whole.
unitary system,

will not be parcelled out into fragments,

subject each to the caprice or avarice of
an individual, who cultivates or neglects
itself.
sole eye to his own convenience or
that God has with

It

faith

a

come to this

:

still

is

1.

a

;

made

it

must

specimen

have seen

individual

town
(whether you call
parish, or
Phalanx) will be held
by the association in joint-stock proprie

:

it,

too curious

a

is

lemma at once,

he would

recognizes

Association

This nice adjustment of the difficulty
only seeming the utmost ingenuity of human reason cannot elude the contradic-

This is an unfortunate perplex
But the skilful manner in
ity, truly.
tion in which
such
which the Emancipator gets out of
human perfectibility
involves
boldly embracing both horns of the di

virtue.

namely,

of industry,
does
not recognize the right of individual prop
Of course, therefore,
does
erty in land.
not contemplate
any partition of such
The land, or domain of an
property.
ship,

ty."

says there always must be suffer
ing, temptation, and to some extent, too,

which

Science,

erty in all the fruits

a

progress which now meet its eyes on
hand, and its old theologic creed,

every

He snuffs

this

It

between these irresistible

that, while

is

of its OWD perplexed

conscious

in

it

ment, so as not to convey the notion that
too good a time is coming ; for it is too

meaning

it

Emancipator is very careful to qualify its
own expression of faith in social improve

and so forth.'

every man

it
a

that the

the earth,
dangerous

it

remark

needful portion of

natural right to

a

forget

to

it

not

is

us

if

Before noticing its comments, however,
let

"

that

has

tlie Social

a

Courier and Enquirer.

not sure that he can

It

with the

Controversy

The writer

assent to the assertion

" that the
poor have a right to seize upon
the land of the rich,
and partition
he had
Now
among themselves."
taken pains to master but the alphabet of

a

of

from the conclusion

lowing.

is

Greeley's

a

it quotes

raises an issue are the fol

Emancipator

;

Here
Horace

existence.
And that courtesy
which
treats
with
unaffected politeness
the
whole brotherhood of man, without any
invidious distinctions, and with
view to
fill every heart with contentment and de
light, will be the crowning glory of this
advanced state of society.
That there
will be no sense of want, no unsatisfied
desire, and no severe distress, must nut
be inferred from the glowing descriptions
of prophecy.
Such freedom- from trial
for this
ought not indeed to be desired
world
intended to be
place of disci
Man
here to be
pline and trust.
trained for
better life, not by teaching
merely, but by conflict with privation,
with hardship, with sickness, with inju
not with inward corruptions only,
ries
but with outward calamities.
This would
no longer be
fit place of discipline,
were divested of all trials of patience, of
all occasions of resignation,
and of all
of beneficence. The gol
opportunities
den age of our hopes,
not exempt from
infirmity and suffering, not sinless nor ce
lestial, but simply
day of universal
goodness, intelligence,
peace and plen
is

ness and hunger, the ignorance and vice,
the excessive toil and waste of labor, of
the world as it is, by forming associations,
or a species of joint stock company, to
the common interest of which every mem
ber is to devote his time and energies.
An able writer in one of our most wide
ly circulated journals, thus sums up the
conclusions of a series of articles in favor
of the plan."

a
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profit, breaking up the unity and beauty
the duty of man to seek perfec
and socially, while at and general productiveness of the whole

of what may be called the ultra-com
tion, individually
to be
posite order of thought-architecture,
our

readers.

the same time he has made

Especially

is

in

al

is

cure

to every

so organized

as to se

one the right to

labor.

is

is

:

.

is

is

is

It

a

a

is

a

is

a

by
a

surely

is

;

harmony and

not essential

energy,

a

;

It

practicable without any such expedient.
that The common school system of our coun
try contemplates the education of all.
there should be any bad springs among
The churches of the several denominations
them.
Would Love die out of inanition, runld easily adopt
system for the in
Must there struction of all the children of their re
everything were lovely?
be something to provoke its opposite? spective congregations."
his existence.

to their full

,

to the strictures

upon

Society can furnish common schools, and
churches can adopt their system of educa
child has feeble
tion, doubtless.
But
a

You cannot suppose God tempted, who
perfect Love.
To come, now,

is

if

;

which means nothing and comes to noth
ing, until labor

Where industry
not attractive, the
nothing but the necessity
prove its quality by overcoming them. right to labor
But virtue has
being independent of to labor.
2. The next stumbling-block
of which
such foils and measures of its strength.
" that
this
Virtue, goodness, piety, means nothing the Emancipator complains
true education for all
is practica
more nor less than true life.
True life
exercise of all ble only through the association of some
the true, harmonious
two or three hundred families on the basis
the essential springs of human life.
That pa
the divine energy of love, expressing of united interests and efforts."
itself through all the springs, attractions, per flatters itself that —
" The education of all
passions which impel man to the ends of
manifestly

a

in

;

the overcoming

is ;

do not suppose this age of peace
and rectitude will be free from all crime
Man
much less from all unhappiness.
fallen being, and in every age
by nature
of the world, will be liable to grow up to
manhood in sin, and to bring on himself
and others the legitimate consequences of
But while justice shall
his wickedness.
reign in all places of power and influence,
virtuous public sentiment,
sustained
the occasional outhursts of human de
pravity will easily be restrained, and
abundant
spirit of beneficence, with
means, will supply every urgent want,
and impart consolation to every grief.
War, slavery, fraud, and every form of
will disappear
immorality,
prevailing
and all other sources of human wo, the
compassionate hand of benevolence will
No one will then be liar
seek to close.
rassed with the fear of extreme want
and
no famine will scourge the earth
poverty, in respect to the necessaries of
life, will be known only to be relieved.
The spirit of kindness, which will thus
minister to the wants of the unfortunate,
with
generous haste, will encourage
and put forward every social reform, and
suppress effectually those vices which are
the chief cause of the degradation and
this state of his
wretchedness of man,

;

Not resistance to temptation merely not
of evil with good
tempta
though of course where there
evil, virtue
will
tion, where there

" We

is

ness."

:

is

a

is

a

is

it

if

from

it

But under an organized system
his destiny domain.
that consciously to himself too) that of attractive industry, each one will find
(and
comfortable to all who would keep up
he shall never quite attain it.
If physi sphere for all his industrial tastes and ta
the probationary idea of life, at the same
cal and moral evil are essential to the lents, and will reap the fruits of his own
would
their
own
time that they
accept
he owned the land himself —
discipline of virtue, then virtue never can earnings as
heart's premonition of the coming of the
be in its fulness, never can be universal. justice being done, of course, to capital.
kingdom of Heaven upon earth, must be
You take from the virtue of the race, to This brings the statement to precisely
the summing up in the last sentence,
of the individual. what the Emancipator
careful not to
nourish the virtue
the same breath
where
asserted
Vice becomes, in such
system, the dissent from, namely, to the assertion of
"
"
"
to be
not sin
that the
golden age
to virtue.
But what " the right of every man to pursue his
stepping-stone
less," and yet " day of universal good
" — a right, by the way,
own happiness
of
the
true
definition
virtue?
withheld

of the Associationists, and guaranties in these that he shall not miss
state his education and his proper destiny in
Mr. Greeley's
especially upon
Civilization, we say, cannot educate
The points upon which
the life.
ments.
the method
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its children ; it is not within the power of I look the probationary
a society, based on the principle of un of the trials of this
limited competition in industry,

to secute

of development to the whole
nature of every child.
Your common

fair chances
schools

no doubt are useful, and may be

improved; they stand open, you say, to
all ; but is it so sure that all will be free

Drive competition to the point

to enter?

we see it reach continually,
multitudes of workers
the chance of work
ful

reduce whole

to dependence

for

upon a few success

of industry ; let wages sink

lords

down to their

mimimum,

while

prices
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of many as a principle of agreement, and that
"Mankind graduated varieties are what make up
In religion the
were not sent into the world to guaranty every unity in nature?
one another against the possibility
of principle of unity is Love, or practical
" They were placed ' goodness, while the principle of variety
want."
&c., &c." — This is is found in the intellectual statements,
here for discipline,
the fear of too good a time, of too small creeds or theories by which each mind
Now the life of
a chance for virtue, of which sufficient states this to itself.
notice has been taken above.
It is vir Association will be that deep initiation in
tue to seek the happiness and good of to the very heart of practical religion or
others, to feed the hungry and to clothe of love, that men will rejoice in one
the naked : and yet will you say, that if another's peculiar intellectual opinions, as
this end of virtue were once gained, if all in so many beautiful, harmonious varieties
were fed and clothed and happy, it would of forms in which the same deep fact,
character

life."

....

of provisions, fuel, clothing, rise ; make prove a fatal thing to virtue?
the mere business of sustaining life so
4. The Emancipator fears " the extreme
hard to the great mass of families, difficulty of maintaining
a system of re
that the children become a burthen, unless ligions instruction
they too can be pressed into the mill, to an Association."

of their pa

eke out the small earnings

rents ; — and the common school becomes

and other

and public worship in precisely as it does in industry
But why so? Is the spheres of life, by the law

fact that men are united in
dustrious

and common, dear experience renews,
completes and strengthens its expression.
Association will establish harmony here,

interests,

and happy, and practically

in

harmonizing

en

of the

of seriee,

graduated varieties.

like-minded,

Groups

from

differing

each

no more to them, than is the blue sky of gaged in living out the law of love, a other in opinion, will form harmonious
heaven to the prisoners in those dungeons fatal one to public worship?
Will there series of the like-hearted, and the unity of
under the bed of the sea.
Such is the be less motive then, to seek God,
to the whole will be the stronger for the

Then mourn not
difference of the parts.
of all being and that " Divinity will fall out of the triad
some lurking vice to make that good en all good?
If so, let public prayers and of learned professions, and pastoral la
tirely futile. — Then as to the " churches churches go, for their place is already bor will be dispensed with as no part of
of the several denominations," they must supplied by something better, by prayer productive industry." It would be a
change their character essentially, place which is of the whole life, and by a society sad thing if the human race should be so
the essence of religion in good works of which is itself a church in its whole spirit, well, as not to need physicians!
5. Under this next head the Emanci
humanity, make their communion practi
method and result.
But we think other
cal, and hold their protecting shield over wise.
We think that the religious senti pator lugs forth its whole snarl of diffi
The manifest impracticability of
the temporal as well as spiritual interests ment will have its festivals, its distinct ex culties.
of the child, before they can secure to pression and organization,
and that too Association ; it can never succeed. Why?
vicious circle of our Civilization,
every good thing

that for

it invents, it cherishes

him the leisure to be educated, or provide
for him an education, which shall really
do justice

to his nature,

and not

mould

him

to

his humanity,
own sec

their

tarian patterns of existence.
which

shall

do

this,

tially an Association,
to

the

over,

"

schools

divine

law

begin

he

a society

of

common schools

"

The church

will

"

order.
and

their work

essen

according

"

More
Sunday

at a period

unite in grateful acts of praise and aspira

tion toward the Fountain

First, because people will not go into
Men of fortune and sound mind, the
never been known or can be known while judicious portion of the community, for
those who seem to worship at one altar, sooth, will not risk means and reputation
" Its wis
are strangers to each others' hearts, and in an uncertain experiment.
jealous foes to each others' business. The dom must first be demonstrated by many
different sects, you say, will not have successful trials, throngh a long period of
to
and years, before men of discretion (!) will
organize,
independent means
freedom. — venture upon it." Tell us what new
there will not be religious
with

an earnestness

Sectarianism,

criminating

Common

not to the

the

education

School,

the family.

than it would

Associationists

give up
maintain that

the true beginnings of an education

we believe,

— sectarianism,

of the child is al
ready well under way, or rather i// under
The Emancipator doubt
way, at home.
less, thinks a great deal of the influence
of home, and wonld sooner give up the
when

and living power of

reality, in such a siate of things, which has it.

which

O timid friend,

now

freezes

the

accepted

as a

blessing

by

ever teas espoused in the first

heart, as much as it heats the head of the instance by those deemed the sound, ju
dicious, discreet members of society, the
Was it
sectarianism, which belongs to the dis men of wealth and standing?
and dissenting
all-blending

intellect,
and

Was it
Was it the

and the steam-boat or the railroad?

consenting

the voyage of Columbus?

heart ; — sectarianism
mankind,

will no longer Mayflower's passage from the old world
when once religion be to this western wilderness in search of
when once the law of civil and religious freedom ? Was it Lu

not possible within the isolated family ; comes practical,
that such an education must be narrow,
love is found to be the central life of
familistic, partial ; instilling the prejudi
Go to the bottom of your
every creed.
ces of the parents, and exaggerating
belief, which you can only do by living
their transmitted peculiarities, instead of in the very spirit of Christ, and you will

that nature in a large and catholic sense;
that children require to be brought up with
children in large numbers, that their nat

since

mankind,

distracted body of humanity in Christ ; —

are curse

calling out the true germs of character
in the child's own nature, and developing

thing,

ther's
the

of Christianity

humane

Emancipator

it the first
Was it

Was

reformation ?

planting

in

cause

itself?
which

this

very

has been so long engaged ?

We
find your speculative
differences only Go to, this is childish argument.
complements respectively of one another," will pass on to the next.
The danger of " merging one's individ
your opinions, by their very variety, as
" The sober world will still
essential to the true unity and wholeness uality."

ural attractions

of the faith, in mankind at large, as are prefer a life of individual responsibility."
will do ua the justice
the varieties of tastes and talents, forms The Emancipator

themselves,

and temperaments

and affinities may declare
and so on ;— we have not

time to repeat here all that we have said
on several occasions before.
3.

" The

advocates of Association over-

the

and constitutions,

to to admit that this objection cannot hold
against us in theory; for in the theory of

unity of the race in all its outward

Know you not that harmony
functions.
involves a principle of difference, as well

Association,
whole

every

act, and

development

and

indeed

education

the

of
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in

association
SAL UNITY.

an organic part of UNIVER

guished and protected by wise guarantees,

But now nation

there will be no promiscuous meeting.
The word promiscuous will be unknown

nation,

against

party against

every being may

it

?

his own innate

like "

there be such a medium or social

Can

nal

dissension which

if

he himself.
This does
merging individuality."

or hindrance

not look

and

party,

with every
little
tradesman
against
petty
the objects of every other.
How will
be within the
attractions, and without phalanx
There would be all the inter

which

certainty and safety seek
let

divided

undoubtedly,

our objector fears,

Association

had no better

against this than those known

guarantees

Danger from thai-source

Association.
what

may be feared every where, ex

cept in the serial arrangements of Associ
ation

And as to privacy, retire
all that the
necessary of

only.

ment, all that

it,

means that medium or social

Association
order

will proceed
attraction;
and

and social,

spontaneous

is

pure,

is in

industrial

from

is

man,

is
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human soul can possibly desire or feel to

We can only begin to be for its own health, will surely be se
the sole com
In the first place gen cured, where attraction
divinely pre-appointed order of society, name them here.
which shall correspond entirely to man's eral unity of interests, whereby each
pulsion to industrial or other intercourse.
to

Civilization.

in

is

order ; can there be conceived a natural,

and in which man's attractions dividual in pursuing his own interests, Retirement
too, with all regard to its
shall befriend him and not curse him as serves the general interest, by virtue of great benefits, has been the mother of
civil
this world, and
of functions and much iniquity
they now do : can the key, the law, the the serial distribution
science of that natural order be discover
rewards, which we cannot explain here, ized life too often merits the more signifi
or in but

dividual

liberty.

of the problem of in
But talk of" individual

an

or between

association

it

it

in

in

is

for

this

the

only

time

each partial
and upon

being,

Thus

formed

passional

by

equilibrium,

In which the various partial interests, which
says the Emancipator.
civilization
would
be party inter
the first place, it thinks, the association, in
if it stood alone, would conflict with the ests, are made to balance each other
its means and to harmonize.
withdrawing
would be
world around
long
from public enterprizes, driving hard bar chapter, this of the associative guaran

now

in

influence
the

the

obstacles,

order

of things

prevail through
when once illustrated.will
In that case, our objector
out the earth.
thinks that these societies would quarrel

capacity,

from

with each other, that each, being organized
entirely for its own selfish end, would

the

is

mean

things
which

a

their

responsibility would shrink.
met by
said
what
we
connection

hierarchical

ation

of

these

various

corporate
individual

conformity

That law working in the bosom of hu
manity,

seeks the means,

man obeys

shall

this

the

heavenly

all

change

things

The intellect of
summons of the heart

and Christ, and in proportion

as

bap-

invents
pens to be narrow or enlarged,
schemes, or searches into radical and

But this

is

It

thousand

a is

life
Finally, the morality of such
said that men will do

into

the

with its own redeemed, progressive spir
Christ proclaims the law of love.
it.

into its own liikeness.

dreaded.

this
case.

the out

by moulding

it.

We sup
principles.
tion upon civilized
pose however that the true law of society,

the

to remove

seeks

itual regeneration,
ward

of

in the process of its own spir

Humanity,
outward

and

world,

state

true

method which

a

civiliza

ing

tees against dissension, and we here leave

in

ciation would have to deal with

a

It

it,

associations,

gains, and becoming obnoxious to public
Of course an isolated asso
indignation.

all.

that, and selves, at least, actuated by the spirit

may be supposed to understand.
a

to preserve

in

with

with

matters which he and his colleagues there

But it will be impossible
kartnmuf,

hour

wields an influence

responsibility," where wages barely graze sphere,
the starving point !

de corps

esprit

at another

is

solution

practical

or

group,

it

to be the first and only

and

law,

true

For all social reformers think them
of
Let us take for granted
thus his interest
distributed about in all Christianity.
the great regenerat
He votes, he that Christianity
parts of the social body.

zeal,

it

The Social Sci
of arbitrary restraint.
ence claims to be the statement of that

is

which experience pronounces futile ; or
as the freedom of true law, in contradis
tinction to the false and lawless principle

is

in

two ways ; either as freedom without law,

in

one thing.

of only

a

be conceived

criticism

So much for the Emancipator's

" prepares
of the products to on Association, by which
the way for the exhibition of the grounds
labor, capital and skill, so that the
terests of laborer and capitalist and all of its own expectation of a golden age of
concerned, converge.
Thirdly, the prin the world." We have not seen iisclosing
which these grounds are set
ciple of alternation, which makes every article,
forewarns us that its an
person, according to his attractions,
mem forth.
But
ber of many groups, engaged
many very swer to the social problem will be found,
not in any methods of man's invention,
various functions, and representing vari
ous interests.
Christianity and the Bible. This,
No one can be of one party but
no answer at
Association — one hour his corporate we say with reverence,
equitable distribution

in

can

Freedom

as to individuali

we suggest

Secondly,

is

Meanwhile,

ty and freedom,

no intimation.

in

where there will be room enough to make

a statement.

seems to cant title of secretiveness.

of which the Emancipator

have received

is

wholly

by Fourier ;— these are questions
upon which we shall be happy to join
issue with the Emancipator at any time,
part,

in

ed ; has it been discovered,

in

in

nature,

above

of the method, the law, the formula of so

and

affili

corporations.

all-pervading

cial order, which
ent

lawless

intent

laws,

on

shall change

social chaos,

finding
the pres

(contradictory

to all good as
Then again the writer thinks the " con and discouraging as
of the population in their pirations) into the fair harmonious pro
ciation, or the Combined Order of society, public apartments and daily occupations, portions of the visible kingdom of heaven
Has Fourier's mind, obey
hierarchy of will, in spite of every precaution, prove upon earth.
mutually-supported
means
extending unfriendly to purity of heart and life." ing the impulse of the Christian heart of
social centres or Phalanxes,
this
age, found that law — that
over the whole globe, not isolated and He thinks "retirement lays the founda
Asso

it
is

others.

stant mingling

?

is

a

ic

with all
compete unmercifully
not the idea.
Such however

is

For as surely as
the only question.
independent of each other, but affiliated, tion of nearly all the virtue of mankind."
the soul of true society,
each subject to a common late, as well as Promiscuous meeting, as society now is, Christianity
The whole world amounts always to moral exposure.
But man shall find its science.
to its own local law.

or phalanx will regard itself as charged,
in the name of Humanity, with the cul
tivation

of its

special section

in the perfect order

be

THE SHAKERS AT NEW LEBANON.

various society, and where all the spheres

We lately passed Sunday in the green
lap of New Lebanon, and visited the old
est and richest establishment of that most

of social

singular people, called the Shakers.

works, each with

of the by participation

has
the Creator
great domain which
Thus each
assigned to the whole race.

of Association,

its highly educated and industrious
members, each engaged
honorable
tween

soul enlarged, refined,

in many functions, and

sentiment

are carefully

distin

a

confed

and each separate state, or town,

in

;

eracy

in

will become one great industrial

The
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that

Assuming

life which

which

satisfies so many and so long, and which
an outward way,
suggest at least, if they do not directly af has so succeeded
ford, physical health and comfort ; and, a could not have nothing at the core of

it,

in

able society around the

brisk,

a

a

hum

tune, with

a

drum, secular sort of

very homely,

was sung in unison,
jig-like motion.
all the voices on one part, from gruffest
Jt

impressive.

of the scene was certainly

to

sung standing,

rass to shrillest treble

;

" springs,"

The gravity

a

picturesque and verdant hills, two extremes
of modern life have nestled down : fashion

hymn or chant,

spiritual

a

First came

;

on them falls the heaviest penalty
loveliness of the spot we will not describe. sight
There in the midst of that sweet circle of of this dear-bought and unnatural peace.

the very plainest,

Eldest thing that could he called music,

a

a

a

rhythm and
melody, but rigor
having
couple of miles off, that sober company of and that the inner sense of their peculiar
what
deem ities must forma consistent whole of some ously rejecting all unnecessary wealth
around
they
separatists
The close of
"springs of living water, welling up to sort, we gave respectful and studious at and coloring of harmony.
unisonous,
tention to the exercises which now opened. every song was marked by
everlasting life."
They are Associationout of the last
lengthening
There reigned the same neatness
this performance, as in
and correctness

An aged voice, proceeding somewhere
ists in their way, which truly is a most
negative and inverse way to one who is a from the centre of the worshippers (we
believer in the passions, as the essential could not see the person,) congratulated

sepulchral

springs of all good energy in man, fed from
the fountain of Divine Love ; but they il

their costume and their clean floor

;

in

It
a

;

a

;

and

charm

order, but

beauty.

a meek Quaker bonnet, while the details
of doors and windows and green blinds

from talking, laughing and other interrup
tions, and especially setting forth their
law of cleanliness which had been gross

reject the ultimate expression and result
they
forms of Art, in beauty

thereof

:

re

of them to abstain

study to possess the law without
cretion and embodiment
of

the con
in

it

its lead-colored, semi-cylindrical long roof,
and its starched air of neatness it resembled

requesting

in

forward and addressed the spectators,

By spectfully

ture

;

beauty of its own.

to show that they

measure, rhythm,

They seem
male and female, to make open area for what to recognize the inherent presence of mu
the very law of life, to accept the
was to follow, and stood waiting in their sic
An elder then stepped symbol of pervading harmony, but they
cross rows again.
not

it

their neat plain dwellings,

we came to the meeting-house, a spacious
and quaint structure, which had yet a cer
tain architectural

eton of music, enough
do believe

ceremony,

the ghost, or skel

fine art

na

seems the very essence of their

by

and

was music as an exercise,

and not as

in

Passing their highly cultivated

worship.
gardens,

their feet at once, and began to pile away
their benches in their respective corners,

of the sentiment of beauty,
horror
of which all their ways betray

in

us to spell out something of their lifeideal from the strange symbols of their

DO

was mu

sic emptied

a

by
a

a

we

and

in

of the advantages of com

manner and understanding.
This was
were moved to seek a simply and briefly said, and in
tone not
lesson from them.
cold or formal, but quite human. Then
Their industry we could not see, it be simultaneous movement, (whence commu
ing Sunday ; but there was a chance for nicated we could not tell,) they were all on
lustrate some

bination,

false notes or slips of time.

it

them upon the return of their sweet priv
ilege of worshipping God after their own

note.

ly

war with
creed to wage exterminating
outraged on the previous Sunday
Yet use some low, tobacco-spitting visitors, who nature, to soak out all the blood and col
graceful and appropriate-.
and plainness evidently were the only pre had come to sneer and be amused.
The oring substance from life's fleshly tissue,
The side on lesson was timely and impressive, and and simply keep the pale and lifeless
siding canons of their art.
and so
they accept the visits of
which we entered was filled from end to judging from the entire effect
took upon form
it

is

if

we should say that some of this angel, St. Cecilia,
mob cap
them could not have attended church to she comes in
the crowd,

a

end with curious spectators like ourselves,
though few of them, we fancy, regarded
the matter in so serious a mood as we did.

;

it

were

only

and

when

stiaight

if

We should not wonder gown of ghostly white, and promises to
better purpose.
some careless hearts had had the idea leave behind her every tempting charm,
Upon the other side, across the spacious,
smooth floor, gleaming like a sheet of of outward
en and every thing that can lend worth to
purification
seriously
For the Shaker wants the spiritu
letter paper, and so clean that not a speck graved upon them there, for the first time earth.
it,

we caught the full perhaps in their lives.
The speaker
upon
of the worshippers, ranged on said he was aware that their customs
benches running half across the room — were singular, naturally causing aston
benches without backs — sitting demure, ishment and even ridicule in those who

was

visible

enssmtk

al without the material, not the spiritual
in the material.
Life without passion,
unity without
ty, law

variety, use without beau
without attraction, and purity by

could

but he gently reminded them of the re

cied solution, but in reality evasion of the

glimpse of the latter startled us like
scene in the tombs
they looked so much
like white and sheeted ghosts, in their

spirt due to their peculiarities,

grand life-problem.

of their relative

position

the world,

reduced to the same pattern, of which the

about their singularities

which

disturb them.

to the rest

they did not suffer

The most singular

of any most of all fanatical intoxication.
The men and dances which ensued we
uniform of that violence and frenzy
and boys in their old-mannish
looked generally hale and cheerful, with been reported of them
all
;

of beauty.

stout

which
was

have spite

moder
;

a

count

for.

But the women were

a

ous, tame life wo could not so readily ac
sad

briskly

old men

and starch

old maidens,

of solemn faces, stepping

off as

as the youngest,

the apparent

and forgetting
loss of dignity in the pro

found obedience of all this.
older and infirm

Some of the

members only stood still

and looked on, but kept up the same dang
and we ling of the hands, as
to fan the flame.

if

them soothingly

were convinced that the spirit of their
subdued and quiet, and that
system
such things ever occur as above hinted,

the mid
Occasionally they would pause
dle of these "divine circles," as one of

they arc only exceptional.

would

i

he should have passions,

and whose existence amid that monoton

descend upon

;

figure,

is

if

who seemed as

looking

both hands

In the songs

;

a

and ambitious

two

saw nothing

shrewd twinkle in the eye, despite
ate, deliberate, and self-possessed
DO
Most of distortions,
whirlings round on tip-toe,
placid and submissive manner.
them were gentle and mechanical looking groans or frantic shouts.
The Spirit did
persons but here and there was one more not seem to wrestle with them, but to
imposing

Two by two
two the women,
getting time and impulse from the jig-like
and

before the
breast, went journeying round the room
in circles, with strange limping step,

was the absence

ideal seemed the extinction

Next came the dance.

the men,

to hymn of their own chanting,
loose and fin-like
dangling

thing

are his fan

in

;

;

perfectly sane consciousness

and robes that hung so straight and close
old and young alike
to their gaunt figures

remote suggestion

they

abstinence,

by

a

all evinced

to which

Indeed

perfect right.

sheer simplistic

the speakers

called them, and the silence

be broken

by

linen caps and facial bandages

they had

them as they did

oi

death-like

not understand

a

;

a

their hands upon their knees, rows of men
The first
opposite to rows of women.

some female voice,
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supposed to be under the moving of the satisfaction in a aeries of spontaneous
FOURIERISM IN AN OLD BOOK.
" her unspeakable satis sungs, interspersed with brief exhorta
spirit, declaring
one morning, lately, in- the
Stopping
faction in this life, that she felt she bad tions and confessions of experience as the
tavern of a retired country
old-fashioned
•
God,"
moved.
A
brother
from
a
distant
and
a
few
more
sentences
found
spirit
was then introduced,
who village, waiting for our breakfast, we fell
to this effect, which was answered in like I Community
forward
and addressed
the
quiet manner, passionless, and mechani I stepped
" in a regular discourse
cal, by some other sister, or by some old j " world's people
He spoke of the split
man, or younger convert warmly giving of some length.

Then they would jour

his experience.

ney on again, with steady, earnest perti
nacity, as if by way of symbolizing the

of life ; and meanwhile

dull journey

j to examining the few books which lay
;
about the parlor ; and opening a volume

of the old English

we ing

Guardian,

which

lit

we

have been

might

prepared expressly for the Harbinger, for
to the contrary in its contents

vain attempts of all earnest souls to find
unity

an essay

upon

into sects, of the

ting up of Christendom

anything

and peace, under any of the exist
institutions;
of the coming of the

and

tone of

whole

truth,

a

Many

thought.

and new

held heretical

now

and

were speculating as follows.
Here too end of the natural world and the com
seems to be the ghost of a very true idea. mencement of the millennial life ; of the dangerous, has found expression, long be
There is no natural reason why dances ; need of thorough purification from the fore the alarm was raised, in standard old
and processions should not enter, as well carnal life in preparation therefor, and of works, from which modern conservatism
A short time
as music, into the outward expression of the unspeakable serenity and bliss of such claims a lineal descent.
the religious sentiment.

Measured move

concert of action,

ment, rhyilnn,

variety

in unity, — this is the soul of the dance
as of every fine Art, and gives it a certain
expression

spiritual

and

significance.

since

were now leading, since they had separ
ated themselves from the world, and re

thoughts

nounced the natural

their attempt to put down nature and ex
best to empty

it entirely,

and make

the

homeliest thing they could of it. liam Penns ' Succeeded by a degenerate
Pursuing the great tliought of Unity in race, (since all natural generation only
their negative way, which is to unite men generates what is corrupt) by a race who
by leaving out a vast deal that is human, call themselves Quakers,
but have de
employ a thousand parted sadly from the original type.
they unconsciously
The
was fluent, and in passages al
most eloquent, — especially where he con
trasted the peace and harmony of a life

symbols,

speaker

in which the natural shall be taken up into
the spiritual, and all the relations of life,

of united interests,

material as well as moral, (upon this earth,
too, without fleeing away to seek a purer
Heaven,) shall be sanctified and pervaded

was

great

that smacked

thodoxy,

turned

'

"

to denouncing the

form of infidelity."

last

But you had only to

go back from all this a little way, you
only to quit the low, flat, quarrel-

had

some plains of to-day's controversial the| ology, and go back among the mountains
had so much in common, but who prac and the bracing air of good old English
divinity itself, and you could
ticed marriage; and he asked where are Church
ore
the Quakers now, where are the Wil strike rich veins of Transcendental

plainest,

always in the negative and in
verse way, of the true life in Harmony,

there

man, so far as it is established authorities, literary and moral,
the religionists who stood upon their or

possible to do so here on earth, by renounc
ing marriage, which is the source of all

But then the essence of the dance, con
sidered in this light, as well as the es corruption and disharmony, inasmuch as
sence of music, is that it have Beauty ; it only multiplies the species in corrup
for beauty is the mediator between the tion, and prevents the triumph of the
material and the spiritual , and of this spiritual man over the natural.
He spoke
monotonists, in of the Friend Quakers, with whom they
these most determined
alt the new millennial life, have done their

horror
of all
of Transcenden
talism ; all the oracles of the day, the

a life as be, with his brethren and sisters,

miseries

and

Christendom,

with

the

lies

practical

wars

and

of civilized

on every

side, — veins

that had formed

in the slow

course of living,

themselves

deep experience

and common-sense,

and

of
It often happens that the
first statement of the newest, boldest,
and most radical thought, commends itself
to all intelligent minds of an audience at
lain

there quietly

the

beyond

reach

controversy.

once, and is received
they not dreaming

with

enthusiasm,

that it is radical

and

He did not give dangerous, b'ut only feeling that it is true,

so called.

so full a statement of their doctrine, as humane, and Christian, because then they
of Order, with the we desired, and as the assembly broke listen with spontaneous, open minds.
essence of
Love and up, and we walked away, we endeavored But by the second time the preacher
all-permeating
These ghost-like dances, there
to enter into conversation with some of comes, how many of them will have taken
Beauty.
fore, seemed to us the inverse type of the the fraternity by the way-side, but found counsel of their fears, of public opinion,
with

the divine

same

truth

wholesomely

law

more

positively

and

more

illustrated in Fourier's sub

lime conception of the choirs of Harmo
ny, where ever; age, and sex, and occu
pation shall take part in the great unitary
festivals

of beauty,

and

illustrate

the

unity of the Universe, the beauty of Di
vine Order, the great hierarchy of nature

them rather uncommunicative,
whether
from ignorance or because their discipline
limits the liberty of teaching and explain
ing to the elders.

At

any rate, the most

we got from them was, that
our scepticism

removed,

if

we wished

the elders,

of them, would be glad to talk with
and they pointed out the house which

and have counted the cost of openly
practically
the

and

confessing this truth, to which

heart

had

willingly at first!
er is a dangerous

borne its

so

testimony

And now our preach
man and is not listened

When Eugene Sue first wrote his
of Paris," there was not a
"Mysteries
us,

any

is

to.

heart in the civilized world which did not

To the interest itself warmly, albeit painfully, ia
ried, richly complicated, choregraphic ev elders accordingly we resolved to betake his disclosures of the rottenness and hor
olutions, heightened by all the charms of ourselves, waiting only till the cool of rible iniquity of the crowded centres of
emblematic costume, of music, and of all evening.
Of their hospitable reception, Civilization, and in his manly suggestions
of reform. That was the first frank in
Here we have the bloodless of our talk with them, and of the reflec
the Arts.
now
But
shadow of the same thought, the dance tions to which it has since given rise in stinct welcoming new truth.
" Infidelity," and
without the beauty, the measure without our mind about the significance of this re the cry is sounded of
and of true society, in graceful, ever-va

set apart for uninitiated

the charm, and the dead simplism of uni

markable phenomenon of Shakerism,

formity,

instead of the life-like

ous diversity

harmoni

of unity.
their benches and sat down

to meditate and give utterance

to their

we

shall take another opportunity to speak.
We certainly must say, however we may

After this exercise had spent itself, they criticize
re-arranged

visitors.

life, the manifestations
which we had of it that day impressed
their

us with respect.

"

licentiousness,"

and his

"

Martin

and

"

Fourierism

the Foundling,

"

;

"

which

in spite of faults, is a far better book, has
fallen dead upon the market.

And so with regard to this great cen
of Fourier's philosophy, —

tral principle
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" Observ- j in China or Japan. Europeans would think ' tual benevolence in our touts; the interthis which so scandalizes our
i
f
i _• I . i
i
i: _f .1._
i_ . t •
"
"
—
this doctrine their being eo, a good reason for their j est, because the good of the whole is
and
Evangelists,"
ers
Farther,
from
that
of
the
; in
inseparable
parts
converse
in
particular
of ATTRACTION, as the true law of life :— uniting
in case we suppose ourselves translated promoting, therefore, the common good,
go into any old-fashioned gentleman's li- into Jupiter or Saturn, and there to meet every one doth at the same time promote
Another obserbrary, and you will find, of course, there ; a Chinese, or other more distant native of j his own private interest.
I shall draw from the premises U,
the Spectator, and the Tatler, and the ! our own planet, we should look on him as j vation
commence a I that it makes a signal proof of the divinTake down and open the j a near relation, and readily
Guardian.
that the
religion,
These are natural ity of the Christian
friendship with him.
5,
at No. 126, for August
Guardian,
reflections, and such as may convince us main duty which it inculcates above all
Different maxims and
1713, and you may read the following
by an imperceptible j others is charity.
that we are linked
• '
' '' !J --'
-L- •- -chain to every individual of the human precepts have distinguished the different
good Fourierisrn.
and religion ; our
sects of philosophy
race.
we consider the whole scope of
" The several great bodies which com Lord's peculiar precept is, " Love thy
By this shall all men
the creation that lies within our view, the
neighbor as thyself.
pose the solar system are kept from join
know that you are my disciples, if yon
moral and intellectual, as well as the nat
ing together at the common centre of
we shall
perceive
love one another."
ural and corporeal,
gravity by the rectilinear motions the au
will not say, .that what is a most
throughout, a certain correspondence of thor of nature has impressed on each of
the parts, a similitude of operation, and them ; which, concurring with the attrac- shining proof of our religion, is not often
unity of design, which plainly demonstrate tive principle, form their respective orbits ';a reproach to its professors : but this I
the universe to be the work of one infi
round the sun ; upon the ceasing of which I ihmk very plain, that whether we regard
in the
nitely good and wise being ; and that the motions, the general law of gravitation the analogy of nature,
asjt appeara
j
system of thinking beings is actuated by that is now thwarted, would show itself mutual attraction or gravitations of the
laws derived from the same divine power
Af mundane system, in the general frame and
by drawing them all into one mass.
; or lastly,
which ordained those by which the corpo
ter the same manner, in the parallel case constitution of the human soul
real system is upheld.
of society, private passions and motions in the ends and aptnesses which are dis
" From the contemplation of the order, of the soul do often obstruct the operation coverable in all parts of the visible and
intellectual world ; we shall not doubt but
motion, and cohesion of the natural bodies, of that benevolent uniting instinct implant
the precept, which is the characteristic of
philosophers are now agreed, that there is ed in human nature ; which notwithstand
a mutual attraction between the most dis ing doth still exert, and will not fail to our religion, came from the author of na
Some of our modern free-thinkers
tant parts at least of this solar system. — show itself when those obstructions are ture.
would indeed insinuate the Christian mor
All those bodies that revolve around the taken away.
sun are drawn towards each other, and
"The mutual gravitation of bodies can als to be defective, because, say they,
towards the sun, by some secret, uniform, not be explained any other way than by there is no mention made in the gospel of
These
saga
Hence it is, resolving it into the immediate operation of the virtue of friendship.
and never-ceasing principle.
I may be allowed the use
that the earth (as well as the other plan
God, who never ceasesto dispose and actu cious men (if
"
of that vulgar saying)
cannot see the
ets) without flying off in a tangent line, ate his creatures in a manner suitable to
That a religion,
So neither can that wood for trees."
constantly rolls about the sun, and the their respective beings.
.its
.
moon about the earth, without deserting reciprocal attraction in tin minds of men whereof the main drift is to inspire
Tt is I professors with the most noble and disher companion in so many thousand years, be accounted for by any other cause.
nterested spirit of love, charity, and be
And as the larger systems of the universe not the result of education, law, or fash
other
or,
are held together by this cause, so like
ion ; but is a principle originally ingrafted neficence, to all mankind
friendship to every individ
wise the particular globes derive their co in the very fiist formation of the soul by words, with
ual man
should be taxed with the want
hesion and consistence from it.
the author of our nature.
" Now, if we carry our thoughts from
" And as the attractive power in bodies of that very virtue,
surely
glaring
the corporeal to the moral world, we may is the most universal principle which pro- evidence of the blindness and prejudice of
observe in the spirits or minds of men, duceth innumerable effects, and is a key its adversaries."

-'

"If

a

a

player on
harp with one string, on the
the impracticability
and folly of Associ
sudden accession of light.

on social
and

America,

science

in

Fourier, and every

far beyond

goes

writer

a

seems to have been blessed

recently with

It

ated Industry,

the

urges

France

office
not

maintains, that the advocacy of

Association

by the Tribune

is

it

is
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of

system into

and Mo Elrath's printing
So long as this
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and

importance

the Associative

introducing

sheer hy

of the Ex*
verdant luxuriance of im
press display
agination which reminds us of the West
The suggestions
a

pocrisy.

boasted that h« could
wherever

was

A

indeed be like

would

the ground

Phalanx

a

little moist.

in

seventy-four

city
in

a

who

run his steamboat

a

ern captain,

but DO dreams of perfectibility
appear to be too sublimated for the lofty
We should not
ideality of the Express.
turn
Farm.

the

were to propose next to

Bowling Green

into

a

be surprised

it

rivulet,

if

is

it
is

it

;

NEW DISCOVERY!
The Neto York Express, which for two
or three years past, has been droning like

a

in

is

it,

to explain the various phenomena of na
social appe
ture ; so the corresponding
souls is the great spring
tite in human
This it is
and source of moral actions.
that inclines each individual to an inter
course with his species, and models every
one ,o that behavior which best suits with
Hence that
the common well being.
sympathy in our nature, whereby we feel
the pains and joys of our fellow-creatures.
Hence that prevalent love in parents to
which is neither
ward their children,
founded on the merit of the object, nor
It is this that makes
yet on self-iuterest.
us inquisitive concerning the affairs of dis
tant nations, which can have no influence
It is this that extends our
on our own.
care to future generations, and excites us
to acts of beneficence towards those who
are not yet in being, and consequently
from whom we can expect no recompense.
In a word, hence arises that diffusive sense
of humanity so unacountahle to the selfish
and
man who is untouched with
deed sort of monster, or anomalous pro
duction.
" These thoughts do naturally suggest
First, that as
the following particulars.
social inclinations are absolutely necessa
the
ry to the well being of the world,
to
duty and interest of each individual
cherish and improve them to the benefit
the duty, because
of mankind
agreeable to the intention of the author of
our being, who aims at the common good
of his creatures, and as an indication of
his will, hath implanted the seeds of mua

a like principle of attraction, whereby
they are drawn together in communities,
and all the
clubs, families, friendships,
As in bodies,
various species of society.
where the quantity is the same, the at
traction is the strongest between those
which are placed nearest to each other ;
so it is also in the minds of men, caiteris
paribus, between those which are most
Bodies that are placed at
nearly related.
a distance of many millions of miles, may
nevertheless attract and constantly operate
on each other, although this action do not
show itself by a union or approach of
those distant bodies so long as they are
withheld by the contrary forces of other
at the same time, attract
bodies, which,
them different ways ; but would, on the
supposed removal of other bodies, mutu
ally approach and unite with each other.
The like holds with regard to the human
soul, whose affection towards the individ
uals of the same species, who are distant
ly related to it, is rendered inconspicuous
by its more powerful attraction towards
those who have a nearer relation to it.
But as those are removed, the tendency
which before lay concealed, doth gradual
ly disclose itself.
" A man who has no
family is more
strongly attracted towards bis friends and
;
and if absent from these, he
neighbors
naturally falls into an acquaintance with
those of his own city or country who
chance to be in the same place.
Two
Englishmen meeting at Rome or Constan
Ami
tinople, Midi i run into a familiarity.

a

is

;

a

;

in

'I

Model
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Mr. Greeley, in his plain, homely man
ner, points

out

way

of applying

bune

Buildings,

aome difficulties

in the

the system to the
we dare say

but

Tri
the

n

inventive genius of the Express will
The sound com
move them speedily.
mon sense of the following

statement by

Mr. Greeley is not nearly so magnificen
of the
as the enthusiastic conceptions
Express.

It will
knows

be seen also that the Express

more about the private affairs o

Mr. Greeley than he does himself.
The
are not astonished at this.

We
pro

piercing intellect, which goes fo
a Phalanx in a printing office, could easily
" in a narrow
see " twenty or thirty farms
found,

editorial

closet,

newspapers

and fancy a pile of old

to be hay stacks and wheat

sheafa.

" The Express, it will be remem
whether
its
bered, instead of stating
conductors do or do not intend again to
take seats in Whig State Conventions in
order to carry their points, and, being
there, come home to plot
unsuccessful
and compass the defeat of the candidates
nominated, favored its readers with a
' Anti-Rent' Fourierism,'
on
foray
ism,' my bad taste in dress, &c., &.,
putting me this question :
' But if " social wrongs " so trouble
.
you, why do you not act socially rtgtti
Why not, in your profitable newspaper,
carry out your Fourier principles, and
divide with your workmen every Satur
'
day night?

"

" I

therefore offered to answer these
questions thoroughly if the Express would
To which
agree to publish my reply.
that paper responds :

" ' Print in the Tribune what you wish
us to copy, and with all the pleasure in
the world, we will reprint, why and
" communi
wherefore, you do not have a
" in your workshop, when you are daily
ty
recommending it to others.'
"
"

So here :
Well, Sir, I will try you.
those of
1. Neither my principles,
Fourier nor any of his school, ever pro

posed or contemplated an equal division,
per capita, of the proceeds of any busi
ness, enterprise, or undertaking whatever
— nothing like it. Fourier's plan contem
plates a proportionate division of proceeds
or profits, on the basis of three-twelfths
to Talent and
two-twelfths
to Capital,
But
Skill, and seven-twelfths to Labor.
the Associationists hate ever contended,
as Fourier vehemently did, that such an
Organization of Industry is to be attained
only through an entirely novel and inde
pendent formation, as was the case with
the Seamboat or the Railroad — that the
new wine cannot be put into old bottles.
to Fourier and his school, the
According
of Industry in Cities must
Organization
await and follow its Organization on the
Soil : in other words, true Association
Industry are only practi
and Attractive
cable at the outset through the blending
of Agriculture with
and diversification
Mechanic Arts, &c.
Manufactures,
never asked any one situated as I am to
make, nor condemned any one for not
making, any other division with workmen

I

'
than that uni
every Saturday
night
formly made in this office.
" But while ' Fourierism ' never did re
quire the proprietors of The Tribune o
to divide earnings equally witl
Express
those who cannot earn so much as they —
much less to give the use of their fairli
acquired Capital without equivalent — I
do hold that it is the simple duty of al
who have Capital, Talent or Capacity o
any kind to seek and to strive for the es
tablishment of a Social Order wherein
any child shall assuredly have ample SusTntel
tenance and a thorough Education,
lectnal, Moral and Physical ; while every
individual shall be guaranteed unfailing
opportunity to Labor, with the just anc
full recompense of the Labor by him act
I think Fourier anc
ually performed.
others have shown how this may be ac
complished, and I acknowledge my obli
gation to do my best in aid of its achieve
That, in my judgment,
ment.
and
certainly according to the teachings o
the Associationists, is not to be promoted
by dealing with The Tribune office as the
in its wisdom proposes, but by
Express
pursuing a very different course.
By the
consistency of my life with my principles
I am willing to be judged ; but have I not
a right to expect that he who assumes to
pass judgment shall know something ol
what I really profess and what I do?
"The Express talks flippantly of the Ed
itor of The Tribune as owning Real Estate
or thirty
in this city ' worth twenty
farms,' when in truth I do not own a
single foot here, nor to the value of a
So oi
good farm in all the wide world.
rich by
his blind talk of my ' getting
I have a small in
Copper speculations.'
in a Mineral lo
terest (one-twenty-fifth)
cation on Lake Superior, allotted to me by
its explorers
to induce me to act as
If anybody
trustee, which I have done.
will be good enough to give $3,000 for
for all the Real Estate, Mining Stock,
&c., &c., I have in the world, I will
spend $ 1,000 of it off-hand in promoting
the cause of Association ; and this offer
shall stand open twenty days to enable
And
everyone to make due inquiries.
now I ask the Express
to print this and
xcuse me from speaking farther of my
private affairs.
'

of chattel slavery.
not extenuate

But this fact does
In

the evils of the latter.

every theory of Association

we take them
for granted ; but, at the same time, our
principal efforts must be directed against
the false industrial
rates all

system, which

degrees of slavery,

gene

as well

as

Nor should the fact
that we regard the application of indus
the one in question.

trial science as the only effectual remedy
for slavery in all its degrees, lead to the
inference

that 'we do not cherish an ade

quate sense of the evil of the lowest and
worst degree — chattel slavery.
LECTURES

IN CENTRAL

AND WESTERN

New YORK.
Messrs. Allen and Orvis,
agents of the American Union of Associationists, will start upon a tour through
the State of New York, and will lecture
at the times and places indicated
following

by the

The friends of As

schedule.

sociation in the several places where they
are earnestly
may visit,
requested to
make all necessary

to se

arrangements

cure large audiences, and to give the full
est efficiency to the labors of the lectur
ers.

They will be at —

....
....
....
....
...

Mass.,

Springfield,

Albany, N. Y., "
Troy,
Utica,
Syracuse,
Rochester,
Batavia,
Buffalo,

"
"
"
"

"

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Aug. 10.

"

14.

•i

17.

»

"

"

is.
26.

Sept.

"

31.
7.
13.

ASSOCIATIVE WORKS OF THE
FRENCH SCHOOL.

THE following publications, from the French
School, may be had at W. II Graham's book
store, Tribune Buildings, New York, and at
Crosby and Nichola', No.
Washington St.,
Boston.
The Works of Charles Fourier, 6 vols.
Muiron's Af treat no- tet Procedti fndtatritls.
Consideranfs Theory of Natural and Attrac
"H. O."
tive Education.
Considerant's Exposition of the Phalansterian
Theory.
Considerant'a Immorality of Fourier's Doc
WHITE SLAVERY.
trine.
Our Cincinnati
friend, C. D., whose "onsiderant's Theory of Property.
Paget's Introduction to Social Science,
communication
we are happy to insert,
"antagrel's Fool of the Palais Royal.
pellerms's Life and Theory of Fourier.
seems to think we palliate the evils of
Reynaud'sSolidarity.
slavery, when we show that a slavish Tamisier's Theory of Functions.
[Iain's Abolition of Slavery.
element pervades all our institutions.
Hennequin'sLove in the Phalanstery.
Not so.
We wish to awaken the intelBesides these,a large numberof Phalansterian
almanacs,can be had at the same
ect and conscience of men to a percep- iamph]ctsand
ilace. Also, a beautiful engraved portrait of
inn of universal evils ; but certainly not Courier: price, >'J 50. Any of the volumes of
to blind them to local evils which exist Fourier's works may be had separately.
directly

before

their

..nce enumerates

Social
scieyes.
at least nine degrees of

IIl
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s published simultaneously at New York and
slavery,
slavery
Boston,by the AMERICA* UNION or ASSOCIAnoNiSTS,
every Saturday morning. Office in
owest and the most aggravated ; but
v•••.'.•
York, BURGESS, STRINOER & Co., No.
here are often individual cases of suffer- 225!Broadway; in Boston, CROSBY it NICHOLS,
11 Washington Street.
ng in other degrees of a more fearful
TERMS. — Two Dollars a year, or One Dollar
nature than is usually found in this de- or sis months, payable invariably in advance.
fen
copies for Fifteen Dollars.
of Ireland is
ree. The Landlordism
COMMUNICATIONSand REMITTANCES should
now showing its fruits in wholesale pesti'. addressed to the " Editors of the Harhin
ence and starvation, the parallel of which ger," Brook Farm, West Roxbury, Mass.
of which

chattel

we have never known

is the

under the system

PRINTEP

AT THE BROOK FARM PRESS.

THE HARBINGER,
DEVOTED TO SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PROGRESS,
ALL THINGS, AT THE PRESENT DAY, STAND PROVIDED AND PREPARED,
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a bolder hand than any

Fu

cious fruits.
been

11.

The labor of the mind has

recognized

and declared

a legiti

mate source of social distinctions ; human

generation.

activity is prodigiously developed ; wealth
increases rapidly every where.
The sci
ences, in particular, which are the spe

Let us endeavor to explain
tional

and

progressive

this

character

tradi

of the

of Association.

There exists

INTRODUCTION.

IIl

ture, before our sceptical and discouraged

Doctrine

SCIENCE.

No.

the standard of the

other socialist,

AND AWAIT THE LIGHT.

at this

cial
time,

whatever

domain

of Progress,

new services to humanity,

render

daily

either by in

" Come unto me all ye who labor and are may he said to the contrary, not only a creasing directly the amount of its knowl
heavy taden, and I will give you rest." — Got- development of material riches, of order, edge, and wonderfully multiplying its re
pel.
and of power unknown in the past, but sources, or by offering to the meditations

To realize in human society the Ideal also a mass of general ideas, the result of Philosophers new elements of univer
of Truth, of Justice, of Harmony, which of the labor of ages, which forms the vi sal synthesis, or, finally by rendering
we carry within us, — such is the enrl tal atmosphere of the minds of our time, familiar to all the power of experimental
which FOURIER proposed to himself.

and consequently serves as a starting point

It is then to the reason of men, to that for every new proposition respecting the
Word of light which, according to the destinies of the world.
" lighteth every man that
Thus in the theological and moral
Aposile John,
cometh into the world," to that inward sciences, the Idea of the Divine, or notribunal,
equally divine by its origin, tion of the Supreme Being, has been con
and

by its

eternal

aspirations

towards

of this socialist

pood, that the doctrine
addresses itself.

For the first time, a plain man, with
out mysterious
racles,

has

illumination,
said :

opened to Humanity

"

without

Behold

the

mi
way

: examine!" — For

the first time a man has fully believed in
Providence,

and accepted without reserve

that precept of the Gospel :
ye shall find."

"

St-.elt,and

The words of that man can be no

other, of course, than those of peace and
love ; and his mission, in the midst of
parties, which violently dispute with each
the possession of the world, can

other

Politics have been completely regener
of sovereignty has at
last come down from heaven, where it
kept itself hidden from the gaze of na
tions, to place itself on the more practi
To the reign of
and purifying
itself, cal ground of interests.
stantly enlarging
has succeeded that of the
from the worship of Evil, of the shape despotism,
idol, then of the Laws, whence have sprung Political lib
less and sanguinary
till, through sensual Poly erty, guarantiee, and individual rights,
Elements,
of the equilibrium of power, notions of or
theism, it has reached the Religion
of Christianity,
connected with der and of hierarchy, unitary administra
Love,
dogmas by the semi-human tion, the fruitful principle of Centraliza
previous
character of its founder, and bearing the tion.
Finally in the arts, the gradual
philosophical germs of the future in its elevatinn of the Idea of the Beautiful,
conception of a God purely spiritual, an and the improvement of the popular taste,
infinite and immutable unity, containing have reacted on the whole of human life.
Morals have become more refined ; the
within itself the life of all beings.
From that position, one step remained, manifestations of thought purer, more
ornate, the sentiment of general harmo
to come out of the old antithesis of prin
These
results of
ciples, the coexistence of which in in age nies more powerful.
of reason, amounted to a denial of God, the social Progress, which we have only

Indeed it is and to proclaim the universality
only be one of reconciliation.
one of its characteristic signs ; for from ence. This has been the work
the heights on which he places himself,
the better to scan the horizon of human

age ; France

and Germany

of sci

of our

meet to day

on this ground, at the head of Humanity.
Meanwhile,
the development of the
glance embraces at once
the present and the future ; he explains religious dogma, has favored that of all
the former, and prepares the latter ; he human individualities:
ths moral sense

destinies,

his

connects them without
out

revolutions,

with

ruins.

Fourier, so far from breaking the chain
of traditions,
thing

truly

which

have offered

progressive,

teems

any

to have

methods.
ated ; the principle

hinted at, are immense and incontestable.
But after nil, hnve the conditions
man

life

formed?

of hu

trans
proportionally
not.
There has
Undoubtedly
been

been indeed, in many things,

great amel

ioration ; but for the want of a TNITARY

THEORY, capable of connecting all these
is enlarged ; the dignity of all increased . partial improvements with a general prinfrom energies, men have become brothers ; ple, which could favor their farther in
confirmation,
the
the fetters of woman and of the slave are crease and mutual
falling ; brutal force has given up the
empire of the world to reason. The dog

world

has

not yet been sufficiently

re

generated to cause, in the general as well
is as in the individual life, Good to be the

had no other end in view, than to apply to ma of Progren, born of yesterday,
the improvement of society, the scientific becoming the most universal of our arti
acquisitions of the Past, raising at the cles of faith ; already, it hae borne pre

rule,

and Evil the exception.

Moreover,

it aeems that by a cruel and
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con

a

;

We are, it is true, no longer subjects of tains magnificent secrets. The boldest,
a I'm hi lord, but we are at the mercy of running in advance of the mass, utter
but these generous as
necessities, j prophetic words
a thousand
contradictory
in the midst of
above all that of hunger and money, the j pirations, dropping

Governments

have

corruption?

If

All,

true, agree in protesting

against present evils, and in hoping
nothing

can be more various

rently more contradictory,

of reason have caused old of each one, respecting

superstitions

to

Itft

the advances
hove

disappear,

our souls

also

they

and appa

of generous im

Some men of action,

us of our most poetical be- pulse, rather than of patient study and
fii'ti. Does not industrialism, that God rigorous reasoning, taking no account of
of tire rrrodern world, make more victims past disappointments, still consider Poli
than
makes happy
In proportion tics as the only principle of improvement.
as wealth accumulates under the influ
With them
would suffice that the gov
ence of scientific progress, of powerful ernment be in the hands of all, to insure
the production of good without obstacle.
machinery, and extensive establishments,
tin' misery of the lower classes increases.
Others, fearing the disasters which po

come

both? So Belgium,

social

since

;

is
a

hierarchy,

constitutes

the

basis, the riches, the very life of society?
the

for the people, and

for

people

the

Government

That every man received from God at his
birth, an equal right to live, to labor, and
to occupy

in Ihe racial

scule

position

to his faculties,

corresponding

whether

natural or acquired?
These
tained

sentiments,

we say, are enter
men of our

all the thinking

it

time, independently of their political pre
aloud,
Well, we proclaim
dilections.

litical
occasion, the order of society which embodies and
revolutions
inevitably
no other
nut calmer and more diffident, are friends of fully realizes these sentiments,

we see in them

the

the Masttr has re
And yet we are called

reaches only to de
tails, and proceeds step by step, without

than that of which

system, without

Utopians

and that progress which

What shall we say of these sad com
Must

more then

is

does

so France*
pensations?

interest,

definite

any

positive affirmation.

purpose or

vealed the laws!

!

condemnation of Progress?
What the of order, and above all, of traditions, see
faculty of comprehending the laws of the ing the agitation of minds, feeling that un
the condi
general order which enables us to role certainty reigns every where,

we aim at impossibilities

But these very taws, which are the ab

Others even, lovers

stract of universal sentiments

where naa

Fourier discovered them
In the most
of human traditions;
in the
authentic
tions, in the hearts, in the fortunes of men, principles of the sciences which may truly
in

?

take the lead in

the general

pace with

keeps

it

Europe

of the gen

result

birth or fortune, the essential element of

it

?

it

in

Look at England,

industry.

that the welfare of each cit

proportional

That labor, considered as the integral de
must be
velopment of human activity,

not

and' Jepriverf

Pauperism

strength

izen

ought to That Government

be.

and desolate,

empty

but

than the ideas
what

which ultimately re
that union,

act on the whole of society

!

been called an organized

blur the sight,

and disturb the consciences of the multi
tude.

orders are scourges

that

and dis

commotions

:

Constitutional

that

old order of things, only

civil

the eral order and of the co-operation of all?

saturated with

yet thoroughly

;

ment no longrr bends under the pressure
of a single will, without counterpoise;
out corruption infects all the degrees of
Ihe hierarchy.
Is it not with some justice

world

it

The govern

masters.

is

two most pitiless

war,

poverty,

?

we feel that

and defi

castes lend to disappear

;

the futnre

nition of

a

faith

beset us on all sides, we all have
;

diminishes.

social independence

ground,

gain

in

liberties

from the bosom

great family,

of which all traces of division

it

which

as political

proportion

miseries

is

in

In spite of the cruel

;

our age.

in

gains on the other : for in our societies,

Thus do not all agree with us, that
society

is
a

Such are, with all its apparent frivolity
which govern

and egotism, the thoughts

by

loses

;

Civilization

it

phenomenon,
inexplicable
on one side what it

tpparently

is

1ft?

it

turn with uneasiness to the past, and would
bind Society to that, lest the Idea
pur
multiplies an hundred fold the strength of sues at the expense of its former state of
man, which unveils to him the secrets of repose, should prove an illnsion, like the

be called the logical
human mind

;

this ardent seeking
after the true relation of things, this pow
erful development of the intellect, which
;

over the elements

matical

sf

development

the

in the natural and mathe

sciences.

Indeed the two

greatest scientific

data

mirage

which

taken pleasure in pouring venom into our

vatives,

in

heart?

between the general

the traveller

;

in

let

to deny the value and the absolute
is

morality of progress,
God, and the dignity

to

utter against

the individual,
on

cism

connection

prudence more tinged with scepti
tli. i* with true philosophy,
and

fraught with

far

from

encroaching

the least,

on

interest and that of the feeling of moral independence, which
and in relying too much
the essential element of the human
is

Matter

us proclaim

the

overlooking

no less danger to the future

soul,

far

its power,

from restricting

it

;

aloud

of the soul.

Ah!

a

light

above mind.

then better
it is

the

than

is

Stupid insensibility

in

;

'

it
?

it ?
is

in

misleads

in

of modern times form the basis of the
lime function of terrestrial providence, — the depths of the desert.
Doctrine of Association.
They are, tho
are all these lies, incentives to crime,
But really all these parties are wrong universal principle of Attraction, which
struments of destruction
Why has God in the exclusiveness of their wishes
Po
sways the life and development of all
thus ordained
For
not probable litical reformers,
Union,
forgetting the distance beings, and the law of Harmonic
that man has gifted himself with an in
which separates good intentions
from which binds one to the other and to all.
tellect so subtle and so bold
Has God the science of doing good the Conser
And the wonder of this discovery is, thai
life, which elevates his genius to the sub

any other philosophy,

and

elevates them, and

of Society than the rashness of revolu opens to them
career of greater extent
one of the most abominable blasphemies tionists. Finally, with regard to the past, than until now we dared to imagine.
that can be imagined
Blind men that the desired object of the Retrospectives,
What are the causes of these fruitful
we are! do we not see that these
reality very far from their honest results?
That Fourier felt more deeply
and

us, such

they would

as

could be reinstated
actually

existed,

very soon be undeceived, be

than any other revealer,
the supreme law

;

this say* to Reason,

" Co on."

rious

opinions,

we imagine.

;

which

separates the va

much

narrowei

than

unity was

spirits,

could

the

other bad, warring

of the

the government
One infinite

one
with

God

that

of Phenomena vanished
before the unity of the Principle finally
,•

real differences,

is

not enough to produce wealth,
be distributed equitably."
All

is

It

;

!

in

!

!

it

"

must

that

life, that there

not be two omnipotent

ger, do they not seem to cry aloud to cause we cannot live outside of our age
good, and the
" March
Immunity.
march
thou hast because each party finds the reason of its each other for
not yet reached the goal " Do they being only
the ideas and wants of the world
but only
not say to the politician, to the industrial
day and because, after all, the circle of the multiplicity
ist,

of

among

it

convictions

it

above

these agonizing
these laborers dying of han

if

hints from

;

consciences,

are

voices,

:

sufferings

these imploring

?

Tory

in

it
is

!

a

of human nature,

its liberty

them better than

legitimates

that the unconquerable,

and everlasting

tendency of the mind of man, in his la
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the origin

of societies, that every part of the eco
moral

sciences,

science deduced

the Harmo

The practi

therefrom,

— of Passions and Charac

ters;
— of Capital,

Materially

and
M. p.

Labor,

j.

Skill.

I

I

" working

out their own salvation."

Pittsburg

friends

a

Our

aided this

have nobly

Work is the order of the day. body, and will continue to sympathize
long.
They would be glad of more leisure, but with this effort.
" Model Phalanx,"
at this stage of the enterprise they put
In relation to
all

their

to redeem them

powers

while

no one

with

whom

I

forth

conversed,

made any objection to the plan, all were
the opinion, that to work such
ments as will conduce to this end, and at united

selves from debt, and make such improve

a cent

is expended

" knicknacks."

in

or

display

for

" model,"

require the practical

would

skill and experience of those who have

The President lives in a grown

into Association

in

prenticeship;

of the Association.

ory, easily as we may write

Whatever

politicians

regular

that, beautiful as

log house and drives team on the business

ap

our the

talk

it,

Not

the same time add to their comforts.

and

has got to be learn
I think he is the print and picture
" Log-Cabin President " ed practically and experimentally. Their
only veritable
entitled to grav«
the whole land can claim.
The Presi
opinion on this point
may say to the contrary,

dent's

office is, however, rather nominal
as the business of this

than otherwise,

consideration.
and

Religiously

politically

the Trum-

to be mostly in the bands of bullites are made up of various sects and
the " Council of Industry," and the board parties, but here, more than in the world
of " Directors," who act as checks upon at large, do they seem to " keep the Unity
body seems

of the Spirit
the bonds of peace."
form and fact, they
The "economies" of Association they " Free Toleration,"

each other.

hold to and carry out in veritable deeds

not so fully as they can, as it seems to
rae.even with their present means. Their

you will not therefore be surprised at the
notice, which
following
clip from a

children

might

pamphlet circulating

matically

into groups.

of the Harbinger : — I
presume you and your readers will be would they be enabled to do this if they
glad to reiJ a stranger's impressions even would establish a general " bakery,"
on a short visit to this Phalanx.
I will which would relieve forty women from
therefore commit some of them to paper, the labor of making small batches of

in all their poverty they have been in pleas
ant company

and have aided one anoth

Why should

a

a

o

receives
work

"

good

dollars

yearly

a ?

is

from a short visit, they enjoy the

a doctor
short visit

a

They are now surrounded by all the
patient, while the nurse
" necessaries " and some of the "
com but
whole day's
shilling for
forts" of life. Each family has a con what
often " repulsive labor
venient dwelling, and as far as I can judge should a "salesman" have

er.

I

:

I

ion of Profits."

receive one or two dollars for

salary

"

got some strange notions into his head,
at but they may not all be fog, though

Why

thousand

for selling

This " Messenger of the Dispensation
of the Fulness of Times," has doubtless

I

met with as many difficulties as the lonely
settler in a new country meets with ; for

cotton

suspect there

good deal of mist around

them.
On

the

whole,

my

impressions,

in
a

they are fully impressed with the promise
of success. At no time, indeed, have they

in

Difficulties

is
a

privations.

i.

to many

still exist and privations are not now few
or small ; but so great is their change for
the better in less than four years, that

a

nearly four years, and
has encountered many difficulties and sub

is,

been in existence

Trumbull

is

you please.

a

if

This Phalanx, I may remark, for the
information of some of your readers, has

Trumbull Phalanx, (situate

a

and you may print them

Is hereby given to all Men and Wo
men, that a Convention of Reformers,
who are willing to become the Messen
gers of Jesus Christ," for the introduc
tion of the New Era of Universal Peace
among all mankind, will be held at the

County, Ohio, nine miles west of Warren,
and five miles north of the village of New
bread, two or three times in a week.
Their school is probably full as good ton Falls,) to commence its sessions on
-ih of August next, 1847, for the
the
as any schools about them, but this is not
purpose of instructing and initiating them
"
for
those whose motto
enough
Inte
in the points which must lie made mani
One or two true As- fest before the Millennial Dispensation of
gral Education."
Peace"
"Good Will and Universal
Eociationists, who are qualified Teachers,
amongst all mankind will be established
learned and apt to teach, would meet
accordance with the
upon this earth,
>earty welcome at the "Trumbull." — express design and guidance of the Spirit
They also need well educated physician, of God.
ANDREW B. SMOLNIKAR,
who can and will teach them the conditions
Roman Catholic Priest ami Profeaior
on which health depends, and who
wili Formerly
—
now MeMenjgerof rhr liitprnof Divinitv
sation of 'the Fulnesi of Times. Efhesiant
ng to receive as his payment for hia ser
10."
vices his share
the " Equitable distribuin

the Editors

—

'

would be relieved of much care
and would arrange themselves into groups
for important
functions.
Especially
women

in this region

" NOTICE

in

be arranged more syste
In this case their

;

have already realized to some extent, but

To be Continued.

>
Bracevilte,Otiio, July 3, 1847. J

mitted

bent on

comes or not, they are resolutely

END OF THS INTRODUCTION.

CORRESPONDENCE.
TnuncLL COUJITT PHALANX,
To

would

dollars

But whether

rock.

is

to Desti

is fully
expressed under the following formula :
INTEGRAL ASSOCIATION,
Spiritually

place them on

a

mirable simplicity :
" Attractions are proportional

cal

thousand

few

some
become

They need more cap

resident members.
ital, and

cannot

they

it,

all true,
the theory

of Fourier can be reduced to a small
number of principles ; he has himself
given us its formula in two axioms of ad

nies."
" The Series distributes
nies."
So much for the Theory.

thing here, even

is

and well defined generalization,

will do

stock,

invest

a

hare been by him regenerated.
However, as is the case with

can

in

and

they do not stay

who

good service to the cause to invest

it,
it

political,

am informed,

Those

in

nomical,

I

come,

deserve

they

in

concerning

think

and should receive the substantial sympa
thy of their brethren throughout our land.

a

mental conception

return to the Trmiibul-

it

From such a point of departure, Fou the staff oo which they principally lean.
rier could not seek for the basis of socia Their land is very good, and of their
unity, out of the very elements of unity thousand acres, over three hundred are
accumulated by human thought.
For improved.
Their stock — horses, cattle
and cows — "looks very well," as the
saking then, according to the great prin
The improvements and
ciple of Des Cartes, all allegiance to ex farmers say.
condition of the domain, bespeak thrift,
isting facts, and boldly availing himsel
of the labors of analysis and synthesis industry and practical skill. The TrumI saw no "dainty
accomplished in the sciences, he exposed bullites are workers.
" theorists here. When such do
so powerfully
the results of that funda
fingered

So

wander.

lites, and say that

if

is

a

of mechanical indus

on here, but agriculture

a

Several branches
try are carried

I

bore, as well as in his social conceptions
was Unity.
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I

it

a

of their labor," " with no one to molest or shirting, while the seamstress has but
short sojourn among the Trumbullitee, are
make them afraid."
shilling per diem for maki.ig
But favorable.
think they will succeed in
up?

THE HARBINGER.

Say—" No'slothful invocations

From our lipa our lives profane;

$
1

in

is

by

;

a

8

5

$
2

a

a

it

it

$
2

in

if

in

a

;

a

$

;

is

is

markets they are exported, and the disiarity in the first cost of merchandise
here, and the retail prices here, are pheomena which claim the earnest attention
f Michigan farmers and our citizens in
general.
During much of the time when Michi-an wheat was quoted in New York city
market at $ 1 75 per bushel, the farmers
f Washtenaw county, Michigan, got but
5 cents in Dexter, Ann Arbor and Ypsianti.
More recently, however, wheat
sold for$ 1 90 in New York city, and for
\ 1 10 here, when it brought $3 10 and
pwards in New York city.
The last New York papers say that
hey are offering $2 for Genesee and
Michigan wheat, in that market, to be devered any time in June, and though
reights have very much declined lately,
et on this day, (3d of June,) wheat is
forth but $1 per bushel here.
This
ould seem to show a pretty uniform disarity of $ 1 per bushel, betwixt the price
r wheat here and in New York
city. —
'he difference however, varies from 75
ents to $ 1 ; and there
may be a few inances, when there is very little wheat in
ichigan, and freights uncommonly low,
here the difference i» still less ; but

ia

y — "The early rain and latter,
Lord, withhold not from onr toil ;
Fructify the seed we scatter,
With this worship, in the soil."

FARMERS.

a

Aa I read the newest gospel,—
When thc spadedivides the clod,
When the ploughshare turns the furrow,
Men in prayer strive with God.

FOR

5

Be a workman, O my brother!
Higher worship is there none :—
With its hymn of work-devotion,
Nature is one choral tone.

PROBLEM

The difference in prices betwixt the
iroducts of farmers here, compared with
hose in New York and Boston, to which

;

Oh, the angel — How he helpeth !
Hinder not by act of thine ;
Lagging limbs, or heart aweary,
Mar the work of the Divine.

[From the Michigan Farmer]

A

if

But the beauty worketh, strivetb,
And is leading thee apace
To a Future, whose foundation«
God hath planted not in ipaee.

Journat.

;

Rightly read, and fitly heeded,
It will whisper to thy breast—
"Then art clothed around with beauty,
And an angel is thy guest."

Howitt'i

$

From thy nerves at each pulsation,—
From the mystery of sleep,—
Comes a lesson — a monition,
Whose significance is deep.

Every where the earth is hallowed.
Temples rise on every soil —
In the forest — in the city —
And their priest is Daily Toil.

in

Suns become the sires of Systems,
Planets labor as they roll ;
And the law of their Celestial,
Is a law within thy soul.

Be a workman, O my brother!
Trust not worship to the tongue;
Pray with strenuousself exertion;
Best by Hands are anthems sung.

a
6

For I preach the newest Gospel,—
Work with Hand, and work with Heart;
Work — the Heavens are working always,
Nature reads a Tert to Art.

Ever Idleness blasphemcth
In its prayer— in ita praise;
How shall Heaven accept his incense,
Who is idle all his days 7

2

None hare mandateto be idle ;
Folded handaare vilest crime ;
God's command ia labor-worehip,
In thy youth and in thy prime.

Ever working,— ever doing,—
Nature's law in Space and Time ;—
See thou heed it in thy worship;
Build thou up a Life sublime.

;

Do thy beat,and do it bravely,
Never flag with under zeal,—
Thii ia writ as Scripture Holy :
Thoo must cither work or ateal.

Time was, when the crowd esalted
Priests above their fellow-men ;—
But that worship is departed,
And doth not return again.

of

See — Creation never reateth,
Ever God creates anew;
To be like Him, ia to labor,
To adore Him, ia to DO.

a

Daya and nighta not given to aervice
Turn thy life to sinful waate;
Bo no laggard,— be no aluggard,—
Live not tike a mandisgraced.

Time was, when the tongue's petition
Wisely wrestlcd with the skies;
When the flames,that curled on altars,
Made accepted sacrifice.

a

Brother, kneeling late and early,
Never working — Praying ever—
Up and labor — Work is prayer,
Worship ia in beat endeavor.

As I read the newest Gospel,
There is nothing fixed and still ;
Constant only in mutatioa
Is God's law of Good and III.

in

I(V EDWARD TOOL.

" Labmart ett orare."

Best he aaketh. moatwho tasketh
Sinews to perform his task."

is

LABOR-WORSHIP.

$

WOODHOUSE.

portion of this great difference in
price
caused
the necessary cost of
transportation
and the rest
the profit
of the produce dealer. If we put the cost
of transportation on
bushel, say from
Ann Arbor to Detroit at
cents, Detroit
to Buffalo
cents, Buffalo to New York
—
25 cents
38 cents, then one dollar laid
out for
bushel of wheat there and sent
to New York and sold for
will pay
the original cost and 62 per rent, profit,
besides paying for transportation.
If the produce dealer pay $6 for
barrel of flour here, and send
to New
York at cost of
50, anrl sell
there
at
he makes 25 per cent, profit on
the money laid out.
We may safely say that no produce
dealer will continue
business without
he has
prospect of realizing from 25 to
30 per cent, profit at least, and
any
one will take the pains to examine often
the eastern prices
of produce,
and
compare them with our own prices, he
will find the disparity at least as great,
after deducting transportation, as we have
indicated.
The wholesale prices for merchandise
as quoted in New York and Boston, and
other papers, are not the first cost prices
Tor either domestic or imported goods.
The commission houses receive go ids
of the manufacturers or importers, and
make advances on them
cash.
These
goods are then sold by the commission
nerchants, at auction or otherwise, tojob"•/•*,sometimes for cash, but usually on
three, four, six, eight, nine or twelve
months credit, (according to the kind of
roods,)
quantities to suit purchasers.
These sales are quoted as the " whole
sale prices current," and include the
first
cost that
the wkolrsale prices are 12 1-2
cent,
ier
more than the manufacturer or
mporter receives for them.
The jobber yells these goods to counry merchants on three, four, six, or
twelve months time
for delay, risk, pro
fits, &•I-., adds
and the coun
per cent.
try merchants or retailers, add from 25
to 50, say an average of 33 1-3 per cent.,
and sell them to the consumers.
Thus
the importer or manufacturer lets
com
mission house have
100 worth of goods,
adds 12 1-2 per cent, and sells them to
112 50 which
jobber for
called the
" wholesale prices."
The jobber adds 20
cent,
to what he paid, and sells to
per
the country or retail merchant for
135
and the latter adds 33 1-3 per cent, to
what he paid, and sells to the consumer at
180.
retail.
This shows that
Washtenaw county
we are paying 80 per cent, more for
goods at retail than the first cost in New
York or Boston 75 per cent, of which
mercantile
profits, for
per cent, pays
all the costs of transportation on
gener
al assortment
goods from New York or
Boston city, to Washtenaw county, Mich
igan.
Much of the effects of this may be illustrated every day by comparing
the
wholesale prices as quoted in eastern city
papers, on which 12 1-2 per cent, has al
ready been added to first cost, with the
retail prices here.
Thus in the papers of
the present date, coffee, St. Domingo,
quoted at
1-2
3-4
we take one
6

C.

" We havenew interpretation
For the old instruction — ASK ;

A

Will of God on earth.
Yours truly,

and doing the

" But they break the old commandment,
And invoke thy name with sin,
Who, their idle hands uplifting,
Unearned good would garner ia.

is

realization of the science of livin

we strike an average on the extremely
fluctuating prices for the last three months,
we would say wheat has averaged
here, and $2
New York during that
period.

$
9,

fuller

We have kept the old commandment,
1'aking not thy Name in vain.

;

material);

attempt to re-organ
to a good degree ; and wi
aid in preparing the way for

by

fragmental

fee society,

"

$

their

"

if:
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in

;

in
but

the germ

the

constraint of military

regulations,

some men

of all

work

with

spite

we were

by

worked side

in

though

drawbacks

Rng-

raising the
a rivalry

giacis,

between

rigid

energy. — One

impassioned

when

are

they

by

usually stifled

to the de

two

com
who

brigades

side at the intrenchment.

The next morning at daylight,

all was

finished, perfected by these two brigade?.
The other detachments working separate
had not done half.
furnished matter

It

in

It

exercised

that, having every

view at the

thousand

of

facts

military

this

schools

character,

have not yet thought of adopting

they
distri

of the labor, the companies

bution

a

is

incredible

really

year

a

are

the execu

in

It

of rivalries

velopment

in

of

I.
Our miners

and

the different

in

hurdles,

velop these industrial

required

worth much more towards the execution

and every man

the

companies

is

of command.

means of

fifteen
suita

of the workshops,

distribution

by

by

the simultaneous
ends. among the companies
employed simply the employment of different technical pro
There
not the cesses, then putting the companies face to
it

least idea of animating the laborers

by

a

is

word

would engage to show

the army to classing the labors, arranging the groups
graduated scales, bringing out rivalries
processes of the

different sorts of work, but there
In their execution,

exercise, that

in

the technical

perfect

school,

in

is

care enough

these may be on certain
In the labors of
regimental

day's
ble

must pass through all of them.

There

however proper
occasions.

a

bar

field-pieces,

&c.

Each of these labors divides into de
tails,

of the work than threats, guard-rooms,
of officers and sergeants,
a

for casting

racks for encampment,

are,

of all reprimands

bridges

in

sorts, kilns

mines, trenches, fosses,

terraces,

to de

adapted

contests which

by

intrenchments,

is

;

;

about fortresses

fagots,

all that

palisades

workshops,

I

fascines,

making

piquets,

face on three

lines

abreast,

instituting

judicious distribution of work and work
shops, and yet nothing would be easier.

open comparisons of effects obtained, con
necting the result in the general order of

They form the companies in their respec

the regimental

their labors.

Each in

There

neither

the sympathy

of co-operation,

of contrast

;

emulation

is

in

tual connection

its place stands alone.

nor

the

and the immense

discipline,

all

interlocking

the parts of the work, and alternating the
functions of the laborers accordingly, —
assert

it

tive positions on the glacis or in the fos
there they are isolated, with no mu
ses

as proved by experience in de

tails, that such dispositions

would give ac

the end of the campaign, six times
labor done, one-sixth part

of

more

punishments

reactive energy which

now inflicted, six times as much gaiety,

of

and men six times as well

develop,

tine.

entirely lost.

Then in each separate company, we ob
serve the same want of organic relations
and of attractive distribution.

What would

distribute

rou

then be, could
and

rewards

as

exercised,

the common dull and monotonous

we

promotions

'

alternate combinations and rivalries, would

it

all the companies
regiment, acting upon each other in

Every officer who has studied his men at
work, and who will reflect on this, will

interest

or

if

is

point to

ground labor of miners

is

which they share no personal

a

tendencies

which

It

this,

It

were
noble thing
the
are say with me,
army should give the example to industry
and open to society the great page of the
wards the laws of attractive and impas
First the gaiety of the future.
sioned industry.
Let us continue with a. few more de
though
they are still forced
groups,
tails. —
well known that the under
groups, levied to carry on operations
Notwithstanding

every moment revealed

in

in

to those

superior

;

if

the work

natural tendencies

tion of labors both numerous and varied,

is

$
1,

is

easy so to dispose
as to obtain

incomparably

indeed annually

a

4

$
1

it

a

$
1

be very

the

We may

they produce.
at any time

of three day's discussion
the regiment.
—
was pronounced incredible.
What

of regiments

which we now obtain.

$
1

$
1

$
1

drawn

Industry

Civilization.

by

1

:

results

it

5

a

p.

it

is

in

is

in

$
1

I

is

5

U
is
is

would
labors

the

shops

menced

148.)

IX.

Attractive

from

which

ly

9

8

;

4

$
1

Examples

asm

deed observe

nat lines on the

ORGANIC CONDITIONS OF THE SERIAL LAW.

CHAPTER

spirit of rivalry, we are struck with the
clearest proofs of the industrial enthusi

night,

INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION.
(Continued from

arrangement occurs which brings out the

in

I

is

a

Translntedfor the Harbinger.

Then we note how exactly tha
profit.
rank and skill of each are appreciated by
the rest
every operation, and when an

in

it

!

in

is

FROM THE FRENCH OF VICTOR CONSIDERANT.

a

$
2

in

wheat
New
per bushel, will purchase
from 34 to 35 pounds of coffee at cargo
prices, and in Washtenaw
bushel of our
wheat will purchase but
or
pounds of
the same coffee
or one bushel there will
will take
purchase 34 or 35 pounds, but
more than
bushels to purchase the same
number of pounds here.
Russian Diaper "broad,"
delivered
to the commission merchant
New York
fur
50 per piece.
He sells to the
70, which
the wholesale
jobber for
price as quoted
the last papers.
The
jobber sells to the country merchant for
$2, and the latter retails
the yard
at the rate of $2 70 for the piece, which
the rate
lately saw given for it.
Thus the importer receives for two
1-2 bushels of
pieces of this diaper but
wheat, and the Michigan Farmer
pays
2-5 bushels for the same quantity.
The Lowell factories give
yards of
the first rate satinet at 50 cents per yard
for one bushel of wheat, but the Michigan
farmer gives four bushels for the same four
yards.
The whole effect of the mercantile and
produce dealers' profits on our commerce
A commission house
illustrated thus
receives an article at first cost at
and
to the jobber at wholesale, adding
sells
121-2 per cent., for $1121-2.
The
jobber sells to the merchant, adding 20
35. The country mer
per cent., for
chant adds 33 1-3 per cent, and sells to
the consumer for
80.
Now
we
deduct
per cent, from this for the aver
goods to the
age cost of transporting
interior of Michigan,
will leave 75 per
cent, for mercantile profits.
In purchas
75, besides paying for trans
ing this at
portation, the farmers pay in produce at
such
reduced rate that the transports
tion can be paid for, and then leave the
This
produce dealer 25 per cent, profit.
just the same to the firmer as though
another profit of 25 percent, were charg
ed on the
75 worth of goods, which
equal to paying $2 19. This makes
the original dollar's worth of goods cost
the farmer $2 19, besides paying for
bringing the goods here and taking the
produce there.
Besides paying such
price for trans
portation both ways as to make the trans
porting companies and forwarding mer
chants rich, there are 119 per cent,
profits to be divided amongst the whole
salers, jobbers, retailers and produce deal
ers.
This accounts for the rapid growth of
our villages and towns, and the colossal
size and upulence of our cities, swarm
idlers.
We
ing with proud luxurious
now perveive how this wealth
spirited
Oar
away from our country laborers.
19 to be dis
Michigan farmers pay
tributed betwixt these commercial tro-betwMus, besides plying transportation both
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I

of Michigan

bushel

.

order to get another dollar's
ways,
worth of produce exchanged for necessa
ries.
Our farmers furnish their own cap
ital and then wurk at the halves
Great
privilege this!
How much of this burden can be got
rid of and in what way can
be effected,
the PROBLEM which
proposed for
the solution of our Michigan farmers.
hope to hear from at least
dozen of my
brother farmers on this momentous suhjeci through the August number of your
periodical.
WEBSTER.
June 3d, 1847.

in

A

York city at

IN GE R

B

in

7

a

is

it,

store with another in 'this county, we
shall find that this quality of roller retails
for 12 1-2 cents per pound.
The cargo
price of this coffee is $5 a 5 70 per cwt. ,
at which prices it is received by the
He, the commission
commission house.
merchant, sells to the jobber at G 1-2 and
G 3-4 cents per pound, on 4 months cred
which
the wholesale price as quoted
in the last papers.
The jobber sells to
the Michigan merchant for
8-10
Sets.,
and the latter adds 33 1-3 percent., and
retails at 10 1-2 to 11 cents, others at 12 1-2
per pound.

A R

El

is

THE

painful and

re

THE HARBINGER.
but

is

sixty centi

nor even in digging

wider

It

matter of common

observation

our regiments that men interest them
selves in work very repulsive in itself,
leaves

visible result, like those

have

rolled

fortress had sat there as the years
on, as

in

a

if

shaft whose opening
metres wide,

in

pleasant

in

nothing

it

is

if

oneself on the belly through

1

there

dragging

a

pulsive;

is
a
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sleeping

the

the long

sun,

grass hung from its ramparts, ran over its
rounded parapets and waved like locks

was
Yet JIIM indicated
There
whilst tltey much sooner from its flattened slopes.
weary of labors far less arduous, which nothing sharp at wicked left about the
the regiment in carrying on these works. leave no trace and which do not lend looks of the place, only the traces of the
What are the causes ? First, scientific themselves to co-operative
old embrasures, bastions, courtines and
intrigues.
precision presides over the operations ; Thus two companies will work six and half moons remaining, which wore an
the plumb-line
said
they proceed regularly,
eight hours
day through the whole sea nocent and pleasant air, and all as
and the square in hand.
The execution son and will sustain the work concurrent
seemed asleep — Trust to that
In twen
The intervention ly.
is neat, eren elegant.
had made its toilet, cut
work
which ty-four hours
commenced
of intelligence and of taste in the work is must be finished. The honor of the its hair, combed its mustaehios
in twen
a first cause of attraction ; the laborer is company
well manag
concerned,
ty-four hours the buttresses were pre
;

thirty feet under ground.

galleries

it

Every

good hit,

triumph for

life

came.

Boasts and compliments are interchanged

pared and armed, the parapet* cut,

the

opened. — Oh, the shovels,
the picks, and the axes were noisy
the
!

embrasures

artillery carriages flowed empty to the ar
senals, ebbed loaded
and bore them

in

a

Tliry will be ardent during the first two
hours.

with

long

all directions

pieces,
rumbling

»f our poor operatives
no but after three hours all
quieted, the over the pavement of the streets, — All
There are no working roar of merriment subsides like the wind were there, chiefs and soldiers, alt arms
is

is

work

known.

hnbruted

by
who

passive executors,

after

rain

attention

no more and

no more eagerness,

nor does the drum which

sig

hearts

In

'

those creatures
labor,

;

machines,
civilized

;

longer

a

I

less

the coarse, brutal,

where

Harmony

Suppose ihene two compan
out to shoot at
target.

of the company from whose ranks

the labor

in

is
a

constant fact

ies are drawn

;

This puts heart into the labor.
beg the reader to remark that this con

ters it.
dition

it
is
a

the ed intrigue.

and mas

it

man espouses his work, loves

is
a

and his work ennobled

;

elevated by

it

it,

is

;

a

It

is

f

I

a

in

zeal and attraction are often developed in

honrs

forty-eight

the

pieces were upon their platforms, shining
the sun, their months open over the

;

it

;
it

;

I

in

a

in

are limited to furnish strength like beasts nalizes triumph call
glow to the face
of burden, pistons or balances. These of the victor.
country, bomb-shells and balls provided
incomplete types, these failures in life
in piles, and ready to speak out.
have not
You
dwelling upon the desper
have disappeared.
The whole man has ate energy of the miners, denied the neces conld not recognize the old place
was
been developed by the law of alternation*,
for the first two hours armed and palisadoed
bristled and
sity for alternation

The work of any work are the best
intelligent.
have only
man always proceeds from the man, the wished to show the superior power of
head leads the hand, — we grow attached well connected intrigue which
continued
to
work which
we would
perfect, and keeps the field, over one which
only

showed its teeth on ail points
The Prussians were welcome.

where

we act with

then

creation,

rivalry of the bodies, regiments and com
panies in the fortification, and accord of

two equal

a

was divided into

company.

parts,

each

Officers, sub-offi

good

work,

Thus
and

was noble execution,

the

right to be proud of it.

companies

had

a

with ardor.

it

;

cers and soldiers entered into the rivalry,
and none lost breath whiU the long work
lasted
every morning the men returned

a

in

ri

;

with

great

conception,

tious siege

be

in

is

:

unitary

whole,

real siege,

woven and condensed

ficti

epic,

with

instead of

then

on the attack and de

fense of fortified towns

you

;

Vanban
not
one of our romances equals this book.
From the investment to the breach of
of
the internal retrenchment,
closely

effaced.

on the contrary the object
But
the work has life and permanence,
connected

read the treatise

intrigue

is

gal
of the capital

and left

levelled, all results

and

it

The symmetrical

lery to the right
confided to

issuing

for

dispositions

all will be demolished

to see something interesting,
dramatic point of view, have only to

;

from the bastion.

gallery,

these ovens, these

encampment,

who wish

an

The subject of the Iliad is

siege.

indeed no boasting

excursion.

will see the sapper work in quite another
Reflection and impulse, events foreseen,
fashion.
When during the revolution of prepared, induced, and on the other hand,
uly, reports of the Prussians reached sudden
accidents, nothing
wanting.
Metz, the order was given to place
Internal
in
rivalry between the different
state of defence.
shall always remem
bodies of the besiegers, and entire accord
is

mining

clay,

turf or

a

were under orders to execute

concurrently

made, these intrench-

raents so neatly covered over with

it
a is

and Picaud,

a

in

a

commanded by captains Jotte

companies

leries, so artistically

if

We had
fine example of that
the second regiment, the year that two

cision.

But such labors
regimental schools.
at last only exercises
at the end of the
something wonderful
the succession
season all this sapping and mining, these of simultaneous operations of attack and
descents of the foss, these mining gal
defence which
compose it; and those

a

connected with this sentiment, the opera
tion proceeds with energy, ardor and pre

did not come, and had no

A regular siege
the most brilliant
exhibition of the power of organized
are valries that civilization can famish
there

it

a

is

manship.

who

such as those of our

if

piece of true work
And when external rivalry

tious in producing

Prussia

desire to cnme.

I

conscien

a

are

labors

a

and

consecutive

if

result, pleases them

;

a

pride in

it

to leave

they take

and

whole,

it

connected

a

as
a

which

is

see

is

Thus very commonly all labor which
they

to encourage the growth of intrigue; that
there
much
more perseverance

accord of identity was tripled by external
rivalry towards our good neighbors of

.,

labors.

?

;

less

miners, through their varied exercises and durable where the results of the work
daily contact with well informed officers, are less appreciable, or where the sessions
begin to enter this system of rational and of labor are too few or too far between
intelligent

passion of
higher degree
patriotism
then beat in all hearts; and this great

a

have observed that attraction

by

and

it
is
a

sappers

is

the

ber the
celerity

joyousness,

the precision,

of this preparation.

the

within each

mass against

The great external rivalry

is
a

regiments,

operation connected with tkis whole, with

,it

our

between castes, national enmi

a

In

such

why

was internal

;

as of contempt
ties.

series,

there

the whole in the common end because
permanent and transmitted from genera
ali the intelligent and impasMABed part»
tion to generation, as are in Civilization
the rancor of parties, the jealousy and of the whole acted combioedly,
in a»

I

of

a

group,

an individual.

Because

prodigies?

in
a

in

;

of

body, of

a

of

In Harmony,
passing and accidental.
the emulating intrigues of the series aie

is

is

it

we are author

we have placed
ourselves, and by this title
something
endears itself.
This must be understood
a

it it

and father of our work

,

a

a

is

a

an intelligence,
birth

of attack.

Why such ardor after all

is

a

;
1

is

and all work

the

other

by

desperate battle
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which lasts for months
tion by day

or

night,

without

interrup

which

continues

through long and sullen

as amid

silence

of all the batteries firing their

the crash
broadsides.

•view, that

in our present society, such
facts as we have examined, as the hay

In this case, ardor is carried to its height,
by the spring of rivalry which is "estab

the vintage, and what we are
now to narrate, being purely accidental,
and not embodied, regulated and durable,

lished

making,

between

fine then

the

It is
groups.
hear the Breton

two

to sec and

peasant shout hia joyous

hurra, spur up

Every inch of groond is disputed ; it cannot present results of high fascination. this or that neighbor by some praise or
is wonderful.
I long for space to de W« must take account in these examples censure, always well received — no one
scribe the operation, to follow step by of all the deficient conditions.
thinking of any other answer than a new
step the sinuous trenches, which creep
Take a flail, go into a barn, or better, demonstration of ardor ; then to hear the
like immense r«pttles to conduct
the head of the sappers (fetes de tape)
advancing abreast and slowly towards the
along

with

place,

open mouths

into the hot sun all alone, and set your
self

to beating

You will find whether

lire ; Now

belching

the sheaves

listen

to this

uf wheat.

is

it

amusing.

description

of the

of the artillery

two rival
watch

groups

each

exchange

other

with

railleries

jealous

and

eai illa

tion.

"

Such

is tire charm of the threshing

of the thrashing floors of Lower Brittany, by
different bodies, and the answers of the my friend, Charles Pellarin.
" Agriculture already offers some germs
besieged to all the questions wich the
Oh ! it is a high of attraction, which instinct unaided has
besieger proposes.

floors that the children always want to be
there, and threats, and even blows, are
needed to send them off when they are

business

the

then the

action

where

every one grows furious

to our

given

peasants,

without

any one
and ex

dreaming of their development
around is attentive to tension to other branches of industry.
the card that is thrown ; it is here also It is very remarkable that wherever this
at his

task ; it is here a pitched game,

where

the gallery

that

we find

of courage

and invention,
Can

think

you

of perseverance

prodigies

and intellect.

that the furrows

of the the sessions, groups are formed, more or

sappers are not deeper and harder to dig,
than those of the husbandman ' All sol
diers who have stood sieges, relate won
derful

of them, loudly attesting

things

what we speak of, and abundantly prov
ing how those combinations which develop
rivalries,

accords and discords, are potent

in opening the intellect,

genius,

awaking

courage, and inciting

kindling

to action.

We see here what man really is, what
living resources he bears in him. Pas
sion discovers

buried

treasure,

attractive labor is found, though its charm
is much reduced by the mortal length of

it makes

or skilful enough to join
It is also one of the few

not yet strong
adults.

of agriculture in which the
of the small towns sometimes

operations
citizen

comes to take part, in a country

wh«re

I

have teen youag
hunters, even young men of fashion, lay
aside their guns to take up the flail, and

there are no vintages.

till the end of the session
AH
their haitdn.
flail, is incontestably of the roughest ; it these details will appear very common
not perceive

less perfect.

"The

labor of beating grain with

the

strength, extensive
motion of the arms and body,

considerable

requires

and rapid

how

they

blistered

place, very prosaic, but it has seemed to
the
me that they strikingly confirm

and it is for the most part performed in fundamental principles of the processes
Brittany in the heat of the August and of social industry described by M. Fouri
Well, despite alt this er. I would by no means pretend t*
September sun.
it is one of those most liked by the coun
and of which

try people
passionately
not work

then.

of threshing

contest the superiority

are chines over the method employed

I

It is because they do peasants of Brittany.

fond.

alone

the young

On the threshing

ma

by the

have only wished

is not incompatible

to show that pleasure

hidden faculties spring forth, as the rod of floor there are at least ten or twelve on even with very fatiguing labors.
••<
Moses caused water to gush from the either side, who face each other and stand
kiiy try. to get the fame work «iunir
rocks of the desert.
in rivalry.
In each rank, we almost by men wliu are isolated, or even three or
which emu j four together* aod yu will see with how
in profusion ; late each other, and in the eentj-e a strong much outre fatigue y«u obtain a v.er/
inferior proportional result.
conquered, re- and skilful man directing and exciting

Well, this is ail work ; here are force always observe two wings,
aad intelligence
here are great

expended
obstacles

•noved ; it is industry
ready attractive,

organised

aad al

but subvertive ; that is,

turned against general order and the wellOrganize, then, har
being of humanity.
monic and productive

industry,

and you

will have a thousand times more means,
more reciprocal

what he calls his side, or even the entire
group,

if

he is chief of all the laborers.

This attribute belongs to merit, whether
found in servant,

day laborer or master,

it matters not, provided
to excite

energy,

he knows

without exhausting

how

in carrying

through

their small force, go t«
neighbors of the large farm*,

every thing with
help their

who afterwards

return

the service, to l(ie

it ; notable advantage of both , for they well

provided he be the most skilful in catch

ties and more power.

" Thus the cultivators of small farms,

instead of persisting

know

that the principle

" every one
far

of relaxation and himself," is not always the most profita
manifest these great effects of Attraction,
of impassioned energy, of which men ble, and they find that it is not a bad plan
this impassioned earnestness, because it experience the need in an animated labor, sometimes, even against the warning of
to count upon line's
is neither organized nor animated by the and which succeed each other like waves. M. La Fontaine,
" The noise of the flails falling in ca neighbors, .and even to wait for them.
corporate spirit ; we must wait for the
"To judge how useful are those ex
to relieve the
Phalanx, the equipment of the cohorts, dence also contributes
Civilized

productive

the industrial

armies.

industry

ing

these

alternations

will remain dull, sullen, prosaic and re

changes, and the mutual services which
fatigue ; and if there come an unskilful
fellow whose strokes are out of time, he connect the country people together, we

pugnant, as war would be, were the com

is dismissed

batants isolated,
corporate
limits,
daily

Till

does not

without

then, industry

connection

in

masses, but shut up in narrow
fighting only to gain their

and

bread, instead of being organized,

assembled

under banners and heated by

corporate passions.
Returning within the domain of domes
tic industry, 1 shall cite
attraction on the farm.

It must, however,

Although

in disgrace to the sweeping.

most of the workmen

are only

the animation rises very influence of a great number of persons
them when their group is and families of different sexes and ages
well assorted, especially if the weather is on the labors, and consequently no tlw
fine, the grain good, and the master, pro- products of their labor,
••Man is not a brute, a nachiie, whose
prietor, or farmer be a brave fellow whom
they like, and who takes care to provide force may be calculated independent of
hired
high

laborers,

amongst

some facts of refreshment for all around in good season.

be always

When
kept

in

must not only consider ili« time employed
from village to village, but the

in going

often

the
two

number
groups

suffices,

are

the passional springs which call bis facul
ties into play ; springs which never act

formed.

well but in circumstances which hitherto

there

of threshers
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every

the

Parisians

come

at what they

wondering

year
have seen, and

much better satisfied than they have often

is

where

ductive, unproductive or destructive, use
ful, futile or mischievous,
always

it

for instance,

other

Their

carriages.

step and joyous

which

songs

in

proud

mingled

with

the music, added to the charm of

this

feast,' improvised

the

Mitiga, at the foot of Atlas,

of

plain

Europe

because some passional springs have been ans, who, by the illusion of memory,
Apply then to industry the thought themselves transported to-their
play.

set

in

the model farms, at Grignod

the five

branches

served as an escort to

by

is

matches in and attraction in any work whatever, pro

which appear at the ploughing

tbtir hands, and green

sign of rejoicing,

in

little developed, many have not even
to determine."
We might cite thousands
germed there.
(Industrial Reform.)
This would be the place to speak of of facts, and analysis will always prove
pleasure
the phenomena of indusirial
attraction in the end that wherever there
we have used no effort

in

168

you would have natal soil at that happy epoch of the year
play of the passions,
What first strikes them is the industry become attractive and man thus when the riches of the earth become
After half an hour's
enter the magnificent path to his destiny those of man.
order, the neatness, the good distribu
entered
tion of things.
the
the
march,
With our civilized pre of happiness.
carriages
would be very easy for us here to camp, ranged around the spot,
dis
judices and our habit of seeing all over
the cares of M.
France dirt and misery in the tillage of collect
great number of facts, but
posed beforehand
and where those
the soil and the peasant who tills
this less our object to prove principles by such Robert, Sub-lieutenant,

if

cause to be in coming out of the Theatre

by

is

it,

a

it

It

Francais.

the civilizees;

for

good soil for the growth
the competition which

But

transports all spectators.

Ten

or twenty

ocular

witness addresses us the

narrative, which we have the pleasure to
communicate to our readers.

" This

" Camp of ERLON, May 27, 1835.
morning at ten o'clock, six long
loaded with hay have been car

a

ploughs,
very neat, well polished, and wagons
harnessed with their equipages, are ar ried within the camp, on the ground des
broad tined for the stacks which are to secure
rayed in line of battle abreast in
it
a

stake set up the preservation of the immense harvest.
the direction of the first This first product of an operation, whose
The teams do nut stir men and results already surpass all anticipations

'Each has before

field.

which indicates

;

furroiv.

horses, ears set buck and ready to start,

and prove to the most incredulous what
men can do whose solicitude
estranged

the signal with impatience.
The
will commence, sometimes on from individual enterprises,
struggle
due entirely
tliu depth and perfection of the furrows,
to the sentiment of national honor and
is

is

await

of the work, at others on both
Off go the ploughs
they start like the carriages of artillery.
There you see them turn the earth at
full trot, and answer for
that there
fire in the manceuvre.
What
all this,

tapidity

is

I

it

is a

;

elements combined.

compared

with

side

?

Phalanx

A

noeuvres of the industrial
skirmish

the grand maregiments of the

with fisticuffs be
a

a

is

a

tournament,
duel beside
battle — auch
the reiation of

with enthusiasm and alacrity.

" The

six

file, set out together
under

ground

from the

the direction

of the foreign

Mallet

legion,

trusted

by

who

Lieutenant,

with

the special

model

ing.

They

were

and

in the first regi

Sub-lieutenant

ment of chasseurs,

together

Lieutenant,

with Messieurs Castaing,
Baumer,

foraging

of Captain

have

been en

General

Rapatel

conduct of the harvest
preceded

by

a

clarions,

and the

is
a

there
contest among the pupil? for
the execution of the labors.
Each takes

by

in

well

paying
brave

officers

the

zeal so well

the good will and order of our

soldier farmers, each in presence of these
which

riches,
refuse

the

to gather

lable fertility

soil of incalcu

and production,

of an orator

the words

of barbarians

hands

from

may repeat

of the National

Tribune,
the regency of
Henceforth
Algiers will be the continuation of Pro
vence, and the Mediterranean,

French

lake.' "
And civilized people are so obtuse, and
so blind, that all this

their governments

teaches them nothing

In full

of soldiers

view

of

for agricul

of the
of the
their operation on the land, of
ge'nie
the still greater enthusiasm of this corps
operations and constructions of every
labors

earnestness

on

scale,

large

of the

regiments,

kind, we hardly begin to use these ener
gies

in

Such

inaptitude,

making
have

impotence

even
such

roads.

military

confession

something

very wretched, very shameful

about

of

them

To be Coninued.

music

is

It

Phalanstery.

whilst
to

whose skill and persevering

drums,

of the foreign
so easy to attract men to the legion and of the first regiment of chas
plongh, that at the model farm of Roville, seurs, which during the whole march,

farm to

tribute

stimulate

tural

first carriages proceeding

pitched

a

however,

them;

pre-occopy
deserved

of time, sometimes on the public prosperity, which have inspired all this enthusiasm
in

independently

great numbers animated this feast by
the joy of
their presence, and took part
the troops.
deeper thought might also
a

" An

"Spectators, both citizen and military,

a

of zeal.

not

and

it a
is

is

which justly astonish
servitude

remarkable,

very

songs of the soldier farmer.

!

are

and the

blended the

which

a

which

with

in

zeal

into the camp.

of

the sound of music

noise of drums

a

among the keepers

develop

of the stock and the farm boys germs of

feast at the entrance of the hay wagons

Erlon,

—

Commander

of the camp of

and

legion

!

ar

foreign

the

foraging,

A

These

the

Brenelle,

a

results.

rural

and of Colonel

with

entrusted

of the

direction

principal

in

rangements

the

cess, has been the occasion of

nel de Schauenbourg,

'

and

subjected

they are

as suc

a

to which

management

with as much activity

Bouffarick,

They were unloaded in presence of Colo

in

a

in

They cannot say too much of the way of reflecting for himself on phenom
beauty of the animals, the cares that are ena which he has witnessed and may
bestowed on them
the stables.
Every witness every day.
cow has its place marked, with indication
fact
We find in the Times newspaper
of name, age, race, diet, quantity and which will doubtless pass unnoticed and
quality of the milk which she yields. which we here transcribe.
The fields are also placarded with notices
" The foraging which has been con
of the owner's name, the system or order
ducted around the camp of Erlon at
of the crops in their succession, the agri
cultural

were to rise as by magic.

than to put the reader in the colossal stacks

citations,

seems a prodigy.

continued to beat and to play.

[From the N. Y. Mirror.]

THE DIFFERENCES.
a

a

a

by

"

the order of priority,

when he first escapes from their mud and

The mowers and haymakers, about filth, to have been
recently scoured and
300- in all, belonging to the foreign le garnished.
The waters sparkle, the air
nal.

gion, bearing flowers

on their heads and comes to him pure and refreshing,

a

otia was favored more than another with
piece of work.
And yet at Roville the
strongest causes of attraction are very

a

a

if

a

is

in

weeks'
Returning to the City after
The first of these carriages had its absence
the sea side, gives one
very
and each load crowned with
bouquet of flowers, vivid impression of the great difference
The Earth
very jealous of allowing his to slip. whose splendor and variety gave to the between town and country.
seems, to denizen of our crowded streets,
There woeld be great dissatisfaction
march an air at once triumphal and ver
his turn

de
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lightful odor of cleanliness rises from the
meadows and fields, and every thing is
imro, simple, sweet and invigorating. —
Existence is endowed with a new charm,
and he wonders what lias become of his
lassitude and weariness.
He eats heart
ier, sleeps sounder, walks
faster, and
Almost the glory of child
laughs louder.
hood returns to bless him, and he feels
young again, when he revisits the haunts
of his boyhood.
Returning to the city he
finds it strangely altered, the streets have
grown longer and wider, they are more
crowded with passengers, the din of car
riages rumbling over broken pavements is
louder, the houses have.expanded in size,
and objects that he left mean have be
come magnificent.
These are the first
impressions ; and then he hesitates to in
hale a breath, lest the suffocating stench
poison him ; the reeking filth of the gut
ters, the steaming heaps of dirt in the
middle of the street, the mountains of
manure that lie piled up near the landings
of the steamboats ; hogs wallowing
in
unmolested security pastlhe very doors of
Aldermen, disgust him and make him long
to return to the pebbly beach, the spark
ling waters, the green meadows, and heath
covered hills that he has left for the toil
and trouble of the city.
This is, par em
inence, a dirty city, its condition is a
reproach to the people and a lasting dis
grace to the party in power that permits
the finest city in the world to remain in a
condition so filthy that the inhabitants are
compelled to quit it to preserve their
health, and strangers only visit it in hot
weather when compelled to by calls of
business.
It is not the only dirty city in
the world, although as far as our experi
ence extends we can safely pronounce it
the dirtiest.
London is dirty too, there is
some comfort in that. The last number of
Punch contains the following
parody,
which might be as well sung in New York,
making only aa alteration in the names of
the streets.

DIRTY CITY!
T, >t — ••Highland Laddie."
Oh ! themart a shocking place,
Dirty City, dirty City !
To thy rnlera a disgrace,
Nasty City, nasiy City !
Fie upon thy Saffron Hill,
And thy foul itreet of Turnmill,
Cow Crou, too, more filthy still,
Dirty City, dirty City !
Think upon thy Barbican,
Dirty City, dirty City !
Fit to poiaon any man,
Nasty City, nasty City !
And the courts and alleys low,
Through the which, to Bunhill Row,
With our nostrils held, we go.
Dirty City, dirty City !
Spitalfields, and Houndsditch, too,
Dirty City, dirty City !
Hazardousto venturethrough —
Nasty City, HastyCity !
Where miasmaever reigns,
And the gases from the drains
Tarnish spoons and silver chains,
Dirty City, dirty City !
And Whitechapel's dense purlieus
Dirty City, dirty City!
Crowded lanes andsmoky flue>,
Nasty City, nuty City !

Also think on Fleet street, where
Sewers, ever in repair,
Never mended,taint the air,
Dirty City, dirty City !
Last of all, thy foulest shame,
Dirty City, dirty City !
Need I mention Smithfield's name,
Nasty City, nasty City !
Much thy population pays,
Can't thy Corporation raise
Funds enow to clean thy ways,
Dirty City, dirty City 1

[From the N. Y. Tribune.]

WISCONSIN

PHALANX.
CERESCO, Wisconsin, t
July 20, 1847. $

Friend G. : — I have been visiting this
Association several days, looking into its
resources, both physical and moral.
Its physical resources are abundant. It
has over 1,700 acres of land, consisting
of due proportions of prairie openings
and timber — all of which is beautifully
situated, and well adapted to the produc
tion of heavy crops without excessive
toil.
There are on the Domain 350 acres
of stout Wheat waving its golden riches
in the breeze, and already inviting the
There are also due proportions
reaper.
of Corn, Oats, Barley, &c. which prom
ise abundant reward to the laborer. About
700 acres are under cultivation.
They
have 350 sheep, 36 oxen,. 35 cows, with
the usual proportion of young stock. —
There is running through the Domain,
a stream on which the Phalanx has a
Flouring and a Saw Mill, with water
power sufficient to turn the former during
the year, and the latter a considerable
portion of the year.
The buildings are
located in a pleasant valley, affording the
richest land for gardens ; while over the
gentle elevations on either band lie the
farming lands, as productive in Wheat,
Corn, Oats, &c., as any people can boast.
The country about is delightful,
and a
morning or evening ride over the undula
ting prairies or openings, is decidedly an
recreation.
They are but a
exhilarating
short distance from Green Lake, of the
purest water, ten miles in extent, on whose
flowing surface, and in view of the most
enchanting scenery, the great pleasure of
a sailing excursion can be enjoyed.
The
climate is not by any means unpleasant,
either in Winter or Summer.
During
most of the Winter the ground is covered
with, snow, and, though the cold season
embraces half the year, yet when the
Spring comes, she opens with brightness,
and vegetation does not struggle in its
growth.
The Phalanx is entirely free from debt,
and though but three years old, substan
The avails of their
tially independent.
crops this season will doubtless be $ 5,000
net profit, while the permanent improve
ments during the year trill add much to
this sum.
With this and the mechanical
labor they can perform, they will be able
to do much the coming year in the erec
tion of neat and commodious buildings
and in ornamenting
the grounds.
Their
present tenements are such as haste and
limited means forced them to erect.
So
much for their physical resources.
Nature has done enough for them, all
will admit ; and if they fail, it will be
owing to the lack of true Associative
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character.
They will soon, however, be
able to purchase the stock owned by those
who may become disaffected ; and, if they
supply their places with congenial spirits,
Several per
they will certainly succeed.
sons who commenced with them and left,
have become sick of isolation and are re
turning to their " first love." This speaks
well for the value of Association ; and,
when all things shall be properly perfect
ed, no one can be purchased away by any
temptation.

In a moral aspect there is much here to
The people, ninety of whom
encourage.
are adults, are generally quite intelligent,
and possess a good development of the
mural and social faculties.
They are
earnest inquirers after truth, and seem
aware of the harmony of thought and feel
ing that must prevail to insure prosperity.
They receive thirty or forty different pub
lications, which are thoroughly perused.
The females are excellent women, and
the children, about eighty, are most prom
ising in every respect.
They are not yet
well situated for carrying into effect all
the indispensable agents of true menial
development, but they are not idle on this
They have an ex
momentous subject.
cellent school for the children, and the
young men and women are cultivating
Music.
Two or three among them are
While writ
adepts in this beautiful art.
ing, I hear good music by well-trained
voices with the Harmonist
accompani
ment.
I do believe something in human im
provement and enjoyment will be soon
presented in Ceresco, that will charm all
visitors and prove a conclusive argument
against the skepticism of the, world as to
the capability of the race to rise above
the Social evils that afflict mankind, and
to attain a mental elevation which few
1 expect to see here
have yet hoped for.
a Garden in which shall be represented
all that is most beautiful in the vegetable
1 expect to see here a Library
kingdom.
and Reading-Room,
neatly and plentifully
to which rejoicing hundreds
furnished,
will resort for instruction and amusement.
I expect to see here a Laboratory, where
the chemist will unfold the operations of
Nature,
and teach the most profitable
mode of applying Agricultural Labor. —
expect to see here interesting Cabinets,
where the mineral and animal kingdom
will be presented in miniature.
And
expect to see all the Arts cultivated, and
every thing of the Beautiful and Grand
All these are
generally appreciated.
necessary for the complete mental devel
Individuals in iso
opment of every one.
lation cannot enjoy them, because they
are attended with much expense, and the
fortunes
of few individuals are Suffi
cient for the pursuit of even a single
branch of Science
in the antagonistic
state.
Associations
like this can enjoy
the whole on a larger scale if they will ;
and few are aware of the invaluable bene
fits resulting therefrom.
I say, I expect to see all this retKxed
in the Wisconsin Phalanx, because they
are able, and I believe, sufficiently appre
ciate the True Object of Life to induce a
strict attention to every branch of im
If they strive for this end,
provement.
they will do good to the world that can
not be fully estimated, and coming gener
ations will bless them for this splendid
moral victory, achieved by the harmonious
union of mental and physical labor. They
certainly
deserve the prayers of every

I
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will rejoice in up three compact villages a mile or two 3, and 7, P. M.

All of a suitable age,
apart, numbering about 100 large and both male and female, are required to la
commodious
dwelling houses, some . 30 bor at such business, as either tlicir taele,
or 40 barns, from 80 to 800 feet long, 4 genius,
or habits may require.
And
IE? We trust the remark will be taken saw mills, 1
flouring mill, 1 oil mill, 1 whenever, from any cause, such as a
in good part that the writers of letters
large woolen factory, a calico printing change of weather, or the sudden ripen
from these Associative
experiments are
establishment, a tannery, a large variety ing of a crop, an extra number of hands
too apt to blend what they desire or hope
"f
shops, school houses, &c., ate needed, they can bring 60 or 100 into
to see, with what they actually do see. I
mechfnics'
ha*e tol*ell"rd' "
"
s6s' cat' a field at once, with any required number
We know the founders and members of ;
tie and swine, and over 3,000 sheep. of teams, and thus enjoy great advantages
the Wisconsin Phalanx.
We believe they
Their
all
is
held
property
in common, in cultivating and securing their crops.
are doing a good work from good mo
tives ; yet it ought to be considered by somewhat like that of the Fourierites, or By a rather minute division of labor, earh
Shakers at New Lebanon, but in many man or set of men is required to do one
others, as it doubtless is fully felt by them
different from those thing, and order and system are every
selves, that only in spirit can the Ideal respects radically
They have invested mon where manifest, and nothing wasted. In
of Life in Association be realized at pres communities.
ent.
Until they have a larger circle of ey in various ways on their lands, and in a high sense, a place is provided for every
this vicinity, to the amount of more than thing', and every thing found in its place.
Avocations er Employ menu, there can not
1,000,000.
Many individuals put into In portions of machinery for their factory
be Liberty in Labor, and Industry cannot $
stock from
$3,000,
to and mills, and in agricultural implements,
be rendered truly Attractive as a general the common
rule; until they have a commodious and $ 15,000 each ; one put in $60,000, and they are cautious in adopting our more
one $100,000.
If
ever
leave the recent improvements,
they
to use
preferring
well-appointed
Edifice,
the Combined
community, which they are permitted to those they brought with them from Ger
Household will be to most of them repul
do at any time if they choose, they can many.
Still their cloth and other manu
sive rather than agreeable ; until they have
draw back the sum they put in, without factured articles are made in the best
an abundance of Fruits, the best imple
interest.
No
one
has
left
them
yet
manner,
from
and
their
farm
operations
ments, Machinery,
&c. they will experi
with their
system.
By crowned with the highest success.
ence many deficiences and privations. As dissatisfaction
mutual
agreement,
can
they
dissolve
at
a band of noble pioneers, sincerely en
barns,
Separate
and well
spacious
any future time and divide the profits. ventilated,
are provided for horses, oxen,
deavoring to achieve, not for themselves
and
They
are
marry
in
given
marriage, cows, yearlings,
only, a better Social condition, they have
calves, and sheep, so
•ur warmest sympathies ; but even their and each family lives separate, except that they are all sheltered in the most
that
in
most
they,
cases,
eat
some
six
or
failure would prove nothing as to the im
comfortable manner through the winter,
of true Association, based ten families together at a common table. and the apartments
practicability
for sheep
are
The
whole
is
under
community
the
direc
en a union of adequate Capital,
Labor
thoroughly whitewashed four or five times
tion and superintendence of a set of trus
and Talent, and having a complete Indus
a year.
Thus they promote health and
trial Organization.
All that can be done tees or elders, chosen annually by them increase the weight and fineness of the
selves,
who
and
buy
sell
and
manage
as yet is to prepare the ground for Asso
fleece. The sheep are divided into par
ciation.
This we believe is being done every thing as they think will be best for cels, and each is under the constant at
the
and
as
whole,
have
all
they
kinds
of
at Ceresco.— Ed. Trib.
tendance of a shepherd and his dog dur
mechanics among themselves, they have
ing the day, in summer, and driven up
little occasion to go abroad for help.
All every night and hurdled ; and the land
the children are kept at school under
thus manured by them during the night,
GUARANTYISM.
competent teachers, and the older ones is at the
proper time sown to turnips.
The following interesting account of instructed in the higher branches, and The cattle are also kept in separate class
also in the English language.
Besides
es ; and each is under the constant at
an experiment of Guarantyism on a large
being well supplied with books in their tendance,
every day, of its herdsman, and
scale, clearly shows the social and pe families,
they all have free access to a driven
up to their yards at night.
And
cuniary advantages of combined industry. large public library.
then look at their series of barns, say 150
We noticed the above colony in the
seems to be the governing by 40 feet, standing in a line eight or ten
Religion
a year or two since, and re and inspiring element in this community ; rods apart, and the whole lower part fit
Harbinger
each day's labor is preceded by a season ted up exclusively, one for horses, anothjoice to find that the hopes we then ex
of devotional exercises in their several for oxen, another for cows, another for
in
to
it
are fully verified. families, and
pressed
regard
after the close of labor at young cattle, another for calves, and
It should be remembered, however, that night, they assemble by neighborhoods mother for
sheep ; another series stand
an establishment of this kind illustrates and spend an hour in prayer and praise. ing in another line, and filled, some with
The
afternoon
of
and
Satur
Wednesday
hay, others with wheat, others with oats,
only one phase of a combined order of
day is devoted to religious improvement. corn, barley, &c. ; and then other ranges
society, — and that only by a distant ap The
Sabbath is strictly observed by an of
buildings,
hundreds
of
enclosing
proximation, — the industrial and material omission of all secular business, and by swine ; and others still, to
accommodate
It presents no picture of the various religious exercises, both in their all the poultry belonging to the commu
aspect.
families and public assemblies.
Thus far nity.
moral, intellectual, and religious harmo
all has been characterized by perfect har
Every stable for horses and cattle has
nies, which we believe will be the result
mony and peace.
trenches to carry off all the liquid manure
of scientific, integral Association.
In visiting this community, a stranger nto tanks, to be thence conveyed to the
will not fail to be struck with the neat growing crops of the farm ; and indeed,
[From the Cultivator.]
ness, order, and perfection, with which
n all their barns and yards, the utmost
GERMAN EBENEZKR SOCIETY.
A com all their farm operations are carried on ; attention is paid to making and
preserving
of Germans,
about six miles and the astonishing improvements
munity
they manure, and their luxuriant crops bear
east of Buffalo, incorporated by the Leg
have made in so short a time, — mostly ample testimony to its
importance, and
islature under the above name, having within
three years;
for, besides the the skill with which it is applied.
Even
about lour vfars since, purchased 8,000 building they have erected, they have the privies at their houses have their
acres of wild Und in one body, embrac cleared between 3,000 and 4,000 acres of vaults extended
some three feet back, and.
ing a number of water privileges, have land, from which nearly every
stump is covered by a lid hung on hinges ; and the
made such improvements in agriculture
thoroughly
eradicated ;
about night soil, removed by long-handled dip
planted
and other matters, that I have thought a 25,000 fruit trees, and made
many miles pers provided for the purpose, is used
short sketch of them might not be unin
of durable fences. Their gardens, yards, most plentifully on their gardens. And
to
the
readers of the Cultivator.
teresting
and fields, display refined taste and the such splendid
heads of brittle lettuce,
They have been known in Germany, for highest state of cultivation ; and from such cucumbers,
cabbages, beans, peas,
one hundred and fifty years, by the name present appearances
they are destined to and corn, as were grown under the stim
of Separatists ; and having sold out their become immensely rich.
In eating, they ulating effects of this liquid excrement, it
interest and dissolved their community
act on the principle, that to eat little and has seldom been my lot to see.
there, they have removed here to the ofien, is better than
Flora, too, has here her votaries. —
the
overloading
Dumber of 800 souls, and are expecting stomach at long intervals.
And they ac There are also, engravers, and exquisite
large additions from Germany during the cordingly
eat uniformly five times each painters of plants, fruits, and flowers, for
present season.
They have already built day : viz, at 5 1-2, 9, and 11 1-3, A. M. whose work* orders are
constantly on
philanthropist,
their success.

and millions

Yours, truly,

Him,
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hand, frnra A. J. Downing,
and Wiley
Rocking babies to and fro,
& Putnam, and Endicott, of New York,
Mothers curse their wretched birth."
and Dr. Gray, of Boston, &c.
are
a
and
Altogether,
they
singular
Here too, and this is no fiction, — would
and a visit lo to God it were, — Here
interesting
community,
them being but a pleasant ride from the
city, can hardly fail to be attended with
"There are cellars where all night
both pleasure and profit.
Wishing to enWretched men do congregate —
Urge their operations, they have recently
Struck with misery and with blight,
purchased a large tract of land (1,000
To bemoan their wretched fate."
acres) four miles above Chippewa in Can
ada, en the Niagara river, and established
I will leave this picture, thus merely
there a branch of their community.
Suc
The details are too
sketched in outline.
cess to their efforts.
a. A. p.
disgusting and too horrible to be given
Buffalo, July, 1847.
here.
The poor children of pollution who nes
tle in the cellars and garrets of Ann
[From the Voice of Industry.]
in the
street, and the proud dwellers
BOSTON.
princely homes of Beacon street, are parts
What tlie indi
In many things Boston is like all other of the same Humanity.
to the
cities.
In many things it is unlike all oth vidual members of our bodies are
" We are
er cities.
It is the city of New England. whole, are those to the Race.
It bears the impress of New England members one of another," bound to suf
or damned to
character.
It has prominently developed fer or rejoice, to be saved
In future numbers I may indi
the virtues and the vices of New Eng gether.
land.
It has its unconquerable love of cate the means by which the Race is to
this state of falseness
Liberty, its steady habits, its respect for be redeemed from
To say that this state
" law and order," ita high tone of moral and dis-harmony.
of things is the ultimate of human society
feeling, its industry, its energy, its enter
It has something of its stern, cold on this earth, is equivalent to the blackest
prise.
If our boasted modern Repub
Atheism.
and repulsive Puritanism,
something of
with its
Civilization,
its bigotry and intolerance, something of lican and Christian
and gold, and splendor, for the
its Pharisaism,
something of its shrewd silks,
few, and its poverty, degradation, rags
calculating selfishness, something of its
for the many, — with its
wooden nutmeg sham, something of its and wretchedness
the one hand and its
inordinate love of the " almighty dollar." marble palaces on
its
other, — with
On the whole, however, we may be proud mud hovels on the
It has been, and is, the nur churches and its prisons, with its million
of Boston.
of misused wealth,
sery of noble men and women, the patron aires, with their piles
to
of Ait and Literature, the head quarters and its poor ignorant children driven
theft, and its homeless and friendless wo
of all philanthropic reforms.
— want of bread,
Boston is full of contrasts.
In this it men to prostitution, by
which we cannot go,
is not peculiar.
They meet our sight is the point beyond
is a complete fail
But here they are more then the whole thing
every where.
ure, and the sooner the earth is burned
striking than in our smaller towns. There
better.
There are
is here a near approach to the ultimate up, a la Miller, the
results of a false social system.
Turn, those who believe in a better Future for
the present
for a moment, to one of those lofty piles Humanity, and who look upon
of brick or granite, which look down upon state of things as the painful transition
discord to HAR
the Common, from the high places of the from Chaos to Order, from
ERNEST.
" upper ten thousand."
Within there is MONY.
luxury, refinement and politeness, with
all the blandishments which a generous
culture and the highest social advantages
which our modern Civilization offers, can
the denizens
of lofty
There,
give.
The Organization of Labor and Associa
rooms, furnished with a princely magnifi
tion. By MATH. BRIANCOURT. Trans
cence, where painting and sculpture and
New
lated by FRANCIS GEO. SHAW.
music and other material harmonies charm
York: William H. Graham, Tribune
the senses, dwell those who occupy one
12mo. pp. 103.
Buildings.
extreme of the social scale.
It is no
fault of theirs that they occupy that
The School of Associationists in France
place.
numbers a great many active brains, and
" Look on that
picture, and then on
talent in its
every variety of literary

REVIEW.

this."

Before us is a street of old wooden
houses, built apparently, a long time be
fore the deluge, and now dissolving into
a mass of filth, which seems already to
ooze from their very crevices.
Here ex
ist beings who wear the human form, but
seem scarcely human.
Instead of luxury
they have absolute want ; instead of re
finement, coarseness and vulgarity ; in
stead of politeness, rudeness of action and
of speech ; intead of a generous intellect
ual and moral culture, the education of
the rum-hole and the brothel.
Here con
gregate the miserable victims of poverty
and sin and shame.
Here

" All night long, cowering low,
By the uhes of their hearth,

It has already created quite a
Between the
literature of Association.
solid and unique productions of the Mas
ter, the gigantic works of Fourier, which
ranks.

they have published in a worthy form,
and their review and daily newspaper
which

treat all subjects

with

fresh

life

and by the light of the most universal

the

"Madman

and

the

odd

of the Falais Royal,"
of substantial

mixture

and fun in the

thoughts

Almanack."

We

"

Phalanetemn

could

count up at
least forty admirable books upon this sub
ject in the French language, which are
full of meat, and each a life-like
ginal

reproduction,

unfolding

application,

of Fourier's grand

and ori
or

new

thought.

Their catalogue raisonnee presents so rich
a table of answers to every sort of in
quiry or objection

is likely to be

which

raised about the Social Science, that more
than once we have been tempted to trans
late it and present

it

entire

to

our

rea

ders.

We are now happy to be able to refer
for a true solution of the

those seekers

social problem,

who

cannot read French,

to Mr. Shaw's faithfol,

elegant and time

ly translation of this admirable little book
of M. Briancourt.
It treats the subject of
the organization
of Labor, from a purely
practical point of view, and in a perfectly
plain and popular

Indeed it pre
style.
main thoughts of Fourier, di
vested of all their technicality ; describes

sents the

the whole philosophy of groups and series
almost without using the names, and ex

of the stimulants or
of human activity and human re

plains the analysis
springs

lations, without

mentioning the Cabaliste
and the Papillonne, or even the word Pas

The method

sions, unless

incidentally.
too is excellent.

It is divided

into

first part is entitled

"

three

The
parti.
Labor,"

Anarchical

and supposes the author and his friends
to be going to visit a town which has just
been destroyed
tion.

by

a frightful

conflagra

The conversation turns upon fire*

and other scourges inherent in civilization
which fill its homes with misery, and con
cludes with a general acknowledgment
or
the master scourge of competition, which
makes the comfort of the millions more
and more

impossible

as the

collective

wealth is multiplied.

The second part is a clear and compre
hensive descriptiou of " Organized Indus
try."

The iohabitants

village consult

of the burned

about rebuilding
suggests the benefits

together

A manufacturer
of partnership in business and the appli
cability of the principle to the collective
industry, in all ita branches, of the town
A military officer offers to point
ship.
out the method of organization, whereby
it.

unity, efficiency and economy may be
secured, by a graduated classification like
that of the regiment, battalions, compa

thought which has yet visited the mind of nies and squads of the destructive army ;
he would organize a constructive army of
man, there has also sprung up a rich har
vest of books and pamphlets,

in which industrialists, and he describes the meth
the whole or parts of the social science in od. The idea meets with approbation,
and after each has added his suggestion
its special application have been expound
ed and illustrated

in every form, from the

formal essay to the rambting

dialogue

and volunteered his co-operation,

of curate speaks as follows :

the old
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••' My dear children, what we hare heard a
admirable in its simplicity. The organization
which is proposed to us can be easily tried. A
trial cannot compromise the public order in any
manner ; for this organization, limiting itself to
tin formation of workmen into regimentt, and
to Uuir attociationfor production and consump
tion, requires no change in the civil, political,
moral, and religious laws which govern us.
The processes of the organization of labor,

"'Suppose that we take up our factory of
or "the Creator makes things
woollen cloth. 1will make a call upon all welland makes them operate with the least posinclined persons, men, women, and children, of
of instruments and
ible expenditure
whom I will form a fine regiment, which I will
lowers."
divide into as many battalions as we manufac
This is first thoroughly exemplified in ture kinds of cloth. The first battalion wilt
means,"

where the manufacture, I auppose, cloths ; the second,
of matter are cassimeres; the third, mousselines.

he lower or mineral kingdom,
attractions of the particles

" ' Each battalion will be composed of com
precisely with its
So too in the vegetable and the panies; there will be a company of spinners,
one of weavers, one of shearers, Ate. Several
which have been laid before ua, are in perfect animal
kingdoms, attraction is the law
will be
companies will be out of file, that
agreementwith the character God has given to
Thus is laid the basis for a
throughout.
us ; for man is passionatelyfond of the society
long to two battalions, or even to the whole
that the next higher
of man: he dies or becomes crazy in isolation. strong presumption
regiment. Such as the scourers, dyers, tc. It
thus we see our artillerymen, our companies
He also lovea with passion variety in his labors n the scale of being, or the human con
and in his pleasures; his health deteriorates,his stitution, is pervaded by the same law. of engineers,of the baggage train, not forming
organs become weakened, his intelligence bru- And an analysis of the stimulants, or as part of the regiments with which they work on
tified, in an occupation always the same.
Fourier would say, the " passions " of the day of battle, but still belonging to the same
" ' The labor chosen by each of us — I say iu,
division, or the samearmy.
the human soul, is given, and their de
because I certainly intend, in spite of my ad
Each company will, in its turn, be divided
the
which
results
mands exhibited, from
vanced age, to enrol myself in more than one
into squads,performing one same work, but
whole scheme
of Association, or the different processes. Thus in the company of
squad of gardening, of teaching, of accounts—
the labor, I say, always of our own choice, al Serial order of industry and of society. scourers, for example, some squads will operate
ways varied,*and executed in the company of If this description of the function of each with carbonate of soda, some with soap, &c.
persons whom we love, will become a continual of the thirteen passions seem as literal Each squad of the company of dyers will apply
pleasure, an incessant source of gaiety and of and utilitarian as it is consistent and pre itself exclusively to one color in the company
of shearers one squad will employ the trans
perfect health.
cise, the reader must remember that these
"•Association, as has been demonstrated to
versal, others the longitudinal, or shears of dif
passions are here described only in their
us, is, in itself, the source of every abundance
ferent systems,and thns in all the companies.
" This organization will escite rivalry among
in production, of every economy in consump immediate connection with the organiza
Thus what he calls the squads,and will tend to perfect all the ope
tion, of every justice in the division of iu pro tion of industry.
ducts.
Enthusiasm,
add the Need of Intrigue, rations each squad, each company will become
" •Thus, my good friends, if we form an in
and the Need of Cltange, or the three passionatelyfond of its labor and peculiar pro
tegral Association, poverty will evidently give Distributives, would be found upon reflec cesses,the esprit du corps will soon display
place to abundance; if we organize our labors,
self and will produce wonders.
tion to cover deepest spiritual laws, which
" Every workman will have charge of
idleness will give place to activity ; and all the
de
mind,
of
the
in
all
the
reign
operations
his squad. In a
vices will disappearwith their mothers,poverty
tail of the work executed
works.
all
distribution
of
God's
and in
the
and idleness.
squad of nappers, will auppose, some will fix
" ' Jealousies and hatred having no longer Fourier's account of human nature looks the teasles without attending to other details
any occasion for their production, we shall give at first mechanical and framed to satisfy others will secure the frames to the machines
ourselves up with happiness to the affectionate the mere arithmetical
conditions of the these will take charge of the cloth during the
feelings which God has so abundantlyimplantec
industrial problem.
But you soon find operation of napping; those will remove the
in our hearts. Our parish will be a model for
rames or clear the teasles, and so in all the
the very sublimest and profoundest meta
the neighboring parishes, which, envious of its
the portion to be exe
parts. The smaller
latent
under
all
this
and
that
he
physics
happiness,will not delay imitating it ; for wha
cuted by each person, the more speedily will
is more contagious than happiness7 and ou: has really given us the true psychology
the work advance, as our machinist has very
so clear that you
own dear country will become the abode of of man, while showing the perfect unity truly told us besides,this
wealth, of order, of true liberty, of all the of man with nature.
going on in every
In the question of haveonly to look at what
talents, of all the virtues.
the case.
of Industry,
he has Factoryto be satisfiedthat such
the Organization
" ' Then you will understand me when I
well understood that each squad must
solved the whole enigma of human des
•peak to you of the providence of God and of
hive its corporal, each company its captain,
his goodness; for we shall be filled with his tiny.
each battalion its commandant, and every regi
supplementary
chapter disposes of ment its colonel, to direct the labors and super
benefitsevery moment of our lives.'
••And raising his voice : ' We thank thee,' various objections to the theory.
We intend the operations. All these officers will be
said he, ' O Almighty God, who hast permitted have not space now for the extracts which appointed for fixed time, by the laborers en
men to discover the means of rendering practi we are strongly tempted to make from all gaged in the work the corporal by his squad,
his company,
cable and easy the law of thy Son, which com
and can only give the captain by the corporals of
parts of this work
mands us to tove tack other at brothers; we
and so with the others.
the following
as
of
its style.
specimen
thank thee that it has been granted to us to see
promiseyou that the chiefs will be well
We trust that
will be widely circula selected, for all the workmen will have their
the dawn of the thousand-fold happyday when
all who have any dis interestand their honor involved in their rival
thy will thall be done on the tnrih at it it done ted and read
in the heavens; when thy kingdom thall come; position to look into the doctrines of ries, and consequently all will wish to have for
that kingdom of truth and juttice, the coming Association,
whether to get light or to commanders those most skilful in leading the
of which we ask of Thee every day in our cavil.
work, in exciting the ardor of the laborers —
word, in sustainingthe honor of their flag.
prayers; that kingdom which Jesus recom
"•It seems to me,' said retired general,
mended his disciples to seek before all things,
And not only will alt with to make good
not impossible to reassure our honor selections, but all will be able to choose the
assuring them that the rut (food and clothing) that
"
able justice of the peace. Jt
enough, in my most capable, since every day each wilt see
ihovid be given to themin addition.'
opinion, that we organize our laborer!, in order every body at work and will know exactly the
Part Third shows that man is created to avoid the disputes he fears. was formerly worth of the men of his squad, and that of the
It commences by estab employed the emperor in the organizationof chiefs who are immediately over them.'
for Association.
farmer,
the regiments composed of foreigners who
'"This organization,' remarked
lishing these two propositions :
appearseasy to establish in a woollen factory
" 1st. God gives to all his creatures the served France against their will and yet
do not think will be more diffi as large as ours will be but how can be ap
succeeded.
powers and the instruments, material and cult to organize workmen who
engage with plied to field labor
immaterial, which are best adapted to the pleasure. Therefore, if you think well of
"
would proceed exactly in the same man
will undertake to organize our labors, and this ner to organize the regiment of agriculturists,'
accomplishment of their destinies.
the method will adopt •
"2nd. God ia always economical in
would compote of «ev
replied the general
to correspond

shown
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shall make intolerable the burdens

the intellectual

harmony,

which

of spiritual affections, moral

intellectual

greatness, and mate

of society
the attainment of

element

every

interferes

with

this

end is an outrage on his nature.
There is DO higher function for the most
elrvited minds than to search out these

elements,

and endeavor

to discover the

methods by which they can be eradicated.
In a social system founded on the princi
ples of justice and love, the antagonisms,
frauds, impurities,
meannesses, and vio
lences,

which

now

society so painful

make

the aspect of

to the enlightened ob-

it,

ic

;

a

a

3

in

by

is

establishments, — which

dustrial

be brought

of

;

in

to say, the adjusting and
of 1800 or 2000 different in

that

into operation

year, — all
to

cording

these details

an accurate

there

can be any
success.

must

and decided,

calculated,

anticipated,

will all

in the course

method,

rational

be
ac

before

grounds

of

ments, and practical details, which
on, was commenced

going

is

Now, nearly all this has been done/
The work of preparing plans, arrange
in

now

1833, im

mediately after the suspension of the op
erations

at Condi.

fact,

was

School,

From

clearly

that time, in

perceived

that the two principal

by

is

is

Series,

regulation

a

is

in

;

is

is

is

construction

the

conditions

of Realization were, first, the determina
tion of all the questions just noticed, and
the

secondly,
ment of

organization

and develop

active,

and perfectly

strong,

of propagation.
system
The operations relative to these two dif

consolidated

ferent conditions,

proceed in par

should

allel lines.

Accordingly, while
been laboring
with

the

School

has

the work of Propagation

all the resources

in

rial

glorious

the

difficult problem of
and connection of the

the

administration,

in

beauty,

man

2.0C0 groups.

Series should be studied out and planned

a

development

If

divided into nearly

Every thing relating to the organization
of a sufficiently large number of these

it

for the fulfilment of his destiny.
is created for a luxuriant
and

a

ment of justice demands for every human
being the most ample means and facilities

is

of the
The senti

organization.

•

social

!

and necessity of an entire revision
existing

it
is

and

the duty

if

in fact will go to demonstrate

than

heart, which
the spring of action, precede the
culture of the understanding, which
the fac
ulty of knowing and believing not only must
we do before we know, but we must do
or
der to know. There can be no sound educa
tion, even according to the common idea of ed
ucation, unless we begin with the heart. The
only access to the understanding through the
heart. And the first demandwhich every one
who wishes to enlighten the mind should make
upon his pupil
My son, give me thine heart.'
as distinguishable from
The thinking power
the active power as the organ of sight n from
the sense of sight. The eye only an optical
instrument,and the faculty of vision
distinct
from that and behind that and
in vain that
spectacles and glassesof all sorts are placed be
fore the eye not even Lord Ross's telescope it•Hf of any avail,
the gift of sight be wantng. In like manner the understanding but
dead instrument, unless
stimulated and en
livened through the heart
'•These very simple truths, how completely
We let the heart
have they been overlooked
play truant, and keep the head aching over its
tasks. Education, thus conduced, has all the
vanity of child's play, without, alas its amuse
ment. We cultivate children just amchildren
cultivate their little gardens,paying no heed to
the vital coil, in which and
the heart, which
out of which the intellect mustgrow, multiplying
gaudy accompanimenti, sticking down flowers,
natural, having
artificial, perhaps, at best, or
no root, very showy, but soon withering away
and producing no fruit of their own, not so
much as single leaf. Our motto is, Intelli
Educate, edu
genceand Virtue.' The cry
cate the people. Give them intelligence, andso
;

present unjust system of distribution,

to

significance

Series,

detail, and
would be claimed
advance
the architec
the author himself.
" But not only according to the methodof tural combinations,
the arrangement of
nature and of Christ, must the culture of the the furniture and utensils, the system of

!

degradation of the laboring classes by our

reader
superficial
We trust we do not at

if

which he urges against slavery and war,
will apply, with equal power, to the

would suppose.
a broader

tach

the

it
is

of its complete ex
The same reasonings

truth in the following

than

is

view

not with a

practical
with 400 children of from
to

15 years of age, with 110 grown persons.
There This arrangement will admit of about 284

is,
'

comprehensive

tent and bearings.

if

proposed to commence

operation

faculties and material or

gans are merely the instruments.
statement

It

formula

;

with force and earnestness,

PLAN FOB PRACTICAL REALIZATION.
is

of the Associative philosophy,
that the Soul of Man is Love, for which

IN FRANCE.

THE MOVEMENT

readily accept, we doubt not, the cardinal

is

Tin* is a bold and eloquent plea in be
the application
of justice and
mercy to all the relations of society.
The subject is worthy of the glowing
heart of the author, and he ban treated it
half of

1847.

21,

is

existence, around which the affections re
volve in a subordinate sphere.
He would

a

pp. 20.

SATURDAY, AUGUST

Of modem civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
cies and fearless intuitions, lias caught a commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
glimpse of the passional philosophy, so ad the laborerand to renderevery conditioninsecure.
Relief to come,and can only comefrom the new
applicationof Christian principles, of Universal
mirably developed by Fourier. He express
Justice and Universal love, to social institutions,
ly repudiates the almost universal error, to commerce,to business,to active life.
Da. CHANIURU.
that the intelligence is the centre of human

is more profound

Doing before Believing : A Dttcourse de
livered at the Anniversary
of the Derby
Academy, in Hingham, May 19, 1847.
By W. H. FURNESS, Pastor of the
First Congregational Unitarian Church
in Philadelphia.
New York : 1847.

which

THE HAKBINGEK.

now weigh down humanity.
Mr. Furness, with his generous tenden

:is

file ; such would be the company of ploughmen,
whose labor would be required by all the battal
ions which might need ploughingdone.
'" I would organize, in the same manner,in
battalions or only in companies, in proportion
to the importance of the work, or, to speak
more esactly, in proportion to the number of
workmen necessaryto executeit, those persons
who take charge of the house-keeping, of the
joinery, &c. ; and in all the squads,I repeat, 1
would take care to divide the work to be execu
ted into as many portions as pomible.
" ' The women and children
will enrol them
selvesin all the companies, or in almost all ;
they will there form distinct squadswhich will
apply themselvesto such details as are conform
able to their tastesand strength.' "

make them virtuous of necessity. But no vir
tue comes. We have only made the people
knowing. Still, enlightenedminds, or what are
called enlightened minds, and savageand de
praved hearts go together and knowledge
used as the potent instrumentof mischief and
ruin. And all because we insist upon begin
ning at the wrong end, and seeking access to
the understanding,not through the door of the
heart, which,
the way, only the heart can en
ter, but by climbing up some other way."
by

eral battalions, one of which ihonld cultivate server, could find no place.
There would
j
grains, another the meadows, a third the vine be no nutriment for their
support and
yards, a fourth the gardens,Sic.
" ' The battalion of grain growers would be they would die out from mere inanition.
The leading doctrines of this Discourse,
formed of companiesattached,tome to the cul
if faithfully applied, would
ture of wheat, some to that of rye, to that of j accordingly,
conduct by strict logical sequence, to a
barley, &c.
"'The company cultivating wheat should be social order as far superior to " the pre
subdividedinto squads,each cultivating a partic sent evil world " as the garden of Eden
ular species,or making use of a different system
was more fragrant and beautiful than the
of cultivation.
desert of Sahara.
We rejoice, then, in
"'The other battalionsand companiesof ag
utterance
of
such
every
sentiments,
riculturists should be subdivided in the same
They help to
manner; and as we haveseenin the regiment of wherever we hear them.
manufacturers,there would be companies out of form that state of public opinion which

its posseMion,

the duty wai entrusted to M. Moroze,

at

of Madame Vigoureuz, of
preparing the details and plans of a l'ba.1the expense
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anstery on a large scale, which might be have been elaborated and accumulated
with indefatigable perseverance for more
talten as the general model for the practi
and approximation
which than thirteen years, a few individuals who
cal solutions
should be ultimately

At

a later

decided on.

period,

have not the

the special

faintest idea of

the most

simple conditions necessary to a practical
based experiment, who do not begin to suspect
pro

gramme of a practical experiment,
on a population of 400 children, after hav

if

to act,

in our hearts we desire only to
we show ourselves im

talk and scribble,

postors whenever we proclaim our faith."
These

suspicions,

it appears,

are set

afloat only by a few narrow, factious indi
viduals, and hardly deserve the space we

of the labors required for a have devoted to them.
do not
There are, however, some differences
system of realization,
ing been maturely studied, was executed judicious
of opinion among persons connected with
by M. M. Daly and Morize.
Daly un hesitate to put forth the most foolish cal
details,
dertook
the architectural
and umnies, — that the leaders of the School the School, which we shall briefly con
Moroze the study of the domestic and in have no intention of a practical attempt, — sider in our next paper.
dustrial

arrangements,

and

tions of labor and of time.
commenced

in

about 4 years

1837,
since, in

the distribu
These labors

were

completed

1843, at the ex

the extent

that they are only talkers and scribblers ;
with no other wish than to be able to
support life, in talking and scribbling

for

THE SHAKERS AT NEW LEBANON.
(Concluded from our last.)

ever.

The elders received us cordially, and
This charge is almost unworthy of no
tice.
Every one who. is at all aware of seemed abundantly prepared for all our
cal experiment, have then been made and the conscientious devotedness of Conside- questions with regard to their peculiar
are now secure.
Nothing remains but rant, Laverdant, and other prominent mem doctrines, which they answered intelli
the study of the organic and technical bers of the School, must regard it as be- gently, patiently and frankly.
The calm
" But," say our friends, and quiet dignity of these persona, their
details of each Series.
These
details neath contempt.
will be determined, without difficulty, in " since among all the trials of our mission, kindly humanity and air of solid, deep
the opinion of the School, in the interval among all the cups of gall and vinegar assurance, of conviction fortified by fruit
between the public appeal and the estab which we are called upon to drink, in the ful, long experience, won upon us great
lishment of the Society for Realization,
accomplishment of our work of high and ly, though they failed to satisfy our
which will not take place until the neces religious devotion, — since the humiliation
\Ve could not help suspecting
reason.
of meeting with ingratitude like this, that what they deemed truth for all men,
sary funds shall be subscribed and guaran
teed.
With the state of completeness to and being obliged to defend ourselves was in reality truth for them; for there
which the general studies, plans, and against such odious accusations, has not is a sense in which it is no sin to say
details have been brought, the School been spared us, we will again drink it, that Truth is generous and knows how to
can now bring forward proposals, when
and condescend, — not for ourselves, but be " all things to all men."
We shall
ever the time shall arrive, defining all the in the sacred interests of our cause, of its always recall with satisfaction that cool
modes of operation, all the outlines of ex speedy triuthph, and of the precious unity twilight hour in which we sat conversing
ecution, in a clear and systematic man on which all success depends, — to reply with those sober and yet cheerful men ;
pense of the Society of 1840.
All these general studies, for a practi

ner.
These

to these charges which we fairly despise,
in fact, to say nothing and the authors of which inspire us with
has been done in regard to a no other sentiment than that of a pro

studies,

of what

Phalanstery

on a large

scale, consist of found compassion."

sections, and elevations of a min

plans,

it was at the close of a Sunday in July,
just on the top of the year, when we are
nearest
day

"What then,"

say they, "do these
amount to?
Simply that we

the sun, whose burning rays that

had overwhelmed

us with the very

luxury of languor and inactivity of mind

and of all the rural accusations
and body, while the corn grew almost
belonging to it ; of a system of are unworthy and infamous charlatans, — visibly, and the whole exuberance of
and study in
industry
their various that we do not believe in the truth of vegetable life was celebrating the high
branches both optional and required ; of a Fourier's theory, of the doctrine which noon of its annual career, — a gentle

iature

Phalanstery,

edifices

we have
general outline of employments (adminis
tration, professorships, practical tradings, which we
and so forth) ; of plans for industrial which we
and domestic arrangements ; and of the and soul,
employment
hour,

of

for

have taken

twenty

in

its

have devoted ourselves
which

we have succeeded

tion, for one week of action

hour

in the sum

mer, and for one week in winter.

T« these preparations relating to de
tails of practice, have been added special
studies of another character.
Thus,
questions relating to asylums for children,
infant schools, and the like, have been in

revival of the spirits like the rising of
to that evening breeze just as the day grew
in such sunny sleep.
body sick of basking

years,

cradle,

more or less widely
by spreading
of the popula every civilized nation in both

time, calculated

for each individual

preached

in

for controversy ; nor would

hemis

easy to awaken controversy in those men,

which

already

we

humanity,
indestructible, — for the errors and faults
of the School, whatever they may be,
triumph

the rich table of Irmli, a right, however,
to be used with reverence.

they may undoubtedly retard the
They
of the Associative Idea, can no success,

vestigated, and one of the leading mem longer, thank
bers of the School, M. Laverdant, has promise it.

Heaven,

absolutely

com

" If in fact, we do not wish for realiza
gone through the necessary ex
to obtain a legal diploma as tion, if we go for postponing it indefinite
instructor of children,
which would be ly, although the School is more than ripe

immediately to their
as evidence that theirs is the

appealed

true system,

recently

world's

the Shakers,

UHFODNDED ACCUSATION!.

for the accomplishment of this beneficent
work, it is because we have no faith in
the ideas which

we promulgate.

If

—a

success not realized by

any other attempt at associated life in the

aminations

required in the work of Realization.

it have been

have engrafted so we fancy.
They were ready to exchange
on the living stock of ideas with us, in hospitable manner, as if
that its existence is henceforth we both had good right to sit down ai

pheres,
strongly

though

We were disposed for quiet talk and not

among

The external success of

history.

we know, has been uniform

and permanent, both in the parent society
at New Lebanon,

and in all their affili

Wealth and comfort, in

ated societies.

the dustry, good order and internal

The School have been obliged to bear time has come, if we have now
only to
a certain degree of obliquy, for not en
wish, if it is for the interests of the cause
gaging at once in practical operations. at once to
press the work of Realization,
In spite of the extensive preparations that and at the
same time, we are unwilling

have

always

secret of all
to their

distinguished

harmony

them.

The

this they attributed entirely

peculiar

from marriage.

principle of abstinence
This IB the central tea-
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having fulfilled its mission and become smile of ridicule, for there was something
anrf ready to be taken up with Christ.
(We to be respected in the unpretending assurWhen
division , it generates corruption and that do not always use their language, but ance with which this was said.
only ; it perpetuates the animal, the bes only endeavor to give a clear statement of questioned as to the nature of their rela-

(Ore of their doctrine.

Marriage,

in their

view, is the source of all corruption

tial, the carnal
ther

nature in man ; and nei
life in the individual,

the spiritual

the thought

which

they impressed upon

This process goes on gradually.

n.-.)

tion to the other sex, they represented it
as that of the most intimate and delight'

Not all undergo the change at once. A ful friendship, — friendship through all us
portion of the race renounce the natural grades and varieties of natural affinities ;
The family tie, they say, man before the rest, and by a life of per an experience unspeakably more sweet
indulged in.
is purely selfish ; and all the difficulty of fect unity and peace, obedience aud useful and deep and satisfactory
than any fur
nor true society, true heavenly harmony
is possible so long as such unions are

in the various

harmony

maintaining

at

tempts to realize community of interests
and efforts, has grown out of the jeal

of family

works, renouncing

marriage

nal

themselves

ties,

keeping

pure

before God and man, they

perfect

nished by the married state ; the purest
and and inmost communion, unalloyed by the
Yet
wait selfish dross of family feelings.

and all car

till all successively
shall join them. while acknowledging degrees and affini
Having thrown that troubler overboard, Then the natural life of humanity upon ties, they spoke with enthusiasm of the
they have succeeded without difficulty in this globe becomes extinct, of course, delights experienced from obedience to
their rule which leads them rather to court
Mean
illustrating the real advantages of com and the "millennial life" begins.
the society of those to whom they feel the
bined over separate interests and labor. while they, the Shaken*, purifying them
With them only has combination had a selves as far as possible on this earth, by least attraction, that so the social element
and exactions

ousies

feeling.

have renounced

fair trial, for they only

that fatal germ of discord.

To our obvious suggestion, that if all
should

mankind

human race
answered :

"

the sound, spread the pure, emblematic

adopt their system,

become extinct, they

would

Even so ; it is just what we

This surprised us, as we had

expect."

supposed their objection against marriage
to be not intrinsic against the principle

of marriage in itself, but only against the
That the race, in its present
abuse of it.
should cease from
state of corruption,
reproduction of its kind until the whole
social body had regained its lost purity,
would seem the worthiest homage to the

"

principle.
sacredness of the "conjugial
We had inferred this to be their motive,
the fact that
founder,

"

claimed

female Messiah,

from

renunciation,

their present

in this

Mother Ann Lee,"

robe

of cleanliness over all their

daily uses,
to the utmost thorough

out utility
ness, while they suppress all charm, all

carry

beauty, and so reconcile the apparent in
congruity
thrift

of their

with

their

well-known

millennial

worldly

expectation.

so

of life and happiness be felt
throughout.
They alleged their own per
sonal

to prove that the prac

experience

of this

tice

results
uniformly
with them in not only a total extinction of
the sexual desire, but in an utter hatred
principle

and disgust at the idea of marriage, or of
sexual intercourse,
with or withont the
sanction of law.
their hospitable entreaties
Resisting
that we would remain with them and share

for their brothers to come before they put

their

forth

upon

the

ocean of

eternity ;

in

roof and board a little while, we
wended our way back under the cool star

faith, in discipline, they are already of light, meditating and conversing on what
the other world, while their feet are still we had seen and heard, to " the Springs,"
upon

these

material

shores ; work

and

their
the

weaned the whole of the rest of the race

in her

may become equalized, and a certain
lidarity

To use the old figure, they have arrived
as it were upon the shore of time, waiting

eat they must therefore ; but not marry,
and be active in proselyting till they have

to be, as it were,
and to illustrate

abstaining from marriage, conform to the
conditions of this transitional state ; they
cultivate the soil, keep their material basis

from the false natural

life.

where

was a gay company seemingly lit
whether the Shakers' or any
solution of the life-problem weie

tle anxious
other

And for many days after
This (so far wards, as we wandered through the hills

own person the divine and indispensable as we could understand the elders whom
mission of woman in the redemption of we talked with) seemed to-be their own

the true one.

of Berkshire,
the

or traced the blue stream

Connecticut

upwards,

of

from the keen

evertheory of their position, — a strange one, relish of nature's soul-refreshing,
of the male and female spheres and yet not more strange, as they justly varied beauty, would our thoughts return
essential to a complete revelation, to an hinted, than the common doctrine of most to those plain lovers of monotony, who

mankind, thus making as it were a mar
riage

effective mediation between God and man.
But not so have her followers, it seems,

Christian

sects, who hold that the world

will be destroyed at last by fire.
of this -view they
In confirmation
interpreted what they believe to have
illumination
of quoted the New Testament fluently and
been the supernatural
Ann Lee. They consider marriage to be aptly. Christ, oar example, they say,

never married, and they think the fact
abrogated finally and forever by the intro
The race is that ,lic was born of a virgin, not without
duction of the spiritual law.
to be extinct
upon this globe. significance.
They allude
Their theory is summed up in the words : as these. "In heaven they
" first that which is natural, then that ry nor are given in marriage
The natural life of in the Apocalypse,
which
which ii spiritual."
soon

man,

the

"

natural

man

"

was

"

super

the hundred

in their spiritual

wealth would

influence

occupied us not a little.
Whatever

else we may think
the

most

neither mar

combined over isolated labor.

"

and that

speaking

and forty-four

of them,

the Shakers do illustrate in their way, and

to such texts
;

fain reject

of nature.
The meaning
and importance of this strange exception
al manifestation of the social instincts,
all

triumphantly,

superiority

of

Outwardly

We do not
they are entirely successful.
is a successful /[/<•,since

of say that theirs

thousand,

their success is purchased by the extinc

of Christ who which were redeemed from the earth," tion of so many human wants, of to much
of the adds : "These are they which were not that in a full and fair solution of the prob
announced the commencement
All men now are to leave defiled with women ; for they are virgins, lem should go to make up life. By con
spiritual life.
behind them their natural and carnal part, &c." Yet they do not profess to look to triving to renounce so much of life (aud
seded

the coming

by

to purify and separate themselves from
the world, and become spotless, perfect

Scripture as sole or absolute authority,
but with the Quakers accept the perpetual

souls, in instant communion with the Great

indwelling

Soul in a higher
reer

state.

of humanity,
and

transitional
consider

is

now

The earthly ca

which

perishable
drawing

was
state,
to its

but

all-healing
cheerfully

nature

helps

them to do this

and find, as they declare sin

cerely, a certain sweetness in it ; — her
light in the human soul.
The prompt and qniet Yea, which one cunning hand, ever busy to repair fresh

a of them returned to the question : Do you wounds, disguises ruins with a graceful
then consider yourselves absolutely perfect ' vegetation ; and so, where any limb is

they
close,

moved

a smile

in

us indeed, but not a torn off from

this human whole, she CM
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create as it were a new skin over the part

of true life, the marriage of divine

that is left, and round it into a lesser whole

and Wisdom, writes itself by

hab- dence in the outermost material sphere of

that soon acquires its own contented

— renouncing,
we say, so much,
its) ;
they greatly simplify the problem of life.

the human constitution.

Yet their material

work, when

an invincible

success stands

argument

Love

correspon

there,

for Association.

When

they shall have fully done their
they shall

the principle

have established

of industrial

co,-operation,

The legitimate result of combination is and produced great wealth, what might
But this of course supposes not such an accumulation of power effect,
success.
conditions , it supposes all discordant ele under a more enlightened theory of hu
ments disposed of in some way ; the man destiny, which shall take in nature
adopt the simpler,

Shakers

negative way

of just getting rid of them altogether, of
the demands of
renouncing,
simplifying
human life ; and they succeed.
How
much more glorious will be that success,

as a legitimate
man
alone

as that in which
ultimate

which builds upon the positive conditions

poseless
ligious

be tried not upon this unnaturally
pattern of humanity,

but

shall

reduced

upon the com

in the spiritual

itself,

part

the spiritual
and complete

of
can
its

aims, and not live on in vague and pur

of Harmony,

when the experiment

partner

life, accept the natural, sensuous

abstraction !

This

is the

re

problem of to-day : how to bridge

over the great gulf between the spiritual
and the material ; how to make nature

than health, or fame, or beauty.
Money
is the lever of Archimedes that moves the
world.
With the miser we have no sym
His love of gold is a grovelling
pathy.
passion ; and more debasing than any
But a poor man struggling
other lust.
for independence from the thraldom of his
debts, is as much an object of sympathy,
as the slave who is endeavoring, by extra
exertion, to purchase his individual free
dom, and gain a place among his equals
as a man.
We can pardon, therefore, in
men who have not yet secured a compe
tence of this world's goods, their restless
zeal in the pursuit of wealth.
Let them
toil on — it is better to die than to live in
debt — for God is merciful when man is
oppressive ; and while
society builds
prisons for the poor, and feeds the unfor
tunate on bread and water — He prepares
for them ' houses not made with hands,
eternal in the heavens.' "

True indeed, ia

it,
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that with the stand

ard of character and happiness now gen

all the elements of holy ; how to approve Christ in the deeds erally prevalent, you might as well be
intellectual,
and of the body ; and how to make all the out of the world as out of cash.
The
harmonizing them by a true law of har
industry, all the pleasures, all the social Mirror, to be sure, preaches
different
relations, all the passions and inborn pur
mony, not by unnatural suppression !
doctrine from that propounded
our di
The Shakers are one of the most re suits of man a perfect illustration of the vines and moralists, but
every body
markable among a thousand expressions law of Love.
The instinct of the soul knows their opinions have no weight ex
of the great tendency of this age, which demands the peace and reconciliation, not cept on Sundays, and are not understood
plete man, admitting
material,

social,

by a

man,

zation down to its mere
Here
pale

of

ghost or larva. are looking forward to a Millennium.
we have the ghnst as it were, the The great day of Universal harmony, of
and bloodless
sketch
or outline the true kingdom of heaven, predicted

the

social
fossil

remain,

or a white

plant growing

and more multiplied signs of its approach.

Rejecting

the grand main

The sound of its footsteps, as it draws

under a stone.
spring

the bare type of by the earnest prophets, men who loved
hinted as it were in a their race, of all times, gives ever clearer

life,

unitary
Humanity

of life, which

is Attraction,

re

nigh,

echoes sublimely

leries of time.

through the gal
But some of these echoes

Street.

in

and Wall
Broadway
In spite of the Churches, the gold

to be applicable
en calf carries

the day, and we like the
bluff honesty of the Mirror which owns
it

to the fact far better than the hypocritical
sentimentality which would gloss
over.
HOWARD MEEKS

our regularly
au
agent for obtaining subscribers
Maryland and adjoining States.
is

of negative restraint and self-denial, but
of positive and all-accepting harmony ;
of our moral nature. Nature takes care the purity, not of extinction, but of holy
to represent every idea which she is use ; the worship not of dull and lifeless
determined to assert, under every varie
but of generous,
poverty and suffering,
Sects innumerable
ty of form, from its most perfect organi
joy.
all-embracing

thorized
in

of the divine senti
of Unity, the very ground-work

is to the realization

ment

LECTURES
NEW

IN CENTRAL

YORK.

AND WESTERN

Allen and Orvis,

Messrs.

agents of the American

Union of Associ-

will start upon
tour through
ton sound hollow and grotesque, yet all the State of New York, and will lecture
man's full destiny is pre-supposed, reject
from, the same fact.
ing that most important unity of the ma pioceeding
The at the times and places indicated by the
terial with the spiritual ; the Shakers
Millerite waits in ascension robes, to be following schedule.
The friends of As
etill are working out the aspiration after caught up amid fire to heaven.
The sociation in the several places where they
universal unity in their way, and shedding Shaker would stop the corrupting process may visit, are earnestly
requested to
light upon the whole problem- for others. by which earth is peopled, and let the make all necessary arrangements to se
They have in many things the form of natural man be superseded by the spirit cure large audiences, and to give the full
They have unity of interests, ual. Imagine the joyful surprise of all, est efficiency to the labors of the lectur
harmony.
and ordei, thoroughness
perfect loyalty
when they shall find the essence of their ers.
They will be at —
and co-operation in labor ; but it is pro great hope realized in a far more glorious Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. 26.
"
- "
31.
Rochester,
duced by the false law of restraint, it is
in the transformation of
uf the

passions

in which

way

held together by a rigid hierarchy.
have perfect neatness and purity,

of beauty.
rhythmical
ceremonial

way,

which in a homely

seem to

They seek to make religion
Christian

presage

the

of harmony.
practical,

to

love in daily life ; but

they look to a separation

from the body
and from this earth, and seek their king
dom of heaven in another world.
They
accept a feminine revelation of Christ :
but they would equalize woman with man
by ignoring the divine mystery of sex,

ioJ

earth itself,

They and human life on earth, into heaven, by Batavia,
Buffalo,
instead the- establishment of the divine law of

They have songs and dances, Order in Society !
exercises,

glorious choirs and festivals
illustrate

ationists,

they cannot BOBthat the general

law

a

many

"...

"

-
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This work

PER ANNUM.

proceeds

No.

estimate

We

have

with

which

is certainly

pre-eminent ; both on account

of the history and circumstances

its value, as a statement of ob

but according to his own

habits

previous

The grey twi
still shrouds those regions, whicli

of thought and inquiry.
light

lie on the confines between fancy and rev
elation, and not until the sun has ascend
ed to a higher point in the heavens, shall
we be able to distinguish, with certainty,
between the floating mists which assume
the semblance
her progressive
to give birth.
kind,

of living

realities,

substantial

shapes, and the
to \vliich nature in

action, may be supposed
phenomenon of this
is the fit subject of H
and we may hope that

Every

however,

liberal curiosity,

the law may yet be discovered
the vast mass of anomalous

to explain
facts which

now skirt the domains of psychological
history, from the oracles of the Pythoness
to the visions
stinctive

of Swedenborg.

conviction

has

An in
to a

prevailed,

certain degree, in almost every age, that
and
between
Heaven
the connection
Earth was more intimate than would

ap

pear from the theories of a sensual phi
losophy ; nor have there been wanting
exalted spirits,

who claimed to have been

admitted within the veil, where, in
dream and

solemn

vision," the;

" clear

have

been told
" Of thingi that no groweer can bear,
Till oft conversewith heavenly habitants
Began to east a beamon the outward shsp«,
The unpollutedtemple of the mind.
And turned it by degreesto the seal's essence."

—

NUMBER

12.

=====

author, the boldness and comprehensive
ness of its claims,

and

the spirit

and devoted attachment to
He recognizes no enemies,
though the presence of some persons, es
pecially of those who are conceited, big
oted, or dogmatical, seems to give him
avoids.
pain; and such he accordingly
To congenial spirits he is inclined to be
communicative ; and his address is natur
al and easy, though devoid of all artifici
His disposition. is characterized by
ality.
and cheerfulness which
an equanimity
apparently no circumstance, however de
His mind acts
can disturb.
pressing,
with vivacity, and he is rather strongly
though he in
inclined to mirthfulnesa,
forms us that this latter characteristic is
often assumed in order to counteract a
natural tendency of the mind to abstrac
tion, which forms another marked trait in
His imaginative faculties
his character.
are well developed, though not so as to
form a prominent trait in his character.
A supreme lore of truth is the central
point around which all his moral faculties
revolve.
Hence he holds himself entire
ly open to conviction from all sources of
information, and is ever ready to abandon
preconceived opinions, however ardently
cherished, the moment he finds they are
It is from thia cause that he
erroneous.
manifests the utmost unconcern when his
His Ixnevolence
pretensions are attacked.
is very active and steadfast, and not con
fined to friends, associates, party, or sect,
hut extends to all classes of mankind.
He thus takes lhe utmost pleasure in re
lieving distress and in hestowing favors
whenever opportunity aft*iirds, though his
bestownients are always graduHted hy an
acute discrimination of the capacities of
the individuals to appreciate and profitably
His perceptive and reflec
employ them.
tive faculties are well and evenly 'devel
oped ; and the most prominent point in
his intellectual character is an easy and instinclh'o comprehension of the preai gener
al principles and laws that govern Nature
His intrllectual harmoni
and Mankind.
ously Mend with his moral faculties to
form a perfectly-balanced characier ; mid
as all his faculties are in a ntnr y equal
state of development, he is remarkably
" angular forms
free from exaggeration or
of thouchi," and U disposed to give to
each subject which he compiehends, all
the importance which really and naturally
Hencs his
belongs to it, but no more.
judgment is matured to a degreel seldom
witnessed in those of a more mature ige ;
and what, perhaps, is still more remark
most ardent

of the his friends.
with

We will proceed,
whicli it is pervaded.
however,
comment, to
without further

its title to estima
no manner, to decide upon
to tion.

jective truth ; and it will probably be re
ceived by the reader, not according to its
intrinsic claims to approval or rejection,

CROSBY AND NICHOLS,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Among the extraordinary productions we have seldom if ever known to tin!.
of this character, the volume before us This sensitiveness to tphera forms a
He has a
striking trait in his character.

such a general view of the work as
from a sphere of give
may awaken the interest of our readers
in its contents, and prepare them, in some

of recognized science.
standard of comparison,

HI

28, 1847.

in the present state
of human knowledge, is beyond the limits
which,

impressions,

AND AWAIT THE LIGHT.

In a well-written Introduction, by the
Editor, we find the following description
of the author of the volume.

" ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS, the youth
ful author of this book, is, while in his
normal state, distinguished by no mental
or physical peculiarities
that would be
likely to excite the particular attention of
He is
any merely superficial observer.
of the ordinary stature, with a well-pro
frame, possessing a
portioned physical
bilious-sanguine-nervous
temperament. —
His features are prominent, and his head
is of the medium size, and very smoothly
developed, especially in the frontal and
The base of the brain
coronal regions.
is small, except in the region of the perThe head
ceptives, whicli are prominent.
is covered wild a profusion of jet-black
hair.
The expression of his countenance
is mild, placid, and indicative of a pecu
liar degree of frankness and benevolence ;
and from his eyes beams forth a peculiar
radiance which we have never witnessed
in any other person.
This is especially
the case in his moments of interior medi
tation and mental
His in
expansion.
ferior passions are only moderately devel
oped, and are completely under the con
trol of reason and the moral sentiments.
with him for
During daily intercourse
eighteen months, we have never known
him to manifest (he lexst degree of anger
or impatience, though we have known
him to be severely tried.
He is very
fond of congenial society, though he is
peculiarly sensitive to what are in his
book called the ' spheres ' of certain indi
viduals, or the influence or atmosphere
emanating from them.
Thus he is in
stinctively either attracted to or repelled
from a man on first coming into his pres
ence, and from the same cause he gener
ally forms a judgment of human charac
ter at first sight, which, as to accuracy,
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which

;

a

It

a

As

is

It

specimen of the author's

thought and expression,

mode of

we may take the

description of the Divine

following

Om

nipotence.

"

is

is

by

is
a

it

is

;

is

in

!

A

No possible combination of figures
would be adequate to present to the hu
man mind the number of spheres con
tained in the broad ocean of the stellar
If each particle of matter com
system.
posing this sphere rould be numbered, the
whole would not even convey an idea of
the number of worlds contained in infi
nite space
constant formation
tak
ing place
every part of the Universe.
Each of these parts
changing and ex
and particles are thrown from
changing
existing spheres and added to others, or
unite in forming new ones.
There
a
universal condensation and consolidation
of matter constantly going on, caused by
the dissipation or repulsion of that heat
and ether which
contained in its fluid
state
and consequently there
con
stant reception and rejection of particles
between
all
bodies in the
taking place
Universe.
This constant formation, cre
ation, or rather reproduction,
caused
the law originally
instituted, and which
its legitimate
perpetually discharging
office.
Besides this, there
no disquali
fication of the united Whtle to produce
essential and particular results.
Also the
universal motion and recreative activity
of the Whole,
caused by the same pro
gressive law that produces the modifica
tions and refinements which are constant
observed
the parts and hence the
Whole becomes fitted for different spheres
of association.
" Orbs, planets, spheres, are thus or
ganized; and the whole plane of the so
lar system
presented in corresponding
formation to the mind.
Thus are repre
sented the constant, unchangeable action
of all things, and the ascending forms
which each assumes
and thus
repre
sented the mighty power which eternally
acts through the Whole.
" There are therefore
centres around
which innumerable planets revolve
and
planets revolve around these again
and
thus one circle after another
devel
Like the sun and its planets, there
oped.
formed one sphere of action, around
which subordinate spheres move with undeviating and mathematical precision, un
til from the centre outward there are con
centric circles constantly developed from
the one circle, until the farthest point of
its powerful and controlling influence
attained.
is

; ;

is

it

it

ia

" With the foregoing statements and
remarks this book
submitted to the
world with the utmost confidence that
all that
professes to be, and with the
moat entire reliance upon its intrinsic
power to accomplish its proposed work.
For its pure and elevated morality, for its
high and holy principles, for its unspeak
ably sublime and consoling truths, we are
absolute necessity should re
willing,
quire, to sacrifice all things earthly, and
even life itself.
In this we rejoice to
We would
know that we are not alvne.
then, simply ask that this volume may be

Clair

impressions.

;

discoveries

and the source of the author's

is

of the trnth and impor

tance of the alleged
the work announces.

voyance,

is

evi.

of Animal Magnetism,

;

in

which

gives the

rationale

is

a

'

,

,

found conviction

if

'j

with the fol-

dently proceeds from an honest and pro

is

ie

n

closes

to tne read

but are hidden in the

soul of existing institutions.

in

is

is

it

by

A

is

a

lowing

surface of things,

is

is

is

It

is
a

is

a

the first place, the magnetizer and
magnetizee are seated in easy positions
The ordinary manip
facing each other.
ulations are then performed, from three to
five minutes being require^ for the com
sudden con
pletion of the process,
pro
vulsion of the muscles, such as
duced by an electric shock, indicates that
duly magnetized, immedithe subject
at«ly after which his eyes are bandaged
He then
to protect them from the light.
remains speechless for some four or five
minutes, and motionless, with the excep
tion of an occasional sudden convulsion
of the muscles. One of these convul
state of
sions at length brings him to
and gives him
consciousness,
external
perfect command over the muscles of the
He
system and the organs of speech.
next assumes
position inclined either to
the right or to the left, and becomes cold,

past and present times, 'and shows that
the causes of evil are not visible on the

;

is

al in

a

is

a

is

a

a

The Introduction

"In

The First Part of the volume
called
Key, or the Principles of Nature."
discusses the condition of society in

" The

ly

Te[

In

i

a
in

;

Editor.

candor and seriousness
perused with
which the nature of its contents demands
that decision may be pronounced for or
against it, according to the preponderance
of evidence, and that corresponding action
may be prompt, decided, and energetic.
We await the result with the must cheer
ing anticipations."

is

•hie thin alf is, that all his leading men rigid, motionless, and insensible to all
The pulsation becomes
tal operations and outward actions appear external things.
is apparently alto be governed by a species of interior feeble, the breathing
Upon the whole, therefore, most etispended, and all the senses are
prompttng.
world,
he may be considered as a most amiable, closed entirely to the external
and unso- This condition, according to his own exsimple-hearted,
truth-loving,
phisticated young man, being disconnected planation, corresponds almost precisely to
from all sects, parties, creeds, and denoin- that of physical death. The faint vital
/nations, and governed solely by bis own ; forces still remaining in his system, are
intuitions."
by the
j only sustained sympathetically
; presence of the magnetizer, whose sys
In the autumn of 1843, a course of teni is by an ethenal medium blended and
If, while he is in
lectures on Animal Magnetism was de united with his own.
N. Y., and this condition, the magnetizer should by
livered in Poughkcppsie,
any means lose connection with him, the
during the excitement which they occavital movements of the body would cease,
that young , and l,ie
•ioned, it was discovered
spjrit woul(j be incapable of
Davis possessed very remarkable powers entering it, as he himself has informed
uii.
this respect he is different from
After submitting to
of clairvoyance.
any person we have ever seen while un
great variety of tests which established
der the magnetic influence.
His mind
the reality of his powers,, he entered with now
entirely freed from the sphere of the
his magnetizer, into tho exclusive em body, and, consequently, from all precon
isms,
ceived ideas, from all theological
the diseased,
ployment of treating
which, according to testimony, he was and from all influences of education and
local circumstances,
and all his impres
successful.
By progressive sions are received from the interior or
•ingularly
atages, his scientific powers were unfold
world.
His perceptions, con
spiritual
ed and from time to time he presented ceptions, and reasoning powers, are now
His spiritual
expanded.
many novel and highly interesting ideas immeasurably
sight, freed from its material obstructions,
concerning the nature and powers of the now
extends to worlds and systems
human aoul.
numerable, and he feels that he has
most ceased to be
member of the hu
"On the 7th of March, 1844, he fell, man
member
family on earth, and
without the assistance of the magnetic
only of that great Family of intelligent
strange abnormal state,
procesn, into
inhabit
universal
beings which
space.
during which phenomena occurred of the
thus elevated above all narrow, lo
He
character.
For the
mast
surprising
cal, and sectarian prejudices that pervade
greater part of the time during two days,
His philosophy
the earth.
only that
lie seemed to be entirely insensible to all
which
involved in the laws and princi
external things, and to live wholly in the
ples which control the Universe and man
Possessing, however, an
interior world.
kind unerringly, and his theology
only
increased power over his physical system
written on the wide-spread
that which
he travelled
long distance during this
scroll of the heavens, in which every star
time, without any apparent fatigue.
word, and every constellation
sen
state of
was during this extraordinary
tence.
He associates familiarly with the
his mental and physical system that he
inhabitants of the spirit-world,
and the
received information of
very general
diversified knowledge cultivated by them
character, of his future and peculiar mis
rendered accessible to his mind.
The
The process by which
sion to the world.
associated spirits and angels of the Sec
this information was received, with many
ond Sphere,' are, as one grand Man,
other things of intense interest, shall be
sympathetic communication with him to
which the
made public after question*
transmit knowledge to mankind on earth,
phenomena may be rationalized shall have
which they perceive the latter are for the
been more thoroughly discunsed on inde
first time prepared to receive.
Thus ex
pendent grounds."
alted, he gives forth his impressions of
truth as
actually appears to him, with
The process by which this book was
out reference to any of the beliefs, phil
produced and the phenomena connected osophies, theories, or sectarian prejudices,
are thus described
therewith,
by the that exist in the world."

is
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" Conceive of the sun, its
planets, and
their satellites — their composition,
and
the offices which they perform — and you
will be able, by the laws of analogy, to
indefinitely comprehend the movement of
infinite space, and to conceive of the in
numerable suns and centres of like motion
and activity.
For each sphere or orb in
boundless space may be conceived of and
comprehended by the light of analogy.
Contemplate a rower so great, so om
nipotent, so eternal, as to institute a Law

in oiatter which thus produces what is
known to be existing ! Meditate upon
the unimaginable number of spheres that
are contained below, around, and above
your more transient theatre of existence ;
and let the thoughts which are contem
plating the things and powers that are
contained in the celestial spheres of ex
istence, be no less active ! And think of
the omnipotent force and power which
they manifest in all their united and har
monious motions ! You thus have a per
fect system of material formation, sup
ported by an invisible Power and Law,
perfect in all its forces and motions which
are openly observed and known to ex
ist!
" There can be no thought profound
and expansive enough to comprehend the
idea of Infinite Power!
overwhelming
For this power is no less perfect in the
solar system than it is in all the systems
and kingdoms existing upon this earthly
It
sphere which you are associated with.
is manifest in the various divisions of for
;
in
the
mation
general kingdoms which
have been progressively developed ; and
in the perfect and efficacious process by
which they are constantly and unchange
In every kingdom
ably being produced.
of the physical and organic formations of
the earth, there is evinced an inexhausti
and omnipotent
ble, incomprehensible,
force, which actuates them and all their
and
So
reproductions !
developments
perfect is this force, so harmonious and
beautiful is its action, that nothing is de
stroyed or annihilated . but all things
answer the end for which
they were
And both in a mi
originally designed.
nute and general field of observation, the
same power may be seen as unchange
ably active in the production and purifica
tion of particles, as also in causing their
association with those of like affinity,
until the very substance of Sensation is
developed into Intelligence ; and then in
telligence, as a refinement of all existing,
can associate witli all corresponding in
telligence.
And thus the reason is made
manifest why the mind is pleased to asso
ciate with that of an intellectual nature.
It is thus able to conceive of Intelligence
in Omnipotence.
" The earth and all things therein con
tained, and the system which is above,
below, and occupying all space, unite in
all their unspeakable manifestations in
impressing the mind with that deep and
solemn truth which is the great pillar of
all truth, that the Great First Cause pos
sesses as one attribute, the essence, the
quality of unimaginable, incomprehensi
The impres
ble, and eternal POWER !
sions received from all these manifestations
are irresistibly subduing, convincing, and
wonderful ! The expressions which are
used by Nature to convey such a conclu
sion, are of such a character that the
internal man only can receive and associ
The evidences of such
ate with them.
cannot be adequately expresaed by man ;

" They reason
conv mcin?
but they are demonstratively
inductively.
They as
and penetrating, as the inward voice of sociate with the internal of all things, as
all Nature."
being the only real reality in the Universe.
Their associations witb each other are
The Second Part consists of "The according to the inward affinity of spheres,
Revelation," in which the Clairvoyant and thus are they governed in all their
For by
gives his impressions of the origin of the conjugal and national relations.
an influx of inwatd desire from one to
world, the process of creation, the laws
another, which is perfectly spiritual, they
of planetary motion, of universal gravi become attached : and thus conjoined,
tation, in short, of the whole system of they exist in perfect unity, by virtue of
the universe.
No analysis can do justice their perfect interior natures.
to the startling
this

portion

expositions

of the work,

" Knowing these indestructible truths,
contained in
of the great and knowing all things which are unchang

ing, they submit unresistingly to be con
to trolled
Hence they
exclusively thereby.
court the investigation of man, although observe great care in producing, and in
of
the
health
their
offspring.
they are usually considered beyond the preserving
The tone Health being thus indelibly enstamped
province of authentic science.
while young,
upon their constitutions
of quiet assurance with which the Clair strengthens in their growth, and
they be
voyant speaks of the condition and rela
come enlightened in the perfect knowl
Therefore dis
tions of the planets, connected with the edge of these principles.
ease is not known among them ; and
solar system, will be perceived in the
being free from this imperfection enables
following description of the inhabitants of them to
generate excessively fast.
" Their constitutions being composed of
Jupiter. It may well excite the astonish
light and changing particles, they change
ment of the critic*.
their form of existence.
They do not
" Concerning the HUMAN INHABITANTS
die, but rather sink into repose by an ex
of Jupiter, much might be said that would pansion of their interiors which seek more
be of interest ; for their relation to our con agreeable spheres.
And regarding this
ceptions of a perfect being is much closer as a mere metamorphosis,
they escape
than the inhabitants of Saturn.
Their with transports of delight; and they are
form is full, and well sustained by inwatd hence pleased with the evanescent exis
Their size, symme tence of the body.
and physical forces.
" Moreover the inhabitants of this
try, and beauty of form, exceed those of
plan*
Their mental or et look upon the changes and vicissitudes
the earth's inhabitants.
ganization corresponds to their physical of their physical being, as natural and
Smoothness and evenness inevitable consequences of existing causes.
developments.
are apparent upon their form generally.
These vicissitudes are but few ; but in
" Tlify (ln not walk erect, but assume
proportion to the refinement of particles
an inclined position, frequently using their composing their body, is the brevity vf
hands and arms in walking, the lower ex
their existence.
For that which is fine
tremities being rather shorter than the and delicate exists but a little while in
arms according to our standard of propor
any form ; but that which is heavy and
And by a modest desire to be seen imperfect, continues in the form longer
tion.
only in an inclined position, they have in consequence of being less active and
formed this habit, which has become an less susceptible to foreign action.
And
established custom among them.
as the inhabitants of Jupiter are compos
" Their general characteristics are of a ed of finer elements than
those of the in
mechanical and intellectual nature, accom
habitants of the earth, they remain in the
panied by strong affections and interior form but a short peiiod, by reason of its
They have great active and changeable composition.
love for each other.
Thir
moral developments ; are submissive, and ty years is the average duration of their
firm
and
decided
in
all
their inten
yet
form's existence.
" Having an expansive and sweeping
tions and dealings with each other. Their
exceeds
that of the intellect, they comprehend the laws and
intelligence greatly
Earth's inhabitants.
They are existing relations of their being with one concen
in a state intermediate between the first trated thought.
And meditation in them
and second Spheres, in knowledge and re is thrown out upon their countenances
finement.
with a sweet
which would,
" Their form of countenance displays if it could he expression,
seen by an inhabitant of
the qualities and workings of their inward Earth, bring
forth an ejection of tears
There is a peculiar promi and a gush of feeling that could not be
principle.
nence of the upper lip, this consists of a expressed.
Their mode of conversation
complex and interwoven mass of fibres, is thus distinctly and unequivocally ex
the action of which gives great ex
;
for it is » mode of expressing
pressive
pression to inward thoughts and feelings;
the impressions existing upon their inte
which expression among them constitutes riors.
And these beam forth with such
the peculiar mode of conversation. There perfect brightness and affection, that they
fore they cannot think one thing and speak are responded to by the interior aflections
another; for their expression, would be of every other being.
It being absolute*
tray their inward sentiments.
ly impossible for them to think one thing
" There is a great deal of gentleness I and speak another ; to have a greater
and amiability manifested through their j amount of self-love than universal affeo
exteriors : and inasmuch as the external tion ; to think impurely, or conceive un
form corresponds to the inward principle,
righteous thoughts ; and being thus free
all their external communications with from all the imperfections
of this and
each other are inflowings of interior af other earths, their exteriors are open to
fection.
And as they are highly suscep the reception of light and truth, which
tible to universal love, they are incessantly correspond to the fire of spiritual purifica
expressing this by the congenial radia
tion.
" They inhabit well constructed edifice!,
tions of their expressive countenances..
questions

which

have

never

ceased
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whose form corresponds to that of m tent, scarcely a? a tingle thought in comparison
rather than a haute, on Earth. These to the destined future expansion of his
are lined with bluish bark, taken from a interiors, and to the celestial light, peace,
tree of the second class ; and they are and magnificence, that await not only the
of mankind, but
composition
thus rendered impervious to cold, water, spiritual
"
and light.
They receive one twenty-fifth every particle existing in infinite space !
tif the light of the Sun that the earth en
This however falls far short of the de
But this, striking vertically at the
joys.
equator, at which place are located their scription given of the progress of the
extensive habitations, gives them the en
soul after death, through the successive
joyment of as much light as could be p«sWe copy
spheres of spiritual existence.
So
Centre
uf
our
aibly obtained from the
picture of the state into
lar System.
j the following
"They are divided into families, asso which he supposes the soul to enter after
ciations, and nations.
Their families are
leaving the body.
composed of such individuals as have a
" I now proceed to relate the external
desire for the company of each other from
Fam
a congeniality of interior affection.
beauties that appertain to this Second
ilies grow into associationl, and these into Sphere of human existence.
For it U
nations : and the whole forms one per
necessary that the whole aspect of the
fect, harmonious, spiritual brotherhood!
should be vividly represented
" The cause of this state of things is fpirit-hoine
to the inhabitants of the earth, so that it
the intelligence which exists among them ; may be an inducement for them to ad
and this, transcending the erudition of the vance in their social and spiritual condi
inhabitants of Earth to an infinite extent, tion.
" 1 behold the spiritual Sphere as con
enables them to comprehend the uses uf
all things, and their original adaptations. taining all the beauties of the natural
Therefore
they make proper application
And in
Sphere combined and perfected.
of these uses ; the result of which is every natural Sphere these beauties are
their glorious purification.
And as they represented , though in the first and rudiare surrounded
by various vegetables, mental degree ; so that every earth is of
birds and animals, they are also capable itself an index and an introduction to the
of making a proper application of these, beauty and grandeur that are existing in
to promote their greatest happiness and the Second Sphere.
For from the natural
peace.
the spiritual is unfolded, or made mani
'•
They reason so perfectly by induction fest.
" The extended surface of this Sphere,
and from correspondences, that whatso
ever may be the specific quality of their I perceive, presents regular and gentle
affections and delights, these are all ulti
undulations, which render the whole di
mately centred in the proper comprehen
versified and exceedingly inviting.
And
sion of all that is connected with their very extensive plains are presented, which
state of mental association.
And all are clothed with great fertility, and with
affections that are breathed furth from innumerable varieties of forms such as
their interiors, are so charmingly typified deck the bosom of the earth when all
upon their exteriors, and even the repre
things are favorable to a thrifty produc
sentation itself is such an emblem of love tion.
In those vast plains is represented
and purity, that an unspeakable apprecia
the most perfect order.
They are gar
tion of their mutual interior affections is dens, typical of purity, unity, and celes
reciprocally established in their minds!
" Thus is the physical and mental, or tial love. Their diversified paths contin
ually lead to new and instructive por
natural and spiritual man, made perfect. tions, all of which are useful as display
And by conceiving of the indestructible ing Divine Love and Wisdom, which
relation which exists between purity and generate unity and affinity in all created
truth, the minds of the inhabitants of the things.
All flowers, and even their leavfs,
Earth will be led to recognize their insti are observed as so many voices, proclaim
and
to
tutions,
spurn with the utmost ing the beauty of interior perfection, and
abhorrence all things that are opposed to the infinite
Source
from which
they
Thus
efforts will be made sprang.
righteousness.
Every plant, flower, bird, and
to bring about a better state of things ; tree, is perceived and appreciated as the
and thii will be the unfolding of interior express creation of Divine love and Di
truths and principles that are at this mo vine action.
" And there is a beauty in the external
ment considered as imaginary and chi
merical.
And by properly conceiving of of each created thing, which is of itself
the celestial peace and purity that flow an open expression of celestial love and
spontaneously from interior truths, the wisdom.
The flowers and foliage are of
minds of the Earth will become relieved the most variegated
appearance ; and
from their external bonds of corruption,
their variety renders them instructive and
into the inexpressible light and liberty of impressive, incomurh thai they act as en
celestial love and peace !
chantments upon the minds of those who
" Concerning Jupiter's spiritual inhab behold them, and induce thoughts beauti
A fragrance
itants, 1 will hereafter speak, when the ful, elevating and edifying.
knowledge is given me by spiritual influx perpetually ascends from those vast plains
from the tilth Sphere. But for the pre of creation, giving life and brilliancy to
sent, I leave this planet, which is abound
the atmosphere, which is thereby render
ing with all that attaches to the affections ed suitable to be inhaled as the breath of
•nd feelings of man, as the objects of his love and exhaled as the thoughts of wis
deepest yearnings, while aspiring to high
dom.
Every created thing possesses
er states of purity and peace.
And man's within itself a living love and affection ;
desires fur celestial magnificence, are the and this is communicated from one thing
spontaneous
breathings of his interior to another, all things thus becoming as it
And his aspirations and an were electrified and illuminated.
The
principle.
ticipations can not be too exalted : for he beauty of one flower is imparted to anoth
rest
assured from the evidences now er, which in its turn communicates an
may
that
his anticipations
are equal bestowment
presented,
And
upon others.

thus those plains are a living lepresents
tion of Divine Love and Wisdom.
" There exists among the many invit
ing things of this Sphere a peculiar blend
ing of inherent affections that different
This remark applies to
forms possess.
all things in the spiritual Spheres.
The
beginning and ending of things appear
not ; but their actual existenct is made
manifest with all their living beauties.
" Wisdom here existing consists not in
words, nor in the depths of the memory ;
but in the actual manifestation that every
In other words,
thing vividly displays.
instruction and admonition are not derived
from speech, but from action and repre
sentation.
And every thing here is pro
fitable and practical — nothing is useless
or imaginative.
" Those of
theirs/ society dwell inoch
in. the delights of these plains and their
variegated foliage, from a sense and sus
ceptibility of love, but not with an appre
ciation of wisdom : and they are thereby
instructed, developed, and rendered pure.
Herein is displayed a perfect adaptation :
for while they are irresistibly drawn to
the beauties thus presented, those beauties
in return breathe into them the breath of
living love, enkindling the flame of perfect
then burns to purity.
wisdom, which
All things are adapted to the necessities
of man ; and this they feel, both from an
and also from a
inherent consciousness,
living desire to become instructed in the
ways of goodness, which are those paths
that lead throughout
the many portions
of this Sphere.
"Those of the second society enjoy
very much the unity displayed among
those of the first gioup, and also the de
Besides this,
lights courted by the first.
anal
they are continually
investigating,
and cultivating,
those
yzing, exploring,
many things which are within their sphere
of comprehension, and thus producing
living evidences of their wisdom
and
united ingenuity.
" Those of the third society are to the
rest ministering angels, directing spirits,
and perfect examples of exalted wisdom.
By their knowledge the lower societies,
and even the spiritual possessions of the
whole Sphere, are illuminated and made
bright, beautiful, and enchanting.
" There are also flowing through these
gardens rivers of clear and placid waters;
and even in these are exemplified the
ceaseless flowings of Love and Wisdom,
that are breathed, not only into heaven,
but into the Universe, and become the
light and life of all created things.
The
Love of each society, like the still water
agitated by a falling pebble, expands and
waves throughout all the lower and high
er spheres until the wave has almost
reached the bounds of space, which is
then filled with love.
There is no limit
ing the extension of the wave of water,
nor can the unfoldings of love be circum
scribed.
And as the waters will roll
gently against the shore, so Love flows
forth and unfolds itself until it becomes
merged into Wisdom, which then is ren
dered surpassingly
beautiful,
because
Love is its creative soul and living prin
ciple.

" Those rivers are representations of
Divine
creation.
They also represent
Life : for as the river flows from the rill,
so Life flows from the germ that is depos
ited deep in the interior uf the Universe ;
and as the rill flows into and becomes an
immense ocean, so Life flows into and
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becomes the animating soul of all things.
These rivers are so very clear and trans
lucent, that the brilliancy
of the azure
heavens is in them vividly reflected.
And
as night makes the stars appear, so do
these waters represent the whole celestial
scenery above them.

" And
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there exists among them a per- ' that dwells in the depths of each spirit,
vading happiness; a soothing and tran- How joyful it is to see those welcomes,
quilizifig element of forgiveness and uni- and those soothing and tranquillizing ntvi i -M love ; a cordiality in the bcstowment i lections breathed into that spirit who has
of inherent love upon each other, and a! suffered trials and afflictions in the human
and yet perfect harmony, of! race !
mingling,
.. The quality of a spirit is at once perthoughts, all of which it is delightful to
These manifestations
all j ceived, and what is better than all, is, the
"These
rivers flow through valleys contemplate.
;
abounding in the most beautiful and va proclaim the divinity of the life and love dwellers in this Sphere judge not by exried creations, and in every species of that flow into and animate all the heavens, j ternai or superficial manifestations, such
" The waftings of thought from one !
as passions or impulses of the soul, but
variegated foliage that also adorns those
vast plains ; and the whole presents the mind to another, are such as can be felt, j ny lIie quality and advanced state of the
mnst exalted representation of life and and yet no spirit receives thought uncon- ; Spjrit jiseIf; and it is according to this
These i tnal they love the spirit introduced into
genial with its quality and being.
Wisdom.
'• I behold, also,
Yet the strength of their
groves that are of the waftings are breaths that are inhaled by tneir midst.
unfolded spirits willing to receive them. love is in proportion to the capability of
most charming and enchanting character.
It is impossible to behold them without It appears as if thoughts were continu- the introduced spirit to appreciate and
being impressed with new and beautiful ally descending into the recesses of less enjoy it.
Love is not bestowed too abun
spiritual existence, and also dantly, nor is any privilege granted which
thoughts, such as they naturally suggest. advanced
In these groves are reposing those who ascending through all the higher Spheres is not useful ; but every thing of this
investigate and who love wisdom and the even to the highest, which is the seat and nature is graduated according to capa
Divine Mind supremely.
And those that throne of the Divine Mind.
Thus it is that • to whom much
bilities.
are in the first society, or in Love only,
"There are truths here known of the is given, of him is much required.1
court the refreshing
shades of those most novel and mysterious
character ; This is a Iruth which angels know ; and
groves, and learn with docility and yet but these I am not permitted to relate at these are the words of superior wisdom.
" And what may appear strange is,
with dignity,
of the beauties that are this time; for they are unimportant to the
around and above them, and are instructed human race.
Yet there is a class of that often when a spirit leaves the human
by these beauties' expounders.
truths which it is profitable to mention — j form, and is introduced into this Sphere,
" I perceivfe that all spirits are engaged and
these are concerning the experiences, j it for a moment cannot realize the change,
in loving their neighbors and advancing opinions and beliefs, that exist among the ' for it is imperceptible.
Spirits 'Ye^ain the
their welfare ; and here is good will inhabitants of this spiritual Sphere.
same bodily form in the spiritual Sphere ;
" I perceive that when infants are in and at first they feel as if they were only
without distinction.
I perceive that spir
its are engaged in exploring the fields of troduced from the human races into the Iransferred to a country they knew not.
Thought, and searching deeply into the first society, they are believed to be horn It is, however, not long after the transi
cause* of things ; and thus they learn of among them : for appearances to them tion
senses are
their
interior
before
love and accumulate wisdom.
And there are the same as to families in the human opened ; and then they behold and appre
is no inertia, no stagnation, but activity race.
After the infant is ushered into ciate the change, and the beauties with
and industry are visible in every depart
And some
their midst, they behold and admire it ; which they are surrounded.
ment of this heavenly Sphere.
And it is for it teaches tenderness, kindness, and spirits appear to wonder that they did not
well to relate that every one is engaged immaculate purity.
Infants, therefore, see it before, and that they did not believe
in that for which he has an affection, and are caressed, nourished, guided, and ad it while in the body ; for now it appears
there is, therefore, no confusion.
Nor monished by them, according to the high so tangible and perfectly agreeable with
are there any disqualifying conditions, but degree of love and wisdom that exists the universal teachings of natural law.
" Men who have been impressed on
every one is qualified to labor in that for among the various societies.
The infant
which he has an affection.
Affections
is beheld as constituted only of love, and earth with certain doctrines concerning
are varied according to the degrees to as possessing inherent qualities that will the other life, seem to smile at them
which each spirit from the first to the unfold and lead to perfection.
Their selves, and marvel because they were so
highest society,
has advanced in the whole object is to produce a proper de misled, and so easy to be misdirected.
Hence industry velopment of the germinal qualities con Some who have believed in the literal
stages of development
is equal, useful, harmonious, and recipro
tained in love ; and this they do by pro resurrection of the material body, are so
cal ; for every one gravitates to the situ
that they
cesses of tho most simple and gentle ashamed of this conviction
ation which accords with his predisposing character.
strive to hide thetr memory of it from the
"
desire.
And some strive
And so it is also with spirits from the perception of others.
" Moreover, I behold here some of the human race that are imperfectly
developed to modify their previous beliefs so as to
most magnificent creations of Will and while in the human body, and with such make them harmonize with what they
Wisdom.
It is well to remark, that as have had their faculties and spiritual now experience and know to be true.
every thing created in this sphere is sug
And such is the case with thoee who
principles misdirected, obstructed, or dis
gested by Love and perfected by Wis
Thus, I perceive that imbe have imbibed gross doctrines while on
concerted.
dom — and is, therefore, a living projec
cile persons, especially if they have he- earth, and which are still impressed upon
tion from their minds.
Things are cre come
ie so by accident or disea'se, are re- j their memory ; for immediately after the
ated by Will ; and these I discover are ceivied into this Sphere as infant spirits, I transition, they recognize the falsity of
convictions, and for a little
distributed in a uniform manner through
previo
and are then unfolded and rendered beau- their previous
out the plains, valleys, rivers and groves tiful.
while strive to conceal and modify them.
' 1 moreover perceive that those who This desire, I discover, continues only
of the spirit-home.
I discover construc
tions of the most grand and magnificent are interiorly deformed from birth, have for a little season; for being penetrated
I
character, each having a brilliancy and no identity, or even birth in the higher j by the perceptions of others w-ith ease,
the
advanced
illumination
according to
And so it is with all unorgan- they are led to discard with pleasure the
Sphere.
state of the society in which it is found. ized bodies ; for such are not capable of impressions of the memory, and their
and
The first society have creations which are developing the qualities and faculties of j hereditary affection for doctrines;
representations of their Love, and Will, the spirit, and hence do not preserve their they then become enlightened by the light
and uncultivated
and love of heaven, and begin their »sWisdom ; and these identity.
" Spirits from the human race who ji cending progress toward the higher socithey behold as representations of their
interior thoughts.
The creations of the have been from birth dejected and discon- i eties of their new home.
" The
second society display more uniformity, j snlated, and who have suffered trials and
Jirst society is in Love, the »icorder and usefulness ; and thus they sub , afflictions of the most severe character, und is in Will, and the third is in Wis
serve the purposes of the first society and are received to the bosom of the first, or dom.
These societies are composed of
And
themselves.
The third
have second, or third society, with exceeding families, groups, and associations.
society
splendid constructions, too vast and ele great joy — so great is the fondness of these live in an harmonious manner one
perfect order,
gant to describe, and the most ambitious love for them, and the desire to make with another, displaying
They are received to the form, and series of development and po
imagination
could not transcend them them happy.
in its conceptions.
For they are in reali j bosom of their affection, and to the life of sition. And all are thus as ONE BROTH
ty too perfect and too magnificent to be their love, as the mother receives and ERHOOD.
conceived of by any mind in its rudimen- embraces her child.
They are cherished j " Even one of these societies is comtal Mate of being.
and loved with all the combined affection j posed of more individuals than are exist
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ing upon all the planets in the solar sys
pose they would find little sympathy or these accusations they condemned him to
And as was
tem, and even upon all the earths belong
from the professed infidels. die the death of a martyr!
approval
the custom in cases of similar accusations
Their
ing to the fifth Circle of Suns.
bear a striking resemblance to the
They
in those days, they crucified him, two
numbers transcend computation.
And 1
discover that the first Sphere of spiritual results arrived at by many eminent di others sharing lhe same fate with him.
existence is unfolded from the last Sphere vines of the German Lutheran Church of During the infliction of this most unjust
of material creation, which in the Circle the Rationalistic School, and to those penalty, the Jews manifested the same
of Suns above referred to. It appears
spirit of sectarian vengeance, and the
maintained with great boldness and unc
now a little strange to me that men have
same desire for the destruction of all in
not conceived this truth before.
But tion in this country, by the Rev. Theo vasive philanthropy and purity of prin
The following summary of ciple, that ere long will be exhibited again.
when man is in the human body, with his dore Parker.
material senses opened, he perceives ma the character of Jesus, no doubt expres
Thus will be demonstrated the existence
terial things, because he is animated from
of precisely the same spirit as that which
ses the views of many enlightened men,
the inner to 'the outer world : but when
characterized the Jews of old, and the in
he escapes the body, at death, though the who receive their ideas of religion from fluence of this will clothe the rising and
their own reflection rather than from the unborn generation in the armor of preju
form is not changed, nor any of its quali
dice, hostility, and fanaticism !
ties or properties, yet instead of seeing creeds of the Church.
" Thus Jesus was a good man, a noble
with his material he perceives with his
" Thus Jesus lived, doing good to those and unparalleled Moral Reformer, con
is
spiritual senses ; and the spirit-world
unfolded to his view.
The transition is who came and required assistance, ex sidering him as disconnected from all those
imperceptible.
who were uneducated, and unjust things that are in the New Testa
" I discover that most of the inhabitants horting those
He did not pro
preaching to the multitudes — not in the ment recorded of him.
of Mercury, Venus, the Earth, and Mars, temple or the synagogue, because those fess to be the Son of God in any other
are dwelling in the first society of the places were too pure for his deeds and his sense than that of a branch, as all are, of
Second Sphere ; and that those of the philosophy — but on the mountain and by the great Tree of universal and eternal
other planets occupy higher positions in the wayside ; thus lifting up his voice in Causation.
He did not profess to be di
the piane of thought and wisdom.
what has been before termed ' the sanc rected and impelled by any other spirit
" And a holy quietness pervades the
tuary of the expanded earth and the un than that of Divine love, the germ of
whole- spirit-world.
There is happiness folded heavens.'
He taught thus because which dwells in every other being unde
of the most inexpressible character — and he felt it an imperative duty devolving up veloped.
And to this principle, as ex
ecstasies, and exultations, and glorifica
on him to instruct the ignorant, and to isting in others, he appealed so feelingly,
tions, are continually
There deposite if possible, that pure spirit of re in order that its qualities might be unfold
ascending.
is so much purity and holiness that my form in the social world that might re ed, and that they might advance to the
mind is scarcely capable of withstanding
sult in establishing the beauties of the degree of refinement in love and wisdom
its moving influence, such as would in spiritual Zion, and pefecting the qualities occupied by himself.
He was then, A
stantly annihilate all speech.
Yet I have of the Tree of Righteousness.
He felt TYPE or A PERFECT MAN, both in physical
now a strength which 1 have not before prompted to preach what had been before and spiritual qualifications.
But those
known.
I can receive the inflowing of conceived, that men should do unto others representations which make him more
these truths, and behold these holy and as they would have others do unto them; than this, I discover are all untrue, and
celestial beauties, without becoming dis and he desired that the simple, good, and express that only which was professed
concerted or incapable of declaration.
of this principle for, but never by him.
" They have a sense of music: but it tranqnilizing influence
" Thus, then, he died a
might be deposited and developed in the
martyr to the
proceeds not from hearing, for they per- ;' bosom of every human form.
He desired principles of truth, reason and virtue.
ceiee harmony, and the soul of harmony, that the day of righteousness should be So likewise
did Matthew,
Paul, and
which is music.
Such floats along the ushered in, when there would be no more others.
And it is lamentable to re
strata of the atmosphere, and is wafted pain, sorrow, or crying, for the old things flect that the world has been guilty of
into the soul as the fragrance of a flower would all have .passed away, and all such flagrant injustice that even many
into the senses.
I 'do not hear but see things would havn become new. And in in subsequent generations have been sub
music.
I see it in the united voices of! the accomplishment of his desires, sin jected to the torturing rack, to the stake,
flowers, that speak, yet make no sound — would be destroyed, together with that and to the dissolving flames ! Men have
in the shrubbery and foliage that proclaim ! which hath the power of ein, that is dark
even rushed to the field of battle, and
'
truths, yet speak not — and in the harmo- ness, ignorance, folly, imagination,
im there, impelled by envy and sectarian
n v of each heavenly society : for that becility, and every species of sectarianism
prejudice, they have poured out each
Music is and unholy philosophy.
other's life's blood, thereby causing Na
harmony is heavenly music.
"
perceived by the unfolded senses, and
Jesus continued to obey those bene ture to blush for shame for the degrada
It is the ficent monitions of his mind (which were tion of her children !
appreciated by the Wisdom.
Brethren
have
soul of order, the creator of all celestial tn cure the diseased, to visit the fatherless joined in open hostility, actuated by no
The music thus and widows in their afflictions, and to other cause than the terrible and fiery,
harmony and melody.
perceived sinks into the depths of the j preach peace on earth and good-will
to elements of sectarian envy, prejudice and
soul, and unfolds sentiments of which the !
men) until prejudice became so strong local affection ! How fearful, indeed, is
There is j against him, that he was unable to pro the gloom of the dark thought, that .man
spirit-home alone is worthy.
not a labyrinth or avenue of the spirit- j ceed any further in his career of purity has died a martyr to the natural prompt
land that is not penetrated by the vibra- and benevolence.
He was censured by ings of the spirit within, and to the prin
tions and silent echoings of this heavenly j various learned, and, as they were thought ciples of virtue, morality, and love !
" I behold Jesus, then, as a
There
is
not
a
harmony.
thought con tn be, very great theologians,
and was
great and
cealed in the soul which is not quickened persecuted to a great extent by the multi
good Reformer ; as connected with no
into life and awakened into the act of tudes, who were exasperated from the marvellous or
mysterious aristocracy, but
There is not a re workings of religious prejudice against as being born of
glorification thereby.
lowly parents, and fos
cess in the material or spiritual Universe him.
So he was captured, brought before tered in the bosom of their domestic hab
that is not quickened with life and illumi
a council of judicature, who were all dis itation ; as possessing intelligence to a
nated with light, even Divine Love ; and posed to condemn him without a hearing, surpassing
degree ; as manifesting un
wherevnr this exists, music flows and is for disturbance of the peace, for inter
bounded love, benevolence, and sympathy ;
Hence every thing loves and ference with their long cherished religious
congenial.
as healing the sick, restoring the blind,
appreciates music ; and this is perfected faiths, their social organization,
their I curing the lame, and visiting the discon
nn'y in the Second Sphere."
modes of worship, their rites and ceremo
solate in their afflictions ; as preaching
nies, their long and loud prayers to Him love, morality, peace on earth and good
We havo copied so much at length
whom they supposed to be the Lord of will to men ; as instructing the multitude
from this very singular volume, that we Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, for
in the paths of pleasantness and peace :
blasphe
have no room to speak of the Clairvoy
my, and for doing deeds that were good and as loving all and disliking none.
I
All these and many behold him as being condemned, nailed to
ant's impressions concerning the Bible and on the Sabbath-day.
similar accusations were brought against the cross, and dying a martyr to the cause
the theologies that have prevailed in the
him ; and they exhibited a spirit of per of love, wisdom, and virtue!
Such is
world.
His views of the Scriptures are secution that will be ere long fully ex one of the
parts in the great monument
orthodox,
but
anything
although we sup
On which an ignorant and misdirected world
emplified in this nineteenth century.
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1 therefore affirm that his state- !describing the glands or 'little hearts'*
dnction.
ments concerning the narmony and unity . (as lie calls them), as constituting the
existing among the inhabitants of the j cause of all motion or spiritual exercise
The impressions received by the Clair planets, as to their social condition and in the material form, and describes how
j
and mental culture, are decidedly and nn- they expand and contract like the movevoyant, while in the abnormal state, con
—
And he
being in no essential ments of the chest and heart.
cerning Swedenborg and Fourier, are not equivocally true
particular discrepant with those things demonstrates the reciprocity of the syaunworthy of notice.
motions
of
the
cortical
which I have revealed concerning
the I tolio and diastolic
" There is one, however, whose teach world, Nature and the Universe.
glands of the brain, and that they are the
" 1 am drawn to that person whose beginnings and causes of all correspond
ings I cannot fail to recognize as the most
useful, most truthful, and most exceed
whole physical and spiritual powers were ing movements belonging to the animal
ingly sublime, even as seeking a level devoted to the great work of moral re economy.
with, and being confirmed by, the teach
"The last portion of thie valuable
form.
Such was CHARLES FOURIER; and
This is the great and those things which he revealed are capa work is devoted to some very rational and
ings of Jesus.
—
noble Reformer,
CHARLES
FOURIER
intimations of a psychological
ble of being applied in improving
the truthful
whose capacity of soul and extent of social condition of man, and their truth character, and concerning the powers of
revelation have not as yet been perceived will be demonstrated in the moral conse the human soul.
It contains a very clear
to any great extent by mankind.
Hia quences of the perfect restoration to and lucid explanation of the distinction
mind was superiorly constituted and de peace, harmony, and pure principles, for between the nature and powers of the
soul and spirit as connected with the hu
veloped ; for a proof of which see his which he labored.
" Concerning this very noble person man form ; and it likewise exhibits a very
disclosures concerning
the
unparalleled
unspeakable harmony that pervades the age, and his philosophy, more will here gentle emergement from the material int*
Universe, and concerning the reciprocal after be related, especially
when the the spiritual sphere of thought and invesaction of all bodies, which, to express principles of his micro-cosmogony
make tigation.
'
" I am led also to notice a still higher
it in his own language,
breathe a mel their appearance prominently in the third
ody lif harmonious sounds, like an in part, or application, of this work.
spiritual development of the same kind
" I am also
strument
tuned, and every note
well
impressed to recognize the which is presented in the Utter portion of
And, important revelations made by and through his ' Animal Kingdom : ' and that
touched
in unity by wisdom.'
ti,
entitled ' 'Drue
found in his production
says he, the harmony
SWEDENBORO, the Swedish phi
of the Uni KM*' i
verse is developed and displayed in the losopher and psychologist.
Nothing
Worship and Lore .of God.'
" His mind possessed mnny superior can evince more substantial purity of
planetary system ; for each planet occu
pies a position, and plays a part in the endowments, and he presented to the meditations and superior conceptions of
great system of united action, as the world many pure and healthy principles.
the mind than this very impressive and
uotes of a well-tuned instrument.
And Some of his revcalments, however, will well-constructed work.
It flowed, as it
as a tune cannot be played unless each be capable of an application only when were, spontaneously from his high rever
note is properly adjusted, and occupies a the race advances to a high degree of ence fur those unspeaking truth* conAnd thi*
position in reference to the rest suitable social and mental refinement.
His mind tained in the animal creations.
to produce harmony and melody, when a was interiorly expanded, which fact ena work is fndeed a rerealment much to be
tune is thus played, the Universe is at bled him to receive and express many read, appreciated and practised.
" After the period which was occupied
the same time represented.
interior truths connected both with the
" Then he proceeds to reveal the all- material
in writing these works, his mind became
and spiritual world.
" I discover more practical utility in exceedingly exalted, and all ite powers of
important truth, that as harmony exists
among all the bodies of the Universe, BO his scientific and philosophical revealments conception were absorbed completely in
can it prevail among, and join insepara
than in any other ot' his productions.
No the phenomena and truths of the spirit
And work should be more esteemed and gen world.
bly, the inhabitants of the earth.
The truths that be thus reveal«
he proceeds to assure the world,
by erally read than a book written by him concerning these things are in very many
mathematical demonstration, that every entitled ' The Economy of the Animal particulars susceptible of benefiting the
note exists in this sphere ; and that each Kingdom,' in two volumes.
The first human race — though this can nut be
note needs only to be properly placed, in volume presents a close and severe ana said of every general feature of his psy
He revealed those
order that the whole race may, like a per lytical investigation of the three functions chological
system.
truths that will be verified in
fectly-tuned instrument, move in harmo
performed by all animated bodies ; in spiritual
and unity of which he develops that order of ' end, subsequent lectures : but only in a geneny, melody, happiness,
For [
manner.
action.
cause, and effect,' which are alike ob- r:il and correspondential
" Behold, mankind, these sublime and
servable in all portions of the creation!) of now discover that many of his interior
eternal
truths crushed and almost en the Divine
He plainly reveals disclosures are not in the least particular
Mind.
tombed in the dark mass of prevailing
that the end, or ultimate design, is the comprehended even by those who at the
ignorance,
and
fanaticism ! primary
prejudice
cause of all movement.
A present time are most actively engaged in
And I am impressed to
Hear ye not, when a noble and expansive knowledge of the end prompts and pro their advocacy.
instead of conveying the idea
mind, like that of CHARLES FOURIER, cures the means, which are the secondary say that
demonstrates
truth, even causes : and the action of these produce that he unfolded the spiritual and interior
the interior
to your senses, that the world of mankind the effects, which are the ends predeter
teachings of the Bible, he had said thai
is composed of the requisite notes to mined to be accomplished.
The end or he unfolded the spiritual and interior
play a perfect tune of peace and harmony? object to be accomplished is in every in teachings of Nature, the world would
And observe how gently, seriously and stance the creator of the causes and effects sooner have approached his cphere of
because then tte
cautiously he informs the world that these that are instituted — or of the means and reason and knowledge
notes can only be properly placed by fol effects combined as one in accomplishing
connection would have been more dis
lowing the light of wisdom and knowl
that which was the original cause of the tinctly observed between the material and
am not able to
But
edge !
institution of both.
This much is clearly the spiritual world.
" He also
any
and discover any such interior meaning
mathematically analyzes the revealed in the first part of his work
developments of each planet in our solar
portion of the content* of the Word as
true, useful, and will be acknowledged
And
made
objection
system, and proves that the mental ad and applied to the necessities of human he repreients.
to any of three sayings, as based upon
vancement of the inhabitants
of each existence.
" The second part
must necessarily constitute such a Broth
con- the want of interior perception which
devoted to
erhood and such an association of conge
sideiation of the three functions of the may here «eem to be acknowledged,
nial parts as to render the whole an har animal kingdom — their interior, media- would request the reader to seeoosider
have given of the intemonious existence, such as he expended torial, and exterior qualities, as perform- fbe explanation
If, however, the obhis powers to have accomplished
on ing their respective offices and manifesting; rior of tUe Bible.
refer for future
be persisted in,
earth.
And 1 have the means of know their peculiar spiritual forces, with
mtt-Ijection
to the ENCYCLOPEDIA that
ing that his general conceptions
were tual dependence upon each other.
In- demonstration
-i»
_• ,j_ _ L _„_i_
strictly true as regards the inhabitants of deed, his revealments concerning the be will succeed thie book.
am much drawn to the pure,
the planets belonging to our solar system. ginnings of power in the human cystem
.pint
And it becomes me in justice to sanction' are beyond all general comprehension at gantic, and powerfully-intellectual
and confirm that
_ which he proved
true by the present day.
He discounts deeply of SWEDCNBORG. His philosophical rer
the dissimilar process of mathematical in- upon the cortical composiuon of the brain, velatiooe are of vast importance, uecau M
have erected
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freedom of the mind, will create a pre
chological revelations are also quahfirijly possession in its favor, even among those
true, and are susceptible of being verified
whose sturdy attachment to ordinary ex
in tlie spiritual spheres, and will be in the
perience would lead them to question the
disclosures soon to follow.
" I recognize, however, too much pro- claims of an angel from Heaven, and 1o
fusenesa of expression — too much repe distrust the testimony of one risen from
tition of correspondences and established the dead.
Judged by the usual principles
of his
principles — in various portions
the work of an unedu
works.
Them is too much intensity of of criticism, as
not two and twenty
cated shoemaker,
ardor, and too much obscurity, ambiguity,
conception, in his years of age, we may safely pronounce it
and spiritually-inflated
works, for them tei be of
psychological
the most surpassing prodigy of' literary
any particular utility to the social world
If the young man is to be view
at the present time.
But a proper and tistory.
poet, who has
ed only as a philosophical
abundant supply of the social require
ments of mankind will so elevate their
iven his epic of the universe, among
moral and spiritual perceptions, that they other batds of ancient and modern times,
will readily discover the signification of
>.mti- and Milton may well hide their
his spiritual teachings, which at present,
to the mass of mankind, seem like the diminished heads.
of a misdirected
wildest hallucinations
and inflated mind.
Then in view of these
considerations, it is impossible to conceive
of the practical utility of his spiritual
revelations to the disordered world at this MENDELSSOHN'S
SONGS WITH
The fact that they are not
present time.
WORDS.
OUT
at
least
capable of being comprehended is
presumptive evidence that they are not Six Songt without Words, (Lieder ohne
such truths as are at present required to
Com
For the Piano Forte.
Worte).
benefit the social world.
posed by FELIX MENDELSSOHN BARFirst,
this
gigantic
"Therefore I observe
THOLDY.
Op. I'.i. Book
pp.
mind as in its conceptions transcending
17. Boston : Published by Oliver Diteven
of
completely the ordinary powers,
St.
son, 115 Washington
all interiorly enlightened men, and conse
About a year ago we called the atten
the
natural
as
from
removed
quently
being
Hence some of tion of our musical readers to these ex
into spiritual spheres.
his mighty revelations will only be known quisite compositions of the great living
to be true when man ascends to a higher master ; and we ventured one or two
And
degree of wisdom and knowledge.
to intimate by words
as these things are so, I notice those imperfect attempts
things only in his revelations that are the singularly pure and delicate and deep
adapted to the wants of the social world, emotions which several of these "Songs'
in order that mankind may be, as Fourier are sure to awaken when we eurren
has expressed it, organized according to
der ourselves to a reverent and peace
the melodious, harmonious reciprocations
One of the six
ful hearing of them.
of a Brotherhood."

of their truth ; and Ina spiritual and psy

MUSICAL REVIEW.

The fact that the Clairvoyant
the system of Association
Order
duce

of Society,

regards

as the Divine

will, of course, pro

its iappropriate

impression

of truth.

For ourselves,

they effect no change in our convictions
They do "not add to the evidence which
has long

since

shown

beautiful

form,

the

us the foundation

of the Combined Order in the nature o
The truth of the ideas announcer
man.
by Fourier, is established by scientific

as

forerunner,

hope, of all the series ;

on the seize, in recommending

minds of those who receive his statements
as revelations

sets or books is now republished in u'u
country by Mi. Ditson, in a clear ant
and we

we

gladl}

it, the opportuni

ty of returning to such a pleasing theme
1
though one so difficult to talk about.

will perhaps be well that the successiv
of this republication should no

issues

come along too closely on each other'
heels; that like moderate showers, re

is, that each such plant which we can
ontrive to support, enriches the soil still
When
more, enabling it to bear others.

Ir. Dit&on's customers, (those of them,
have skill and ambition

we mean, who

nough at the piano to require supplies of
shall
music of this degree of difficulty,)
ave once fairly taken home to themselves
hese six little

if

"

Words

without

Songs

"

they shall have
and mastered them,

when

Mendelssohn ;

tudied, understood,

o as to bring out their true meaning and
ose nothing of their fine aioma in their
lerformance of them, they will certainly
lesire more of the same sort ; and so

will all the little circles of auditors whom
hey may have attracted round them.
To describe the ninsic of Mendelssohn

As well try to
of mignonette, or

seems a work of despair.
describe the fragrance

of a

flavor

the

and

evanescent

tell

or

peach,

what

of the most

thoughts compose the charm

which

reverie,

delicious

and seems to

cnows no reason for itself,

one moment of it

no aim, although

than weeks

weighs more in the memory

It is exquisite

of ordinary consciousness.

ly refined, delicate, dreamy, mystical ; yet
It takes you
strong and clear.

simple,

within the borders of the marvellous,

only

to make you feel more at home ; it reveals
a certain

and very

peculiar

of existence,

to which

pure sphere

the soul

every day life of the mind,
ing

into

the

the same slight

body;

It is to the
what

element

watery

seems

we wonder

perfectly native, and which
we have not cultivated more.

plung

is to the

shudder

and the

same fine delight and sense of wholesome,
purifying

change.

No.

1, a gentle,

in 4-4 tima,

nrarked

streamy movement,
Andante con 7/10/0,

E major, seems
like a hymn of gratitude; the heart so full,
so innocent, so constant, in its own tran
and in the warm key of

quil

musings unconsciously
overflowing
with an ecstatic feeling of the unspeaka

ble love that pervades all things.

It seems

newed at timely intervals, they may fairl

the cool of a soft summer evening.
The
air and the bass, uniform and stately in

soak

their

down

into

our

musical

soi

they must stand on their own merits, in

a demand among the young p
anists, for music which it is really a spir
itual experience to know and .be enable

the view of the philosophic

to express

flow of the intervening accompaniment
like the flow of the night air.
No. 2. Andante expressivo,
3-8 mea

is

vades

ready beginning to rejoice in the appearance

player

of some more shapely, fragrant, and fruit-

whole

its pages, the modesty and sim
plicity of its tone, its freedom from en
thusiasm, the purity, sweetness, and piety
of its sentiments, and its constant recog

in

the key of

pensive, melancholy
sweet melancholy

which

is

and beautiful

melody
which

has

melody
and

anticipate

luxury to
The

to beholders.

very simple

ously managed,
to

minor,
quaii.i,
strain, — that sort of
it

self,

sure,

but the harmony,

of its own,

is

perform

is in
a

in a well-conceived

The counters of our music-store
that this extraordinar
ecy to predict
do show some symptoms of a better tast
work will make a profound impression on for music.
The sterile soil, which thu
a large portion of the community.
I
far could support upon its surface only
will find an extensive circulation, and wil starveling crop of worthless weeds, the in
gain converts to the truth of its princi
numerable petty marches, waltzes, varia
The excellent spirit which per tions, songs, composed by nobody, is al
pies.
ance.

is
a

inquirer.

In conclusion, it needs no gift of proph

dry

the germs of a true taste, an

A

between them

of the Clairvoyant

quickening

;

am

a

the coincidence

and the impressions

curious

is

interesting

and however

it,

creating

movement, form such counterpoint
with each other, as the crystal sky with
the dark earth below
while the steady

demonstration,

defies the

careless

a bar

of it.

curi

The

so subdued and sober, that many

like those we an one will play
through several times
of the truly inspired before its beauty begins to grow npon
nition of the supremacy of reason and the masters of the Art.
And the beauty of him, as infallibly must
the end.
plants, creations,

it

bearing

in

it

are now reviewing,
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also

in

a

is

in

are useful
their way, and for which
demand.
any loss of force to the severe rhythm of there must be
con
There
the universe, to unslumbering obedience siderable room for selection and tasteful
brighter and more vigorous than youth's discrimination even
this sphere of mu

knows

too much ever to

fight sincerely and with

any

con

manly

sciousness of true motive,

as the knights

of darker

ages could.

Music,

good, has

inspiration

and need not celebrate

in

enough

itself,

victory to gain

borrowed life from that unworthy

is

which

in an age which

it

productions,

vulgar blood and thunder business of war,
the glory whereof
very boyish notion

a

a

in

more ephemeral

has tasted of deep music, always
the exponent of deep and true sentiment,
can find little that
inspiring in all this

that

if

by

by

by

it,

is

free from all insane restlessness and impo
tent impetuosity, wisely reconciled without

the best of these songs', but we abhor
the subject, as well as that of the next,
the " Battle of the Baltic."
The sou!

is

by

Music
major, seems to have
caught and continued the strain of the first 4. La Torreador, The Bull-fighter.
Ro
mance French and English.
Music
movement in the Beethoven's
sublime
COUNT As. D' ADHEMAR.
Seventh
The key
Symphony.
and
5.
Battle of the Baltic.
Words
CAMP
are
the
rhythm
same, that peculiar Orphic
BELL.
Music
JENNERSON.
rhythm, as a correspondent justly called
Grand Waltz for the
which seems to pervade the universe 6. La Sicilienne.
Piano.
By G. MARCAILHOU.
and carry all things on with it.
There
We have here
an undying fire of aspiration
list of lighter and
it,

A

sure, and in

is
a

Colasa, Cancion Madilena.
GRADIKR.

a

La

3.

No. 3. Molto Allegro « vivace, 6-8 mea

associa

Here are songs which the severest tion. All grand music tells of
victory,
The next
of deeper things but of the true, the only
brief, and like
broad and taste and experience
victory, that of
ample chorus
solemn cheerful utter could enjoy to hear well sung once or the soul over what would
degrade it, of
ance of
twice,
wholesome common sentiment
fitting circumstances
bagatelles Good over Evil, of Love and Harmony
the grand confession of faith of -a true- to suit
certain humor
waltzes with and Order, over Selfishness and Discord,
sic.

;

in

;

a

and

in

common time.

a

Our readers by this

we can

right

hardly

of Humanity over the obstacles to its sub
lime destiny.

No.
graceful
the name of which several pleasing
They are simple, with each other.
6

A

is

It

1

hearted company, who trust the Universe which one may trifle gracefully.
and trust each other, and do not have to
No.
contains three of
promised se
try to be religious.
also in
major, ries of six songs, which bear, by what
tell,

will suspect, without inquiring Jenny Lind's songs.
whether he be Jew, Catholic, Lutheran or pretty, ballad-like
affairs, which doubt
Rationalist, that this good Felix Mendel
less Jenny Lind could render effective;
religions

man, and that his art

is

ssohn

is
a

time

holy occupation which the world
not spare.

could

than that, they are tame and
in respect to musical invention,

in the relative

Waltz, in

themes alternate

is

FROM THE FHENCH OF H. GORSSI.
Translated for the Harbinger.

minor

ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL

SCIENCE-

not noisy.

by

is

It It

5,
is

and their range of sentiment
common
of the place and shallow, the subjects of them
last key, 6-4 measure, and marked Piano all being stale personalities,
about the
Agitato.
full of passion, intense but singer's snow-clad northern home, and

No.

little

MISCELLANY.

but farther
ordinary

is
a

;

a

;
a

a

is

truant enterprise.

I.

in

the player

for

out halting
this, which

himself

in
is

mistakes

may correct

instinctively,

the
with

his reading; but not in
not made up of common

places.

selection of snch songs as are most char
acteristic and most worthy of her divine
power — not to be sure such as would
show all her execution, but such as might
be supposed to be favorites with one who
has the soul that she has.

every where,

between the interests and
the sentiments of men, between individu
als and societies, between Nature and

God, finally,
driving forever from the
face of the world the hideous phantom of
in

nary music

it

a

is

it

a

is

is

by

it

a

It

;

it
ie

'

is

a

is

the most difficult piece in so forth.
They are
no means the or
CHAPTER
this collection,
woven together with all der of music which we should asso
God.
the cunning science of
Bach, and re ciate with Jenny Lind.
Hers
the gen
Our lather who art in Heaven, hallowed be
quires that each part in the harmony ius to which we look to interpret to us
thy name, thy kingdom come, thy will be done
should be carefully individualized.
the mystical and higher passions, as ex on earth as
in Heaven, Give us each day
The set closes with one of those dreamy pressed in music and though simple bal our daily bread." — Goipel.
was not enough for
"Gondola songs," which we have des lad-singing cannot be beneath the submind so pro
as that of Fourier, to
cribed on one of the previous occa limest genius, yet her ballads should have foundly religious
sions above alluded to.
all the deep and wild originality
of Ger unite with the universal conscience in
The proof-reading of this edition has man songs, say such as Schuberts's, and proclaiming the existence of God, from
whom emanates the principle of the har
not been so thorough as
might have not be of the namby pamby and newspa
monies, which shine on all sides in crea
been. We trust that the plates will be per character of ordinary English
songtion, lake all great lights which
thoroughly revised before more impres
have
wrights, who take advantage of her name
turns shone upon the world, his mis
sions are taken.
In music of this kind, to dignify their own productions.
By
so full of subtleties that the inexperi
this we do not mean to deny that there sion was to revive and strengthen our
enced student
apt to construe every
merit
the little pieces now before ns. faith, to bring humanity nearer to God.
Indeed, in unveiling before us the sub
unexpected modulation into
But we would suggest that the idea of
misprint,
lime unity of the laws of life, in crushing
especially
important
that the text publishing
specimen series, as were, of
should be absolutely reliable.
which
existed
In ordi Jenny Lind'a songs, properly involves the that fatal antagonism

CoOKI.

those bells so wildly
Song.
By

Year's

swelling.
GHATTAN

Tedesco

carried away the less musical
Entered according to Act of CongreM, in
the year 1847, by JEAN M. PALISSB, in tb«
majority of her opera audiences.
Clerk'i Office of the District Court of MMM4.
"The Bull-fight "
really one of chuiotu.
1

Hark

New

is

2.

*

if

3
is

<

in

1.

1.

it
is
a

if

:

2
is

Evil, has not Fourier rendered Atheism
What mouth could
almost an exception to what an impossibility?
G. P. REED, 17 Tremont Row, Bos
still blaspheme?
What soul oonld re
we have said of bagatelles and common
ton, sends us the following new publica
main frozen or shelter itself under the ice
places.
Without p'retention to originali
tions —
of doubt,
the reign of brotherly love,
ty,
very beautiful song and full of
" The passion.
Jenny Lind's Songs.
of attractive labor and of peace, was
No.
Dream." No. 2. " My Home, my
Who would deny
No.
the somewhat coarse, but witty stalled upon earth
happy home."
No. 3. " Fve left the
all his creatures were happy
La Colasa, the Spanish song, with which God,
snow-clad hills."
No.
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The theory of Fourier is, tte*>, for all
thane who accept it, m beMtifgl argument
in favor of the existence of God ; it

; wonM •nek duplicity of action hew the ! of our neighbor is the fulfilment of tb«
'
we jodge of,' whole law aad of all the prophets ; im
mark of infinite power ?
the perfection of a mechanism by the proclaiming the unity and brotherhood of

If

ibows *s bis attributei and the wisdom of , simplicity of motion, aad the economy of
bis designs.
Bat it also borrow* all iu means therein displayed, what shall we
power from these sublime articles of be- . say of the works of the Omnipotent

If

lief.

is oot

there

so-

a Proridenee

Will

?

Architect

not exhibit

they

the

'

the nee ; in elevating

and giving

tion to woman,

— Christ

have revealed

th*

ideal,

the

social

most perfect

a posi

seems to us to
and
that

religious
can be at

premely good, to watch oter the destinies , most wonderful economy of means, aad ' tained ; for there will never be for men
of bosiaaity, it is useless to speak of. grandeur of results? Finally, will not' any other religious principle more ele
progress, of improvement, of happiness ; i unity of system shine conspicuously in , vated than this, individual and collective
onion of men among themselves, and
aad if it is not given to man to under- , all the parts of the Divine Organism ?
Then, to discover the springs which their individual and collective union) with
stand the will of heaven, and to aspire j
towards bis creator, by know)- , more and harmonize the universe, is to '.God.
will remain, with
edge and order, it is useless to know and ; have discovered those which move and ! Thus Christianity
to hope ; misfortune, war and degradation i harmonize human societies ; to find the the legitimate developments of its princi
are our unchangeable lot.
of
I law which produces order in the aggre- ple, the last and universal religion
eonUaually

It

was faith, then, that sustained Fou- 1gate of things, is to have understood the
in bis labors, and was for him means of establishing it in our coneepthe Star in the East, leading to the holy i tioos and in oar labors. Otherwise, where
There are some of the attributes j would be the justice of God ? What !
city.

rier

mankind.
mind

However,

unreservedly

:

we must speak our
are we to believe

with some expounders, that labor is never
to be raised from the degradation in which
the dogmas of past societies have plunged

of God which serve as a theological basis has He marked out the path to every
to the whole doctrine of Association, and one of bis creatures, and shall man alone j it? Most we believe that labor will be
in return receive from it an irresistible be exposed to wander forever ' A single forever a punishment? — Labor! the true
They are, 1st, the Universality of {moving principle suffices to guide the source of all liberty, of all moral and
force.
of Means, star, the animal, the plant, even the inert intellectual greatness!
Labor, which is
Providence ; 2d, Economy
or unity of system in the government of mineral ; and shall man be left outside of life itself ! By no means. Proscribe with
the laws of unity ? And God would out pity that egotistical labor, which aims
the world ; 3d, Distributive Justice.
Is not the Universality of Providence make us purchase by an existence full of only at personal satisfaction, and seeks
errors, sufferings and crimes in this world, its attainment at the expense of others ;
the truest expression of the Being omnipo
Could there the goods of another life ! These things denounce the speculations of the stock
tent and infinitely good*
exist

an atom not subject to his action,
of bis love, or useless in the

deprived

can not be ; every

eye is made to see, jobber, the grasping and deceitful cupid
every mind to understand, every soul to ity of the merchant, the subjection of the
love God, he has written his law every poor to the capitalist, and so forth.
But

of bis eternal designs?
accomplishment
' O ye of little faith," says Christ to his where ; and the last sentence of that holy
j
" why are ye anxious*
Not law is, Universal Harmony.
disciples,
We adhere then with our whole soul,
one sparrow falls to the ground without
the will of your father ; all
of your head are numbered.
then,

yon are of

for

more

the

hairs

to thai permanent

Fear oot, thy of God, which
value

than

around

shines

in the world

labor, is truly the reign of God on earth,
and the correct interpretation
of these
beautiful words of Christ, " Seek first

of God and its justice, and
a the rest will be added unto yon."

ua, rather than to the kingdom

us and within

an exclusive

many sparrows."
If, then, the Supreme

alone wor

Revelation,

labor purified, ennobled by charity, broth
erly labor, that is useful to all, Associated

revelation,

confined

to

of the earth and of time,

Finally we are far from considering as
consequence of the doctrine
of Christ, this net of observance?, of dis
tures, if he has foreordained the general sense of our thought and with progress.
We believe in the revelation of reason, ciplinary bonds, of minute practices, this
destinies, how could he
and individoal
tender care of the

the

overlooked

have

ment of humanity,

of terrestrial
then

Being takes such

of his crea

nnallest

harmonic

develop

the first in the scale

creatures*

"There

must

be a divine social code, which it is

of human intelligence

work

the express

If

to discover.

God

it, bis providence

He

limited.

sufficient,

had not composed

would

be partial,
would

in

thereby

small

space

whenever

it

clashes

with

the

logical

this celestial beacon, kindled within us by
the hand of God, to guide us to the

a legitimate

Fetichism,

in

which

kept the Christian

the

church

soul closely

has

wrapped

Good and the True ; but individual

rea up, (usefully, perhaps, during the infancy
son, be it ever so great, needs the support of barbarian and feudal societies.)
of the general assent, which under the
We do not accept these forced inter
names of tradition and of science, be pretations of the letter, made to justify
comes a surer and more permanent centre ; every thing ; we do not believe in this
mixture of the most spiritual
of light.
religion

of
We have said that we believe in the with the Pharisaism, which imposes on
yoke, sanctifies the
human reason over his own on this sub revelation of the universe, not only to reason a brutifying
ject, which is the most elevated branch of read in it the power of the Creator, and indolent egotism of the monk or the
the

acknowledged

have

general movement,
thus have placed himself
the

superiority

and

he

would

below us of his

render

him

homage ; bigot, and kindles the fires of religious
ourselves : the study fanaticism.
No, the God of the Christian, the God
which govern creation,

a more acceptable

but also to inform

— Fouritr.
of the great laws
But it would be useless to have created unveils to us our own nature, teaches us we adore, is he who embraces in his

own accord."

this social code,
man, gifted

if

with

it was not possible for

reason and intelligence

and liberty, to understand it and apply it.
And how could this code be accessible
to our intelligence,

if

it was in contradic

our

mission

and

duties

marks out scientifically

on earth,

and

our path.

Finally, we bow with gratitude before
of the Word, before the
inspired declarations of those apostles,
who in the course of ages, have been
the revelation

exhanstless love, all his children,

and de

sires not the death of the sinner,

but his

and his life, — the God of
of light, — the God of free
men, whose thoughts, like a pillar of fire,
lead mankind in the road of progress ; he
conversion
harmony,

laws of the uni
Would it be worthy of the good sent by God to reveal to mankind its who said, " Come to me, all ye who labor
and are heavy laden, and I will give
ness and wisdom of God to expose our providential destiny.
reason to so cruel a snare1 And then
In declaring that the lore of God and you rest," and speaking of the sinning
tion

with

verse ?

the harmonic
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creative

to productive

it

and which develops his faculties, then you prove your stupidity, you give
must this labor be a. punishment for him, your measure.
To one who speaks thus
and must the punishment be imposed on there
no more to be said.
Why waste
is

evident

to

proletaries,

and

is

is

What

the destiny
there better

man

LA
Util

on

earth.

to be done, since

or employ them
lating,

in

;

is

once for all, he must either not employ
the faculties with which he
endowed

killing, stealing, deso
or employ

destroying;

divided in the Phalanx

the casts of the

series and the groups are formed, shall we
deem
wise to force the enrolling, to
vert the order of vocations, to compel
Nodier to keep cows,
to skim the pot,

Madame

Vaucanson

de Stael

to compose

operas, Mozart to work in mechanics, Ra

I

production.

could name to paint virgins or to construct
seems to me much better to
temples?

of human forces, productive and attractive

let each go according to the tastes which
the good God has given him, only at

is

The pivotal social question, comprising
all the rest,
then the useful employment
labor.

That labor should

it

be productive,

productive as possible,

it

For labor to be attractive,

IZED.

as tempting to strengthen attraction

must be ORGAN
must

be organized

according to the inclinations
of the laborers.
it

is

in

cannot be organized

if

Labor

tions upon the globe,

the na

not first or

ganized

it

the townships.
Labor cannot
be organized in the townships, that is,
cannot be regulated, directed with fore

?

it

it,

a

if

trace
whole, collectively,
the
sight, as
Her wondrous hidden laws, her blessings to townships remain parcelled off for individ
proclaim.
ual, exploitation, blind, capricious, inco
answer why, an all-wise Providence
Why it
herent, and given over without reservation
Our race with cunning hands laborious hath to the tooth of the family.
Families
supplied?
ought then to be associated in the town
Iron;
Wherefore
Him have we received Intelli
The township ought to change
ship.
gence,
self into the Phalanx.
And now what
Indomitable mind, and brow of lofty pride
that labor should with plenty fill the earth what will be the law of organization for
;

It
It
is It is
is

And now services, industry labors are
ranked, ordered, classed, divided and sub

them in phael to make candles, Michael Angelo to
sell them, and certain pedants whom

in

To pray is to unveil God's mysteriessublime,
It is to measurespace, and weigh the flaming
•on;
To pn> is to avoid the errora of our time,
And, loving Justice, strive until her cause he
won !
To pray's to look imposturesternly in the face,
Unmask hypocrisy, and banish crime and
shame;
To pray's to hear the voice of Nature and to

is

man,

of

It

BOR, PRODUCTIVE AND ATTRACTIVE,

ising and developing all the faculties

that

palpable,

words upon him?

in

on

minority of idlers?

,

on parias,
create luxuries for

beautiful lines of Jean Journet.

To pray, O listen ! for I speak the word of God !
Ii to enrich and cultivate the sterile earth;
It ii to dry the march,and from its tickly sod
To call the garden'sblooming verdure into
birth;
With spreading trees the mountains' rugged
heights to dress,
Arreit with solid dykes the waves' destruc
tive might,
With stately aqueducts the thirsting towns to
bless,
And Torthe Laborer win noble Labor's right !

for na

and

fare,

spirit and in truth ; not by vain prayers,
but by works : he who has inspired these

WHAT IS PRAYER?

for the individuals

to labor which gives the tions, whilst you find
good and proper
means of his material and spiritual wel to organize administration,
police, war,

a

and sacrifices, but in

source of

which is'the

labor,

from the temple, the money-changers and
traders; he who wishes to be worshipped slaves,
not by genuflexions

to prosperity

labor,

repel the idea of or

you

of industry

departments

where

it in

only
drove

If

ganizing industry

those

would

flag.

And then consider that
tined us for labor,

if

he who

destined

well- being

;

sepulchres!"

whitened

they can

are yourselves

If he

and intellectual

if

who

his material

God has des

he has distributed to

us different vocations, consider that he.
has well known how to distribute them in
proper doses and quantities proportional to
onr needs.
Could God have caused poeti
cal vocations and not have caused vocations

This
granting him
small portion of intelligence, for in
order to sing we must certainly first eat.
for the plough

but

is

impose on men burthens which
not bear, and

who

and hypocrites,

unto you, Pharisees

this, you then repel the idea of organizing

if

BIDS will be forgiven unto her because she
" he who said, " Wo
has loved much ;

and adorning his

domain and creating the infinite means of industry.

if

Many

It

"

!

is without

and again,

it

who

a

"

1

him

187

of

woman,

cast the first stone ;

Bin nally, — or in cultivating

is

" Let

The enrolling in the groups and series
will then be free. And thenceforth why
should

we, free laborers, cultivating oar
soils, manufacturing our fabrics, educating
our children,
adorning our bome, why
should we, free laborers, attach ourselves

is

'

troops

ORGANIC CONDITION* OF THE SERIAL LAW.

destinations,

engineers, furni

This

alone, we

rivalries,

have not yet put our

hand to the work as you will find.

Thus generally, and with voluntary ex
will be executed in the

ceptions, work
Phalanx

SERIES

OF GROUPS,

CONTRASTED,

INTERLOCKED

by

RIVALIZED,

I

a

in

ye ideologists who do not dream

there then so strange
operation that we must distribute
groups and teriee?

is

of the organic

Ye great Saints who make constitutions,
!

sense of

the sum

this

labors

you do not wish

what do

you find here Utopian, fantastic,over-systamatic?
can laws,

Oh

you prefer English, Ameri

not so

?

What

the

This then

is
it !

robbing, consuming,
ting the globe,
making war, — war externally and inter

This
ry groups.
exactly
the word to organize.

in

desola

theory of Fourier.

If

in

In destroying or in producing,

series, of class, order, genus, species, till
in the varieties you come to the elementa
is

physical,
forces.

How should these forces be employed
in

cavalry,

hospitals.

is

affectional, and intellectual

with

in

and before him lies the
endowed

?

is

is

He

artillery,

commissariat,

companies,

As to cabalistic

ried sessions.
let them

serial process,
If the resemblances giving discords, the con
imagine.
you would then organize laborers in the trasts giving accords, the changes inter
Phalanx, you will distribute them
locking or giving connections.

Yes or No*
earth.

arms,

special
ture,

by

infantry,

of the line of all

somewhat

TRANSITIONAL CHAPTER.
man,

by

sections, detachments,

(Concluded from p. 168.)

Here

by battalions,

regiments,

INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION.

is

Translatedfor the Harbinger.

is
a

army?
body of 400,000 men or
ganized, that is, classed by brigades,

It

FROM THE FRENCH OF VICTOR CONStDlRAlfT.

,

!

in

if

in

in

;

in

labor
Look, How
the Phalanx
that pleasure should the laborer repay
any for life to one trade, to one function, when
that Reason unto Wisdom should give service whatever organized?
See in the we have the privilege of changing at will,
birth,
the tribunal,
the theatre, of passing from one work to another, of
ministry,
That Liberty to Happiness should guide the in
the grand manufactory, in all adminis
enrolling ourselves in twenty, thirty, or
way!
trations.
We make divisions and sub fifty series, and more,
onr desires de
Such 13our creed
divisions
The
services, we class them, we mand and our faculties permit it.
To be Continued.
establish categories, series.
And the groups will then execute in short and va

or even the eonstittt
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of the ganization; he who should refuse to grant There no darkne« in the winter's night,
Like thy dark wo,
at least, the fitness, the necessity of mak
of the Empire, of the Restora
Isabel.
tion, any sheet of paper in fine, on which ing
trial on half
of
soil
square league
is

tinns of 91, of 93, of the Directory,

;

a

a

Consulate,

And yet thy path did miss
Men's footsteps in their haunts thou hadst no
joy:
The thoughts of other worlds were thine in
town or village, health, prosperity, edu
have only now before us to develop the
this:
cation, pleasure, and all manner of good idea, and to show its consequences.
In thy sweet piety, and in thy bliss
And you who have understood and who And grief, for life too coy,
things in abundance, in a word, making
the country's
Isabel.
happiness as not one has admit it, let us march onwards, for we
who should

;

for the laby

for the great sea, we have the sex

political regenerators, you are tant, the compass, and the poiar star over
head. We can now launch into the future

very sensible men ! Your English or Amer

ican laws ; your governments of one, two,

and from

three or four departments, as many indeed
as you please ; the electoral reform also,

spread over the world.

Phalanx

once

attained,

When the sun-burst o'er,
My lonely way about the world take,
Doing and saying much, and feeling more;
And all things for thy sake,
Isabel.

it
is

a

a

is
a

a

a

a

But never once dare
To see thine image till the day be new,
And lip hath sullied not the unbreathedair,
And waking eyes are few,
Isabel.
Then that lost form appears,
Which was joy to few on earth but me
In the young light see thy guileless glee
In the deep dews thy tears,
Isabel.
:

TRADE IN GODS. Strage and even pro
fane as this title may sound,
literally
the people who work, sweat and do not al
fact.
La Democratic Parsfitrue states
that there
warehouse in Paris with
ways eat when they are hungry, are doubt
less very happy in the cares that you take the title, "Depot for African, Gods!"
The 1::i. of Regis & Co. carries on an
of them. They have not been able to under extensive business with
Senegal, where
stand that labor being a necessity for man, there are about as many kings as medieval
had
These
African kings
free
nor
the nations can neither be
princes.
happy Italy
while they are forced to give themseves make war by way of little pleasant ex
citement.
When one of them has lost
up to repulsive labor, until they shall work
battle he dismisses his gods, and orders
from the delight they find in it.
Here I new French ones from Regis & Co. who
would have each express himself.
Must employ artists to make them of deal, with
we or must we not organize labor in the serpents' heads, lions' manes, and tigers'
claws.
When
Senegal potentate ob
township, and consequently class industry
tains
consignment of new gods, he goes
—
Must it be, yes or no? Must to war
in Series?
order to test their efficacy.
we leave each free to engage in functions Hitherto Regis
Co. have been lucky
which accord with his tastes, to work at in their gods.
tion ; — all this indeed is in question, and

;

and other privileges too numerous to men

I

is

the

And so my heart's despair
Looks fur thee ere the firstling smoke bath
curl'd
While the wrapt earth at her morning prayer
Ere yet she putteth on her workday air,
And robesher for the world,
Isabel.

1

Virtuous

of Ariadne

hold the thread

;

rinth

is

failed to do in the past, as not one will
fail to do in the future.

;

refuse the appeal to experi

ment, — this man would not be worth the
trouble of going farther, with him.
We

;

or

1

granted

permanent, very perma
nent, and assuring to every citizen in his

nut ; efficacious,

a

are inscribed glorious things,

;

I

by

is

it

is is

$

It

a

;

in

a

A

A

&

I

in

So with Promethean moan,
In widowhood renewed learn to griere
Blest with one only thought, that alone
Can fade— that thou thro' years shalt still
what he loves, with those he loves and to
shine on
—
vary his occupations as .suit him? or must
NOVEL IDEA.
proposition has In beauty as in beauty art thou gone,
Thou morn that knew no eve,
been started in Philadelphia
we force man into a disciplinary regula
to have
Isabel.
diameter, to
tion, impose upon him laws contrary to large iron tube, three feet
extend from Port Carbon to Philadelphia,
And who
his nature and his will?
thon
In
gone
beautyart
distance of ninety miles, to convey coal
As somebright meteor gleams across the night,
amongst men shall impose law on other from the mines at Port Carbon to Phila
men?
estimated at Gazed on by all, but understoodby none,
(I would fain know what the gen delphia. The expense
its own excessof light,
And dying
14,000,000.
said there
erations of the future will think in seeing about
Isabel.
sufficient descent to make
practicable.
that it has been necessary to argue with
People's Journat.
the present generation on such questions!!

if

you offer another
than that which

THE ASSOCIATIONISTS
The French

it

by

is

:

Men saw that thou wert bright
There
no wildness in th* winds that blow •

merely

was

School

to promulgate

its

in the shape of ab
view to the
but with

practical embodiment of its theories, in
This was its
new social organization.

Phalanxes

Isabel.

OF FRANCE.

Associative

stract doctrines,

Like thy warm love.

is

clearest, exalting blind nature, cannot
accept this law for the general regulation
of labon, and tho basis of industrial or

1847.

ideas and principles,

to

:

yes or no?

These are questions appealing to plain,
common sense, and he who despising what

not

founded

Men said that thou wert fair
no balm upon the summer air,
There
no brightnessin the heavenabove—
There
is is

sation,

28,

a

I

'

in

wish to try the natural method of organi

AUGUST

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
the laborerand to renderevery conditioninsecure.
Relief ia to come,and can only comefrom the new
applicationof Christian principles, of Universal
Justice and Universal love, to social IDstitutions,
to commerce,to business,to active life.
DK CHAtvtviitu

is

in

?

I

That early hour meet,
The daily vigil of my life to keep,
Because there are no other lights so sweet,
consists in forming bodies,
classing,
Or shades so long and deep,
and sub-dividing
services, in
dividing
Isabel.
there any other formula
forming series,
And best think of thee
for introducing order
business, liberty
Beside the duskestshade and brightestsun'
in actions, pleasure in labor
Yet once Whose
mystic lot in life was to be
more, do we accept the necessity of or Ontsmiled, outwept
none —
ganizing industry, yea or no, and do we
Isabel.

Cifilization or even
process of organization

SATURDAY,

a

Y

In the most early morn
rue from damp pitlow, tempest-tost,
To seek the iun with silent gaze forlorn,
And mourn for thee, my lost
Isabel.

I
is

it,

what
proposed
Do you prefer separation —
piracy, the intestine war of

its place?
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I'M. IS.

a

iti

proposes it.
If we do not accept

BY SIDNEY

great, cardinal
substitute

object.
the

It

it,

organization of labor, the serial law, such
such as Fourier
as we have developed

industrial

THE WIDOWER.

then as the natural law of the

a

Accept

system

aims, in fact,

of Associated

for that of Isolated Townships,

commencing with the establishment

of an

Phalanx,

ulti

experimental
mately

serve as

a

this which laughs at past ages.)

which

model

shall

fur subsequent
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party or doctrine.
The correct organization

the School has been censured by certain

it is argued, is decided by its origin
few

of the School,

individuals

were

all their legitimate

and

trated with the Associative

less wise than zealous, weary of civiliza

became convinced

They

Idea.

tion and its sterile, monotonous life, have

portance.

supposed that it needed only to say the
word, to rush at once into the Harmonies

on to do every thing in their power for its

of the

furled the banner of the Combined Order to

cribed all postponement in the matter only
to the apathy and inefficiency of the

This has been a source of tem

School.

and

promotion

They

realization.

un

the world, and endeavored to rally around
men of kindred

with

themselves.

spirit

and convictions

Thus, they erected

Others
with

is devoted.

have been inclined to find fault

the internal

arrangements

of the School.

ministration

power, it is thought,

and ad

has been compared

to the

approval

any persons to connect themselves

Centre to a Government, — holding in its

with

This fact
the guaranty
freedom, on the part of the

the movement.

and its of individual

to a State,

we propose for the mis-

remedies which
eries

We

of the present social order.

wish no one to accept them, before he
of
convinced
by thorough examination
So confi
their truth and practicability.
dent are we that they are founded in the
nature of things, that they are surely in
tended by an all-wise Providence for the
cure of all social evils, that we are con
tent to await

patience the season for
not so
But

their universal reception.

Nothing, accordingly, but
easy to tolerate the apathy which rests in
of the purposes of the School,
leaden slumbers, over the frightful suffer

same object.

Too much and sympathy with its aims, would lead

has been concentrat
at Paris ; the School

ed in the Direction

to devote themselves

co-operation,

is

which the School

a

a

di
movement, and
porary discord, to a limited extent, but Centre of Action,
not sufficient, as far as we can learn, to rection, around which they have gathered
embarrass the harmonious operations to men who were led by the spirit of free

LOOK AT THIS!
We blame no man for not adopting the

members.

ings and outrages, which are the inevit
able product of our present system of
Evils, like those described in the
dustry.
in

have as

called

a

and

Order,

it,

Combined

felt themselves

of the social order.

posite Harmony

pene

They
of its truth and im

the work of Realization.

elements

and de

place for
in the com

is

A

his;iiry.

fending them, and maintaining

it
is

for the delay that has attended
A few persons,

individuals

of developing

views,

their own

a

solved in the history of any

satisfactorily

article

following

from

a

the efforts of the School

must necessarily conspire to this end.
these obvious facts,
Notwithstanding;

in

All

operations.
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recent Tribune,

pass unheeded before the eye of the com
The cry of human
fortable conservative.

is

it

it

is

on the

by

rights, — deciding

is

of public and private
said,
The School, at present,
conditions of every day increasing its numbers, and en
the clink of gold.
drowned
distress
recruits,
new
recruits.
These
liberty, life, and property, — exercising
listing
Men and women, reposing in the idle
—
the
and who come to
from every quarter of
sovereignty over persons and things,
splendor of their gilded saloons, dozing

hands the regulation

stitute the true government of the School.
The good sense of the School, however,

a

life on their

a

monotonous

couches, or roused to

by the latest emission of fashionable scan
new prospect for profitable spec
dal, or
vacant stare on spec
ulation, gaze with

of characters, of ed
of passions, of social positions,
tacles of wretchedness,
and of intelligence, the partizans of the

tion to the diversity
ucations,
Cause

compose

silken
interest

transient

a

of local groups,
consisting
colleges,
which should nominate deputies, to con

away

a

in

hence requiring constitutional guaranties horizon, from every political party, from
It has been all religious creeds, are not completely
against the abuse of power.
proposed, in this view, that the Associa- transformed by the spirit of Association,
tionists should be organized into electoral on their first access.
Besides,
propor

an aggregate

combined

their

marble

within

chimney-pieces,

of

sight
which

are

transform,

professes

to receive,

and to reconcile,

to

in its capa

ties and minorities.

But in order to carry

cious bosom, not only all existing

them into execution,

to direct any move

ests, but also, all the great elements of

a new

all,

its

way

through

all sorts of obstacles, and in an

unknown

and difficult path, it is absolute

necessary

that

there

should

be the

most perfect accordance, the most strin
gent guaranties of unity, among the lead

the beginning,

that they should

cherish a

profound, mutual confidence in each other,
that they should

all be ardently

of harmony among themselves,

desirous
and that

they should know how to maintain it.
do this, even among only
persons, on all points of
whose

elements

eight

To

or ten

a movement

are extremely variable,
constitutes a moral problem that is raiely

a

!

m

should

they

is
a

that

a

indispensable

in

is

have a perfect knowledge of the progress
and the interests of the movement from

in

It

it
;

ers.

is

ly

tha

;

above

is to make

and

if

and

which

brothers

live to welcome

a

whatever,

movement,

Patience,

away.

hope, and we shall
new era.
dawn of

" HORRORS or EMIGRATION.
The po
litical system adopted by England con
all its grand historical doc
Humanity,
tinues to empty jail and cellar, workhouse
trines, by disengaging the truth, and sat and hospital,
into much-crowded ships,
the
isfying
every essential and legitimate badly ventilated, poorly provisioned
— the emancipated fe
condition involved in their fundamental good with the bad
—
the filthy
ver-patient with the healthy
principles.
To save the Rich from
with the clean.
is, therefore, assumed as
principle,
Poor-Rates, the Poor are driven off to the
that the labors, the studies, and the ef shores of America; to the grave,
they
or to spread the
forts, which have for their object the die on the road to
plague and destroy human life, through the
preparation for this ulterior doctrinal un
introduction of pestilential maladies with
ion, are to be encouraged.
which jhcy are inoculated in the horrid
The Phalanstery will bring together
pest-houses on board of which they croet
social harmony people belonging to every the Atlantic.
"Imprisonment for life (the separate
belief, to all communions, to all sects.
Union Bastile, famine in
system) in
The Idea, and the School, accordingly, miserable hovel, death or fell disease in a
cannot be less comprehensive than the transport ship, these are the terrible alter
which they seek to found. natives left to many thousands of the
Institution
The condition, on which the representa British and Irish people, by that great
embodiment of the principle of associa
tives of the different doctrines nnd tenden
tion, 'Government.'
" Surely there
cies can be made to unite,
that they are
radical viciousneM
the organization of that Society wbote
all guarantied the freedom of producing
It

ment

inter

pass

a

harmonic.

It

might indeed, make laws without any es
sential difficulty, with incoherent majori

it

if

superior principle

is

by
a

enough to melt the heart in tears of com
of Unity, but con
burn
with
they do not fire
passion,
kind would be fatal to its existence, or at taining infinite varieties of tendencies and
that mill
never
ing sense of justice,
least, that six months would not elapse of secondary principles.
Now what are
rest till the claims of outraged humanity
all the enervation, the conditions on which these discordant
without
producing
are understood, respected and cared for.
weakness and dissension inherent in every tendencies are brought to convergency
But the time draws nigh, when all this
form of civilized politics.
and agreement?
fearful indifference of man to man wil)
maintained,
it
is
A general assembly,
The Associative Theory
essentially

of this

has decided that an arrangement
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private au

in
a
a

Our friends

is
a

is

by
a

a

It

in

is

It

is

in

nished,

instances, as far

some

could see, very tastefully.
the hill,
runs

on

which

At

the building

creek, setting in

small

as we

the foot of
stands,

motion

machine of great labor-saving

washing

to

The number of Association-

the women.

sixty, women and children includ

All

the disaffected members having

a

to the approaching
small hill
mountain, —
fourth of the sugar-loaf
the cars were so crowded with pas having the appearance of
sugar-loaf,
commanding an extensive prospect over
sengers, that we were detained, both
a a

Owing

in

good dinner

at Freehold

and every attention

kind hearted landlord,

afterwards conveyed

till

where we obtained
from

at Red Bank,

from where the steamboats ply every day

had us to New York.

who

to the Phalanx

for

reasonable sum.
is

You may set the Never-

amphitheatre.

sink and steamboat landing,

The introduction of the use of marl
to this county,

impossible for me to describe

the

from ruin.

has undoubtedly

it in

a

three or four o'clock,
the

for an the surrounding country, in the form of an

as well as Heightstown,

a

Camdcn

hour, and did not arrive

saved

The land composing the do

deep impression which the life and genial

main of the Phalanx,

countenances of our brethren

nally

(600 acres,) origi

to

It

a

belonged

a

Mr. Van Mater, and
upon us. Although not belonging to what was worked by
great number of slaves.
are very unjustly called the higher classes,
was nearly unproductive.
During the
discovered more true refinement, that four years of the existence of the Phalanx,
have made

than

based upon humanitary

generally

found

feeling,

among those

by the use of marl,

of improved,

and

it

which

has become highly
to be more

will continue

There
serene,
greater pretensions.
earnest love about them all, indicating
determination on their part to abide the

so every day.

issue of the great

mechanics or artists not being

They have as yet only been able to es

experiment

which

tablish

groups

for

agricultural

labor,

present

in

details may

a

it,

the personal
appear more appropriate to
newspaper.
dience than to
although

sleeping apartments for the different fami
lies, the first of which are all richly fur

a

of

temporary build

July,

in

of that
by an intelligent Associationist
city. We are unwilling to omit any part

fact,

new
will be superseded
structure on the opposite hill, as soon as
their finances will enable them to do so.
The building
divided into parlors and
ing, which

comes suddenly across left now, those who remain seem to be
elevated points, from whence the country contented with their lot as far as we could
all around offers
most extended pros judge.
We visited on the evening of oar arrival
pect.

is
a

delphia for the following lively description
of a visit to the North American Phalanx,

beauty.

the picturesque

is

NORTH AMERICAN PHALANX.
We are indebted to a friend in Phila

phalanstery

two stories high and
wide prospect.
not much distinguished
by architectural

spots as rich in vegetation as ists
the most favored regions, but the lover of ed.

is

TO THE

the

I

JULY VISIT

OF

A FOURTH

of

The situation

somewhat low, and does not command

not only

It

2,000 healthy persons detained in the tents
at Grosse Isle, many are daily falling
The ship Free Trader, which sail
sick.
ed from Liverpool
with 421 passengers,
chiefly the poor creatures who had the al
ternative at Liverpool
of being shipped
back to Ireland to starve, or of crowding
the hold of a Quebec ship, loaded with
Famine-Fever
for America, has reached
the quarantine ground — 80 of her passen
gers are dying of fever and dysentery, in
the pent up atmosphere of the hold —
other 40 are dead, and their bodies have
Between 70,become focid for the fishes.
000 and 80,000 emigrants have reached
—
but of these, as is
Quebec this year
evident to those who read the Canada papera, large numbers die in the upland
country.
Many who bring much wealth
with them die."

as he may find attrac

other occupation
tive.

a

in

is

;
a

I

a

I

J.

He baa devoted him
for new members.)
self to the school department and such

a

a

rulers create by avarice an artificial organization, established fully on the prin
Famine, and when wide spread fever is ciples of universal Harmony.
the natural result, drive nil" their victims
to America, so little cared fur that of the
visit to
On the third of July we paid
passengers of ONE ONLY of the hund
reds of ships sent to Quebec this season, that devoted band of men and women
more Britons are understood to have died of the North American
Phalanx,
Monalready, than there were of Americans
My heart was re
raouth County, N.
•lain at Monterey or Buena Vista, both
and
felt
of them bloody affrays with great Ar freshed and strengthened,
had for
happier after our visit, than
mies.
" The Quebec Chronicle tells us that the long time.
ship Saguenary is off Bic — all the crew
From Philadelphia you take the cars of
except six down with the disease — 76 of
railroad to
the Camdeo
and Amboy
the passengers dead, and buried in the
and frcira thence fifteen
deep sea — and that enough are not left Heightstown,
The Mercury adds miles by stage to Freehold
to work the vessel.
private
that on board that ill-starred ship OTHER conveyance
brings you from the latter
had since occurred, while they
THIRTV
to the spot, nine miles distant.
On the place
were towing her up the river!
4th inst. 48 persons died in the Grosse The country, through this region, parti
Isle Hospital, in which 2,148 fever and j cularly around Freehold,
rather more
The fertile and variegated
dysentery patients are now placed.
scenery, than
Episcopalian and Presbyterian bodies had j
you would be led to expect from the
met at Quebec to endeavor to devise means
Of sandy soil of New Jersey. There are
for the safety of their own members.

is
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like

in

system

a

tain air on the bodily frame.
exhilaration,

of united

that of the pure moun

It

interests,

is

atmosphere,

a

produces

sense of freedom, and the
is

aware of the
glow of health, before one
If such de
cause that
acting on him.
lightful effects result from the mere frame

I

The influence of the so

be witnessed.
cial

of the first the infancy of this institution and without
any capital, of course such labors are
and perseverance, that of Kellogg earn chiefly resorted to, as are most profi
estness, fixedness of purpose, and great table.
The shortness of our visit
endurance.
After our fatiguing walk over the do
found their simple but refreshing
main,
precluded the formation of any judgment
in any other way, except that of this ex supper very inviting.
Here we saw for
ternal appearance which was
every re the first time the women assembled, of
We all felt that we whom we only had caught occasional
spect very favorable.
had fallen in with
set of men very dif glimpses before.
They appeared to be
ferent from

those commonly

to be met

a

visit to an Association,

even in the present very imperfect forms
in which only Associative life can now

The countenance

expresses great benevolence, intelligence,

in

by
a

ally made

of the members of brothers.

confirms the impression usu

a

ners and expression
the Phalanx,

I

by

is

K

We had letters of in sufficient numbers to furnish the necessary
are engaged
great public enterprise, they are engaged.
. and S. to variety of labor for forming useful or
and hence they must not be surprised to troduction from our friends
There
find themselves now and then in print. Messrs. Sears and Kellogg, and were re ornamental groups.
only one
them as shoemaker and carpenter,
believe.
In
The testimony of the writer to the man ceived in the kindest manner

genial band, with happy, smiling coun
1

it

a

a

it

a

is

We were also much pleased with tenances, full of health and spirits.
Such
the well informed Dr. G., who has been deep and earnest eyes,
seemed to me
true order of society,
is not here only
of the
work of
few months on probation. had never seen before.
Most
difficult to imagine the glorious fruits of an (They have
probation of three months younger girls had wreaths of evergreen
with.
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come over to spend the

the

most eligible spot for such a purpose.

judicious

but with

organi

such an im

made for many of
perfect provision as
the moat essential wants of human nature,

There is religious worship here every I
had no claim to general adoption.
Sunday, at which all those who feel dis resembled the social harmony, for which
The members of the so Fourier has discovered the law and the
posed may join.
it

July.

4th of

Thia seems to me to be altogether

ges to be reaped from
zation of industry

the.

and material advania-

It

who had likewise

York,

from New

Association ist friends

and extensive plan.
A wide
and fertile landscape lies here before you.

demonstration

a

improved

proved to

immense pecuniary

a

of scarfs, which became them admirably.

house on a more

;

the future phalansterian

it

Brisbane

sume also round their persons in the form

It

hill, where they intend to erect sion.

and flowers wound around their hair, and

We were glad to meet at the table some
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After tea, we resorted to the reading
are to be found on files all

room, where

and reformatory as well ciety adhere to different religious persua
best agricultural
papers of the sions, but do not seem to care mnch for
forms of religion.
Men,
Union — such as the New York Tribune, the outward
who like them, are thus practically en
the Practical Christian, Young America,
the progressive

methods, about as much as an automaton

as the

ingeniously

society we the Phalanx has been generally very good.
They have lost however several children

During the preva

have willingly

It was my good fortune (notwithstand
ing the large number of visitors, fifteen,)

invitation

to obtain
which

I

a

nice

was sorry

some obliging

to see

member

The orderly simplicity
pleasing.

It

I

from

had driven

of the Phalanx.
of this room was

enabled

us to form

we

the kind

of our friends to spend also the

July

with them and particularly
to attend their ball that evening.
But our

We had to leave them,

time was up.
which

we did with

regret,

not however

without forming

the resolution

them ere long

another

of paying
May the

visit.

by

quite

room,

sleeping

fifth of

followed

which they are animated never
of the order which per. spirits,
There were also leave them, and may their noble efforts in
the owner, the cause of humanity, be finally crowned
characterizing

some judgment

with success.

c. n.

What yon see here is

full of practical

all empty

forms

not

Christianity,
and ceremonies being

much

regarded by the society.
Next morning we took an early break

who

1O Many,

in the industrial
cal prosperity

have been interested
and physi

organization,

of Mr. Rapp's

have
community,
fast, and accompanied by Mr. Wheeler, a would necessarily

celebrated

apprehended

that

fall to pieces,

the death of its founder.

the whole domain to a small creek called

the following statement from
per in the vicinity of Economy,

It

member of the society, we wandered over

"

upon

appears

by

newspa

Yellow Brook," by which the Phalanx
that this
We also visited the school- result
not likely to take place — at
house, situated on the hill opposite the least, as lung as any considerable portion
Phalanx.
We were glad to see the of the present generation shall survive.
spirit which animated this school, by the Still, much as we honor the independence,
large inscriptions on the wall of" order," courage,
skill
and knowl
practical
" forbearance," and BO forth. The room edge of human nature possessed
by the
was all hung around by a number of his venerable patriarch,
whose decease we
is

is bounded.

maps, containing
the modern improvements.
On

our

way

home

we

struck

across

have lately

heard of, we have no belief

that the system which

ho established

destined to long duration

is

torical and geographical

in

a

'

by
a

'

'

a

a

a

historical works.

it

works

a

some

•uch as the works of Dr. Alcott and some

is

vaded the community.

a

Had our engagements permitted
would

or wide diffu

;

by one

or two ladies.

in

flowers, executed at the Phalanx

or less iron, as the whole country is full

of it.

a

of artificial

specimens

house.

in

fine

a bathing

in

some

also constructed

in

saw

have

The water is good but must contain more

! j

of Asso

ciated life, to encourage her to join imme
In her room we also
diately another.

it,

been satisfied of the superiority

;

by different diseases.

was not lence of the small pox in the community,
of the combined order
time enough to receive from her an ac the superiority
count of the causes of the disbandment over the isolated household was most
htely they
of this attempt. She must certainly have clearly manifested.
Quite
was sorry there

;

I

lanx, Ohio.

;

Tin-, lady was for
merly a member of the Clermont Pha

spent the evening.

'

ings, and in whose intelligent

by

seems to be wanting.

The want of this so necessary accompani ed there some fine specimens of now ex
ment of universal harmony, was made tinct Fossil of oyster shells and other
These strata of marl reach as
up to us by some delightful hours which shells.
we spent in the parlor of Mrs. B., who far as the Delaware.
As far as I could learn, the health of
showed us some of her beautiful draw

in

for their cultivation

Dr. G. went with us in the afternoon
on a visit to the marl-pits, distant about a
mile or two from the house.
We collect

"

DEATH OF A VENERABLE PATRIARCH.
On Saturday last, the venerable GEORGE
IT, the founder and head of the Har
died at his residence at
mony Society,'
at the advanced age of 93
Economy,
The loss of this extraordinary
years.
man will be severely felt
people who,
for over forty years, in youth, in man
hood, and advanced age, have been bound
to him
the closest attachment, and
ties of affection and confidence.
Mr.
Fatherland
Rapp came from the
to
America about the year 1804, and soon
after organized an association at Harmo
ny, in Butler County, where the 'commu
nity
system, or union of labor and prop
For some ten
erty was fairly tested.
years, the society continued to reside
there,
the enjoyment of tranquillity and
but to eecure to his people
prosperity
better earthly inheritance,
the venerable
patriarch led them to the rich valley of
the Wabash, where they remained until
1824, increasing in numbers and this
world's goods, setting
good example of
industry, morality and probity, and ac
complishing all that was expected in their
association.
For the sake of health, how
ever, they returned to Pennsylvania at the
and for twenty
period last mentioned
odd years have resided at Economy,
in
this county, where they have continued to
prosper, with little to disturb the quietude
and happiness of their lives.
" has been supposed that the affection
of the people toward their venerable
head, and his unbounded influence over
them, was the chief bond of attraction
of the society and that upon his death
Those who
separation would take place.
entertain such opinions forget that each
member of the society
governed by fix
ed principles, which at this period of their
lives generally have become almost
part
of their nature and that their only am
bition
to pass their days
peace and
contentment, and die
the faith of their
The society will not only re
fathers.
main together, but will continue to enjoy
the confidence and good will of all by
whom they are surrounded.
They have
met with
the death of Mr.
great loss
was
their spiritual teacher, as
Rapp, who
well as their secular head, retaining hil
of
remarkable
powers
body and mind in
degree to the end of his long life
yet
and
no
doubt
are,
be,
should
thankful
they
that intelligent minds and true hearts are
left to them, capable of conducting and
managing all their affairs.
" may seem impertinent in us to refer
to matters entirely personal to the socie
ty but to satisfy public curiosity we may
be permitted to state that the power here
tofore exercised by Mr. Rapp, will be
vested separately,
two individuals,
;

and

life.

liv

of intelligence

and passion.

a

flutes,

but the time necessary

view of religious

and

It

a guitar,

believe,

lightened

the full glow

is

I

cessarily become habituated to a more en

ing man,

It

possess,

other instruments,

must ne

life,

brass,

It
.•,

one thing was wanting to enliven
the evening, and that was music.
They
Only

gaged in fulfilling the commands of their
master every day of their

with

;

There is also
and so forth.
Harbinger,
the commencement of a small library.

constructed

wood, and leather, would resemble
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according to our prevailing infalli
ble standards, we entertain suspicions by
no

but that

will be

conducted
and

with

literary

great

integrity,

vigor,

brilliancy,

we have the ut

;

is

It

;

is

is

a

is

it

a

is

;

;

who told -us

a

j

;

means Blender

it

taste,

ig

in

is

duty

and Boston

7.
13.

"

a

Of

on

the scholars

so greatly rejoice.
its soundness in matters of opinion and

Cambridge

-

ie

in which

als,

Aug. 31.
Sept.

is
a

in

al

reception to good and worthy ideas,
the drab regiment
though not dressed

-

Batavia,
Buffalo,

by

it

dogmas,
courteous

They will be at —
Rochester,

ers.

it

and will be prepared to give

...
...

to the labors of the lectur

est efficiency

is

to canonical
a

than its attachment

to se

cure large audiences, and to give the full

it

it,

faith of Humanity

ence to the universal

to

requested

arrangements

is

Judg

in Boston and its vicinity.

by the names connected with
will be more distinguished for its adher

ing

are earnestly

make all necessary

is is

Cabot,

Parker,

disciples of the new

the several places where they

visit,

is

"

ness

"

It

Howe, and other

may

O> The Treasurer of the American Union
of Associationists acknowledgesthe receipt of
$100 from the Cincinnati Union alsoof $fi0 from
the Boston Union, being the instalment of their
IEP Every lover of the spirited and weekly Rent for the quarterending July 31st.
will be glad to find
spicy Chronotype
August 28, 1847.
from the subjoined notice, that the life
the
not likely to be knocked out of
ERROR DIFFERS FROM IGNORANCE.
almost as difficult to make
• now and then
man un
which
hard blows
MaiIts
wide-awake
Editor will learn his errors as his knowledge.
receives.
information
more hopeless than nonnot be put down by the pious male information
for error
always more
dictions with which he
richly favored, busy than ignorance.
Ignorance
but
railed at, the biank sheet on which we may write
but the more bitterly he
error
scribbled one on which we must
The Chrono
he read.
more widely
first erase.
contented to
Ignorance
now a" fixed fact," and
truth,
type,
stand still with her back to the truth
into but error
they who have wished to frighten
more presumptuous, and pro
silence or stupidity, may as well give up ceeds in the same direction.
Ignorance
false one.
the game.
making friends every has no light, but error follows
The consequence is, that error, when she
its boldness, honesty, and noble
day,
retraces her footsteps, has farther to go
devotion to humanity, although all. will before she arrives'at the truth, than
norance. — Cotton.
not go so far as the Old Colony skipper,
in

be conducted by Emerson,

sociation

by

NEW QUARTERLY IN BOSTON.
We are glad to witness the announce
ment of the Massachusetts Quarterly, to

We thank him,
great and holy cause.
the name of the vast multitude in the
valley of the Connecticut, for the lessons
of genuine wisdom, which he has left
Let the same chord
upon our hearts.
continue to he touched by his own, and
other master-hands amongst us. Let the
veil be drawn entirely aside, that the sad
dening vision may be seen of all men —
the vision of unchastened ambition and its
unholy purposes — the vision of human
glory, sought amid the desolations of war
and bloodshed — sought in doing evil, not
in doing good.'"
in

whom it is certainly unneceessary to men
tion by name ; and who in all matters of
importance will confer with a Council of
Seven, composed of the most intelligent
members of the society ; and we are
pleased to learn that among these exists
the most cordial harmony and confidence,
giving promise of permanence and contin
ued prosperity to the association."
Beaver, (Pa.) Argus, Aug. 11.

in
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few

days since,

that

he
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tour through
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We hail,' says the same paper, the
manifestations of better times coming. —
We welcome the advances of true im
provement in our race.
And therefore
we welcome the appearance of such an
intellect as that of Charles Sumner in this

the

The friends of As-
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the great humanitary
movements of
"THE CHRONOTYPE. Assailed, as our
the age which forms such a signal defect paper has been from the first, by the big
oted, and shrunk from by the timid, no
in the philosophy as well as the produc
paper has ever had warmer friends, or
tions, of that gentleman.
steadier or more satisfac
increased with
tree that
We feel like
tory growth.
Uy We find the following notice of has grown up exposed to all the winds,
Mr. Charles Sumner's
Address in the grateful
to the soil beneath, and the
heaven above, and confident for the fu
Boston Transcript.
no more than
But we do not mean to abuse the
just tribute to one of the finest minds in ture.
We know
good nature of our readers.
the metropolis, which has been not un
paper giving more and
they would like
" the great laboratory of
aptly atyled
Without curtailing
more original news.
any from our other fare, we mean to
thought."
We have
them on this point.
" FAME AND GLORY — Mr. Sumner's gratify
made arrangements by which we expect
Addreti at Amherst.
This eloquent liter to stand A No. in regard to matters of
ary exercise seems to have been received city interest
also to have wider, richer,
with universal approbation, both for its pithier, fresher, and more readable cor
scholarship and its humanizing principles.
Bos
respondence than any other paper
The Springfield Republican has
flatter ton.
our-readers and advertisers con
remarking especially that tinue their favors, they will not have to
ing notice of
there was one part of the discourse which live long to see all this.
As the perplex
evidently swayed the hearts and feelings ities,
and embarrassments
vexations,
of the audience — that,
which the Ora
which necessarily attend an attempt to
tor expressed his hope and belief, that the work editorially without the wherewith to
time was rapidly coining,
be not now, work, pass away, we are sure that we
when the homage of the world was to be can and shall work harder, and bring
withdrawn from military glory and to be more to pass.
Of all that this world or
bestowed upon that which accompanies any other has to bestow, we ask nothing
the doing
when better than
good amongst men
fair chance to work."
Howard, and Wilberforce,
and Clarkson
were to stand out
the eye of the world,
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The circle of miseries and crimes,

in

below, in order to be happy elsewhere }
but entering deeper into the true spirit of

which humanity has revolved for so many
centuries, gives a sufficiently distinct an

the Gospel,

swer to that question.

thy

Meanwhile,
the study
shall

who shall

be our guide

in

of nature, and by what sign

we distinguish

the true

law,

the

olive branch of peace, that pledge of the
world's happiness ?

Now here is a solemn word :

"

Do not to others what you would

unto you."
as

are

in this

world

and in the

other, love and assist thy brethren ; unite
In vain wouldft
thy effort with theirs.
thou

reconcile

nies of all

own

thy

with

happiness

of thy fellows : the desti

the sufferings

men are so firmly bound to

unless that of all is fully secured.

Do to others as you wish them to do

Beautiful

For the sake of

say :

we

happiness

gether, that the happiness of any one of
not them cannot be complete and durable^

have them do to you."

"

13.

these

formulas,

I

have been
contradictory
prescriptions,
find them vagne.
They seem to be
successively sealed with blond .' Here in
the expression of an instinct, rather than
the name of God ; there- in the name of
a precise definition of the law.
Yet in
men ; by the whims of Princes, by the
studying them with attention, we per
sovereign will of the People ; fur despoceive that the question of morals is .here
iis.ni, for liberty.
Without attempting a
at least placed on its true ground.
We
description, which the historical recollec
find here, first, the presentiment of the
tions of the reader can easily supply, are
solidarity of the race'; and secondly, the
(here any absurdities, crimes, wrongs,
dogma of natural revelation.
conceivable by human intelligence,
that
Why does the philosopher accept recip
have not been sanctioned by laws, morals
rocity alone as the basis of the moral law,
and customs?
la h strange, then, to see
unless it is because his heart reveals to
so many violent reactions, political revo
him that a compact solidarity binds into
lutions and catastrophes crimsoning with
one all the members of society ; that
blood the annals of the world !
every individual is a part of a collective
The true basis of a society is its laws
being ; so that to injure our neiplioor is to
and morals ; but what stability can a so
injure ourselves ; to labor for the general
cial edifice present, the laws and morals
interest is to labor for one's own individ
of which are arbitrary, contradictory, in
ual interest.
And this is an, not only
cessantly subject to change ; more or less
because man in thus acting satisfies the
the result of ignorance, more or less in
love of justice which God has placed in
jurious to human nature, opposed to the
his heart ; but also because he sees and
fulfilment of its destiny ?
feels he cannot live, develop his powers,
It is high time to come to an under
and be happy, without the concurrent ef
Is it right and
standing on this point.
forts of his fellow beings.
proper before making laws, to inquire into
It is then in the name of Universal
the true nature of man, in order to har
that the prophets of all ages
Solidarity
monize the law, which is flexible and
have, although often without being aware
capable
of modifications, with nature
of it, summoned humanity to fulfil the
which is immutable and sovereign?
Or
moral law.
must we at once make a law to which,
Thus Solidarity is the religious basis
note/it vokns, nature is to bend and sub
nt" the whole doctrhie of Association :
mit?
moreover it is its guarantee, its moral and
* Entered according to Act of
We do not only say :
Congress, in scientific criterion.
the year 1847, by JEAN M. HALISSE, in the
Clerk's Office of ilic District Court of Massa help thy neighbor, in order to deserve a
chusetts.
celestial reward ; renounce thyself here

But we have also said, that the moral
precept implies a belief in natural

revela-*

tion.

" Act

others

towards

as

wish

yon

yon."

others to act towards

I feel and

I

desire something for myself : then

havel

notion of what

me an instinctive

within

is good and useful to me, and in order Iff
fulfil

others the laws of Justice)

towards

and Charity,

I

have only

the .advice of
internal voice.

(accoiding

to listen

sages)

to*

to that

The collective sum of my
wishes is, then, the permanent revelation
and social destiny.

of tny individual

Widening the circle of the moral law,
and impressed by an unwavering faith in the'
wisdom of the Creator, Fourier reasonedt
a being fur a cef-

thus : God, in creating

fain purpose, could not give him any other
desire, or powers, but those in harmony
thaf purpose,

with
:he

for

end

and

the

life fully, and anain
integral

that is,

being

enjoy

his destiny, only

development

strainerf usu of art his
and intellectual

there

between

That

means.

then could be happy,
the

otherwise,

he evident contradiction

would

faculties.

and1

physical,

Ins
by

onrcmoral,

"

" But," it may be said, since our furultics reveal to us onr destiny, and happi
ness is the cmisequence of it* accomplish
ment, why ib it tfiat mankind, wiih thcir
unceasing aspirations towards happiness,

have not from the beginning progressed itv
the path, marked out by the hand nf God1
'
What is the cause of afl vtase'
himself?
false
which

interpretations

of the natural law,

mislead humanity,

! of its tranquillity?

at the expense

Why is it only step
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by

step, by

conflict

daily

and

Buffer

at the knowledge

ings that man arrives

of his own nature?
The study of the Lnws of the General
Order of things will show us, that the
in the
period of Ignorance and Evil
career of humanity must he reckoned
only as an exception ; that it is the early
infancy of the race, subject to inevitable
Buffering.
Nevertheless,
this initiation

we do

through

not deny

that

is a se

suffering

vere and mysterious law, but also a holy,
and majestic law ; for if on one side, it
imposes a painful ordeal, on the other it

that celebrated axiom : Attraction

governs

all things.

At the same time, and at the other end spheres of life, where its action is simpler,
of the chain, we see chemists ascertain more rudimental, before the mind could
ing that molecular attraction is the cause understand clearly the Idea of Passional
of the formation and decomposition of Attraction and of all the other attractions
But once discovered,
all bodies, drawing them irresistibly to of the Universe.
the identity became so manifest, that it n
wards the end of their existence.

If we cast our eyes on animated nature,
the unity of Principle shines there with
no less beauty.
In Botany, all the phe
of the

nomena

life

Physiological

those of fecun
plants, and particularly
in some cases takes place

dation, which

at great distance, and under such wonder

of man, the ful circumstances, compel us to acknowl
It opens an abyss edge the power of attraction.

which

obey

other beings,

without

blindly,

conscious

ness of purpose, without calculation,

of their

impulses

the

become

of Heaven,

himself,

tain, that a love of nature and spontane
which

they

against

to raise

possible

it one

have called

the

desires,

motives,

native

impulses,

are found acting in man, as nor
and we call
mal and constant stimulants;
which

each one of these motives an attraction or
a passion.

The word passion has then with Fou
rier and his school, a meaning absolutely
scientific, well defined, elevated, in no wayresembling

the vague

and contradictory

sense of that word as used in the com
impel all organ
irresistibly
In order to render ap
lhat he ized beings to the performance of the mon language.
parent this distinction, let us pass in re
degrees, functions which compose their individual

was necessary for man, in order to con
should

study of
to ascer

has led the zoologists

animals

But it ous attractions

organization.

form to the designs

In another sphere, the careful

hardly

serious objection.

We call then by the general term of
the aggregate of
of Passional Attraction,

is the sign of the dignity

pledge of Ids liberty.
between him and all the

tion, the principle of movement, should
first be ascertained
in
the
inferior

by

Instincts,

the interpreter of his con and collective life.
The habits of
stitution, and the artizan of his own hap bee, of the beaver, of the ant, of
It is for the attainment of this cat, of tlie horse, and so forth, offer
piness.
end, that it has been given him to fathom markable examples.
But in these,
through study,

the principles

which govern the co-ordina
tion of beings, in the sphere of life.

the

view some of the popular

interpretations

the of that word.
re
the

"

Sometimes

ment, strong

Passion

a senti

means

or weak, mild or violent, a

impulse partakes already less of fatality, movement or even a mere state of the
It is thus that fear, hope, joy,
than in the inorganic being ; the power of soul.

sadness, curiosity,
What part, I ask, would Intellect have attraction is more deeply individualized;
melancholy,
anger,
if attraction alone were sufficient to moreover, as the destiny of the being hatred, etc., are called passions, in all
solve the Problem of human Destiny?
IB becomes more complex, the power which dictionaries, in philosophical works, and
it not evident that it is from the united ac counterpoises and directs the attraction, in common language.
" Sometimes the word Passion is used
tion of these two elements, that the gen the Intellect,
increases proportionally
to express bad actions, or the bad results
eral harmony and the happiness of the with its hierarchical elevation.
of things or actions, as in the following
individual must result?
Let us analyze
Attractions then assume a nobler char
Instead of appeasing hatred,
carefully the function of each : Attraction
In those of the animals which oc phrases:
acter.

acted,

asks, loves, solicits ; the Intellect
torch-bearer,

is the cupy

if Attrac

the guide ; and

of des

tion is the permanent

revelation

tiny, it is on condition

that the Intellect

shall

direct,

sustain

and strengthen

its

But

it

was

not

enough

in order to establish

on an axiom,

trine,

which

his doc

modifies

all the philosophical

thoroughly

of the day.
mind,

Gifted
and

with

man

siasm, pride.
However,
impulse

theories

a comprehen

a soul profoundly

is mostly

confined

within

abandoned

the press seeks
the passions.
He is a

minds,
to all

to

passions,

all

Again the word passion is made
the to mean warmth : Example : This poem,

hi all animals, the attractive

life ; the sensual

for example, that
active in the reproduc

are so powerfully
tion and preservation

vices.

this picture, this character
out life, without passion.

is cold, with
Passion

other phrase will be synonymous

in an

with the

of their species, word Love, taken in a general sense.
nil a material character more near Example : the passion for the Arts, the
ly related to the blindness of the lowei passion for glory, the passion for virtue,
for the beautiful, for the just, the true.
attractions, than to intelligent passion.
"The multiplicity of these meanings,
At last we come to man: he is the
king of the world ; the hand of God has the vagueness and even the contradiction
placed him or. the highest point of that har implied in several of them, are proof of

reli

of the monic

in the laws

and reconciling
only to stimulate

so have

gious ; convinced therefore of the unity
tif system which binds all parts of Crea
tion ; he has sought

enthu

Fourier and material instincts,

for

to present these special and abstract con
siderations,

instincts

such as affection,

limits of physiological

action.

sive

the first rank we perceive

almost spiritual,

chain

which

unites all terrestrial

the profound

darkness,

which

until now

general life, the confirmation of his mor

beings ; but yet he is no less under the

has enveloped the nature of the pasaioM,

al theory,
and every where found the
j-.iiin: spring, attraction,
leading all be

law.

and consequently

Attraction

is

life, only it partakes

his

guide

through

more of intelligence

"Fourier

that of man.

hmvever,

being the first

to

of and liberty, and assumes the name of devote himself to the study of the pntheir destiny ; attraction, the principle
Now, if we consider how com sional development of Hainan Nature,
Passion.
and cause of the movement and of the plex is the destiny of man, and conse has extricated the word Passion from ihc
ings

towards

Harmony
In

the

accomplishment

of worlds!

the astronomical

creative

sciences,

all

the

minds of the latter times,

leo, Copernicus,

Pascal,

of vagueness of the ordinary language, and
quently what must be the multiplicity
his motives and also how much deeper a given it a definite and fixed meaning." *
Thus human passions are considered
the iddividualization
of the various ele

Gali
Kep- ments which compose the human Ego by ns the natural and primitive forter,
attraction than that of all other creatures , we shall whence spring the free and spontaneous ac

Uubcrwa],

lur, anil so forth, acknowledge
as the niiiving power of the globes
revolve in apace.
Finally Newton
fined tho law and gave the

foimula

readily understand why it has been more tions of the human being.
difficult to recognize in him the unity of
' Manifesto of the Auociative School.
of the law ; and it was necessary that attrac

that
do

THE HARBIN GEfi.
According

to us then, the Passions

are

no more the excesses and vices generally
designated under that n:iine, than the run
ning off the track, or the explosion
locomotive

universe ; then, blind fate, controlling
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the

Gods themselves, and torturing humanity
in its iron grasp ; finally the sanction

of a .given to slavery, so completely in accord
ance with all the prevailing notions re

badly managed, is the mov
ing principle by which it is propelled.

specting human destinies, that the deep

was merely

of human

a new recognition

" All

tlie misfortunes of the
world," said the Constituent Assembly,
" are the result
of ignorance and of the
dignity.

violation of the righti of man,"
The first word of the new

political

The human Will appears to us to be est minds of the time, such as Plato and contract based on these innovations was :
the result of two elements: Attraction
Aristotle, did not hesitate to declare it of All Frenchmen are equal before the law.
and Intelligence ; both equally necessary eternal necessity.
This was the final and full acknowledg
and divine, which ought, to harmonize,
broke asunder this fatal ment and confirmation of the civil rights
Christianity
instead of combating each other, as some circle of deceptions and misery.
The of the poor.
even at this day maintain
that they Genius of Evil was at last driven from
However,
there was yet wanting to
must.
Heaven, and hurled into the depths of complete the structure, a stune of more
Before investigating
the laws of this the abyss.
The independence of human i importance than all those which the labor
let us strengthen
with the will was acknowledged ; whence sprung of ages bad brought and prepared for.the
Harmony,
authority of tradition, our fundamental the spiritual equality of men, the senti- edifice.
Of what use was it indeed to
" All the Attractions are good, ment of the brotherhood ot the race, and declare the poor man free and equal to
dogma :
since they are the signs, and the instru
restoration of the sinner by repentance, all other men in civil liberty, so long aa
ments of our destiny."
a belief which implied already a full re the cause of degradation, misery with its
The progressive advance of Humanity cognition of the dogma of the original retinue of ignorance, vulgarity, vice and
through ages is summed up in two facts : goodness of the elements of the soul.
contempt, was permitted to weigh him
the triumph of man over evil or igno
Yon proclaim me
in its conquests over bar down to the dust?
Christianity
rance, and the gradual recognition of the barians, could act on its rude children
free and sound, and you expose me to an
human individuality.
Do we not know, only by a display of miracles and sym
incurable leprosy !
You call me your
that there existed formerly on the earth a bols, postponing the development of its equal, and yon leave me to devour at
multitude of ferocious and noxious ani
philosophical element, until humanity nad your door the remains of your feasts !
mals, which seemed to be living argu-. attained the age of reason and acquired
What must be done? The work of
w '8 just accommcnts in favor of the necessity and per the power of reflection.
rehabilitation
political
Well, man has, in a
manence of evil?
As early as the sixteenth century, and plished ; to decree absolute equality was
of to overshoot the mark, and sink deeper
after the
great degree at least, destroyed these immediately
appearance
connected in the impossible and the arbitrary, than
which
of learning
dangerous races which disputed with him works
the possession of his domain. — The seas, Christian Europe with the traditions of any society ever did before ; for what is
the rivers, the lakes, all these vast sheets antiquity, a profound movement manifest
the use of proclaiming
Equality, when
of water, presented obstacles apparently ed itself.
Luther in the religious sphere, Inequality is the evident, unavoidable law
But man has overcome and soon after Bacon and Descartes in of life?
insuperable.
" It would suffice," say the radicals of
them all ; he has built bridges over rivers, that of philosophical studies, proclaimed
and ships to cross the lakes, seas and the
of
reason,
which our times, " to extend political rights tosovereignty
oceans, which have thus become the most Christianity had until then wisely kept in
means of communication
chains, to protect it against its own weak

commodious

The ness during

suredly useless things ; yet man has con
verted

into

them

valuable

propelling

the barbarous

period of the

dark ages.

across trackless

his way

From that time, mankind appeared to ceiving education, and as free men by the
The circle of Ideas certainty of obtaining an honorable exist

oceans, and in tific

the darkest nights and storms; with a rod
he has conquered lightning, and what will
he not effect by means of Electricity? —

discoveries

furnished

Scien

precious

ele

and

the

have annihilated

try

has

bodies.

Magnetic

time

Telegraph,

and space.

and

decomposed
Every

recomposed

thing around us, the apart

powerful un
influence — absolute
monarchy

assailed by Reason, grown
der

its

ments we live in, the food that supports

and feudalism were summoned to surren

us, the garments which protect us against

der in the name of the dignity

of seasons, all attest
loudly the triumph of man over evil.
(Democratie Pacifii/ue of Nov. 20, 1843.)
Let us now attempt to show by what

the rights of citizens, which

the inclemency

process the individual

has been recognised

In
fatal

the

societies

of antiquity,

dogmas were crushing

several

the moral world.

under their

First, the be

all the others, — the Rehabilitation

of la
Who does not perceive that from
it will spring naturally the political and

bor.

social prerogatives that belmig to all ? For
H must be kept in mind that labor, as we
understand

includes

not only elegant

and of functions, the arts which

Philosophy

but also the labnis

which

supply luxury,
are the calling

of the poor, the humblest, the most de

in the Christian

ble.

Code

more eloquently

the

French

are the most imtispensa*

spised, for ilioy

Let us then be logical.

can not exist without

than any where else.*
Revolution

in

stalled that solemn phasis, which after all

* The greatest fault with the Social doctrines
of Christianity is that they have been expressed
lief in an evil principle, sharing with the in a vague manner,which has led to the most
or good the government of the contradictory interpretation,:of them.
weight

to accomplish a final rehabilitation, which
alone could sanction and render effective

had just brought to light, as people then
believed, but which were in fact revealed

Finally,

and elevated.

ence by labor, would it not be falling into
the worst of empiricism '

Tltera was but ono way to proceed
ments to Philosophy,
already boldly en
gaged in the study of first principles; and safely : to discover the sources of life as
when these materials had formed a new well as those of human society, in order

synthesis of general Ideas, the eighteenth
The century attempted to apply them to society,
and the Microscope have re the ultimate purpose of all the labors of
Telescope
The Religious and Po
vealed the mysteries of the infinitely human thought.
litical
of Catholicism
Chemis
was
Theocracy
great and the infinitely small.
Steam

form, but so long as all men do not enjoy
rights as intelligent beings by re

take a fresh start.

With the compass, man finds was enlarged in every direction.

powers

belong

their

slaves

are

necessary

If

degrading
to perform

society
labors,
them.

But by what right can we impose on our
equal before God' and man,
places him

below

a

at first seemed as

functinn that

his peers and tends to

blot out from his brow the sacred charac
ter of his nature

?

of the Globe.

parts

and waterfalls

winds

these rights

Undoubtedly

to all, and our wishes tend to that re

it,

all

between

all.'"
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There are but two agents of compul
sion

— violence

and hunger.
We must not lower man to the func

tion,

but

elevate

the

function

to

the

And let us note with admiration

also

how experimental science, keeping pace
wuh philosophy, confirms oar faith in the
promises

of

At

the future.

the very mo

with so much

resistance

ami been over

thrown.

Thus it will easily be understood how
every society,

which

does not allow the

of man. In this atone consists ment when we proclaim the nobleness of all legitimate expansion of the passions and
the solution of the social problem.
social functions, that nothing degrading can faculties of every one of its members,
But it must be observed, that to elevate form an integral part of human destinies, sets itself in opposition to the providen
labor, is to exalt the whole man ; anc science is placing in our hands all the tial destiny of man, and consequently hu
especially to rehabilitate all his incen
forces of nature, as willing servants, no natural basis ; because devotion, selfdignity

tives to activity,

otherwise called bis pas

sions.

ready
yet

What can attract man to labor, unless
k is the desire to satisfy a passion ?
man seeks

the

procures ;

another

enjoyments
obeys

glory ; the noblest souls
patriotism,

self-sacrifice,

are swayed by
enthu

Are not these the everlasting
motives of man ? And besides, how could
we conceive the development of general
siasm.

without

activity

the emotions
triumph,

of the struggle

without

individual,

rivalries,

lively

without

and of the

the exaltation

without

the

fullest

what

labor

sacrifice, suffering, however religious they

be considered

may be, produce sooner or later resistance

material

could

that

of the and revolution.
Thus we see that the motives we must
One new man, regenerated by Christian Phi

that money
the love oi

religious

to execute

retained

with

incompatible

the

dignity

substitute

losophy.

It is evident that traditions, philosophy
and science
ptes.

vnite to confirm

our prinei-

ligence that the

harmonic

expansion

el

Man

being

above all intelligent

and

of the free, and organizing society only on prin
ciples elaborated by his mind, it was ne

biboroiog

of all the passions?
^anouissemcnt)
The I ' i- -..<>.-.then, are good in them
selves, since they are impulses »e labor,

tkat

cessary
gradually

the

attractions

recognized

mind should

discover

him,

by

shouM

be

that

his

the normal law

of

the only logical basis on which human so
cieties can be established.

their action, in order

all the philosophical

Therefore we can not repeat too often :
The organic problem of humanity em

to

make them the

basis of the whole social movement, as
This comprehensive rehabilitation, of attraction is the basis of universal move
the motives of life pervaded so thoroughly, ment.
that the Eighteenth

labors of the past,
Century

had instinct

" What would man braces two metaphysical
passions?" said. Foate- Passions and the Intellect,

ively announced it.

terms:

ke

the

or in

other

withoHt

nelle ;
less

"

clear

his

a machine."
on the

Diderot

subject :

" It

was no
is the

words

Liberty and Order.

tendency of passions

The normal

is to stimulate

in
height of folly to propose t&e destruction stinctively
the being to its destiny, re
•f t-Ue passions r What a fine project is gardless of obstacles; to convert into de
that of a fiiol who tortures himself to light the fatigue inherent in the
acquisi
wish nothing, to love nothing, and who if tion of desired
objects ; to render duty
"
he succeeded, would be a monster!
and labor agreeable.
That of the Intel
Voltaire and D'Alembert spoke repeatedly lect is to consider
ceoly,r to compare, de
in the same sense.
Finally, Rousseau fine, analyse the parts, discover the law
wrote at the head of his treatise on educa
of tnerr union, and consequently that of
tion : " All is good coming from the hand the
expansion and harmonraation of at
"
of God ;
and elsewhere- in. a. nwre-estractions.
plirit manner:
God: was to tell man
These
are the true principles of all
to stifle the passions which he has given moral science, as
well as of all political
Itirn-.'God- would both will and not will^he theory.. The ages of conflict have
passed
would be in contradiction with himself. . .
away, the watch ward of the day is de
What God wishes a mun to do, he does velopment and
equilibrium ; all the pasHOI send another man to t«U him, he sron» are
useful to life, all must concur in
writes it in his heart."
realizing order :
Usefulness considered
This was the exact point where Fouri^ socially, is the standard
of the natural
er found social philosophy.
His mission value of things; the well being and
consisted in making a science of what moral
perfection of all are the sanction
was only a bold sentiment ; m- harmoniz
of the general order. It appears to us
ing so perfectly the laws of labor with difficult
to construct
a Philosophical
the develupment»nf die passions, that duty Ideal,
more satisfactory to Reason, more
should became pleasure ; in uniting men .(•'>l,
"imily religious, and more generous
so indtsselubly,
that the barrier which
d' prolific in hs aspirations.
until then had separated the individual
Thus » made apparent the identity of
from tie general interest should be swept
morality and orderr ef happiness a*d
away forever.
Finally his special' mis duty.
sion was to t-race the outlines of that
Thus we explain why the social organ
ideal of a perfect society, which all great izations
of the past, constituted in oppo
aouls have foretold and prayed for.
sition to the natural attractions, have met

"if

Thus is obtained the Ideal of a society,
in

which

each

member

contributing

of all according

the well

being

strength,

enjoys happiness

as the General Order

attractions cimW take place.

fur hunger, for

ral adaptation, charm and attraction.

It will be understood: now why it

is only step by step, and in proportion to
the general development of human intel

for constraint,

chance in the social mechanism, are natu

to

to
Ins

in proportion

is more fully

real

ized.
To be Continued.

MISTAKES CORRECTED.
FOURIERISM DYING OUT.
The Report
er says : A letter from a friend who
knows, informs us that the " Community "
at Hopcdale, Milford, have abandoned the
community principle, given up associated
effort, and concluded to live together as
" I presume "
other bodies of men.
says
our correspondent, " the object they have
sought, has been found, after a thorough
experiment, not to .be a practicable one,
and the evils of human nature to be too
deep seated to be removed by the re
organization of society."
It is probably known to most of our
readers, that the Brook Farm Association,
in Roxbury, wound up their affairs some
time since without having given the world,
as they intended, a specimen of perfected
human nature.
Comments by the N. Y. Observer.

This " Brook Farm

Association" was
near Boston, and the "Harbinger" was
When we exposed the
published there.
infinite licentiousness of Fourierism,
the
came to the aid of The
Harbinger
Tribune, and fiercely fought for the Com
But we are glad to see
munity system.
that one after another the societies are
going to their own place, dying for want
of power to live, and their death demon
strating the folly of their founders and
their defenders.
The principles of Fou
rierism are however daily and constant
ly circulated, and are doing more to cor
rupt the morals of the young and overturn
the institutions of society, than all the
other devices of Satan now at work.
We
are amazed at the apathy among good
men on this subject.
If a single case of
seduction occurs, they are wnaerf, but
they have no fear of the circulation of
artful tracts every day teaching Fourievism, the very object of which is to con
found the distinctions of virtue and vice
and make the world a brothel ! — They
will even contribute to circulate these
tracts, while they wonder at the spread of
the evil.
Addenda by Tlie
Having repeatedly convicted " The Ob
server" of gross and wilful violations of the
Ninth. Commandment, we shall disregard!
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the palpable malice of the foregoing and
expose some of its more glaring mis
To begin at the begin
representations.
ning, then —
never
1. The Hppedale
Community
wot " Fourierist." It was organized sim
ply as a society or church of Christian
who desired to live clean
Non-Resistants,
from the iniquities of War, Slavery, Mo
nopoly, &c.
Probably not one in ten of
iu members had ever heard of Fourier,
and certainly their Constitution contains
no allusion to him or his system.
2.
They have not " given up associa
ted effort and concluded to live together
as other bodies of men."
They have re
cently altered their Constitution so as to
give greater scope to exertion and aspira
tion for individual benefit ; yet, while their
Constitution is not and has not been based
on Fourier's system, it is quite as near it
now as formerly.
The " Brook Farm Association "
3.
not only was but is near Boston, and the
Harbinger is still published from its press.
But, having been started without capital,
experience or industrial capacity, without
reference to or knowledge of Fourier's or
any «ther systematic plan of Association,
on a most unfavorable locality, bought at
a high price, and constantly under mort
gage, this Association is about to dissolve,
when the paper will be removed to this
City, with the master-spirits of Brook
Farm as Editors.
The Observer will have
ample opportunity to judge how far expe
rience has modified their convictions or
impaired their energies.
4.
While the Observer thus rejoices
over the alleged downfall of two Social
undertaken in complete in
experiments,
difference to and ignorance of Fourier
and his system, as "demonstrating
the
it
folly of their founders and defenders,"
conceals from its readers the
studiously
fact that large, wealthy and flourishing
of Orthodox Christians, of
Communities
exemplary piety and zeal, are being estab
lished in different pans of the country.
To say nothing of the societies at Econo
my, Pa. and Zoar, Ohio, now fifty and
twenty-five years old, there are the Ebenexer Society of Germans, near Buffalo,
N. Y., and the Society of Swedes, who
have recently purchased a large portion of
Henry Co. 1!1., and settled upon it.
These are not Fourierists,
certainly, but
thorough Communists and Orthodox Chiistians.
The secular press is speaking of
them with interest and commendation :
why does the Observer shroud itself in
darkness with regard to them?
Has it a
moral right to withhold information of im
movements, including
portant Religious
the building up of large Societies of ap
proved faith and exemplary life, from its
readers '

which a majority of them shall declare on
their consciences contrary to Christian
Faith or perilous to Good Morals ; they
having a like censorship over the reply of
the Editor of The Observer. — What says
he to this?
Is it not fair? If "the
" be such as he
principles of Fourierism
asserts, ought he not to grasp at such an
opportunity for exposing ami confuting
them?

ETERNAL JUSTICE.
BY CHARLES HACKAY.
The man a thought a knave or fool,
Or bigot, plotting crime,
Who, for the advancementof Ins kind,
Is wiser than his time.
For him the hemlock shall distil ;
For him the axe be bared;
For him the gibbetshall be built ;
For him the stake prepared:
Him shall the scorn and wrath of me*
Pursue with deadly aim ;
And malice, envy, spite, and lies,
Shall desecratehis name.
But truth shall conquer at the last,
For round and round we run,
And ever the right comes uppermost,
And ever is justice done.
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And the truth shall ever come uppermost,
And justice shall be done.
And live there now such men as these—
With thoughts like the great of old 7
Many have died in their misery.
And left their thought uatold ;
And many live, and are ranked as mad,
And placed in the cold world's ban,
For sending their bright far-seeing souls
Three centuriesin the van.
They toil in penury and grief,
Unknown, if not maligrred;
Forlorn, forlorn, bearingthe scorn
Of the meanestof mankind.
But yet the world goes round and round,
And the genial seasonsrun,
And ever the truth comes uppermost,
And ever is jvstiee done.
{From the People's Journal.]

CO-OPERATION.
ADDRESSED TO THE MIDDLE

AND LA.BOK-

ING CLASSES.

Though the subject of co-operation has
been so often discussed in the People's
Journal, yet it can never have been suffi
of
ciently so, while any large portion
the public remain ignorant of its power to
Pace, through thy cell, old Socrates,
promote their good, or without having
Cheerily to and fro ;
taken steps to see that power at work.
Trust to the impulse of thy soul
Ever since, when a boy, I read More'«
And let the poison flow.
Utopia, I have been confirmed in the be
lief — ridiculous as, I know not why, it
They may shatter to earth the lamp of clay
seems to many — that the time will come
That holds a light divine,
when man shall live in mutual help, in
But they cannot quench the fire of thought
stead of in mutual opposition, as now,
By any such deadlywine :
distorting and perverting his whole nature.
They cannot blot thy spoken words
All things
Look at the rest of creation.
From the memory of man,
grow up in their beauty and power, 1>ut
By all the poison ever was brewed
This alone is almost proof
not so man.
Since time iu course began.
enough that our treatment of man is
To-day abhorred,to-morrow adored,
wrong and unnatural.
So round and round we run,
The great evil arising from present so
And ever the truth comes uppermost,
ciety, though the evil is partly, too, in the
And ever is justice done.
individual,
is, that our occupations are
It is not the
not ennobling, improving.
Plod in thy cave, grey Anchorite ;
most just, honest, generous, however in
Be wiser than thy peera:
dustrious conduct, that best ensures a lib
A continual
Augment the range of humanpower
eral reward for our labor.
And trust to coming years.
looking out for, and snatching at advanta
They may call thee wizard, and monk accursed. ges little or great for self ; greediness of
lucre ; disregard of others, but as mere
And load thee with dispraise:
tools ; the practice of only just so much
Thou wert born five hundred yearatoo soon
morality as restrains from breaking through
For the comfort of thy days;
of society ; a total
the respectabilities
But not too soon for human kind :
sacrifice of all that is best in man to mere
Time hath reward in store ;
love of gain: this best ensures success in
And the demons of our sires become
life, and much of it is necessary even to
The saints that we adore.
maintain our footing in society.
The blind can see, the slave is lord •.
There is a subject I must allude <•
So round and round we run ;
which, though not directly connected with
And ever the wrong is proved to be wrong,
the matter in hand, yet stands in the way
with many minds of all hopes of humau
And ever is justice done.
5.
As to "the Principles of Fourierimprovability, because it is so tnisuirderiwn," we renew our offer to set forth Keep, Galileo, to thy thought,
stood — I mean the population question.
and
in
those principles
fully,
And
distinctly
nerve thy soul to bear;
It is the belief of great numbers, both ig
half the body of a tract of sixteen pages, They may gloat o'er the senseless words they norant and educated, and particularly of
to which the Editor of The Observer shall
our political economists, that the human
wring
write the concluding eight pages, and we
race is doomed to be kepi from outgrow
From the pangsof thy despair:
will pay the eost of stereotyping the whole,
subsistence, by disease,
They may veil Uieir eyes, but they cannot hide ing the means of
This belief ha8 givprovided the American Tract Society will
war, and starvation.
The sun's meridian glow -,
publish the same among its regular issues.
en rise to principles and propositions the
The heel of a priest may tread thee down,
Our opponent will thus have the immense
most gloomy and revolting that man ever
And a tyrant work thee wo -.
advantage of speaking last and charging
and acted on
heard ; it is acknowledged
and, more than any
upon us whatever of evil his fruitful im But never a truth has been destroyed:
hy our legislators,
They may curae it and call it crime;
We will consent
agination can suggest.
thing else, causes men to regard as vis
Pervert and betray, or slanderand slay
that our side shall be submitted before
ionary all faith in the happy destiny of our
hand to three Doctors of Divinity to be
Its teachersfor a time.
race.
Appointed by the Tract Society, who shall But the sunshine aye shall light the sky,
Now I contend that the very increased
have liberty to strike from it any sentence
As round and round we run ;
moral and intellectual culture which is the
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He and assist. And so in all things, each is
means and the end of man's advance, is ly inhabits such a noble dwelling.
sufficient safeguard and assurance that his appears : he is like some vile insect that appointed to do his fittest duty, whether
He has to teach, to, write, to farm, or to follow
numbers will never be too many for the has seized on a beautiful shell.
subsistence which can be provided and gained for himself — all for self — that I the mechanical arts ; all having every en
distributed by a wiser economy.
This noble abode, the nobler trees and hills, conragement to follow the natural bent of
security would be gained not merely by but his higher nature has wasted away their genius, with the certainty that their
increased self-restraint.
It is a fact that while he has accumulated this wealth, and fellows, even for their own sakes, will
thuse men who haoe carried mental culti
And thus help to give that natural bent full play.
it is now no blessing to him.
vation to its hitherto greaiest extent haee it must be. Man's better, holier nature
The produce of this labor, will be
left no descendants, while the fanner and is not like a jewel, to be shut up safe properly distributed to all as they require
laborer will go on increasing and multi
while the youth and man engage in narrow it, or as the wealth of the community
plying from generation to generation. — selfish pursuits, and to be brought forth permits, each family taking its allowed
allowance be necessary, other
This is not the occasion to enlarge on and at a convenient future season ; but must share,
fully explain the cause of this fact. In be valued and exercised, or it dies away, wise taking enough, if, as there can be
this instance the animal nature is sacrificed leaving but the shell, the dregs of a no doubt will be the case, the community
such abundance as to yield to
to the i. MM!and intellectual ; as, in a re man.
produce
verse instance, the prize-fighter and oth
sufficiency of whatever
This is the unavoidable end of a life every member
ers, whose physical system is trained to spent in grasping and struggling for self;
conducive to healthy and happy life;
the highest sirength and activity, sacrifice while, by united action on just, wise, and and
of some things
may be difficult
their minds.
That our literary men and benevolent principles, all may enjoy ev to know what each may fairly take, that
similar men of mind have left no descend ery good of art and nature, and lead a no
easy matter of special regulation.
ants, is the result of excessivemental labor. ble, manly, satisfactory life.
Now consider the vast advantages of
And this
They are like some of the flowers which united action or co-operation, setting aside such a socfety and remember that many
adorn our gardens, which are so luxuriant
all extraneous matters that have been con such are and have now long been estab
and beautiful that they lose all resem
There
nected with
very simple thing. lished, and are highly prosperous.
blance to the humble, wild and hardy spe Define
no envy and haIred between rich and
analyze
you find DO new ele
—
cies they belong to; but which pay for ment
no
or between master and man
development
merely
poor
association to obtain whatever
desira
their beauty by their barrenness.
striking from wurk fur wages none of
Thus man's exertions, aims, enjoy ble in life. This principle
capable of the waste of labor caused by rivalry and
i* linn.- modifications, to suit all classes competition
ments, and character are not beautiful,
the absurdity of men want
as
and
we
feel
and
circumstances.
commanding,
attractive
ing to work but not allowed will never be
We admire not, we love
none of the cheating, petty
That we may have clearer, and more seen there
they should be.
We care not about him, scarce complete notion of the principle, let us trickery, puffing pretension, adulteration
not man.
as carried out to its fullest extent and falsehood, which
ly about ourselves, but to gratify our low view
many trades are
est fancied wants.
Hence weighs on us in
the most important part to learn, which
co-operative community.
First, the members, say three or four lower so greatly the moral worth of the
a sad, mute feeling that human life is a
And why is life thus a failure hundred, and their families, are chosen tradesman, and go so far to justify the
failure.
and a disappointment?
From various [ by men who, by experience and study, aristocrat's contempt of the shopkeeper
causes, but most of all from I he system of
superior knowledge of human na and trader; but here every man's labor
a con
society requiring and inculcating
ture.
They must agree as to what kind would be useful and honorable, and not
stant excessive selfishness, so that we on of education they shall give their chil
generous giving and re
all selfish, but
ly partly live. Our selfish qualities are j dren ; whether it shall include any or ceiving of advantages.
Each would re
active to disease, our better ones almost what particular religious tuition
and to member the past with pleasure, enjoy the
dormant.
Then how shall man make his any other disputed points
education,
present without anxiety, and look to the
life more real, noble, satisfactory ? By any there be, which may be likely to future with hope and confidence, and
By education, by self-cul
They working at that tor which nature had fit
cause
many means.
injurious
disagreement.
ture and control, by wiser government,
must agree as to the extent to which the ted him, would labor cheerfully and hap
But the open expression of opinion on religious
like the birds
by purer, better-taught religion.
pily almost instinctively,
to be allowed.
which build their nests and feed their
great means, and the means by which all and other subjects
these may be brought together for his im Lastly, they must agree as to the degree young, or like all living things which
By this of obedience and command to be exercised busily perform the task for which nature
provement, is by co-operation.
has intended them without ever weary
principle, man, wherevnr he has sufficient by the different members of the commu
freedom to combine, may obtain in abun
nity, and as to the manner of appointing ing.
dance whatever is necessary or conducive its officers and regulating its affairs.
The vastly superior power of such
to the satisfaction of his wants, to the
to produce every kind of"
Supposing, then, this community has co-operation
to support itself
its labor, its mem wealth,
so clear on the slightest con
gratification of |us taste and imagination,
or in any way to the improvement of his bers, or such of them as agreed upon, sideration,
so universally
admitted,
so
oataro,
fact, that
need
appoint the ablest man among them, or triumphantly proved
— man not here prove it. And what can be more
Let us then require society to be„ .„
fit .„.
for whose assistance they can obtain
state of
simple and natural than such
us, or else luave it and make our own. of skill s' management, of tried integri
—
to be their society?
What
refreshing contrast to
beautiful ty, and of powerful mind
There
Look around us.
the intricacies, the absurdities, the almost
world, beautified still more by the skill leader, governor, or captain.
They have to build, to cultivate the incredible, unnatural horrors amidst which
.in art of man.
wish to have such
part in this world as will fully satisfy the land, to work at such trades as they find we live
See how highly we develop this princi
Fields, gardens, most profitable to them, to educate their
cravings of my nature.
and ple of co-operation, and what vast power
to improve themselves
farms, prospects, noble buildings, music, children,
Look at
for evil purposes.
paintings, sculpture, books, the works of lastly, to find such diversions and enter- we gain by
time of war
the
art and science — these
long to enjoy, tainments as may help to give health an army, especially
has to do, the danger and difficul
and, further, to have and strength to body, and cheerfulness to work
to oouvorae with
has to meet.
word, and action, mind, and to increase the feelings of good ty
freedom of thought,
and also the sympathy, the assistance, the will and fellowship.
There are food and shelter to be pro
Well, work
real society of :ny fellow*.
Here
ample scope for the highest vided for and distributed to say 30,000
am willing to class of minds.
for them, say some.
the baggage, clothing, artillery,
Their general or govern men
work.
do not repine at the necessity of or has to see that all this
done well as and all the military stores to be taken care
mines, ditches,
For this purpose he knows, of and kept in repair
pain and endurance, but at their mean possible.
unds, their miserable reward.
look at either
his own observation, or by offi roads, bridges to be made the sick and
those who have worked for and gained cers under him, the kind of occupation wounded to be attended by medical men
these things— look at that noble man and the capacity of each member, and enemies to be watched and communica
sion shining amidst tliosa old trees on the the employment which each at any time tions to be kept up, the sciences of engi
sin. nuli lawn, an abude fit for a nobleman,
Each goes to his duty, neering and topography continually
re
engaged in.
mind dwells with pleasure on what according
direction. quisition, and besides all this,
to this
leader's
dare say
hj
ilie owner of that mansion — on Thus,
must
a field of corn to be much more, there are so many more spirthere
tha manliness, the freedom, the enlighten
capable of its to be kept in order by a settled code of
gathered in, he knows who
ment, and generosity of the man who St assisting and to be spared, and they go law, and each man
ever to be ready to
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tion ; and if he will not sell his labor at
the price offered, it can generally be done
without
him by children
and machin
ery.
But by co-operation you can become
and capitalists.
your own
employers
Then unite and subscribe among your
Ubtain the offered assistance of
selves.
superior minds; for, next to self-help,
the greatest good is the help of those
" We
wiser and bctter than ourselves.
must have kings, and we must have
nobles,'1 not of the common sort, but the
real ones, men who are inspirited by
difficulties, and who can manage many
and perplexing affairs ; find these ; there
are enough such ; they are among you,
working men ; among our writers, among
all classes ; they are even to be found in
our houses of parliament.
By thus exerting yourselves, instead of
being rendered more helpless by every
new power gained by science for those
who will use
you will be able to make
the stream of improvement work for ymi.
you will not think and act for your
But
selves, you must be the mere laborers and
tools for working
out the purposes of
those who will . as the savage, for want
of power, becomes the slave of the active
and powerful white man, or disappears
from before him, so
will be with you
like
you will not use your power
slaves and cattle you will depend on the
care and benevolence of the most thinking,
active, and advancing men for to such
M.
given dominion over the world.
[From Young America.]

WORKINGMEN.

$
1

a

in

a

Look upon the picture of poor widow
the " New York Commercial
as drawn
Advertiser."
In 1842 she commences
business in Franklin Market with
capi
50, and in 1847 her profits
tal of
a

amount to $1,200, with which sum she
farm.
has purchased
The Editor kind
informs the public that all may go and
do likewise.
Now for your own picture, as drawn by
one of yourselves.
ly

a

r,

The avenge wages of the majority
of the mechanic* in New York
amounts, in one yen to
After serving :ui apprenticeshipfrom
four to seven years they com
mence businesswith capital in
tools, &c., worth
5.f*0
Rent of basement, back-room, or
.50
garret, as the case nny be
Board for man,wife, and threechild
ren, $1 per week
208
Clothing, worn!and coal, and wear
1'2
and tear of furniture, &c
00
Rent of Church-pew
IK)
Doctor's bill
Sundries
00
Sinking Fund lor purchase of Farm
£300

in

if

$
1

Now, Tyro, skilled in numbers, say
how many years must elnpse before lhe
working m:ui will be enabled to pay
,200
Now, Mr. Edi<or,
for his farm.
'you
this case, you will
do what
right
gire<he above insertion in your journal,
so that both pictures may be seen
your
numerous readers.
by

is

YOURSELF

A

Yours, &c.,

VOTE

FARM.

'

a

in

Uj" Tin: Krpreis,
the cours-c of
characteristic
article on R. D. Owen's
defeat, states that Mr. Owen's book on
Moral
advertised by
Physiology
handbills and sold every Winter al Wash
is

the have succeeded, because they have been
meet death at his post.
Doubtless
superior arrangement by which such uni united by common powerful principles.
ty and exactness of action, and such vast We must avoid the frequent error of act
power are gained tends greatly to make ing on what we imagine should be or
an army so admirable and magnificient may hereafter be, and be content with
even to those who despise its tinsel and the best that at present can be.
Mr. J.
Men go to war so M. Morgan has therefore done wisely in
abominate its ends.
much more effectually than they carry on making a Church of England
place of
the arts of peace, because the fact that if worship part of each community ; leaving
all other religionists at full liberty to act
they go to fight foolishly or negligently,
It may seem illib
they will be immediately killed or con on a similar principle.
quered, cnmea home to their minds and eral ; hut it is necessary that those brought
arouses them to meet the danger ; but together* should hold such principles in
common as will enable them conscientious
though a foe well appointed and organ
ised, cannot be opposed by a competitive ly in act harmoniously.
The great objection against these de
army, in which each as to feeding, clothiigi fighting or retreating should do the velopments of the principles of co-opera
best he could, and so the immediateness tion, and which chiefly causes men to
of the penalty has made men wise, yet utter and listen to the silly arguments
man can make shift to live in civil society brought against a system which all superi
with their
arrange
or, or rather all but the most inferior,
present miserable
ments, and so they have continued to live minds at heart desire, is, the want of
uu miserably.
confidence in our fellows.
We know
Can we unite only to kill and destroy? there are men with whom it would be our
Is it only our brutality that can act in greatest good and delight to associate
We will have armies of thus; but there are" others vain, selfish,
harmony ' No.
industry to conquer by labor all evil : and unteachable ; and how are we to be sure
Maeono- that these discordant
such as Oberlin,
elements are not
Washington,
chie, shall be our generals.
introduced into the proposed communiSuppose a number of men with their ty?
families have left this country to find a
This difficulty is most important, and
living in some untrodden wilds : why has never been fairly examined , howev
'
should they not adopt an organization
er, in any of these methods of co-opera
best suited to obtain their ends as much tion there is less temptation to bad, more
to
as if they went
They have to inducement to good conduct, and an in
fight?
use their knowledge and power not to de quiry by intelligent
experienced persons
stroy but to create, to dig, to mine, build, as to the habits, character, knowledge and
sow
and
the
and
necessa
each
of
candidate for ad
practice
plough
acquirements
Which would do all this mission to the association, and an agree
ry arts of life.
if both bodies were ment by him to certain principles on which
most effectually,
placed in the midst of untamed nature as the education and general management of
the community
we have supposed, and equally skilled,
would be based, would
an army of industry, of say ten thousand, give much stronger ground for confidence
under fit officers and wise regulations ; or than men generally have for conducting
the same number of men acting each for their business successfully in the present
himself, taking whatever advantage he state of society.
cnuld of his fellows agreeably to the laws
I know all these plans are called " Uto
of competitive society, according to his pian," " Visionary." Mean men sneer
skill or strength ? Necessarily the organ
at them ; experienced men (who think
Each of them would be they get such a clear insight,
ized settlers.
auch
set to the work he was fittest for, and expanded views by years of selfish strug
at
smile
taught to do it in the beat known manner, gling ! ) will
good-naturedly
while in all emergencies and necessaries them.
For me, I cannot see — I wish
be and his family would be provided for never to see — anything absurd or incredi
in sickness and health, receiving his set- , ble of belief in the fact — for fact it is —
tied remuneration, equal or otherwise', as j that man shall at last stand erect in the
agreed, but at least sufficient for health beauty, majesty, and fulness of his nature ;
and comfort, without anxiety and having j that his life shall be sincere and graceful.
the incalculable advantage of cheerful- : Why should not his nature be thus de
ness, regularity and confidence.
veloped as well as that of the beasts,
The remuneration of each I say may trees, and flowers?
These leave us noth
be equal or otherwise, because equality of ing to desire ; they are not failures ; . tell
any kind is not essential to the existence me, oh ! man of experience, why you
of a co-operative community.
Each body should
be. Tell me, sneerer, why I
A greater should love the hills, the ocean, the
may settle its own terms.
power of producing wealth, a wiser social clouds, why they look so grand and de
economy, for the education, employment, lightful, while of you, their lord, I see
of each nothing to admire and reverence, save
gratification and remuneration
individual of the community is all that is your coat, your house, or your dinners?
Give
here contended for as essential.
Then let all who feel that they are ca
more to those who have already most, if pable of a higher life than they are able to
necessary, but give more also to those lead in now existing society, at once form
who want it ; there is power enough to their own, and try the broader, better
do both. Our object should be to improve, principle of mutual help.
if we can, not carry into practice abstract
Above all, working men, it is time for
ideas of right and perfection.
Machinery
you to act on this principle.
1 do not recommend that all who are will be improved,
capital will be still
tired of the present state of society should more consolidated, and the mere laborer
club their means together and commence become less important ; men of talent,
communities.
There needs some strong experience, credit, and capital, all unite,
er principle of unity than mere dissatis
by various methods, as in partnerships
faction.
This rashness has caused the and companies, while the poor working
failure of so many attempts, while the man goes singly, offering his only power,
Shakers, the Moravians, the Hernhuters
bis daily labor, to this mighty combina
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and Critical
View
the
Speculative Philosophy
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the first scientific attempt to con*
centrate the results of the powerful fer
mentation of thought, which characterise*
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of the people to become members of
our glorious Land Plan,
steal
moment
to put you in possession of our position
and prospects here.
Last night (Tuesday)
we had one of
the market place,
our old '30 meetings
of countless thousands, to receive our
the People's
Friend
and
champion,
was, for numbers, en
glorious meeting
thusiasm, and matter. This day (Wednes
Hobday) we met the foe in open battle.
house, Gisborne, O'Connor,
and John
Walter, Jr. were proposed as candidates
to
hall full of the nation's pride, and
such
treat the good men of Nottingham
never before enjoyed.
O'Connor's speech
was such an oration as was never heard
here, and never excelled anywhere.
beats his last admirable one to nothing,
and though
lasted over two hours, the
attention was not abated.
and, although a poor
was
slasher
man,
would not have got the castigation
that llohliouso and Gisborne received for
all they are worth.
All parties were
compelled to listen in breathless silence,
while
thought
the workies
literally
would have gone mad with delight.
We
have engaged
verba
reporter to give
tim report of what will be considered
portion of the country's literature
and
not being possible to give
whole and
entire
this week's Star, and anxious
that
should not be mutilated, we pro
pose deferring its publication till next
week, when
shall go to the world as
the Nottingham
Manifesto
of popular
assert that no pen can give
opinion.
description of the speech or its effects,
which at the close was followed by seve
ral rounds of hearty applause from all
He maintained every point of
parties.
the People's Charter with manly pride,
and upon
show of hands being de
manded for each candidate, of the vast
multitude representing Labor not
single
fist was held up for Hobhouse or Gis
borne, while for O'Connor
forest of
hands were proudly raised, and nearly as
The proposer of Wal
many for Walter.
ter offered to withdraw him
Gisborne
would withdraw,
and allow
Hobhouse
and O'Connor to be elected.
The town
state of ferment.
We will poll to
the last, and
all are true as they pro
mise, OUR MAN IS OUR MEMBER.
Prejudice
falling, and he has the re
must go to my work
spect of all.
so
adieu for the present.
JAMES SWEET.
NOTTINGHAM ELFCTIOS — Close of the PoO.
O'Connor, Ielected,).. 1,830 Hobhouse.. 1,080
Walter,... ..(do)
1,310 Gisborne...
974
It

;

His
ington — as if it did not know that this, street at the hare suggestion.
The
done at all, was ilono on purpose to an alarmed household followed him.
That may he fair enough ; hut 'sailor, simple soul, had not thought of
noy him.
He was found quietly sit
is the use made of it hy the Express fair? concealment.
coil of ropes, masticating the
The Express, speaking of their former ting on
l:t«t morsel of his " onion."
Lilttle did
career. in this city and vicinity, says" Mr. Owen and Fanny Wright, in their doc he dream that he had been eating
trines. set at defiance all the ohli^ntionsof Mat breakfast whose cost might have regaled
twelvemonth.
whole ship's crew for
rimony, and advocatedthe doetrinrt now called
" * Their doctrines were
Fcnmerlrm. "
told of an English
Another
story
Socialists,"
the
identical with those of
traveller, which
scarcely less ludicrous.
Now the Express cannot be so ignorant This gentleman, an amateur botanist,
tulip root lying in the
as not to know that the doctrines of the happened to see
Dutchman.
wealthy
Socialists or Communists differ from those conservatory of
of the ' Fourierists ' so called hy their ad Being ignorant of its quality, he took
versaries, quite as widely as do those of out his pen-knife, and peeled off its coats,
with
view of making experiments upon
Mahommet.ins from those of Christians.
was by this means reduced
As theso latter agree in condemning Idol it. When
into two
atry and affirming the One God, so do to half its original size, he cut
Associationists and Communists agree in equal sections, making all the time many
affirming
that the world ought to and learned remarks on the singular appearSuddenly
might afford Work for All, Bread for All, ance of the unknown bulh.
for All.
But the owner pounced upon him, and, with
Homes for All, Education
he knew
his eyes, asked him
here their agreement ends.
They differ fury
"Peeling
what he had been doing?
radically as to modes and me^ns of Re
The Associationist would preserve most extraordinary onion," replied the
form.
" Hundert tansend dnyand extend the Right of Individual Pro- philosopher.
vel," said the Dutchman, " it's an Ad
pertv ; the Communist denounces Individ
So with regard to miral Van der Eyck."
ual Property entirely.
" Thank you," replied the traveller,
Religion, Government, and Institutions
mem
generally, the difference of opinion be taking out his note book to make
" are these ad
tween Associationists and Communists and orandum of the same
"
Death
your country
Socialists has been very pointed and pal mirals common
We do not know that and the devil," said the Dutchman, seiz
pable throughout.
ing the astonished man of science by the
Mr. Owen ever avowed himself a Social
" come before the syndic and you
ist, but he certainly never " advocated the collar
In spite of his remonstrance,
doctrines now called Fourierism," as the shall see."
That paper the traveller was led through the streets,
Express
very well knows.
When
mob of persons.
plainly intends, by the most reckless and followed by
brought into the presence of the magis
dishonest calumnies, to exoite and perpet
trate,
he learned, to his consternation,
uate popular prejudice against all attempts
to investigate and improve the social re that the root upon which he had been ex
perimentalizing was worth four thousand
lations of Mankind. -^.Tribune.
and, notwithstanding all he could
florins
extenuation, he was lodged
urge
THE Tuur MANIA.
The last number prison until he found securities for the
of the Westminster Review, in an article payment of this sum. — Mackay's "His
on Currency Principles, quotes in a note, tory
Popular Delusions."
the following
incidents as having hap
pened during the time of the Tulip De
[From the N. Y. Tribune.]
lusion.
A wealthy merchant, who prided him FERGUS O'CONNOR IN PARLIAMENT!
self not a little on his raro tulips, received
We have already briefly chronicled the
upon one occasion a very valuable con
election of Feargus O'Connor,
leading
signment of merchandise from the Le
of the People's Charter and
Intelligence
vant.
of its arrival was champion
Land Reform, to the British
House of
brought him by a sailor, who presented Commons,
as
Member for the old and
himself for that purpose at the counting
of Nottingham. —
respectable Borough
house, among hale? of goods of every
This event
so significant and so cheer
The merchant, to reward
description.
ing, however, that we cannot forbear giv
him for his news, munificently made him
must be borne in mind
ing details.
a present of a fine red herring for his
that Property gives the Right of Suffrage
The sailor had, it appears. in
breakfast.
England, so that the shiftless, idle,
a great partiality for onions, and seeing a
loafing multitude, who, to the exclusion
hulb very like an onion lying upon the
even of industrious poor men, are popucounter of this liberal trader, and thinklarly represented as the only advocates of
no doubt, very much out its place
Land Reform, had no voice in this eleoamong silks and velvets, he slily seized
And yet Mr. O'Connor stands away
tion.
an opportunity,
and slipped
into his
at the head of the poll, beating Sir John
relish for his herring-. He
pocket as
Cam Hobhonse,
member of Lord John
got clear off with his prize, and pro
Russell's Cabinet, almost two to one, and
ceeded to the quay to eat his breakfast.
Free-Trade
his sham-Liberal.
colleague
Hardly was his back turned when the on the Ministerial ticket, still more em
missod his valuable Semper
merohant
we mistake
Mr. O'Connor,
phatically.
worth three thousand tlorins,
Augustus,
not, the first Member of Parliament ever
or .£280 sterling.
The whole establish
Land Reformer.
chosen distinctly as
an uproar
ment was instantly
search
The following account of the canvass
was every where made for the precious
Northern
copied from the (London)
was not to be found.
root, but
Great Star;
was the merchant's distress of mind.
The search was renewed, but again with TO THE CHARTISTS OF THE EMPIRE.
out success.
At last some one thought
NOTTINGHAM, July 28.
of the sailor.
My Dear Friends: In the hurry of
The unhappy merchant sprang into the business, increased by the increasing spir

if

is
in
a
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the last hundred -years, to form an accu
estimate of their com

rate and impartial

bued with the liberal and comprehensive
spirit of the French Eclectics, with which

parative value, and to embody them in a philosophical

of philosophical

of picture-gallery

•ort

School

pathize more fully

he appears to sym

than with

may enable the studious

to seize their peculiar

features

and harmony.

Commencing with Bacon
and Descartes, — the fathers of the two

something

leading antagonistic tendencies of modern

although,

philosophy, — our author traces the grad
ual development of thought, through the
four grand phases of Sensationalism,

short

nothing
Divine

be impossible for the

most captious critic to detect anything
like a partizan spirit, or a violation of the

which

of the

God has or

of human re
The key to this system of di

dained for the government
vine legislation

is presented in the

of CHARLES FOURIER.

discoveries

vast

Until

this is reverently studied, and faithfully
carried into effect, we can hope nothing
from the speculations of philosophy, but

man speculation has imparted to them
of its breadth and elevation ; transient
it would

of the application

Social Code,

any other ; lations.

jhe influence of the cautious philosophy
of Reid and Stewart is indicated by the
and lineaments, and arrange them in his calmness and sobriety of his discussions ;
memory with some approach to precision while the hold Idealism of modern Ger
theories, which

observer

201

ineffectual
of
glimpses
it will be the province of a

and

truth, which

superior science to concentrate and organ
ize in a complete circle of light.
With

out claiming for Fourier the attribute of
infallibility, which of course can be pre
its
dicated of no finite intelligence, we make
modern Eclectic School of France.
The therefore, sincerely recommend these vol bold to say that his analyses of human
movement, which he submits to a pro
umes to all inquirers who desire to thread nature, and of the laws of universal
found and luminous analysis, comprehends the labyrinth of modern speculation, un movement,
open a more
satisfactory
the most distinguished thinkers who have der safe and agreeable guidance ; and sphere of thought, present more substan
most cold-blooded impartiality,
through
and Mysticism, to attachment to a favorite theory, or reve
Scepticism,
brilliant point of culmination in the rence for a cherished teacher.
We can,

Idealism,

ever devoted gigantic powers to the eluci
dation of human destiny, and of the great

would

venture

to suggest

that they are

tial instruction

relative

to the nature and

in the

destiny of man, and elucidate more intri

higher departments of philosophical study
of all genuine in our Universities.
His modest and
The general effect of a work like this
philosophical research.
flowing narrative presents us successively on the mind of an intelligent
reader is
the Sensational
He may
of Hohbes, far from being satisfactory.
systems

cate problems of metaphysical investiga
tion, than is done by all the systems com

problems, involved

lies

at

the

in that theme, which

with their ultimate

in the Materialism

expression

adapted for a text-book

foundation

and Condillac,

Locke,

admirably

tius, Cabanis, and Priestley,

of Helve-

the Necessa-

have been attracted to the history of phi

bined, of which

the author

of these vol

umes has given us such an accurate ex
position.

His remarks on Fourier are so candid

losophy, by a deep, inward desire to solve and intelligent, with the exception of one
statements, that we
the mysteries of his own beinp, to find or two erroneous
an answer to the questions concerning the copy a part of them, for the benefit of

of Collins, Hartley and Bonnet,
and the Selfish Morality of St. Lambert,
Soul, the Universe, and the Original Es our readers.
" The social system which now holds by far
Volney, and Bentham, — the Idealism of sence of All, which reason never fails to
giving birth to Malebranche,
and Leibnitz, then represented
by
and

out

the

sors, — the Scepticism of Gassendi and
Hume, and its modern theological devel
opment in France, — and finally, the re
cobi, Schlegel,
Schubert,

in the systems of Ja-

Novalis,

Coleridge,

Schloicirmacher,
"and

Simon,

St.

Charles Fourier.

It is obvious that a work
into

view

these

human speculation,
tolerable

which

momentous

if

pretensions

brings

phases

of seduced to throw himself into the arms of Phalansteriandoctrines were affiliated upon the

executed with only

material

to ability

of appeasing the indestructible yearnings
of his nature, or to court tranquillity in
the bosom of an infallible Church, which,
in its communion of the faithful, and in

and fair

ness, must possess an exceeding interest
to the mind of the philosophical student,
and indeed to every intellectual man who

enjoyment,

in the fruitless

hope

cherishes an enlightened curiosity in re its mystic aspirations, combined with the
gard to the progress and achievements of enchantment of the senses, promises a
philosophical
inqoiry, since it received a peaceful refuge from the distractions of
new impulse with the increased freedom philosophy and the torments of doubt.

But this is only to " skin and film over
The remedy is ut
the ulcerous sore."
praise of competent ability, extensive and terly
to the wound.
The
inadequate
profound learning, and remarkable clear
wants of the intellect can be met only by
ness of expression, but to the still higher convincing
of truth.
revelations
The
commendation of singular
fairness and passionate aspirations of the heart can be
candor in the statement and criticism of gratified
only in a social atmosphere
of thought in modern times.
before

us,

is entitled

The work

not only

to the

opinions, even when they are evidently at adapted to their nature and tendencies.
distance from the convictions Our present dissatisfaction is the fruit of

the widest

of the author himself.

His mind is im

social

disorder.

This

can be cured by

St. Simonian.
" For many years after the publication of his
first work, Fourier excited no attention his
only friend and follower was M. Just Muiron,
who, impressed with the grandeur of his views
of society, entered warmly with him into the
task of propagating them. In 1822, Fourier
published his Thcorie de 1'Unite Universelle,'
which was succeeded by the Nouvcau Monde
Industrie! et Societalre,' and 'La fsusse Indus
trie.' These works, though giving very full,
and even learned exposition of his doctrines,
style so strange, and
yet arc written in
not to be won
technology so unusual, that
dered at that they produced but little effect
upon the public at large. Fortunately for the
credit of the system, succeeded in engaging
the eloquent pen of M. Victor Cousidcrant to
him were added from the ranks of the St. Simonians, M. Abel Transon and M. Jules Le
Chevalier. After the death of Fourier accord
;

action of Mysticism,

a

into

;

branching

great Ideal systems of Fichte, Sehelling,
Hegel, and their disciples and succes

ingly, in 1837,the schooi began to organize

it

recently

in Germany,
in Scotland,

a

Reid

'

more

and

it
is

Hutcheson

a

Kant and Reinhold

by

suggest, and which, in every age, have the most prominent place in France, is that of
commanded the attention of the noblest CHARLES FOURIER, (born 1772, died 1837.)
minds.
But he will soon perceive that It is a very common, but a very erroneous'
opinion, that Fourier's system sprang from the
every attempt to shed light on these vast
St. Simonian doctrines. It is well known, on
and
is
fragmentary,
problems
imperfect
the contrary, that the main points of it were
that the understanding has revolved in a
clearly developed in the mind of the author so
circle which brings us no nearer to the early as the year 1779; and in the year 1808he
temple of truth, that the, riddle of the published his ' Theorie dc quatrc Mouvements,'
which was many years before St. Simon had
Sphinx is not yet read, and that Nature,
the Universe, and God, are still shrouded produced the least impression upon the world.
that many of the St. Simonian
The fact
in massy folds which no philosophical
school, after the death of the founder, adopted
system hitherto has been able to remove. portions of Fourier's phraseology, and that, at
He is hence tempted to despair of philos the dissolution of it, some of the ablest writers
In
ophy, of truth, of human destiny.
came over to the other system. This may, pro
volved in mental darkness, he may be bably, have given rise to the notion, that the

it

Spinoza,

'

Descartes,

is,

rianism
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ielf; and the doctrines it maintainedbeganto ral eras, we see the principle of union gradually fore, to consider the organization of social life.
at present like a splendid organ,
spreadamongstmany thinking mindi in France. developing in connection with the rise of the Humanity
entirely out of tune. Harmony exists not, for
A journal entitled ' La Phalange,' which had arts and sciences.
'•The nest step in human progress,must be each man individualized in his interests,and
been instituted in 1836,advocated,and still ad
vocates the views of the society with great that in which the present system of individual stands in kind of antagonism to all the rest.
ipirit ; and within the last year or two a daily ism prevalent through society shall be broken I Moral purity exists not; for the passions not
paper, ' La Democratic Pacifique,' has been en up; in which the true law of society shall be having their natural sphere of action, become
tirely devoted to its principles and interests. discovered; in which men shall find their high contorted or extravsgant, and lead into every
The school is at this moment,we believe,great est interest and happiness in the public weal ; species of crime. Happiness and liberty exist
'
'
to have freedom in
ly on the increase: the bulletins for the last in which the happiness of the individual and not for of what use
three years show, at any rate, a vast accession the community shall be absolutely identified. scribed upon the parchments of the empire,
This state is termed that of harmony.
slave to labor, which
when the man
both of money and men.
'• Our readersmay now be interested to un
"To understandthis state, and the meansof totally at variance with his tastes and attrac
we must become acquainted with tions
For the passions to exist in state of
derstand something of a system, which con attaining
'
'
fessedly constitutes a great fact in the literary man his nature and constitution. Upon the harmony and equilibrium, society must be con
history of the present day; for although it ap knowledge of these, Fourier's whole social structedon rational and philosophical principles
in himself trinity,
each attraction must have its satisfaction, and
pears prominently as a social theory,yet being system depends. Man
the tendency to vice must be repelled, and
grounded in metaphysical principles, it can be compound of three principles.
"1. The Passions — Active or motive princi- overcome,not by punishment and restraint, but
viewed, strictly speaking,as a complete system
the happinesseach man witl find in following
pie.
of philosophy.
" First of all, then, according to Fourier, it
out his proper destination.
"2. The Body — Passive principle.
"
"3. Intelligence — Regulative or mathemati
community of four hundred families,
must be admitted that reason is to man an organ
comprehending about eighteen hundred souls,
uf ti-uih Without this admission, all philoso cal principle.
" The body
considered by Fourier sufficient to carry out
the mere organ or tool of the
phy, nay, all human knowledge, is worthless.
community he
But reason grasps not truth at once. Starting man. Intelligence gives the rules or laws of all his plan of society. Such
from a few fundamental principles it makes movement and the passionsare the sole causes terms Phalange, and the palace in which they
to be
Phalanstere. The Phalange
many tentative efforts, falls into many errors, which impel the will to action. The real man, reside
and yet in the main advances. So it was, for then, to be studied in the ieul, and in all the built in
peculiar form, containing dwellingexample, in astronomy, until the true law of pas ions (i.e. motives) which determine it; to houses of different sizes, gardens, workshops,
gravitation was established, when all became understandman, therefore, aright, we must en and every thing necessary for the conduct of
to stand in the centre of an
plain. So it is with regard to tocitty; theories deavor to grasp the whole of the principles of social life.
of socialism can be only tentative until the real his activity, and comprehend the mechanism of area of about league square, which to be
cultivated for the benefit of the community.
law of haman nature is eliminated; but then his passions.
" These have been discussed by Fourier with The cattle, fruit, flowers, &c., which are reared
society will become harmonious.
" As the foundation of all science, we must great acutencss and precision. As there are on the estate, will supply the five senses with
raise our minds to the contemplationof God. three parts of the human constitution, so, he objects of satisfaction, and administer to the
Every thing within and around us proclaims the considers, there are three classes of passions, physical necessities of the inhabitants. Next,
existence of a supreme being of infinite intel representing three ruling tendencies or attrac the affective passions are to be consulted.—
There
the tendency to physical Friendships will be formed between those who
ligence, wisdom, and goodness. From him all tions.
creation has flowed forth -.and all must, there enjoyment, (tendance au luxe,) and this satis have natural attraction for each other, unin
fore, bear upon it the impress of his own divine fied through the sensitive passions namely, fluenced by the sordid motives which society
and harmoniousmind. Experience proves that taste, smell, sight, hearing, touch.
now presents. Ambition will find an ample
There
this is the case, for nature is full of harmony. the tendencyin man to form into groups with field for exertion, and men will unite into groups
Music is a manifestation of divine harmony; his fellow man this tendency supplied by the to carry out their plans. Love will unite the
the colors of the spectrum afford us another affective passions, which are friendship, ambi sexes perfect harmony, when all selfish inte
There
the rests in the shape of property,
.. cease to be
manifestationof it ; wherever we look, the same tion, love, and domesticity.
great feature of the divine nature is exhibited. tendency to series or rank. Men not only form consulted. And, lastly, the family circle will
" Man was made in the image of God ; he is into groups,but different groups seek to attain a have all its charms without its anxieties and its
the mirror of the universe. As such, there differentrank or standing in society, thus creat cares. Such will be the primary grouping of
•tust be in human nature at once the purest ing regular system of series or degrees from mankind, when these affections are left to their
natural play.
harmony, and the highest unity. To suppose the lowest to the highest. This tendency
" But now the distributive passionswill come
otherwise, would be absolutely derogatory to served
three passions— emulation, agree
the wisdom, the power, or the beneficenceof ment, and diversity for men of different ranks into play. Men have different tastes. Some
the Creator. Evil, it is true, exiits, but this will stand affectedto others by rivalries, by sym will follow agriculture, some gardening, some
may be easily explained. Suppose a mechanic pathy in their views, or by the love of change. commerce,some domestic duties while others
to construct a beautiful machine, and some These are termed by Fourier, la Cabaliste, la will choose education, literature, science, or
bungling workmen were to throw it into con Composite, and la Papillonne — forming the religion, as their favorite employment. Every
fusion, should we say that the fault were in the distributive, as the others formed the affective man will be at liberty to enter whatever group
machine, or in the ignorance of the workmen ? passions. The whole of these springs of action he pleases,or to change his occupation as often
Of course the latter. So it is with humanity. thus tend to create perfect harmony in society; as he may desire but assuredly,as every man
As made by God, it is a perfect and harmonious for just as nature has taken care to balance the finds his happiness alone in activity, he will do
construction; and the source of all evil is to numbersof the sexes,so also does she distribute somtthing, where every thing lies open to his
rivalry, others
be sought for in that wide-spread ignorance, men of different tendencies
such way, that choice. Some will be incited
which, without comprehending human nature the whole of the passions shall be in equilibri by sympathy,while all may enjoy variety. The
aright, throws it into false positions,and puts all um, and perfect unity be the result, forming, as property of the community will consist of capi
its fine-strung harmonies into discord.
termed, the pivot around which the whole tal, labor, talent These will all be rewarded
" The great thing, then, is to study man: — to revolve.
proportionally to their value the whole com
" Of the twelve radical passions,the four af munity will partake of the benefit of what each
study him by the purest light of our reason; to
state of harmony will
member affords, and
bring to bear on the investigation all we know fective are the cardinal, like the four notes
of God, the Creator, aud all the analysis of the octave, which form the main chords the ensue, which, while
gives employment and
creation at large. The study of man compre three distributive answer to the other three support to all, will excite all to emulation,and
hends two fields of research,— that of his hitto- notes,which form the subordinatechords while give stimulus to commerce, science, and lite
jry, and thst of his contltlution. History shows the five sensitive, answer to the five semi-tones, rature, such as,under the present stateof things,
us humsnity passing through a succession of which complete the twelve parts of the chro
utterly impossible to realize. Diversity of
rank there must ever be for while there har
phases,answering to the infaney, youth, adolti- matic scale.
" Such, then, are the elements of human na mony in nature, there no such thing as equal
rnu-t. virility, and iitil age of the individual, and
termed by Fourier, Edenisme, Sauvagerie, Pa- ture, such the materials with which society has ity. Every man, however, will have the oppor
triarcat, Barbarie, Civilization. In these seve to be constructed we can now proceed, there tunity of realizing wealth, honor, esteem, and
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MUSICAL REVIEW.

States,

give one my's class, embraced about 700 teachers,

in this

country

from all parts of the Union.
The scene of
action was the great hall of the Tremont

;

evenpower, exactly in proportion to his talent make the tour of our
and hii industry."
great impulse to music
and that the " teachers'

203

classes and con

The days were spent in lessons
Mason, Webb, Root, John
books, glee-books, juvenile singing-books,
son and others, in the art of teaching the
TEACHERS' CONVENTIONS IN BOSTON. &c., of Lowell Mason, and his hosts of, rudiments of
singing, thorough-bass, the
The popular musical movement in this co-operators and rivals
this field, do al- formation of the voice, and critical prac
country seems to be tending to something so give another impulse, nut to be de tice in singing hymns and glees, as well
ventions,"

the

tions, the

common-school

multifarious

instruc

manuals,

Temple.

from Messrs.

j

in

psalm-

unity ; — or rather to spised, but showing fruits from year to as
the recommendation and trial of the
several unities, — for there are rival or year, and actually converging
towards various new elementary books and collec
ganizations, all of which, in the nature of and promising
due time to meet the tions of sacred and secular music just
things, must finally be swallowed up in first-named influence.
That furnishes prepared by the professors.
This year,
one. Observe we speak of the popular models, this creates audiences.
That
the way, has been rich
new gleemovement, of the music which begins in like the books, the literature of the old boohs.
Messrs. Baker and Woodbury,
in

by

j

I

is

in

in

like a great organic

of the popular want, uneducated,

this

unrefined, rather than from any high ar

the common

schooling

of the rival institution,
buted

which

at the

;

a

race

savage

teaches us to read them, by first teaching
us plain sentences
dull primers, (and

This development doubt

tistic centre.

like

and

new volume

have each contri
while

found

Academy

the classes

the materials

of

their exercises in the sheets of an unfin
in,

stirrings

offered to an infant

a

for the people ; proceeding from the first

;

schools and village chnirs, and is world, the results of the advanced minds,

singing

in

ished volume, now
press, by Messrs.
by the even such exercises become attractive William Mason
and Bancroft,
young
professionally musical, and by those who through social combination.)
That
the men who have initiated themselves into
have made fond acquaintance all their influence of sun and showers;
this the the deeper spheres of modern music,
lives with the artistic productions of the artificial loosening of the surface of the and whose book therefore embraces
lib
old musical countries.
Its rude, homely, soil, to make
more receptive.
eral selection from the four-voiced compo
puritanic taste , its perpetual drilling in
There
then, both good and evil in sitions of Mendelssohn
and other Ger
bare elements, and perpetual discussion these great organizations of singing mas mans.
We could not but feel, that this
is

it

a

is

less is not watched with pleasure

of ters and choristers

now growing up
we are sure the good preponderates.

trad

but great

ing shrewdness and seeming charlatanry

The Boston Academy of Music origin
the ated this plan of holding ten day's con
whole hierarchy, from the simple coun
ventions of teachers, every August, for
try singing master, and the more me the purpose of receiving instructions from
it,

of those who conduct

promiscuous

choir of four

hundred voices were lifted

through

by

of psalmody

;

of them ; its cart-loads

home manufacture ; and the Yankee

or

five

up and refined

the mere fact of exercising

themselves

together upon such music.

;
a

It

ly

in

in

:

The evenings were given to public con
of secular and sacred
teachers, up to the " great competent professors
tropolitan
the elements and music.
We were present only during
or Psalm-King, himself: — practice of sacred music, and in the best parts of two of these occasions.
Panjandrum,"
The
all this distinguishes the popular move modes of teaching the same, fourteen great choir of about six hundred filled
ment, as a kind of illegitimate upstart,
The first class numbered on both of the broad side galleries of the
years ago.
the eyes of genuine musicians and ama
smaller sub-choir, more select,
twelve persons.
soon increased to temple
certs, alternately

teurs, from what they conceive to be the

hundreds.
and (in which we noticed large delegations
Teachers, choir-leaders,
the others flocked from all parts of the coun
from the Handel and Haydn society and
old way from the highest and oldest res try, to Boston, to learn the art of teach other city choirs) occupied the seats in
ervoirs of musical attainment down through ing from the most successful masters. front of the organ, at which Mr. Webb

musicians, with whom music

this way
regarded
an art,

these

In front of all were
presided.
pianos, at which Mr. Bancroft

also two
and the

led to younger Mason accompanied.
The audi
spend much of the session in practising ence filled every foot of space remaining.
new music, trying the new books which Mr. Lowell Mason, with
benign paren
meetings,

they

were

naturally

the professors had got ready for them to tal air, wielded

the conductor's

baton in

it

The organ and pianos

circulate when they went home, and

timid degrees even venturing upon some of menced the spirited symphony
the works of the great masters, to the ni's chorus, " God of Israel,"

in

is

in

is

as something as profane musically,
as
orthodox and moral
its social origin.
For ourselves, we believe that Music

considerable

of ready sight-singing

the centre.

com

to Rossi
in

by

naturally

that

power

a

the power

of improving itself,

though

as they did,

Combining,

by

taste accumulates

even

in

organizing

is

it,

sic,

is

by

the multitudes.
This giving of impor
tance to the vulgar, homely taste for mu

a

in

true derivation and descent of iaste

a

a

organized combination of such plain psalm
singing propensities as we have, gradual

field

ly

;

by

a

;

in

;

which
destined to take possession of this Amer
manifest growth of enthusiasm and good they told with good effect
the flood of
ican people
both ways
partly by the taste.
forth promptly and with
Considered as a speculation, or as voices broke
natural charm of the beautiful and grand
fete, this was too good
thing not to proper accent, subduing itself in the soft
already created in music, drawing con be imitated, and rival Teachers' Institutes
passages, and certainly the effect was
genial natures to itself and partly
the sprang up, particularly that of Messrs.
There was
suffi
very near sublime.

Moreover the chiefs of these hierarchies,

rising

to meet the

influence

which

Baker

and Woodbury,
without

who

encroaching

find

ample

on the other.

cient number of clear, true voices to ad
sorb the harsh, uncertain

sounds

of the

majority, and although there was perhaps
too great weight of treble, the ensemble

the true holy land of after holding their grand conventions at
the few alone who home, leave their emporium in the Au
of tone produced was solid, pure, and
can appreciate its glories.
lu other words tumn, and like enterprising bishops visit satisfactory.
A chorus from Handel's
we think that the Italian opera, the orch
their respective dioceses among the cities " Sampson " and " How beautiful are the
estras of trained musicians,
who play of the West, holding teacher's conventions feet" from his "Messiah," were given
from

pianists, and violinists,

and cantalrici

who

in Buffalo,

Cleveland,

forth, and establishing
there.

Cincinnati
affiliated

and so with
centres

The session lately closed of the Acade

still

certainly
both
what

sublimer

for

effect.

This

was

and edifying experience
hearers and performers.
But

a

and symphonies to such as be
gin to appreciate, the oratorio-performan
ces
our cities, the accomplished virtuoso
in

overtures

a

down

by

flows

Art, now visited

rare

sudden plunge

from

the top

of
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the mud

into

down

the holy mountain,

diest flats of bathos, to have each chorus
followed

to the tasteless vanity of one and another,

tal

by

ly

by a namby-pamby sentimen
Scarce
ode !
or patriotic
song,
have the great choral waves rolled

seize upon this rare chance to disiose of what lies dead upon their hands.
And this suggests the objection, com

lives acquire a deeper, finer tone. Let it
be wholly so, then ; and do not minister

of his monly urged against these conventions, of
heir trading spirit and the monopoly of

room for the display

making

poor

Yankee

wares in

who

midst of so

the

A song by Schuaway, when a small piano is turned much better company.
round, a song is announced by Mr. Some- : bert, Mozart, or some master, tolerably
body, the hero of country choirs, and sung by some one from the assembly
amid great rustling of expectation, our who had the power to feel it and inter

the fact be generally
comes no objection
On the contrary
great
understood.

good friend Mr. Webb (who knows what
good music is, but whom we must call

pret it to the others, would have alternat

mutual

ed much more worthily

and book-makers

our strapping

taste, which

popular

It

it
is
a

if

in

be

they

if

let the professors
find their interest in it,

However

can.

they

itself and which

flattering

them.

convenience;

set

might

low
in

while

the grand

sits choruses, and helped to cure a low, false

amiable to a fault on this occasion),
down to accompany,

with

to be acquired by

he music market likely
.hose who take the lead

the

tone

writings

their

These

afterwards.

success

of to native talent

efforts at composition,

beginning at the simplest forms, will here
be brought

up to be sanctioned

or con

bad in these great musical gatherings, we
will dispatch the bad first, while we think

demned by

competent tribunal.

Every

noon performance,

The chorus was

sufficient demand for mental, was combined.

;

it

if

if

their interest
they do not compromise
Yet
there
somewhat to produce effect.
must be
be any good in these meetings,
in the fact that raw recruits come up to

goodly
homage

to that

central,

their

pitch from

true

order.

unitary

of harmony,

or temple

ment,

and

was

was

instru

and take
symbol

Rossini's chorus and some

the duty of and Zanetta, and

a

is

professors.
professor then, to

It

;

a

others were this time given with the addi
which
good orchestra
gether here to receive the benefit of the tional effect of
truer knowledge and better taste of ac with the popular overtures to Massaniello
complished

ganization

is

three-fold.

First, the influence upon those engaged
in it.
We could not but feel, as we
heard the choruses of Handel and the
four-part songs of Mendelssohn sung by
this vast assembly of persons, mostly of
but ordinary culture and but little leisure,
that this was for them the beginning of
the highest culture.
They had actually
made

acquaintance

with

some

of the

most exalted, most refined productions of
the most refining of all arts.
They had

do together shared the emotion of great mu
sic
and experienced an enthusiasm of

to see the instruments

sight

a

the chestra of the Academy

supremacy of their own better taste per
haps they feel, too, that they sin against

oi

man

the

all thrown into the opposite side galleries,
while around the organ gathered the or
it

for

audiences,

a

all large

on such occasions to maintain

agers

an after

musical force of Boston, vocal and instru

be hard

must

with

;

there

closed

in which much of the

it

Doubtless
it

The Convention

mood

our wont.

this sort of thing
and

back with the

to the accepting
in is

is

which

year will witness greater things.

it
;

it,

and then gravitate

better conscience

a

those evenings ; and as we wished to in
dicate what seemed to us good and what

of

it

themselves, and sung
admirable taste. own momentum, by the mere force of
This might be mentioned as one of the accumulation, and pass them and their
good results which will grow out of these standard by.
annual assemblies
The good we anticipate from this or
they will give a spur
;

remarkable

ed the otherwise

to the high
are not competent to guide
est point,
will move on of itself, by its

very unexceptionable

a

distraction

to

were vulgar contrasts, and entirely vitiat

this

deeper, finer quality,

than their lives

be

fore perhaps had furnished.
The person
who can comprehend,
feel
appreciate,
has already won admission
to the finer spheres of life.
The Unitary
Mendelssohn,
sentiment

may also be mentioned here
the beneficial consciousness of combined

;

and

to have started

.

and " Dont give up the Ship."
This was applauded before it commenced,

be suspected

it

"

in

original compositions as we were told,
Death of and were both chaste and beautiful

"

may

They were thing with an eye to their own interest,

ing from the above remarks.

declamatory man

ner, by a tenor voice, about the

Lawrence

we take pleasure in except-

interspersed,

and more necessary for them to make good
looks.
If the calculating persons, who

is

forth in aloud, ringing,

given

song,

and that

becomes more and

;

was perpetrated

atrocity

musical centre

to satisfy the market

in

Another

the shape of a patriotic

in

ing together

;

out."

"sit

;

his Mother,

it

" and Messis. Mason and Webb occupied here
God bless her!
" neg an authoritative position, from which they
upon her knee;
lecting all the while to inform us whether could have done this.
Two or three quartettes, which were
that respectable lady " knows that he is
"

about

how he used to

in by
a

a

it

evident
hero unrols what may be an original pro- j flattered every where else, ought here at (we only suppose
case)
duction of his own, and proceeds to sing j the centre of influence and instruction to that the demand fur better music will rise
these opportunities of com
tn us with an agony of expression a song meet with wholesome rebukes ex cathedra. every year,

of songs and instrumental solos action, of days spent rhythmically,
and
of completed the first part.
The second with orderly enthusiasm.
what
superficial, false and vulgar into consisted of Beethoven's Fifth Sympho
Secondly, the influence upon musical
" Hallelujah Chorus " fiom taste and
the same programme with performances ny, and the
practice throughout the country.
These Handel's "Messiah," —
selection every From their rural, isolated homes, where
designed to elevate and to refine.
have been
proud way worthy of the occasion and setting
would
concerts
advantages for hearing higher kinds of

the

discourage

and variety

the

nex

Handbills

were distributed

among the

have most of them but little time to spend audience as they entered the hall, which
have actually so seemed to be programmes of the concert
accomplishments,

and of general

for the
improve

themselves by the act, and their

sale of music

of

a

proved to be catalogues

large auction

and musica

once

year

truer

The standard

ing throughout

all the land.

places;

tors who thus circulate their

carries

with

"

collections,"

but also for the

music dealers and publishers

of the city

come

up

to receive

art, and listen

communities.

tarian

and their

enterprising

classes

Jerusalem,

notions of their

emulation

" methods

to

these

and

to

great models, and go back to give the
same tone to their respective circles and

works, to take place in the evening.
So
that this great annual gathering becomes
fair or market, not only for the conduc-

a

is is

hopeful

They educate heart, mind, imagi
in

ment.
nation

one of no slight

but which

'

.cause of Music

;

Rossini,

significance

it

Mendelssohn,
moral

of choirs

leaders

upon

mastered the elements of music that they
can come together by hundreds and sing
at least correctly the choruses nf Handel,

do not exist,

music

excited

thus

the most dull utili

and each year the
him more and more

leader

of his

neighbors, who avail themselves of the
creased facilities for

ris

musical

travelling,

in

for

is

anticipation

is

;

ple,

tone in

A

year.

in

good

to look

a

back upon, but for

the fact, that plain, uneducated peo
from all parts of the country, who

achievement
this

a

a

a

is

•withhold assent from any introduction

to go np
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also and rekindle

their

musical

imagina

"

"

Phalange

This

tions at the great feast.

was

was starfed in June, 1836.

the only

20&
j

ture to produce strong and ardent convic"

of the j tions, and which

pablication

Finally, we see in all this, as we inti School, and so little support did it then
mated in the beginning of this article, a receive, that it appeared only om:e in ten
The executive force connected
tendency to some organic unity in the days.
multifarious
musical aspirations of this with the movement was a worthy old
It is the natural tendency of' man servant, with a salary of 300 francs
people.

'

in fact always gained*
more or less men of reflection and talr»!, — but because

t)tey

were

not con

; ducted with the wisdom, the good sense,
and persevering
; and the concentrated

efforts, which
hare
the
diaiinguished
it seeks: a year, and a clerk with 800 francs, who ! leaders of the Associative movement.
If, Saint Simonism, in particular, hadl
combination, means of broader harmony, I though full of zeal and good intentions,
thegrander effects, and the composite enthu- j had little practical acquaintance with af been able to avoid the illusions,
siasm of great numbers co-operating to fairs.
The small number of tracts, which errors, the unseasonable zeal of an irre'
one end.
Wherever a considerable unity were then issued for popular circulation,
flective enthusiasm ; if it had maintained'
of this sort becomes once established, it were only spread by gratuitous distiibu- ; its position in the social, philosophical*

music, where nothing interferes;

attracts

more and more force to it ; all

related elements gravitate

towards it ; to

tion, as they found no purchasers ; and it , and religious transitional movement, m
was even necessary to urge people to read which it atoixl during the first years of its-

the teachers' class of Messrs. Webb

and the works, with which they were thus dcvelopmcnt, it would have possessed, irf
of Huston soon came freely supplied.
There were no public spile of the errors whioh time would
and added themselves, for the sake of the expositions, in the form of conferences or have corrected, fnr more force of princi
Mason,

the choirs

numerous
then

chorus

came

thus
the

finally

accomplished

virtuosos

them ; lectures, as rime,
and equally wanting.

affoided
also

will find a

sphere opened for them upon these occa
sions which they have not at other times.

What then is to prevent these meetings
from growing by degrees into great mu
sical festivals, like those of London, Bir
mingham, and parts of Germany ? And
all by a spontaneous accumulation and
expansion,

from

rude

and men were

money

orchestra ;

beginnings

made

with simply what we had, taking up the
popular taste as it was, and so organizing
its first motions that they lend both

Now

what

has

been

accomplished

This is a short space
of time, for the establishment of a radical reform, — for the promulgation of a
social system, the author of which ab
ruptly broke with all received ideas, with
the prejudices that had been cherished for
all

of years,

things

new

which would

from

the

make

foundation,

which presents the most gigantic
regard

than would

have

found a substantial

within ten years?

tnousatido

ple,

ideas in

to Man, to God, to Destiny,

and

party.

been required

Sehool,

to*

a powerful

With its greater affinity for pre

vailing facts, ideas, and tendencies,
! the Associative

with

School,

than*

prudence,.

and good sense, and persistency, il wouldi
have sustained itself and gained convert*
with far more facility.
But, notwithstanding
it

has

School,

the disadvantage*

under,

labored

the

Associative-

as a whule, it must be admitted,.

lias deserved well of the cause of human
ity.

The question arises, Whether by pur
the course which it has thus far
to which this system was announced ? followed, it will reach the end which it i»
rise collectively to an ever higher plat
An age of corruption, of egotism, of attempting to arrive a*?'
form ? The capital obstacle to great mu
The object of the School, it has been
sic in this country,
(we mean great cowardice, of moral exhaustion, so great,
stated, — and on this yeina
repeatedly
performances, the production of the great that the slightest conception of improve
i-->
master compositions on a worthy scale,) ment and progress was stigmatized as a there is no difference of opinion,
And the complete and triumphant Realiza
has always been the want of unity among dream, an impossibility, an Utopia.
The utmost diplomacy can who were the men, to whom it was tion of the Theory of Associative Indus
musicians.
weight

and stimulus

to each other, and

get together for one day
sufficient talent, to give one great concert.
Not until the interests of musical people
can scarcely

can be reconciled

in one, shall

we hear

to

the

the

transformation

And

World.

presented ?

Men

of

Society

what

was the age,

suing

absorbed

by the spirit

try and Labor,

of gain, the dregs of a materialized

and

mercantile society, trading shopkeepers,
as we may well call the degenerate off

great music ; and whether this can ever spring of the noble and elevated
be in the present state of society is a geoisie of '89 and '92.
Consider

question worth considering, and which we
propose on some occasion to discuss.

and

by

the

what

other

bour

Schools

that

have

Fourier.
No intermediate operations, no fransp-

tional improvements,
it

is argued

France,

has been accomplished

by

as well

in practice,

been deavors.

started at the same time with the Asso

as presented to us by the'

genius of Charles

the

reformsr
Associationists
ofl'

as of America,

the main

These

no partial

can ber

object of our en
which ap
order of facts and)

movements,

proach the prevailing

movement, or previously to it? ideas, more closely than our superior or
What has become of St. Simonism, for ganic Theory, afford an excellent sppo»SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1847. instance, to take the most striking of: tunity for introducing the mind withi*
the sphere of our doctrines.
We are not
them?
Of mndrrn civilization, the natural fruits are,
to any thing which concernsIt
be said, that the prin
indifferent
may,
perhaps,
ii'iin-,
contemptfnr others'
fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, n i U- -- adventure,nnd ciples of these Schools never possessed the the mo.it intimate life of society and hu
commercialconvulsionsnil lendins to iuijHtverii*h
Nor should we appear to be so.
the lahorerand to renderevery condition insecure. solidity and hold on the future, which arc manity.
Relief id to come,ami can only conicI'rmnthe new
This, If we would ant on the world, we must takeapplicationof Christian principle, of Universal claimed by the Associative School.
Insttce and Universal love, to social iriatttutiuns, is incontestible.
But it is no less true I part in its affairs. Nothing which inter
to commerce,to busineta, tu active life.
that these doctrines
But
were far better ests the age should be foreign to us.
DR. CHANNino.
adapted to the spirit of the age, for the the School, as such, should never los*
THE FRENCH ASSOCIATIVE MOVEMENT.
It should re
very reason of the vague generality of sight of its great object.
If we look back to the condition of the their principles, and of the indecisivcucss serve for that all resources that it can ac
Associative School in France soon after of their tendencies, and perhaps, are better cumulate.
Let it show a lively sympa
its primary organization,
we shall find suited to gain a large body of partisans, thy with all plans for social melioration,.
the most encouraging proofs of the wis
at the present day.
If they continued that are presented ; let it second and sup
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ciative

dom and efficiency with which it has been for so short a time, in the state of regular
Schools, it was not through any defect

conducted, and of the progress which it
has made.
The Journal called
the

in their

principles,

which

were

of u na

port them by every means in its power;,
let it bring forward various proposals of
its own,

which

at least

may

serve as
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are

these

grand harmony,
to establish ; and so far

which it wishes
as it does not dissipate its strength in such
but on the contrary,

labors,

force, it is in

new

gains

path of duty,

the

and is

accomplishing iu mission.
Let us briefly recall the conditions

has taken before

as the depository of a grand
an imperious duty is im

it,

doctrine,

Social

posed upon

namely,

ings.

of education,
&c.

the

6.

that of complete

and of the roofs of other build'

of the main

elevation

principal

as to the uses building.

as well

ious arrangements,

sciences,

6. An elevation of the garden-side

arts,

and

7. An exterior
stables,

granaries,

lateral

elevation of the

whole establishment.

of poultry-yards,

In the actual state of things, in the po
the world,

building,

vices,

3. Store-houses,

this accomplishment.
sition which the School

to the wants of domestic ser
of mechanical and manufacturing
industry, of the governmental and relig
appropriate

A

progress ;
the

and all rural edifices, re
section through the longitudinal
s.
quired for 800 head of horned cattle, 300 axis- of the whole establishment.
draught horses, 150 pleasure borses, 120
9. An elevation of the rural buildings
mules, 600 swine, 3000 sheep, and 12,000 on the interior side of the establish

A

types of a higher
scattered notee in

domestic fowls of every description.
The plan, based on these conditions,
the phalanstery, church,

(comprising

the

ment.
10. An elevation of the mral

building*

of the

establish

on

side

the exterior

of Realization. — atre, and rural edifices,) extends over
ment.
surface of about 125 acres.
The length
Estimate of the cost of executing
through of the Phalanstery, on its principal front, these plans.
prise,
bound to carry
1800 feet, extending the dimensions of
\dd to these, the following articles.
triumphantly.
To expose itself to the hazard of re the grand facade of the palace of Ver
1. On the distribution of labor and of
The sides of the building, more laborers, calculated hour by hour for each
verse, in this attempt, would be worse sailles.
work

the

determined,

in its steady course,
moment of hesitation or uncer

every transitional

was bound to do,

attempt, as the ultimate
it

of its endeavors;

object

laid down, as the ultimate
centration

for

of con

have been drawn

for

General

the Realization

tem of contrasted, rivalized,

indicating

the accessory

build

for

week of

summer.
estimate of the machinery,

3. General
plan of the domain of the

utensils, and apparatus required for domes
and manufacturing
tic, agricultural,

&c., and the surface of dustry, — estimate of floating capital, ex
the ground in wood, orchards, fields, mea penses of consumption, of administration,
dows, gardens, &c.
income from labor, and so foith.
2. General plan of the Phalanstery and
In order to undertake its great work,
ings,

pavilions,

forces of the adjacent buildings.
of the sys
3. Plan of the cellars

and interlock-

week of winter.

2. The same calculation

a

of the plans

the accumulated

"

the School,

has distinctly

point

list

this project
Phalanx,

it

a

It

tainty.
has set aside, as

during

The following

the and designs which

advanced,

without

trees.

class, for each shop, and for each person,
children,
teachers, and hired assistants

in

maturely

with

planted

:

were

School

and successful Reali

thorough

1.

zation

a

tions of

and separated by gar

court-yards

of the Phalanstery,

the
and foundation

the Church

and the

School

needs,

however,

sewething

most
phms.
a!l the means for execu

more than well-concerted
be provided with

It

and the condi

infancy were dissipated,

and

a

over, are double,

crime

Accordingly, as soon as the illusions of dens,

is
a

would be

a

blunder,

it

than

a

a

is

it

is

it

1
1
.

puts its hand to the enter

it

Whenever

a

in

success

form at once the most man

and the

tion and experiment.

4. Plan

is

the most conspicuous,

Theatre.

in
a

it

a

9,

a

is

6,

5.

;

is

a

ageable,

a

These means forn
of the basement stories of the the second order of elements, the posses
sudden illumi- same.
most adapted to produce
demanded for the reali
sion of which
7,8. Plan of the upper stories of zation of a practical experiment.
naiion
that
to say, in the organization
of
now
miniature Phalanstery, — the latest th» same building.
With these views, the School
and brilliant conception of the genius of
10. Plan of the rural edifices devo devoting itself to the propagation of the
wit,
Fourier. Finally,
has taken an account ted to agriculture.
Associative doctrine in France,
of the elements of execution, of action,
and devotedness,
11, 1-2, 13, 14, 15. Elevations
and concentrated
energy
and of force, required by the School as sections of the exterior and interior facade which we cannot doubt will be followed
the guaranty of success, and hence of of the Phalanstery,
the Church and the by the happiest results.
decisive battle, with
ability to engage
Theatre.
The character of the men, who are
out laying itself open to the charge of
16, 17, 18, 19. Elevations and sec now entrusted with the direction of the
wisdom,
stupidity or fully.
tions of the rural buildings.
School, — the
perseverance,
These elements are of two kinds, —
20, 21, 22, 23. Plans, elevations, and economy, and vigor of their administra
those, which demanded long preparatory sections of four pavilions, with their ag tion, — the admirable spirit of Kal and
td Series," in

PLAN

FOR A PHALANX

LARGE

in

strong
movement, — present
the
gnaranty that the work of social regeweraiirin will be greatly advanced by their

:

united efforts.

ON A

SCALE.

This programme has the following gen

FLAN

OF

APPLICATION

—

and also for 600 accidental, sup

plementary
others.)
2. Rooms,

inhabitants,

(travellers

and

1.

composed of —

general plan of the basement sto

ry of the establishment.
2.
3.

halls, shops of every kind,

A

is

This plan

4.

A A A

;

1. Lodgings and apartments for 1800
resident members of different degrees of
fortune

— MINIATURE

PHALANX.

:

eral elements

edifices.

a

to

We are proud to labor in concert with
such men as compose the School, which
We trust that
we have been describing.
the more systematic organization, which
about to be assumed by the Assoeatieoists in this country, will be the means of
bringing as into more ultimate alliance
with

our fellow-workers

in

GENERAL

harmony, the clear, scientific convictions,
and the enlightened enthusiasm, which
the great body of adherents
displayed

is

buildings.

of
24. General view of the Phalanstery
the operation in the different branches of and of the rural buildings taken from the
us material
its administrative
system,
great road, on one of the lateral facades
system, and its organic system.
of the edifices.
These
labors may be summed op
25. General view of the Phalanstery
the following general statement of plans
and of the rural buildings taken from the
gardens on the principal facade of the
conditions

in

had for their object to ricultural

is

studies, and which

determine all the technical

France,

and

insight,

the

plan of the cellars.

that the profound

plan of the first story.

wise and determined zeal, and the indom

plan of the second story of the

itable

energy

scientific

which

maik

their

effiuts,
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our

silent breasts. —

of

it,

danger to be violated.
a

is

;

;

dialect of ment

peculiar

What blasphemy

state.

an imperfect

!
something

that contradictory

it

al is

?

;

;

most

all
This

and

our very life

lies at the bottom of all our more partial,
and imperfect
cries out as

and actions.

impulses

the whole harmony

universe were violated, as
many things we are
and universal heart were wounded,
irrecoverably
prone to do

agreeable to do

defini

never slumbers, for

of the

the

very

whenever

;

it,

that mysterious

it
is

Right and
Obligation,
That there are various and confused no

Moral

tions about

it,

or what

Duty, which will not be violated
Many things
Wrong.
our interest to do
many things

meant

is

Con

is

what

science is, and what

What then constitutes moral obligation,

the

in

us ascertain

;

and
by

place let

first

this be so

if

Let us see

with God.

he calls the passion of UNITYISM

were to say God does his duty

tion.

and the desire for Unity with

things, and accordingly

it it

to the

word belongs

Attrac

perfect action
governed by one mo
tive, in which are summed up all the mo
the tives that are known, which
the senti

would

they

cease to use the very name of Duty

utterly

word, that he dis

substitutes

love thereof,

failing

is

never

of the philosophy
of Fourier, to find a better statement of it.
Fourier describes the Soul, in its inte
gral and undivided essence, to be Love, as
God
Love.
And
its complete and

It

;

Morality and

cards

seems

wrong,
in

be

it

and

right

ignored by him

distinction

;

tween

the whole

nay,

a

science,

only remains to us to translate

;

in

it

is

For the thought of Duty always
forgets itself,
tinually brought up, that he leaves out thought of danger, and
the moral sentiment, that he does not the very consciousness of duty passes,
so that
his with the danger of its violation
even mention the word Duty
moral obligation,
con
scheme
that
were men perfect, doers of the law from

Now

only

this into the language

;

in

duty violated, or

No,

conscience,

duty?
to explains and verifies them.

which
the
soul
To Foariei's philosophy of human life,
telegraphs
to his analysis of the understanding its first intimations
or as he expresses
the passions or attractions which conduct
con
man to his destiny, the objection

the sense of moral ob

Does this destroy
ligation,

and

no other title whatsoever.

recognizes

if

is

throb

magnetic

Order, to its entire obedience

Fitness,

in

in

but the

and

is

causes

Conscience

alarm

is

pain

the

it

CONSCIENCE.

to

itself,

by

CLUDE

of

it

PASSIONAL

DOES

ments

The soul of man does

recognize the title of Universal Harmony,
;

merely the name we give to its announce-

EX

ATTRACTION

test of criticism.

it

what

conscience

it

and

if

something

at

get

it

unnameable
would

we

is

and

is

movement

it

the

is

in

reproduced

among ourselves.

;

be

may
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it

;

is

in

whole inner barmeny and allows no peace.
the primal
This passion of Unity-ism
integral attiaetran of the ss»l, the ••Uectwere, of all ifct fat
ive gravitation, as
is

;

I

wrong,

a

is

what

is

What does? The answer and
right and
ought.
found
what to be courted, and the only answer we conceive,
But as very little precisely
what to be shunned.
this so-called materialistic
informs us what

stone which

ill

it

a

It

tions have been given, shall not tempt us many things we are compelled by absolute the special attiactions of the soul make
to deny that all these terms do cover
But all this may be discord.
spreads pain, nlar»i, disquie
necessity to do.
tude, and joyless Isnelkiess through
great fact in human life.
without the slightest sense of moral obli
jam the
does not raise the feeling of the chambers of the mind
Many speak of Conscience as the touch
gation

monitor

which

spring,
equiv

alent

in the white

matic colors
which

is

the great central
of Unity, which

to the religious sentiment, to the
sentiment of Duty, to the highest motive
113not to ever prescribed by moralist or pietist for

warns

always

play results
the sentiment

is

is

Others speak of Conscience as the
sense of moral obligation, as the inward

man's nature, whose harmonious
in

the lants

in

moral, while

purely an intellectual
operation
we may safely pass that definition by.

other

•.

purely

a

that the one

is

in

is

it

it
is

one thing to and unprincipled philosophy of Fourier;
reflection shows us that
the central
recognize the claims of the Right to our in his doctrine of Universal Unity, of uities and springs towards
the Sonl of Unity.
obedience, and quite another thing to as the harmony of the passions, or attrac
San, or God who
all circumstances;
Blended in its cempeeiuos, like the pris
certain what t.i right
tions, or the motive springs and stimu
its material

bean of light,

correspondence,

are

01 paaeutns of
attractions
man's nature, whjeh. relate him to the va
rious ebjects of bis life, and like so many
the

special

magnets draw him to his destiny.

Ea«b>

of these passions,
special determina
oar essence
tice, not to prefer the agreeable to the
tion of that love which,
new or limited to each an attraction ts some special unity.
right, interest or pleasure to duty, im lution
not wholly
voice which Fourier.
or something in another Thus through the sense sf Taste the
No,
pulse to law, and so forth
thc sphere
Thou ought, thou must, in form equivalent to
soul seeks unity with nature
always says
only less complete
Thou mayst, and
through the sense of hearing
stead of only
may
and less grandly stated, has already of flavors
the sphere
be well for thec.
This definition may be enjoyed wide acceptance in high quarters.
seeks unity with nature
sound as far as
and of sounds, and finds the purest spiritual
but
goes
does not Several of the moral philosophers,
through
go to the bottom of the matter.
We feel especially Jouffroy, whose system has culture also ia that harmony
we seek unity
moral obligation, we receive an inward been made the text-book in o«r oldest the passion of Friendship
Let us explain.
But first we will remark that thia so

is
a

human conduct.

in

in

;

it

if

;

is

spheres,

without

incomplete,

and every other

;

;

touched

thorn

feel this sense of obli

this force of duty, thia painful
harmo
Right
of Conscience.
wrong

discord.

ever given which

the only

could stand the

the nery laws ef Order,
unity with
any unity possible
through which aUne
any of those other spheres.
we lived
perfect order of
Now
is

as

in
a

back

if if

in

female

cordial

the unity/

in

I

is

shrink

that instant does

fold attractions and impulses plainly work
gation,
as?
What constitutes this moral monitor
And why do we feel obliged ny, and
obligation?
we do not like it?
This mysterious solution
ing

which life-

and

Love,

through

aiul through the three
Order of the universe will be marred and degrees of order
Passions, as he calls them,
violated by its own act, that instant does Distributive
;

But then comes up the ques
tion, what
the meaning of
ought?
What binds us absolutely, in spite of mani

legitimate.

a

of it.

perfectly

is

is

this

reign

promiscuous

and fruitless:
vexed
love unceotred,
at the very root of human consciousness
and the instant the soul discovers that the through Ambition, or the Corporate Sen
harmony of all things, that the perfect timent, unity with men in hierarchical

is

is

explanation

conscience

;

We name

it

whatever the scientific

of male and

It

hoves us instantly to ascertain how things
This
an experience of ours,

should be.

agreement, perfect order, correspondence,
concord
all things, they suppose to lie

it

be

feeling

if

that

sentiment of Unity, the demand for unity,

it

a

suspicion

should be, and that

the sense

is

unsurmountable

not as

into

in

is

painful,
all

warning,

of obliga with oui fellows in those
The groups, in which equality
of harmony.

resolve the sense

University,
tion

it

still small voice;"

it

"

it

as

the wrong way,
well personified
a

consciousness

startling
a

a

intimation that we are

in

a

;

;

it

it

:

It

ly

:

it,

;
a

it,

is

;

is

ul absolute jus

neglect the consideration

all the objects of our attrac
tions were presented to us in harmony and

things,
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in

alternation,

timely

if

none of them

us, and none forced

were denied

upon

cord.

This

higher

and more

we go farther and point out a real differi 1K-,' between the associative faith and

universal

attraction, seeking unity before all things,

that which most prevails in those who
us beyond what we can bear, it is evident is given man to be the balance-whoel
each of these passional springs of; among all his impelling forces.
In liar- look
not beyond civilization.
Perfect
our being would act in harmony with all mony it is simply the collective
unity of unity is what no man can establish

that

the rest,

and

there would be unity and

peace and virtue in the man.
would bo. law

Attraction

The obligation

enough.

which all souls owe to Harmony

would

fulfil

itself unconsciously.
Unity-ism
would have no need to cry out or protest ;
it would feel its own strength with pure
joy in the hearty energy of each one of

All

them all, and dictates fullest freedom.
subversive
restraint, it
commands

of antagonism

periods,

in

In

epeaks another language ; it
restraint,

self-sacrifice,

himself

and convinced

that

alone,

redeemed

the

alunc.
that

no

the

human

together,

ate

Associationists
man

can
race

Moral

be

saved

must

be

obligation

suppression of whatever impulse would begins, as we have said, in the idea of
Virtue, goodness,
It is a harmony, of unity.
j be fatal to the general harmony.
are
passion strong enough in itself to over true life, salvation,
synonymous
come and hold the other passions all in with the being at one with all things.

to check.
It is universally granted that all Now the truest note makes discord,
of the our actions proceed from motives ; and where the rest are out of tune ; and ju*t
highest destiny of man. Then, indeed, that what is called self-denial, duty, vir- j so in the passional or social world.
The
while the principle of Duty would be in j tue, is only the superseding of a lower ' isolated, individual
theory of morals is
full force, it would be unconscious of it- ! motive by a higher, as the love of pleas- j full of contradictions.
The most weWself as Duty.
The religion of constraint ! ure by the love of God.
Now then what' meaning, earnest' person is continually
would become the religion of joy, and matters it whether we say motive or at- liable to a conflict of duties, a strife
traction?
nothing could be holier than Attraction.
The moralist says: " Be not; which he can in no intelligent way settle
All our knowledge of Duty, as such, j the slate of inclination, but the free scr- , for himself. Even the law of duty is by
comes from painful experience,
where vant of principle."
Fourier would say : no means a clear guide, while society is
there has been some violation, some dis " Cherish the unitary passion, the love of false and incoherent.
Thus it is one du
cord ; we only understand another when universal harmony, which is the same ty of every man to earn means te support
he uses the word, by reference to some thing as the love of God, and this will his family ; it is another duty of the same
its members.
gether

for

the

things would work

accomplishment

painful history in our own lives.
lives its life

harmony

does not have to lash itself
Consciousness

keep the other passions or attractions all "ian to live for principle, for God antl for
If he obey the former call,
and in check, until it shall be safe for them to humanity.
ought. act with perfect freedom, ttitil their he must, to ensure success, sacrifice his

Perfect

out joyfully,
with

I

and Conscience

(both des
ignated by the same word in the French

blindest impulses shall converge
highest love of harmony."

aims and principles at every step ; if
he obey the latter, he must be content to-

with the

are philosophically
Talk not therefore of the licentious fail materially.
identical. —
These two duties do not
attraction becomes thwarted, false, tendency of this doctrine of the passions. converge, and it is in va» for him tw
one-sided, dangerous to Unity-ism, and There
can be no stronger
guarantee strive alone to be a whole, true mai». The
therefore conscious of itself, then we against unbridled license, than to he im- ' doctrine of universal unity teaches us the
tongue)
When

of conscience, and not before. — bued with the essential spirit of this phiThus the grounds of moral obligation lie losophy.
Has not he who believes in the
only in the principle of Attraction,
in unity of all things, who feels it to be the
the fact that the human soul (through its paramount demand of his whole nature,
cwn attractions pivoting upon Unity) who represents the only true life to himpresupposes the unity of all things and self under the formula of passional barits own obligation to preserve the same mony, — has not he the strongest, purspeak

as it would its life.

inviolate,

But we are not living in a perfect order.
Attractions

clash,

mislead,

and increase

the chaos, however much they may seek

Justly then it is declared dan

harmony.
gerous

tions."

for

man to

"

follow

his attrac

But what then?

losophy fail us ?

Doei our phi
By no means ; and this

brings us to the point for
been preparing.

which

we have

The doctrine

eat motive which a man can have, to gov
ern himself wisely, and to walk upright
and undefined ?

His is the motive which

alone has any right

to be called

circum

Fourier means every thing that moralists
have always meant by Conscience, Duty,

"es converge and help each other ; then
in discharging our dsty to «»r material1
nature,
the

we shall not degrade

lustre

each

and cloud

of the spiritual ; then

noblest,

will

and most disinterested' net

redound to our

own

interest ; then

we
in

of order, of God's

"

men.

corrupting

Then, and then only will this conflict of
' duties be
resolved ; then will all our du-

holy law, ! rated as exceptional cases by the world, in
and whole"
casteth out fear," is order to be thorough-going
he moved to restrain his rampant and cha hearted Christians.
And thus does Fou
harmony,

from the love that

in the midst of false,

By the passion of Unity-ism,

be re-organized

example, not from fear, not from selfish j order to secure a material foot-hold in
calculation, but from disinterested love of, life, nor helpless theoretic dreamers, tole-

otic tendencies, and to establish

stances.

Solidarity

Not from blind deference to precepts or ! snall not have to be selfish worldlings

of Passional Attraction
not leave man unprovided with any
moral guide or compass, in his present
atate of imperfection, and placed as he is

does

virtue.

of the race ; that society must
upon the basis of inunin*
and unity
of interests. —
j co-operation
'

order in rier's doctrine accord entirely with the
himself, that he may the more effectually idea which has been held up, but poorly
promote the coming of the great day of realized, in all ages, by the Cnarefl — t
universal
peace and harmony for all idea of Humanity as one body, of which
One more word seems necessary, to do
full justice to what we have undertaken

Christ is the head.
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and modestly

the first

field

afterwards

for

we
speculations,
to greater heights than

those windy

balloons sent up by our po
We rise with ease,
ideologists.

litical

INTRODUCTION.

taking

the township

since the

natural

formation

THE FUNCTIONS IN
THE PHALANSTERY — :\)N1TARY TONE.

of the universal

social

NUMBER

14.

ment which pauses, shame to the battalion
which wavers, to the platoon which flies.

Thus you see in the Groups strong espriu
de corps,
with

which

connect

to his

the soldier

the

individual

his Series, as

and with

his Gronp

company

and to his

of the regiment, and yet more strongly, for we

elementary Group discovers to us the law

EMBODIMENT OF ALL

CROSBY AKD NICHOLS,
WASHIBGTOR STREET, BOSTOII.

1847.

of our

rise

IIl

No.

11,

we may conceive how,

logically

too,

AID AWAIT THE LIGHT.

DAT, STAND PROVIDED AND PREPARED,

hierarchy.

are

not brought

The conscription,

into

the series by the

and the royal

or national

There each chooses
ion as the battalions in the regiment, as his sphere, his work, his chiefs; the en

companies enrol themselves in the battal

recruiting

officers.

"Fashion with the Harmonians will draw
towards productive industry. To this end it the regiments in the brigade, the brigades rolment has been voluntary ; and the
will direct all classes and all passions."— Fou in the division, the divisions in the body Group continues only so long as its mem
rier.
of the army.
The corporate
bers find a charm in it.
Here are fifteen persons harmonizing in
The satellites conjugate themselves on spirit, the ties formed amid the Groups,
some point of their nature, connected by their planet in their system as the planets industrial
chances
vocations, numerous
a common taste, and who from choice upon their sun, or the suns upon a sun of of advancement, the intrigues of the Se
and passion have freely formed a Group. a higher order in the progressive series ries where each espouses the interests of

This is the primitive

fact, one of entire

of planetary combinations.
The Group is
Just so the Groups freely affiliate them
the expression of the vocation of individ
selves in the Series of the first power ; the
uals and of their reciprocal affections. Series of the first power in a Series of
The Group takes with the Series and be superior order, in the Phalanx, and thus
liberty

and

spontaneity.

fore the whole
nf the

work

Phalanx
in

which

the responsibility
it has engaged.

Its honor is pledged.

successively in the province, in the nation,
in the continent, in the globe.

Here the corporate
•pirit develops itself — the Group is affili
ated to the Series ; this is the second

thus Association

fact.

ity to universality.

You have the two first terms of the
progression,

you may cuntinue

them to

The hie

rarchy ascends on this scale.
Such

is the law of Association,

and

his favorite Groups,
tion

of services

individuals

in

all assure the execu

and

the

the constancy

functions

they

of

have

chosen.

There are many who hearing us speak
of varying labors and occupations, of em
ploying successively different classes of
faculties, raise the objection that thence*
forth men will skim over every thing and
finish nothing well.
One would say, to
listen to them, that the whole human race

extends from individual

was going to dance and whirl about like
a great bevy of epileptics and of fools.
When a man has bitten at
a Ah, no!

Let us then study the law of harmony
in the Phalanx

; for a Phalanx

is a mini

From this second step, in ature of the universe, a microcosm,
member of the Group little world made on the pattern of the
is bound to the Phalanx, to the nation, to great world.
The Phalanx once known,
entire society.
we know by extension the laws of the
The individuals of the Gronp have great society and the laws which rule the
divided among themselves the details of world, the great cosmogonical laws ; for
infinitude.

fact, the individual

something
incorporated

that suits
himself

him,

when he has

somewhere,

when

he has acquired talents, influences, titles
to advancement in a party, when he -has
turned affection and interest towards him

the common function, and the sub-groups
count upon each other, as the entire Se

there is one truth, one law, one system in
Universal Harmony, one rule in creation.

self, this man is then of no mind to throw

ries counts

upon the Group, as the Pha
lanx counts upon the Series, as the Prov

Let us then study the Phalanx.

commenced because he has commenced it,

ince counts upon the Phalanx, the Nation
on the Province, and co on to the whole

We have seen in the spontaneous for to undertake to day, and leave off to-mor
I have always seen men very
mation of the Group, the first and imme
row.
diate manifestation of individual
tastes much inclined to be absorbed in what

all this to the wind, to abandon a career

Globe : for the Group operates upon indi
as the Series of the first power

and affections, the first aggregation, the they do, to exaggerate the importance and
first element of Association, analogous to value of their own pursuit; and this natu
operates on the Groups, a* the Series of the primitive tissues of the human organ
ral predisposition, often ridiculous in civ
the second power operates on those of the ism, where globules freely moving under •ilization,
while* still insufficient to com
first, &c.
Here is the law.
Thus when their specific impulses combine in a homo pensate for the other repugnant conditions

viduals

IIIB movement of the Seriea is understood
for i he Phalanx, it is understood for the
uuverse.

of its labor, becomes good and highly use
The Phalanx in movement is an army ful in the Serial order.
•o the day of battle.
We bar* then no reason to fear contin
Shame to the regi
geneous structure.
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We are correctly judged shop, or selling candles at his counterWhen persons are Moreover, in the government service, the
by our peers.
veloped in the Groups, to the established at work together, a general opinion is soon products of labor, the emoluments are
ties, to the corporate spirit, to the in formed, sketched out and pronounced ; fixed, regular, and not subject to those
fluences of accords and of discords, to the the respective merit of individuals is es fluctuations, of which the chances often,
mil desertions

shall

when the Series

be to Talent.

filled, but may trust to the affection* de

only

love of advancement, and to that natural

timated,

absorption of each in the different parts
which he will have freely and passionate

easy then to indicate it by distinctions

are there heartily

espouse

the interests

of their Group, they will hear no asper
sions on its products

rated ;

and

it is ruin

But the ambition of the different mem
is not imprisoned

as in a circle.

The hierarchy

Each beyond the Groups and rises to the Se
to bring them to ries ; from the Series of genus to the Se
perfection and to sustain the honor of the ries of order, and so on. — And again,
And as in the exercises of an if we must havo captains for the Groups,
body.
nor its labor.

one will devote himself

army we see how readily the soldier falls
into the established routine and is drawn

so we must have commanders

by the force of habit, combined

Series,

with

the

magnetism of the mass, into the precision
and punctuality of disciplined movements

— so in the organized
Phalansterian

army,

industry

the

wings

colonels

of battal

and centre

for the Series,

generals

for the brigades, and officers of still high
And still the
stretches

out

the

beyond

ope

of separate

system

In Harmony,

in a

in a district,

the Phalanxes

all

of all the
Phalanx, of

the solidarity

branches

productive

and so

forth, established by a universal system of
mutual

graduated

insurances,

promises

certain appointments to every functionary

A

in every function.

minimum

of the antied to him as a starting point;

er rank for the divisions.

of the hierarchy

under

manufactu

his isolated

in

interests.

there

extends

the

agriculturist,

the merchant

rations,

bers of a Group

ions for

the

and rer,

degrees of rank.

Young and old, those who

ly chosen.

appreciated,

is guar
he has

nothing to do but to gain and to march
onwards, over the thousand roads of for
tune and of honor, which the regular

in

of all branches of industry

trfe corporation

Phalanx, rises, soars away, extending to lays wide open to energy and talent.
And then the functionary in a Phalanx
the province, to the nation, to the globe.
of When the Associative order shall have is no longer a laborer UPON WAGES, as he

chiefs and soldiers

will be not less punctual at their sessions,
alert

in

their

manoeuvres or jenlous

their posts in the hour of action,

because compassed the whole Globe, then will its

amid the new order production is substi
tuted for destruction and attraction for
the lash and the guard-house.

The unskilful

in work is stimulated

the globe will thus be managed like the
on domain of a single man !

the one hand by the ridicule provoked by
When a person enrols himself in any
; on the other by ambi Group of a Phalanx, he enters an army
tion, by the distinctions awarded to supe
where the prospect of advancement is in
his awkwardness

rior merit and the corresponding
to his dividends;

addition

whilst he finds in each

would be in Civilization.

In Civilization,

affairs proceed as unitarily as those of a the king himself is but a hireling; it is
Phalanx, of a province, of a nation ; and a shame to see, at each commencement

of a reign,
are

how

of royalty
bartered. — In the

the wages
and

discussed

the functionary

Phalanx,

is an associate

who comes up, without begging,

to take

what belongs to him in the general pro
definite.
He has before him a broad road duct. It is a division of profits among
A person is not paid by
and free scope ; a career in industry, in partners.

mentors who especially devote sciences, in arts, in administration.
Group,
Cour
themselves to the function of instruc
Ambition
age then to young ambitions!
tion.
is good, for God has made it.
There is

this one

and

that

one,

by the people, by the king;

by a master,
he takes his

In
part, the part which properly is his.
reaping the fruits of labor, there remains

Presumption,
vanity and the boastful- plenty of air here, and one may breathe
ness of unsupported pretension soon meet at his ease. There is fortune here, and no trace, no sign of servitude ; any more
their due chastisement of ridicule, for in there is glory,
and there are noble than in the performance of the work it
large assemblies and organized movements rewards,
and intoxicating
successes. self, where individual liberty is perfect,

itself and Young men, the women of Harmony will
is weave crowns for you.
You know not
what awaits you in the service of human
If any one is indolent and lukewarm at ity ! It is no longer the atmosphere of
his work, and has the monkish air of Civilization, with its dull fumes, its reek
" for the love of God," he will
working
ing smells of misery, that leaden atmos

character

is sure

to discover

find iis level.

Our college
not uninstructive here.

experience

get hissed at by his Groups, and, if he phere which
and weighs
discourages
A Group, in you down and kills. People do not com
persists, will be expelled.
full and bright activity, can not put up mit suicide when they are twenty years
with any person's laziness and ennui.
If old, under this sky !
in this Group,

sympathies.
Oppression is no
possible ; it is human liberty, in

longer

its beauty and strength, free from all
enemies, and seated on a firm foundation.

Thus all branches of industry, all func
tions

are honored

are all interlaced,

and honorable ; they
and form one body and

into

in its corps of super
because these services civil and military,
numeraries ; a thousand other Groups are bad as they are compared with the de
New recruits will make signs of nature, are organised ; it is be
open to you.
up for the losses, and the Series ate im cause here every one has at least the
tnd enrol yourself

mortal, like the sacred legion of the three
hundred Thebans. — For the rest, this
perfect individual
liberty in the Serial

own

his

Now men run after places, they crowd converge together towards the public
You have not interested
the service of government.
It is prosperity.

you are not here, heart and soul, retire at
once from active service

where each one chooses the function he is
fond of, the companions whom he loves,
and listens only to his own inclination.",

hope of a future,
the sub-lieutenant

is guaranty enough that a cause in short, in functions which com
Group will seldom or never have to resort pose one great organic whole, which are
to expulsion.
connected with the general interests of
After the Groups are formed, and their the country, there is something in itself
arrangement

esprit de corps developed, the persons who
compose them are not long upon the ground
together, without knowing each other and

more large and honorable,

classing themselves both as to Labor and

that of his family,

the

than there

labor of a man only

for himself,

of labor, in the ranks of a pro

All

fession.

these

functions

are

the

of a tree, whose fruits nourish

branches

of a career ; because and whose foliage protects you ; all these
and the lowest deputy

expect to rise and become somebody ; be

in

and cast your lot merely in the

yourself
Groups

labors are the springs

which mingle their

waters in the river whence you drink.
is

Phalanx

your

;

its

riches

riches; its prosperity, its glory

are

It
yonr

are most

dear to you, and all the Series form a
mutual support in the Phalanx, like the
and regiments of an army in
And the Phalanx is leagued with

is battalions

speculating

battle.

except its province, the province with its nation,
measuring cloth in his, the nation with its continent, and the conti

bound by no interest

THE
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the
require less force, but more address and the yonng girls would laugh anhem
These no
taste ; to each according to his faculties children would hoot at them.
ble do-nothings would be more branded by
and Ins desires ; and liberty to all !
;

nent with all humanity upon the globe,
just as the individual is leagued with his

H

What passion in these masses ! what opinion

II

eager enthusiasm

in these great accords

Then, when humanity shall have thus between industrial comrades !

again, there are praises to be merited in
will be, all over the earth, a the Series, and crowns for the deserving

the result

true TONE of sentiment and manners.

heads ; and in

the

ranks

than

of the Pha

the

are now,

vagabonds

without

without

abandons

society

your

And then shelter,

and accepted its Destiny,

comprehended

whom

without

occnpation,

iread, and whom your

do-noth-

wealthy

ugs upbraid for having nothing to do and
But these hypotheses

ieing vagabonds.

This tone is not the bun ton of Civiliza

!

a

in

lanxes, many blue eyes and many black are idle, because euch phenomena can never
Harmony.
consists in doing nothing, in eyes, and lips to be made to smile and ie produced upon
globe
The corporate sen
But look at ibis
hearts to be made to love ! movement and
passing one's life like all these lazy nul
lities, both male anil female, who stretch passions, the chances of war, and in timent, the esprit de corps, the sense of
lonor, and good tone, or fashion, have
themselves sn couches in the saloons of trigues without end !
tion, which

and the Provinces —

It

Oh ! these are not your affected civili- iroved sufficient, in this subversive me
zees, so varnished and sleek, petrified and dium of civilization, to ennoble the most
the world, namely,
In war, you know, good tone is to be cold to the touch as jnarble in winter ! repugnant thing
natural thing to
Think you
brave, to march up in front of fire, head This is not your pale, tarnished, frigid war.
Paris

is not that

it in
is
a

tone.

With the society ; the fair sun of the warm spring man, and against which nothing within
without flinching.
sabre into
gambler, it is good tone to lose with a has risen and sheds light over the earth ; iin< revolts, to go and plunge
Think
fellow being
In the he has scattered the frosts, and made the bowels of
good grace and without a frown.
ball-room, honor is with
the intrepid warm the nations ! Upon the earth now you that individuals isolated, calm, could,
cold
dancer, who can keep it up for six hours, human beings know each other, see each without causes, without passion,
in

'

a

a

erect and

with

on his brow,

sweat

without

com

other, love each other, give themselves to alood, pactice this ignoble, bloody indus
In a one another in holy ties ! Life circulates try
No. But form battalions, develop
political assembly, honor belongs to the freely, passion leaps and sparkles, it ani the esprit de corps, create rivalries, present
impassioned word which carrier all away, mates the individuals,
it moves the standards, appeal to honor to bear them
to get rest.

!

great

to the battalions which
address

intrigue and jny ; life strong and full and
Now
rapid, life impassioned, life alive!

!

in

to the dead, funer

triumphs

voice, the voice

to all, a

of their

country

short, arouse the human passions, and

of

;

you shall see these same men rush with
loud songs to the combat
you shall see
them, for the sake
butchering" their fel
to
low men. front pain and death, that
most re
say, front every thing which
is

Honor

to the victors,

is

u-uvrcs !

in their operations have displayed

als

;

of opinion, conducts the billow at its beautiful and brilliant accords, all se
pleasure — And in the Phalanx?
ducing charms of soul or sense now act ;
In the Phalanx, it is honor to the most all forms of poesy break forth, all human
powetful in action, to the most cheerful energies are in full play ! This is indeed
in labor, to the most skilful in man life ! life full of motion and variety and

to the brave, distinc

tions and promotions

!

and defend them

;

to the strong and powerful voice, which, masses ; humanity, which had been sleep
from the tribune, seizes upon men's wills ing with bad dreams, has now awakened.
and moulds them, commands the waves Friendship, Love, Ambition, Family, all

!

or attempting

plaining

courage ! you really believe in God, and the young pugnant to human nature
And you have never thought of enno
man is no longer robbed of fond illusions,
of doing
trial service ! Honor to activity, to labor, frozen at the contact of this life, when he bling labor, science, industry
to talent, to the learned man who makes approaches it with all the heart which for creative labor what you have done
force,

intelligence

and

to the honorable faculties of indus

;

Honor

!
!

and

!

;

it

the succor, the
The reality sur for murder of lending
a discovery, to the genius who creates ! God has given him.
Honor above all to the intrepid compa passes your desires ; the pleasures and attraction, the charm, the grand energy
The stimulus you give
nies, who take charge of the hard, repug
the joys exceed your faculties.
of the passions
Happi
nant labors ! Honor and glory to them, ness in full streams floods the land of to industry is, in the Antilles and in your
those sacred legions of Unity, for they Harmony ; all is luxury and riches, all is model republics of America, the whip of
cnunt

large

characters

deep and brilliant

among

them of movement,

hue, devoted soldiers,

love

and

poesy

FOR the task-master;

TOIL HAS BECOME PLEASURE.

and

tional and regenerated

in your constitu
monarchies of Eu

a

:

Now, upon this globe of Harmony, the rope, the fear of starving — add to which
spirits of high stamp !
Forth to the work, then, ye young men prevailing tone, or fashion, draws men to the love of money, auri sacra fames, the
and old, ye children, women and young productive and attractive labor ; hand to greediness Tor bare gain, for the raw and
hand humanity has met its globe ; it has naked" thing itself,
girls, the van and rear guard of human
cupidity entirely sub
Series

What soldier could be feeble in the launched
and the Groups,

are in rivalry,
watchful,

when

when the Series
the 'Groups

are

hold their breath, and criticise,

forth

upon

its

like a frigate under flying
ing all

active

career

colors, spread

her canvass to the winds : every

thing is borne along

in the grand torrent

versive, egotistical, voracious, sullen and
base, like every individual appetite which
is

ity !

not allied

soul,

which

with some sentiment
not borne

along

of the
in

a

vice claims your talents, your

to the weakei sex the occupations

pear

execute !

To

the

which

in

a

to

!

experience

it is for you to counsel,

a

stronger sex belong the great mano3uvres,

any impossible chance, there should
the
company of such gentry drop down
midst of the great scene of human indus
try, what
strange race they would ap

and your light;
for the young

People

would go to look at them

it

up at Imjiili
repeating

or do you .-nil wish to kerp

your

worn

out litanies,

three

thousand years old, your ridiculous pater
nosters about virtue, duty and love of re
labor
Will you
pugnant
against these passions, these
?

loiterer,

if,

a useless

'

could remain cold, aloof!
0 ! ye idle ones, ye " people
nullity * To the called respectable and comme il faut, who
"
work then, ye old men ; the unitary ser
by
pass your lives in doing nothing ;

sioned and converging,

!

O

O

is

the
brilliant cortege of the noble, the poetic,
encourage, excite, urge and charm each of activity, in the great current of human
other on ? Who, in the midst of these itary electricity.
Now man is at his post the sublime, humanitary passions.
movements, in the bosom of this whirl
moralists,
moralists
in the universe, and does his work ! And
eternal
can you conceive of any who would stand preachers that you are, will you give
pool of actions and reactions, all impas

vices

of

organization,

which

created to be the magnificent

still

rail

pretended
God

has

instruments
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of the grand concert which the earth ia to this controversy ; and at a rough estimate,
it may be said that the whole comes .under
sing to the heavens ? Indeed, you are on
the eyes of nearly seventy thousand read
the wrong road, and it ia high time to
ers.
But thia is only one of the modes
turn the bridle; — if not, go on and let in which the subject is presented.
Our
pride have full mastery over you ! The churches are filled with it , and private
conversation also very frequently takes
world will do without you.
the topic.
In another letter I will at
The whole question ia up
Once more.
tempt to give you some account of the
reduced to this: whether you will organ
practical movements which are ranking in
When you have. before the co-operative
cause.
ise Industry.
At present I
in have a word to say on the general sub
your eyes masses of men organiwd
war ; when you see that under this disci ject.
If mere political measures could
pline, so false, an incomplete, so forced, achieve the complete
intellectual
and
great uses are already made of human moral emancipation of the body of the
passion, and that this shadow of the true people, it would have been long since
done in this country.
There is no nation
Serial order as applied to war, already
in the world in which greater political re
suffices to make war attractive ; if you forms have been
accomplished than in
do not, with us and like us, conclude that this.
The objects for which the liberal
the Serial order applied to industry would minds of other nations are so painfully
have been long since con
make industry attractive to mankind, then struggling,
quered by the American people, and nnw
you must conclude that God has dedicated form
part of their fundamental constitu
man to murder and destrqction, and that tion of government.
Besides the invalu
rights,
which
he has given him for this the faculties able common-law
they
which he-demee him for productive labor. inherit, as an indestructible treasure, from
their British ancestry, such as the trial by
God, then, has made man expressly for
jury, &c., they have acquired also, by
the service of Satan ! Could Satan him their own legislation, a thousand superadded privileges and guarantees.
self have done better?
The
IN HARMONY, TACHION WILL ATTRACT right of property is secured, in many of
our states, even to women ; the elective
THE MASSES TO PRODUCTIVE AND ATTRAC
franchise is in the possession of all ; and
TIVE LABOR, — think upon it.
no law can be passed without the formal
All that is wanted is an experiment and direct assent of the citizen.
One
woald think, therefore, that as the people
•poo half a square league of ground.
enjoy all power, they could do just what
Tfc be Continued.
they pleased to benefit and improve their
own condition.
They have but to will it,
the
Pcople's Journal.]
you think, and the whole thing is done !
[From
it
is
not
so
: for great and many aa
But
LETTER PROM AMERICA.
have been our political advances, with all
NEW YORK, July 17, JOT.
the political and civil freedom that the
Few events that have recently taken masses enjoy, it is doubtful whether their
place in England have given more pleas social condition is much better than that
ure in good minds and hearts in this coun of the European nations.
It is true, that
try than the establishment of the People s it is much easier for poor men "to make
Journal, Its appearance nnder such ex a living " here, than in most of the older
cellent auspices, the manly tone it has nations ; but our superiority in that re
maintained throughout, and the deep in spect is owing more to the scarcity of
terest it manifests fur the elevation of the population, in connection with the extent
have refreshed our hopes, and and fertility of our soil, than to any ad
•asses,
made us exceeding glad.
It came, too, vantages we may have reaped from our
in the nick of time, when we were most j political progress.
As the tide of emiof ua looking about for just such an organ I 2 ration from the old world, and the natur
tni ex press the aspicaiion and ttpwaid ten al increase of our own people, fill up the
waste places of the land, our society will
dencies of the age.
No question is absorbing more atten exhibit nearly all the worst contrasts and
tion, on, the part of our leading men and vices of the worst European societies.
women, than this question of social ame
This is not said to prejudice Republi
lioration and progress.
It has become canism in the minds of Europeans, nor to
even a subject of warm and earnest dis palsy the efforts of those generous spirits
cussion in our daily newspapers, and in who are laboring to cast off the weight
our pulpits, both of which have been of political despotisms.
I am myself a
hitherto too much engaged in the mere decided republican — perhaps some would
polemics of partizan or sectarian warfare. call me an ultra democrat.
But at the
As a proof of this, I may state that the same time I am deeply convinced that no
two most influential daily, papers in this mere political ehanges can greatly assist
eity, attached to the Whig party, have the people unless they are accompanied
been for several weeks •earnestly debating by corresponding
social changes.
The
the nwrit* and demerits of the Social whale history of this nation is a most
Science »F Fourier.
On the one side the pregnant proof.
We have, as before ob
Courier and Enquirer, which aspires to served, all that we desire in the way of
be Tlie Times of America, contends that polities; yet the great depressing tenden
his system i» impracticable, and funda
cies which bear down the multitudes in
mentally opposed to Christianity : while,
Europe are every day becoming more and
•n the other hand, the Tribune, edited by more active among as.
Every day pov
the famous Horace G'celcy, one of our
is increasing, and that toe at a very
•nblest men, defends the schemes and rapid rate; every day, as oar statistics
doctrines of Fourier, with great sincerity show, popular ignorance is spreading, in
ami power.
Sometimes
three or four spite of all the provision of Government
newspaper columns are (fovoted to and the efforts of benevolence ; and every

day the contrasts between rplendid wealth
and squalid and miserable destitution are
In oth
growing more gaunt and fearful.
er words, precisely the causes which in
Europe are leading to the enslavement of
the laborers on one side, and the erection
of a vast money feudalism on the other,
are vigorously at work at the core of our
social structure.
Nor will this seem strange to any one
who reflects that society here is construct
ed on the principle of antagonism and »elfinterest which
has always
prevailed.
And it is a truth as solid as the granite
that until all our
bills of New-Hampshire,
social relations are organized on a basis of
mutual interest and co-operation, no de
gree of political advancement, no diffusive
benevolence, no internal advantage, will
be able to raise the millions from their de
pendence, degradation, and wretchedness.
We, who have watched the popular
movement in this country, know this fact,
and commend it to the attention of all
politicians and philanthropists.
The benefits which the people have
constitution
reaped from their political
are, I conceive, as follows: —
1st. An emancipation from a great
many oppressive and useless laws, which
have fettered the energies of trade, and
depressed the free development of the
popular mind.
2nd. A solid satisfaction in the exer
cise of their j'ist rights, which make them
not only the friends of public order and
peace, but the enthusiastic defenders of
just government, of which they feel them
And,
selves to be a part.
3rd. The distribution of power through
a regularly
subordinated organization of
townships so that it is quite impossible for
any great central despotism to grow op
and invade their prerogatives.
But the
most valuable of these benefits is the last ;
and is the peculiar distinguishing
charac
teristic of this nation — the great truth
which it has contributed to the political
Yet foreigners
philosophy of the world.
find it difficult to understand our arrange
—
all, except IJe
ments in this respect
and that noble lady, Miss
Tocqueville
Martineau.
Of coarse these influences have some
effect upon the ?ocial condition of the
people ; but they are very much neutral
ized by the want of an industrial organi
zation.
If the Americans would but carry
the principles of organization adopted in
their government down into the relations
iit' trade, they would make a prodigious
step towards social perfection and justice.
But as it is, with the competitive system
in full operation — they lose the immense
advantages they might otherwise enjoy.
It m a happy sign, however, that they
are beginning to perceive this, and turn
their attention t» the great projects of
social reform which are every where the
order of the day.
What have they done,
or what can they contemplate will form
the- subject of another epistle.
In looking back, I find I have already
written you an essay, instead of a letter.
Hui 1 cannot conclude without saying
haw much amused we have been here
with the speculations of the English
press, as to the real existence of Mr.
Herman Melville, tie author of those ex
One
quisite wotks,
Typte and Omoo.
journal that I have seen, demoasOates
and in the most scientific
conclusively,
For
manner, that no such person exists.
the information of the writer and others,.

THE HARBINGER.
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let me say that
saw him in Albany the
other day as large as life, where he and
his family are well known, and his narrativea, bearing a little artistic ornament, are
held to be the authentic production of the
writer, under no assumed name, but under
his own veritable Christian and patronym
ic designation.
It is no unusual thing,
by the way, for our young men of for
tune to go as sailors to the South Seas,
in quest of adventure.
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;

;

;
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;

it
:

it,

all his followers
are utterly hostile to effects is plainly seen the Unity of cause ;
Communism, proclaiming that " Commun
the fundamental passions are always and
I ity of Property is the grave of Individual
This is why
every where the same.
True,
they admit and war
j Liberty."
poets, and novelists have
j against many of the same evils exposed ' philosophers,
and denounced by Communists, but their been able to sketch general types, in
plans for redressing them are radically
which each one discovers some traits of
different.
They hold tiiat every individu
his own nature ; this is why we under
al should be owner of material wealth
created by his own labor, or bequeathed stand history.
In all ages, men's hearts have palpitat
to him by those who have fairly acquired
Yours truly,
it.
They hold that he who can by ed with love or ambition, sought luxury
PABKK GODWIN.
strength, or skill, or genius, accomplish
and pleasure, desired friendship, admired
or earn in one day as much as ten com
How does it happen, then,
self-sacrifice.
mon men, has a clear right to a propor
THE EXPRESS DOING THE CRITICAL.
that in spite of the evident identity of tb«
tionate excess of product, and that indi
In a recent notice of Briancourt's Or vidual ambition or acquisition need not, passions, their scientific
classification,
ganization of Labor,' the Erpress took and, under proper conditions, does not
the laws of their harmony, their real ten
occasion to say that
conflict with general comfort and well" All of them
They agree with Communists in dencies have been so imperfectly ascer
(Social Reformers) di being.
that Society,
or the State, tained ' The moralists of ancient and
rectly or indirectly, and most of them affirming
avowedly, attempt to destroy belief in the should bring within the reach of each in modern times confine themselves to the
religion.
Christian
The large mass of dividual thorough Education with ample description of isolated passional facts
the Communists, (we believe we have Sustenance up to the time that he is able
without ever offering any complete or in
the right word,) from Robert Owen and to earn for himself, and afterward Op
The variety of
telligible generalization.
Fanny Wright down, are open denunciat
portunity to Labor; but, while Commun
ors of Christianity."
ists affirm absolutely the tight of all men effects confuses them ; existing prejudices
In reply to thia, we stated the facts to a share of the good things of this life, hold them back and
frighten them ; they
that the first Christian Church was tho
Associationists maintain that a man who
blame in one place what they approve m
will
Acts,
not
work
has
no
to
eat.
ii.
clear
roughly Communist
right
44,)
(see
and that every Communist society now What Associationists demand is for every another ; and as a genetal rule, the suc
existing in this country or anywhere else, one a fair chance, and an Organization of cess and the vast proportions of a Pas
ao far as we have knowledge, is emphat
Labor which shall secure the greatest sional act, are in their
eyes, the proof
ically Christian — including the Shakers,
practicable product of Industry generally,
and exponent of its moral value.
Zoar, Ebenezer, &e.
Economy,
There with perfect justice in distribution and
We have seen, occasionally, writers
are Infidels who are members of Clubs economy in consumption. — We do not
that tuii. in favor of Communism, but ev expect the Express to publish this exposi
gifted with a penetrating genius, such as
tion, but is it too much to ask it to keep La Bruyere, Molic're, La Fontaine, Wal
ery successful effort at practical Commun
ism has been uniformly Christian,
and it in memory?
ter Scott, single out with their delicate
What is claimed as the discovery of
generally of the faith termed Evangelical
fibre of the
or Orthodox.
How much better they are Fourier is his plan of Industrial and Do instrument, a particular
on this account is not now in question , mestic Association,
soul, and unfnld with wonderful acuteharmonizing Liberty
the simple/act stands in striking contrast with Order, rendering Industry Attractive,
ness, to our view, its multiform develop
to the random gabble of the Express.
and blending Community of Interest with
ment ; but they always observe it isolat—
Yet that paper returns to the charge on Individuality of Possession
in short, se
Saturday in the following terms :
curing the advantages of Communism and edly, and without regard to the influence
" The discovery that the first disciples Isolation and avoiding the disadvantages of the medium in which it was compelled
in Acts, or that the Shakers are Fimrier- of each.
Such is the Social Science of to act.
ites, will be new to the world, and would the " Fourierists " so called, which is ut
The works of these men shine only by
make St. Peter himself laugh outright.
terly unknown to Shakers or any other
their details and their witticisms.
They
But if it be true that the first converts Communists.
Can
this be misunder
are, if I may presume to say
mere fan
and the Shakers are Fourierites, what be stood ! — Tribune.
comes of the claims of Fourier to the dis
sketches,
ciful caricatures, psychological
The Tribune contends, or re
covery!
FROM THK MO M H OF H. GORS3E,
rather than living and synthetic pictures
commends a work which contends, that
Tntiulated far the Harbinger.
of the soul.
Fourier discovered 'at the commencement
first,
We can offer several reasons for
of this century a new social science.1'
ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL SCIENCE.'
Now, it seems, it is only Shakerism !
the difficulty inherent in the study of the
And the world has been called upon by
second,
internal motions and movements
CHAPTER HI.
these European quacks, and by the Tri
the imitative and plodding spirit, which
bune in particular, to advocate Shakerism
Analysis of tin Passions.
within
the
held literature
prisoner
under the names of Social Science and
If, then, Passional Attraction is both
Association, and a hundred other humbug
circle of classical traditions, and kept the
the index and the instrument of our des
names
This slander on Shaker
moderns in the wake of the ancients ia
ism, by trying to identify it with Fourier- tiny, it becomes necessary to spread open
that was not in direct op
ism, is too false, however, not to be re this sheaf of Passions, in order to analyze all they taught
position to the doctrines of the Gospel
buked."
their various elements.
As the seven
Thus the Express, chased out at one
finally, both ancients and moderns were
hole, runs in at another, and chatters colors which compose the luminous prism equally ignorant of the power and gran
away about the Shnkers, &c. not being reflect an infinite variety of shades ; as
As asceticism had,
deur of the Passions.
Fuurieriles,
as though we had ever said the seven notes of the musical scale di
already cursed fitent, the moralists under
they were !
Communist
was its own vide themselves under the
hands of the
They gave
chosen term, in order to lug in Robert
took to crush or expel them.
Owen and Fanny
Wright,' of whom composer to form endless and melodious them names only to proscribe them and
both have been and the former certainly combinations, — so nothing is more varied
always effects with causes,
ia a Communist, while neither ever was in its aspects and effects, richer in hues, confounding
saw bad principles where there was only
or pretended to be a ' Fourierite,' — quite
fancies, accords and contrasts, than the
the contrary.
an accidental deviation.
It is by this dodging from
living harmonicon of our Passions.
one thing to another that the Express
For to study the passions to some pur
However,
under this multiplicity of
contrives to keep itself in countenance
pose, the first step was, as we have al
and gabble on.
* Entered according to Act of Congreu, in ready said, to discover their uses, and,
Once more, then, let us say — and need
the year 1847, by JEAN M. PALISSE, in the
to feel that in
we repeat it? — Associationitts
acknowledge their value
are NOT Clerk'i Office of the Diitrict Court of
Communists — far from it.
Fourier and chuetts.
dustrial lifo
only the continuous develop
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ment of the passions ; that human society
It was
is moved only by the passions.
necessary to have faith
also particularly
in God

enough

from uttering

and anathemas

blasphemies
works,

to refrain

FamiKm:

against

his

they are not readily under
With these conditions, Passional

when

stood.

Man was a book open for all to read.

In the first place, we possess five sens
are our medium of intercourse

Material

spring, — Ties of consanguin-

Spiritual

Spring, — Ties of adoption.

ascendancy
life.

the wants of physical life,
and initiate the soul into the enjoyment of

To supply

the beautiful:

— such are the instinctive

Here is, then,
functions of the senses.
a first group of attractions, well defined,
and very distinct,

although

leading

to a

double purpose, or as Fourier says, setting
i'i motion

a double spring,

and the spiritual.

the material

instincts, converg

ing to a common centre, health and lux
Moreover, they
ury, (Material
spring.)
to

the

his

enjoyment
music, exhibitions,

painting,
etc., (Spiritual spring.)

of the arts,
dances, etc.

man occupies

the

rank ; Love and Familism belong

attractive, and consequently

Fourier has given to this passion the
most graceful symbol, Pa-

pillonne.

first

to the

the

more produc

name of its

to man.
tendencies of

exclusiveness,

monotony,

By it, labor becomes more

tive.

minor mood, in which woman is superior

The different

avoid

and isolation.

form the major

and Friendship

Ambition

mental and corporeal, are successively
brought into play ; points of contact with
society become more numerous, and we

of thereby

periods

Again these four Passions are divided
into two moods, the major and the minor.

four

roups deserve to be noticed.

The tone is, Equality,

In Friendship.

This group forms a centre of attraction,

various

In Infancy, — Friendship.
In Youth, — Love.
In Adult age, — Love and Ambition.
In Mature age, — Ambition.
In Old age, — Familism.

The senses impel man mood, in which

to satisfy his corporeal

minister

in

re

3. The Alternating, passion for Change,
disposes man to seek variety in his labors
and in his pleasures.
Under its influence, all our faculties,

loses in point of usefulness.
The affections obtain successively the

with the world—

or

calculating

flective zeal.

When the material spring acts singly,'
the passion lacks nobleness , if the spirit
ual spring, only, is the motive, the passion

es, which

man

in

produces

and confusion of ranks.

"These three passions," says M.dePom"love of variety, of accord, and of

pery,

modulate

discord,

on the five

sensitive

four affective, as upon so many
simple keys ; they alternate, combine, and
and the

contrast them."

We have now glanced at the principal
of man ; we have ascertained
nd defined : Five Sejuitive, four AffeeThe first fo
ive, and three Distributive.
The sec
cus radiates on individual life.
ond tends to the formation of Groups ;

attractions

The tone is, deference
In Ambition.
of inferiors to superiors.
and the third requires for its free develop
In Love.
The tone is, deference of ment, industrial combinations, and larger
can not be satisfied without the assistance
aggregations of persons, to which we
of society around, has nevertheless for the stronger to the weaker.
In Familism. The tone is, deference shall in anticipation give the name of Se
its special sphere, the satisfaction of per
ries.
But as the luminous rays, with
It is then only indirectly of superiors to inferiors.
sonal wants.
This second centre of attractions has their infinite variety of shades, converge
The epicure, the fops by profes
social.
towards the Sun, to form a homogeneous
sion, and the artists, have a rich sensual received from Fourier the name of Affec
Francis I. could be sin tive. It is essentially social, and conse nnity ; so too the Passions converge
organization.
may be designated under the gen
eral name Sensitive, and which though it

which

gled out as a characterial

type of the ge

nus.

Next above, and in a superior stratum,
the passions of the affective order,

are
all

sympathy for their prime mo
There exist between men relations

having

tive.

between

men

man from individualism,

and

women.

—(Love.)
Relations between parents and children,

— (Familism.)

and induces him

to unite with his fellow beings.

It

tends

to the formation of Groups.
is the greatest.

motives

their office is to distribute,

equalize,

to the general

and

activity.

Relations between persons of the same They are three in number, namely :
The Passion of Accord or Compo
sex, — (Friendship.)
— (Enthusiasm.)
site,
infeand
between
superiors
Relations
The Passion of Discord or Cabaliste,
ri,,r-i, — (Ambition, or sentiment of order

— (Rivalry.)
The Passion of Alternation or Papil— (Variety.)
spiritual, are equally evident in all these lonne,
1.
The
Composite, passion of Accord,
relations.
and hierarchy.)

The two springs, the material and the

evolves enthusiasm from the masses, what

Material spring, — League for industrial

spring, — Affinity of charac
Spiritual
ters, of ideas and tastes.
Amhittnn. or retation of tin individual to a cor
piiralion :
Material spring, — League for interest
Spiritual

Lme:
Material

spring, — League for glory.

spring, — Physical or sonsua

called

spring, — Platonic

love.

Corporate

generates

impulse

all living creatures

man alone possesses
and order,

by which
his actions are controlled ; even when his
standing in opposition

interest,

to social

which

spirit

honor,

(esprit

all

is as the last homage

offered up

to his true destiny.

This sentiment is generally called cooof good and evil ;

science, or knowledge

but it is clear that it is not knowledge,
to the interpretation

according
and places,

obstacles.

for

of times

its commands are most con

It is then an instinctive im
pulse, a passion, but the most elevated of

tradictory.

all, since it gives a moral character to our
actions;

but

it does more still.

de the love of good itself, to Religious

the irresistible

overcomes

which

From
Senti

ment, is but a single

step, or rather they
Thus it makes
are one and the same.
Does nut this

Its characteristic action on man is to pro
duce blind or unreflecting zeal.
2. The Cabalisi, passion of Discord, o

man religious

of intrigue, stimulates to la
bor by the hope of success ; it transforms
the life of man.
The artist, the scholar

above all, aspire to good ; of those Mes
siahs of truth, who guide humanity in
its progress ' It is the source of deep

the laborer, forgetting

inspirations

emulation,

cles,

love.
Spiritual

is

corps),

purposes.

is the

complete summary of human attractions,
Of
the highest aspiration of our nature.

Fourier designates them under the name institutions, strongly impels him to disor
because der, he experiences
a heart-breaking,
of distributives or directors,
give a direction

Fritndihip, or mivertal relation :

centre, which

a common

towards

sense of justice

We come now to the Passions whose
power as social

of affection of four kinds, viz :
Relations

quently more elevated and religious than
the first (the sensitive), since it draws

works

surpasses

fatigue and obsta

himself,

that will immortalize

and

performs

his name ; i

indicate

and moral.

plainly

that it is the passion of

great souls ; of those

explains
moralist :

and

wjio,

sublime

fully the profound

before

sacrifices.
saying

and

It
of a

Great thoughts come from the
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Fourier in giving it the name of laws place them. Evil may spring from
A passion, com
Unityism marked it with his seal of mathe three principal causes.
Does it not indeed pressed, impeded in its development, re
matician and artist.
and sists and gathers strength from the very
represent the most comprehensive

persons were chosen to manage all inter
nal and external affairs, at the head of
whom stand Messrs. R. Baker and Ja
cob Henrich, who are vested jointly and
severally with a general Trusteeship of
humanitary aspiration of our nature, and opposition it meets, as a liver that we the Association, and who are highly qual
Thus
should attempt to stop in its course, accu ified fur their important duties.
therefore bear the signs of the most reli
the Society with entire unanimity has
Does it not sum up in one mulates its waters, overflows its banks,
gious unity*
entered
and
resolved to remain united,
sweeps away all impediments, and car
sentiment, all social wants and develop
into arrangements which will secure to it
Or
ries
ruin
and
devastation
all
around.
a long continuance of couteutiuent and
ments ?
Finally, Unityism is the culminating when a passion is aroused, and left to act prosperity.
passion of humanity, which has nu other without guide or counterpoise, as hap
[From the New York Tribune.]
it absorbs hostile and narrow pens when fanatical declaimers inflame
guide:

heart.

the religious

and lead them to

THE ORGANIZATION
OF LABOR.
To many persons perhaps, the title at
lect, mistaking the true cause and purpose the head of our remarks, may seem de
Globe is at this day the general and high
" What," they will
of a passion, succeeds in throwing it out void of meaning.
est aim of Religion and Philosophy.
ask-, " is the Organization
of Labor 1 "
Let us now take a bird's eye view of of its natural sphere of action. Then
We will' endeavor to explain.
take place what Fourier calls Passional
the passions.
All men who are not ignorant must
Recurrences or Inversions ; they are man admit that since the commencement of
to
fI Taste
Health, to Lux ifestations of unnatural
Hearing
tendencies op historical records there has been a vast
Sensitives < Smell
ury, to the en
in the Human Family : this, in
and en progress
posed to order, which
nationalities

in

universal

brotherhood.

passions,

The formation of the pacific unity of the persecution and murder.

Sight

-misleading

joyment of the

(Leading
Arts.

IT?'ouch

[ Ambition

slaving

make of him a permanent
the general order ; that is,

man,

enemy of
Leadi'g
abnormal inclinations, subversive of order,
to
Groupi manifest themselves,
mislead,
distract,

major
mood
minor
mood

I Love
I Familiam

Or finally Intel

and render man a permanent enemy of
C Cabalism
T.eading to the
From these various causes
Distributives <Composite formationof Se general order.
( Papiuonne ries.
spring war, theft, murder, prostitution,

Every man has these passions, but not idleness, gambling,
in the same degree : the Dominant

Key note gives the general

tone,

or can be affirmed,

the sions, acting in the subversive

character, and defines its degree.
Some
persons have no dominant or ruling pas

of low degree

sion ; they are characters
aod without

;

others

debauchery,

&c.

It

that the power of pas
mood, cor

responds to their power in the Harmonic
mood.
Religious
paesion, for example,
the most important of human attractions,

have

has it not When badly directed, produced
the in the world the most frightful disorders 1
The sum of attractions composes the 1mpower of a character is in proportion to
man soul, using that word as synonymous
the number and kind of its Dominants.
individuality

tonics,

several

The Dominant

two,

three,

influences

sional scale, stamps

four;

the whole pas

on it its character,

its color, gives rise to innumerable combi
nations, and desires, and rouses them all
to converge towards itself.
With woman
for example, in whom the minor affections
are dominant, every thing

is tinged

Religion, the arts,

sympathy.

etc., have for their

with

with the animus of the ancients.

Man, as

we have already

through

said, acts only

passional impulsions,
attainment

this psychological

To complete
study, it would be ne

cessary to add an analysis of the intellect
(mens),

which

should

luxury ties of comparison,

basis and incentives

which all tend to the

of happiness.

analogy,

include

the facul

judgment,

memory,

generalization,

&c.; also the

The Sensitives are special faculties, corresponding to the in
numerable functions of public or private
life.
The limits of this work do not al
tion to Unity denotes its most elevated low us to discuss this branch of the sub
Our purpose was to reinstall the
ject.
phasU.
We might siy by way of example, passional element in its true position,
and point out its principal features.
that Italy has for dominants the Sensi
We
Cabal- will now proceed to seek tho law of co
tives ; England the Distributives.
and Ambi ordination of attractions, and apply it to
ist, Composite,
(patriotism)
Love and Familism.

the passions which developed themselves
But aspira
first in a man us in a nation.

tion ; France

the Affectives,

with

also a Social Science.

In Francis I. the
of Unityism.
To be Continued.
Sensitives had full sway; in Henry IV.
RAPP'S
SOCIETY.
the Aflectives ; In Louis XIV. the pas
We noticed the
other day the death of George Rapp, the
sions of rivalry and movement; in Charle
celebrated founder of Economy, situated
germ

magne, Unityism.

All

passions, when badly directed, can

produce the most disastrous effects. It is
what Fourier calls their subversive mood,
which

is a result

passions,

not of the nature of

but of the false

which the power

conditions

in

of ignorant and stupid

in Western
Since then
Pennsylvania.
new articles of association
have been
drawn up for the Society, by Daniel Agnew, Esq. of Beaver, and Hon. Walter
Forward, of Pittsburg.
They were sub
scribed by the remaining members of the
old organization, on the 12th inst., when
in general meeting a Council of Nine

our belief, has not taken place without
the cognizance and action of the Divine
Providence.
It has been four-fold : Ma
terial or Industrial,
Social or Political,
Intellectual and Religions : in these four
the whole growth of Humanity is summed
These four branches are most inti
up.
mately connected1 together ; so much so,
indeed, that a step forward in any one
influences and impels the others.
Man
kind cannot make a decided advance in
one of these spheres without
necessita
The four
ting advances in the others.
taken together form a sort of cone, <J
which the Material
is the base and the
Religious tlie apex.
Well, then, with this distinction
in
mind, look into History.
You will see
that it is generally the narrative of two
modes of action, namely : Individual aotion and organized action.
Of these the
individual always precedes the other, but
the organized always indicates that there
has been progress.
It is always more
powerful, more complete and mure per
manent.
This is not surprising.
Organ
ization is the Law of Nature, of Man, of
God.
All things seek it.
Whatever
possesses any vitality, seeks to assimilate
to itself what is kindred or adaptive,
and to organize the same into a consistent
Ideas, truths, aspirations,
whole.
embndy themselves and become efficient ia
this way.
In History, then, Organization indicate*
Progress, and progress requires organiza
tion.
The terms are correlative.
To po
a little farther, we may say that , h«tiiry,
in so far as it is the record of Progress,
contains two great facts.
These are Or
ganization and preparation therefor.
Let us look at this more closely.
Ia
the savage horde there ia no government,
or at least ae near an approach to that aa
Each
brave
makes war for
possible.
himself,
and avenges his own wrongs,
is his own policeman, judge and execu
tioner.
Here is no Organization, but on
It is, too, the
ly the merest germ of it.
lowest state of Human society.
It is,
however a state of preparation.
After the Savage we find the Barbaric
Here is an improvement, and
state.
what does it consist in ? In the organi
zation of War and in the beginning of
Barbarism is essentially mili
Industry.
tary, and War is essentially barbarous and
The government in bar
nothing else.
barism is despotic, and this is the only
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By this we only mean
government possible in an army, even if Inns, because every way wasteful to at still continued.
it he the army of a Republic.
But as War tempt to conduct an asylum for the blind, that whatever we eecuie is by overcoming
is a necessity in the career of Humanity,
for instance, with the inmates scattered
Our triumphs, humble
many difficulties.
its thorough,
is about in twenty or thirty separate domes
scientific organization
be, are achieved in the same
though
they
it
becomes tic establishments?
something gained.
Thereby
coherent and effective, and will the soon
A cotton factory occurs to as as an il manner that the poet, or the sculptor, or
er have accomplished its work and be lustration.
There labor is to a good ex- the chemist, achieves his, by labor, by aptent organized, and who does not know
done away with.
. and we believe that to produce
pIication
Take another example : Men given the vast improvements in the manufacture
to thought,
the studious explorers of of Cotton which have followed on that or the most useful and beautiful things, the
We
wisdom, the seekers after the ganization?
Similar improvements are most labor and pains are necessary.
former
sure to take place in every branch of in
laws of Nature, instinctively
communi
relieve that it is God's appoint ment that
cate the knowledge
they have gained. dustry into which the principle of combi
the fruits of the laboring man n ly are to
Young persons gather around them as nation or association is introduced, and
Count the steps, the many
:ie blessed.
In due course of time these the more thoroughly and entirely it is in
disciples.
isolated laborers in the field of learning troduced
the greater
the consequent movements of the muscles, and sweat
and science como together and the Univer
gain.
drops, absolutely necessary to produce a
To go farther, we hold the conviction loaf of bread! The Magnetic Telegraph
sity is organized, — not a transient organ
domestic, and indeed
ization like war, but, though from time that agricultural,
a thousand
to time modified, a permanent one, be every branch of labor, is susceptible of was necessarily preceded by
All truth
cause it subserves a permanent want in being organized ; and, more than that, observations and experiments.
that all branches of labor carried on in a is heralded into the world by Harbingers.
society.
Again : The Savage has one or two community may be organized or associat
A tii! without them no truth has yet ap
rudest musical instruments.
They are ed together, with even greater benefits
peared. Further, the Law of Progress
gradually improved and others are invent
than must accrue from the organization of
How absurd should
demands growth.
ed.
At last music is, so to say, organized any one.
by the association of all these perfected
Moreover, as organization is the great one look for a man to be born full grown,
instruments in a complete orchestra, and means of progress, and as all depart
and possessed of reasoning powers in per
the sublime
of Beethoven ments of human improvement are con
Symphonies
It is contrary to Nature.
fect operation?
ere given to the world, which without nected together, it follows that the organ
such an organization would be impossi
ization of Labor will favor the cause of Then, according to her analogies, how
ble
religion, of science, of social purity and can we expect to succeed in any other
We might multiply these examples. In refinement.
It thus appeals not only to way than in obeying her laws ? We can
each of the four spheres of Man's de the Economist, but to the Christian,
the
Let us
not be matured till we grow.
velopment, progress has been in propor
Scholar, and the Lover of his Fellow
tion to the completeness of the organiza
Man.
It will not only provide work for then, be content to learn and unlearn ;
tion.
For instance : One great glory of all who desire to work, and assure to and though we stumble and fall, though
civilization
in enlightened countries, and each the just share which his capital, his discouragement
rise before us on each
especially in this country, is the perfec talent and his toil have had in the com
side of us, and though friends prove false,
tion and liberality of our public charita
mon product, but its influence will extend
ble institutions.
They are truly noble. into the higher
It still we will thank God that we are born,
departments of life.
_._o
Go back to the savage state and you will tend to a vast increase in production, and that the obstacles before us are like
find no such thing.
There the weak and will establish Justice in the distribu those before the infant child, which day
and aged are left miserably to perish. tion of wealth.
It will call out to the ut
Even so is it with us —
by day vanish.
the
By degrees
benevolent sentiments are most, and reward, the peculiar endow
Good men and women go .about ments of every individual, while it will they vanish.
roused.
Our present difficulties are, first, want
the distressed,
and pouring employ them for the advantage of all.
relieving
balm into the wounds of the afflicted. It will not only elevate the peace, order of a sufficient number to enable us to es
This is the preparation.
The organiza and morality
of society toward the tablish
independent groups, as Fouiier
tion comes in season.
What makes the Christian ideal, but it will give a free ac
has
laid
down.
The piesent arrangement
excellence
of the institutions
which tion to the individuality
of every man,
among us are ehown to strangers more and neither exercise nor permit mental or is as though we were all in one group ;
proudly than Crown jewels, is the per physical despotism over any.
what is earned by the body is divided
fection in which they are organized, the
the
to
individuals
according
among
intimate association of all their parts.
For the Harbinger.
each.
amount of labor expended by
Without that we could not boast of them.
TRUMBULL PHALANX.
Were our branches of business fewer, (for
They are, however, still suceptible of im
provement both in principle
and prac
we carry on almost every branch of in
Enclosed
we send $2 for the Har
tice.
binger for one year, to be sent to the fol dustry necessary to support us) we could
Now what we mean by the Organiza
lowing address : ' TRUMBULL PHALANX organize with less danger of interruption,
tion of Labor is the application to indus
which at present would be incessant ; yet,
try of the principle of Combination, of LIBRARY, Broceville,Trumbull Co., Ohio.'
Go into one of The above sum is a donation made by J. at the same time, there would be less
orderly Co-operation.
our townships and see each man tilling
J. Cook, of Providence, R. I., who is choice of employment. Our number is
his little farm in isolation or with one or
one of a Committee of thirteen, of the about two hundred and fifty, and that of
two hired laborers.
Here is no organiza
laboring men not far from .fifty. Tbis
tion ; it is like the savage fighting on his American Union, for taking into consid
own hook, compared to a well ordered, eration
the establishment
of a Model want of a greater number is by no means
disciplined
army; it is like a lonely Phalanx, also of a Committee to examine a serious difficulty, still, one we wish
teacher of a single branch of science,
were corrected by an addition of scien
the condition of the existing Associations.
compared to a University ; it is like one
instrument compared to an orchestra, a Accordingly, Mr. C. is this summer on a tific and industrious men, with some cap
good thing, but comparatively
and
In union
imperfect.
strength .

inefficient tour of examination, and has just left us ital.
there
is for Wisconsin, and having remained with
Again,
us about a week

has afforded

us, by his

Enter these farm houses
poli'en^ and freedom of communication,
the domestic labors,
s
He has made
bakes, washes for itself,
Each
has I a cheerful entertainment.
its own fire, iu own simple utensils, j such an inquiry into our standing as will
What waste, what imperfection, in com enable him to report to the Union at con
parison with an establishment for the ac
siderable length.
commodation of the same number of per
In connection with the above we might
sons where all these labors are organized !
Who dues not see that it would be rulicu- add that our progress and prosperity are

have

when

the fever

the season

some extent, though
cating

here

is

wet, we

and ague

the

among ua to
previous to our lo

place

was

healthy.

Whether it will be healthy in the future,
we, of course cannot determine, but see
The ague is
no reason why it may not.
by

no means dangerous,

disagreeable,

but it is quite

and during its continuance,
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quite discouraging.
Upon the ap. [ Henry Co., Illinois — each a Christian
Church of the Orthodox faith as well as
proach of cold weather it disappears, and
a thorough
example of Communism.
we recover, feeling as strong, as hopeful
is not merely the religion
Christianity
Other diseases du not visit us, of Ebenezer ; it is the sun of the entire
as ever.
and the mortality of the place is low, av system, with hours for prayer and regu
in each week) for public
eraging thus far almost four years, less lar days (two
No Infidel
wqrship beside the Sabbath.
than two annually, and these were chil
experiment in Communism has succeeded,
We are convinced, however, that while there has hardly been a failure
dren.
were laid
in
all cause of the ague may be removed by where
the foundations
a little outlay, which, of course, we shall Christianity.
" Organization of La
— Brianconrt's
make.
bor" is the pretext for the Express's last
;
These are oar chief incumbrances at nnseemIy exhibition, and the fact that it
present ; others have existed equally dis is " published in the Tribune Buildings"
ia harped upon, though the Express
couraging and have been surmounted.
" no
""
knows perfectly
Knowh
I'"""'"y well that we. have
The time was when our very
existence
1
*'
; more control over «"
Mr. n
Graham s •
business
for a period longer than a few months, than it has.
This book of Briancourt's
was exceedingly doubtful.
Two or three — a very sensible and good one, in the
— we knew nothing of till one of
heavy payments remained due and our main
creditor was pressing.
Now we shall the printed copies was laid on our table.
The author frankly states that he was
not owe him a cent till next April.
By formerly a skeptic, but that Association
the assistance of our Pittsburg friends and ! has made him in faith a Christian.
This
Mr. Van Amringe we have been put in the Express paraphrases as follows :
is

this situation.

About

of about $7,000,
Englishmen,
who

"

have

half of our debt,

is paid.

All

honor to

(Wm. Bayle in particular,)
thus

set an example

to the

sons of '76."

But we will not weary you further ; —
Suffice it to say, however, that we are liv
we have bread and to
ing comfortably,
spare, which our industry has produced,
and this same industry is now about turn
ing its attention to the achievment of that
,
,•. .
which has a tendency to elevate and re'

herds who hailed His Advent, the peas
ant fishers and laborers who were Hia
It was the prev
associates And disciples.
alence of injustice, oppression, tyranny,
and wrong hi the Social and Political
relations of the governed and governing
classes — the Church looking on and con
senting, like Paul at the stoning of Ste
phen — that gave Infidelity access to the
minds of the French
Voltaire
People.
were read and believed in
and Volney
their attacks on the Christian Faith, be
cause they 'had already gained access to
and influence over the whole public mind
by the pungent truth they had uttered in
exposition and reprehension of the tyran
of the ruling classes
ny and profligacy
which the Church regarded with compla
cency, with blindness, or with positive
The Toiling Millions learned
approval.
to admire and love the Apostles of Infi
delity, from finding in their writings the
only hearty and practical sympathy with
and
their own wretchedness
wrongs.
They came at length to hate a Clmrch
which smiled on the rich and powerful, in
spite of their oppressions and debauche
" The author of the book confesses ries, and frowned upon all attempts to
the condition of the
that when he first took the disease of improve radically
Socialism, he shared with most of his Fou toil-worn and famishing as a blasphemous
'
rier contemporaries,
prejudices against defiance of the decrees of Providence.
Christianity,' or in other words, plainly It was a burning shame to Christianity
he started his Foorierism that the work of exposing and overthrow
interpreted,
under the standard of infidelity, but find ing the intolerable oppressions and evils
ing, at his colaborers do here, that it would of out-worn Feudalism was left to Infi
; it was the shame of the Church
not take under that flag, he held out the delity
colors of the Christian religion with a at first, and became her temporary ruin in
Shall the lesson be unread and
i the end.
view of better success."
*
Of course, he who would misrepresent unheeded
an author so grossly as this, could hardly
hesitate to falsify quotations if tempted to
I do so

MUSICAL REVIEW.

Truth aud Labor renovate the
„ Tbis Fourier aUthor a)sQ undertakes
Yours, Truly.
world.
MADAM ANNA BISHOP.
to show us what The Tribune prates
about, and what the infidels in Chatham
N. C. MEEKER, Cor. Sec'y.
A single hearing of this lady, on her
St. who never did any work anywhere, if benefit
BRACEVILLE, <)., August 11, 1847.
night in BOBton, has left a vivid
we were to judge by their seedy appearance

fine.

[From the New York Tribune.]

IE? The
" . Fourierism

has an article on
Express
and its Developments,"
in
which it is difficult to determine whether
falsehood
or folly
For
predominates,
example of the falsehood :

All of them [Social Reformers]
directly or indirectly, and most of them
avowedly,
attempt to destroy belief in
the Christian religion.
The large mass
of the Communists, (we believe we have
the right word,) from Robert Owen and
Fanny Wright down, are open denuncia
tors of Christianity."
Now, to say nothing of the undeniable
communism of the first Christian Church
(see Acts) who does not know that every
in the land of any sort of
Community
maturity is not only emphatically Chris
tian, but is Christian in life and daily
walk to an extent which cannot be paral
'
leled
First among them are the Shak
ers, six or eight societies of them, all
most rigid Communists these thirty to
fifty years ; all Christians in faith and
life, and patterns of industry, temperance
and virtue.
They cannot be accused of
preaching Communism at the instigation
of their poverty, for they abound in
wealth
and physical
comfort.
Then
there are Economy and Zoar, one fifiy
arm the
iiia other
nth>.r over
nun** t ,,.,,,.*,, « _M«~ old
nU —
and
twenty years
each a Christian Church as well as com
:
last
of all, the more recent community
ruuiiities at Ebenezer, near Buffalo, and

impression on our mind
at their meetings, preach about, namely : and delightful
' attractive labor.' "
of passion, intellectual power, and very
Her voice has
This is the first time we ever heard pure and perfect culture.
" garments
that people who wear " seedy
not great volume, and it lacks the fresh
" never did any work anywhere" — it
ness, the brightness,
and the ringing
being all done up by sleek, respectable
j citizens, who wear faultless broadcloth quality without which vocal expression
It has nothing,
We must try to bear this in cannot be omnipotent.
! and silk.
mind.
Here follows " the conclusion
matter," according to the Express

"

for instance, of the reedy quality of Teof the desco's voice. Yet it is
by no means

:

weak ; its power seems uniformly devel
Readers, who join with us in heartily
oped
throughout its whole compass, and
despising such nonsense and crimes as the
enemies of our race are daily teaching in it possesses a certain smooth, soft, vel-'
The Tribune, and in all its book publica vety character, which is anything but
tions, must not, in the exaltation of their husky, and grows upon yon by its exqui
contempt, forget that in a free country
site finish till it becomes perfectly de
like ours, no error is so contemptible that
lightful. However it is not so much the
it will not have fools and rogues to wor
ship it — and that one of the most dange character of the voice itself, which con
rous omissions of duty, therefore, is to stitutes the charm, as it is its admirable
hold their nonsense either plausible or
culture, and the exquisite skill and finish
absurd, in such contempt, as not to re
There
buke it.
The sound thinkers of Europe with which it is always managed.
let Voltaire, Condorcet and Rousseau have is never an ambiguous, or half-formed
full play so long that they at last carried sound, no slovenly and careless passages,
all France with tliem — and with difficulty
no desperate attempts at ornament with
was even Old England at last saved from
out
the means to produce it, no deviation
their poisons."
Ah no, Sir! do not persist in reading from most perfect retenue. What charm
backward the great lesson of the French ed us most in the mere management of
Revolution.
All the Infidel writers of I ner voice, was the remarkable continuity*
,
.1 i .
__-iJ _
1 —I
the last century could never have begun I
anlJ
unbroken flow of its tones.
to unchristianize
France if the Church
had not forgotten the manger in which In her motions she is a very vigorous and
her divine Founder was cradled, the shep- lifesome person, graceful, and even ma
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drops

artistic whole from first to last.
seems

her in Italy, the native country of her father.

capable

of great

good

wishes

went

with

her and

And she many anxious ones for her social charms,
in

variety

her as well as the astonishing beauty, strength

and compass of her voice, had made her
to an object of enthusiastic interest
Bos
hear Madam Bishop in full opera, with ton, her native city
while her youth and
On this occa lack of the severe habits of study made
adequate accompaniments,
roles.

a satisfaction

be indeed

in

would

;

It

it

sion she executed only passages from sev those who recognized true genius tremble
eral operas, with scenery and dresses, to lest
should
not be developed truly.
be sure, and some apology for subordi
But she has come to vindicate the reality

of her audience

and so high did she
raise herself that the soul of the public
was carried away with wonder aud de
She performed with such mas
light.
Rondo of the Regina
de
the
tery
of the composer Pacini, and
Cipro
with so many harmo
accompanied
nious passages, embellished and varied
with so many difficult notes and ar
duous flights, that no one unless intelli
gent and expert in the art can form an
idea of the immense difficulty overcome
by her — passages which heard from her
seemed no more difficult or studied.
cannot by words express the admiration
and enthusiasm awakened by this delight
the mind of the public, which
ful singer
never ceased to applaud until she, lady
like as celebrated, repeated the piece.
On that evening La Biscaccianti enriched
her crown with
newly merited and
"
splendid gem.'

I

never

;

She

for a moment, but makes it an Many

it

at times.

;

jesuc

character

it
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The first selection was and successful force of her resolution
We she has come back an artist, with the
" fruits of zealous
have never heard the " Costa Diva
study — too zealous,
executed with so much feeling, true con there
room to fear, for ill health
We have not
ception, and entire mechanical success by has hastened her return.
And yet Mad yet had an opportunity to witness her
any one, since Caradori.
am Bishop sang it in English, which was improvement as
vocalist, but from for
a considerable drawback.
This first per mer acquaintance cherish delightful ex"
formance convinced us of her culture, her pectations.
The following
from the Viola.
Piano
Forte.
Melodie pour
Par S. THALBERG.
Boston
But the Evening Gazette of Boston.
pp. 5.
pure method and good taste.
Oliver Ditson, 115 Wash
published
" SIGNORA BISCACCIANTI.
life and passion of her singing told more
Our read
ington Street.
which
came
af
in
the
have
noticed
the
of
pieces
ers
list
powerfully
may
among
In point of difficulty of execution this
the Cambria, the names
ter.
In the Cavatina from the Elixir passengers
and
of
Al
Signer
Signora Biscaccianti.
of
one of the most inconsiderable
J'Amor, with the Roudo Finale written
;

nate vocal parts.

a

in

pression.
mean

a

spired in

bat by no

point of real beauty of ex
The melody was certainly in

means so

moment, — happy

happy

we

though its
poetic invention,
Thalberg's genius
sweetly sad.

for
is

spirit

a

in

those proud architec
lies not merely
tural expansions which he gives of themes
He has very delicate
already existing.
and spiritual

vein of his own, and origi

nates musical ideas, which are well

spiration

to such

his superiority

men as

who have to go to him for

De Meyer,

of the deeper sort,

in

is

Here

wor

of such art as his.

the illustration

thy

although
a

in

of exe
brilliancy
they may equal him
cution and the power of so dressing out

art

;

creative

its effect.

as to greatly multiply

have •;//"

.'
;

Both

but Thalberg

we catch

also has

the aroma

of

a

thought

really pure and serious character from his
by the

Few things have been produced
School of piano music

modern

eo religious,
his

"

Andante

Meanwhile
anything

so profoundly

as

to those who are not up to

so difficult

mend this " Viola"
pleasing

beautiful

Tremolo."
as that, we recom
as

a

music.

profitable

and

exercise.

GREAT

FESTIVAL.

In noticing the musical Teachers* Con
Boston, in our last, we inti
ventions
in

'

'

fanciful creations

Thalberg's

mated that these great annual gatherings
would soon grow to festivals, like those

of York
Rhine.
prising

and Birmingham,

and

on the

appears that the more enter
among the musical leaders in

New York are not disposed to wait until
its own
the thing grows up among as
way, from the bare native elements, but
in

a

in

'

:

in
a

it

//

a

in

in

in

in
a

a

O

by

a

in

it,

It

a

a

Donizetti,

It

a

though this lady comes among us with
her piquant peas
foreign name, her countenance and musi
ant's dress became her better, and the cal talent will be familiar to large circle
few years ago were
free and merry play of her voice was of friends, who
delighted with the first strains of her un
quite bewitching.
tutored voice, when we introduce her to
la Anna Bolena, great dignity and them by the well-known name of Miss
force of passion were added to her never- Eliza Ostinelli.
" will be recollected that Miss Osti
Here were some of
failing sweetness.
her finest touches of execution, especially nelli left America at the age of eighteen
in company with her father in the latter
in the little Andante strain, which is one
part of the year 1843, for the direct pur
of the purest gems of Donizetti's melody, pose of cultivating her voice under the
"
"
masters.
Fortu
Sweet Home
instruction of Italian
and his adaptation of
We have never heard nately an introduction from our Consul at
which follows it.
Leghorn, Mr. Bienda (Count Lucchesini
the trill made so unexceptionable an orna
of Lucca,) brought her to the notice of
of
her
ment as in her use
especially
Giuditta Pasta, then in Como, the native
She continued
Very city of Mr. Ostinelli.
succession of trills diminuendo.
beautiful also are her chromatic scales, to receive instruction from Madame Pasta
for ten months, and subsequently became
and her smooth velvety voice surprises
pupil of Vaccai, Nani, and Lamberti,
tones
at
most
and
with
bright
pointed
you
three of the most celebrated masters in
the smart terminations of her ascending Italy.
During the month of May of the
this
present year, Miss Ostinelli who
arpeggios.
time had changed her name for that of
Patria and Di tand palpiti from Ros
of
Biscaccianti,
distinguished
family
sini's " Tancredi," sung
magnificent Milan, presented herself for the first time
costume, electrified the house. before the people,
the difficult charac
knight's
the opera of Ernani
spite of our dislike of ter of Elvira,
Upon the whole,
at the Carcano, the same
of Verdi,
musical medleys and especially of En
Theatre at which Giuditta Pasta, who up
glish opera singing, we have rarely expe
to this time had not failed to evince the
rienced
for her success, had
purer satisfaction, and we feel greatest interest
that the admirers of Madam Bishop have made many years ago, her first debut.
" The musical journals of Milan, II
hardly claimed too much for her, when
Pirata, La Fama, and
Figaro of June
they have placed her as an artiste above last, bestow extravagant praise upon the
visited
America
have
yet
From
debut of this young prima donna.
any who
(ex
would the applauses, wreaths and poems in her
cepting perhaps Caradori, whom
of
her
lavished upon her the night
be difficult to compare at such an interval praise
benefit, and from the regret publicly ex
—
certainly above any of the
of time);
pressed on her departure for America,
prime dunne of the two Italian Operas her native country, we cannot but infer
that her success was complete.
now in this country.
" From the Critica Musicals we copy
the following, one of the strongest euloSIGNORA BISCACCIANTI.
giums we have ever read
foreign
We are soon to have the pleasure to journal —
" On Thursday evening the benefit of
Italian Opera,
hear as prima donna
La Signora Biscaccianti took place at the
lady, gifted with great vocal and mental
This incomparable
Theatre Carcano.
few years young artist on that occasion rendered
powers, who went from us
since to complete her musical education herself superior to the entire expectation
for her by

;

is

by

by

:

le

is

a

a

is

;

in

from the opening scene of Norma.

the musical
summoned
already
forces together from far and near, and are

have
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to give a three day's
be not

festival this coming
so great an undertaking
ptemature the result alone can

prove.

We hope the best.

week.

have

given

following

an earlier

insertion

to the

announcement :

NEW YORK MUSICAL FESTIVAL
BY THE

AMERICAN MUSICAL INSTITUTE,

a startling accumulation of evidence that
this age is beginning to believe already
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Whether

We should
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SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

11, 1847.

Of modern civuization, the natural fruits are, radical reorganization of
which Associacontemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gamblingspirit in trade, reckless adventure,and tionists are striving to understand and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to itnpuverixh
Such a collection would
the laborerand to renderevery condition insecure. teach the law.
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
application of Christian principles, of Universal constitute, as it were, a body of observa
justice and Universal love, to social institutions, tions in Social Meteorology, which
would
to commerce,tu business,to active life.
Da. CHANFTINU. be highly instructive.

AIDED BY THE
RESIDENT Vocal and Instrumental principal
talent of New York, Brooklyn, Albany, Boston,
TIDE MARKS.
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Sic. &C., and by all
All great social changes are preceded
the available Foreign talent then in the country.
by the simultaneous rise in many minds,
A Musical Festival upon the same scale of
even the most conservative, and separated
grandeuras those given at York, Norwich, Bir
mingham, and other European cities, wilt be by position, circumstances and pursuits,
held in New York City, commencing Septem of all sorts of aspirations and suggestions,
ber 14th. and lasting THREE DAYS, MORNING incidental,
fragmentary,
momentary
AND EVENING, Turxiliiy Uth, Wednesday 15th, which all however wear some shade of
and Thursday 16th.
the common hue of the Idea which is at
The thrce Morning Concerts will be miscel the
bottom of said change.
So it is with
laneous,and will consist of Papular and Classi
regard to the next great phasis in the
cal Music, Songs, Duetts, Trios, Quartettes,
progress of society, the greatest change
Glees, Madrigals, &c.
The three Evening Concerts will consist of humanity has ever undergone, from the
the choicest master pieces of Handel, Haydn, ages of incoherence to the normal state
and Mendelssohn.
of Harmony in the Associative Order.
The principal Vocal Performers consist of It is the idea of the
age ; and like a tide
the best Resident and Foreign talent, then ii
it rises in all minds, before they are
the country, together forming a phalanx of tal
aware, and finds unconscious expression
ent such as has never been presentedat any one
in them, even while they ignore and op
time in any part of the United States.
pose the same idea as formally presented.
The.Grand Orchestra will be enormous.
12 Contrabassi G Bassoons
65 Violins
The literature,
the newspapers,
the
G Flutes
15 Violas
6 Trumpets
chance
talk
of
men
and women, are full
8
Clarionetti,
G
Horns
15Violoncellos
G Trombones 2 Opheclides 1 Serpent
of observations of which only an Associ1 Bass Drain
1 Side Drum 2 Kettle Drums
ationist
detects the full significance.
1 Triangle
1 Cymbals
1 Gong
1 Tamborine
1 Piano
1 Organ
The busy tnind of all "Christendom, and
Making a grand total of 158Instruments.
even Heathendom,
which we call half
Tin Grand Chorus will comprise
civilized, is constantly confessing experi
75 Altos,
100Sopranos,
ences, dropping remarks, recording ob
128Basses.
100Tenors,
Making in the aggregate,558 Performers.
'I'li'- projector feels confident in announc
ing this immense Vocal and Instrumental force,
that he promises no more than he will be able
to fulfil. It need hardly be said this Festival
will be on a grander scale than any that has
been attemptedin the United States ; and even
in Europe, where the facilities are tenfold, such
monster gatheringsare very rare. The expense
attending the getting up of this New York Fes
tival will necessarily be immense, as all the
details will be carried out with uniform liberal
ity, but the projector has no fear as to the result,
for the musical public of New York will be sure
to supportany undertakingof sterling merit, and
the neighboring cities will send their hundreds
to witness the ONLY GREAT FESTIVAL ever
given in America.
The namesof the principal Solo Performers
will be announcedas they arrive.
TERMS OF ADMISSION — Single Tickets to
each Concert, g2 ; for three persons,g5 ; single
admissionto the Six Concerts, $6; for a Lady
and Gentleman, $10; Family Ticket, to admit
five, 520.

TICKETS

TRANSFERABLE.

N. B. PROFESSORS and good AMATEURS
•re respectfully invited to unite with the Insti
tute, preparatoryto the Festival.
REHEARSALS for the Festival, every Monday,
Wednesday,and Friday Evenings, at the rooms
of the Institute, Broadway, near Prince.
H. MEIGGS, Principat.

much more than it knows, and is upon a
thousand converging
roads towards the

and raising

servations,

questions,

which

fall under none of the categories of re
ceived ideas, already embodied in society,
but which lean by a certain uniform po
larity

towards this new Idea and can only

be classed there.
the head of

Under

"

Tide Marks,"

therefore, we might keep up an intermina
ble report of signs, suggestions,
facts,
opinions, cut from newspapers,
noted
down in steamboats, rail-cars and saloons,
which all betray the manifold tendencies

of this age to Association.
miracles,

this

Greatest

of

great

thought seems de
scending out of heaven u.pon all minds,
not wholly shut against the heavenly by
self-love;

and the swelling tide, in all the
earnest thought and inter
course, makes higher and higher marks.
channels

of

It is not the less the Idea of this age,
because our institutions, slowly yielding
monuments of past ideas, refuse to recog
nize it.
And yet there is no mistaking
the confirmations that are constantly af
forded

in

the very

modifications
under

its

of

slight,

the

yet

social

uniform
structure

The Christian Inquirer
ter

from

a highly

contains

intelligent

a let

Unitarian

of the city of New York,
written on a missionary tour in the inte
rior of the State, which offers something
to our purpose ; and this unconsciously
clergyman

has been simply
I prolonged introduction
for the purpose of presenting to our read
ers a couple of passages which we have
clipped from it.

First the following :

"

Dear Inquirer,— We left New York
on Thursday
evening, the 15th instant,
on a tour of mingled pleasure and profit,
seeking relaxation and opportunities
of
missionary labor, with the more particu
lar purpose, however, of visiting the Uni
tarian parishes through the State.
All
the world seemed suddenly to have taken
the same determination with ourselves to
move up the North River.
At least we
over-populous,
started from the piers at seven o'clock for
Albany ! What a vagabond nation we
are, civilized nomads — peripatetics — the
first and last article of whose philosophy
of life is "keep moving!"
The con
stant and varied intercourse of our people
with each other, the bringing into such
close contact all sections of the country
and all classes of the population, cannot
fail to remove local prejudices and social
animosities.
cannot help recording the
splendor of our steamboats as highly 'civil
izing to the taste and manners of the com
mon people. Every one may notice the
influence of elegant furniture, handsome
table equipage,
beautiful
and
carpets
painted pannel work, upon the conduct of
the rudest passengers.
Out of a compa
ny of four or five hundred on board the
Hendrick Hudson, made up of all classes
of society, from the highest to the lowest,
there was not one who did not behave
with the strictest propriety.
The quiet
ness, courtesy, and mutual deference of
the crowds on our best appointed steam
boats, speak volumes in favor of the mor
al influence of their elegance and taste.
1 regard them as missionaries
of manners
and of the fine arts.
The love of consist
ency is so strong a feeling in our nature,
that people cannot help dropping their
boorishness in the midst of elegance.
How seldom, in other countries, do the
uneducated and rude classes of society
come in contact with the refined and cul
tivated !
We cannot doubt that our
steamboat cabins und tables are doing a
great deal to disseminate refined habits
and usages, notwithstanding
the shock
which those who value themselves on
their good breeding always profess to re
ceive from the contact of the rude on
these occasions."

/

system of
The thought expressed in the aboTe is
of all these little just and human, and shows that the sepa
signs under the head suggested would be ration of classes, the inequality of eondi
repairs.

A

own

conservative

collection
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which
on

this Unitarian

can witness the cheerfulness
the most

brought thus for

a

liteness of

clergy-

the steamboat

board

;

made

and the po

uneducated,

while

few hours into an ele
;

without think
gant material environment
ing at once of the melancholy contrast
which all the rest of their lives exhibits,
from the fact that they are doomed to toil
worked

and

and

permanent
competition
all civilized

unhealthy

poorly

paid,

refinements,
which

is

in dreary

industry?

places, over
robbed of all

by the crushing
the

mainspring

How could

;

;

in

I

in

I

those

to

whose

spiritual

cessful completion

of his work, not only

for his own little

flock,

but for all

races of humanity,

the

the study of the SOCIAL

All

realized in our elegant steamboats

SCIENCE.

the National

a

;

fy

KJ'

The New York Correspondent of
Era,
of the
speaking
influence of boarding-houses
in large
Falls are not the most

fratricidal

in

is

that

a

a

among

" But Trenton
interesting things in Trenton to all visit
and hotels, may be realized
all the ar ors, and certainly not to us. Two and
half miles from the Falls, are the village
rangements of life, for all, by the intro
We had come mainly to
and the people
duction of true Christian combination into
see these
and while one day had conall the interests of life, and first of all by tented us at the Falls, three did not satis
the organization of industry according to
at the village.
reflect so wisely and not go deeper?

it

his
shall be "helpers and friends ofVach I'otheri
'
as well as being fellow-worshippers.
He
interest he undertakes to minister.
make
his
kind
desires
to
mutu
Society
Should the noble-hearted pastor, below
al insurance company against every form
referred to, meet with serious difficulties
evil, want, sorrow, ignorance, error,
his undertaking, let him not lose faith and sin.
to see how far
delightful
his true instinct, nor'be daunted by the he has succeeded in impressing his own
but eminently Christian spirit, his humility,
failure of an isolated undertaking
- . ,,• frankness, and love upon the
of a onvsuc- simplicity,
UUUUIIHMIOui
lt BMUIoucn.
ItIC true
let
him seek the
blue conditions
tianity

of warring,
one

all

ests must be the basis of any living Chris

cities, takes occasion

" Fourierism,"

to make

which

betrays

fling at

such

a

Who can make for himself the

observation

profound ignorance of the arrangements
..
Associati
as to render
unwortn

of

that

serious reply.
man

J

it

other

more in their

We regret, however,

for whom

we have such

a

without

to avail themselves of such influ

power
ences.
man

masses,

which shall put

of

of the laboring
conditions

a

do much for the elevation and refinement

u

men are born free and equal.

;

All

But it does not prove that mere chance
opportunities of steam-boat travelling can

a

tution :

is

ral capability, and to carry out in spirit
and in deed the first words of our Consti

in

over-san

philanthropy which seeks to place
all men in a condition to realize this natu

a

and that it is not a quixotic,
guine

in

of decency and self-respect, and make all
What does this prove ?
gentle and polite.
It proves the essential capability of refined manners in all classes of society,

is

rudest and the meanest with some sense

a

and railroad cars does equalize all classes
who travel in them, does inspire the

I

True it is that the
of our steamboats

elegance

;

of this.

frauded

sumptuous

is

monies, and sees it to be a wrong that
any man or class of men should be de

It

and moral discipline on earth.
He feels
the humanizing influence of material har

a

comfort, luxury and beauty as indispensa
ble co-operators with man's intellectual

a

of
of material

influences

importance

a

the

of

in

i

pure and spiritual

matter ;

I

their faith in the reinstatement of the es
sentially

in

the

is

that

Associationists

a ;

also

the

is

It shows
with

shares

a

writer

in

bute of man.

it,

that refinement and good

in

made complete;

manners may become the common attri-

a

all men may be united, that the inter
course between all the members of all
branches of the human family may be

is

aspiration

a

some sympathy

of the age,
the deep prayer of the human heart that
the unitary

a

It shows

forever.

with

inent and beneficial results which Fourier

a

laborer and the refined and elegant child
of luxury, is looked upon as a great
social evil, not designed by Providence to
last

" A traveller riding through this little
village, would pronounce it one of the
least attractive on his journey.
It has
contemplated as about to follow from a
an appearance of decay.
The houses are,
true organization of industry, by which almost without
exception, small and low.
justice should be done to all the sources There is hardly any sign of business, en
The scenery is tame,
of production, to capital, to labor and to terprise or thrift.
and gives no indication of the wonderful
talent; by which the right to labor and a
Fall which is hid in its bosom : yet there
sufficient reward should be secured to is in this
village a peculiar intelligence
every man ; by which labor should be and refinement, an uncommon sum of so
cial and religious
and as
excellence,
made attractive to men, women and child
many and as marked characters as are to
ren, by making
all its circumstances
be found in any similar number of people
pleasant, arranging it with reference to
Tren
anywhere within our knowledge.
our social affinities, our tastes and apti
ton was originally
settled by agents of
These were
tudes, our susceptibility to the springs of land holdeis in Holland.
taste, intelligence,
re
wholesome rivalry and esprit de corps, men of learning,
ligious feelings ; moreover, they were
and our love of variety and alternation,
Unitarians,
and they gave a tone and
so that no one shall be the^ull drudge of j sump to this community, of a peculiar
a monotonous pursuit; — was the speedy and most delightful character.
We know
and universal prevalence of a UNITARY ; not wnere WB should go to find a more
interesting union of refinement and sim
TONE OF MANNERS among all classes and
of cultivation, and primitive free
plicity
the
To
one
who
re
world.
throughout
dom and frankness of character
of in
born superiority and voluntary condescen
the desirableness of such
flects upon
The village seems to live together
result
not more clear, than
the fact that sion.
as one family, each interested in every
such
result can never be brought about
How far
thing that concerns the other.
by any causes this side of that entire re this may be owing to congenial elements,
organization of the social fabric which and how far to the influence of the ex
has been predicted and its law discussed cellent and devoted pastor of the principal
cannot judge.
society there,
These flitting religious
and laid down by Fourier.
The Rev. Mr. Buckingham, who has now
partial glimpses of harmony, such as we given his superior talents to the small but
catch now and then in splendid steam interesting flock gathered in Trenton for
boats, where the poorest man commands ncnrjy eight years, (long enough to have
oth" ^^'nus.^iety
the
an hour or two of outward luxury, are 8een. f*"y
neighborhood change its minister once or
good as proofs of what may be, but only twice over,)
singularly adapted to his
tantalizing aggravations to the poor man. position.
confess
had been
matter
little
secret surprise to me that
We need not say more, for this very topic of some
"
so
he should
long have been contented in
admi
of "unitary tone of manners
the obscure and humble field in which he
the article which we was
rably treated
but that surprise has en
laboring
translate from Victor Considerant, on our tirely vanished upon an actual acquaint
ance
with
the
place and the people, and
first page.
relations
to them.
The second extract, which we proposed Mr. Buckingham's
Mr. Buckingham
evidently
every
sincere attempt
to make shows how
all
body's son, or brother, or cousin,
to carry out the spirit of Christianity,
by Trenton.
He lives
affectionate cordi
known inti
faithful pastor among his people, inevit- ality with all the people
friend, companion,
to all, and
ably results in
perception of the neces- mately
teacher, consoler, and example to all.
sity of changing social circumstances, as have never seen
more attached people,
well as of preaching morality and change or one more obviously under the influence
The true minister of Christ of their pastor. Mr. Buckingham has
of heart.
material inter- peculiar sense of the obligation of carry
finds that co-operation
One of the most prom

the the Serial Order.

in

in in

distinction

tone of manners thence resulting between
the poor and the rich, the hard-handed

I

turns, and the broad
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assurance, onr eyes fixed npon one step towards a more vast and more be

In fact, we might from this time neficent association.
Thus, this coalition of shameless capi
to itself, to await' without
of reform, which is adapted to excite pre us the splendors of its destiny, if every talists extorts from producers and consum
judices, which however groundless, it is step we take in advance of it did not have ers, establishes vast commercial houses
almost beyond the reach of argument to the effect to abridge its anxiety, to save upon the ruins of small ones, founds im
it many pages of doubt, exhaustion and mense manufactories to kill the little
remove.
It would go on, without us, trades, despoils families of the fruit of
impatience.
till it reached the phalanstery, but it their savings to build up adventurous
THE TWO WAYS TO THE PHALAN
would be across new deceptions, through speculations :— but the conquests of the
STERY.
new feudalism serve at the same time
the midst of tears and blood.
We had just finished our leading
as ginpings towards unity ; this concen
Behold this crowd of eager speculators,
article, when the steamer arrived, bring
moving earth and heaven, elbowing and tration of commerce prepares the way for
ing us late numbers of the Democratic
one another, in the pursuit of township connting houses (comptoirs comIn one of them we find the crushing
I'anfi'/uR.
We have declared our munmix) and commercial
concentration
material goods.
same thought, of the unconscious tenden
selves their mortal adversaries.
Every in the liana's of the State ; these great
cy of society itself towards Association,
per, should
with a slur

consent to sully his columns

star.

on other laborers in the work

leave society

day we reproach their blind egotiara with
the wheels of progres*, with

expressed as follows.

clogging

All great social progress is at once the paralyzing our efforts, whh forging new
labor of one man and of men, the work evils, with piling up new victims.
And
of genius and of circumstances, the task yet all unconsciously to themselves, these

manufacturing

establishments

to industrial

prelude

tbc

are

facilitate

synthesis,

of labor, a larg
of machinery, and most
soon permit the principle of Association
of a reformer and of society itself. The men co-operate with the work which we itself to descend from the capitalists down
man of genius is only ahead of his con ourselves are prosecuting.
They go by to the agents, overseers, and laborers.
The partial Association of the opera
temporaries in intelligence ; he proves the way of the evil to the good ; they
his superiority to them only when society
by its own tendencies and its own

itself,

march,

through

anarchy

the same point where

and conflict, to

we wish to arrive

the exactness of his fore
We combat
by science and by concord.
The analogy there is between the them from sense of doty, and meanwhile,
the first
tendencies of a society and the ideal of supported by their shoulders,
its reformers is thus the true practical beam of the phalanstery lifts itself to us.
measure of the truth of their prediction.
They deny Association ae nrt integra)
That the new social organization proposed truth, as the foundation stone of an en
by Fourier may not appear a dream, a tire society, but at the same time they
vain Utopia, it is necessary that society make it serve the building up of their
itself should be compelled to plead guilty own fortune, the realization of their own
of positive tendencies towards that very feudal ambition.
social form ; it must surprise itself in the
Association ! that social principle par
act of constructing the phalanstery with
excellence, as old as the world, re indebted
out knowing it.
to them every day fora new extension.
Now at this present time, we believe Since Christ fust planted it as a soiereigc
acts, confirms

sight.

that society is preparing

the phalanstery

in the facts, quite as actively as our teach
ing and preaching

of men.

minds
arriving

piricism,

are preparing

We believe

at our theory

by the way of em
to

wards the practice by the way of science.
We believe that society is now construct
ing

the

blind

phalanstery

growings,

foundations,
struggle

by

by partial

in

human

souls, this principle
by all the

but grow,

it in the conflicts, as by all the ants of elevation
that it is in modern history , The fusion of mecs,

as we are proceeding

just

necessity

has done nothing

of castes, the revolution
ary levellings, the wars of tke continent,
the discoveries of the compass, of the
printing press, of steam, the creation of
the destruction

victories

thereof;

by

machines,

are glorious

and scattered

and what

is more, in our days, all this

fragments,

and by the very

and of anarchy,

fi
excess of stock-jobbing,
monopoly, forestalling,
while we are nancial feudalist*, and oppressive coali

As
laboring to the same end by the exposition tion, are its battles and its means.
of an organic plan, by the synthesis of sociation forms several hostile camps, be
ideas, by the close league of convictions,
interests, devotions, hopes.

We believe,

in line, that the parent ideas, the funda
mental

of Fourier, are all plore, — ruin, bankruptcy, usury, frauds,
realities of to-day ; depreciations of wages, wast of. occupa
if not the fruits of them, tion and riots among famishing multi

propositions

deep-rooted in
that the germs,

the

are every where, and that the phalansterian creation is resulting necessarily from
general

It plants
fore forming one united army.
seeds in chaos before producing harmony.
In its Mind conflicts, it has much to de

own

er

application

tives, having

for its end to keep up the
rate of wages or to increase it and resist
the coalition of the masters and the capi
talists, naturally translates itself into vio
lent and* arbitrary reactions, ii«r», disor
ders and abuses ; — but at the same- time
it constitutes a right of legitimate self-de
fence;

it is the- first form uf the emanou-

pation and social initiation of the proleta
ries ; it prepares

ilium

much as by conflict,

gral Association,

and

consumers,

must be as entire

uf producer*
haauers of
is also,
Exchange,

Association
under

or ef Free

Protection

a blind coaJitian,

the

is subject to the
the evils of com

which

dangers of aggravating
petition,, stifling

industrial

infancy, generalizing

genius

in

in commerce and

the law *4 the richest

industry

strongest ; — but by that very
vices of incoherence
the foundation

workshops,

in

means it
the-

and of liberty with

guarantees ; it logically

wards

it»

and the-

has also the benefits of demonstrating
out

as-

which,
a*

upon Association

to be a blessing,

Truth.
The partial

by solidarity,

to enter open inte

pushes to
common,

of vast

agricultural

ami mechanical r

which resting upon association of capital
ists, directors and operatives, regulating?
with
unity their consumption and ex
changes, can only thus find shelter from.
the ruinous excesses of competition, andl
harmonize

the industrial

genius

of each

country with the resources of its soil.

Finally, partial Association

ef men of

tudes : but it conquers at the same time talent and ideas, of men engaged in sci
many trophies, — as new instruments of ences, in education, manifests itself in,

efforts, quite as much as it is to labor,

result from the perseverance of our

a more serial distribution

means

comfort,

of

popular

the first institutions

luxury and the same way by leagues, sects, coalitions
of human and systems, at the head of parties,

academies, in the walk*- of
of industry, the journals,
It
Every literature, of science and instruction.
of a new world.
keeps up a feveriili and often sterile
ous rout, beset with perils, windings and partial association is a dangerous coali
uncertainties ; while we march o. with tion ; but every coalition is a manifest agitation in the country , it sows doubt,
proper efforts.
Only

society

solidarity,

follows

a long and ardu

material

the splendors

outfit
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equilibrium

between the three political powers, they
refuse to introduce the same order in the

industry the creation of riches, the same equilibrium
earth the between Production, Distribution and Con

unity described by the vertigo of the abyss, they will either
Fourier, what is needed ' The exhaust have to fall, or else resign themselves to

un

a

fortable citizens;
with

smile.

too, will answer

they,

And

yet these same men
in

their art with all
fear of the glory and the grandeur of the every day do keep pace
the progress of the spirit of Association.
task, resisting in the room of conducting,

factious

dividing

To all the new wants of human sociability,

instead of they respond

They treat us as edifice.

Utopians, and it is they who at

To all the institutions of pleas

ure or of interest which
not be procured

problems without study, to remain at the
bead of a free people without sharing its
sentiments,

its

without

hopes,

compre

hending its destinies, its rights, its wants.
They treat us as dreamers, and yet in

they

furnish

could

each one separately,

new

a

and within

for they try to gov
acting, to resolve a hundred

render common

the reach of all, what

tempt the impossible,
ern

without

genteel or magnificent

by

ing instead of curing,
bringing into alliance.

repress

by
a

instead of convincing,

corrupting

The

architecture.

temples, public palaces, offices, treasuries,
halls,
docks,
works,
crowded
public
sumptuous
theatres,

museums

magazines,

halls, circles

and

extracts

from

t<. gratify

confederation of Europe,

nor in a central

it

ex
prehend that the more Association
tends and the more varied elements
embraces,

the more imposing,

grand must be the edifice

vast and

which

corres

It

ii

suited

thought

of our readers.

set

aside with

a

on account of its

pretended mysticism on the one hand, or

If had ap
peared in the ordinary course of the book

its infidelity on the other.
trade,

of

as the production

veteran

author, its bold and masterly discussions

of many of the deepest problems of sci
ence, would have entitled

to attention.

If

presents in the usual routine of study,
would have been hailed as
prodigy of

professed to be the work of

young
man, who had arrived at the results which

fections.

at our universal peace, and yet they

we

man can

intelligent

intellect,

proclaim peace every where and forever.
They do not believe in the approaching

as

the curiosity

summary condemnation,

and ball

smile

the

Whatever ultimate opinions may be formed
with regard to the origin of this book, no

spite of themselves, by fear and by ego rooms, are so many acts of homage ren
tism, they serve the cause which we dered by them to the association of souls,
serve by enthusiasm and devotion.
They of interests, or of pleasures.
They com

concert

record

Davis, and given such

it

crushed

who get

up sumptuous monuments, luxurious hab
itations, and magnificent bazaais for com

to

purporting

of young

a

Behold these governments

der the weight of power, clogged in their
inertia, hardly daring to govern through

tists, to engineers, to architects,

volume

visions

whatever

its errors

The fact that

ceed from
the mind

is a

some more steps
by our school in the road of teaching.

We have already noticed the extraordi
nary

it

the road of empiricism,

phalanstery before they know it.
Finally, speak of the phalanstery to ar

THE

it it

some more steps to be taken by society in

found

a

and the light of science;
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AND
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into the harmonious
ion of struggle

is

it
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a

or by

a

day by the cry of social difficulties

and imper
claims to pro

superior illumination, while
in
condition transcending

the established
ence, certainly

limits of human experi
does not detract from its

merits, although
utmost vigilance

may well

awaken

and accuracy

in

merge

in its hands

all the materials for the phalanstery on the
grand scale

it

may

Association,

sumption, those three great social powers. — But let them alone
Pausing on
the brink of this precipice, alarmed each

come society itself, bringing

it

coalitions

themselves into one general

these

rier, to the moderate attempt for to-day

of building with our own resources, only
for soon will
phalanstery of children

it

these

leagues,

Associations,

instant of the happy realization, the point
of agreement between the genius of one
man and the designs of Providence.
Let
us. then resign ourselves,
sons of Fou

it

That these partial

as we are going
Our meeting will be the

theory.

!

magnificent altar.

to

a

attractive

and the embellished

worship,

fast by its empiricism,

O

the national

certain

impulsion
to us as

coming

;

and

of its tendencies.
it

in

certain order

representation,

by the irresistible

it

to be the dogma,

established

seeing to

society itself

the world,

to transform

!

of which the synthesis of the sciences is

their administration.

in

mance, by political economy, by science,
every day it gives a better formula to this
new religion of fraternity and harmony,

apply the serial law

a

Nevertheless,

consciences.

a

and

minds

by

all the branches of
After having regu
by this very trouble and agitation, it lated and organized war, the levying of
serves the ardent investigation of truths imports, the exercise of justice, public
for the future ; it stimulates the com instruction, the transportation of letters,
and so forth, they think to condemn in
merce of ideas in the world ; its efferves
cence feeds the sacred flame of illusion dustry, agriculture and commerce to ever
After having
and of hope in men's hearts ; hy ro lasting anarchy and chaos.
in men's

Testlessness and moral disorder

a
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the

sifting

A work of this kind
They know that the modern its pretensions.
of science allow
democratic must, of course, expect to receive no
itate the neutrality of the central points character to the beautiful and grand, to small share of vulgar abuse
great deal
of the globe and to reconstitute a Euro luxury and gold, to splendid ceilings and of small-beer wit will be evaporated in
They feign to believe fine living, and that to all the desires of ridicule of its character
but this will do
pean equilibrium.
the people there spring up palaces ten but little
that it is not permissible to them to inter
enablitig the public to form a
more fairy-like
sound judgment
fere in the bread crises, in the conflicts of times more sumptuous,
or to
regard to
interests, of industry and commerce, and than those of the old monarchies.
Tell profit by the valuable truths which no
and

are

yet they

ponds to it.
discoveries

in

it,

in

;

;
a

anxious to efface France, in order to facil

a

of nations,

congress

they interfere

by arbitrary meas

them, on the spot, to build an edifice suit
ed to facilitate

ures, anger

and partiality.

They mock ests, of

the

of transforming

warlike

of will make

less than an entire
by

nothing

a

the army alone.
work of colonization
law which,
They refuse to believe in
distributing
universe,
social

order
can

relations,

also

and harmony
distribute

in
them

we

the
in

and yet they every day

without

surprise.

phalanstery without

for, by fragments and
have already constructed

They of many principles which are dear to our
knowing

instinct, they

hundred phal

our

calumniators

ansteries.

Verily,

hearts, and which

verily,

let

talk as much as they will.
the influ
ence of our teaching
not yet sufficient

we should be ashamed

not to recognize in whatever company we
found them.
We wish to judge of truth
its own

evidence, rather

quarter from which
this sleeping
sentiments

Clairvoyant

which

are

than

the

presented, and

if

in the about the work

by

out

As devoted to the cause of reform,

associated township of proprietors, labor cannot fail to take an interest in this
to ers, and consumers, and they will set worlc, on account of its earnest advocacy

it
is

daring

the army

of cities and are thinking

foundation
carrying

employ

its pages.

by

they

candid reader can deny are to be found in

into

by

it,

avow

and of labors in an

a

armies, and without

industrial

pleasures,

it
;

project

all the relations of inter

If

way,

is

a secretive

a

in

yet,

there by intimidation,

has announced

important

to

the
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interests of Humanity,
them

with

satisfaction,

we shall welcome
and

give

them

every one who

wishes

may satisfy him

self of the fidelity of the printed volume

if to the manuscript copy. All this is so
much testimony produced in court, and no
as jury has a right to set it aside in making
more
than intimates the up its verdict.
Professor Bush
Will T. L. have UHpaternity of some statements in this book hardihood to pronounce this testimony a
He may say he does not
tissue nf lies?
is to be traced to that source, we should
But what then?
Does he
believe it.
infer, not that they are to be repudi
Can he disprove
know it to be false?
reason,
but
that
that
the
Devil
is
for
ated
it?
And is there so very great a differ
ence, in the eye of a just casuistry be
not so bad as he has been painted.
We have been somewhat amused at tween affirming what a man does not
know to be true and asserting what a man
the rustling of leaves which the appear does know to be false?
this
Leaving
ance of this volume has produced among
point to be determined by his conscience,
to
him,
venture
assure
that how
It is like the I will
all sorts of Conservatives.
ever such an array of evidence may go
sweeping of a North-west wind through
for nothing with him, because the material
The excite
a chestnut forest in October.
of the bonk will not stand the test of or
ment has found a spokesman in New thodoxy, it will not be so with the public.
York, in the person of a certain T. L., The truth of thjs testimony is the point
whose initials in the Tribune designate a paramount which will weigh with them,
and they cannot be mystified into a belief
man who seems to dread the opening of a
" new view " as he would the " gates of of humbug so long as this mass of living
testimony stands unconvirted of false
bell." He has pounced on the long suf hood; and more especially when the
fering' Professor Bush, with the vehe thousand kindred developments of Mes
merism, incontestably established, may be
mence of an infuriated mother of a large
adduced in its support.
They will not
brood, and seems determined to peck the fail to see that the principles on which
The this rejection of testimony rests would, if
unhappy man out of existence.
Professor, however, is fully able to take they had been acted on in the time of the
have utterly precluded the ad
care of himself, judging from an article Apostles,
miracles, and
mission of the Christian
in a late Tribune, in reply to T. L., from' thus of
itself; for what
Christianity
which we select a few passages that de amount of evidence conld have warranted
the belief of an occurrence so contrary
serve consideration.
He gives the following testimony as to to experience as, for instance, that of
men's speaking in languages which had
the origin of the work.
' never come
through the senses or the
" From a careful study of the whole memory? ' "
what currency is in our power.

they

come

from

the

Even

Devil himself,

matter, from its inception to its comple
tion, I am perfectly satisfied that the
work is the production of an ignorant
young man, utterly and absolutely incom
petent, in his natural state, to the utter
I have not a shadow
ances it embodies.
of doubt that it was given forth by him in
a peculiar abnormal state, for some por
tions of it 1 heard with my own ears and
can testify that what I now read printed
accurately corresponds to what I heard
That all the rest was delivered
spoken.
in the same manner scores of eye and
ear witnesses are ready to attest.
How
the subject-matter came into his mind is
another question which I do not now conMcJrr ; but that the present volume, in its
contents, was actually dictated
entire
from the lips of A. J. Davis, is a point
of which 1 have no more doubt than that
it is now for sale in Mr. Redfield's book
Nor can T. L. say that this is a
store.
blind belief, unsustained by adequate evi
The evidence 1 maintain to be
dence.
set forth in the scribe's in
irrefragably
troduction,
and unless this evidence is
met and shown to be false, all the titades
and philippics that may be heaped up
from this time to the end of the century,
will avail nothing with candid and consid
This introduction not only
erate men.
details the origin and progress of Davis's
mesmeric career; not only contains the
most conclusive testimony to his previous
literary and scientific incompetency to the
task accomplished, but the whole process
is described of the delivery of the lec
tures as witnessed by more than two hun
dred persons who were, first and last,
The original drafts, subscribed
present.
by the witnesses in attendance at each
sitting are at all times accessible, and

With regard to the alleged infidelity
and the general character and ability of
the work, Professor

Bush

expresses him

self in strong terms.

" But has not T. L. fairly character
ized the work? Does it not teach the
most outrageously infidel doctrines, and is
not every word uttered in its favor so much
countenance given to downright diabolism?
The epithet ' infidel ' is very easily ap
plied as a cant term of invective, designed
to excite odium, and often in connections
where I can see nothing odious but the
At the same
spirit which prompts it.
time, that the work contains many senti
ments revolting to a Christian mind, and
which I deem exceedingly erroneous, is
These I reject as promptly and
certain.
But I
as cordially as T. L. himself.
must say, at the same time, that the
whole tenor of his critique does the gross
No one from
est injustice to the book.
his report would form the least idea of
and scope.
He
its general character
would naturally suppose that its whole
object was a crusade against Christianity
— that it was continually doing battle
with the Bible — that it teemed through
out with ribald impiety and blasphemy.
Now, let the truth be told. The senti
ments objected to form but a minor por
Taken as a
tion of the entire volume.
whole, the work is a profound and elabor
ate discussion of the philosophy of the
universe, and for grandeur of conception,
soundness of principle, clearness of illus
tration, order of arrangement, and encyclopediacal range of subjects, I know of
no work of any single mind that will bear
To every theme
away from it the palm.
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the inditing mind approaches with a cer
tain latent consciousness of mastery of
all its principles, details and technicalities,
and yet without the least ostentatious dis
mental prowess.
In
play of superior
every one the speaker appears to be
equally at home, and utters himself with
the easy confidence of one who had made
each subject the exclusive
study of a
whole life.
The manner in the scientific
calm,
dignified and
department is always
conciliatory, as if far more disposed to
the
excuse than to censure
errors which
it aims to correct, while the style, so far
from ' unmeaning bombast,' is easy, flow
ing, chaste, appropriate, with a certain
indescribable simplicity that operates like
a chatm upon the reader.
The grand doctrine insisted on through
out, is that of spiritual captation, or in
other words, that all natural forms and
organisms are effects, mirrors, and ex
pressions of internal spiritual
principles
that are their causes, just as the human
soul is the proximate cause of the human
These spiritual essences are from
body.
God, the infinite Spirit, and they work by
As a
inherent forces which are laws.
necessary result, there are no immediate
creations by a Divine Jml, but a constant
chain of developments, iu an
evolving
ascending series, from the lowest types of
organization to the highest — This theory
is reasoned out with consummate ability
and its application to the geological history of our globe and its varied produc
tions forms one of the most finished spe
cimens of philosophical argument which
is to be met with in the English language.
Yet the scope of the work is as far as
possible from being purely speculative.
It constantly aims at a practical result —
the reunion of the race in a grand frater
nity of interest and affection ; and the
sole reason of introducing the biblical and
discussion is to show the
theological
operation of the religious element in pro
ducing the disunity and antagonism that
now exist in ibe world, and which mutt
in some way be abolished before univer
In this,
sal harmony can be compassed.
though the end is good and the treatment
of the subject masterly, yet I am as well
satisfied as any one that the reasoning is
fallacious and that the tmtii would have
been more accordant with bis general
scheme."

The facts contained in the following
statement are sufficiently carious,

it must

be confessed.

" Now inasmuch as all this is the pro
whose
duction of an illiterate stripling,
mind left to itself could never even have
grasped the first conception of such a
work, I feel at liberty to conclude that
preternatural agencies have been concern
What other infer
ed in its origination.
ence can be drawn from the following
passage ?
" ' The existence of eight planets has
been determined upon as nearly beyond all
Still the eighth and ninth are not
doubt.
yet recognized as bodies belonging to the
But the orbit that the
Solar System.
last one occupies was the extreme circum
emanation
ference of the atmospheric
from the sun.'
" Now I am willing to testify under
oath that I was made acquainted with this
annunciation several months before the
intimation was given in this
slightest
discovery, and I
country of Leverrier'a
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can appeal to respectable gentlemen to were the lessons learnt ? Hi* time during
whom I mentioned the fact at the time, the day was incessantly occupied with
and who immediately
reminded me of medical examinations,
visits,
receiving
the circumstance when intelligence of the taking exercise, &c.
The night alone
—
remained for it.
How much sou Id he
Whence
discovery reached our shores.
And in what way was the
did he obtain this information ? Even if have slept?
it is resolved, as it would be by some, in cramming process carried on ' Were the
Lectures read to him from books or man
to a mysterious sympathy with Leverrier'a
mind, still it is obtained through a pre uscripts, or were they dictated mva t:oce?
medium.
ternatural
The fact of the They were not read from books, for they
above announcement I am persuaded will are not to be found in books.
And as to
He will ex their being read from manuscripts, is it
weigh nothing with T. L.
—
—
the
as
a
hit
a
or
credible
that
man
it
regard
plain
guess
capable of this
the whole account as a shameless lie on I work would resort to such a paltry expethe part of the confederacy of infidels : dient, and he found wearing out the long
who have clubbed their wicked wits to , hours of the night in these protracted
get up the book ; but the matter will have readings, instead of giving it directly to
weight with the public, who will require :the world in his own name oranonymousto be satisfied as to ihe motive? of credi ! ly ' But even if this stretch of literary
ble men in attempting to palm oil" a de I knavery be supposed possible, as perhaps
testable falsehood upon the community." I it may, yet the hypothesis is knocked in
the head at once by the fact, that the
Professor Bush thus meets the charge witnesses will all attest, that in hundreds
of instances, in the delivery of the Lec
of imposture.
tures he launched out, in reply to ques
"And here I roast advert to his reiterated tions proposed on the spot, into extended
He says the work digressions, incidental to the main scope,
charges of imposture.
' carries on its
very face evidence of gross showing a complete mastery of the sub
and intimates very clearly ject in its various ramifications and rela
imposition,'
that of the three only possible hypotheses tions, and which could not possibly have
the last is the true one, namely : that the been included in his prescribed role, supbook is ' from beginning to end a shame ; posing him to have been furnished with
This was remarkably
the case
less and wicked imposture, practised by : one.
evil spirits in this world, and for most when 1 was myself present, and pro
pounded a question, through his magnewicked ends,' closing with the very gen
tle and Christian suggestion, that its au tizer, relative to the import of the Hebrew
'
thors should M forthwith
introduced to word for firmament,' which he answered
These di
the Grand Jury, though from the temper with the utmost correctness.
of his article one would suppose that he gressions, which, were oftentimes singu
larly interesting and instructive, do not
grieved at the lack of a Grand Inquisition
to deal with such ' pestilent fellows.'
If appear in the volume."
this should be attempted, I hope he will
He explains the errors which he finds
not forget the first step — viz : to catch
the culprits.
but to the charge.
In in the work, in the following manner.
what sense does T. L. affirm the work to This explanation will not be so satisfac
be an imposture ? There is no imposture tory to those who do not receive Swedenin the fact of the book's existence, for
borg's views of the spiritual world, as it
here it is before us, and it has bean pro
is to the Professor, who, it is well known,
duced by somebody. There is no impos
ture either in the fact that the book was is an earnest and devoted disciple of the
dictated by the lips of A. J. Davis, for New Church.
the manuscripts show the signatures of
" It is unquestionable, in my view, that
267 witnesses, who heard one or more of
them delivered, to which the very re the work is intrinsically
blemished by
spectable name of Professor Lewis of something for which mere error is too
Its mode of treating the
this City may be added, a gentleman soft a term.
whose veracity T. L. will not question. Bible and several of its cardinal doctrines,
He has expressly asserted it in the New I regard as an absolute enormity, and it is
York Observer. We have thus pushed proper that my exceptions on this score
the alleged imposture into very close should be very emphatically expressed in
We have clearly traced the any notice that may bear a commendatory
quarters.
But in doing this I have not
book to Davis as the ostensible source. aspect.
But what was his real agency in the Davis himself in my eye, for 1 am certain
matter ? Was he the prime mover or that whatever might be his private opin
Was his ion he would never, from his own im
merely the obsequious tool?
in this
asserted Mesmeric state a veritable reality pulse, have expressed himself
I father the mischief directly
or a concerted sham ' One or the other manner.
of these assertions must be assumed. If upon its true source in that world from
was real, the book is un which I am persuaded it comes.
As to
the staii:
doubtedly genuine, whatever may be the human instigators, I acquit them one and
The
theory in regard to the man all of any participation in the affair.
particular
ner in which the ideas came into his idea of such agency is to my mind, know
If it was not real, but mere pre ing aa 1 do the whole history of the affair
mind.
from the very egg, simply ridiculous.
tence, then he must have been previously
I
crammed with the matter, and recited it recognize solely the hand of him who is
off as a school-boy does his piece. But wont to sow tares while men are asleep.
And if any one is disposed to echo
see what difficulties crowd upon this sup
'
In the first place, the Lectures T. L.'s queries, and ask how any rightposition
were, on an average, from one to three minded person,
whether
Professor
of
hours long, and continued from day to Hebrew or of anything else, can aid or
day, with slight interruptions, for a year abet in the circulation of a work contain
and two months.
Here is, in the outset, ing infernal falsities, I answer that the
a prodigy of memory which taxes credu
psychological phenomenon is still stupen
lity to the utiruju
But wheie and when dous and claiming all consideration, while

at the same time, jost in proportion to the
evidence of its true origin it becomes
' In vain is the. net
powerless for harm.
If T. L. or
spread in sight of any bird.'
any other man were absolutely assured
that any portion of* this book reflected a
direct influx frnm lying spirits,
would
that portion be likely to do him injury ?
Would he not be guarded against it in
exact proportion to the strength of his
assurance?
Now the whole drift of my
explanation is to evince the possibility of
this very thing, and thus to eontervail its
evil tendency.
Viewed in this light, my
agency in the matter is fairly to be re
garded as conservative rather than trw
reverse.
I administer an antidote in de
lecting the bane. I attribute the falsities
directly to prompters behind the curtain of
flesh.
T. L. refers them to the same
source , but indirectly.
They have first
acted upon the lackeys of Satan, and
them
Davis.
This can
through
upon
nevei be shown, which, however, it could
be and would be, if it were true.
As it
is, the budy of proof of the preternatural
origin of the book is overwhelming, and
unless T. L. is smitten with a passionate
love of beating the air, he will hence
forth direct his assaults apaiuM the only
point where they will tell ; and even here
1 venture to predict they will tell only of
his defeat."

THE BOSTON EVENING TRANSCRIPT. —
This popular Journal has recently an
nounced a change of hands, or perhaps,
we should say, an interchange of hands.
Miss WALTER,

who has conducted it for

five years with distinguished approbation,
retires from the editorial charge, and is suc

We are
ceeded by EPES SARGENT, Esq.
glad to unite our good wishes with those
of the daily press, on taking leave of a
from whom we have now

fellow-laborer,

and then received a sharp shot;
that

all

her to a greater
Integral

and trust

experience will lead
faith in " Domestic and*

her future

Association," than she has been

accustomed

to express

in

that

form of

which we are the humble advocates.

If you would strike at the root of
and Slavery, organize Industry.

War
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ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL

CHAPTER

PER ANNUM.

SCIENCE.*

IV.

j the precious
! tractions.

18,

formula of Order for the At-

be hindered

by

any

obstacle

in

time or space, necessarily presumes unity
" Oinnia per scalam qn.ind.imad unitatcm as- of design.
cendunt.— farmenittes and Plato."
The sum of these metaphysical unities,
•'Deux ordres successifs repissent 1'existrnce
bound together,
constitutes the
firmly
Mr-rhumme, des humains,dc la terrc ct du ciel.
in the governTout nut. tout vit, tout meurt, mais tout cst eter- j general unity of system
ncl:
j ment of the world.
I, 'ombre foit Ic tableau,1'errfinrfait la science.
1 We may state then, a priori, that the
La unit, de la nature iudiquc le rercil :
•universe emanates from one all powerful
l.a coracte est I'cnfance crrante, cchevelee.
I .a Plancte cst la vienfe a I'hyinen conviec
principle;
CoDipagoehcurcuse du soleil."
|
./. Jaumrt.
Is moved by only one spring ;
i
Performs all its labor, of combination
I. .
and of order, by a single process ;

Realizes in its increasing action a single
is the !
•
universal motive power of beings, and aim.
The two extreme terms of this Trilogy
that its influence controls the destinies of
the moral as well as of the physical are known to us.
The spring we have named Attraction.
universe.
We have also ascertained in
The aim, with regard to the individual,
the human sonl, besides attraction, the i
can
be no other than his natural and com;
existence of a principle of distribution and
.calculation, intended not to oppose, but to I plete development ; and with regard to
; the whole, the harmonic union of beings.
regulate the development of passions, to
We have yet to discover the process
determine and adjust their conditions of
which the general order can be real
by
and
with
the
other,
with
each
equilibrium
exterior objects which call them into ac ized, for the purpose of applying it to the
tion.
The sum of these conditions should labors which compose the function of Ilube presented
scientific,

under a form so absolutely j manity upon the globe.
The life of every being,

that we need not hesitate to call

whatever

its

it the Law of order of the passional pow i rank, rests on two buses; 1. Union and
ers ; for in proportion as this law shall be assimilation of parts to form a distinct in
of
existence
more or loss correctly understood and ap dividual ; 2. Temporary
i the being through consecutive and inplied, will order or disorder result from
' sensible transformations.
The series is
the passions, which have always a sover
then at the foundation of this two-fold
eign influence, for good or for evil, on the I
; movement, which resolves itself into a
iudividual, as well as on social life.
'
a, seTo discover the nature of passional series of aggregation of parts, and
•
ur euccession.
The
motive, we were obliged to ascend to the rics of continuity
In like j former performs its evolution in space,
general principle of movement.
manner, it is only in the laws of univer
sal order, that we shall be able to discover

the latter in time.

NUMBER
man

has

intelligence

Let us explain.

until

now

15.
ascer
with

by its results,

tained this law oiily

THE SERIES.

Study of the &rics.
We have shown that attraction

CROSBY AND NICHOLS,
WASHINBTON STREET, BOSTON.

1847.

The unity of impulsive force in all
spheres of movement implies unity of
will and action in the directing power ;
and unity of will in the first cause or
God, who on account of his Omnipotence,
cannot

IIl

No.

out having been able to penetrate deeper
into its principle and mode of action.
The aggregation of parts is the first phe
nomenon of individual life ; but the Series
in space goes beyond this.
No being lives isolated,

independent
; it is on the contrary

and self-sufficing
by

a permanent

beings,

communion

like himself

parts

other

with

of a larger

unit, that he develops his personality
retains

and

From some of these beings

it.

he has received life, others assist him to
it ; this

sustain

mode of existence
universal

of services

interchange
the individual,

for

constitutes

by an unbroken

life

a second

and connects

him to
chain of

progressive solidarity.

This phenomenon is so evident that we
need not stop to prove it.
the aggregation of parts
Therefore,
forms individual beings or simple uni
ties, and the aggregation of beings forms
in other
centres or compound unities;
words, the Series
fundamental

laws

in space is one of the
of life. Let us now

explain the Series in time.
The life of every being presents a
character of continuity or duration, pro
portional
I cohesion

not only

to the

number

and

of its parts, but also to the
importance of the function it is destined
to perform in the life of the unit of which
it forms a part.
Each

link

harmoniously

of that chain of continuity,
united to the preceding and

by insensible transitions,
constitutes the duration, or vital career of
Uut is its identity absolute,
a being.
to the following

that is, does it remain always invariably
the same ? Far from it ; we have shown,
on the contrary, that a movement of suc
cessive transforniatit.n£, too rapid, niinule
and evanescent
rately,

but yet

to be appreciated t.cpano less real, stands in

Every being is evidently formed of a I constant opposition to the inertness of
Finally two intepril
certain number of parts, united one to the Imaterial particles.
* Entered according to Act of Congress, in
other, and assuming particular shapes, j transformations, called beginning and end,
the vear 18-1-7,
by JE\* M. PALISSE, in the
and death, limit the evolution of
Clerk's Office of the District Court of Massa according to a law of proportion, without lor birth
chusetts.
Hu i individual life, and a phenomenon similar
which nothing distinct can exist.
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self in the life of the nation, and through
latter in that of the whole of Hu

lives every where.
the

powerful,

that

life-like

it,

This is, we repeat

profound,

is

it

of birds

ambiguous

the flying

to fishes,

birds

and

is

the bat,
ambiguous of the same series
which unites birds with the rrjammiferous
quadrupeds.
Such
sides

With
quickening
aspect of the Series.
The series of continuity or time is then it, we unfold the mystery of the harmonic
evidently
only the counterpart of that inequality of beings, of their hierarchal
relations, and then we can understand the
of aggregation.

process, that

over

the

pects

not only

pre

of

construction

integral

over their combinations
but

of

the power and universality

the serial

and living beings, or inanimate

manity.

fish, which
the superior

elements, and

with each other,

itself also in all the as
are capable of assuming

manifests
they

:

the

is the organ, the active functionary,

inferior

it

does not exist : it is an abstraction ; but it

or

links

Thus, for ex
of the

interlocked.

the

another, without leaving for an instant the series

genitor, down to the
extinction of the family, which merges it
stock

which

that eminence, from one sphere to ample,

from

of time, of which hirth and death are the conducting thread, down to the function
points of contact with a temporal series, of the last organ found in the least of all
of which each generation is but a link of things.
The neutral and purely numerical atom
the continuous chain extending from the
original

the lower and superior series, with

with

is

nf man constitutes a unit

of Series,

Universality

is

ample, the life

of the
Functionary
and to descend

ism, the Culminating

gation, connects them with a continuous
Thus, for ex
series of a higher order.

it

unites the series of aggre

to that which

number, lines, sounds, forms and colors.

the aerial process is both the religious meaning, the purpose and the
Number
the expression of the law of
and the most exact formula sign of legitimate paver.
We eay
aggregation and of continuity.
The Series, then, has
simultaneous This whole
of the evolution of life in all degrees.
composed of so many
and under parts
But if the reader has followed atten and successive development
has lasted so many hours, days,

it

Therefore

were

purely

numerical,

if

the Series

the spontaneous

would be entirely without purpose ; there
would then be no individual vocation or
aptitude, no definite attraction, no motive,
adaptation

Descending
Wing,

Maturity,
Old Age,
2nd Infancy.
Death.

) I

) ^ ~)

}

a

the preceding table,

the connection of

explained
series of any kind
is

C •?(

used

in

with, the

as the infinite Organ

is

is ;

It

it
is
a

is

Virility.

End, or
transformation,

by

world God himself,

a

is
a

;

a

a

a

in

it

of

Series, an harmon

;

a

of

Apogee

SEKIES IN SPACE.
For a
For an agffrrgation
For an inert
in its most elementary state, in the mine
vegetable.
body.
of beingi.
ral, for example, presents an organization
External parts,. .Radicles,. .Inferior ambiguous.
of
capable
attracting molecules, and of a Internal parts,. .Roots,
. Inferior families and
varieties.
The
spontaneous movement of parts.
Centres of atO Trunk, or Inferior genera,or
higlier we look, the wider becomes the
traction and > capital
capita)group.
of gravity,
organ,
fiuid of action of organs, the more dis
tinctness, individuality
and freedom they Internal parts,. .Branches. .Superior generaand
families.
The Series is then especially
possess.
Flowers,
an Orditiator of Functions;
and this is its External parts, fruits, &. Superior ambiguous.
leaves,
truly useful side, its hierarchal value.
It is only by means of the Series that
The designation, inferior and superior,
it becomes possible to connect

the

The laws of Esthetics

edifice.

have no higher

Infancy,
Youth.

) )

of each being, nor
of each of the organs of the being.
We see, on the contrary, that life, even

no special

progression of partial

SER1ES IN TIMK.
For human l(fe.
For an evolution.
Transition, or
Birth.
beginning,

character to each of its component parts,

re

and the more the dignity and
presents always
unity
ina-case, an apogee, power of lines increase, the more perfect

pression.

Ascending
Wing,

building,

of equilibrium

and of hierarchy, of the functional series,
the better
realizes,
the midst of

decrease, an end.
period
few examples.
Here are

movement, the innate instinct which gives

statue, of

and more universal

ex

In the same way, the convergence of the
focus, to form the unitary

various colors to

color White, or their grouping
sive shades
pherical

phenomena, exhibits

of the serial process.
present
ginning

perfectly

with

the transition

in succes

all the physical and atmos
Does

graduated

the power
not

day
series, be

the twilight, which

a

Let us again observe that

body, of

forma

or ambiguous moment be

tween darkness

and light, to mid day,
scries, when the

apogee of the luminous

light decreasing gradually
pearance of the sun,
the evening

with the disap

merges itself with

twilight, which

again con

nects day to night?
Sauna"
so evidently

subject to the
same law, that the two rudimental aspects
of the series, simultanenusness and con
tinuity,

form the two distinct elements

of

under the name Mel

the musical series,

and Harmony
(continuous
series)
Again, does not
(simultaneous series.)
the Tonic present
central
every tune,

ody

point,

round

which

a

life.

Series, regularly

us

a

of general

support

of

in

unitary

a period

Pliasis,

the Series.

Let

configurations.

to flects the characteristics

in

the

converging

beginning,

al> imaginable

observe also, that the more fully the form

is

towards

though

a

that the Organic

these primary elements suffices to realize

a

function,

fulfils

So

studied or constructed,

series of straight lines, planes and forms
and the aggregate of

is

of these unities, each individual
different

a

race, form

serial unities, but also that in the develop
ment of activity which constitutes the life

is, according

Centre, Superior

Apogee,

) $ )

nation,

as family,

which

Pivot, Capital Element

or aggrega

way as to offer

increase and decrease, around
organ

J

such

kind,

such

and

of

tion,

ascending

the successive

superior

are co-ordinated

a

not only

dugrees of human collectivity

a

that

progressive

in

but also that each of these organs acts a hierarchised,
part, fulfils a determinate function, in tlie
vital evolution of the being ; and finally

by

that the parts are called organs

these organs

life begins.

series of points, the curve

are series of lines

a

special

that

The line

ic

unity resulting from the scriation or ag
gregation of several organs and faculties,

but,
equal, vague and indiscriminate
on the contrary, that the function of each
;

I

discover not only that man is a collective

of the being an influence always

a

life of that tree.

wuy, to the normal

the life

;

elements contribute, each in its particular

being, has nothing vitalj
only
one of the metaphysical aspects of life,
as are time and space as soon as
being
realized amid these intangible ele

their
only
number and duration, and exercising on ments, its hierarchal

a

that these

differing

f/

form ; but also

of uniform or monoto

;

and

is

number

not composed

or

;

in

it

nous portions,

from each other in

in
a

is

and so forth, differing

collection of individuals,

individual

true that num

ber does not express the hierarchal degree
for number
only an abstraction.

Thus, taking a tree for but also functional.
also functional.
Whence
results,
an not
example, ] not only ascertain, tlmt it is an that the vital evolution, whether
aggregation of a certain number of ele
ments : roots, trunk, branches, leaves,

It

years, and so forth.
is

con

not only numerical,

it

;

which are always

a

these two forms,
nected with life,

it
is

tively our reasoning, he must understand
that the scries is not only numerical but

;

a

a

is

:

most general

the

melodic

series
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mathematical

From this point of the smallest

element.

and does not the sphere continues to expand,

of a key consti-

Chord

the fundamental

and to

freely,

returns?

embraces

all

the

until

of beings, and reducing

of the human hour has come

labors

bodies when

to atoms the largest

their

rhythm of crea

Eternal

!

circulates

which it invariably

it

itself,

nnfdlds

227

Pivot sf the Harmonic series mind and reflects them towards one com tions, which can not be better expressed
which Truth, Justice, and than in the words of the man who was
to a succession of accords, mon centre,
forming several serial systems, graduated Beauty are only various aspects of the the first to reveal to the world its magnifi
in

tnie the

same metaphysical

around the Dominant?

and hierarchized

"

cence

unity.

:

connected

Double vibration, ascending and

This constitutes the culminating series, descending, from the infinitely small to
governed by the series, from the most last term or limit of tradition, and of the infinitely great, and from the infinite
which
great to the infinitely small." — (Fou
philosophical liberty, that series
vague idea, to the highest scientific classi
An Idea is a simple series com mathematics are linked with morals, in rier.)
fications.
To l.c Continued.
posed of as many elements as the object of which science becomes poetry and reli
and
the
which
the
mission
of
It
for
has
which it is the exponent.
pivot gion,
The transcendent FROM THF FRENCH OF VICTOR CONSIDIRAlfT.
future to construct.
or principal organ, the most characteristic
character of that universal synthesis,
Translatedfor the Harbinger.
point of the subject ; around it are collec
will be distinguished
which
ted into graduated groups qualities, less by
it

it
is

ly

in

I

Finally, all labor of human thought is

connection with higher

or

present

Groups,

ing analogous phenomena.

and the

serial

part of

also.

will shed

it

laws

itself seem to form

law

is of arranging

them into

and the art of reasoning, consists in noth
ing else but in constructing with more or

and

OF

EQUILIBRIUM
OPMENT

OF

to life and society

OR
THE

DEVEL

INTEGRAL

AND OF

INDIVIDUAL

INDUSTRY.

glance so firm and comprehensive,

giving

AND EXTER

INTERNAL

LVXURY,

NAL

by rising to this height, that Fou
of Reason has for
of associating Ideas, rier has been able to cast on human des
series ; tinies

FIRST.

BOOK

Attraction,

a

that

fundamental

HARMONY.

every

U

faculty

is, that

on all human science.

light

It

operation

one of its

a

Every
basis the

preceding

CHAPTER

new

I.

serve as a transition,

those

in

to others also,

from

it

and less special or important, and which
being common to the idea expressed, and

Development of the Physical
Health,
powers;
Vigor and Material
and econo
politicians,
metaphysicians,
less accuracy, ideal series.
ftichet.
What is the difference between a logi mists. We shall limit to this our gener
"
precious thing health, the only thinir. in
It is this,
analysis of the series, and attempt tocal man and a weak thinker?
truth, which merits that we spend not only time,
ideas
sum
few
words
the
present
of
that in the former the seriation
ideas
up
sweat, labor, money, but even life in its pursuit;
an injury to at.
inasmuch as without
life
the preceding pages.
is truer, their relative importance better ed to the reader
Pleasure, wisdom, science, virtue, without
The
life
of
dialectic
of
the
being
phenome
whilst
the
every
appreciated,
grow dull and vanishaltogether."— Montaigne.
in non of movement. The permanent prin
latter presents gaps, interruptions;
The
attraction.
common parlance, he lacks connection in ciple of movement
"My Theory may be reduced to this; the
his ideas ; he attributes an exaggerated exterior formula of movement or compo
substitution of uhort instead of long sessions,in
the
practice of industry." — Fovrier.
of
and
the
harmonic
idea,
sition,
not
seri
to
a
weak
does
aggregation
importance
the deceitful

of Integral

illusions

is

is

L

is
a

it

it

in

in
a

A

al

escape

ii

basis,

it

progression

around

having

co-ordained

which in process of time, forming groups,
classifications,
receive the
syntheses,
tific series,

Later,

constructed

tions of human intellect,

several
approach

frac
each

potential

superior order.

Thus all sciences,

physical,

natural,

compose

a

astronomical,

it

it

its way.
one sense;

for Industry

even organized into

The series appears then as the con
structive process of general order, from
the atom to God, as the mould of the
successive development of life, and also

bands.

as the mirror which reflects simultaneous

out chiefs,

its various aspects.

adopts all

be

partial

The army of laborers
like an army of defense or
which should be composed of
without

communication,

to-day

invasion,
mass of

without ties, with

uniform,

men without

defective

not
to-day
and detached
is

is

;

ad

impulse,

to atoms every thing

This comparison, however,

discipline,

acting

without
con

separately,

ings, as soon as they appear, and distri
tradicting one another, and the great ma
butes them on the scale of Time and jority of soldiers destitute of anus or am
Space as notes of universal harmony.
law of contiast,

of accord and hie

rarchy, pointing out tho place and mission

munition.

would be

this army, without
field

Imagine

* All things attain to Unity, through degrees. say at such
rangements
serial unity, having for pivotal organ, the — furaienida and J'ln'.o.

mechanical,

vast

quondam

of its

energy

unilatem ascendunt.*

A

a

other, and finally uniting form
series of

scien

by various
a

name of science.

scalam

the

and grinds

fine sight to see

colors, come upon the
tactician

who

should

sight: "Here are fine ar

for attack and defence;

is

on each other, call into existence opinions

circle, of which

the soul and the prin

per

by

powerful

mass, multi

it

acting

Omnia

plied

crushes

one

whose

army,

a

The ideas of several thinkers,

an infinite

the centre,

this

and compact

the universality

bands,

scattered

isolated,

a

pro

gone.

the same way

finally interlocks

It

connection,

is

:

every thing or nothing
hierarchy, all

gression,

ly

it,

he constantly re God
particularly,
without transitions, apropos to ciple.

dimensions

is

of beings

curs to

pre

itself on all points. Napoleon
came and learned to compose, of all the

in

of these, often the least important,

it

unit,

occu

a

then harmonizing

thread that connects them is broken ; one
pies him

unit of larger
in

but the

with

in

He has ideas enough,

series.

them

pro

is

portional to the degree of each, connects

of constructing

power

distinct circle of activity,

a

man no longer possesses the serial faculty,

in
a

acting

tho

first, that Fourier does fur industry

The
cisely what Napoleon did for war.
divided the forces and
ancient tactics

the parts so as to form beings capable of weakened

to analyze and account for this disaster!
That
it can be done in a few words.
he has lost

un

doubtedly this prominent feature from the

It

and acts at random, he is insane !

he will have remarked

in

it

ing and decreasing

Pivot.
The series, after
How

speaks

to accommodate itself to every branch of
industry,

a

he denies his friends,

movement of increas

the organization

regulates

of labors, and whose elasticity enables

!

is disorganized,

presents

the reader has fairly understood the

formula which

in

he loses his

the thinker
equilibtium,

Considered in its organic work
a

RARCHY.

:

aspects

social life break down the most powerful

at once the brain of ings

has also two
and Space;
Num|itr, and Function or HIE

Time

a

tion,

that the un
happens occasionally,
favorable circumstances which surround

All

If

the series.

The series has two modes of evolu

It

constitutions.

is

does not of beings,

ate or ordinate ideas regularly,
construct the series hierarchally.
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they com
beware of forming com- ! in relation to the laborer, and in relation hundred polishers of steel
There are millions of facts monly begin this kind of labor at the age
panics and hands ; let the combatants re- . to the labor.
might be of fourteen, and at this age they are for
main isolated, luissezfaire, let them alone !j upon which the comparison
Let us cite a few of the most part of strong constitution, vigwill spring
up between established.
Competition

oroni, and externally

act j them,

for anarchy;

II.

and free competition!
•
,
,
nr i
i
We have people who have given them-

for

twelve

hours

;

of

I

"o' ^ing able to endure the pernicious
of the dust upon their lungs.
considerable number
During the war,

effects

j

a

;

is

j

a

it

j

:

j

'

|

l.

I

:

;

of them worked

most

in

the

country, and often in large rooms, having
They were occupied
several openings.
at the same time with other parts of the
and consequently
operations,
Besides,
spent less time in polishing.
entire
often happened to them, during

cutlery

months, that they labored only three or
as! four hours per day, through want of wahaving
tendency to preserve from this ter, which was the only power employed
motion,
disease. — This fact too
verv remark- at that time to keep the stones
the wants of commerce had
Meanwhile
able.
on

the con-

by M. Lombard,

!

j

You

were less robust than the other workmen,
because

in

the fur-

deep.

had not been remarked that the polishers

is

!
\

and

Other trades of industry,

trary, are signalized
a

head, the

! ;

bor, none of your labor of love;
are both straight
may go and see.

shut

escape,

; ja

a

a

at their

ten acres are neatly and duly turned up.
And this was none of your apology for larows

way

examination

nested and well tackled ploughs
the and so forth
among women, thoae
three platoons rush simultaneously tn the whose lungs are the most endangered, are
charge, and two hours afterward, when seamstresses, shoe-binders, glove-makers,
the ploughs return to the yard, defiling in embroiderers and polishers."
music

strange

of

a

3,

manom-

ten days in succession,

with

them,

against

and tor, the printer, the hatter, the soldier,
the jeweller, the miller,
day. — The Associative
the mattressIndustry will put upon this field three maker, the lace maker, the retailer of
Groups, of twelve, fifteen or twenty la- •liquors, the wig-maker,
the scrivener,
borers;
ir- the cook, the turner, the shoe-maker,
thirty or forty mounted,

columns,

age

it

drudge

But some are obliged to ubaii-

account.

don thia state during their apprenticeship,

and laborious

:

a

a

weary,

conscientious

field of ten acres, civilized

plough and
puts
boorish
peasants;

industry

seven

of two hundred and twenty! war!) they commonly continue at this
labor all their life, though they are well
states, — that certain professions lutve
couple of strong tendency to develop pulmonary con- aware of its fatal results,
" such as those of the sculp"Before the end of the last century
there they sviaptiun

industrial

; :

execution,

written after

! j

On

in

in

vres.

of

fin
months, when their apprenticeship
ished, they begin to labor on their own

memoir of M. Lomappears from
Fourier's bard, of Geneva, read at the Academy of! among them enrolled at an early
that the Sciences, Feb.
1834, —
memoir but now that this way of escape

mass ought to be substituted fur the individual

and infirmities." —*!&'.

v^nc^rinen^^"™'

It

recogniaing

pulmonary

end

,

' i i

his

is

!

a

savans!

The prominent feature then
conception

country

asses asses, these men

1j

are called

to

the

.

they call

in

where

in

of laborers — and

army

At

consumption.

:

I'1

'" In
''• places where the people of Civilization
,l„ „,,,
,|;,. of prctting hunger, they die of (tola
iot die
'
selves the name of economists, and who starvation through privations ; of ipteatatirt
starvationwhich obliges them to eat unwhulefor forty years have talked in this way, ,ome food . of immiMnt ,t,rvation .through eslabor, forced to devote themselre* to!
<•«i
in the face of the immense undisciplined

at least, evince no

predisposition

particular

is

to

how

know

in war, hurrah

a

will

each

for the best;

(a

them;

:

very well, this!

M. Lombard mentions as causes of; increased, (perfection of Civilization!)
and the consumption, " the prolonged and continu- and they were obliged to subdivide the
the labors are organized
to say, each laborer occuexample;
ous exercise of
great many trades, and 'labor; that
short and varied sessions.
the impure air of the workshops." He pied himself exclusively with one part of
S/tini sessions, — in this word lies the says — these are his own words — "the the work (perfection of Civilization!).
is

.

j

|

a

in

j

Here you have the principle

of Fourier

in

a

a

in

a

professions, and to

a

made

limited

single

it

(perfection

ten

sixteen

of perfections

and

results of this change of system

one ble. — The grinders at diy stones die be

disease,

twenty-eight

and

those who use alternately

con

is
: j

is

the

" The

number of tween

back upon

which

workmen,

as

on their health have been most deplora
by

any symptoms of pain.
Here was an examination
man, with regard to

then, we

of

a

state, as soon as they begin to experience

this law of distribution.
Let any one make the same
sumption.
design of nature, and we study, only more complete, and upon all
are led at once into Association, for
the maladies or deformities of the human
more than evident that the separation of! body, and he will be prepared to comprefull

as many

j

and incorporated according to their affini
and you have the Series.
What
point of departure

and often

up

eight or

containing

j

j

become affiliated

ties,

ever be our

chambers,

in

!
)

!

aggregations,

j

to form

little

continued progress!).

is

in

is

is

it

necessary

Groups; these Groups

suddenly found themselves cooped
stones,

by

il

• I

is

easy to conceive that the principle ercise in the open air, being careful to use
of short sessions involves the employment those muscles which, during their labor, are
of Groups and Series, for
M. Lombard
necessary tn constrained
repose."
1o make up
the number of laborers' calls attention to the utility which certain
•what lost
the duration of the labor; workmen might derive from
cfuinge

thirty years
the diy and the

;

it

worth of il.

the germ, absence ot' muscular exercise being
1780, steam having been sub
fre- Finally,
to recognize the queni cause of consumption,
motive power (new
sedentary stituted for water as
the grinders
workers mtgtU to take every day
little ex perfection of Civilization
a

moment

'

a

whole theory
I<et us pause

moist stones, die between forty and forty-

five;

finally,

those

moist

stones,

do net lite

who

use only

the

beyond

fifty

;

' j

j

a

I

j

it

if

they give themselves up con
years,
properties, tlle narrow system of the fanv hend the hygienic value of civiloed Jn- stantly to this labor.
was
In 1822,
ily, docs not by any means permit the dustry. — The following
passage, ex- found that out of 2,500 polishers of all
Ibrraation of Groups and Series, since each tracted from
whs
foreign Review,
gives us classes, there were but thirty-five
one stays at home in this exclusive sys- details and figures, respecting the trade had reached tbe age of fifty years, and
tem.
of the polisher of steel.
about double that number who had reach
" Tlte articles which they polish at ed forty-five years while out of eighty
This laid down, we will now study the
are forks,

razors, scissors, pen

;

j

j

; ;

a

man at the same occupation all the workmen
use only dry grind stones,
hours of the day and all the days of his others only moist ones some use both.
life.
We have to examine the question They count at Sheffield about twenty-five

ii

polishing forks, and
who used only dry stones, not
single

adutts employed

Some

dividual

had reached

in

knives, table knives, and so forth.

a

!

Sheffield,

.

influence of the substitution of short sessions for tl.e Civilized regime which keeps

the age of thirty-

six years.

The singular

established

that the most

fact seems thus
laboiious men,
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were

those who lived the shortest

while

those who reached an age a little
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time ; a little attention you might find analogous ! poisons
monstrosities in the organs of every man I system.

kills man by a compound

and

more advanced, had led, in general, a dis given for a long time to one monotonous
1.
a single organ
By
exhausting
'
The cruel deformity of the pavers through excessive exercise ;
sipated life : so that intemperance itself labor.
seems to have been favorable to duration and stone-cutters, is a fact well known to ! 2. By depriving all the other organs of

of existence, only, without douht, be
cause it separated the workman
for a
time from those fatal occupations.
Dr.
Knight, of Sheffield, who has published

all

the

and

world,

which

this ! an exercise absolutely

justifies

Many more examples

assertion."

might

to keep

necessary

up health and life.

anil especially
that of the
of bottles in the glass-houses,
in an essay all the information thus far the muscles of whose cheeks finally lose
gathered on this subject, reports several all faculty of motion and of voluntary

'
'

statistical facts which he has observed in

j institute completely, after hearing all the
witnesses, the criminal
process against

introduces

his son after him into

ambuscade ;

he

must

earn

In these times of industrial and

bread !

economical

many animals or

necessary

masters

their hired laborers as
machines,

are

about making

the rest so indifferent

for sanitary
that
factories,

their

fatigue

produced

....

excessive

motion, which
muscle,
now

call

lost health,
acute

or

premature

...

\Ve must

to account for all the

for all the pain,
chronic

and

of aj

or palsies

away

an organ.

society

exercise, of

frequent

of an action,

wears

limb,

for

the

by

repetition

the
pre

expenditures
in

cautions

the

perfectibility,

who only employ
so

And the seen the results of EXCESS

earn bread."

diseases,

deaths, due

for all the
for

all

to the WANT

the

i

•

,

'

we
Parts Correspondent,
from which
The
extracts.
lransIate
lIie f0nowjng
relation to the position taken by
part
and
England in the affairs of Switzerland
of the highest interest.
Italy
The de
scription of the effects of the Grain mo
France
also well worth the
nopoly
reading of those who are weak enough to
regard laisstz faire as the sum of political
*isdomIn such
monopoly are to he
found the legitimate results of that system
•
P.
.. of commercial anarchy, for which they
contend under the name of Freedom — an
anarchy which like all others can only end
despotism the strongest and most un*

father

We are once more indebted to the ed''or.of the **«%••" <"'".'he letter of his

is

we must

a
j

then?

:

kills the body ;

trade which

this odious

Facts of this kind, grave and numerous:
you
it is a as they are, still constitute only one of
We have just
but what the sides of our question.

make

Gentlemen,

n,p.IT.. ,y ™AUE,
up. vrp omr/URT A\n
A"AIKb
SWlT/EUiAND.
AND IlALl.

a

"

the same answer :

j

they will always

state, and

necessarily confined to his

,

know

is

the workmen ; which each
the certain dangers of their own function.

of; :

they

it is the outside

years,

Interrogate

of

Thirty

years!

limit of life !

r.

diseasing and deleterious influence of the,
system of co-t/m^y or monotony in the'
exercise of industry, — the only system!
this state of separation,
possible

______

-.
,... i_
[From the New York Tribune.]

in

cury, where they manufacture and grind
colors ; there too the oldest arc hut thirty

only

of pliy-

is

upon antimony, arsenic, capper and mer

______

,,,

too positive of the

are proofs unhappily

in

work

they

in
: j

where

is

/......

I

the manufactories

theme

Civilized Industry.
" Cities nre the gulfs of the human race. At
j
We have considered the physical action
the end of a few ecnerntioni, the rares perish;
,, »
and degenerate. They have to be mi«w«l; I of '«dsstrial continuHy, or monotony ; let
and it is always the country which furnishes the us now pass to its moral action.
supply." —
Rousseau.
To be Continued.
We have stated certain facts. They

a

in

Go and

the mortality

this

in

assassinations of your Industry.
consult the figures showing

that

We need a society

. sicians and physiologists, and an immense
'
labor to treat it in all its developments, to

i

you love statis
a few then relating to the

III.

feel

./.

Economists,

Messieurs
tics ; collect

play.

\Ve

sketched.

J.

clusion."

blowers

in

the infirmary of Sheffield, of which he is
physician, all tending to the same con

be added,

""npnlon"-

PAIUS, August 19, 1347.

the exercise, to the confined and sedentary life

number of

s

a

imposes on so great

;

in

; j

i

which

a

Pellet, on his return

professor

it

We are suffering from
scarcity of
ne"s ailH, of bread stuff9' and
See tlie health of men
from a tour in which he had visited a its functionaries^
"Tn"?.
ingly to-day (on account of yesterday
manufactories of office, of men in shops and countinggreat number of French
lloly Thursday) the journals of Paris do
not appear, and
cried out lately, in his course at the houses, and of that operative population,
spite of the abundant
Central School, — that it was a shameful with eyes sunken and yellow, cheeks hoi- harvest, the prices of Flour and Grain
learned

that

the

are

very

practised

much

shoulder,

backed on the right
their

trade

when they
for

in

r

I

;

is

'

in

'
'

a

is

;

j

.

js

'|

in

;

j

:

;

a

!

"

old public crier who had I know not what
With
muscle ossified by dint of crying.

j

at a

j

"

Hilaire, an

t

St.

^y

.

says Transon,

of M. Geoffray

,

have seen,"

,

"I

a long

'

time.

lecture

in

hump

,

have

press-men,

a.

offices,

in

remarked

^a

have

printing

in

of the body ; the same inconve
affects the thigh of cavaliers." I

vigor

a

nience

^

;

of the ground, and their leg
in spite of the general

slender,

i

the declivity
remains

,,,,,,

is

steep declivities,

vintagers, who cultivate
are fatigued behind by

,

" The

,

cripples.

,

and by the indefinite continuation of the
And when it does not kill, it

»

Civilized
Industry, then, raises evil to
the composite degree ; it kills at once by
the unwholesomeness of the workshops,

.

attorney ought to interfere.

came labor.

in js

king's

in

police and

,!

in a thousand

be poisoned

; that the

workshops

have risi:n ."«'"n :.a considerable rise
almost all the markets of middle
ranco
who enter by hundreds in the morning
aIso ailnotllicciJ.
The cause of the rise
the great manufactories, and are vomited
Paris
the deficiency in Flour
the
the evening with the hot vapors stocks of the dealers arc almost exhaustforth
i-'d, and but few new addi.ions come in. as
and the vitiated air
which they h;tvu
people are busy with the harvest, tliieshbeen living.
lne water
a!so Iow ;„ lIie
jii^ &c
And see the women, especially the streams, and all the overshot mills are
But the cause of all
holiday.
women of cities
with them you must taking
tliat tlie spe™lators
will not
not count the depravation of health
!«""*"
make any great purchases, as they am
for the general health,
individuals,
tho:waiti;1R
heavy <,ec,ine and ajfn[ed
disease regulation of prices.
lost
health of the whole sex
In this scarcity, the
has become their normal state.
Physi- bakers of Paris have petitioned the Govcians know fearful things on this sub- ernment for the use of the stock of bread,
stuffs, which according to legal provision
.....
sliameful
What
Ject
have stored
the reserve ,nagacnntrast;they
for our Civilization,
that between the xiiin, aud which are sufficient to provide
miserable health of our women, and the Paris with bread for fifty days.
They
return,
fresh, vigorous and flourishing health of w"e ready lo bi°d themselves
to restore these supplies within three
...
..
those half-barbarous peasant populations,
,„ Uijs way' \,tey
months
furtlisli
certain favorable positions, and (,read at cheaper rates and still not suffer
placed
loss on this Flour in store
in whom pure air and varied exercise too great
time of
have preserved the first impress of the wl'ich they had purchased in
,
.
,..
Iheir request was only
just
scarcity.
of beauttful human
natural
stamina
bj'
wil,lOut
great
they recko'ned
one>
races!
Corn speculators.
Rothschild,
Darblay,
Thus CivilizatioB deterioratee, cripples, and other s';
capitalists, who make
low and livid, sallow faces and thin limbs,

in

men should

that the work

thing,

.

and an infamous
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business of speculating on hunger, had
ordered immense quantities of Corn and
Flour ; meanwhile, the harvest came in
favorably, prices were sinking so rapidly
that a Sester (12 bushels) of Rye fell
from fifty francs to eighteen, (it now costs
twenty-five again,) and the great specu
lators had a million and a half of bushels
of Corn and Flour, which could not be
sold in the ports of Marseilles, Bordeaux,
and Havre.
Every endeavor was made,.
not only to prevent a farther decline, but
to carry prices up once more.
In every
market, mnnoply put forth all its tricks ;
SHI ill stocks were bought up, and the
Government, which is entirely controlled
by these money princes, was induced to
refuse the bakers tiieir reserved supplies.
The stratagem was perfectly successful ;
prices rose every
where ; an artificial
famine appeared in almost all the mar
kets, and people were compelled to re
sort to the stock in the ports.
Until an
is established between the
equilibrium
and the amount of Grain
consumption
brought in from the country, until the
mills fuinish a sufficiency of Flour, the
speculators will make a good business out
of the million and a half of bushels, and
yet more beside, which they have on
band.
tells us of the well known
History
Hunger Contract,
(Pacte de Famine).
At that time the people were less en
now,
than
and thousands fell
lightened
victims
to those shameful speculations
without knowing the hand that destroyed
Now the people know their ene
them.
mies, aud with the glasses of the free
press, see clearly into this labyrinth of
abominations.
The result of the cultiva
tion they have undergone cannot be seen
without astonishment.
One is surprised
at the intelligence, the prudence, and the
moderation with which the people have
borne themselves in this critical period —
all the more that it has been here in hotblooded Paris, where a few years ago,
the paving stones sprung of themselves
into the air and towered in barricades,
la the Paris of 1830 and '39 an emeute
can no longer be produced.
But do not believe that this comes from
the apathy or indifference of the masses.
No ! the people feel as warmly and vivid
ly as under the July sun of 1830, but
they desire no more riots ; they wait for
a revolution.
The Government would
give anything for a violent outhreak.
In
that case lhe Conservatives, now divided
and broken by the possession of power,
would speedily rally; certain Constitu
tion liberties could be curtailed, certain
exceptional laws got through the terrified
But alas! the Parisians have
Chamber.
grown cunning and make no more emeutes.

As last week the laborers of the great
Cabiuet Factory of Krieger, in the Fau
bourg St. Antnine, got into difficulty with
their employer about a regulation, and at
last quitted the factory ; a crowd collected
about the establishment on the evening of
the same day.
All the windows were
broken, the sign was torn down, and a
number
of excesses committed.
Al
though there is a military station only
three hundred paces off, it was four hours
before there was any interference, but no
When the cav
regular riot took place.
alry at last came up, the mob dispersed
with laughter ; sixty persons were arrest
ed, but not a single laborer in the estab
lishment was found among them, and M.
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Krieger himself states in the papers that
not one of his workmen was concerned in
the tumult — that the misunderstanding
is settled, and that all his men are again
On this, the wicked
employed as before.
National comes out and says that this liitie affair was got up by the Police in order to aid the ailing Ministry once more
upon its legs, but that the weather was
not favorable to the attempt.
Beside this, we have nothing new except a mass of scandalous judicial pro
a
ceedings of all kinds, which throw
clear light on our present social condition.
You will' remember the duel between
Beauvallon,
one of the Editors of the
.'/•'.."', and Dujarrier, the conductor of the
Presse, in which the latter was shot, as
well as the subsequent trial before the
Assizes of Rouen, in which the ideas,
deeds, and adventures of these " gentle
men " were brought openly and nakedly
As from the evidence
before the public.
then adduced, it appeared that the duel
took place in a perfectly fair manner,
Beauvallon
was acquitted.
But it has
since been discovered that Beauvallon —
—
duel, the
for
this
a capital shot
used
pistols, to him perfectly familiar, of his
de
the famous Granier
brother-in-law,
Cassagnac, and that he practiced with
them for an hour before the meeting,
were that it
while
the
stipulations
should take place with weapons wholly
unknown to both parties.
Dujarrier was
thus murdered in the strictest sense of the
witness, the
word, while Beauvallon's
Viscomte
D'Ecquevilley, not only con
cealed these facts before the Court, but
One other
asserted exactly the opposite.
witness of the practice before the duel, is
still living, M. de Meynard, who, in some
manner did not appear
incomprehensible
at the trial in Rouen.
From him all has
since been discovered.
On the complaint of Dujarriers's moth
Beauvallon
er, justice came in again.
having once been acquitted by a jury, ac
laws, could not be
to French
cording
again tried for the murder of Dujarrier,
but D'Ecquevilley was arrested and tried
Here Beau
for giving false testimony.
vallon wished to help him out, and as a
witness, declared that he had not tried the
But to his misfor
pistols beforehand.
tune, this was disproved
by Meynard,
who had come from the Antilles express
ly for this trial, by Mile. Valous, and
Beauvallon
other creditable
witnesses.
was at once arrested fur perjury in the
very court, and D'Ecquevilley was con
demned to ten years imprisonment, which
fate awaits his comrade, Beauvallon, at
the next sitting of the Court.

' similar purpose which has also so changed
the tune in France that M. Guizot !.as
offered the 10,000 French muskets for the
speedier arming of the National Guard.
1 wrote you in my last that the Austrians were only waiting fur an occasion
j to break into the States of the Church
and commence the work of reaction,
(
j We have to-day received intelligence from
{Rome up to the 8th, which shows that the
j pretext is already found, and that a breach
between Austria and the Papal govern
ment is .inevitable.
Under the preiext
that an Austrian officer had been insulted
nijlii
at
by the National Guard, the com
mander of the Austrian troops in Ferrara
forbade the National Guard from patroll
But as they continued
ing in the city.
that duty, the Ausmana came out of the
citadel, occupied the city in true military
fashion, and fired upon all the patrols of
The Papal legate
' the National Guard.
at Ferrara at once protested against this
: piece of violence, and sent off" messengers
to Rome.
Probably the matter will 'come
to yet worse conflicts.
The old Mettertiidi loses his shrewdness, and plays for
all or nothing.
But his false dice are
known ; all the world is watching him —
and most likely he and his whole absolut
ist gaming-table will be overthrown and
broken to pieces.

THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL.
Br THOMAS HOOD.
Gold! gold! gold! gold!
Bright mid yellow, hard and cnld,
Molten, graven, hammered, rolled;
Heavy to get and light to hold ;
Hoarded, bartered, bought and lold ;
Stolen, borrowed, squandered,doled ;
Spurned bj the young, but hugged by the old,
To the very verge of the church-yard mould;
Price of many a crime untold -,
Gold! gold! gold! gold!
Good or bad a thousandfold.

It is curious to
WAGES or LABOR.
look at the difference in the rewards of
labor.
A sempstress in our large cities,
earns two or three shillings for a day's
hard labor ; an opeia singer often gets
from five hundred to a thousand dollars a
night ; and Jenny Lind for her last dis
engaged nights in England, demanded rive
thousand dollars — a sum which would
require ten years of the labor of a me
chanic to earn at ten dollars a week. —
There should be differences in the emolu
ments of human exertion, but not such,
differences as these. — Yankee.

In regard to foreign politics, a piece of
excites
news which
arrived yesterday
The passage in
TRUE TRANSLATION.
It was that Mr. Peel, Cicero's second oration against Cataline,
great attention.
" Abiit, excessit, evasit, erupit," has
the English Ambassador in Switzerland,
on the llth inst., had an audience of been thus happily rendered — " He's gone,
President Ochsenbein, when he delivered he's cleared out, he's cut stick, he's ab
to him a dispatch of Lord Palmerston's,
squatulated."
in which the English Cabinet assures
Switzerland
of its warmest friendship,
" The songs of a nation are like wild
and protests beforehand against all foreign
it were by chance,
interferences which shall attack the inde flowers pressed, as
pendence and sovreignty of the Diet. between the blood stained pages of histoThis view on the part of England lias ry."
been known here a week already ; it has
One of the
SIGNS OF TBE TIMES.
modified -the plans of the
essentially
and most eloquent
French Cabinet, which at first was dis soundest
thinkers
posed to mount the high horse, and, in writers in the (Tniversalist denomination,
common with Austria, to intervene in : has published an article in the UnitxrsalSwitzerland.
lu regard to Rome, Lord j ist Quarterly Review, on the " Elements
Palmerston
has expressed himself to a and Results of the S«cial Revolution now
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them also be verified, it would

be a most

of that " Serial
Law" to the application of which in
confirmation

various spheres,
nomical,

he

social as well as astro

attributed

the

discoveries

it,

it

>

a

I

in

it

it,

it

a

if

:

;

in

convincing

a

'

of our solar system, many
ambiguous)
years before several of those bodies were
discovered.
Should
his distribution of

which he laid claim to.

The amount of goods entered at the
New York Custom House during the first
three days of September, exclusive of

from the port

week en'ding 3d inst., according to the
28,631 bbls.
New York Commercial,
flour ; 2,63-2 do. meal ; 13,259 bush, corn ;

is

It

it

A MORAL PICTURE OF LONDON. The
of London, now, is about
population
There are 30,000 com
2,350,000 souls.
learning
mon thieves, 10,000 children
crime ; 3,000 houses of stolen goods, and
about 10,000 common gamblers.
Even so will it be with the cities of
America if land is not made free, or some
other means taken to prevent people from

in

it

330 do. wheat.

is

Exported

in ,

BREADSTUFFS.

of New York to foreign ports during the

i.

;

those sent to the ware-house, shows an
excess, as compared with the same pe
riod last year, of $337,519.

is

decree, and pre

cisely the number which Fourier assigned
to the planets (primary, secondary and

is

of a Series of the third

and there re
is the measure

It

TWO, which

it

main THIRTY

by

is the pivot of the whole,

it,

alous and not properly members of the
system ; and omitting also the Sun, which

is

three

?

the

is

Omitting

it

i.

comets above mentioned, which are anom

a

Total thirty-si

a

PROGRESS or ASTRONOMICAL DISCOV
ERY.
In 1600, seven bodies were known
to belong to our system — the Sun and
Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn.
In 1700, there had been added
eleven, namely, four satellites of Jupiter,
five of Saturn, the Earth itself, which
was now fully recognized as a planet, and
Halley's Comet, though the prediction
had not been verified.
In 1800, there had
been added nine — namely Uranus, and
six satellites, with two satellites of Sat
urn.
William Herschel lefi the solar sys
tem half as large again in number of
bodies as he found it.
Since 1800, there
have been added nine — namely, Vesta,
the one yet unchristened, (Hettke's.) Astrea, Juno, Ceres,
Pallas, Neptune,
Encke's Comet, and Biele's Comet.
II
M. Lassell should be right in what he
suspects to be a satellite of Neptune, for
nine we must read ten. — Boston Transcript .

congregating together in such numbers. one of Mr. Stockton's addresses on the
Men are not designed to live in such subject r*
" All that has been said, so far, on
herds ; tilling the earth is their natural
employment, and that state of society is this point, relates, as yon perceive, to the
corrupt which collects such multitudes plan of renting places, for the different
together. — Pleasure Boat.
It would, of
operations of the society.
course, be a far better plan, if the soci
could
ety, and others associated with
[From the Cincinnati National Press.]
Building of their own, affording,
secure
within its own limits, all the accommoda
THE CHRISTIAN SOCIETY OF BROTH
tions desired.
This would enable us to
exhibit
ERLY LOVE
compact and practical illustra
tion of the advantages of the institution,
We find in a number of the " Chris which could not fail to win
for
general
tian World," edited by that distinguished
commendation and encouragement.
That
Methodist nraior, Thomas H. Stockton,
this would be the effect,
am perfectly
the plan of a Society,
designated as satisfied.
above, which we consider worthy of the
" How much, then, would a suitnhU;
attention of all Christians and Philanthro
lot cost?
How much would
suita
It is a voluntary society, formed ble
pists.
And how could the
buildiug cost?
for the purpose of putting into practice
society meet this cost?
the precepts of -the Christian religion.
It
" A Lot, large enough fur such pur
an
based
contemplates
upon
organization
almost any part
pose, would of course,
the principles
of that religion, which of such
city as this, cost some thous
shall secure, to every member, full oppor
ands of dollars.
The more dense the
tunity for fulfilling his destiny as a Chris
would
the more
population around
tian man.
For this purpose it makes be
and the greater would
likely to cost
use, to a certain extent, of the principle
be the labor of the Society, in its reform
of association, and looks finally to a re
atory action
upon the neighborhood
organization of Society.
these obsta
though, at the same time,
dp1cles were surmounted, the change pro
Its main principle is, that it is the
sign of Christianity to ascertain and sup- duced might be the more evident, deci
ply all hnman need, to be effected by sive, and praiseworthy.
In
more open
Christian Union and co-operation.
would
district, other things being equal,
Its object is to ascertain and supply cost less and he mure easy to make the
the natural, spiritual and socnil need of its whole arrangement,
in respect of the
members first, and to others, as it may central and common edifice, and the neat
—
food, clothing,
be able.
This includes
and orderly homes around
beautifully,
shelter, fuel, furniture, medicine, &c., — usefully and attractively obvious.
"
means of education and religious instruc
A Building, larpe enough for such
tion — industrial education, and employ
purposes, would also cost some thousands
ment.
of dollars — though mit, us a plain sub
Its terms of membership are — an ap stantial structure, near so many thousands
—
moral
character
a Christian
proved
as many persons would suppose.
profession either actual or desired, in show, not utility, that costs so much.
A
that Hall that would accommodate an assem
cluding only an acknowledgment,
the Bible is the book of God, and thatj bly of five thousand persons, might, in
Private Judgment is the Duty and Right ; all probability, be erected fur one-fourth
of Man — and submission to the Bye- ; as much as this chapel cost.
" But, where
Laws.
the reliance of the so
Its means of usefulness are afforded by ciety, either actual or prospective,
in
the voluntary contributions of its mem these connections
Its first reliance
bers according to their ability.
on the Providence
of Him, for whose
Its organization consists of a President
honor
exists.
Under this Providence,
and other usual officers, a Board of Man
its reliance
on its own members, on the
agers and a series of Committees intended Christian community at large, and on all
to keep the membership actively employ- 1who may be disposed to aid
the pro
ed in good works.
motion of the three
grand objects —
Its plans of operation are to be adopted Christian Union, Christian
Benevolence,
as circumstances will allow, with a view and
Christian
Literature.
As
re
to the great object of supplying the sever
spects our members, we have made provi
al needs of the members and others.
—
sion for two distinct funds
the Contri
They will require depositories of food, •butors' Fund, to be supplied
weekly
clothing, furniture, &c., to be furnished payments, and kept for the relief of
as they are needed, either gratuitously,
those who make these payments, in cane
or according to the ability of the appli
of sickness and bereavement
and the
cant.
Voluntary Fund, which has two objects,
Attention
will be directed to the im- ! the supply of personal need, and the one
provement of the poor.
now before us,
e. the accumulation of
For their spiritual need there will be means to assist
securing a suitable
afforded, schools of various sorts, week
Building for the various designs of the
and Sunday schools, a society.
day, week-night
to be composed of
This fund
periodical, Bibles, Library, Church, &c.
Offerings, Public Collections,
Initiation
Donations,
and
Bequests.
Whai is termed Social need, consists, Occasional
have the right
in the want of being enabled to earn a Persons contributing to
of
to
the
the
gifts,
direct
to
This is
application
support by one's own labor.
tie supplied by the industrial education of either to the supply of personal nud,
such as know not how ui work skilfully, or to the supply of the ninety's need, in
Now, whui
to the Building.
>y obtaining situations for those out of relation
employment, and by providing a place for will he the amount of money contributed,
these ways, toward the Building, can
the sale of articles made by individuals,
not, of couse, be foretold.
hoped
without regular employment.
will prove adequate, in connection with
Certain buildings and grounds would
be necessary.
To this we quote from the other reliances. Nut only the mem*
a

in Progress in the World," in which the
firm conviction is avowed that this state
of conflict and disharmony is not to be
eternal, but that there is a " good time
coming" in which peace and plenty and
harmony shall be universal, and God's
will be done on earth as it is in heaven.
Be of good courage, brother toilers!
" The night is far spent, the day is at
hand." — Voice of Industry.
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They have awakened
healthy location, and in part to the diet things wished for.
bers of the society, but Christians gener
ally, and all who are willing to promote and regimen of our members. There is from their dreams, and now is the time
Christianity, are to have the privilege of a
prevailing tendency here to abandon the for practical attempts, to start, first, with
In addition,
taking part in this work.
the joint stock property, the large farm
; it has been slowly
however, to the interest which the society use of animal food
may thus be enabled to secure in the but steadily increasing for some time, and or township, the common home and joint
Building, there is the stack-flan, which has been aided tome by those excellent property of all the members ; second, comay be resorted to for whatever deficien- and n;Kn)y interesting articles from the ; operative labor with the equitable distriI
' '
t, I L •
,./-.
cy may exist.
All these reliances, com••. ii
. i
« u
i
" Cann.bal.sm."
bution ofr products,
the
large fields, large
pen of Dr- Lazarus, on
bined, ought certainly to be sufficient."
gardens,
dairies,
to medical treat- pastures, large
large
to
resort
we
have
When
the society
When
thus established,
ment, Hydropathy is the system, and the large fruit orchards, &c., with their mills,
would commence operations in its imme
diate neighborhood, improving the physi
mechanic shops, store (only one), common
Water-cure Journal very good authority.
cal and spiritual condition of the poor, Our
society will soon evince symptoms of; wash houses, bake house, baths, library,
and spreading the circle of its benevolent
two conditions of Associative life, viz : lectures, cabinet, &c. ; third, educational
influence, as far as its means would per
and material Wealth. organization including all, both children
Health
physical
mit.
What a noble idea is this! What a By wealth I do not mean burdensome pro and adults, and through that the adoption
glorious Christian Union ; how infinitely
perty, but an ample supply of the neces of the serial law, organization of groups
superior to the windy declamations and
and series, — at this point labor (without
saries of life, which in real wealth.
Doctrinal Basis of Evangelical Alliances !
The advantages of joint stock property j reference to the pay) will begin to be
And who will say such an enterprise is
fourth, the phalan&terian orWhen
be are too well known in Civilization to need Iattractive;
impracticable?
Christianity
comes universal, will it not banish pover
The advantages of co der, unitary living, — as this is the great
any comments.
ty, ignorance and vice, — will it^not se
labor are also full well known est step it requires the most time, most
cure to every one all that his nature operative
civilized
life ; but the second part of capital, and most mental preparation, es
—
in
needs, physically, spiritually,
socially
will it not give to all, opportunity to labor this system, the equitable distribution of pecially for persons accustomed to country
without toil and anxiety, a complete edu
In most cases many years will be
products, is what is entirely neglected in life.
cation, and leisure for relaxation and spir
or, worse than neglected, is required for the adoption of the second of
Civilization,
itual improvement ? And can it accom
Of this we are show- these conditions, and more for the third
means, without wantonly abused.
plish all this without
But
plans, efforts or organizations ?
ing the advantage and practicability.
We do not say Mr. Stockton's plan is what is our and a few other instances of
sufficient,
We doubt whether it will
Associationists ought to be
illustration?
reach the true seat of our social ills.
BuTthe "object is~rigliY, an"d"sotmTof "his and are able to have hundreds of instances
]
ideas are noble ones.
We like the spirit i already adopting and showing the practiof the thing. He does not waste his cabjlhy of this part of Association, which
time in vain prophesyin0" of " a ijood I f ., - .
iT
1Sone of the firet 8tep8 to be taken'
lime coming."
He sets to work practi- I
,
cally to see if its advent cannot be hast- thtnl« many true friends arc retarding the
<-m-d.
cause by a mistaken policy of waiting
The principle of this plan of Christian j untii tne public mind is prepared for the
union seems to be a mutual guarantee of
full condition of harmony, or the ultimate
an adequate supply of all true necessaries,
We doubt wheth- of Associative life. It is only by degrees
physical and spiritual.
er the •rganizatioa can be made efficient that our system can be adopted , and we
in its application.
But of one thing we need not imagine the transition state a
feel assured that it is upon some such.
j fu), be)ieve lhat
nijmina! Qnl,
principle, adequately applied, by means of:
nine
out
of
ten
I
organizations and attempts
an organization based upon 'a broad pIii.

L.I

and still more for the fourth.

Hence the

if

the present

necessity of commencing,
is to realize

generation

much

from

the

discovery of the science.

Let no person construe these remarks
to indicate an advanced state of Associa
tion

for

the

Wisconsin

Phalanx.

We

have taken the first step, which required
but little time, and are now barely com
the second.
We have spent
three years, and judging from our progress
thus far, it will doubtless take us from

mencing

•five to ten more to get far enough in the
second to commence the third.
We have
made many blunders

for the want

of a

precedent and in consequence of having
more zeal than knowledge.
Among the

losophy of nature, that our social mil- I at Association would finally succeed, even
leiiura — the Kingdom of Heaven upon with small means and few members, if most serious of these blunders was an
earth — is to be ushered in.
they would adhere strictly to the follow- j attempt at a unitary living, without any
of the surrounding circumstances being
ing conditions.
CORRESPONDENCE.
First, keep free from debts, and lice adapted to it. With this view we built,
at a cost of more than $3,000, a long
icitliin their means.
DOMAIN of THF WISCONSIN PHALANX, )
"
which cannot be
Second, not attempt too much in tfie double front building,
CERESCO, Aug. 21, i I i . \
ventilated, and is very uncomfortable and
We have now completed our grain commencement.
harvest

for

Associative

the third

life.

time

in

practical

extremely inconvenient for families to live
require a slow move
But in this,
pioneers should remember to in, do their cooking, &c.
be constructive and not destructive ; not to bad as it is, some twenty of our families
tear down faster than they can substitute are still compelled to live, and will be for
Great

We have raised this ment.

season, as near as can be estimated in the

changes

All

bushels of wheat;
2,000
of oats ; 700 bushels of barley ; something better. Every failure which
and 30 acres of peas, which our hogs are has come to my knowledge has been in
harvesting for fall and winter pork.
Our consequence of both these difficulties :
grist mill is-now ia operation, which fur
they have all been in debt, and depended
stack,

i0,000

bushels

nishes by its toll
can

use,

all the bread stuffs we

by grinding

week for customers.
ished

the grinding

thirty

hours

per

We have just fin
and selling

our last

on stock

subscriptions

to relieve

some time

to come.

This, with

some

other such mistakes, will be to us a total
loss, for the want of more knowledge to
But these are trifling in

commence with.

with the importance of OUT
object and the result for a scries of years.

them ; comparison

Hav
and they have attempted too much.
ing, in most cases, torn down the isolated

No true Associationist has been discourJ
altar (or table) he- aged by these trials and losses ; but we
even science enough to have a few among us who never were

household and family

year's crop of wheat, with which we
have paid all our debts, and also paid such

fore they had
draft a plan of a Phalanstery

hired help as we were obliged to have in
our present harvest.

a unitary household, they seemed in some
cases to imagine that the true social sci-

We are in the enjoyment of an excel
lent state of health, owing in part to our

ence when once discovered

or describe i Associationists

and who are waiting a
favorable opportunity to return to civilization, and we are waiting a favorable op-

would furnish I portunity

to admit such as we want to fill

them, like the lamp of Aladdin, with all j their places.

W.

CHASE.
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"

theory

moves on blindly

The Man
Business reproaches me
THE citizens, the eminently false and subver
sive character of Wages, and to demand with being attached to theory; he calls
of Associatioo the safety and enfranchise
me back to the practical,
wrll courte
We translate the following letter from
ment of all.
There
no good practice,
ously reply
the Democratie Pacifique, of the 13th of
I have but one more word to add, one without theory first. Practice without
June.
OF

PROGRESS

IN

ASSOCIATION

and

into

inspired

the ! unless
by

to look to

consent

they

idea, to the idea of Association,

higher

must

be

would

canoe

clumsy

a

At

make!

they

cabin or

without
the

prac

:

what

most,

a

that

theory;

superior

a

by

I

thought,

a

by

of the future,

house,

the masons and carpenters

ship,

'guided

is

it,

a man plunging,
darkness

and never gets

To build

beyond mediocrity.

a

to make ; and may the

more reflection

SIR : — Nine years ago, in 1638, when ! French colonists, to whom it is addressed,
that great act of justice, that solemn rep- : receive it in the same spirit in which I
aration (the work of the women and the ' make it ; may they meditate long and
for the present
for
people of England), the emancipation nf maturely upon
the slaves, was just accomplished ; — if them difficult and the future menacing,

a

:

is

I

ISLE OF MAURITIUS.

tice alone cannot get beyond these rude

for the attempts.

" Now

idea, by the social idea, had : means of conjuring the storm which
advised his fellow citizens, the privileged
hastening to overwhelm them.
ones of yesterday, I will not say in the would say to them then
More fortu

monious and scientific assemblage of men,
of their interests, their tastes, their vari

name of humanity,

ous inclinations,

to

associate

just set free, and
inconveniences,

thus

the

laborers

enter,
which

dangers

The har

?

is

is

which

it

in

Association

to

necessary

the new way upon which you are soon to know how to conciliate.

avoid the grave

the innumerable

what

lesson

would

which

probably

we

" If

and

wanted

have

saved us

this lesson which we bring to you to-day,

theoretic knowledge

requisite to

is

self-interest,

nate than we, you have, to guide you

;

of religion, but purely
of enlightened

in the name

a

and simply

:

I

is

the Christian

putting together properly of stones
and wood, brute and inert matter, much

the

ly

is
it

of the false and anti-Christian system of and to which we would fraternally invite more
indispensable to the assembling
wages ; — if a man, I say, more enlight
your serious attention, ye colonists of the of men, whose manifold interests so easi
ened, more advanced than those who sur
take divergent and opposite directions.
Antilles and of Bourbon, among whom
him, had done this, they would j we count so many sympathetic and be
have treated him as a mad-! nevolent hearts, beware how you neglect
man, as a dreamer, nay a revolutionizer ; , it!

rounded

Civilized

societies

offer sad and painful

undoubtedly

examples

of this.

To establish Associa

DE R. LABISTOUR,
Creole of the IsU of France.
PARIS, June 11, 1847.

colonists,

of the isle of Mauri

eased brain, as an Utopia, — behold, at last

Here

the letter to which

follows

makes allusion,

correspondent
we find
Mauritius

Cerneen,

the

the

and which

of the Isle of

of all

sciences, the Social Science.

" Long unknown to
men,
by

has at last

profound

genius.

which

govern
had remained concealed, until the

matter

our

sci

a

it

demands

most elevated

So the science of the laws

I

the planters

tius (for of this colony I am speaking)
had repulsed, in 1838, as a mad and im
practicable idea, as the dream of a dis

in

English

ence, the first,

been discovered

day when

the great Newton

revealed it.

Now the principles

which are to govern

the mutual

of men are known,

relations

as well as those which

govern the rela

tions of material bodies.

:

what

the

then

A.

Yours,

dulity.
what

and
!

:

obstacle of general indifference and incre

Well !

take and read

it
!

here

may God save the French colonies

bases,

it

....

have been stifled and his sage warnings
have proved powerless against the double

is

The history of the English colonies

and with this last epithet his voice would

tion upon solid

a

...

I

" have read with pleasure the letter
" Your correspondent, in reading these
they are adopting it to-day most ardently
Business,
of
Man
inserted
in
and
all
to
your
will pardon mo
agree
necessary
explanations,
they
passionately,
nf
'I
Like myself, the Man
Busi perhaps for having occupied myself some
condemn, to cast away the wages-system columns.
an advocate nf Association
he what with theory, when
was seeking to
as bad, insufficient, dangerous in itself, ness

is
a

;

have Association
just as he
adopted
pardons the architect, the builder, for first
house,
giving the theory of
ship, be
a

I

them

I

them, to snatch

it

established on our sugar
to save j wishes to see
On this point,
perfectly
from a complete ' properties.
think that expropria
ruin, which is inevitable, every day more j agree with him.
tion
ruinous measure, as ruinous for
threatening.
may
Such, Mr. Editor, are the reflections the creditors as for the debtors.
and to demand

a

of Association

I

;

is

of

a

and

fore he proceeds to the realization.

"

are above all

owe little

or nothing, as well as to those

who are over head and ears.

Nothing, in my opinion,

could

come

debted proprietors

bor.

I

The unin- brotliers

are more free in their

experience of eight years, come to recog
nize with the great majority of his fellow

for all men.

one particular

description

of men, but

If

but his own.
honesty

. .

his capital to any hands
he does not doubt the

of his neighbor,

he

A

man always
self more able than another

;

incapacity.
point, he

"

is

address myself to all the world, because
an excellent thing, not for
is

I

of

in
a

fears to entrust

Association

out

one another.

practical good sense and the great wisdom who have need of the consent of their
of the views of the young and fervent creditors.
" The Man
Business thinks only of
author of the Appeal to the French Colo
a
the
letter
of
man
indebted planters and their creditors.
nists, than this simple
placed than any one else for
well, has, after an

Ye are all robbers.

This
sad
but who can dare to deny it? Each one

for

Look

who, better

Civ

Love one another.

ilization tells us

condi
actions, and consequently more
more apropos to demonstrate to the plant
than those
ers of the Antilles and of Bourbon, the tion to embrace Association

seeing and judging

is

In our unhappy civ
society every one doubts his neigh
Jesus has told us
Ye are all

;

cause of Association

praise.

ground of distrust.
ilized

.

holy

not yet arrived at practice.

is

our good and indefatigable friend, Evenor , to creditors and debtors, but to all those
Dupont, whose zeal and devotion in the-; who possess rural properties, to those who

But we have
There
the

beautiful and sound ideas.

:

wish to go farther than the Man
propose Association, not only

fears

thinks

his
him

and, on this

frequently deceived.

My object, whether

theory, or in citing

speaking of
the practice of other
in

"

in

by I Business;

:

originally

of

published

I

letter,

the Ctrneen of the isle of Mauritius,

I

following

of

[

a

is

:

It

is

It

already several months since
the
have felt it my duty, in the name be said that all sensible men share this counselled Agricultural Association,
But this
restricted throwing
of our sugar properties into
only
of this fraternal communion which is to opinion.
of the fruitful joint-stock.
Many persons, besides the
nnite all the Creoles without distinction and limited application
the Man
Business, appreciate these
of origin or nationality, to prefix to the principle of Association.

I

which
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countries,

Gandec, of Flacq, with a good number of j twenty-two

gent

ex-apprentices.

is to inspire in the most intelli
men of oar colony, in those whose

minds are free from prejudices and open to detail,
truths, the desire to resort to Asso

in

your

Indians, who plant under hi!
It has been mentioned, in , direction rice, maite, and other nutritious
columns, by one of my •plants, at the same time with slips of the

mulberry tree, the hope of a future silk" According to information lately re growing establishment. At every harvest,
I can say with certain
'
But ceived from another friend, M. Comar- that is to say, every three or four months,
ty, are already animated by it.
has associated him •the Indians will receive one-half of the
before coming to the practice, they feel mond, in Villebagae,
that they must learn the theory.
Thus self with a band of Indians, to plant the i product in kind. They will probably de
the works on social scienceare now sought sugar cane, and share the profits with cide to eat part of it, instead of the rice
for with avidity.
The few copies which them, instead of paying them wages. : of India, so inferior to our own maize and
the island possesses, pass from hand to These men, he assures me, work better our good Creole rice.
This innovation, it
band with rapidity.
The impulse is giv than hired laborers.
I must be confessed, would be an excellent
" M. Marcy, at Montagne-Longue, has i fruit of Association, that divine and pre
en ; the science is spreading ; it is open
The real taken for associates a band of twenty and cious tree.
ing men's minds to the light.
" I hasten to finish this enumeration of
ization will come in its turn.
What the some Chinese.
He shares equally with
Man of Business recommends, is nothing them the product of his canes. They practical Associations in Mauritius ; for I
but the association of the capitals of the display great ardor in the work, and puah feel that I abuse the liberty of your col
sugar plantations in joint-stock
their enthusiasm
even to working
proprie
on umns, and of your readers ; but it is for
I their good. I had hoped to cite also the
torship.
Sundays, and on New Years' day.
" It must be confessed that applications learn from M. Marcy himself that he is example of an Association recently estab
of this sort are very slow, by reason of perfectly
satisfied.
But I must
Having finished lished in a city, in a bakery.
that painful distrust of which I apoke just cleaning and dressing the canes, they defer it to another time.
" A FRIEND OF PROGRESS."
oow.
There are several sugar estates have asked permission to clear a savannah
new

Several,

ciation.

by two, three, and even four

possessed

I

But

associates.
share-holders.

" An

ers, Creole and Indian,

of intelligent

example

Associa

tion, worthy to find imitators, has recently
1 am rightly informed) by
I mean M M.

(if

been given

two proprietors of Flacq.
Gondreville

Their two sugar
They compre

and Martin.

estates

are contiguous.

hended

that a single one would suffice,

and that it would be economy to close the
other.
They have concentrated their
forces upon the one beat situated, where
they are about to erect a powerful cuite a

They may hope for millions

I

more.

and bring it under cultivation.

" M. Ernest d'Unienville, whose Asso
of one
number of ciation with one hundred and forty labor

do not know

which belongs to. any larger

vide.

friends, some months since.

wish

it

and

to them with a good

heart.

Let all the sugar planters of the

colony

unite thus, only two by two, and

behold our sugar works reduced from 920

has already

with

an immense

hands and money.

know, to understand, to love and to adopt
Association.
aged,

when

good.

With

I

I

am not easily
have
God's

discour

of doing
assistance, 1 will

the

hope

related in your Journal, obtains the most
happy success, on his sugar property, at

than the capitalists, towards the proprie
tors,
lu fact, there exist already several
partial associations,

of laborers with plan

ters.

" I will

not recur to the Association

A

IN THE

ENGLISH

careful examination

FACTO

of the reg

mander in Chief, has sent a circular, un
der date of June 27, to the military sta
tions, in which he orders that the instru
ment hitherto used for the branding of
deserters shall be laid aside, because the
brand is too easily effaced, and that here
after the branding shall be done by means

of needles.

The

operation

is

to take

with eagerness, and the parents have en place in the hospitals under the eyes of a
gaged to pay one rupee per month for each physician, who must satisfy himself that
child.
The Creoles have consented to pay the letter D is indelibly engraved in the
It may be reasonably asked if it
a piastre, and have requested to attend the skin.

veloping

The laborers appear less distrustful

RIES.

ister of deaths in England has led to the
I have profited by a leisure Hay
significant result, that the soldier fighting
to make him a short visit ; and I can cer
in the trenches of a besieged city, or in
tify, having seen it with my own eyes,
open battle against the bravest enemy, is
that his Association gives the most satis
much less exposed to the chances of
His men make one hun
factory results.
death, than the factory operative
of
dred and twenty bunches of cane in a day,
Manchester,
At the
Liverpool, &c.
without being entreated, and get
gaily,
siege of Antwerp the ratio of mortality
through their task in very good season.
was 1 : 68 ; at the siege of Badajoz 1 : 54 ;
The Monday following, which was New
at the battle of Waterloo 1 : 30. On the
Year's day, there was not one absent or
other hand, for the laborers in the facto
tick.
I believe the fact to be unique, at
ries in Liverpool
it is 1 : 19 ; for the
this time, in the whole colony.
Since he
weavers in Manchester
1 : 17 ; and for
has substituted Association
for wages,
the cutlers of Sheffield 1 : 14.
sicknesses and absences have considerably
diminished.
The laborers are reinaikable
THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON, as Com
for the good will with which they work.

as long as may be necessary ; school themselves after the hours of labor.
and I shall have, as the Man of Business These are excellent things to be imitated
and spread abroad.
says, the honest people for my coadju
But care must be ta
tors ; may I not add, all enlightened and ken, in instructing these children, in de

"

MORTALITY

Savane.

struggle

sensible men, all men of heart?

VARIETIES.

been

economy of
What prevents this?
But pa All appear equally animated with a spirit
Routine,
apathy.
prejudices,
I have faith of zeal and confidence towards their em
tience : we shall come to it.
in the progress of which I am the friend, ployer, although the band is composed
in the good sense of my dear compatriots. of men of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay,
Since they are willing to hear me favor
who are commonly regarded as of une
ably, I will preach to them as if I were qual worth.
" M. d'Unienvillo has
With the assistance of the
in the desert.
proposed to them
Man of Business, I will cause them to to found a school.
They have accepted it
110,

to

[From the Deutsche Schoellport.]

their

that instruction
In Scotland,

intellects,

labor.

all the peasants are instruct

tnnre.

true,

as Lord

Palmerston

day in the Lower House,

stands at the head of social,
political Civilization

said this

that England
moral, and

?

to teach them

does not exclude

ed : but they labor none the less;
contrary

be

THE WATCHMAKERS in the Canton of
instead of the diamond pow

Neuenburg,

on the der which has hitherto

" M. Ame'de'e Faydherbe, a neighbor
of of M. d'Unienville, is associated with

been used in the

of precious stones, and which is
very dear, make use now of a new stone,
working

which promises great advantages both as

THE HARBINGER.
and

This stone is of a black
and opaque color, of crystal, porous tex

cording

to Aristotle

longer

in swimming

can keep

they

and according

;

regards the manner of its operation
the expense.
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up tue pene, was given with as much electrical
to effect as on her benefit night; we certainly
it
;

by

" forgot our pains " on hearing
and
lions.
Pliny, they are seldnm attacked
such an air, this Rondo of Doni
the
will
run
after
yet
contrary
they
(On
zetti's, as might well form one of the
semblance to a little piece of anthracite ; lions.)
moreover it is so hard that it can easily
Quicksteps of our Brigade Band. — The

harpist

That's

what you are;

bright,

gay,

Bishop

seems most

between Vicenza

The whole line from
is

to Venice

to be completed

in

two years.

HYMN

filled, and the audience

by

we

be

was very prop

regiment,

by

a

:

are not essentially

al

altered,

per

parade

in

has been formed

Berlin

we do not think her capable of command

evening.

She does not thrill yon,
ing passion.
and Cavatina from Donizetti —
style of exalt you, and touch the chords of deep
She rather charms,
music well .adapted to her voice and restlessness in you.
Madam

sang first

Bishop

Recitative

a

had
as

it

it

back from

for the prevention of cruelty to animals.

The decision,
powers of expression.
energy, and salient brilliancy of tone with
which she commenced the recitative as
before received of the uniformly

into

you

of quiet

dreams

that

there

in

Donizetti's

honied melody, and seems to us one of

In the mystical
interpreters.
of Schubert, or lofty piety of
some Mozart's
Agnus Dei, we should
want the Malibrans and Jenny Linds.
Yet she has that true and strong intel
was sung as sweetly as
could have
been we loved the voice, the feeling and lectual perception of the meaning of
and that power
of ready
the art displayed, but cannot account for character,
be adaptation in her stage impersonations,
the popularity of the song, except
its

best

romance

more and more in

that country.

"

magnetized

Erdmann

"

retains something of her
encore

with the

answered

"

its composition.

was

gracefully
Last Rose of Sum

a

a

in

mer," in which her remarkable command
of the sostenuto and diminuendo well se
conded her chaste and true conception of
the country about Odessa.
Among them the
The next was in
bolder and
song.
were found six elephants, one rhinoceros,
more impassioned style, — music by Mytwo horned cattle,

four goats, one ante
61 bears, two hyaenas, two dogs,

that

ensure

a

hearers

by the singer and

her

witnessing

harmonious

pleasure

the principal role

of the modern run of operas.
Of her art and method as
her true phrasing,

in

has been

The clamorous

of Dorpat lately
discovered 83 skeletons of antediluvian
animals under
thick stratum of chalk
Professor

that to most undiscriminating

a

ine was disappearing

the fam

in

Otherwise

two hun

it

gry boors at Zyps.

who

girl

it

roasted and eaten

in

was killed,

Gazette"

young

;

"National

by

The Hungarian

tells of an unfortunate

a

it

It

u

entices

soft and of passion

Next she
admired
ballad,
the
gave
greatly
(one of
win
Louis
brought out bis Oratorio,
" The Fall of Babylon," in London on Balfe's perpetual reproductions of that
of melody of his),
the 9th of last month, with great suc self same minimum
" On the banks of Gaudalquiver."
cess.
of her voice.

quality

and

beauty, by the exquisite finish, the unity,

the tender pathos or innocent playfulness
She
fully adequate to all
we had of her style.

tonished us, after the impression
silken

S

ing her

though somewhat more distinct.

was announced for Saturday

us.

amongst

march, before the residence of the papal

society

of,

to the encoring

lieve, every peice, which

now

brought

Nuncio.

A

hearing this celebrated singer once with
out stage effects, though her true place
full of on the stage. Our conclusions respect

Temple

First, as to expression, feeling, inspi
erly taken on the part of the artists as an
encore of the whole, and another concert ration, what we call the soul of music,

him, and lately
his

OF THE

then

honor of the Pope,

a

is

heard

frequently

The Crown Prince
Roma with

in

MUNICH. — The Roman

Madam

that her playful eyes go with her voice.
We were glad of this opportunity of
stature, so

The great hall of the Tremont
was well

herself;

was well protected.

that the nightingale

enthusiasm,

PEOPLE, composed

formed

These men are both giants

in these

that

parts

is

laborers employed.

of " Somnambula " associations.

Brough,

for

playful

is

is

prosecuted

alone there are over 13,000

and Verona
Milan

be

the

is

the greatest zeal

;

with

and Milan

Verona

by

of the railroad

The construction

celebrated

accompanied

the popu
and composer, BOCHSA, and
song
singer,
lar patriotic and comic

assisted

the

tambourine,

" Je suis la Bayadere," to which
harp,
one aa he looked at her was involuntarily
bad rhyme and say
tempted to couple

is

Madam Bishop gave
concert in Bos
ton, on the evening of Thursday, Sept.
9th,

tween

With

AND BOCHSA.

gay bagatelle,
and archly sung,

is

the export.

BISHOP

with

by Bochsa,

it

in

Tartary, but they concealed the spqt, to
prevent competition

MADAM

in Chinese

probably

a

had discovered

a

it,

The English, says the Carlsruhe Zeitung ,

concert concluded
composed

it

diamond.

a

to

in

anthracite

MUSICAL REVIEW.

the

it forms

Apparently,

I'mm

by

cut diamond.
transition

it
is

ture, and on the outside bears a great re

in
any

singer,

her successful

regard
to light and shade, her continuity of tone,
her complete

of every

command

little

ornamental effect, and the characteristic
unity of each one of her

performances,
we can only repeat what we said before.

As to her voice itself, we believe we
whose genius
mongrel be
lacks the
twixt German, Italian and French, — the were right in saying that
three cats, and one unknown animal of
Recitative, " Eccomi," followed by the grand volume, the freshness and ringing
the ruminating order.
These discoveries
" Ah come rapids." Here quality which produce the great effects in
Cavatina,
it

is
a

breezy

on

To

song.

mountain

autumn

days,

side,
when

it

somewhat
term

"

;

the

applying

too dry and

;

dropping

;

of beads of quicksilver

upon

that, although more fanciful,
was the
simile.
perhaps more true
want of the metallic, and yet not the want
marble

is

;

We could
nalizes in Madam Bishop.
according to linger, they grow older and conceive, however, of more passion being
are never bald
to De La thrown into this piece.
according
The New Rondo
Part they have sea-sickness lighter
ac Finale to the " Love Spell,"
Obbtia
;

that

It

to Plutarch

they can resist the effects of wine better

a

bear hunger

to

it

;

;

according

"

But we were

;

to Haller, women

longer than men

unfortunate

velvety

so

properly

a

cording

Cantalnle,

was at least satin velvet
we
great cloud phantoms of mountains float coarse
to the finest, softest
the sky above and yet we could not would rather liken
We overheard
and most glossy satin.
detect any of those deviations from cor
New York critic sig one person comparing her notes to the
rect pitch which

in

ADVANTAGES OF THE FAIR SEX. — Ac

the

seems all-sufficient.
in

shadows

sunny,

modulations

of scale, like the called,

is

shifting

changes

it
;

great many difficult

it

imals had been found in the southern part
of Russia.

were

and sudden

a

an

a

are the more important, since before this

time very few remains of antediluvian

erbeer,

in

lope,
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of
as in the subtle globules of mercury, which we were trying to describe.
Mr. Bochsa, whom we have all heard

hand

s

1i

an enormous

we have previously

no-

His Principia, the most profound

and

which

Infinite

.

tiffOit
ticed.

a

:

I

hand with him.

His next work was the Outlines on the

A.
;

Tr°cts for '*« New Times.
No IIL
Popular Sketch
Plulo_, . of
•* Swedenborg
°
.
—
.
Louis!
with
man,
royal
right
bulky
Works.
sophical
By JAMES JOHN
Philippe sort of visage, was of course
GARTH
WILKINSON.
New
York
John Allen, 139 Nassau St. pp. 3-2.
His perthe object of great interest.

of as the king of harpists,

and use, went always

observation, theory

; j

T?FVTFW

in
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j

abstract of his works,

was nearly con temon
large Treatises

a

a

.'-.I*

I

i

:

i

•! |
*

!

jn
a

it

J

'

Q

iii

a

a

in

is

is

by

;
it

;

O

it

a

;

a

• j

it

it

is

a

j

a

j

in

a

is

It

:

is

by

it

is

a

in
;

a

I.

by

it• '. j

is

j

a

it,

j

.

j

a

j

a

j

a
j j

I

]

!

in
! j

j

a

was indeed wonderful,

in

point:
Dr. Wilkinson, as editor or translator Igneous with his
'ron and Copper, each folio volume, and
the wildest feats of Qf
near]y ajI tbe scientific works of Sweairs,
busied with the p™ctical details of mining,
Common
the
modern
pianists.
which
have
been
denborg]
published
" ltis self-imposed task as Assessor of
played with .his master skill upon the EngIand by l,1G "Swedenborg AssociaMines." Verily, as Dr. Wilkinson says,
harp, and surrounded with all those fan- tio,i],, WM cal]ed upon &t the Anniversary
" The books of such man become proptastic aurora borealis flashes of ornament, of tha,
Society in June last to prepare
so naturally
not to be confounded for
to which that instrument
connected erIy WORKs.
popu]ar address presenting
moment wit1' the many-colored idleness of
tike the name of abstract, or
and which
entices,
^o/o^g raisonne, of their
— seemed glorified
class who are denominated thinkers."
from
arpeggio
comentsi and an estimate of what the "
Did we all toil like him, and improve
Mr. Bochsa's style, however,
things.
No
great Swede had done for science.
virtuoso
our talents to the utmost, how would the
modern
the extreme of the
person probab]y WM better fitted for the
world bless our tillage with
new, superschool, all fantasia, and soon fatiguing
task
He hss discbarged
very
natural productiveness!
its lack of unity, as much s«
Verily heaven
you
modcst manner jntcrposing few tboughts
Once
and earth would tell out unknown riches
astonishes at first by its brilliancy.
but connectine the various
' U of his
,v
._ •
*_f
. . f.
lie called upon the audience to furnish successive manifestations and records of!into the hand of humanity."
" After having considered the
themes for an extempore fantasia; after
indefinitely
Swedenborg's
life-long studies, in an in
good deal of insisting on his part, telligent and comprehensive manner, into siim!] sphere and the indefinitely great,and laid
and verily
down
dozen were handed
about
flooring of intelligible doctrine in the
living whole, showing the uniformly
vaguenessof cither — after having sailed in ob
he introduced them all, with variations progressive
character of those studies,
servationaround the known shores of the exter
and transitions that displayed muo.h skill and their
bearing upon the whole future nal world, we next find Swcdenborg faceto face
This however
and ready invention.
of thought.
A more important contribu with the temple of our body; the most really
an easy thing to do, once given the mo- tion never was added to the
history of finite of the pieces of physics, because conchanical execution which he possesses,
philosophy than the publication of these uini *h« gathered ends of all things. Here
no longer perplexed
and some little knack and habit of impro
humanity
laws and
works.
Dr. Wilkinson says
forces apparentlyalien to itself, but final causes,
only to prelude in
vising.
" Probably
the history ofliterature we shall Rno the principle of the sufficient reason, begin
wild, fitful manner, introduce one air
find no man who has left behind him so com- to bear absolute rule. Moreover, new bond
with variations, easily conceived, bridge plcte transcript of his external and internal
and covenant
perceived, for the formative
the way over by an obvious or startling experience as Swedenborg. Nearly every state soul lovet thc body as
loves nought else iti
and process from the beginning to the end of the world. Accordingly in the Economy
transition to the next air, or bring
of the
bold con- his long life, appears to be recorded. In bis Animal Kingdom, published in the author's
on top of the preceding by
In this way works we see various subjects in all stages of fifty-second and fifty-third years, though the
trast, and so on ad libitum.
development,from nebula to system from the range of thought
loftier than heretofore, yet
airs from
in
which
made
potpourri
he
commencementof incubation to the day of ex
comes more home to our business nnd bo
"
"
dolce
Yankee Doodle,"
Don Juan,
clusion from the fluent image of chaos to the soms
presents us with more of sensation,
Concento," " Robin Adair," "Star-span
mature and conservative formality of creation. with more of understanding,and penetrateswith
"
Ernani invola mi," and When all his posthumous works are published, a more rightful directness to our sympathiesas
gled banner,"
turns like bubbles Ats will be one of the most perfect literary bi men. In this most precise finite, we feel that
many others came up
and the thing ographiesextant, reaching from before his twen- thc infinite nearerthan in thc world, separated
on the top of the cauldron
But the ticth to his eighty-fourth year, and fraught with onlv Dvthat thinncst wall and membranei which
seemed marvellous to the many.
formance

of execution rivalling

I

j

;

»\Zjtt£Z£2i ""* ^^f^^m^'^^
_.
.....
,

;

1

Chemistry, which first appeared in

is

j II

,

,.

it

I j

,
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v

,
.

,

I

it

in

,

i j

it

if

I

;
! ]

of

is

in

a

is
a

a

,

!

a

O

it
is

I

a

i j

.

.

:

i

a

..,_..

was thirty-three

' .

1721, when Swedeuborg
a

j

of

sciences, by trite observation, and the whole
breadth of common sense— man, as indicated
n'tnse'f
p".vate snd public niltory, and
brief analysis of
After
years old.
itsI'o'"""an 8pcei and action, for always -the sub" The Newton
Mr. Brough sang German song, well contents, Dr. W. adds
stantial form coincides with the form of action,'
enough in itself, to sentimental, patriotic of Chemistry has not yet arisen, but when —tlti,
lhe man; and this the
which
"
he does appear, who but Swedenborg
standard-bearEnglish words about
Swedenborg undertook to investigate'in thc
er," (suited to the times, we suppose! shall be recognized as its Copernicus?" works we have now to notice. In such an inobvious that metaphysics
he Next come the Miscellaneous
Observe- quiry, so defined,
in which
O tempora,
mores!)
" roared as gently as
nightingale." tiara, 1722, containing " suggestions and 'i at once refunded into physics and the experi" the Monks " he experiments tending to the furtherance Of »ental and historical sciences, and disappear.
The comic song of
from the scene hasobscured,never to return."
.
geology," and also speculations about the
considerable degree
also overacted to
"
of
na„ without denying credit to other writer., or
was
so
invisible
and
elemental
exkingdom
in imitating their laugh, he
•
ceedingly natural, as to be unlike any- tnre," all rigidly based upon ascertained pretending that Swedenborg knew all modern
his facts.
Indeed,
should have been men- facts, or has any way exhaustedeven his own
rich warmth
Yet there
thing.
method and subject — still am bound in hon
free and natural man- tioned at the outset, that all Swedenborg's
strong bass voice,
know of no works like
esty to declare, that
too
much
investigations
originated
philosophical
HIT when he does not attempt
these for giving the whole mind satisfactionon
and we were really touched by the simple with his resolution to penetrate to princi- the doctrine of the body. And
there
one
pathetic song which he volunteered at pies in qualifying himself for his duties as obligation which we owe to them deeper than
Assessor
the Mines.
Thought and another, is. that by filling the understanding
the piano.
a

pies

!

consecutive combinations,
logically
bona fide unitary composiproducing
tion, as old Bach, or Handel would have
done, as Mendelssohn would do.

a

; j

'

The earliest of these publications is Jen of thc
univcree—manj thercforei „ inter.
Work on the Princi- proted by anatomy,by the circle of the physical
and Some Specimens of

it

it

''
"
Man as an individual body — man as .1deni'

diffie.lt thing wou.d have been
have taken one theme and kept to that, ex-!
into ever new yet
and weaving
panding
rea,,y
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" This work may be regarded
with accurate and cardinal instancel of the Swedenborg's monument7— He HAD No m-er- his age.
Divine Wisdom in hi<living creation, they leave TU ISM! To whom else would it apply iu these as an
attempted bridge from philosophy
no place for metaphysics; and thus, without a bewildered generations? For this then while j
to theology ; an arch thrown over from
frown or a blow, they achieve an intellectual yon are actively indebted to Mr. Morell, yon !
Uie side of nature towards the unseen
redemption from that great pestilence which ! aluo owe something to the SWEDENBORG Asshore of the land of life."
has oppressed the world for more than two SOCIATION."
And here we must leave this richly
niillniiiims — that miasm of an inhuman theol- j
We have no room to follow this dis- i instructive and inspiring pamphlet, deny
ogy, which nothing but a ptenumof respirable
truth could shut out of our orb. Moreover, course ill its analysis of the Econumy, the . ing ourselves and our readers the satis
they give us more order, law and life in the j Posthumous Tracts, and the great work of I
faction of some extracts from Dr. Wil
subjects of the lower science, than the philoso|he ^m>na/ Kingdom; but simply kinson's
concluding remarks.
phers have been able to find or show in the
quote the following :
whole of ' consciousness' hitherto, and thereby
" To sum up in two words the distinguishing
plant the foot of even those lower sciences
upon the haughty neck of metaphysics. In featureof all tiiese works, it may be said to con- j
short, they comply with the conditions of the ' sist in their WISDOM and INTEGRALITY.
By
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 184T.
Baconian logic, producing 'not arguments but . their wisdom 1 mean the attainment of princiarts, not what agrees with principles, but prin- pies in nature that may practically benefit the
Of modern civilization, toe natural fmlls art-,
human mind ; and the statement of which is contemptfor otherb' rights, fraud, opuresskiii,•
ciples themselves.'
gamblingspirit in trade,rt'tkless .-ulv.mnr. , ami
,-. ,.
.,-..,.
-,,
with reference to this result. Their integratity, commerciatcoavulsinus all tending to istipoverhilt
. ,
We fear that Dr. VVilkmson's hostility ; on the other
hand, signifies that these principles , ine Uitx.nTand t« renderevery conditionimecurr.
to metaphysics exaggerates itself a little haye the wiiiing support of all the sciences, and I Relief is to coine,and cnn only cutuefrom the new
ftppiicatioBof Christian principles, of UaiveriHj
in those last sentences.
It is certainly j to use Lord Bacon's words, are ' no islands cst jimiee .mil Univental love, to social i>ittintio»,
lo
cwmnicree,to busineuu,to active life.
the great merit of Swedenborg
(and of off from other lands, but continent* whick joia
I'*. CHARHINU.
or
a
common
geneach
being
them;'
principle
Fourier too) that they have bridged over
era! truth iobsiitiDg ai "** f"ss the <™ni»o»
. OPINIONS OP THE FOREIGN PRESS.
the old fatal separation between soul and 'I
suffrageof nature. But penat me to iltustrate
matter, that they have placed the unity of
The progress of Associative ideas, as
j
Mf by an examp,e Altho^h the hnman
the material and spiritual principle at the is a substanceby itself, yet it hoUs commanica- we stated in tmr last
But to be
paper,
basis of philosophy,
and every where tiim with the entire aniverse. For we stand estimated
the Dumber of their professed
form
and essence
studied
together. with our feet upon the ground; we eat the fruits j adherents.
We find a general tendency,
And it is equally true that the metaphy of the earth ; we breathe its atmosphere; we throughout
te the
society,
principles
in its aoras; we appropriate its existence
live
sicians have spun a great many useless
which are at the basis of the Associative
faculties,
,
,,. •
other
., ,
,
.
with
OUT
sensesand
and
meanins
I
webs of abstractions (Spinnen-geweben, as Nmy
wise embraces .„ .„ Reform, and hence we confidently augur
u
body jn
the Germans say,) seeking the grounds of own ends the unjversei ,0 ijie doctrine of the the universal
triumph of our cause, — and
(
But let not j body must in the same manner comprise the that at no very distant day. The preva
every thing in consciousness.
this drive us to the opposite one-sidedness. j doctrine of the universe. And therefore the lence of what we consider
enlightened
" Consciousness" is certainly a fact, and integrality of these writing., on this head, is
opinions with regard to the evils of the~ The doctrine of the brain ia
thns
:
as such fruitful, in its way, -with revelasocial state, and the appropriate'
con&-^
. , ..
..
.:
and extended by the doctrine of the auras, and present
with him,'
tmns.
We fully3 sympathize
_. _, n».
3 v
probably still greater
of oB mitt which the brain a comectrd. The remedy therefor,
however, in his impatience of the meta- doctrine of the lung!1comprchends that ^ the in Europe, Hum tn our own
but
country
j
physicians when they get to raising their ! atmosphere,Sic.; the doctrine of the blood that we need only io bide our time on this side
and Ontology, j of the earth 3 and in general, the entire theory the water
issue between Psychology
for no discovery, whether in
to questioning the objective reality of facts ! of organizationcommunes with the entire the- science, philosophy, or the laws of socie
ori€Sof p,.vchology and physics, even as D»DI
of which we have subjective
necessary ]
, . ' , ,
. subsistsin the world, and receives and gives in ty, can fail to- penetrate the minds of
. .
0
', ,
,,
convictions,
owedenborg
scepti_,.
had
no
.
v
6
and we
; the
sphere of nature. Thus, as Swedenborg thinking men among ouiselvea
He was the j
cism ! to his glory be it said.
the- impatient
Thc diacernmcnt of universal connection know that once received

L
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by

^

American

temperament,

valuable

every

snggeatron will embody itself tn institu
tions, suitable to its character.

The organ of the French
ists,

the

contains
on the

Democratic

"

one or two
Socialism

Association-

Pacifiifue,

usually

interesting

eolumns

of the Press," illus

trative of the reception of social doctrines
among the leaders of public

We give

opinion,

as

in the Journalism of France.

expressed

few

these articles

in

of

extracts

from

recent

numbers

of the

by

in that he was the I anli continuity amountsto the discovery of trath.
' With regard to the intellectual newnessof
and never
called
in
most childlike,
question the reliableness of the mind's these works, it lies perhaps iu the just embodi
in the mechanical. These
own faculties, nor doubted our right to ment of the spiritual
two spheres,or this world and the higher world,
say the world exists.
Apropos to this,
had been,till Swedenborg arose, disjoined, and
we must anticipate a little and quote Dr.
hostile to each other : but happily he has com
"Wilkinson :
menceda reconciliation between them, and the
" The second of our pretences is, that wo mechanical is no longer low or dead, or the
have been instrumental, by fair means,in pro spiritual void and intangible. A great hope this
curing a true report on Swedenboig to be in- for all time."
scrtcd in one of the ablest books of this century,
Several important MSS. of SwedenMr. Morcll's History of PhOatophy. In the
as, a
first edition of that work, the account given of j borg yet remain to be published:
our author was meagre enough, but no sooner continuation of the Chemical Specimens ;
did the historian discover the claims made upon and of the Animal Kingdom; one on
him by Swedenborg as a philosopher,than in Generation; and oneOs the Huaum Mind,
the most candid manner he determined to set "
namely, the five senses, and the various
himself right, and for this purpose procured our
the
publications, from which he has drawn up an faculties, both concrete and abstract,
impartial statement of some of their leading human loves and passions, and whatever

a

truest of philosophers,

the last

Democratic Pacifique,

received

some

arrivals from Europe.

The Franc-Parleur de la Metue demands
of the price of grain, and
that the rate of bread should be regulated
It is to be hoped like the interest of money. " Shame on

j

.

in

who

tress.

speculate

shame on the social
permits

on the public

We say with

Charles
organization

this speculation

!

a

those

dis

Fourier,
which

Our city, our

department, sometimes presents the spec
as, every
of famine and misery

tacle

;

j

a

of

'
a

:

a

1

is,

peculiarities. And 1 cannot resist the pleasure follows therefrom."
of informingyou of one grand fault he discerns I also that the " Swedenborg Association "
in Swedenborg: it
that he had DO sceptiwil)
ent
complete translation of that
cism had his will been puzzled by
little of
splendid cosmogonic poem, The Worship
that, by
tinge of wholesome scepticism,' Mr.
1745, the
God' published
Morell thinks he would have made first-rate and Love
philosopher. What other epitaph so excellently ™ry year in which his spiritual sight
distinctive could we desire to see inscribed on was opened, and the fifty-seventh year of

the limitation
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where else, there are the poor; but fortu
nately here, as every where, they find in
public

charity,

a refuge

against

dying

France to the other, and whoM sound is j influence from these writings, is the silent
lout in the distance ; listen to those con- ! operation of the spirit of the Age, — may
certs, those inspired songs, those repeated j we not reverently say, the spirit of God, —

It was perceived by Fou bursts of applause, — every thing tells us
rier and others, that the existence of the that a living thought has siezed the heart
and soul nf those who have read the
poor, devoted almost inevitably to wretch
ed ness, from the time they see the light, writings of Fourier, and that his work
is not completely secured by charity. — ; begins to find oontinuators, because, in
with

hunger.

They have pointed out a more effectual
mode, to which Fourier has given the
name of solidarity.
To secure* every man
the means of living, (for the first thing in
life is to live), to secure every man food,

, truth, the path marked out by him is only
is
| one to which the future of humanity
destined."

which is now working

on the consciences,

the souls of men, with unwonted
under which
a new

Humanity

and fresh

energy,

sense of the wrongs

a solemn

inspiring

groans,

hope, in

kindling

the midst

social misery and degradation,

of

and awak

the vital sentiment of Universal
Unity, which scorns the enjoyment of priThe Ocean, of Brest, which for several j vate content, while the masses of men are
months past has been assuming a more defrauded of their birth-right, and wet the
clothing, lodging, as the- recompense of; and more elevated position in the press of globe on which they suffer with tears and
The influence of this spirit has
labor, such is the principal object of soli- ; the departments, publishes the following i blood.
But is it possible to arrive at this lines. "It is high time that the age prepared the way for the great discover
darity.
ies of Fourier, and assures their universal
result, by means merely of charity ? By should be shown what it really is; for
no means.

Charity is not sufficient, be merly princes were flattered, to-da^ it is
cause it is not organized.
If it were so, prejudices, — tyrants, far more dangerous
it would become solidarity.
What are still. When Fourier wrote ' attractions
the refuges

for poor children ?

Nothing

scale, by years

of fertility ?

And

•who profits equally

by years of scarcity?

It

nobody but the mer-

is the merchant,

reception.
OUR

LECTURERS

are proportional to destinies,' he said to
the laborers, ' raise your forms that are

but organized charity.
" ID France, who is it that profits, on a now bent down to the dust ; all the noble
large

ening

IN THE STATE

OP

iNEW YORK.

We have had as yet no official reports
those faithful missionaries of Asso, .
_
aspirations of your souls will find a way
'eiation, our friends Allen and, Orvia.
,
,„
,
opened for them ; if inspiration draws _
extracts, however,
...
From the following
.
, . . ,
. . ,,
! you on, yield to its guidance, for the fu- ! ,
.
'
.„
. . , i from private letters kindly furnished us
ture will respond to the attraction which .
-n
L.
j by the recipients, it will appear that they

,l

from
. .

chant.
The producer sells at a little
higher price, to be sure, but he must pay j moves you ; cherish a taste for every
have been too busy in the good work to
the same for taxes and labor as in good thing beautiful and good, for refinement ;
report of their own doings, and that they
:
his
and
balance
virtue
years
receipts
and happiness will reward your
expenses
have been silent towards the Harbinger,
each other : and he is lucky if he is not generous desires.'
He did not say to
not so much from the dearth as from the:
to avail himself of the tender •them, ' Bury those vague aspirations in
obliged
crowd of matter.
Possibly they will not
mercies of the usurer.
It is just at this the depths of your hearts ; for if society
thank us for dragging their hasty private
tune, that the merchant comes along with : has provided a desirable portion for some
communications, with all ibeir plain con
his ready cash ; he purchases, forestalls, I of you, they are the privileged orders,
fession of detail, into print : but we want
and thus he makes his good hits, and spec- ! the elect ; the rest are poor and obscure ;
the world to know of what stuff our mission
ulates on the wants of his fellow-men.
they must remain in their humble medioc
"In years of abundance,. the producer rity ; repress your rash wishes for glory, aries are made, and what men can do
for the holy cause of Association ; what
sells at a moderate price ; the merchant riches, and honor, for this would be a
men feel they must do, and with a glorious
hugs and holds on to his purchases ; he vain hope, since you are disinherited.'
cheerfulness, when once they comprehend
waits for the favorable moment ; he can When Fourier pronounced the word ' As
and really believe in its all-strengthening
afford to do so; but not so the produc
sociation,' he did not mean by it a chari
doctrines.
er.
table association which parts with a frac" ' Years of abundance,-' says Fourier, tion of its superfluity to the miserable ;
" Our meetings in Albany were rather
' become a
scourge for agriculture ; a year he did not mean by it the association of poorly attended.
But about half of the
of scarcity begins to involve the farmer ; a few favored individuals, letting fall into members of the ' Union ' were present.
the following
the hand of the famished the crown Most of the members joined the Union to
year, if abundant, com
pletes his ruin, by forcing him to sell his which they would have hazarded at play. secure the benefits of the guarantees,
and below the real value,

crop speedily,

in order to satisfy

his creditors.'

The Lyonnaise

Tribune

gives

detailed account of the festival
men,

The

Lyons.

at

opened with
which

was

favor.

We

a discourse
received
give

the

"

a very

of work

meeting

was

versal production ; in fine, the association

not prevent;

of capital, labor and talent."

tutes from their fallen condition,

by M. Polard,

with

distinguished

following

extract

from it.

" The

He wished to point out the fraternal and and do not believe in Association
union of the social elements, They are reformers in obedience to the
according to their common share in uni spirit of civilization ; they would cure,

graduated

has called us togeth
is that of celebrating the

not abol

ish the causes of the evils, and do away

The French papers abound with similar
statements,
progress

idea which

rescue drunkards and prosti

tive

which

with

the necessity

the rapid

guarantyism

that has been made by Associa
within
the last ten years.

the civilized

ideas,

deiuonstiate

of Reform.

Inverse

is about as far as most of
failures, called men, are pre

pared to advance.

" But there are noble exceptions to
This result is owing no doubt, in a great
measure, to the influence of Fourier's these remarks in Albany. There are some
rier; and judging from our enthusiam, writings and other works of the Associa
very valuable friends there. Tappan Townfrom the recitals of what is done in other tive School.
They have been widely send, Alexander
Lowrie, Mr. Forbes,
cities, wherever the words of our Master diffused, pressed upon the public attention Mr. Cyrus Lancaster,
(a Swedenborgian,)
have penetrated, should we not say that with singular earnestness,
and in the '.are well informed and devoted friends of
there was something transcending
the presence of the startling inequalities and the cause.
' There were also
usual limits of humanity,
in tin; man miseries of European Society, must needs
many strangers that
er, gentlemen,

anniversary

of the birth of Charles

Fou

whom we have met to honor?
Listen to! make a profound impression on the gen- attended our meetings, during our last
,1
the echos which rcsouud from one end of oral mind.
But more potent than any j visit to Albany, especially the pupils of
j
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School ; and man; of them of the

the Normal

became very deeply interested, purchased
books, and left with us pressing invita
tions

to visit

of

their places

and present the cause there.

residence

I

contrast

with

the

mechanical,

false,

cramping system of civiliza
This interested the Normal Schol
ars more than any other view of the
Some of them came to me and
subject.

its

Chrisiian, educational

aspects, and received with

of twenty-eight

and industrial
sympathy

binger,

and

members was organized,

and measures taken to introduce
establish

the Har

a social reform library,

for a regular

provide

on our return

of lectures

course

from the West.

Utica

is

in a hopeful state of fermentation ; some
enlisted in the movement.

One man fol

with

they could not lowed us to Syracuse, paid us five dollars
on the old plan, and to bear us on, and secured a pledge from

again

to be in a mood to sympathize
in

hero,

Shakspeare's

his

excla

'

are disheartened ; their hands are hanging
down in despair, and it will require
siderable effort to re-enlist
them,

and

secure

their

co-operation

behalf of the great American
form

enterprize.
blighted

We

ment.

con

them, reassure
Social
was

Syracuse

in
Re

com

by the Collins's move

visited

friends

the old

of

talked over the whole matter

Community,

with them, presented the plans and pros
Union, and awak

of the very best people of the place are pects of the American

that they felt as though
teach school

Most
of the old friends of the cause, however,

circulate tracts, and so forth, and also to pletely

tyrannical,

seemed

greatest gospel of Unity Universal.

Sunday

On Monday evening a Union

tion.

said they were sorry they were present,

on

meetings

were large, the question was presented in

gave on enthusiasm.

the last evening of our lecturing at Al
bany, an address upon the mode of edu
cation proposed by the Associative School,
in

Our

city.
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us that

we

would
and

Westmoreland,

return

to his place,
in

lecture

Clinton,

of disappointment and despair, Peterboro', Hamilton, &c., where he will
'Othello's occupation's
But I attend us, introduce us, and help pay the
gone.'
was so cruel as to ' rejoice at this calam
He is a very
expenses of meetings.
ity,' inasmuch as a conviction of the wealthy and intelligent farmer. This is
falseness, emptiness, barienness of pre the region of Gerritt Smith and his dis
sent social and educational opportunities ciples
Already we have received
mation

ened so much interest, that, together with
our lectures and preaching, the presenta
tion of the subject as the fulfilment and
realization of the Christian
to

idea, we were

earnestly

solicited

return

meetings

there for at least a fortnight,

and

hold

with the assurance from Rev. S. J. May,
Mr. Corning, Mr. Savage, and the Editor
of the ' Daily Star,' ibat our expenses
should

be paid, a Union

organized,

and

every possible effort made to induce the

al

But they advised us to
people to attend.
delay our visit till the canal closed ; for it
has become a proverb here, that ' when

Collins's Skaneateles
to most a failure.
or fight to conquer
spend a week there on his return from the ' Hunt of Harmony,'
West. The friends there are interested, a peace, his infidelity, his disastrous fail

the canal closes, religion opens;' or in
other words, ' Business is business, and
'
religion is religion ; the too close con

is the

first

a constructive

step towards

effort of Reform.

" In Troy

we did not hold meetings,

but made arrangements

but wish

to expend

their efforts later in

at leisure to attend meetings.
Utica we labored very hard to get
There was not a single indi

a hearing.
vidual

that was known

in the city

the Liberty Leaguers.
" In Syracuse our meetings

were

for Mr. Orvis

the season, when the people will be more

" In

the most substantial aid from his friends,

such a great cry in be tact of these two hostile elements of life
and scrupulously
half of a better order of society, and the is to be conscientiously
ignorance of the people, who have not avoided, for one or the other mast suffer
ure after making

enough to discriminate
intelligence
Reform,
tween a true Constructive

as a the

No,-God,

No-Government,

be
and

No-Mar
No-Salt,

We had no riage, No-Money, No-Meat,
We could find No-Pepper
and
letters of introduction.
system of Community,
to the the opposition of those whose wealth or
no subscribers to the Harbinger,
And piety makes them calumniators of ibe
Liberator, or to Young America.
to
cause, by endeavoring
those who took the Tribune, liked Gree- Associative
ley as a Whig, but cursed him as an make the uninitiated believe that Collins
Associationist.
We fouad a few sub was a ' Furyite,' just like ourselves, has
scribers to the Albany Patriot, the advo closed the ears of the people in this neigh
There is but
cate of the Liberty League, and they borhood against our words.
It
one way to get a hearing here now.
were free enough to express a willingness
to the

friend

to hear

movement.

contribute

something

towards paying

for

We spent two days in getting
not a word of sym
pathy expressed in behalf of our enter
a hall.

up the meeting, with

prise.

J.

office,

got

"

poster ;

and myself
the

"

duffed my

J.

liberty
worked

character

"

went to a printing

of setting

up a

the press, and I
as clergyman, and

devil," (a character
played by clergymen in other
We posted
places than a printing office.)
that of

assumed

sometimes

them up ourselves, and behold, when the
hour of meeting arrived, we had eighteen
persons
were

present

interested,

to hear

us.

But

they

and agreed to pay the

expenses of the hall for another meeting.
The next evening we had about a hun
dred present
ing,

—

and they

preach

Sunday

upon National Re
form, Working Men's Protective Unions,
the American Factory System, &c., until

persons offered to is to notify

us, and two

the interest

was deepen

proposed that we should
and lecture

on Sunday

evening, in one of the most popular halls

lectures

by the union.

"I

am deeply

impressed with the im

of spending considerable
upon this State."

portance

"

You are wondering

that

I

effort

have not

I

written
have

eatlier since leaving Utica, but
been exceedingly
busy, and have

not had a moment of time, even for rest.

We had only two meetings in Syracuse,
and we were

both so fatigued

with, our

efforts at Utica, that we did not do so well
as we should have liked
audiences

were very

to do, but the

much pleased,

and

so we concluded to be pleased also.
Our
meetings were small, but composed of

the very best people in the place.
This
Collins's you know was the general centre of Mr.
Community, nor the three or four abortive Collins's agitation, and we had supposed
in Western New that a hearing would hardly be possible for
efforts at Association
The
York, were to be regarded as even worthy any kind of social reform lectures.
of the least consideration, inasmuch as citizens of that place are well aware of
neither possessed the requisite science or all the causes of Collins's failure, and do
But Western New not judge even Communism by that phe
means of success.
York is one of the most important places nomenon, much less Association. Samuel
for propagation of our doctrines, that I J. May was exceedingly hospitable and
There is more wealth, generous towards us, and did all in his
have visited yet.
We have been unani
refinement, freedom of thought, general power to aid us.
intelligence, here, than among either our mously requested by hearers to visit Syra
village or farming population in New En cuse in November, and to bold meetings
an interest is created, and an opportunity
offered

to show

that

neither

They are not so much cursed by for three weeks, and at their expense.
Anti- Samuel J. May, Mr. Joseph Savage, Mr.
puritanic piety.
a straight-jacket
of Stephen Smith, and the editor of the
Slavery has been a John-the-Baptist,
steutorian cry, in this wilderness, and the Star, are foremost in making the request.
gland.

people

are

well

prepared

to hear

our

Messrs.

Savage and Smith were the earli
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eat and

latest friends of Collins's more- 1catholic regard to the rights and interests
citizens in of all parties.

her ;

ment, and are the wealthiest

but

neighbor

we prefer to advise our old
not to throw cold water on a

Is there Dot cause for encourMr. Jaques is an Associationist, one social movement, because he has been
whose convictions are thorough on that convinced by experience of the impracti
agement '
' The
and cability of some favorite plans of his own.
prospect for meetings in this city I subject, and who labors warmly
The " Voice " One swallow ikies nut make a summer.
(Rochester) is less favorable than that of wisely to convince others.
Syracuse,

any place where we have previously

vis

It is the nest wherein was hatched
that anomalous brood of birds, called the
' Sodus
' The Clarkson
Bay Phalanx,'
Phalanx,' the ' Bloom field Phalanx,' and
the ' Manchester Union.' The very name
of Association is odious with the public,

has

ited.

always

been friendly

j

aid from it.

The number for last week
a loud

call

to the

disastrously

terminated,

important

contains several reports of Associative
periments;

Nor should one experiment,

to our move

ment ; we may now anticipate

system.
ex- ; mighty

"Lowell;

lead one to prejudge a vast
We do not believe that the Al

Providence

has left

without the means of social

our

globe

harmony, al

reminding the ! though the picturesque Skaneateles did
j Union of Associationists,"
I members of their monthly meeting ; and ; not prove in be the spot for Paradise Re
and the unfortunate people who went into ; as a specimen of the plain familiar way of' gained.
We have ourselves had some
these movements in such mad haste, have j the editor, in a reply to a correspondent experience in our day of practical discom

till endurance is no longer

been ridiculed

in Pennsylvania,

he closes as follows :

fiture, but not for that do we abate aught

C., you are a of " IK-HI or hope " or faith ; and shall
the sight and knowledge of their neigh
never distrust the results of scientific dem
member of the Lowell Union o( Astoriabors.
There are some who always were tionists.
Your friends of the l:num onstration, although inexperienced archi
and will be so poor as to have nothing to : would be happy to hear from you in re- . tects shall make but " blundering and
sacrifice, that are still as open before the ! gard to any interest you may find in the ' bungling " work in their first attempts to
world as they can be. There are two or i great cause of Social Re-organization
them to practice.
O
in j apply
Courage,
three families, however, whose circum- i your vicinity."
friend, and let not the splendor of the
stances command them influence, that are
Mr. J. in his editorial "Salutatory"
Queen City beguile thee of the dreams of
steadfast
Associatiouists.
We
shall thus states his views :
thy youth, or blind thee to the glories of
make an effort to give two lectures here,
" We shall
that new Jerusalem, the City of our God,
try to give you an Indepen
possible,

and they are slunk

from

away

" By

the

way,

friend

and afterwards

determine what else is to dent paper, devoted without fcar or favor to which is coming down from Heaven, in
the cause of the People, to the amelioration I the form of a perfect, symmetrical, har
of the Masses, the elevation of Labor and
monious, human society.
the 6n.il emancipation of all Classes of I
A NEW ADVOCATE or ASSOCIATION. Society from the false and autagonistical
We cut the following from a letter to the relations, which they now sustain in alHJ3 We have missed, for several weeks
OI life.
In
departments
wanton,
ucl'a"mellls of
.'"«•
'.« addition
Chronotype
past, some exchanges which we value,
sr from its New York Corres- I to
In"8.1-""
this we shall try to give an interest! n" ,
,
pondentof Tales, Poetry, Science, • fur instance, the Emancipator, and the
j Miscellany
" While the transcendentalists and free- j History, Biography, Anecdotes, News el Lynn Pioneer, — good papers in their
— in a word to make the Voice anj
thinkers of your region are preparing for cetera
kind, which we would
rather not do
a new Quarterly, 1 learn that a Monthly, interesting as well as useful papei."
without.
Is the fault on their side, or
of pretty high aims, will probably ere
ours*
We are sure our paper goes to
long be hatched into activity in this city.
, ;
^p We
h
^f
have them as regular as a Dutch clock, aiiti
What name it will bear 1 do not know,
.
, .
;
nor am I at liberty to mention the name of j 8lven a fnendly welcome to the Chicago j we cannot believe that either of them
its editor— but this much I can say, that ! Tribune, a Daily recently established in has the bad taste to wish to cut our ac
it will have a character of its own, and j that city. It is conducted with great in- 1
quaintance.
will strike good blows for real progress. duary and
good judgment, and though I
It will not be bound to any sect or party,
usually a little more prim in its deport
but at the same time, will not be conduct
NOTICE.
ment than was to have been expected j TUT.
ed without regard to positive principles.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of the "Ameri
"
Its starting point will be that comprehen
from the free West, is quite a readable can Union of Associationists are hereby noti
fied that their next stated meeting will be hehl
sive,
universal
of which paper. It leans
philosophy
towards
social
strongly
in Boston, on Monday, the 1I/A of Octobrr.
Swedenborg and Fourier are the chief exreform, but takes care not to commit itself Presidents of Affiliated L'uioiw are tx officut
pounders, and it will aim at the most radmembersof this Board.
Probably it is patronized ,
ical and at the same time peaceful reform. toti decidedly.
By order of the President,
But, as the auctioneers say, particulars by some timid, respectable gentlemen,!
F.DWARD Uii.Ks, Rec.
NEW
YORK,
Sept. 13. 1S17.
hereafter."
whose ears would be wounded by truth
!
too plainly told.
Some persons subscribe
NOTICE.
THE VOICE OF INDUSTRY.
This spirit- for a newspaper on the same condition THE COMMITTEE or THIRTEEN, on the sub
ed and faithful advocate of the rights sf ; that an aristocratic dame we know of in ject of a practical experiment of Association,
will hold ita second sessionat tin- time of the
Labor, the organ of the "New England j Boston, took a pew in a fashionable meetingof the Executive Committee, ni above,
Labor Reform League," published every j church, " that she should not be disturbed in Boston, ou Monday, the 11th of October.
W. H. CHANNING. CAairoum.
Friday morning at Lowell, has just passed with any new ideas."
We trust the
BOSTON,Sept. 14, 18t7.
be done in the premises."

into new editorial hands.
Mr. D. H. Tribune will quickly get rid of all such
JAQUES, who has been for some time past bloodless customers, and go ahead in its
an active contributor, the author of the own way.
" Letters from Boston," from this time

KJ" We had also intended to say a word
We heartily welcome him of greeting to the Queen City, a large
He is the right man to keep I and beautiful sheet from Cincinnati, edited

forward assumes the entire editorial man
agement of it.

to the post.
up the character which the

"

"

Voice
has j by our versatile friend, JOHN A. COLUNS.
always sustained, of advocating the cause j If it were our custom to deal largely in
of Labor boldly, firmly, frankly and yet ! rose-colored epithets, we would return
discreetly, without exaggerations, without some of the compliments which he gives
appeals

to

popular

prejudice,

with

a profusely

to out

paper in a recent

num-
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and that the me

labor.

chanic only awaits the moment when his
perfected art shall be able to supply its

trade

bulism, nervous and cataleptic

II.

act should

machine

perishes of famine, like the body."—Lemmtay.

in

worker

We cover with

in

who

circular line.

finds an equivalent

The
re

the complete degradation of his

intellectual

It will be observed that in proportion

faculties.

their isolation,

There

are some

lose even the mem

The being whose ex
ory of language.
istence the economy of the arts has re-

in

raise

of

is

;

a

eighteenth

out an unexpected chance, find elsewhere
such
place as he loses, he remains
standing by the master of the factory, in
dependence as absolute as discouraging.

The price of his handy work, considered
favor than as wages due, will
more as
that coW and hard econ
be calculated
ufacturing

lies at the bottom of all man
We
shall
establishments.

then

the

omy which
find

lation.

in

a

the

the first
and as he may be replaced
as he cannot himself, with

pushed, in that proportion do the vices of descended to the class of the polypi,
monotony or continuity in a function be where we perceive no head and which ap
come more and more enormous and mon pear to live only
their arms.
" The savage, who disputes his life
strous.
In fact, the work being indefi

!

make

timid and sedentary.
" As his work
of extreme simplicity

where

single

or

pin.

worker and render him necessarily

chine

gesture, seems to have

duccd to

valve

The sentiment of his
weakness, then, will characterize the ma

part

of the same new comer

blind the eyes of an animal which we in

I.

as the processes of production
and the division of labor

then be possible

not etupefy and end by paral

tend shall run round

" Intelligence cannot be an idle faculty ; it source

are improved,

Would

the thought?

yzing

is

It

a

lar disorder.

that the eternal succession

"Must not all the faculties express them
selves, develop themselves freely, each accord
ing to the laws of its nature,and bring their va
ried vibrationsto the great concert, to which all
human powers are summoned7 " — Clarisnc
Vigourcux.

perfects itself,

affections,

the different species of spiritual trances,
simi
are probably the consequences of

the Soul.

proportion

we

sad confession to make,
Sim ence.
return of never to have done anything more than

DEVEL ple monotony, the continuous
sound, of the same gesture
AND OF the same
first importunes, then irritates, and after
wards induces sleep or torpor.
Somnam

Integral Development of the Intellectual
Faculties : Health, Vigor, and Riches of

as civilized industrialism

while

by

CHAPTER

of their first causes.

is

INDUSTRY.

we call caprices,

are ignorant

;

INTEGRAL
INDIVIDUAL

dents which

himself

by

OR
THE

only an accessory, and

that he

that separated from them he has no lon
ger either capacity or means of subsist

a

OF

the midst

he cannot dissemble

to acci

a

LUXURY,

OPMENT

AND EXTER

he lives

and

partakes

perishes

it

NAL

INTERNAL

the second

even subject

the body,

a

OF

his independence

the intellect cannot be an of which
like

whole

a

FIRST.

BOOK

famine

carries

a

faculty

with

;

idle

;

HARMONY.

who

his arms, feels his strength

the nature of the machines

spring.

Meanwhile,

it

"

The first,

16.

it

place
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ALL THINGS, AT THE J.RESENT

" This

population

other,

any

worker

machine
and

servile,

poor,

exposed

without

every
emu

will he more than
For
to seduction.
is

a

ic It
is is

is

a
him who has no ideas, every idea
nitely split up, the parcel which falls to with the elements, and who subsists on novelty, as drunkenness comes quick in
the laborer becomes more and more sim the profit of his chase or fishery,
one who has never used strong liquors.
ple, his work more and more monotonous, compound of strength and cunning, full
amongst peaceful herds that the pan
and his spirit limited.
Like a vicious an of sense and imagination.
A crowd of stu
most destructive.
The laborer,
imal, Civilization
is the more vicious as whom the variety of seasons, soils, cul
pid fellows rushes on under the basest of
critic

is

a

a

perceive that human nature is superfluous

by the exercise of
complicated
work, we ought to expect an effect quite
the contrary, upon the agent of
divided
ing

a

tined to represent all his life only a lever,
that one a peg, the other a handle.
We

chiefs,

with

the blindness

of ignorance

and the impetuosity of new impressions.
" We perceive that
its last analysis
in

kind.

the principle of the division of labor ren
ders still more prejudicial the influence of
life on the chancier of
We remain convinced, that if

manufacturing
people.

Ibis famous principle
ment to which
urge it,

attains the develop

cupidity

will form

a

its

it

in

a

perfect

in

more

a

is

a

Now ture, and prices, forces into new combina
tions, remains
thinking being in spite of
routine.
These classes of workers,
"The more perfect the division of whom the employment of muscular
work, and the more extended the appl'.-a- strength
combined with some notions of
tion of machines, the more contracted the design, of calculation, or of chemistry,
intellect of the laborer.
A minute, a formed very remarkable species of men.
second, consumes all his knowledge, and The salient trait of their character was
the next minute or second will see the love of independencei
" If man thus develops his understand
same thing repeated.
This man is des
it

let us hear Le'montay, a remarkable
on modern industrialism.

will not fail to
race of men cow

ardly, degraded, impotent to attempl any
thing for their country's defence, and ten
ding

to excesses, the more fatal because
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(a

not ing to the producer

of

this

I

'

it
is

each
de
la

it

of

devoted to the execution

single

operation, will most assuredly acquire the

And see faculty of executing
better and quicker
but he will, at the same
la than others

mistake.

the division of labor he time, be rendered less fit for every occu

— The individuals degener
of their nature,

understand

:

Smith.

whose whole life

ate

they lose the dignity

their

faculties,

their

liberty

!

1

man,' says M. Say,

it

the cause of evil.

consequence

its

only

to his own

according

used the precaution to tell us that

;

is

argument,

which,

the

M. Say had already

man individually.1

is

is
in by

to do here.

nothing

ize the science created by Adam

the

labor, which

is

has

continuity

And

vain.

attacks

wrongly

of the division

principle

the

he

again,

It of

then,

alternative

point let us hear one of those who have generacy results from the division of
bor,
contributed the most among us to popular
in man individually considered.

sentimentali

ties on all this, his work

what has quieted his mind

leaves no other

if

the blind who can

If he concludes

is

by

felt

it

it,

he makes

circle, which

but either the degradation of the man or
the imperfection of the labor.
On this

Our author sees the evil, he confesses
not see it.

feeble term this, after the foregoing con
fessions of the author; but
perceive
;

that the man shrinks."

well know

and yet they make

;

I

but

no effort to find an outlet from this vicious

I

know

a

I

enclosure.

;

his

'

in

A

himself

that by this division the field is enlarged,

a

it
is

it

is
a

;

'

if

ia

;

it

'

a

is
a

a

a

;

in

!
a

;

a

'

a

is
a

it casts itself into them with the security bravely extinguishing,
skilful mode of em
with
bucket of division of labor
of innocence, and an entire incapacity to water and glass, the front of her shop. ploying human agency
skilful mode,
discern the absurd and unjust.
The building and the town were in M. Say
process which results, as you
" Is it from imitation, or by the simul flames.
the degeneracy of human nature
say,
taneous effect of a general cause, that in
skilful mode, mechanism which extin
II.
our modern times man has submitted his
guishes the faculties of the workman,
noblest faculties to the same division as
We will now pass on to the political which takes away his capacity, his inde
the mechanical
arts?
We are struck economists.
Abel Transon has written
pendence! verily, this
strange abuse
with
in sometimes
that
admiration
we will let of language,)
seeing charming article about them
consequently multi
among the ancients, the same person at him speak.
plies the productions of society, that
once, in an eminent degree, philosopher,
to say, the powers and the enjoyments of
" The economists all confess, that
mankind
poet, orator, historian, priest, administra
(not surely the powers and
tor, and general.
Our souls are fright
the division of labor
powerful means the enjoyments of the workman,)
'but
ened at the aspect of so vast a domain. of increasing production and ameliorating
that
takes something from the capacity
of each man indiriilualh/.'
also infallibly brutaliz
Every one plants his hedge and shuts the products,
Something!

Neverthe

less, SOCIETY goes on continually perfect
That reminds one of the sim
ing itself.
pleton who sold his merchandise in detail

loss, hoping to recover on the sale of
Ail other the whole.
" In 1808, M. Fourier,
the division of labor
advise
happy, faculties will be gradually blunted or extin
avoiding the
fertile, productive principle, which we must guished, and the man, as an individual,
general infatuation in favor of political
as
know how to employ to the advantage of will degenerate in consequence.' M. Say economy, signalized
false science,
not only the laborer\ an illusion,
vicious circle.
In 1823,
industry and the laborer.
Why attack even shows that
it? The division of labor hinders not who degenerates by constant application dignant at seeing the economists reduce
on to one function
the laborer from varying his work
mere analysis of the
equally true of pro their science to
no solution,

nothing

to

pation, corporeal or intellectual

If

fessional

a

the incapacity for more than one occupa
tion renders the condition of mere labor

him,

would

thenceforth

become

'

a

for

is

'

any reme

Such

a physician

lous

yet this

would

ridicu

appear

is

just the part played now
ers more hard and wearisome, as well as by some economists,
who seeing that
less profitable.
mere empirical descrip
They have less means of their science
loss to
enforcing their own right to an equitable tion of the evil, and wholly at
a

;

and the divis

ion of labor, instead of being an obstacle

patient

seeking

he exclaimed,
acting,'
physician who should say to his
my services consist in making

is
a

and varied sessions

short

of industry

the exercise

in

man require

in

a

that the physical and the moral nature of

'

deplorable
labor.

like

This

consequence of the division of the analysis of your fever, and not in
In the laboring class,' says he, pointing out to yon the means of cure.

just criticism) the remedy would
have presented itself to him.
He stated

very

a

a

with reference to the lower
principally
class that he undertakes to point out the

his own

evil, without

existing
dy

a

But

:

exclusively

:

exercise

of the mind.

it

faculties

;

with

it
is

;

of

have said, to be consistent

men, who

the finest

'

or

it.

the principle
monotony, (as he should

is

continuity

favors

eminently

lie had said the vice

is

the contrary,

it

;

it
is

it

;

is
a

has no remedy,

at

;

with

quarrelling

He has well understood, he has portion of the gross value of the product.
well expressed the superiority which the The workman, who carries
his arms
variety of their work gives to certain whole trade, can go where he pleases, to
and mechanics.
laborers
Why then practice his trade and find the means of
enter the lists against the division of subsistence
in the other case, he

self out and use every effort.' (New Indus
trial World, p. 39.)
" Now
be found that M. Fourier

labor,

brings

a

cable to such or such

species of indus

!

try.

perhaps that the learned professor
will proceed to seek the remedy. No

think

is

is

is

it

is

It

ought to throw away its learned mi- that
not his business.
Explaining the
crosc.ope, and look with its eyes, this phenomena of the production, distribution
would perceive that and consumption of riches, he tells you
Academy, and then
in our industrial system all industry
all that
for, Jie tells yon all that
to the body and injurious to the against, with
very remarkable clearness
would propose its prize on the of style, and does not trouble himself
soul, and

man who had lost her senses.

good wo
She

was

about the rest.
his

chapter

Here

:

it

if

this

?

" The

should

problem

which

the

economists

have solved, or at least proposed,
How to preserve the unquestion

able advantages of the division of labor,
into all agricultural
and even introduce
and

domestic

labors,

system of industry

where

only

the actual

operates

the

greatest possible complication, assigning to
a single individual all the shades
func

the conclusion of tion, and yet at the same time escape the
of labors
serious inconveniences mentioned by M.

on the division

On the whole,

reproaching the econo
mists with the nullity of their science

we may conclude,

:

a

have seen

is

of Salines

'

Dut no.

the conflagration

I

whole together.

in

it

a

injurious

right in severely

ly

is

Academy of Science has dependence, and
obliged to accept what
time to time offered a prize for the ever terms his employer thinks fit.'
" After so well describing the evil, you
discovery of some sanitary process appli

of drawing the
the well, was he not

means

a

The French

from

the true

poor goat out of

of

separated from his

Try to draw your

it

mere accessory, who,

fellows, has no longer any capacity or

as the fox said to

say,

the goat in the well

:

favor the

in

can wonderfully

a

is
a

;

which

variety of the work?

find the antidote,

is

in

means.

that

Say,

inconveniences

inevitable

in

the
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" The industry of 'Association, carried
on in short sessions, and distributed by
Groups and Series of Groups, fully satis
In the I'ltul-

fies this double condition.
anstery every function,
or domestic,

chanical,

of

Groups

is performed

The

laborers.

me

agricultural,
task

We have already shown that human from general Chaos, propelling to the sur
life, considered both as a unit in time and face of the globe its masses of granite.
a unit in space, presents a striking develop
Then with the next degree of organiza
ment of the serial process.

mis-shapen animals, monstrous reptiles,
he is member of a family, of a nation, crept on the earth.
But
proportion
of humanity, and as such takes part in a as vital conditions became easier, these
movement,

by triple
thus

shared among many is done with rapidity,

We have also tion, gigantic but coarse vegetables made
their appearance.
In the next period,

ascertained, that man is part of more gen
eral series than his individual unity ; that

in

of civilization,

proceeds by sessions of the longest
duration and the greatest monotony. '
dustry

characteristics,

presenting

the

same

All

but on a larger scale.

agree, that the life of nations

historians

so that in the same day, the same individ
passes through a series of phases analo
ual may apply himself successively to gous to those
of individuals:
birth,

primitive creations gave way to new ones
modelled on

a

great workshops
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more elevated and harmo

nious type.

The

atmosphere

became

purer,

the

and flames of volcanoes were

convulsion

And,
apogee, decadence, death.
the dogma of the unity of mankind, faint

confined to the interior parts of the earth,

of labor ; ly seen by the- ancients, and proclaimed
for only by this means is it possible with
by Christ, is omv so well established
out confusion, to set a great many labor
among us, that every School of Philoso
ers about the same function.
But at the phy and every Political theory takes
same time the shortness of the sessions either as ita point of departure, or as its
introduces a variety of labors, and thus goal.
secules to every one, the development of
Moreover, every body feels that human
all his faculties, the satisfaction of all his ity
yet in the ascending phase of its

robe of verdure, pro
clothing itself in
duced an abundance of savory fruits and

growth,
of this

condition

pro

it,

cess is the minute subdivision

and

cooled

the

surface

of the

planet

Then
the midst
variegated flowers.
of an innumerable retinue of beings, real
izing all the types of strength, of ele
gance, or delicacy,

all the fanciful

ties of form or instinct

which

varie
would

it

essential

in

" The

a

very different functions.

in

is

seem possible for intellect to conceive,
career; therefore all its past and present Man made his appearance, summing up
tastes.
'• It will be
his person all the powers of terres
objected, perhaps, that to labors are summed up under the name of
of which we shall presently trial creation.
To him belonged the em
accomplish any work with perfection, it Progress,
is not enough that the workman should give the formula.
pire of this new and fruitful universe; but

but the first or highest individual!

is

tion,

the

which

mission of

work- of Harmonization,

to lead the planet to the apogee

of this globe, and consequently subject of its life for he alone among all beings
to the vital evolution of the planet.
purposes,
We can understand propositions,
;

ty

;

a

could ascend higher still, and merge the causes and effects he alone has
sense
Planet
the Sidereal Series, which forms of justice and of order, and consequently
in

skilful hand in the arts, he also needs long
The fact is undeniable, but it
practice.
by no means involves the necessity of a
When
the
practice in long sessions.
wealthy members of our actual society
want to acquire skill in any corporeal ex

to him also belonged the holy
continuing
is

a

a

Humanity, when considered as
only have to occupy himself with one sim
single
unit, part of the whole of crea
ple detail ; that, to acquire what is called a being,

the Solar System, adding, also, that this he alone can realize them.
His own hap
immense body, with its retinue of planets piness, depending on the accomplishment
swimming,
to be considered only as of this providential function, becomes the
riding, they have need of practice too ; and satellites,
one of the innumerable host of stars, moral sanction of his existence.
And this
but if they had to dance or ride on horse
as dancing,

fencing,

is

ercise,

It is the same with in
portable fatigue.
dustrial dexterity, which by no means de

one sufficiently

unrelaxing

applica

tion."
To be Continued.

is

!

:

sents
double series of extension and strengthen our faith, to ascertain the ad
the race in itft
of continuity clearly distinguishable.
Do vance already made
a

not minerals, plants, animals, up to man,
form the links of
vast chain, possessing

IV.

conceive?

A

folded

to our view, thus preluding una
wares to the discovery of the fundament

al

II.

we find it a powerful

instru

mild climate,

far from

that beautiful conquest of the

A time
presents at the present day.
has been when every thing on
existed
the embryo state
th« heat of im
mense combustion was then preparing the
it

and general

of the SERIAL LAW, we pass to
its special applications in the sphere of
analysis

soil,

There man found
the dangerous zones.
all
nineteenth century, teaches that
not in abundance and without fatigue,
all at once that the exterior life of the things necessary to satisfy his first wants;
planet has attained to the completeness full of vigor, exempt from diseases and
Geology,

it

losophy.

humanity,

and fruitful

successive development.

of the Series to Social Phi

from this metaphysical

by the

least hostile movement of the surrounding

Law of Social Harmonies.*
Its existence then required the
medium.
virgin
Let us also explain the continuous or most favorable circumstances,

it

Application

the human

have been annihilated

a

THE SERIES.

race could

a

CHAPTER

SCIENCE."

of harmonious grada
possible for onr intellect to gifted with intelligence.
In this period of weakness,
great philosopher has un

the characters

tion, that

glorious career.
In the beginning man was placed upon
the earth, ignorant and defenceless, but

is

ELEMENTS OP SOCIAL

all

it
is

Trsulaied for the Harbinger.

it

FROM THE FRINCH OF H. GORSSE.

If

be
happiness
phets Onward, onward
will be well in order to
fore thee

It

pre

!

accessible to study,

by

mands an exclusive,

The interior life of our globe, the only
a

and

is

exercise to them would become an insup

that cover the fields of space.
the reason why God does not permit
But let
us now concentrate our attention on the him to stop in his laborious progress, but
sphere we inhabit.
says to him incessantly through his pro

back all day long, and all the week,

all the year, what is now a wholesome

prejudices,

he enjoyed

without

reflection

presented themselves to
him; be was happy, hut his happiness
The remem
was like his mind, simple.
brance of this first period of human life

what

pleasures

a

a

is

;

a

in

ment of knowledge and of combination :—
of knowledge, because by it we explain
elements to assume
scientifically all the problems of collect
form, at the first
ive and of individual life; of combination,
breath of Creative will.
Mineral
life,
preserved everywhere; all traditions
terrestrial para
because it contains all the germs of a the lowest of all, was the first to emerge speak of an Eden, of
Golden age.
system of social organization in conformi
dise, of
But this primitive bappinesa has been
ty with the lawe of general order.
••Clarke (Chain of Beingi.)
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of short duration ; population increased, and with the series only, although imper progress, one of the most general of our
and with it the wants of the race multi
fact,
fectly understood and applied, that man time, is yet only a sentimental
Soon, the satisfaction of has succeeded in establishing order in his rather than a rational conception.
Most
plied rapidly.
these wants could
labor, primitive,

be obtained only

We have seen that the march of ideas gresses,

After the fall, man living by hunting and is subject to that law,
and on

fishing,

wild

was in the

fruits,

Savage state— without written laws, with

enjoyed several natural rights, which

the

and political liberty of Civil
have not made good to him.
It

guarantees
ization

was during

that the passions

this period, that woman

was

but

the ultimate

that

have no
to which

humanity
definite

pro

idea

it tends.

of

Some,

form a series, having for pivot Unityism ; incapable of rising to the perception of
life is evidently a the human unity, without which neither

that Uie physiological

or fixed residence, he still series in time and in space with increas

out property

affirm simply

men

by labors.

ignorant, repuleive labor.

religion nor true philosophy

exist, consid

We er progress as a kind of ebbing and flow
may add that in the studies of natural ing of the intellectual tide, without ex

ing

and

decreasing

progression.

botany and so forih, press purpose, as a capricious sport of
are nothing but destiny, elevating and lowering alternate

history,

zoology,

scientific

classifications

compelled to submit
strongest ; she was

to the law of the

the serial grouping

of beings, in genera,

enslaved

families,

linked

the family.

was then organized

Finally some philosophi
profess a belief in indefinite
The art of rearing flocks gave other, to form collective unities. In poli progress, that is, progress without a neces
spised.
rise to Patriarchalism,
which had for its tics even, no permanent order has ever sary and definite end, consequently with
out organic formula ; but this is a logical
prominent
characteristic,
the exclusive been obtained, but by the application,
but paternal government of the head of more or less perfect, of the serial law. monstrosity, a contradiction
of all the

earth,

and

The

industrial

on slavery, introduced Barbarism,
the most faial of social periods, in which
on one side,

and the slavery

of woman on the other,

and degradation

with

one

reach their ultimate limits.

of

tures,

(It is at this

and

the

There however

sciences.

manufac

agriculture,

commerce

Observe however, how
force, the army.
this serial arrangement pre

life are subject to birth, growth, maturity,
decline and death ; contradiction with the

vails and shines in it. A re not squads, com

laws of humanity,

the progress

est

stimulates

to its high

for the system of labor

point ;

hire, which

does not even insure

for

to the

or a prospect of being
supplied with the most degrading
a right,

worker
always

or arduous labor ; for the continual

of social resources ;

for

the

waste

incessant

because the terrestrial

and of nations pre
panies, battalions, regiments, the army, life of individuals
sents the same phenomena of birth,
so many serial unities, clearly distinguish
able, having for pivot the general, for growth,
decline and death.
maturity,

for elementary

organs

Where could

and diers?

arts

of humanity is not to stop. For the an
of interests
tagonism
and
passions,
which Civilization

schools

conspicuously

day the condition of Eastern nations.)
Finally, Civilization sprung out of the sub-pivots the officers and subalterns, and
development

ly each nation.

the cal

culture

forced

despotism

species,

laws of nature and of humanity : contra
Un
We shall give only one example.
of the doubtedly if anything in Civilization is diction of the laws of nature, because
and menial labors strongly organized, it is the destructive all the movements of sidereal and animal

Slavery

recognized.

de

striking

development
and

series,

of its

the common
we

find

a

sol
more

of the Hierarchal
The su
power?

periority of our armies over the Arabs in
Africa is evidently due to our military
organization, since personally, the Arabs
are gifted

with

skill as our own
It is

as much

courage
soldiers. — What then

subject

does not spring

we know that the collective unity, HUMAN

ITY, progresses by a sequence of genera
of intellectual acquisitions and so
cial improvements, towards an apogee of
tions,

development,

which is to be the realiza

tion of the whole sum of life

and har

mony proportional to its naiure, and the
and index of which will be the complete ex

does the army lack, to be a normal se
ries?

But, the serial law being well understood,

to constraint,

from natural

of all the

pansion

it,

and

and

compose

and proportional

attraction.

individualities

that

or rather,

the possible

happiness

of all terrestrial

and

beings.

The very perfection of the social or
of the human The real and individual value of each of
this culminating phase, teaches
family, we must substitute a Science, an its members is not the only element of ganism
Accord, an Order, more quickening and which it is composed.
There are ignor of how much longer duration
will be
more religious.
But mark! it is not ant and cowardly captains ; there are than all preceding periods, the vices and
given to man, to conceive and establish an soldiers who ought to be commanders. defects of which were so many causes of
order different from that which springs Now every series not based on a sponta decline and of destruction.
However, by
from the laws instituted by the Supreme neous and free association
the universal law, hu
of its ele degrees, such
All the data on which he ments, and upon a hierarchal order of manity must descend from this glorious
Intelligence.
up and subdivision

is

it

in

breaking

of

the

types

of the regulating

universe,
alone,

that

it

is
he

method and a true Ideal.

being only
principles

in

these

divine

can

find

a true

The greatness,

these elements, corresponding to their pro
value is not a normal series.

portional

be powerful

It may
to destroy or repress, but it is

powerless

for

It realizes order bat not liberty.
production.

The

but without

summit,

experiencing

the

woes which

attended its early progress.
was only an accident resulting

Suffering
from ignorance

of the Divine law

;

acts, his own nature included,
emanations

or,

series the law being once known', the harmonic

the

liberty and happiness of man then without attraction, is order without liber
consist in discovering the law and submit- ty ; it is DESPOTISM.
Attraction without
ing to it, and it is only in doing so that he the serii,-- is liberty without order, without

of humanity thereby at
tained, its old age will be calm and plea

co-ordination

;

a

sant as the evening of
beautiful day.
can establish his legitimate empire on the unity ; it is ANARCHY.
Such are the true The works of Fourier contain extensive
globe. Naturat;, nisi parenuo, non impcra- or harmonic, and the false or subversive notices of the harmonic periods, and of
tur* (Uacon.)
series.
We adhere then to the most those of decadence we shall not speak

We will say more, if it is possible.
The law of order is so essentially unitary,

conditions
of scientific progress of them, the limits of this work not per
in demanding from the serial Law, the mitting the thorough discussion they re
solution of all the problems of social quire.
rigid

it would be so difficult for human intellect
to conceive other means of realizing it, philosophy concerning the order and de
that in all past ages, it is by the series, velopment of ideas and institutions.

2. The

law, in establishing
of the individual to
We see clearly :
the whole, and consequently that of man
* It i> only in
I. That the series contains the scienti to his fellow beings, forces uporAis, with
obeying nature that we can
control her.
fic formula of progress.
The belief in the authority of science, the Christian
clearly

serial

the relation

THE HARBINGER.
SOLIDARITY,

and

is a necessary
organism,

and

points to man as the providential agent of
harmony.

3. The series in unfolding

the laws of
us into

the

true system of social Hierarchy ; it shows
us that the classification and degree of

of these social functions can have
degree of
importance of these functions, for general
life, and that of the functionaries among

dignity

no other basis but the relative

for

destiny,

the

artificial

have prevailed

which

combinations

to this day in hu

societies; combinations resting al
ways on a principle of more or less com

man

some of the elements

pression, excluding

of

life, or developing

others to a danger

ous excess.
6. The Serial

Law alone, by its con

nection with attraction, which is its orig
inal cause, has power to evolve individual
satifaction from the general harmony, and
general

harmony

each individual.

from the free action of
Thus are solved these

political problems that have caused so
many revolutions ; thus social life oscil
lates regularly on its two natural poles :
ORDER and LIBERTY.

Finally,

7.

after having

transformed

source of
of oppression of one class over
another, of periodical revolution, into a
science of natural organization, the Series
old

the inexhaustible

politics,

conflicts,

substitutes also for the narrow and hostile
has until

nationality

which

the world,

for the perfidious and torturing

now divided

the sacred dogma of HUMAN
Thus is realized in the region of

diplomacy,
UNITY.

morals as well as in that of interests, the
ideal of Christianity ; the union
of all men among themselves, and with
religious

God.
1.

Having
Attraction

then recognized
as the prime

the destiny of all beings ;

mover of

!

;

a

is

;

is

a

the harmonic expansion of beings, con
formably to their organic constitution, and

?

mechanism, the natural order based upon

is

Law

in the political

a

of the Serial

a

5. The knowledge

leads man to substitute

of

life.

is

activity

it
is

his

for an instant from the general

! ?

without

aptitudes,

is

or

a

ties

diverging

it

develop alternately each one of his facul

It

of

I

are the characteristics

the natural series, it allows every man to

is

nection, which

I

introducing

I

in

is

isolation ; and

is

labor for

every where variety, graduation and con

is

destroy

a

without

ing social unity ; it substitutes associated

is

era, series and so forth,

I

tions which they represent, in groups, gen

1

process offers easy models for

classification of the attractions and the func

by

4. In its applications to natural science
the serial

!

it,

themselves in each function.

I

initiates

Hierarchy

I

natural

It

terrestrial

ft

being

of a superior

element

it

the life of every

2. The series as the universal method of many people feel, and which distracts tlicir
of thcir
attention from the conversion
souls?
This slavery question is exceed
rived from these principles, and capable
to the advancement of
ingly prejudicial
of producing in human relations, the har our cause. 1
hope you arc; sound on that
of
which
mony
they contain the germ?
suhiect.
Pur. — Can yon doubt it? Hnvn't you
It is ASSOCIATION.
seen what a fuss I've niacle about General
To be Continued.
Scott and our army holding candles and
kneeling to the wafer, while I've hardly
FLOUR IN IRELAND $10 PER BARREL said half as much against the war itself,
— SOLDIERS
IN MEXICO
PER
which we all know is for the perpetuation
#7
MONTH.
of slavery ? Havn't 1 given whole col
" O God ! that breadshould beto dear,
umns to dirim.'i;. and scarcely a paragraph
Don't I expose the wicked
And fitih and blood so cheap! " — HOOD. to humanity?
ness of selling newspapers and of shaving
—
Hark ! the sound is in our highway,—
on Sundays,
while i keep as quiet as
Tis the rolling drum and fife,
possible about selling men, and shaving
Leading down to Death's wild deserts,
Yes, as Watts
on week days?
Sound!
" like tinkling
Martial caravansof life !
expresses
beautifully
With a visagegrim and solemn,
brass — an empty sound."
How the plumed host departs!
Obs. — Ha ha very good — very apt
but still —
There's a blood scent in their nostrils,
quotation
Enter the two young ministers.
'Tis the blood of their own hearts!
Pur. — Good morning, gentlemen. —
Flesh, ho ! flesh to fced the vulture,—
These are my young friends, brother Ob
Human cattle, very low !
the editor of the New
server.
This
Droves of skeletons to whiten
York Observer, gentlemen
paper
On the plains of Mexico !
which
trust you have both read with
They are passingby the chapel,
great profit.
And their measuredfoot-falls say —
Obs. —
understand you have both en
tered upon the duties of the ministry.
"Toll the passingbell, good Sexton,
You give implicit credence to the creed
We are passingquite away !
of our church. Total Depravity, Original
Toll th« bell — from this long journey
Sin, Final Condemnation of Unbelievers,
Few who go shall e'er come back !
and other comfortable doctrines, do you
Toll, O toll, so those who mourn us
not?
May put on their weeds of black ! "
B. — We strive to believe them.
Flesh, ho ! flesh to feed the vulture.—
These doctrwies
Obs. — That
right.
Human cattle, very low !
are for the trial of our faith, "which
Droves of skeletons to whiten
worketh patience, and patience experi
On the plains of Mexico !
no
There
ence, and experience hope."
merit in the doctrines of some churches,
In the east a nation crieth —
" We are starving— send us bread! "
which commend themselves to our rea
son
but
believing doctrines contrary
In the South, red War replieth —
to reason, we testify the greatness and
" I am hungry for the dead! "
power of our faith, upon which hangs
Saxon herds for foreign markets,
our salvation.
They are bought and sent away ;
your opinion of
Pur. — Mr. B., what
But the ox upon the shambles
slavery
Brings a higher price than they !
—
as heinous sin against
B.
regard
Flesh, ho ! flesh to feed the vulture,—
humanity and against the principles of
Human cattle, very low !
our religion.
Droves of skeletons to whiten
is, undoubtedly, an
Obs. — Ahem.
evil.
On the plains of Mexico !
may do something
B. — hope that
Phitadelphia Saturday Courier.
towards its overthrow.
Obs. — My dear young friend, do not
meddle with such exciting topics, or your
[From the Chronotype.J
usefulness will be destroyed.
DIALOGUE
minister
not the duty of
Pur. —
BETWEEN THE EDITOR OF THE NEW EN to overthrow
institutions.
He
existing
GLAND PURITAN, THE EDITOR OF THE must not oppose the laws of the land.
NEW YORK OBSERVER, AND TWO YOUNG
also his duty to convert
Obs. —
ORTHODOX MINISTERS, A AND B.
not his concern at all.
souls — the body
Ed. Observer enters in haste. — Good Slavery injures and destroys the bodies
not neces
and intellects of men, but
morning, Brother Puritan.
Puritan. — Ah! Good morning, brother sarily any obstacle to their conversion.
B. — But cannot cry out against the
Observer; Justin from New York?
Observer. — Yes.
How sin of American slavery
Cars just in.
You can
yes.
Obs. and Pur. — Oh
is it with you, brother Puritan, and how
in the abstract, but
does the cause of evangelical
religion cry out against slavery
the kind.
That
do not particularize
flourish in this section '
Pur. — Why, the fact is we don't gain would be personal.
not to rebuke sin,
B. — But am
ground as we did a few years ago, but
Be
be personal or general
still we get along about as usual. I ex whether
national not
personal
pect two young men who have just en sides, this
tered the ministerial
vocation will call wickedness.
in
Obs. (aside.) —This young man
this morning ; they are just from Andoto be done?
What
ver.
We do things about right there, very had way.
brother Observer.
Pur. — Young man, we regret to per
Obs. — Yes — so you do.
But what 's ceive that your views are radically erro
the Ob
to be done to stop the growing interest in neous.
(Takes down a file
Let me advise you to reiire and
the reforms, as they call them, which server.)
organization ; what is the social form de

;

HUMAN

?

of

dogma

thereby the great principle of the general
theory of functions, since it shows us thai
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PROTECTIVE UNION

Among the many systems of the pres
ent day which call loudly for reform,
that of exchanges.
one link
that
vast chain of evils by which working men
and women are surrounded, which needs
"GET UP EARLY."
to be cut out or welded
different/orm
A PARODY. BY BLANK.
ere they will receive an equivalent in re
Get up early
Bells are ringing,
turn for what they pay out. — The hon
Calling you from bed
est toiler after laboring year
and year
Get up early
Steam singing,
out and paying his or her necessary ex
Water gains head.
penses, seldom or never finds
dollar left
" rainy day," cheated first
to lay up for
Get up early
Ere the red Sun
the labor market and then by the ex
First lights up the skies
between the two he or she
changer
Get up early
Well nigh dead one,
stands
pretty good chance of getting
Ope your heavy eyes.
fleeced.
" quarter "
Get np early Or
shall endeavor to show (in this arti
counts
time
Mima,
your
cle as well as those that will follow) the
Get up early
Each pale daughter,
benefit to be derived from the " WorkingHark the " last bell's " chime.
men's Protective Union," not only to the
Get up early
Tho' no Bowers
producing consumers but to the nonproducers or exchangers themselves
Blush upon your sod
for
was not to injure the latter class that the
Get up early
With your powers
" Union " was instituted, but to
benefit
Win your master'sGod
the whole.
Get up early Tho' beforeye
"
an old saying that
penny saved
Lies the long day's toil
as good as
penny earned,'1 and this
Get up early
Tho' set o'er ye,
emphatically
money saving, thereby
Agents reap the spoil.
money making concern.
shall not at
this
time
Get up early
If rhymelct,
attempt to explain the principles
of
the
institution
when fully carried out,
Be your task to write
but deal
matter of fact such as the
Get up early
And
time let,
Union
its
present
crude and imperfect
Pen for your Right.
state is
and that you need not take my
Voice of Industry.
word alone,
will give you the figures,
taking such articles as are most common
LOWELL.
stated that 1,800,000
used by our house-keepers;
giving the
yards of cotton cloth are made at Lowell prices at which they can be obtained at
every week, amounting 93,600,000 yards the " Protective Union " store, also the
per year — enough to extend twice around prices at the Grocers' with the percentage
the entire world
thousand saved, the goods being of the same qual
Sixty-five
bales of cotton are worked annually.
Of ity
Molasses 24 1-2 cents per gal., at
printed calico, there are 14,000,000 yards Grocers 33 cents, saving 36 per cent.
per year. In these manufactures 1,000,000 Sugar-House do. 42 cents, at Grocers 60,
pounds of starch are annually used.
saving 38 per cent,
Young Hyson Tea
!

it

in

it

'

a

'•

is

is

The Demo
HARVESTING BARROW.
cratic Pacifique notices
newly patented
harvesting machine, invented
Adolphe
Nouviare of Langwy (Moselle), which,
says, will supersede the use of the sickle
on the Continent, and make an immense
saving not only of labor but of the grain,
much of which
now lost
the weather
the slow mode of harvesting.
This
machine
calls the Harvesting Barrow
"
single man,"
(Brouetc moissonneuse.)
" propels with ease the harvesting
says,
harrow on all fields, whatever unevenness
The impulsive force
they may present.
which he gives it, passing directly from
the wheels to the cutters, causes them to
cut the grain-stalks
and any parasitic
plants that may be mixed with them.
Its
work
wonderfully perfect — the stubble
cut short and at an even height, and
what
very important is, that the ma
chine can be repaired
the common
wheelwrights
and blacksmiths of
vil
and besides, the sharpening of the
lage
blades can be done
the workman him
self as easily as he sharpens his scythe."
Is
not wonderful that Yankee ingenu
ity had not invented
thin? so obviously
practicable and so immensely useful
Our
inventors have all been looking to expen
sive machines to be propelled by horse or
steam power, to be employed only by
large capital, and thus far have met with
so little success that our art of harvesting
cannot be said to have got beyond its
cradle. — Chronotype.

it

it,

I
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in

is

it,

a

is
in

Pur. — Yes — any where. He used to
be in our family.
Obs. — Mr. A.,
will explain the diffi
If minister rebukes the sins of
culty.
Judas or Balaam, he will not offend his
So
hearers.
he rebuke pride, avarice,
ungodliness, and so forth, every body will
his remarks to their neighbors
apply
and applaud the minister.
Besides, his
church will consider that he means to
admonish the unconverted — the church
he
members being in no danger.
But
" abolition," " Fourierism," or
preach
other infidel doctrines, his church may
take affront.
And
were better that
mill-stone
were hanged about his neck
than that he should offend the little ones.
A. — Might not also his salary be en
dangered
Obs. — Yes, so
should hope.
But
the policy of the church to convert
souls, that is, cause men to join the
church, which
in reality what we mean
not to abolish slavery or
by conversion
other
mere
any
physical evil, as war,
poverty and similar afflictions.
Pur. — Besides, do you not see that
ilx' more uncomfortable men are while in
the flesh, the more they will seek for
consolation
religion — that is, the soon
er they will join the church.
see; but will not re
A. — Yes, so
formers and other infidels call this "doing
evil that good may come? " Besides,
some of them say that when men are
relieved from bodily sufferings and mise
ries, and rendered physically happy and
comfortable, their souls will be the more
ready and desirous to seek after goodness
and virtue.
Obs. — Rank infidelity — bald Fourierism.
The soul of man tends downward,
not upward.
the attraction
Original sin
which causes
to descend.
Evangelical
religion teaches us this, and also that
through much tribulation that we enter
the kingdom.
A. — Just what
observed to one of
these reformers, and he replied that
•'
that were the case,
ministers with large
salaries and editors of religious papers
with comfortable incomes, would stand
poor chance."
am sorry to hear you repeat
Obs. —

such jests — they do not edify.
Where
do you intend to settle
call from the
A. —
have received
the proprietors of
church at Cottonville
the mills having offered half the sum
meeting-house.
They
necessary for
also intend passing regulations requiring
all the operatives to attend public worship.
Obs. — Delightful!
Such men cannot
but prosper.
A. — The repair-shops, however, run
all Sunday.
Obs. —
to be regretted
but as
do not think
corporations have no souls,
minister to take notice
your duty as
of the matter.
A. — take the same view of the case,
lawful to rescue
and as
sheep from
on the Sabbath, by the same
injury
conceive
corporation may
authority
repair their mules.
—
Obs.
trust
very apt illustration.
vo'.ir sermons are equally practical and
scriptural.
A. — Good morning, sir;
shall be
happy to see you at Cottonville. (Exit A.)
—
fine young man, brother
Obs.
Puritan
the " reforms" will get but lit
tle assistance from him.
Pur. — Not much more than they do
from us, ha ha
Andover turus out
good many such.
letter
Obs. —
believe
must write
to the paper about the state of religion
the New England States.
Pur. — shall write an editorial about
that wafer business
such proceedings
must be rebuked.
Obs. — would n't say anything against
the war
getting rather popular.
Pur. — Trust me for that. Isn't "every
"
soldier
colporteur?

it

it

a

is

I

it,

I shall
read the articles here marked.
call upon you to-morrow, for I fear that
you have been led away and seduced by
Good
the enemy of all righteousness.
morning.
(Exit B.)
Obs. (to A.) — Your friend is in truly a
perilous condition.
.4. — I have regretted it a long time.
brother Puritan, that
Obs. — How is
this anti-slavery spirit has entered our
establishment at Andover?
expected
better things from Professor Stewart.
enters
Pur. — Why, the truth
every where, and sometimes the best of
little touched.
Havn't you oc
us ate
casionally seen a leaning towards
(very
slight, though,)
my editorials
Obs. — Just what
was going to ob
serve when the gentlemen called.
Pur. — You have no idea how bad
some parts of New England, and we
have to keep along
little with the tide —
we keep our head turned the right way,
but take care not to go ahead any.
A. — How
when the cause of
emancipation seems founded upon the
should
that
principles of Christianity,
be so injurious to the church to enlist
that reform
Obs. (aside.)
Can this man be trusted?

;
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ish as not to be cultivated, called the
Brazil cane. We have great variety of
corn.
If you ascertain the character,
order,

genus,
mation,

might

crops by

is

here.

plant

wish

I

the

grow

to have

degenerate, and whether

a

a

forced crop
Attakapas, and
climate not natural to its character,

in

in

your opinion whether the cane acclimated

will

the cane would

a

by

succeed best by obtaining and keeping up
our cane seed from Jamaica
importa
tion of an ancestor cane from
climate
is

natural and congenial to its growth.
Su
the monarch of plants, as the

gar cane

It

from frost.

it

you shelter

is

the most sturdy and healthy of all the
susceptible of cold.

exceedingly

DEERFIELD,

Sept.

7,

plants,

if

is

It

lion of the forest among his four-footed
brethren.
never cloys the taste, and

1847.

— The classification of the
Kingdom
vast field of
is

Vegetable

a

:

DEAR SIR

;

a

science yet in
very nebulous state
and
on careful
reference to the works of
and Lindlcy,

the greatest

advances,

thing yet published
plication

who

have made

do not find any
in regard to the ap

I

Swainson

of the circular

The
of science, o1
applications to special branches of indus
more

abstract

principle.

questions

try, though

more congenial

belong to

more advanced period of the
movement.

Associative

to my tastes,

I

a

In the application of the serial princi
ples to such or such
culture,
would
observe
1st.
general correspondence,
vague, as the imperfect definition of the
characters of the five circles would lead
us to expect, between these characters or
types, — the passions, the colors, and the
zones of the earth.
Thus the typical
character, comprising the rest, corresponds
to Unityism . the sub-typical,
ferocious
and destructive,
the suctorial,

to subversive

to the hideous

Ambition

;

a

species.

A

a

is

I

of tlie

choice

productive

and beastly

is

I

in

is

;

purple cane, of uniform purple color
this
cane grows out from the red striped rib
bon cane.
We have the green ribbon
the stalk striped with green
we have also the Otaheite cane of
uni
a

;

is

cane, that

;

of species

the

rasorial,

Familism,

to

with its household services.
in

Among the zones, the torrid,
il«
character and results, seems to recognize
Love as the dominant principle
while as
;

;

is

the cane striped with red up the stalk,
that is, length ways
this
called the
red ribbon cane.
Also that called the

wide as possible apart, the frigid which
compels into close association, and where
has so strongly
a<
clanship
prevailed,

a

;

form yellow color
also
smaller species among the highlands of Scotland, owns
called the Creole cane, without stripes, of the passional empire of Familism.
The
green appearance on the ripe part of domestic novels of Miss Bremer have
the stalk.
Swedish society.
have seen an inferior cane finely exemplified this
true

in

These countries lie

is in

with red leaves as well as stalks so dwarf

it

I

a

jit

$

and

so that
can ascertain the species and developments of subversive Love, — with
character of both the cane and maize that which
connected the same character of
best to grow
We have ndividual degradation and rapid increase
Attakapas.

A

man with a wife and two or three
children cannot (under the present sys
tem) feed and clothe them for less than
$200 per year, (setting aside the rent in
this case,) and as there is as much saving
to be made in all Ins expenses as there
is in Groceries, we will take one-third of
two hundred dollars, which is $6666,
quite a pretty little sum for a poor man,
put it upon interest adding the $6666
each year and at the end of five years you
have
375 76, at the end of ten years

scientific

The red ribbon cane
the choice plant
with us.
We have only eight months to

a

;

:

species, &c., of the sugar plant and corn
plant and place them in their five circles,

the character of

improve

most superior

:

?

!

!

is

It

I

a

I

poverty probably was the reason why -she
was obliged to pay 40 or 50 per cent,
more than the articles were really worth.
Who wonders that God's poor are likely
to retain their poverty so long as this ac
cursed system prevails '
But to return to my subject.
It will be
seen that about one-third can be saved by
"
Protective Union."
Let us
joining the
reckon this up.

and species of the sugar
and send me such infor

a

my

I

cane and corn,

;

is

j

is

;

It

it,

34 cents per UK, at Grocers 45 and 50, will amount to $87962.
Who wonders
saving 33 per cent. ; Old Hyson 50 cents, that our exchangers "fare sumptuously
at Grocers 75 and 100, saving 50 to 75 every day ; " it is enough to buy a farm ;
per cent. ; Brown Havana Sugar 7 to 8 and if during this time ilie soil should be
cents per lb., at Grocers 9 and 10, saving made free (as 1 hops and trust it
will) he
25 and 38 per cent. ; Crushed Sugar 10 will have enough to stock it and money
cents, at Grocers 14, saving 40 per cent. ; left. Who will say the "Protective Union"
Cream Tartar 20 cents, at Grocers 25, is not the poor man's friend ? 1 intended
saving 20 per cent. ; Salt Fish 3 3-4 cents, to have touched upon several other things
at Grocers 5, saving 33 per cent. ; Com
in connection with this subject, but this
mon Bleached Winter Oil 45 cents, at article is already too long and I will defer
Grocers 65 cents, saving 45 per cent.
it until next week. — Voice of Industry.
Sperm Oil 80 cents, at Grocers 100, sav
ing 20 per cent. ; Box Raisins 7 cents, at
SPEED THE SONG.— NO. 2.
Grocers 12, saving 70 per cent. ; Ground
Coffee 8 1-2 cents, at Grocers 12 1-2, sav
Up, up, from the valley
ing 43 per cent. ; Old Java 10 cents, at
Of Discord,,ascending,
Grocers 14 and 15, saving 40 and 50 per
The anthem of Order
cent. : Starch 6 3-4 cents, at Grocers 12,
With Nature is blending;
saving 73 per cent.; An. 1 Soap 5 1-4
'Twere vain to repel —
cents, at Grocers 8, saving 53 per cent. ;
were vain to forget,
Vinegar 12 cents per gal., at Grocers 16,
For Attraction's the law
saving 34 per cent. ; Salt 17 cents per
That must govern us yet
bag, at Grocers 25, saving 48 per cent. ;
Speed — speed the song.
On Pepper and Spices there is still a
greater saving ; thus while at our store
In Harmony's temple
you can buy Ground Black Pepper for 8
The anthem ringing
1-2 cents per lb. at Grocers you pay 24
The choir of the blue-vault
cents, a difference of 1.86 per cent. ; All
The chorus singing;
spice 14 cents, at Grocers 36, saving of
Chime, chitne, your glad voices,
154 per cent. ; Cinnamon 18 1-4 cents, at
It were vain to forget,
Grocers 36, saving 90 per cent. ; Nut
For Attraction's the law
megs 8 cents per oz., at Grocers 11, sav
That must govern us yet
ing 37 1-2 per cent.
Such readers is the
Speed — speed the song.
difference in the prices between the two
places, not in the above only but in nearly
Arouse then ye sleepers
all the thousand and one articles to be
Why thus slumber away
found behind the counters of our Grocers.
The gray tints of the morn,
The above catalogue was found to agree
The bright beamingsof day
with the prices of more than one store, if
The echo sounding,
the charges on their customers' books are
were vainto forget,
correct ; the writer of this had occasion
For Attraction's the law
to visit one of their stores this week and
That must govern us yet
found out by actual observation the prices
Speed — speed the sony.
of a number of articles, which do not tell
so well fur the present system of trade,
Voice of Industry.
I will mention
even as the above list.
one fact, although " workingmen do not
For the Harbinger.
know whether to sell Baskets by the
" they are not altogether
Messrs. EDITORS — An article
yard or dozen
pub
A daughter of Erin came in and lished some time since has elicited letter
green.
called for " two pounds of sugar;" the
friend at the South, some extracts
from
attendant on complying with her request
forward, together with my
took it out of the "wrong box." — " 1 from which
want the eight cint sugar" said she ; he reply.
went to another barrel and scooped up
DEAR SIR: — la the Harbinger of the
something which if it was sugar showed
evidently that iliii abounded much more 24th
see some pleasing and instructive
than sweets, it looked very much like the
allusions
towards
the principles of
sugar that settles in the bottom of a mo
What wish
to
lasses hogshead ; perhaps he does not natural classification.
treat all his customers in this way ; |;i;• call your attention to the character, genus,

the north
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in

a

I

I

should basis for such kindly relations, which
temperate zone, but near enough to the cultivator to bis function.
high degree in the will submit to your consideration.
the pole for the polar climate to influence think this existed to
First, the influence of music, to which
This leaves the Negro, who like the cane loves heat and
their social institutions.
whose character Affec- the Negro race are peculiarly alive, having
finer climates of the temperate zone to fears cold, and

ern

it

becomes

the

presiding

becomes comparatively

j

a

of the colder though nutritious to others, acts unfavor_
red of sub-typical
Under the requi.
ably on its own kind.
tints many flowers and the sitions of the Papillon
will come your
of birds
the southern tem importation of slips from Jamaica, &c.
plants

in

the

to the cane,

rather to the region

cane,

which

belongs

and

to island, and

island

buffaloes

migrating

to sage, enveloped

;

if

a

;

in

feel attrac

pleasures

the bond of service im

tion consolidate

their

find him

self surrounded by secret enemies work

pas

ing

nidus of dung.

rich

suggested, he would no longer

fear of the lash, and ready to

from

to the words of incendiaries,

listen

The alternations of climate we also may faithful

who

friends,

would

but

spend their

by

mechanism to whatever

farming
that only

cane — the negroes
plantation

a

&c., for rainy

each other, basket making,
days or
know

hands

unfit

plantations

the cloth worn
this manner.

for

field

in Carolina
woven

The Composite principle will preside
over the grouping of elements in the soil
and locality, and the aggregation or plant

the centre.

adaptation

a

the heart, and will of course show itself
daily

in word,

are however

look

and action.

There

few general arrangements

which seem to constitute

a

of mate
in

rial conditions with spiritual

with

good understanding between
depend on
seems to master and slaves.
This proceeds from

be like the other grasses peculiarly gre
The Composite
garious in its growth.
farther requires the combination

and

Any thing of this sort must of course

a

plots, of the cane, which

with each
comparison
prominent
other, the two wings striving in rivalry
other

emanci

a

pated.

Every one

entitled to his own views

would,

believe,

Most

consider

Ne
being

to read and write in the ordinary

taught

as an unheard of piece of tyran
Then in ny, worse than any field or factory work

into

each

enjoy

division of manner

functions may thus be effected.

with

equal or supe

development,

to those he would

groes

a

observations.

rior

all

if

by

special

of the mas

ter to guarantee to his slave opportunities

where

adaptation

at present

point of view
may be con

on the subject of education.

in

must be determined

higher

question

work.

and made up

considerable

farther

this

sidered — the responsibility

There of spiriiual

themselves.

many sorts of work on
which may be made to sustain

are certainly

also

which

if

tion of the serial

There
from

is

be the introduc

extent possible among the growers of the

in

The Cabalist would

than

would

very important

that

cnuld

would

soon

be imposed
console

upon them, and

themselves

by for

all.
Others would gladly learn,
getting
and perhaps make an inconvenient use of
their

knowledge.

lectual

The degree of intel

development

thus attained, would

and

the resources

in no case be very

likely to add much to their happiness.
To how many educated whites does book
knowledge
tending

compensate

its acquisition,

for the pains at
and the loss of

that practical sentiment of unity with the
outward

world, which nature develops

in

chance

be more profitable

those who read in her book only

?

our
is

the

all

What would
this generalizing,

I

from walls

is

zone may be

of the Distributive

in

needed

discriminating

in

would here in their

and

require the field, the construction of
group
of each with centre and wings laboring abreast
species of cane to one locality rather than will often tell very favorably on the
connection with climate, winds, amount of work done, especially
another,
the
topical vegetation, &c., conditions which smartest hands be so placed as to come

ing

at

The Negroes, finding
an evidence of their master's good will,

in

is

torrid

quacks and impostors would get paid for
the present state of soci
their services
ety.
the

to be managed

things

cost.

the blood to defend him.
These ideas are
by changing
expo
reproduce artificially,
cane, colors of exposures, and of wet and dry seasons
suggested by historical facts which your
which
found
own experience may probably confirm.
our irrigation.

or Mechanizing
principles to the cane
growth, — the Cabalist requires the chem
ical analysis of the different soils, and
adaptations of the cane containing identi
cal principles.
Agricultural chemists are
but

such

1

In the application

country,

allow
small

fine soil and warm

by the reverberations

much

from

the birds

— horses, which deposit seeds

or hill sides.

very

the Attakapas, where fruit grows so
and abundantly,
would certainly

easily

migrations

and white

Love and Unityism,
Cuba.
An artificial
created

the

in

a

;

and in

sure, the blue

be on hand for

of posed by necessity, and
the master by
by the. the occasional encouragement of his pre
of rivers, or even sence, kindly notice of the children, and

in

by

best waves roll

Ambition, also dominant in the temperate
zone

would

The prodigality of nature

feast and ball.

of winds, by the currents
those of seas, as the cocoa nut, wliich the so forth, should confirm the feelings thus

be the purple, which

to the passion of Friendship

red ribbon

these musicians

seeds are carried

whose

A is

is

related

the

would

instru

should

say that the colors of cane growing
in Attakapas

these

suggesting

in

than to that of science,

fancy

plants

in
a

though belonging

are

add much.

would

if

as can be modes of culture

applications

made of these observations

continually

is

Nature

I

plumage

perate.
In such crude

them there

among

the even

it

;

Ambition

among

while

a

If

seems still rich,

repetition of the same
In regard to colors, the paler violet and crop, on account of the excretion by each
are plant of
sort of fcecal matter, which
and Familism,
yellow, Friendship
more found

procession

performers

tunes,

popular

The neglect of this and planting the same Plain, well sounding instruments may be
suc manufactured cheap.
Every Saturday
crop on the same spot many years
cession, has ruined immense tracts of our night or other convenient time when the
Even where the soij usual half day of relaxation comes round,
southern country.
unfit for continued

climates

in

in
a

The Papillon requires the change of ing.
seeds and soils, and rotation of the crops. mental

in the fields

work

or other

hymns

in

every day

a

it,

the group,
genius.

should

lead the gang to their
singing

consist

should

which

a

inhabitants

the

functions

choir,

it

Yet the more manly character of
of the temperate zone
as well as the developments of
favors
industry, of which in the constitution of

zone.

musical

forming

in

any

pay well

and thus return

j

to pervade

his

in

and interest, that it

directly

wonderful manner.

would

in

be said

them to prosper

to keep
good musi
cian on every large plantation
one of
the working hands, so much the better

It

I

1

of pursuit

sympathy
cannot

that some persons seem to blight flowers
others cause
by their presence, while

it

virtually excluded from incoherent socie
ties by the divorce of its two constituent
elements — sympathy of character, and

correct ears and sweet voices.

generally

• j

a

bition and Friendship.

it

is

principles, Am tion, of which the saccharine principle
It is there in fact
correspondence, so far surpasses intel
that human progress has made its greatest lect and practical skill. This spiritual or
advances, whether in the line of military magnetic correspondence of the cultivator
think some day be
to the plant, will
conquests or of the development of indus
find
is so far recognized as of high importance.
Friendship
try and science.
the two major passional

Besides, the laborer's

life goes to his
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The education which music

the

gives

soul,

is

free

It is learned

objections.

ease and pleasure.

with

on the

sensual

element

I

Before leaving the sphere of the senses,
would remark, that the table of our

these

plantations is open to much improvement.

by the Negro
It bases itself

sections constitute the Negro's allowance.

and cannot

This may do for poverty-stricken Eastern
Virginia, or North Carolina, where 'the

man.

from

of

all

his

nature,

Pork and meal with

molasses in some

is stronger than the intellectual,
more susceptible of refinement, and more whites live no better ; but in fine fruit
It elevates at countries, why not give a greater variety?
pervasive in its influence.
which

once into higher

or emigration to Liberia.
We
will not waste words on such lunacies.
But still the problem must be solved.
gamation

After all these arguments

spheres without entan

for content

Slavery,

however mild,

not the natural

state of
of the South on
this subject must be of
compound na
First, to meet temporary expedi
ture.
be the

permanent

The provisions

a

not to read.

is

muscles ; his brain is quiescent, he cares
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ences, under which head come all regula
tions respecting the treatment of Negroes.

southern

plantation,

may

consider their

this subject.)

by
a

a

I

a

it

a

I

a

gling him in the vexed questions of our ment, it must however be confessed that Second, to open the way to ultimate
incoherent society, its morals, politics or the restless Anglo Saxon element in Mu emancipation, conciliating the interests of
It lulls thought and awakes latto blood, and that of the sterner and masters and slaves.
will suggest
sectarianism.
which
rise mode of action which connects these two
Its most genial season is the even fiercer spirits
love.
occasionally
We are told among any nation, is not so easily recon conditions, and whilst under
serial or
ing when the Negro is free.
societies are of two ciled to bondage.
will determine
ganization of industry
that the angelic
We are under the necessity of filling ultimately
bands ; the cherubim, who know more,
general emancipation, to the
and the seraphim, who love more.
Now in the most kindly and Christian spirit, universal satisfaction of all classes, will
f suppose, that considering the straight- relatiortsMinposed
upon us without our protect us in the meantime from the
ness and narrowness of Heaven's paths, consent and at first against our strenuous odium of injustice and the danger of
and the fewness of those who go therein, remonstrances, by a foreign power, Great restless and turbulent spirits amongst our
The regulation
am about to
that they to whom circumstances have Britain.
(See Seatsfield's Life in the slaves.
the patriarchal
assigned
safety valve has been already
sphere of a New World for an interesting chapter on propose as
tried

successfully

whose

gentleman

in

towards

its

celestial

transfiguration

become

a ever suffered

seraphic harp of the divinest tones.
The ill-judged zeal of the abolition-,
ist

must

be combated by the South

that can compare with the

results of the feudalism
districts

manufacturing

on agricultural

of France

is

It

son to doubt that a fiddle, a banjo, or even tees for those which now exist between
What has the slave
a jewsharp of our nether world, may in master and slave.

tled to their liberties, either with or with
out

certain

Second,

restrictions

that this

and

sum

guaranties.

be divided

into

of capital in the sixths or twelfths, so that each day or
of Europe, the half 'day may be purchased separately,
and

many

other

reduction

proportional

being made

in

acquitted

it

well

I

tolerably

in

We can feel only pity for the ignorance, name
do not now recall,
Louisiana.
also
their Negro families, if they fit them for or disgust at the insincere fanaticism of Captain Maryatt speaks of
one
for the law or the
acceptance into either angelic category ; those who, having shifted the burden from of his novels.
and many reasons of expediency, as we off their own shoulders upon us, now cry master to assign stated sums as the ran
have shown, will determine our choice in out for immediate emancipation without som of the different classes of negroes,
on payment of which they shall be enti
favor of the seraphim.
There is no rea the substitution of any protective guaran

duties

the

of absorbent substitution — districts, and the whole Irish nation ? slave's allowance for the week.
This
For those
namely, by making the slaves so happy Every year is busy in forging these will have
compound result.
Our slavery is slaves who are anxious to obtain their
where they are, that the simple liberty chains for New England.
full freedom, the ransom of each succes
offered to them, equivalent as it is to a better than their anarchical competition.
vile slavery of necessity, cut off from The slave has at least the air of heaven sive half day, giving them so much more
social ties and guaranties of protection, to breathe and the spectacle of nature to time to work on their own account or as
in a bitter climate unsuited to their con refresh him, whilst factory girls lose their hired laborers, will facilitate the ransom
to ask that a of the rest in
bread here for daring
stitutions, will be rejected with disgust.*
geometrical progression,
The problem with a race so passive, window may be opened, and are broken deduction being made for the supply of
a

a

the principle

it,
1

is
a

It

But there will be a large
diminishes.
class of negroes who will not wish to face
of an

the exigencies
amid

the

or

competition,

who

life
of civilized
affection or

independent

and crush

throng

from

will not volunta
rily separate from their master's family,
yet will be glad of this opportunity to
half day for their
purchase
day or
impassioned

domesticity

private uses, which they can enjoy as the
boy does
holiday, without any

school

of protection or appreciable
of their allowance.
would
not be
favor but
piece of rank tyranny
to emancipate this class of persons
yet
withdrawal

diminution

It

;

al is very great,but we exclude ourselves from
influence and acting efficiently upon the pres
ent until we cease this protestation, accept the
present, and work in its conditions ; because
heavenis high shall we cut away the ladder of
social phenomenawhich bridgesthe way, or get
any nearer by standing,like Simon the Stylite,
on one foot at the top of a post. Every Protetlant would, if entirely consistent, find himself in
such a predicament. Civilization, with all its
subversive institutions, ia for those "who are
born in this day, like the leek that Ancient Pis
tol had to eat, and when the reformer comes
"swelling like a turkey cock" with his new
ideas, and grows qualmish at the mention of
slavery or any of our other pet abominations,
we shall •'peseech him " in the name of socie
ty, to eat this leek, civilization : " because,look
you, you do not love it, nor your affections, nor
your appetites, nor your digestions, does not
would desire you to cat it.''
agree with

ing money increases in the same propor
tion as the sum remaining
to be paid

they need their
in

the

reconciled

liberty
to make

week

to their

rest of the time

for

day

a

still more vision

a

abolititionists,

pro

of gain

a

Other

geometrical

gression, because the opportunity

a

ary though more humane, plead for amal-

their necessities.

:

and stupid on these subjects as his hiero
glyphic, the hog, which he feeds upon.
* I do not speak thus as a defenderor approv
er of Slavery. I presumethat the senseof jus
tice, andthe desirefor the universalliberty of his
brother is at leaetnot leesstrong in the heart of
a man, because he is not eternally declaiming ;
but 1 do speak as recognizing the existenceof
slavery, and what faith can we have in the
future of humanity if we do not accept the
present as a part of the same organic growth
in which the societies of man changeand ad
vance at their destined periods, in unison with
the successive revolutions of higher and higher
forms of life upon the earth. I know that a
season of protestation has to be got through;
when one's eyes are first couched for the social
cataract, the light ia very painful. Such per
sons would do well to keep their eyes ban
daged for a while, and then they would have
lessinflammationandbe all the betterafterwards.
The differencebetween the ideal and the actu-

in

what should be the prime of life.

a

down from confinement and exhaustion

a

light-hearted, sensual and reverential, is
one of mere child's play in social mathe
matics, but the selfish civilizee is as blind

them

condition

or so

perfectly

during

the

they like the alternation
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manity and wish the emancipation of the we were informed, that two boys, bathing
will slave and better conditions of life for him, with their teacher, had been drowned.
They had crossed the not very deep river,

and to feel that they have a choice open
to them.

Slaves

thus

be able to feel their

enfranchised
way

as they

go or you believe in yourselves, and in getting
paid for your bitter declamations which

along, and will educate themselves to the

The are so well in keeping with the narrow
are entering.
they will have gained and contentious spirit that pervades this
If the latter is your faith, why go
their freedom, will be a guarantee to •ge.
themselves and to society of their energy, on ; you are in the right path, and verily
condition

new

they

process by which

fitness foe freedom, and ability
themselves

to sustain

in .the social medium, whilst

ties of good will and reciprocal service
and protection will have replaced the for
relation with their masters.

mer arbitrary

The adaptation of the serial organiza
tion

to the slave plantation,

can

generalize

which

emancipation,

or

alone

But if you
you shall have your reward.
have any real and hearty desire for eman
cipation,

cease at once

clamors

which

movement, but fully
discussion

your

influence

no

vexatious
practical
all

serve to make

or action on the subject odious

and suspicious

in the South,

where the

even evil exists and where the cure must com

render it desirable, must be the mence.

perhaps

subject of special studies, and is a field
on which I shall not enter at present.

The

method

When

we

shall

see you

funds in slave property

invest

your

and set an exam

ple of emancipation without violating the
above interests either of master or slave, then

of emancipation

you will have proved yourselves to be in
by earnest, and you will have, dt facto, de

cited, has, besides its other recommenda
tions,

this

remarkable

that

feature,

paying its way as it goes it enables any
to emancipate an unlimited

individual

termined universal emancipation in Amer
ica ; for when you have convinced the in

at the terest of the slaveholder, you will have
owing to the convinced his conscience too, and when
superior quality and quantity of the work he sees that you thrive, will not be long
performed by Negroes animated by an un in following your example.

of slaves, and be richer

number

end than at the beginning,

usual

motive

and in good understanding

EDGEWORTH.

with the master, whom they feel to be
The owner of five
their best friend.
slaves, by an act of simple
hundred

[From the National Anti-Slavery Standard.]
.BETHLEHEM, Pa., Aug. 1847.

makes five hundred and
emancipation,
one paupers ; severs a social bond of re
ciprocal guaranties, and flings five hun

Two Boys Drowned — A Moravian Fune
ral — Nazareth — The Present State of
the Moravian Society.

dred persons into the arena of civilized
conflict to fight, each one for his own sel
fish interest, or be drowned or crushed by
the mass.

The owner of five hundred
the system of gradual

under

slaves,

above mentioned,

emancipation

the course of his life

may

emancipate

in

these

and five thousand others successively pur
chased, and ascertain that each is estab
lished

comfortably

cutting
tion,

if

in

the

world

before

loose the tie of fealty or protec
indeed this is not only

the more

firmly knit by the new relations mutually
entered on. Is not this something nobler
than getting up denunciatory conventions
and inflaming the passions of men in one
section against

their

fellow

creatures

in

Suppose that Slavery were the
simple wrong and crime that Abolitionists
What is
contend.
(not Emancipators)
another.

the mode of action

should

that

Christian

men

What was the method
Christ towards our race?

pursue?

by
he stand aloof in Heaven, hurl dam
nations against our wickedness and stir

pursued
Did

No. He
us?
the angels against
came down amongst us, took on our na
ture, imperfect as it was, and conquered
up

evil with good.

And now we say to the abolitionists,
not deceive yourselves about your
own position ; either you believe in Hu

Do

but on returning, they were both caught
by the current in the middle of the river,
and lost.
All the efforts of the teacher,
at the risk of his own life, to save the
About the time
boys, proved unavailing.
of our arrival, the boys were found after
Cannons had
a search of four hours.
been fired over the river with a view of
raising the bodies, but without success.
All efforts to restore them to life proved
fruitless, and next morning the melan
choly duty awaited us of attending their
The solemn strains of the or
funeral.
gan had just been hushed, when we en
Rev. Mr. Schulze, the
tered the church.
of the Ladies' School, now
Principal
gave a very impressive discourse, which
was followed by the singing of the choir,
accompanied by the subdued playing of
one or two violins, and the solemn organ.
The female school children left the
church first, headed by the two sobbing
sisters of one of the boys.
(The body
of the other boy had been taken home by
the father, who lived in the neighbor
The boys and the whole congre
hood.)
They bent their way
gation followed.
to a small building on the declivity of a
hill, where the dead are kept, a short dis
Here we were
tance from the church.
greeted by the sad tones of four trom
Tears started in the eyes of all,
bones.
and the sobbing of the two sisters grew
They had
louder and more vehement.
come all the way from New Orleans, and
had only been a week in Bethlehem when
The coffin, over
they lost their brother.
hung by a white cloth, was now taken up
and carried in procession to the grave
One of the clergymen gave out
yard.
This sing
the words sung by the choir.
ing at the grave mingled with the heart
rending tones of the trombone, was par
I should have men
ticularly affecting.
tioned that in the case of any death oc
curring, four trombones are always blown
There
from the steeple of the chinch.
is no instrument, according to my opinion,
which expresses more fully that yearning
in the human soul towards an unknown
land, than the trombone.
After the ceremony, we took our trip
to Nazareth, the most lovely of all the
Moravian towns, and which has far more
than
character,
ancient
preserved its
have always loved this
Bethlehem.
village, as a type, however imperfect, of
to
a higher future, which is opening
Its few quiet and clean
humanity.
church,
streets, old-fashioned, picturesque
elevated situation,
and high,
give it
After having
quite a peculiar character.
roamed about its environs, and taken our
dinners at the only hotel of the place, we
called on our friend B., who imparted to
us much useful information about the for
mer and present state of Nazareth, and
the Moravian settlements.
The government of Nazareth consists,
1st, of an inspector at the head of the
school department, to which belong at
present sixty-eight boys.
2. The clergyman proper, or spiritual
governor.
3. The warden or mayor of the town,
All
who manages its secular affairs.
the
these gentlemen being clergymen,
government forma a complete hierarchy.

The sight of this lovely town lias al
ways a refreshing influence
upon the
mind.
Not that I am so much pleased
with what it is, but my imagination is
filled with ideas about it, which it would
fain hope to see one day realized.
For
in the spirit, which originated the Mora
vian societies, there lived also, though
imperfectly, that feeling of the brother
hood of humanity, to which all the phil
anthropic movements of the day are tend
Like almost every
ing more or less.
great movement, they were started first
The persecution of
by external causes.
the United Moravian Brethren, the de
scendants of the Hussites, by the Jesuits,
drove them to Saxony, where they found
a refuge under the protection of Count
Zinzendorf.
It was their peculiar relig
ious union and brotherhood that formed
the basis of all the future societies.
On
ly during the first years of their establish
ment, during the time of enthusiasm,
their peculiar religious forms made pro
gress and spread themselves over the
world.
As to the modern observer, every so
ciety, that is founded, even in part, on
the principle of co-operation, and union
of interest must be highly attractive.
The pleasure of our present visit to the
Moravian towns of Bethlehem and Naza
reth was much enhanced by this consid
eration.
Taking one evening, soon after our ar
rival, a stroll with a friend along the left
The land belonging to Nazareth con
bank of the beautiful Lehigh, we saw a
great number of men and women pass the sists of sixteen hundred acres, formerly
four
however,
same road.
On inquiring for the cause, two thousand, of which,
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behooves me, finally, to say
few
words about their cemeteries.
They are
their ex
distinguished
particularly
Small, square stones,
treme simplicity.
of almost equal size, mark the graves,
with the name of the birth-place and date
of birth, and death of each person. The
graves of the men are all on one side, and
those of the women on the other.
At
Bethlehem, we saw the grave of six In
dians.
The stones seemed only lately to
have been placed there, or at least reno-

you will walk
My Dear Chron
down Nassau or Wall street any night
am
but Saturday, at about the time
writing, say eleven, or thereafter, you
will notice here and there the upper story
of large brick building brilliantly illum
inated.
These are offices of the morning
you mount the break-neck
papers, and
stairs that lead up to any one of them
vou will find
mysterious and busy scene.
There are the printers, — always wild
reckless boys, ready for
joke, — hard at
work setting up the matter of the next
morning's paper, while the foreman and
his assistants are busy about the big stone
From
where lies the form not yet made.
nine till eleven they work with anything
stories,
occa
but silence
loud bantering,
sional singing enliven their labors, but after
Refresh
eleven they grow more serious.
ed perhaps by
glass of grog from some
cellar in the neighborhood — for print
ers, are not apt to be temperance men, ex
the abstract, — they then buckle
cept
silently and resolutely to the work before
them.
In most of the offices the night
hands do not finish till long after mid
the ordina
the morning
night: two
ry hour for them to knock off, except
extra work to be done, and then
there
till four or five. The dif
they keep at
at the
this respect
ferent offices vary
Sun they rarely work till midnight, while
Enquirer
at the offices of the Courier
Commerce they do not get
and Journal
Having done, they
off till three or four.
make their way to such homes as they
have, where they sleep till nine or ten,
when they get up, and by afternoon are
ready to begin again.
life as this wears the
Of course such
the rarest of
An old printer
men out.
never saw one, at least never
birds.
morning city
one that had worked on
not now however so bad as
paper.
The southern mail now gets
formerly.
here at from half past nine till eleven.
the latest mail from which news
This
taken, and on its arrival the last matter
given out for the morning's paper for
merly that mail did not come till near
made the work most
morning, and then
tedious and exhausting.
The pay of man for this sort of self3estruction varies with the office where
30
he
The regular rate
employed.
cents a thousand, but this
only nomin
al.
At the Herald and Tribune offices
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Some
vated, as they appeared quite new.
are
the habit of calling these aborigiunfit
for
nes
degraded class, totally
But they were more true to
civilisation.
their
nature than we are, and preferred
free life to the unattractive lahor of civiliWhere, as in the Moravian ftazatioo.
ternity, the least, even imperfect attempt
at
higher-toned life was made, these
children of nature easily fraternized and
united themselves, and were happy and
useful members.
Herkewelder's
grave was also shown
to us.
His sister still lives in the sistersaid to be full of her Indian
house, and
She becomes quite excited, when
life.
We were
touched upon.
that subject
sorry not to be able to see her.
In Nazareth cemetery, we were much
struck with the beauty of the idea, that
" Beatus,"
called all still-horn children
marked on the grave-stones.

is

is

This community will, therefore,
op.
a short time, have little to distinguish
be the
from the ordinary society, unless
more kindly and gentle manners of its inhabitants.
But the deep Christian spirit,
which once pervaded the society,
only
durmant.
can be awakened again
ideas of
similar power to that which
gave
birth.
The children, with their
bright, good eyes, whom you see peram
bulating the streets, are easily to be dis
tinguished from the rough countenances
of the neighboring German population,
not belonging to the Moravian
Society.
What struck me most was, that
my
wanderings along mountain and valley,
could address half
dozen people
single one being able
English, without
to answer
the
that language.
This
more remarkable, as this
one of the
and
oldest settlements in Pennsylvania,
they are all of the third and fourth gene
ration.
reforming spirit has lately appeared
the person of a Moravian minister, of
American birth, by the name of Keinerk,
who,
seems, wished to inspire his
brethren with the glory of their ancestors,
and called upon them
his sermons to
reform their innovating practices, and at
the same time to complete the Christian
brotherly union, which lay at the bottom
of Count Zinzendorfs views. — Such, at
least, seemed to me, as far as
could
gather from several very imperfect state
But
ments, the object of his preachings.
he was considered
crazy man, and at
tacked on all sides
accused of using
violent
to
language, and personalities
wards individual members.
Whether he
was the man called for
the occasion,
am not prepared to say.
An enlightened
physician of the town informed me, that
he was subject to spasms, and great
nervous irritability, and possessed,
con
sequence of his bodily infirmities operat
ing on
very sensitive mind, too little
tact, &c.
He was certainly
true man,
and thoroughly sincere.
The provincial
conference soon got rid of him, and re
moved him to another, more remote field
of action, where he was the only preach
er, so that his opinion would not inter
fere with those of others.
The administration of the secular af
in the hands of
fairs of the Society
Rev. Goelp, for the North, and for the
South, Rev. Kluge, both appointed from
They appoint all the town
Germany.
wardens of the different communities.
All moneys received, must be delivered
by the wardens to these two administra
tors, who would thus possess immense
not that they are some
power, were
what restricted
by deputies (eight in
Bethlehem) elected by the people, having
the power of fixing the salaries of the
&c. In some matters, the
clergymen,
two administrators have also a veto the
wardens are merely executive officers.
The government
therefore
kind of
theo-democracy.
It
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The first
hundred have lately been sold.
tract of land bought, was that of Wesley,
The
the celebrated Methodist preacher.
venerable looking old stone house, erected
by him, was quite visible from I' '.house.
This land belongs to the com
munity, but is rented out to farmers, who
pay two dollars per acre to the society or
to the warden ; also every laborer in town
The
pays two dollars taxes fur his lot.
warden, on the other hand, pays the
The money
State tax for the society.
thus acquired is mainly appropriated to
the clergymen's
and officers' salaries, at
the rate of about four hundred dollars
per annum, with house-rent, wood, and
the best education of their children, free.
The titles of the land were originally
and five per cent, is
held in Germany,
nominally paid to the mother society on
the original cost of the land, eight dol
lars per acre, which money, however, is
all appropriated in this country, so that
Germany receives nothing.
The town people of Nazareth are di
vided into choirs from the oldest time.
There is a choir of old men and women,
married people, widows, widowers, unmar
&c., each choir
ried, youths, children,
having a leader or chief at its head.
At New Year's night, the clergyman
furnishes a succinct account of the changes
that have taken place in these choirs ; he
names those who have died, or have been
married, how many have entered a higher
choir, those who have left the communi
ty, &c. ; all of which details are of
course, sources of great interest to the
At a later part of the night, a
society.
sermon is delivered.
at the
Precisely
•stroke of twelve o'clock, when the whole
community is absorbed in its devotion, a
orchestra cuts off the
most powerful
preacher's discourse with its life-inspiring
The effect on those not pre
strains.
said to be most
viously aware of
After the orchestral per
overpowering.
formance has continued for fifteen min
utes, the congregathm joins in with sing
ing, " Now let us praise the Lord."
This hymn has always been sung on the
occasion from the very commencement- of
Now
offered,
the society.
prayer
devotional lesson for 4he day,
after this
and another hymn concludes the cere
monies.
The spiritual head of the society they
They deconsider to be Jesus Christ.
bated for long time, whether they would
have
Bishop or not, but finally came to
the decision to make their appeals direct
to the Lord. Under him act as his apos
tles, twelve bishops (in Germany) form
ing three circles, each consisting of four
members, one for the preservation of the
purity of the doctrine, one for missionary
purposes, and one for the management of
the property, and secular affairs of the
At the foundation of all these
society.
forms, the idea of
true Christian union
was no doubt prominent.
sad abandonment,
There is, however,
at least
Bethlehem, of the old princi
ples of Christian brotherhoo'd civilization
seems to be too strong for them.
One by
one of the old customs
given
up.
They have already permitted non-mem
bers to purchase lota, and build houses,
to encourage the competitive system of
the surrounding society
they have, as
alleged, from want of funds, given up
their widow's house, and when the few
old sisters, who are still in the sisterbouse have died, this also will be given
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The grass more greenly groweth on its brink,
And lovelier flowersand richer fruits are there,
And of its crystal waters myriadsdrink,
That else would faint beneaththe torrid air.

POETRY.
LOVE

DIES

NOT.

H. BURLE1GH.

BY WILLIAM

THE HARBINGEK,
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Deem not, beloved, that the glow
Of love with youth will know decay
For though the wing of time may throw
Its shadows o'er our way,
The sunshineof cloudless faith,
The calmnessof holy trust,
Shall linger in our hearts till Death
Consigns their dust to dust.

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

25, 1847.

a

a

Of modern civilization, the natural frulta are,
ontempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
ambling spirit rti trade,reckless adventure,and
ommercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
fielaborerand to renderevery condition insecure,
beliefis to come,and can only comefrom the new
pplication of Christian principles, of Universal
ustice and Universal love, to social institutions,
commerce,to business,to active life.
Da, CHAHNINU.

o

The earnestpassion of our youth,
The fervor of affection's kiss,
Love, born of purity and truth —
All pleasant memories—

GEORGE

These still are ours while looking back
Upon the past with moistenedeyes,
O, dearest — on our life's brief track
How much of sunshine lies

COMBE

"

ON FOURIERISM.
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GEORGE COMBE ON FOURIERISM.
A
etter from George Combe, the distin
guished physiologist and medical author,
late number of the People's
tppears in
—
—
may be true
Men call us poor
'ournal, in which he says, that so far as
Amidst the gay tnd glittering crowd
IB understands
he regards Fourier's
We feel though our wants are few,
in the present
system as impracticable
Yet envy not the proud.
To the question, what
state of society.
can be done to elevate the laboring popuThe freshnessof love's early flowers,
he replies, that the remedy seems
Heart-sheltered through long years of want, ation
him to lie in
higher education of the
Pure hopes and quiet joys, are ours,
ioorer classes, and that until they learn
Which wealth could never grant.
combine intellectual capacity with un
Something of beautyfrom thy brow,
ending integrity, capital cannot remain
Of lightnessfrom thy household tread,
their possession.
The operatives of
Hath passed but thou art dearer now
Liowell Cotton Mill might form them
Than when our vows were said.
Joint-Stock Company, perselves into
~ormall the work themselves, and divide
softer beauty round thec beams,
.he profits, were their moral and intellec
Chastened by time, yet calmly bright;
tual faculties highly cultivated enough to
And from thine eye of hazel beams
rational, moral
render them capable of
A deeper, tenderer light
and efficient co-operation — but an insur
with
her
The mother
dewy eye,
mountable obstacle
the
presented
Is dearer than the blushing bride
absence of the necessary qualifications.
Who stood, three happyyears gone by,
The views of Mr. Combe will do
In beauty by my side!
much to satisfy conscientious inquiries,
that with regard to Fourierism,
OIR FATHER, throned in light above,
may be
said, as Napoleon remarked of a different
Hath blest us with a fairy child,
not ripe."
matter — the pear
bright link in the chain of love —
The pure and undefined!
late number of
We find the above
in
a

"

which

Transcript,

and from

its new editor thus

fleshes his maiden sword

"

in

a

the manner

in

the Boston Evening

Rich in the heart's best treasure,still
With calm trust we'll journey on,
Linked heart with heart,dear wife until
Life's pilgrimage be done.
Youth, beauty, passion— these will pass,
Like every thing of earth, away—
The breath-stainson the polished glass
Less transientare than thry.
!
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the night compositors receive 32 cents a
thousand, which, I presume, is to be cred
ited to a sense of justice, or some other
good motive on the part of their employ
The meanest office is that of the j
ers.
Journal of Commerce. In thia highly re
ligious establishment, where free trade is
second only to Christianity,
(what you,
Mr. Chron., would call commercial Christ
ianity) the principles of the pious propri
etors do not prevent them from jewing
their laborers down to the lowest notch
And why should they?
Is it
possible.
not the great doctrine of their creed that
a thing is worth what it will bring and
So, then, if a poor devil is re
no more?
duced to such straits that he will sell his
labor for a mouldy crust when another in
different circumstances
will not sell the
same labor for less than a loaf of good
bread, why it is a perfectly correct pro
ceeding to take advantage of the unfor
tunate man's necessities and give him the
crust only.
Next to the Journal in grind
ing its printers is the Expresx, another
Christian
concern, which
commercially
has as much moral and intellectual princi
as
a
vicious*
The Courier
ple
jackass.
Enquirer, too, although
big and brave
sheet, does not hesitate to keep workmen
on small prices.
At all these three pa
pers the printers are not paid by the
thousand, but by the week
and when
you consider that they cannot stand
many years at best, their case appears
One might say to them,
pretty hard one.
" Young men, better stick to the plough
and spade!"
but then they perhaps
havn't the means of buying those useful
tools and till they have succeeded
voting themselves farms, no land to use
them on besides they love the life and
stir of the city, and do not hate their busy
and dissipated profession.
They would
few years less where things
rather live
go by steam, and where they can go
steam themselves, than rust out as ploughthe dullness and monotony of
joggers
the country.
Who can blame them
Nature made them so, and
their mis
fortune and not their fault.
meant to say something about the
character and circulation of the morning
papers here, but my sheet
nearly full,
and writing at so late an hour one may be
pardoned for breaking off in the middle.
One of these days
will say something
more on those heads. — Au revoir.
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crusade against the doc
trines of Fourier, we do not apprehend

eral newspaper

so fierce and formidable

an enemy as in

his fair predecessor.
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But love dies not — the child of God —
jection which he brings against Associa
CRIME IN CHINA
said at the present
The soother of life's many woes —
time to pass all precedent.
The Reposi
not yet ripe.
that the pear
tion
She scatters fragranceround the sod
tory, received by late arrival from China,
thus that
confess
to
not
asmall.thing
Where buried hopes repose
says —
that in the natural
pear, and
" Twelve hundred Chinese criminals
She leads us with her radiant hand
Earth's pleasant streamsand pasturesby,
course of things, therefore, and in due
are said to have been beheaded
Canton
Still pointing to better land
He that compels
season
must ripen.
during the past year, and many thousands
Of bliss beyond the sky
are now
Since the opening
prison.
his adversary, in any argument, to grant
the seals of the provincial officers on the
that he
right in theory, has fairly won
5th, the work of decapitation has been
the battle, for nobody can face the sun
SONNET.
renewed.
Causes are in operation among
the Chinese that must year after yeai
great while and still cry out and act as
BT WILLIAM H. BURLEIGH.
continue to swell the tide of evil and has "
The speculative assent
were night.
Like
oh
to
thee,
solitude
stream,
glide
ten on some —
hard to say what —
the practice of to-morrow.
of to-day
Noiselessly on, reflecting sun or star,
dreadful calamity."
Unseen
man,and from the great world's
As for the letter of Mr. Combe, which
Kept evermorealoof — methinks 'twere good
went the rounds of our papers some three
CORN CROP IN GEORGIA.
From con To live thus lonely through the silent lapse
months since, and having since been
Of my appointedtime." Not wisely said,
versation with
gentleman recently from
now
in the People's Journal,
the interior, we learn that the calculation
The brook hath sped copied
Unthinking Quietest
going the rounds again, we never deemed
that Georgia will produce this year the Its course for ages through the narrow gaps
largest corn crop ever grown within its
Of rifted hills and o'er the reedy plain,
worthy of the good sense of its distin
limits. — Savannah Georgian.
Or 'mid the eternal forests, not in vain.
guished author, nor in any way deserving
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in an be born,

impracticable

its
fragmentary
stands convicted of

to the whole logic of the conscience, are beginning to
of society around them
true social form, which shall
order of things into which they happen to seek for

a

certainly

all

its true Lord, of preaching

yet sanctioning

to the whole tone earnest

and earn their bread

as
purports to be
wholly
different state of society.
A new order

it

inasmuch

spend their days, exercise their

in the pre

Of course it

;

patible with or impracticable
sent state of society !

in

called,

so

denying

;

ty

;

Christendom,

so innocently

;

In fact its whole argument, colleges, to sermons and lyceum lectures?
but far more to the system of socie
reproduced by the Tran No
to the con
a genuine Irish, or
itself in which they live
script, is simply
Fourier's system is incom dition in which they are compelled to
Scotch, liitll.
of answer.

and

which

they

find so little

enlist

the material

interests

and neces

imprac

to their

pliant

,

is

fighting civilization,

for

poor-house

of our greedy,

population

could be constructed

in the very bosom of said civilization

Fourier's plan of groups

adopting

and

which

we

general

his living and elbowing

that word to every age

force or cunning

j

by

sense

the young man spends in actually earning
his way along by

through

crowd, do more towards
character,

than

the competitive

the lessons

all

his

determining

would apply
but we are now
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the surplus
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people that a very good
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the Combined Order

is

wills, congenial to their sities of men upon the side of the
ticable in the isolated order; Unity of In
wants, or favorable to their fulfilment of spiritual life and Christ, instead of own
terests
the system of the true destiny of man.
impracticable
Society itself ing them to be of prior, paramount im
unlimited competition, selfish individual
The con
the great influence which moulds and portance, as all must do now.
ism and taissez fairs.
thousand forms has gained
Surely the views educates us. Schools and colleges do viction in
of Mr. Combe might " satisfy any con something to prepare us or unfit us for possession of men's minds that
divine
So
no fal the world
but their influence
scientious inquiries " that there
nothing law of order for society must exist.
these propositions.
If the object compared to that of the world itself into ciety itself moving, growing toward it.
lacy
of Associationists were merely to convince which they send us. The first two years
transition age, — not merely in the
old order

in the midst

of the transition

of Civilization

society

from

the

of

to the society

Order and of Harmony,

and the the Combined

as

a

a

series, the question then would be
fair discipline of his school and college course. much as they of the feudal ages were in
one whether such
poor-house could be And they, the multitudes, who have to the transition frem Barbarism to Civilisa
Association,
considered practicable in the present state earn their bread from early childhood tion.
impracticable, as Mr.

a

tion
The only
ever be available

education

ensure to every
you

educate

human

one his place.
human

and

being

terly

spirits — with

honor,

seriously

to prove its in

But can
under

made

fiend, — fresh
to say

decided,

untainted in

trustful,

magnanimous,

grinding

tender,

the contagious

false world

before

had
us. — we

few words of love
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words
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can not educate its masses

of the world
only by virtue of their being dull and
But
their igno
Civilization.
The
corporate capacity.
ignorant masses,
rance does not fit them for
Political
just and age whose highest wisdom
favorable state of things, for the true Economy, which sees such beauty in free
the industry

cer

not yet nailed

is

an instant he steps off from his treadmill?

quite current

as
ceunterfeit, that jeal
re
sign of true love.
sign
of heaven, — in other
of love, as hell
ousy

in

Civilization

an insuperable obstacle to their

for

notion,

generations,

is
a

classes

ready to seize upon him

if

It

it

starvation

is

direct,

with that order, as much as however

Mr. Combe thinks that the ignorance
and moral degradation of the working
undertaking

singfe,

in his naturalness,

system of industrial
slavery, feel prompted
nominally dignified by the name and jealousy.
would be to prove that grapes will not of free labor, which suppresses and locks
the old
grow on thistles, or corn grow well where up most of his faculties, and dogs him tainly in past
weeds preoccupy the ground.
with the perpetual spectre of misery and to the counter
to go to work

compatibility

saddening

the image

being, so simple,
childlike

mas-

our
of that noble

still

impersonation

exasperated to delirium
bitterness of one whom

being,

a

breath

of every
a

wasting

shall open useful, active spheres to every
attraction

it

With the recollections of Booth's

a

as Asso

its whole spirit the reversing

of the present order,

it
is

is
in

ciation

or overlook

distinctions

;

without any absurd levelling
ing of just natural

caa look

regret.

OTHELLO-JEALOUSY.

will

which

to them, the only edu
will ever make whole,

the laws

by

witb lingering

the order

which condems them to this brute condi

of nature, not ofj cation which
man's invention, though of man's discov
manly, cheerful, honest, interesting men
ery, and in which all interests shall be and women of any, rich or poor, will be
united and all forces made co-operative,
true organization
of industry, which
fically,

it,

;

them, before you change

ing

its place that no son)

occupy
back on

and so

altogether,

by

of
new order of things in
which industry shall be organized scienti

stitution

— what mockery to talk of educat

ef

wilful

without

a

of free competi

as they look to the sub

tion

almost

fort, will supersede

it
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a
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the principle

industry);

and soul-
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yet lias its
and without
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destiny

a

that, namely, which

:

the progressive

Humanity,

whose

or deadening
machines
for
toil,
human
development of others' gain without hope of redemp
step
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in

phase

a single

Civilization

by

is

mean

itself; who may not stop for schools, or Combe says, in Civilization,
roots and its beginnings in
or any lessons of refinement

colleges,

is

it

of society.
But as the doctrines of As
sociation look to the supplanting of Civili
zation wholly (and be
understood, we

its

exact

Every

opposite.

its successful

action

produces

joy, — dilates into an illuminating
pathy

that fills

the

surrounding

sym
sphere-

so

much

the

less

To schools

and

competition
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organization,
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whh glory, — and utters itself in
tone
of music that vibrates in unison with all
should
be supposed to fit them to en of supply and demand, sinking wages to happiness.
the passion in it*
This
dure this false, oppressive state, itself the au ever lower minimum, will scarcely find truth.
But when
thwarted,
passion
for its interest to educate all classes,
trans
cause of igno
throws out monstrous growths,
strongest perpetuating
rance, the guarantee that ignorance and to make men of all, when its great want forms itself into hideous, savage, gro
moral degradation ever shall be so long as
rather of machines.
repeltesque forms, and finally becomes
" or not, lant force, at war with the universe, and
Do men learn self-government
lasts.
Whether
the " pear be ripe
in prisons?
And why all this talk of
none the less true that this age
full man, and God.
This
the passion in
What
education
the great educator, of tendencies towards
of its falseness. Every spiritual power, ev
Association,
we would ask, of every class and every plans of mutual guaranties, of aspira
twofold mode of
ery natural power, has
To what do all men mostly tions, conscious or unconscious, after development, — the harmonic or direct,
generation?
social

good, only good, always

good,

—
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which is it is dual, instinctively demanding recip
discordant or subversive,
Still its essence is tutal selfNow jealousy rocation.
evil, only evil, always evil.
u the inverse, distorted manifestation of abandonment, the living in, for, with
love. The particle of truth in the old another, — the merging of individual ex

the

then, — the grain of gold, which istence, joy, hope, powers, means, tal
lacquers the face of the copper coin — is ents, all, in the existence of the beloved.
In proportion to the truth of love, does
that jealous; is an indication of the inhe

notion

where the young could test and discern
each other justly, where woman's equali
ty is heartily recognized, where choice is
unconstrained,, where pretence and hy
pocrisy are scouted away, like Satan be
fore Ithuriel, where childlike simplicity

of all virtue, where the sa-

is the crown

is
rent energy of the passion which should all intermixture of selfishness become im credness of the primitive affections
If the sentiment meets with a practically recognized, where the only
have unfolded into love, but which has possible.
been cramped and twisted
into hate. response, then in the perfect self-devoted- law reverenced is Divine Order.

True love never is, never was jealous ; ness of two beings to one another is the
and we add, true love, once manifested as grand miracle of our mortal, of our im
Micli, once knowing itself as such, never mortal life fulfilled, — a miracle so sacred,

HENNEQUIN'S LECTURES,

VICTOR

could become jealous ; that is, if left free that it is the most central symbol of the
relation between the Divine Being and
from evil influences, which pervert it.
in

What then, are we daring to be wiser
knowledge of the human heart than

Do we mean that Othello
Shakspeare?
did not kivi; truly ' Shakspeare painted
men, as they have been, to the life :
Othello,

after

the

manner of the past,

loved nobly.
But let us explain.
'/"/i. earth has never known true love.

Of course we always in such statements
must be understood to include
tions, which

the excep

in all spheres
meaning is general,

are universal

of existence.

Our

that in no society of men, has this divine
affection had its harmonic, direct develop

Without the pleasure of a personal
with
M. Hennequin, we
acquaintance
World, for Heaven is the judge him to be one of the most admira
the Spiritual
True love thus gratified ble men among our brothers of France.
Bride of God.
can never through eternity disbelieve, or His popular eloquence, his ready sympa
Ita faith is perfect.
It loves thy with individuals, his singular union
doubt.
another, who is worthy of its lave, and of poetical enthusiasm with logical pre
who in turn has loved it.
It is enough. cision, his scientific clearness, and his
There can be no addition to, no diminu beautiful spirit of devotion to Humanity,
tion of that experience.
It is as near to give him remarkable qualifications as a
Divine Joy as a created spirit can ascend. public lecturer on the Associative doc
But can there not be true love on one trine. We rejoice to learn that he is
reciprocation on the other? now engaged in this service, and that his
not in the very highest sense of labors are attended with the most cheer

side without
Probably

the word Love, for this implies mutual re ing success.
We shall watch his pro
cognition ; and a love that found itself not gress with deep interest, and report his
would thereby learn, that doings from time to time to our readers.
reciprocated,

And for this reason, that WOMAN
Thus far, OS the imagination had substituted a picture for
rule, in all ages — patriarchal, savage, reality ; that nne party or the other was
barbarous, civilized — 'woman has been not true.
But on a lower level of thought
either the slave, or the dependent of man. we should say, when a person, man or
loves another, — who loves a
Therefore has love, the earth over, mani woman,
fested itself so frequently, so hideously, in third, — the person, if a true lover, veri
ment.

HAS NOT BEEN FREE.

It is the falseness
the form of jealousy.
of the relation between man and woman

fies the hope of reciprocation,

and loves

through and in the love of the loved ob

that breeds suspicion.
True love trusts.
ject, finds joy in its joy, hope in its hope,
We could not but think last night of life in its life. If it should be answered,
the obvious fact, that the feeling of honor, I — ' you are speaking of friendship,'
we

of the husband, an honor I will not quarrel about the terms. Love is
which is supposed to be violated by the the friendship of friendship if you will,
unchastity of a wife, was actually the the most intense, distilled, glorified form
remnant of the old patriarchal and barba of the affection which a human being,
rous notion of the man's ownership of the which a spirit feels for one of its own
woman.
This is proved by the fact, that ! kind ; and we repeat, its essence is disin
The happiness of the one
the wife's honor is not supposed to be terestedness.

on the

part

thus violated,

— by

— certainly

not to the same

At

Grenoble,
in

night

where

a week,

he lectured

gathered on each occasion.
dred

tickets

many

were

every

large audiences

were

were

Fifteen
out,

given

hnir-

and

yet

disappointed in their wish to

gain admission.

The theatre, which was

disposal of the friends of
M. Hennequin, by the mayor of the city,
placed

was

at the

filled

all ranks

from the very first, by men of
Ladies were

and professions.

among

the

place.

At

foremost

in

seeking

the second lecture,

for

a

after the

talent of the orator had become known,
as well as the importance of his subject,
the interest became so great, that the
pressed around the doors of the
theatre, io that the building which was

crowd

usually too large for the dramatic repre
love is dearer to me than my own.
I sentations, was found to be altogether too
love that person unspeakably more than I small for the immense audience which

I

the unchastity of the hus
This is the test of true love. wished to listen to the new doctrine.
A
Now if woman was equally free love myself.
with man, could such a hideous perversion How then could I, by any possibility, be great number stood in the porches, and at
of common sense and humanity ever have jealous?
the corners of the building, hearing with
extent,
band.

prevailed *

Surely

honor in this relation

But

we are extending

these remarks

the most religious attention.

We allude to too far, although only skimming the sur
We next find M. Hennequin at Va
this, because it is the exasperation of this face of the deepest mystery of our rela
lence, where he loctured four times to
which has tions to our fellow beings.
We end crowded houses, and with complete suc
feeling of honor wronged,
added and does add such frenzy to jeal
then by saying, that jealousy, — which is cess.
In a long notice of these lectures
And it well illustrates the fact of engendered like a gaol-fever, in such a in the Courier de la Drome, written by a
ousy.
starved, defiled,
the perversion of a natural passion by shrunken,
imprisoned Protestant clergyman, we find the follow
" We have this week
conventionalities of thought and manners. spirit, as looks out through the grates ing statement.
—
But to return to our statement,
that and loop-holes of lago's cunning,
but been favored with a course of lectures on
which appears only by contagion in a social science, by one of the most emi
true love is the exact opposite of jealousy,
— when this holy affection is left to work free, large, noble nature like Othello's — nent disciples of Fourier, that great social
Of all passions love is the most is a disease of false, conventional, inhu organizer and philosopher, with whose
freely.
True, it is the most con man social relations.
disinterested.
It never could ori name the great intellect and splendid
centrated in its object, although it expands ginate, never exist in a society, pervaded genius of Beranger did not hesitate to
Toil
the heart in universal benediction ; and by an atmosphere of truth and honor, associate the hopes of the future.

is correlative

and mutual.
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School ia nut its mineral resources, the beautiful swells going into the coffers of a private corpor
of destruction ; it or undulations of the landscapes, with its ation, and of consequence, those who are

is because the Associative
formed

for

purposes

the family, marriage,
it respects every thing but
Desiring only to organize the pro

beautiful

lakes and most served by the State, in turn contri
In other words
and rivers, one of bute most to its revenue.

central

respects property,

singularly

government,

matchless border-lakes

vice.

the best ocean harbors in the world, and ! the revenue of the State

ductive forces of man, in order to be able

a healthful climate, constitute

to afford more abundant satisfaction to his

the

a more complete

wants,

of the conditions

lishment

estab

and a more universal

his nature,

to

development

advantageous

most

State

endowed

richly

I

Union.

New York
in the

noble State

always figure this

to my mind as a peerless Indian Queen,
dowered with the wealth of nations.

good

and above all, to fields, forming a robe of emerald and gold,

to labor,

order,

union,

lever of all

that great

activity."

The notice goes on to give a full account
topics touched on by M.

of the principal

which

from

Hennequin,

it is clear that

of Associative

the cause

truth

is

not

likely to suffer in his hands before a pop
ular assembly.

It certainly

that

understand

this

gating the doctrines
such

successful

method

her

of propa

central

charming

in

France.

form

lakes

efforts, great resources are at our com
mand, new friends are every day gather

or joint-

that

so

companies,

whilst

the

revenue
therefrom goes into the
hands of a few favored individuals.
The

defray

the

which

perpetrates this iniquitous

scarf

flowing

upon

her

myriads of rainbows
bend in glory over her head, and the horn
while

shoulders,

forth

on which

she

leans,

to a grateful

abundance

pours
people.

can never

contem

of ecenery without

plate such grandeur

of an incoherent,

the centres

and savage industrial

warfare.

at once' for the Phalanstery,
time in harmony
cence,

He asks

with

and the

nature's

focus

same

magnifi

of co-operative

and ennobling labor.
Still, in the pres
ence of so much beauty as nature here

are the favored

class, whilst the laborers are compelled to

ism.

I

of

expenses

a

tem of internal improvements
Massachusetts
dangerous

is fraught

monopoly,

legislation
favorit

aver, that the sys

unhesitatingly

pursued by

with

the most

and the most disas

trous consequences to the majority of the
people.

Nothing

can be more destructive

of their interests than the rail-road and
I
manufactnring systems of their State.
am not a politician
not .1* a partizan.

and therefore

But what is the history

the Palace of of internal

would be at the

which

Industry,

thriftless

they

monopolize the business of transportation,

are a silver

zeal and devotedness of feeling how sorely its unity and beauty
the Central Direction at Paris, the system are marred by the presence of small,
is making great headway in the country ugly and isolated abodes, every where

of its birth, and will soon receive the
illustration of a practical experiment.
We trust the example of our friends in
to
France will stimulate us in America
We have a broad field
fresh devotion.
of action, the time is favorable to our

through

corporations

private or exclusive

Erie, Niagara, Ontario and St. Lawrence,

to the

Thanks

improvements

result is, that capitalists

of Fourier is now in But a Phalansterian

operation

on internal

the diamond pin which fastens the ves
ture-folds upon her bosom, and the broad

to of plenty,

us great pleasure

gives

while

carry

rather

In Massa

the policy is to

chusetts on the contrary,

Her stock

to his social state, it is hence favorable to gorgeous forest green, and yellow harvest-

is drawn

from capital than from labor.

improvements

speak

of the system
in New York?

And who was the author of that transcen
dent system ? Suffice it to say, that its his
tory is the history of the prosperity of this;
State
author

for the last twenty-five years.
was the great and illustrious

Its
Do

ing around the white banner of Unity : if woos you with, one forgets almost all Witt Clinton, a man who is not illustrious
by our apathy and supineness we now things else, save his wife and his God ; in the achievements of war, but in the
dishonor the sacred cause which has won but to him who is so fortunate as to have arts of peace, and a true political science ;
what

our hearts,

folds of sackcloth

will both a wife and a God,
is always

most deeply
cumstances.

be deep enough to hide our shame !

LETTER FROM

NEW YORK

STATE.

POPLAR RIDGE, Sept. 11, 1847.
Messrs.

EDITORS : —

I

have

with talking, in public
on board canal packets,

occupied

beeu so
and in

and in
private,
social circles, that when a leisure moment

I

has been available,
need of

have felt more the

of

rest,

than

the

communicating

with

your readers.

Our

has been along

the

course

until

now,

importance

of the State, yet
thorough-fares
we have not seen a spot in all our tour
in which we have not felt that a paradise
great

But the richest and most
delightful regions of this magnificent State
lie not along the line of the Erie canal and
Rail Road. I have travelled extensively
might bloom.

their

presence

felt in such cir

a man who would bind no laurel-wreaths
upon

the

thunder-scarred

After a survey of the vast resources
New York, the first thing which strikes a thine flowers the pure brow of the indus
De Witt Clinton persevered
stranger is her polity, her system of com trial hero.
mon schools, which is the best probably in his noble scheme.
He lifted the first
in the world ; and her system of internal spade-full of earth in consummation of it
with his own hand.
But it cost him his
improvements, which is unquestionably
So great was the odium of
more extensive and superior to that of popularity.
No his measures that the Erie Canal was for
any other State in the confederacy.
one can pass along the numerous and ex
a long time known as " Clinton's ditch."
tensive canals of this State, and witness What are the facts of its history ? Why
the immense amount of wealth which that within less than a quarter of a cent
passes

to and

being struck

fro

with

upon

them without

the superior

wisdom

ury the canal has paid vastly more than
its cost directly in revenue, whilst it has

which planned so vast a system of commu
more than ten times paid for itself in en
nication.
Massachusetts
is commonly hancing the value of property in the
pointed to as the model State, and as State and in the increase of its popula

The clamor against the ditch-mak
surpassing all others in the breadth of tion.
her policy, and the superiority of her in ers has died away, and the crowd of boats
stitutions ; but I am confident that this is which are continually grounding, on ac

over many of the Western States, but I
am certain that I have never seen one of a mistake, and that she is inferior in both

count of the smallness

of the canal, has

or even equals the

these respects to the State of New York.

created a call from all parties,

State of New York in scenic beauty, in
facilities for agriculture and manufactures,

The grand feature of internal improve
ments in New York is, that they are car

for the Ditch as it is, but for the

ing those of any.

honor

them that transcends

of the

brow

but whose genius would summon
of fairest nymphs to wreathe with amaranwarrior,

not only
Ditch "

"

with "enlargements."
Clinton died poor
and all the resources of a great and hap
ried forward as a State policy, and are and in the waning
of his popularity.
The grandeur of owned by the State, thus promoting the Thus it is that Civilisation despises the
py commonwealth.
its forests, the richness and variety of its interests of all equally, without impair
friends of creative art, whilat it does all
harvests,

the perfection

of its

various

fruits, the exhaustlessness and richness of therefrom

goes

The revenue

to the

arising

to military

State, instead of and Ready

would

destroyers.

Rough

be mad* President

of

would be view of the subject of the Organization ofj
made governor of New York; and yet who Labor, it cannot fail to commend to all
unprejudiced minus a careful considera.
. .
.
would summon back the provoked shades ;
^^ practic:tb!e methul, of Sitcia,
of the dead, by attempting
comparison reform.
may seem paradoxical, but
Is
between the deeds of the two men!
certainly true, that society suffers unthere any mystery about the degrada- der the crushing weight of evils which
does not recognize, because the possibility
tion of labor?
An appropriation of

trust reposed

in

foreigner

which shall unite practice with

while

enlightens the head with science,
by

it

theory, which shall train the hand to skill
it

lt

I

it

institution

is

!

ofj a

generous

We fear as mach. We
fear that instead of carrying out the real
design of the testator, of founding an
our country.

oj.

iii

a

the nation sooner than Clinton

by
a
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a

^nJf

if

a

a

is

it

if

a

i

;

is

&

;

in

I i

a

in

is

a
I

;

a
I

in

a

I

I

is

!

if

I

O

!
in O

:

is

a

a

a

; -

;

it

is

a

]t

a

a
of dollars for the improvement
body of men fitted
tnou,,nt <„•.
recognizes," however, the and rear up
education to lead and
thousand sound practical
rivers and harbors, or of any amount for consequences of those evils in
Brianeourt
traces these conse- direct great industrial enterprises, that in
Whitney's rail-road, would be regardedj ways.
to thetr Oauses, and p™p^es
the hands of lawyers and politicians and
but
as unconstitutional
altogether
lawful to spend fifteen millions annually Te™\ve are not, that we know of,
merely learned men, the funds are to be
for purposes of war, and two hundred F'ourieritc, as we have not yet found time wasted in building up splendid establish
second edition of the Girard
millions for the infamous war with Mexi- for the forty years' study, which Mr. ment —
necessary for the comBrisbane savs
mores
This would be disgrace which we
co.
folly.
tempora
prehension of that philosophy.
have written
great haste thus far,
" But of the necessity of social reform, should lament to see fall upon our coun
The fund
but
noble one, and
get time to write you again,
bctter Organization of Labor, and try.
and
as
shall have something to say of the " pe of the wisdom of Association,
rightly appropriated, might confer upon
" of New York.
thousand ways meeting this necessity, \ve the
culiar institutions
but
country an incalculable benefit
If we
do not need to be lie convinced.
Yours, very truly,
build
expended
upon
magnificent
did, this book would, we think, make
WENDKLL.
convert of us. The subject
presented ings and libraries of ancient and eoitly
such
way, as would, one would sup- hooks, of which we have intimations, in
pose, carry conviction, and disarm preju- stead of pride and exultation, we, for one,
CONVINCED AT LAST.
the minds of ilie must inveterate
dice,
shall feel shame and humiliation.
We
The Anti-Slavery Standard, like
coy advocates of the present system of soWe trust the book may lead to shall take up this matter as soon as we
c^-.
maiden whose heart
already captive,
among neighbors, and on can.
,
experiments
.
has kept up
pretty show of resistance, ]imited sc^e^ wnich wjn bp we think>
making
many arch and playful flings the natural growth of Association,
We insert the article of our es
million

ID"

in

matter of Association

in

paper i*

Our

always open to candid and intelligent
cussions

of interesting

however

widely

dis

social questions,

the opinions

may differ from our own.

maintained
certainly

of the corruption

of the existing social order, and

firm

prevailing at the South, should
be such an earnest advocate of
system
of view
which

as well

destined
as every

to overthrow
other

and hopeful faith as to the introduction of
wrong and oppression.
new era, of light, purity and joy, they

form

slavery,

of social

a

a

scientiare not yet prepared to present
fie exposition of their leading doctrines;
but in deep conviction

yield to no body of reformers, now before
NOTICE.
the public.
They regard Fourier as one THE PUBLIC SERVICES of the BOSTOS Union
of the greatest of human teachers, and OK AssnriATioNisTS will be resumed on Sun
day, October third, in WashingIonian Hall,
acknowledge
large obligation to his sys
Uromfitld Strttt. Mr. CHANNING will preach.
HUSTON,Sept. 22, 1847.
tem for the many profound and quicken

:

"

of the

the correctness

a

;

favorable

I

a

contains

in

The number of last week
review of Brianwork
of
court's
on the Organization
Labor, which, as a sign of the times, as
well as by way of neglecting no oppor
book
tunity of advertising so excellent
to all inquirers about Associative
doc
trines, we will here extract
turn away from.

presents.

which they are en- an
The movement
fact, that one, who like
encouraging
one of great importance.
to gaged
They our
correspondent, writes from the point
a

has looked too true, too beautiful for

for
responsible
views which

" Edge-

the Harbinger

is

practical

I

it

the real

by

it

and

sly thrust

it

sional

;

sham-fight

whom we received the most favorable ac

have fur

provocation to the counts of the friends of social reform
cannot resist an occa that city, whose views are partially re
at Mr. Brisbane.
But presented
the " Herald of Truth."

convenient

holding

is

Fourier's remoter speculations
nished

correspondent

worth," without

is

a

The " seas of
We have
MOVEMENT IN CINCINNATI.
approaching it.
" and " Boreal crowns," " cos recently had the pleasure of conversing
lemonade
" and " new creations," of with
from
gentleman from Cincinnati,
mogonies

teemed Southern

It

has been

it

j

it

while

Association,

against
steadily

a

of

T/ie Organization
Labor and Asso
ciation.
By MATH. BRIANCOURT. —
Translated By FRANCIS GEORGE SHAW.
New York:" William II. Graham, ing views which
presents, although
Tribune Buildings.
they do not accept him or any other indi
" This little book written
very
vidual authority as an ultimate standard
narrative form,
attractive style, and
or
g;nide. We shall always watch their
without
a
The
desthough really
story.
truction of
village by fire gives occasion progress with the deepest interest, and
for conversations, and speeches in town- frOm the high intellectual
character of
and lectures to the people,
meeting
connected with this movement, and
which, first, Anarchical Labor is pointed <u
..
„
out as clearly the cause of the suffering, the entire self-devotion and zeal of all of

(

f

i

I

ifj

.i

in

a

j

in is
a

in
a

it

NOTICE.

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of the " Ameri
can Union of AssociationisI- " are hereby noti
fied that their next stated meeting will be held
in Boston, on Monday, the \\th of October.
Presidents of Affiliated Unions are tx afficio
membersof this Board.
By order of the President,
EDWARD GILES, Rec. 8tt?y.
NEW YORK, Sept. 13, 1847.

NOTICE.

them, we anticipate the most encouraging

and social evils, every where existent
secondly, the advantages of Organized
Industry are set forth in the most attrac
tive form as the cure of all these evils;

|

is

a

;

THE COMMITTEE OF THIRTEEN, on the inbresults.
practical experiment of Association,
jcct of
will hold its second sessionat the time of the
of
the Executive Committee, ai above,
meeting
THE SMITHSONIAN BEQUEST.
Until
iu Boston, on Monday, the \\thof October.
we have further information relating to
\V. H. CHANNING, Chairman.
created for Association
argued at BOSTON,Sept. 14, 1847.
length, and with great ingenuity, to com the disposition of this princely legacy, we
cannot discuss the subject as we wish.
plete the plan of social re-organization,
and the true destiny of man.
" We hope this work may have wide We shall obtain all the facts, however, Is published simultaneously at New York and
and at the earliest opportunity examine Boston, by the AMERICAN Union OF ASSOCIA
circulation.
The Associationists
could
If TIONISTS, every Saturday morning. Office in
thoroughly.
not make
better use of their funds, than lnto tho management
New York, BURGESS, STRINGER & Co., No.
to scatter
every where among the peo- what we hear casually be true, there
'2J7 Broadway; in Boston, CROSBV & NiCBOH,
As
pie.
common-sense and practical likely to be
Washington Street.
shameful betrayal of the
1
1
1

is

a

;

j

a it a

.

a
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All
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TWO DOLLARS

VOLUME V.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

in what

Translated for the Harbinger.

SCIENCE.*

TO THE
PART.

SECOND

and express the social problem generally,

thus:
1. Man

being eminently

sociable

Association,

17.

applied

out

to human

fess that there has never yet been among
men an association worthy of that name.

What do we see every where around

binations.
1. It differs from present and past or
ganizations, in that for antagonism of wills
it substitutes

and

purpose,

community

increases

us?

Stock-holders,

Bankers,

uniting

their capital, to attempt jointly some vast

of enterprise ; bat the real producers, those

whose intelligence,
or strength,
gives
and consequently the life to capital, are excluded from the
and energy
are
by the convergence of association : thought
greatly

their

power and activity,

general wealth,
and efforts and means.

unable to develop his physical, intellec
tual and moral life, without the assistance
of hie fellow creatures ; — being also free

NUMBER
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interests, differs from all other social com

and interests

We might leave aside our premises,

CROSBY AMD NICHOLS,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

IIl

As true Association cannot exist withthe union of the various elements
these, we can see at once, here designated by Fourier, we must con

Possessing

FROM THE FRENCH OF H. GORSSE.

ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL

2,

No.

2. Unity of purpose and labors ;
3. Proportionality
of rights.

MISCELLANY.

PROLOGUE

PER ANNUM.

AND AWAIT THE LIGHT.

2. Association

of equality

and communism,
the

recognizes

made

differs from the theories
proportional

the

Can

subalterns

mere

man bends

the yoke

under

the thinker,

of matter ;
of money.

or the laborer bring

in that

it

rights

of the common undertaking

to

the same power

of the and devotedness that he would if con
it nected with the success of the undertak
Is it not
assumes the natural inequality of beings ing by a compact solidarity?
traditions, actual wants, and religious,
as th«true hierarchal element of society. also a flagrant injustice, to eternize, en
political and social tendencies :
The reader will perceive by these dow with immortality the profits of the
What ia the social organization most sketches,
how much
more elevated, stockholder,
while the rights of the ac
capable of satisfying the wants of so more philosophical, more religious, asso tual creators expire without compensation,
ciability and liberty in man, and which, ciation may be said to be than any other the very day when the work of their
to enjoy fully his powers
and his rights ; and
2. Given, the present society, with its

and desirous

each partner,
products

in the distribution

of unitary

labor ; in

that

though

heads

rights,

But although

all

respecting traditions and acquired social theory.
shall offer a larger expansion to
One of its most prominent features is
the religious,
and
political
social breadth of principle.
It neither rejects,

tendencies

of our time and of the. fu

ture?

We answer
conviction;

again

with

the

deepest

it is ASSOCIATION.

PART II.

APPLICATION.

exaggerates,

nor sacrifices

it connects

and equilibrates

Every
ture,

productive
is invited

anything ; but

all titings.
force, of whatever na

seriously

and honorably,

II.

General Theory of Association.
" That you may be all one."— Gospet.
Association

may be defined : The vol

as to exclude

the possibility

of frequent

or dangerous errors.

Fourier has summed op these condi
tions in a simple formula :

"Materially:
association of Capital,
of a certain number of Labor and Skill :
person}, co-operating harmoniously to at
" Morally : association of Passions and
tain a common end, and in which t|ie inter
Characters."
est of each finds integral and proportional
Was there ever a generalization more
tatisfaction.
complete ? Were the Economical and So
There are three fundamental conditions
cial sciences ever so entirely renovated in
of Association :
so few words ' And are we not tempted
1. The free action of partners ;
to exclaim with one of the princes of po
* Entered
according to Act of Congress, in litical economy in our day, M. Blanqui :
the year 1817, by JEAN M. PALISSE, in the "
Fourier is the only man who has raised
Clerk's Office of the District Court of Massa
chusetts
the veil of futurity I "
untary aggregation

hands
we

becomes productive?
have not yet realized

any integral association among men, natu
presents types of it every

ral organism,

The normal series, that is, the

where.

by the spontaneous move
ment of the elementsof any unity whatev
Does
er, — what is it but an association?

series formed

to join in the common enterprise, and en
joy profits proportional to the amount of not each part or organ concur in an un
assistance rendered. Moreover it possess equal proportion to the life of the unit?
es instruments of ponderaiion so accurate

CHAPTER

and

and does it not find in so doing an individ
ual development proportional to its value

Now, human society
its wants?
contains all the elements of a natural or
and action of
the formation
ganism,

and

which must spring from the collective

in

No individual part of this
telligence.
great whole, which we have summed up
in three principal terms : Capital, Labor
and Skill,
Passions
alone,
others.

and
and

in

two

and without

If

moral

Characters,

Capital

Talent and Labor,

elements :

could

assistance

from

exist
the

is not quickened by
it is a useless value,

If the strength of the
often an enemy.
laborer has no natural material to perfect
and raise in value, or

if

it is not enlight
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than ever are gathering

ciety alone that ha can develop hi* paw*
Isit not evident that it is by union
eraT

What other science

«oci-

holy

franchisement,
the

fictitious

passionally

mire certain and immense

-i

con

and

individual

which

hierarchies

violent

the

hand of God has

towards

general

In the midst of revolutionary

reveal with

and must repeat

thunders, the

liberty

If

wonderful

to

the dic

precision

tates of that sublime Gospel,

the

world

Association
which

to

the earth and open for human
.
ity an era of anheard of splendor! .
The general elements of Association
having

them

poor man has proclaimed himself the equal
of his former master . every mau has

and not the end.

to the

transform

the means,

succeeded only

few

on each of

explanations

these

terms are necessary.
CAPITAL.

All

in. become free ; but we have already said,

Is it possible to conceive a combination

teach

to

of Universal

laws

reference to material
particular
production, are then, as we have said
harmony ? before, three
Capital, Labor, and Skill.

among beings, to draw

in

success,

for

substitute

is

will b3 the general

sequently the hatter the
I-T
will be satisfied ?

revolutions?

by
can

en

Providence

a

has been sent by

all

:

we not feel that the more complete, ener.
tlte action of each
impassioned
the

begun

which

established

partner,

of individual

reactions have destroyed, the real, eternal

But tfois truth ortca wall understood , do
getic,

dissolving

the work

ty, complete

hierarchy,

the world.

without

than

greater

.

can,

nf this con

the midst

cert of labors, of light, of aspirations,
man

principle

Finally,

ties.

natural or artificial values, and also
by

and governs

knowledge,

over our

What principle other than Asso
us?
What other
can protect

it,

gains

ciation

storms

political

it

ha lives,

heads.

threatening :

;

is

darker

is

it is a blind and bru
The same may be said of the
other elements.
Each of the productive
centres has then an equal want of the re
Indeed,
sources
of the association.
what would mm be, deprived of his fel
low bjings? Is it not in the midst of so

thing

tal power.

in

ened by intelligence,

A
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the signs
constitute

they are represented,
but an important dis

which

Capital;

:

it

it

a

it

would be like the hurri
To concen
of public economy more humane, more isolating men,
tinction must be recognized.
fruitful, and at the same time more scien cane, which pulverizes the soil of the trate in the Association, considered as
tific?
If such a conception can be real plain, whirls
up in the air, then drops corporate body, all the capital of what
ized, will not Fourier have solved the
dryer and more sterile than ever. ever kind, wonld be to suppress com
fundamental problem of society — Unity Thus our destructive liberty would have pletely the right of individual possession,
The Capital
of the individual interest with the general ruined the rich, without profit for the and fall into Communism.
Will he not have realized the poor. The laborer, abandoned to his must then be divided into two parts the
interest?
own incapacity, or again enslaved by hun
ideal vainly sought after by all legislators,
human activity from the ger to the employer, would fall lower
in delivering
for his as
yoke of money, although recognizing tho than where he stood before

edifices, commercial

lands, public

values,

instruments of labor, machines, tools and

;

materials of every kind constitute the
citizen would only be Capital of the Association.
The titles to
right of every man to possess ; sumed dignity as
moral suffering added to his bodily suf property, furniture, specie, all objects of
in securing the existence and thereby the
new contract, based utility or fancy, are to remain individual
Finally,
morality of the poor, without merging all fering.
in the iniquitous and on the legitimate rights of all, does not property
social
hierarchy
every one can buy, sell, ex
come, to untie what time and revolutions change or give them, as he pleases.
ferocious equality of an agrarian law '
Association is a fact so providential in have violently separated,
all over
The real estate and industrial and com
in the

!

hemisphere

the height of Calvary.

vulsions!
germs

centuries for its elaboration,

selves daily.

Association,

while

the

con

But luckily, we see the renovating
of Association developing them

its seal.

All

The constitutional governments

ers, formerly hostile to each other

whenever anything based on tom-house unions

pow

the cus

of inter

associations

;

;

;

Associative
principle has been at national commerce insurance companies
tempted during the night of the middle associations for reciprocal
guaranties
ages, it lias been under the auspices of the societies of patronage, of emulation,
the

faithfully

to find in the Christian

dogmas

and

of the Association,
against

ruin

protected
to which

but

consolidated

by the existence

they

of
of interests,

the chances

the conflict

bad management, natural scourges, scarci
ty of money, usury, and political revela
tions keep them continually
exposed.
Moreover,
labor,

their

and all

science,

Finally,

sources.

permanent

restore

faculty in
productive
alliance with fortune,

their

by

the general

insuring

instrument

to him

re

to .the poor

of labor,

they

right, of which he has

been deprived to this day, of all rights
the most valuable — THE RIGHT TO LA
BOR, the only infallible
hideous

and necessity

;

a

endeavor to unite philosophy to religion
and to the physiological studies
others,
;

as social regeneratrix.
it belongs to guide humanity
to Ajou^iiiion.
Out of this path every
de.-tiny

cease

isolation

guarantied

stand

;

to show that the sentiment

of a perfect society on earth, of union are strongly felt and rapidly
tliat type will be ASSOCIATION.
The increasing.
In the scientific studies, the
time has come : the world aspires now formation of
general synthesis by the
more than ever to the pacific construction of association of various sciences, appears to
its unity.
It is the holy mission of our be the common end of all the eminent
Some discover the
Europe in particular, in spite of the men of our age.
age.
great power it has attained, or rather, on germs of association which bind to one
account of its power, cannot avoid its another all the physical sciences
others
To Europe

henceforth

of encouragement, and so forth
associa
ism, that
tions of interests and tastes — all tend crimes.

the type

glorious

independence, their

to

subject

Their absolute

remedy for pauper

source

of so many

;

Christianity, and in its religious communi
ties; and whenever its doctors will endeavor

are alone

necessary transformation.

great movements bear creases

the association of the three political

;

However,

suicidal

;

spiritual

sphere of interests developed itself without
and outside of it.

perish

;

only

it established

shall

....

But not possess
ing the scientific formula of the organiza
tion of labor, which required yet eighteen

in

raised for the first time on the world from

values

mercial

;

history

up

in

be summed

:

can

a

Civilization

a

of with the destinies of the world.
Wo to the nation whose public econ
of sentiments, of omy rests upon this impious axiom
progressive direction
man for himself!
ideas, of institutions towards this great Every
This stinted
considered under its child of egotism drags after him only
end.
Christianity,
The law of
humane aspect, has been nothing else but misery and degiadation
love must be accomplished or our old
Association,
the standard of Universal
human destiny, that the whole

a

is

it

:

a

if

a

a

legitimate

again, would

connect religion

with

poli

LABOR.
Under the name of Labor are included
not only
domestic
taining
even to

the agricultural, industrial and
but also those per
to science, arts, and literature,
occupations,

religious

functions belonging
al, intellectual

worship.

Thus

all

to the material, mor

and religious

life of soci

ety, come within the range of Associa
tion.
TALENT OR SKILL.
In every kind of labor there are evident
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of relative value between the ing the central doorway,

the first thing Each partitioned space is lighted by a
tnat meets our eye is the counting house, window, and it just large enough to con
if we might so call
of the master or tain a French bed, a box for clothes, and
superintendent of the house —
little a little path-way beside them.
These
room, through the window of which he apartments are in fact boxes, open at the
rest : this is principally what we under does business with his lodgers, as the top for the sake of ventilation.
There
stand by talent.
The career open to check takers do at the theatre. On one are four floors fitted up precisely in the
same manner, and on each floor is a room
Talent is then as vart as that of labor side of the room we perceive that
fitted up with bookshelves, to hold the fu furnished with zinc wash-hand
stands,
itself.
It serves as a basis to the whole
ture library of the establishment;
and on and a plentiful' supply of water from the
hierarchy : the most capable direct ; com the other side
vast number of keys are main.
Water-closets are also distributed
mon interest requires it.
number by on Ihe different floors, and the whole is
But besides ranged, each key having
which
to
it. Of these keys lighted by gas.
distinguish
Such are the accommo
this predominance of influence, Talent
there are one hundred and five, the num dations which, by means of association,
has another right, which nothing can de
ber of lodgers the house accommodates
can be offered for fourpence a night —
stroy : it is that resulting from the supe and each lodger, upon paying his week's salt, soap, and iwo towels included — to
It is not possible for a rent, two-and-fourpence (demanded in ad any individual who chooses to apply for
riority, of works.
vance),
entitled to one of these keys, them.
And now, a word or two about
master- piece not to he appreciated ; nei
which secures his bed-room, and to the the class of inmates who seek the com
ther is it possible for its author not to
full use of all the conveniences of the es forts of the new model lodging-house.
receive personal advantage.
This also is tablishment for the time specified. To On our entering the coffee-room, we were
for the mtereat of the society, which will describe the admirable arrangements of not a little surprised to find several indi
be benefitted by the production of superior the house, let us begin with the basement. viduals of most respectable appearance.
old gentleman was
spacious One white-headed
works, in proportion as it rewards them The first room we enter
kitchen, fitted with an excellent stove, fating his dinner, another was reading a
Moreover, it is justice.
generously.
and
range, hot-water fountain, &c., and
as we approached, feeling
se newspaper,
These general remarks give rise to four ries of stewing fires, such as only the perhaps that with the place, he was being
establishments
largest
made
a
show
he gave the paper a
of,
generally contain.
important questions, which we shall dis
large dresser and
central table com shake, and hemmed in a manner to show
cuss successively.
his perfect independence.
plete the furniture of the room, which
There was
1. The Right to Labor, or Right to
used
common
the lodgers who wish something in the action which made us
Property.
to cook their own food —
ashamed almost of our intrusion.
The
good fire
2. The Organization of Labor.
ways burning for their accommodation.
general appearance of the inmates, not
In
small room leading out of the kitch
withstanding, was such as to lead us to
3. The Repartition of Profits.
en we perceive shelves loaded with all remark to the general superintendent of
4. The Social Hierarchy.
kinds of crockery — plates, cups and tea- the society's lodging houses, Mr. Morri
To IK Continued.
things being provided for the inmates. son, that we feared a class of individuals
In the wash-house also on this floor are were availing themselves of the accommo
apparatus for supplying
water to the dations who could afford to go elsewhere.
[From the People's Journal.]
whole house, and hot water to the entire His answer revealed, however, that it
A VISIT TO THE MODEL LODGINGbasement.
On one side of the room are was not so — that many of the individu
HOUSE,
the washing tubs, and on the other wash als who lodged in the house, after paying
ST. GILES'S.
stands for the inmates.
drying closet their rent, had scarcely a farthing left in
BY ANDREW WINTER.
close at hand, as
of
also the bath-room, the world ; and that respectability
The opening of the model lodging- with
supply of hot .tmI cold water. — appearance was always the lasi feature
use recently erected by the Laborer's
house
And next to the bath-room,
we peep which those who had seen betier days
riend Society
Friend
little nook, we see the mouth of struggled to maintain.
in George-street,
He admitted the
St. into
Giles's, has afforded us most agreeable the ventilating shaft, which passes up fact, however, that a much better class of
evidence of the progress the principles of through the centre of the house, and com- lodgers frequented this model house than
association and co-operation are so rapid- municates its hot and cold blasts, as re
was to be found at Charles street, the first
ly makins in social economy.
We have I quired, to every chamber — a revolving establishment opened by the society, and
lived,
fact, to see
club-house erected Ian being the machinery used to force which as a study of the working of the
for the poorest portion of the community.
the air upwards.
We must not forget to new system is much more interesting than
noble building, replete with every im
visit to another singular room ere the model house, which, from having
pay
provement which science has made
called the been opened so short a time, is scarcely
do we mount the stairs, and that
mestic architecture, planted
The dialins
room, so named from its yet in working order.
the midst rabbit-hutch
of the lowest neighborhood in Europe, being fitted up with ranges of meat safes, street lodging house is much less com
and offering its comforts and even ele- e!iCh one about
foot wide
about plete as an establishment than the model
gancius at
price which the commonest eighteen inches high
with
perforated house, of course ; having been originally
zinc front, and lock and key.
lodging-houses can scarcely rival.
we cast three old houses, and only adapted to the
The street in which the model lodging- our eyes along the numbers painted over required purpose : the charge is 'ess by
house
situated,
the doors, we find there are
one of those wretch
hundred fourpence a week also ; but in respect of
ed thoroughfares lately discovered
safe for each lodger cleanliness it is faultless, and the arrange
all and five of them:
their squalid wretchedness by the open to keep his food in.
As we pass upstairs, ments are as near those of the new house
ing of the neighborhood caused
mu&t be observed that the ceilings arc as the nature of the old building would
the
building of New Oxford-street.
all arched, and that the stair-case
Eighty persons are accommo
The
fire allow of.
fluence of light and air, as
Be sure the insurance on such
dated here, and it has been full almost
always the proof.
case, has
In
measure shamed some of building
but low.
On the ground floor from the first week it was opened.
its tenements into
coat or two of white- 'he chief apartment
the coffee-room as this establishment the common sittingwash, and houses which before did not
's called, otherwise the general silting room affords a picture most inten sting to
know how dirty they were, are gradually
room.
It is fitted up like a respectable the social economist ; every grade of
putting on
decentrr appearance.
Still, coffee-room, with high benches and long ' society, from the ruined gentleman to the
the miserable rigs hanging out of everv j narrow tables, made of beach stained costermonger and the street performer,
other window,
the swarms of vicious ! |ike dark oak.
This apartment is some j are to be found living hatmoniously toKioKing- young women seen sitting
lookingreel long by iwenty
In one corner of the coffee-room
thirty-nve feet
silling down j thirty-five
twenty wide, and j gether.
Reiner.
"""•""•'
-*"•
"
'
:
1"-i.
« •
'
•
-MI
on the edgas of
the pavement, or standing proportionately high.
Be an artist painting pictures,
large fire
al- you will
at the doorways, show the general de- ways kept burning
and
wears an air which he pawns for his livelihood ! in
pravitv of the neighborhood.
another, a street pedlar is arranging his
few private sit- anolher,
.In the mid- of comfort to be found
die
this street rises the fagade of the t'n? rooms; and here the lodgers, after goods for the day's tramp;
in a third,
^of
model
.
lodging-house,
remarkable
for cooking their dinners below, bring them some quiet, gentlemanly looking man ia
nothing but the substantial manner in up to dine.
reading one of the library books, of which
which
built, and the space and light
The next flight of stairs brings us to ! there are, we hear, four hundred and
indicated in the interior by its numerous the two
As might have been exlarge rooms, the size of the en- fifty volumes.
wmduws and imposing size.
Upon enter- tire house, portioned' off into bed-rooms. peeted, the tone of the more respectable

of the various operatives ; these
differences are a necessary result of the
natural inequality of strength and inte
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portion of the lodgers exercises a most several large manufacturers had visited
beneficial influence over tlie others, ele the house, and stated their intention of
to take
vating them after a time to its own stand- j recommending their workmen
As an instance of this, we were! entire floors. If artizans do avail them
aril.
told that, at his first entrance, the coster- j selves of its accommodations, it will be
in
monger astonished the coffee room hy his the commencement of a revolution
The hetter j their domestic habits; the benefits of such
slang and bad language.
class inmates at once " sent him to Cov- - establishments will be speedily recog
" and this moral punishment had nized, and one of the most powerful
entry ;
such an effect, that he gradually left oIf; levers will be put in motion towards ele
his oaths and curses, and one morning j vating them in the social state.
It must
remarked to Mr. Morrison " that he didn't j be born in mind, however, that the socie
know how it was, but that he never; ty's efforts have as yet been directed only
wished to make use of had language : to finding accommodation for single men,
now." Having a desire to learn, some of; and to establishing one small lodging
the inmates taught him to rend and write ; house for women.
The next experiment
and at the present moment he cannot be will be in building what we advocated in
" club
restrained from wriiiug and cyphering
this. Journal some time since,
ili'- walls, whenever he has an - chambers for the married."
over
We shall
opportunity of exercising his skill.
Hisj look forward to the progress of the new
now found education has disgusted him scheme with great interest, as its suc
with custcrmongering ; and who knows j cess — and we have no manner of doubt
hut that he might turn out somebody yet. upon the matter — will lead to changes
Some of the more intelligent
inmates so great as regards the comfort, respecta
led ure to the others on anatomy and sci- I bility, and moral being of the working
ence generally ; and so happy are many ; classes, as to be beyond all calculation.
of them, that they declare that before j There has been enough talking about so
they entered the door of the lodging , cial improvement, in all conscience ; but
house, iliey never knew what it was to we have in these lodging
houses a
have a home, and one old gentleman re " doing " more effective than all the
"
marked to the superintendent, that
he theorising in the world would accom
should remain there until he was carried •plish.
We recommend those who doubt
out." Tim tact of so many of the mid what we say, to go, see, and believe with
dle and upper ciasses being reduced to I their own eyes.
enter its walls, is curious, and possesses j
a melancholy interest: but so it is.
In! FltOM THE FRENCH OK VICTOR CONSIDERANT.
social life, as in geology, the superior
Translatedfur thc Harbinger.
might often be so found hidden and jum
bled beneath an inferior strata.
HARMONY.
Let us return after this short digression
to the model lodging house again.
One
of its most interesting features is to see
BOOK FIRST.
the lodgers cooking their own food.
We Eqt'ILIRRIt'M
OF INTERNAL AND EXTER
were curious enough to make inquiries
DEVEL
NAL Ll'Xt'RY,
OR INTEGRAL
what the cost auii nature of each meal
was, and learned that the breakfast was
OPMENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL AND OF
generally as follows : —
INDUSTRY.
d
0 1-2
0 1-2
0 1-2
I
01-2

in which case it devotes the whole

life of

a man to an operation which lasts a min
ute, a second, and then begins again, and
forever; — or

again,
laborer

for

responsible
to

relating

it does not adopt

in which case it makes the

this division,

his art,

all

his

the

trade :

details
for

in

stance, it obliges a gardener to know and
to execute all that pertains to the culture

of two or three hundred different plants ;
which is impossible in practice.
The
management of any domain whatever,
requires, to be well done, a mass of
knowledge,

theoretic

agriculture,

in

in

ence,

and

practical,

in

botany,

administration,

in

in
sci

physical

commercial

relations, and so forth, which no man can

For this, Civilization

accumulate alone.

has but a farmer, a gross and ignorant
peasant ! It casts all the affairs, all the

of a trade, of a profession, npon
In Harmony, in
stead of one gardener devoted to the cul
ture of three hundred different plants,
details

the arms of one man.

— on the
large scale, properly understood, — three
hundred Groups.
The same with all
you would have for this culture,

the other branches of industry ; and you
become affiliated only with that number

of Groups

which corresponds to your
faculties, to your desire and skill for act
ing.

— " But, Sir, a man of genius (great
there is about the man of ge
nius ! you may leave him to himself) will

solicitude

never consent to leave his cabinet and go
on the soil.
He will not sub

II.

and labor

Development of the Intellectual
mit to live under a regime in which you
Vigor, and Eichcs of
force him to change his occupation every
the Suul.
iwo hours."
'•Must not all the faculties express them— In which you FORCE him ! This
the favorite butcher's srlvca, develop themselves freely, each accord
the lodgers call •' a ing to the laws of its nature,and bring their va word force keeps coming back, expressly,
of meat. ried vibrationsto the great concert, to—which all I believe, for your own condemnation.
trimmings
human powers are summoned?"
Clarisse

I could

Genius

or not, good God ! who talks of

forcing

any

If

body ?

a scholar

wants

to pass his life in his study, who obliges
him to leave it ? who forces him to inter

which will be raised ; often enough have
crossed my ears : here they are,

well engraved upon my memory :

rupt his labor ? Let him not suspend
either to eat, or drink, or sleep
let him
labor in his study till death overtake him,

he cannot know and do every thing."

serial

they

;

wish

it,

to have ended my
thesis : but alas ! I know the objections
Here

— " Sir, one man cannot be universal ; IF" THAT SUITS HIM

— And that is the very reason why we
proclaim the impotence of the isolated
the evils of separation, the
individual,
necessity of convergence between differ
ent forces, of tho alliance of various
capacities, — the necessity, in short,
I Association.
— "But
j

a man cannot

have twenty

trades and be good in all."
— We have not thought of giving each
man twenty

trades.

acts at cross

Civilization,

purposes

in

every

order

what

is

3
These ingredients properly stewed make
a dish to set before a king.
A herring
sometimes does duty instead of meat, and
at others the feasi is more noble : beer
and porter are allowed,
but spirits are
interdicted.
Cards, it would appear, are
ranged with spirits in the sliding scale of
superfluities, as they are not allowed ;
whilst backgammon, chess, and draughts,
" Men must
eome in free with the beer.
have some amusement," said the super
intendent to us, in a deprecating tone,
und as if the admission was forced from
liim unwillingly ! We assented cheer
fully, however, to the necessity of Ihe
case ; and even oftered no objection when
informed that simiking was allowed in
the kin-hen ! Due very important fact
came out in the course of our inquiries of
the suucriutuudcut,
and thai was, that

III.

,

d
ii
I

faculties : Health,

there in the

What we
common truism, —

to oppose that?

do say is, — and

it
is
a

Hlockor.
Onions iind i'otjtwa

Integral

uses up and kills the man

that

nature

who

occupies

his

lets his body sleep

mind continually and
that the fatiguo of

;

\

Either it adopts the minute sub

division of labor, as in its manufactures,

head work

too prolonged becomes intole

rable

torture

walk

on

slowly

that

road,

putting

of going to
street, kt a field,

instead

in
a

what

cation.

one foot down before the

other, after the manner of Civilizees,
take exercise and to deliver

which

the oppression of

thing,

after

to

oneself from

thought, the scholar,
his head work, will be happy to go
a

was

blocker," or the
Thus, it was —

simplicity

;

Whilst fur dinner
meat

CHAPTER

opposite excesses of
and extreme compli

the two

into

a

Cocoa
Milk
.Suirar,
Bread
Butter,

falls

extreme
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Now, soul ! devouring ennui! diseases both of
labor in the fields and gardens. this there is no hygienic harmony.
There he will find Groups, full of ardor, there is no integral, well balanced exer mind and body ! personal deformity and
of intrigue and joy, which will be far cise, and consequently no health, no in degeneracy !
ye bear witness, ye
and

more effectual, for exercise and for diver
sion of his mind, than the grand exercise
and grand

of the Civilizees,

diversion

their slip-shod lounging,

....

tellectual and corporeal vigor, no psycho- accuse, ye punish !
Come then, the paradii-iaral
physiological
harmony possible in man, I
! except

their eternal and under the law of alternating

functions.

insipid promenade ! And surely, he who
See to what shameful aberration huhas labored with his head knows it : an man reason has been led, in attempting
idea once mistress of a brain exhausted to fashion man to Civilization.
The more
by too long an incubation of thought,
cruel torture !
And

it fastens itself upon

when

is a the mind

becomes contracted,

materialized,
you

with

unrelaxing
hold, when it pursues
you to the hath, to the street, to your
bed, every where ! . . . . when it estab

rcintegra-

under the regime of the Series, ! tion, the baptism lif happiness, the era nf

the body petrified;

j joy, (if ever-shifting pleasures, varied la; burs, and of contrasts
without end! —
;
' Come movement, life and liberty on earth !
' Como
to
finally the law of Alternation

the soul j arouse the slumbering powers, to disenthe more •thral tlie energies suppressed, tlie facul-

whole populations become enervated ; the

ties

enslaved!

O men!

how long then

species,— for in the I will you waste yourselves in vain disYe rich and powerful of the
midst of all our declamation about liber- , pntcs !
ty, it is still true that there do exist earth, there is not one arming you who
more the working-

cranium, irri among us species,— the more the woiking may not sound himself the hour of dclivas with red hot species, I say, becomes bastardized. . . . eranee ! Deaf ears, deaf understandings,
pincers every quivering fibro of the brain, j the move is the industrial
system per- deaf hearts, how much longer will it
it is enough to drive one mad with | fectcd ! And when man has descended take to make you understand the word,
agony ! Then we curse this impotent to a lower rank than the beast of the for ami how much longer to persuade you to

itself under your

lishes

tating, gnawing,

tearing

...

and flat society, which has no charms nor

est, — lower,

exorcisms,

free and strong and proudly in its woods ; upon half a square league of ground?
— when the human title is obliterated and
To be Coutinucd.
effaced ; when they have made man a

and which yields you up thus,
without aid or succor, to the sharp talons

because

the

bcnst bounds

commence

a trial.

a

trial

simply

of the demon of cruel sleeplessness.
La Place has somewhere described these blind horse, a wheel, a piston, a handle,
tortures of the savant, complaining that 0! then is the very apogee and climax of,
our society
But of
is too poor in external of their industrial
perfection!
means for creating a diversion from this what worth is your Industry, if it end on
He declares, ly in the degradatian of the laborer, in
burning fever of the brain.
that, as for himself, whenever ho has had the slavery and misery of populations?
the happiness to meet with any strong
It was but justice that the human rea

alert

and

then, often without

vigorous ;
effort and

without pain, he has discovered what
had

pursued

too long

he
his

a time

he

in vain.

objectors, will you accept the
answer of La Place '. Is he a competent

Messieurs

authority for you, and will you henceforth
cease to trouble yourselves about the fate
of men of genius in the Phalanstery ?

IV.
This then is our proposition :
Every man has muscular and intellect
ual powers.
Every man therefore is
called to use his body and his mind, — in
doubtless,

proportion,

to his natural

en

dowments.
Moreover,
portionally

the exercise ought to be pro
integral ; for

if

only a single

limb or muscle is exercised,
equilibrium
destroyed.

of the parts in the whole is
The nourishing juices and

at first upon
the muscle whose action calls for them ;
the

force

the natural

are concentrated

soon there is excess, monstrous
ance,

or

fatigue,

atrophy, — and

the

exuber

extenuation,

atony,

other

of the

parts

body, not exercised, become impoverished,
debilitated,

changed.

The health, the vigor of the body and
the soul (iin'i.-: sana in corf ore sano), re
quire the integral and well balanced exer
cise of all the faculties of mind and body.

This

is abundantly

evident.

Without

,.

and move and are transformed ; when
ternation

is the sign,

Al

the manifestation,

[From the People's Journal.]

LETTER FROM AMERICA.

the very aet of life ; when, in the whole
infinite Universe, there is not mathemati

NF.W YOUK, July, 1C17.
in repose ; and when Curiout ntrclojimenls — Nricn/j/ic Clairroyuncc.
the absolute fixedness of a single molecule
The proof sheets of a curious work
would suffice to destroy the general order ;
have just been plaecd in my hands — so
— we would fain make man immovable
ini,eciII l,iat , postpolie olhcl
Man, whom God has endowed so richly , matters of interest, which it had occurred
with intelligence, with force, with varied ! to me to write about, to give some acWe count of it. It purports to be the record
passions, with infinite faculties!
,
..
nf certain lectures, delivered by one An, ,« r
,h;a
i.- i
f Al.
AI
:. -..,.1 ...;.uj»,
,.
would
withdraw him from this law off Altlie
Jai.kson UaviSi i
and
i
ternation, the mother of all equilibria
genr aj1d clairvoyant," as he styles him'
the law of life, with self, on various intellectual and spiritual
high harmonies,
o sonm
The work is an octavo of
which a beino- is in the more intimate ' subjects.
.
i
A five or six hundred panes, is certainly
/r ..
affinity, as ho occuptes a more elevated
witjj
^^rcnce HIM! prolui.But this
cale of beings!
degree in the scale
djl^ anr) is p°t foriIi miilcrsuch auspices,
is altogether a revolt against the material j that it will create a sensation in the philoorder of things, against the will of God, j sopbic and religious worlds.
be"'n
revealed in the wants, desires, Attractions ] *iiw'
"T,1' "'"L
?ivoof
tins
ol thm
propose to discuss the credibility
Races withwhich he has placed in us.
worki w Inch may be done hereafter, but
ered, degenerate, needy, of corrupt blood
simply to describe the nature of the book
under
extinguished
torpor of the itself, and singular circumstances
intellects
cally

one moloculo

Ir^^

...

r._

^.^

^

:,'

of thought

and

!

power

mnd that

from without,
refreshed,

his brain

j

distraction

has found

!

and lawful

HARVESTS WITHOUT PREVIOUS SOWING.
jn the Sohnellpost we find an account of
a method of compelling the wheat plant
to become perennial, l;ke grass, and to
without an
perfect its grains annually
nual sowing of seed, which has been
practiced, at Constance, in
successfully
It was discovered by a stew
Germany.
His me
son should reap this shame, being thus ard of an estate named Kern.
thod, after ploughing and manuring the
drawn to the end of these monstrous con
or Win
sowing
Summer
it with
land and
Whether it have to do with ter wheat, is to mow it in the Spring hesequences.
This
the mind or with the body, is it not al- fore the ear makes its appearance.
'
ways of repression that it has spoken * process is repeated several times in tho
and the product is used as hay.
'
Has it not always set itself up as empress, season
, _.
,
plant is then allowed to grow and be
IThe
The soul and its
dictating to nature?
The next
mannrr.
cut £ Uie orllin.nv
passions, the body and its organs, every year it ripens earlier and bears more
thing in fact has this proud one tried to J abundantly than wheat treated in the orIt is manured in the
force into the iron categories of a social ! Binary manner.
grass meadows, and in
,
,.
. .
like
Autumn
,
form and laws entirely of its own inven
In this man
Spring cleared from weeds.
tion.
ner, from one field four successive har
Why, look you ! when all things change vests have been gathuicd.
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You will then perceive
It ap- the universe.
In a subsequent development of natural things.
which it is published.
II--JIT I may take leave to express my pears to be a fundamental object with the that the scope of this part is immense;
views of the whole subject of Animal ' lecturer to show that outward observation ! yet the whole is treated with great seri
The
Magnetism.
At present my business is is not the only source of knowledge, but ! ousness and occasional profundity.
Even if that the mind has interior sources which most superficial portions, as it seems to
with ilie authur and his book.
The me, are those which relate to the Bible
the whole is a humbug from beginning to j are still more valid and authentic.
'
end, it is one, I am persuaded, of such a ; external senses, he savs, are conversant and man's religious history, nnd will give
nature as will justify you in devoting a only with the world of appearances and great oflence to the whole circle of ortho
The scientific parts re
effects, while the internal senses pene- ! dox tChristians.
little space to its consideration.
" Vestiges
The name of the book to which 1 refer Irate to the inward causes and reality of! semble in tone and result the
is " THE PRINCIPLES OF NATURE — HER things : the visible world, therefore, is of Creation," which made so much noise
It carries out the doc
DIVINE
VOICE
TO not the real world; and philosophers who some time back.
REVELATIONS — A
MANKIND:" and the author, as I have ; confine their attention to the mere effects trine of progressive development, into all
Da- of nature, without ascending to their spheres, with the most rigid and unflinch
Jackson
already said, is Andrew
view of ing logic; and as a mere work of specula
causes, pet but an imperfect
•vis.
I ) .1is is a young man, now
about Truth.
They are busied about the shell tion, to consider it in no other light, is full
It could at any
twenty years of age ; he was born, I j or husk when they ought to enter at once of the highest interest.
It is for this rate only have been written by a man of
believe, and has spent the greater part of I into the kernel and centre.
his life, in Poughkeepsie, a town of this reason, that they have fallen into so many extensive scientific acquirements, and the
imagination.
State, situate on the Hudson River.
He then un most vivid and vigorous
It errors and contradictions.
But if we suppose it to be what it pur
is evident that he never received any but folds a true method of philosophizing,
the most elementary education, and that ! which any reader will confess is ingen- ports to be — the spontaneous utterings of
the greater part of his time in youth was j ious and profound, whether it come from a Clairvoyant — it becomes one of the
His the clairvoyant power or from natural rea- most extraordinary works that was ever
passed on the shoemaker's bench.
It rest? upon the general principle published : of this however, more in the
employer testifies that he was always a son.
lad of tho most exemplary
character, that every object or element in nature, sequel.
The third part of the hook relates to
faithful in word and deed, perfectly trust
proceeding from a great First Cause, is
worthy in all respects, but quite ignorant, graduatly unfolded from a single germ the application of these discoveries and
and utterly incapable of any intricate and into a series of progressive developments, revealments : and here the author assumes
the
comprehensive scheme of fraud.
A few each one distinct in itself, yet analogous most positively and energetically
'
years ago, Davis discovered that he was to all oihers ; so that there is a perfect ground that the whole object of his previ
to the Magnetic j unity of system throughout the whole of ous inquiries was to conduct him to the
extremely
susceptible
passes, and that his case exhibited many nature : thus, the tree grows up from j great law of ASSOCIATION, or the pervad
of those curious phenomena which are the send, according to definite laws of ing law <•////••universe, which must be ap
called states of clairvoyance.
He was {growth, and after evolving itself into plied in Ihe reorganization of human soci
induced to come to this city, in order that j branches, leaves, flowers, &c., completes ety. He avers that he has been especially
he might examine and prescribe for the the circle of us existence by producing j prepared and commissioned to announce
maladies of the diseased.
But it was I seed. The same is true of man. as we this truth, and that the great burden and
found that his clairvoyant power took a j know ; but Mr. Davis declares that thisj mission of this Age of Humanity is to
unity
higher range, and that in his ecstacies, j is a universal law, and is as applicable to introduce principles of universal
he was in the habit of delivering the most the creation of a world or a system of with the industrial and civil relations of
clear and consistent discourses on a great '-worlds as it is to the development of a all men.
All past history has but tended
He ! plant. By learning the laws of growth to this consummation, which will be the
many subjects of human interest.
—
finally declared that he was allowed to j in any natural object, therefore
even beginning of the millennial day, of the ad
communicate important information to the the minutest — we have a key to the his- vent of the New Heavens and the New
—
world, and arrangements were according- ! tory of all other objects
Earth. The author traces all miseries
even the great
ly made for writing down what he should j est. This is certainly a beautiful gener- and diseases that have afflicted mankind
—
deliver.
A certain number of respecta- : alization,
to the disunity and isolation which pre
though the readers of Fourier
We persons were chosen as witnesses of j and Swedenborg will perceive that it is vail in human society, and declares it to
the lectures, and a scribe to write them j by no means original with Mr. Davia.
It have been the single object of Jesus
down, although the audiences were by no is however stated in a more popular man Christ to restore mankind to perfect so
means confined to these, the names of ner, and with more circumlocution
than cial unity, for which the fulness of time
several hundred persons being attached to by either of those distinguished thinkers.
has now come.
He gives instructions for
the original MS. notes, as vouchers for
In the second part of his work, Mr. the formation of rudimentary unions, and
their fidelity.
Davis illustrates these general principles then burns into an extatic description of
Davis's manner during the delivery of by a multitude of the most elaborate ex
the peace, prosperity, good will, and hap
his lectures, was pervaded by a tone of
piness which will suffuse the whole world,
amples, drawn from the sciences of cos
great seriousness and reverence ; he had mology, ethnology, hagiography, teleolo
when true co-operation shall have been
the air of one chosen for an important
and some half established among all the classes of socie
gy, geology, theology,
tu-l-r, and deeply convinced of the truth dozen
It is to him only a vision of supermore ologies of the abstrusist sort. ty.
of his communication.
He would attend Indeed, this part of his work reads like a abounding glory.
to all questions prompted by an earnest regular treatise upon these various sub
Such is a brief outline of this extraor
desire for knowledge, but was exceeding- jects, written by one who speaks with dinary
work — extraordinary
in every
ly impatient of the suggestions of idle I authority.
It describes the origin of our light in which we may regard it; for
Though unconscious of most ! soIar system . the formation of the origi- ! whether it be what it purports to be or
curiosity.
external
he talked with
not, it displays an astonishing,
almost
objects,^
Consider-; nai eanh ; the gradual deposition of the'
able fluency, but during his normal state
But
geological strata; the successive develop-! prodigious power of generalization.
professed no: to know a word of what he incut nf the mineral, vegetable, and animal . if it be the work of Davis, who is known
had uttered, and seemed to be even whol
in his normal state, to be a young man
the advent of man ; his prim
kingdoms;
ly unacquainted with the meaning of the itive condition in Eden ; the progress of of only ordinary acquisition and power of
terms he had used.
His constant attend his race; its distribution over the face of mind, then it opens up one of the most
ants aver that he conversed with no per the earth;
the mythologies of different! singular and wonderful chapters in all
sons and read no books during the inter
literary history ; and that it is the un
peoples ; their moral and social character
val of his lectures ; his revelations could istics ; the sources of
the Bible and aided production of Davis there are hun
therefore, only have been directed from other sacred
writings ; the writers of the dreds of the most respectable and soundhis own mind, either from the memory, several books of the Old and New Testa
minded men in this city most profoundly
or as he states, from Clairvoyance.
ments ; the nature of
and convinced, after a deliberate inquiry into
prophets
Th us much for the history of the case; j prophecy; the birth, life, and character all the circumstances of Ihe case.
I will now turn to the book itself, which j of jesus . the rflX;trines of his religion,
Let the decision, however, of this par
is divided into three parts, all very con- ; death, and the future life ; with
particular ticular question be what it may, is it not
sistent and quite profound.
details of the occupations, joys and socie time, I ask professedly scientific men, to
The first part is called the " PRINCI
ties of the seven heavenly spheres, through look dispassionately into this whole sub
PLES or NATURE,'" and enunciates in gen
not to dismiss it
which man passes in his heavenly pro ject of Clairvoyance,
eral teims, the laws which control the gress towards the great spiritual sun of with a jeer or a scoff, but to examine it
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RICHARD HKNRY WILDE.
We regret
to learn that this distinguished man, for
Grave Scene.— Ruling Perssion. merly a member of Congress from the
— An honest old patriarch from Fader- State of Georgia, died of yellow fever at
Mr.
land, the other day followed the remains New Orleans on the 10th inst.
of his wife to the cemetery.
The little Wilde was about sixty years of age. He
party of mourners were gathered around possessed literary talent of no common
the grave, and an expression of much order, and published not long since, a
sadness was visible on their countenances. History of Tasso — the rewilt of several
The coffin was slowly lowered to its rest years of research and study in Italy. He
ing place, and the hollow sound of the was also the author of those well-known
falling dirt commenced, when the husband stanzas, commencing :
" My life is like the rammer rote."
nudged the parson, and remarked, "dish
is not werry good land for wheat." —
He will be mourned by a very large
Cleveland Herald.
circle of friends, both in his own country
and in Europe, among whom his urbanity,
POLITICAL PROSPECTS or EUROPE.
The talent, and many excellent qualities ren
dered him a general favorite. — Tran
Liverpool Mail says: "There are indica
tions, at the present passing hour, of script.
some serious and comprehensive move
ment on the part of the leading powers
THE TRUTH FOR ONCE. The papers
of Europe.
The fierce, nnd even san are
telling a story, believing, some of
guinary dissensions in the Swiss republics,
them no doubt, that it was as they call
the murmurs and menaces in the Italian
an " awkward mistake," while others are
states, the disgraceful disorganization
in
their chairs, at the sly joke
laughing
the contemptible monarchy of Greece, the
For our own part
they are perpetrating.
wretched condition of Portugal, and the
we see neither joke nor mistake about it,
anarchy which prevails in Spain, all point
but think
as solemn a truth as was ever
to a state of things which ought not to be,
uttered; and we rojoice with our whole
and cannot be much longer endured."
was, and
heart that
was told where
has been engraved
be
ctone.
May
FRANCE.
On the evening of the 27th blessed to the people of that country. —
tilt, a small box, a species of infernal ma Here
is.
as we Gnd
told
We give
chine, was thrown on the pavement of the in the papers
Boulevard Italien, and having exploded,
Awkward Mistake. —
fine stone church
small pieces of paper with seditious in
was lately built
Missouri, upon the fa
scriptions were scattered about.
They cade of which
stonecutter was ordered
were to the effect of urging incendiarism,
to cut the following
as an inscription
until a partition of land and property was " My house shall be called the house of
effected.
prayer." He was referred for accuracy
The eldest snn of the late Duke of to the verse of Scripture
which these
Praslin, only seventeen years of age, has words occur, but unfortunately he tran
committed suicide, overwhelmed with the scribed, to the scandal of the society, the
disgrace fallen upon his family.
M. Al whole verse " My house shall be called
fred Montesquieu, son-in-law of General the house of prayer,
.it ye have made
Peyron, one of the first families in France,
den
thieves."— A. S. Standard
has stabbed himself, in consequence of
either gambling losses, or of having com
mitted forgery ; and lastly, the Prince
SPANISH AFFAIRS.
The Paris, corres
D'Eckmuhl, son of the infamous Davoust, pondent of the Deutsrhe Srhnfllpott gives
who has been deemed for some time in the following
account of the state of
sane, has stabbed his mistress, a woman things
Spain, and the rcsults likely to
brought
whom he had
from India.
Being follow therefrom
a peer of France, he has not been arrest
In Spain the solution of the endless
ed, but he is said to be kept in close connear, and France, approach
confusion
friends.
of
inement by his
The effect
ing the goal of her plans and wishes,
in
Paris
these sad events
is indescribable.
certainly stands in need of the friendship
of Austria,
she wishes to m:ikr good
TH E WA R — Waste of Human Life. Of her stand against England.
The inno
all the incidents which go to illustrate the cent Queen Isabel has
her dear Serra
"
" good hope of five month's stand
torrors of war, we have seen none which no
iresents them to the mind in a more ing, and indeed her condition
can nu
She
itriking and powerful manner than the longer be concealed.
accordingly'
iresent condition of the South Carolina
reconciliation
with her hus
urgent for
•egiment of Volunteers.
They left their band, who has been separated from her
tomes six months ago, about 800 strong. for five months, but he replied to tbe min
)f this number, 140 died at Vera Cruz or ister charged with the arrangement that
on the march to Puebla ; 360 were left he wished for four months to reflect upon
sick in the various hospitals.
From
About 272 the subject.
tl.is labyrinth,
the
were in a condition to fight in the late Queen can see no other exit than to lay
down tin: burdensome, moneyless,
lattle. and of that number 137, (including
and
heir gallant Colonel, Pierce M. Butler,) helpless crouvu Jif Spain, to abdicate, to
were killed or wounded, leaving a meagre go into private life with her dear Serrano,
remnant of 135, a moiety of whom may and in Paris joyously to consume
pen
ret perhaps fall in battle or perish by dis sion as Infanta.
All entreaties, advice
ease before the war shall
terminate ! and warnings have been fruitless; she
What a contrast will the return home of immovable, and threatens to leave the
his shattered corps present to the " pride, throne and Spain privately and put every
which attended thing at hazard
iomp, and circumstance"
her determination
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:
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O" Curiosity. — A traveller going
from Erie to Pittsburg fell in with a Yan
kee, both being mounted on horse.
The
first was rather inclined to taciturnity, and
bore with great patience the questions
with which the New Euglander
bored
him from time to time.
Finally, upon
the Yankee noticing that he had lost an
arm and inquiring the reason, he replied,
" I will tell you, my friend, if you will
promise on your honor to ask no more
The promise was made.
questions."
"Well, "said the stranger, "it was bit
off." The Yankee rode on in gilence for

a

Brother, without shrinking,
My handswith thine I'm linking;
Light from thine eye I'm drinking,
Turn not their glance from me.
Beneath one dome star-lighted,
Soul unto soul, love-plighted,
Are by one Hope united;
"'ii' Heavnfur meand Hue.
Voice of Induttry.

in

UNION.
No more each other spurning,
Soul unto soul is turning.
With deep and ceaselessyearning,
For Peace, and Love, and Home !
And know we by this token,
That no love-link ii broken;
The promise has been spoken,
That all that liiul* thail bloom.

a

j'

is rather an imita
11 The following
tion than a translation from the German
of Hardenberg.
It claims to possess but
little of the peculiar beauty of the origi
nal, but may serve to fill a corner, for the
occupancy of which nothing better offers.

a

in

J'AHKL GODWIN.

their enlistment and departure for the sea

of war. — Richmond Whig.

:

Yours, truly,

I several miles, but in an agony of curiosity.
'
At last in a transport of despair he ex
claimed, " I vow to gracious, 1 would
give a shilling to know what bit it off."
— Cm. Adv.

it

as they would any other important and
distinct phenomena '
It seems to me
that the facts relating to the subject are
too many now, .and too well substantiated
to allow them 1o be passed over with
indifference.
When we consider the won'
derful
o
of Swedenborp,
experience
o
Behme, of the seeress of Prevurst,
Werner's recent patient, of this Davis
seers,
and a thousand other professed
scattered over all the nations of the earth,
and substantially
in all their
agreeing
external characteristics and their inwarr
announcements, there is something surely
in the coincidence which entitles it to a
calm and serious attention.
It cannot be
that all these men and women, who testi
fy so clearly and so positively to the
existence of a higher mental power in
man than he ordinarily uses, are deluded ;
they are for the most part sincere and wor
thy people, whose interests are not on the
side of deception, and whose averments
on other subjects would not for one mo
ment be called in question.
What then
is to be made of this curious spectacle ?
How are we to account for the general
of the phenomenal
Above
uniformity
all, how are we to explain the unques
tionable anticipation
uf future events,
which many of these clairvoyants have
;
I
announced
will not myself attempt
to answer the questions now, although I
have a very consistent theory of the sub
In the meantime let your readers
ject.
peruse Davis's book, and see what they
can make of it : it will richly repay the
cost of it — and more.
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not complied with.
The Pachecho rain
istry has broken down on this great di
lemma, and Narvaez,
tlie confidant of
Christina and of the Tuilleries, has has
tened to Madrid in order to untie or cat
the intricate knot as skilfully as possible.
If we can trust Madrid letters and the
English papers, Narvaez has gone to
Madrid to conduct the abdication of Isa
bella, to prevent revolution and anarchy,
and to proclaim the Dutchess of Montpensier as Queen.
That England will
not for a moment tolerate this succession,
and that it will at once be a casut MK, is
impossible to doubt.
Thus embarrass
ments are heaped upon embarrassments
for the French eovornment, forcing Louis
Philippe from his peace policy and vio
lently destroying for him the painful labo
of seventeen years. — Tribune.
[From the English Bond of Brotherhood.]
The Uses of the Common People in War,
or Cheap Bridges and Stockades
of Hu
man Flesh Made to Order.

Most of our readers have heard of the
base uses to which human beings have
been converted in the hour of battle, in
order to secure a victory.
The case is of
recent occurrence, in the Indian or Chi
nese wars, in which the dead bodies of the
British soldiers, and bodies with immor
tal souls still lingering
in them, were
arranged with trunks and limbs of trees
into a stockade or breastwork by their
companions, to protect them from the
enemy's shot.
In modern wars the be
sieging squadrons have halted in the
charge until their front ranks had been
mown down to fill an intervening moat
and make a bridge with their quivering,
bleeding bodies, for their companions to
pass over to "a glorious victory."
Let
erery one who reads the following ease of
bridge-making, remember that every mili
tary hero, whose effigy has mounted a
monument, bridged his way to human
glory after this horrid fashion.
The case
below is taken from the history of the old
wars of »he chivalric age, from the ac
count of the battle of Cremona, between
the armies of Milan
and Florence. —
Whether the cause of war was the con
troverted possession of an old bucket, we
have not ascertained ; but presume it was
one of similar interest to the peasant
soldiery, who, to use the language of the
" were represented to their
historian,
leader as USKITI. TO FILL UP DITCHES, and
as conacnic.nl marks for exhausting
tlte
adverse missile* and sparing the regular

troops"!!!

"

Battlo being resolved on, a corps of
light armed troops was sent forward to
begin, but these were quickly driven in on
the main body by Taliano Furlano, one of
the adverse chiefs, who seeing the Milan
ese cavalry already formed and the whole
country as far as the eye could reach cov
ered with banners, instantly turned to give
the alarm.
Carmagnola was soon in his
saddle and personally directing the de
fence of a narrow pass, protected by a
broad an.I deep ditch, which the enemy
would be compelled to win ere his main
body eould be attacked.
This was thick
ly lined with veteran soldiers, and the
road within it flanked by a body of eight
thousand infantry, armed with the spear
and crossbow, and posted in an almost im
penetrable thicket closely bordering on
the public way.
This pass was called
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' La Casa-al-Secca,' and Agnolo della Per
gola first appeared before it with his fol
lowers, supported by a crowd of peas
antry : the ditch was deep and broad and
well defended, and an increasing shower
of arrows galled his people so severely,
that he at once resolved to use the rural
Driving
hands as a means of filling it.
the peasant multitude forward, he ordered
the regular troops to put every luckless
clown to death who turned his face from
the enemy; so that these wretches with
the spear at their back and crossbow in
front fell like grass before the scythe of the
husbandman.
But they were more useful
in death ; by Agnolo's command both
killed and wounded, all who fell, were
rolled promiscuously
into this universal
grave, covered up with mould and buried
Here were to be seen dis
altogether.
tracted fathers with unsteady hand shov
elling clods upon the bodies of dead and
wounded sons ; sons heaping earth on
their fathers' heads ; brothers covering
the bloody remains of brothers ; uncles
nephews' ; nephews uncles' ; all clotted
in this horrible compost ! If the wretches
turned, a friend's
lance or dart was
instantly through their body ; if they
stood, an enemy's shaft or javelin no less
sharply pierced them ; alive they filled
the pit with sons and brothers, dead and
wounded with themselves ! They worked
and died by thousands; even the very
soldiers that opposed them at last took
pity and aimed their weapons only at
' And as a reward
armed men.
for
this,' exclaims Cavalcanti, ' God lent us
Nevertheless so
strength and courage.'
many were thus cruelly sacrificed that the
moat was soon filled to the utmost level of
its banks with earth and flesh and human
blood, and then the knights giving spurs
to their steeds dashed proudly over this
infernal causeway ! It was now that the
fight commenced ; fresh squadrons poured
in on every side and all rushed madly to
the combat, for on this bloody spot the
' Here,' says
day was to be decided.
Cavalcanti, ' began the fierce and mortal
struggle ; here, every knight led up his
followers and did noble deeds of arms ;
here, were the shivered lances flying to
peices in the air, cavaliers lifeless on the
ground, and all the field bestrewed with
'
dead and dying ! "
PHYSICIAN, HEAL THYSELF ! A great
deal has been said in Boston of late,
about the wickedness,
ungodliness and
wretchedness of European Cities.
Peo
ple in their snug parlors, surrounded by
all the comforts and luxuries of life, gloat
over the Mysteries of Paris, London and
Berlin, and wonder how such things can
be. They cant about the immorality of
New Orleans and the vice of New
York — the woes of poor Idolaters on the
banks of the Ganges and the Burrampooter ; but the idea that any great amount of
crime, and misery, idolatry and poverty
exists in the righteous city of Boston,
never seems to have entered their acute,
sympathizing
They never dream
souls.
that the same causes which have engen
dered the social pestilence, now threaten
ing to make Europe a black Inferno, exist
here.
We have at our own expense, col
lected facts relative to the condition of our
population, and would call the attention
of our missionary societies, and all pious
ly disposed persons, to the condition of
the inhabitants who dwell in that bottom
less pit the "Black Sea" and "Diving

We caivassnre all
Bell " in Ann Street.
young ladies who have any penchant for
the horrible, and romantic, that there is
abundant room for the exercise of their
talents, without going to London or Paris
for adventures. — and if there are any
young gentlemen ambitious of distinguish
ing themselves a la M. Rodolph, we take
ereat pleasure in informing them they can
have an opportunity of doing so in this
vicinity as soon as they please.
There are plenty of Fleur de Maries,
and Maitre de F,ciiles about the pnrlieui
of Ann Street, who really need reform
The choicest Billingsgate is spoken
ing.
in these classic vicinitudes, whose rank
dens are nightly thronged with a motley
Men
women
blase, and
assemblage.
ennuyees — the giddy votaries of pleasure
—
and dissipation
the courtesan and the
criminal, — the merry and the sad — the
—
the bright and beau
young and the old
tiful, the faded and care-worn, all ming
We
ling in folly, dissipation and crime.
intend giving a series of sketches illustra
tive of the condition of society in this
quarter, which perhaps it woirld be well
to contrast with the regions of aristoc
racy. — Chronotype.

THE

LANDLORD.

BT J. H. LOWELL.
What boot your hou*caand your lands 7
In spite of close drawn deed and fence,
Like water, 'twixt your cheated hands.
They soak into the graveyard'ssands
And mock your ownership's pretence.
How shall you speak to urge your right,
Choked with that soil for which you lust 7
The bit of clay, for whose delight
You grasp, is mortgagedtoo : Death might
Foreclose, this very day, in dust.
Fence as you will, this plain poor man,
Whose only fields are in his wit,
Who shapes the world, as best he can,
According to God's highest plan,
Owns you and fences as is fit.
Though yours the rent, his incomes wax
By right of eminent domain ;
From factory till to woodman'saxe,
All thingl on earth must pay their tax
To feed his hungry heart and brain.
He takes you from your easy chair,
And what he plans that you must do :
You sleep in down, eat dainty fare,
He mounts his crazy garret-stair
And starves, the landlord over you.
Feeding the clods your idlesse drains,
You make more green six feet of soil ;
His deathlessword, like suns and rains,
Partakes the seasons'bounteouspains,
And toils to lighten human toil.
Your lands, with force or cunning got,
Shrink to the measureof the grave j
But Death himself abridgesnot
The tenures of almighty thought,
The titles of the wue and brave.

MR. WALLACE'S
OK THE
LECTURE
" TENDENCIES OF THE AGE TO SPIRITUALWant of space has hitherto
IZATION."
prevented us from publishing our notice
discourse, delivered some days
since (at the request of the New York
Literary Union) before a very large and
audience.
Mr. Wal
highly intelligent
lace commenced by saying that the I'm

of this
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verse is God's expression of the Beauti
Man, in this world, is the highest
ful.
This is attested
manifestation of God.
by his Inve of the Beautiful in the physi
cal, moral and mental spheres.
This
universal perception of the Beautiful —
whose ultimate is TRUTH — and the at
tempts made in Music,
Architecture,
to express,
or
Poetry and Eloquence,
are among the strongest
rather echo
evidences of
power in man which
to
tally distinct from, and superior to, the
This
the
illustrated
at
body.
speaker
some length.
This spirit
Truth and
man
in view of
here for something
more than to build houses — for some
thing more than to fight and destroy his
men.
Man's
fellow
business
principal
here, as
will be
all future worlds,
to assimilate
himself
to tho Divinity,
whence he sprung.
This
to be ob
tained
cultivation of the spiritual.
Mr. Wallace,
reference to the su
periority of the Spiritual over the Materi
al, then asked, what matters the capacity
Scandinavian ship to
of
Scandinavian
Rune,
whose great, sonorous numbers
swell up the old Norseman's
thoughts
about life, death and eternity?
What
Roman causeway
to the steel-hearted,
iron-helmeted genius of Rome, with the
spoils of empires on his broad hack, paus
the conquest of nations to turn over
ing
the divine pages of Plato?
After dwelling with much fertility of,
illustration
on the predominance of the
Material over the Spiritual which prevails
the world, Mr. Wallace concluded by
averring that, on the principle of associa
tion, a state of society would yet be es
tablished in which the Material and Spir
itual would be completely realized, and
all social* and intellectual
advantages
guarantied to every human being.
To
such
state he saw
the present age the
strongest tendencies, and he could not be
lieve that he wai too sanguine
his
hope. — Tribune.
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spoken to the deed are now gone, and evidence discovered was no other than
all the Duke himself.
what has been already ascertained
that will probably ever he known respec
The sudden and involuntary exclama
tion of
domestic had first directed atten
ting the murder of the Duchess de Pras
future chronicle of the Orleans tion to this quarter, and every hour con
In
lin.
—
but
too
firmed
the
period
unnatural surmise.
The Duke,
dynasty
comparable
was observed, was diessed when the
with the famous Regency of the same
house — the fatal episode will read some alarm was first given, though
was
what as follows: —
shown that he had gone to bed for the
His
was
stained
dressing gown
the year night.
On the 17th of August,
part,
1847, the Duke de Praslin,
peer of with blood, and though this was,
accounted
fof
his
contact
with
the
by
France,
of the highest station, and of
was
that
he
had
been
proved
large possessions, returned to his hotel in corpse, yet
dress,
of
his
as
well
as
Paris, accompanied by the Duchess and washing portions
his hands,
some water still remaining
other members of his family.
On enter
basin.
bloody cambric handker
ing the city, before proceeding to his ho
tel, he drove, with two of his daughters, chief was also discovered, and some frag
to the apartments of
young woman who ments of blood-stained linen and papers
the fire place.
had previously been a governess
his were found half burnt
family, but who had been dismissed at Wounds, looking like bites, were detect
the instance of the Duchess on account ed on his hands, and bruises on other
the
of her intimacy with the duke. On his parts of his person. The hair
repairing subsequently to his own house, hand of the murdered lady corresponded
In
high words passed between himself and exactly with that of the Duke.
broken poniard,
the visit
his wife concerning
he had drawer in his room was
was stained with
thought proper to make, but no great the blade of which
Such evidence as this could not
deal was observed to come of the matter, blood.
In those days
peer of
and the family retired to rest at the usual be overlooked.
The Duke and Duchess slept in France could not be arrested, even under
hour.
an order of
criminal charge, except
separate apartments, which were on the
first floor at the back of the hotel, looking the Court of Peers, but the Duke was
small garden, the Duke's room put under close surveillance on the even
into
communicating
short passage with ing of the 16th, and the police never
On the 19th
that of his wife, who thus lay alone in quitted him night or day.
and following days he was subjected to
waiting-maid
her chamber, although
strict examinations, which he was scarce
usually slept in an ante-room adjoining.
able to endure.
Instead of the ener
About three o'clock on the morning of
getic, hasty, and irascible character for
the 18th, this maid was awakened
which he had previously been remarkable,
sudden and violent pull of the Duchess's
total dejection of physical and mental
she immediately ran to the door,
bell
His answers to
bolted, and was startled at hear strength was apparent.
found
the interrogatories were vague and inco
ing something like faint groans within.
On her procuring assistance the door herent, and implied no satisfactory ac
circumstance.
was forced open, when they discovered count of any suspicious
was
the Duchess on the floor weltering
her On the first day of the examination
blood, with no less than fifty wounds on surmised, from his weakness and prostra
different parts of her person.
Everything tion, that he had taken poison, and medi
betokened that
desperate struggle had cal aid was employed to neutralise its ef
the chamber.
taken place
The wounds fects. This so far succeeded that on the
of the unfortunate lady were such as to 21st he was removed to the prison of the
THE PARIS MURDER.
The London show that many of them had been re Luxembourg, where he still continued to
till the evening of the 23d, when
and Paris papers are filled with the de ceived while defending herself from the improve
of furniture violent symptoms of fresh character su
Small
articles
tails of the murder of the Duchess de assassin.
his bed about
The marks pervened, snd he expired
were overturned on the floor.
Praslin and the subsequent suicide of her
five o'clock on the following afternoon.
of
bloody hand were visible on the
husband.
The following summary of the walls and doors in several places. Por
The Court of Peers had been summoned
an editorial article of the London tions of hair were found adhering to the for his trial, and all preparations had been
affair
lock of the same color and made for the occasion, when they were
Times, may interest those who have not bed, and
Great dis
the dying lady's thus summarily superseded.
texture was clutched
met with
detailed account of this most
the country at such
Though life was not actually ex content was shown
hand.
horrible event.
conclusion of the affair.
For
was re
tinct when she was discovered by her at
tendants, yet she was quite senseless, marked that even in his own house the
The story of the duke de Praslin
fin and expired after
very few minutes. Duke could scarcely have taken the pois
ished.
The murder and the suicide have Immediately on the alarm being given, on without the privity of his guards, un
followed closely upon each other, and
had been his habit to keep
con
the Duke
rushed into the room, and less
•ingle week has seen the commencement threw himself on the body of his wife
the
stantly about his person, while
and the end of the most atrocious crime
state of great emotion.
As eoon as at Luxembourg he was under such vigilant
of the century.
The indirect consequen tention could be given to the evidence superintendence that the taking of fresh
ces of this horrible exposure are yet to around,
substance
was observed that no robbery dose of so active and violent
come
but as far as the public
con
had been committed,
and that murder as was clearly employed was altogether
cerned
the tale itself,
now over, alone could have been the object of out of the question, unless the means of
and any much more accurate knowledge
the criminal.
There was window open self-murder had been deliberately sup
of the facu
now beyond the reach leading to the garden behind, but the plied to him, and he had been command
of man. The suspense, the conjectures, watchman usually stationed below was ed, like Athenian criminals, to poison
and the conclusions — the various reports not there, and
The people were in
prison.
was ascertained that he himself
and the successive
disclosures — the had received instructions
which caused dignant at this foul and secret removal of
brightening obscurity, the unravelled plot, his absence.
from the hands of justice,
criminal
the assassin, if
Although
and the final catastrophe which gives such he had made his escape through the win
which few had more greviously provoked
character and attraction to
judicial and dow, could hardly have got clear of the for
was indeed concluded that for
man
formal investigation, trial, and defence, premises when the alarm was given, yet to attack the mother of his own children
have been all now superseded by the com
The in the dead of the night, to arm himself
nothing had been observed without.
mission of another crime, which at once police arrived in
lone and
few minutes on the with poniard and pistol against
convicts and crowns the original guilt. scene of the crime, and the first person defenceless woman, and to hack her in
The only two witnesses who could have OD whom suspicion was thrown by the pieces after such
savage manner, was
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the

most benefited, is only to make one familiar to your readers, would be one.
in most cases, ridiculous.
The The other, they would do away to a
elevation
of character, the refinement, great extent, the necessity of Protective
the high cultivation of the senses, the Unions, as the amount purchased would be
appear,

evil with good, the higher equal to some of the divisions, therefore
for man than fur mammon, is so purchased equally as cheap, with the sav
opposite to society as it now is, that it is ing of six or eight per cent., to have the

overcoming
respect

no wonder

that true Associationists

are goods weighed out, as is now charged by

only dotted here and there over the cnuni ry .

In order,
them

possibly

make the

to

I

self-evident, we should,

principles
reduce

therefore,

to

practice

can in society

and thereby

as far

as well

prepare individuals,

as ourselves, for the industrial

Nothing

certainly

as we

could

Phalanx.

tend

more

there are sufficient

to commence, where

had,

whereby

to prevent capital

lating in the hands of speculators.
we

can carry

on an agitation

while

boarding houses.

thorough

change

received a note a few month: since from

ourselves

better

my opinion of such
likewise
to

which

Union,

asking

a project, requesting

could

wanted

engaged in commerce would be confering
class unawares,

of an object, joint-stock

a committee of the Boston

articles

a favor upon the laboring

numbers in any place to make it anything

I

the

could be purchased at the least possible
Thus those now
advance over the cost.

to by assisting

this, than for Associationists

accomplish

a mutual understanding

institutions,

think, I be

as it now exists,

Were there several of these

the Union.

ists.

we

are preparing

accumu

Thus
quietly,

the mass for a

in society, and making
practical

Asssociation-

Yours in the Cause,
E. w. p.

in

;

with the great mass, especially the major
other advantages which your paper has
ity of those who labor and who are to be so often explained, which must be so

it,

and in

of every one, composing the dustrial) at work, tending to the realiza
mass of the human family.
The ques tion of the whole.
The domestic or
tions can only be conclusively answered — joint-stock boarding house would embrace
to those who cannot comprehend the sub two of those principles.
The advantages
lime system of Fourier, or are wedded by of a good variety at table, the temperainterest to the present state of things, — j ture of the house in Winter, the exemp
To argue tion from domestic drudgery, the many
by practical demonstration.
mind

the

in

we have

commercial

a

two great

'

but three, domestic,

have

consider

'

to find a place in

(I

'

wish

can

:

presume,

we

a

I

then,

principles of reform

statistics of my annual expenses,

I

cheerfully

THE RIGHT TO LIVE. " Blackstone's
How Commentaries on the Laws of England,

in favor,

replied

giving in detail a list of expenses.

with Notes adapting the work to the
American Student : By JOHN L. WEN
as yet inquired, for it was suggested that DELL, late State Reporter of New York."
a year from date would be time enough Vol. I. has just been fairly issued by the
That Blackstone's is the great
Active steps, I Harpers.
to move in the matter.
est authority on Common law, and that
think, should be taken to encourage such his eminence and universality of accept
projects, as the best means to make our ation argue signal merit in him as an ex
principles felt and realized as society now pounder and commentator, are obvious
There are two classes whom we enough : but why that great portion of
is.
the volume before us which treats of
have to make feel and imbibe our doc '
The Countries subject to the laws of
trines, whom we have to reach in two England,' • The Parliament,' ' The King
different ways ; the first is the mercantile, and his Title,' ' The King's Royal Fami

many approved

of the object,

I

POETRY.

have not

For the Harbinger.

ANGELINA.
Through the far orchard dim and low,
see her moving to and fro,
With her steps serenely !low,
Clothed in raiment white as snow.

I

ists,

Here,

are

Association-

in

questions which you and all

give them better satis
faction than the other class.

;

that will be attractive?

organization

it would likewise

I

BOSTON,Sept. 23, 1847.
EDITORS : — Is Association
practicable * Can there be an industrial
Messrs.

by which to gain the co

operation of the mercantile ; they are the
best fitted to enter such a combination :

a

the movement

MOVEMENTS.

'

For the Harbin|ir.

PRELIMINARY

this country, in works which have Amer
ican Editors, we do not comprehend.
It
seems a shameful waste of the buyer's
means and time.
— But we had intended rather to speak
of the deficiencies than the redundancies
' The Rights of Persons'
of this volume.
is its theme — a grand, comprehensive,
important one — and we are truly told
that a man has a right to life, to his own
body and members, health and reputation,
his liberty and individual property, law
fully acquired, &c. All this is very well.
The right to life includes of course the
right to whatever is essential to the pre
servation of that life, including
air to
breathe, water to drink, and (why not ')
land to cultivate.
Rights having only a
theoretical or ideal existence must be very
secured ;
imperfect, or else imperfectly
and if a man has a substantial right to
live, he has a right to live somewhere. If
the Law should say to the destitute,
• Yes, you have an undoubted
right to
live ; but in order to make that right ef
fectual, you are required to pay some
one else one cent per hour for the air you
breathe, or stop breathing,
and three
cents per day for the water you drink, or
stop drinking,' all would realize that this
right to live, so conditioned, would be a
How much better is
palpable mockery.
save as custom reconciles us to the sol
ecism, to say
You have right to live,
but not
the
any place on earth, save
highway or on the unappropriated waters
yon have no right to any portion or shred
of the natural elements out of which
your needful food and shelter must be
fashioned
but you can buy or hire them
of some one of the number to whom the
law has given them all, on such terms as
his cupidity and knowledge of your ne
cessities shall dictate.' — But,' says the
astonished orphan,
suppose no one of the
fortunate class chooses to sell or rent me
any land, or to employ my labor upon
what am
to do?' — 'Starve,' says the
Then what becomes of my right
law.
to live?' — We do not find the answer to
this in the pages of Blackstone, nor even
the adapting notes of Mr. Wendell.
Will the sufficiency be supplied
anoth
er edition
Of course we do not hold that any man
can have
right to land or its produce
which legally belong to another.
We in
sist only on
searching inquiry into the
policy and bearing of our laws regulating
the acquirements and partition of land, in
order that they may be conformed to the
Right of all men to Live. At present,
they seem to be in decided opposition. —
Tribune.
?

of every AssociationThe joint-stock boarding house is

the encouragement
ist.

ly,' 'The King's Dnty,' 'The King's
' The King's Revenue,' &c.
Prerogative,'
&c. should be printed and reprinted in

it,

an enormity tuo monstrous to be compro- I the second is the laboring.
The latter
raised.
Besides this, they were outraged have now a powerful movement among
at such an example in so conspicuous a
them which is injuring
the others in a
station, and coming as it did so ominously
way not as yet realized to any great
upon those exposures of vice and corrup
tion which
had lately been made, it i extent ; though, if any one had the curi
brought to their minds the days preceding osity to go with me over the south part
the great convulsions when the profligacy j
of this city, I could make them soon
and violence of the great had so heralded j
public dissolution and ruin, and when realize it, in the closed up grocery stores,
and grumbling at the dulness in trade of
Madame Roland's early innocence won
dered " that such a state of things did those that are open.
The Working
not occasion the immediate fall of the •
Men's Protective Union is the movement
empire, or provoke the avenging wrath of
for the laboring class, and should receive
Heaven."

in
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O lovely woman, love bedight,
Like God's dear angels clothed in white,
But more than angel to my sight,
With her flushing, human face,
And her cheerfulizing grace,

THE HARBINGER.

In the early lummer night,
Tranced in warm ideal light,
With a blissful thought at heart
Of her beauty'svital part
In all beauty to my heart,—

stage first, was

greeted with prolonged
applause, which told how deep and true
had been her conquests.
She was in
better voice than before, and sang more
divinely than beseemed the character she

MUSICAL REVIEW.
THE OPERA AGAIN IN BOSTON

-FIRST!

WEEK.

Watch I through the orchard low,
Her light movings to and fro.
Each of the calmly flowing tresses
Which the soft, lovely cheek caresses,
And the rapt, star-gazingeyes
Filled with thoughts of paradise,
Until the moonlight shineth in,
In which the lovely form grows dim, —

i.

The chorusses

took.

sometimes
and in

Yet the two great con

certed pieces of the opera, which we may

The Hispano-Itahan
troupe, as they
are styled in the newspapers, are again
delighting the Bostnnians with a farewell

call

series of performances, before taking their

scene of the discovery,

The ardor with

were

faulty, both in time, in intonation,
light and shade.

winter flight to Havana.

"

two of Bellini's master-pieces, the
Phantom Chorus," and the finale in the

great

power

were given

with

There is a

and .beauty.

freshness and individuality in the airs and
singers are chorusses of the Somnamhula, and in fact
in the
severally greeted night after night, proves a life-like unity and simplicity
that they have left an impression which whole opera, which make it a favorite,
does not wear away with novelty.
In even after Norma has become tedious.
which they are sought, and the enthusi

Angelically thin and pale,
Or like faint moonlight through a veil, —
And mournful thoughts within me rise
And the still tears o'erfill my eyes.
Mournful thoughts I cannot banish,
Of the time when she must vanish,
Life's fair sunlight, and life's beauty,
From life's combat and life's duty,
And the world to me become
World unlighted by a sun.

S.

DEIBFIILD, Sept. 8th.

OUR BESSIE.
BT WILLIAM

Lisa, who makes her appearance on the

We kissed her cheek, and kissed her brow,
And if aright we read the smile
That lingered on the dear one's lips,
It told of heaven the while!

Hopeful, trustful, prone to lean,
With a confidence serene,
And a brow all ln-:h and bland,
On the strong beloved hand !

Yet I watch (until again
Unto bliss is turned the pain,)
Through the orchard dim and low
Her light movings to and fro,
And her garments'graceful flow, —
Angel garments,pure u snow.
f-
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Our Bessie was as sweet a girl
As ever happy mother kissed,
And when our Father called her home,
How sadly was she missed.
For, grave or gay, or well or ill,
She had her thousandwinning wayi,
And mingled youthful innocence
With all her tasks and plays.
How softly beamedher happy smile,
Which played around the sweetest mouth
That ever fashioned infant words;
The sunshineof the South,
Mellowed and soft, was in her eye,
And brightened through her golden hair;
And all that lived and loved, I ween,
Did her affection share.
With reverent voice she breathedher prayer,
With gentlest tones she sung her hymn)
And when she talked of heaven,our eyes
With tears of joy were dim.
Yet in our selfish grief we wept,
When last her lips upon us smiled ;
Ob ! could we when our Father called,
Detain the happy child 7
Our home is poor, and cold our clime,
And misery mingles with our mirth ;
Twas meet our Bessie should depart
From such a weary earth.
Oh ! she is safe— no cloud can dim
The brightness of her ransomedsoul ;
Nor trials vex nor tempter lure
Her spirit from its goal.
We wrapt her in her snow-white shroud,
And crossed, with sadly tender care,
Her little hands upon her breast,
And smoothed her sunny hair.

asm with which the principal

deed they have made the opera, which to

The presentation of Norma was much

many was a fashion merely, to become to more satisfactory
them a genuine luxury, and to not a few, of the Havana
one of the indispensable

we apprehend,
good

of life.

things

The tameness, lit

than on the former

visit

It was more
troupe.
learned.
Yet it must be that

thoroughly

we have never yet heard this opera per

ofj formed as it should be ; for, while we
our daily life, begets, wherever any spark must own, like every one, to the sweet
of soul is left, a morbid restlessness, to intoxication of its most impassioned melo
which these ideal harmonies do minister dies, and to the richness of its orchestral
Let every one who j accompaniments, admirably rendered, by
sweet consolation.
can, learn to appreciate them; it is better the way, that evening, yet we have failed
for the spirit, though you call it merely to verify, by any experience of our own,
pleasure-seeking, than the mercantile mo its European title of the classic opera par
Some of
rality with which we freeze for thrift and exeellence of modern times.
the London critics say of Jenny Lind that
decency.
At the time we write, three operas have she is a great singer in second rate parts,
been performed, namely, La Somnambu|a, but that she is not up to Norma ; is it not
Nortna, and Ernani, each once, and the more probable that Norma is not up to
tleness,

last

and

hypocrisy,

has

been

incoherence

announced

for

repeti-

tinn.

In the Somnambula, Caranti Vita took
the part of Amina,
ity

and want

and though her timid

of physical

strength

kept

her, since the testimony to her success in
M'i-.nrl's music is unanimous * Norma
is crowded with beauties in detail ; but
its pathos

is

as

languid,

if

monotonous ; its
the whole

thing

progress
had been

you anxious for her success, in the first overstudied ; and it leaves you languid
scenes especially, yet she looked and felt and oppressed with a feeling of over-in
and acted the character so truly, and so dulged sentimentality.
Evidently
many
brought out its beauty and its pathos in of its arias and duetts were expressly
brought in to display the powers of fa
the sleep-waking
parts, rising gradually
The dignity and tragic
in power to the end, that she left on us vorite singers.
the impression of an artist, in the deeper beauty of Nonna's part, however it may
sense of the word.
In spite be with Jenny Lind, are certainly
too
In the Costa diva she
of the obstacles with which she struggles ; great for Tedesco.
in spite of the tremor of her voice, (so still fails ; in most of the play, her coun

and religions

overcome,

gloriously

however,

when that

into its native element, the

voice soars

tenance and manner lack
as

vitality,

if

expression and
she were not herself inter

high and pure soprano,) still her aspira
tion, her conception, work upon you more

ested,

themselves,

as in her first solo, where

while

she saves herself

now and

till the last
convincingly in the end than all the ready scene where she rises to something like
The duetts between Nor
fascinations of Tedesco, greatly and justly tragic power.
as the latter is admired.
Ferelli as El ma and Adalgisa were received with unRainieri, there,
vira, and Vita as the Count, acquitted containable
applause.
as they do always,

to the

then

by

a glorious

burst,

she kneels in

approbation of the most refined taste, as the sacred grove, displayed the chaste
well as to the delight of all.
Perelli and admirable art which only flows from
seems to have gained
at the
some

expense
notes,

equinoxial
Signora

for

force and volume,

of a little roughness
which,

east winds

no doubt,
are

truest feeling, prompting
Severt's
voice

in

study.

our

husky

answerable.

Rainieri, in the second part, as

to most faithful

(Polliun)

\vas

(has it been injured by over-exer
in
tion ?) and his acting too uniformly
tense. Oroveso, the Druid Priest, re
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of voice, especially
Liszt has arranged it or translated it ! arts of men, in action, bo associated in
oro.hestra and chorus are so loud ; into a dramatic fantasia for the piano like manner, and display a working pano-

quires more strength
where

It is one rama as harmonious and as much pervadIt is also one of ed by one spirit and one purpose as this
After the sweet languor of Bellini his most difficult, and requires the strong j holiday arrangement of the products
came the invigorating
nerves and strong fingers of De Meyer, thence resulting t When shall social inharmony of Verdi.
Ernani always is effectual as a tonic. Its or the younger Rackemann to do it jus- dustry become as beautiful, collectively,
rich, strong,
massive instrumentation ; tice.
Yet for those who have great cxe- as the results obtained from it? When
shall men working charm as much as
its impressive choruses ; its unique airs, cution, — or are aiming to acquire
the part did not suffer in

forte,

with

his usual

success.

of his grandest pieces.

and emphatic, manly recitative, tell upon
an audience, and grow by repetition, spite
of all the contempt we have heard lav

a

it,

Battaglini.

noble study.

Certainly

is

the hands of Signor

it

but otherwise

men's works?

to the hearer,

Here

were all the indus-

of it, such as we tries encamped together, as
were, for
have heard from either of the above one great fesiival or review, each adorned
ished upon Verdi.
with symbols of its own production, and
True, he is not a named virtuosos,
dram
only second
Beethoven, or a Mozart : but compared atic effect to
very perfect presentation o!' thus exhibiting
type of what the great
with the favorite Italian styles of Doni
on the stage.
battle field of Industry should be for all
zetti, Mercadanti, and even of Bellini, his
All ages and all classes, the rich,
There must be musical ambition,
not men.
in

]

it

performance

a

if

it

a

is

a

good

music has a strength, solidity and breadth,
which is truly refreshing so long as we

taste, in our

the the

to justify

community,

of such works.

republication

and the

middling

artists,

literati,

poor, mechanics,

walk

the gor

through

He un
ought also to be mentioned that the geous exhibition and admire, and for a
derstands effects, too, as few others.
The choice of an easier reading (ossia piufas- brief hour swell with pride to think how
the German

opera.

It

are denied

A Carlo Magno lifts you from cile), for one and occasionally for both
your feet, as much upon the twentieth as j hands,
the more difficult pasgiven
the first time hearing it.
The unison of sages,

much our age, oor nation, our

Perelli and Tedesco

many shall

was as marvellous,

ishcs;

for whom

own city
it

But tomorrow

has produced.

•

is

in

favorite

all van-

are these things*

enjoy them?

how

and with what

j

MUSICAL FUND SOCIETY.
The mem- joy were the most of them produced*
that night, as ever ; and the presence ofi
In
our three favorites, Novell!,
Vita and I hers of the various orchestras in Boston, the thick fight of competition, under the
Perelli, in parts so admirably suited to have lately organized an association with galling pressure of necessity, with minithe above name, for the relief of decayed
We must take this opportunity musicians and their families, and for the
to dissent from the opinion of our New purpose of giving concerts of the highest
York correspondent, which we published class of orchestral music, such as the
some time since, respecting
Novelli's Symphonies of Beethoven, Mozart, Men
merits.
We are pleased to find other delssohn &c. This
good move.

mum wages, hundreds and thousands toil-

posite.

ing for one, and not as one, have all these

ranging concerts of this kind.
This
the plan of the Philharmonic
Society

Possibly
very low, has yet the New York.
and Academy and the Philharmonic

Society

Quartett,

OCTOBER

taken

in

i*

from the
MECHANICS'

Sextett
with chorus, at the end of the second act

Here

FAIR IN BOSTON.

in

a

a

a

into

which

a

by

fingers, and passing

matter

thousand

had

cunning

the several

through

of lithographers,

armories

book-binders,

confectioners,

cabinet-makers,

musical

mathematical

and

makers,

cutlers,
instrument-

shoemakers, &c. &c.,

jewellers,

and ending with the heavy steam-engines
and other great grotesque embodiments

at
two

end

one

had

which

of their own, like

it

in

forms

wrought

of strength,

was another symptom of the as

of Lucia; commencing with the duett for piration of the age for unity.
Here were
Tenor and Bass, between Ravenswood the products of industry, in all branches,
and Ashton, which so nobly displayed the perfected to the last degree both of utili
voices and dramatic powers of Benedetti ty and beauty, brought into association, as
and Benevantano
New York. Lucia
were, for exhibition, so as to illustrate
de Lammermoor, founded on one of the and relieve eaeh other and together form
deepest of Walter Scott's stories, —
wondrous variety
complete whole,
which

Quincy

hands; — beginning with the tasteful tapes
tries and ornamental works of woman's

1847.

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contemptfor others' risht?, frund, oppression,
samblins Npirit in trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsions ;ill tendins to impoverish
the laborerand to renderevery condition insecure.
Relief to cuniu,ami can only comefrom »henew
applicationof Christian principlei;, of Universal
justice and Universal love, to social institutions,
to commerce,to business,tu active life.

or rather

street, con

across the

with

of

extremities

a

SATURDAY,

beautiful
been

a

The theme of this
celebrated

is

:

le

Reminiscences de Lucia de Lammermoor.
Fantasia Dramatique
Piano
pour
Forte.
Par F. LISZT,
pp. 11. Bos
ton
Published by Oliver Ditson, 115
Washington St.

the universal scram

Hall, and wit
nessed the almost magical infinitude of

necting
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not been two opinions.

thrown

tistically

sort of beauty

the droll

cactus

green

house;

— the

too,

by the

a

Of his
attracting notice to itself.
and dignified impersonation of the
part of the old Castilian noble, there have
out

true

cessful competitors,
ble.

Boston.

9,

and rich and sympathetic
that it enhances the general effect with

in

is so organ-like

cessful competitors, or heirs of the suc

As we floated on
the living current
of the gazing crowd through Faneuil
will absorb the Hall, and over the temporary bridge ar

of the Basso profondo,

quality

take

in

should

hands the matter of ar

their own

it

ume, nor ranging
true

into

that the musicians

aud elegances
to be used and enjoyed by
few beyond the families of the most suc

connected,

tribes

telegraph — we could not but
feel that the old earth has certainly ac

magnetic

;

like and invaluable member of the com
His voice, not very great in vol

pany.

right

conveniences

it

for the opinion

our own impressions,
that he is a most artist-

machines,

been created,

in is

besides

authority,

is

is
a

It

I

, ,

them, made the feast most rare and com

cumulated

means

machinery

enough,

struct, at last,

enough

the trne,

haunts

and invented

wherewith
the

to con
Combined

!

you with an almost unity, an outward type of the whole col Order of Society.
Alas that such ma
from the beginning,
lective industry of man on this proud chinery, which might so help the millions
—
also one of the deepest,
not the height of Civilization.
but and transform their dreary lot into
life
Beautiful,
deepest of the musical productions of how illusory
When shall the product
of beauty and abundance and of whole
Donizetti
and this Quartette
the deep ive energies themselves, which made all some, never-failing interest, should now
est music
and may be called
fact this imposing show of use and luxury work against them
that these machines

if

is

gloom

!

when shall the trades, and should
I

and elegance

;

the heart of it.

in

it,

in

;

is

!

a

story

supernatural

be like iron men competing

with
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laborers

But

whom

not always

so it shall

agea

toiled

ages

upon

should

they

the works of its own many-handed indus
help ! try for its own admiration ; will it be long

be !

Have

before it will associate to make the works?
condition will

hand and before its life andevery-day

with

improvement to im be worthy of its holidays?
•2. Individuality,
Emulation,
provement, to produce all this, and is it
to result in nothing, so far as the real hap spirit, or Esprit de Corps.

brain, slowly

adding

of the great human
Has humanity
are concerned?

piness and elevation
family

been so inventive,

so industrious

its own misery ?

Shall

of all

things.

Order comes, when

Society

life-

vading
monic

on the basis of attractive

forms,

in unity with itself, with nature,
and with God, then will each mechanic

industry,
Corporate

was ; be in truth an artist, and a priest of the
perfection of the I one only true and practical religion.
various products, in the rival contributions

This

under each department.
And this, too,
of will be a potent spring in the Associative

increase

of general poverty, never cease to mock us?
As there is truth in the universal instincts
of the human heart and human reason ;
as there is truth in any of God's prom
ises, whether they be writ in nature or in
inspired books, or in the lives of divine

But when
adopts har

manifest in the individual

Industry ; equally active, equally
tive,

there it will

serve to cement

only

will not make men enemies, suspicious,
jealous, selfish, and secietive rivals; but
as in our cheerful games in open field, the
emulation

which enlivens the whole,

also

the general

help

each man will follow
and

OF THE TIMES.

SIGNS

The newspapers

produc

are filled with details

in regard to the recent domestic

tragedy

union of interests ; there it in

social misery ; of its increase of the general

useful arts with its simultaneous

versal Love which is the essence and per

only for

this contrast

the proud means and appointments of our
with its wide-spread and in
Civilization
creasing

260

the hu

and to a great extent, excluding
man

R.

with

harmony.

wil]

Then
call

his attractive

the

Paris, the dissolute freedom of the
youthful Queen of Spain, and the com
mercial convulsions
ing

a panic

which are now spread

among

the capitalists

and

speculators of England.
events are spoken of with

These

ex

of horror and dismal anticipa

pressions

pride in perfection
attends a genuine voca
tion, will attain to a more faultless finish

dented

time will come when society shall know
how to use, for the collective happiness

in the social records of modern
while, in fact, they are only the
in his works, than has ever been reached legitimate
results of a state of incohe
under the stimulus of civilized, subversive rence and disorder, which, in some form

and moral good, these instruments

emulation.

or other, are perpetually

men ; as there
which

we

thankless,

is truth

profess

in

to call

poverty-stricken

Christianity
our

law,

the

which

labor has cre

ing,

which

evermore

3. Beauty,

the addition of charm,

re

tion, as though they were almost unprece
times,

reproduced.

No one can believe, who believes in
the beneficence and universality of the

It does not so use them now ; the finement, and an artistic sense to produc
Fair at Faneuil Hall, in exhibiting the tive labor, even the most patient, the most Divine Providence, that man is doomed
Were every man's by his nature to such a career of crime,
ingenuity, the wealth, the means of the so coarse and heavy.
ciety in which we live, at the same time be. workshop adorned (and that too by his confusion and misery.
There are too
It teaches what own industrial products) as these halls of numerous, too palpable, too conclusive
lies its actual condition.
we might be, but not what we are. exhibition
were ; and placed in proper proofs of the goodness of the human
ated.

Nevertheless,
encouraging

many associative and many
suggested them,

thoughts

selves in a brief glance at that exhibition.

Unity,

1.

Combination,

Harmony.

and

harmony

contrast

with

all

other

once be poetry ? And more than that,
we see in such displays of art and inge-

We have already called it a symptom of j nuity, the much despised element of mat'
the whole tendency of this age to that. ter brought into beautiful correspondence
The Horticultural exhibition, in the same : with the soul ; we see how the material
city, at the same time, was another, I necessities of each man's life and labor
Here all arts and all resources co-operated

may be wrought

for a display which should awaken com

with

his

into one beautiful

inmost

spiritual

poem

in their

faculties,

would not the dull prose of toil at allow

works,

intrinsic

character,

Mi

this thought to be harbored for one

moment.

Man

is destined to a harmoni

ous and glorious

development, to live in

accordance

the divine

with

the

govern

Universe,

social relations

laws

that

h»

to present in

on earth an image of the
and

order,

symmetry,

which

he has endowed the hierarchies

peifection,

witl»

of

aspirations ; Heaven, and to crown the globe on which

mon pride. A beautiful, unitary effect was how every branch of labor may be digni- he dwells with the fertility, beauty, and
The two halls were connected fied, and every one become a "liberal splendor which typify the highest eleva
produced.
The ' profession."
But to this end there must tion of his own moral being.
by a bridge and by magnetic wires.
whole thought of the Phalanstery
But this destiny can be accomplished
lay be organization ; there must be unity of
The in- j interests ; there must be attractive indus- only by obedience to the laws ordained
in that bridge, in those wires.
stinctive

genius

of the age produced it ; try and an equitable

the same genius which attained to clearer

products ;

thoughts in Fourier's patient, penetrating,

and common

conscientious
Boston

mind.

The mechanics

of 'arts

are

there
now

distribution

of hs by the Deity for the government

must be common ends

education.
sufficiently

The mechanic
developed

to

had some reason to be proud, as I make this possible.
upon what they had done ;
4. And finally RELIGION, true, integral
The time is coming when men
felt as one, for the time being. worship.

they looked
they

Now would

the unity

and beauty

have shall praise God with their hands ; when
been less, think you ; would the individu
the whole business of life shall be ex

of the articles have been pressive of divine thoughts ; when indus
the interests and labors which pro try shall no longer separate but unite all
duced them, if the whole industrial life of human beings in one bond of Brother
al perfection

less,

if

ety.

As

or neglect of these laws,
tably

of soci

long as we live in the ignorance-

suffer

wretchedness.

the penalty

we must inevi

of disorder and

The horrible crimes which

from time to time break forth, like a clap

of thunder from a serene sky, in ihr
midst of the most advanced civilization,
indicate the disturbance and foulness of
the social atmosphere.
It is foolish to be
alarmed by them, like children scared by
the thunder, to waste our strength in idleexclamations about their atrocity, to lose

creators, of producers, distributors,
hood, in one society which shall be the
and consumers, also had been associated ? temple of the living God.
Why do we ! our presence of mind in dread of what
if the petty warfare, competition and call any of man's doings worldly? Be dire catastrophe may come next ; but, on
jealousy at the bottom of all this fair cause be does them for himself alone; the contrary, they should stir up our in
show, had been merged in wholesome and because they -separate, abstract him from J tellect to a profound investigation of the
their

harmonious

channels,

under a true,

mane,

Christian

OROANIZATION

and

INDUSTRY ?

Society

hu- sublime
OK with

associates to parade

communion

with

the soul of things ;

his race,

and

because

they

make him, in so far, a deniei of the Uoi-

causes of the evil, if happily we may at
the same time, be enabled to discover the
remedy.
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society U now in such a deplorahow, it may be asked, is it

possible for any beneficent organic change

the pleasure of reading the words of the
Mirror, for themselves, especially inviting
attention to those we have italicized.

If the blind lead the The Mirror thus notices the work
blind, will they not all fall into the ditch? : Briancourt:

to he introduced?

of M.

a

,

f.i-

it,

.

i

•
,
,

.

it,

We answer, that the resources of nature
.
•.
,
1 his book is rendered from the oric..
,
are inexhaustible.
She always preserves
1
tV r V!
gmal into such clean transparent English,
sound seed enough for the next harvest. , tnat it is quite impossible to
conjecture
Though the chosen nation may seem from what language it is translated,
given over to idolatry, a remnant will be I There is no hint given of its origin, but
"« •»pp«« 0o'n the nature of the work
found who have not bowed the knee to !
and the name of the author, that it was
an
The
men
who
have
attained
Baal.
written jn French.
we have
Certainly,
insight into the falseness of modern so- ; never seen a translation from that lauMr.
ciety, who have learned and accepted the f?»age so free from Gallicisms.
is certain|y an admirable translator,
law of progressive movement, who regard Sh.aw
j and it is a pity that he should not employ
;„ h-;™;,,,, „.,, ,.o_.,u „,.„.. o,!,._,i
the coming of the kingdom of Heaven ' himself
him^ir in
bringing our people acquainted
on Earth i as an object dearer to them with works of greater importance to So
than any worldly interest, are the selected ciety than the writings of Fourierites.
This book of M. Briancourt's makes the
instruments in Divine Providence, for the
principles of Association comprehensible
""'•' phase
" ..... ...........of the
•'........
of
"
introduction
next great
I'"'
by the meanest understanding. Everybody
It is through them who reads it,, will be as much surprised
humanitary order.
rprised to
that a new epoch will be made to dawn ' find that he has been an Associationist all
|°is life
w'thhout suspecting
as the
»,„..
upon mankind.
Collectively,
they can- ; !lls life? w'lhout
bourgeois gentilhomme was to find that he
•
-•
are; haj ?„„„
not be faithless to their trust, for they
•
had been talking prose, and using vowels
the servants of the Age, which always without knowing it.
M. Briancourt has framed his essay
chooses the best instruments and at the
on Association in the shape of dialogues,
right time.
and by divesting the subject of the trans
cendental rubbish with which all other
admirable work of VICTOR writers have overlaid
he has given
"
CONSIDERA.NT, entitled,
The Theory of deadly stab to his favorite theory; he

it

it

by

of

of

is

It

if

a

of

;

of

it

if

" This
not the case.
may be true
of the slave and his owner — but the em

ployer and employee are not antagonists
each knows that he
dependent upon
the other and they act reciprocally,
on
the abstract principle of association.
The
knows
thai
operative
tbe ability of his
employer to pay him for his labor depends
his
and
the
upon
fidelity,
employer knows
that unless he rewards his operative suit
ably, that his operative cannot labor for
him
and instead of the employer and
employee feeling that they have opposing
interest!), they know, that
only by
mutual fidelity to each other that they
can be sustained.
This
the true rela
tion of the employer and employee
this
there were the 'opposition
country.
of interests
which Associationists
pre
tend to believe
the existence of, the
tercourse between man and man, would
be
complete battle of Kilkenny Cats
instead of the natural progress of society,
which has taken place from the period
of the starting
to which
point
our
carries
us back,
knowledge
society
would
either
have remained
chaos
of discordant materials
or have fal
len into
worse condition than Tophet.
The work of M. Briancourt,
although,

;

But

ble condition,

;

to be the very foundations of society.

perceive the extent of his heresy, and
that there will be no backsliding.
We cannot withold from our readers

is

and social agonies, while
deceit, and injustice continue

in

selfishness,

we trust the convert will not get fright
when he comes to

ened at his temerity

in

convulsions,

with main

from crime, pecuniary

a

exemption

is

taining

more — we admire a graceful conversion
to a new faith.
In the present instance

it

asmas, as to flatter ourselves

mi

It

where the air is

the most noxious

is

forever loaded with

is

victims to a pestilence,

a a

The social atmosphere itatingly the principle of Association, and
must be cleansed before we can expect a expresses so much solicitude for its more
We may as perfect development and the "fulness"
high state of moral health.
We could not ask for
well hope to preserve men from falling ; of its application.

to wards this end.

is
in

ture to permit

a

We can, therefore comare of too disastrous a na- j tirely ignorant.
universal worth and eleva- ! placently listen to the Mirror while it
tion of character.
No moral expostula- pettishly finds fault with what it considers
'
rubbish," when, at
tion, no power of preaching, no appeals our "transcendental
to the highest interest even, will do much the same time, it acknowledges so unhesthe individual,

in

Nothing short of this social organiza- I Besides, it is unreasonable to expect any
tion can secure the reform which is need- , one to comprehend at a glance all sides of
ed.
The influences which now act on ! a subject of which he was previously en-

is

a com

in

A

by

a

is hard to acknowledge

is

It

plete revolution of opinion or the opening
j
sonous reptile, and find his own happiness j of our eyes to truths we have before
in the common happiness and excellence ! denied ; and few have the courage and
of all.
j manliness to do it without reservation.

If

per.

'

state of moral purity and dignity, in which
be will shrink from vice, as from a poi-

a

the individual

of

elevate

objects,

by

in the pursuit of noble sure, the Mirror gives in a qualified adto that . hesion, but this is natural and quite pro

and wretchedness,

;

honor,

it
is

ANOTHER CONVERT.

with the dictates of truth,
The NEW YORK MIRROR has come out
and justice, — and, by absorbing!
The book of M. Brianthe impulses of passion, which in an in- for Association.
'
To be
appropriate sphere produce such disorder court has worked this 'miracle.
coincide

hy

a

educating all his faculties and a sphere I in an English dresa.
fur their activity, — remove the causes of
crime by making the suggestions of inte

;

Tficone der naturlichen und anziehenden
which shall place the arrangeDen
Muttern
ments of industry on a true basis, — fur- Erziehung.
gewtdmtt,"
nish every individual with the means of i We hope before long to see thia treatise

society,

rest

has rendered the cause of Fourierism
making
intelligi
great disservice
ble all the dreamy enthusiasts who are
fund of recherche doctrines and mysteries
morals, who love to make green horn*
stare hy talking learnedly »t spheres and
harmonies, and diatonic dieting, will owe
him
arudge fur letting the wind out of
their bladders
making punctures in
them with his steel pen.
work like
this of M. Briancourt's
may be required
in France, and other European countries
where they have yet to learn their alpha
bet
the science of self-government, but
not needed here. Our people already
degree of practical association
enjoy
which the philosophers of the old world
cannot conceive of, and we do not believe
that this benevolent author would ever
he had visited
have produced this work
true, that we are
the United Siates.
the
very far from enjoying the jidneu
association principle, but every day offers
some new development
its benrfits, and.
ire do not see how they can be realized to a
wider extent, unless
be
remoring the ob
stacles which hinder the natural nrganizatton
But the
society into associations.
professed Associationists
among «.«. are
themselves the great': ft opponents
the
natural developments
dicine law.
They
scout at laissez fain, and will acknowl
edge no law but red-tape law
they rave
continually about
township of sssociationists, but raise
terrible hullabulloo if
said about making the whole
anything
country and the whole earth associitinnists
adopting the broad and benevolent
of free-trade.
We never
principles
doubted the good intentions of the Associationists, but their doctrines and practi
ces are so incongruous that we cannot
believe them to be ae sane as they are be
nevolent.
" One of the capital mistakes of the
Associationists,
supposing that the
employer and employee are natural antag
onists.
Our author says: — 'It
the
interest of the manufacturer to make his
operatives work
good deal, and give
them as little wages as possible, while
the interest of the operatives to work
but little, and get overpaid for his time
and labor.'

in

we believe that the j Attractive Education," has just appeared
of. in a German translation, with the title,

is

As Associationists,

cure is to he found in an organization

a
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so much superior to any other that we
have read on the same subject, in simpli
city and transparency, ia by no means
wholly free from incoherence •, and con
tradictions.
One of the fundamental doc
trines of the Associationists as we gather
from this book, is that, in association,
every one will be allowed to do that kind
of labor which is the least irksome 01
which
confers the greatest degree of
pleasure ; yet, says, M. Briancourt, ' you
understand that in true justice, we ought
not to recompense equally an hour spent
in the cultivation of flowers and an hour
our pig-pen.'
But
spent in cleaning
why not? cleaning the pig-pen should be
its own exceeding reward as well as
the cultivation of flowers.
If one de
lights in cleaning pig-pens, we see no
reason why he should be paid more for
his labor than one who delights in culti
vating flowers, and you may be sure if
you reward pig-pen cleaning more than
flower raising, that it will be reckoned
the most delightful and most honorable
employment of the two."

rials, as make it an admirable

271

thermome

"

natu

up, in re

property of said concern was delivered up
to our esteemed friends, B. Urner and

gard

of the proposed

to any

improve
Hence, the numerous

acquainted

with

the

Unitarian

Zion

in

class of men, whom our Puritan

fathers

enrich

a

viand

their
for

with

dining-table

which

they

could

not

new
quote

and precedent, will always

good authority

comfortable

or throw a suspicion, in the

respectability,

of

our

benign

intellectual

autocrats, on their soundness of mind.

shall

in

at

a divine social state,

once

Heaven, and worthily

typify

the spirit

of Christianity.

CLERMONT
A

friend,

Phalanx,

has

written

with

not attach

a

greater

to it than it deserves.

It was well known

six families

an

nience,

spaciously

which

for

enlightened
suited for

beauty,

conve

and

durability,
probably is not
surpassed in the western country.
If any
defect can be pointed out in their move
ment, perhaps it will be in their too strict
a guard against the calamity which we of
the

Phalanx

experienced.
Perhaps in
to avoid losing, they will
be too eager to gain on the other hand,

their strictness

and thus render their philanthropy
to an unenlightened public.

odious

But of the old members of Clermont,
many

returned

the institution

again
was

to the city

first

founded,

where
but a

goodly number still remain about the
" old Domain," making various move
ments for a reorganization.
After the
break

up, a deep impression

seemed to

of us that something
had been wrong in the outset, in not se
pervade the whole

curing- individually a permanent place TO
BE, and then procuring the things to ht
with.

Had that been the case a perma
happy home would have been

nent ind
hero for

us ere this time.

But

I

will

add with

gratitude that such is the case
We have a home ! we have a

to be!
After various plans for
uniting our energies in the purchase of a
small tract of land, we were visited dur
place

reu of New Harmony,

Clermont

us as follows,

that our frail

by

They are now putting up a small

public.

ing the past summer by Mr. Josiah War-

PHALANX.

connected

commended

highly

the joy of now.

represent

in

la., who laid be

fore us his plan for the use of property in
the rudimental reorganization of society.

Mr.

Warren is a man of no ordinary
In his investigations of human
character, his experience has been of the
most rigorous kind, having begun with
bark Mr. Owen in '25, and been actively en

regard to the past experience and present
social reform, according to the system of condition of those
engaged in that enter
Charles Fourier.
We cannot pass over prise.
this fact, as destitute of significance, al
we would

on a grand and con

plan of reform.

community building

comes recommended by its scientific char

that several of its young
and theological
students arc
deeply interested in the principles of As

though

talents for carrying

of spicuous

the wake of fash

safety, while following

judgment

sensation

New England,

importance

more, are conspicuous members, and who
seem to have all the pecuniary means and

Their course
of lectures last winter in the Melodeon
ionable Unitarianism.
They may be Hall of Cincinnati, — their publication,
" Herald of Truth," edited by L. A.
very sure that THEY will not be led into the
their Hine, and other movements, have been
any paths, that will compromise
a

experience

preachers

sociation, and that some who appear des
tined to fill a prominent place iu its rank?,
are the zealous and devoted advocates of

The

last.

C. Donaldson of Cincinnati,
who dis
posed of the land in such way as to let it
called " waiters on Providence," whose fall into the hands of our friends of the
chief aim is to swim with the popular Community
school, of which John O.
current, and who would hardly dare to Wattles, John P. Cornell, Hiram S. Gilments of the day.

which

is well

burden she went down

has been warmed

atmosphere

of the Lord,"

AND ASSOCIATION.

We learn from a friend who

such

about the first of November

acter, or its apparent influence on the wellwhich
Such men, we rejoice to
being of man.
are not of a character so simple as to be
perceive, have learned to look with inte
"
made
comprehensible
by the meanest
rest, on the science of social harmony, as
A good understanding
understanding."
illustrated by the luminous and far-reach
might degrade itself to the level of a mean
ing genius of Fourier. They will find in
one by continuing in ignorance of profouud
that science, the method by which their
truths and treating them as too transcen
It is
highest aspirations can be realized.
dental for the reach of its comprehen
the practical embodiment of the doctrine
sion.
No greater, no
of the Divine Unity.
Put not yourself in this category, Mr.
more sacred, no more benevolent work
Mirror.
Genuine
Associationists
can
could be entrusted to their charge, than
well afford to smile at a sneer at their
the demonstration of the falseness and
transcendentalism, whether it comes from
disorder, inherent in the very frame-work
the blindness of imbecility or the pre
of modern society, and the call to their
sumption of a tyro in social science.
hearers, to make ready for the " coming

UNITARIANISM

under

the social

Still, it must be admitted, that Unitarianism is founded on the principle of
We recommend to the Mirror, now that
freedom of mind and the progress of hu
it has fairly taken the first step in com
We may, accordingly, always
manity.
prehending the doctrines of Association,
expect to find within its pale, men who
to make itself more acquainted with them
are true to the noblest instincts of their
generally before it undertakes to charac
nature, and who are prepared to yield a
terize any portion of them as " transcen
gracious hearing to any discovery, that
dental rubbish."
There may, possibly,
be some things which concern the
ral developments of divine lota,"

and

ter, to test the degree to which

talents.

1 need gaged ever since ; and being an ingenious
would strand about a year ago.
not say from what cause, as tho history mechanic and artist, an inventor of several

The Unitarian denomination, as a body,
is altogether too fashionable, too aristo
of one such institution is the history of kinds of printing presses, a new method
cratic, too well to do in the world, too all ; but it is commonly said and believed of stereotyping
and engraving, and an
fond of the splendors of " gigmanity," that it was owing to her large indebted
excellent musician, and combined withal
to authorize the hope, that it will ever go ness on her landed property.
Persons of with a character to do, instead of say,
much ahead of the prevailing, canonical large discriminating powers need not in- gives DS confidence in him as a nun.
opinion in favor of any radical, social quire how and why such debt was con- His plan was taken up by one of oar
changes.

It is composed of such mate

traded, suffice it to say, it was done,! former members,

who

has an excellent
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tract of land lying on the bank of the ing the magistrate, and the high born la ) although they are not at all adapted to
to a Minister of State, I carry out the ends at first proposed, viz.,
Ohio river, within less than a mile of the dy, siater-in-law
the amelioration of the condition of the
He has had it surveyed into (M. de Saviony) was condemned to two poorer classes, by providing them with
old domain.
costs
to
the
and
pay
months
to
imprisonment,
We notice, howlots and sells to such of us as wish
join
houses of their own.
An extensive brick-yard is of court.
in the cause.
I ever, one society, which seems to adhere
— the Second
A few years since, this would have 'to the original interest
in operation, atone being quarried, and
i Borough of Suuthwark Building Society,
Bettinathen stood high ;
been impossible.
lumber hauled on the ground, and build
whose pamphlet contains a succinct acHer daughter count of the various plans, and lays down
ings aie about to go up "with a perfect with the ruling powers.
!
No
one which has been adopted by their first
rush." Mr. Warren will have a press j was sought in marriage by a Prince.
The evils of
society with great success.
upon the ground in a few weeks that will magistrate would have dared to accuse
" tell " something. So you see we have her. But all thie is now cbauged. Bet- j interest and bidding for shares are done
with,
and a system of mutual beoeaway
Led away ; fit where the poor and rich fare alike, is
Bui by nu tina has become a Socialist.
a home, — we have a place.
—
mon
of
those
infernal
D. Jcrruld.
adopted.
means is the cause at rest.
We cull on by the example
Sand and Eugene Sue,
and all men who have sters, George
philanthropists
means to invest for the cause of Associa

she is devoted to social

tion to come and see us, and understand

gress.

our situation,

cratic

our means, and our inten

connexions,

and pro

reform

has been drawn

She

NOTICE.

into demo

and warmly

exposes

We are ready to receive capital in the popular side. This is her real crime
many forms, but not to hold it as our own. in the eyes of the retrograde Prussian
She can no longer be honored,
The donor only becomes a lender, and party.
must maintain a strict control over every and soon she will not be tolerated.
tions.

thing he possesses.

Farms,

utensils,

tools, &c. &c., can

and farming

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of th« "Ameri
can Union of AfcsocialiouisU " arc hereby noti
fied that their next stated meeting will be held
in Boston, on Mnntlmi. tke ll//i of October.
Presidents of Affiliated -Unions are ex officio
membersof tins Board.
By order of the President,
F.UWAKU GILKI, Rec. Kec'y.
NEW YORK, Sept. 13. 1847.

NOTICE.
Ky We hardly need remind the mem
THE CoMMiTTrr. OK TBIBTEIN.OD
the sirtV
not bers of the Executive Committee of the jcct of IL practical
experiment of Association,
will
Ms
hold
second
sessionat
the
time
of the
abused ; and in the language of the American
Union and of the Committee
" Poughkeepsie Seer," of whose work I of Thirteen, of the importance of full meetingof the Executive Committee, as above,
in Boston, on Monday, the l\th of October.
W. H. •:,,•.,, s... Chairmm.
we have lately received a number of' attendance at the meeting which
adver
BOSTON,Sept. H, 18«.
copies, "this all may be done without' tised to be held in Boston, on Monday,
mechanical

be received

to be used

and

is

,

a

only

it
is

place immediately
that

the

celebrated

indispensable

tation should

be had previously

to the

of completion of any measures.
We trust
" Goethe's Correspondence with aChild," that not
one member of either Committee
has got into trouble with the authorities
will fail to be present, without the most
at Berlin. It seems that this lady pro urgent necessity.
posed to publish at Berlin, an edition of
her own writings, as well as those of her
ID3 We have received the first num
husband, M. d'Arnim, and of her daugh
ber of
new volume of the Esxx Trans
ter, Mademoiselle d'Arnim.
Upon this, cript, which
hereafter to be published
Brentano,

the

authoress

ASSOCIATIVE WORKS OF THE
FRENCH SCHOOL.

THE following publications, from the French
School, may be had at W. H. Graham's boekstorc, Tribune Buildings, New York, and it
Crosby and Nichols', No.
Washington St.,
Boston.
The Works of Charles Fonrier, vols.
Muiron's Apernu turlet Proccdu India triih.
Considerant's Theory of Natural and Attrac
tive Education.
Consider
Exposition of the Phalansterian
Theory.
under the editorial care of Mr. D. F.
Consideru(.i( Immorality of Fourier's Doc
School
MOKRILL, late of the Theological
trine.
at Cambridge.
His Introductory states Considerant's Theory of Property,
Paget'a Introduction to Social Science,
that the paper will maintain an independ
Cantagrel's Fool of the Palais Royal.
ent ground with regard to party politics, I'ellerms's Life and Theory of Fourier.
Rcynaud's Solidarity.
will be devoted to the great prin Tumisier's Theory of Functions.
while
Dam's Abolition of Slavery,
ciples of social improvement and eleva
Henncquin's Love in the Phalanstery,
tion.
We perceive the influence of the
Besides these,a large numberof Phalansferim
Associative
which are now pamphletsand almanacs-can be had at the same
doctrines,
beautiful engraved portrait of
places. Also,
gradually but surely pervading the pub Fourier price,
#2 50. Any ef the volumes of
lic mind,
the general tone of the paper, Fourier's works may be had separately.

IIl

a

Bettina

Mr. CHAH-

6

mp We perceive

ingtvnian Hall, tiromfield Strut.
after this meeting, and NING will
preach.
BOSTON,Sept. 22, 1847.
thorough consul

that

a

honor and happiness."

,

in

NOTICE.
seriously depreciating the capital or riches Oct. 11. The now arrangements for the;
THE PUBLIC SERVICES of the BOSTON Rs>
On the contra
of one person in society.
Harbinger, and the establishment of the i.Kiiot's Union OF AtsorMTIonisis wiU !•*
ry, it will enrich and advance them to offices
New York and Boston will take resumed on Sunday, October third, in WaA-

which

to the worthy

tina intimated

Bet

magistrate

be no more than a decent

that it would

act of courtesy

to present

her with

the

right of citizenship, if that was
an essential requisite to the publication of
honorary

But this the magistrate

the works.

council most ungallautly

that there was no reason in the

declared
world

and

They

declined.

for

conferring

this

honor

on

a and we shall
rejoice to find in

she must

for

a it,

Frankfort lady, and that if she wanted
the privilege,

a

of the city,

freedom

:

the

faith

ful advocate of the social system, which,

THE HARBINGER

in

a

in

we believe,

is

destined to change the face Is published simnltaneouslv at New York and
Boston, by the AMERICAN Union or ASSOCIA
other people.
Bettina wrote back
let of modern
With increasing TION ISTS, every Saturday morning. Office in
society.
red ink, telling them that she used
ter
practical experience, added to the Editor's New York, BURGESS, STKINGER tc. Co., No.
222 Broadway; in Boston, CROSBY fc NiCMOLi,
in hope that
that ink,
its reflection
acknowledged ability and intelligence, we 111Washington Street.
would call forth
blush on the cheeks of doubt not he will make an instructive and
TERMS. — Two Dollars a year, or O«e Dollar
for six months.payable invariably in advance.
As to the valuable
the council and burgo-master.
and we cordially
publication,
Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
money, which they demanded, she ad welcome him to the field, which the spirit
GENERAL AGENTS.
vised them to sell the letter as an auto of the
age
preparing for the energetic
graph, which would bring more than they laborer.
30 ANN ST., NEW YORK.
wanted for, as the slightest note written
pay

like

it
a

obtain

would cost about a hundred francs.

it

is

.'

in

the magistrate insisted that she must first

her

hand

was

worth

at least

two

louis.
Bettina

was now

charged

with inault-

BUILDING
SOCIETIES.
The nnmber
and extent of the operations of these so
almost unlimited,
cieties, we may say,
is

by

GEORGE

DEXTER,

JOHN B. RUSSELL,
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so forth.
If you take account of the
of nail, had predicted time lost,
will not be too much to allow
that the principle of an action
itself so
quarter of an hour to the cleaning of
FROM THE KRENCH OF VICTOR CONSIDERANT.
costs then, every day, to
simple would one day be the regulator of each pair.
Translatedfor the Harbinger.
of shoes,
the destinies of commercial
thousand
clean two
pairs
Europe,

And yet the division of

'

I.— CHAPTER

BOOK

III.

labor,

of

labor
five hundred hours
perfected civilization.

Enter some morning,
multiplies
products by di
the hands at work, has made shop of
Phalanstery.

which

domestics,

the shoe-blacking

a

minishing

of

would he have received any answer but
smile of pity

n

HARMONY.

a

It

a

in

a

the manufacture

it

observed two smiths divide between them

MISCELLANY.

regards

of riches, the serial arrangement

;

children of eight, ten and twelve years.

Now you will see twenty-four

And

unites

necessarily

kept

all advantages, whether we consider the
material mechanism, or whether we take

agricultural

and domestic

into view the passional mechanism.

facturing labors.

up.

are performed by pages on their round
series of boot-blacks,
the other three by
a

in

It

is

as

can neither be
facturing industry.
in troduced into agriculture, nor into isolated
the creation households, where the old complication

yet these
labors are far

more important and vast than the manu

brushes,
a

words,

other

regards the

of production,

and quality
it

quantity

it

easy to see that, as

is

It

a

;

;

I.

;

,

I

by

it

it,

a

Integral Development of the Industrial
such rapid progress, that the prediction
There you will find, for this function
Powers — General Riches.
trite remark.
now would seem
Un of domestic labor, five distinct opera
" 1 will call for the corn, and
will increase
tions.
doubtedly one day posterity will place
and lay no famine upon you.
•' And will multiply the fruit of the tree, and
the side of the great causes which,
1. Collecting and assorting the differ
the increue of the field, that ye shrill receive
no more reproach of famine among the hea like the invention of printing and the dis ent kinds of shoes
then."— EzekM, xxxvi. 13, 30.
2. Taking off the dirt
have acted strongly
covery of America,
3. Putting on the blacking
on the destiny of the world."
" The division of labor and the consequent
Now, in civilization, the principle of
4. Polishing
use of machinery, effect
prodigious diminu
5. Carrying back and distributing.
tion of hand labor. In that resides their great the division of labor has only been found
advantage."— Lerrumtcy.
The first and last of these five services
applicable in the single branch of manu

circular

upon themselves, by
contrivance, — like grind

revolving

mechanical

These wheel brushes, graduated

stones.

To comprehend,
Well for these labors, as for every as to force, dimensions and degrees of
in this respect, the productive power of employment of human activity, we have hardness, so as to be adapted to different
two
mind recognized that the serial principle not kinds of shoes, are divided into
labor in the series, we must hear
the astonishing productive effects of the di only permits, but requires the minute sub classes, those which remove the dirt, and
Each of
vision of labor, of which we have already division of labor
from that time, the those which put on the lustre.
tended by
If there anything productive effects of this mechanism are the twenty-four wheels
several times spoken.
marvellous
civilized industry,
the incalculable.
Four or five other children pass
child.
!

mechanism.

the shoes incessantly from the dry circu

where

brushes,

they

single turn of the
In less than an hour, thirty-six

receive the lustre in
wheel.

will

children
which

costs

have

perfected
five

to civilizees

hours

of the labor of domestics,

liable

to much waste.

add that the apparatus

work

hundred
and

useless

is

'

a

!

and from there to

is

by

a

of

a

in
a

the second circular

brushes,

horizontal

blacking,

It

in
a

a

;

in

is

to the

brushes

soaked with

a

lar

is

n.

Would you know how to appreciate the
France or England
count the hands substitution of the serial arrangament,
sub
employed, examine the products, and you — operating on
great scale, and
will scarce believe your eyes. This fe division
labor — for the infinite com
Take
cundity rests upon the mode of manufac
plications of the separate system
turing on
large scale, which admits of the lowest, the most trifling detail of do
the subdivision of labor and the applica
mestic labor, the brushing and blacking
We can shame Civilization
tion of machinery to the operations of of shoes.
Let us establish
production
com
simplified by this division. on this matter.
Ten persons make forty-eight thousand parison upon the number of two thousand
The separate households
pins
day
pairs of shoes.
" Every new truth," says Lemontey, employ, every day, for the cleaning of
" like an ambassador among barbarous that number of shoes, five hundred do
nations, when he obtains credit only af mestics, on an average, perhaps more, to
ter
long round of insults, negotiations say nothing of an army of brushes, pin
and sacrifices.
If the first person who cers, boxes and bottles of blacking, and
a

a

is

im

a

developments

to

so situated as to

avoid dust and every real inconvenience.
for health and comfort are
Arrangement
understood

in every thing pertaining
of association.

to

the workshops

Shall

that this

pains

here

to establish

labor, which

now

so degrades

take

those who perform

it,

material

pressed, in modern times, on manufactur
room
Enter
factory,
ing industry.

1

incredible

it

in

is

is

;

in

Material

and for which

Civ
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ilization

has to have its valets, — those ly not more than twenty ; that by means of; where I had been for some hours stand

modern slaves, is executed, in Associa
the division of labor and the introduction ing, seeming to loosen our files as it
knocked the poor fellows head over heels,
tion, by a Series counting in its ranks the of machinery, forty-eight thousand labor
like nine-pins on a bowling-green ; and
children of the wealthiest and most re ers, by the day and by the job, are taken then we heard the familiar tones of the
spectable members of the Phalanx ; that from the shops. (Adam Smith.)
These old colonel, to prepare for cavalry, as
poured upon
civilized
has
domesticity
disappeared ; are facts, to be sure ; it is enough to look those devilish Cuirassiers
us, and we were wedged together into a
that these children, after their session of upon them, ah well ! they who tell them
wall of iron again to receive them.
That
an hour, pass on tu other sessions, other this, without drawing any conclusion, are is all I know
about my feelings, sir,"
"
of
education,
—
to
the
hulls
work-shops,
It was a terrible
But when said the old soldier.
people reputed very wise.
It was
sight, and awful to look upon.
and so forth ; that they are and will be he comes who gives the logical, the irre
hell upon earth," he muttered once more
men, and not service animals called do futable means of extending this astonish
as he resumed his spade, and commenced
mestics I No, this is not the question just ing productiveness to all labors, by deliv
with
fearful
digging
energy. — United
now.
ering the laborer at the same time from Service Magazine.
Here I merely propose to establish that misery
and brutal
degradation,
they

Ihe separate system spends five hundred laugh at him ! " Fourier, alt ! yes, Fou
EXPENDITURE OF THE LORD STEWARD
bcttirs of the lahor of domestics upon a rier
The follow
it is he who wants to enrich the OF THE ROYAL HOUSEHOLD.
service which the serial order would cx- world by an economy in candles, and to ing items of accounts for the Queen's
ecute much better in thirty-six hours of ! pay with eggs the debt of England . . . household for the year 1846 may not
prove uninteresting to economists and the
children's labor, which is to be estimated ! charming,
is it not
ha ! ha ! "
public: — Bread, £2,050 ; butter, bacon,
at not more than one-half of the other : Nevertheless
£4,976 ; milk and
for more than forty years cheese and eggs,
so that, reducing it all to the same unit our economists have danced to the forty- cream, £1,478; butchers' meat, £9,472 ;
of labor, we have ort the one side five eight thousand pins of Adam Smith, and poultry, £3,623; fish, £1,979; grocery,
£4,544; oilery, £1,793: fruit and con
hundred hours and only eighteen on the there they still remain ! Laugh then !
£1,741; vegetables, £487;
fectionary,
Now, if you make the applica laugh at the application of the infinitesi
other.
wine, £4,850;
1,843;
liquors, &c.,
tion to France, (supposing, to be sure, mal calculus to agricultural and domestic ale and beer, £3,811;
wax candles,
£
1,977;
£679;
tallow
candles,
lamps,
that every Frenchman
has a pair of , economy ; laugh, you will never laugh i
£4,166;
£6,849 ; stationery,
fuel,
shoes,) — a supposition which must at much as yonr children will laugh at your
£824 ; turnery, £376 ; braziery, £890;
this time appear singularly
chimerical, books, at your opinions, your sciences, china, glass, &c., £1,338; linen, £1,Utopian, very beautiful, but not to be real- your beliefs, your dogmas and yonrselves 085; washing, table linen, &c., £3,130.

...

...

£

...

izcil among man as they are— a country
and who knows how soon you will
j
in which every one can have shoes,—
be laughing at all this yourselves.
only think of it \ — but admitting for the
From all this we shall conclude that
moment a pair
of shoes to every
«._,..individu- the
i
Mra serial
ummraa material
ciidiaMdiigriueiiia,
inuteriot
arrangements, under

al in France,
the

and fixing at only two francs - point

of a day's

value

labor,

yen

of

view,

are eminently

Here is "an intolerable quantity of sack."
The Queen consumed in 1846, £9,504
in wines, liquors, and ales, and but £487

in vegetables.
She has given a good
many pledges to the nation, but it is now
about time that she took the pledge from
Father Mathew. — N. Y. Mirror.

favorable,

will whether we regard the quantity,

or the

the serial arrangements
to the maximum.

To be Continued.

j

a

a

of

:

j

l

;

j

I

•

;

I

;

it

"V

a

of

;

and then go and read your
journals, listen to the discourses of your
orator deputies, and swim in the dclage

I

arithmetic!

A

I

t

J

this

j

a

is

it

matter,

it,

it

l

is

you can, ye

ID3 "What did you think of Water1oo ..
found
jnqujrert of an old fellow
one morning dipping in my garden, where
he had been hired to assist by the hcad"Think of it," said the old
gardcner.
,
crab, stopping
upon his
and leaning
«f words which every budget periodically
.
hell upon earth,
spade
thought
brings us
laugh at the infinitesimal
was utterly deaf with the continued
economics of Association
get up revo roar of artillery on one side or the other,
lutions to obtain some miserable manures and the sound of the musketry of the
men beside me.
could not see my comto your budget, which each one «f your
pauioji,a face fur one minute (as he'8toocj
revolutions has, besides, the gift of mak- next
and the
me) for the thick smoke
next
found him choking, retching, and
ing grow as you look at it.
Laugh.
The economist* tell them thM, iwVSotU V,omi!in8 'n the a«onicis of uea"'. atitl
Sometimes
clutching
my very Icet.
the division
labor, man could not make
shot went tearing thronph our ranks, and
tinirr than uni pin pir i|ayi ccriain- almost
shaking that part of the square'
droll

in

the

is

Smile,

on

this exam

it

!

of the rest.
civilizees;

ple

nothing?

Judge

s^

a

Is that

cleaning of shoes

millions

it
;

year?

hundred
by

per

Four

if

France

!

in

I

An economy of one million two hundred and eighty-five thousand francs per
day on the cleaning of boots and shoes

ANECDOTES OF WATERLOO.
During
the baitlo a Uritish artillery officer rode
up to the Duke of Weltington, and said,
Your Grace, I have a distinct view of
Napoleon, attended by his staff; my guns
j
are *
Pn1,n16,!11!tj8} dlrectloni "
!
ihe duke replied,
open fire?
Cerwill not allow
tainly not,
not
the business of commanders to fire on
each other."
it

forty-eight

I

only

thousand francs.

»ll

And in Association,

one million

three thousand

is

In the isolated household,
three hundred and thirty
francs ;

the laws governing the acquisition and
disposition of Land
spreading and find
this country.
ing favor
Hardly two
first attracted
years have passed since
any share of public regard, yet at this
moment we think not less than fifty peri
odicals earnestly advocate
of which
several have been established expressly
therefor.
There are now thrice as many
!journals and persons openly favorable to
Land Reform as they were one year ago.
Among the most able advocates of this
Reform we rank The Herald
Truth,
monthly of high character in Cincinnati,
to which Dr. J. R. Buchanan
has re
cently contributed two Land Reform es
says of preat clearness and cogency.
this City appeals
Young America
more especially to the working
classes
and, though its views on some topics ate
impossible net to
opposed to ours,
see that they are urged with the force of
conviction and that its arguments are cal
culated to exert
powerful influence en
of the Toiling Millions.
the opinions
The Homestead Journal at Salem, Ohio,
of similar character, though less vigor
The Albany Freeholder, at first ad
ous.
verse,
now decidedly favorable, so far
at least as the principle applies to the
consid
Public I^ands of the Union.
erable section of the Liberty Party, with
Geritt Smith at its head, has inscribed
Two or
Land Reform on its banners.
is

order,

tend directly

in

making, per passional

is

expend

day ;

a

in

a

in

find:
perfection of the products.
These ar
[From the New York Tribune.]
That the separate system, that of the rangements are then, in the material
NATIONAL REFORM.
isolated household, expends every day, order, the very conditions of the maximum
in France,
for the cleaning of shoes, of riches.
None who have not taken
decided
the subject can realize the rapid
millions
of labor:
Association
eight
It is easy to see that, in regard to the terest
Reform in
ity with which the idea of
would
but 288,000;
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it

it,

of

of

in

is is

is

is

a

is

it

it

is

a

it

a

is

is ;

'

it

it

a

it,

by

if

in

three Temperance journals with which j toiling and needy into the coffers of the the sort, and the notorious fact that many
it is the impunity Whigs are active and prominent in pro
and com- j idle and luxurious,
we exchange are explaining
Within a few j given by law to the monopoly of vast moting the Reforms of our day. But
mending the principle.
days past, the Rational Prfnrtnrr , a small tracts of unoccupied land at a nominal we ask support to these movements, so
price, to be leased or sold thereafter at far as we deem them just, on no party
weekly issued by an association of labor
a an immense advance to those who shall j grounds whatever, but on those common
ers in Rochester, and The Day-Dawn,
This policy is part and to all who seek the good of mankind.
small but energetic magazine published at improve them.
have been parcel of a political system we have We call upon all who have read with hu
Auburn
by T. N. Calkins,
started.
In Wisconsin at the late Elec thrown off, and should have been put man hearts the story of Ireland's woes
the des
It was a great over through last Winter, lesulting
tion both the Loco-Foco and Liberty can away therewith.
uot
didates for Congress avowed themselves sight to let it go on gaining strength and truction of so many thousands
Famine and its consequences,
Land Reformers, and though defeated, it working evil for seventy years atter our millions
of Independence;
On Declaration
but, now to unite in devising seasonable precau
was by no means on that account.
tions and preventives
state of
for
the contrary, we believe M. M. Strong that attention has been fairly drawn to
The centennial cel things which may happen wherever a
several
hundred
more votes
cannot continue.
received
than he could have obtained if it had ebration of our Independence will doubt
dense population occupy and cultivate a
circulated less find few traces of
such
had not been industriously
soil they do not own, paying for
remaining.
Reform
and
that he was for Land
Nearly all efforts for reform are met rents as their necessities and their land
that Mr. Tweedy was adverse to it. with the cry (not always unjust) that lords' cupidity may conspire to establish.
The prudent man foreseeth evil and
For the latter assertion there was no war Vested Rights are assailed or endangered
avoideth
but the simple pass on and
rant whatever. — If we were to estimate but happily in this case this objection
The Soil of the Republic are punished.'
that one new journal or magazine per inapplicable.
still, to great extent, the property
month is established expressly to advo
cate Land Reform, while at least ten to of the whole people, who can do with
FROM THE FUERCH OF H. GORSSE.
twelve old ones per month newly take as they shall judge most conducive to
Translated for the Harbinger.
we believe
we their own and their children's permanent
ground in its favor,
below
the well-being without valid objection from
be
should
considerably
ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL SCIENCE.*
Thus, the cloud, at first no any quarter.
And the proposition that
truth.
bigger than a man's hand, is rapidly ex no man henceforth shall be permitted to
limited area of the
panding and will yet cover the whole acquire more than
PART II.
horizon.
remaining public lands, and this only for
APPLICATION.
use,
not
so
It is impossible in the nature of things actual
speculation,
simple,
that it should be otherwise, in a country so efficacious, so obviously just, that
do
words
to
commend
those
who
the
not
to
where a majority of
needs
many
CHAPTER II.
work have votes yet not homes, save on acceptance of those who feel the evil and
and hire from other men. desire
There
room for hon
sufferance
remedy.
The right
Labor and the right
Prop
Probably a majority of our voters are la est difference as to details, but the state
erty.
its sufficient com
borers for wages or tenants of other ment of the principle
" The right to labor,
the right to live, and
This land, as our popula mendation.
men's land.
all other rights. The right to
and
What changes may be necessary and therefore above
tion is augmented by immigration
property, the right to enjoy the fruit of labor.
our law affecting the future Property
otherwise, is steadily appreciating in mar expedient,
only accumulated labor."
ket value. — The petty farm that the wa aggregation by inheritance or otherwise
In giving life to man, God also incul
a year's labor would have bought of Land now private property may not be
ges

of

by labor.

is

right to labor springs

From the

then naturally

the

in

a

a

But would
merical,

is

It

right and the obligation to work.
therefore paramount to all other rights.
not this right to labor be chi

without

the right also of enjoy

ly

Consequent
ing the fruits of our labor?
the right to live, the right to labor,
and to enjoy or possess, are but three as

i

in

is

it

is

tain and develop

pects of the same divine and mprttcripti,.
. .
ble riSlu V """i

Tho only limits of that individual

ripht

But so long
are the similar rights of all.
as the individual
right cannot interfere
in

it

if

I I

?

I

a

;

I

is

is

a

it

A

—
hundred times have we been ac with those of all,
its fullness.
exists
cused of seeking to make Land Reform
The right to possess and enjoy, include*
utterly unwar
Whig measure, which
then necessarily in every man that of t!isranted.
What we wish and labor for
the accomplishement of this and other or posing of the legitimate fruits of his la
ganic Reforms in entire independence of bor, according to his wants and his will,
party, as the abolition of Imprisonment
provided the rights of others are not
for Debt, of public flogging and brand
diminished, or inter
ing for Crime, the Reform of our State thereby destroyed,
divide with my child, my
of certain fered with.
the Exemption
Constitution,
necessaries from Sale and Execution, wife, my friend, the product of my l:ittor
&c. &c., have been effected, and as we
who can raise any valid objection to that?
trust tho Abolition of Capital Punishment
part nf
wish to reserve for to-morrow
will soon be. We do not see that Party
Politics, as they hnvc existed and must that product; in what particular shall
exist in our Country, have properly any violate the common right
Or again,
ami
thing to do with these questions;
think
prudent to prepare fur my old
when we have spoken of them together
an existence more comfortable or
has been to repel the ready assumption age,
that the Whig party is, from its very na
* Entered according to Act of Congress, in
not to all Reforms. the year 1HI7. bv Ji .AN M. PALISSF. in the
ture, averse to such
We oppose to this tite proclaimed creed of nerk's Office of the District Court of
the party, in which we find nothing of[chuetM.

it

One of the great ends of Government
is plainly the securing to each man, so
far as practicable, the fruits of his own
labor, and thus diminishing the incentives
to and facilities for fraud, extortion, idle
ness and prodigality.
That social state
in which one man rams and another enj'iv-. against the will and through the ne
cessity of the producer, verges on anarchy
and robbery.
Law cannot remove all im
perfections, efface all inequalities, but it
should constantly seek anil tend so to do;
and if there be one thing which more
than all others tends to create and main
tain unnatural and pernicious inequalities
among men, diverting the earnings of the

desire to sus

cated in him an irresistible

;

so easily determined
that some change
imperative and inevitable we cannot
doubt.
The practical question to be now
considered
this — Will the enlightened
and law-abiding, the cautious and capable,
give the whole subject
thorough and
seasonable; consideration, and unite
de
course which
vising and commending
shall carefully maintain all existing rights?
— or, shall the movement now visibly
preparing be surrendered wholly to the
guidance of spilits darkened by the igno
which Want and incessant Toil
rance
have imprisoned them and maddened by
keen sense of the injustice with which
has thus far treated them? —
Society
Which
the safer and more prudent
course?

j
a

fifty years ago, will now command the
earnings of ten years' labor, though hard
ly more productive than in 1800 — possi
bly less so. The laborer in a city finds
himself constrained to work one day in
each week not actually for the rent of
his tenement, but for the rent of the
The landless
ground whereon it stands.
toiler is practically told, on presenting
himself for an opportunity to do his
share of the world's work and receive its
due recompense, " You must do, beside
two days' work each week for the im
provements on the land you cultivate,
and the use of implements to work it
with, two more for the use of the naked
earth itself as it came from its Maker's
hand," leaving him but one-third of the
' But
aggregate
product of his toil.
suppose I deem this exaction unjust,
what then?' "Starve!" is the laconic
From this
reply of Society and Law.
verdict some of the sentenced appeal, and
their appeal is the impulse to National
Reform.
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agreeable ; or perhaps I anticipate future
a reduction in my income,
difficulties,

belongs to the first occupant, it is no lon
ger a right, it is only the prize of a race;

sickness, want of success ; and under the and God is alone guilty of all the crimes
pressure of these hopes, or fears, I accu caused by misery and want, for not hav

How then
possible to harmonize
these two principles which constitute in
themselves the whole theory of right and
is
it
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ing created

?

of duty
From the very origin of so
men at once ! . . . But ciety, this question, the most important
labor?
Is not all this as legitimate as again, if the land belongs to me by right for social philosophy,
has divided the
Therefore, the right of ac of culture, my fellow beings have also the world
labor itself?
two camps.
Some, valuing man
cumulation and of transmission are neces right to cultivate
since they have, as more than humanity, the part more than
the fruits of my present

all

it,

in

mulate gradually

on

which

can

they

the soil,

value,

a

and constitute

improved

wise

the supervalue not being separable

because

I

I,

if

land

had the good

by his labor, since

other

from the stock, human activity would find

pretence that

have

made

I

a

itself deprived of
part of the fruit of
am the strongest or most cunning, monop
labor.
With regard to those who have
olize the whole natural value, under the come later, or whom nature has endowed
mine by

with

less

strength,

less foresight,

less

Let us go to the origin shrewdness, they must die or be successive
What have really created
ly, serfs or hired laborers, (proletaires
Has not the earth with all This system has prevailed until now
it?

a Nothing.

!

)

I

with

permanent

it.

luck to be born before them, or because

I have woven, as improving
the game I have killed ; or they remain of things.
inherent

exercise

they retain this

?

fit for use, disappear in the consumption,
as the apple which my hand plucks from

sacred right,

I

of two kinds : either they separate them
selves from the object or stock on which
the labor was bestowed, and becoming

as the cloth

is

:

a

value

But the products of human labor are And, indeed, how shall

the ttee,

It

of the inalienable and well as
the right to live by labor, and the whole, say
juat for the individ
of all rights : the cannot enjoy that right without
natural ual to appropriate to himself the stock or

principle
right to live by labor.

it

indestructible

I,

sary consequences

which

;

its germs been given to mankind for the in human societies
whence have sprung
Thus, 1 purpose of supporting its existence, like as
destroy entirely.
necessary consequence resistance,
have cleared a field, drained a marsh, con the air
breathes, the waters of the and despotism, wars,
revolutions, con
structed a habitation, and by these labors rivers and the sea, the rain from Heaven? quests, &c.
have added a new value, a human value, What properly belongs to each man,
Meanwhile, the men in whom the senti
to a portion of the natural value constitut
his personal labor, and consequently the ment of unity was strong, the men of su
a

cannot

is

it

use

super-value

But does man perior

;

?

No

he only makes

:

;

?

right of personal enjoyment in this use- available for use.
Does he produce any
value added by me to the natural value. of the elements on which he acts
No
But what is to be done .' It is not possi the metals, stones, plants, animals, fluids,
ble to separate these two values
:ill come from God
but man by his intel
For want of a system capable of recon ligent activity, arranges, modifies, distri

was

not

numerous,

Communism,

man in mankind

merging

have thought to settle the question
dividual

right by inscribing

of

on their flag

;

raises

to the surface

blocks

of by its efforts to the natural value

;

them

stone,

in or

;

;

hammers and polishes them
he der to protect forever from the usur
cultivates plants
he destroys or multi
the right of all to
pations of Egotism

and plies animals;

finally, he studies the laws

of the City and State of the world, he founds societies, &c.
had circumscribed the field of individual
These
are his legitimate
productions.
activity, this first solution was sufficient. To him also belongs by good right this
Of what importance was the possession universal amelioration, this combination
of these natural values, which always of things, whereby
are better
they
before the limits

live out of the common stock.
But this solution, although more reli
not much more
gious than the former,
equitable in principle, and in fact can not
be realized.
leads to
In the first place
it

mankind

of
Plato, the first disciples
Christ, and at this day the partizans of
thagoras,

is

when

aspiration,
Moses, Py

butes these things as his wants suggest. the sublime words: Devotion and Duty.
He renders the earth more fertile
be They have not even hesitated to deny to
melts the metals, bends and fashions labor its right to the super-value, added
;

ciling both principles, it becomes necessa
ry to appropriate to myself the natural
value which I have improved, in order to
insure the personal enjoyment of the su
per-value, the result of my labor.
In the primitive ages of the world,

of religious

justice,

have not ceased to protest.

in

labor.

i,

ed by the earth itself with all its germs product of that
of production.
I have then acquired a create the earth

the manifest violation of individual liber
and desires of all '. adapted to his purposes.
ty, and of the right of every man to the
and of what consequence was the indi
the right assumes here an fruit of his labor.
Moreover,
takes
Evidently
vidual appropriation of a corner of the individual character, as the labor from for granted the annihilation of all individ
earth, when such appropriation was per which
have worked more ual pretensions, particularly
emanates
of those of
mitted to all, and presented analogous than you
have produced more
have men gifted with
powerful organization,
the wants

I

a

;

I

;

" The

;

....

advantages?

I

it

it

exceeded

land lies

to Lot ;

"

A

said Abraham

an object of individual property,
and out of which every thing would be apparently excluding each other in prac
hostile to him, there is no longer any tice. The first, the right of improving
possible concession beyond RIGHT ; sci
natural values, right to labor, to live,
ence and justice must determine exactly common to the race, and
paramount to
the part of each.
In opposition, then, any individual right.
The second
indi
to my right of appropriation, arises the vidual, but no less
permanent, and as
by my fellow

beings.

possessed equally
For if the earth

sacred as the life of individuals
over,

it
is

right of appropriation

;

is

is

come

more

the basis of every society.

invasion, unless

maintains every where,
merciless despotism, an absolute and

permanent disappropriation, spoliation, or
leading to nothing less than the entire de
nial and destruction of human individual

ity?
The two solutions we have given are
then equally

incomplete

and unsatisfac

The first permits the spoliation of
all for the benefit of the few
a crime
The second, allows
against humanity.
for the
the spoliation of the individual,
tory.

;

inalienable,

it

which

by
a

cannot be outlawed,

since the very existence of man depends
on it? This
difficult problem.
We
have shown the co-existence of two rights
is
a

But now that man is fashioned to live
in a medium in which all things necessary
to the development of his life have be

is

a

it

is

:

is

"

a

be therefore acquired
more extensive right whom nature seems to have destined to
and of enjoyment.
hold the first rank in societies.
char
if thou goest to the left, I shall oc
But how can we reconcile this particu acteristic of superiority
its power of
cupy the right ; and if thou choosest lar right of enjoyment with the right to commanding obedience
how having that
the right, 1 shall go to the left." — Gen. labor on natural values, which
common power, should
refuse to use it? and
xiii. 9.
to all,
right, as we have said, which how will society escape this incessant
fore thee
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impossible.

natural value, and the super-value, added also acquired during six thousand years
the anterior labors of of toils and slavery,
to the property
would justice be
Now, the first of satisfied? and who could say that the
the titled possessor.*

Are not these rigorous

conclusions?

beg the reader to weigh them carefully,

for

the subject we are treating involves
nothing less than the destinies of human

these values belongs to all in the Associa
tion
the laborer and the proprietor have
it ;

over practically

by

benefit of a few or of all, and is more
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poor would forever accept an agreement
in which their part was so completely for
gotten and denied, while that of the rich

is

The super-value
to
an equal right.
between these two abysses a then an individual investment of the one should be so benevolently acknowledged
ity.
who therefore brings more No, God could not sanction such
broad, sure, and easy principle should be who created
com
than the other, and pact.
discovered, capable of reconciling
not the transformation of the
the to the Association
such hard labors
justice of men with the designs of God , of consequently must receive a larger share globe, brought about

have

found

the true

solution?

on the indestructible

ciety

not be to allow fatal casualties
profit by the riches brought to would
stock
to weigh on his future, and cool his en
by the proprietor,
while the latter would be deprived of the thusiasm for the public good?
When
should

should we not the
Should

we not at last have established human so

general

fruits of his past labor?

basis of sci

sickness,

Let us suppose that all rights

were

Let the reader decide : We affirm suddenly abolished and
repartition
that the wonder
made of the existing riches on the princi
evident
ful solution exists, that the Genius of ple of absolute equality —
Fourier has discovered and described
that unless man was kept under constant
no other than tin: guardianship,
and that this solution
stripped every day of his
ASSOCIATION of Capital, Labor and Skill. surplus production, deprived even of his
By this combination, the individual and powers and of his will, the natural ine
the physical and intellectual
exclusive appropriation of the common qualities
since there will be
each forces which distinguish men, would rap
stock ceases
a

ence*

in common

on

it

by

have

all the laborers,
a

and that forever all

Domain,

one

to labor

right

without any danger of their natural

of living by labor being curtailed,

right

or in any way compromised
cious will of

by the capri

Titular possessor.

is

hunger, or old age have broken
down his powers, will he be again as
heretofore, compelled to beg humbly at
the door of
clothed

the rich,

he fed or

whom

Shall our sad, un

yesterday?

healthy hospital be always

opened to in

crease the sufferings of his body,
and

humiliation,

gust,

the

dis

permanent

Finally
spectacle of agony and death
will his children, although gifted at the

hand of God wfth the noblest faculties,
idly destroy this artificial equlibrium, and be condemned as now, to go the same
substitute for
the external principle of round of wretchedness and brutality, to
it

cultivated

only

of wants and rights.
The Thesis of the rights of Capital,
then identical with that of the inequal
to deny then to man the
ity of natures
more than
enjoyment of his past labor,
the proportionality

:

township

is

;

in

in

is

it,

It

with absolute conviction,

associated

Besides, byreof the laborer,

the spoliation

by

nition of the rights of all,

the work of humanity
cognizing

?

the satisfaction of every one, by the recog

of the general profit.
not be unjust that the laborer
Would

bearforever the burden and heat

of

and

the day

under the constraint of hunger?

Let us
Shall the artist,
the poet, the thinker,
the midst of
the

complete

picture:

in

of each individual,

it

tional expansion

it

general accord, by the propor

producing

* by

Is

a

it,

'

If

in
a

is

;

is

the inequality

ler, Mozart,

beggars,
ye sublime
Milton, Chatterton, Kep
suffered so much,

only to see your children bow their
spired heads under the infamous yoke of
No, every man, even the laborer,
want?

conciled,

the man of genius,

is

diminished

honor,

fellow

for

nets that

is precisely
usurped

Besides,

have

the rights

to wretchedness

ami to slavery nine-tenths
race.

sessor, the savings would

necessarily re

by this exclusive- main buried in the purses of the econo

evidently

of all, and condemned

was be

we

of the human
not

already

mists, thereby proportionally

diminishing

What

that be which,
accumulating

his

to be

beings,

miserable

society

would

with riches increasing
under the powerful

of Association,

should

whose daily

beings,

made to live with

and

agency

yet contain poor

existence

preca

starving,

terest claim then equally the recognition

voice of God when he calls them to great

'

a

if

in

to lore

the resources and stimulus of production.
The individual right, and the general in

jJiown what compensations the associated of the rights of Capital.
But we have been badly understood, or
proprietor will find in the increase and
On another side, the reader must expect from us some
stability of his fortune
the laborer, whose existence will be in- thing more touching these grave problems
eured and enfranchised, and who, thanks of the right to live, and right to possess.
to the productiveness of labor
For
associa
pretending to respect all rights,
tion, will soon become
we went no further than to ensure to the
proprietor him
self, will assuredly not hesitate to ac rich the enjoyment of his property justly
the legality of the rights of or unjustly acquired, without taking at
knowledge
what the laborer has

rious, and who in their legitimate
would

not dare

listen

fear of
to the

deeds.
man, then, whatever be his age

Every

and special destiny,

should

live without

fear of the morrow,

without

humiliation.

amply sufficient for
the necessaries of life, must be insured to
social

every

Minimum,

human

being from the day of his
By this alone

birth to that of his death.
can devotion

to order,

social

harmony,

all into consideration

We can not repeat too often, that the
stock or property of an Association
The
composed of two distinct elements

But let not our in
the world.
* These two fundamentalelements are found tained
not at
every where, even in the most ordinary instru tentions be misunderstood
pick-axe,
plough, this day and with the conditions which
ments of labor, such as
which are composed of the materials Inatural
so repugnant.
value) and making (super-valueaddedby labor.) surround labor and render
a

a

is

it

;

in

peace,

it

:

eternal

be established

and main

Capital,

is

for, both his interest and justice
will induce him to do so.

free.

A

fore,

it it

Itolder instead of landholder as

it

and who can say that we have earnings are attracted to remain in and
the legitimate rights of the become part of the general fund of the
by the certainty of giving
proprietor in transforming the mode of Association
share- permanent return or income to the pos
possession, in making property

and so forth,

Gilbert, Weber,

have you labored and

in

Moreover

and the right

is

sold or given freely.
The
right of each man to the exclu

:

;

of rewards,
of accumulation being ad
mitted, the interest of the laborers them
sive enjoyment of his past and present la
then maintained.
The common selves will induce them to recognize the
bor
right and the individual right are now re right of Capital, for unless the surplus
changed

legitimate

Providence?
Homer, Tasso,

is

perfect and the most imperfect work to be
appreciated and rewarded alike.

O

entirely independent titles,
which can be accumulated, ex

is

;

by

by

it

;
it
is

day,

shares,

in

the Capi

;

counterpart to this,

it
is

a

a

general abundance, remain shivering with
as much as to say cold
absurd
unjust,
garret, devouring bread steeped
tal (personal rights resulting from past that four hour's labor
equal to eight
tears, in order to acquire the right of
the world, to sweeten and
labors) although associated, remains pri that the lazy man deserves as much as enlightening
vate property
to require the most adorn the life of idlers, and to curse
represented as at this the industrious

But as
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A draped statue can be beauti
liberty.
ful, and can answer all the ordinary pur
limited
poses of a work of art ; witness Canova's
Still lip to lip. to cling for aye unto thee ;
Hebe ; and the Polymnia in the Louvre,
guarantee the necessaries of life to every
i madethy glances to iny soul a link —
And I doubt not that
an ancient work.
man, even in robbing all the rich, it is
i mademe burn thy very breathto drink —
ancient art would have given us more
My life in thine to sink.
not, we repeat, under seen circumstances
examples of this kind, if the moral deli
that we propose to introduce the mim- And therefore, as before the conqueror's glaive,
cacy had been equal to the genius that
to
take
one
So far froui wishing
I trust that Christian refine
Fjictj without itrifc .ubdued, the ready slave,
inspired it.
ment, breaking away from the trammels
penny from the rich, we intend on the So, when to life's unguardedfort, I CM
i.l' blind subjection to the antique, will
'hj gaze draw near and near triumphantly—
contrary to increase his fortune beyond
But at any rate,
supply the deficiency.
!
to
thee
soul
Yieldeth
my
Besides, we
bis most sanguine hopes.
the statues of Mr. Powers are entirely
Tiereforc my soul doth from its lord depart,
know well that the minimum, at this day,
She who walked
free from this objection.
bcousc, belov'd, ita native home thou art ;
in the bowers of primeval innocence, had
would only be a premium paid to idleness.
twina recall the linki they bore, . never thought of apparel — had not yet
Its establishment mutt then be absolutely Because the
Ajtd soul with soul, in the iweet kiss of yore,
been ashamed to find herself devoid of
subject to two conditions previously ful
it; and she is clothed with associations
Meets and unites once more.
filled : viz. Large increase in the general
which scarcely permit others to think of
—
me
dwells.
Ah, there thy gaze upon
"hou too
She is
the possession or want of it.
production, and the Organization of At
kndthy young blush the tender aniwer tells :
represented in this work as standing.
The examination of these
tractive Labor.
Yea ! with the dear relation itill we thrill,
Her left hand hangs negligently by her
important questions will be the subject of 5othlives— tho' eziles from the homewardhill —
side ; her right holds the apple ; and upon
the next chapter.
One life — all glowing still !
this, with the head a little inclined, her
Tribune.
countenance is fixed ; and in this counte
To be Continued.
blended, a
nance there are beautifully
meditation, a sadness, and an eagerness.
TO LACRA.
Magazine.]
[From the Union
When 1 first saw this statue, or model
THE MVSTKRY OF REMIN1SCENCI.
rather, the last of these expressions was
POWERS'S STATUES.
I said to the artist, " I see
Thii most exquisite love poem is founded on
nnt given.
BY DR. JttWEY.
the Platonic notion that souls were united in a
here two things ; she meditates upon the
pre-exiatent state, that love is the yearning of
I cannot easily express the pleasure 1 point before her ; and she is sad at the
the spirit to re-unite with the spirit with which
He said, "Yes;
of erring."
thought
„
„
it formerly made one — and which it discovers tave had in looking at these statues.
on the earth. The idea has often been made should be almost afraid to say how they j that is what I would express, but 1 must
I feared to have him
subservient to poetry, but never with BO earnest mpress me in comparison
with other ! add another trait."
and elaboratea beauty.— Evening Gazette.
The most powerful, cer- touch it ; but when I next saw the work,
works of art.
of eager desire was
Who and what gare to me the wish to woo tainly, of all the statues in the world, is ihat expression
thee —
That
gran- added, which doubtless fills up the true
.he Apollo de Belvidere.
Still, lip to lip, to cling for aye unto thee 7
If we descend
step lower and ideal of the character.
lenr.
1 do not wish to speak of this work in
have nowhere
seek for beauty, confess
Who made thy glances to my soul the link —
any general term of commonplace praise.
as in these works of Powers
ult
Who bade me burn thy very breath to drink '
to say, and in the The world will see it, the skilful will
his Eve, that
My life in thine to sink 7
have no doubt about
and
do not mean the judge of
Greek Slave."
As from the conqueror's unresistcdglaive,
ieauty of mere form, of the moulding of their verdict.
Flies, without strife subdued,the ready slave — imbs and muscles.
In this respect,
confess
Much as admire this statue,

and

wbea general

production

is yet so ' And therefore came to me

it would be impossible

"*« —

to

;

I

1

I

;

is

is

is

I

;

a

it

!

in

a !

;

is
it
!

it

a

if

it

a

in

by

!

I

;

is

;

is

a

is

i

a

;

if
in

in
a

!

! ! ;

in

a

a

I

I

?

it

that the Greek Slave interests me more
have spoken of the want of
deeply.
The form
sentiment in the Venus.
beautiful, but the face
confessedly in
clothed all
The Greek Slave
sipid.
sheltered, protected
over with sentiment
Brocade,
from every profane eye.
by
more com
cloth of gold, could not be
plete protection than the vesture of holi
For what does
ness in which she stands.
To be sold to be sold
she stand there?
A perilous posi
Turkish harem
to
tion to be chosen by an artist of high and
A perilous point for the
virtuous intent
artist, being
good man, to compass.
The highest point
all art.
What
To make the spiritual reign over the cor
in this
to sink form in ideality
poreal
particular case, to make the appeal to the
soul entirely control the appeal to sense;
to make the exposure of this beautiful
creature foil the base intimt for which
to create
loveliness such that
made
charms every eye, and yet that has no
value for the slave-market, that has no
were the loveli
more place there than
ness of infancy
nay, that repels, chills,
And
disarms the taste that would buy.
would
the success
how complete
the
the
in
licentiousness
fain assemble all
world around this statue, to be instructed,
rebuked, disarmed, converted to purity
the
it! There stands the Greek Girl
slave-market, with
charm as winning as
the eye ever beheld, and every sympathy
of the beholder
enlisted for the preservation of her sanctity
every feeling of
the beholder
ready to execrate and
curse the wretch that could buy such
;

is is

j

in

a

is

is

is

a

!

1

Weep for the god-like life we lost afar ! —
Weep ! thou and I ita scattered fragmentsare
And still the nnconqucrcd yearningwe retain—
High to restore ihe rapture and the roign,
And grow divine again.

!

Round us, in waters of delight, forever
Voluptuously flowed the heavenly nectar river
We were the master of the seal of things,
And where the sunshine bathed Truth's moun
tain springs
Quivered our glancing wings.

I

I

a

I

;

Oh y«s, I learned in awe, when gazing there,
How once one bright inscparatclife we were,
How once, one glorious essenceas a god
Unmeasuredspaceour chainlcssfootstepstrod—
All Nature our abode!

a

Yes, it it so ! And thou wert bound to me
In the long-vanishedhours eternally 7
In the dark troubled tablets which enroll
The I'ast — my Muse beheldthis blessedscroll—
" One with thy love
my soul ! "

I

Were once our beings blent and intertwining,
And therefore still my heart for thee is pining 1
Knew we the light of some extinguishedsun —
The joys remote of some bright realm undone,
Where once our souls were Out ?

is

Why from its lord doth thus my soul depart?
Is it because its native home thou art 7
Or were they brothersin the days of yore 7
Twin-bound both souls,and in the links theybore
Sigh to be bound once more ?

very likely that the Venus de Medici
superior to the Eve and the Greek Girl,
mean that complex character of
But
leauty, which embraces with muscular
work.
form, the moral sentiment of
fearlessly
And looking at this last trait,
ask any one to look at the Venus and at
the Greek Girl, and then to tell me where
the highest intellectual and moral beauty
moment's
There cannot be
found.
no sentiment
the
There
doubt.
not in
sit
She
Venus, but modesty.
uation to express any sentiment, or any
She has neither done
oiher sentiment.
anything nor
going to do anything, nor
situation to awaken any moral
she in
There she stands, and says,
emotion.
am all-beautiful,
she says anything, "
and shrink
little from the exposure of
—
Well she may. There
my charms!"
ought to be some reason for exposure
like fidelity to history as
besides beauty
in the Eve, or helpless constraint as
Nay, according to the
the Greek Girl.
true laws of art, can that be right
statue, which would be wrong, improper,
am so bold as
disgusting in real life
Art proposes the representa
to doubt it
tion of something that exists or may proand beautifully exist
life.
And
ferly
doubt whether statuary or painting have
any more business to depart from that
rule than poetry.
And suppose that an
Epic poem, for the sake of heightening
the charms and attractions of its heroine,
should describe her as walking
about
naked
Could
be endured
Nor any
more do
believe that sculpture, without
some urgent cause, should take
similar!
is

So, when to life's unguardedfort I see
Thy gaze draw near and near triumphantly—
Yields not my loul to thee ?

it is

it

I

it,

is

in

1

it

1

a

is

that
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a

is

it

it
is

I

it

;

is

;

a

I

I

a

it

if

a

it

is

if

is

It

is

I

in

it,

it

a

it, it
it

it

it

if

a

is

if

it,

it

a

a

it

a

in

a

in

it

I

is
a

in

;

by

is

!

;

a

is

j

in

is

I

it

;

I

I
in

it,

is

It

is

I

I

I

I

it

is

P. S. Since writing the above, friend
has called
to inquire about the "Pro
tective Union," his attention being called
to
the article in last week's paper
he says some of our grocers have taken
that ar
exceptions to the prices quoted
ticle, especially the Tea, as there
number of qualities of Hyson Tea.
procured some Young Hyson Tea yester
day (Tuesda^ purchased of one of our
most popular grocers, by one of his cus
tomers, and saw the price paid for
on
his book, which was filty six cents per
pound, and on trial with an equal quanti
of ours, the cost of which
thirtyfour cents, (per centage added will make
cents,) our Tea was pro
thirty-six
nounced vastly superior to the other by
those who knew nothing why the experi
ment was being tried, anil wljn are con
noisseurs
such matters too
how dors
that tell, Messrs. Grocers? nearly sixty
better artiele
per cent, saved, and
You ran try tiie experiment yourselves at
" fair play."
all we ask
any time
it

is

a

I

a

a

I

is

it

;

it

it

a

I

it

is

a

Does not the fact that man is endowed
with affections — with the passions or
attractions of Frienship,
Love, Familism — imply that he has a right to choose
his friends, and to enjoy their society ;
to be united to the one in whom alone he
can complete his being, and become an
integrality ; to a permanent home, where

it

Does not the fact that an
QUESTIONS.
all-wise Providence has given to man a
physical organization,
imply this other
fact, namely, that he has a natural right
to every thing that is necessary to give
that organization a healthy development,
and preserve it in a sound state ' If so,
are not millions deprived, by the institu
tions and arrangements of " Society as it
is," of some of their rights?
Does not the fact that man possesses
intellect, imply that he has a right to
whatever is necessary to develop it and
satisfy its wants ? If so, is he not de
prived of his rights in being debarred, as
the great mass of mankind are, from the
means of a true and complete education '

is

I

I

by

it

I
a

A TRUE SOCIETY will substitute for
that state of Isolation in which we now
live, Association of Families, for our free
in trade and industry, Co
competition
which
operation, and for the Antagonism
prevails every where, UNITV OF INTER
ESTS.

a

material is recommended to all unpopular
authors; for their books, if printed on
electric paper may perhaps go nil'.

'

chemist at

if

A

a

a

SHOCKING EXPEDIENT.

ty

is

in
a

it,

tective Union store is immense, and that
the benefit accruing from
to the mem
bers, will
measure compensate them,
(so far as dollars and cents are con
cerned,) for the smallness of their ways.
The next thing to be considered
the
quality of the articles, as the question
often asked
the uninitiated, " are the
articles as good as can be procured at the
answer
grocer's at the prices quoted."
will mention one
yes, and often better.
or two facts.
One of our members, soon
after our first purchase of goods, bought
pound of Young Hyson Tea, paying,
believe, thirty-five cents for it.
He had
previous to that been paying at the rate
of sixty and sixty-five cents per pound.
he found
greatly superior
Upon trying
(both in strength and flavor) to that he
had been paying the high price for
thus
he got
better article twenty-five and
cents
pound cheaper.
thirty
will
mention one other.
A person (not
few weeks
member) came into the store
since, while
was present, and wished to
see some of the same quality of tea.
was shown him.
He took small parcel
of tea, for which he had paid forty-five
or fifty cents per pound, out of his pock
et, and upon comparing them no differ
ence could be seen, but when tasted, our
cheap article was pronounced the best;
he examined other goods and inquired
their prices.
Suffice
to say he
now
member of Division No. 11.
believe
understood
that
arti
pretty generally
cles that can be, are adulterated, either
before or after they get into the hands of
not they have been
the retailer, —
Is not an inferior article
greatly belied.
of tea often mixed with
good, and thus
Does not coffee
palmed off as the best
of peas when be
often get
sprinkling
ing roasted and ground, and then sold as
Is not sperm oil mixed with
pure coffee?
an equal quantity of common whale oil,
and sold as
Are not
superior article?
sugars adulterated in the same ratio, and
so on to the end of the chapter?
have
never seen these things done, but have
frequently heard of their being done.
do not pretend to be
judge of sugars,
teas or oils and do not know as
should
be able to detect the fraud, but in the arti
cle of coffee my nose does not deceive me,
do in the neighborhood,
working as
where they roast and grind it.
have an
opportunity of testing the ingredients of
which
am
Although
composed.
must confess
opposed to the use of it,
that the odor of coffee, when roasting,
anything but disagreeable, and when the
pure article
undergoing the process
snuff
up and enjoy
hugely, but when
the grocer's incense to mammon (burned
peas) arises, my olfactory organs give ev
;dent symptoms of
desire on their part
to quit the premises.
We do not coun
tenance any such cheatery as this
the
Union."
"Protective
Why should we?
None can be benefited by
and " hon
the best policy."
esty (in all cases)
a

A

Berlin has manufactured an electric paper
more explosive than gun-cotton.
This

there should be -any such article ns
" Division," would
peas brought into
be sold as such and not as coffee.
But
a grocer sells
mixture of the two,
don't imagine he sells
fot peas, or a
mixture, but the pure article itself.
So
much for adulteration.
But there
not in qual
another consideration for
ity only, but in weights and measures
a saving
there
we frequently
hear
new members say, upon having their jugs
and buckets filled, and on being told that
the quantity ordered would more than fill
them, " that they never before dud any
in making
them hold
that
difficulty
ih.it if
amount,"
showing conclusively
the grocers weights and measures are just
heard
stated
right ours are too large.
few days since, by an individual who
he remains in the city, that
will join us
he had frequently weighed articles after
purchasing from grocers, and found they
fell short, one and two ounces, in the
If they carry on this business
pound.
will not take
great
very extensively,
will
while to " feather their nests."
relate a liule incident as told me by an
old lady with whom
formerly boarded.
her
barrel of flour
She had oidered
it,
on
was
grocer,
bringing
obliged to car
down a flight of stairs to get into
ry
She thought he handled
the kitchen.
as
was not very heavy, and upon ex
seems
amination, after he had gone,
that the grocer thought the inspector had
allowed too great weight and had reme
himself, for upon putting
stick
died
into
would find the bottom without
She ordered
sent back,
much help.
one of Mrs. Caudle's bless
and with
These are but two out of many
ings.
instances which might be cited
proof of
do not
short weight and measure, but
mean to be understood that Lowell
the
practiced.
only place where this
the snme all through the country in a
Our " Union"
greater or less degree.
a member
stop to al! this, for
puts
was ever so much disposed to play the
" crab game," he could not do without
being detected, there are no dividends
and
either to induce him to do
light
served to one,
weight and
poor article
to all, so that he would not be
gainer either way.
Every thing must be
conducted
straight forward manner,
for we arc bound together by mutual in
terests, and when one member suffers
felt through the whole Division. — p.

it

{From the Voice of Industry.]

PROTECTIVE UNION. -NO. II.
It will be seen by every candid person
that the saving made by trading at a Pro

it a
is

Hi' -\ lady of title, long notorious as a
speculator, was last week declared a de
faulter to a considerable amount.
In the
her
language of the Stock Exchange,
"
a. lame duck."
The mat
ladyship was
ter was arranged just before account day,
the noble spouse of the lady having prob
ably cured the lameness of his duck.

If

a

he can dwell in the bosom of his family,
with no fears of being obliged to see that
family scattered over half the globe to
seek a living which cannot be found at
If so, is there not a terrible
home?
wrong somewhere * — Voice of Industry.

1 a

creature ! There she stands, with a form
less voluptuous than the Venus de Medi
ci, but if possible more beautiful to my
eye ; manacles clasp her wrists and a
chain unites them ; her head is turned
aside a liule ; and then her face I cannot
describe it — I can only say that there is
the finest imaginable union of intellectual
beauty, touching sadness, and in the
upper lip, the slightest pussible curl, just
enough to express mingled disdain and
The thought of a fate seems
resignation.
to be in her face, and perhaps nothing
could better bring to its climax the touch
ing appeal of innocence and helpless
ness.
I will only add, that Mr. Powers's
work seems to me to be characterized by
a most remarkable simplicity and chasteness.
Nature is his guide, to the very
letter.
No extravagance, no straining
after effect, no exaggeration to make
things more beautiful ; all is calm, sweet,
The chasteness in these
simple nature.
statues is strongly contrasted with the
usual voluptuousness of the antique, and
it is especially illustrated by the air of
total unconsciousness' in the Eve and
the Greek Girl.
This is a trait of delica
cy, in my opinion, altogether higher than
the shrinking attitude and action of the
most of the antique statues of Venus.
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Hunger by thousand tables; savage life 'mid
thousandschools ;
Hera are human hearts to frame anew — Be
think you of the tools.

is

a

I:
-

a

who had, in so kind and Christian a man
ner, watched over the afflicted lady.
The
cousin withdrew forthwith from his con
gregation, asserting at the same time that
she would let him know she wasn't any
But hark ! another voice is up, and pompously
body's servant! — SK. Louis Reveille.
it booms
From well-spread tables, easybeds,and trimly
furnished rooms.
In
hotel here, says the Trinidad
" 1 am
Respectability; things must not go on so ; Spectator,
man named Drum
bar
His friends call him "SpiritThere 's nowhere I can drive my gig, but some keeper.
stirring Drum."
thing calls out wo.

in

in

a It is
is
a

is

in

a

A

is

in

is

It

,

a

is

is

a

a

is

a

a

is
a

a

in

is
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

in

in

a

;

a

it

in

by

a

in

by
a

a

it

is

is

in

;

!

;

;

a

is

;

it

:

1

I

!

a

:

Whereon chimes in big Bumbledom, " You're
right, my worthy friend
Tia time this stuff aud nonsense were brought
unto an end.
OUR FLIGHT WITH RUSSELL.
There's the Union Workhouse for the poor —
Up, up, my Lord John Russell — 'tii a fair night
you should see how we have broke 'em
for a fly —
Into temperanceby short diet, into industry by
B« thou a new Cleophas — a new Asmodeui I !
oakum."
Come, clutch my cloak — and throughthe smoke
But hark! that hoarse and hollow voice — 'tis
together let ui mark
from Newgate cell —
The life of London, huddled 'ncath the blanket
" Be silent, heartless blind
worms — different
of the dark.
tale tell;
The moonlight falls on fair St. Paul's, on the I've wrestled
crime for centuries, and feeble all
Abbey grim and gray ;
feel,
Lo ! the lamps, like fiery serpents, go winding Though my bones are bones of
granite, and my
far away ;
ainewshammeredsteel.
Or, like glow-worms, scattered, twinkle and
" Ye little wot how
hard and hot the tide of
wink up from below —
crime flows ever
But 'tis not to gaze on this fair sight that
How
laughs my Canute-talk to scorn, and
through the night we go.
mocks my stern endeavor
Not a builded brick, or stone, or stick, on those How law
aghastaside cast before the fearful
wide acres thrown,
sea
But bears a tongue within it — hath a language Which makes
plaything of the scourge, and a
of its own ;
toy of the gallows-tree.
In street and square and alley bare, with its
" Call Mother
Church to help me let Saint
growth of human seed,
School do all she can
Is a great book spread beneathus— Look down,
Give them child-crime to fight with, and leave
my lord, and read !
me the full-grown man,
In steeples upward springing read prayer struck Or soon
the evil saps my walls, and downforth
into atone;
will ye fall,
In prisons barred and bastioned read crime and
iMaster Bumble, Sir Respectable, gig, mace,
curse and groan;
cocked hat and all "
In lighted West-end houses read mirth and
The stern sounds cease,the stars look peace on
warmth and show ;
the streetsso still and gray —
In foul St. Giles's hovels read squalor, want and
And now to Downing Street, my Lord, with
wo.
what appetiteyou may
There's a homily — hark to it. 'Tia the voice And
bethink you of the Lesson of London read
of Saffronhill,
aright,
" I suffer, how I suffer from
my freight of human When, with Punch for guide,
you listened to
ill !
the Voices of the Night.
All is filthiness without me; all is ignorance
Punch.
within ;
I ache with cramps— I shake with dumps— Oh
the warmth of glorious gin ! "
STOOD ON HER POSITION.
The follow
ing circumstance, which occurred recently
And now for proof — off goes a roof — is that a
our community,
the greatest example
house or hive ?
of an assertion of position that we have
Each bed's a room, each room a town, so ever
heard of.
A divine — we need not
packed and yet alive !
say who, suffice
that he
an eminently
Lo, the maggot lift of London! And that good man of our
city — called recently to
hopeless,haplesshorde,
see
sick lady belonging to his church,
In foulness bred, in foulness fed, is work for baid lady had been very
kindly attended
you, my lord i
during her illness,
female cousin,
who was also a member of the same con
Another and another, and the sight is still the
gregation.
The
minister prayed with the
same;
afflicted one, and being cognizant of the
Suffering that knows no solace, and sin that
kindness of the cousin, he besought the
knows no shame.
Lord,
his prayer, to bless his servant,

CHAPTER ON HUMBUG — THE STOCK
JOBBING QUACK.
What
complex at
does this good
mosphere of artificiality
world we live
We have
present.
heard of the age of gold, and the age of
bronze — ibis
emphatically the age of
brass.
the great succedaneHumbug
um of the day.
science
itself —
the one great art,
knowledge of which
compensates fur ignorance of all others.
Under its rule, bad fathers and husbands,
become excellent public philanthropists.
who, too conscious of their
Bankrupts,
own weakness to lake the management of
their own affairs, become financiers, and
manage the affairs of .others.
Hypocracy, unwhipt of justice, preaches morality,
when
would be better employed in ad
Pertness as
ministering self-castigation.
sumes the credit of wit — prudery of
modesty, and yet the complacent world
turns round on its unmoved axis, nowise
shocked by the surrounding
In
folly.
times long past society presented two dis
tinct classes, the oppressors
and the
The numeral division
oppressed.
still
the same.
now, on the one hand the
knaves, on the other, the fools.
Quack,
Quack, Quack.
Three ducks
argent
sea of azure, are now the
floating on
only arms furnished by the Herald's Col
lege of modern civilization.
He who
starts with them emblazoned on his shield
may drive triumphant
over the course.
But wo betide him who enters the arena
of life. without them. He will find him
self
the mire at the starting post.
Of all the Quacks who infest the city
of Boston, the Stock Jobbing Quack de
serves especial notice.
He flourishes in
State street, and
frequently some ruined
tradesman, who, having failed to prosper
the usual progress of small gains,
ambitious of making
sudden fortune by
He
speculation.
first
dealer in the
"
street where
chan ;'er$ most do congre
gate," without
local habitation or
name.
He aptly acquires the habit of the
market, becomes stock-puffer
to some
noted house and makes himself generally
useful.
He
heavy bidder at the
Board, and the green ones think there can
be no harm
little of what
purchasing
he purchases
great deal.
The uninitia
ted little imagine that he
mere decoy
duck
the will o' the wisp, who leads
them to ruin through
All
quagmire.
his bids are for the ear, to entrap the un
Later
life the Stock Jobbing
wary.
Quack acquires capital, and notoriety,
disdains drawing
the traces and sets up
on his own account as
bull or bear.
We happen to know
gentleman of this
sort, who commenced life
shaver of
beards, but having
soul above lather, he
dabbled
little in fancy stocks — made
lucky hit, and now cuts
dash.
His lady
indulges
carriage and villa, gives
parties and looks down upon her betters.
Her worthy spouse patronizes literature
subscribing to some half dozen period
by

's

;

I

is,

" Then your
sanitory meddlers, all agog for
drain and sewer —
For my part, all I know
wish the drains
were fewer
Poor folks will throw things down 'em — as for
unwholsome air,
know our street extremely sweet, and that's
ail my affair."

I

RESTAURANT OF AMAZONS.
A famous
dining place in the Passage de /' Opera at
Paris has turned out all ita male waiters,
and substituted, in their place, females
costumed in riding habits. As the French
paragraph
expresses it: — "The Res
taurant des Amazons owes its new title to
the dress adopted by the °wc-on of the es
tablishment, lesquels garcons sont des de
moiselles."
The paragraphist makes him
self gallantly humorous over this progres
sive step of female industry, declares that
" the way it is served is a 'warrant for the
tenderness of the beef steak — that a cus
tomer will order many more dishes for the
sake of calling oftener upon the welldefined figures and charming waves of
TOWS of buttons that attended upon his
call — and that he would suggest but one
improvement, viz : that, like the pages of
the Emperor
who did their
Sigismund
service on horse-back,
the Amazons
'
should, ' wait in the saddle, and bring in
the dishes on a canter." — Home Journal.
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icals, and becomes a perfect Mececnas by
having the whole family of the six per
cents immortalized on dingy canvass by
some itinerant limner.
He is a devoutly
religious man and a great respecter of the
Visits churches twice
proprieties of life.
on the Sabbath — attends prayer meetings
and subscribes to the publication of tracts
for the enlightenment of the unfortunate
wretches of Ann street, and the innoculation of sobriety and self denial, during the
intervals of his feasts over turtle and
If our friend prospers, he
champaigne.
will no doubt, die a respectable man, and
the Board will wear crape at his decease.
obituaries, particularly if he
Newspaper
has been an old subscriber, will record
his virtues.
The reverse of this, however, often
happens to the Stock Jobbing Quack.
His avarice of gain being founded on no
of finance, he
philosophical
knowledge
rushes madly into wild speculations, gets
cornered and ruined.
Instead of biting
others, he now gets bit, and becoming
often, in a fit of desperation, a curious
imitator of other people's chirography,
sinks into a victim of the law, and ends
his life within the Academic shades of
some public institution, built expressly to
accommodate people of too imitative pro
pensities. — Chronotype.
WAGES OF LABOR.
It is curious to
look at the difference in the rewards of
labor.
A sempstress in our large cities,
earns two or three shillings for a day's
hard labor ; an opera singer often gets
from five hundred to a thousand dollars a
night; and Jenny Lind, for her last dis
demanded
engaged nights in England,
five
thousand dollars — a sum which
would require ten years of the labor of a
mechanic to earn at ten dollars a week.
There should be differences in the emolu
ments of human exertion, but not such
differences as these. — Yankee.
[Translated from Le Siecle.]

COURTING

AND

CARDS.

One of the dangers at Ostend moat to
be guarded against are the professed gam
blers.
During the seasons of the carni
val and lent, these knights of the green
cloth keep themselves at Paris ; but when
summer comes they scatter themselves
all over Europe.
They follow the fash
ion, and tread in the footsteps of its gild
ed votaries; they navigate, at full sail, in
all the maritime and mineral waters of
This year these birds of prey
Europe.
have spread, in large numbers, over Bel
gium.
They have already made some
great strokes ; they speak of a Russian,
who was pillaged, in a single night, of
two hundred thousand francs, and who
paid it the next day, apologizing
for
having made them wait.
In these water
ing places, where these hells are under
no regulations, the inexperienced are ne
cessarily exposed to being plundered by
Two or three have been taken
•harpers.
this year in the very act.
They have
been driven away, but there are enough
left to hover over the shipwrecked in the
stormy nights of lansquenet.
One of
these Greeks has recently been the hero,
or rather the instrument, in a recent ad
venture at Ostend.
Just at the com
mencement of the bathing season, there
arrived an English lady, mature in age,
and possessed of a great fortune.

Her wealth had come to her late, and
that explains how it chanced she was not
married.
But she sought to make up for
lost time, by marrying according to the
wishes of her heart, which had inclined
towards a yonng gentleman of twentyfive.
All other aspirants had been dis
The ma
carded, thanked but dismissed.
ture young lady was only willing to lis
ten to the youthful
and handsome Sir
But, unfortunately, the youth
Edward.
ful and handsome Sir Edward would have
nothing to say to her, and little suspected
the flame he had kindled.
How could
he suppose that a Miss of forty-five wjshed to have him for her husband?
The
fortune of the lady did not tempt him, for
he had recently inherited ten thousand
pounds sterling, and he felt himself rich
enough to pass his youth in gaiety and
freedom, prepared to enlist only under the
banners of hymen when he reached the
age of reason, or the end of his ten thou
sand pounds.
His frugal and economical
habits drove the aged Miss Anna to des
pair, for she would have been glad to
have seen him ruined and poor, as in that
case more likely to he tempted by her
wealth.
She had come to Ostend, be
cause she knew that Sir Edward
was
there.
Her attacks, however, met with
no more success there than they had at
London,
Bath,
Newmarket,
Brighton,
and all the other places where she had
followed
the indifferent
She
youth.
could obtain from him nothing but cold
She in vain displayed before
politeness.
his eyes the riches she possessed.
His
manner seemed to say, what do I care ! I
am satisfied with my present ease.
Seeing that ordinary means met with
no success, Miss Anna resolved to have
recourse to a snmewhat eccentric expedi
ent.
She was a lady of spirit ; she was
possessed both of audacity and imagina
tion.
The expedient could not fail.
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" You must then win all his
sharper.
money ; you must induce him to play up
on his word of honor, and you must lead
him on until he has lost his whole fortune,
ten thousand pounds."
The blackleg
was stupefied.
He reflected a moment,
and said : " I understand, I will win his
ten thousand, and then share them with
you?" The haughty Englishwoman re
pressed a motion of indignation, and re
plied in a disdainful tone : " No you will
"And is this the
keep it yourself."
condition upon which you consent not to
"Yes, but reflect well upon
ruin me?"
it.
1 insist that Sir Edward
shall be
If you leave him
completely stripped.
the smallest balance, these letters con
cerning you shall be made public." —
•;
You shall have no reason to complain
of me."

On the following day the dinner came
off. The champaigne was drank ; the
parties engaged in the game ; and before
the night was over, Sir Edward ifad lost
It was then that our En
every thing.
glish lady appeared to advantage ; the
young man, now ruined, opened both
The first, it is true, were
eyes and ears.
not charmed by the personal attractions
of this Anna, but he listened with com
plaisance to the detail and the amount of
her wealth, which she offered with her
It was an affair of three millions.
hand.
The age of the bride disappeared, and
the absence of personal charms was am
Sir Ed
ply atoned for by such a fortune.
ward accepted, and the wedding has just
—
been celebrated.
Boston Atlas.

IEP A small party of Germans, who
have resided for several years in St. Lou
is, have left for Northern Wisconsin,
to
found there a colony on the Socialist prin
ciple of common property and interests.

General Zaramba had
A DISCLAIMER.
a very long Polish name. The king,
having heard of it, asked him goodhumoredly — "Pray, Zaramba, what is
" The General immediately
your name?
repeated the whole of his long name.
an irresistible player, winning whenever "
Why," said the king, " the devil him
and whatever he chdse.
had
Nothing
" I
self never had such a long name."
occurred to betray his true character, and
should presume not, Sire," said the Gen
Ostend considered him as an honest play
" as he was no relation of mine."
er, when our English lady found him and eral,
"
said to him :
I know who you are ; I
There is a
TAMING EXTRAORDINARY.
have received positive letters in regard to
Here are copies of them.
you.
You little girl, of six years of age, a daughter
see I can ruin you."
The blackleg turn of Mr. David Thomas, who lives on the
ed pale — he saw that he was at the mer borders of the pond, which supplies water
cy of the lady, but at the same time, the for the Furnace Works at Weare River,
cunning knave saw that she had some who has a most wonderful control over a
thing to demand of him, and that she class of animals hitherto thought to be
was only trying to frighten him into untamable.
For a year or two past, the
can ruin you," resumed little girl has been in the habit of playing
granting it.
the marrying lady, " but I will spare you if about the pond, and throwing crumbs into
the water for the fishes.
By degrees
you will consent to do me a service."
The fellow had expected this, but he was these timid creatures have become so tame
the commencement. — as to come at her call, follow her about
with
delighted
" Speak, madame," said he, " I await the pond, and eat from her hand.
A
your orders." "Do you know Sir Ed gentleman went down there, a few days
" Yes, madame." " He does since, with his daughter, to see the little
ward ?"
At first the
not often play, but he does not dislike it. creatures and their mistress.
You must make him play." " I should fishes were mistaken and came up to the
" Will you then surface of the- water, as the gentleman's
like nothing better."
go to the hotel des Bains, where he dines ; daughter approached, but in a moment
there get up a discussion wherein you they discovered their mistake and whisked
shall be in the wrong ; propose a wager away from the stranger in high dudgeon.
of some bottles of champaigne, which Their own mistress then came up and
you shall lose; make Sir Edward drink, called, and they crowded up, clustering
and when his head is heated, you shall about her hands, to receive the crumbs.
" That is our She has, besides, a turtle or tortoise,
lead him off to a game."
This creature lives
usual way of proceeding,"
replied the maimed in the leg.
These

things

took place a month ago.

There chanced then to be a Greek here
in Ostend, one of the heroes of that na
tion — a clever chief of the Hellenic con
federation.
He was a master of masters,

"I
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in the pond, and seems to be entirely
under the control of the little girl, obey
ing her voice and feeding from her hand.
We have just returned from a visit to the
pond, and have seen the little bright-eyed
girl sporting with her obedient swarms of
pickerel, pout and shiners, patting them
on the head, stroking their sides and let
She
ting them slip through her hands.
has her favorites among them.
A pout
which has been marked on the head in
some way, and the turtle we spoke of, are
A mure beautiful
remarkably intelligent.
instance of the influence of kindness and
Lions
gentleness can hardly be found.
and tigers have been subjected to man,
but this instance of domesticating fishes is
as novel as it is interesting. — Hingltam
Gazette.
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a great variety of subjects, talk learnedly
of a few distinguished names, are great
in title pages, and will expound to you
all the mysteries of science, from popular
summaries in the latest reviews.
That
for men of their

is enough

genius, and

cannot

see Dothing
ples;

to them Fourier is only a charlatan,

Briancourt

a transcendental

the

Associative

whole subject too obscure to be studied.

obscurity

Still another
incapable

class

have

made them

of comprehending

rigmarole in the most
of scientific princi

demonstrations

America

selves

but

are p ro

of labor ; they

lucid

that social science presents diffi
culties not* to be overcome without great
intellectual activity, they pronounce the
finding

at the plans which

get

posed for the organization

whole

France,

and

moon-struck

a

philosophers,

the

tenebrific

and

mystic,

School

both

in

company
who rival

of

doctors

in

of the

dark ages.

Still, we do not deny that many excel

any

ideas which

are presented in a form dif

lent individuals

ferent from

those which

without any fault of
There are, no doubt, reasons
for this in the nature of the case.
It is

they regard

the exclusive moulds of truth.

as doctrines

may find the Associative

obscure,

They are their own.

of fixed intellectual habits.
They have always jogged on in the old seldom, for instance, that an original dis
family carriage, they are familiar with coverer in science possesses the faculty of
every stone and every rut in the road, and giving a luminous, popular exposition of
they have no notion of giving in to any his doctrines.
A man who dwells habit
of these new-fangled inventions.
They ually in the region of profound thought,
can no more understand a modern loco
intent on the analysis of truth, with
motive, than Peter Pindar's sovereign powers almost preternaturally alive to the
could comprehend
how they got the perception of principles and the conse
the slaves

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,
contempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression,a
gambling spirit In 'trade, reckless adventure,and
commercialconvulsionsall tending to impoverish
tke laborerand to renderevery conditioninsecure.
Relief is to come,and can only comefrom the new
application of Christian principles, of Universal apples into a dumpling.
To them, every quences which they involve, and somejustice and Universal love, to social institutions,
new term in science is an abominatiun. times even dazzled by the brilliancy of
lo commerce,to business,to active life.
Da. CHANNINU. They read over the books they loved his own discoveries, has rarely the gift
when young ; the past, in their view, is of transparent expression, and will be
OBSCURITY OF ASSOCIATIVE SCIENCE the sole depository of wisdom, their brain unable to communicate his ideas, except
The complaint is not unfrequently put one would suppose, is literally petrified, to those who place themselves in an intel
and we must not condemn them with vio
that the language of Associationlence, for their perplexity at statements,
ists is so obscure, that it is next to impos
sible for a plain, common sense man to which are presented as novelties.
They
obtain a clear conception of their doc could no more pursue a different course,
forth,

trines

and purposes.

It

may be worth

than the man hobbling

on crutches could

while to say a few words in regard to this dance the Polka.
But by far the greatest number of those
point, for we confess, in our opinion, any
unnecessary want of clearness is as great who complain of obscurity, are men with
an offence against good taste, as an undue out sufficient earnestness of purpose to
fathom the depths of any subject which
•ecretiveness is a violation of morality.
The complaint proceeds from different lies beyond the sphere of their own
The large class of persons immediate, personal, material interests.
quarters.
who are incapable of patient reflection, to They axe quick enough to spy out the
They
any considerable extent, will of course, chance of making a good bargain.
can detect, with the quickness of a hawk,
regard any scientific exposition as shroud
They are the the most favorable spot for the acquisition
No change in the markets
gentry who speak of mathematics as stu of plunder.
No shade of
pid, history as a great bore, and every escapes their vigilance.
kind of philosophy as fit only to produce difference in the value of stocks eludes
a doze after dinner.
They will tell you infalli
They roll up their their eye-sight.
ed in absolute darkness.

leaden

eyes

in

infinite

astonishment

at bly

where

money is to be made, unless

lectual state, identical

with or analogous

The process by which truth
is communicated is usually the reverse of
that by which it is investigated.
The

to his own.

one is by synthesis, the other by analysis.
It is a rare felicity of genius, which com
essential for both pro

bines the powers

The mind,

cesses.

accustomed

to

de

subject in the consuming
of thought, to reduce it into its

compose every
crucible

primitive elements in order to detect those

of the most delicate and evanescent na
ture, and ever on the watch for some new
manifestation which is visible only to the
most intense vigilance, will seldom pos
sess the skill to reproduce the scattered
fragments which it has made, in their
original

integrity,

the living
ty,

which

glow,
are

and present them in
and beau

symmetry,
essential to

ular reception.

their

pop

It required the masterly

which requires a moment's they have an interest in keeping their illustrations of Plato and the lucid sim
Every thing plicity of Xenophon to make the wisdom
pronounce such a discourse as knowledge to themselves.
•Mr. Marsh's recent profound oration at in the sphere of traffic is clear to them as of Socrates the property of the world.
No subject connected with that, Had the Athenian
sage undertook to
Cambridge intolerably tedious, and go to light.
any remark

thought,

sleep over all literature above the produc
tions of the enchanting Professor Ingra-

is too deep for their penetration, or too
for their subtlety.
But the

complicated

The only reply to critics of this moment you lay before them a system for
calibre is that shockingly unpolite speech the benefit of humanity, and demand their
of Dr. Johnson to some cavilling objector, attention to the principles on which it is
" Sir, I am bound to provide you with founded, the proofs by which it is sus
tained, and the results which it promises,
arguments, but not with brains."
There are others who suppose that the they are taken with a sudden headache,
heights and depths of all knowledge are their sight grows dim, and they cannot
to be explored by intuition,
and that understand the alphabet of the science on
whatever cannot be comprehended at a which you wish to enlighten them.
They
ham.

glance, is so obscure as not to be worth
investigation.

can

never be made to perceive that the
is not a visionary ; they

They skim the surfaces of social reformer

write

a popular

ples,

he

compend

probably

would

of his princi
never

have

gained the distinction for clearness whichHis sharp and subtle
he now enjoys.
analytic power enabled him to place every
man with whom he conversed in the path
to truth ; but the synthetic

exposition

of

as a whole, demanded
philosophy,
endowments of a different
j intellectual
his

I order.

Immanuel

Kant was not intelli-

to the learned world, until his system was diluted in the expositions of his
disciples ; and if Fichte, Schelling, and
gible
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Hegel have gained any currency beyond
the smoky walls of the German Universi

is no easy thing to detect the subtle laws

Civilization.

which are at the foundation of this fleet

Not comprehending

ty, it is owing to the popular eloquence of ing, variegated, and impetuous phantas
" the great Eclectic," Cousin, rather magoria of social life. They cannot be
than to any talent of elucidation which discovered without the nicest observation,
'
Sir Isaac nor comprehended, when explained, with
they possessed themselves.
Newton
Maclaurin,

is still

read in Pemberton

and

and the sublime investigations

of La Place are brought before the scien
tific world by Bowditch

and Mrs. Somer-

ville.

The same is true,
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out concentrated reflection.

It was claimed

by Fourier, that he had arrived at a deep
into the mechanism of nature,

er insight

had been gained by previous ex
plorers, — that he had penetrated into the

than

Simplists

ever reason thus.

the

whole subject,
they fix their steady aim on one particu
lar object and with surprising power and
innocence they magnify it into a matter

of overwhelming importance, demanding
of us all our love or all our hate. Now
all this horror of the encroachment of
capital in the system of Fourier, is sim
ply the bugbear of a mind ignorant of
what that system really
gard to the distribution

professes in re

of profits.

An
of out the Universe, — and that hence he understanding of the subject would leave
Charles
Fourier.
he com could describe the organization of society no room for apprehension of the mischie
Although
manded a style of rare energy and pas which alone is in accordance with the vous working of the principle of award
sion, singularly
varied, picturesque and nature of man and the purposes of God. ing dividends to capital in Association,
but produce only a conviction of the jus
piquant, which gives a charm to his afflu His analyses of human nature, his inves
ent pages, such as few writers possess, tigations of the cardinal springs of hu
tice of the principle, and the necetsity of
he cannot be considered a master in the man action, and his descriptions of a cor applying
it.
But the " retribution
of
art of composition.
For himself, he responding order of society, are distin profits " in Association is too profound a
often expressly disclaims all title to that guished by the highest degree of philo
problem to allow of a popular solution,
He labors under the magni sophical acumen and profoundness. They so as to make it plain and satisfactory to
character.
tude of his conceptions, and finds no fit certainly cannot be brought down, to the those minds which incline to the negation
language for the expression of his princi
level of the superficial, trivial intellect, that denies all the rights and claims of
He makes no use of the common which refuses to give them the attention capital to compensation.
ples.
Nor can it be
places, which many writers handle so which it bestows on the construction of a understood, indeed, by any, short of a
dexterously, as transitions between what watch, or the architecture of a Chinese profound study of Social Science, and a
is original in their own views, and the Junk.
knowledge of other problems with which
average tone of public thought.
He has
Various
In the remarks which we have made, it is connected and identified.
none of the tricks of adaptation, which we would not be understood to intimate statements have been made by different
considerable

extent,

undoubtedly,

to a secret of the laws of Harmony

through

of the writings

give a limpid smoothness,

an insinuating,
oily attraction to the philosophical works
of so many of his countrymen.
Hence,
the reader, on first being introduced to

that there is anything peculiarly

pression, harshness of phrase, and start

lar treatises on Political Economy,

ling illustrations,

chology,

difficult writers on Association,
approximative^
but these
or repulsive in the principles of Social correct in their explanations;
have been made rather with reference to
Science, or in the writings of Fourier.
On the contrary, we know that this is not popular perception and the adaptation of
his writings, is tempted to lay them aside the case.
The resolute thinker will find the principle involved, to existing condi
in despair.
He finds them filled with all no greater embarassment here, than he tion, and a transition form of Association,
sorts of technicalities, quaintness of ex
than strictly according to the scientific
would in the study of most of the popu
which seem to rise, like

a thicket of thorns, in the way of further
Not that Fourier is to be com
progress.

or Natural

Science.

Psy
No doubt,

he would meet with obstacles in the out

formula

of Fourier — which,

only entirely applicable

in fact, is

in a perfectly

or

ganized Association, in conjunction with
tlte harmonic action of tlie Passions.

set, but nothing which may not be over
of the
many of the come by a strenuous will.
We would Hence many misapprehensions
most eminent writers in the German lan only protest against the absurdity of the question of Capital in Association,
have
guage, or with Carlyle and Emerson in flippant criticisms, which are made on the naturally arisen in the minds of persons
pared in this respect with

English. And even when his language productions of the Associative School by
is the most abrupt and rugged, he exhib
men who have not given them as much
its a masterly strength, a depth and force thought in their whole lives, as they daily
of conception, which must command the bestow on the price current, or the most
admiration of all but the most superficial milk-and-watery concoctions of the popu
readers.
With these characteristics as a lar novelists.
writer, it is no wonder that the charge of

suspicious of the power and the malig
nant influence of the abuse of Capital.
The erroneous ideas upon this snbject

have been complicated and confirmed too
the various expedients of those ill-

by

prepared attempts at Association, several
of which have failed to arrange the rela
tions of Capital and Labor.

The writer
of the communication in the Phrenologi
moved by the popular expositions which
The AMERICAN PHRENOLOGICAL JOUR cal Journal, seems to have received his
from
always follow the discoveries of a great NAL of the current month, publishes a notions of Capital in Association
thinker.
Thus far, for the most part, communication on Association, the prin this last named source ; but we are sure
the peculiarities of the master have been cipal object of which appears to be the he is indebted to nothing but his own mor
reproduced in the commentaries of his demolition of the odious feature in " Fou- bid imagination for the prospective evils
disciples, and we still need, a plain, syn-j rierism," as it is called, of giving to cap exhibited in his alarming calculations.
thetic work, expounding the principles of ital a dividend.
The principle that Capital is entitled to
This, our Communitist
social science in a manner adapted to the ' opponent argues is totally inadmissible,
a share of the profits derived from its use
facile comprehension of the general mind. j and he enters into some alarming calcula
in combination
with Labor, has been
We do not suppose, however, that the ! tions of the enormous accumulations of too often insisted upon and too well es
science of Universal Unity, as set forth j capital at compound
interest, showing tablished in this paper, for us to make
in the system of Fourier, can ever be that in the process of time it must mo any re-statement at the present time, and
mastered without the exercise of vigorous nopolize and eat up all the property of this would be the best course short of a
and persistent thought, any more than an Association and rob and oppress the complete solution of the problem of "Re
the science of Music or Mathematics.
It laborer as much or more than it does in tribution of dividends," which is imprac
obscurity

should

system.

Nor has the difficulty

be brought

against his
been re
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ticable, to show the folly and ahsurdity of to plan a social government adapted to two or three unpropitious seasons follow
know art and science,
all communist arguments against the prin
those passions and the satisfaction of all each other.
stimulated by Acquisitiveness,
will soon
wants?
Would not that be an impious
ciple.
double and quadruple the productiveness
In our opinion it would, of all tillable land but even that will not
We will make an extract, however, supposition?
from the communication
referred to, for and we believe what Fourier has so elo supply the enhanced consumption consethe purpose of appending a few remarks : quently and religiously inculcated, that a quent on the increase of population, and
the great inquiry will be, What shall we
"Of Fourierism, however purged, I wise and good Creator has provided a burn? How shall we sustain life?
"
Social
Code
for
mankind,
the
application
We
nearly despair; and in looking about for
part answer.
Economy mifst
a substitute, I see nothing but the Shaker of which will ensure his entire happiness must fiirt.
This, Association
greatly
Thus, wood
system, adopted by Rapp, at Economy, in here and hereafter, and that if the system facilitates.
expensive,
and coal unwholesome,
and to allow, as
Pennsylvania, and Bimeler, in Ohio; and
propounded by Fourier is not this divine
now, any considerable proportion of the
we cannot dispute its permanency wher
ever practiced, nor its having created su code, our duty then plainly lies in a earth's surface to be occupied by raising
believing implicitly in the wood for burning or building, will deprive
perfluous wealth at Economy and Zoar in search for
few of the means of existence,
less than thirty years, with very small promise of Christ, " Seek and ye shall not
do. Now, Association will
means to commence with.
Is this, then, find, knock and
shall be opened unto which will not
'
Must
the race be
enable us to save nine-tenths in lumber
the true system
you."
—
and fuel
thirti
come extinct with the first generation
probably twenty-nine
less than
Divine
Social eths — because the fire now used for
Nothing
after isolation ceases to furnish members
Must knowledge be Code, which we believe Fourier has dis cooking for five families of six each
for Association ?
confined to writing and a little arithmetic,
(thirty persons), judiciously applied, with
covered and given to the world, will satis
as
men
as soon
get leisure to pursue it
every facility for cooking on large scale,
our aspiration after
Social Reform,
thousand
?
must
could be made to cook for
with renewed vigor
And
Asso
any persons.
A similar economy could be
ciations be based upon a little religious and we have no faith or hope
an
Nor do we place the least confi secured by heating all the rooms
superstition ? These are the conditions other.
at dence
with one fire.
This
of membership with the Shakers,
any social reformer whose con immense building
I need not say
would proportionally economize the time,
Economy and at Zoar.
victions do not all rest on this elevated
of women, now wasted in
that all this is a violation of man's nature,
especially
He can have no Faith other cookery and
platform.
and that Phrenology requires the legiti
building fires, but required
Sim
wise.
He will live only in speculative for educating herself and children.
mate exercise of all his faculties."
ilar instances of economy, Association
The cool presumption with which some illusions, vacillating as they successive
furnishes throughout all its departments.
" Fouriervanish,
despair, from one weak ex
people talk of what they call
must, therefore, ultimately become the
ism" is amazing. They have hastily pedient to another. The faith of faiths order of society.
" But men must associate to live and be
belief
the existence of
read a few paragraphs in the writings of with us,
No such
happy — not to make money.
Associationists
under the bias of their Divine Social Code
The editor of the Phrenological Jour thing as personal capital must be known,
prejudices, or witnessed, perhaps, a few
else
will breed that green-eyed mon
of the sublime practical illustrations of nal has added some remarks to the com ster which will effect their ruin.
Every
which
munication
of
his
correspondent
have
the doctrines which
been made in
one must be practically
considered an
in
also
The stronger and the more skill
equal.
New York or elsewere, and we will briefly notice. He
Western
ful must be willing to labor for the com
the fear of capital,
forthwith
they deem themselves fully fected with
mon good, not for personal superiority,
favorably disposed to Asso
competent to pronounce an ex catliedra though he
and give into the treasury of the public
immense
econo
on
account
of
its
ciation
!
the
system
upon
judgment
good whatever they produce over and
He says
above those less able or industrious.
One would suppose that the writer here mies.
That great precept, Love thy neighbor as
was really a friend of " Fourierism,"
" The principle of dividends on capital, thyself, must be length, breadth, height,
his hard array of arith
notwithstanding
however small, will blow to atoms every depth, inside, outside, middle, ends, su
metic against its crying sin and a sly hint Association founded upon
or incorpora
perficies, solids, all and all of Associa
And
ought to be thus. tion, else
will perish with the using.'
since he only " near ted into it.
at " licentiousness,"
principle exists in the human soul,
But then, if a Associations must be formed with ends Such
ly despairs " of it.
almost infinitely above pecuniary gain, or and
But very few are so
practicable.
friend, what an exalted idea he has of
they will fail, just as surely as the laws imbued with its spirit as to adopt it, but
Social Reform, when he can see nothing of mind remain unchanged.
will ultimately be so far developed as
" Fourierism presupposes that an im to be put into practice and when so,
but the Shaker system or some other
necessary to start with, of itself will beget and perpetuate Asso
ascetic form in which men have endea mense capital
and that this cannot be had without
good.
and effect incalculable
ciation,
vored to escape from and protect them
LOVE,' — the greatest good of the great
prospect of heavy dividends, and so labors
selves against the abominations of society, to make
profitable INVESTMENT. est number' — with these for the foundation
It is Now, to be either permanent or useful, and superstructure, will Associations be
as a "substitute for Fourieriam."
good.
this low and grovelling view of Social every Association must begin as the new multiplied, and effect incalculable
swarm of bees does — with nothing, ex This will obviate our friend's difficulties
Reform, which is the rank and vile blas
Without this divine love,
cepting just enough of necessaries to last effectually.
phemy of the world, common alike to till they can be re-supplied.
No immense they are insuperable.
In phrenological
but language,
the complete ascendency of
requisite in the beginning
professing Christian and boasting infidel. building
What if " Fourierism " is not the true the true system of Associative architec the higher faculties will render Associa
ture will allow addition after addition to tion incalculably promotive of happiness,
system for reforming society ? What if
be made, according to the wants of the and as enduring as the hills; whereas,
it is filled with false principles and vices? Association, yet allow the entire structure, any undue predominance of the propensi
—
itself, ties will blast all efforts to establish it."
If it is only a lie, let it fail and die in in all its stages, to be complete
that case it will do so.
But shall we as in the case of the honey-comb, the
coral reef, etc.
Here are presented undoubted truths
turn to the little plans of men for a " sub
" Two things interest me deeply in
" Shall we
and gross errors and misconceptions.
stitute?
profanely conclude Association, only one of which
will now
hard to separate and define the truths
that the Creator of the Universe has mention.
Before many centuries, the
The very positive prom
formed man and left it to his wisdom to problem will become one of momentous and the errors.
number live ises about the fatal effects of dividends on
decide upon the organization of his social import, How can the greatest
Sooner
happily on the smallest means?
capital, may be allowed to pass with the
relations?
Shall we suppose that a just
than we suppose, our earth will be filled
rest on the same subject, without special
and benevolent God has created an with in up, edibles become scarce, and consump
But the Editor only asserts
case refutation.
finite passions and wants, but neglected tion outstrip production, especially
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a truism of our own parentage

when he production of the earth to the needs of its scraps from our
inhabitants, and not leaving them to the
only remains

must be formed

Associations

private correspondence.
to speak of our move

It

"

says that
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horrors of famine or the tender mercies of ments from thenceforth.
above pecuni
economist,
and he does great injustice to some Malthusian
Until we reached Rochester, we regard
political
himself and us by the implied charge that whose plan would be to starve out the ed our efforts as measurably successful,
"pecuniary gain" is the great end pro paupers and prevent poor people from and In: prospect before us as really en

with Ends almost infinitely

"

or being given

marrying

marriage.

couraging

;

It is a primary
posed by Association.
the
and important end unquestionably,
production of wealth in Association, (not

in

i

ary gain ;

but there the faded glory of

" disastrous twi
" upon our cause, that we could not
light
We congratulated
SPIRIT OF TRADE.
There
hearing upon Association.
the individual appropriation of it,) just the Ne'o York Mirror in our last paper get
as the preservation of the health of the on its conversion to " Fourierism."
At had jnst been very sudden expansion of
body is a primary and important end in the same time we expressed the paternal ideas in that city, upon the objects of the
National Reformers, and we were invited
the being of a single person, but not, wish for our
neophyte, that
piomising
The would
to address the citizens, upon the freedom
therefore, the highest end in view.
faith,
the
and
not
steadfast
prove
of the public lands, the " inalienable
life of the soul is above that of the body ; fall into the
paths of the "backsliding
diseased,
is
and
very
neglected
but if the body
heifer," which was such
scandal to the homestead," &c. which we did to
Just so do old
deserves to be said,
the life of the soul suffers.
But
must not be large audience.
prophet of Israel.
few families of
we consider the health and life of the too
Let
not " tear however, that there are
tempestuous, either.
and
every way
devoted,
Collective body as essential to the life of its
intelligent,
passion to tatters," in denouncing the
in Ro
the soul it contains ; and as wealth or atrocities
the " Civilized
of
Order." worthy friends of Association
cordial home with
We found
capital is the blood or vital principle of Such remarks as 'the following
nn the chester.
one of these families, who have had large
this material organism, we are solicitous character
of modern commerce are
al

a

in

it

a

it

It

a

a

in

it

a

a

four Phalanxes shed such

speculation,

given

at

off

hand,

which doubtless appeared to its author to
be a legitimate

deduction

and analogy.

Principles

without
lead

a wide

one astray.

survey

from principle
and analogies

are very

apt to

The mistake in the

present case consists in overlooking the
past career of the human race on the
earth and applying the principle of analo
gy drawn from the life of the bee, to a

secure the election

" The

Universal

of nation between

spirit of trade
necessarily the
would be absurd
spirit of gambling, and
the
to say to
gambler, why did you not
retire from the table when your pockets
was not to fill his
were full, because
pockets that he went there, but to enjoy
When
the excitement of the game.
merchant who possesses a handsome for
tune, well secured, runs into hazardous
and by the employment of
speculations,
his capital and credit raises the price of
the necessaries of life far beyond their
actual value, and seeks to enrich himself
making thousands suffer, he takes the
gambler's chance, and when he meets the
gambler's fate he has no right to expect
anything but the gambler's sympathy."
it

demonstration

scientific

and the ill-timed

essays of empiricism.

We learned much of the alleged causes
of failure in the Clarkson and other of
which, by the way, were
in
an act

these Phalanxes,

said to be rather the want
corporation,

than

harmony.

But

of

a

would

a

But it is a ran

tunate exemplifications.

"if

Rough and Ready."

by

The idea of commencing an Associa
of bees begins a hive,
" with NOTHING, or just enough of neces
saries to last till they can be resopplied,"
is rather fanciful and it has some unfor
tion as a swarm

dom

bish,

"

undervalue the Spiritual.

to the doctrines of
Unity, ever to lose their inte
want of discrimi
rest therein, through
and too much devoted

of

prominent at

tention, and not because we overlook or

experience in an attempted experiment in
Association, but who are too intelligent

a

Material side of Association

the spirit of Fourier, but the Mirror must
abstain from all his " transcendental rub

it is

spicuous consideration in forming Associ
ations.
For this reason we give to the

together too extravagant, and can be par
new
doned only to the red-hot zeal of
To be sure, they are quite in
convert.

it

to protect and provide for it by just meas
ures, even at the risk of making it a con

of means or internal
whatsoever

the

cause

may be, there can be no doubt that the
failure of those ill-starred Phalanxes, has
prejudiced the public mind to an undue
and deferred the hope of our
New Yorfe.
cause throughout Western
degree,

Our opponents are ready to count up with
windy zeal every such failure in social
they as carefully conceal
from the public the undoubted success of
the Ceresco and Trumbull Associations,

reform, whilst

IN NEW YORK.
the hopeful condition of the North Amer
— Whilst yet suf ican, and the still more flourishing state
The race did begin its fering with the fatigue of our recent lec of the Ebenexer Community near Buffalo.
body of mankind.
the
for our cause as
career precisely like a swarm of bees, tures in the State of New York, we
Unpromising
and they have collected much honey or proceed to lay before your readers what field of labor
New York from Roches
no more inviting
material wealth in their hive, and this appears to us to be the prospect of our ter westward, there
they are entitled to and require in just cause in (flat State.
We shall premise soil for the sower than that of the Central
Ononfor their future welfare. — this report
proportions
Cayuga,
saying that our tour could and Eastern counties.
Thus the analogy is good and complete.
and Madison
daga, Oneida, Courtland,
be at most but one of observation.
The Editor of the Journal has started was so extended, and the time allotted to counties, offer greater inducements for
a very important inquiry upon population, us was so short, that we could stop only labor, than any other section of country
but he has not answered it by any means.
of equal extent that we know of. Wher
whole county
whilst
few days in
this portion of
The economies of Association, as vast was by dint of pertinacious effort and in ever we have lectured
body of persons commencing a career in
age instead of to the whole

EDITORS

it

in

;

a

a

It

by

is

in

is

Messrs.

:

OUR PROSPECTS

the present

tor, who, in forming the planet and man
kind upon
has most probably establish
ed some occult social law which shall

but are also readier

it,

regulate

the tendency

population,

proportioning

to an excess
the capacity

of

it

must be also said, that in almost all

those places we found several intelligent
and earnest adherents to our cause. Your
readers

have

been already

informed

of our course as far as Rochester,

if

uot
the State, we have had invariably,
numerous, at least good audiences, both
as regards numbers and respectability.

;

and valuable as they are, do not meet the quiry, or by mere accident, that we found
question of over-population.
This ques friends to co-operate with us in our labors.
tion must be solved on higher grounds. We visited not more than two or three
The shortest answer is to refer the matter places where there were any friends of
to the wisdom and goodness of the Crea
but
Association known to us beforehand

We have lectured much among the far
mers, who

than any other class of hearers whom we
The few friends of As
have addressed.

of sociation

by some

are not only very intelligent,
to receive the trnth

privileged

whose
to

acquaintance

make,

during

we

were

our

tour
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The League j our ideas, which is, that they have unithrough this part uf the State, are mostly j emancipation of the slave.
farmers; and they are farmers too that takes a truly intelligent view of all parties, furmly given us their hearty aid in obtainare men.
Throughout our whole tour we and perceives the general tendency of all ing audiences, and havn without excephave had the most efficient aid in obtain

reforms to a unity.

ing a hearing, and have had more solici
tations to lecture than we could have

ing idea of the League

Indeed it is the lead- j tion pressed us to visit their respective
to form a political ! neighborhoods, and lay our principles be-

party upon the basis of universal and pro-

fore their

fiiends,

and many offered us

They have seen the ; letters of introduction to their prominent
" of the i members
total fallacy of the " one ideaism
We
the State.
throughout
They see the existence of are sure that the right spirit actuates
any abolitionists.

complied with in two months of leisure.
In Oneida County, an early and devoted

gressive

reform.

friend stands ready to accompany
one of our lecturers throughout the whole

other social and political evils besides that these men, and that if the Associaiionists
region of Central New York, to introduce of chattel slavery, — evils which must be are true to their cause, these our friends,
him personally to the people, and to do absorbed conjointly with slavery, in order i will not be long behind us in the advncarehe may in aid of the work of: that emancipation may be in any sense a j cy of an integral and constructive
We have good reason to ' boon to the slave. They perceive that ; form.
propagation.
In conclusion we will say that we are
know that there is no man better qualified with emancipation
the negroes may be
subjected to the most intolerable oppres- j greatly encouraged at the prospect for
by an intuitive perception and apprecia
whatever

of the doctrines of Social Unity, by i sion, — to the tyranny of land monopoly, labor in New York, not only because
address and an unquenchable of tariff imposts, of social caste and of ; the various popular movements referred to
enthusiasm, to render essential service to partial legislation, — that they may be j are in progress there, and which can

tion

a happy

our cause in that way, than the friend in
question.

In his immediate neighborhood,

there are numbers of worthy

and gener

ous people, who are awakening through
his instrumentality to an earnest interest

denied the elective

franchise,

the privi

free migration.

of citizenship and of ence of Universal Unity, but also because
They feel that the busi- there is more equality of fortune and so-

ness of reformers is not with one class of; cial position among the people than there
is in New England, — there is less of
evils merely, but with
whatever!
infests the universal order, well-being,
caste, of sectarian and religious intoler-

social

in that cause, the spirit of which has for
Hence they
years so deeply imbued his own feelings. and harmony of society.
They have lately formed an Affiliated advocate the freedom of the public lands,
Union there, of which you will have au in limited quantities, to actual settlers, —
thentic notice in due time.

I

cannot forbear

remarking

here, that

never be finally nettled, except by the sci

leges of education,

the inalienable homestead, — free trade
and direct taxation, — the abolition of sla-

it will seem to me inexcusable, if the very, intemperance, and war, and thespirit
of caste and favoritism in legislation, and
Executive
Committee of the American
Union do not see that the generous offer the indiscriminate
extinction
of secret
of our friends in Syracuse, and this of societies.
We hail the call of our friends

ance, and consequently, less of rigid conservatism to oppose any new thoughts foi
human goud which may fall from heavei
among men, and in addition to all this,
there are the means to aid and a spirit to
I use them in any cause which
real good

to humanity,

the recreancy

promises

notwithstanding

and corruption

of parties

that boast of their love of popular

rights,

a hearty re
heartily accepted, in the spirit in which sponse, and we think they will soon per
they have been made ; and will it not be ceive, that the evils against which they
are banded, are rather the symptoms of
equally a shame if the friends throughout

whilst they sacrifice them to personal
There is in New York a strong
ends.
love of democracy and a broad and ac
tive spirit of reform.
It is to be earnest

than the root of the di
They are but secondary causes ;
There are certain popular movements effects of the violation of the primordial
now in progress in New York, and which law of Nature ; the law of Unity.
We
are attracting much attention, that will hope our friends will soon sec that a
of classes, communities,
give a peculiar appositeness to any labors reconciliation

ly hoped that for the six months to come
there may be one lecturer constantly in

our friend in Westmoreland,

are fully and

for a unitary

the country do not help the Committee to social

the means of complying

with them.

sease.

disease,

reform,

with

that State.
expended
wealthy

may bestow and nations can only come from a concili- Madison,
Discussion upon the
of their respective interests.
Solties.
Anti-Rent question cannot be evaded, and ! long as Capital and Labor antagonize
which

the

upon that

Associationists

State.

its final settlement

will lead to the adop

with

And our firm conviction

that such efforts would
among
farmers

the

is,

be most itsefully
and

intelligent

of Cayuga,

Oneida,

Onondaga and Courtland

Couu-

Yours, truly,
WENDELL.

each other in production and con'
" HOSTON SOCIETY ron THE AIDOF Distion of far more comprehensive measures sumption, so long will the war of protec- ;
The .Na tion and free trade be waged ; and so CHARGED CONVICTS. Tbis Society whose
than is at present anticipated.
are augmenting
their long as labor has to subsist by a system objects we have heretofore mentioned in
tional Reformers
terms of approval, is advancing quietly
numbers and moral and political force, of competitive wages, so long will tem and
and has already pro
successfully,
at
the
same perance, freedom and virtue, be bartered duced gratifying results.
with astonishing rapidity,
As it is in con
time that they are coalescing with or for bread.
We are sure that our friends stant need of support, however, from the
the Anti-Rent move of the Liberty League have yet one im cumin unity, and depends for continued
rather absorbing
success upon public favor, we are glad of
ment, and infusing wisdom and loyalty portant question to settle, and that is the
an opportunity to give again some infor
Wherever
these ques question of method in reform.
into that party.
The mation of its objects, methods, means,
tions are before the people, Association
This is furnished us in the
method of reform has hitherto been em and results.
communication
from a well
following
ists can generally obtain a hold upon pirical ; should it not rather be scientific?
'
informed source : —
their understandings and sympathies. — and will not the first proposition be that
" The Society has nothing to do with
But the movement which promises most of the organization of labor, in unity and
Prison Discijitinc.
It leaves the whole
of all to the cause of Association, is that co-operation with capital?
Knowing, as management lif thn
prisoners while suffer
of the Liberty League, which constitutes we do, the character of the men who ing the penalty of the law, to those to
the progressive party amongst the aboli
form the Liberty League, we shall trust whom it belongs.
It takes the convict
kindly by the hand when he puts off bis
tionists.
At the head of this League them to answer these questions.
stand Gerrit Smith and that portion of
We have this acknowledgment to make prison dress and leaves the prison gates,
and endeavors to confirm him in the good
the abolitionists of New York who have to many friends of the League, for the resolutions
which he may have formed
been foremost in love and labors for the hospitality which they have extended to for reformation.
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always

We take the above from the Boston Daily
as an interesting description of
the efforts of a modest Society, the aims
of which are certainly of a very laudable
character.
Few movements of modern

Is

thus?

Will

abyss of

in this

Shall

heartlessness and the vilest lusts?
we

and our

house-keeping
that

"

be able so to arrange

never

our

store-keeping,"

wiil be few temptations

there

if

and

a

haply

it

foredoomed

man

from Eternity to welter

crime,
Advertiser,

have just

who

weak

to

brother

should

fall into temptation, no gracious
and benignant influence would be wanting
for his recovery?

The statement which we have extract
of
moreover, the superiority
benevolence are more congenial with the the Law of Love to the gripe of force.
claims of philanthropy
or the spirit of We see it in such isolated instances as
ed shows,

it,

Indeed, we here find an these, when they are brought to our no
Christianity.
advance on the injunction of the Gospel, tice.
Men are willing to acknowledge it,
which directs us to visit the sufferer in when they are compelled to contemplate
prison, while the servants of this Society such striking illustrations of
in individ
the criminal

of their

hospitalities

to share the

household

hearth.

ual cases.

When

Attraction

will they learn

that

the grand law of universal

is

actually invite

;

it
is

It is strange that government should con Harmony
that
intended as the foun
the restoration of the offender to dation of tree society, and that every
society and virtue as an object of so little organization which leaves
out of view,
It guards the pub
practical importance.
as false as
system of astronomy,
and property by all the ap
paratus of grand jurors, judges, consta
bles, executioners, dungeons, and grated
cells, but considers it no part of its func

which

should

attempt

to regulate

the

of the planets by the power

movements

of steam

?

lic morality

a

is

it

sider

tion to aid the man, on whom it has laid

ers
every one knows the character
the paper, and with all Associationists,
least, the name of its honored editor

of
at

is

of his term in prison, will be led to the
commission of new offences, that will en
sure his speedy return.
Is it not worth
the attention of government to look after

a

It

THE NEW YORK TRIBUNE.
its heavy retributive hand, in the attempt
to become a good citizen.
Every body
seems to us very much like
work
knows that there are nine chances out of of supererogation to commend the New
ten, that the criminal, on the expiration
York Tribune to the notice of our read

a«

The op
of
principle than the preventive of further calling especial attention to The Tribune,
crime ' Hut no, it seems this would be
one which we avail ourselves of with
too flagrant a violation
of the sacred the greatest pleasure.
A new volume of
of individualism.
Government
rights
the Weekly has just been commenced,
must take care not to interfere in the gen and at
time when events of
public na
eral scramble.
It might thus soil its ture are about transpiiing of unusual in
noplumes of state and lose something of the terest and importance.
Certainly
Journal in the United States surpasses
prestige which now entitles it to rever
ence.
Is it possible, O friendly reader, The Tribune
its means and facilities of
its

fallen

children,

even

on no

higher

as

household

a

familiar

now

portunity

word.

presented,

however,

a

in

a

vision

which

makes no public pro

for a want like

society, brotherhood,

this?

upon

all

information

early and reliable

obtaining

topics

come within

which

Call you it circle of newspaper discussion

a Christian

the

— and in

(

that you can regard that as a true social
organization,

commu

central

can

power

is

;

the

is >

these days what are those which do not?
do — in every department its machinery
nothing to help a fellow man in the hour thoroughly
systematized and complete
of his most imminent need, but must and conducted as the paper
in the
when

nity,

leave the succor, which
to his salvation,
tion

of private

may be essential

to the uncertain
charity ?

opera

spirit of
lence,

broad and enlightened benevo
fine and elevated taste, a

with

a

is highly desirable that the same kind
is given to convicts dis
charged from the State Prison should be
extended to the unfortunate creatures who
are coming out almost daily from the
House of Correction.
The Society is
trying to establish a temporary HOME for
women who leave that prison, and who are
disposed to lead better lives.
Nothing
can be conceived more sad and wretched
than the condition of some of the poor
creatures who are turned out upon the
world penniless, houseless, friendless, and
even worse than that, — hopeless.
Every
decent house is closed upon them ; virtu
ous people turn from them in fear or dis

comes of the poor devils

got loose from the penitentiary.

a

"It

of aid which

gust,- and no door but that of the brothel
is open to them.
" Doubtless many of them might be
snatched like brands, from the burning,
and we earnestly hope that the Society
may be enabled to open for them a House
where they may find temporary refuge,
and receive friendly council, and be fur
nished with employment
until suitable
situations can be found for them."

;

But the Society has little faith in
preaching and exhortations without prac
tice ; and it endeavors to give the convict
actual aid and assistance.
It has an
Agent, an active and benevolent man,
who receives a small salary, and devotes
himself entirely to the aid, comfort and as
sistance of the convict after his discharge.
He visits the State Prison frequently, and
makes the acquantance of all prisoners
whose sentence is about to expire.
A
few days before a man is to be released,
the Agent goes to him, and invites him to
make his house his home, until some
honest employment
can be found for
him.
" Some accept this invitation with curi
ous incredulity ; they can hardly believe
there is any body in the world who cares
for them, much less that a respectable
family will open its doors to them.
" They go, however, and are received
with frankness and kindness, and treated
with perfect confidence.
Criminals who
have lived the lives of ruffians, — whose
hand was against every man, and who
supposed that every man's hand was
against them, enjoy, for the first time in
their lives perhaps, the company and con
versation of a virtuous family.
They sit
at table as welcome guests ; they unite in
family devotion ; and they lie down under
the same roof with their unarmed and
unsuspecting hosts.
" Yes ! the very man whose name in
spires terror; against whom every door
and window in the city is carefully locked
and barred, lies down and sleeps peaceful
ly every night in the midst of his family,
not only doing no harm, but ready, if need
be, to ward nil any that might be offered.
It is a beautiful exemplification of the
effect of kindness ; it does what bolts and
bars, and dogs and watchmen, and arms
even cannot do — it takes from the heart
of the robber all disposition to steal or to
harm ; — he loves those who have shown
him kindness and treated him with confi
dence, and whoever else he may injure,
he will not injure them.
"The Agent makes it his business to find
some employment for these men, either
at the trade which they learned in prison,
or at some other work, and he is general
Since the first of January,
ly successful.
quite a number of discharged convicts
have been received into his family, and
have remained there upon an average
from one to three weeks.
They have
been placed at honest work, and most of
them are still doing well.
" Others have been assisted by the Soci
The experiment has
ety in other ways.
therefore been thus far successful, and
though the Society has no funds, and
relies entirely upon the contributions of
the benevolent, it will go on, confident of
being supported.
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is

"

No doubt, on noble candor and uncompromising

the principles which lie at the foundation
of oar present social fabric, the interests

hones

ty, with taleutand learning that do justice
to all subjects under discussion, and with

of commerce are of more consequence than the most unexampled industry on the
the reformation of a criminal, a money
part of the principle editor, The Tribune
bag has higher claims on legislative wis
unquestionably stands at the head of the
dom than a map, and as long as capital
ists are so provided for, that they can
double

their

wealth at least

years, it is of little

importance

every

five

what be

American

Press.

In expressing
dispassionately,

this

opinion

without

we

speak

the least partial

bias, simply with reference

to the merit*
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else.
It is our deep conviction that the' learn that this distinction
essential to
time predicted by holy men of old when; canonization in all cases.
We
may ex
1
every man shall sit under hii own vine ;
talked
moting the best interests of the commun
pect then that as soon as Foutier
'
and fig-tree
ought to be near at hand in
The habitual reader of The Tribune a country so free and fertile as ours, and of on " 'Change," the Transcript will be
ity.
cannot fail to give to every number a that earnest inquiry and unselfish effort come one of his devout worshippers.
Whether
the' Nor will
be the first time that modern
hearty welcome, as well on account of will hasten its coming.
means that seem to us most feasi- :
the varied and interesting character of its precise
Christian
has found his religion in the
ble, or others, shall ultimately be found
contents, as the earnest tone and high best adapted to effect the melioration we temple of Mammon.
purpose which continually
pervade and j care not, so that tlie end be fully ob
For our part tained.
lEF We still send the Harbinger to
preside over its columns.
"
com- several
,T"E ff*nm* WiM1endeafvor
papers from which we get no re
we consider the Daily indispensable, but
mend itself to all classes of readers by
We never ask
for distant readers we arc sure the Semi- the fullness Of its intelligence as well as turn of the compliment.
Weekly or the Weekly will be found
Mhe ftirness of its discussions.
With this an exchange, and never refuse one but
for pro

and an instrumentality

;

a j :

J

'.o

a

it

is

telligence

is

of the paper, as a medium of general in

are nut intent one Assistant Editor will remain
at Washington
the Session
of!
during
Congress, giving daily reports of sayings
and doing in the Houses ami elsewhere
The main features of the publication two European Correspondents will trans
are set forth
the following extracts mit us regular dispatches from the Old
World
while
no expense
will be
from an editorial notice just issued
the earliest and
grudged
procuring
" The commencement of New Vol most reliable information from all parts nf
the world.
Reviews of New Uooks of
ume of our Weekly and the approaching
new Congress, closely t!ectded interest and selections Irom the
assemblage of
balanced in the attachment of its mem- Popular Literature of America and Eubers to one or the other of the great Po- rope ""ll be frequently given, with oceasional reports of Public Lectures of high
litical Parties which divide the Country,
shall be our first object
impel us briefly to address the public. character; but
fair and full picture of the
The fact that, through the ensuing Win to present
real
varied
at intervals
world,
exonly
ter at least,
large measure of attention,
especially among the readiim and reflect- cutsions into lne realm of the ldeal'
"f
are
terms
t"°
paper
ing class, will inevitably
be withdrawn
_ ".The.
(nr the
Five Dollars per annum
for the
from personal and local matters, from the Daily
pursuit of gain and the perusal of light Semi-Weekly Three dollars per annum,
literature
so called,
appropriately
and or Five Dollars for two copies; and for
per annum.
fixed on National
concerns and ques the Weekly Two Dollars
tions of the loftiest import, naturally Subscriptions to be sent to
GRELLEY and McELRATH,
the expectation that journals
suggests
154 Nassau Street,
like THE TRIBUNE will he more eagerly
New York."
sought and more widely read through
the year 1648 than
either of the three
receding.
IT? We are happy to find that the
" The Tribune
widely known
as
New York Mirror has received an acces
hoping and laboring for improvement
sion to its subscription list and advertis
the Social Relations of Mankind — for
gradual transformation which shall secure ing patrons by the demise of the Gazette,
to every person born
the world
place the organ of Nativism
in New York.
to live,
thorough practical Education,
With increased prosperity, may
contin
to work, and
opportunity
certainty of
ue to speak prose consciously, as
con
the fair and full recompense of his Labor,
has long done without knowing
fesses,
and these not by purchase or on suffer
ance, but as the natural rights of human it.
an enlightened and Christian
beings
community.
Among the means essential
ID3 We have received the City Item,
to the accomplishment
of this Social
new paper just started in Philadelphia,
we esteem,
Emancipation
LAND
REFORM which shall throw open the Pub
which smacks strongly of the /os/er-falic Lands to actual settlers for cultivation ther of that elastic
department of litera
without price, and limit the area of Land,
ture, although no name
announced.
which any one may henceforth acquire
be preserved from all the dreadful
and 2. INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION, or the May
union of many families
the cultivation accidents, abominable weather, tightness
and ownership of one spacious Domain, in the
money market, " treasons, strata
with the prosecution of many branches
and spoils," which
records with
gems,
of Industry thereon, all conducted with
such unrelenting glee.
the wisest economy of labor, guided
the highest Industrial
Science.
Doubt
less, the general realization of such
"
has been justly remarked that the
change
yet far off, but the path of Hu
illustrious Chum-Chang-Fo, although
man Progress
tends thitherward,
and
not the town-talk
true Social condition, whenever realized, great man in Pekin,
We have not yet en
will be one which guarantees Education, of State street.
rolled
him
or
either
Fourier among the
Land, Labor, and just Recompense to
and shall be about
each individual, no matter how humble saints of our calendar
as
to
extend
that
likely
little civility to
or destitute.
Although the space which
the one as to the other."
we can devote to such topics
necessari
limited, we shall never cease to feel
So says our sprightly neighbor of the
lively interest in all efforts to improve
Boston Transcript. We knew very well
the Social condition of the disinherited
classes,'
whether
called slaves, serfs, that none but saints or angels were the

we shall feel obliged

to all who

to reform

our

list

dropping all papers from which we do
not hear during the present month.

j

;

'

fortunate enough already to be subscribers
to The Tribune.

by

most valuable visitor

j

NOTICE.

THE following publications, from the French
School, may be had at W. H. Graham's book
store, Tribune Buildings, New York, and at
Crosby and Nichols', No.
Washington St.,
Boston.
The Works of Charles Fourier, vols.
Muiron's Apercut tur let Precedes Induttriels.
Considerant's Theory of Natural and Attrac
tive Education.
Considerant's Exposition of the Phalansterian
Theory.
Considerant's Immorality of Fourier's Doc
trine.
Considcrant's Theory of Property.
Paget's Introduction to Social Science.
Cantagrel's Fool of the Palais Royal.
Pellerins's Life and Theory of Fourier.
Reynaud's Solidarity.
Tamisier's Theory of Functions.
Dain's Abolition of Slavery.
Hennequin's Love in the Phalanstery.
Besides these, large numberof Phalansterian
pamphletsand almanacs can be had at the same
beautiful engraved portrait of
places. Also,
Fourier price, g2 50. Any of the volumes of
Fourier's works may be had separately.
a

a

6
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something

j"

or

town-talk

of State street,"

but we now

a

GENERAL AGEN TS.

GEORGE

DEXTER,

30 ANN ST., NEW YORK.

JOHN B. RUSSELL,
GAZETTE

CINCINNATI,

OFFICE.

HOWARD MEEKS,
BALTIMORE.

PRINTED AT T1IE BROOK FARM
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a

;
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a

is
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farm-tenants,

Is published simultaneously at New York and
Boston, by the AMERICAN UNIOB OF Associ*TIONISTS, every Saturday morning. Office in
New York, BURGESS. STRINGER & Co., No.
222 Broadway; in Boston, CROSBY & NICHOLS,
111 Washington Street.
TERMS. — Two Dollars year, or One Dollar
for six months, payable invariably in advance.
Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
BCT Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
Offices. No. 222Broadway, New York, and No.
Washington St., Boston. Price. Gt-4 cents.
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by

it

in

is
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hirelings,
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a

ASSOCIATIVE WORKS OF THE
FRENCH SCHOOL.

;

is

THE COMMITTEE OF THIRTEEN, on the sub
ject of
practical experiment of Association,
will hold its second sessionat the time uf the
meetingof the Executive Committee, as above,
'n Boston, on Monday, the llth of Octobtr.
W. H. 'n •,',-, -,,., Chairman.
BOSTON,Sept. 14, 1847.
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NOTICE.

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of th« "Ameri
can Union of Associationists " are hereby noti
fied that their next stiited meeting will be held
in Boston, on Monday, the 1IM of October.
Presidents of Aflilutcd Unions are ex officio
membersof this Board.
By order of the President,
F.DWAHD GILES, Ree. See'y.
NEW YORK, Sept. 13. 1847.
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THE HARBINGER,
DEVOTED TO SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PROGRESS.
ALL THINGS, AT THE PRESENT DAY, STAND PROVIDED AND PREPARED, AND AWAIT THE LIGHT.

BURGESS, STRINGER, AND COMPANY,
No. 222 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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VOLUME V.

other

perfect

and

CROSBY AND NICHOLS,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

NUMBER

order.

natural

from foreign
although

19.

countries horses and cattle,

its soil and climate

are admira

bly calculated to raise them, and it knows
not what to do with its surplus of wines.

Thanks also to the minute division and
of labor, production
sugar
competes fiercely against
pro Beet
ceeds with method and despatch.
But if Colonial sugar.
Agriculture languishes
for want of laborers, while the cities are
we take a wider range in our examination,
them.
All branches of
crowded with
and cast a general glance over the agri

Translated for the Harbinger.

classification

SCIENCE.'

PART II.
APPLICATION.

CHAPTER

in

IIl

1847.

16,

to the im
exactly proportioned
portance of each ; operations follow each

FROM THE FRENCH OF H. GORSSE.

Organization

OCTOBER

No.

borers

MISCELLANY.
ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL

PER ANNUM.

cultural,

industrial

performed

III.

we no longer

of Labor.

nection

" Fourier nous dit : sors de !a fange
Peuplc en proie aui deceptions;
Travaille, groupe par Phalange,
Dana un cercle d'attractions.
La terre aprcfitant de desastres,
Forme avec le ciel un hymen,
Et la loi qui regit les ostres,
"
Donne la pail au genre humain!
Beranger.

and domestic

labors,

in a Township, or in a City,
perceive any organic

con

industry

between the various elements of cupying

the same centre

of production.

Each

la
manufacturer,
agriculturist,
bors and produces alonp by himself, with

family,

isolated resources, and sees enemies only
in the forces, the riches, and intellectual
powers by which he is surrounded.

are

at war

with

each

other.

are parasites and devour those that
are useful.
Commerce and banking, oc
Some

ducers

the
and

ground

between
but

consumers,

the

pro

producing

nothing themselves, receive nevertheless
the largest share of the product of soci
Finally, in the midst of isolation
ety.
and general incoherence how much riches,
time, intelligence and labor are lost !

But it is in examining the fate of the
The Township, (Commune) has, it ia
To organize, is to dispose with method ;
trne, a political and religious organization,
producers of each class, thai we shall
to combine the parts of a whole, to put
a civil and judicial administration ; but its best understand all the consequences of
each in the place where it is the most
various elements of production are thrown the disorder in the midst of which we
useful for the general purpose, and also
We see capitalists
waging war
like patch work, live.
together incoherently,
for itself; in a word, to organize, is to
and yet there exists in industry as well as against each other unto death, and falling
.co-ordinate the various elements of a
in religion or politics, a sum of interests here and there the victims of Competi
mechanism in such a manner as to pro
We even see the bold and shame
and of wants common to all the families tion.
duce by the harmonious action of each
with nothing
and capable of being less adventurer (intrigeur,)
of the township,
the most prolific and complete result.
the help
of
with
lose, enabled
and satisfied, one by
the to
sustained
Economy of means, full and natural use
these blind chances and revulsions, which
other.
of agents, greatness of result : such are
and mercantile
And if we look yet higher than the agitate the industrial
the characters and consequences of a good
a
to
a few
township,

organic combination.

and seek to find what

princi

world,

usurp in

days

position

of the in and a brilliant fortune, while the honest
In proportion as the organization is less
dustrial and agricultural
industry of a and industrious man is in constant dangei
complete and true, the order and well
The fate of hired la
large society as that of France, we are of being ruined.
being of the paits diminish ; Labor is
still more vividly struck with the entire borers particularly excites commiseration.
also less fruitful.
Finally, the absence of
absence of organization there manifest. First victims of the industrial strife, they
organization is known by the incoherence
are exposed without any means of de
Every branch of production, agriculture,
of the elements, the divergence of ef
: such as fail
forts, which

ples govern

then produce conflict,

disor

der and ruin.

the development

commerce, manufactures,
administration,

education,

the arts, public
and so forth,

fence to all its vicissitudes
ures,

glutted

markets,

the

introduction

of a of labor-saving machinery, the reduction
Let us apply these principles to our
from competition,
whole, and bound to co-operate to the of wages
resulting
If I visit a farm or a well being of the nation, seems to exist monotonous, repugnant, unhealthy labor,
industrial world.
work-shop, I see a more or less perfect
only each for itself, must think only of and thus surrounded with fatal circum

order pervading

far

the labors

that are per

formed there.
In a manufactory particularly, the func
tions are carefully distributed, and the

from considering

itself part

itself, and look upon social riches only as stances are left without a single
for with tooth and against want of employment,

a prey to be fought
nail.

We

perceive

in

the

industrial

guaranty
sickness

and old age.

What shall I say ? Is not the whole
sphere, nothing but disorder, conflict and
society a twofold sufferer in its producers
competition above, want below.
* Entered according to Act of Congress, in
Production proceeds at random : to-day and in the mass of consumers ? Every
the year 1847, by JEAN M PALISSE, in the it exceeds, to-morrow it falls short of the
commercial
audacious
the
most
day
Clerk's Office of the District Court of Massa
of
demand.
Fiance is obliged to purchase frauds, (another fatal consequence
chusetts.
number,

skill and strength

of the

la-

compromise

What therefore

even our lives :

we advance rapidly to
wards the insolent domination of a few
capitalists

towards industrial feud

all

;

improved

To apply to the classification and ministration, one principle of remunera
performance! of labor the great SERIAL tion and of hierarchy; Public utility;
one common purpose regulating all the
PROCESS, that only type of natural organ
individual tendencies; one directing will.
ization
:

alism.

our township but

by the activity of
one domain, one work-shop, one ad

one Capital

1.

to cnp the climax,
lucky

or

?

fortunes

Industrial

in

reign every where : to this high perfection
are constantly in jeopardy, and ganization

There will then be

to attain

necessary

is

competion)

distrust and duplicity

in
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two

or in

of 'society a TIVE.
The examination

of these two condi

can we harmo

not organization
the fundamental
tendency of the human mind, the com

a

clature of the functions to be performed in

mands our undivided attention.

our township.

They are all included in one of the fol

I.
Serial Organization

lowing

applied to Industry.

The character of the serifs
remembered,

is

Is

being recognized, let
general nomen

us endeavor to trace out

tions which are intimately connected de

we surround with guaranties, fortunes al* -iiK made, and the condition of labor
ers ? can well being and harmony pervade j
the whole of society ? Why not?

become

to

speculation,

public function.
These principles

to unite

1.

elforts, without depriving
them of the stimulus of emulation? can

nize individual

LABOR ATTRAC

make

words,

it

and give to the resources
more fruitful employment?

production,

in

we direct and control general

labor loses its character

Thenceforth,

of individual

a

This is a synopsis of social industry, j 2. Connect the laborer to the function
Is it possible to transform it ? . . . Can by his faculties, his interest, his passions,

must be

hierarchal

categories.

Domestic labors.

2. Manufactures.
3. Administration.

a

a

4. Agriculture.
certain number of parts into
order
of all parties, the particular whole, also connected
5. Commerce.
the general
want of our time? — The only thing to order of things, with
We
6. Education.
larger unity.
be done, let it be kept in mind, is merely shall next point out the means of connect
7. Sciences and Art.
to apply to the industrial world the prin
series of laborers collected from the
ing the Townships among themselves,
ciples of unity and of order, which for order to form the larger unities of PROV whole of the population of the township,
three. centuries have gradually been intro
lias charge of each of these great divisions
INCE and of EMPIRE.
duced in the army, government, justice,
Let ua suppose that in
township of nearly as among the Jews the ceremonies
But let us pro sixteen to eighteen hundred souls, the
of the temple were the particular mission
post office, and so forth.
claim
at once : It is the knowledge
With us, however,
of habitants after mature deliberation adopt of the Levite tribe.
ASSOCIATION, that is of a form of soci
the attraction and aptness, manifested by
the following resolutions.*

A

in

a

in

a

in

wish

mon

by

it

is
it

it

If,

is

!

!

;

Every township indeed does not possess
series of agricultural
pro
of little importance
tie
as true for
principle of classification
We
four kinds of products as for ten.
;

so complete
ducts, but

must add that every country has
special
which absorbs the majority of its
a

it
is

!

?

if

a

mass of
sult for humanity from a general organi
which
devouring humanity, such
zation of industry, tending irresistibly to wealth remain buried, so to ipeak, in the armi
of sO many men who live in
suppress all unproductive labors, natural and intelligence
What inertia still weighs down the
idleness
consequence of the hostility,
ignorance
world
Some large cities undoubtedlyexhibit
and isolation of private interests, and
from including
some activity but how far
which would be capable of stimulat
the majority of the inhabitants and in the
ing individual zeal, so that each laborer country, in villages especially what torpor,
would bring to the unitary work the whnt apathy, and what wretchedness
• We are far from thinking that this accord of
whola of his resources and energy.*
1600persona an easy or probablething, or that
*
such means that the Associative
according to the greatest economists,
will be
labor
the true riches of nations,
not realization will begin. The readerwill therefore
deplorable to sue m the inidit of the misery pleaseto accept merely as an hypothesis.
ii

a

to their

is

ed among the partners according

Let us imagine for a moment what a rights.
prodigious increase of riches would re

culture

agricultural

labors.

the

vineyards

on

the

shores

In Bergundy

in Beame,
of

round Paris, vegetables
tle, sheep, etc.
be naturally

the cereals

Britanny,
;

of the economical sciences.

Series of Genera,..

a

antagonistic)

a

in

finally a
5. Women and children are received
and permanent equilibrium
on the same terms as
the Association,
is established between consumption and men.
production, those two poles, (till this day
6. The annual net profits will be divid

Grasses,
Cattle,
Fruits,
Flowers,
Cereals,
Vineyards,
Vegetables,
Poultry,
Fishes,
Forests,
Textile plants, or
Fibrous.

fishing

elsewhere,

this special product

for that country,

is

measured and harmonic;

again

SERIES or CLASS — AGRICULTURE.

his

mathematical

and

Genera.

;

of the general domain,
labor and skill.

cultivation

Class

Agriculture, for example, offers the fol
lowing classification of genera.

(whether holding
invited to assist in the
by

or not),

Series

categories

may be de

is

timely,

fined

Series, which

subdivided into Scries

4. Every associate,
stock

is

becomes impossible:
at all
the unity of design and of direc
tion, assigns to every element its true
position ; individual efforts are foreseen,
times

one of these summary

;

kind

any

it

then

Each

forms, then,

a

which

We shall again recur

apt.

to these combinations.

he has surren

dered to the Society.

3. Each share of stock will be secured
become only one of by
mortgage on that part of the land
the wheels of the general mechanism, so represents, and upon the general property
that waste of material and of force of of the Associaiion.

dustry,

them equally

it

property

certifi

the exact

it
is

of what

value

receive

of ;

possible by combining all partial
efforts, to co-ordinate each branch of in

shall

representing

it

purpose,
comes

2. Every partner
cates of Stock,

or intel

their education renders

lectual, to which

a

and the

pursuing an isolated
hostile to that of others, it be

of labors, either physical

kinds

;

almost unlimited,

no longer

locking of functions and series, cause the
to take
part in several

;

worker

under this

and moreover, the inter

same workers

a

the resources

laborer to enlist

or that banner

;

is

in

alone enables us to attempt so thorough
and elevated a solution of the problem of movables and other personal property
the organization of labor.
which every member shall see fit to invest
In ASSOCIATION the labor being unitary,
the Society.

works, are the natural and sufficient titles
and right of

of

formed between
An Association
of the township (rich
The serial capital
com
and poor).
posed of the lands of all, and of the

all the inhabitants

is

of all the citizens, and upon the conver
gence of all the social forces, which

1.

ety based upon the spontaneous assistance

cat

will

the pivot of
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the Series of Class ; around it will group
in order the secondary cul
tures, some of them, will form the point

themselves

of transition

from the loral

those of neighboring

products

the parts of an or- j her of barns, outhouses, and mean dwell
knowl
ings, unfinished, damp and uncomfortable,
edge of each function itself, its relation of a few lean flocks, the township makes
to with other functions, and with the pro- ! use of only ten ploughs of the best con
however

perfect

may be said of the manufacturing

opera

numerous

all

may be, the practical

ganization

The same gress of science,

districts.
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would

cal combinations, just as substituting
Let us select, among these Serifs of machine to hand labor, or adopting anoth

tions.

the cereals, as principal

genera,

culture,

and of twenty or thirty horses
of good breed and well fed ; it has only
a one immense
farmery, well aired and

bring j struction,

certainly

modifications to those theoreti

er mode of culture, or a different article

in order to construct according to the va of production.
It would be a denial of what human
riety of its products, the series of species,
which it contains.
genius has that is progressive, in itself,
to imagine a priori a model of organiza

SERIES or CLASS- AGRICULTURE.

tion so perfect that it would

Scries of Genera— CEREALS
Buckwheat.
Oats,
Rye,
Wheat,
Rice,
Barley,
Millet.

Series of Specie

These
which

various

kinds

the observations

superior

scries

may apply,

orders

Wheat

dwellings

; also

large scale alone can supply.
A scientific system of rotation in crops,
the proper distribution of water I'or gene
the saving and correct
irrigation,

ral

any other social

best seeds from year to year, from large
the
quantities and numerous varieties,

organization,

formed by each worker,

will call

human

application of all materials that can be
the selection of the
used as fertilizers,

is that by

of interests, unity
of plan, and multiplicity of functions per

of products

from

numerous flocks, raised under the favora
ble conditions that unitary culture on a

But what
provement in its least details.
distinguishes eminently Association from
virtue of the solidarity

made relative

of functions.
particular requires —

several

need no im

separated

all innovation in

choice of the finest races of animals, and
the assistance of machinery in a multi

to the modes of labor or classification will tude of operations, will tend to increase
to be immediately profitable to all.
The natural
Let us and perfect all products.
out concentrate our attention upon the gener
resources of the soil will be developed
in

al interlocking

of labors, in order to ren

with

economy, and every tree and vege

of table will be raised on the spot most
Ploughing,
Manuring, Sowing, Weed
the Associative process of cultivation.
The domain of each
to it.
favorable
ing,
Harvesting,
Thrashing,
Grinding,
The associated township to which Fou township being well adapted to the cul
Baking.
rier has given the name of Phalanx, in ture of a particular kind of cereals or of
Then again, each of these orders of memory of that Macedonian body which fruit, the solidarity which binds together
functions is sub-divided into parts as simple presented a model of military organiza
the various townships of the district will
and elementary

der apparent the quickening

as possible, entrusted

influence

to tion so perfect and compact, and to which

allow it to develop freely its favorite cul
interest demands; it

small groups of laborers, and by the facil

Alexander

ity and rapidity with which they are per
formed, by the charm of associated labor,

of other
Thus every kind of soil at
farm, (about three miles square, with a tains a higher degree of fertility, than if

and numerous

other

favorable conditions

from the principle of Association,
become a pleasure rather than a fatigue.
flowing

How different from the hard, monoto
labors of civilized society ! Noth

world,

owed

the

the township,

conquest

of

the

as we said before,

is composed of only one landed

estate or

unitary edifice to be described hereafter)
improved and cultivated by the collective
capital, labor, and science of all the in

nous

habitants.

ing would be easier, it must be confessed,

nor smoky

ized, in several branches of industry,

the cupidity

No more fences and ditches,

ture ; this general

then becomes so far the provider
townships.

it struggled to produce against its nature,
as happens unavoidably at this day ; and
again, the safety and facility of effecting

exchanges between townships, irsnres to
and unhealthy huts, are to be each and at less expense, the enjoyment
than to apply immediately the same prin
Instead of these emblems of hos of products of the same kind, hut supe
seen.
ciple of regular decomposition, to all the tility and mistrust, of this multitude of rior to those it could obtain from its own
series of functiuns, and to roach a sub patches of ground of all shapes and sizes, soil.
division of laboi as minute as public good that disfigure so horribly the landscape,
An agricultural poet said long since :
and the variety of tastes among the laborers we have a plain, harmoniously distributed, Necvero
terraeferre omncs omnia pussunf.*
Even at this day, the ex diversified in all direction by the waters If we understand the extent of this
may require.
treme sub-division of labor has been real of irrigation,
no longer monopolized by thought, we shall discover the religions

of a few, and subjected to a indication which Providence has rnnrealrd
plan of culture, both picturesque under the seemingly fortuitous variety of
partments of public administration,
the and scientific.
local productions.
organization of the army, offer us also
The hills stripped of wood by ignorant
In inspiring man with the desire of en
striking examples of the classification of speculation,
have resumed their verdant joying a multiplicity
of products which
functions.
We shall not attempt to con covering of forests, and with it their collective labor and culture on a large
ceal, however, that there are yet ques wholesome effect on the atmosphere.*
scale can alone supply, and thus render
tions of detail to be solved in the classi
of one hundred 'and fifty ing the productions of the whole globe
Instead
fication of some labors, and especially in ploughs, of two hundred horses, more or
necessary to each nation, to each town
the general arrangement of this mechan less unfit and worthless, of an equal numship, to each man, did not Providence
ism touching the economy of strength,
and feel
mountains, intend that we should understand
of time, and resources.
A theory, even *The necessityof re-wooding the
demonstrated by Fourier forty years ago, be the need that man has of the a.-sisiance
the most rigorous, never can supply en
gins to be now seriously considered. The daily of all his fellow beings ?
It will increasing instability and severity of the cli
tirely, the place of experience.
The prominent characteristic of Asso
then be the task of special men, of en mate, and the frightful ravages of inundations
is to combine the
ciated agriculture
which afflict all parts of Franpe, have at last
manu
gineers, architects, agriculturists,
advantages of cultivation both on a large
facturers, capitalists, and so forth, to hold openedthe eyes of land owners and economists.
scale, without the difficulties of
The planting and culture of forests is now the and small
council together, when the day of realiza
It cannot be contested that the
order of the day of the Parisian press ; but it either.
tion shall have come, and solve these diffi
cannot be accomplished in a thorough and
We must also remark, methodical manner,under the present system of
culties of detail.
* No land can produce every thing.—
in conneetinn with what precedes, that minute sub-divisionof landed property.
Georgia.
immense

advantages.

The

several

with
de

regular
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than ever before,
t has a weekly income which is devoted
to lecturing throughout the country, the
those of the latter.
Here is a striking
But the absence of capital, the necessity
publication of popular tracts, &c.
of doing every thing personally, with
example.
Amongst the ablest advocates of this
In England the land belongs to compar limited individual resources, the igno school in this part of the country, are
Messrs. Channing,
Ripley, Dwight, and
rance of superior methods or the impossi
atively a small number of opulent fami
Allen, all formerly clergymen;
Horace
lies, who cultivate extensive estates with bility of making use of them, the obsta
Greeley, of the New York Tribune, and
the help of large capital.
cles in the way
of general irrigation Parke Godwin, of the New York Post,
In France, on the contrary, the number through hostility on the part of neigh Messrs. C. A. Dana and Francis G.
Shaw, well known in the literary world.
of land owners is infinitely greater.
Its bors, are only a few of the fatal circum
We observe in the advertisement of Asso
surface is generally cut up in small par stances from which the small farmer can
ciative works for sale by Crosby & Nich
cels, cultivated by the proprietors them
not escape.
We may add, the competi ols of Boston, thirteen large publications,
selves, by the sweat of their brow, and tion in market, always unfavorable to the besides pamphlets. &c.
This shows its
with very limited resources.
It is evident poor, and also the immediate wants of his literature to be somewhat extensive.
In France this movement has greater
to those who have examined both coun
position, which force him to overlook the
numbers and greater wealth.
The school
tries, that English agriculture presents a particular quality of his soil, and raise
there sustains a daily paper in Paris, and
character of superiority far beyond that the best way he can that which satisfies a monthly review.
Its income last year
of France.
The irrigation is magnificent, most of his wants, (as is the case with was over 20,000 dollars. — So/cm Ob
the -ml more scientifically appropriated to the potaioe in many countries.)
There server.
the various products, the farmeries more fore do we see usury fattening on the vi
A SHARP RETORT.
At the Dublin
elegant and spacious, the cattle of more tals of our agriculture, to say nothing of
election, Mr. Butt, the well
improved breed, the rents much higher.
the enormous taxes under which it groans, University
known political barrister, made a poig
We borrow from Mr. S. P. Pages a and the panics in which the least climac nant
On the day
retort upon Mr. Shaw.
table of comparison of the agricultural
teric disorder
plunges the unfortunate of nomination, after Mr. Butt had ad
We must all say, several dressed the electors, Mr. Shaw said —
productions of both countries.
proprietor.
" Speaking not as an Oxford graduate,
In England, 20,000,000hectares give a rough successive years of abundance in wine but as
an Irish gentleman, 1 will MIV that
growing regions cause the greatest dis Mr. Butt's
francs.
product of 5,420,000,000
speech proves nothing but the
In France, 40,000,000hectaresgive a rough pro asters !
of his own nature, which not
vulgarity
duct of 4,680,000,000
frano.
even an education at this University could
To be Continued.
In Eng., 1 hect. producel on an average,270 frs.
refine." Mr. Butt had no opportunity of
In France, 1 hect. do.
do.
117frs.
replying until some time after, when he
took care to tell the Recorder, "That it
In England, 8,892,000agricultural laborers pro
ASSOCIATION.
was a great pity when he secured a re
duce 5,420,000,000
francs.
The social doctrines of Fourier were tiring pension of £3,000 per annum on
In France, 19,000,000agricultural laborers pro
first publicly advocated in this country in the consolidated fund, that he had not also
duce 4,680,000,000francs.
1840, by Mr. Albert Brisbane, of New managed to put his tongue upon the civil
In Eng., a lab'r produces on an average,792 fre.
York. They had previously been read list."
In France, a lab'r do.
do.
234 fre.
and embraced by many scholarly persons
They were
Although it appears to us difficult to in Boston and New York.
FROM THE FRENCH OF VICTOR CONSIDJERART.
to the public through the col
prove the absolute correctness
of this presented
Translatedfor the Harbinger.
umns of the New York Tribune, but to
table, we cannot help being struck at the
some extent in the Democratic Review,
HARMONY.
results.
English agriculture is evidently and in the " Phalanx," a paper which
much richer than ours.
We must, how was soon after started. The doctrines
at first made a somewhat rapid progress,
ever, take into consideration some condi
BOOK I.— CHAPTER III.
and some over-zealous converts immedi
tions particular to each country.
The ately set about establishing Associations
Industrial Development.
labors of cultivation are infinitely more to furnish models for a perfect social sys
In 1844 there were eight or ten of
expensive in England
than in France; tem.
these, in different stages of rudeness, in
"God has concealed a treasure in labor." —
and if the French
agriculturist
was
various portions of the country.
But l>, La JHennait.
obliged to spend as much in manures and
" When you say that God has concealed a
they were started without
means, re
'
outlays of every kind as does the English sources, or a sufficient knowledge
of treasurein labor, why stop there why not idd
forma
and accordingly I that he who seeks may find it ? why" not
his means would not permit what was
proposed,
proprietor,
law
this
the
of
creative
labor
7 — Ctaritu
lize
must of them met an early failure.
him to engage in agriculture at all.
I"igouriuz.
We
There was one — and but one — of
must add also that the valuation of pro
Passional Mechanism. — The quantity
in
these Associations
Massachusetts,
ducts in money is a mode of comparison which was in Roxbury, and known as of production springing from the energy
less exact than if it was based on the the " Brook Farm Phalanx."
This es of labor, evidently results from the ebatm,
quantity of products itself; for several tablishment met with a very heavy loss, the industrial entrainement, the enthusi
in the destruction by fire, two years since,
causes, which we cannot explain at pre
of its "Phalanstery" — a term denoting asm of the corporations and the Series.
sent, contributing to raise the pecuniary a village under one roof — and has since The indefinite refinement of products, or
value of agricultural products in England I been nearly abandoned.
The "Harbin
industrila perfection, is guarantied by the
higher than in France, an equal quantity ger," yet published, was started at this active and incessant rivalry of the groups;
At
the
most
present
flourishing
of produce is worth a larger sum of place.
of these Associations, are those known and thus this proverbial jealousy of the
money among our insular neighbors than as the " North American,"
by the mass of the
Jersey,) artist, multiplied
former presents resources, economies and pressing interest, than that of England
of progress far superior to can possibly be by its mercenary laborers.

conditions

III.

(New
and "Wisconsin
groups, raised to its successive powers in
Phalanx."
These
have
large tracts of
the agricultural superiority of England is
the Series and the Phalanxes, and excit
land and about three hundred members
great and incontestable.
This superiori
each, but are yet in a very imperfect ed still more by their intrigues without
with us.

In spite of these considerations

"Trumbull," (Ohio,)

ty deserves so much more to be pointed state.
that the soil of France,
The Associationists,
natural
re-orgnnized this
ly more fertile, is cultivated with no , past year, are now united in one large
" Union,"
less energy by that multitude of small j parent society, known as the
Societies.
This
j with many affiliated
"
proprietors stimulated
by a direct and i " Union
is engaged in the work of proout,

number and without

that emulative
fection,

which

end, gives

birth

to

ardor, to that love of per
create unheard

of prodi

gies in all departments.

You could oot compare the results of
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nourished

Industry,

and

by gaiety

impassioned, ea
ger for its work, and devoured hy ambi

by facetious criticisms,
tion ;

and

life

and

where,
things

warmth

in

full

circulate

every
These

channels.

are not to be compared, for they

are opposed ; it is like black and white,

light and darkness, calm and tempest.
There is neither will, nor force, nor dex
nor

terity,

is not

there

where

talent,

varied passion, tenacious passion, ardent
' Passion animates and vivifies
passion
like the Sun.
Under

the Serial

stifled

arrangement,

vocations breathe at ease and find full ex
ercise;

the buried

are resusci

faculties

tated ; the gross populations,

the human

masses, to whom our society has flung an
sleep a stupid sleep,
awake and prepare themselves for action.
Up! it is the trump of the apocalypse,

evil lot, and who

sounds at the four corners of the

all the arrangements

and passionally,

concur

towards per

fection in the regime of the Series.

To ensure the conviction of the reader
and to finish
the excellence

what we have to say about

of this industrial

mechan

ism, we will here proceed to analyze one
of these chapters of a few pages, in
which the author
tociation,

of the Treatise on As-

has condensed columns.

Here

it is, and in letters of gold it should

be

written.

The author, in this chapter

entitled :

ON THE OPTION OF GoD BETWEEN THE SE
RIAL AND THE SEPARATE SYSTEM OF LABOR

(Traite de I' Association

domestigue-agri-

cole, vol. 2, page 297), first recalls three
often enunciated by philoso
phy, but of which it has never known to

principles,

make an intelligent use :
1. That we should not believe nature

it

It

;

:

it

in

1

passion makes the will.

Thus, both materially

a

the transfiguration,

by

the longthe divine inscriptions,
effaced type of creation. — Will makes

;

which has restored upon these degraded
faces

" As a wise distributor, he could not
have speculated upon the employment o;
isolated couples operating without unity
according to the civilized method ; fur,
the individual action bears in itself sever
each one of
germs of disorganization,
3. That we should forget what we have
which alone would suffice to engender a
learned in social politics, and take the ideas crowd of disorders.
A table of these
vices will enable us to judge whether God
up at their source.

j

limited to any known means.
2. That we should beware of taking
errori, which lamt become prejudices, for
principles :

these two risks impose.
" 6. Intermission of industry; Want
of labor, of lands, machines, instruments,
and other breaks which
work-shops
every moment paralyze the civilized in
dustry.
• " These hindrances are not known
Association, which
constantly and
with
provided
every thiug
copiously
is

the name of man is read, and it is passion

by

have descended ; upon all human brows

is
a

of flame, as on the day of Pentecost,

of

has

humanity

of

run,

a

flames

;

the

it

taken ;

conquered and has realized its genius, its
Now it is ; the tongues
unity, its life.

a

liberty ! from these mud pools and this
now flashes; the fire has

ice the spark

;

arise !

the era of

;
it

passion,

*

Awake,

Jerusalem.

the time of

;

New

Behold

•

the

in

old world and condemns it, to inaugurate

by

:

which

if

nian

It

or passion, with the results of the harmo-

" 1st and 2d. Nature is not limited to could have hesitated an instant to pro
We may presume scribe the isolated labor which engenders
any known means.
then that she holds in reserve suine other thum all.
means than Incoherence
(Morcellement)
VICES OF THE INDIVIDUAL ACTION IN IN
which so far from being a process of true
DUSTRY.
social art, is but the absence of all genius,
t<!Labor for Wages, indirect Servitude.
the seal of ignorance and of apathy im
1. Death of the functionary.
pressed upon the ancient and the modern
2. Personal inconstancy.
Contrast of characters in Fatherand son.
polity, and upon the exact sciences which
Absence of mechanical economy.
ought to have supplied a better method.
" Brute nature assembles beings by
Fraud, larceny, general suspicion.
Intermission of industry through want of
couples in savage huts; an assemblage means.
not for labor but for reproduction ; it re
7. Conflict of contradictory enterpriscR.
mained then to discover the process of an -: Opposition of theindividual to Uu collective
interett.
ndustriai assemblage.
" Evading this research, the only urg><Want of unity in plans and execution.
;nt one, the philosophers have declared
"God would have adopted all these
that the savage mode, the state of the vices for the basis of the social
system,
couple or the conjugal household, was ie
had
fixed upon the philosophical
the industrial destiny of man.
This re- method, or that of isolated labor; can
tnion, however, is simply the absence of
you suspect the Creator of such lack of
all combination, since it is the smallest of reason?
Let us give some lines to the
domestic assemblages.
examination of each of these characters,
But philosophy never deigns to spec
with a parallel of the effects of associa
ulate upon domestic combinations.
The tion.
ancient sophists, fettered in this calcula
Death
comes to arrest the" en
tion by the custom of slavery, and petriman, in circumstances
of
;i''<i moreover by ambition, preoccupied terprises
where no one around him has either the
with
in
administrative
intermeddling
intention, or the talents or capital neces
functions, regarded in their social polity
sary to continue them.
without
" The passional Series never die
only the government,
seeking
means of reform and of investigation
new initiates,
they replace every year,
They left domestic the members whom deaih periodically
upon other points.
labor in the brute state, or the state of removes.
the couple, just as they had found it.
" 2. Inconstancy
gets possession of
"Thus have they proved their negli the individual, causes him to neglect or
gence : no research into the true domestic alter his arrangements
prevents the
mechanism according to the ways of na work
attaining to perfection, to stability.
ture, whom they paint to us as not being
• • " The Series are not subject to in
limited to any known means. Why then
can cause no holidays, no
constancy
suppose her limited to a single industri
If annually
vassalage in their labors.
al proceeding, to the household in single takes
away some members, other aspir
association? ants unite themselves
couples, without neighborly
and restore the
Do they not fall into the very vice which
which they maintain more
equilibrium,
they themselves denounce, in saying : over by an appeal to the ancients, who
Beware of taking errors, which have be are
case of
auxiliary bodies called out
come prejudices, for principles
" 3. Forget what we liave learned in an "emergency.
characters in father
3. Contrast
social politics, and take the ideas up at and son, in testator and heir
contrast
their source
" Now, what is the origin of social which leads one to abandon or spoil the
the other.
labors commenced
ideas!
Is it in the reveries of So
" The Series are exempt from this
•
crates and Plato that we must seek their
vice, because they are collected by affini
No, undoubtedly; we must go ties of inclination, and not
source?
ties of
back to the divine conceptions, anterior to
sure pledge of
consanguinity, which
those of human reason.
disagreement in inclinations.
"God, before creating
the globes,
" 4. The absence
economy; an ad
could not have omitted the determination
vantage entirely refused to the individual
of their social destinies, in the manner action
requires numerous masses to
the most suitable to tlicir industrial and
economize all labors, both domestic and
domestic
relations.
This u a. truth agricultural.
which I have established in the whole
••"The Series, — by the double
course of the first part of the Prolegom
means of
numerous mass and of asso
ena : it is necessary to reproduce it when ciative
competition, necessarily raise the
we propose to /..'/.• up the ideas at their mechanism to the
have
highest degree.
source. Let us go back then to the primi
given the most satisfactory details on this
tive social idea, to the intention of God
subject, in the Prolegomena.
" Fraud and larceny: Vices inherent in
respecting the domestic-industrial order of
our societies.
every enterprise where the agents are not
"God can only choose, for the exer co-interested in
distribution of profits
cise of human labors, between groups or
to the three faculties of
proportioned
individuals,
between associated and com each
to capital, to labor and to talent.
bined action, or of incoherent and separate
• • " The serial mechanism, fully se
action.
This is a principle to be appealed cured against fraud and
larceny! dispen
to continually.
ses with those ruinous precautions which
a :

life

6. 5. 4. ;t.

impover

1.

so dull,

industry,

i

our present

ished, tormented with ennui, without
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many households as there are children,
l are the very element of extreme discord,
"7. Conflict of enterprises : The civil- j and the antipodes of Association and of
ized rivalries are malignant and not emu riches : hence, to choose the isolated
lative ; a manufacturer seeks to crush household as the pivot of the social
for the
his competitor ; the laborers are the le system, is to labor positively
organization of disunion and poverty.
gions of respective enemies.
" I have proved that we cannot suppose
* * " Nothing of this anti-social spirit
God an accomplice in this philosophic
in the Series, each one of which is inter
ested in the success of the others, and of foolishness : we cannot doubt that he has
which the mass undertakes only those chosen for the opposite mode, lor Associ
cultures and manufactures for which the ation ; hence it results :
" 1. That the passions of which he is
market is guarantied.
" t< Opposition of the individual to the the creator, must all be adapted to the
coUectioe interest, as in the ravage of for conveniences of Association,
and all in
ests, hunting, fishing, and the deteriora
compatible with the isolated, incoherent,
tion of climates.
civilized condition ;
"
* • " The contrary effect in the Series ;
2. That the same passions must pro
the duce in the isolated or civilized state,
general concert for manufacturing
sources of riclies and restoring the equi effects opposed to the designs of God, to
librium of climates in the integral com justice, truth, economy and unity ;
"3. That we must expect from the
posite mode.
"?* Want of unity in plans and exe passions developed in the Associative
mode, as many benefits aa they engender
cution ; the civilized order being a mon
strous heap of all duplicities.
scourges in the isolated state.
" Such are the conclusions to which
* * " The
Serial mechanism is the
men would have arrived a long time since,
combination of all unities.
" Finally, X, Labor
for wages, or in if they had been willing, according to the
advice of the philosophers, to take up the
direct servitude, the pledge of misfortune,
persecution and despair for the laborer, in social ideas at their origin, to remount to
their true source, to the choice of God
the civilized or barbarous state.
* * " This is in striking contrast with between the two social mechanisms."
the laborer in Association, who is in full
To be Continued.
enjoyment of the nine distinct natural
rights.
ID" " Plato says truly — We gravitate
" After reading this table, any one may to God, attracted by him who is the sov
draw the conclusion,
and perceive that ereign beauty, by the loving and rational
God, having an option between these two
instinct of our nature.
But just as the
mechanisms, between an ocean of absur
bodies
placed on the surface of our earth
dities and an ocean of perfections, could
do only gravitate towards the sun all to
not have hesitated in the choice.
" All hesitation would have been in
gether, and as the attraction of the earth,
contradiction
with bis attributes, especi
is, so to say, only the centre of their mu
;
means
he
with
that
of
economy of
ally
tual attraction ; so we gravitate spiritually
would have contravened that, had he cho
to God, by the intervention of Human
se* for the isoiated state, proscribing As
sociation,
which
effects economies
of ity." — PIERRE LEROUX.
every sort : as the saving of constraint,
of stagnation, of health, of time, of
[From the Voice of Industry.]
ennui,
manual labor, of machines,
necessary to the perfection and integrality

of lahurs.

of

of

roundabout proceedings, of uncertainty,
of frauds, of preservatives, of deteriora
tion and of duplicity of action.
"Such, briefly, are the lights which
we should have acquired in social me
chanism, if we had, according to tlie
precept of Condillac, tried to forget for a
moment our scientific prejudices, to make
a speculative abstraction of them, and to
take up tlie ideas at tlicir source.
" Now, this origin of social ideas can
only be found in God, who, long before
the creation of men, must have weighed
the worth of the two social mechanisms,
the isolated and the associated, and who,
having necessarily chosen for the associa
ted, must have given us passions made
for this regime : thus we see that they
are incompatible with the civilized state.
" We should not be astonished, then, if
love
of the
our
cupidity,
passions,
pleasures of the palate, inconstancy, &c.,
so harmful in the actual state, should
find a useful employment in Association,
and if the harmonic education speculates,
in the child as in the father, on the full
exercise of these passions, harmful in the
isolated state, because they are created
for the setviue of Association.

PROTECTIVE UNION. -NO. III.
The question is naturally asked, " Why
charge such a large profit*" and why
resort to such shameful
practices ! —
"Surely they can cet a living by trad
ing — honestly." True, but some people
want to get rich ' on the run,' and to do

I

likewise leirn that they make calcula
tions on having their paying customers
' foot the bills ' of the mm
paying ones.
If this is the case I do not think that
$75,000
will pay the bills.
A smart
sum that, reader, and smarter still when
we come to add to thia the pay of
' bosses ' which is
any where from $500
to $2,000
per year, rail it $1,000,
which on adding to lhe other, amounts to
this is merely a rough esti
$135,000;
mate, every one can see for himself the
expense attending these stores.
When I see men retiring from this busi
ness after being in it fifteen or twenty years
with a fortune of from twenty to forty
thousand dollars, 1 think the business in
which they have been engaged is some
what different from that of our laborers
and artizans, most of whom are obliged
to struggle liaid for a mere physical ex
istence, with none of those privileges
'
'
enjoyed by the upper classes so called,
and often not having the necessaries of
life, much less its luxuries.
Is this
If not, why is it so* Are these
right*
laborers and artizans nnt diligent, honest,
faithful * Are their hearts not as warm
as those whose hands are softer*
In
fact are they not men*
Yes, but those
who at the end of each day or week can
show some specimen of their handi-work
are not considered so respectable as the
merchant, or clerk in the counting room
or store, and his pay is small in propor
tion as his work may be useful, laborious
or repugnant, and being wronged in the
first place by his employer he is consid
ered fair game to be plucked by the ex
But the grocers are not the
changer.
only ones of this class who are living on
the working
classes, and as we intend
to do away with all exchangers, (on the
present faUe system,) as soon as practica
ble, it may be as well to count the cost of
p.
others in a future number.
[From the Investigator.]
REFORM

AND

REFORMERS.

The age is ripe for reform.

Man has
doubtless about completed one of the great
cycles of his progress.
It needs no
prophet or seer to foretell, by the multitude
of variegated reformatory
movements
with which the age is rife, that a great
moral, social, and political revolution is
about to change the phase of the civilized
world.
The opposition, abnse, ridicule
and derision of a large portion of the
clergy, a small portion of the leading
politicians, and a few of the self-styled
moral reformers, can never prevent, and
only for a short time retard, this great
humanitary movement.
They, with their
corrupt and servile presses, which pander
to the vices, wilful ignorance, false theol
ogy and bloated idleness of the clergy —
to the partial, corrupt, and vindictive
system of civil law — ID the unqualified,
over-paid, office-seeking politicians, will,
ere long, be swept by this great move
ment of the masses from their pnlpits
and rostrums, to be numbered with the
curses, snres and pestilences with which
the human race has been afflicted.
My
object, in this article, is to draw attention
to a few of the most prominent and im
portant reform
which, like
" straws, show movements,
which
way the wind

this and pay their enormous expenses, our
traders probably think it really necessary
to make the ' workies ' pay well for what
they purchase.
' of
Suppose we examine the ' outgoes
these establishments by figures.
There
are probably not less than sixty grocers in
this city, (big and little,) the rent of
whose stores will average $ 150 per year,
which will amount in all to $9,000.
Two
clerks in a store whose pay, at one dollar
per day each, will amount to $37,560.
The cost of lighting, at one dollar twen
ty-five cents per week, will amount to
$3,900.
The fuel used will probably
amount to about $ 20 each in a season,
amounting in all, to $1,200.
Most of
them (say fifty) keep a horse and wag
gon, the cost of keeping will not be less
than two dollars twenty-five
cents per
week, which will amount to $5,800.
Wear of horse,
and harness is
" Our system of subdivision by couples not less than $30 waggon which
will be blows."
per year,
reduces to a minimum
the means of $ 1,500.
Now let us sum it all up, and
First, foremost, and most important,
mechanism, of economy, of riches and of you have $ 58,960, and quite a number of stands a rapidl*
increasing group, railed
virtue.
The families forming nearly as incidental expenses not reckoned in ; and " NATIONAL REFORMERS."
They are
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laboring zealously, with evident signs of
" A free soil for a free
speedy success.
" is their leading idea. No ex
people
clusive privileges,
no monopolizing the
elements
which
Nature
has rendered
necessary for our existence, is tlieir text,
and land monopoly the curse they are
The truth of their
striving to remove.
principles needs only to be understood to
be acknowledged.
Three-fuurths
of the
that
civilized
world will acknowledge,
"
man
has a right to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness," and that this em
braces the right to a place to lice.
They
will also agree that land monopoly and
the exclusive ownership of the earth is
wrong — but the modus operandi by which
the earth shall be restored to man, and,
like the air and water, be free to all, and
at the same time secure to the individual
the right of usufruct by possession, occu
pancy, and so forth, is the great problem
to be solved, and the point on which there
is a great difference of opinion, and about
which reformers are contending,
while
their enemies are rioting
in success,
hoping and expecting they will destroy
themselves.
But this vain hope is nearly
at an end.
Reformers are already open
ing their eyes to the truth, that the greater
contains the lesser, and that step by step
the ladder can be ascended.
This is the
great and good work of National Reform
ers, in which nearly all true reformers
will heartily join : — First, " freedom of
the public lands"; second. " land limi
tation " ; third, repeal of all laws for the
collection of debts ; fourth, repeal of all
tariffs ; fifth, and of all Banks and char
tered monopolies with exclusive privileges
to speculate out of the labor of wages or
chattel slaves.
If they keep clear of the
corruptions of existing political parties,
they will soon accomplish these measures
in the United States, and call upon Eu
rope to follow, which she will not be long
in doing.
Next, in zeal if not in importance,
come the ABOLITIONISTS.
They have
doubtless
manifested
much misguided
zeal, and often retarded their own object
by exhibiting envy, hatred, and contempt
towards the slaveholder ; yet they are
actually laboring for a reform and for the
removal of one of the great evils of civ
ilization — one which, whatever it may
have been, is now no longer necessary in
human progress, and should be, with
It is
many others, speedily removed.
evident that this class of reformers, how
ever honest their zeal, have been too
much the dupe of " the one idea."
In
their efforts to abolish chattel slavery,
they have overlooked the equally bad if
not worse form of wages slavery, which,
in the most perfected state of existing
civilization
in Europe, has been carried
beyond the starvation point, and to a de
gree of physical suffering far beyond any
which chattel slavery ever has or ever can
attain.
But I leave them to assist the
National Reformers, as most of them evi
dently intend to do, in the performance of
a good work.

Next comes the great " PEACE Soci"
holding up as their motto — Beat

ITY,"

your swords into ploughshares, and spears
into pruning-hooka."
They are strug
gling to raise the whole race one step on
the ladder of progress.
They deserve
the aid and assistance of all good minds ;
for their leading principle is goodness.
The history of the human race has been
already too long stained with blood, shed
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by legalized murder either at wholesale, j tion, and are laboring hard to persuade
as in battle, or by retail, as on the gal- and convince the race that this condition
These, too, will aid the National
lows.
which they display in glowing colors, is
Reformers, if they seek the most speedy i easily attained, and are waiting till the
race shnll be convinced, and take the
way to bring about their object.
Then comes the TEMPERANCE REFORM, ! grand leap at once.
Those who take this
which has evidently nearly exhausted its j couise, may, like the Millerites,
get on
" wait a
energy, and has done but little to belter' their white robes, but they must
the condition of the race; for avarice and little longer."
Nature works out great
other evils have taken the place of dissi
revolutions by slow, progressive law, and
pation, and prevented the good which humanity has Ihua far been subject to the
this reform would have done hnd it been same steady but sure progress, and doubt
seconded by the adoption of other move- less will continue so. This class might
ments to keep a corresponding elevation I be, and in some instances are, adopting
of man. This, and a score of other the co-operative labor and equitable dis
fragmentary reforms, which I have not tribution of products, and also aid the
iu their measures,
time to describe, aJl deserve our aid, and ; National
Reformers
are embraced in greater movements, as and thereby hasten the realization of their
the single letters are embraced in the hopes, which are doubtless based on the
Some are trying to get the true destiny of rnan.
alphabet.
sound of A, some of B, and so on, while
Next and last, though not least, come
some are striving to recite the whole the SOCIALISTS, of which, at present, the
leading movement is in Cincinnati, Ohio,
alphabet.
Next come the ASSOCIATIONISTS.
By from which emanates an excellent month
" Herald of Truth." This
these, I designate those who believe in a ly called the
coming age of unity, harmony, and plen class seek and expect for humanity a con
ty, as discovered and illustrated in the dition I it beyond that sought by the Fousocial science of Charles Fourier, and by rier School.
They seek and describe a
him believed to be the destiny of man. condition where it will not be necessary
This great reform movement, with which j 10 recognize distinctive property, even in
the age is agitated, contains all which I shares ; — where it will not be necessary
I have described, and many more, and is ! to divide the products of labor, to labor,
only less important now because the peo- ! rapi|al and skill, or to divide at all ;—
pie are less able and willing, and less where all the wants of man shnll be sup
The position they plied from the abundance which will be
prepared to adopt it.
seek is high up the ladder, and the many produced by labor, performed not as a
but as a pleasure; — where the
steps which lead to it cannot be leaped duty,
over by the masses.
Step by step the physical wants of man shall be few and
world will progress to this great and simple, and the mental many and com
Their reform begins plex, and these shall engross most of his
happy condition.
where National
Reform, as before de time and attention ; — where all shall be
scribed, ends, and can only begin frag- at home, all shall be happy, all shall be
mentarily, or generally, where that has good, and few, it any laws will he needed
done the most important part of its work, to restrain or direci man to the performUnder this system, the domain or town- ance of his duty.
This is a beautiful I;icship must be the common home and joint ' ture, but it is too far up the ladder for
property of all, where each shall have ! this or the next generation to expect to
;
too, and
all others,
These,
liberty and a right to labor, and be guar- aluin.
antied the full product of that labor — I should join with the National Reformers,
where all machinery will work for and ; and thereby help to gct up the first, setnot against the laborer — where all chil-fond, and third steps, nnd so forth,
dren will be guarantied a thorough moral. I
The National Reformers are struggling
!
physical and intellectual education, nnd to pot the sounds of the vowels in the alwhere unity, harmony, and an abundance [ih;ibut; the Assncintionists to gu through
of the comforts of life will be the real with the whole list of tctters, and the
condition of all, secured to them hy the Socialists to put the leitcis together, and
make words.
All these movements loud
co-operative system of labor and the equi
table distribution of products to labor, ID progress faster or slower, as they com
and skill.
I had, however, for
There, slavery in bine or contend.
capital,
every form would be at an end ; the nat- gotten to say, that among some of the
there is n Blight tendency
ural wants of the rising generation would j Associationists
be cultivated and gratified, and artificial I to sectarianism.
Should
this
prevail,
Alcohol, they will, like the professed followers of
wants would not be created.
lose the principles of their
tobacco, and pills, would find little use ; j Swedenborg,
peace and not war would be the ruling ! founder, and their movement will be retI however hope better things
idea, and a land monopoly would never be J rograde.
i from them.
known.
lf Yon wil1 pardon 'i'« lonf? article,
Hence this would contain all the pre-!
But this class of re- 1whlch 1San exception to my rule. I will
ceding reforms.
hereafter,
formers are as much, and perhaps more, try to be more brter
WAKREN CHASE,
guilty of misguided zeal than any others. !
CER*SCO, (w'i-.) Kept. *, 18*7,
there are many true and noble j
Although
" the :
spirits among them who sigh for
A LEARNED WOOD SAWYER.
The Degood time coming," and are striving to j
climb the ladder step by step, yet there j troit Advertiser says there is in that city a
have been also many fragmentary
at- j German, about 30 years of age, who was
tempts to attain by one leap a condition I educated in one of the German Univcrsifar above that which mankind in general i ties, who iu an excellent Latinist, a good
are prepared to endure.
Such attempts I Greek and Hebrew scholar, and speaks
have been mostly like the frog in the j and writes French, Spanish, German and
I well — two feet
up and three back ! i English, besides being a good mathemaof these reformers are viewing ! tician ; yet with all these accomplishments
Many
with eager and earnest anxiety the con- ; he is compelled, for want of better eru
dition of man far above his present posi- j ployment, to saw wood for a living.
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name

suppressed, out of a poor deference,
to see a faithful
same

and

story,

under its true title, and bearing the name

of GEORGE SAND, from the appreciating
This is the way in
pen of Mr. Shaw.
which the work of translation should be
done, if done at all.
Literary honesty,
to a noble author, justice

to the

public, demand no less ; and we cannot
worthy

to be the

Sand's

glowing,

profound and humane creations

to the English reader, who cannot with
out fear face the judgment of a corrupt
age on a noble woman, one of the pur
and most eloquent reformers

of the
sen

7

humanitary

compare in
with Goethe's

and Dorothea, while

it is pro

the whole of it.

is

is
a

a

* In lhe sweat of
thy f.icc
Tliou shalt i;nin thv poor life.
After labor long and wearing,
titre is death who invites thee.

it
is
a

I.

THE AUTHOR TO THE READER.
" A In eueurdo ton
visaige
Tu paiancrasta pauvre vie.
Apres long travail ot usai^e,
Voicy la mart qui tu convic.*

in

" CHAPTER

I

forbear extracting

by

and thus evade the obligation
which rests upon us of seeking to estab
lish the Kingdom
of Heaven on earth,
for all.
It is so beautiful that we cannot
world,

a

postpone the

it

would

of our brother to the unknown

I

strain which

well-being

is
a

It exposes this ungenerous, pseudo-

moral

it
a

poor.

;

The Introductory Chapter refutes the
common notion which regards death as a
thing to be desired simply as a compen
sation for the earthly sufferings of the

a

phetic with a higher thought.

le

Hermann

naturalness

a

and

;

grace

prose poem, a

might

;

Idyll, which

j

Tt is in fact an exquisite
finished

is

It is a story of the heart in its
It at the same
time is a true picture of the real condi
tion of the agricultural
laborer, con
trasted with a vision of what the husband
man might be in a true state of society.
written.

innocence and simplicity.

;

Sand

7

has

Madame

a

pa

thetic, chaste, which

;

Pool is a pure little gem of

! i

The Devil's

a story ; one of the most beautiful,

ty

timent, as few have ever been.

j

the

' j

with

;

inspired

is

age,

it

est

a

beautiful,

person

of George

it

that

introducer

by

conceive

a

justice

a

of the

7

therefore
translation

elegant

no

We

opinion.

7

are glad

popular

it,

to unjust

it
is

doubt,

a

The

and the author's

It

is changed

in

d'Orsay."

7

title

the French,

from

Count

the

by

7

of " Marie,

title

It

the

edited

7

we have seen a notice of what we

nal,

suppose to be this same little book, under

is

12mo. pp. 93.

it

1S47.

Buildings.

In a late number of tlie Ilowitts' Jour

it,

Decil's Pont. By GEORGE SAND,
Author of " Consuelo," etc. Trans
lated by FRANCIS GEO. SHAW.
New
York : William H Graham, Tribune

The

" This old French couplet, inscribed beneath glance upon that which surrounds them, apply
one of Holbein's compositions, is deeply sad in themselvesto depict the sorrows, the abjectness
its simplicity. The engravingrepresentsa hus of poverty, the dunghill of Lazarus. This may
bandman driving his plough in the middle of a be the domain of art and of philosophy; but in
field. A vast landscape stretches in the dis- depicting poverty so ugly, so debased, sometance : you there see wretched cabins ; the sun ! times so vicious and so criminal, is their object
is setting behind the hill. It is the end of a I attained,and is the effect salutary,as they would
day of hard work. The peasant is old, thick- wish 7 We dare nut decide upon this point. It
set, covered with rags. His four horses are j may be said that by displaying the sbyss ezcapoor, worn out ; the ploughshareburieaitaelf in j va-tedbeneaththe fragile soil of opulence, they
a rough, ungrateful soil. Only one being is terrify the wicked rich man, as in the time of
brisk and active in this scene of travait et j the Dance of Macabcr they showed him the
uuugt. It is a fantastic personage,a skeleton yawning grnve, and death ready to entwine him
armed with a whip, who runs in the furrow by with its unclean arms. In our day they show
the side of the frightened horses and strikes him the thief picking the lock of his door, snd
them, acting thus as a ploughboy to the old hus the assassin watching his slumbers. We con
fess that we do not understandtoo well how he
bandman. It is death, that spectre which Hol
bein has allegorically introduced into the suc will be reconciled with the humanity which he
cession of philosophical and religious subjects, despises; how he will be made to feel for the
at once gloomy and ludicrous, entitled The sufferingsof the poor man under the form of an
Shadows qf Death.
escaped convict and of a night prowler. 1'he
" In that collection, or rather in that vast horrid death grinning its teeth and playing upon
composition in which death, playing his part on the violin in the pictures of Holbein and his
every page, is the tie and the predominant predecessors,did not find the means,under this
thought, Holbein has brought upon the stage aspect, of converting the wicked and consoling
the sovereigns, the pontiffs, the gamblers,the the victims. Does not our literature proceed
drunkards, the nuns, the courtesans, the bri
this matter somewhat in the style of the
gands, the poor, the warriors, the mnnks, the artists of the middle ages and of the restora
Jews, the travellers, all the world of his time tion
" Holbein's drinkers fill their cups with kind
and of our own ; and every where the spectre
of death mocks, threatens, triumphs. From of fury, in order to drive away the idea of death,
one picture only is it absent. It is that in which who, invisible to them, serves them as cup
poor Lazarus, lying upon a dunghill at the door bearer. The rich of our day ask for fortifica
of the rich man, declares that he does not fear tions and cannons, in order to drive away the
doubtlessbecausehe has nothing to lose, and idea of die insurgent populace, whom art dis
an anticipated death.
becausehis life
plays to them working in the dark, in detail,
Is this stoical thought of the half-pagan while awaiting the propitious moment for des
Christianity of the restoration very consoling troying social order. The church of the middle
and do religious minds find for their advan ages replied to the terrors of the powerful by
the sale of indulgences; the governments of
The ambitious man, the cheat, the
tage
rant, the debauchee, all those proud sinners our age calm the anzietiesof the rich by making
who abuse life, and whom death holds by the them pay for
great many gend'armes and
hair, will be punished, without doubt but the jailors, bayonetsand prisons.
" Albert Durcr, Michael Angclo,'
blind man, the beggar,the crazy man, the poor
Holbein,
peaasnt, are they compensated for their long Callot and Goya, made powerful satires on the
misery by the simple reflectionthat death not evils of their age and country. These are im
an evil to them
No, an implacable sadness,a mortal works, historical pages of incontestable
horrible fatality weighs upon the work of the value we do not wish to deny to artists the
artist.
resembles bitter curse cast upon the right of probing the wounds of society, and
lot of humanity.
placing them before our eyes but
there
"
was indeed the sorrowful satire, the true nothing to be accomplished now ezcept to de
In that literature
picture of society which Holbein had before pict terror and threatening
his eyes. Crime and wretchedness,— this was of the mysteries of iniquity, which talent snd
what struck him but we, artists of another age, imagination have broughtinto fashion,we prefer
what shall we paint? Shall we seek in the the sweet and gentle figures to the criminals
thought of death for the remuneration of our with their dramatic effects. The former may
Shall we invoke
as the undertake and bring about conversions, the lat
presenthumanity
punishment of injustice and the compensation ter produce fear, and fear does not cure selfish
ness, but augmentsit.
of suffering
" We believe that the mission of
" No, we have now nothing to do with death,
art
but every thing with life. We no longer believe, mission of feeling and of love that the novel
either in the nothingnessof the tomb, or in the of our day ought to replace the parables and
salvation purchased by forced renunciation apologuesof simpler times, and that the artist
we wish that life should be good, becausewe has task more broad and more poetical than
wish to be fruitful. Lazarus must leave his that of proposing few measures of prudence
dunghill in order that the poor may no longer and conciliation to diminish the fear inspired
rejoice at the death of the rich. All must be his paintings. His aim ought to be to cause the
happy, in order that the happinessof few may objects of his solicitude to be loved, and, in
not be criminal and cursed in the sight of God. case of need. would not make
crime in
The husbandman in sowing his grain, must him to embellish them somewhat. Art
not
know that he labors at the work of life, and not study of positive reality;
search after
his side. Final ideal truth, and the Vicar qf Wakefietd
rejoice becausedeath walks
ly, death must no longer be the punishmentof more useful book, and one more healthy to the
prosperity, nor the consolation of distress. God mind than
Paytan peroerti, or les Liauotu
has not destined either to punish or to com- dangereiua.
" Reader, forgive these
pensatefor life, and the grave should not be a
observations, and
refuge to which
lawful to refer those whom please to accept them in the manner of
prewe do not wish to make happy.
face. There will be none
the little story
" Certain artists of our age, casting a serious am about to relate to
you, and will be so short
•
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and so simple that it was necessary 1 should the husbandmancan also be an artist, not to other end of the arable field,
good lookmake an excuse Torit beforehandby telling you cxpresx, (which will be of little consequence ing young man was driving
magnificent
what I think of terrible sturies.
four pairs of young animals of
then,) at least to feel, the beautiful. Do men team
• It is with reference to a husbandmanthat 1 believe that this mysterious intuition of poetry dark color,
mixture of black and bay
not already in him in the state of instinct and with streaks of fire, with those 'short and
have allowed myself to be led into this digres
small frizzly heads which still savor of the wild
sion. It is in fact the story of a husbandman vague reverie? Among those whom
which I intended to tell you, and which 1 will inheritance protects in our day, and in whom bull, those iarge savage eyes, those sud
the excessof misfortunedoes not smother every den mittions, that nervous and jerking
tell you immediately.
irrilated
••I had been looking for a long while, and moral and intellectual development, pure. fUt
sti".
bV,he yoKe
1sb|W.whioh.
and the gn.ad' and snl, obey, with
start
an elementary
with a feeling of deep melancholy at Holbein's and appreciated happiness is
o'
the
.
recently imposed authority,
r *i,. an?er
husbandman,and I was walking in the fields, state and moreover, -ftfrom the depths ofr suf.
were
are
what
hey
newly-yoked
m-called
dreaming of country life and the destiny of the fenng and fatigue some poets voices have al- steers.
The man who governed them
tillers of the soil. Doubtless it is gloomy to ready risen, why should be said that the labor had to clear
corner formerly devoted to
wear out one's strength and one's days in cleav of the hands excludes the functions of the soul
pasturage, and filled with century-old
ing the bosom of that jealous earth, which Doubtless that exclusion the general result of stumps, the task of an athlete, for which
obliges us to force from it the treasuresof its excessivelabor and of deep poverty but let no his energy, his youth, and his eight
fertility, when a crust of the hardestand black one say that when man shall labor moderately most unbroken animals were barely suf
at the end of the day, the only re and usefully, there will be only inferior work ficient.
est bread
" A child six or seven years old, beau
compenseand the only profit grantedto labor men and inferior poets. He who derives noble
real poet, tiful as an angel, with his shoulders
ao severe. Those riches which cover the soil, delights from the feelingof poetry
covered, over his blouse,
those harvests,those fruits, those proud animals even he have never made verse in his life.
lamb-skin,
" My thoughts had taken this direction, and
which
made him
resemble the little
which fatten the long grass, are the property
of
few, and the instruments of fatigue and did not perceive that this confidence in the edu- Saint John the Baptists of the painters of
the restoration, walked
in the furrow
slavery to the greater number. The man of cability of the rustic man was strengthened
external influences.
was walking on parallel to the plough, and touched the
leisure does not generally love for themselves, me
long and light
either the fields, or the meadows,or the spec the border of field which some peasantswere flank of the oxen with
stick pointed with
slightly sharpened
tacle of nature, or the superb animals which in the act of preparingfor the approachingseed
goad. The proud animals quivered under
are to be converted into pieces of gold for his time. The arenawas vast like that of Holbein's
the small hand of the child, and made
use. The man of leisure comes to seek little picture the landscape was vast also, and en
their yokes and the thongs bound over
sir and health at his country residence,then he closed with great lines of verdure, somewhat their foreheads
creak, while they gave
returns to spend in the great cities the proceeds reddenedby the approachof autumn, that broad violent shocks to the
plough
handles.
field of
vigorous brown, where recent rains When
of his vassals'labor.
root stopped the ploughshare,
" "11 his side, the working man too much had left, in some furrows, lines of water which
the husbandman shouted with
powerful
exhausted,too unhappy, and too fearful of the the sun made glitter like fine threads of silver. voice, calling each beast by his name,
future, to enjoy the beautiesof the country and The day had been clear and warm, and the but rather to calm than to excite
for the
rustic life. To him also the earth, freshly opened by the cutting of the oxen, irritated
this sudden resistance,
the charms of
light vapor. In the leaped, dug up the ground with their
golden fields, the beautiful meadows,the superb ploughshares, exhaled
animals, represent sacks of crowns of which he upper part of the field, an old man, whose broad broad forked feet, and would have cast
small portion, insufficient for back and severe face reminded me of the one themselves out of the track, carrying the
will have but
with his voice
his wants, and which cursed sacks he must in Holbein's picture, but whose garments did plough across the field,
neverthelessfill every year, in order to satisfy not indicate poverty, gravely held his plough of and goad, the young man had not re
two quiet oxen, with strained the foi:r nearest him, while the
his master,and pay for the right to live parsi antique form, drawn
child governed the other four.
He also
pale yellow skins, real patriarchs of the mea
moniously and wretchedly on his domain.
" And yet, nature eternally young, beautiful dow, large in stature, rather thin, with long shouted, the poor little fellow, with
voice which he wished to make terrible,
and generous. She pours forth poetry and turned down horns, old laborers whom long but which
remained as gentle as his an
beauty to all the beings,to all the plants which habit had made brothtri, as they are called
face.
was
gelic
all
beautiful
in
are allowed to develop themselves freely in her our country people, and who, when separated strength or
grace, the landscape, the
new, man, the child, the bulls under the
bosom. She possessesthe secret of happiness, from each other, refuse to work with
yoke
companion, and let themselvesdie of sorrow. and in spite of this powerful struggle in
and no one has ever known how to wrest
Those
know
of
Thc
the
personswho
nothing
from her.
most happy of men would be
country which the earth was overcome, there was
he who, possessing the science of his labor, treat as fabulous the friendship of the ox for his
feeling of gentleness and deep calm
and working with his hands,finding comfort and yoke-fellow. Let them come and see in the which rested upon all things.
When
liberty in the exerciseof his intelligent strength, depths of the stable poor animal, thin, drawn the obstacle was surmounted, and the
would have time to live by his heart and by his up. lashing his fleshless sides with unquiet tail, team had resumed its equal and solemn
brain, to understand his own work and to love blowing with fear and disdain upon the food that step, the husbandman, whose feigned
offered him, with his eyes always turned to violence was only an exercise of vigor
that of God. The artist has delights of this
and an expenditure of activity, immedi
kind in the contemplation and reproduction of wards the door, or pawing with his foot the
ately recovered the serenity of simple
at
his
side,
the beautiesof nature but, on seeing the suf empty place
smelling of the yoke
souls, and cast
look of paternal satis
ferings of the men who people this paradiseof and chain which his companion has worn, and
faction on his child, who turned to smile
the earth, the artist with an upright and humane incessantly calling him with melancholy low- on him.
Then the manly voice of this
heart
disturbed
the midst of his delight. ings. The neat-herdwill say There
yoke young father of
family struck up the
dead, and this <jhe melancholy and solemn strain which
Happiness will be there, where the mind, the of oxen lost his brother
the
heart and the hand laboring in concert under won't work any more. We ought to be able to ancient tradition of the country transmits,
the eye of Providence, a holy harmony would fat him for beef; but he won't eat, and soon he not to all ploughmen indiscriminately,
exist betweenthe munificence of God and the will starveto death.'
but to those most consummate
the art
" The old husbandman worked slowly, of exciting and sustaining the ardor
transportsof the human soul. Then, insteadof
of
the
oxen
at
work.
This chant, the
piteous and frightful death walking in the hus in silence, without useless efforts
his
origin of which was perhaps considered
bandman'sfurrow, whip in hand, the allegorical
docile team did not hurry any more than sacred, and to
which mysterious influ
painter could place by his side radiant angel
tie but, owing to the continuity
of
ences must formerly have been attributed,
sowing with full hand the blessed wheat upon
labor without distraction, and the appli
still reputed, at this day, to possess the
the steamingfurrow.
ance of tried and well sustained strength, virtue of keeping up the courage of the
" And the dream of
sweet, free, poetical,
:lis furrow was as soon turned as that of animals, of appeasing their dissatisfac
industrious,and simple life for the man of the lis son, who was
short tion, and of charming the ennni of their
ploughing at
fields not so difficult to be conceived that
distance from him, with four oxen not so long task.
not enough to know how
must of necessity be classed among chimeras. stout,
a vein of stronger and more to drive them well while tracing
perThose sweet and sad words of Virgil
O happy stony soil.
fectly straight furrow, to lighten their la" But that which afterwards attracted bor
the man of the fiejds did he but know his hap
raising or depressing the point of
piness are regret but like all regrets, they my attention was really
beautiful specta- the ploughshare opportunely
the soil
arc also prediction.
noble subject for
At the no one
day will come when cle,
painter.
perfect ploughman
he does
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'
not know how to sing to the oxen, and j talgia under the harness of the soldier, pose, — a fault which is the last to be forBut I gjven by the dainty generation of artistic
this is a science apart, which requires far from the field that saw his birth.
this man wants a part of the'delights that nove, reader.
taste and peculiar adaptation.
and is
destitute of
_
iI LFtjoinjoo,iiiiiiiaitriiaiii^iiL;iiLOTiiiivyii«i«
.
This chant is, to say the truth, only
possess, immaterial delights which are
«*nc"
of
tumultuous passion for those
workman
of
bis,
the
and
re
his
recitative,
right,
kind of
interrupted
certainly
Its irregular form and this vast temple, which heaven alone is who seek for a certain intellectual intoxisumed at will.
He wants the cation from the creations of this glowing
false intonations, speaking according to vast enough to enclose.
knowledge of his feeling.
Those who author.
the rules of musical art, render it untrans
We are, however, none the less
But it is none the less a beauti have condemned him to servitude from
latable.
indebted to Mr. Shaw for the graceful
ful chant, and so appropriate to the nature his mother's womb, not being ahle to
of the labor which it accompanies, to the deprive him of revery, have deprived him English costume, in which he has pre
sented this work, and have no doubt that
gait of the ox, to the calmness of those of reflection.
" Well! such as he is, incomplete and
rural scenes, to the simplicity of the men
will secure new and warm admirers for
who sing
that no genius,
stranger to condemned to an eternal childhood, he
the gifted writer, for whom he cherishes
whom
the labors of the soil, could have invented much more beautiful than he
fervent and justly appreciating ad
Do not such
it, and no singer other than
finished science has smothered feeling.
certainly adapted to en
ploughman of that country could repeat elevate yourselves above him, you who miration.
it.
At those epochs of the year when think yourselves invested with the legiti lighten the prejudices of those virtuous
n ,,:,„
no other iabor and no other move
mate
there
.no impreBcriuuYei .-_... to command
I,,,e and
wh
the real John
l.strai
him, for this frightful error under• which
ment in the country than that of plough
• •
can see
ing, this chant, so simple and so power- you labor proves that your mind has Bull obstinacy and conceitedness,
ful, rises like
ruthless
voice of the breeze, to killed your heart, and that you are the nothing
George Sand but
kind most incomplete and the blindest of men. Iconoclast, and an outrageoim violator of
which its peculiar toning gives
of resemblance.
The final note of each
love the simplicity of his soul still more
,jthev
*
phrase, continued and trilled with an in- than the false lights - of yours, and
induced to read this book with the atshould have more
credible length and power of breath, had to relate his life,
ascends
bringing forward its sweet tention which they give to the frivolous
quarter of a note with system
pleasure
wild, but the and touching points than you would have gossip of the day, they might perhaps de
This
atic dissonance.
invincible, and when you merit in depicting the abjectness into
charm of
tect lhe earnestne(MSof purpose and epth
the rigors and the contempt of
.
become accustomed to hear
you cannot which
of conv!ction with which this fearless
conceive how any song could be sung at your social precepts may have precipiwriter announces her sentiments to the
those places without tated him.
those hours and
" was acquainted with that young world.
disturbing their harmony.
•'
had man and with that beautiful child.
therefore
happened that
The following extract from the Preface
under my eyes
their history.
For they had
picture which contrasted knew
and to the present volume may give many
with Holbein's, though the scene was
history,
history — every one has
new point of view in regard to
sad old man, each might be interested
the romance readers
Instead of
parallel one.
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the purpose and character of the author.

" Later still, in
novel entitled, the
the Tour of France,
Companion
asked what was social right, and what
what justice was prac
was human right
our day, and what arguments
ticable
we must use to persuade the proletaries
that the present inequality of the rights
and of the means of development was the
last word of our social structure, and of
was ans
the wisdom of our laws.
wished to know too much
wered that
that
was
courted the populace
that
the follower of certain Jesus Christ, and
of several other very wicked reasoners,
whom the justice of all ages, and the in
terest of all governments had sent to the
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gallows.
" Provided with such good information,
the doctors of
enlightened, as you see,
the press, accused and convicted of the
confess that those
crime of curiosity,
doctors have, at least, taught me one
of our
is, that the criticism
thing
daily press has not the first word of
those social enigmas, for the solution of
This
have ingenuously asked.
which
shall continue to question my con
why
temporaries, not accepting in any manner
this reasoning of the conservatives, that
we ought not to make known the evil, vnless tee havefound
remedy. If questions
way of stopping
be crimes, there
them that is, to answer them and ask
those persons whom my curiosity offends,
to put my mind at rest once for all,
clear,
proving to me that everything
and that all goes well. But, hitherto,
alas
they have given me no other an
swer than that of the sonp of king Dagobert, that great politician of past times,
we are to believe the legend
roi,
Apprencls,lui dit
n'aime pas les pourquois.*
Clue
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. . . agricolas"
to my mind
and, that on seeing this beautiful pair,
the man and the child, accomplish under
and with so
such poetical conditions,
much gracefulness united with strength,
a labor full of grandeur and solemnity,
felt
deep pity mingled with an involun
Happy the husbandman
tary respect.
Yes, doubtless,
should be happy in his
become
my arm,
suddenly
place,
strong, and my chest, become powerful,
could thus fertilize and sing nature, with
out my eyes ceasing to see and my brain
to comprehend the harmony of colors and
of sounds, the fineness of tones, and the
one word,
gracefulness of outlines —
and es
the mysterious beauty of things
pecially without my heart ceasing to be
relation with the divine feeling which
presided over the immortal and sublime
creation
" But, alas that man has never under
stood the mystery of the beautiful, that
it.
May
child will never understand
The Journeyman Joiner, or the Compan
God preserve me from believing that they
ion
the Tour of France.
By
to the animals they
are not superior
GEORGE SAND.
Translated
by FRAN
at
mo
have
not
and
that
they
CIS GEO. SHAW.
New York: Wil
govern,
kind of ecstatic revelation which
ments
liam H. Graham.
1847. pp. 395.
charms their fatigue and soothes their
We do not predict for this work the
see upon their noble foreheads
cares
which
has been
the seal of the Lord, for they are born extensive popularity
kings of the soil, much more than those gained by the other writings -of George
who own
because they have paid for it. Sand that have been introduced to the
And the proof that they feel this is, that
American public
the present singular
they cannot be expatriated with impunity,
skilful translator.
has too much the
that they love this soil watered with their
sweat, that the true peasant dies of nos- air of being composed for
didactic purand the

of Virgil, came together

if

I

a

I

I

he had comprehended
peasant and simple
ploughman, Germain had reflected upon
his duties and his affections.
He had
and
related them to me with simplicity
had listened to him with
clearness, and
had been looking at
interest.
When
him
asked
long while as he ploughed,
myself why his history should not be
was
written,
although
history as
as straight,
and as devoid of
simple,
ornament as the furrow he was turning
with his plough.
" Next year that furrow will be filled
new one.
Thus
up and covered
also
impressed and disappears the
trace of the greater portion of mankind
A little earth
the field of humanity.
and the furrows we have
effaces
opened follow each other like the graves
Is not the furrow of the
cemetery.
ploughman quite as valuable as that of
the idle man, who has nevertheless
name which will survive,
name,
singularity or any absurdity he makes
little noise in the world?
" Well let us save,
we- can, from
the nothingness of oblivion, the furrow of
Germain, the finished husbandman.
He
will know nothing about
and will not
care
but shall have had some pleasure
in attempting it."
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a young and active one; instead of
team of panting and harassed horses,
double quadriga of stout and ardent oxen;
child
in
beautiful
instead of death
stead of an image of despair and destruc
tion,
thought
spectacle of energy and
of happiness.
" was then that the French couplet
"
la sueur de ton viuige, &c.,
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The engagement of the Havana troupe
at the Howard Athenaeum was somewhat
suddenly terminated,

to the multitude

at least,

would

by a misunderstand

to the artistic heanties of the composition
in itself, and when we urge those who

We are grateful to this would know the real joy of music to cul
us of a prepos
tivate all opportunities of hearing compo
session based on hearsay against Verdi's sitions which are good, of studying them

save any opera.

for disabusing

company
music.

//

for their own sakes even through the me

of imperfect
A
representations.
of true work of art will plant its meaning in
these singers ; yet we thank them for the you even so.
We have had the " Bar
effort to make us acquainted with tliis ber : " when shall we have Don Giovan
Barbiere

was

Seuiglia

suited to the peculiar

poorly

much

celebrated
comic

dium

powers

Rossini's

fancy ; one of the

which

operas

evidently

of

creation

and liveliest

happiest
few

di

have

become

ni ?

Must

we wait until we have a per
And will theie

fect company?
an audience

for such

things,

never be
until

the

The subject, it ia well known, is personal attractions of the best singers in
similar to that of the Nozze di Figaro of the world are added to the intrinsic glo
Mozart, the glorified, whose voluptuous ries of the music?
sense of beauty, and inexhaustible inven
The Figaro of Signer Vita was far
classic.

tion, found out a subtle humorous

vein in

more satisfactory than we could have an

music,

as well

its

lowest

ticipated from

depths

of divine

You

would

artist.

of playful

fancy,

its action ; he showed

as

sounded

not expect

but the utmost fertility
healthful,
grace,
amid

so grave and dignified

an

He pave us all the music of the
the same depth in Rossini ; part, if not all the nimble quick-silver of
sadness.

fine finish,
innumerable

whose

strains,

original

and happy

very

symmetry

its humor,
him.

though

that he conceived

it was not native

to

His Largo al factotum, his Al idea

the di i/in'| metallo, his portion of the exqui
humorous and graceful quartet(,
sitely
nothing comic in the libretto and the ac Bvona sera, and of the trio, '/.illi, zitti,

soul to inward

surprises,

tickle

laughter, even were there

What one opera has set so many we shall remember with a rare delight.
facile, unique melodies to cir Tedesco gave the brightness and arch
culating in the popular current ; filled the ness of Rosina,
without its delicacy ;
tion.

charming,

streets with so many exquisite musical her's was too broad a humor
for it.
common-places ; and infused so much of Some fine touches there were both in her
the witchery of song into the very air we singing and her action, but she ornamen

You go to hear it for the first ted the principal song,
proportions

concerted

bright orchestral coloring,

pieces,

as

Unavoce, without
a improving
and displayed throughout
the more force than beauty.
The Count

and the action,

1-

fine

the

A

the

story,

by

whole,

the

it,

breathe ?
time;

maviva was taken

the new tenor, Siga

a

modest, unaffected, youth
perhaps, are new 1o you ; but you are at nor Lorini,
home at once in its melody, for it has ful looking debutant, with
fine, warm,
somehow long since entwined itself into clear, ringing quality of voice, very pow
all your happy, careless, sensuous appre
erful in its upper tones, considerable exe
of life. It is a work of genius ; cution,
chaste style, and for the most
and therefore we say we sought this first part just conception of what he was sing
" Barber" in Boston ing. But he was entirely out of his own
performance of the

ciation

to weigh in the appreci
ating scales of true taste, and sound
knowledge of the principles of art, the

;

part

he has no comic

the cap
power, no rapid recitative, and
ital scene of the music-lesson he omitted

of it could tie only measurably successful.
It is, no doubt, an important province of the by-play
musical criticism

a

element in such

in

-

alone,

sitting

altogether,

idle behind the piano

as

if

IN

finale, that to the third act, which

with peculiar avidity, though in the na
ture of the case we knew the execution

MUSICAL REVIEW.
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choral

a

from me the intention of present
ing myself here as a victim of opinion
and prejudice, in order to repel the liter
ary criticisms to which my books have
been subjected.
In matters of art, 1
shall willingly acknowledge the compe
no oilier
tency of criticism,
attributing
merit to my works than the sincerity and
the ardor of investigation
which have
dictated them, and not seeking elsewhere
for the cause of the popularity they have
acquired, in spite of all their defects and
the criticisms to which they have been
subjected.
'• For
you all are seekers with me, O
my contemporaries ! all of you have need
of the truth, public and judges, readers
and critics.
In vain do you resist the
voices which rise up on every side ; in
the depths of your consciences speak voic
es much mote |eloquent than mine ; and
some of you have condemned me for
form's sake, who, in your souls, have
felt the same sorrows, the same rebellBut,
ings, the same needs as myself.
wandering in the darkness of doubt, un
fortunates that we are ! it often happens
that we take friends for enemies, and re
This shall not prevent those
ciprocally.
of us who begin to distinguish the dawn
from the night, and to love humanity in
spite of the errors of men, from seeking
always and holding firmly in their hunds
those hands which repel and misconstrue
them.
" All you who have so often dragged
me before the tribunal of public opinion
with anger, with harshness, with a kind
of personal, strange, inexplicable hatred !
I shall not summon you to the tribunal of
Informed of all the mysteries
posterity.
which terrify us, it will cast us altogether
into the beneficent abyss of oblivion.
If
there remain a feeble trace of our differ
ent manifestations, our children will see
that some among us who blamed the sel
fishness and apathy of the others, loved
them fervently and were not seriously
hated by them. ' Our fathers were unde
cided and unfortunate,'
they will say ;
' but
they were too near the truth not to
have felt already warmed by a ray of di
vine goodness.
"GEORGE SAND."

painfully

hoping

that

the foreground would absorb
attention of the audience.

the actors

in

" Far

the whole
We should hope something from this
merits of performers : most of the news
serious part, judging from the
paper criticism seems confined entirely to tenor in

;

a

Instead
ing between the two managers.
of the seven representations which had this, or rather to the poorer business of re impression which he made in the more
Signer
been promised to follow the three which commending or disparaging the one or the serious passages of this part.
we have already noticed, only fonr were other virtuoso, orchestra, or company, in Batallini, to our fancy, wholly missed the
he looked
as if each characteristic of Dr. Bartolo
given ; viz. Ernani once, The Barber of the pure pride of criticism,
Seville twice,
once.

and

Corrado

di Altamura

Ernani is undoubtedly

their

would

best of his

show
own

his ability to sport a notion
as any body else.

as well

But after all, is this the highest satisfac
tion to know how much, or even wherein
formers into doing their best ; it brings in one singer is better than another ! to set
play the three male voices which are the tle or to meet the question of personal

like one enjoying all the humor of the
thing, which he should be the last person

card, and has lost no charm by repetition.

to enjoy.

Its invigorating

recitative

music stimulates the per

did bis singing nor his
meet the case in hand.

Neither
at all

Signor Candi, as the grotesque, solemn,
scheming music master, Don BasHio, was
perhaps the most successful one of all in

Elvira than into any other ; and it has a attention to the standard works in music,

choruses

were indifferent

;

heart and soul of this company, namely, precedence between two rival cantatrici,
Perelli, Vita and Novelh, as well as the (forced by the critics to be rivals) as if his impersonation, and managed a strong
We feel we bass voice very cleverly, especially in the
noble organ of Tedesco, who appears to between two steamboats*
The
enter with more interest into the part of labor to a better purpose when we call serio-comic song about calumny.
the orchestra
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In lieu of the promised remainder of those who borrow their ideas from abroad

it,

fever of the brain ; so overstrained,
and

harsh

hard

it;

was

unre-

with

the performance.
find

they

own

their

audiences,

puritanic

and bearing them

giggling

most nonchalant

flow of low them into

by any sweet and gentle

melody ; trombones

and

so spasmodic

to end, so utterly

from beginning
leived

tum, laughing,

a selves

irreverence

suspected that

amusement
who would

in the
not fol

theatre.

trumpets from
Ave Maria.
Music
CHERUBINI.
Bos
octave flute sharp
ton
Geo. P. Reed, 17 Tremont Row.
the edges of diminished sevenths,
We are glad to see published this most
came so frequently as to make
by

and

first to last, with shrill

:

ening
which

casion that its effect as a whole

if

was as

We

ours !

to say upon another oc

we should

"

imagine

full of feeling, and deep, spiritual,

isfying

beauty.

sat

Many will remember

it

age of

restless

upon us as one of the best things sung at various
that pleasing vocalist, Miss
a picture concerts,
by

most

were compelled

is

in

a

one wonder if the rich repose of common exquisite morceau by
great master lit
these regions.
The melody
chords were grown entirely obsolete in tle known
this

JULIA NORTHALL.
In this reprint, an
of scarlet, or a landscape looked at English version
given above the Latin
not
The words.
through a scarlet wjndow pane."
song difficult of mere
but demands sentiment and
story and frame-work of the opera were execution,
taste.
We think
will be popular, and
absurd, for any contemplated effect, inas
will touch with something of
much as it begins with what may proper
deeper
ly be considered the climax of the whole sentiment, the cheerfulness of social win
many homes.
tragedy, the revenge and killing which ter evenings
in slightly

varying shades

a

in

a

it

is

It

is

painted wholly

and uninter
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most unpleasant thing about this music is,
that it is too true to the age.
the feverish

intensity,

It shows

the highly

spiced

manity, has been shut out
constitution,
and confined

our glorious

to the

other

shore of the Atlantic, with the exception
only

this

upon

south-west
deems

side

corner,

of that obstinate
Mexico, where

piratical and cruel invasion to be

perfectly legitimate means of extending
The holy cause of de
its own sphere.

Ameri
mocracy can sanction anything.
with these political phi
much greater idea than the
losophers,

can nationality,

and brotherhood of all mankind.
summed up
To them all human good
in the triumph of the democratic party in
unity

the United States.

Have we not political
Have we not the highest priv
of man, which includes every oth

freedom
ilege

er, the privilege
our agriculture
ishing, our

of voting

Is not our

our enterprise

wide,

country

proverbial,

and our commerce

flour

as a nation

unex

prosperity

we not almost

ampled?

Have

condition

of society?

perfect

And do we not

possess, also, that other Christian characteiistic of
great nation, that we are full

of fight, and well furnished with military

But after all, the

consequences.

of hu

to the true development

hostile

all

the people, all that

down

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

and cannon, and

schools

to our

terror

The fact that we hold three or
millions of our human brethren in

enemies

?

came after being but vulgar
esting

oppression,

degradation,

a

with

prove

that grinds

all

that

necessary

is

surely

and

wrong,

thinks the old world only

a

would

is

it

It

music ;

a

such

in

pray we may never be too familiar

reforming

is

the music of Norma,

needs

it

evenings

by

professed to give on successive

so

boasts its institu

?

to light and shade,

regard

democracy.

They have given or tions perfect

moderate audiences.

La Snnmambula, Er
nani, Linda, I Lombardy, and Mote in Egitretarding and accelerating ?
The Corrado di Altamura, by Ricci, to; hut it is said that they have made but an
was entirely new to us, and indeed we indifferent affair of
cutting out ad libi
with

concert

called

cant of our

the common

is

This

very

It

to

Temple,

a

force

such perfect

for one week, in the unmusi

of Tremnnt

hall

it

so much

and precision,

cal

;

with

coloring,

out with

;

full

and delicacy

brought

a

their

of the concerts,"

accompaniments

every

is
a

figured

Barber so satisfactorily

less numerous

getting

?

richly

are happily

day."

a

What richer enter

as usual admirable.

tainment could one ask than just to hear operas in costume, the Havana Company
the overture, and bits of symphony, and have been giving a series of "operatic

16, 1847.

four

;

a

war for
that we have got up
Of modern civilization, the natural frulti are, the acquisition of territory
as
back
contemptfor others' rights, fraud, oppression,
novels, in politics, in gamblingspirit in trade,
reign in French
reckless adventure,and ground of support to that beautiful dis
Mexican wars, in every thing ; the dis commercialconvulsionsall tending to impdVeriHh tinction, —
war which
draining off
the laborerand to renderevery condition insecure.
ease of a corrupt, and over-conscious age, Relief to come,and cnn only comefrom the new our youth from peaceful industry,
and
applicationof Christian principles, of Universal
in a false and miserable dilemma between justice and Universal love, to social institutions, teaching
them the taste of blood —
to commerce,to business,to active life.
practice and profession, and like those
pro
doing its best, so far as
DR. CHANNINU. which
same diminished sevenths which are the
peaceful,
longed, to reconvert us from
for effect, which

excuse any lameness in the execution of
such music, as we would in the gait of a
pilgrim

who has gravel in his shoes.

;

a

it

a

coolly,
fact

;

devilish

fast becoming
sink to

protestation

newspaper

press,

records
patriotically
that our broad lands
monopolized

bare minimum

that industrial
tration

whole

the
are

that wages

by competition
by the concen

;

which

of

murmur

the

;

throughout

s

;

even

out

feudalism,

of all enterprise in the hands of

capitalists, making dependent
rapidly suc
employees of all the rest,
ceeding to the anarchy of free competi
that poverty and crime are on the
tion
the great

is

was distressingly below pitch.
The cho
rus of women sang what should have
been a prayer inside a church, more like
a chant of market-women.
But we can

chance of ris
they may have
the fact that seventy deserters (from
an unjust, inhuman cause) are shot with
ing

a

at times come over yon, whether
imitations we are not prepared to say.
Tedesco sang but roughly, and Severi

bar

into play, also doing their best
state of war,
permanent

increase

;

would

create

;

also of Ernani

brings

to

wherein

very remarkable that such theo
ries as those of the Fourierites,
which
are the peculiar birth of
social condi
tion like that of France, should ever take
root here.
That the benevolent spirits of
Europe should eagerly adopt any scheme
that promises to meliorate their unnatural
condition of society,
not to be wonder
ed at.
as impossible for them to un
derstand the political freedom which we
the United States, and the conse
enjoy
quent happiness of our citizens, as
for us to feel their miseries; but we are
like men rowing in
boat with our faces
turned all the time to Europe, while we
recede farther and farther
continually
from it.
The great masses of the people,
however, live at home and think at home

is

Traces

"

it

go.

Sand.

;

effect would

occasioned by Mr. Shaw's
from Briancourt and George

a

There was a duett between

and Marini which reminded yon
of Saffo, and a finale also, so far as stage

this month,
translations

is

passages.
Tedesco

people, into

industrious

intelligent,

a

itone told with redoubled power in certain

REFORM.

is

true force of passion, by Vita, whose bar

Versus SOCIAL

We cut the following from the editorial barous and bloody people the hosts of
" Gossip " of the Democratic Review for officers and ambitious adventurers, whom

is

All the power and pathos of this music
was in one part, in that of Corrado, which
was sustained with great dignity,
and

DEMOCRACY

It

transi

to another.

It

concord

in

truest type in music of universal

tion from one true

a

a

is

it
is

;

ia

a

is

a

a

the straining

qualities,

slavery

that

the

"

Tombt

"

and the
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"

are recognized

necessities

of our great cities ; that hireling and de
pendent labor deprives whole classes of
" of
the benefit of those " free schools
which we boast so loudly; that our very
privilege of voting is for the most part
but the privilege of dropping our bit of

purposes of love for national supremacy, to prove that wo
the
Political freedom may were strong enough to rule here
the
exist, and does exist with a great deal of Western world.
We are glorying
very galling social slavery.
By our occu same things which have hitherto made
pancy of this virgin hemisphere with free nations drunk until they tottered to their
We begin to esteem outward
political institutions, we as a nation have downfall.
laurels of military
been providentially invited to work out power, the vulgar
the true solution of the social problem;
conquest, and the jealous vindication of
vient to God's

ultimate

in in

"

301

towards mankind.

paper into some current whose circuitous
channel has been cunningly dug out and to abolish all the causes of misery and in
determined by wire-pulling party leaders, equality which Inrk in a false social sys
so that the expression of our will is only tem ; to establish true relations between

water to their mill ;— these things, and a industry and capital ; to organize labor
thousand more as bad, are nothing in the according to a divine and unitary law,

our national

in respects

superiority

un

worthy of our thought,

more than we es

teem the opportunities

of peace and real

We
happiness and justice among men.
bully the rest of the world, and make

eyes of these most pure and righteous whereby all interests shall be made to our own example odious to the wise and
democrats ; these lovers of freedom, and converge, and every individual ambition good, and at the same time most encour
only strengthen and promote the common aging to tyrants who behold us tending
perhaps worst enemies of man.
The devils of Hell,
Extremes, it is said, meet; and if hu wealth; to establish guaranties of real, their own way.
of practical freedom to every member of whom we fancy we see grinning amid the
of wicked
European
one the human family within our borders. shadowy
ruins
point, it may now be seen in the autocrat But instead of that we have trusted monarchies, do laugh right out at our
of Russia on tlie one hand, and the demo wholly in politics, and left the social ex precocious depravity, and cry " how soon
man affairs ever present the spectacle

two

from

lines

far

to

converging

a

choice fiend for
cratic braggadocios of this blessed land of periment to blind fate : we have cheated shall we send you
"
Both believe in brute force, more ourselves
with
the illusory, theoretic military dictator?
The truth is, that society, throughout
than they do in peaceful progress ; both freedom, contained in the privilege of
are setting nationality above humanity ; voting.
the civilized world, in monarchy and in
What is
that all have theo
it,

freedom.

the

of the very nature of our society and the princi

very tyrant from whose grasp it has got
free; and if both could have full sweep,

only the very few can become rich

each on its own side of the ocean, Nico

poverty of multitudes

ples on which

is

is

industry

conducted, that
;

the bloody distinctions

the

an indispensable

all on that side, Polk and

competition
all interests,

the

wherever

characteristics

and under

Catholicism

unde'r

republic,

protestantism,

civilized

exist, which are unlimited
industry and incoherence of
sick to the very core

;

morally certain

in

the right and the chance to be

come rich,

is

to retically
by

in

and its manhood

if

emulating

hopes

foolishly

republic
freedom

it
is

prove its

if

the young

and

no political changes touch the seat of the
disease.
In Church and State,
all onr

them being that the est of great industrial
barons?
When
the other of demo
will this people become wise, and study
For force results in tyran to understand its destiny, and to fulfill its

tion.

But

suspicion

schism,

mutual

and defiance, between

nations,

antagonism,

difference between

classes,

trades,

one is of aristocratic,

working

rule.

ment of human affairs, so surely as love

pause

is the

only

principle

of life and order.

In the assertion of our nationality,

When will
tide of its general

nations?

among

amid the full

it

calling

by

cratic origin.
ny, wherever it is called in for the settle

all forms
(not unshaded
as a of individual
and amid its in
misery,)
prosperity

free people, we are raising up military ty
rants among ourselves ; in our very jeal

sane rejoicing

ousy of our own national honor

nations which have rim the same career?

we fling

over

victories,

shameful

itself of the examples

and bethink

and individuals,
our
We call ourselves mem

bers of one Christendom

but all our pol

itics are utterly un-christian
considerations

humane
cluded

mutual suspicion

ex

of nations

the diplomacy

from

last resort;

Christian and

are formally

the rule

;

upon the selfish inter

is

to labor,

;

we are dependent for the right and op

portunity

;

Atlantic, the only

;

each other over the

is

isms, armed to the teeth, and frowning on

if

:

;

is
it

all on this,

'.

Scott and Taylor conquering

in

part of the machinery whereby the fortunes
of the fortunate are made
What
to literature and all our art, we worship the
the civilized world would present the hurra for Jackson, Polk or Clay, and cry
idea of the unity of the race we cannot
spectacle of two great military despot " my vote will go ae far as any man's,'7 rid ourselves of this instinctive aspira

las conquering

cannons the

tyranny and blood, and waste

of ful expenditure,

and material depravation,

the consequences.

extension

of freedom,

Our government

rope.

a

a

a

a

ty

in

;

Christian

liberal, our profession

but our policy and daily prac
we make that freedom worse than slavery. tice are still Roman, Heathen,
poor
And in a country where this game is imitation of the false glories of the
fighting

a

for the

is

True we enjoy advantages over Eu
We occupy
clearer ground, and
more of it.
We are not driven so immedi
solution of
ately to the demanding of
Wide spread starva
going on, in a country, which even emu rants from whose reach we had escaped the social problem.
tion, and threatened upheavings of the
lates the baneful
of ill-fated in order that we might give the world
glories
and applies now to its sister model of true society, composed of free, whole foundation of the social fabric, do
Rome,
Mexico the Roman maxim of Delenda est intelligent, and loving men and women, not force us to speculate (as for life or
it is said that society is too who have put away the ugly taint of death) upon some possible new order of
Carthago,
society, and to ask ourselves whether
perfect to feel any need of Social Sci selfishness together with the false institu
divine code, regu
ence ; that Fourierism
But our democracy God has not written
may be snatched tions of the past.

away whatever makes man honorable ; in

paradise of republican

whole

work

was

accomplished

of Independence

Revolution

The world has confided long enough in
We do not undervalue
the
politics.
blessings of our free political constitution.
But that, like every other blessing, is a
blessing only as it U wisely made subser

become ashamed of the position

;

ism !

nay,

our
has

of sol

apply,

business

instead of groping

circle of political

The Social
has

the vicious

economy

Science, of which

providentially

which

to understand and to
in

is

it

our

?

and virgin

lating the whole social architecture

found

Fourier

the key,

was

in

the time of need
of humanity contending for the doubtless struck out
collapse of the
rights of men, and with the first taste amid the threatening
of conquest, maintains that our revolu whole old system of European Civiliza
There the misery
tion was not
war for independence, but tion.
greater, ind
a

diers

is

pure

it in

It

in

at by despairing philanthropists in wicked has forgotten all its heavenly inspiration
and oppressed old Europe,
bat that it
greedily devouring the spoils of its
were a mockery to speak of it in this first victory.
flatters itself that its
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the crisis nearer ; and there, as the Dem

This national

ocratic Review says, a readier

which our

ear might

"

ambition,
democracy

"

this

patriotism,
about,

declaim

entered into the frame-work
drama.

nf the social

cannot deny its own

Civilization

to be lent to Fuurierism.
is a poor, petty, and soul-cramping thing , work, for it has devoted all that is bril
and magnificent in its
But for the very reason that they need the it is a rivalry in meanness, which saps liant, imposing,
resources to the construction of it.
the internal virtue of the commonwealth,
remedy so desperately and so immedi

be expected

ately, are they in want of calmness

of elbow-room

to use it.

Here

the evil

day is more postponed ; but the same ten

contradicts

it a

making

of

faith

the

speculative,

interests,

tific, and in all relations.

impracticable

capable of securing the happiness even of

races are

to their God-given

becoming

planted together,

it

here the elements are gathering of a uni
versal nation ; then it is here pre-eminent

ly that his doctrines

should

find favor,

men shall

paigns,

and

their

such an exercise
riotism

feats which

praise in the daily
permanent

cam

immortalizing

grand industrial

policy

enjoyment

of patriotism,
to

the pat

us is a

" sin

is one

-embrace

would

humanity

in

resulted

nf the old led to the prosecution, both on account of

European

great

also

the

the curiosity

which it must naturally

cite, and of the important
in the light of

ex

views, which,

Associative

Science,

il

presents in regard to the relations be
Were it not nobler to be indebted to tween private morality and social organ
France for a good social idea, for a great ization.

quickening

thought,

Behold on that paper,

secretary,

of orphans !

most

forsaken

that

magnificent

costly

hangings,

as many

bitter

in

Behold

apartment,

on

those

on that rich furniture,

on those splendid robes, more blood, more
misery, than can be discovered in the path
that

have

been

prompted by

barbarous ignorance or blind necessity.

"

God

those who

tion of society

have their existence

soned by the severity

poi

of labor, and the

God
uncertainty of their daily bread.
does not sanction an absolute contrast be

of his providence, and would
bond of solidarity which at
taches men to the pursuit of a better
world.
It is the will of God, so long as
all have not achieved the true destiny of
man, that the rich should be deprived of
the joys of the soul, and the poor of the
joys of the body ; this is the only means
of interesting both rich and poor in the
moral and material amelioration of the
condition of all.
" Now among the social vices which

to import

do not scruple

latest lessons in French

rich

in its honorable acquittal.
We
give some extracts from the article which

ness, according to the old false standard,
they

that

tween complete happiness and entire dis
tress ; for such a contrast would lead to

flesh pots of Egypt, they import the poor
and in the eyes of all good men the obso
world ; and to emulate

lowest vagabond !

and more tears,

in the garret of the

than can be found

one great fique has been indicted for an article on
for the the recent Parisian tragedy, but the trial

they long

lete ambition of the kingdoms

lessness, more anxieties

is just.
He does not permit
have already all the material
our joys of life, to possess, at the same time,
all the moral joys, while the greater por

against the Holy Ghost," a moral suicide

imitation.

bond of brotherhood,

"

couch,
Behold on that sumptuous
decorated with silk and gold, more sleep

In view of of crimes

utility.

now preached

all

of borrowing,
and which
neither
benefits ourselves,
This very petty country, nor our race.
principle of nationality, of the glory of
our country, and our arms, is one of for
MORALITY OF THE PRASLIN AFFAIR.
Forsaking the true
eign importation.
We perceive that the Democratic Paciidea, which is universal and
American
whole

ed to be the most wretched.

thoughts, as piercing anguish and distress
of mind, as there are in the soul of the

The " Democracy " are very shy of of their

most foolish

who seem to be most

will be concordant, like the con
verging, spiral chase of individual themes
in a harmonic fugue; their works will be
works of peace ; their armies, armies of
strife

ment into practice.

ory good enough which comes from Eu
Yet while they say this, their
rope.

they

favored of fortune are often doom

highly

in

laborers,

from abroad ; and think no the

found in facts as well as in the designs of

rich and bless humanity ; their emulative

should take deep root in all thinking
minds, and pass 6rst from abstract state

borrowing

those, who appear to unite all the condi
tions of happiness ; that is, by a species
of moral and social solidarity which is

In the true order Providence,

of associated industry, according to Fou
powers and inward promptings, and fulfill ! rier, nations will not be any less individu
the true terrestrial destiny of man, as a al, patriotism will not be less, the senti
co-operator with God in the great work of ment of home and country will not cease
universal harmony and beauty.
If Fou- to glow under the deadening indifference
rierism is true, then is it for all humanity,
of a barren abstraction : but nation will
and not for France.
And if on this wide vie with nation in generous efforts to en
educate all according

is in

us by this affair, is that civilization

Here we have time, profession, and postpones the day when
and room, and preparation in our civil in all men shall be one, and the whole hab
stitutions, for laying down in season the itable globe shall enjoy the blessings of
foundations of the true, the natural social j co-operation in industrial,
social, scien
shall reconcile all

first lesson which is forced upon

Christendom,

dencies are at work.

order, which

" The

It

and and educates the people downwards.

tactics.

military

than for these deplo

" The

Praslin

affair is a romance, or

a denial
break

the

has rather a drama, of which society itself is
in the author.
The organs of the public
become the opposite of philanthropy
Our country, ministry and the moralists, who express the Praslin drama denounces as the ac
our political vocabulary.
right or wrong, is made to justify deeds a virtuous indignation against the produc complices of that bloody transaction, the
which are the everlasting shame of any tions of modern literature, who reproach first is certainly the idleness, the moral
rable and vulgar

arts?

Patriotism

the effect of the vacuity,
which
civilization
produces
country ; and he who lifts his voice for it with exaggerating
conflict of passions and of social vices, among the rich.
universal freedom, for humanity irrespect
By disdaining to invest
ive of the bounds of nation, for peace and must now bow their heads before this labor, with the conditions of honor and
That which would attractiveness, which it has thrown around
brotherhood, is branded as a traitor.
hyperbole of reality.

We would not wilfully ignore the dif
ferences of national

character,

nor

have seemed grossly improbable
in a the practice of war, civilization delivers
din- book, is found to be but too true in fact. every man, whose wants are satisfied, as
each Every thing which fiction and imagina
a prey to consuming ennui, to the mercy

pise tne sentiment of country which
must feel peculiarly to his own land. —

tion

And emulation between nations is as leg

interest

itimate,

as unavoidable,

and may

a true

and

a false

combine suited to fasten the

emulation.

fortune,

splendor

events.

of external

Colossal
condition,

names, virtues, beauty, love, fami
ly, pride, ambition, — all these elements

great

of an indolent unrest.

on beings of romance, has been dures all the hardships

be as concentrated by actual

generous and noble as between individuals.
But there is all the difference in the world
between

could

The poor man en
of labor, but he

enjoys all the moral satisfaction
The rich man,
which proceeds from it.
in being removed from this social necessi

also

ty, this incessant communion

with the ac

THE HARBINGER.
himself

more wearied

ness of his faculties,
by his fifteen

with

aside

back upon
the useless-

than is the proletary

hours of painful

labor. —

husband, since she bitterly lamented that

have obstinately refused the most holy, the

she did not see

most

the courage

and

him the sentiment

She had,

fur great things.

irresistible,

most divine

against

the

brutal

most

sacred,

the

that of

the liberties,

of love!

Yon

have distrusted the free and noble devel

of the caresses of opment of love, and you have tolerated

her

deprived

arrangement

the

of all

of affection,

thousand times more reason to sentiment,

besides,
revolt

When the mind, for want of the spur of which

in

in laying

the ideal of a useful end, falls

a

tivity or his fellow-men,
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ceases

to be constantly im
her children and alienated from her their and even organized the free promiscuity
But, could of gold
In your infatuation of morality,
pelled by the attraction of a task to be affection and their confidence.
fulfilled, by the excitement of a common she find
the means which she made use you have feared, with the unfortunate
in

!

necessity,

fulfilled

by

only

well-organized

her, you

have

deception, corruption,

strife and

violence,

blood

"

then to estimate

Attempt

you dare,

in

ily

before

called forth from the bottom of the heart,

tude than delicacy, which could be worth
a

proach to her husband, may be turned
also against herself, and illustrates a still

Duchess, only the appearance of scandal,
and like her and

if

gross material

?

with

ism, or with capricious fancies, bitter re-

!

Was
of the true remedy for such evils
she sufficiently mistress of her own feel
and cruel and vexatious
de ings, of her temper, and of her ideas, to
pinings,
mands.
This truth, which the letters direct the education of nine children, to
of Madame de Praslin present as a re accomplish this task of no less magni

labor, it ends either

the streets, in refined and elegant soci
ety, in your families, and in your con

to rekindle

extinct,

did

love

she

that

was

a

a

a

by their

organization of varied tably provoke this catastrophe of blood
" Still, let there be honor to this noble
Who does
labors and of easy duties?
not feel that they would have pardoned
and tender victim of social prejudices,
madman
partial separation, that they would have and of the infuriated rage of
love that was extin
This madman has executed justice upon
happily survived
series of himself.
But what shall be said of soci
guished by its own excess,
useful functions, and sympathetic rela ety?
Especially, what shall be said of
tions had perpetually attracted, interested that great power of the Government,
and absorbed them both
Who does not which after having refused,
fit of
see in the Association of families which virtuous modesty, fifteen years ago,
law
we propose to establish in every town
of divorce to the country, has been on the
the palace more sumptuous than point to-day of condemning one of its
ship,
the mansion of the Praslins, to which we own members to death, who was perhaps
invite both the rich and the poor, the made an assassin only by the rejection of
What
refuge and the consolation for private this law?
lesson
brought
sorrows, — the institution
which alone home to the peerage by these two crimes
a

is

in

a

?

in
a

a

if

a

!

a

a

'

ures, an attractive

lie

to your

morality,

and

fastidious

legal

ness.

" Let

not completely

rank, and the no less destroy it?
By introducing
foreign
icy interior of their family, they had
authority, in order to put
stop to the
free association of interests and of pleas appearance of scandal, did she not inevi
attached

the

public

us then

sum

up, and like the

enumerate the

ministry,

different

counts of this accusation.

" 1. The radical vice of social order
convicted of inability to secure
the happiness even of those whom
has
which

it

order

almost

protest against your official
give

a

were

they

violence?

loaded

with

its favors,

with

its riches,

and its enjoyments.
" 2. The want of an attractive organi
zation of labor, which would guaranty
the rich against the discontent and gloom
would protect

of idleness and ennui, as
the poor from

it

to which

and impetuous

to the rights of marriage,

the terrible

sufferings

of

exhaustion and hunger.

"

The want of an association o{
of
large social institution,
which shall fill the void between general
3.

interests,
society,

a

world

official

to blind

appealing

a

By
in

them

if,

would not have seen their love succeeded
by hatred, and would consequently have
between the
escaped a frightful death,

is

?

"

icy,

a

Was she not too much
slave
society
Who indeed does not perceive that of that human opinion and of that aus sciences, the ravages of this oppression of
these two beings, privileged by fortune, tere virtue, which, by repressing all the the heart, the violations of your conjugal
privileged still further by the ardent love, passional emotions of the soul, forces law, the deeds of adultery, of prostitu
of which they had exhausted the cup, them to trickery, to deception, or leads tion, of violence, and of madness, Which
graver charge against society.

and the isolated

the latter of the enormous

family,

relieve

burden of the

salutary

0

with

?

the family

a

education of children,
without robbing
of the house of Praslin
In order to them of its caresses, and absorb in a
protection, — alleviate the enormous care avoid the scandal of the first conjugal system of fruitful activity, of sympathetic
of the education of children, — equilibri- separations, you have rejected,
relations, those passions and faculties,
legisla

can surround

struggle

with each other

in

ly

ate the passions and faculties which vain
this narrow

sphere, — excite, without ceasing,
noble
by the rivalry of
thousand

tors, the only legal and moral remedy for

those gloomy

the numerous errors of that blind hazard,

which

ideas,

and black

humors,

are the source of such agitation

of that greedy

a

cupidity, which in our and conflict within the too narrow pre
perverted order of society, alone presides cincts of the isolated hearth.
" 4. Finally, the barbarous morality
social works, — and secure, in every over the union of sexes and of ages, of
case, the survival of friendship, on the souls and of bodies
You have deemed and the absurd legality which forces the
departure of love?
divorce
scandal, and hence you have most generous, ardent hearts, to mutual
a

!

a

ambition

her

to

life.

She

was

superior

to her

to hearts

in

a

honest separation.
" These are the four

charges which
we present at the tribunal of society itself,

out

to prove that

raged, or exhausted, than secret infidelity,
or furious murder.

as the judge

" After

oppressed,

having

laws twenty
developments

recorded

liberties

wearied,

among

favorable

have just filled

with consternation."

your

to all the

of mind and matter,

the accomplice as well
of the two crimes which

it
is

tive

with all
of jealousy, of suspicion,
of doubt, of desire, and of rage, rather
frank and
than to brave the notoriety of
the same dwelling, to quarrels

the convulsions

you

DIP A new Tract has just been issued
the American Union of Associationists.

by

;

since her love for her husband endured as
long as her esteem
since she called,
with earnest appeals, for duties to fulfil,
for an object to pursue, for ties of affec
tion and occupation which should attach

deception, to the union of love and hatred

it

a

a

!

;

" The unfortunate
Duchess was supe made the slave of public opinion recoil
rior to the peer of France
for her mind before the notoriety of the least separation
and heart more successfully resisted than of person and of estate
You have
his the degrading influence of idleness, wished to make the civil law still more
the enervating
materialism
of ennui, inflexible than the ecclesiastical law, of
which constitute the perpetual malady of which at least the Pope can dissolve the
the rich.
She possessed
ties, and you have failed to perceive that
soul of
higher order of endowments than his, in most cases you leave no other alterna
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It is entitled Association as illustrated by I'enormous proportion of his earnings, to I which Mr. Macaulay is
months ago I was
Fourier's System, being an article which j sustain the system of trade by a super-• i Many
'.street with a literary man
•
.
r
but
it
of
intermediate
agents,
appeared originally in the London Topic,
,inn . a
^mAd English

!t

j
i

fruits of his industry, in the possession
It may be had, together with the Plain ! the
,
,
before published, ' of ease, elegance, refinement and luxury,
—
and the right to the general expansion
at the Harbinger office in New York and
Price, for a single copy, three of his affections, without which the earth
Boston.
is
a

Unions will, it is hoped,

Affiliated

dungeon, and life

a

Lecture on Association

cents.

of.

!

TOUR WITH
GUILLOTINE.
Maltese
stated that "a Greek
papers recently
*ess** having on board
guillotine, was
making the tour of the Islands, stopping
where»er there were criminals to be%xe8.
cuted."
A

as a concrete whole, which
Association
must be quite appreciable to common un — the right of integral education, which
Read and reflect, and help j shall do justice to all the divine endowderstandings.
ments of his nature, — the right to enjoy
to circulate.

a

words, but in just

will protect and develop all the
will guaranty to every
natural rights.
.
.
.
.
human being the right to labor, which is
the first duty as well as necessity of man,
society

cosmogonies

presents in few
proportions, an idea of
it

i

technicality,

metaphysics,

not

True

.

and

but it is

social order.

It

cumbered with

and defrauders,

worthy to be called

Unen

,

to it by Fourier.

given

horde of ruffians and robbers, or a nest of
tncksters

the

and

problem,

,

answer

social

of neighbors or a promiscuof antagonists, or a

assemblage

a

ous

of

aggregation

posite of Association upon Fourier's prin
It is a plain, intelligible state
ciples.

be an

j.n

far as it falls short of this it may

which is in some most vital points the op

So

and assistance.

tion, encouragement

-

equipage dashed past Us and ] ouberved, "There goes
." " Bah ! " cried the
j the Duke of
" what do 1 care for your
Frenchman,
" A f*w m'nutes
wc met
Dukes.!
after;
•a plainly dressed gentleman, with an umbre,,a undcr his arm and a bouk ;„ |ijs
, hand, trudging along in the mud, with
boots and dress by no means calculated to
«* •
the. *o"^lr
" said a,-duf" Mak we,ll Macaulay
There
cilll,y;.f echoed lhe Frenchman, "Ah!
And to
let's have
good look at him !"
get
good look at the brilliant writer,
and great Parliament orator, the Frenohman walked
near him as possible for
about five minutes. — French Cornspondthe Edinburg Register.
cnt
s

because to most

minds it conveys a false impression, being
them tantamount to Communism,

of the

or

form

Thia other the essential interests of all classes.
The design of society is mutual protec-

Socialism.

with

ment

some

.

title has been dropped

a

entitled

the Harbinger,

in

a

wounds and outrages

was copied some time since in

and which

at Paris.
walking in the
of some distincheld

1.
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The principles on which the Protective
To Unions are founded, lead to state of so
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cate them earnestly, both for what they are

their

prosperity.

It

in

We rejoice

institutions.

UNION

AFFILIATED
following

is
a

and excellent

these popular

letter,

their

dated

IN

ASSOCIATIVE WORKS OF THE
FRENCH SCHOOL.

full

produce.

legitimately

THE following publications, from the Frenek
School, may be hnd at W. H. Graham's book

The store, Tribune Buildings, New York, and it
and Nichols1, No. IIl Washington St,
25th,

UTICA.

September

has just been received from Utica,

a

_

' j

omen that they have been wel
" In this city we have formed
„
with such eagerness by those of;
consisting of some fifteen or twenty per
the working classes, who have families to sons, who feel an
anxiety and interest
Their influence will be far the great cause of Association
support.
and
greater than at first thought would be an though few
numbers, we hope to be
They are an important step
ticipated.
able to keep alive that zeal which now
'i;it career of progress,
which society manifests itself, and add to our numbers
destined to advance from chaos to strength, and to our strength
still more
symmetry, from confusion and wretched
anlent attachment to the cause.
favorable

£rosb>'
Boston,

N. Y. The Works of diaries Fourier. vols.
le, t'rocedeihdustritt*.
Union *?«iwin'i Jptrm, >vr
6

We have recently called the attention
of our readers, on several occasions, to

what

and for

themselves,

development would

'
; !

PROTECTIVE UNIONS.

1

in

L"
H

in

a

send in their orders, and exert themselves

I I

cordial

response

the hearts of the people.

a

a

by

" The following persons were elected
The pecuniary advantages realized
this form of mutual protection, will lead Officers of the " Utica Union of Assoto the application of the same principle to ciationists" for the ensuing year.
In
more extensive class of interests.
URIAH C. PALMER, President.
this way,
complete system of GuaranISAAC TAPPING, Vice Pretident.
WILLIAM B. BRITT, Stcrttary.
tyism may be established, which will de
ABRAHAM C. NORTON, I'reaatrer.
monstrate to every one the advantages of

scale of sufficient

to do justice to the subject.
Society, as now organized,

magnitude
not only

compels the laboring man to part with

MACAULAY AND THE DUKE.
little
an incident will show you the estimation

in

order, on

The weekly Rent of this Union
20
per cent, of whatever funds may be paid
into the treasury.
is

and prepare the way for the
of the Associated

introduction
a

general

A

combination,

in

the cause of universal human

ity, shall meet with

-\

laborers
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of the enterprise can in his establishments ; but to associate a
mass of operatives is not the work of a
day but of years : first of all they must
For the Harbinger.
owner and master spirit of the place, is what understand what Association is and wish
BALLARD VALE.
Were they offered to exchange
in Associative language would be called a for it.
Messrs. EDITORS : — Those signs of Natural Chief, and any one acquainted fixed wages for a minimum and a certain
the times which have a direct bearing on with the comprehensiveness of the term share of net profits, a majority of them
the principles we advocate, and illustrate
will readily understand the multiplicity of would not appreciate the boon and would
or accepting would abuse or at
their justice, practicability of application functions, knowledges, adaptations, men refuse
The whole truth
and general soundness, are particularly
tal qualifications and moral powers a man least not improve it.
There are yet on the place
valuable as indisputable proofs that our must possess to occupy such a position. must be told.
few of those unfortunate victims of the
ideal of HARMON v is not a mere Utopian " Nature," (says the author of the New
men
system of England,
manufacturing
fancy, but a reality becoming every day Industrial World*) " produces many sol
The latter are so far below par and behind the age as to
more evident and tangible, — that it has a diers but few chiefs."
broad and natural foundation in the pre the exception, and to them it evidently be call the law of Massachusetts which re
sent order of society however bad it may longs to fulfil the highest mission of this quires children employed in manufacto
ries to attend school three months in the
appear, — that Civilization is elaborating age, the ORGANIZATION OF LABOR.
procure, the results

MISCELLANY.

a

it,

not fail to prove highly satisfactory.
Mr. JOIIN MARLAND, Jr., the principal

a

Science

straight,

the

points

flowery

and

to which

way

through

well -lighted

with the

All these vegetable
in most places are shut
by high walls, and reserved

stumbling
gress.

nut of view

enjoyment

things

towards

the faith

strengthens
sustains

the true state of society

their

of Associationists,

courage

and

stimulates

ratives;

flowers and fruit are freely given,
and can be had for the asking ; but this
generosity

is

The subversive

them to new efforts and sacrifices in the a rebovrs.
feel it my duty, and a most

scene

I

tile world by the superiority
has, through

in

a world

adage

that

and

credit
might
happy

of its fabrics,

the practical skill and judi

empty branches.

lectures,
a

for them large fortunes, of the perfect agriculture of Old England,
of course seek investment in new with this difference, that the men who
branches of useful industry.
Last spring, do the work are well paid and well fed.
I understand that several of the factory
was laid the foundation of an extensive
already in operation under the able super
machinist,

and scientific

I. S. HILL, formerly of Salem.

overseers

have an interest in the profits,

that this policy will be pursued more ex
tensively and so far as consistent with
the successful

prosecution

of the work.

With the advantages and facilities which

Mr. Marland

abundant capital

and child he employs to have an interest

intelligently

applied can

of

influences

humane arrangements,

of Andover, that occasionally some population.
pet pear or peach tree exhibits in the on
large
account of struction
morning a most beggarly

which

intendence of that practical

in

on long

home.

But these

which

have made

stolen fruit tastes sweeter " is yet so of Ballard Yale
well regulated manu
firmly rooted in this land of steady habits, facturing village, are to be carried farther,
and even within sound of the theological
and keep pace with the rapid increase of

"

tariffs, realizing

which is now

has been

land

to them

to construct cottages, so that they
enjoy the comforts, security and

The farm also gives evident signs of
cious management of its proprietors, with
church
stood the ups and downs of trade and of superior management, and reminds you be done

machine shop and foundry,

lent

money

bell

witnessed there.

This place, long known in the mercan

of pro

way

a

I

pleasant one it is, to record my impres
sions of Ballard Vale and the interesting

the

condition,

their

improve
sold

Comfortable boarding-houses
scale are

a

good cause,

no protection

blocks

The disposition to clevnte the opera
in order to
of a favored tives
no new thing here

how few, are here accessible to any decent
movement and tendency of visitor, and at all times to the female ope

every

Meanwhile

beauties, which

Knowing by my own experience
much

sins.

our friend Klienstrup.

for the exclusive

path.

which

;

Social

and circuitous

the same goal

grounds,

in

towards

their

they and their depen
green-house are under the special care of dents are most formidable obstacles and

and and ornamental

a

road,

compass

are past

to die

doomed

wishes

every man, woman,

in

and

and

redemption

process of con

hall for public meetings

and

and library,

also

reading-room

are in contemplation,

"

and will

the first thing," all at the ex

pense of the companies,
of reformers

nunciations

so that the de
about capitalists

making beasts of burthen of the workers,
and keeping

them

in

misery, without
without guide, on a rough
sin

violation of their rights.

tyrannical

Conservatives of this description

ignorance,

though

perhaps true of Lowell or Manchester,
will not apply here at all, and for pood
reasons.
Vale

are

The
few

stockholders
in

order, and is staggering

year,

a

The elegant mansion of the gentleman
of a new I have thus particularly described, is sur
with its load uf rounded with delightful gardens, orchards

but surely, though

elements

is

the

unconsciously,

a ;
a

in its own way, slowly

number,

of Ballard
live

on

the

premises, direct the work themselves, and
being

personally

acquainted

with every
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operative

irritation among the workmen hinder the
help no and many other thingi, nobody know*.
some way the What may we not therefore hope to see proprietors from carrying out their be
u huii the xacredness of labor, of attrac
and moral worth of in
nevolent purposes and plans of improve
cannot

they employ,

and

ticing

in

rewarding

skill, faithfulness
dividuals.
The owners of the Lowell fac

tions, of

tories, on the contrary,

and recognised

are many, scat
tered all over the country, and continually

late

passions,

shall

be understood

by those who now regu

the industrial

ment.

These

gentlemen

judges of what

are

is practicable

the

best

or prema

of the ture.
I will keep you informed of the growth

arrangements

changing ; most of them probably

have , world ; when means shall be provided to
of a coiton mill, I develop from the cradle the native faculties

*f 'his precious exotic'from the land of
never seen the inside
and do not dream of the amount of talent of every child; when education shall be promise ; every bud shall be noticed as it
and life-consuming
toil by which their, universal, integral and unitary ; when blooms ; and may the noble souls who
dividends are made so fat. The manage- ! woman, raised to her true social position, have planted it live to taste of its fruit
nient is entrusted to agenis and overseers, shall no longer drudge out her life at the and enjoy the glorious reward of their
who being responsible only to a soul-less
become in turn petty tyrants

corporation,

wash

a cooking

tub, round

stove,

her

mind absorbed by a multiplicity
of petty
domestic cares, or waste her youth,

and tools of oppression.
In order to celebrate the completion of health and beauty in tending looms and
the large machine shop and the introduc
spinning frames for a mere precarious
tion of an important branch of industry, a living; when every human being shall like
ball

was

given

by the

proprietors,

at the bee or the beaver, follow

"

humanity in

Me good time coming."

J.

M. r.

BALLARD VALF, Sept. !5, 1847.

SONNET.
BY ANSE C. 1,1M II

his destiny,

Oh thou who once on earth, beneaththe weight
Of nur mortality didst live and move,
The incarnation of profoundestlove :
were invited and many friends from the all wise creator has expressly fitted him?
Who on the Cross that love ditlst consummate,
Over twelve hundred Then what activity, what riches, security,
neighboring cities.
Whoie deepand amplefulness could embrace
persons assembled in the second story of and exhaustless means of enjoyment for
The poorest, meanestof our fallen race,
the new building, forming a hall two hun all!
How thall we e'er that boundlessdebt rrpay 7
dred feet long, tastefully decorated and
This festival might be viewed as a
By long luud prayersin gorgeoustemplessaid ?
lighted ; the music was capital. On the faint foreshadowing of those of the harBy rich oblations on thine altars laid ?
ilr.nl story was spread a table occupying
monian period, for there was the number Ah no! not thus thou didst appoint the way;
When thouwastbowedour humanwo beneath,
the whole length and loaded with an and variety of materials to form a com
Then as a legacy thou didst bequeath
abundance of the choicest fruit and sub- j plete Phalanx ; capital
in abundance,
Earth's sorrowing children to our ministry;
stantials, enough to satisfy any number of mind to direct, skill of every description,
And as we do to them, we do to thee.
Grahamites and cannibals.
and
bone
and
sinew
in
It
Lemonade as
any quantity.
Hmcitt't Journat.
was a good modulation in the tone of
plenty as if the Sea had already under
which all

the inhabitants

of the village

transformation

prophccied

the

gone

by

Aa could be expected,

the great Fourier.

the company was a most varied mixture,
and therein consisted the principal novelty
and

All

beauty of the festival.

were

from

represented,

classes

the millionaire

doing only the kind of work for which an

friendship.

Why then, it will be asked,

cannot men harmonize to-morrow, the day
after and forever as well as the night of a
ball?

The answer is easy : Friendship,

KROM THE FRE5CH OF H. GORSSE.
Translated for the Harbinger.

ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL

which was the key note at the ball, is one
only of the twelve

passions which

PART II.
APPLICATION.

com

down to the humblest

hod carrier, meet pose the human soul, and the only one to
ing on this occasion as equals on the which the present order allows any con
broad platform of usefulness.
The dance siderable harmonic development.
The

was opened by Mr. and Mrs. Marland,
and kept up with spirit
until twelve
o'clock.
The best social feeling per
vaded
and

this

of

assemblage

employee's,

rich

and

employers

poor, learned

eleven

others

satisfaction,

also

imperiously
and seeking it in

demand
a social

medium not yet adapted to their free ac
tion produce discord and all the frightful
evils that afflict the world ; the Serial or

I wish that all the wise- 1ganization or Association alone can satisfy
acres in the country who talk about the und equilibrate
all these passions and

and ignorant.
imposs.bility

of

classes

had

ing

the coirect,

and

the

improving
been there

I

of most of these sons
daughters of labor, whom unfeeling
useless

worldlings

often

designate
On seeing the general

and severe trials.

borer takes as much interest
tary culture as

if

to all

these

Every la
in the uni

he labored

for himself
alone : for he knows that his income will
increase proportionally
with the general

de

Civilization

has given bitth to arts and

and sciences, it can amass wealth,

as large numbers of men and women, keep
air them at work, collect the materials, build

vast establishments, but can go no farther.
could not The combined order alone can crystallize
powerful and all these elements into an haimouioua

I

help remarking how very
elastic is human nature; nothing, it seems,
can depress i; so low but That it will re

unity,

greatly

production

and

increase
make

fore the individual

dividends are declared.

assemble Thus we get rid of that multitude

factory bugs.
of decency and happiness especially exhi
bited by the female operatives

difficulties,

( Concluded.)

puts an end

and

to witness

portment

III. —

CHAPTER
Association

welfare.
Taxes raised on the whole of
harmonize them in the field, in the shop, the social capital no longer crush the
farmer:
are deducted
they
and in all relations of life just as well as isolated
harmonized
at the festival. yearly from the whole of the product be
friendship

work

may say refined

SCIENCE.'

their power
them sources

of

collectors,

inspectors, receivers, registers,
of all those duties direct and indirect,
licences and so forth, which are so ex
pensive and complicate so much our finan
Anarchical competition has

cial affairs.

The certainty of a mini
of disappeared.
mum for every citizen and the mutual in

of

are united
and for the surance by which Townships
together, banish fear from the heart of
Most of those assembled work twelve or
To conclude, this place is in every man, and permit him to enjoy a sense of
more
than riches.
precious
thirteen hours per day week after week point of view most promising,
and no security
at a monotonous employment,
and still where have I seen so little friction.
To Ruin is no longer possible, when a rclithey have courage to sing, to laugh, agitate the subject of labor reform there
* Entered
according to Act of CongreM, in
to dress prettily, to dance and well too. would I think do more harm than
good, the year 1847, by JEAN M. PAITUR, in the
Clerk't
Office
of the Diitrict Court of Massa
Where and when they have learned this fcr it might by creating discontent and
chusetts.
bound

and assert

whenever

an

its original

occasion

presents

dignity,

itself.

happiness

mass.

for the individual

THK
extends its protecting
solidarity
Mean
arm over the whole of mankind.

gious

is wonderfully
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increased, and what a hap

py state of luxury,

salubrity

2. External

and general

lations

comfort is substituted for waste, disor
workshop has under
gone a transformation analogous to that der and penury.
The administration is one of the princi
of the agricultural
department ; for it is
minds,

the same

the

administration.
the

associated township

while the industrial

the same capital,

with

single individual

other

In its re

townships,

a

enjoying the same rights

and having the same duties to fulfil.

pal branches of the organization of labor.

the

is only as a unit,

In

the first place a contract of mutual guar

It is entrusted to a corporation, bearing anty protects each Phalanx against all
Series. chances of ruin, such as conflagrations,
means of production which then j the name of the Administrative
hail, innundations, famine,
These j Its functions are interior and exterior.
assist each other.
t'ur that pur
continually
vigorous laborers who a moment before Internally it watches over the general and pose a provincial Treasury is formed out
clad in rural dresses were turning furrows private interests ; externally it regulates of the collective and individual subscrip
same hands that set in motion these two

powerful

with the plough, are now with another the relations of the township with
costume, weaving, forging, planing ; again province, with the empire.
1. Internal administration.
The
we may see them joining the choirs of
ur perhaps hent over a book,
meditating the deep problems of science.
Thus every where is displayed econ

musicians,

omy of

means ;

nothing

of value,

force, not an instant are lust.

ministrative

series,

divided

and

the tions of Phalanxes,
i surplus

is

called

the

the

the

public

halls,

vate dwellings,

the

to

works

of

the decrees of the Procincial Congress.
the j This assembly, over which presides the
no majority of citizens, holds the strings of i chief of the district, is composed of delethe public purse, and establishes a per- gates elected from the REGHNCY or supe-

The work

Phalanstery.

ware-houses,

and in lucky years its

are applied

ad- 1general utility, such as roads, bridges,
subdi- ; canals, markets and so forth, subject to

vided, as are all other series,

species,

varieties,

in genera,

and composed of

A single edifice contains the various mancnt statistics of wants and resources,
elements of the centre of production: Itj in order to harmonize them with produc
shops,

funds

kitchens,

the galleries, the pri
with sym

are arranged

rior council of each township.

Its func

tion is to watch over the common interest

It decides on the precedence or of the country: it is the regenry of a
and on the comparative usefulness Province.
To it is entrusted the care of
of every thing ; is a witness of all trans establishing and preserving the equilibri
actions either public or private, submits um between the production and consump
tion.

rank

and elegance in this industrial ; to tribunals of arbitration the settlement tion of the province, by exact statistic
Hive. So that every one can avail him of contested points ; keeps an account researches, to regulate the exchanges, to
A open with every one, showing what are vote the provincial budget.
self fully of the general resources.
It also per
adorned with artistic his expenses, and what his labor has pro
forms the office of auditor of accounts
spacious gallery,
It presides at the repartition of and state council for the province, and
care, and warmed in winter, runs through ! duced.
the whole edifice, like the main artery profits, inscribes in the stock-book those participates in the format inn of superior
who are entitled to its possession, it also congresses.
Such are the functions of
which carries blood and life to the ex
Cue of the wings collects and takes charge of the home the provincial congress.
tremities of the body.
Each PHALANX has in the capital of
of the Phalanstery contains the noisy and foreign products, in order to distri
metry

work-shops ; the opposite wing is appro
priated to the labors of the mind, that re
quire quietness and silence, and to the re

bute them for consumption, with prudence,
justice and safety, so that individual cu
pidity,

the province, and each PROVINCE in the
capital of the EMPIRE, a cnunting-room

under the assumed name of whole

and ware-house

fur the wants of its com

ception of visitors.
The centre of the main
tains

sale and retail trade, no longer steps in merce.
Agents, deputed by the REGEN
between the producer and the buyer, to CIES, set this mechanism in motion.
building 'con
a vast rotunda answering the pur- 1live as a parasite at the expense of both.
Large cities contain nlso richer museums

poses of an exchange or general assem
Above it is situated the observatory,
bly.

Finally, the administrative

series

fils the functions of book-keeper,
to er, notary, collector, merchant,

and libraries and high schools supported
at the expense of the provincial tleasury,
to which each Phalanx sends its eminent

ful

treasur

with a telegraph in order
banker,
transmit rapidly to the laborers scattered and agent, and so forth.
All these func
to day occupy so large
in the fields, or to the neighboring j tions, which
The and expensive a position in the social
townships, information and orders.
Phalanstery contains also a church, and mechanism, which include so many di
'
a theatre, saloons and parlors of various vided, jealous, complicated jurisdictions,
aud finally apartments to' are now united and interlocked, forming
descriptions,
provided

scholars to finish their studies.

The

will easily supply the
of this hasty sketch of the

reader

deficiencies
administrative

element

in

ASSOCIATION,

by keeping in mind the principle,
townships

arc to townships,

that the

and provinces

suit all degrees of fortunes, warmed and as it were the elements of a unitary busi
to provinces, what the citizens are to the
lighted by the furnaces which generate ness cabinet; they are now out of the citizens in the township.
heat for culinary pur reach of individual speculation, but under
poses, or perform any other general ser- ! the control of society itself.
They fol
Steam itself, after having acted on I low it step by step, watching with an in
vice.

We shall pass over the other kinds of

steam, or supply

the powerful engines, and set in motion
the whole industrial mechanism, is ap

as the general indications

we

have given can apply to nil indifferently.
Commerce, as ilie reader must be aware

corruptible
fidelity on its fortune and
comfort, at the same time that it fulfils

by what

precedes, undergoes a complete
It can no longer be as
metamorphosis.
at this day, " the art of purchasing for

of public

or private i for each individual the office of intendant
purposes, it carries every where water; with an honesty, a prudence and a skill
could
and beat, supplies the baths, and keeps | which
not
be greater.
What
up in the humblest duellings a mild and multitude of cares spared to most men !

plied to a variety

functions,

'

and conseiInfuily is not a public poir?r. The
cjenenil direction of the towniliiji devolvei on a
What destruction of fortunes prevented !
wholesome temperature.
Council coiis'.itutcd by election, ami compoied
We have now only one cellar, one What relief from material preoccupation ! of all the rmiiuMii functionaries of enrh induistore house, one kitchen, in which are; and consequently what impulse towards ' trial tp.!ciality,and hcars the nameof REGENCV.
prepared various kinds of food suitable to noble things!
Finally, what powerful , The President of this Council ii the first nnj;the tastes and fortune of each individual, i ties between interest and affection, between ist"te ofthe iow'ltn'p,'tnd appointedby election
al'0' MoreOver- eacb kin.1 of l••'>*»h" iu
It can easily be imagined what immense man and the whole society' *
I
I special hierarchy and its refrulntiora. We shall
i
economies result from these arrange
* The Administrative Series
it a functional j more fully elucidate this imbject in tlii Chapter
ments, how the share of profits for each speciality,like the Agricultural and other Series, I on HIEKARCHT.
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what

francs

three

six, and of! as at this day, by hunger, to the disap-

is worth

for six francs what

sclling

three." — (Fuvrier.)

only j pointments and humiliations of mediocriprinciple of ty ; but by degrees turning his attention

is worth

The

umns ;

and

of which the

the pyramid,

size, nakedness,

and cold

pressed so truly

the powerful

ex

grandeur,

and stable

fraudulent spec- to something else, may become an arti- unity of Egyptian society.
No ' zan, a skilful agriculturist,
instead of
Among the Greeks, that people of art
impossible.
ists, unity and social life was the art
more individual commerce, and conse- , remaining a poor painter,
Even religion was only a graceful
As to truly inspired artists, what an hori- itself.
quently no more mercantile competition, j
Athoine.it is the Phalanx that sells to zon opens before them ! ASSOCIATION en- fancy of the arts, a series of fictions hav
Association

excludes all

and renders

ulation

it

its members, or we may truly say, to it- larges, poetizes, embellishes every thing,
The agent intrusted with these Under its auspices, nature becomes richer
'
the sky purer,
transactions, has no longer any interest in and more harmonious,

self.

ing

their

origin

in the brains of artists

and poets, who were called the fathers of
the gods.
Architecture expressed, in the

cheating on goods which he does not sell Man integrally developed, possessing both ! purity of its lines, the elegancce and corHere we have i a robust body and a cultivated intellect ; I rectness of its proportions, the exquisite
account.
no ficti- i woman, preserving the delicacy of form in sentiment of beauty, which exclusively
no monopoly, no stock-jobbing,

on his individual

rise and fall of prices, no tricks nor the midsi of an active and varied life;
Finally, the association j uniting the vigor of the daughter of the
of interests and the general control con- ; people with the elegant proportions of the
'
tinually exercised by the participation of aristocratic races; woman, shining with
all, are safe and sure guarantees against a beauty unknown among us, the beauty

tious

governed Greece.

overreachings.

without

If

what prolific models for
there were no re- ; of happiness;
ceivers of stolen goods, there would not the Phidias and Raphaels of the future !
It is in
And music
How describe its
be any thieves, as the saying is.
Association that this axiom will be fully power in Association?
Imagine a soci-

individual

cupidity.

Externally the same safety exists : the assembly of the province has
determined the commercial value of pro-

verified.

ducts : the exchanges

j ety in which all are capable of taking
part in the execution of a master-piece.

j How many musical talents and artistic
are made on fixed souls, who are now dying of suffocation,

prices and with guarantees as to the qual
ity of the goods.
Domestic labors are mostly converted

But cold, monotonous,
as

aspiration,

is

that

always

which originates more from the imagina
tion

than from the heart,
an egotistical

faithfully

ety, the religion

it symbolized

and sensual

soci

and patriotism of which

were deficient in love and expansivenesa.

The Romans,
litical

unity,

devoted athletes of po

but taught

school of Greece,

in the artistic

did not realize a new

ideal of architecture.
vented

They however in
the Arch, a holder element than

the angles of Greek

edifices ; above all,

will come to life and reveal themselves?

the Romans imprinted

on their

Am! again what elements of power in the

the seal of greatness

and power,

which

Th«
of three or four hun immense circuses, the coliseums, the
dry, the soap manufactory, the sewing, dred instruments, a larger number still of bridges, the aqueducts, which are seen
milliner's, and dross maker's rooms ; the singers, and for audience, a whole popu and recognized every where as of Latin
internal arrangements for cleanliness are lation initiated into the mysteries and sen origin, — are not all these gigantic works
What emotions, what which time cannot annihilate, the living
on a large scale, as at this day are the timent of the arts.
repairs and lighting of streets and public enthusiasm, what majestic concert ! Oh ! witnesses of that powerful political unity,
buildings : those for the table are adapted not until then will humanity understand which a sovereign people established by
into public functions.

to tastes and fortunes.

We have the laun

if

the

religious

power

of

Let us pay a passing tribute to Archi
tecture, the human art par excellence.

disposed so to do.

The public conveyances are free, the
private ones for those who are willing to
The snme with horses, fancy ani
pay.
mals, and all objects of art and fancy.
Education will be the subject of a spe
cial chapter which we place elsewhere.
It is easy to imagine with what ardor
the

In each Pha

was

the

basis

genius.

lanx, an orchestra

One may live at the sublimity,
Music !

home or in the public halls, with his fam
ily or with his friends, or even entirely
alone,

hands of the composer !

of their

buildings

Architecture
powerful

is the greatest,

the most

of arts ; all the others are only

its appendages and ornaments.
Sculpture
gives life to its pediments, carves leaves

main force in the old world?
When Christianity had deposited in the
empire of the Cscsars, the germ of a
new unity, Roman architecture advanced

The

another step, it invented the Dome.

Byzantine order sprung principally from
a mixture of Greek forms with this new
element of which it abased.

Meanwhile
the purely Christian
for its columns ; painting peoples its walls
art
and arches ; music is the loudest voice of could make its appeatance only among a
the monument.
But painting, sculpture, new people. It was among the barbarians

sciences and the arts will be culti

vated, by a society in which
shall have received a liberal

and to a certain extent, music, live on of the West that it first developed itself.
The strong tendency of society in the
every one imitation ; architecture alone exists on its
education, own thoughts.
It is the eldest daughter middle ages was to religious unity ; but

and in which the scholar or the artist,

no of the genius of man.

longer compelled by material preoccupa
tions to make a trade of their profession,

fore was to realize

Its mission there-

in every period,

the

it was animated
and Religion.

by two passions,
Architecture

War

symbolized

social thought which swayed human so them faithfully.
The feudal castle rose
on every height, covered itself with im
will devote themselves with enthusiasm cieties.
It IIIUKI
Old Egypt, with its immutable castes, penetrable bastions, with battlements and
to the attainment of their ide:il.
Did there ever exist a more
be kept in mind also that the variety of jits mysterious religion, its blind regard towers.
functions accessible to all, will offer to ; for the past, realized undoubtedly a pow- striking exponent of force, of pride and
'
of individual despotism, than was the
young artists, to literary men, to savans erful unity, both political and religious,
of relaxation of which it has left us in its architecture feudal manor?
not only an opportunity
The Cathedral, this wonder of the
from the labor of the mind, but also an an ineffaceable symbol.
But stiff and
Christian unity, sprung up every where
honorable source of income, when inspi
pitiless, it sacrified man to an unchange
They will even find in labor able classification, and to the pride of its as by enchantment, no one being able to
ration fails.
a consolation for ill success.
He who ! despots and of its priests.
What art tell precisely whence it» type originated.
abandoning himself too soon to his youth- -could bloom among such a people?
Its With a basis broad as the Christian soci
ful ambition, had vainly said to himself, monuments were gigantic and fettered ety it is intended to contain, it shoots
anrh' w son jii|tore* will not be condemned sphinxes ; coarse monoliths, covered with towards heaven in the midst of wild and
" t alio am a painter.

j hieroglyphic

signs,

low

and

heavy col I natural

ornaments,

its bold

arches,

its
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that are the seemed resolved to test the powers of the
somnambulist to the utmost by a continj ued strain of the most difficult roulades
tial abode.
; and cnilenzns, including some of her exTo-day there is no longer Unity, con
, traordinary snxttnuto notes, with all their
We live on not permit me to develop more extensive- , inflections from pianissimo to forte crescinsequently no Architecture.
the past, servilely imitating the Greek, ly this branch of the industrial organiza- ; clo, and again diminished to thread-like
.11; those fantastic
'1
HI", uln.
but III
in all
pianissimo,
or the Gothic, without faith, without in- i tion of a township.
Hut before
, , .
I tricks and displays of genius by the SweIt is the reflected image of ourj any farther I beg the reader to ask him- disli nightingale, even to the shake, she
spiration.
'1
social world, in which the fragments of self the following questions.
was so closefy ami accurately tracked by
that several In the
all the former unities are confusedly in1. Does a plan of industrial organiza- ; the somnambulist
could not have told,
termixed.
tion based on the association of capital.
! room, occasionally
'
„,, .
,
,. .
,, ,
, . ...
. .
. .
. .
.' i merely by hearing, that there were two
This slumber of Architecture will last, labor, and skill, and in conformity with . juiIividua-js
sli1£jjiig—so
instantaneously
until the day, fortunately not far distant, I the plan of classification we have sketched, ; ditl she catch the notes and so perfectly
of the realization of the SOCIAL UNITY, appear rational and practicable?
! did their voices blend and accord.
2. Is this organization capable, by the' „ Next. Jeiln>' l'av'nff »een tsld by Mr.
which is to combine and absorb all those!
.
,, ,
,.
. ,
.. .
.
m.
Braid that she might he tested by some
of the past. The social edifice will be , economies which it realizes, by the
othcr hof,ttnse< cnmmcnced - CastaDiva,'
the material symbol of this sublime reno- concentration and proper use it makes of ;„ which the fidelity of the somnambulist's
vation.
See what will be the aim to be individual and general resources, and by performance, both in words and music,
attained by the conceptions of artists, : the increased energy it gives to every '""y justified all that Mr. Braid had alThe girl
To assemble in a unitary edifice, all the j thing, of increasing considerably the gen- I !e"ed re^rd'sg lie.r p?«e»._
j has naturiilly a nood voice, and has had a
eral wealth !
branches of the SOCIAL UNITY : Religion,
itile musical instruction in some of the
3. Does this organization appear cal- " Music for the Million " classes, but is
Art, Industry, Domestic Life, the Palace,
the Government ! That is, to create a culated to diminish sensibly the sum of quite incompetent of doing any such feat
in the waking condition, either as regards
monument calculated to satisfy all the suffering? and crimes caused by misery
sinking the notes or speaking the words
physical and moral wants, all the social i and the antagonism of interests ? Does „.;,;, the accuracy she did when in the
relations of eighteen hundred persons ; it not tend to harmonize the sentiments of somnambulist staie.
She was also tested
'
Mad'lle Lind
merely imitating
containing within the same walls a church, men by the protection it affords to their ,
language, when she pave most exact imi
theatre,
museum, workshops, ware- legitimate interests?
tations; and Mr. Sdiwabe also tried her
What would be the consequences,
houses, kitchens, immense saloons of all
by some difficult combinations of sound,
kinds, and private dwellings
to suit all we could so modify the conditions of La- which he said he knew no one was capaclasses of fortunes.
How many elements bor that men should be attracted to witk hie of imitating correctly without much
practice, but the somnambulist imitnted
to combine, and conditions to fulfil
Gen- passion
them correctly at once, and that whether
To
be
Continued.
eral economy of plan, convenience, vari
spoken slowly or quickly.
all styles, all forms, all
ety, elegance
When the eirl was aroused she had no
recollection of anything which had been
proportions, combined within the limits
JENNY LIND AND THE MESMERIST.
done !iv her, or that she had allorded such
of lew grand lines. Then at the ex
In the Manchester Courier we find the a high gratification to all present. She
terior, to harmonize the general aspect of
following singular statement, which we ?ait1 she merely felt somewhat out or"
the edifice, with the character of the
she had been running.
Mr.
breath, as
give without note or comment
Braid attributes nil this merely to the exhere, simple
landscape, and of nature
exaltation of the sense of
On the third inst. Mad'lle Jenny Lind, traordinary
and calm
elsewhere,
or
picturesque
cerhearing and the muscular sense at
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. S. Schwahe
wild
with the pursuits of the inhabitants,
tain stage of the bleep, together with the
and
few of their friends, attended
the requirements of climate, and so forth. seance at Mr. Braid's, for the
purpose of, abstracted siate of the mind, which enaWhat an ideal
What career opened to witnessing some of the extraordinary bles the patients to concentrate their undihand, toThere were vided attention to the subject
to genius!
emulation,
And this will phenomena of hypnotism.
their own
two
warehouse, and fiether witli entire confidence
work in
only be
Phalanstery,-" that is,
simple
Birjs.who
who had just come in their working attire, powers.
And what shall we say of Having thrown them inio the sleep, Mr.
township.
By this means, he says, they can apnice shades of difference
large cities, which
general transfor- Braid sat down to the piano, and thc mo- preciatc
.
ment ne DCgan playing both somnambu- sound, which would wholly escape their
mation will finally become an agglomeralists approached
,,r- certain
Pt,,i
and joined him
t, ,,, of
,.
,,K=,
singing; observation in the ordinary condition, and
H
tion
number of Phalansteries,
trio
Ilaving awaJkud one of the girls, Hie vocal organs are correspondingly
that is, of palaces still richer and more j.rr.
i3r.tid madea most startling
startlin^ announce
announce- more under control, owing to the exalted
Can we not reasonably con ment regarding the one who was st
state of the muscular sense, and the conmagnificent.
their
He said, although ignorant ceniratcd attention and confidence
sider such creations as the most sublime the sleep.
of the grammar of her own language ows powers with which he endeavors to
development of Architecture
within the
when awake, when in the sleep she inspire them enables them to turn these
power of man to conceive and execute*
could accompany any one
the room in exalted senses to the host advantage.
ASSOCIATION will then enlarge the do- singing songs in any language, giving
no gift of intuition, as they do not unmain of all the arts
feat deistand the meaning of the words they
the condition of botk notes and words airrcctit| —
'""''"' example
'" "f
of
wonderful
utter; u"'
but :'
artists will be ennobled.
Protected by the which she was quite incompetent to per-'
powers of imiiating
form in the waking condition.
Mr. \\. the extraordinary
guarantee of the minimum and the variety
certain stage of somnamburequested any one in the room to put her sound at
of their occupations, against the necessi to the test, when Mr. Schwubu played lisinmost asAnd wonderful enough
ties of life, they will be able to perfect and sung
German sung, in which she surcdly is.
their works, raise the public taste to their accompanied him correctly, giving bnth
notes and words siinulttuuoiLsly
The AmerMr .
BRI:AD vEiisrs BULLETS.
own standard, instead of lowering theirs
jeans having nobly supplied food for thn
to the former, and no longer sell for
Another gentleman then tried her with Irish, we shall look at their flag «ith inone
Their stripes shall be
money their ideal and their conscience.
Swedish, in which she also sue- creased respect.
gridiron, and their
In HARMONY, the culture of fine arts ceeded. Next, Jenny Lind played and to us significant of
Glad are we to
slow air, with Swedish words,
stars of sugared buns.
sang
becomes
sublime worship, intended to
which the somnambulist accompanied her find that their subscriptions have been so
elevate souls, and to keep them constantly
in the House of
the most perfect manner both as re- nobly acknowledged
The thanks for bread will go
opened to faith, to love, to enthusiasm, garded words and music.
Jenny now Commons.
those vivifying

sentiments,

prolific source of great deeds and great
vjrlues '
,
,
.. .
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" The politicians, upon riches, to the
are two principles which constitute luxury or riches :
neglect of health ;
"The moralis-ts, upon health, to the
"The Internal, or health proportional
to apes;
neglect of riches.
" Since every thing is composite in hu
"
The External, or fortune proportion!
man destiny, it the mass do not attain to
! al to classes.
" Fortune secures to us the enjoyments the two luxuries combmedly, it will fall
j
j
and with into the iwo poverties, one added 10 the
of luxury only conditionally,
This is what iakes phce in the
the exception of health or internal luxury, other.
the complete exercise of the sensual fac- actual state, where we eee a lall,
uhies.
" Ol' the r.iiEAT into relative poverty.
'
" Composite Economy should specuinto comparat.veand real debility;
" Of the SMA1.Linto runI poverty,
of
both
thrse
late upon the concurrence
intu rc-Iativc ;md necessary*debility.
the
mode,
if
simple
Iluxuries: it falls into
I it organizes a system in which the two
" Such are the constant results of the
FItiiM THE FRENCH OF VICTOR CONSIDERANT : luxuries do not maich side by side, do not isolated stale.
It maiters little that theo
lend each other a reciprocal support.
ries proi. ? to condiiCt us to composite
Translatedfor the Harbinger.
' The contrary takes
in
Civiliza
place
luxury, or luxury inttrnal and external,
tion ; we there observe that the opulent when it is notorious that the Civilizee is
HARMONY.
class has less vigor than the peasantry, less robust than the Savage, and the citi
who, poorly rewarded in external wealth zen less than the villager; in short, that
called fortune, have the advantage in in- the civilized order makes the two luxuries
BOOK I.— CHAPTER III.
ternal wealth or health ; we do not see diverge, instead of
making them con
Industrial Development.
the gout install itself in cabins ; it is verge, or proceed together.
"
under
ceilings.
more
common
gilded
We have thus defined the error in a
IV.
" The civilized order in fact establishes
general sense ; 1 have analyzed the simple
" It would be exciting the mistrust of readers,
a conflict of the two luxuries, a schism and conflicting play in the
tendency to the
to announceto them the approachof riches too
; for internal luxury, or two luxuries; let us now attack
immense for their moderate desires; yet it is between them
simplism
to
is
in
inverse
health
ages,
proportional
necessary, in these glimpses of Association, to
on some special error; let us descend at
expose whatever can escite interest."—Fourier. ratio to externat luxury, or fortune propor
once to the detail, to the day's labor. We
The rich are less ro
tional to classes.
The RICHES of the Combined Order, we bust than the poor ; which in the social shall distinguish its value in multiple de
grees, and argue from this calculation
have said, after comparing the material mechanism constitutes the worst duplicity
against the civilized economy, which only
two
in
obedi
luxuries,
The
of
action.
arrangements of Association and of Isola
speculates upon the simple day, or one of
should
be convergent; I
tion, the RICHES of the Combined Order ence to unity,
apathetic industry reduced to the lowest
each should sustain the other and lead to
of productiveness, to the least
is a result on which we may speculate the other.
What more faulty than an Idegree
possible activity.
with solid confidence.
It is a foundation assemblage of two elements which con
" How do our hired athletes labor? —
It is the image of they
on a rock,
It is a point gained, it is a tradict each other?
their
only seek to rough-sketch
those ill-fated households where husband work.
fact.
They loiter if the master is away ;
and wife vie with each other in ruining the work is double if the master watches
This fact we now demonstrate with rethe house.
them incessantly.
doubled proof, material and passional ;
Such is with us the progress of the
" An engineer once said to me of a
these proofs are composite, or make up j two luxuries, always in conflict; the ex- certain piece of work : ' This does not
one together, and do not add, but multi- ternal>or wealth. Ieads to excesses which advance at all ; here are 40 pioneers. —
,
,
.
.
.
ruin the health, or internal luxury; and
;-'(/ themselves one into another.
Al in the same way, internal luxury, or And yet, said I, 40 robust men. — Ah!
40 pioneers do their work like five men ;
we
are yet far from having visited physical vigor leads to abuses of pleasure
though
they labor as a penalty, without gratifica
all the sources of the Associative order, ' compromising
fortune.
They mutually tion ; they do as little as they can.'
how
can
eacli
destroy
it
is
well
to
yet
o.ur fil"; The same reasoning may be applied to
group together here and
otherj.
minds dare to talk of unity of action and
pass in review the principal productive
* Necessary, in that the need of laboring
economy of resources, when such dupli
forces of which we have already made city reigns in the whole material basis of
forces them to sacrifice their health in unwhole
account, and thus to show the law of existence?
Can they deny that there is some workshops, and unnatural exerciseswhich
their potential multiplication.
A chapter a discordant or simple play in this me in a short time use up their temperaments,ex
chanism, where one separates himself
from Fourier's
Traite de C Association
pose the people to fevers and to epidemics,
from riches in the functions which give
without means of procuring medical treatment.
shall furnish us the means.
health, and where one separates himself
They are placed therefore in both relative ind
from health in the pleasures which are
" Of Composite and Potential
Economy.
Can they deny that necessarydebility : and nothing is more false
procured by riches?
" ERRORS OF SIMPLISM IN ECONOMY.
happiness and wisdom would consist in au than those visions of equilibrium, which make
" In the first place we accuse the mod order of things which should combine health among the people an offset to the want
of wealth. They have the germs of health ;
riches and health, and lead simultaneous
ern genius of a mania for simple amelio
rations which contradict and neutralize ly to both ! Such is the property of the but they are forced to deprive themselvesof
misery into
and to precipitate themselves
each other.
Here is a township, aided Associative system.
We have been abused by a prejudice diseases,to run into the arms of death in order
by a society of scientific agriculturists,
of
which has slightly perfected some branch j about tne actual disorder, or conflict
to escape famine.
of culture; a victory is chanted, and for the two luxuries ; we have supposed that
The spirit of Civilization, sophistical as
its
favors,
what?
Because the good has made one Providence intended to divide
loves to feed itself with illusory compensations
the
savage
step, while the had has made ten, by the to give to the peasant and
have just refuted. The
like those which
devastation of forests and ignorant tam health by way of indemnity for their pri
truth that man, inasmuch as he
beingof
the
idea
This
sophism presents
with climates.
pering
The moderns vations.
bi-composite destiny, must arrive either it
;
the
balance
it
is
not
of
an
yet
equitable
would mistrust such illusions, if science
happiness in tho state of things
it is not thus that God bi-composite
had accustomed them to calculations upon less erroneous;
he
wishes nothing designed by God, or at bi-composite misery
reasons
about
justice;
the whole, the tout ensemble of desirable
thus that we
under the laws of men.
goods, to speculations upon the whole simple in tho destiny of man, and he
frank
in combination with the parts ; in short, places equilibrium not in the divergence, must regardthe divine social justice
but theconvergencc of contrasted elements. as to its ways and means invariable in its com
to rising from the simple to the compo
" Such is the effect of the passional pound march; full in benefits as scourges;
site, integral mode.
" Let us observe this vice of
thus witnessthe bi-compositeplaguewith which
simplism Series
" Let us note more precisely this radi- we are smitten now finally,
altogether in
in the collective ways and means of cnriching our existence; then let us de- ; cal error of our social equilibrists, prone compatiblewith the empty notions of counter
•cend at once to the parts, to the source, i as they are to speculating in the simple poise and compensation which sophistry would
which is the day's labor.
lend to it.
I way ; to wit :
it,

by

is

is
a

1

it
is,

;
!
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a
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it
is
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The
far to keep bullets out of fashion.
Indian M nl Book is, to our mind, a much
"
more delightful volume than any
Ibstory of the American War;" and the directions therein written for the composition of Homitty-cake.-i and Slapjacks, far
better than any talk of red-coat tactic?.
Bombs have had their day, let us henceforth try huns; ami wherever America
has battered our ships, let her, fur all
time to come, batirr our frying-pans.
To
paraphrase the pieman, " tirown johnny
cakes is in, — Congreve nickets is out."
— Punch.

" There
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the parallel of Civilization
and Associa
We shall soon see that 40 Civilition.
zees of the class of masters, of good
workmen, do the work of five Harmonians ; the difference between one and
eight.
" Let us analyze the circumstances
which diminish the product of a day of
hired labor; let us estimate the value of
the present retarding obstacles, and of the
stimuiants which will be brought
into
play in Association.

by

in

bjr

from irrigation, a branch of material me of but little use in the country, consider
chanism.
Its single product can double, ing their want of skill and love of mis
on an average, the harvests of warm I chief.
countries,
and so j
"3. Three-quarters of the DOMESTICS
Spain, the Levant,
forth, miw totally deprived of harvest in the house, nut cultivators,
whose la
when the rains fail.
Many others have , bor is only the effect of complication, es
but half or quarter of a harvest, through pecially in the kitchen; and half of the
Hi;' want of showers, and do not cultivate j grooms and foot-men, who, only rendered
the objects which the guaranty of waier necessary by the isolated mode of indus
would permit them to introduce on hill try, become superfluous in Association.
sides or on plains, if the labor of con
" These three classes
composing the
structing high basins and channels of
household, form a division apart in the
irrigation were generally undertaken.
FIRST POWER.
" Yet the general irrigation of the series of parasites. They will cease to
figure there in the Associative state, where
The Spirit of Property aided by Truth.
hill-sides and the plains, costly a labor as
" The spirit of Property is the strong it is, would be only one of the prodigies a judicious distribution of profits, the op
portune employment of sexes and of ser
est lever known for electrifying the civil- of Association.
vices, will reduce to one-fu'urth or oneizees : we may, without exaggeration,
THIRD POWER.
fifth the number of arms now employed
estimate at double the labor of the pro
in the immense complication of isolated
prietor, compared with servile or hired Enthusiasm in the Series, the Ardor of the
households or incoherent families.
Composite.
We see the fact proved every
labor.
" A labor undertaken with cool reflec
day; workmen, who were slow and pain
Interior Division — The Social Parasites.
fully awkward when they were upon tion, scarcely gives, in spite of its activi
"4. The ARMIES, on land and sea,
of diligence ty, the half of what is realized by im
become prodigies
wages,
which withdraw from labor the strongest
when they come to work upon their own passioned labor, from which spring dex
of the youths and the best part of the
account.
terity, industrial ardor and prodigies in
" We oiijht then, as the first problem credible even to those who have wrought revenue ; dispose said youths to deprava
tion, by forcing them to sacrifice to a par
of political economy, to study to trans them. This lever is sufficient of itself to
asitical function the years they should
form all the hired laborers into proprie
double a profit copious already by good
in forming themselves to labor,
tors co-interested
or associated.
This management.
Thus the day's labor employ
for which they lose all taste in military
would be doubling thc value of a day on whose product
life.
wages, and consequently the advantages
of men and of machines,
of acceleration.
, is employed in producing
'' But the hired laborers compose only gree bycomposite
, the
three-fourths of the industrial population
(taking a general account of slave and
free labor.)
How shall we raise the
other fourth part of our industry, that of
to UB stagnation.
the masters, to a double product?
can only spring from noble passions, of
" 5. The legions of GOVERNMENT. In
" Omitting here the smaller means, which no germ is found in the vile
France, the customs alone absorb twentysuch as exemption from surveillance, the springs of interest
a
which stimulate
four thousand men ; add to this, other
return of the masters and agents to active master in civilization.
armies of commissaries,
rural
guards,
in
the
labors
which
participation
they
FOURTH POWER.
guards of the chase, spies, and so forth ;
before only inspected, I confine myself to
finally all complicated administrations, as
the most potent lever, that of the truth Return of the Unproductive Classes to La
those of finance and others, which will
bor.
The guar
which reigns in Association.
" What is now the number of laborers be useless in an order where each Pha
antee of the truth and fidelity of agents,
will pay all its taxes on a fixed day
whether in agriculture or manufactures, active and positive?
It amounts to but a lanx
and on a simple notice from the minister.
would induce the chiefs to undertake an third part of the population.
I have
" 6. A full half of the MANUFACTUR
infinity of labors of which they dare not proved that a workman, useful in appear
ERS, reputed useful, but who are unpro
I have remarked, in ance, often performs but a negative labor,
even think to-day.
ductive relatively, by the bad quality of
speaking of orchards, that twenty times like a cloister wall, which is not a real
the objects manufactured ; objects which,
more fruit trees would be planted, if men and positive product.
" In the parallel of the labors of Civil in the hypothesis of general excellence,
had a guaranty that they should neither
of the ization and of Harmony, we shall per involve one-half of actual deperdition,
be deceived about the quality
and often three-fourths in the labors un
plant, nor robbed of the fruit, obliged to ceive that TWO-THIRDS of the population
dertaken by Government,
which no one
gather it en masse before it was ripe ; and are but null or negative functionaries ; as
makes a conscience of defrauding.
still more if they had the guaranty of follows :
" 7. Nine-tenths of the MERCHANTS
capital without usurious prices, as they "
and commercial agents, since commerce
TABLE OF THE UNPRODUCTIVE IN CIVILI
will have in Harmony, after the downfall
based on truth, or the Associative method,
ZATION.
of agiotage.
will effect this kind of service with one1. Women,
"These two springs, property and
tenth of the agents which our present
2. Children,
Anttrior Dminon.
truth, furnish already more means than
3. ValeU.
This new com
complication
employs.
there is need of for raising the mass of
4. Armies,
mercial mode is one of the most beautiful
day labor to a double value ; and in this
5. Fiscal Agents,
branches of Association.
a province of a million of
hypothesis,
Interior Divinon
6. Manufactures,
" 8. Two-thirds of the agents of
inhabitants will furnish a product equal to
7. Commerce,
TRANSPORTATION
land and sea, who
8. Transportation.
that of one of two millions to-day.
are improperly comprised
the commer
9. Vacation,
SECOND POWER.
cial class, and who, to the vice of com
plicated transportation, add that of adven
Extension of the Material and Social
12. Outcasts.
turous transportation, especially
sea,
Mechanism.
where their ignorance and imprudence
.. ( Y Agents of positive destruction.
cited
in
some
trivial
have already
increase the shipwrecks ten-fold.
(A Agcnu of negative creation.
details, instances of ten-fold, twenty-fold,
— The Domestic Par
" Let us place
in "Anterior Division
and even a hundred-fold production
this category the
asites.
Add to this the benefit
some branches.
contraband trade, which often ends in iuo1
ten-fold
the
of general unities and truthful commerce,
the
WOMEN
in
sum of operatious
creasing
Three-quarters
and agents which direct transportation
and we may safely double the preceding the city, and half of those in the country,
and raise it from two to who are absorbed in household labors and would employ.
estimation,
We have seen goods,
four.
In this case, the one million of domestic complication.
Thus their day order to go fruin Dover to Calais, pass
Frankfort,
men will be worth four, or rather the is only estimated, by the economists, at Hamburg,
Basle and Pahs
making three hundred leagues for Mven,
day's labor, now estimated at one crown, one-fifth that of a man.
"2. Three-quarters of the CHILDREN, all for the equilibrium of commerce and
will be worth four crowns.
" Let us give a partial example, drawn who are entirely useless in the cities, and perfectibility.
in

"I

; by in

"I.
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Division — The Accessory Para

the people without a profet tion, the men- presume, many thought, as I did, only a
dicants, the rogues, the brigands and fish story, but it is, I assure you, a true
" 9. The UNOCCUPIED, or Chomeurs, as other outcasts, whose number tends less one. Yesterday my business led me to
they are called in law, both accidental than* ever to decrease, and for whose the ancient town of Hingham ; and I
and secret, the idle people, whether from suppression we are obliged to support was there invited by some ladies to wit
ness the wonder with my own eyes.
I
want of work, or by way of recreation. our gendarmerie, and other functionaries
the invitation.
We
gladly
accepted
They would refuse this, if they had at equally unproductive.
passed the Old Colony House, and soon
tractive labor; now on the contrary they
X Pivotal Classes.
push it to double the amount of the legal
" Y Direct. The agents of POSITIVE turned into a road leading through a
concessions, celebrating by this leaving
young growth of oaks, savins, birches
off of work Saint Lundi (Monday), the DESTRUCTION ; those who organize fam and maples. Here we found an abun
ine and pestilence, or concur in war. dance of
autumnal wild flowers with for
most ruinous of all the saints, for he is
; The civilized order accords its high pro
est leaves of all hues, which we gathered
feasted fifty-two
days in the year, in
tection to the agents of famine and pesti at
Follow
pleasure as we went along.
manufacturing towns.
lence ; it cherishes stock-jobbers
•' Add to
and ing this road fur a short half mile, we
this the feasts of corpora
;
Turks
it
sort
of
inven
encourages
every
tions, of the revolution, of the carnival,
came to a large, gloomy looking house
tion which can extend the ravages of
"t" patronage, of marriage, and so many
situated on the border of an artificial pond,
war, Congreve rockets, Lamberti canons, near
In this
others which men will not wish to leave
which was an iron foundry.
and so forth.
Mir work for in an order where the indus
" (NoTE. The military, in this table, house, we made inquiries for our heroine
and her fishes, and were told, that in a
trial meetings will be more agreeable
figure in two places : here as making few moments she would favor us with her
than the feasts and balls of Civilization.
" Under this head of dunnage, we war, and causing destruction ; and in No. presence ; but that the weather was now
4, as limited to stagnation, to an unpro
so cold, that there was some doubt
must take into account all cases of acci
part.)
whether her aquatnry friends would be
dental suspension.
If the master goes ductive
" jt Inverse.
The
of
NEGA
agents
"at home" at her call. While we were
•away, the workmen stop ; if they see a
TIVE CREATION.
I
have
already
proved
man or a cat go by, they are all in an ex
yet making our inquiries, the little " lady
that they are excessively numerous ; that of the
lake" was pointed out as coming
citement, masters and servants, leaning
on their spades and gazing to refresh most of these works, such as walls of towards us, and we started to meet her.
enclosure,
fences,
&c.
are
un
relatively
There she was, sure enough ! A little
themselves ; forty, fifty times a day thus
; others are illusory, through
do they lose five minutes.
girl, perhaps five years old, neatly dressed,
Their week productive
want of skill or understanding, as edifices
and bearing a little basket of bread in
amounts to scarcely four days.
What
which crumble down, bridges and roads her
an amount of idle time, without Industri
hand ! She approached the margin
which
have
to
be
and
recon
replaced
al Attraction !
of the pond, which is about 200 feet
" 10. The SOPHISTS, and in the first structed. Others are an indirect ravage ; from the house ; and, drawing near, we
a. hundred laborers appear to be doing a
inquired if she thought we should be
place the controversialists ; those who
read them and who intermeddle, at their useful work in levelling a forest; they favored with a sight of her pets.
She
are preparing the ruin of the country,
don't know — it is so cold!
instigation, in affairs of party, in unpro
replied,
and are more fata! to it than the ravages
—
ductive cabals.
Little fishy don't like to come now
but
Add also to the labor of
of war, which may be repaired.
Others I guess they want some supper." She
which embroils every sub
controversy,
are the scourges of reaction, praised by now
took her station on a stone that was
ject, the political commotions and indus
trial distractions of which it is the source. the economists, as the invention of a fash partially in the water, and began to call
" The table of the controversialists ion, which will reduce to beggary twenty her friends after the following manner :
•and sophists would be more extensive thousand laborers, whose stagnation will " Come, little fishy ! Come, get your
a source of disorders.
than any one would imagine, to speak become
supper ! Don't be afraid ! Nobody hurt
" In
speculating upon the restoration to you, fishy!
only of jurisprudence,
Come !Come!"
which seems an
labor
of
all
these
classes,
unproductive
•excusable sophism.
And sure enough the turtle came to the
Let us suppose that
whom
Association
would
at
once
make
the Associative
surface, and took from her hand a piece
order does not engender
a. twentieth part of the actual disputes, nseful, we may yet triple the product. of bread, and then started for his hidingand that to terminate this small amount It was already eight-fold in the third place to eat it, or feed his young.
1 was
of differences, it has means as effectual power ; here it becomes twenty-four-fold, now informed, that it was the little girl's
as ours are complicated ; the result will for these masses of non-producers com
practice to feed tins protege twice a day ;
be that nineteen-twentieths of the bar are prise at least two-thirds of Civilization ; but that if she omitted it for a few hours,
and
I
have
estimated
it
too
low
perhaps
;
parasites, as well as the pleaders, the
the turtle would leave the water, and go
witnesses, the messengers, &c. &c. How it is certain that the mere chance of suit
towards the house to meet her, and when
able employment for men, women, and
many other parasites there are among
they did meet, she would take him up,
children in domestic industry, will double
sophists, beginning with the economists,
feed him, and then restore him to the wa
who declaim against the corps of para the mass of labor; now, their unsuitable ter.
employment comprehends only the three
sites of which they bear the banner!
After feeding the turtle, she again
" 11. The IDLE, those styled commeil articles of the anterior division. If the called to the
fishes as before.
Her little
presumed product of these three classes hand,
JfatU, who pass their lives in doing noth
holding a bit of bread, was thrust
Add their valets and the whole. is to double the industrial revenue, it may partially in the water, and, in a moment,
ing.
class which serves them.
it was surrounded by a hundred little
A person is well triple it for the eleven others."
who serves the unproduc
unproductive
To be Continued.
fishes, measuring from one to three inches
tive, like the solicitors
in length, who picked the small crumbs
of whom we
reckon sixty thousand in the city of Paris
that she dropped from her tiny fingers.
A FACT FOR NATURALISTS.
alone.
Let us class here the whole elec
A cor In a few moments more, a larger kind of
tioneering force.
respondent who addresses us under the fish which they call pouts, crowded round
" Prisoners are a class
her hand.
Thus for half an hour did
compelled to agreeable signature of " an old school
idleness;
the sick still more so.
they seem to come by turns, and receive
We
" sends ns the
fellow
minute from her their food — she, all the while,
following
«hal( not see, among those born HarmoiiKirts, the tenth part of the invalids whom and interesting account of an incident in prattling to them as only a child could
•we see in civilisation.
Thus, although natural history, which we were the first prattle, of its own spontaneous lightsickness is an inevitable vice, it is sus to
heartedness.
Our curiosity was now more
give to the public, some weeks since,
ceptible of correction and an enormous
than satisfied, and fearing lest little Helen
and
which
has
been
very generally no would take
reduction.
Out of ten sick persons, nine
cold from keeping her hand
Should any
•are unnecessarily
one too long in the water, we started for the
taken
from
labor, ticed by the press.
through the working of the civilised sys doubt the authenticity of the narrative, village, after making further inquiries at
tem ; nine, who in Association
would be he can very easily satisfy his doubts upon the foundry in regard to this interesting
doing well (no insult to the physicians.)
child.
the subject. — Transcript.
" 12. The OUTCASTS, people in
open
We learned, that about two years ago
rebellion against industry, laws, manners
About six weeks since, a story was she and her brother, who was about two
and customs.
Such are the lotteries and briefly told in your
paper about a little years old, commenced feeding the fishes
gambling houses, true social poisons, (he girl's having tamed a
turtle and some by throwing crumbs in the water.
In a
•cketHiliert J'inJustrie, the p«Mtc women, fishes in
a pond at Hingham.
This, 1 1short time the children thus attracted
Posterior

sites.
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" 'Tis true that
murmur
raised from the
crowd
They call me unfeeling, aggressiveand proud
They speak of entail,' primogeniture," right,'
And raiseugly questionsof 'justice' and might
And hint that 'twere better such things should
sleep,
If those who still hold are desirous to keep
Rut let them rail on, their tcorefoare their tear,
The dispute will outlive them," quoth Baron
Braemar.
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One word as warning
think 'twould be wi
If you'd come from" your"desert andTpe'ny'
eyes.
Free foot in the wilderness, small the boon,
But great the right, as you'll know very soon.
To-day for the grouse,but to-morrow for men,
And the day after that for the corn in the glen.
Our isle too narrow for Nimrods,
far —
We cannot afford them, my Lord of Braemar.
is

a

a
it

if

by

!

if

Oh mighty Lord Baron, great dealer in deer,
Great owner of moorlands, word in your ear
Would you like, in your fulness of insolent pride,
To farm out the sea, andtake rents for the tide
Would you like the earth's fatness to grow but
for you
Would you shut us from sunshine, the air and
the dew
Or prohibit our gaze at the moon or star
You would, you could, my Lord Baron Brae

is

!

in

a
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If alone m m? wood9 philosopher dreams,
Or tourtstxand "'f^t-seers follow my streams,
Or 5eek for magnificence,beauty and awe
In the desertsI've made, will show them law
Mot crag shall they visit, no ben shall they
climb,
Nor gaze at prospect,however sublime
If they get but an entrance, I'll scent them afar,
And hunt them with gillies," quoth Baron Braemar.

Were commerce estinct, were our trade at a
stand,
Were the mouths to be fed growing few
the
THE LANDSCAPE MONOPOLIST.
land.
" I'm lord of the come, I'm chief of the ben,
Were we back to the point of century gone,
rule like kaiser o'er mountain and glen
We might leave you your moors to go shooting
Let the people go back into city and town,
upon.
They shall not encumber my moorlands so But even in such case, 'twould be worse than
brown
insane
Their presence would frighten my swift-footed To refuse us a sight of the hills where you reign.
deer,
saferjust now
Look at things asihcy are,
So the grouse,and not men, shall be denizens And be wise while there's time, my Lord Baron
here,
Braemar.
c. M.
As long at my title holds good againstbar,—
in
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RIGHTS

OF MARRIED

WOMEN.

now under consideration

lature
some

of New York,
very

important

bill

in the Legis

which
alterations

proposes
in the

respecting the property of married
women.
Its provisions are substantially
as follows. — Transcript.
law

;

I it

a

is

:

gone forth
There scarcely Celt on the hills of the North
To Canada. Sydney, New Zealand, the Cape —
Wherever pleased them to make their escape
And left, as wished, all the acres own
To the sheep and the grouse, or the red deer
alone
And roam over my mountains supreme as

A

And all for my pleasure," quoth Baron Braemar.

"I've drained off the peasants; each Mac has

a

Every married woman may take prop
erty by grant, assignment or conveyance,
Crar,
And meet not creature," quoth Baron Braemar. or by will and testament, to her sole and
separate use and property so taken shall
"The land a.lovely land — green are its paths,! not be subject to the debts of the husband,
its
Sublime are its mountains, its glens and
but shall be subject to the liabilities of
straths,
such married woman
the same manner
lair are the torrents that scatter their spray, as it she were unmarried.
And fair
unmarned.
Suits
suits at law
Or dashdown in foam o'er the crags their way. and equity may be brought by and against
:
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"

What matters its beauty to cockneys and snobs,
To Jones or to Jenkins, to Smith or to Dobbs 7
The region is mine, both the near and the far ;
They shall not behold it," quoth Baron Braemar.

[From the London Morning Chronicle.]
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conver
sation, this week, with two mechanics,
weavers, from Stirlingshire, Scotland, on
the condition and prospects of the labor
ing classes, in England.
They are plain, unpretending men,
who have been sent out, as Pioneers, to
It
examine and report about the West.
is their intention to remain here a year.
small body of their
If they like
countrymen will come over, and, should
year's trial,
they be pleased, after
larger number will join them, and make
the West their home.
These mechanics think, that the labor
ing classes have made great advanceThe first out
within the last ten years.
ward impulse given to them, according to
move.
their view, was the Chartist's
The second, the anti-corn law league.
The third, and most important, is, the
co-operative efforts which are making all
over the Kingdom.
as now
principle,
The co-operative
not necessarily confined to
acted upon,
may
any branch of human industry.
Thus —
there are
be applied to all.
ten persons in
neighborhood, some of
whom cannot read, or write, or cipher,
while others can — or
among them
there be those who understand German,
have
of
or
some knowledge
astronomy,
and the others know nothing of these
—
meet
they
things
together at stated
periods, and by mutual efforts, by co
operative aid, instruct each other without
cost, and with great social pleasure and
In this way, these
generous happiness.
have been, mainly, in
two mechanics
structed, and we found them familiar, not
only with such writers as Miall, Douglas
Jerrold, &c., but with Dr. Arnold, and
of Great
writers
the strong popular
Britain. They made not the least show
of learning.
They talked, indeed, in
plain common sense view of society, and
the obligations all of us owed to it.
But the co-operative principle
ap
plied chiefly, so far as to meet the necessi
ties of the laboring classes.
For instance
take the shirt makers of London.
They
lived by their labor, and that was all the
best among them could do. They leagued
The result has been, that they
together.
get now ten pence for work which they
half for be
penny and
only received
Of course their condition
fore
great
and
Hood had another
improved,
rang to write, he could joyously depict
the great
which
had
been
change
for the poor women of Lon
wrought
don.
These
co-operative leagues" exist
in nearly all the large towns
Great
A moderate sum
Britain.
subscribed
invested
by each laboring man which
various ways; for the establishment of
for the erection of halls .
reading rooms
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LEAGUES.

R.

for the purchase of large tracts of land,
small
which
let out to members
quantities — half an acre, or one, two,
—
as they may wish,
three or four acres
with cottages thereupon, at
rent of four
or five per cent, on the cost
for manufactures for the sole and joint use of the
which
for union stores,
producers;
wares,
clothing,
groceries,
provisions,
&c. &c., are sold to members at cost.
And, so far, these Leagues have done
well.
Many of them have one, two,
three,
and some over four thousand
members, and they have secured compe
tence and content to hundreds upon hun
dreds who were, before, almost starving.
at Nottingham
have taken the
Those
initiatory steps to purchase provisions in
Cincinnati,
(and ten others have joined
view
them) at market prices there, with
of escaping speculators, and saving the
profits secured to them.
The Land League
the most power
ful. — That has 18,000 members.
Their
There was paid in,
very large.
capital
in the last week of May, upwards of
£3,000 — say over fourteen thousand
dollars
The Bread and Flour Company
of Plymouth had erected
steam mill,
extensive
bake-houses — and the same
week had near the same amount paid in.
Both these Leagues had done, and were
doing, immense good to the laboring
classes
every way — Then the Print
ers — who will not be long behind any
class — had adopted
national co-opera
tive principle.
They pay in sixpence
week. — With the capital so raised they
are busily at work, and are doing admira
bly.
They have over six thousand mem
bers
The working principle of this League
will be understood
all.
substitutes
CO-OPERATION for
What
competition.
the result of this new move will be, we
can be carried out
cannot say.
But
—
co-operation can be made to take the
must do so
place of competition, (and
sooner or later) the very happiest results
will follow. — Examiner.

I

CO-OPERATIVE

We had a long and interesting

ARBINGE

is

! I

them to the shore, and finally taught them
to feed from their hands.
About a year
since, the little girl lost her companion
and brother, he died ; and Helen is now
left alone to feed with her own hand her
Now, fair readers, our
brother's pets.
true story is ended, permit us to advise
you when another summer blesses us
with its smiles, to go and see what we
have seen — and if you have little ones,
take them with you and show them what
innocence, purity, and uniform kindness
can accomplish.
A.

H
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exchange and have seen the expense at
suppose we take
cursory
tending
must be re
glance at some others, for
"
Protective Union,"
membered that the
when fully carried out, enters into not
one only, but all branches of trade.
radical change
Let us then
necessary.
dig at tin- root, for in this way only can
Accustomed as
the evil be eradicated.
we are to view them as individuals,
—
the
their isolated capacity
worshipping
"golden eagle, the silver dollar, and the
—
each striving
with all
copper cent,"
an honorable competition, we do
others
not realize what
host are fattening on
the bones and sinews of the industrial
classes.
Could
the working
men and
women see the wealth amassed by those
who never performed
day's useful labor
their lives
could they but see the ar
my of useless exchangers arrayed before
them in one solid phalanx,
think there
would be but one mind pervading the
and that they ALL
working? community,
would see the necessity of
combination
jui
do their own exchang
(on their part)
ing.
But let us make
computation of the
cost of some other branches of trade, be
ginning with the Dry Goods and Hosiery
class.
There are ahout forty stores of
this class in Lowell.
Their expenses,
including rents, clerks, lighting, fuel, in
cidental expense!, (for they like to have
in

that they must come
cessarily follow
through the present system of exchanges.
Let us take candid view of the subject.
Suppose, instead of sixty or more grocers
stores in this city, there were but six,
and those established
on " Protective
Union" principles.
am not certain but
smaller
that we could get along with
number, but for convenience we will take
this number, and have them located
such parts of the city as will best accom
modate the whole.
Then in place of one
hundred and twenty clerks we would take
One fourth the number of horses
sixty.
and waggons.
And the cost of lighting
and warming six must, of course, be less
There would be no losses ac
than sixty.
con
cruing from bad debts as our trade
There would
ducted on cash principles.
to pay and thus there
be no "Bosses"
would be
saving of from sixty to one
hundred thousand dollars on this class of
And now suppose we take
individuals.
the 'other stores and reduce them in the
same ratio and have them conducted on
the same plan, every one must see the
changing the
Let us see how this system works with advantage to be gained
present false system to one where the
goods of our own domestic manufacture.
There are no less good of not few, but the whole are cared
Hats, for instance.
"
But some say
so handy to
than twenty places (probably more) in for.
Lowell where they are kept for sale, and have place where you can run in and
buy any little thing you may chance to
but three where they are manufactured
Yes, but
not " paying too
at most of these stores they keep other want."
goods, shoes, gloves, cravats, &c. still dear for the whistle," this buying little
Is your grocer
these goods pass through their hands, not things at handy places?
located nearest you?
whit the better for it, the prices en the one that
often the case that
To sup Perhaps so, but
hanced, and for what, pray?
person resides at one part of the city
set of men who are either too lazy
port
or too proud to perform any manual labor. and his grocer's store be at the other.
They do not wish to be considered as And again, our dry goods stores are all
on two strects or nearly so
still tmi
There
common hatters or shoemakers.
ladies are very well accommodated.
But
difference between Mr. Stiggins
quite
" stuck in " every
the shoemaker, and Mr. Stiggins who these candy shops are
keeps the great shoe store. In truth there nook and corner almost, and are exceed
by

IV.

As we have examined one branch of

in

NO.

" How can we
get along without these
stores*" ask some; "We must have
some place to obtain our articles of food,
does not ne
clothing, &c." True, but

a

-NO.

i5.
Give me the honest son of Crispin,
be he "jour" or " boss," for all these
delicate whisperers of pretty things to
"heap"
does cost
the ladies; — but
of money to support these uncommon
men.
Let us look again
Mr. A., the ex
changer buys uf Mr. B., the manufactur
er, one dozen hats for forty-eight dollars.
Mr. A. takes them over to his store, Mr.
fifteen, minutes afterwards and
C. calls
buys one of these hats and pays five dol
lars for
or at the rate of sixty dollars
the hat worth one dollar
per dozen.
more by being moved across the street
into the store of
man who knows no
than
more about making
Hottentot?
No, yet
have seen this done repeat
edly.
Again, Mr. C. cannot purchase
sin
gle hat of Mr. B., the manufacturer, any
cheaper than he can of Mr. A., the ex
Why so? Because he would
changer.
lose the 'custom of Mr. A. and the pro
Thus these
prietors of our hat-stores.
go-betweens are an obstacle in the way
of both the consumer and the domestic
manufacturer.
In this
seen the neces
sity of bringing the different branches of
" as far
"
home industry into the
Union
as possible, to over-turn the present rot
ten institution of exchanges, and
will
be done
the working men are only true
to themselves.
r.

;

[From the Voice of Industry.]

PROTECTIVE UNION.

I

$

I

CURIOUS JINGLE OF SOUNDS. A few
Sabbaths since, a news boy placed himself
at the door-way of one of the New York
churches, and commenced as follows:
News Boy. — " Extra ;Erald ! "
The clergyman, reading the Litany,
" Spare us, good Lord ! "
News Buy. — " Great fall in corn ! "
Litany. — " Good Lord, deliver us ! "
News Boy. — "Great panic in England!"
Litany. — " Have mercy upon us ! "

things in pretty good shape,) and their
profits, added in cannot be less than
Of variety and confectionary
$80.000.
ilttnk, something more
stores there are,
than 125, some of which, however, are
small,
will cill them 100, the cost of
sustaining which, at
fair computation
Think of this, ye who
115,000.
about
"
are blessed with
sweet tooth."
pretty sum to spend for peppermints,
snijar plums, rattles, and wax babies!
Then we have Hat, Shoe, Clothing,
Furniture,
Book, Hardware,
Provision,
number of
stores, with
and Auction
other kinds,
amounting to about 125
these are pretty expensive, and require
great deal of cash to keep them in opera
$240,000,
add to
tion — we will say
these the cost of Grocers and you have
the enormous sum of $570,000; were
" to save this,
would
the " huge paws
few years to accumulate capi
take but
tal sufficient to buy every corporation
this city.
But these are not all
we
on
have quite
surplus of Druggists
hand.
They would be missed, no doubt,
of them were to leave,
three-fourths
but
think the city would be none the
And last, though not least,
less healthy.
" for their name
legion," come the
" Rumsellers," a blighting curse to all
—
around;
living upon the hard earnings
The clinking
of their besotted victims.
of the "almighty dollar" drowns the
cry of little ones famishing for bread, and
not heard amid
the wail of the widow
the uproar of bacchanalians in their mid
rumO! who would be
night orgies.
Still the money expended on this
seller*
—
their
immense
class of exchangers
profits are enormous, and would swell the
list thousands of dollars.
the above list
have not enumerated
those who have any visible means of sup
The Shoemaker, the Hatter, the
port.
Tailor, the Milliner and Mantua makers,
&c., Sic. each can show some specimen
of their " craft." The articles exposed
for sale
them exhibit signs of their
Not so with the mere
dustry and skill.
He has wares for sale, but
exchanger.
they were wrought by other hands than
his.
Are they silks, woolens, sugar,
tale of
each can tell
rice, iron or steel
want and privation, and of industry ill
While the careless salesman
requited.
tells his stereotyped story of " We can
They
not afford them for anything less.
We sell them to you
cost us so much.
tremendous sacrifice,"
at
forgetting,
he ever knew, that while his tongue
runs on so glibly, the only sacrifice there
about
being made over again
those who wrought the delicate fabrics,
the bowels
toil on
plantation, or else
of the earth, or over smelting furnace.
1

j

• :

j

any such married woman in her own
name, in relation to all matters relating
to separate estate.
Whenever a married
woman is entitled to property, either real
or personal, nut being her dole and sepa
rate property, she may apply to the surruaatL' of the county in winch such prop
erty is situated, to he provided an adequate
support from the same for herself, if suf
ficient therefor, and for her children, if
the surrogate deem it proper, whether
her husband has or has not reduced the
same to possession.
Every married wo
man may devise her property by will, or
sell or dispose of it, as if she were un
married.
Husband and wife may transfer proper
ty to, and become security for each other,
with the like effect as if they were un
When the husband shall be
married.
come possessor of the sole and separate
property of the wife, he shall be deemed
the trustee of his wife, so far forth as to
be accountable for the same, and the
right of the wife to such account shall
not be barred, unless there shall be a
written discharge of her said husband, or
unless the husband shall establish by
proof, that the estate of his said wife, or
the proceeds of the same were expended
in the support of the husband and family
of such married woman by her written
consent.

if
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" There, there
now it's all over.
I
! Go, good woman, God bless you
Don't
say another word."
The grateful creature would have re
plied, hut her benefactress insisted on her
silence and departure.
happened thai another person had
taken shelter under the porch, and wit
nessed the whole
of tins interesting
.
scene, who, as soon as Mrs. Jordan ob
served him, came forward, and he, hold
ing out his hand, exclaimed with
deep
eigh —
" Lady, pardon the freedom of siranger, but would to the Lord they were all
It

" handy" to— spend money. They " staff in their own hands."
Let them
ingly
of the dram use it wisely and there will soon be cerare, with the exception
"
A GOODTIME COMING."'
shops, the greatest nuisances we have. ; tain evidence of
Just imagine a hale, broad-shouldered
man of two hundred pounds weight deal
ls'nt
ing out candy by the coln's worth.
The Registrar
MIASMA OVER CITIFS.
ii,u«w much
IHUl-il better
v<~l.iltiil
I would
HUMIU
11MUlVUlUUO
it
ridiculous? : How
i
General of London, seems to think that
be for him and community were he lo
ci.ies
there
all
over
denseIy
populated
I
follow a plough or wiild a blacksmith's
different from
an atmosphere
It may not be so lucrative but , hangs
hammer.
totally
"f the. country. To the human ammuch more honorable, and he would have , tna,1
mal
e"ectx are
incWentally rerthe satisfaction of knowing that he had I
deleterious influences
because its o^
added to the world's wealth instead of "'pl.ble,
but on
act but slowly on his health
taking from it.
sometimes works like
smaller animals
another point.
Let us view
bird brought in
Thus
subtle poison.
would have a tendency to lower
survives more
there would be no <>t"« the country, rarely
and for this reason
than s'x or ntiie ra.nnths>unless ^nt back
use for the stores, therefore they must be
Of Ihe
Rgaln for
space into purer air
converted into dwellings; and the addiexistence of miasmatic atmosphere over
tion of three or four hundred tenements
General
London, the English Registrar
would not be likely to raix the rents.
late
"i the Allowing terms in
shall have
whom
our Landlords

likethee!"
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The figure of this man bespoke his
His countenance was pale, and
calling.
suit of sable, rather the worse for
wear, covered his tall and spare person.
The penetrating eye of Thalia's favorite
votary soon developed his character and
And
fpfak«
(of
and with her wonted good
word to say by and by) would not report
profession,
in
the
fact
There
poison floating
" cut quite so fat."
humor retreating
few paces she replied,
causes
death.
" No, wont shake hands with you."
>•
" L1UI can
Mu army
of Exvi
J_IA air (of London) which
'i this
ui nj
I! what
But
f
f
of
of
's not
atmosphere
" Why? "
gas,
so.rt
they are obliged to quit
changers do
incessant
" Because you are Methodist preach
undergoing
do not know floaung panicles,
their present business?"
and
transformations,
inodorous
probably
er, and when you know who
of any particular branch of honest indusam, you'll
This
diseased
mist
arising send me to
invisible.
the devil "
try that their genius would be adapted to,
million,
of
breath
of
two
the
people,
from
" The Lord forbid
am, as you say,
bnt
seems to me that sharpening tools
preacher of the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
continually
kept
and
slaughter-houses,
some of
And
who tells us to clothe the naked, feed the
the faces of the poor.
and undergoing changes; in one sea
hungry, and relieve the distressed, and
them were to turn barbers, their system up
cholera,
in
another
son
"
pervaded by
do you think
can behold
sister fulfill
of " shave would be turned to good ac
bears
smallat
one
time
influenza
but there
tllUI V might
WIIU knows
IkUW« •»LTUV
.
But
JJ II who
count.
I'UUIII.
ing the commands of my Great Master
"•>£MM
the whoopand
measles,
scarlatina,
without feeling the spiritual attachment
Raphael among Pox.
be
Michael Angelo or
at
Fulton, 'ng-co«gh. among your children;
which leads me to break through worldly
them,
Newtonf or Franklin,
fevers
ot
.its
carries
wings,
customs, and offer you the hand of friendEach may imitate although another.
or Whitney.
has
hovered
of
an
Llke
"
anSel
be a great way off these justly great
ship and brotherly love?
But it may
over dTeath.'
London.
" Well, well, you are good old soul,
All will not be able to equal the for centuries
men.
be driven away
legislation.
dare say; but —
don't like fanatics,
sculpture or painting, but
great masters
block of
and you'll not like me when
tell yon
they all may be able to square
house, and so with the
AND THE ACTRESS. am
THE WESLEYAN
player."
granile or paint
our During Mrs. Judson's short stay at Ches
grinder"
The preacher sighed.
The "organ
rest.
"Yes,
am
but
streets
very faint representation ter, where she had been performing, her
player; and yon must
little har
washerwoman,
widow with three small have heard of me. Mrs. Jordan
of Mozart, but still he adds
my
•
would not ad- children,
But
merciless creditor name."
was
mony to the world.
to take thrown
small
debt of
into prison.
After
short pause he again extended
vise 'our friends (the Exchangers)
had been increased his hand, and with
np this last mentioned business, as this about forty shillings
complaisant coun
law expenses, to eight tenance replied,
in
short time,
class are termed vagrants.
"
As soon as Mrs. Jordan had
The Lord bless thee, whoever thou
But will not this bringing more laborers pounds.
His goodness
into the market lower the price of wages? heard of the circumstance she sent for art.
unlimited.
He has
plenty of work, the attorney, paid him the demand, and poured on thee
think not, for there
large portion of His
done
in getting
observed, with as much severity as her spirit
and as to thy calling,
the only trouble
thy soul
our laborers and mechanics,
and
upbraid thee not, the Lord forbid that
good natured countenance could assume,
"
You lawyers are certainly infernal should."
seasons of dull times, (of which by the
Thus reconciled, and the rain having
way there never need he any.,) instead of spirits, allowed on earth to make poor
abated, they left the porch together.
underbidding each other in the prices of mortals miserable."
the
The offer of his arm was accepted, and
The attorney however pocketed
doing work until they get down to staivalow bow made his the female Roscius of comedy, and the
tion point, would but club together, each affront, and with
business
them
his mite, and do
exit.
putting
disciple of John Wesley proceeded, arm
selves, they would find themselves vastly
On the afternoon of the same day the in arm, to the door of Mrs. Jordan's
As
Mrs.
better off in the end.
At parting, the preacher
dwelling.
poor woman was liberated.
But suppose there
Jordan was taking her usual walk with shook hands with her saying,
just enough
"
work
children
do
the
her
the market to
borers
Fare thee well, sister.
her servant, the widow with
know not
An d- followed her, and just as she had taken what the principles of people of
working the present long hours.
thy call
them,
rain,
in
kind
shorten
of
would
to
shower
tend
dition of help
shelter from
ing may be. Thou art the first
ever
are
and
we
still
knees,
on
her
the
less
and even
conversed with
of porch, dropping
but
their benevolent
pay
we
earn
exclaimed,
all
emotion,
us
costs
Whearas
with much grateful
gainers.
practices equal thine,
hope and trust,
"God forever bless you, Madam! you at the great day the Almighty God will
by working long hours, and supporting
time
even
from
children
less
and
me
have saved
by working
my poor
exchangers
say to each,
Thy sim are forgiven
away with ruin."
we do away
at
thee.' "— From the life of Mrt. Jordan.
reduced orice
price
onr traders, our articles of consumption
The children beholding their mother's
would come enough cheaper to more than tears, added by their cries to the affecting
And scene, which
sensitive mind could not
balance the reduction of wages.
story told of two per
IHP There
greatly needed)
there would be (what
hold but with strong feelir.gs of sym- sons of distinction, the one lived at M;tdtime for improvement both in mind and pathy.
The natural liveliness of Mrs. rid, the other at Rome, who played
not easily game of chess at that distance
was
corJordan's disposition
body.
However,
They were young men
sorrowful scenes.
reopondence.
reduc- damped
But see no possible need of
tion of price even though the hours of although she strove to hide it, the tear of when they began the game, and though
they lived to an old age, yet the game
irkingnien and feeling stole down her cheek, and stoop
Let the workingmen
labors be less.
was not finished.
One of them dying
woman be united in their efforts to throw ing to kiss the children, she slipped
which they are bound pound note into the mother's hand, and before the other, appointed his executor
off ALL shackles
her usually playful manner replied, to go on with the game.
They have the
and they must succeed.
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to our friends

THE HAEBINGER.

business

from abroad

for which

and to the

they had assembled,

and describing the solemn duty of self23, 1847.
I purification and devotion which rests upon
« n
Of modern civilization, the natural fruit* are, j all who seek to realize the promise upon
rontempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression,a i
He declared the idea of heaven
gamMm? spirit in trade, recklesn adventure,and I earth.
commercialconvulsionsall tendins to impoverish' here on earth to be the distinctive feature
the laborerand to rendereverycondition insecure.
while all other religions
Relief ia to come,and can only romefrom the new- of Christianity,
application of Christian principles, of l,Tniver*al
justice and Universal love, to social institutions, tell of heaven herenfter, in another world.
to commerce,to business,to active life.
It was the clear, condensed, symmetrical
DR. CHAN*I?<U.
and quickening utterance of a man in liv

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

THE

IN BOSTON.

MEETINGS

During the past week a new impulse
to the Associationists of
Boston, by the sessions in that city of
the Executive Committee of the Ameri
can Union of Associationists,
and of the
Committee of Thirteen to whom the sub
ject of practical experiments has been re
The presence of so many lead
ferred.
ing persons in our cause was of course a
signal for much lively communion through

the slightest

uncer

tainty could attach, it was found that the

of weekly rent from Affilia

contributions

ted Unions, and from individuals,
ized the expectation

author

of an income of at

least fifty dollars per week for the ensuing
This was all appropriated

six months.

to the expenses of the central

office and

the Harbinger.
Mr. Hipley will take up
his abode in New York immediately as
General Agent of the Union.

The pres
of the Harbinger under its
was deepest, truest, best in all of them. present form will be brought to a close in
After the services a statement was one more number; after which it will be
made of the objects, methods and condi
printed in New York in a larger form,
tion of the Religious Union, and all per under the editorial management of Mr.
sons, whether professedly Associationists
Parke Godwin,
assisted by Mr. Ripley
or not, who felt an interest in the perma
and Mr. Dana in that city, and by Mr.
nent continuance of the services, were in
Dwight and Mr. Channing in Boston.
vited to remain and to take counsel to Every effort will be made to increase its
that end. The unexpectedly large num subscription list and bring it to the self-sup
ber who responded to this call, and the porting point.
Until that point is reached,
deep interest they manifested, were most until this most important organ of the
ing rapport with his audience, with what

has been given

every thing to which

ent

volume

We will
of the week in encouraging to the movement and gave cause is placed upon a solid basis, the
material grounds for anticipating increased Union are compelled to forego any direct
order, although briefly.
And first
life and efficacy from the services this appropriations
to the end of continuing
THE CONSECRATION.
winter.
Thus far nothing has ever done our lecturers in the field ; meanwhile a
Most of the members had arrived on so much to advance the Associative cause subscription
has been opened for that
out the whole circle of friends.

relate the various doings

10th inst., by a previous in Boston.
special purpose, and it is presumed that
to be present on that day at
In the evening was held the monthly more, rather than less of that service will
the public and the private services of the private meeting of the members of the be performed than hitherto.
Wherever
Sunday,

the

agreement

The
Religious Union of Associationists.
day was one of the finest of October, the
Hall unusually
audience in Bromfield
large, composed of many of the most in

of a local Union, or any number of individu
als will guarantee expenses, our tried
consecrated themselves to the hope of apostles will be ready and eager to go
forth.
It will be a principal duty of the
unity and heaven on earth, and who con
telligent and earnest men and women in stitute the nucleus of this little band of General Agent to correspond with and to
Boston,

who,

if

not

all

were all glad to worship
are
true

seeking

to embody

forms of life.

solemn,

cheerful

aspirants towards

with those who
Christianity

The services

and

faces of all you might

Associationists,

inspiring ;

Union,

Religious

in
were

in the

read the glowing

of the inner circle

those who, from entire

the future

or as some

HUMANITY,

their hope, the

UNITY.

conviction,

Our

CHURCH OF visit all the local or Affiliated

prefer

CHURCH

friends

have

to name

OF UNIVERSAL

from

abroad

were

welcomed into the circle, and by the mys
tic symbol of joining hands helped us re

The new the pledge of faithfulness to our
signs of true and deep communion.
Intimate and trustful con
beautiful hall with its religious dome and life-purpose.
its associations of the last year ; the nat versation, about our faith and prospects,

Unions, and

with special reference to the increasing of
the Rent,

upon which all

the American

Union

the efficacy of

depends.

THE COMMITTEE OF THIRTEEN.
and a part

Tuesday

of Wednesday

were devoted to the session of the Com

of As
Kay of Phil
adelphia, Sears of the North American
Phalanx, Tweedy of New York (in the
sentences of the Prophets
soul-kindling
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
of Vermont, re
place of Mr. Palmer,
and the Sermon on the Mount, and the
Cooke of Providence,
Assembled on Monday, at ten A. M. signed),
Ripley,
Lord's Prayer, which seemed burthened
Fisher, Dwight, of
Orvis,
with new meaning and new force, uttered and continued in session through the day. Channing,
Letters were read from Mr.
Present, Messrs. Kay, of Philadelphia ; Boston.
in such an asembly ; the holy and exalt
Shaw, and Dana, of New Palmer, and from Mr. Qrner of Cincin
ing music of Mozart and Haydn, in which Tweedy,
York ; Channing, Ripley, Orvis, Allen, nati. Reports of progress were made
the deepest reverence and thanksgiving
among whom
and unitary creed of the universal heart Dwight, of Boston , and M'Coy of Lowell. from the sub-committees,
of man, with the mysteries of the Incar Letters were read from Mr. Greeley, Mr. the various branches of the investigation
rapture of Godwin and others, who were not able to were distributed at the last session, in
nation and the triumphant
The topics which were discussed
are rehearsed as in no attend.
The members of the Committee .lull.
the Resurrection
and finally the of Thirteen, who were in the city, were most fully were : (1.) The causes of the
other human language;

ural magnetism of that noble audience ; brought
the especial interest of the occasion ; the close.

that

good

day

gently

to

its

cogent reasonitig, the profound Christian
feeling, and the beautiful and manly elo

invited to take part in the deliberations.

grounds of our belief in a perfect society,
in the coming of the kingdom of Heaven
upon earth ; closing with a special allusion

Harbinger

mittee upon practical

sociation.

experiments

Present, Messrs.

failures in several late practical

attempts

It is expected that the
The special business was to complete the at Association.
quence of the preacher ; all wrought arrangements for carrying out the meas committee will be able to present a full
their due impression upon hearts and ures adopted at the last meeting in New and fair history of these, and especially
of a central of Brook Farm, by next spring ; so that
minds which nothing but realities can York, for the establishing
Mr. Channing discoursed of the agency in that city, and for placing the the world may judge less ignorantly of
satisfy.
upon a permanent basis.

ter a careful
ing

canvassing

from the year's

Af

of funds, reject

estimate

of income

them than they now do, and recognize
suc|i failures

only

confirmations

truth of the Associative

doctrines.

in

of the
(2.)

THE HARBINGER.
The condition

and prospects

of the ex

periments now in progress in this coun
American,
the North
try ; especially

grant Mocha,
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as a season of re

will be remembered

served in true Associative

style by our host with several of freshing

Group

hy the friends in Boston, as by
And it
who were their guests.

those

his friends in person, gratified at once the

in

in

in

is

ly

a

in

a

is

It.

will leave its mark in the increased activ
sense of order and the impulse of expan
Phalanxes.
Trumbull and Wisconsin
Mr. Cooke has lately visited all these sion. Unity in variety reigned in all the ity of both the Boston and the Religious
this winter.
Union
of Associationisis
and the reli
Associations,
and brings back a large arrangements.
Friendship
The gious sentiment which looks forward to With so strong and living a centre in
amount of interesting information.
another,
perhaps
gave the that city, and with
situation of the North American is de the triumph of all Humanity,
We all met more closely, by these stronger, which will soon be formed now
cidedly hopeful ; as to the other two, tone.
his impressions were of a less sanguine composite affinities, and proved again by in New York, the cause will move on
this slight foreshadowing of harmony, the with new vigor throughout our whole
tone than letters which have been recent
ly published in the Harbinger and Tri wisdom of Fourier's idea of a Social land.
Yet it is not time to despair ; and Order, which shall reconcile the spiritual
bune.
with the material, which shall unite Lux
PROSPECTS
IN WESTERN NEW YORK.
the report of this sub-committee will un
Messrs. EDITORS : — A word concern
dergo the revision of later statistics before ury, Society, Science and Religion in the
New York.
it can be properly made public. (3.) The daily life of every child of the good ing our cause in Western
God.
difficult to obtain
hearing upon
expediency of some internal organization
this section
the subject of Association
among the Affiliated Unions, whereby the
THE PUBLIC MEETING.
of our country at the present time chiefmembers shall be educated and prepared
On Wednesday evening
public meetFirst, the public
for the future life of Association.
for two reasons.
(4.)
was mind
ing of the friends of Association
with
The expediency of instituting an Associ
very much preoccupied
Hall,
Bromfield
Washington
The balance of called
reform.
The
ative school for children.
questions of fragmentary
The audience was numerous and Anti-Renters are absorbed
the effort to
opinion among the Committee, as thus Street.
free the soil of New York from the do
far advised, leaned to the conclusion that respectable. James Kay, of Philadelphia,
minion of the old manor

by

Addresses were made
no such step as yet seems practicable ; took the chair.
School can only pros from the impulse of the moment,
per within the borders of a practical in GEORGE RIPLEY, JOHN ALLEN, JOHN S.
weie

CIIANextem-

the presentation of the
engaged
Homestead question, and the right of all

fully

had already pore character, as was every thing about
Of all the interesting pub
reported, so far as informed, in the columns the meeting.
The committees on lic meetings which have been held by
of the Harbinger.
times past,
the classification of the guarantee move Associatiouists in Boston
in Europe

also in the field,

of few

Associative

and on the regis

experiment;

shall

;j

and

of

the

Boston

together witli a few friends from
Brook Farm, and others interested in our
at the house of a devoted
The entertainment, simple, beau

movement,

tiful, symbolic,

aesthetically

planned

brief

not wanting

j

people, and

spoke so as to con-

of the good sense, the

world

cheerfulness,

the earnest and clear

which are engaging

tacit

pur-

the Mutual
of various kinds
the attention of the-

movements

will be seen that they are

in subjects

to interest

them

And
becomes difficult to get
worthily.
the ear of the public to consider
new
order of ideas.
Each separate band of re
it

way

Guarantee

Add to these the
and

a

were invited to meet the vince the

gentlemen

Union,

friend.

pertinent

familiar,

Peace,

pose which animate our whole movement, formers deems
almost treasonable to enand which make the look and speech of courage new things, which may perchance
an Associationist to be never hackneyed dissipate the interest which
felt ought
or desponding.
The breaking up of the to be taken
his especial direction of ef
it
is

ladies

the members of and

But

and life.

Temperance,

it

the Committees

evening

each in

understanding,

by

labor, liberty,

in

Tuesday

instinct,

abolish

! j

On

simultaneous

:

by
THE FESTIVAL.

of Association.

science

the

a

into

tute, asked for further time.

to enter deeply

1

and exhaust any subject,

a

determine to insti

great

slavery every where, and
restore to all men their violated rights to

It

hereafter

a

may

with

integral political reform, which

thorough,

happily sustained from beginning to end,
and better calculated to produce
good

was not the purpose
impression.
try of persons ready to invest their prop
erty or labor in such experiment as the of any one of the speakers to fathom
Union

are

Leaguers

advocating

earnestness and enthusiasm, the idea of

more
I

the Serial Law to the early stages of the

more successful,

have been

a

ments of the day ; on the applicability

The Liberty

to the soil.

in

the Associationists

a

These

have been

The National
impoverished and robbed.
Reformers are very actively and successin

NING.

a

The committee on correspondence with

WILLIAM HENRY
of
purely

and

DWIGHT,

dustrial Association.

tities, by which

so many of its best counties

it

that an Associative

Farm was frequently allud fort. Each says we musters/ make men
ed to, especially by Mr. Ripley, who, on temperate, or first free the slaves, or first
new sphere of
of the eve of entering
take some other initiatory step, after which
to life at Brook

will be time to commence the work of
The catastrophe
reorganization.
ness, triumphant amid outward failure. of the progressive movements of the age,
suggestion ; cho
Haydn, songs of The owls and bats and other birds of ill proceeds from the one-ideaism of the men
omen, which utter their oracles in leading

for the piano, full of inspiration, and aptly
preluding or continuing the brief speeches

political

called

forth

which

are

religious

busily

journals,

croaking

and

of Associa
by screeching of the downfall
to Association," tion, had they been present at this meet

from different individuals

a list of sentiments,

"

and

and sectarian

"

engaged

If

their advocacy and promotion.
forces were united, they

the reform

would wield
fectly

power

every where.

that would

And reform

omnipotent.

be per
is

Beethoven and Schubert, and other music

social

ONI

man's in/bnnation in
in love, and ou//brma-

is

his indomitable strength and cheerful

It

all

in

bor for the same great cause, appeared

a

long remembered.

art and emblematic

it

will be
There were works of
devices, full of rich
ruses of Mozart and

in la

harmony with the profound sentiments
the occasion,

a

speak to ear and eye and every sense, in

Phalanstery," " to Fourier," ing, could their weak eyes have borne so truth, rf/brmation
of Industry," " to much light, would never again have tion in order. In the Associative philo
Woman," " to Children," " to Beauty coupled failure with the thought of such sophy, all reformatory ideas meet like the
in Nature and Art," and closing with men, nor entertained
feeling other than tints of the rainbow,
ray of light.
" to UNIVERSAL UNITY." Neither were of envy of experience like theirs.
And
not the time near at hand when
this unity of progressive principles and efthe harmonies of the palate neglected ;
This
little season of deliberations,
to the

in
a

to the Organization

is

a

"

choice

fruit, choice

viands,

and the fra

councils,

social

and religious

meetings,

forts must be recognized and acted upon '
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occasion of discouragement

Another

Cause

the Associative

in Western

to

York is the reputed failure of the three or were
which

attempto at realization

four

made in that section of the country.

were

Al

though men started in this enterprise with
out adequate means, without

understand

of social organization,
without a legal basis of effort, without
any of the elements of success ; yet be
ing the philosophy

cause they did not at once realize the
high ideal of a perfect commonwealth,
the ignorant,

the selfish,

made for a course of lectures.

provisions

New The audiences were not large, but enough

and the scoffers

not

to

present
died out

show

that

of the

honest

for or against

prove
girls would
the practicability

Neiof using labor-saving machinery.
had I ther does the failure of the so called Asso-

had

hope
who

those

among

ure

nothing

been among the earliest advocaies of the I ciations argue against the feasibility of
cause in our country, and who li.nl been the undertaking whenever soil able means
disappointed in their attempts at practical and scientific conditions of success can be
And many of the friends in
realization.
The friends in this place guaranteed.
a

have

deal

great

to

contend

with.

Rochester are not in the least discouraged

was the chief scene of propa j by the disastrous results of their attempts
gation of our principles previous to com at harmonic society, though they receive
mencing the movements at Sodus Bay, very little sympathy, but much persecu
Rochester

Clarkson,

It was at a time tion rather, from those who are selfishly

and so forth.

at God's truth echo the cry of failure till

when

that present society is a failure through
out — a failure practically,
religiously,

the industrial

to j interested in maintaining the present orIt was regretted by the
they almost make themselves believe that offer itself for sale in the city, when the I der of Society.
Association
has actually been tried and spirit of enterprise and improvement was friends of the cause, that our lectures
failed.
They seem never to have thought slumbering or regaining its strength afier could not be longer continued, as the peo
labor had little

encouragement

paralysis of the last panic,
many from the depths of de

and when

ple were beginning to consider the ques
tion of Social Reform of sufficient im

to achieve
the destiny of spair and poverty were driven to a consid
portance to induce their attendance at the
It is hoped that a Union will
man — and that there have been and can eration of the question of Association, us meetings.
be no failures of Association so disastrous the only feasible thing left for them to do. soon be organized in that city, and that

industrially,

results of civilization.
But this lesson is yet to he learned.

as the legitimate
these

Under

these ill-advised

attempts at Association

efficient organization

for the propagation

We re
the of the science of Association.
York was not apparently so movement from conviction of its absolute turn them our thanks for their hospitality
as in some other sections of truth, and its foundation in the wants of while with them, and for their efforts to

stances, our first lecturing
ern

circum

discouraging

And the excitement that prevailed in this such mrn as Messrs. Fish, Crofts, Morgan,
previous to the commencement of and Greig, will embody their influence in an

city

New

successful
the country.

tour in West

was

immense.

came

Many

into

But we saw much here to man and the providence and government
of God ; but by far the most as their
The
only hope of a home on earth.
on the one
some half dozen meetings economics of Association

the laborer in (he field of so

encourage
cial reform.

In Buffalo,

We look forward

give us a fair hearing.

when the hope which they
so long cherished and labored to

to the time
have

realize, shall no longer

be regarded as a

held, and quite an audience regu
hand, and the increased productive power theory, but become an example to the
larly attended. Mr. Brisbane spoke at of a well organized and co-operative j nations, of interests harmonized, and so'
J. A.
on the other, in comparison cial destiny achieved.
several of the meetings here, and the township

were

subject was clearly presented in its nega with the waste and incoherence of pres
Many of the ent industrial
convinced
and positive aspects.
arrangements,
them that it were easy to supply their
best minds of the city, several profes

tive

a representation
from the commercial and industrial classes
No Affiliated Union was
were present.

sional

men,

and quite

if

material wants,
a home

in

they could

And

Association.

TO WOMAN

-TO

with the

ALL INTERESTED IN

ASSOCIATION.

but secure

FRIEND AND SISTER : — It is you whom

we are addressing, and from whose heart
rash spirit of adventure which character
organized ; but with a few such devoted j izes the American people, without men or and hands we hope for a response as we
means, without knowledge of the mode lay our plans before you for your con
friends of the cause as C. C. Bristol,
We address
Esq. and Robert Albery, Buffalo will be of operation, without any of the material currence and co-operation.
preserved from the fate of Sodom, and
the principles of the divine social order

they

Another
will make steady progress.
course of lectures would be well attended
in Buffalo, and would doubtless result in

It is our wish, after the first of Decem
movement, rushed in great numbers to
the scene of the practical trial, with no ber, to occupy our Union room in the
previous acquaintance, not to say friend
morning, by the sale of fancy work, baby

an efficient organization

for the propaga

tion of the doctrines of Association.
lectures were given in Wyom

Several
ing

County,

but

a few

to rather small
friends

audiencee;

to the

threw

ship, and could

"

pass a

business

themselves

undertaking,
into

madly

the

do but little more than to

vote declaring thenaelvet an Asso

ciation."

work

linen,

children's

clothing,

&c. &c., any

! and every article of use and beauty which

of labor-saving
machinery,
that the spinning-jenny
and power loom
would do the work of a hundred persons

this day, and we would have each article,
from greatest to least, so distinguished

using the old instrumentalities

for

and meth

ods, and therefore to resolve upon the es
tablishment of a factory ; and were they
to commence the operation by running in
debt for the waterfall, attempting to con
struct their own buildings and machinery,
and unaided by science and money at
system,

tions, his services are invaluable.

tempts

than
Quixotic
at Association

made

in

we found

the name of the women of the

Boston Union of Associationists.

the generosity and skill of the friends of
of the advantages and our movement may place at our disposal.

himself to the people, and as pioneer,
colporteur and agent in awaking an inte
rest in the cause, and circulating publica
On our return to Rochester,

in

you

Were five hundred girls to be

come convinced

were found who are economies

of social reform,
believing it to be the fulfilment of the
Christian idea and the last hope of human
We were hospitably enter
redemption.
tained at the homes of James Sprague of
Pavillion and Hugh T. Brooks of Wyom
Mr. Bryan of Coventry is also a
ing.
He
real worker in the cause of reform.
has an unusual degree of tact in adapting
pledged

fur a successful

an

tempt
more

experiment

the

this

scheme

country.

at

tfie

would
many
which

And

Real worth is readily

recognized

taste and superior

worthy

workmanship,

of Associationists,

create for itself a market.
the measure

even in

to

that it should
According

to

of success will be the per

manence of the sale.

As we trust to make our room a ren
of the cause, and

dezvous for the friends

in order to complete the circle, whilst we
be j offer in addition, on the one side, works
at ! of the various writers of our school, to

factory
not

of the

have been strengthen
the

fail

the

inner

man, the fragrant

Mocha and delicate condiments

concocted
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fingers, shall temptingly

by friendly

need of

the

gest

refreshing

sug

the outer

man. on the other.

We must depend in the beginning

(as in a fair,) upon con
from all sources ; but should

we be successful,
the future,
when

beat the cold pathway of those who come
after, who shall assuredly
gather our

holy flower of harmony and love, whose
of leaves shall be scattered for the healing

this enterprise,
tributions

we could probably, in

of nations.
address — your

Please

ANNA Q.

T.

of our

band,

we

hope

to

be

to serve them individually
where
needed, by procuring " orders" for them
in their various departments.

We would consult with all who contri
bute, as to the disposal of any profits
which may arise.
It has been proposed
that after the payment of our necessary
expenses, the proceeds should

be divided

into three portions, according to the Trin
ity which we find every where.
First, to
aid in supplying the material needs of the
cause.

Second, to contribute to the social

and religious movement, which latter is do
ing a great work here.
Third, to help our

LIBERTY LEAGUE.

THE
From

the time our attention

was first

give it the degree of consideration
it rightly

which

assumes, in the series of transi
which

this

from you.
Mutual guarantees in cases of sickness

emancipation in the West

Indies.

They

immediate,

unconditional

been not only
whole

emancipation.
should

that emancipation
conditional,

scheme should

have

but that

have

the

been based

characterize

age.

Many

for their learning,

guished
tellectual

eloquence, in

acuteness, and the munificence

it being at the

suggestions

vigilance the shifting phases of re
form, and with especial interest, British

ao dis upon the wisest system of guaranties.
of the men Why do all accounts from those islands
who compose this League,
have been teem with the sufferings of the newly
Why has there
j prominent and earnest laborers in nearly emancipated slaves ?
all the philanthropic
reforms of the day, been a diminution of products throughout
the islands in which emancipation has
and some of them have been long distin
tional reforms

tinctively

of their public and private benefactions ;
option of the doner, when not wishing to and all of them who may be regarded as
leave it to the committee, which fund his I he representatives
and leaders of this
We would hear other movement, are men of humane feelings
gift shall enrich.

lecturers and publications;

have al

Hence they

lar

to this movement, we resolved to It shows

called

time.

ways had a plan of action more or less
definite, and have watched with singu

of England's legislators does little credit
The condition of the
to their sagacity.
emancipated slaves of the West Indies
is to-day no compliment to the doctrine of

Secretory.
BOSTON, October 14, 1817.

able

own chosen

have seen that this experiment, though it
reflect great honor upon the philanthropy

PARSONS,

desired ; and as we discover the

talents

in faith

sister

and hope,

the cost of materials

refund
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and of liberal and progressive

tendencies.

Like

they

transpired?

Why the recent accounts thence, that
of the negroes are soliciting the

many

planters

to restore

them to their former

of slavery ?

condition

We know

that

these accounts have been treated by some,
as malicious misrepresentations
by the

embarrassment, we feel to steadily ascended from the horizon-level
be very desirable ; and have therefore re of individual
reform, until they have

enemies of emancipation, but we do not
get from any quarter, statements which
awaken ideas of brilliant and felicitous

solved that five cents on every dollar nearly reached the key stone of the ce
received shall go to the commencement of lestial arch where all individual reforms
such a fund, that we may be a little pre converge to a unity ; and from whence

pation Act beyond all doubt.

multitudes

of others,

have

or temporary

success in that experiment ; — statements
which put the beatitudes of the Emanci

No, there

with the general they see that Humanity is one ; that a is but too sad occasion for the tidings of
pared to co-operate
movement which ere long must be made true society must co-ordinate its relations misery which come to us from the freed

of the truth, negroes of those islands.
By a retro
development of it in spection of the relations of classes, at the
the integral life of Humanity.
They time of emancipation, and an inspection
ing, nay, rejoice to devote our time and perceive that that simpliem in reform of colonial legislation subsequent to that
labor to this experiment ; and if it fails, which has been so characteristically
de period, the causes of the existing suffer
nothing disheartened, but strengthened by fined as " one itfeaism," which, does not ings of the enfranchised, will be made
to this end.

to a progressive

It may seem that we are very sanguine.
Not so. We are in earnest, and are will

and to a harmonious

our

calculate

we

experience,

shall

next presents itself.
You have heard our
co-operate

Will

plan.

us !

with

attempt what

On

you,

you

sister,

Will you
not also gather

brother, depends our success.
not aid

us?

Will

you

reception

conditions ;

which

The Emancipation

devises no apparent.

Act found

the planters the only land-holders,

plans, which does not recognize the prin
ciple of substitution in the modes of re

left the freed slaves entirely at their

forms ; which

cy, without

provides no counterpoises
against unfavorable contingencies ; which
proceeds frum sentiment rather than wis

and it
mer

homes, and without land for

homes.
They were com
pelled to buy lands of the planters, and
of those which they purchased, were gene
establishing

from the friendly, gifts of gold, materials dom ; and which often finds its locks
or skill 7 Will you not write to us and strength shorn by exclusive devotion to rally such as as had been exhausted and
tell us what you will do, and cheer us by a single end, is tentative rather than ef abandoned to waste
by the owners.

enough

to hear at our

week.

On

the

sides

where the snows
a pale blue flower.

Convention

of Mount

this

Hecla,

and fires meet, blooms

sought

to effect it through

ties which

the political

Plantations
regarded

that before emancipation were
as totally worthless, immediate

it,

rose to
nominal value of
of pounds, and were sold as
homes for the freed negroes.
No fact in
the history of that experiment
better
known, than that of the unprecedented
rise in the value of real estate.
The

ly after

a

thousands

is

words of good counsel and sympathy?
fectual, and will complete its success only
Is it not a privilege to work in a cause in the integral unity of the principles and
We are wondrously luke elements of social progress.
like this?
warm, dead, are we not? with such a
Our friends of the Liberty League have
not only advocated the emancipation of
glorious hope before us.
Let me repeat to yon an ancient Ice the slaves with earnestness and sincerity
landic tradition, which we were fortunate of word, but they have also faithfully
bind the North to the South,

Colonial government immediately imposed
the ties of religion, which enormous duties upon all building mate
of all races in solidarity to rial and other needed commodities of

and through

He who bravely toils bind men
the flower, God.
They are not of that class of phil

so that the negroes have
importation,
perishes ; but its leaves, scattered among anthropists who expect to mould public found
impossible to sustain themselves
the people, give eternal life to all on opinion by moralism, whilst they leave it with comfort in their new relations.
Now
whom they fall.
Shall not we joyfully to that capricious dame to confer the our neighbors of the League, have watch
and plucks

and unfalteringly

toil

it

up the mountain

upward,

if

but to boon of freedom

upon

the slave

in

its

ed the history of emancipation there, with
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tendencies of society in conflict with each

palpitating breath, and hare asked what
has resulted to vitiate a movement which

cessful

they at first regarded as a stroke of policy
BO grand, that it would settle the question

and the real object in re
tive in a party or body of men pledged to . form is to seek a formula in which growth
their unitary support.
And here again and preservation may be as harmonious in
Why
they but express a sentiment, which per society as they are in nature.
vades the age.
We put the question, should there not be an organization of

of emancipation

for the world, and draw

States to it in the train of its

the United

brilliant career.

This unconditional eman

cipation turns out to be no real ameliora
tion of the slave's

They
only as they become one.
must exist organically as well as senti
mentally,

and have a common representa

other.

They are both useful and impor

tant elements,

whether the great and imminent danger to society which would admit of progress
without the tremendous and fearful upheavings of revolution * And why should
'
there not be conservatism, without a chok

He is reform in this restless age, is not that it
only saved from the auction stand and the I will burn itself out, in the feverish ex
'
lash to become the prey of land-sharks
citement of its own spirit, and that the
unhappy

lot.

the donkey which is cudgeled and pushed
along, to a still sillier one that is cheated

may settle down into stoicism, and ing out of life in every new form of its
God and Humanity
unfolding ? It is the province of science
— whether the public interest in reform alone, to answer these questions and to

into running

has not already flagged,

converted from I world

and tariff builders ; only

out his life, in the vain idea

of catching the beets which are suspended
upon the pole before his nose.

faithlessness towards

prosecution

and whether

of so many distinct

the construct

reforms

elements,

a society
hitherto

wherein
so long

these

two

antagonistic,

It is now

which in their integrality are but one, is shall be blended, and find their uses com
not an immense waste of moral capital ; pleted in unity : and where all the now
worthless if it provide nut the conditions ! and finally, whether there cau be any conflicting social forces and tendencies
j
of freedom, by guarantying homes to the hope of their success until they shall have shall be distributed according to the law
felt

that

is comparatively

emancipation

and securing

of harmony, which nature signalizes in
them against i found a complete expression in an organ
and com- 1ization, which, whilst it shall give to each the grand choral anthem that she per
mercial duplicity.
Are not the advocates j idea its individual importance, shall se petually utters.
of the League right in this view ! Were cure unity of system and labor in the
the three milliun slaves of this country whole.
We think there can be but one
NOTICE.
freed to-day, would there not follow the answer here ; and we unite in sentiment 'I'm PUBLIC SERVICES of the BOSTON RELicioDS Union or ASSOCIATIONISTS are con
same unhappiness here ? and would they with the League, as to the necessity for tinued regularly every Sunday afternoon, under
seek such an emancipation did they but such a convergency of reforms and for a the direction o'f WILLIAB lit M: v CHAlfNINO,
in H'ashingtotiian Halt, Bromfield Street Scat*
foresee all its results ' The wisdom and fitting formula of expression.
But what free to ill.
BOSTON,Oct 12, 1847.
beneficence of any measure in reform, shall that formula be, and how shall it be
its
details
depends
being
determined
?
always
upon
emancipated,

from

impositions

land-lordism

well arranged, and the application of the
measure itself being well-timed.

And now
gest

we

whether

one

which

that we begin

would

venture to sug
not well to begin

it were

of apian of emancipation,

the discussion

shall

be

well

digested

in

scope and details, rather than content
ourselves, with mere appeals to public
opinion,
We all

the horrors

against
know

that

of slavery.

these evils

extinction.

But the ques

to differ

from the Liberty

shall be individually and publicly pledged,
in purpose and in deed, to every measure
contained in the category of their creed.

This we regard as empirical, and liable to
the same errors
parties;

measure
which

which
for

of reform

characterize

suppose

some

ex
new

should

is not embraced

be proposed,
in the catechism

of this party, is it certain that it will be
recognized and adopted by the party '. Is
there a flexibility of organization which
mines the fate of a scheme.
Slavery,
like all other social vices is organic, and will admit of it? The party cannot be

tion of method is always
cult in reform,

the most diffi

and is always what deter

an organic

reform.

Declama

held to anything beyond its pledge, and
are we exposed to the contingency
Our friends of the League feel, though of the party becoming dogged and con
somewhat vaguely to be sure, that the servative, and unwilling to see any truth

demands

tion and moralism

will not remove it.

ASSOCIATIVE WORKS OF THE
FRENCH SCHOOL.

THE following publications, from the French
School,

may be had at W. H. Graham's bookTheir mode is the formation of itore, Tribune
Buildings, New York, and at
a political party, the members of which Crosby and Nichols', No. IIl Washington St.,
League.

are bad isting

enough, and demand not only mitigation
but absolute

It is here, precisely, that is, in method,

thus

Boston.
The Works of Charles Fourier. 6 vols.
Muiron's Apercui turUi Proccdti Indwstritlt.
Considcrant's Theory of Natural and Attrac
tive Education.
Considerant's Exposition of the Phalansterian
Theory.
Considerant's Immorality of Fourier's Doc
trine.
Considerant's Theory of Property.
Paget's Introduction to Social Science.
Cantagrel's Fool of the Palais Royal.
Pellerms's Life and Theory of Fourie:
Reynaud's Solidarity.
Tamisier'a Theory of Functions.
Dain's Abolition of Slavery.
Hennequin's Love in the Phalanstery.
Besides these,a large numberof Phalansteriaa
pamphletsand almanacs can be had at the same
places. Also, a beautiful engraved.portrait of
Fourier : price, $2 50. Any of the volumes of
Fourier's works may be had separately.
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of Slavery
is after all the
question of Labor ; and not of chattel
slave-labor alone but of military serfdom,
and of wages slavery, under a regime of

which is not coped within the horizon of
Is published simultaneously at New York and
its own creed.
It will not do to trust to Bouton,
by the AMERICAN UNION or ASSOCIA
the enlarged views, the liberal sentiment, TIONISTS, every Saturday morning. Office in
New York, BURGESS, STIUNOER & Co., No.
and the supposed exemption from preju
222 Broadway; in Boston, CROSBY & NICHOLS,
commercial and industrial
feudalism as dice of those who may now compose the 111 Washington Street.
— Two Dollars a year, or One Dollar
well. They feel too with some distinct party, nor that a catholic regard will forTERMS.
six monthS>payable invariably in advance.
ness, that all reforms are unitary in their always be cherished towards progressive Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.
O* Single copies for sale at the Harbinger
tendencies, and that they can only com ideas.
We have witnessed enough in Offices,
No. 323.Broadway, New York, and No.
plete themselves individually in one inte labors of reform to enlighten us as to the
Washington St., Boston. Price. 61-4 cents.

question

IIl

gral

reform.

the anti-slavery

that

rigidity and tyranny of organized social

reform can only perfect

evils, and to show us how many an other
wise good man has been made to play

Hence

they perceive

itaelf, in a general land and labor reform,
which shall protect labor against tariff im
positions and duties, and an indiscriminate

They see also
spoliation.
that the Temperance, Peace, National Re-

commercial

furm, Moral Reform,

&c. can become suc

the devil where he would

have lived the

j angel.

The method of the League differs not
from that of all existing parties.
It still
leaves the progressive and conservative
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he, a being essentially
him

Translated for the Harbinger.

violence

by

SCIENCE.'

or honor,

PART U.

It

APPLICATION.

always

or

by

labor

hunger,

monotonous,

things in the universe obey attrac
" Attraction," says Fourier, " is,

means of which

a magic

wand, by

he obtains through

love

pleasure, what man knows how to
Why then
obtain by violence alone."
and

should labor remain an exception

law?
ra !

"

"

Attractive

us make

to this

labor, what a chime
meanwhile,

say our moralists:
a thorough

inquiry.

let

Is labor

absolutely antipathic to man?
Before giving a positive answer to this
question,

we

must

first

of the word

agree

\cork.

labor

which

almost

as conducted

that are repulsive

on the

What do

meaning
you understand by the expression to work,
taken in its simplest sense ? To act, is it

in all hearts cords which

at of sympathetic

to man, and

in

unison.

Is it not evident that nances,

itself.

life itself is but an incessant labor?

Attractive Labor.

calls for accords, great synergic
movements : it has placed

Nature

and passional

surround

not labor

for life the man to his work, to a work
always the same.

fruit

brutalizing,

is the circumstances

present,

the hand of God,

21.

What of varied and contrasted positions, motion,
is, change of scenery, incidents ; such is the
on law of life.
Civilized labor nails down
imposed

above his strength, without hope of profit

II.

tion.

NUMBER

1847.

30,

less labor

in

CROSBY AND NICHOLS,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

free, dislikes,

labor

labor,

compulsory

FROM THE FRENCH OF H. GORSSE.

All

IIl

No.

individual faculties and dispositions.

MISCELLANY.

ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL

AND AWAIT THE LIGHT.

that

man becomes great, enlightened and free
by labor ? and that to take away

only

the enthusiasm

masses causes to vibrate

Nature

rivalries,

also disso

requires
cabals,

defined

exciting

in

and powerful

con

trigues,

well

trasts.

It abhors a dead calm,

void, torpor.

atony,
labor is immersed

Civilized

him the power and right to work in ennui, touches no spring, (unless it is
would be to destroy at once his body and that of gain, the sordid spring,)
and
leaves all the cords unstrung,
flaccid,
his soul ? *

from

Let us then examine
these conditions,
labor

itself, which

an influence
society

with

entirely

and

the rounds

circle, in which, compelled
existence

labor,

by

the highest

it

have kept
of the vicious
to sustain its

nevertheless

sets

value on idleness, and sighs

Nature
senses ;

requires

health,
but

Finally, nature causes man to feel the
want of connecting

elegance,

the gratification
generally,

civilized

luxury,

in the great con

cert of the general order, of having a dis
tinct

and

useful

harmonic whole.
this
to

to

part

play

superior

laborer

enjoyments,
inspirations,
Civilized

within

in

the

It is the satisfaction of

noble want that procures

of the synergies.
labor

his labor with a uni

tary work, of performing

and religious

fur rest continually.
riches,

dangling.

from

exert so unfavorable

on our life,

going

attention

distinct

the great

that gives life
to

labor

stupendous
retains

the

the narrow and miserable

My eye works when it surveys a
offends the senses, injules the organs, circle of his individual selfishness, or at
landscape, or reads the lines printed on
The hudestroys health, and is hardly sufficient to most, of his familial egotism.
this paper ; my arm works when it gath
support the laborer and his wretched fum- manitary action is divided, rent into frag
ers a fruit, lifts a weight, or makes a
ments, or rather, it does not exist ; for
jily.
gesture ; finally, each one of our organs
there is no unity, no order ; every thing
Nature
of
requires
assemblages
people
i'-i,,'!:••.when it performs any one of the
who sympathise, who love and seek each works contrary, comes into collision, is
Work
functions for which it was created.
Thus the civilized
other's company.
Civilized labor isolates dashed to pieces.
is then synonymous with exercise, action.
the laborer in a special function, and com laborer has nothing to boast of but com
It is therefore evident that work is just as
pels him to associate with beings whom pulsion and egotism.
necessary to the organ as is life itself,
We see then that the repugnance really
he does not love, thus producing in hia
and that absolute inaction is for it para
soul a void, to be filled by ennui, despair, felt at this day for labor, exists becauae
Thus, strictly speaking,
mount to death.
the latter is not harmoniously co-ordinated
or hatred, instead of the active enjoy
to work is to live.
And to pretend that
ments and warm outpourings
of the with our natural inclinations, because it
man absolutely dislikes labor, is to say
conflicts with and wounds incessantly
heart, of elevating and lively sympathies.
that he dislikes to live ; it is to reduce
Nature demands for man a succession these motives of activity which are the
him to nothingness.
essence of the human soul : whence
But what man truly dislikes, is labor
* What producel equilibrium between the
we conclude that these unfavorable condi
surrounded by circumstances obnoxious to condition of the
poor and that of the rich man tions, the result of our ignorance, are to be
him generally,
as a man, or to his is, that idleness and its inseparablecompanion,
changed, much rather than our nature,
* Entered according to Act of Congress, in ennui, cause to the rich as many woes as falsely which God has no
doubt wisely organized
tabor
Thus
is
organized
docs to the poor.
1847, by JEAN M. PALISSE, in the
the year~~
Clerk's Office of the District Court of Alassa- every where made manifest the sacred dogma of for the end he had in view in creating
chuietuj.
us.
human solidarity.
it not?

---..-
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and sternness of the rule more
now review the principal youth with Greek and Latin, under pre truth
The author — the most
which create disgust in the tence that it is only at that price that one conspicuous.
author — is again and again
provident
Once
accomplishment of our duties, in order to can become a reasonable being.
obliged to sell his copyright, which is his
show by contrast the remedy which social the diploma of Bachelorship
courageous
for a mess of pottage to the
birthright,
ly conquered, is the finished Lycean per Esaus of the Row ; or, if he share in the
organization proposes to cure this princi
mitted to choose among the liberal pro venture and in the returns, what commer
pal ulcer of the civilized world.
cial experience has he to guard him from
fessions that which harmonizes the best
1st. The labor assigned to each individ
the shoals and quicksands which are to
ual is most generally in opposition with with his natural faculties?
Not at all. engnlph him in the shape of 35 per cent,
To reach some of these professions, re over, and the secrets of thirteen copies to
his natural vocation.
We believe that it is not by chance quires yet long, expensive, distant studies; the dozen ?
The cure — the only cure — of this,
distributes the various to attain others, protection or a fortune
that Providence
as of all other economical and social evils
faculties.
To this great concert of human ready made are necessary.
The church, of the kind, is to be found in the organi
society, must not every one have a note the school, and the press, are nearly the zation of labor — in the present instance,
It is thus alone
to play, both distinct and harmonic?
of Arts of labor intellectual.
only resources of a Bachelor
Then every man must feel within himself without
Thus the functions that the real aristocracy of humanity
money.
shall receive, not merely a stone at their
which demand more imperiously than any
special tendencies, indices of the func
death; — it is
thus
alone that their
tion for which he was created.
others a special vocation, are taken up as thoughts, during and after their life, shall
Is not this indeed a very simple and a last resource by those who cannot do any be brought home efficiently to the busi
universal truth?
Yet how much have thing else. I leave it for the common ness, and the bosoms, and the hearths
of the lowliest as of the greatest.
This
we thought to turn it to account in the sense of every man to judge what guar
end is to be effected by the means of commer
social distribution
of the parts ? Un anties such functionaries can offer to soci cial and literary co-operation. The author
and the thinker must condescend to be a
doubtedly, it must be granted, humanity ety.
has outgrown these immutable castes, in
And I shall say nothing here of that man of business. It has been said that
genius is not unfit for business, but above
which fate compelled men to live and die, crowd of poor men, whom a refined and'
business. Genius mustcome down, then —
whatever individual suffering and waste delicate organization called to high func- ! must constrain and trammel itself; and
of resources might result from the sys tions in the regions of art and science, thus serve and save itself and the world.

We

shall

circumstances

tem ; for the Supreme

Legislator,

paying

little regard to our arbitrary classifications,
takes pleasure

in intermixing

the ranks

who

fade and perish in the sink where
has cast them, like gentle flowers,
requiring but a little sunlight to bluom

fate

of the intellectual aristocracy, in causing and fill the air with perfume.
men of genius to draw their first breath
To be Continued.
in the cottage or the palace indifferently,*
in order to teach men that they are
brothers
any

and equal in his sight, and that

social

organization

open

a career

which

wastes

which

does not

to every useful faculty,
or leaves unemployed the

[From Hewitt's
ON THE ORGANIZATION

Journal.]
OF IXTFJ.LF.n-

TUAL LABOR.

It is time that human genius should
devote itself to the great work of social
forces at its disposal, is false, impious and reformation ; and that the wisdom and
rebellious against hie eternal designs.
philosophy of the great writers of the
Even at this day is every function day should be made accessible, not mere
to their own comparatively
narrow
Alas, far from it ! ly
accessible to all ?
circle, but to the millions.
And it is not
There rjses an insurmountable barrier less certain that the mass of the
people
between the functions called liberal and are sufficiently
alive to the graces and
all the others which include agriculture, the virtues of a high and pure philoso
phy, and to the inestimable benefit of
domestic labors, and mechanical occupa
having the truth, and the whole truth, of
To be in a position to aspire to their rights and their duties enunciated
tions.
the former, it is necessary to receive what and brought home to them by earnest and
passes under the name of Education, that cultivated minds, to hail with satisfaction
an economical
means of realizing
so
is, spend ten or fifteen years in general
great a privilege.
While it is to be la
and particular preparatory studies.
From mented that the age of
undigested knowl
this fact, it follows that the liberal func
edge, of which the " Penny Magazine "
was
the
prominent type, has been suc
tions are inaccessible to seven-eighths of
ceeded by an age of bitter irony and
the members of society.
Again, the
mocking satire, of which the hundred
functions that are not liberal, being con
cheap imitations of "Punch" mav be
sidered degrading and despicable, cannot regarded as the representatives ; it is yet
be accepted by any well brought up young not unnatural to hope that, as in the phy
man'. The world is then divided into sical world, so in the moral and intellec
tual, chaos precedes the light.
So far as
two distinct classes, we may say, hostile
regards society, and its right to share in
classes.
the fruits of intellectual energy and de
But in passing from these general du velopment.
But what as respects the re
ties to a more particular examination, we wards of genius itself — the causes, or
the cause, of its obstruction ?
still discover many other obstacles to the
The precariousness
of literature is
free development of vocations, even in proverbial.
In the higher, the highest,
this portion of society, in which every departments of literary art, whatever the
profit to the publisher, the reward of the
son enjoys the happiness of being satu
artist is almost certain penury.
The in
rated during ten years of his blooming
tellectual laborer has, too often, neither
commensurate honor nor remuneration.
* Wss not
Christ himself born in a stable ?
The exception! to the rule only make the

Carlyle,

Bulwer,

Jerrold,

Martinrau,

Wilson, Jeffrey — such men
Tennyson,
as these must sanction and encourage the
radical reform of the publishing system ;
and such a literary and commercial refor
mation might be made as to tend not
merely to the benefit of literature and
men of letters, but to the profit of capi
talists, among whom the present class of
would take their legitimate
Bibliopoles
place.
is a
The principle of joint-stockism
phase, not only of physical, but moral
If joint-stock makes rail
co-operation.
ways, railways extend commerce, moral
intercourse,
civilization.
If joint-stock
measures itself by the cultivation
and
sale of waste lands, the sale of waste
lands is the necessary preliminary to the
Such things
colonization of the earth.
as these are always done by the agency
of the combined capital of many individ
uals, not for the grasping aggrandizement
of one or two, for this is the exception
and not the rule in speculation.
In such
matters, economical management is in
sured by the appointment of some dozen
practical and experienced men to conduct
the business of the general good, and the
only individual power is the executive,
which carries out the instructions of such
committee.
Is it not evident that a com
mittee of men of knowledge, and literary
experience, and talent, is even more requi
site for the control of literature, the en
of new
and publication
couragement
works, to supersede the present system,
of
where not the readers and writers
books, but the sellers of them, are the
judges and literary caterers for the public,
than a committee of commercial men for
purposes simply commercial ?
We shall submit here simply the rough
outline of the mode in which the objects
we have here specified may, we think, be
effectually carried out, and shall return to
the subject.
We suggest, that under the manage
ment and direction of a committee of men,
of practical knowledge and acknowledged
literary taste, a company be established,
with a large subscribed capital, say of

THE HARBINGER.
That this capital be in
one million.
vested in the establishment of a central
where the board
emporium in London,
shall sit daily, and in the priming and
publication of such works, either as spec
ulations or at the risk of the authors, as
shall be approved of by the committee.
It would be requisite to appoint agents,
as in the instance of insurance companies,
in every principal town in the kingdom,
who shall receive a commission of five or
ten per cent, upon all sales.
The bal
ance of profits to be equally divided be
tween the shareholders and the authors.
By such an organized system, it is ev
ident that, not only shall talent, genius,
and literary industry, have fair scope for
successful development, but the capitalist
friend of letters will obtain the most le
gitimate opportunity to aid and encourage
the poet, the philosopher, the editor, and
the compiler, with ample remuneration,
instead of outlay, to himself.
B.
FROM THE FRESCH OF VICTOR CONSIDERANT.
Translatedfor the Harbiuger.

HARMONY.
BOOK

I.— CHAPTER

III.

Industrial Development.
(Continued.)

" We have not yet reached the highest
term of this potential increase : I shall
cite still other means which are very effi
cacious, such as :
" The

FJFTH POWER.

rapid increase of HEALTH and
force, in men as well as in animals and
To judge of this, the reader
vegetables.
must wait for the treatise upon integral
education, where I shall prove that the
strength of a Harmonian must equal that
of three Civilizees, and that a hundred
young Harmonian women, taken at ran
dom, will be able to floor a hundred civil
ised grenadiers.
The amelioration of an
imals will be the same.
So powerful a
resource may well authorize the doubling
of our estimate of the future product of
Association ; we should then have to
raise the presumptive increase from 24
to 48!
Here the increase of riches be
comes enormous ; let us Dot go into any
calculation.

"

SIXTH

The

POWER.

of CLIMATES,
A, Introduction).
As this
restoration

(see
Note
new
must guaranty three har
temperature
vests, upon points which now with diffi
culty obtain one, besides facilitating inter
course throughout the globe by the cessa
tion of hurricanes, here will be a new
means of doubling the product to be
boped for."
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themselves to speculating
merely upon pamphlets, new books, it would cost you
the simple degree, or brute state of indus
every year four, five, ten thousand francs.
try, they have deprived themselves of a !
with some circle,
But affiliate yourself
precious scientific stimulus, of curiosity, j
If they ; some casino, subscribe to a reading room,
or the mania for exploration.
for
have at your disposal,
and you
had exercised themselves upon the calcu
lations of the potential amelioration which a
moderate
pleasures
compensation,
we have just read, they would have fin-' which would have cost
you, by yourself
ished by suspecting the possibility of sue-!
cess, snd by proposing the investigation [ ulone, enormous sums.
Only calculate what a man would have
of the Associative Order, the only means

of bringing back to industry so many un

productive legions.
" As to those renders who revolt at
such a picture of future riches, there is
one means by which they may familiarize
themselves with it; it is to cultivate a
more religious
spirit and to recognize
that our globe has been the dupe of its
own prejudice in favor of the civilized
and barbarous regime ; the sophists have
abused us for 3000 years, in telling us,
upon the subject of happiness, of justice,
of truth, of unity, of riches, that 'so
'
much perfection is not made for men ;
a religious spirit will lead us to more
sensible opinions, to more hope in God,
and to the conclusion, ' that, if this As
sociative Order, this new social world,
can secure so much happiness to humani
ty, it is impossible that the Divinity
which has foreseen this ocean of riches
and of virtne in Association, should not
have provided the means of conducting
us to it.
" Otherwise, there would be want of
skill, and vexation in the system of Provi
dence ; Attractions would be out of rela
How can we sup
tion with Destinies.
pose such inconsistency in the supreme
economist, who has so nicely distributed
all impulses, that not an animal has the
ambition to rise to any other happiness
than just its own ! If man alone desires
more, it is because he is not made for
civilized miseries, and has not reached the
lot which God reserves for him.
" But what stupidity in our economists,
not to perceive that full three-quarters of
the civilized population are unproductive,
and that if we would attain to true econo
my, to the tripling or quadrupling of our
product, we must rise to a very different
This can only be the
social mechanism.
Associative or Combined, since the indus
trial world can only choose between two
orders, the combination of Association,
or the actual incoherence and isolation."

V.
"The golden age is before us."— Saint Si

mon.

Abundant

as are the sources of riches

we
recapitulated,
regarded only one face
of the question, and we should still fall
quite short of the mark if we should es
which

we have just

have nevertheless

timate by that alone the benefit which

the

to spend to keep
which

would

of living

up a style

permit

in his

him,

own

house, at every meal, to have his choice,
as at a restaurant, among some hundred
dishes,

graduated

in

species

and varie

ties.
Our theatres and spectacles

are pleas

To follow

ures in the Associative mode.
oat the isolated

system strictly,

one who

wants to enjoy a play must have one act
ed at home, for his wife and children ;
must support a troupe of actors at his
own expense, and have his theatre, as he
has his kitchen, his dining-hall,
his stable and his granary.

his cellar,

Does a spec

tacle in a private house appear absurd to
you ' Ah ! our domestic and our other
customs will appear still more absurd,
can assure you, in the eyes of the Har
monians.

Now that

I

have explained,

by the ex

ample of some embryos of the Associa
tive spirit which we possess to-day, the
principle

of the multiplication

of happi

ness, by the enjoyment thereof in Asso
ciative participation, you may calculate, if
you can, the developments of this princi
Here
ple in the bosom of a Phalanstery.
are some details :

In Paris, it costs
"TRANSPORTATION.
6,000 francs a year to every family which
wishes to keep a carriage, to have only
three vehicles, one for the city, one for
the country, and a cabriolet, to maintain
the valets, and renew the horses and the
This family might, in Har
equipages.
mony, by paying 600 francs per year, en
joy a subscription privilege in the vehi
cles of all degrees, even those for gala
occasions, and in saddle horses.
"This riches, ten-fold as to the ex
pense of the material, becomes twentyfold if you take into account the advanta
ges of having your choice out of a nu
merous assortment of vehicles of every
kind, the expense of chaffering with mer
chants and deceitful workmen, the ex
pense of lacqueys, of their thefts and in
trigues, of their espionage and the other
plagues of surveillance which cause it to
be said with reason that the valet system
is the scourge of high life.

we have just
Then come the SEVENTH POWER, or Harmonians enjoy. What
of asso
" In the matter of transportation, hors
method of transition,
of which the de seen are, in fact, the advantages
of es and carriages are not the only pleasur
increase
the
potential
ciated
production,
tails cannot be eiven here, since
they per

I

able means to be desired ; frequently car
riages are but an irksome last resource,
will
as in Paris aod London, where riding is
have," says Fourier, " more influence in
only a negative pleasure, a means of es
the increase of riches, than all of those amine the advantages of Associative con caping mud, inclement weather and long
increase of the walks, besides the embarrassments of the
sumption, the potential
already mentioned."
He adds:
about Paris, where the rich class
Let us recur to examples, country
riches.
relative
" I have described enough of them to
are imprisoned in their chateaux, by the
custom.
our
to
according
bad roads and fatiguing pavements, bor
sooth the most insatiable minds, and to
If you should take for yourself, in dered by two hedges of disgusting mire.
demonstrate an unperceived flaw in the
new The roads in the environs of Paris are
reviews,
journals,
plans of ear economists : in limiting pure isolation,
tain

to

cnsmognnic considerations,
finally the PIVOTAL POWERS, " which

and

the effective riches; it would now be neces
sary, if we would form a true conception of
the prosperity which will result, to ex
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the punishment of him whn walks or j such a man will rise to more than a j hands, and cries out to stun the world
rides; Rinks of mud during seven months thousand-fold, compared with the civil- that it is the great INITIATIVE
'
nation ' yes
of winter, an ocean ,,f d.ut five months iz.d state. Kings themselves may call . ;8 tru
hj
we h
*

^

in summer, sum :•!iines from the month ol themselves a thousand times mure rich
.
there
scarcely one in forty thousand,
March, as in 1H^5.
ttrin now ; for, at a few days journey
" The coninry takes place in Associa- from their own Mates, if they only uci . who can and dare sustain the approach of
tion, where they nvin igJ land transport:!- fioin France to Barhary, they find neither a new idea and look it in the fane !
tion in avari«ty of ways, Iriving roads for shelter nor suh>i.'ience ; still less cumI These free thinkers can only think by
chari"ts,
roads fur liuhl carriages, roads pn.iilr diversions, that is to say, pleasures
masses, "'ese I""n,iil intellects can only
for those who travel on foot, fur horses and of the senses and of the soul, the comAnd it is truly pitiable to see
zebras, shaded wavs, watered paths, and bmed exercise of the sensitive and the so in herds,
In this third branch of trans- affective passions.
so forth.
in what field they pasture, and upon what
monarch then is poor as regards herbs tI
portation, as in the two preceding, their;
browse
Poot liberals, poor
means of enjoyment will be at least ten lodgings, it, wishing to travel in Asia, in
who have made sO n'uch
times as great as ours ; so that we have -Africa, he finds there no shelter, he en- hnllleS'
already reached a thirty-fold comparative counters only famine, robbers, assassins, noise against the old ideas from which
j vermin, inclement weather, and is not you profess to be enfranchised;
enjoyment in the matter of transportation.
ye who
'
'
fourth branch of convenience is even admitted into various state?, as dance so
bravely over the ruins of the old
..
that of covered communications,
m the China or Japan, where his taste for travel i
~
Of what use to him, j world' lhc rulns of the paM' as ye »y,
whole interior of lodgings, stables, maga- might attract him.
zines and work-shops;
the pleasure of in this case, the chateaux which he pos- I Ye are st'll singularly the slaves of its
!
going to the sessions of labor, to the sesses around Paris or London, chateaux dogmas, after all your philosophic
and
church, to visit friends, to theatrical en- often very irksome to him and his court? ! your democratic
mutinies
tertainments, balls, and so forth, without I might mentton madame de Maintenon,
Is then a courageous understanding
perceiving whether it be cold or warm, who by her own confession died of ennui.
without any risk of colds or rheumatisms
It appears that Louis XV. was of the such a rare thing ? Is it an effort so su pe
'
on going out of the ball room, from same mind and voluntarily deserted his rior to the forces of the multitude, to iake
which
they will go home by warmed ; palace for the Pare aux Cerfs and the your lie.,d between your hands, to set up
couloirs.
II he has to return to a league's ! little house.
an idea there, before your face, naked and
distance from there, he lakes a carriage i
As for the hired workman, who, inin a well warmed porch, where the aui- ' stead of a palace, has not even a garret, upright, two steps before you, and articu
mals share the comfort of their masters, like the lazzaroni of Naples, compelled late concerning it a judgment of your own,
I will not say that in this kind of enjoy- to lie down in the street; if he acquires a judgment which shall be precise? —
ment the comfort of the Harmonians will i the advantage of a residence, of good
What have you to do, in judging
in re
be ten-fold compared with ours, for it fare and a life at ease in eight hundred
and offering
your hand, with
does not exist for us. Change of place j thousand
of gratuitous ceiving
Phalansteries,
is almost always disagreeable, and dan- I conveyance from one to the other in ex- the reception which others have given it?
gerous, even for a king ; for the king of !cellent carriages, will he not in this respect Others
for every man there
France has not a covered porch, well ( be eight hundred thousand times more
but one judge, but one authority
warmed;
to get into his carriage,
he rich than a civilized lord, who has but
speak
must expose himself to snow and drizzle ; one chateau, where he lives often very that of his own understanding.
women get consumption of the lungs by much fatigued and subject to privations of the man who thinks.
coining out of a ball room: a private in all sorts of pleasures?
undecided,
fluctuating
spirits,
' The RELATIVE riches
man, in a forenoon employed in visits, in
may then, in
sheep-like races, how long will you take
affairs, is obliged
to take a carriage Harmony, be raised, in some branches, to
for force of head that scepticism of yours
twenty times, to mount and descend the ! the incalculable degree designated by the
but
When will you
debility
steps incessantly.
People will not ap- ! titles of milluple and infinitesimal;
by which
preciate the inconveniences of this sort of j taking the mean term of these relative learn to bear the sight of an idea
When
life, until they can contrast it with the I increases, combined with the effective ones
will you cease to see phantoms
reali
and already treated of in chapter I., and the
charm of covered communications,
ties, like children who are afraid of the
convince themselves that in its buildings,
potential ones in chanter 11., it will be

"
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V

it

in

?

?

a

is

O
!

I

;

!!

...

is is

it

it

it,

"A

,...,.

routine
routine

lectual

if

that

closes their eyes,

intel

the eye of

closes in you

the soul, the understanding.

heart.

is

that
which,

Oh

when

good desire for humanity,

soul opens itself to hope, and fortifies
how to find

a

;

self with good will

and good will knows

sursum cordaf

ny shines

over

our

and ye wills!

the star of desti
heads.

Courage,

brothers, and let us leave the desert!
us bear our heads erect and look
heavens

his

way for the understanding.

Up then, ye understandings
up, up!

a

the

courage
!

from

man has

a

comes

understanding

courage,

it

not

it

But
wanting

courage

!

I

time for you to comprehend

material

;

,

of the peasants who labor on your lands,

it is
is

have seen, that after the estab
On entering tho Harmonian
world in
lishment of Harmony, the man who now
this way, calculus in hand, to measure
has but a cabin or a garret in the gran
aries of a city, will enjoy eight hundred logically and arithmetically its riches, one
or man- ! js dazzled, and imagines himself dreamthousand palaces (Phalansteries,
far more agreea- .
ors of the Phalanxes,)
,
The j J,;
j
*
ble than the palaces ol Paris and of
and,
that
ts
t"o
fi™,
consequently
imposstRome, where one cannot find a fourth ,
part of the comforts which will be com- •ble ; then he talks of the charter, of the
bined in a Phalanstery,
among others ! Republic, of continued progress, and the
that of covered communications, kept at ,
,M of h|s dai, intellectual con.
other
a good temperature.
,,.
" The same man who to-day is obliged s'imption. If he were to show a Savage
a
to carry his boots in his hand, for fear of j pin, telling him that a Civilizee makes
wearing them out, (the custom with the ;forty-eiglit
thousand of such in a day,
will have the g
peasants of la bel|e Franre,)
jn his turn wou,d nol be,jeve
,
the
upon all the great routes ol
globe .
bnt
tove
already observed, upon an
gratuitous admission in the carriages oft":
the minimum, which will be good, easy I analogous subject, that the Savage is in
add to this the minimum of : possession of his natural right, and that
diligences;
the table, for the Harmonians
every the enit;;hteiu:d Civilizee is not.
where exercise hospitality, as was done
What then? In an age which calls
Grande-Chartreuse,
in
the
where
a

Ye enlightened
may not see?
people, who do not drudge in the routine

a

profits."

night, and, like them, shut your eyes, so

that you

;

" We

seen that I fall exceedingly below the re
ality, in my valuations of the general

it
is

as in all things, the civilized distribution
is a world
down." — Nouveau
upside
Monde, page 318.

the

pillar

let

at the

of light

!

traveller could make himself at home for itself audacious, a free thinker and bold marches before us
three days, being well received, well fed, ' fellow,
in an age so boastful
of its
To be Continued.
well lodged, but without the furnishing '
mjnd,
we
to say
have
to
stro°g
,
of clothes and carriages, which he will
„
revolutionist,
in this same France
find in Harmony whenever he demands ; the.
FLOWERS.
How the universal heart of
talks so much, gesticulates
which
so man blesses flowers!
them,
They are wreathed
" In this point of view, the riches of 'much, beats its drum head with both round the cradle, the
marriage altar, and
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the favorable notice we made not long
since, of Mr. Shaw's translation of Bri" Organization of Labor, and
ancourt's
Association," and pronounces all that we
have heretofore said upon that subject, as
like the arch and playful resistance of the
coy maiden whose heart is already cap
tive.
It believes us to be, at last, con
vinced of the beauty and truth of Associ
ation, and to have acknowledged it in the
article referred to.
The Harbinger has all along misunder
stood us.
We have for years felt a deep
interest in the Associative
movement.
We are not blind to the other evils which
rest so heavily upon the sons and daugh
ters of men, because we have devoted
ourselves mainly to the overthrow of the
worst form of oppression — the aggrega
tion of all wrong — Chattel
Slavery.
That cause, if we have done nothing for
has done much for us.
We were no
true Abolitionist, — the great distinctive
principle of Christianity, of Love to Man,
which Anti-Slavery would make
daily
practice, has found no true lodgment
our heart,
we have not been led by
to enlarged views of our duty to all
—
men,
of the false relations which are
every where
existing, — and aroused
" good time
within us the hope of
" and moved us to such
coming
labor as
we are capable of — to hasten that hopedfor time.
Even
we thought that the
distinctive
end at which
Anti-Slavery
aims would never be gained, still would
we work for
certain that as the truth
never spoken
vain, so good fruit,
some sort, must spring from the seed
thus sown.
We have thrown, and we would throw,
no obstacles
the way of Association.
We are full of hope of the good
may
do for humanity.
The bug-bear of the
name need not frighten the world from
its propriety.
As two and two make
four, so
evident that four hands are
better than two, and eight than four, and
so on
arithmetical progression, to infin
ity, to the production of any proposed
result, provided always, that as the ratio
increases we do not lose the harmony
necessary to productive labor.
Associa'tion,
its primal sense, proposes to pro
duce,
combined and organized effort,

is

THE ASSOCIATIONISTS
AND
THE ABOLITIONISTS.
A late number of the Harbinger copies

by

[From the National Anti-Slavery Standard.]

that which the labor of isolated individu- duties, to man as he should be, is no easy
als, or small companies cannot produce, step.
All honor, nevertheless, be to
There is nothing startling in such a pro- j those men who are laboring in singleness
Give it another name, and no I of heart to establish such relations in the
'position.
j m:m is so foolish as not to acknowledge
human family, that the will of God shall
thai it is the most efficient means in snci- " he done on earth as
heaven."
I
ety, even now in its present condition,
Are we asked then why we do not de
•for the accumulation
of wealth.
Rail vote ourselves to universal reform? Were
roads and Canals, Mines and Manufacto
not question asked so often, we should
ries, and hundreds of other schemes for deem that
could only be put fool
! public and private wealth, are created or ishly or without sincerity.
But we an
conducted
by assoc-iated effort.
Such swer — because, before we can settle the
companies, it may he, are now organized ' relations of man to society, we must
j upon false principles of distribution, but know WHO AND WHAT is MAN. That
nobody will deny, that as instruments of the problem, which, in our day and our
i accumulation,
they are eminently suc country, notwithstanding its boasted theo
cessful, and that they are productive of ry, demands
solution.
Till
solved,
certain benefits to society, which, were it there can be no such thing as universal
not for them, society would have to do reform.
Here
the work of Antiwithout.
A wiser application of this Slavery, and this, by the blessing of
principle to all the relations of human God,
means to accomplish.
society, may render the instrumentalities
And herein
the difference between
now in use, and hundreds of others yet the movement fur Association and Antito be created, subservient to the good of'j Slavery
demand for
the former
the many
the distribution
of their social re-organization, because the present
blessings, and not merely to the seeming system
one of anarchy, injustice, di
Out of the chaos of vided and opposite interests, and immense
good of the few.
opposite interests and unproductive labor, suffering.
is, nevertheless, the natural
may be created by associated action and growth of the past, and
to be super
labor,
the
seded,
organized
at all. by
better growth, in
" Happy Earth, reality of Heaven "
duced by experiment.
Anti-Slavery, on
the assertion of the
So far, we apprehend, few will disagree the other hand,
—
the right to himself.
Few, at least, will deny the first right of man
with us.
the immu
right established
general truth we have stated, and upon Here
which the very bulls and bears of Wall table law of God, and acknowledged by a
universal instinct in every human being.
Street practise
their daily knavery.
deprived of himself without
But the Associationists — as such — aim No man
feeling the wrong, and in
to make such new applications of this knowing
some
sort
In being
protesting against it.
principle as shall thoroughly
re-organize
robbed
of
himself,
he
robbed of all his
and perfect society.
Precisely how this
In
chattel,
made
he
being
to be done
matter of theory, and rights.
No argument, and no
theories are not wanting.
To " vote made nothing.
needed
We
here.
assert
only a
farm," to form
Phalanx, to theory
yourself
self-evident truth.
No sensible man —
create
community of property, to equal
connection,
the term,
such
not
ize the temperaments of individuals, are
— ever defends Slavery, as in
not the only solutions of the problem that paradox
are offered us. These are but the means itself right, upon any other ground than
not
man.
In confess
proposed for the great experiment of that the negro
ing him to be
man, "
suspicion would
Association and the Organization of La
" that we are
bor. Granting, as
starting point, that follow," says Montesquieu,
sent into the not Christians."
every human being that
world has
Anti-Slavery then underlies all other
right to live, a right to the
means of living,
reforms, for
asserts the natural equality
right to the soil, or
sufficient share of its products
of all men, without regard to color or
right to
and
thousand questions spring up at condition.
Until this principle
recog
What do we mean nized as practically true, there can be no
once for settlement.
each man universal reform.
There can be even no
living? to how much soil
to be held? how long? partial reform — we mean no perfect so
entitled? how
to whom shall
descend
how shall its cial organization
among
part of the
what
the just re community —
nation that holds oneproducts be divided
ward of labor? what
the relative value sixth of its people in bondage
for the
of capital
And what satisfactory an evils of Slavery are not confined to the
swers, from experimental knowledge, can slave
they permeate the relations of
be given to such questions?
the land.
The first
They must every individual
vary in some degree according to the cir work of the reformer, then, among us,
of
different
communities
at
to
establish
the
cumstances
universally
right
Social reform, in this
different times
at least they can never man to himself.
must
with
the
be settled
their
thousand
details
ex
begin
all
country,
greatest so
cial evil.
Our mission
to work, with
Association
actual experiment.
cept
all our might, for the destruction of the
may, and we trust will, give to us
worst form of wrong that man can inflict,
fact, what
proposes and promises
social condition wherein the or ever has inflicted, upon his brother man
theory —
true relation of every man to society, and and this, not only for the immediate
of society to all, shall be clearly under- sufferers, but for the sake of all, who in
stood, and the social evils which we now every relation of life, — civil, political,
We believe religious, and social — are more or less
suffer shall no longer exist.
wise organization
most religiously
that
remotely, at once the victims and the sup
of
labor — apart from any change in the porters of the worst form of tyranny . ThiB
•
f_
i_»:
:n
.1.
foundation whereon
isolated family relation — will do much done, and we have
But theory to build
social re-organization.
Withcondition.
to produce such
out
our efforts are partial, selfish, and
good for nothing without experiment
" fragmentary."
Without
there may
experiments — to any satisfactory extent
— have yet to be made. From man as indeed be something of social reorganizamay exclude one-sixth of the
he is, ignorant alike of his rights and hisj tion, but
is

the tomb.
The Persian in the far East,
delights in their perfume, and writes his
love in nosegays ; while the Indian child
of the far west clasps his hands with glee
as he gathers the abundant blossoms —
the illuminated scripture of the prairies.
The Cupid of the ancient Hindoos tipped
his arrows with flowers, and orange buds
are the bridal crown with us, a nation of
Flowers garlanded Ihe Gre
yesterday.
cian altar, and they hang in votive wreaths
before the Christian shrine.
All these are appropriate uses. Flow
ers should deck the brow of the youthful
bride, for they are in themselves a lovely
They should twine
type of marriage.
round the tomb, for their perpetually re
newed beauty is a symbol of the resur
rection.
They should festoon the altar,
for their fragrance and their beauty ascend
in perpetual worship before the Most
High . — Lydia Maria Child.
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to preserve them from ap
people, even from the little benefit that it j time, perhaps, we may show the attitude Philadelphia,
prehended starvation during the first or
brings to others ; while it may be made assumed by some_of the Associationists
second winter of their residence in this
a new and most powerful instrument in towards the Anti-Slavery movement.
country.
dictated a concerted
Poverty
the humls of the oppressor, to load with
separation of the sexes for several years
still heavier burdens his worn and weary
[From the People's Journal.]
after their settlement at Zoar; but the
victim — burdens from which he may not
LIFE IN AMERICA.
CO-OPERATIVE
pressure of want having abated, they now
As the greater includes
hope to escape.
marry, and are given in marriage, like
the less, so the master who will not ac
NEW YOBK, July 29, 1847.
knowledge the slave's right to himself,
Their in
Dear Sir — In your Journal for the pre- most other Christian people.
will hardly acknowledge his lesser rights, j sent month, I notice the assertion of M. i dustrial progress was at first slow, owing
It is no extravagant supposition that ; Mnzzini that " the dreams of Co-operation ! to their poverty, and want of knowledge
and Association
Slavery
may exist to- have been, throughout all time, only Iran- ! and adaptation to the requirements of
Slaveholders may resort to so- j sjUlry jncjuents in the onward ma'rch of pioneer life ; but they have long since
gether.
cial re-organization for their own benefit, - iIie human race, upon a scale infinitely surmounted all these impediments, and
in which their slaves shall be no more small, and destitute of the power of pro are now wealthy, and in the enjoyment of
considered than their horses or cattle.
gress;" while it is still more explicitly! every physical comfort. Their property
Now, then, the Harbinger may under- denied, in other articles admitted into j amounts to several thousand dollars for
stand vis. We believe in the necessity, j your columns, that the Co-operative prin- each man, woman, and child of their
Ebenezer is a more recent set
as we hope for the success of all wise ciple has acquired any decided foot-hold ! number.
efforts for the re-organization of society ; in this country.
1 beg leave to set before tlement among us, also of Germans (sep
but we neither hope nor believe ac your readers a brief account of the rise, ' aratists or seceders from the Prussian
to progress, and present condition of Co- State Church); but I understand they
cording to Fourier, nor according
j
lived as a co-operation for years before
nor
Owen,
to any
other operation in America.
according
who
I visited them last
man
has
a theory
elaborated
The Shakers, so called by the world, , their migration.
which
he believes
will be a cure- but known to each other as " United week. They own 7200 acres of rich
land, seven miles from Buffalo in this
all for human ill.
But our faith is, that, Christian Friends," have at
least/our ex
a? the world grows older, it will recog
tensive and flourishing establishments in State, have built a hundred commodious
and are rapidly trans
nize its own social diseases, and discover the United States — at
Enfield,
New dwellings upon
forming the native forest into
the remedy.
It will test the theories ; Hampshire ; Harvard,
domain of
Massachusetts;!
that are offered it, and hold fast to that i New Lebanon, New York; and Niska- rare fertility
and beauty.
They have
;
which is good.
Where the necessity is yuna, New York.
Absolute co-operation from six to eight hundred acres of the
the greatest, we shall see the earliest Of property is well known to be one of most luxuriant grain
ever saw, and send
j
And, accordingly,
at this their distinguishing
movement.
city of
tenets, and is most vegetable bargee to Buffalo,
moment the science of Association
and inflexibly adhered to. None of these co 24,000 people.
They are to be joined
the Organization
of Labor is much far operations are now less than thirty years this fall by some two hundred of their
ther advanced in England
and France old ; most of them are from forty to fifty. brethren, who yet linger in Germany.
than on this side of the Atlantic. Here, Each commenced in poverty and priva
They commenced, quite singular, with
where population is sparse, land plenty tion, and each has long since overcome abundant means — some of their mem
and cheap, and labor dear, the same ne all pecuniary difficulties by means of sim bers having ten to fifteen thousand dollars
The mass of the ple, straight-forward
cessity does not exist.
larger number, of course,
rendered each, while
industry,
and, though provi
had little or nothing;
people can take care of themselves as effective by their co-operative organiza
they are, and attention is turned to Asso
tion.
All the members labor regularly sion made that any member wishing to
ciation rather as a preventive of evil to and moderately, none excessively ; and leave, may withdraw the amount of his
come, than evil existing ; though we by the result is seen in large domains, pur- original investment
yet, so long as they
no means mean to assert that society I chased piece by piece, and paid for ; am remain
the co-operation, no distinction
known between the richer and poorer
is not suffering under a heavy weight of pie and excellent buildings ; extensive
But, in the meantime, herds of cattle ; spacious enclosures, re contributors, but all labor and fare alike,
social wrong.
and no dividend or other allowance
there are one-sixth of our people who are deemed from sterility and waste to fertil
deprived of all the rights that belong to ity and beauty; bounteous crops; full made to capital.
man, and, first of all, of the right to granaries and an abundance of all the
There are other attempts at entire co
themselves.
Those
who cannot even physical comforts of life.
These results operation now in progress in our country
work for their own redemption appeal to of co-operative life are entirely beyond but
have chosen to speak only of those
us to work for them.
To hear the bur dispute or cavil.
Although the Shakers which are somewhat conspicuous, and
dens of these weak ones is the first com and their ways are disliked and ridiculed
which can hardly be longer regarded
mandment to us.
by the great majority of our journals and any as experiments.
Nor do we mean that there should be influential people, nobody here will deny
As to the Associationists (by their ad
no other reform than that of Anti-Sla
that co-operation,
in its economical as versaries termed " Fourierites "), with
Let
all
others
very.
proceed part passu pects, has in their case been entirely suc whom
am proud to be numbered, their
with this ; but they cannot outstrip it. cessful ; and I think their worst enemies beginnings are yet too recent to
justify
They cannot be true, if they attempt it. have ceased to hope that they will "break me
asking for their history any consid
We hold it a duty to expose, as hollow up in a fight," or be scattered by some erable space in your columns.
Briefly,
and rotten, any pretended reform that special dispensation of Providence.
A however, the first that was heard in this
The movement that more inoffensive, temperate, honest, phi- country of Fourier and his views,
forgets the slave.
(be
aims to elevate man in the social scale, j lanthropic sect I know not where to look yond
little circle of perhaps
hundred
but neglects a portion of the race be for.
persons in two or three of our large cities,
cause of its color or condition, is a pre
Similar to theirs is the history of the who had picked up some notion of them
tence and a sham, however high its pre co-operations of Germans at
in France or from French writings) was
Economy,
tensions.
It is false in its very incep Pennsylvania ; Zoar, Ohio ; Ebenezer in
1840, when Albert Brisbane published
tion.
It belies, in the very outset, the this State, and I believe several others. his first synopsis of Fourier's theory of
language in which it clothes its motive. Economy is over twenty years old, but Industrial and household Association. —
Till it does more, or professes less, we the co-operation (Rapp's) is at least forty, Since then, the subject has been consid
are at issue with it.
If it does all that having settled on a sterile tract in Beaver erably discussed, and several attempts of
we aim at, and more beside, we give it Co., Pa.,
which. they abandoned for a some sort have been made to actualize
our co-operation.
If it professes less, better at New Harmony, Indiana, which Fourier's ideas — generally by men desti
we will take it for what it is worth, and ! they afterwards
sold to Robert Owen, tute alike of capacity, public confidence,
give it a hearty God-speed,
if it com- I and removed thence to their present loca- energy and means. In only one instance
mends
itsell
as good
for
anything. - tion.
Their affluence and profusion of that
have heard of, was the land paid
Above all if it throws itself in the path physical comforts are the
proverb of the for on which the enterprize commenced
" Fourier Asso
of Anti-biavery, as an obstacle to its ! region around them. So of the
co-opera- ! not one of these vaunted
progress, it deserves thn execration, as it , tion at Zoar, Ohio, which was established ! ciations" ever had the means of erecting
will meet with the opposition, of all true some twenty to twenty-five
for so many as three
years ago, by ! proper dwelling
and good men.
a band of German emigrants, who came hundred people, even
the land had
We have written already at a greater over so poor, that a contribution was been given them. Of course, the time
length than we intended.
At another raised among the benevolent Quakers of for paying the first instalment on the
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mortgage covering their land has general
ly witnessed the dissipation of their san
Yet, there are at least
guine dreams.
three of these embryo Associations still in
SIVORI AND HERZ.
existence; and, as each of these is in its
third or fourth year, they may be sup
These two distinguished artists, after
posed to give some promise of vitality,
j making the tour of the States togcther
Tl
oio the "North American
. ,.
Pha- '
.
.,,.
J.I.SY are
with
lanx," near Leedsville, New Jersey; the! and astontshlng "ie Westerners
I
combined
exhibitions
of
their art, have
Trumbull Phalanx," near Hr.iceville,
Phalanx," j retumed to win new laurels in New York
Ohio ; and the " Wisconsin
Ceresco, Wisconsin.
Each of these has and Boston.
Their first two concerts in
a considerable domain nearly or wholly
the latter city took place on the evenings
paid for, is improving the soil, increasing
of Monday and Thursday of last week.
its annual
and establishing
products,
Each, On both occasions, especially the last,
some branches of manufactures.
though far enough from being a perfect they were greeted with a
large and en
Association, is animated with the hope of
thusiastic audience.
the
Notwithstanding
becoming one, as rapidly as experience,
efforts made by some of the professional
time, and means will allow.
With fervent good wishes for yourself critics of New York to injure Sivori,
and the Journal, I subscribe myself,
he still commands all the admiration and
Yours,
H. GREELEY.
sympathy which his masterly skill as a

MUSICAL REVIEW.

HUMMING BIRDS IN BRAZIL.
Wherever
a creeping vine opens its fragrant clusters,
or wherever a tree-flower blooms, may
these little things be seen.
In the garden
or in the woods, over the water, every
where they are darting about ; of all
sizes, from one that might be easily mis
taken for a different kind of bird, to the
tiny Hermit, T. rufigaster, whose body is
not half the size of the bees buzzing
about the same sweets.
The blossoms oi
the inga-tree, as before remarked, bring
them in great numbers about the rosinhas
of the city, and the collector may shoot
as fast as he can load the day long.
Sometimes they are seen chasing each
other in sport with a rapidity of flight
and intricacy of path the eye is puzzled
to follow.
Again, circling round and
round, they rise high in mid air, then
dart off like light to some distant attrac
tion.
Perched
upon a limb,
they
smooth their plumes, and seem to de
light in their dazzling hues, then starting
off leisurely, they skim along, stopping
to kiss the coquetting flow
capriciously
ers.
Often they meet in mid air and furi
ously fight, their crests, and the feathers
upon their throats all erected and blazing,
and altogether pictures of the most vio
lent rage.
Several times we have seen
them battling with large black bees, who
frequent the same flowers, and may be
supposed often to interfere provokingly.
Like lightning our little heroes would
come down, but the coat of shining mail
would ward their furious strokes.
Again
and again would they renew the attack,
until their anger had expended itself by
its own fury, or until the apathetic bee,
once roused, had put forth powers that
drove the invader from the field.
A boy
in the city several times brought us hum
ming birds alive in a glass cage.
He
had brought them down while, standing
motionless in the air, they rifled the
flowers, by balls of clay blown from a
hollowed tube. — Edward's
Voyage tip
the Riucr Amazon.

violinist,

as well as his modest, musician-

like deportment,

excited

on his

former

its variations

opera;

quently displaying

and transitions

nothing
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of mere exe
of curious feats,
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with
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former, and causing but a cold and pass
After
ing admiration in the audience.
j the deep and noble fantasy of Liszt upon
'
the grander themes of Lucia, it was thin
at best.

aliment
in which

The wealth of beauty
the " Last P.nse nf

he clothed

Summer," performed with all that inimi
table grace and finish, which mark every
that

thing
not

much

was

comes from his fingers,
heightened

by

some of the

variations
incongruous
he attempted to prolong its

grotesque,
which

by
im

It seems almost impossible to
of anything more perfect than
Herz's mastery of his instrument.
His
pression.

conceive

He played for the most part the ' touch so delicate, precise,

visit.

fre

but a graceful

and .forcible,

same

pieces, chiefly Paganini's,
as be- individualizing every now, and economizfore ; and though we could have desired : ing to the best purpose the material of

more

we

novelty,

charm

found

the

satisfying

of these in no wise diminished.

beauty commanded by each key ; his runiug passages so smooth and even, that a

The Campancllo was as touchingly inno gentle breeze playing over the bending
cent and simple in its expression, and as surface of a field of grain could not an
refined and beautiful in its form ; the nounce its presence by a more sure and
Carnival
of Venice was as full of uniform and quiet display of power ; his
the heat-lightning
of fun and grotesque admirable graduation of force and ac
the whole ; his power
Like all persons of deep cent through
fancy as ever.
of imparting life and lustre to every form
feeling, and who are subject to inspira
tion, the warmth and boldness of his play
are unequal, and rise or fall some

ing

of melody, till the whole thing gleamed
like burnished steel as it passed by you ;

what in sympathy with his
audience. and the accomplishment of all this with
The great thing of this first concert was less show of exertion than it costs an or
the

magnificent

De Beriot,
in which
played

duett

on airs from

by

Osborne

player to perform an easy piece :
all this made real the imagination wo

and dinary

" William Tell," —

the grand Piano of Chickering,
Herz, co-operated with the

have always

had of Herr.

of Sivori as one instrument,
a power and breadth of tone
almost orchestral.
The low notes of
Sivori's violin in the slow movement in
the first part of this were more deeply im
violin

produced

passioned, and came out with
and manly

force

more rich

than anything

which

we have heard since Knoop's violoncello.

variations of his own creation,
watch the beautiful

in

its

form

ample,

symmet

want of spirit-stirring

meaning,

in

have heard Beethoven,

When
you
you are a changed

you.

man :

his

spirit

When

you

have heard

It is an exercise worth remembering to
have heard it interpreted by two such
masters as Sivori and Herz.
Of M. Herz's solo performances that

speak of it as a thing entirely

evening, by far the best was his variations
on Le Pre au Clercs, a spirited and grace
ful composition, with more unity, more

of ear

nestness, of passion in his music ; it may
please, but rarely move you, or create

and free, flowing broad and rapid
like a noble river swollen by spring rains.

rical,

in

'smoke or mist; hut it is a pleasure which
There is a
goes little deeper than that.

The composition altogether is a noble
of energy and a great mean deep aspirations
and

as it is to

lines and curves

running water, or the graceful wreaths of

one, full
ing,

It is a rare

pleasure to follow his exquisitely finished
and execution of the graceful
figures and -

by

your

life, admire

ingenuity

which

has

passed into you.
Herz,

you

can

outside of

it as a cunning work of
you turn

over in

your

hands.

They were assisted on this occasion by
the vocal powers of Mad, une Fleury Jolly,

primi donna from the opera in New Or
THE NEW CITY. The Chicopee Tele
and significant
development leans. The singing of this lady was unaidgraph states that the gigantic plan of the systematic
who have the control of the than we sometimes find in his Ion inge- ed by any fascinations of personal apj.rarCompany,
"new city" enterprise at Hadley Falls nious and unnaturally elaborated strihps ! ance, and told for precisely wliat ii was
for 56 large of variations.
contemplates water-power
His Fantasia on Lucia A' j worth, except with the unmusical lislencotton mills, 68 by 260 feet, C stories
' era who
Her
go to see good singing.
No name has been pitched upon Lammermoor seemed to us especially
high.
open to this criticism ; its themes being j voice, not remarkable in its highest or
for the city.
and Holynke
Hampden
have been suggested.
jby no means the best afforded by that j lowest register, is singularly rich, and

I

a

guish her in the best company of singers ( as
composition to the duett of Osborne
Her intona- ' and De Beriot, was brilliant and efiechave been among us.

who

;

I

i

is

her

Girl.
once had hope, but hope flown
These steps to the river's brink lead down
do not think givespain to drown.

;

I

;

scales, was what most impaired

; i ofj I j

ing

is

Miss Anna Stone snnj the exceedingly
and florid Grntiai
difficult
agimus ofj
Guglielmi, with great force and justness
Very seldom, al
general excellence.
of execution.
Her voice seemed equal
most never, if we except Caradori and to any demand.
Her rendering too,
Madam
Anna Bishop, have we heard Haydn's Canzonet: " She nerer told hir
such justice done to Casta Diva. Her ; love," was iruly conceived and finely exwanted, like all her
ecuted, though
rendering of Una voce poco fa, besides i
performances, the indescribable delicacies
to
the
excess
above
mentioned
liable
being
of shading which result spontaneously
of over-ornament, lacked liveliness and j from deep feeling.
An unpardonable
poor;
levity of deportment made but
fire and archness.
her songs.
The second concert was, perhaps, as a preparation for
This was:
THIRD AND LAST CONCERT.
whole, one of the most successful, of
Sivori played the
equally successful.
this kind, which has ever been given in Tremolo by De Beriot, upon
most pro-,
Beethoven
and
Boston.
The selections were all admira foundly solemn theme
Concerto of his own, full of grace and
ble.
Herz outdid himself, if possible, in
Herz too was not behind with his!
fancy.
miracles
of graceful, facile execution, enchantments.
The singer, Signorina
which he pro
while
the compositions
seemed more suited to the
Valtellina,
duced were much superior to those of the Oratorio.
and smoothness in her descend- !

flexibility

a

ll'oman.
The Thames
rapid— the Thames deep
stand on the bridges,and fall asleep,
Thinking the Thames
rapid and deep.

of tive.
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true.

admirably

it
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tion

Boy.
saw child munching some bread —
had beentwo days unfed —
snatched the food, and away fled.
I

though far inferior

a

I
I

air from Fra Diarolo,

distin

I

by Herz and Sivori, on an

Concertante,

in her orna-

ate not morsel yesterday—
have eaten nothing to-day —
prowl like famishedwolf for prey.

a

and finish

ments and cadenzas, which would

graceful humor consigning that immor
Duet
melody to its true place.

tal

1

is an originality

Girl

out, in the

and thus with

hurdy-gurdy,

I

dency to over ornament her songs, there

buzz and grind

A

a

manner of

it

squeak

prano proper ; her powers of execution
are very high ; and though she has a ten

a

in the region of the so

and warm

clear

it,
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ations

performance.

regenerat

His vari
well, but

passed off into one of those inconsequent
flights of his own, of great length, in which

?

I

;

;

and, as it were,

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1847.
Music
the measureof Ihe planets' motion,
Heart-beat and rhythm of the glorious whole
Fugue-like the streamsroll, and the choral ocean
Heaves in obedienceto its high control.
Thrills through all hearts Ihe uniform vibration,
Starting from God, and felt from sun to sun
God givesthe key-note, Love to all creation
to commerce,to business,to active life,
Join, O my soul, and let all souls be one
:

new buauty,

ed in his own

a

with

!

but invested
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's

here by Rackemann

and other pianists,

Policeman.
Come, move on, you can't stop here.
Hoioitt't Journal.

For the Harbinger.

chaste compositions which have come from
PurtSo too his other from
his hand.
tani, made familiar

Tell me, why should bread be dear
We shall get no bread fear.

POETRY.

Borgia, one
of the most forcible and exciting, as well as

mire his fantasia on Lucrezia

/

H'onwjn.

j

did we ad

Especially

evening.

;

a

a

.Van.
have strength to work and would
Work for bread, as all men should —
Ah, good God
with could

a

by

a

former

is

;

;

Boy.
In prison you get bread to eat
On some days rice on others, meat
And you lie on bed, and rest sweet.

even of the spirit of
Mr. Herz was loudly encored

we recognized little

For the Harbinger.

grand pieces, which it would be impossi
The
ble to hear without being moved.

freaks

of Paganini's fancy,

of

It

was with deep and sin

the Prayer.
cere

too, that we listened

rendering

to his

of the Melancholie of Prume.

is

This, though perhaps better suited to the
violoncello, (at least so Kuoop has taught
one of the most pathetic
us to imagine),
and beautiful compositions

for the violin

CONFERENCES.
BY EDWARD TOUL.
Scene.— London.

this piece was more warmly encored than
Sivori respond
anything of the evening.
ed with burlesque variationa upon Yankee
Doodle,

making

his

fiddle

whistle

it,

It I I

To the credit of the audience

Man.

I I I

Sivori.

Time. — A. D. 18-17.

Yfbfnan.
found scrap of food in the street—
think was some sort of meat—
was dirty with the tread of fcct.

;

which we have ever heard and all its deep,
unutterable yearning was brought out by

it

it

but dis

turbs the calm and solemn impression
delight

Doubt not, doubt not,
Whatsoever be thy lot,
God
love,
love. God
And he rules above.
If thou love thy fellow man,
If thou serve the general plan,
Harmony, Harmony
Thy whole life shall be.

as
and

bone —

saw dog gnawing
drove the beast away with stone —
seized his dinner and made my own.
it a

contrasts

curious

is

it,
is

he always follows
an exhibition of the wanton
which

with

is

Rondo

semi-burlesque

fantastic

SUBSCRIBERS.

shall immediately proceed to the publica
tion of the first number of the Sixth
.an enlarged form.
This step
necessary on account of the removal of

Volume,

to New York, and our
wish to commence the new arrangements
thai have been decided on without delay.

our establishment

The five numbers due to those subscrib
ers

who

have

paid

for

the

fifth

vol

ume, will
volume

he made up from the newand
hoped and believed, that

the greater variety of matter and the im
proved character of the paper, will cause
them not to regret the change, and to
continue

their

subscription

for

at least

Their subscription will
expire with the fifth number of the next
volume, and we Irust they will not fail to

another

year.

remit

promptly the amount
necessary
" THE HAR
to renew it.
\\~f Address
BINGER,"

The
printed
eight

NEW YORK CITY. J^H
will 'hereafter

Harbinger

New York, on

quarto

a

Sivori performed, first, the Prayer ofMoses, one of his most expressive and

TO

it
is

Sweet Home."

NOTICE

With the present number of the Har
binger, we close the Fifth Volume,
and

in

Cheerfully, cheerfully
Let the golden hours go by,
Wasting naught,always fraught
With an earnest thought.
Only by creatinggood
Are the ills of life withstood.
Banish ruth, follow truth,
And so save thy youth.

a

"

LIFE.

in

compliment by a fantastic improvisation
leading into some delicious variations of

OF

;

SONG

is

the

it a

piece, and once returned

after every

a

Norma.

pages, with

be

large sheet of
new type, and

THE HARBINGER.
in a style of mechanical execution not in
ferior to the typography which has given
satisfaction in the preced

such universal

We

volumes.

ing

are

confident

that

a Journal printed witli
clearness and beauty, and in a form suita
those who value
ble

for

nient

in

binding

volume,

a

conve

and

neat

will not be disappointed
appearance of the Har
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to whom you have appear in organized labor, in some form of
But it has no regard for
the paper.
You can all Association.
find some liberal minded man, who would ; any theory of Association ; puts no trust
rejoice to receive a free and independent in Fourier, or Owen ; thinks that the

of new subscribers,
recommended

Journal, though it might not represent his ! whole thing must work itself out experiown personal views, and in this way, you
may double our subscription list at once.
Especially, we call upon our excellent

mentally, before mankind can have any
reason to be convinced of it; and that if
we go on faithfully

to free the

laboring

New Bed- I slave, to raise the downcast, and so
ford, Cincinnati,
and New forth, labor will organize of its own ac
Cleveland,
binger.
The editorial charge of the paper will Orleans, who have shown such an effi- cord, and the only true kind of Associa
GODWIN, j cieot interest in the Harbinger, not to re tion find itself already in full practice
be in the hands of PARKE
Now upon the earth.
assisted by GEORGE RIPLEY and CHARLES lax their efforts for its circulation.
We apprehend the writer will prefer
A. DASA in New York, and WILLIAM is the time to introduce it to every family
Let it be to qualify this statement on reflection. He
H. CHANNING and JOHN S. DWIGHT that would value its contents.
in Boston.
The able assistance of the made known to your friends, and it will may not have convinced himself that pre
cisely our theory of Association is tho
poets, translators, and other writers, to gain them for its own.
We take this opportunity to thank our true one, or is wholly true ; but that
whom the previous volumes of the Har
be destined to
there is a theory of
binger have been so greatly indebted will exchange papers for the kind and cour
teous manner
a single

we have now
hu

good

and that while
based

it will be faithful

interests

absorbing

on the

to the

of a social

Reform

of Associative

principles

ANTI-SLAVERY

;

of course,

expenditure,

able notice of Briancourt's
book on the
have Organization
of Labor.
The article
involve an temperate, candid, and evidently written

is

which

and we confident

ly rely on the friends of Social

with

a

been established,
increased

must

desire to promote the truth.

Free

it

for

assigns

to universal

reform,

that, before we can set

its conviction

cies

STANDARD.

Standard

of man to society,

tle the true relations
must have

THE

It is intended to make it
In the first part of our paper will be
a Journal which no friend of Association found an article from the Anti-Slavery
will consent to do without, and whose Standard, in reply to our brief congratu
merits in the various departments
of lations upon its being " convinced at last"
newspaper discussion will command the of the truth of the Associative doctrine
— congratulations founded on its favor
attention and the approval of intelligent
arrangements

itself

we

its comments.

The new

the

not devoting

cated.

no subject which engages the
mind will escape its criticisms or

readers in general.

reason which

please to take of our new arrangements
will be cordially recognized and recipro

Science,
public

of
an organization
believe
well, what
organization without law? and what
theory but (he
statement of that law
Nay, what but
theory,
theory of human life and hu
man rights, lies at the bottom of your own
Abolition
movement?
The very first
You

labor:

is

With the amount of editorial force mored pleasantry at the expense of some
which will now be enlisted in the service of our brethren, we trust we have re
of the Harbinger it is evident, that in ceived their retorts with the same good
creased attractions will be given to its nature with which we gave the provoca
pages — that it will put in requisition a tion. — Those papers which wish to con
•greater amount of talent, and various tinue their exchange with us, will please
" THE HARBINGER,"
NEW
accomplishments, — that it will select its direct to
topics of discussion from a wider field, — ; YORK CITY, and any notice they may

tions.

mam. is,
define what
fan
true theory of man.

first

It

If

in a little

is

indulged

?

and then

false theory prevailing on this sub
excludes the negro from

ject, one which

of man.

the name

waits

It

for

of humanitary movement.

School.

as certain as

in

the Associative

labors,

to de- our

are beginning

fact in the ages,

is

who

attention to the literature

become

a

their

without

a

vote

almost

they have spoken of that the mathematics lie at the foundation
what we deem a great of the builder's or the navigator's opera

exception,

a

nent writers,

in which,

is

be continued from time to time, and con
tributions will also be received from emi

a

it,

friends in Boston, Providence,

if

in the external

for

thie

to explode, for all men to
recognized as men and free

false doctrine
be mutually

men, before the final crystallizing process
which shrill organize in

can commence,

beauty all the social

and industrial

tions of man throughout

rela-

the globe.

With the theory here set forth of man
and human

we have

rights

no fault

to

spirit, which so find but we do suspect the Standard to be
its theory of Slavery.
throughout the country to sustain the mars the high apostleehip of some of our much mistaken
Harbinger,
by that timely and efficient Abolition friends,
and which will not We do not at all believe that Slavery
in
virtue of any theory about
liberality, which shall not only place it reason, the Standard addresses us as exists
the

denunciatory

;

not

a

that the slave
doubt

that the unnatural

by any speculative

upheld

is

it

a

men's minds

if

a firm and independent foundation,
brother men and reformers, in whom
but make it a source of revenue for the sees much to approve and much to dis
purposes of the American Union, whose sent from, and enters into
somewhat
is,
it now
and which
has elaborate justification of its own course
property

on

it

by

io

from

;

Reform

system

conclusion

man.

We even

this idea has found any lodgment

it

It

It

in

the responsibility

affairs.

to

the

Harbinger,

whole organization.

recognizes.

— the principle as even
the Banks, and Mines and

of civilization,

which

admits and mourns

other

Give

your

aid

you

help

our

evils in society, besides chattel Slavery
has faith in the triumph of hu
and as

Send us the names

manity on earth, sees that they must dis-

and

the more
by

by

after justification,

advocates of Slavery,
and others who
their case.

the

cunning
Calhouns

weave theories

Slavery,

to meet

unfortunately,

be accounted for without

may

to any
does not

resorting

such far-feicli*-'! explanition

fact,
but upon
hypothesis;
upon the fact that men are selfish, grasp
unjust, and tyrannical.
ing, avaricious,
rest upon

a

its behalf.

general

:

in

its

;
it

our friends every where, for their zealous
exertions

Manufactories

Association.

a

to

in

it

make an earnest appeal

only,

it

We would

seems

now working

in ;

not form,

be suffered to languish.

of confidence

the principle

It

most importance to the cause, should

expressions
it

been so happily
it is of the ut

It

has

and which

is

which

Lecturing,
commenced,

in

in

it
;

niary

in

of its pecu
w
the general opinion any where.
putting the emancipation of the slaves
Every dollar subscribed before the organization
against nature, against the- natural *ywof labor.
for the Harbinger will increase the abil
-k
thinks that we have misunderstood
pathies and common sense of tnan.
ity of the Union to sustain the system of that we have welcomed too much
its only the ingenious argument raised in
assumed
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is

j

;

is

And Selfishness, to serve its ends, lays any way that
he makes use dry up like an eruption on the skin as
permitted
which it of all his labor simply for his own good, soon as the blood
under contribution
purified.
The Standard hints that there may be
can get hold of, even the free faculties of and he holds compulsory
means at his
that men may
its fellow man.
We live in a system of command for this he wields those tried Slavery in Association
associate for the multiplication
of their
Starva
universal competition and antagonism ofj and terrible
agents,
Poverty,
interests.
This makes it necessary that tion, and Denial of the Right to La own wealth and happiness, and use the
I

;

;

every thing

ever devilish

bor, and with these he

omnipotent over

Will

and unnatural, so it only be

you

not strike

root

at the

is

by

is

If, then, his human brother be weaker

bearing, shoot out unceasingly all forms
to of fraud, oppression and injustice, even

if

there is no authority
prevent, he will so far overcome the dic

To this we
First, the objection

of make two answers.

success, is made the fine qua non with Slavery?
it?
COMPETITION.
What
He has his fortune to make ; While this
every one.
every where, there must be
he will make it honestly, humanely, if! Slavery somewhere.
Out of this old,
he can ; but he must make it at any rate. vivacious root, which gains new life
than he, and

blacks whom they regard as not men, as
machines for that purpose.

him.

to the extremest

vanishes

the

that

theory

negroes

The same cause which
slaves,

assignment

exposed above,

with the notion that Slavery

based upon

are

not men.

makes

negroes

men, aye,

makes white

freemen, slaves also, so

called

and most perfect sum

the erroneous

with

of the cause of Slavery,

and so
as

far

it

Success

is

fall.

is

one must rise by another's

of some sort, and by some means, how

ulties for his own ends, since those ends guish them
striking first at Slavery?
paramount with him, and since he By no means.
That you may do without
finds he can do thus.
It is competition, at all touching the source, the permanent
it is the forced selfishness
That old root, compe
resulting producing cause.

are

tlience, which

makes every man, accord

ing to his measure, an unnatural
and

of the rights

disregarder

tyrant

still lives, and slavery's
heads will reproduce themselves

tition,

of other from,

as fast as you

can

hydra
there
them

prune

in the com

would never see his interest
pulsory

The very

ers.

of another's pow
object of instituting an
an economical point of
the immense increase of
and of the means of

appropriation
in

Association,

view, would be

in

by

is

is

tates of his own heart and conscience as ming up thereof in Chattel Slavery.
But can. Second. The soul and vital princi
to lay violent hands upon that brother and what then?
Attraction,
volun
the sum
Because Slavery
ple of Association
make him serve him, appropriate his fac ming up of all these evils, do you extin
An
Associationist
tary co-operation.

productive force
and collective

dividual

happiness

afforded

of the great central
The
Standard
Attraction.

of Might makes Right.

of
lever
which we live, makes man false to him
has read
self; fully believing and understanding must have forgotten all that
book, if
Briancourt's
human rights, yet will he violate them to and praised
does not know that Association
the strong
guaran
serve his interest. For interest
Labor and the
and in the present incoherent ties perfect freedom
est law
as well as that
true choice of occupation,
state of things, in the absence of
organization of labor, one man's interest other practical condition of freedom (with
but an empty for
can only assert itself at the expense of out which freedom
sends
another man's interest.
pang mula) an equitable distribution of profits.
We have not half exhausted the sub
through our heart the first time that we

corporations,

in the oppressions

it

it

in

in

is

aoul-less

a

principle which expresses itself moderate
ly, under restricted forms, here and there
and every where, in the extortions of
commerce, in the cruel formalities
of

is

it somewhere,

It is this which

possible, nay, necessitates
if not every where.
The

the introduction

;

makes Slavery

The fact is, the false system

by

down.

in

men ; it is this which establishes the rule

a

it

a

It

of the wages system, must needs ultimate
itself somewhere on the surface of the
in the extreme form of violate
body politic
up
neighbor's interest in the slight
ject, and shall some time take
wrong and injury, called Slavery.
We rejoice that the Standard ad
But we get used to that, till again.
est thing.
Chat
possible

exists in the South, because finally, circumstances
favoring, we can
Slavery exists not only in the take him bodily and make him ours, and
North, but every where. The virulence swallow the great as easily as we did the
of competition is not stayed by any im little violation of our own tender con

of human rights.

Men

do not reduce each other to Slavery upon
principle ; but in spite of principle, in

that

wrongs

being

he wrongs

another

himself,

the

intimating

that

last

the
few

part of its

Association

throw itself in the pathway

recon

A

enlightened.

mutually

when he article,

but competition

makes

together

of man, in the hope of

interests

great

tone which
to discuss

us

Every man knows, every man harsh sentences

science.
feels

for

in

theories

;

proved

us in

it

dresses

Wages

a

tel Slavery

may

of the anti-

spite even of their own principles.
The ciles him to the most hideous wronging of slavery reform, and must take the conse
We shall take an
do not enslave the weak any the himself, to the putting down of the best quences, we forgive.
less because they know it to be wrong. instincts of humanity within him.
opportunity to show our friends that this
This selfishness, under the hot spur of
We say, therefore, that while we own very natural jealousy of theirs does injus

reason
itself,

and
which

conscience,
is one in

over
all

tice

to

movement

from their own

which

only

differs

deeper and

going

in

statements

while we see

by

of the evils of Slavery

the concentrated expression of all the cluding theirs.
The diseases in the corrupt blood of our false

humanity

men.

the full force of the strongest

in

every pleading
and ride rough-shod over

;

can smother

of the heart,

it

competition,

a

strong

in

;

grasping character of northern commerce society
while we absolutely deny the
is as much Slavery in principle, as any right of any man to claim property
Slavery in which the same spirit has ulti- another man; while we rejoice at every
mated itself at the South.
Here at the effort for the suppression of this evil

THE LIBERTY

LEAGUE.

(Concluded.)

avail himself of his fellow

any movement which does not go to tha
so organizing of human affairs, that com
petition shall cease to be the mainspring

of all our industry.

We say, organize
j

a

man, he does labor, identify all interests, create
soci
appropriate him, just so far as he can get ety wherein
men are not forced into
hold of him.
He grinds him down in antagonistic relations, and slavery will

in its organization,
the abolition

yet as

measure for

of slavery, we like both its

Whatever we may
spirit and its method.
have said to call the attention of our antislavery friends to the subject of Industrial
Association,
has never been our wish
it

it,

northern merchant does not hold his fel
low in slavery, it is only because he can
not do
because his hands are tied as to
that matter.
He does unscrupulously

a

in

in

;

a

;

Although we have ventured to suggest
North the negro is believed, confessed to and have not the slightest sympathy with that the Liberty League, considered as
— yet we see unitary reform, might not be sufficiently
be a man ; public opinion is unanimous the advocates of Slavery
about it.
Yet, if the thoroughly selfish no guarantee of its effectual extinction
its genius and complete
comprehensive

that they should abnndon their enterprise,

THE HARBINGER.
or merge it in that of a distinctive

Social

such as we feel especially called
Nor do we now ask
upon to advocate.
that any party of the Abolitionists should
Reform,

that the princi

do so ; but we do think

ples of Social Science discovered by Fou
rier, throw great light upon the subject of
slavery,

and consequently

upon the me

We have always

thod for its abolition.

regarded the question of Slavery, as real
ly and essentially that of Labor ; and be
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But we look upon the formation of the Land Reforms are greatly aided by the
Anti-Slavery movement, is it
as exceedingly timely in another general
not equally true, that the former do vastly
point of view.
It seems to us a measure which prom subserve the latter?
When it shall have
ises to arch over the gulf, which has been made to appear that the social re
unfortunately been widening, between the spect and emoluments of the free laborer,
League

on the one hand, and the great as they may be compared with those
Abolitionists
advocates of a Land and Labor Reform on of the slave, are utterly mean and insuf
the other.
The League unites all these ficient for the wants of a human being;
measures, and shows that instead of there
being

real

any

ground

of collision

and

and

for

as an equivalent

regarded

services

he renders

which

the

to society, a

lieved that when the latter shall come to be conflict between them, they are, on the bitter satire upon social justice, will not
fully reinstated, the result will be a tho contrary, the complement of each other. men every where declare slavery to be
We have no question in our own mind, utterly odious and intolerable ' In pro
roughly co-operative association of Labor,
;
that
there has been a great loss mutually
we
know
that
un
and
Skill
and
portion as you secure justice, honor, and
Capital
der such an organization of society, slave
ry could not exist.
Fourier says that according to the law
of growth, society must pass through

to the two movements, from a seeming
on the part of the friends
unwillingness

of each, to give due consideration to the
Do not the friends
views of the other.
seven phases, corresponding to the seven of the League say well, when they tell
ages in the life of the individual ; that us that the complaints of the labor re
these seven social phases are, Edenism,
formers
are justly
urged, that they
Savageism,

Patriarchalism,

Barbarism,

must be entertained, and their

and

Guarantyism

;

which

is the very life of the social body — the
life of its soul, — that in it art, science,

granted ?

life, — that

labor,

man's only

great doing, will

League do perceive this solidarity

Liberty

and by how much more clearly they see this,
and wisely express it in spirit and in mea
sures, than any other class of abolition
ists, by so much will their success be ulti
mately greater than that of any other class.

We do not make these remarks in refer

be re-established,

as to that

shall never again

and that the right to la

the

strongest

measures

opposition

to

their

will come from slaveholders,

may un

ence to any party feeling which
exist

fortunately

farming,

be so reformed

attractive

of interests among all classes of laborers ;

that Society shall

guarantee, that slavery

you trans

into free, glorious,

emancipation,

that

is really

usefulness,

It seems clear to us, that the

industry.

of Guarantyism,
upon nation in wars for the perpetuity
of
It has thus be slavery, which it means the Northern
which we are entering.
come a part of our social arrangements,
laborers shall pay for — that it monopo
and must be disposed of, not as it might lizes the soil — extends its land-robberies
have been under the decay of Patriarchby the most unscrupulous of conquests —
alism, but in accordance with the genius of and that whilst public opinion tolerates
the existing social phase which is Guaran
the degradation of labor in the persons of
Now it seems to us clear, that chattel slaves, there will be small chance
tyism.
simple emancipation is not enough to ask of justice being done to labor under any
for; but that it ought to be demanded, form?
By showing the land reformers
to

zation

be blended into noble

and beauty should

prayers be form slavery

Shall we be likely to engage
last leads to a harmonic period, which their sympathies in behalf of emancipa
may be called the Eden of perfected man tion by refusing to entertain the story of
Shall we not the rather
Now slav their wrongs?
hood, or of Universal Unity.
ery is a Patriarchal institution, and if it admit the justice of their demand, for a
had ever any rightful existence upon the reform in the whole system of labor ; and
then show them how the system of slave
planet, it ought to have died out thou
sands of years ago with the form of so ry renders labor disgraceful — that it im
ciety in which it originated ; but. instead poses upon the North the cost of the
of that, it has been continued through government, whilst the South monopo
both the epochs of Barbarism and Civili
lizes the offices — that it involves the
Civilization,

an independent social standing for the la
borer, — as you make men feel that labor

think
sire

but

see that

friends

of

because we sincerely

true ; and

them
to

the

among

plan

because

we de

adopted,

which

shall most speedily and most happily se
cure the removal of slavery from the
world.

And can any one fail to see how stead
ily and surely the question of Land Lim
itation works for the overthrow of slavery *
This is a measure adapted entirely to

A

and

slaveholding

will it not tend to secure their earnest and self in a

"

fix

not to planting

purposes.

would

find him

"

planter
with

but a hundred and

in the removal sixty acres of land, and that too exhaust
will prove to the ed to sterility ; for slave labor always
South that the anti-slavery movement is burns the fatness out of the earth, as the
franchised slaves.
It seems to us that not merely against chattel slavery, but is foot-print of war consumes the freshness
the spirit of the age and all its tenden one which calls for universal justice in and beauty in its pathway.
It would not
cies, urge us to ask for, and to accept of respect to labor?
Can the Land Reform
be an easy maiter to sell his labor-dese
This is what an ers doubt for a moment that slavery will crated land, and more virgin soil he could
nothing less than this.
He must
age of guarantyism is bound to do, and draw itself up as the most malignant and not taint with his foul touch.
none the less, because it may still bear the determined hydra in opposition to land emancipate his slaves ; and by a just
remnants of an ancient order of society. limitation.
A plantation of one hundred penance, labor until his own sweat, or that
Every order of society must advance, in and sixty acres would be entirely inade of free labor, shall have re- fructified his
harmony with its own peculiar constitu
quate to the inordinate demands of sla
wasted acres.
tion.
It is because the League proposes very. Slavery has already stolen Texas
Is it not apparent then that every ad
bor,

and a just remuneration

labor

enlightened

co-operation

and a Comfortable support, and education
al privileges shall be offered to the en

of slavery,

whilst

such

for its own purposes, and is now driving a vance step in legislation and in serial sci
most infernal war for the half of remaining ence reveals slavery as a doomed instil uMexico.
Here is to follow a debt of two iidn. and wholly out of time and piare in

provisions

for

under them the slave

for

emancipation,
shall

that

be guarded

it

another species of oppression,
which might otherwise greatly lessen in hundred millions of dollars, which North this age, and as being no longer tolerable.
his esteem, the value of the boon which it ern labor will be obliged to pay ; besides j There can be scarcely a social or politi
is intended to confer upon him, that we the loss of another half hundred million cal problem raised, which does not assail
regard it as the wisest and most hopeful for annual southern bankruptcies.
slavery in its solution, and which does not
against

of movements for emancipation.

But whilst it is true that the Labor and involve

also,

the solution

of that other
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future.
They find themselves in a society Societies, Moral Reform, Temperance,
of universal discord, unshielded from its Anti-Slavery, Peace, and Brotherhood
its treachery, and its selfish in

duplicity,

difference, and is it wonderful

that they

all good

Societies,

in

problem, greatest of all, the Organization
of Labur.
Again we will say, that the League, in
this conjunction of reforms
recognizing

their

yet subsisted on the public

have

objects,
penchant

for

aud reinstating

seek covert

from this

tempest

is

in

a

is

slavery,

is

of mean giving, which
now quite exhausted.
beautiful,
This phase of social progress
labor in its rights and privileges, do but impulses 1
The secrecy of the Odd Fellows and as transition from total selfishness and
signalize the comprehensiveness and unity
of movement in this great age of reform. other secret associations, may or it may indifference to one of mutual aid and co
Now the dawn of GuaranteeWe bid them God speed, and call the not be an objection to them. We are operation.
come; and society,
commerce
attention of men of progressive thought not a member of any such association, ism
for supplanting

and therefore cannot say what may be all

Divine

The broader and profounder the basis far as all secret societies secure pledges
of human rights can be made, the more of friendship, charity, assistance and care,
sacred and secure will they become, and in hours of misfortune, to their members,
the fact that slavery,
unrequited

and

land monopoly,

incoherent

industry,

an we approve them ; and it is not their se
the crecy which we regard, but the real good

degradation of woman, the ignorance and
poverty of the masses, the exactions,
cheateries,

frauds, and partial

legislation

of general society, are so many violations
of those rights, does but serve to show,
how thoroughly

which

they effect maugre their cabalistic

The studied ex
grips and pass-words.
clusion of women from the Odd Fellows,
upon as a serious fault

we look

but

Order,

tion,

asmust advance by its light. —

sociation,
Hence

in their

and distribu

educational and philanthropic

we say Emancipation must mean
once did, and form its

In so more to us than

merchants and tradesmen employ.

Social Order.

and industry, in production

measures in accordance with the progres
sive tendencies of the age.

With asking our friends of the. Liberty
in

resting

it

noble undertakings,

in

to their truly

assured that their present attainments are the uses of secrecy, but we see no more
but an earnest of the full recognition and objection to it among guarantee societies,
acceptance of a scientific theory of the than we do to the cabalistic marks which

all

goal

to

League

to look for the real good

things,

and

for

the

inevitable

will lead
them, namely, the Organization of Indus
try, we take our leave of them for the
which

an

course

unfaltering

present, wishing

them eminent success.

this

objection does not hold
the Sons of Temperance,
and

subversive is the reigning

against
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should 'men always exercise be made successful at all,
Therefore
must be
order, and how

it

alone, but also upnn the good which each

ize

henceforth upon
not enough to moral

organizing

It

this principle.

3

it

thoroughly

is

good-will and fellowship towards
one another, not looking upon their faults

charity,

.

by

is

if

4

if

is

(

it,

9 5

social
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He must have the
in Washinglonian Hall, Bromfield Street. Seati
stand them rightly, totally opposed to the love, countenance and fraternal re free to all.
BOSTON,Oct. 12, 1847.
secret societies.
By this, we suppose gard of his less unhappy brethren — he
are opposed

to Masonry,

and so forth.

Odd-Fel

Now whatever

must feel the influence
Providence

whilst

intemperance

shielding

of

a

they

lowship,

against

kind,

you

Then will he

which
they may find in Odd-Fellowship
is objectionable, we are sure they may
find much that is truly excellent.
Odd

from

the

have

heart

Fellowship is a form of social guarantism

gaining.

which has naturally sprung up to supply
the place of a general providence, which
the existing social order has failed to ex

us perpetually to give, give, but which
There must be
brings us nothing back.

tend over its members, but which a Divine
Social Order would have established from

alluring
to

is
a

That

for

that

he now feels not worth

selfre
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social

him from want and

false social action which asks

reciprocation, and men must
again what they have given,

really

get

else effort

It is a defence which men are will weary and faint. The tide flows but
The roots give juice to the
every where putting out against the ra to ebb.
pine and wily stratagem of an incoherent branches, to receive
again, quickened
and antagonistic society, as well as to and revivified.
Society has become quite
give the seal of permanency to whatever exhausted
reforms, which feed upon its
there may have been of success in the past benevolence without satisfying its sense
Ubors of Humanity, or to us hope for the of justice.
Bible Societies, Missionary
by

it

the first.
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